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(But

the civilized

"■piDlcULOUS," said a prominent
XV matron. "No girl with a spark of
intelligence or breeding would behave so
badly. She'd be outlawed — every door
closed to her!" That's the social side of the
debate. But just for a moment listen to a
modern dentist . . .
"Ridiculous?— not a bit of it. That's a
very sensible picture. I'd be delighted to
post it in my office as an object lesson for
my patients. If more people chewed as
vigorously, if modern teeth and gums
were on better terms with coarse, rough,
natural foods we'd hear a lot less about

SCREEN

way

OVER

to build firm

A

CARROT

gums

is IPANA

tender, rundown gums— we'd hear a whole
lot less about 'pink tooth brush,' too."
"Pink Tooth Brush" is serious
When you see "pink tooth brush"— see
your dentist. It can mean serious trouble.
But usually it simply means that modern
soft foods haven't given your gums
enough work— that they need the healthful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and
massage.
Ipana plus massage is a part of modern dental practice because Ipana is especially designed to benefit the gums as well

and

MASSAGE)

as clean the teeth. Get a tube of Ipana
today and begin this modern health routine. Massage your gums every time you
brush your teeth. Circulation quickens.
Your gums feel healthier. And your teeth
grow whiter, show more sparkle.
Help your dentist to keep you from
being a "dental cripple." Don't let your
tooth brush show "pink." Don't let yourself in for the really serious gum troubles.
Firm gums and shining white teeth are
vitally important to you. Switch to Ipana
today!
Tooth Paste and massage — and switch
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Our congratulations to everyone who helped make "The Plainsman" a fine
and moving spectacle, a dramatic and colorful picture of America when it
was young.
Cecil B. DeMille, who produced and directed the picture for Paramount,
caps a quarter of a century of making movies. Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur,
in the leads, as well as the supporting players, contribute to the entertainment
with highly commendable performances.
Each month Modern Screen will award a medal to the most outstanding
about-to-be-released production. Our Award of Merit is given, after careful
consideration, to the picture we feel will offer you the most entertainment, the
picture you'll most want to see. Let Modern Screen be your guide to good
pictures, and watch for next month's Award of Merit.

Deviating from his allegiance to biblical times, producer-director
Cecil B. DeMille turns his attention and his cameras to that period in
American history when Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickok roamed the
plains. With the DeMille touch in evidence throughout, "The Plainsman" is an exciting slice of Early America. It has the color and the
pace of a glorified western plus the power and the epic sweep expected of a DeMille production. Around such historical events in
American history as the Indian massacres and Custer's Last Stand,
Mr. DeMille has woven a story of the heroism of Wild Bill Hickok
and Buffalo Bill and the frustrated love of Calamity Jane. Briefly,
the plot concerns the activities of John Lattimer, a rifle-running
renegade (Charles Bickford ) who sells guns and ammunition to the
Indians. Wild Bill Hickok (Gary Cooper), determined to curtail the
gun smuggling, is assigned by General Custer (John Miljan) to head
off a band of Indians who are attempting to capture one of Custer's
6

ammunition trains. With the aid of Buffalo Bill (James Ellison) he
holds off the redskins until the arrival of Custer and his men, after
which he sets out to find the rifle-runner. In the meantime, Custer and
his troops are wiped out by a fresh attack from the Indians. Hickok
gets his revenge when he meets Lattimer in a saloon owned by
Calamity Jane (Jean Arthur) and beats him to the draw. A few
minutes later Wild Bill's career is ended when he's shot in the back
by a bartender.
Gary Cooper plays Wild Bill in a manner reminiscent of his excellent similar role in "The Virginian;" Jean Arthur's Calamity Jane
will add considerably to her growing reputation and James Ellison's
Buffalo Bill proves him one of the most adept of the screen's younger
players. In the supporting cast, Charles Bickford, John Miljan, Porter
and a newcomer, Helen Burgess, are outstanding. Don't miss
Hall picture
this
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play

becomes

rize

the

picture

underbolt
We nominate "Winterset"
for the Best Picture of 79M

Winterset"

of naked

struck Broad-

■Hry! Youth's impassioned cry
for love, rising out of a great
city's sound and fury !. ..Crowded
audiences sat enthralled by
its swift, burning

drama.

months, they warmed
in its deep-glowing
. . ."Winterset"
Award
ew

won

their hearts
romance
the Critics'

as the best play produced
York

last season.

e three
who

For

made

exciting

Now,
stars

it a stage sensation, it

tears at your heart on the screen.

n's Famous Play with
MEREDITH
tGO
fANNELLI
created on the stage
e • Edward

Ellis

fred Santeli
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SLATED

not

They're

Elizabeth Russell is one of
Paramount' s fair-haired darl. ings. She came to the screen
via the model route and will
be seen in "Hideaway

pretty

stars

yet

but-just

SUCCESS

watch

them!

Warners

gave

Jeanne Madden
one of those
derella breaksCinby

Girl."

letting her co-star
with Dick Powell

the
the

"Stage Struck"
debut.

Right, Robert Kent won
much-coveted role in
Quints'

FOR

next picture, "Reunion." He plays opposite
Rochelle Hudson.

here's a beau-aboutBelow, and
one of Twentieth
town

Over at Universal
they plan big
things some day
for Jeanne Dante,

Century-Fox's bright hopes,
Tony Martin. Tony will be

a vivacious youngster.
below. She's

Knee."

See her in "Four
Days' Wonder."

seen in "Banjo on My
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farce
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when

year!

it romps

young

is both

the

Take

our

into

town!

'Oiwin' had two great passions
—poems and ponies. But when
his tearful bride faced him with
a notebook filled with strange
feminine names and numbers
'Oiwin' became an "also ran!"

The "mob" discovered
'Oiwin' and found a walking
gold mine. His penchant
for picking ponies made
paupers out of bookies
but millions for the mob!

"Oiwin, you're the first guy
to really prove that man's
best friend is the horse."
' 'It's the horse that deserves
the credit— all I did was
pick him— he had to so to
the trouble of running."

When his bride found out that
the names in the notebook
weren't pretties but poniesall was about
forgiven—
forgot
racesandand'Oiwin*
went
back
to
rhymes.
It's
the
cheek-to-cheek finish of big
the
Laugh Sweepstakes of the year!

MEN

ON

"Three Men On a Horse,"
the sensational stage success
is in its second big year on
Broadway and still going
strong! The greatest comedy hit in 10 years played
by 6 companies in 4 countries to capacity crowds!

A

HORSE
A MERVYN LEROY
Production with
FRANK
McH U G H
"OIWIN"
JOAN as BLONDELL
GUY KIBBEE. CAROL
HUGHES • ALLEN JENKINS
SAM LEVINE • TEDDY HART
9

ALL

WORK

Right, Miss S.
Temple looks the
fairway over for a
likely spot to tee oft.
This is one of the
ways in which she
relaxes after a
day's busy work in
"Stowaway."

Left, the racket looks
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Doris Nolan divides her time between
And left, you
the stage and screen.
Man 1
see her in a scene from "The n.
Marry," with Michael Whale

played

Nolan's

By

part

no

rise

Dorothy

tears

and

Heartbreak

in

Doris
fame

to

Herzog

MAYBE

IT

WAS

MAYBE IT was too easy!"
player.
So said Doris Nolan, twenty-year-old featured
n pictures for
No grim, hard struggle to get into motio
difficulty to get a feathis youngster. Not even any
York theatre. _
New
the
in
old
footh
player
tured
pictures
"It just seemed to open up for me m both
on.
lunche
us
and the stage," Doris remarked over a cautio
cheese
cream
and
pple
The luncheon consisted of a pinea
no cream.
salad and coffee with one lump of sugar, but
dieting,
were
she
if
on
questi
our
to
ted
"Yes " Doris admit
"I'm' on a diet," and she smiled, revealing two very
engaging dimples.
She appeared a very
"How much do you weigh?"
slender five foot five.
"A hundred and eighteen, but 1 want to keep down
release,
to that You see, on the picture"— her current
water
of
stretch
a
quite
had
"I
"—
Marry
"The Man I
brought
it
and
days
for
skin
the
to
soaked
scenes I got
worked
on laryngitis. I was pretty sick for a time, and
going
me
keep
to
s
egg-nog
me
gave
every day. So they
eggrich
how
know
you
and
ng—
anythi
—I couldn't eat
nog is. Now I'm back on my diet."
"Have you ever gone in for the Hollywood diets—
ay one that's the new craze, for instance?"
that four-d
"No. I don't like to feel self-conscious about dieting.
It makes me irritable, although it doesn't seem to affect
most people like that. Clark Gable lost twelve pounds
on that four-day diet. But I just keep to salads and
'
lamb chops and stay awayfrom sweets. It's no hardship.
"Do 12 you exercise, too?"

TOO

EASY!

When
"I love horseback riding and mountain climbing.
about
oir
reserv
the
d
aroun
I'm in New York I walk
even m winter
four times every day or so for exercise—
wear flannels
to
d
starte
I
when
s
"That'
She laughed.
tearing around
but you really have to, for the wind comes
'
you.
gh
throu
oir and cuts clean
that reserv
We returned to her career.
"Maybe it was too easy," she repeated, 'and then again,
too hard anyway, because
maybe not I'm glad it wasn't
much difficulty it seems
too
with
comes
when a career
sion ones
to make one a little bitter against the profes
the easiest place in
trying to °"et into. Hollywood isn't
try to spoil you,
or
you
ignore
either
They
.
the world
but I like it," and she laughed.
.
She's very young, this Doris Nolan, even for twenty
ious
She's young in a healthv, buoyant but not at all obnox
that
way She's young in her keen appreciation of life s a
she
But
her.
to
kind
has been most generous and
of humor that enwell-poised young lady withf, aassense
al
less person
well as at v,
ables her to laugh at hersel
affairs.
. ,
we asked,
"Did Hollywood try to make you over?
al
capit
knowing this little trick of the film
"Oh, yes, and 1
She nodded, dimpling into a smile.
"How did they make you over i
like that, too."
has
She doesn't appear to require outside help. She
small nose;
rather gay though moody, brown eyes; a
h, wavy
longis
a
in
cut
hair
brown
sensitive lips; light
page
on
inued
(Cont
usly
genero
hes
bob - long eyelas
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Bringing
of a truly
GOLDEN CLEANSING CREAM is entirely
different from other creams and lotions.
It contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable ingredient well known to the medical profession but new in the world of beauty.
This colloidal gold has an amazing power
to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt, makeup, dead tissue and other impurities that
destroy complexion beauty. The action of
colloidal gold is so effective that it continues

SCREEN

you

the

clean

PRESENTS

radiant

beauty

face

to cleanse your skin even after the cream has

A Special Kind of Gold

been wiped away. What's more it tones
and invigorates skin cells while it cleanses.
Golden Cleansing Cream is a non-liquefying type of cream, delightfully smooth and
pleasant to the touch. It is rose-pink in color
and has a pleasing, delicate perfume. It is
suitable for every type of skin.

You can't see or feel the gold in Golden
Cleansing Cream because it is not a metal
any more than the iron in spinach is a metal.
In fact, many of the health-giving minerals
in fruits and vegetables exist in colloidal
form similar to that of the gold in Golden
Cleansing Cream.
Backed by a Famous Kenutalion
Behind this unusual new skin cleanser lies
the famous
reputation
America's&
oldest
cosmetic
houses. of
Theone
nameof Daggett
Ramsdell has been a symbol of purity and
quality since the time (46 years ago) when
they first amazed mid- Victorian America with
an entirely new type of Cold Cream which
did not spoil or turn rancid. Now, in Golden
Cleansing Cream, Daggett & Ramsdell brings
to you the greatest advance in skin cleansing
of our own time.
Costs ."No More
Daggett &Ramsdell's new Golden Cleansing
Cream is within the reach of every one of
you. You'll soon say you never made a more
economical investment than the $1.00 which
the cream costs. It is obtainable at leading
drug and department stores — ask for it today!

Blake

This

Simple

Test!

■

I. '

i mfm^

•Apply your usual skin
cleanser. Wipe it off with
tissue. Your face seems
clean— but is it? Does any
dirt remain to clog and
blemish your skin?

*

\iGood Housekeeping
J
Bureau

it***

door. 1936. Daggett & Ramsdell

• Now, cleanse with Daggett & Ramsdell Golden
Cleansing Cream. On your
tissue you will find more
dirt— brought from pore
cleansing.
depthstive by
this more effec-

-Send for a Trial Jar
Daggett & Ramsdell
2 Park Avenue, New York City
Dept. MM- 1
Enclosed find ICy in stamps for which please send
me my trial size jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer
good in the United States only.)
Name
Street Address
City
. State . 13
Dealer's Name
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Frank McHugh

INCIDENTAL

takes Joan Blondell and

Carol Hughes for a ride in "Three Men on
a Horse" — the screen version of the popular play that enjoyed a three-year run on
the New York stage. His role in this bright
comedy is undoubtedly Frank's best to
date.
Incidentally, the irrepressible McHugh
has worked out an unique philosophy
which will both inspire and amuse you.

FRANK McHUGH doesn't want to be a star
— and six years of concerted effort to prevent such a catastrophe has proven that he is
still of the same frame of mind.
You see, the ambition of almost every picture player is to rate top billing, but, as we've
satissaid, that's not Frank's problem. atHehisisstudio.
fied to remain the incidental guy
Perhaps you think that this indicates a selfsatisfied or lazy attitude. But just stop to
analyze why McHugh hesitates to enter the
envied ranks of the great.
Frank says, "I play whatever they give me,
and hope for the best. The actors can all
fight about roles if they like, but to me it's
just like butting your head against a stone
?"
excited
why getmost
wall,
portrayer of piffamous
The soscreen's
best reasons
the
of
some
licated gents has
you'll find in a day's march for his complacent
attitude toward his movie career. And, practically born in the theatre and an actor for
past thirty years, he certainly should be in
the know.
the

see, all my family are actors," McHugh began. "I was actually raised behind
the footlights. There is hardly an aspect of
about
the theatre and acting that I don't know
from experience. So, when I see players
fighting with studios, I wonder why and for
"You

0,3

At first McHugh
14

scored in movies because
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Robert
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J
judgment

The

star

but

Hugh

the

has

in

choice

of a laxative

bows,

Frank

claims

featured

you

may

your
take

guide

Mc-

the

player

his

moments,

big

too

of the humorous and witty manner
in which he enacted a drunk. So
successful was he in this role that he
soon became known as the funny
drunk. The part has practically
typed Frank, but he doesn't seem to
care a hang. In fact, he is almost
glad that he is allowed the privilege
of playing it. for he can do more or
less as he pleases in the development
of the character he is to create.
In fact, he expressed his sentiments with, "They can all have the
star parts; just give me a featured
role and I'll be satisfied. You see,
then what I do, isn't too important to
the story, so I can interpret the character in any way I see fit. Even if
I change the lines around, the change
isn't too vital to the story.
"But with the star, it's another
matter. He has to play a role as it's
written, because, if lie switches his
dialogue it affects the plot. You
know the action is usually built

around the star'. But I'm just incidental to the plot and so have a lot
more fun making my role grow as I
go along."
Frank McHugh doesn't worry
about the pictures that he thought
were poor; (Continued on page 99)

"VTOUR doctor is a guardian of health.
He knows that many things that
seem unimportant to you may be vital
to your well-being.
For instance, doctors expect a laxative
to measure up to certain definite standards before giving it their approval. If
your doctor would write down his requirements for a laxative, these are the points
he would consider important:
WHAT DOCTORS LOOK FOR IN A LAXATIVE
It should
It should
It should
Its merit
time.
It
It
It
It

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test of

should not form a habit.
should not over-act.
should not cause stomach pains.
should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
EX-LAX CHECKS ON EVERY POINT

Ex-Lax meets the doctor's demands.
Meets them so completely that many doctors use Ex-Lax for themselves and for
their own families.
For over 30 years mothers have been
giving Ex-Lax to their children with perfect confidence. Today, Ex-Lax numbers
its users in the millions. They have made
When

Nature forgets —
remember

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

it the largest-selling laxative in the whole,
wide world.
ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
Try Ex-Lax. Prove to yourself how fine
a laxative it is. Ex-Lax is not disturbing
or upsetting. Ex-Lax does not over-act. It
does not "force" or cause stomach pains.
Ex-Lax is mild and gentle. Ex-Lax is thoroughly effective. Ex-Lax is particularly
kind to the delicate systems of children.
They need this type of laxative as much
as you do— or even more.
THE TASTE IS DELIGHTFUL
Try Ex-Lax for a pleasant change from
nasty, bitter medicines. Ex-Lax tastes just
like delicious chocolate. Children like it,
of course, and take it without resistance.
. . . All drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c
and 25c sizes. If you prefer to try Ex-Lax
at our expense, mail the coupon below.
GUARD AGAINST COLDS! ...Remember
these common-sense rules for fighting
colds: get lots of sleep, eat sensibly,
dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep
your feet dry, and keep regular —
with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative.
-----TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!-- —
(Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax, Inc., Station,
P. 0. BoxBrooklyn,
170
Times-Plaza
N. T. MM -126
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Na
Address..
City
Age
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
IS
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SWING INTO it, sister, we're going to study
"quickies." Of
the
course, if you're up on
Hollywood teryour
minology you know that
that word is used to describe pictures which are
turned out by the studios
at a minimum of tune
and expense — in a period
instead of
of weeks
months and with the cost
to almost
cut down
nothing. But those aren't
the sort of "quickies"
I'm
referring
to here
since this is, by and
large, a cooking article.
Besides, our bright and
particular guest star on
this occasion is Ginger
whose name
Rogers,
is associated
days
e
thes
only with the most lavish productions and the
most colossal successes!

Just about as fast as
Ginger can tap out a
new dance, she can
get a meal together
on cook's night out.
Right, you see one
of the Rogers

So I'll set your mind at
rest by telling you that
"quickie" dishes. It's
the Rogers Supper
the "quickies" I'm about
to describe for you — and
in which
Ginger is
Ring made of a delicious combination
pleased to appear, just
of many familiar
this once, for our espeand popular foods.
cial benefit — are those
asily
last minute, hast
sembled, easily prepared
h all too frewhic
s
meal
speed.
quently, alas, are sacrificed on the altar of
applied
well
some
and
t
though
serious
little
a
with
Yet
effort 'these repasts can be truly delicious. And Ginger
y talents she posis the one to prove it ; for what culinar
sesses shine forth in the preparation of just such meals
as these.
„ ,
"I'm only a Thursday-night cook, but a good one, declared Miss Rogers. "And even at that there aren't many
assured me
Thursday nights when I go domestic," she
rattle
dishes
the
fly,
pots
the
do,
I
when
"But
gly
laughin
Mother
While
din.
the
and the neighbors wonder at
little
stands by to assure an anxious world that it's only
Ginger gently puttering around in the kitchen, throwing
together one of those quarter-of-an-hour meals for which,
she declares, I should be famous ! So if you are looking
16

Courtesy "Salmon Packers"
the like
for soup and pot roast recipes or fruit cake and
bake —
or
boil,
or
r,
simme
—things that take hours to
don't come to me. No, I'm only able to suggest ways to
like a
fix up a meal in jig-time. Why, I watch the clockcooking
my
es
minut
radio announcer and after fifteen
be 'off the air' and on the table, or else !
program must
"Or else what?" I wanted to know.
Trocadero
"Or else I sincerely wish I'd gone to the
_
!
wood
Holly
of
rest
the
along with
"You see" she continued, "Thursday night is cooks
at Santa
ni<mt out in Beverly Hills, on Outpost Drive,
n
Michiga
or
Avenue
Park
Monica Beach, just as it is on
out
and
duds
best
their
dons
Boulevard. So everybody
too tired to
thev go for dinner. But sometimes I'm just I prepare—
kind
the
ly
especial
meal—
a
bother, and fixing
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into

her

she
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cooking

routine.

how
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Here's

does

it

■

My daughter, Joan, loves parties.
She has plenty of
friends too.
But she never used to invite them into her
home.
One day I asked her if she was ashamed of it.

i

■

Just fifteen minutes

is the time

Ginger gives to a food "workout!"
seems like much
less effort than
would be more dressing, more hairfixing and more dancing after a day
at the studio devoted to those verythings. And that day probably started
at seven with a make-up man and
coiffeuse
working
over me
as I
breakfasted and ended at seven with
one last exhausting pirouette ! Then,
nothing to do till tomorrow' except
lines _to learn and a dance step to
practice ! Gracious, where do people
get the idea that it's all play and no
work, this business of being a star!
Yes, there are many times when
you're just too exhausted to face the
music and dance, when home and
slacks and a pair of old bedroom slippers have more appeal than the most
exciting date. And if that happens
to occur on a Thursday then some
real thought must be given to food.
So here in Hollywood, as elsewhere,
the familiar words are heard, 'What
will we have for dinner?'"
Then Ginger went on to describe
some of the ways in which she
solves this (Continued on page 72) \

After I coaxed her, she broke
down and told me that the girls
at school joked a lot about
"tattle-tale gray."
And Joan
was afraid her friends would
notice that my linens and
things had it bad.

I was plenty mad because I
work hard.
But Joan showed
me one of your ads about how
the wrong kind of soap gives
clothes "tattle-tale gray" by
leaving dirt stuck in the
clothes .

So just to please her I changed and tried Fels-Naptha Soap.
And my, the difference it's made!
All that gentle naptha
along with that wonderful golden soap wash so clean. I've
never had my things look so white!
© ,936> FELS a co

Banish
with

"Taitle-Tale

FELS-NAPTHA

Gray"
SOAP!
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A

his

fan

tells

varied

you

expe-

riences in col

lecting

stars'

famous

signatures

It wasn't the "getting" of
Loretta Young's autograph
that made it valuable. But—
guess what?

I'VE OFTEN wondered what Clark Gable, Norma
I asked
Shearer and Wally Beery thought of me when
nit-wit for
for their autographs. Did they consider me a
to place
them
g
gettin
of
ege
privil
the
for
waiting hours
ed,
flatter
they
their signatures in a book of mine? Were
written
their
for
asked
I
even to a small degree, because
t for
names as a keepsake, or did they feel that my reques
accost
to
part
my
their autographs was just an excuse on
.
them in person?
r quessimila
many
I doubt if I'll ever have this, and
my
sure—
am
I
this
of
tions answered truthfully. But
stars
e
pictur
n
motio
many
the
ds
towar
own reactions
can take
whose autographs I now possess. And nothing
to get
h
throug
went
I
ences
experi
away the variety of
y
entirel
an
me
gave
that
ences
experi
these signatures,
stars
film
s
different set of impressions about the variou
red to the ones I had gained by watching them
as compa
on
the screen.
111
had alscreen
the
on
actor
favorite
my
For instance,
Oakie
Jack
asked
ways been Jack Oakie. Yet, when I
Trocadero
the
of
front
in
for his autograph, one day
Cafe, that comedian none too gently placed his fist in the
stairs.
middle of my face and shoved me down several
Boles
John
where
enthusiasm
much
up
I never could get
was concerned, but his reception of the same request was
considerably different. He not only signed my book, but
after doing so bowed very politely and, with genuine
pleasure written all over his handsome face, thanked me
18

"Out of my way, Son," said Mae
West. But did our collector, his mind
made up, obey?

him a
with a smile. He made me feel as if I were doing
favor; not that he was doing one for me.
A o-entleman of almost identical calibre was Oliver
ts an imHardy Incidentally, off-screen, Hardy presen
ly attired,
shabbi
rather
the
to
maculately groomed contrast
oose his
turn
Laurel
Stan
makes
who
ian
rotund comed
asked to sign
excruciatingly funny cry-baby act. When
use, Oliver
clubho
golf
his
ng
mv book, as he was enteri
his glasses,
d
cleane
lly
carefu
me,
at
Hardy stopped, smiled
"With best wishes,
then picked up my book and wrote,
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take

you
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By Herbert
L. St rock

by

hearts

storm?

Oliver Hardy." As I thanked him he
countered with a pleasant, "It was a
pleasure, I assure you."
Just as John Boles and Oliver
Hardy are perfect gentlemen, so is
Jean Muir a thorough lady — even
under trying circumstances. She
proved it recently, when a mob of
about fifty autograph seekers "ganged
up" on her in front of a Beverly
Hills theatre. Completely disregarding the fact that the)' were practically
tearing her apart, she took her time
and calmly signed each person's book
in turn, until everybody was satisfied.
If that isn't playing the martyr to
your public, I don't know what is.
Of all my "No" stars, Myrna Loy
is the favorite. When asked to sign
my book she refused, telling me she
was in a hurry. But I wouldn't take
"No" for an answer.
I kept right

YES,

IF YOUR

MAKE-UP'S

NATURAL
;i^aBBSmSgi&

—
UTY
ulineFOR
if not toISsetBEA
masc
hearts
WHAT
athrob — if not to bring the thrill
of conquests — if not to sing little
songs of happiness in your heart
when he admires? Make-up's so
important— especially your rouge!
There's nothing beautiful about
rouge that looks painted, that outlines
itself as a splotch. But Princess Pat
rouge — duo-tone — Ah, there is beauty!
Princess Pat cosmetics
are non-allergic.

All over the world smartly-groomed
women say Princess Pat rouge is their
favorite. Let's discover its secret of
utterly natural color. Your rouge — unless
it is Princess Pat — most likely is one flat
tone. But Princess Pat rouge is duo-tone.
There's an undertone that blends
with an overtone, to change magically
on your skin. It becomes richly beautiful, vital, real — no outline. The almost
incredible, astounding effect is that
of color coming from within the skin,
just like a natural blush. You'll be a
glamorous person with Princess Pat
rouge — irresistible. Try it — and see.
PRINCESS

You'd guess John Boles to be
agreeable, wouldn't you? Well,
you're right.

alongside her as she started to walk
away, and persisted in my request
for her signature. It looked almost
hopeless, because no matter how
much I refused to take "No" for an
answer, that was all I got — for a few
minutes. Then she said, "Maybe
later." It was her first sign of weakness, and it made me chuckle. She
heard it, (Continued on page 108)

PAT

ROUGE
RADIO — "A Tale of Today" with Joan Blaine and
Harvey Hays, Sunday afternoons NBC Red Network.

Qet

tias

make-up

set-special

The popular Princess Pat rouge, powder and lip rouge, easily two weeks'
supply, in a novel, attractive Collegian Kit — for this coupon and 10c coin.
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 62-C,
2709 South Wells Street, Chicago.
Enclosed find 10c for which send me the Princess Pat Collegian Make-up Set.
NAME
CITY
STATE
In Canada, address Gordon Gordon Ltd., 489 King St., W., Toronto.
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LORD OF THE ORIENT . . .
Subtle . . . Sinister . . . All-powerful.but powerless io impose
his will on two young people
madly in love . . .

wuhLUCIE MANNHEIM
GODFREY TEARLE • ROMNEY BRENT
Directed by
Story by
HERBERT MASON E. GREENWOOD

COMING TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE

Traduction

2U

movie
So

questions

shoot

your

are

queries

DESK

answered
this

way

returned to Ithaca to serve as an assistant
NOTE: Here are the biographies you have
Languge Debeen clamoring for. Whether one is printed
to the head of the Romance
partment. His introduction to the stage
or not depends on the number of requests
recorded for it. Remember, every request
was via the accepted stock-company route.
seeFrom a Buffalo stock company to Broadinsure
to
want
really
you
if
so
counts,
way is quite a hop, but Franchot made it in
overdon't
story,
favorite's
yourhandy
ing
himcouponlifewhich you will find
look the
his stride and before very long found Group
self playing an important role in the
on page 21.
Theatre's box-office sensation, "Success
FBEDKIC MARCH: If, in 1920, a fortune
Story." It proved to be the beginning of
teller had predicted that Fredric March
M-G-M heard of
his own success story.
would be an actor, no one would have been
ite and wantBroadway
young
more surprised than Fredric himself. He
brilliant
the
ed him to sign a long-term contract. He
was 22 years old at the time and already
launched on a promising career. Born in
picture, "Tosigned. And then in his first
Racine, Wisconsin, on the 31st of August,
day We Live," he met Joan Crawford.
doesn't
1S98, he graduated from the university of
Fate,
makes you
SortaFranchot
swimming
real golfinand
is a believe
it?
that state, after winning his numerals in
sidelines,
the
on
sits
that
type
the
not
fan—
presielected
football and track and being
of recreadent of the senior class. While at college
either. Believe it or not, his idea
tion is to see a good movie. He is six feet
the National
of
one
he had been granted
tall, weighs 160 pounds and has light brown
City Bank scholarships and was hard at
hair and hazel eyes. You can see him now
an inwork soon after graduation, with
in "Love on the Run" with the old team
But the bank
teresting future ahead.
of Crawford and Gable, to be followed by
changed presidents and Freddy was afraid
"Quality Street" with Katharine Hepburn.
they might change scholarships, too, so he
asked for a leave of absence and got a job
Dallas, TexasFERGUSON,
KATHRYN
as third assistant stage manager on a
Very few of the stars in the Hollywood
t
read their fan
to
time
the
have
firmamen
He never went back
Belasco production.
mail. Sometimes the truth is disappointto the bank. Numerous stock company sucing, isn't it? Whether he reads it or not,
cesses were followed by important BroadBob Taylor gets more mail than any of the
way roles, and before very long his name
stars of his sex.
be known in Hollywood. But Fredto wasn't
got ric
JEAN PARKER: The girl paints; she dances;
interested — not until the advent
she loves music ; she mothers dogs, kittens,
Since 1928, when he
of talking pictures.
rabbits — not to mention her pet monkeys;
made his first picture for Paramount, "The
Dummy," he has created one vivid screen
"Peter Pan."
her favorite play is Barrie's
characterization after the other, and in
nut- shell
Jean Parker in aive.
you have
, loving,
And.
imaginat
. . aesthetic
.There
by the
1932 his efforts were crowned
Destiny
justice,
poetic
of
sort
a
with
nce
in
Academy Award for his performa
smoothed her path to stardom, gave her a
"Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." You might
career without the usual fierce prelude of
guess that Fred has brown hair and brown
He is five feet 11 inches tall and
eyes.
and disappointed ambitions. A
struggle
movie executive saw her ride past in a float
If you are a good
weighs 170 pounds.
in the Pasadena Tournament of Roses. He
friend of his, you are very likely to play
lots of tennis with Fred and go on long
saw and she conquered. She was hired almost immediately and began her screen
horseback jaunts. He is happily married
to Florence Eldridge and has adopted two
career with an important part in "Divorce
His next starring picture will
children.
in the Family." Her first leading role was
Jean, whose
in "What Price Innocence?"
New York."
be "Saint
real name is Mae Green, was born in Deer
EYER, Milwaukee,
E in BORCHM
LISELOTT
Lodge, Montana. Her father was a designer
Wisconsin — No, Dick Powell is not going
to live in his Toluca Lake home with his
and the prizes that she has won in that
field of endeavor mark her out as pretty
new bride. He and Joan moved into their
much of a chip off the old block. She has
ritzy Beverly Hills mansion before starting
brown hair and dreamy hazel eyes, weighs
out on their honeymoon.
FRANCHOT TONE: The fact that Franchot
109 pounds, and is all of 5 feet 3 inches tall.
Jean was recently married to Newspaperwas born in the honeymooner's town of
Her last picture
man George McDonald.
Niagara Falls doesn't seem to have made
with Fred MacRangers"
Texas
"The
was
s.
He's
marriage
him
still very much
and isconsciou
married once
only especially
Murray and Jack Oakie.
in love with his wife, Joan Crawford. But
THELMA DUBROVNIK, Grand Rapids, Mich.James and Lucille Gleason recently celethat's getting ahead of the story. Franbrated their silver wedding anniversary.
chot's father is an important business executive. He is not an only child, since he
where ythat
in
days, d'speciall
record these Hollywoo
a
Quite
has one brother who
sort of thing is
is four years his sen- ^_>>_____^^^^__
frowned on.
ior. When it comes |
FAYE: The
ALICE
to "book larnin," it
If you would like to see a brief
with
temper
which ament
Alice Faye
Tone's
find
to
hard
is
equal in Hollywood.
of your favorite's
synopsis
sings or rather
this
department,
fill in and life
sendin
His prep-school
eduus the coupon on page 21.
swings her songs becation was completed
speaks ametropolitan
at the Hill School of
General questions, of course, will
background. It ought
also be answered here. Those
Pottsdam, Pa. His
to, because it was
asked most frequently and the
college alma-mater is
Manhattan which bore
Cornell. After three
most interesting ones receive first
preference. If your question is not
years there, he ather,
schoolsManhattan's
which eduended a summer
sesanswered here, look for it in your
sion at tthe
University
cated
her,
and
Manhattan's Broadway
of Ronnes in France,
mail box. Address: The Informawhich gave roots to
tion Desk, Modern Screen, 149
was president of the
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Cornell Dramatic
her talent. And don't
Club while there, and
get the idea that she's
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forgotten her debt. A vacation to Alice
Faye, when she's been slaving away out on
the coast, means nothing more or less than
a trip back to good old Gotham. Alice has
That's to Rudy
otherYougreat
one
Alice was just a chorus
see, debt.
Vallee.
lots of engagegirl. Popular— yes,at and
the Hollywood, now
ments, too . . . now
at the Palais d'Or, and then in the chorus
of George White's "Scandals." But, to speak
ahead too
the truth, she wasn't getting record
and
rapidly — not until a 25c home
the generosity of Rudy Vallee entirely
changed the course of her star. It seems
that she was taking singing lessons and a
friend of hers who knew Rudy wanted her
to have an audition. Nothing doing, said
Alice, she wasn't going to make a fool of
herself. So the friend suggested singing
into a record instead of the more conventional personal hearing. Alice took him up.
Rudy was so impressed by the canned audition he gave Alice her first big-time job,
with the Connecticut Yankfeaturedees. singer
The rest of the story you know.
Twentieth Century-Fox starred her in the
movie version of George White's "Scandals"
and, since that time, the petite blonde, blueeyed vocalist has been going places. In her
latest hit, "Sing Baby Sing," she was costarred with Adolphe Menjou. She is now
scheduled to do "On the Avenue" with the
newlywed Dick Powell.
MARY WILSON, Hope, Arkansas— Modern
Screen had a Loretta Young cover in April,
1931; Miriam Hopkins in March, 1934; and
Margaret Sullavan in February, 1935. You
can get these issues by specifying their
date and mailing ten cents for each copy
to our Subscription Department, Modern
-Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New York,
N. Y. Sorry, but we have never run a
Robert Taylor cover.
JAMES ELLISON: Yes, his name is Smith.
And that isn't just the story he tells the
cops, either. Born James Ellison Smith at
Valier, Montana, he dropped the Smith to
go on slick
the stage.
Ellison
one of
those
fellows James
who gets
into isn't
the movies
by accident or just because he is 6 feet 3
inches tall and awfully good looking. He
preferred to make his entrance "legiti-

Afraid

NEW COLOR— "NEW" DRESS
Only you and Rit will know
it's an old dress — your mirror
will say it's lovely today!
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint underthings quickly and
beautifully, with Rit colors that
resist washing!

\

FRESH TONES FOR HOSIERY
Save odd stockings- by
matching their color with
Rit ... or revive faded hose
with new shades.
GLOWING TABLE ^
LINEN J%
Rit makes luncheon and "^^^si y ■.
bridge linens so gay and
| L*y\
festive.
You
can
change
'
them at will.
SMARTLY COLORED BED LINEN
Spreads, sheets and pillow cases can have the
loveliest shades — and
still Iaunderbeautifuliy!

TO FRESHEN CURTAINS jf/^-*French Ecru Rit gives curtains
the sunniest color that never s> ^
seems to wash out! Not a "surface color" that has to be renewed each time!
RIT!
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in your department.•'
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State.

City

mately," gradually earning a reputation for
y interhimself by his numerous artisticall
preted roles at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse. The next stop on the Ellison
itinerary to glory was a part in Billie
Burke's "Vinegar Tree," with which production he toured the country. Later he
in "Asin
Crews Starr
HopeFrances
appeared
and with
Go" Laura
Husbands with
Woman Knows." His suc"What cessesEvery
on the road were followed by three
serious study in the field
of
years
more
of dramatics. Then, because the wolf had
to be kept away from the door somehow,
he accepted a laboratory job at Warner
Brothers. A subsequent screen test was
the
foundIN himself
Jamesreally
and not
successful But
movies."
them . "in
. . not
until Paramount cast him with Bill Boyd
This
in the "Hopalong Cassidy" series.
proved an important break, since his hard
was
series
this
in
riding and sincere acting
good enough to convince Cecil B.
quite
DeMille that here was the man he needed
to play Buffalo Bill in his production of
"The Plainsman," starring Gary Cooper
and Jean Arthur. Good luck, James Ellison, and let's hope this is only the beginning
of your career.
PHILOMENA BONELLI, Trenton, N. J.—
sleepit ifhasa
night's
Robert catTaylor
. . . but
his apath
crossesloses
black
cat ... a kitten doesn't
full ingrown
be a him
to
the least.
worry
J. D. W., Salina, Kansas — You'll be seeing

of

Zasu Pitts pretty soon in "The Riddle of
isn't
Hamilton
Neil Too
Pearl."now.
Dangling
the very
bad. Last
busy right
so
year he played in "Fugitive Lady," "The
Ahead."
"Mutiny
and of
Man,": Jack
and
Young EAY
all trades
DaringMacMCK
FRED
weren't
he
If
master of quite a few is Fred.
he weren't
and aif mean
be singing,
could
acting
sax.
be tooting
could
singing,he he
were open
ities
opportun
these
of
none
if
Or
to him, you can be sure that Jack Curley
would be billing this rangy 6 foot 3 fellow
as "Man Mountain" MacMurray, or, in view
in
appeal,lifeas onthethe"Wiscons
his feminine
of
road. His
Fred began
Adonis."
dad, violinist Fred MacMurray, was on a
concert tour with his wife, when young
Fred Junior was born in Kankakee, Illinois.
The family later removed to Wisconsin
where Fred was educated. After a year at
college Fred got on his high horse and
said he'd had enough. He could afford to be
independent. Without any trouble at all
he nailed a saxophonist's job in Chicago.
His luck repeated in Los Angeles where
he arrived just in time to fill a vacancy in
Warner's Hollywood Theatre. And before
long he not only played but was featured
as vocal soloist. For Fred had a voice.
The voice took him places that the sax
wouldn't have. In 1929 Fred was booked in
"Three's a Crowd," in which he was featured in a singing sketch with Libby Holman. For five years, Fred, as soloist of the
California Collegians, was a popular figure
in all New York's hot spots. When the
featured in Max Gordon's hit,
band was
"Roberta," Fred was chosen to understudy
(Continued on page 74)

dyeing

/

J

... Just
try
RIAT
!
• Rit has changed home dyeing
unbelievably!
patented
penetrating agent in Rit (Jound hi no other tint or dye) causes the
color to set evenly, quickly, through-and-through every threadwithout fear of streaks and spots. Amazingly different from the
muss, the dreariness and the uncertainty of old-fashioned dyeing.
Rit's cost is a matter of pennies — its value means many dollars
to you. Just be sure you get Rit— and not an ordinary tint or dye.
• Dissolves instantly! Rit is a powder wafer — easier to measure,
won't sift out of the package like loose powder dyes. Not a soap!
• A single drop of any ordinary
ONLY RIT GIVES
dye, oil-coated
on dry material,
can'tremains
get pasta
the
fibres—
drop
on
the
surface
like
a
dewFAST,C0L0RS
WITHOUT
BOILING
drop on a leaf — requires boiling
to make it penetrate the fabric.
• Rit (which contains a patented penetrating ingredient) soaks in as soon as it hits
the fabric like a drop of ink on blotting
paper. Rit is the only household dye with
this feature! It does not require boiling to
make it penetrate.
Follow Simpl* Dliacllon,

TINTS

& DYES

RIT
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER
The safe, sure way to take OUT color, remove stains,
really whiten white goods. . . harmless as boiling water 1
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General
Picture and Producer
Rating
Abdul the Damned (Columbia)
2V2*
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2*
*The Accusing Finger (Paramount!
1*
The Amateur Gentleman (United ArthtO 2V2*
2*
And So They Were Married (Columbia;
And Sudden Death (Paramount I
IV2 +
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
4V2*
Anthony Adverse (Warners)
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3+
The Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
1*
2*
August Week-End (Chesterfield)
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1*
2*
The Bengal Tiger (Warners)
2V2*
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
The Big Noise (Warners)
2+
Blackmailer (Columbia)
1*
2V2*
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
Border Flight (Paramount)
2+
2*
The Border Patrol (20th Century-Fox )
"I've always insisted that my men
Boulder
Dam
(Warners)
1*
folk wear neat, tidy, good-looking
National) 2V2*
(First
That
Like
Are
Brides
lot
a
have
laces
the
find
I
shoes, and
2V2*
The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
to do with it.
3*
Bullets or Ballots (First National)
2*
Bunker Bean (RKO)
*Cain and Mabel (Warners)
1*
3*
January (20th Century-Fox1
Captain
*The Captain's Kid (Warners)
1*
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger). . 3*
2*
*The Case of the Black Cat (Warners)
2*
The Case of the Velvet Claws (Warners)
4*
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
1V2*
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox 1
Charlie Chan at the Race Track (20th Century-Fox ) 2 ★
2V2*
China Clipper (First National)
Coronado (Paramount)
'*
2*
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2*
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fcx)
*Craig's Wife (Columbia)
3*
"So, tvhen they step out on their
IV2*
Crash Donovan (Universal)
daily rounds, you can be sure that
The Crime of Dr. Forbes (20th CentuTy-Fox) 3*
2★
Dancing Feet (Republic).
Father's, Bill's and Ted Junior's
3*
(Pioneer-RKO)
Pirate
Dancing
shoes are neatly and trimly laced...
2+
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2*
*Daniel Boone (RKO-Radio)
ivith laces that will keep their shape
3*
Devil Doll (M-G-M)
The
under the hardest kind of wear, and
3*
*The Devil is a Sissy (M-G-M)
2V2 +
mbia)
(Colu
Squadron
Devil's
after
month
good-looking,
stay
will
*Dimples (20th Century-Fox)
2+
2+
Dizzy Dames (Liberty)
month."
5*
Dodsworth (United Artists)
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia) 1V2*
2V2*
All over this country families are acDon't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
2+
(Paramount)
Fence
Drift
There
habit.
quiring the PERMA-TIP
2V2*
Early to Bed (Paramount)
are lots of reasons. Two, not previ3*
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
2*
East of Java (Universal)
2*
ously mentioned, are the "baked in"
Easy Money (Invincible)
2*
tip... as permanent as the lace itself
Educating Father (20th Century-Fox)
...and the price... 5^ per pair.
Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
2*
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
At your favorite notion counters...
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
3V2*
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
everywhere.
2*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
IV2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
2*
Fatal Lady (Paramount)
2*
The Final Hour (Columbia)
21/2*
First a Girl (GB)
1*
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
2V2 +
Florida Special (Paramount)
IV2*
F-Man (Paramount)
Look for this
3*
4*
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
card on the counter
1*
Follow Your Heart (Republic)
2V2*
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
2*
Freshman Love (Warners)
Fury (M-G-M).
2V2*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
4*
ount)
(Param
Dawn
at
Died
General
The
P
TI
A-of
PERM
A Product
2V2*
Gentle Julia (20th Century-Fox)
1*
"The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
SHOE LACE COMPANY
3*
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Girls' Dormitory (20th Century-Fox)
3*
)
ners
(War
Heart
Your
Me
Give
IV2XGive Us This Night (Paramount)
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SCREEN
Picture and Producer
Rating
The Golden Arrow (First National)
2V2*
The Gorgeous Hussy (M-G-M)
4x
Gland Jury (RKO)
1*
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
2-fc
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
4*
The Green Pastures (Warners)
5*
Half Angel (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Harvester (Republic)
2*
Hearts Divided (Warners-Cosmopolitan) 3*
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2*
High Tension (20th Century-Fox)
2+
His Brother's Wife (M-G-M)
2V2*
Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)
2+
Hot Money (Warners)
2*
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
2*
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
2V2*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4*
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I Married a Doctor (Warners)
3*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
1V2*
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
2*
It Had to Happen ( 20th Century-Fox)
2*
It's Love Again (GB)
3+
Jailbreak (Warners)
2*
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox; 3V2*
King of the Damned (GB)
IV2*
King of the Royal Mounted (20th Century-Fox). . 2V2 ★
The King Steps Out (Columbia)
3*
*Lady Be Careful (Paramount)
3*
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2*
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
1*
The Last Journey (Twickenham)
2*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
Mohicans (United Artists) 3V2-*
the
of
Last
The
The Last Outlaw (RKO)
2V2*
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
1V2*
The Law in Her Hands (First National) IV2*
The Lawless Nineties (Republic)
2*
Have Landed (Republic) 3-*
The Leathernecks
The
Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2+
Let's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3*
4*
Little Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia) ■ ■■ 2*
The Longest Night (M-G-M)
1★
Love Before Breakfast (Universal) 2V2*
2*
Love Begins at 20 (First National)
Love on a Bet (RKO)
V/2 +
Man Hunt (Warners)
2+
Mary of Scotland (RKO)
3*
Meet Nero Wolfe (Columbia)
2V2 ★
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1★
2*
The Mine with the lion Door (Columbia)
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
1V2*
*Mister Cinderella (Roach-M-G-M)
2*
4*
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
Mister Hobo (GB)
2*
M'Liss (RKO)
3*
4*
Modern Times (United Artists)
2V2*
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
3*
The Moon's Our Home (Walter Wanger)
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1*
1 -*r
Murder by an Aristocrat (Warners)
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National) 2*
2*
Murder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
*Murder with Pictures (Paramount)
1*
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
3*
My American Wife (Paramount)
4*
My Man Godfrey (Universal)
3*
Next Time We Love (Universal)
Nine Days a Queen (GB)
4+
2*
Nobody's Fool](Universal)
Old Hutch (M-G-M)
1*
O'Malley of the Mounted (,20th Century-Fox). .2V2 ★
2*
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
y)
rd-Lask
(Pickfo
One Rainy Afternoon
ZVz*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
*Our Relations (Roach-M-G-M)
1*
1V2*
y-Fox)
Centur
Paddy O'Day (20th
1*
Palm Springs (Paramount)
2*
Panic on the Air (Columbia)
2*
Parole (Universal)

MODERN

MOVIE
Rating
Picture and Producer
General
The Passing of the Third Flood Back (GB^
3*
Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
tVx-k
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4*
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3+
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
3i/2*
*Polo Joe (War
)
2*
The Poor Little Rich Girlners
(20th Century-Fox)
3*
Poppy (Paramount)
Postal Inspector (Universal)
2~k
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3*
Pride of the Marines (Columbia)
1
The Princess Comes Across (Paramount)
3+
Prisoner of Shark Island (20th Century-Fox). ... 3V2 ★
Private Number (20th Century-Fox) 21/2'*
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
2*
*Ramona
Century-Fox)
3 IkRed
Wagon(20th
(Alliance)
IV2 +
Revolt of the Zombies (Halperin)
1
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount)
3+
Road Gang (First National)
■■•■2,/2*
The Road to Glory (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Roaming Lady (Columbia)
2*
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2*
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
5*
San Francisco (M-G-M)
Satan Met a Lady (Warners)
1+
Second Wife (RKO)
1i/2*
Secret Agent (GB)
3^
Seven Sinners (GB)
3^
Shakedown (Columbia)
2+
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox) 3 IkSilly Billies (RKO)
2*
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The Singing Kid (Warners)
3+

SCREEN

SCOREBOARDRating
Rating
General
General
Picture and Producer
Picture and Producer
Ticket to Paradise (Republic)
1 ir
Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
Sitting on the Moon (Republic)
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
3*
IV2*
Sky Parade (Paramount)
2+
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
1*
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
3+
To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
2V2*
Snowedthe Under
(First National)
2-*Soak
Rich (Para
mount)
2V2*
Trailin'
West
(Warners)
1*
A Son Comes Home (Paramount)
2V2*
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount). . . .2V2 +
Song and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox)
1
Trapped
by
Television
(Columbia)
2*
Trouble Ahead (Pathe)
\Viit
*Song ofoftheChina
(Douglas
MacLean)
3-fc
Song
Saddle
(First National)
2*
Trouble
for
Two
(M-G-M)
2-*Two Against the World (First National)
2*
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
Special Investigator (RKO)
2+
Two Fisted Gentleman (Columbia)
2*
Speed (M-G-M)
Two in a Crowd (Universal)
1
iy2*
Two in Revolt (RKO)
2V2*
Spendthrift (Wanger-Paramount)
2+
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2V2*
Stage Struck (First National)
2V2 +
Star for a Night (20th Century-Fox) IV2 +
Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)
3+
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
4+
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
Sutter's Gold (Universal)
2V? +
"Valiant
is oftheBugle
WordAnnfor (M-G-M)
Carrie (Paramount) 2V2*
2*
The
Voice
Suzy (M-G-M)
|*
Swing Time (RKO)
4V2*
The Walking Dead( Warners)
2+
Walking on Air (RKO)
2*
Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
2*
Sylvia
Scarlett (RKO)
2V2*
Wanted Men (British & Dominion)
l/2-k
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
*Wedding Present (Paramount)
2+
Thank You, Jeeves (20th Century-Fox)
1*
We're Only Human (RKO)
2*
The Texas Rangers (Paramount)
3^
We Went to College (M-G-M)
2★
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
2V2*
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
A-k
4+
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
2 Ik- The White Angel (First National)
Things to Come (United Artists)
3*
White Fang (20th Century-Fox)
2*
13 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2+
36 Hours to Kill (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
Three Cheers for Love (Paramount)
2+
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
2★
*Wives Never Know (Paramount)
2+
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
IV2 +
*Three Married Men (Paramount)
1+
Three on the Trail (Paramount)
2V2-*Yours for the Asking (Paramount)
2-*your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
2y2*

You 11 find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture. 5*. extraordinary; 4^-. very good;
good; 2*, fair; poor. Asterisk denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.

"My

pet

hate_powder
chalky

that
in

shows

strong

up

light'

^|^Epowder,
asked they
1,067voted,
girls—is One
of their
hates in a
showing
too pet
much!
And Pond's Powder led all others in "not giving that
powdered look." Twice the number of votes of the
second favorite. Three times the vote of the third !

"Glare-proof" colors— The reason is in Pond's colors.
"Glare-proof," they catch only the softer rays of light
—won't

show up chalky in strongest light. Special ingredients give Pond's its soft, clinging texture— keep it
fresh looking for hours.
Low prices. Decorative screw-top jars, 35f(, 70i- New big boxes, 10^, 20t.

points in a powder
5 "Glare-Proof"
(This offer expires Feb. 1,Shades
1937)
Name.
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract Comply

Address _

POND'S,rush,Dept.
Clinton,
Conn.of
Please
free,M-94,
5 different
shades
Pond's "Glare -proof" Powder, enough
of each for a thorough 5-day test.
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$5.00 Prize

Letter

Disappointed
Recently I saw "Anthony Adverse." I
had been acquainted with the voluminous
novel by Hervey Allen, the sensitiveness

received a reply. In fact I wrote you
three letters which were unanswered. For
your birthday I sent you a lovely card
and you didn't even thank me for it. Do
you think you should treat your fans like
your secretary didn't give
this?thePerhaps
letters and card, if so then you
you
have an excuse, but if she did and you
cast them away you're not worth
just
going to see. Just put yourself in my place
and see how it feels not to hear from someone you're fond of.— Lola Day, San Jose,
Calif.
$1.00

Prize

Letter
Are Leading Men Too Nice?
Remember when Clark Gable took a
couple of wallops at Norma Shearer and
Jean Harlow and we liked it so very
actor? Rewell we hailed him as a great treated
the
member when James Cagney
ladies in cave-man fashion and we thought
it was swell?
Isn't that one reason we so admire
acEven
FredrictuallyMarch?
in his eye
fire doesn't
has ifa he
hit a lady he
which glints and tells you he might strike

What's the matter with our leading men, queries a Washington gal. She doesn't leave the
question unanswered either.

"Just

wait

discover

used

till you

this Oil Rub

by almost

all hospitals
"Gosh, how I used to be scared of germs.
But now . . what do you think . . . the
scared of me! Isn't that wondergermsful?are
Well . . . it's because I struck oil.
Yes — my mother now gives me a body rub
every day with Mennen Antiseptic Oil; so
I 'veal ways got a film of safety over me that
keeps away the germs and stops infection.
The other day I heard our doctor say that
almost all hospitals* now give their babies
the daily protection of Mennen Antiseptic
Oil. It keeps us so much safer and healthup-to-date
mother's things
glad my
ier. Gee, I'mabout
and knows
important
like

*Nine-tenths of all the hospitals that are
this."
important in maternity work use Mennen
Antiseptic Oil on their babies, daily. Your
baby deserves it, too!

OIL
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of imagination, the exquisite prose, the
stimulating characterizations. Like many
others I awaited the release of this unusual
screen endeavor with something of misgiving, lest the story, due to its immensity, be
public
impaired. Newspapers assured ,thethat
the
that the novel had not suffered
least,
the
say
to
,
gigantic
lengthy,
film was
but more than adequate, that its treatment
had been delicate and that the full flavor
of the book had been preserved. Hervey
its most potent atAllen gave the filmreaders
of this nation
traction among the
when he declared his approval without
reservation.
So, eagerly I, too, hastened to see the
valiant Anthony relive again in part the
inevitable misery that was his birthright.
But this was not the Anthony I knew, nor
the Angela, nor the Faith. They were not
the beings of vast emotions written into
them. And the Madonna — how ineffectual
y. she. renal solace
spirituhon
the Ant
derofed
and devoid

My disappointment in this huge episodic
rendition of "Anthony Adverse'' I do not
attribute to the producers, for the screen
has its limitations, nor to its advertisement in the superlative, for I am not susceptible to the racket that accompanies
forthcoming productions, but rather to
the vigorous consent with which Mr. Allen
blessed the film.— Lee Hosford, Jersey
City, N. J.

$1.00 Prize Letter
An Open Letter to Bob Taylor
I think you should treat your fan mail
with a little more consideration, because
if you don't you are sure to lose^many
of your fans. After seeing you in "Small
Town Girl," I wrote you a letter. I never

the gent
Do you agree with
from Massachusetts, who
claims that Jessie Matthews is
the Queen of Dancing?
her if he thought she needed it.
me wonder: Aren't
All of which makes
g men of today rather effemithe leadin
nate? Robert Taylor is a very nice chap.
So is— well, most of the new crop. But
regular brawny
they aren't what I'd call think
too much
he-men. They make me
his court.
of the dapper Louis XIV and
Even Clark Gable seems to have lost his
policy.
ownday.
'em-d
slap-any
theBeery
on ce
age Walla
He
mortg
old
take
I'll
of
dish
a
away
put
looks like he could
corned-beef and cabbage and then go out
and get up a good alley brawl. He may
not be handsome, but he's no sissy at least !
K. B., Seattle, Washington.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Queen of Dancing
Who's the king of dancing? Everyone
without a question will say Fred Astaire.

MODERN
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Write us a letter and win a prize!
Choose your own movie topic — here are
some suggestions: Why you enjoy hearing screen stars on the radio, the best
screen performances you've seen recently, movie-boners, suggested casts for
best-sellers and favorite books and
plays which are scheduled for early
screen production, the best technicolor
film you've seen to date, etc. Ten dollars in prizes are awarded each month
for the six most interesting letters submitted— 1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of
$1 each. Send your full name and address. Modern Screen reserves the right
to publish letters in whole or in part.
Add ress: Between You and Me, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

But when you ask who's the queen of
dancing, some will say Ginger Rogers,
others will say Eleanor Powell, and some
might even suggest Ruby Keeler. However, in my mind there's only
girl
who can take that title without a one
question.
Yes, it's that beautiful English beauty,
Jessie Matthews.
She's the Queen !
What a thrill if she and Fred Astaire
will get together for a picture. I've seen
everyone of her pictures from "Evergreen" to her most recent release "It's
Love Again" and she has improved with
each one. She's the greatest dancing star
alive.—
Mass. Kenneth F. Parker, Brookline,

MERRY.
(and

XMAS
a carton

WrHERE'S the holiday throat that
won't enjoy their soothing touch
of mild menthol? Where's the smoker
of either sex who won't relish KGDLS
blend of superior Turkish-Domestic
tobaccos? Remember that each pack
not only carries a valuable coupon,

TO

ALL

of Kools)

but there's two extra coupons in a
carton ! — a good start toward those
attractive B & W premiums (offer
good U. S. A. only) . So give 'em all
KGDLS
. . . they'll
appreciate 'em
most! Brown
& William
son Tobacco
Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

$1.00 Prize Letter
What

the Movies

Done

for Me

1. I have improved in my English conversation, which formerly was all Greek
to me until the players on the screen
taught me how to speak English.
2. I can use Roosevelt's English and
not the King's English, the former easier
to "pick up."
3. I can now understand American slang
(Continued on page 104)

SAVE

A California reader writes an
open letter to Robert Taylor,
which should interest everyone, including Mr. T.

COUPONS

... MANY

Chase Cocktail Set. Shaker, 300 coupons; 4cups — 175; tray — 200; set — 650

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
Sheer Silk Hosiery — Full length. Runstop band. Newer shades. 125 25coupons
B & W premium booklet, No . 12
ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES
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HELEN

HUDSON

PETERSON^

WqVaLEN
TOM MOORE

VINSON

HERSHOLT
SLIM

TlAN , DINEHART
GEORGE ERNEST

SUMMERVILLE
^EDWARD BROMBERG
MONTAGU LOVE

ction • Directed by Norman Taurog
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Produ
Associate Producers Eorl Carroll ond Harold Wilson

ROBERT

KENT

SARA

HADEN

LEGS CHAP TOO — Smooth away roughness with quicker-acting Hinds. Its
special creamy lubricants soak chapped
skin soft again. To prevent further
chapping, apply Hinds before putting
on stockings. It softens and soothes
those hard, dry "skin cracks" that
sting and burn.

(left) MEN LOVE to look at— and
hold — hands kept smooth and
white with Hinds. Skin looks
different — so much softer! That's
because Hinds goes into roughness
— doesn't just float on top. Every
creamy drop does its part in
soothing
hands —
in
relievingwater-puffed
chapping.

RED SANDPAPER HANDS... how they sting and burn,
feel calloused On the palms, rough on the backs....
That's what hard work outdoors does to tender skin!
Put softness back again with Hinds Honey and Almond Cream. Quicker-acting — not watery — every
rich, creamy drop does good. Hands recover a soft feminine look right away with Hinds. It really works!

FREE

The first One-Piece DISPENSER
IN THE STORES NOW!

The new perfect one-piece lotion dispenser! Free on
the Hinds 50c-size bottle! Ready to use. Nothing
to take apart or put together: Works instantly.
Simply turn bottle upside down — press — out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy —
not watery. Every drop works better! Use Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream all during the day. It
puts back the softness that drying housework
takes away. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand ! Hinds comes in $1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.

Copyright, 1936. Leon & Fink Products Corporation

NEW RADIO TREAT- "Between the Bookends" brought
to you by Hinds at 12:15 pm E. S. T. over WABC-CBS

HINDS
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GINGER ROGERS "Don't Wanna Dance" much longer
in her film productions and if the plans of her astute
managing mother carry through, the peppy blonde star
will switch her talents into cinema drama without benefit
of terpsichore and lvric writers. Her contract still calls
for one musical film a year with Fred Astaire, a combination that has been a box office record breaker, but Lela

be well on the way to repeating, in serious roles, the popularity she created for herself as a dancing heroine. And
in the Rogers combine, mother knows best for, while
Ginger may be an admiral in the Texas Navy, an honor
conferred on her when she visited the Texas Centennial,
d
of the Rogers' ship, a comman
it is Lela who is captain relinqu
ish. She candidly admits
she does not intend to

Rogers believes that the era of teaming dancers in musical romances has already reached its zenith and that the
seasons, for this type of movie attraction, are already
numbered. The opening wedge into the new plans for

that her smart supervision of her daughter's career has
built Ginger's camera efforts into a million-dollarofmovie
such
business. To her it is important that the builder
a successful financial investment remains the boss on important decisions.
mother manNot since the days when Bebe Daniels' front
rank of
aged her pretty, talented daughter into the
assoter
-daugh
mother
of
sort
this
lias
stars
silent screen

Ginger Rogers is "Mother Carey's Chickens," a costume
film' set in the Spanish-American war period in which
Ginger neither dances nor resorts to light comedy.
In a few years, Mrs. Rogers believes her daughter will

Ginger

relaxe

Carey's Chickf
Ginger doesn'

turned on the e
ambition.
Texas clairr
daughters, but
Missouri, thai
world that w£,
formative yc
those Texas
but mother

dys Hall

is

Bob

like?

e

tells

mself

.1 tell you that
the greatis
intury.
•well, And
too.

TROE

Bob Taylor has played with many
stars and

now
■

he is with Garbo

LIFE

famous

women

in "Camille."

GABLE WASN'T spoiled by the terrific avalanche of
popularity and fame that hit him," said Bob Taylor, "and
why the heck should I be? There'll be far less excuse
for me, if I go haywire and 'Hollywood,' than there
would have been for Clark, if he had. He worked hard
for several years before stardom hit, him with a wallop
between the eyes. He had known discouragement and
set-backs. And then, when suddenly it did happen, as it
hadn't happened to anyone, since the days of Valentino,
it was a complete reversal for him. He might well have
been excused if he had lost his head. But he never has;
not for one moment.

"I on the other hand, haven't had to work for any
length of time at all. I've never even had time to get discouraged.haven't
I
had any set-backs — yet. I've always
had everything. My whole life has been one smooth,
progressive pattern. And while this Hollywood 'fame' is
by far the brightest and most spectacular of all the
patches that have made up the pattern of my life still, it
is also of a piece with the rest of it.
"By golly, if I get 'spoiled' someone should line me up
against a wall and shoot me. I'll deserve it. If I can
do half as well as Gable, I'll be okay. I have the most
tremendous admiration, amounting to awe, for him."
While Bob was talking to me, perched upon a camera
case the while — Mamo's strong hands were massaging the
Taylor shoulder muscles.
You remember Mamo, who

STORY

Such adulation as is Bob's has not been given
to any male star in years — yet he's unspoiled.

played the beautiful native girl opposite Clark in "Mutiny
on the Bounty" ? I don't know what Mamo was doing on
the set other than serving in the capacity of a masseuse.
I didn't ask. Anyway, there she was, wearing slacks and
giving Bob the Hawaiian version of the Swedish
"works." Bob remarked that he didn't know how he'd
ever done without her.

"I've told, in almost every interview I've given," Bob
went on, as he jerked and jolted under Mamo's kneading
hands, "about this last year and what it has meant to me,
and how I've reacted to it, and so forth and so on. I've
said that I don't think I'm spoiled, don't feel spoiled, hope
I never will be. I've said that I feel, if anything, an
increasing sense of responsibility, a sense of the gravity
of the work itself and a need to keep my feet planted
firmly, Gable-wise, on the ground.
"I've said that when I first came to the studio I was
afraid of the stars. I was. I'd been a fan, you see, on
the other side of the line. I'd believed that these people
were compounds of moonlight and magic and probable
madness — and. not mere flesh and blood people like me.
"I'm not afraid of them now. I haven't said this, you
might say it for me. With the exception of my awe of
Gable, I've discovered that they are just human beings
and swell, hard-working ones at that. I'm not even afraid
of Garbo," Bob said, his gray eyes laughing. "No, not
even after playing Armand to (Continued on page SO)
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DOES
WHAT VALUE has a college education in Hollywood?
For years young university graduates and other young
men and women, to whom a college education is an impossibility, have been asking that question, thetr eyes following the curve of the rainbow to the fabulous pot of
gold which lies in the motion picture studios.
The answer is surprising, but true, and proved by
od experience. A college educalong years of Hollywo
tion has little or no value in Hollywood except, of course,
in the technical departments of the studios, where trained
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well-known "college of hard knocks," the school which
has no ribbon-tied diplomas, no June commencements,
no honor societies.
Today there are many young men and women in Hollywood who would gladly exchange that once-prized and
engraved diploma for four years of practical experience
with people and life, instead of with books.
Johnny Mack Brown, for instance, rode into Hollywood on a diploma from the University of Alabama and
his fame as an all- American football player.
Where is

Johnny today? He has -slipped .from
the major studios into the ranks of
While Gary Cooper, who was punching
tana ranch and struggling along as an

leading
western
cattle on
extra in

roles in
serials.
a Monpictures

during
of screen.
university life, is rated as one
of the Johnny's
head men years
of the
Then there's Franchot Tone. Franchot is an honor
graduate of Cornell University and a possessor of a
Phi Beta Kappa key, the laurel wreath of scholarship.
After several years in Hollywood (Continued on page 94)
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Norma's marriage had the
rare combination of a man
and woman who shared not
only a mutual love, but an
unusually successful business association.
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Packer
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DEATH, SUDDEN and tragic, has ended Hollywood's
most beautiful love story, the story of Norma Shearer
and Irving Thalberg.
For nine years, since the October day when they were
married, Norma and Irving had known not only a perfect
love, but also a complete companionship, which included
both their personal and their professional lives. They
were a man and a woman who loved and married and
became the parents of two children. They were also a
brilliant, genius-tinged producer and a successful actress
who worked, dreamed and accomplished together.
Quietly, as he had lived, Irving Thalberg died, surrounded by the ones he loved. Norma Shearer knelt
beside him during those last heart-breaking hours, as she
had stood beside him during the happy and almost unbelievably successful years of their marriage. In the final
hours of his life, his eyes met hers in the deep and
wordless understanding which they have always known.
When Hollywood had recovered from its first stunned
shock and grief at the death of the young executive who
had given so much, even his life, to the motion picture
industry, the thoughts of everyone turned to Norma and
her future. One question was on the lips of all who
knew her.

"What will Norma do with the years which lie before her?"
No one knows the answer to that question, not even
Norma herself.
She is too bewildered in her sorrow,

retirement

permanently?

roles. ■

too numbed by the loss of her young husband, even to
think of the future except as a blank and empty void.
But Norma is a young and a very vital woman. Time
heals even the deepest wounds. She has her two children,
the six-year-old boy with the heritage of Irving Thalberg's name, the baby girl to whom were bequeathed
Irving Thalberg's glowing, dark brown eyes. Some day
Norma will gather up the broken threads and go on.
There is no doubt of that. How she will rebuild her life,
no one can predict now, so soon after its wreckage.
HOLLYWOOD

IS, of course, filled with whispers and

prophecies. A few of Norma's friends say that she will
never make another picture, that her superb performance
in "Romeo and Juliet" will mark her farewell to the
screen. That would be a gloriously dramatic gesture,
to say her farewell with Irving Thalberg in the masterpiece which they made together, she as the star, he as the
producer — to end Hollywood's most beautiful romance
with the greatest love story of literature.
Other friends insist that Norma's career will go on,
that she will continue to make pictures, that she will use
her work to help to fill the new loneliness of her life.
Knowing Norma, I believe that she will return to the
screen after a few months of retirement. She is too
young and too energetic
fill part of her life, but
with her. She has been
world of the stage and

to be idle. Her children will
not all of it. Work is a habit
busy, active, interested in the
screen since she was sixteen

years old.
"I believe that every woman owes it to her husband
and children to have outside interests. A woman, who
has other activities, whatever they may be, is far more
interesting to her family than the woman who is completely submerged in domesticity, who knows nothing beyond
fourago.
walls of her home," Norma told me only
a short the
time
With those beliefs, what would be more natural than
that Norma should continue with the work which has
been the most absorbing interest in her life, second only
to her husband and children? She has grown up with
motion pictures. She knows them, artistically and technically, as few women do.
(Continued on page 97)
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With

Frank

(Mutiny

on

the

ucerBounty) Lloyd as prod
director, with your favorites,
Claudette Colbert and Fred
MacMurray,

in the lead roles,

Paramount's "Maid of Salem"
sweeps before the cameras.
Here are the first glimpses of
this mighty picture of a love
which braved the blazing fury

Frank Lloyd reads an amusing
the two
page in the script to ert
and
stars, Claudettey Colb
Fred MacMurra

England's
of Colonial New ions
.
witchcraft persecut

Claudette Colbert as Barbara Clarke,
the little "Maid of Salem"

A group of Salem lads doing a
little tippling, Colonial style
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WHAT HAS happened to Jean Muir? A year ago she
seemed one of the White Hopes of Hollywood. Young,
ambitious and individual, she had forged ahead with
breathless speed. She was put into one fine role after
another — the betrayed
girl in "Dr. Monica," the
starring roles in "As the
Jean
Muir
Earth Turns" and "Dethe eagerly-contestedsirable,"
role of
Helena in
"A Midsummer Night's
Dream."
And then suddenly, as
though her career were
indeed a midsummer

that

it

pays

Kay Francis, who was supposed to be the star, Miss Muir
said frankly, "My role is much better than yours, you
know.
you mind?"
When DoKatharine
Hepburn after her startling success
in Hollywood, appeared
in an ill-starred Broadnow

to

knows

be

good

Hepburn

realized the honesty behind the girl's bluntness,
but there were other stars
in Hollywood
and
who hated who
Jean.didn't,
And

there were executives who would cheerfully have slaughtered
her for,
age." instead of accepting- their suggestions
meekly as other newcomers did, she asked a
thousand questions. She
wanted to know the why

"White Fang," the kind
of part in which any bit
player could have appeared.
Recently she completed
"Draegerman Courage,"
a program picture, and

and wherefore of everything. At other times she
acted as if she knew more
about their business than
they did.
When Jean first came
to Hollywood, her ideas
were based on how things
were done on the stage,
and she rebelled against

Jean takes another step toward
comeback

in "Once

a screen

a Doctor."

Hollywood's methods.
Her first part was in a
picture which Roy Del
Ruth was directing, "Bureau of Missing Per-

"In

this scene," he

told her, "you're supposed to sit on a bench
reading a newspaper and
STORMY

PETREL

didn't know when to
keep her thoughts to herself.

By Dora
I first came to
Hollywood," she con"I was
fessed to me,
constantly making enemies because I spoke my mind
so freely. Within earshot of a scenario writer, I
would complain bitterly that the story he had written was atrocious and had no more plot than a barrel
of sour apples. I would explain what an impossible
person a certain director was, and discover a glazed
look coming into the eyes of the person to whom I was
talking. Nine times out of ten she turned out to be the
director's wife."

"When

When

blurted out, "Miss Hepburn, Iadmire your courKatharine

night's dream, it was all
over. For eight months
she made no pictures at
all. Finally she was loaned
to Twentieth CenturyFox for a small role in

she is now doing "Once
a Doctor," where she is
featured with Donald
Woods and Dick Purcell.
These are the facts, but
what is the story behind
them? Why was Jean
Muir raised to the glittery pinnacle of stardom
and then thrust back into
obscurity ?
The story of Jean
Muir is the story of a
rebel — and the price she
paid for her rebellion. It
is the story of a girl who
almost threw away a
career because of her
critical, superior attitude
toward Hollywood and
motion pictures.
Jean never used to be
very popular in Hollywood, except with a few
people who knew her well.
The rest found her too destructive, too much of a
lone wolf. For one thing
she was too frank and

play called
"The
Lake," wayJean
went backstage to see Katie after
the performance and

Jean Muir was appearing in "Dr. Monica" with

Albert

Jean did her best to
sons."
obey. But she was new
tocrying.
picture
and very nerv" It seemed
ous.
to the
director that Jean wasn't
crying enough. "Bring
the menthol," he ordered.
Jean was horrified. She
thought of her idols of
the stage. Did they use
menthol to make them
cry? Of course not!
"I won't do it !" she
sobbed. But in the end

she did as she was told. And she was so bitterly humiliated atthe idea that it had been necessary to resort to
menthol that the tears, real ones this time, came streaking down her face, leaving little blotches on her make-up.
Though Warners, impressed by her talent, put her
into the finest roles they could find for her, Jean Muir
never was satisfied.
Sometimes, of course, Jean was right. When the
studio asked her to wear five or six different changes of
costume in "As the Earth (Continued on page 83)
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When Loretta Young suddenly walked out of the leading role in
"Lloyds of London," people wondered why until she boarded a boat
for Honolulu. It was a nice vacation, and just by lucky chance,
mind you, Eddie Sutherland happened to be there at the same time.

The social life of the "Born to Dance" cast is really terrific.
A few weeks ago, for instance, Frances Langford tossed a swimming and cocktail party at her home for the chorus of the picture, with no men allowed. Then Eleanor Powell cooked a
dinner with her own hands for the special benefit of her leading
man, Jimmy Stewart, and her studio's publicity department. The
publicity department, incidentally, is cooking up with its own little
hands a delightful romance between Eleanor and Jimmy. Their
love will bloom about the time the picture is released, after which
it may slowly fade away.
Sid Silvers, who (with Jack MacGowan) wrote the new Eleanor
Powell picture, "Born to Dance." also plays one of the comedy leads.
Being author of the thing, Sid wrote himself a swell part, but when
he came to play it he found most of it had disappeared. Drawing
himself up to his full five feet, he marched into the producer's office
to demand an explanation. "We're building you up gradually,"
said the executive. "We think you're a great comic, Sid. In fact,
you've got a lot of Chaplin in you." "I know," said Sid. "You
mean I never talk!"

Accident-of-the-month was Lucille Ball's.

Ruth Chatterton sponsored the Air
Races. Here she is with Kay Francis.

Lucille, as you know,
gives^her all to portraying dizzy blondes on the screen.
We bumped into her on the RKO lot the other day and she told
us all about it. "I tripped over my dog at home," she said,
"and bumped my head. Ever since there are moments when
my asked
mind her
is a how
complete
blank."
we
she could
tell. We stepped back ten before

Did you know that Jean Harlow is studying French? Not that
she contemplates moving to Paris or anything. She just thought it
would beFrench
nice. During the shooting of "Libeled Lady" there were
several
guests on the set one day. They met Jean, and
someone told them of her linguistic struggles. So they tested her
out by asking her to say "I am well" in French. Jean complied. So
they tried her on "I am not well." There were a few minutes of
Harlow hesitation and then, "Oh, nuts!" So pardon Jean's French.

The town's friendliest "ex's," Adrienne Ames and ex-hubby Bruce Cabot.

The vague rumors about that Garbo is ill are true. The Silent
One has a serious intestinal ailment, and we just learned that she
spent several weeks in a sanitarium last year. On her way to
recovery she became bored with the place and thought she'd go
home. That the ailment still is serious is evidenced by the fact
that "Camille" was held up two weeks with Garbo home in bed.
45
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A recent bride and groom step out. Allan Jones
They look
with Irene Hervey on his arm.
blissfully happy, don't they?
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has discarded the station wagon in which she always used to drive
to the studio. Perhaps it was the influence of her royal role in
"Marynewof coupe.
Scotland" — at any rate, she now reports to work in a
shiny
■ ■ ■

\^

Could it be that Connie Bennett is going soft on us? The regal
Miss B.. who has always been haughty to the press and the common
people in general, has now hired herself a publicity agent whose
particular job it is to convince everyone that poor Connie has simply
been misunderstood. Just to prove it. La Bennett last month tossed a
swimming party at which the lowly press was permitted — even urged
— to partake of the Bennett refreshments and leap, fall or wander into
the
Bennett
pool. upAnd
consid
ered 'way
town!we can remember Constance when she was
■ ■ ■
A preview audience changed the title of Shirley Temple's new
picture from "The Bowery Princess" to "Dimples." Judging from
the reaction cards sent in by the customers, everyone felt that
"bowery" was a horrid word in connection with little Miss T.
After
all, and
she's everybody's
making $5,000 a week, ain't she? So now it's
'Dimples"
happy.

Craig
Reynolds
dates
June
Travis
for a
premiere. He has been Glenda Farrell's swain
on and off recently.
picture, but he indulged in the satisfaction of telling her off when
the film was completed. She behaved fairly well in "Ladies in
Love" but, by thei;ime her third picture came up, the nation-wide
ballyhoo had started and the little lady walked right out of the
assignment and home to sulk. Have you been reading those billboards, Toots?
Mae West Item: Our spy at an exclusive Hollywood shoppe ("Spying done while you wait" is our motto) reports that Mae is growing.
When she first hit Hollywood
she slipped into lingerie marked size
14 and now, it is our duty to report, she must have 18. It is heartening to add, though, that Mae still does things with an elegant
touch. She never stoops to the gauchery of selecting her lingerie in
person
it's all purchased by the Spanish gentleman who is her
social —secretary.

Another note of elegance is the news that Katharine Hepburn

Another young fellow who is growing up —
Wes Ruggles, Jr., with mother, Arline Judge.
Another gym addict is Warren William. He builds the Body
Beautiful at the bars— and not the horizontal ones like some of the
boys around town. So there should be one waistline, anyhow, in
Mae West's new epic.
■
■ ■

Herbert Marshall's going in for horsemanship. Not, however, because he's British,
In spite
a nasty fall resulting in
three stitches whichbuthe fattish.
suffered recently,of Mr.
M. is still taking his
daily workout on that electric horse in the studio gym. That's the
old Prince of Wales spirit, Bart.

We have just learned that Barbara Stanwyck's four-year-old
son, Dion, has a pet name for Robert Taylor. It's "Gentleman
Bob." We can't find out if Barbara calls him that or not.

It took Gracie Moore to shake Mickey Mouse's
as top guy
around town. Miss Moore threw a temper tantrumposition
just before a big
broadcast on which she and Mickey are to be featured. Mickey,
Donald Duck and their crowd could appear on the program and she
wouldn't,
Grace the orair.vice-versa. It was vice-versa, with Walt Disney giving

Why, Jackie Cooper, we remember you as
such a little shaver!
And now long pants and
that pretty girl, Judy Garland.

Patsy Kelly Gowns, Inc.. is the most exclusive joint in town.
In fact, it excludes everyone but Patsy Kelly, who designs all the
gowns just for herself. Having a yen all these years 47to be a
glamor girl and getting no cooperation from Hollywood designers,
Patsy's decided to spread the coq feathers. (Cont'd on page 69)
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the year. As it is, the tragedy of Ramona and Allessandro is told
with a moving simplicity in the first sequences, but the pace slackens
to a d rag in the latter ones. Loretta Young's portrayal of the Indian
maiden is adequately done. She looks so lovely that an emotional
shallowness in some scenes goes unnoticed. Don Ameche is perfectly
cast as the Indian hero, and Pauline Frederick does full justice to the
role of austere Spanish senora who hardens her heart against her
Indian foster-daughter. Kent Taylor is likeable in the role of her son.
Jane Darweil and Katherine DeMille are satisfactory in minor roles.
"Ramona" is undoubtedly a picture that will please every audience.
Preview Postscript
Main location for filming was a 55,000-acre ranch
in the Mesa
Grande area of the San Jacinto Mountains, 140 miles south of Los
Angeles, which was selected only after innumerable color tests had
been made of other areas in California . . . Sun, wind, fire and birds
combined to furnish formidable obstacles for Director King. Due to
the extreme brightness of the sun in the clear mountain air, many
scenes had to be filmed under "scrim" —
bobbin netting which
softened the overhead light just enough atofragile
eliminate glare, every dart
of which the color camera would have faithfully reproduced. The
continual high winds often ripped the nets to shreds. Other times
the powerful arc lights fired the lace-lib nettings, which went up like
tinder. . Months beforehand a cherry orchard and an apple tree had
been contracted for use when in full fruit. Both ripened on schedule
and Indian boys had to be hired to guard them from the swallows
with shot guns . . . More than 3,000 persons took part in making this film.
The cast of seventeen feature players, seventy-five minor artists, a technical crew of two-hundred and fifty, the remainder consisting of Indians,
and extras, constituted the immense community which
went on location. All lived in tents and cabins with the exception of Loretta
Young and Kent Taylor, who rented special trailers, complete with
two rooms, electric refrigeration, shower baths and all the trimmings.
Each
"rushes" of the day's work were shown at an improvised
outdoornight
theatre. Swimming,
horseback riding and tennis offered the
cast an enjoyable time. Twelve weeks were spent filming location
scenes before tne company returned to the studio for another three
weeks of interiors ... Don Ameche started stage work eight years
ago in Madison, W.sconsin, substituting at the last minute
for a main
character in "Excess Baggage." Later he entered radio work and
was snatched up my movie moguls in short order. He will broadcast
from Hollywood now, due to picture engagements lined up for him.
***
Craig's Wife (Columbia)
On the stage, "Craig's Wife" was a Puiltzer Prize winner back in
See Modern Screen's Movie Scoreboard on paqe 22.

These youngsters, Mickey Rooney, Jackie
Cooper and Freddie Bartholomew, turn in excellent performances in "The Devil is a Sissy."

Rosalind Russell is so good in the title role
of "Craig's Wife" that you'll hate her. Assisted by John Boles and a very fine cast.
the days when the Pulitzer Prize meant it was the best play of the
year. On the screen, it is one of the most impelling dramas of the
season Rosalind Russell, in the title role, is a complete shrew, a
coldly beautiful woman who loves only her cold beautiful home. Her
husband and her friends are mere annoyances who are tolerated only
in the degree that they can be of value to her. She believes in
marriage only because, as an institution, it gives her security and,
in her own case, wealth. Her husband's friends no longer come to
her because there is no welcome there. Gradually
her selfish existence
closes in on her and one by one maid, cook, sister and finally her
husband walk out on her, leaving her with her fine empty home. It's a
tragic picture, and one which you wouldn't soon forget. Rosalind
Russell's performance definitely stamps her as an actress of the first
rank She's so good you'll despise her. John Boles is better than
usual as her husband, and there are fine performances by Jane
Darweil as the cook and Billie Burke as a next-door neighbor. Much
of
the picture's
Arzner. power is due to the able and sensitive direction of
Dorothy
Preview Postscript

Known as Russell's Last Stand, this picture was awaited with great
curiosity around
town. Rosalind was forced into the role against her
better judgment, which makes the celluloider's triumph considerably
more interesting . . . It's a woman's picture from start to finish
Directed by Dorothy Arzner, edited by Viola Lawrence, scenarioed by
Mary McCall, Jr., and starred by Miss Russell. Dorothy Arzner is
Hollywoo
female director. She started out as a typist at
Columbiad'sbutonly
gave
herself a five-year plan for bigger and better
things. In three years she was directing ... The set for this one was
undoubtedly one of the most artistic and complete interiors ever
constructed on a lot. A ten-room house was built in its entirety with
an estimated cost of $60,000 in furnishings. Exteriors were filmed at
a home in Beverly Hills . . . Two brides of four months worked
on this picture. Dorothy Wilson is now Mrs. Lewis Foster, while
Kathleen Burke has married Juan Fernandez, a dance director at
Paramount . . . John Boles found time for this film between personal
appearances in Cincinnati, Montreal and Toronto. While in Hollywood he is rarely seen out, except to and from the studio John is
perfectly contented to stay in his Santa Monica beach home
with
his wife and daughters and forsake the bright lights of Hollywood .
Rosalind Russell is another who'd just as soon stay at home at least
while in Hollywood. But of late she's been kept on the run between one
night club and another. The reason being Mary Jane Russell, who
is Rosalind's sister and a first-time Hollywood visitor. She seems
to like Cinema Town a lot.
(Continued on page 101)
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HUMPHREY'S
By Ruth
Rankin

HALCYON

THIS STORY is about Humphrey Bogart, late of the
New York stage, now in and of Hollywood. Humphrey
was the man without the shave, in "Petrified Forest," who
made Dillinger look like a sissy. He menaced things up
in great shape for "Bullets and Ballots" — he was that
nasty man named Fenner, who finally shot the hero.
Now, after all, the man who shoots the hero in any picture is pretty important.
They are lining up things fast for Humphrey over at
Warners where they predict stardom for him within
three years.
Well, all I have to say is, it will be no fault of Humphrey's. He will have to be a star in spite of himself.
He hasn't the remotest idea of playing studio politics and
wouldn't if he could. He can't suppress his joy in the
fact that he has no tact and an unholy habit of not minding his own business. And by the time three years have
elapsed, he will have had a fight with everyone on the lot.
However, everyone will wind up by liking him because he
won't sit still and take it. Anybody who gives him an
argument will have to see it through — and Humphrey
will even start the argument, if things look sorta slow.
Someone once remarked that Humphrey's father probably had to be a doctor to keep Humphrey sewed up.
Enough stitches have been taken in that guy to run up
a little light summer dancing frock, with ruffles.
The first time I ever saw him — it was in 1918— he was
laid out on a sidewalk in New York's Greenwich Village.
It seems that a girl in a doorway yelled "help" and
Humphrey responded. The girl faded out when he got
there and two tough gents emerged from the shadows, intent upon his wallet. They got it— but they had to fight
for it. We happened along two minutes later, picked up
all we could find of Humphrey, took it home with us and
telephoned for Dr. Bogart, who seemed less surprised
than would be ordinarily indicated. I guess he'd been
called before, on similar occasions.
It was the beginning of a beautiful friendship which
has lasted eighteen years, or until Humphrey reads this
inspired revelation.
He carried a souvenir from that little fracas for some
time — an upper lip like an awning, which blurred his
speech but didn't stop Humphrey from talking. Finally
his papa took a pleat in it and you'd never know the difference now. But at that time it didn't look as if
Humphrey would be an actor.
(Continued on page 95)
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Because Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor had forgotten California's three-day marriage license
law, they had to postpone their wedding until
one minute after midnight on September 28th.
However, the wedding took place with full
church pomp at mat unusual hour.

of the

towns

most

famous

Henry Fonda and Mrs. Frances Seymour
Brokaw met abroad last summer. Their engagement, announced from there, came as a
great surprise. They were wed in a fashionable church ceremony in New York on September 16th and left for Hollywood at once.
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Joan Blondell is a shining example

You'll never hear a screen star make that feeble
excuse, "Oh, ten extra pounds is rather becoming, don't you think?" Beauties like Carole Lombard realize that their star sets when that svelte
figure begins to show a rubber tire waistline.

That
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old

bogey,

your

step

"the

fat

between

to all who

insist that it's simpler to be "pleasingly plump"
than divinely slender. Joan literally shaved the
pounds off to gain that alluring figure with its
softly curved contour. You can do it, too. Try!

forties,"
twenty

THERE COMES a day in the life of even the bestlooking lass when she suddenly realizes that she ought to
"do something" about herself — about her figure, skin or
hair. One girl in twenty actually does "do something,"
and that's a very conservative estimate. The other nineteen young ladies are all too inclined to say — and quite
humanly enough — one of several things: "Oh, that ten
extra pounds is rather becoming, don't you think? I
was really too thin." Or, "I guess it's natural to gain a
few pounds — or a few lines — as one gets older." Or
something else which is nice and comforting but which,
as the song goes, "ain't necessarily so."
I want to hold the floor for the duration of this article
about girls from the early twenties to the early thirties.
There's no good reason nowadays why anyone should
look materially older at thirty-two than one does at
twenty-two. That certain girlishness departs with the
passage of ten years, and so it should. But physically
speaking — from the standpoint of figure, skin and hair —

won't
and

get
the

you

early

if

you

thirties

the passage of a decade should tell no age secrets.
It's all very well for me, sez you, to adorn these two
pages with pictures of the Misses Harlow, Colbert, Lombard and Blondell. "What have they got to do with me ?"
asks you. "They're beautiful. I'm not. They've got money.
I haven't. They can hire masseuses. I can't. They can
..." ofButyou.
save the rest of it, my sweeties, for I'm way
ahead
LEAVING THESE beauteous gals right where they are
in their artistic poses for a moment, let me give you what
I consider, in my not too humble opinion, an ideal for
every one of you to follow, from the early twenties right
on into the thirties and — yes, lady — clear through to
middle age also. Here 'tis:
1. Clean, flowing body lines, whatever your size. Your
chassis may not have the "oomph" of a Dietrich, but you
can emulate Dietrich's splendid posture. You absolutely
need not have lumps here and (Continued on page 88)
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has its drawbacks, too.
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ISN'T BEAUTY, a boomerang, in a way?" I said
to Virginia, on an impulse.

"What say?" asked Virginia, her delicate brows
lifted slightly.
We were sitting in the sunlight, outside Virginia's
dressing-room on the studio lot. The white-gold sun
of California, which shows many a noted beauty to be
something made-up while electric lights do not, made
of Virginia something whiter and golder than the
sunlight. She wore a pale blue sweater, a rose sport
skirt, a rose scarf, bobby socks and sneaks. Her
golden hair, hung loosely about her face. She looked
sixteen and like a poem, a valentine, a song, a dream.
I recalled how, at odd times, Jimmy Stewart, Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable, Cesar Romero and other
cavaliers had spoken of Virginia's beauty. I glanced
at the volume she held in her hands, Maurois' "Life
of Byron." I , thought back to her passionate, selfsacrificing love for John Gilbert, her eagerness to retire completely from public life when she married
him, her deep, maternal love for the small Susan and

her often reiterated desire to have other children. I
wondered whether the reputation of being a Great
Beauty, deserved as it most authentically is, satisfied
this girl who has more than a silky skin, golden hair
and eyes as blue as forget-me-nots.
So I asked her. And she laughed, or rather, to tell
the plain truth, she snorted. And she replied, "You're
not trying to make me admit that I am 'a beauty,' are
you, for heaven's sake? Because, in the first place,
it's ridiculous. And in the second place I hate to be
so labelled — even with such lovely libel.
"I do think beauty can be a curse. I don't want to
be known as a beauty. I think the reputation of being one starves a girl of most of life. And just so
you won't contribute to any such mistaken ideas about
me, I can tell you half a dozen things that are wrong
with my face. Half a dozen things I hate about myy
lf
!"
"I se
dare you !"
I said.

"Take you on," laughed Virginia. "I hate my chin.
Look at it! Can you find it? (Continu
ed on page 78)
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INTO THE eyes of Wang, the farmer, came
a furtive, frightened look. He glanced surreptitiously from the great cauldron of hot
stove to his aged father, making
the
water on
with his bowl of tea. Tea,
there
to-do
such a
by the gods, which the Old One— grumbling
between great drafts of the fragrant beverage
—declared was like silver and too good for
poor farmers who should be content with hot
water to warm their lungs of a morning. But
as Wang had said, in excuse, "This is
then,da
the
y!"
,
Young Wang, the furtive look gone, decided
to throw caution to the winds. He started to
take the whole cauldron of water — not just a
panful— into the inner room, attempting with
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His thin voice crackled with amazement.
Wang, his great shoulders bending not^one whit
I
under the cauldron's weight, mumbled low, "Father,
haven't washed my body all at once since the New
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only a kitchen slave in the Great House of
Hwang, she was not deformed, nor did she
have a hare-lip. Wang dared not hope for
a pretty face — nor small feet. But anyway
there would be someone to work with him
in the fields. Someone to bring a semblance
of home to their humble dwelling. Someone who would bear him sons, the gods
willing. . . .
Now the Father/ who was really a kindly
old man for all his complaining manner,

was led by Wang's long-considered persuasion not to cry their poverty too loudly at
the suggestion of a feast that night — a very
small feast. Indeed, when neighbor Ching
came by their door bearing a jug of wine

of

this

great

story

"for the bridegroom!" the Father set forth
the feast as his very own idea.

"If you will come," he invited farmer Ching,
"my son will be honored, for you were boys
In the inner room, Wang grinned delighttogether
."recklessly splashed a little more water
edly and
over his strong body.
This was the day ! . . .
The woman sat there, never moving, by the
kitchen door of the Great House. Beside her,
from a sink, drain water dripped into a bucket..
On her other side was a heavy wooden box,
its hinges gone. Giggling and chattering slaves
passed and re-passed.
"He is here — the bridegroom!"
"His basket of (Continued on page 105)
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DESIGNER

she

likes her
By Adelia

TALK

"DodsBird

CLOTHES

Over a trim little
brown tweed suit,
Ruth wears a beige
woolen
cape
trimmed with bands
of leopard. Colorful pheasant tail
feathers trim her
brown felt hat.
Typical of the new flare in costumes is the black
wool coat below. The bodice is slightly fitted and
the skirt part opens at front. Lavish silver fox trims
the collar and forms the huge muff she carries.

posed, grinning broadly, arrayed in the decidedly casual
garb of the airways. Very little of the formerly veddy
elegant Miss Chatterton has been visible in either press
pictures or newsreels since.
And now, with her return to the screen, she steps
out as still another personality. It is as if she has
blended her two former selves into a new and very exciting version — one that has the well-groomed, chic appearance of the screen star and the other, the casual,
gay person who pilots airplanes with a devil-may-care
outlook on both life and wearing apparel. If you have
seen her as Fran in "Dodsworth" you'll
I mean. However, you don't even have
you need only to study this array of
tumes which Omar Kiam has designed

understand
to wait for
interesting
for her to

what
that,
coswear
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in the picture. Since she has bought several of these
for her personal wardrobe, you can see that Kiam knows
his star designing to a T.
ANYONE

WHO

interviews Ruth

on the subject of

r "I prefer
clothes invariably gets the quick answe
her preferBut
more.
is
what
does,
she
And
."
slacks
ences fortunately don't end at slacks. She loves the comfort of trousers and, since she spends so much of her
off -screen time in her airplane, she naturally has a number of slacks which are perfectly suited to her strenuous
she is "grounded" for her more social
hobby. But, when
hours 'round and about Hollywood, she reverts to type
for
and dresses with great care and a definite flair
smartness.
,
_,
«,T
Talking to me about clothes recently, Ruth said, 1
and white, alprefer simple things, generally in black
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color
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touch
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my costume or in a piece
fond of rubies and whatever jewels I may wear you 11
usually find some
of those beautiful
red stones in them.
However, please let
me impress the fact
that I own few jewels and seldom wear
what I have."
If you look closely at these costumes
pictured, you will
see the few carefully chosen pieces
of fine jewelry
which she does
wear. And most of

these were (Continued on page 86)

Above, a charming hostess gown of pale
pink chiffon trimmed with brown fur and
roses. Below, a sheer black wool daytime
dress with white cord plastron.

A dressing gown
made like a redingote is another one
of Kiam's novel
ideas. This one of
Ruth's is designed
to be worn over a
heavy

satin nightgown which i s
pleated from the
lace yoke to the
hem. The robe is
made of a brocaded red and
satin —
white
and
as warm as it is
lovely.

m

Mrs. Alexander Black, descendant of a California family prominent since
the earlySpanish settlements. This is her latest portrait, a study by Hurrell.

Lazy days at Del Monte. . .casual house parties at
her husband's Shasta County ranch... the amusing new evening jackets ... charity work... upcountry hunting and fishing, dashing East on
holidays . . . attending the film premieres. . . gathering a gay crowd for a midnight snack from the
chafing dish: perhaps sweetbreads in cream with
chopped almonds...Melba Toast...cheese...coffee.
And always within reach... Camels. Camels are
important in the success of this clever hostess.
"For me and for most of my friends, Camels are
a natural, necessary part of social life. Camels
add a special zest to smoking," says Mrs. Black,
"and they have a beneficial effect upon digestion.
They give one a comforting 'lift' that is easy to
enjoy but hard to describe."

A few of the distinguished women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN, III, Baltimore
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, jVea; York

Copyright, 1936, E. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
The Trianon Room, Ambassador Hotel, New York, where you see Los Angeles, San Francisco, New
York too! John Gayet, maitre d'hotel, says: " The Ambassador's discriminating clientele prefer
finer food
and finer tobaccos. Camels are an outstanding favorite at our tables."

Both

a pleasure

and

Smoking
One of the happiest experiences of
daily living is smoking Camels. Their
grateful "lift" eases you out of a tired
mood... their delicate flavor always
intrigues the taste. Meals become
more delightful with Camels between
courses and after. They accent elusive
flavors... and lend their subtle aid

an aid to digestion:
Camels!
to good digestion. For Camels stimulate the flow of digestive fluids, bringing about a favorable alkalizing effect.
Camel's costlier tobaccos do not
get on your nerves or tire your taste.
They set you right Make it Camels
from now on — for pleasure... and for
digestion's sake!

COSTLIER TOBACCOS:
camels are made from
FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS . . . TURKISH AND
DOMESTIC. ..THAN
ANY
OTHER
POPULAR BRAND.
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Frostilla is the perfect skin lotion... For
over 60 years it has been recognized as

the first and basic requirement to skin
loveliness.
Frostilla stands apart from other lotions
and creams because it does two things.
First, it makes the skin smooth, attractive
Secto the touch and delicately fragrant.
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creams in favor of Frostilla Fragrant Lotion. Its quality is instantly apparent.
Test No. 2. Dip a toothpick in Frostilla
and another one in any other cream or
lotion... Let them dry! Then slip your
fingers along the toothpicks. You will find
that Frostilla leaves no gummy or soapy

ue. Frostilla does not "coat" the skin.
resid
It is a true skin conditioner.
35c, 50c and $1.00 sizes everywhere.
Travel size at ten-cent stores.
(35c and 50c sizes fit most standard
wall dispensers.)
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burn. "Hmmm," hmmmed Joan Crawford, "smells like my last picture." And she didn't mean "The Gorgeous Hussy."
They were talking about life one day during the shootin°- of
Dodsworth."
Divorce figuring pretty largely
that discussion,
the question arose as to how it generally starts. in "Well
from my
observation," put m Walter Huston, "the husband goes to Paris
the wife to Shanghai— and then they gradually drift apart"

Hearts and Flowers: Gail Patrick seems to have definitely decided
on John King, handsome Universal contract player. Miss P. is the
handsome Paramount contract player. . . . Nino Martini
his
tender tenor love ballads to Elissa Landi. . . . And Gertrude sings
Michael
and
BrownRouben
Derby. Mamoulian are sharing a dinner table again at the

GOOD

NEWS

Hollywood's next big merger, it is rumored,
will be that of Mary Pickford and
Buddy
Rogers, seen below at a social event.

Our special investigators have just brought to light the fact that
Mae West's screen kisses are the shortest on record. Seems Mae's
motto is
know
you"Leave
cared! something to the imagination." Why, Mae, we didn't

Arthur Treacher has gone rural with gusto, spending all his
spare time at the new ranch raising vegetables and blisters.
'Wonderful, this being so close to nature," he enthused one morning on reaching the studio. 'Why, only this morning, while
shaving, I looked out the window
and there were a couple of
John rabbits."
Keep your eye on Gary Cooper's left hand next
you see him
in a picture. If he is playing an unmarried role—time
and ain't heroes
always single? — there will be a coating of greasepaint over the thin
platinum band that is his wedding ring.

Out on the "Charlie Chan at the Opera" set, proceedings are
held up every afternoon
by the ferocious Boris Karloff. He has
to .have his cup of tea. Warner Oland, probably the best-known
movie Oriental in the world, thinks the beverage is rank poison
On a set at Metro we were standing around with a group of people
when someone noticed a defective spotlight which had started to
They kept their marriage last March a secret
for months— Randolph Scott and Mrs. Marionna DuPont Somerville.

Ross Alexander and Ann Nagel became
Mister and Missus in a surprise elopement
to Yuma, September 17th.

Joan Blondell, who's ready for lunch as soon as she's finished
breakfast, has discovered a remedy.
On the set she keeps a dish
of cream cheese and chives, which she munches at constantly
They say Dick Powell has taken up the practice just as a matter
of protection.

Mischa Auer, who did the swell gorilla number in "My Man
Godfrey," says he can't decide whether it's he or the town that's
dizzy. A case in point is a party which he attended at the Cocoanut
Grove. It was one of those all night affairs, so Mischa just had time
to get home and change from the dark suit which he wore into business clothes before reporting to the studio. The "business clothes"
were full evening dress for a scene in "Three Smart Girls."
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1001 — An unusual two-piece
dress in real Shetland wool.
Note double buckled belt.
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skirt made in two pieces, thus facilitating the knitting of it. The blouse
part is made like a jacket, opening
down one side from the boyish turnover collar. Two small pockets on
either side at top and a knitted belt
that fastens with two buckles. The
second model is a good-looking onepiece with tie neckline, a diagonal
effect to the bodice and an effective
flap pocket upon which you can put
gram. The fitted sleeves have
mono
aturnback
cuffs.
You may have one or both of these
patterns for the mere asking. Just
fill in the coupon below and enclose
envelop
it withe.your stamped, self -addressed

s
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distinctive pocket
with monogram and a flatteron this smart
ing neckline
knit.
1007— A

THE enthusiastic response of you
made
knitters to this department has
nce!
it a monthly command performa you
that
see
to
is
And so, our aim
have the newest and most becoming
knitted with a
patterns which can be stitc
hes.
ped
drop
minimum of
esThe two styles shown here are
pecially smart. One is a very hnewits
looking two-piece design wit

Adeiia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for knitting directions.
Pattern 1001
Pattern 1007
Name
Street
City
State

Check one or both patterns and please
print name and address.
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Skin faults start below
surface — Cells, glands,
blood vessels under your
skin. When they fail, under tissues grow thin —
the outer skin folds into
lines! Skin faults start!

THOSE mean little lines that creep in
around your eyes, your mouth . . .
You are only 25. But people see them—
"She's every bit of thirty!"
Or, you are over thirty . . . but not a
sign of a line. And everybody takes you
for years younger than you are— "Not a
day over 20!"
Do you know what those same little
lines say to a dermatologist ? He sees right
through them to the under layers of your
skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at
fault!"
Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes
—with Under Skin treatment
Skin faults are not always a matter of
years. Look at the skin diagram above.
Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres
under your skin are what really make it
clear and satiny— or full of faults! Once
they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them
active — you can, with Pond's rousing
"deep-skin" treatment— and your skin
blooms fresh, line-free, as in your teens.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which reach
deep into the
pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up,
skin secretions that are starting to clog.
Already, your skin looks fresher!
More . . . You pat this perfectly bal-

MlSS Esther Bl-Ooks, much admired
New York this past
winter, says: "Pond's Cold Cream takes in
every speck of dirt out
of my pores, keeps my skin clear of blackheads."

/

those myriads of little fibres strengthen!
Your skin grows firm underneath— smooth,
line-free outside, where it shows.

anced cream briskly into your skin . . .
Start the circulation pulsing, oil glands
working freely.

Here's the simple Pond's way to win
the clear, glowing skin that never tells
of
night.ays. Follow this treatment day
andbirthd

Do this regularly— day after day. Before long, cloggings cease. Pores grow
finer. Blackheads, blemishes go . . . And

Mrs. Eugene du Pont in
whose fresh, glowing skin just radiates youth and
beauty, says: "Pond's Cold Cream freshens me up
right away ... It takes away that tired look and makes
'late-hour' lines fade completely."

Two things to remember

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold
Cream. Watch it bring out all the dirt,
make-up, secretions. Wipe it all off! . . .
Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse
that failing underskin. Set it to work again
— for that smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond's
Cream. Your skin becomes softer, Cold
finer
every time. Powder goes on beautifully.
Start in at once. The coupon below
brings you a special 9-treatment tube of
Pond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept M-50, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond s Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's FacePond's
Powder. Ienclose io;! to cover postage and packing.
Name
City.
Street
-State_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract 71
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of washing
Lux
THE
ngs way
stocki
makes
them
wear ever so much longer!
The life of a stocking depends
Are you wearing the smart,
new fall colors-worm bronze,
sheer as a shadow, vapory
tones, subtle as atmosphere?
To keep these lovely shades
unfaded, care for them the
Lux way. Any color safe in
water is safe in Lux.

on its elasticity. That's the
ability of silk to give under
strain, then spring back without breaking. Lux saves this
elasticity.
Soaps containing harmful
alkali and cake-soap rubbing

weaken elasticity. Avoid them,
and cut down on runs! Lux has
no harmful alkali. You'll find
it's real stocking insurance to
wearing.
Lux stockings after every

Here's a tip — you can speed
up drying by rolling stockings
in a towel to absorb moisture.
Then it's quicker and easier to
pull them into shape, too.
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TTERE WE SEE a little lady getting her
*■ 1 regular dental examination... special care her mother seldom got when she
was a girl.

One reason why children thrive better
today than 20 years ago is because of
special care like this. Their food . . . their
clothes . . . even their playthings are specialized for them.
Your doctor will tell you that this new
thinking applies to laxatives, too.
They say a child should get only a laxative made especially for children— a laxative that can't possibly harm the tiniest
and most delicate infant system.
That's why so many physicians recommend Fletcher's Castoria. For here is a
child's laxative pure and simple. Never do

we recommend it for anyone else. Fletcher's
Castoria is exceedingly mild in action.
Yet it is thorough. It works chiefly on the
lower bowel— not in the stomach.
Quickly and completely it clears away
the waste in a baby's system . . .without
the painful griping and digestive upsets
some harsh laxatives cause. Fletcher's
Castoria contains no harsh, purging
drugs, no narcotics— nothing that could
upset a baby's delicate system. A famous
baby specialist said he couldn't write a better
prescription himself!

You'll be glad to know that Fletcher's
Castoria tastes good, too. Children take
it willingly— without forcing. And doctors will tell you just how important that
is. For often the act of forcing a child to

take a laxative he hates completely upsets his entire nervous system.
So, mother, reflect a bit before you next
buy a laxative for your child. Always
make sure of these two important things:
(1) That it's made especially for children.
(2) That your child will like its taste.
More than 5,000,000 mothers keep a
bottle of Fletcher's Castoria on hand,
always. Why not play safe and get the
economical Family-Size Bottle today?
The signature Chas. H. Fletcher appears
on every carton.

CASTORIA

The laxative made especially
for babies and growing childre75
n
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(Continued from page 35)
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COLORLESS — Pale, scraggly,
scanty lashes — eyes seem small,
expressionless. A definite need
for proper eye make-up.
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blobs. Hardin heavy,andgummy
looking
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CHARMING — Dark, luxuriant
lashes, yet perfectly natural in
Maybelline.
appearance — with
Eye make-up in good taste.
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famous, economical
Maybelline's
worldSolid Form Mascara, in the brilliant
red and gold metal
vanity — 75c.

AT that time, the Charleston was in
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Broadway
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what
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Gin-er's first New York role was
d sevenLester" Allen musical which laste
success came with
teen weeks, but her big
During the seasons when
''Girl Crazy."
she wasn t working
when
and
she was
also appearing m
was
she
on Broadway
Studios
Pictures made at the Paramount
comthat
if
Certainly,
on Long Island. the
future gold mine ma
pany had realized
Ginger, she would have been signed to
Ion --term contract. But who could know
for musical romances
then that the vogue
tive Astaire and
would result in the lucra
that has
team, a combination
Rogers
ds at
recor
office
box
ult
diffic
broken two
In fact, _ who could have
Radio City?
beFred Astaire would have w,
foreseen that
come the sensation he is today? Anyho
RKO-Radio took the chance and it was
"Too Hat" which really brought this popown
summit of their
ular pair to the eding
vehicle has ever
No succe
efforts
proreached the class of that outstanding
duction, but they've all made plenty of
and the producers
money for the stars
However, before the Rogers trekked
were
westward to the cinema citadel, stthere
believed
many times when Doth almo
for while
that they had aimed too high her
mother
as
usly
serio
as
ed
Ginger work
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quick
so
come
not
did
s
thing
ed,
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mome
dark
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made success seem far away. It was durino- these periods, as Ginger and her
mother now admit, when Ginger stuck
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only because the plans had been laid so
long and Lela Rogers would not give up
faith in her daughter's ultimate fame.
WITH

the recent "Swing Time" picture which drew 11,000 people into
Radio City before two o'clock in the afternoon, the day the film opened, and which
broke all box office records for a first day
engagement, Ginger essayed dramatic moments in between dances. Mrs. Rogers
thought her offspring did right well with
her sober mien for the cameras.
Quite frankly, between sips of coffee in
her New York hotel, the morning after
the opening, Mrs. Rogers said, "In fact,
Ginger made such an effort to be dramatic
that I think she leaned over backwards a
little, don't you? She has a lot to learn
if she is to duplicate her dancing success
in serious roles. It will be like starting
all over again, but I am confident she can
do it. She already has improved tremendously. You know, it takes fifteen
pictures for a player to really find herself
on the screen and Ginger has appeared in
more films than that. However, the public will only take so many doses of any
one kind of entertainment, then it wants
something new."
It is a little difficult to imagine Ginger
Rogers without any big dance numbers
and there are some who do not believe
that she ever can reach a screen importance in drama equal to her unusual success teamed with Astaire. But as her
mother confidently details the plans for a
serious screen Ginger, who will deal out
emotion instead of rhythm, you have a
feeling that where Ginger is concerned,
Mother Rogers cannot be so far wrong.
The record to date is the best proof that
she "knows best" for her daughter.
Ginger and her mother weren't as
pleased with "Swing Time" as with others
of her vehicles. In discussing this picture, Mrs. Rogers emphasized that, while
both Ginger and Fred Astaire gave better
performances, the score could not compare
with
"Top
She ofwas
little at
the Hat."
enthusiasm
the surprised
New Yorka
critics.
only goes and
to show
what the
they best
know,"
she"Itremarked,
she said
review was that of one male critic who had
picked out all the flaws.
"The next picture better be good," she
exclaimed vehemently, meaning the vehicle
and not the acting. But, as she added, the
Gershwins are working on the music and
the Rogers hopes are high. She also believes that Astaire has undeveloped dramatic possibilities. "I'd like to see them
give Freddy a part without music and
dancing. If they would only forget what
a great dancer he is and let him be serious on the screen, he would surprise everybody."
Ginger looks more attractive now than
at any time since she became a film star.
She screens
too, the
but that's
because
they better,
both feel
studio only
has
learned to light her better on the set. Her
hair has more of a reddish gold tint and
even away from work she wears long
lashes that emphasize the depth of her
dark eyes. It is significant that, although
this slight, pretty young actress has had
two unsuccessful matrimonial experiences,
at no time has Mrs. Rogers relinquished
her place at the helm.
Ginger does the acting but Lela takes
care of the business. Why even when the
star is being interviewed, you can ask her
the questions but her mother will make
the important answers. Ginger has such
complete confidence in her mother's ability to manage her career that she never
questions the older woman's decision.
When they first went to Hollywood,
Mrs. Rogers
was on the set all day
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and the young actress never made a gesture or spoke a line without advice from
her. "In the past few years, however,
Ginger has learned to take care of herself. She doesn't need me so much in
her work and I leave her acting to her
own
But judgment."
the slender, blue-eyed, sharp blonde
Lela Rogers, who can show seasoned
veterans of the Hollywood contract campaigns some smart tricks in getting what
she wants on a picture deal, could not
content herself with any leisure hours. So
last year, the studio gave her some embryonic contract talent in the way of a
stock company, a fat weekly salary and
a theatre on the lot which seats 250, then
told her to turn out screen players. All
the newly-signed troupers attend her acting school.
Results in her school, Mrs. Rogers
claims, are more fortunate than in other
studios where talent is signed every week
or so and dropped when option time comes
up, sometimes with hardly a screen appearance toshow for the contract. Hollywood, she says, is starving for new faces.
"They haven't developed a single new or
outstanding personality from among
the
younger untried recruits in five years,"
she says. "There's no unusually promising star material which can move up to
the front rank to tomorrow's stardom
when the public gets tired of seeing the
celebrities who are now the big box office

Conversation, wherever the Rogers are,
draws." comes back to Ginger and Ginger's
always
future. A few months ago the studio took
out a million dollars worth of insurance
on Ginger, for their own protection, and
it is Lela Rogers' unfaltering purpose to
keep her daughter's status in that class.

*~pHE
fortunate
think with
is that
perfectl
theGinger
presentis
y content
situation — neither a husband nor a friend
can interrupt that arrangement. Ginger
talks about her clothes, about Hollywood
parties, about other pictures she has seen,
or plays she has attended. She'll even
dwell lightly on a new beau, but when it
comes to anything important about her
career, she looks confidently at her mother
and lets her make the right answers.
Ginger likes a feminine wardrobe of soft
materials, fluffily designed. Her mother
usually leaves decision on such matters to
Ginger and, during their recent vacation
in New noonsYork,
all with
the star's
early afterwere spent
dressmakers
and
milliners. She took back with her a flock
of dresses and hats and furs that would
have seemed like a Cinderella dream in
the pre-movie days.
The Rogers were very unofficial about
their Manhattan holiday and were quite
inaccessible to the home offices. They
stopped at a Park Avenue hotel and the
publicity department didn't catch up with
them until they'd been doing the popular
places for a week.
"It Rogers
took detectives
Mrs.
boasted. to find us even then,"
On the morning of their return to
Hollywood, Ginger was dressing while
frantically trying to keep half a dozen appointments, all connected with her wardrobe. Lela was packing innumerable bags
and trunks, with only a few hours to
finish the job. She was drinking coffee at
fifteen minute intervals and helping
Ginger. She dismisses as casual topics any
new romances for Ginger. In Lela
Rogers'
while she obviously can't
keep
her eyes,
daughter
from falling in love or
thinking she is, anything in the world is
of minor importance compared to Ginger's
work. The pretty Ginger listens with a
docile manner that is a perfect "Mother
knows best" attitude.

.ERE'S a yeast that
makes yeast eating a pleasure! Yeast in convenient tablet form! Yeast that stays fresh!
You will really enjoy taking Yeast Foam
Tablets. They have a delicious, nut-like flavor
everybody likes. They are pasteurized, hence
cannot cause gas or fermentation. Anyone,
young or old, can take them safeiy.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain no drugs. They
are
but This
pureis yeast
— that's
are sonothing
effective.
the yeast
that why
is usedthey
in
vitamin research conducted by certain laboratories in many leading American universities.
You buy this yeast in a ten-day supply.
Yeast Foam Tablets keep fresh for months.
Keep the handy bottle in your desk. Take it
with you when traveling. Then you will never
fail to take your yeast regularly.
Thousands of men and women are taking
Yeast Foam Tablets for indigestion, constipation, headaches, nervousness, loss of energy.
When such disorders are caused by lack of
Vitamins B or G, you should get gratifying
results through a short course of Yeast Foam
Tablets. Try a bottle today.
Your druggist sells Yeast Foam Tablets
— 50 cents for the 10-day bottle. Gel
acquainted with this easy-to-eat, nonfermenting Yeast Tablel today!
Mail Coupon for Trial Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago. 111.
I Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam
I Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)
MM 12-36
I
I Name
I City.
| Address
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(Continued from page 61)
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whether my hair is on my head or in my
eyes — and neither do they.
"I live the most family kind of life that
ever was. I had to rent my house on
Toluca Lake because there really wasn't
room for all of us. You see, there are my
mother and dad, the baby and her nurse,
my brother and I. And then we have
lots of the family out here, too. My grandparents, who have lived here for twentyfive years, aunts and uncles— and all of
them are at the house a lot of the time.
On the nights when I don't go out, and
there are quite a few of those, I make
fudge in the kitchen with Stan and some
of his friends — or my mother plays the
piano and I sing, we harmonize old songs
together. I like to go to bed and read;
it is one of my very favorite pastimes.
I always put the baby to bed and
hear her prayers. I wouldn't miss that
time with her for anything. And she says
such darling prayers," Virginia said, her
blue eyes very tender. "Lately, she starts
by saying 'God bless God' and then next
comes always, 'God bless Daddy,' and then
the whole family is mentioned, carefully,
one by one — including the pets and the
toys.
"I knit for the baby. I've knitted
few
things for myself. I do not spend ahours
going through a ritual of cold cream, massages and astringents before I go to bed.
I was brought up, in North Dakota, to
wash my face and hands, say my prayers
and go to bed. And I still do just that.
"There are so many of us at home,"
laughed Virginia, "that we've had to draw
up a 'Table of Resolutions' — we just compiled one, had it typed and now it stands
in the front hall of our new house in
Brentwood for all the Bruces to read.
"It's headed 'Resolutions for the Bruce
Family' — and here are some of 'em :
"Never let the puppy out at night—
this is necessary because
someone always
comes in late who does let him out and
then there is a grand to-do in the morning trying to find him.
"Keep one garage door open at night
— and that's necessary because Stan, or
dad, or I come in late and invariably find
that the first one in has efficiently closed
and barred the doors.
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"Leave closet windows in fur closet
open — and that's because dad has a mania
for going about, closing and locking all of
the windows in the house so one of these
days my furs are going to be rendered
unto the moths because of it.

"Turn off lights under baby's sleeping
porch — and that's because of another mania
of dad's, bless him — he thinks lights
should be left on all night long so the
one under the baby's sleeping porch is apt
to be left on and when it is, the term
sleeping porch doesn't quite apply, if you
know what I mean !"
I did know what she meant. And Virginia by then had given proof positive that
she does not fancy herself as a great
beauty, that she does everything within
her power to escape the curse of being
one. For, whoever heard of a G.B. riding about in topless flivvers, making fudge,
worrying about garage doors and whether
the puppy is in or out?
"There is a quality of earnestness about
girls who are not known as beauties," Virginia had said, "which beauties ' never
have. . . ."
Right there is the reason for her real
beauty. She is honest. She does make an
effort to please. Women do like her. She
develops her mind and her abilities. She
has that "quality of earnestness."
Yet, alas, Virginia ! I am afraid you are
doomed to beauty for the rest of your
life. Because beauty that comes from a
warm spirit and an honest heart is a perennial bloom.
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with
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penetrating foam removes these odorVV^HY let bad breath interfere with
breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
" success — with happiness? It's so
methods fail to reach. And at the same
easy to be safe when you realize that by
far the most common cause of bad breath
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
is . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
cleans and brightens the enamel— makes
Authorities say decaying food and acid
your teeth sparkle.
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
of much tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
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Be colorful ... but not painted. The Color
lipChange Principle available in Tangee your
stick, powder and rouge intensifies
own natural coloring.

Today it is quite simple to make the most
of your own natural skin tones. The Tangee
cosmetic principle brings out a liveliness and
sparkle in your lips, cheeks and skin that is
yours alone, because it is your coloring.
e PrinExactly how the Tangee Color Chang
ciple accomplishes this is explained in the
pictures below. It will take you 22 seconds to
read how to be lovelier ... in your own way.
Tangee your
. don't
lips . . them.
paint
On your lips
Tangee
changes to the
blush rose
Nature has
hidden
there..
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v .
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.^-ii ,
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Your cheeks when
with
rouged with Tangee are radiant
a delicate ruddiness that is natural
only to you. In Creme or Compact.

Insist upon Tangee for all your make-up
essentials. Only in Tangee can you obtain the
Color Change Principle. Powder is 550 and
$1.10. Rouge, compact or creme, each 83?.
Lipstick is 39? and $1.10.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only one
you. Always ask for
Tangee — don't let anyone switchmore
color for evening
If you prefer
tangee natcbal.
wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

Lipstick
s Most Famous
T| World'
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
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E W.NewLUFTYorkCOMP
GEORG
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417
Avenue,
City ANY
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of Miniature Tangee
t, Creme Rouge, Face
Lipstick, Rouge Compac
Powder. I enclose I0c(stamps or coin). 15^ in Canada.
Check |—] Flesh Q Rachel □ Light Rachel
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h
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them on tap. She's an
aside he said, "Mamo, dont botherlikeanya
more now, thanks a million — I feel

new man."
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never be
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well of me
ents thought pret
on the home ot. Manthe
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no one else m
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5°k me_he did. And if I may
to young
at any earlv date, giving advice
has
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been said before-spare the rod and
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of
chance
t
magnificen
perfectly
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on it
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that life doesn't stall.
I know
s"You see" Bob said, with that seriouhis
ness which gives his youth maturity, y,
eves their depth and his smile its gravit
"a boy's parents constitute life for him
\nd if the parents act in accordance with
the underlying, sound principles of lite,
pretty apt to know what to exa boypectis
and behaves accordingly.

'Then, too, my parents placed trust in
me They expected me to behave decently
exand honorably. And because they
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that,
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think
I
to,
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me
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pected
did
the most part, always
"The analogy can be drawn right
along. For now, the studio seems tomehaveto
placed trust in me, seems to expect
behave decently and honorably, to turn in
a 'good performance.' And because they
I'll try like the deuce.
expect me I to,
was a little shaver of ten or
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I was raised in the belief that I was answerable for my own actions, I still realize keenly that what I do or do not do is
my own funeral.
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I made. When I
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young
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wanted a musical instrument and couldn t
make up my mind whether I wanted a
banjo, a cello or a saxophone the most,
I got no help at home. I had to make my
own choice and knew I'd have to abide by
Bob, "a saxophone.
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I wanted,
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nce of punctuality.
early, the grave importaknow,
and he used
He was a doctor, you
to tell me that Life and Death wait for
no man— or his watch! When he had to
attend a birth or to see a man out on his
last journey he had to be there on time,
or else. Lack of punctuality on my part
was always attended with drastic results.
And there weren't any excuses accepted.
I couldn't say, 'I didn't know what time
or slow.'at
fastexcuses
was no
watchwere
my those
was or
it
toldthatthat
I was
was my business to know the
all,
and itto have my watch set right. _
time that
"And I'm grateful for that training
now," Bob said. "At least, I won't be
who strolls nonthe type of 'spoiled star'
fifanywherea from
chalantly onto a ansethour
half late,
and
teen minutes to
believing that he can be late by divine
on the
rio-ht or something. I'm always
set at least half an hour before anyone
else. In fact, I'm the sound-stage-openerupper of the studio.
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have, I'm not now.
for anything Ig didn't
I need
than any
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kid in the
before
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"I by
neighborhood had one. I had a horse of
mv°own when none of the other fellows
had one. I had a car long before anyone
else I always had more clothes, more
spending money, more gadgets of all kinds
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my age. And so, havmore spending money
now doesn't go to my
it, comparatively speak-

"And just as people back home used
to say to me, 'What a swell bike, aren't
you the one to have a horse' and so on —
so, now, people say to me, 'What a swell
car, aren't you the one to be a moom
picture star' and so on.
"I never got much flattery at home. It
was my parents' idea that a chap was supposed to do his job well— why not? I
knew when they were pleased and I
knew darned well when they were displeased; few words were wasted either
way.

"Perhaps that's why
never
meant very much to me. flattery
They say that
diet shrinks the stomach. Well, a diet of
no flattery shrinks the taste for flattery,
too. And such doses of sugar as I did
occasionally get from friends and neighbors, always made me feel self-conscious
and embarrassed. I've never had any
come-back to compliments. I've always
felt like a chump when people praise me.
I hope I continue in the same way. For
when I begin to smile smugly, when I
come back at a flowery speech with a
smooth nifty, I'll know that it's time to
call in the movie morticians !

"There's another
, too,
this
business of my havingangle
had so muchto when
I was a kid. It seemed, at the time, to
work against me. For, naturally, other
kids resented my having more than they
did. They were disposed to ride me for it.
And I had to work like the devil to make
friends. I had to work like a dog to
prove to them that I was at least regular
even if I did ride a horse while they
walked, even if I did have ten bucks to
their one.
"It's the same
I still
like
the devil to make now.
friends — and work
for much
the same reasons. I don't imagine any
chap tries harder than I do to be friendly.
I still feel that I must bend over backwards to try to convince other fellows that
I am at least regular, even if I do happen to be a movie actor.
"And I like to be friends with all kinds
of fellows. Just as my Dad used to have
the time of his life hob-nobbing with the
Nebraskan farmers, as well as with other
doctors, lawyers and town bankers — so
I like to be friends with garage men, the
electricians, sound men and all kinds, as
well as my fellow actors.
"And this, too, stands me in good stead.
For I certainly don't think I give the impression ofexpecting people to touch their
foreheads to the ground when I approach.
On the contrary, I always feel that it's
going
like me.to be a tough job to make people
"I'm not demonstrative. I can't show
my feelings easily
. Which also should
prevent me from making an ass of mvself.
Because I can't 'show off !' "
And I know that that is true. For I
saw Bob and Barbara at the Grove one
night a week or so ago. They dined and
talked so quietly, they danced so unobtrusively—Barbara ina tailored suit, Bob
m dark clothes — that, unless you were
face to face with them, you would never
have known they were there.
"I'm like my mother in this respect,"
Bob was saying. "She never can
show
teelmgs, either. A week or so ago, her
on
her birthday, I gave her a diamond bracelet. Iknew she had always been crazy
about diamonds — women are. Back
in
Nebraska only multi-millionaires and the
people you read about in the Sunday Supplements have diamonds. I had an idea
that mother had always had a secret hankering for the things, even though she
never would have dreamed of mentioning
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anything so fantastic. Anyway, I for
handed
her,
give
might
it
t
though
kick I
her the box on her birthday. She opened
there was the diaecting
it all unsusp
! , and
mond bracelet
"And what did she do? Nothing. Not
a trace of emotion crossed her face. She
didn't laugh; she didn't cry. She just sat
there And then she said, very quietly,
or
'Oh Buddy'— and that was all, thenwere
later But Barbara and I, who
watching her, both felt a sort of chill go
up and down our spines because we understood what she was feeling."
And I may say that I felt a sort of
too, as
chill go up and down my spine mother
.
Bob told this little tale about his
his
what
you,
can't
e,
imagin
could
For I
mother's real thrill must have been when
this boy of hers, so able now to buy her
diamonds, actually remembered to buy
them ?
I think the depth of her thrill must have
been, not so much his ability to buy them,
as his boyishness in doing it.
she felt," Bob said, "be"I know how
cause Iam so much the same. Diamonds,
you might say, have been laid in my lap.
a ColI went to Pomonin
Certainly when idea
store
of what was
lege I had no
own
my
g
earnin
that
t
though
I
me.
for
living had better be in store for me, since
Dad had just passed away, but I hardly
expected such a 'living' as this!
"Naturally— and between you and me —
I get such a wallop out of it as beggars
it. I go into
description. I can't believe
huddles with myself and have a fit. But
I can't show how I feel about it— and
that's all to the good. For if I _ did, I
might be put down as an exhibitionist. At
least" said Bob, with his frank smile, "if
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which he wasn't.
"And as for 'girl-trouble'— well, I've always been used to being with girls/' he
continued. "Doane was co-ed, so is Pom-s
ona. And the prettiest girls on the campu
were, speaking relatively again, of the
same glamor to me as the biggest stars in
Hollywood are to me right now. 1 ve
always gone out with girls, though always
with one girl at a time.
"I don't like double dates. I detest
crowds and big parties. I like to go out,
as Barbara and I do, by ourselves, to dme
and dance and talk.
"But certainly, I did not grow to manhood in a womanless world. I always
worked side by side with girls in college,
them, shared mutual probcompeted with
lems with them, took them dancing in the
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ALL

READ
HOW
♦ # ,

es
evenings. I work with girls in pictur
them,
now, share mutual problems with
take them dancing in the evening. Mow,
fraternity
instead of taking 'my girl' to agirl
to the
or a sorority dance I take 'my
or somethe Beverly Wilshirerence
Grove or to That's
. 1 ve
the only diffe
where.
since
girls
two
only
with
out
gone
really
think
don't
I
d.
ywoo
Holl
to
camesaid to have gone goofy m the
can be
II first

I do 'spoil,' I'll spoil quietly!"
Even if you knew none of the specific
details of Bob Taylor's early life, these
experiences, so vividly related by him tell
made him the modest, likeyou what has
able chap he still is today. You fee the
solid, sensible background of his boyhood
You feel the kind
in Beatrice, Nebraska.
but authoritative influence of his father,
,
Dr. Brugh, who, as a busy country doctor
didn t
had no patience with a boy who spirit.
show character and a democratic
Even though Dr. Brugh and his wife
of the
gave Bob advantages that some
never
they
have,
not
did
boys
local
other
allowed him to feel he was different or
He attended public school and
superior.
o-ot the average bumps and boosts that
most kids get along the way. And when,
while still in college, his father died he
stepped into family responsibilities that
would have had a maturing effect upon
him even if he had been a giddy youth,

And no one can say that he has. When
ion."to Hollywood, he went about
direct
girlfirst
came
he
with Irene Hervey to the exclusion of all
others. And when Irene and he drifted
ng Allan Jones,
apart, Irene finally marryi
Bob started to beau Barbara Stanwyck
about.
Certainly a young man with the world
a more down-toat his feet, couldn't have
heart than
earth person for a sweet
Barbara. She has known hard work and
unhappiness despite her youth, and she has
been a part of Hollywood's gayer
never
life She's a realist and a girl whose head
be turned. Their whole rowill never
mance has been so quiet and real, too.
If they do marry, which the rumor
hounds insist they will, you can depend
be truly in love
upon it that both will
and that their marriage will have dignity
and the simple, homely virtues which made
up Bob's background in Nebraska.
The director was giving the signal for
another take, so Bob said goodbye.
And watching the boy thousands of fans
call, "The handsomest man I have ever
say,
seen," I thought how truly you could great
"Back of every great man are
Bob had given the
parents." I knewthethat
sound one for why he
real reason and
is not spoiled, nor will be.
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(Continued from page 43)
Turns," she protested that no mid-western
farm girl would have so many dresses as
that. If she was going to portray a farm
girl, why
istical y ? couldn't she portray one realFINALLY she began to complain that
■*■ the studio was shoving her ahead too
fast and putting her into too many pictures.
Shortly after she made "Midsummer
Night's Dream," she said, "I've been made
a star the
too whole
soon business.
and I'm just
about
Whenmiserable
I went
on the stage, I hoped that it would take
me ten years to arrive."
I knew that a few years previously Jean
had lived in a cheap basement apartment
in New York and had tramped from
agency to agency begging for a job. Hollywood had thrown out a life-line when
she was broke and desperate, thin and
undernourished, and when all that stood
between herself and failure was twenty
dollars.
And yet she dared to complain that
Hollywood was smashing her artistic
standards.
"Now," she said drearily, her voice
tragic and poignant, "I'm afraid I'll never
be as competent an actress as I had hoped
to be. I can't go back to Broadway and
play tiny bits, getting the long apprenticeship which I should have had before I
came to Hollywood. And, because of that,
I'm afraid I'll never get to the top, never
really amount to anything as an actress.
Today young actresses are starred too

HfiU

IS XIGHT YOU
-Unted
r jack to-

YOU'VE
V TALKING
3UT IT FOR ,
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YEAR

soon. It isn't only I ; it's the host of young
people
who surface
come tothis
Hollywood."
On the
might sound like
humility, but actually it was another example of Jean's belief that in
Hollywood things are never done as well
as they are on the stage. She had accepted a Hollywood contract, not because
she wanted to be in pictures, but to save
herself from starvation. Always her
thoughts were of what-might-have-been,
of the career she might have had on the
stage if she hadn't gone to Hollywood.
She has since said of this period in her
life, "I was terribly afraid the movies
were going to take away from me the
ideals Constance Collier had taught me
and substitute in some way the ideals of
Jimmy
Even Durante."
when the studio sent her to New
York to get additional publicity for "Midsummer Night's Dream," she objected.
"What point is there to all this silly
ballyhoo?" she wanted to know. "All the
ballyhoo in the world won't make 'Midsummer Night's Dream' a better picture
than
it already
is." than a little weary of
Warners,
more
her critical attitude, sent her to their
studio in England where she made "Faithful," apicture inso this
unimportant
was released
country. that it never
Jean came back from England as superior as ever in her attitude toward the
movies. As evidence of this, she threw
herself heart and soul into the Theatre
Workshop, which she had started as a
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training school for young people. Here
were taught not only acting, but directing,
scenic designing and every other phase of
the theatre. Though the Theatre Workshop had supposedly been started as a
hobby, Jean seemed more interested in it
than in her movie career.
Now matters took an ironic turn. Since
Jean had complained that she was being
shoved ahead too fast and put into the
wrong roles, her studio decided to give her
a taste of a different sort of treatment.
Month after month went by and Jean
was not. cast in any pictures at all. She
ate the bitter bread of idleness, She, who
had received so much adulation, was now
thrust in a corner like an old shoe.
She still had her Theatre Workshop,
but she found it was not enough. For the
first time in her career Jean knew what it
meant to be completely ignored. And
Hollywood, quick to realize that the cold
wind of her studio's displeasure was blowing on Jean, behaved toward her with indifference. People whom she had hurt
now got their chance to hurt her. Jean
was going through that particular hell that
is reserved in Hollywood for those who
are beginning to slip.
BUT Hollywood still held in reserve
one final blow to Jean's pride. After
months of idleness, Jean was farmed out
for "White Fang." Her role was stupid
and unimportant, the kind she would have
turned her back on only a few months
ago. And the picture itself was just an
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ordinary program picture.
Jean knew she was being sold down the
river. But months of idleness had taught
her humility. She realized what a fool
she had been to be so critical and carping
in her attitude toward Hollywood. And
so she accepted the part. Nor has she
roles which have folrebelled against the studio,
though they are
lowed at her home
not exceptional.
"Jean's attitude has changed completely," astudio publicity man told me.
"She's no longer superior and critical
intends to contoward movies. She now career,
and she
centrate on her movie
probably will not re-open her Theatre

success. that, Jean fought and slaved for
After
"I 'found a small room in New York
for three dollars a week," she told me. It
was ugly and dirty, and cockroaches
all over the place. I couldn't
swarmed
stand that, so I moved into another place
for three and a half dollars a week. That
was tiny but it was clean, and from there
I laid siege to all the producers' offices.

CARRYING her best pair of shoes in
ge and wearing Indian moca packa
BRINGING NEW ROMANTIC
casins, Jean Muir tramped from onetooffice
any
to another. As soon as she came
LOVELINESS ixf THOUSANDS
d
shoes
office, she put on her high-heele
and, thus fortified, walked in to see the
" altogether to blame for her
Workshop.
producers. Incredible? Jean Muir as-Jean isn't
in Holly
attitude toward Hollywood. Everything
sured me it was true, and noto one
lie.
known her
ever
has
wood
outtoo
her
make
to
d
conspire
in her life
Even in those days she was unusual.
spoken for her own good, too agressive to
be popular.
Though she was living on six dollars a
From the time she was a small child,
week, though she was cold and hungry
and undernourished, she dreamed of the
was brought up by her parJean entsMuir
not to believe anything, not to accept
day when she would be able to stage her
her
to
own plays. One day she decided to go
it
proved
had
she
until
,
anything
to the Metropolitan Museum of Art to do
own satisfaction. They refused to lay
some research work on the costuming for
down the law to this child of theirs. They
own
her
a certain play. Examining her meager
told her that she must make up
home,
her
store of money, she found that she had
about
,
religion
about
mind
They
life.
of
out
wanted
she
only a dime for carfare. That was
about what
enough to take her to the Museum and
handher
give
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would have preferre
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had
ever
that
if
hated the subclothes,
n
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back by subway. But Jean sixty
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way
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(Continued from page 60)

"You know, I've been a juvenile for so
long, and for just that long I've wanted,
longed, to be grown up. Of course, I've
lied about my age for ages, pretended to be
older than I was in order to get work, and
have said I was twenty-one for the past
five years. When I actually became twentyone, it was a sort of anti-climax to my
friends. But to me it was important. It
was a milestone I thought I would put
on a role of dignity like I would my overcoat, that people would suddenly realize
that I was grown up and treat me with
respect.
"I looked forward to the time when I
could vote, swaggering up to the polls to
cast my vote for President of the United
States with a pipe in my mouth. Now that
I'm old enough to vote, I was working
so hard on a picture that I forgot to
register and I can't vote.
- "I always thought I would be married
by the time I was of age and pictured myself the head of a family and I quite fancied myself ordering servants around and
being the man of the house. I took it as
a matter of course that I would marry
Anita Louise. She's the only girl I've ever
been in love with. Now that that's all
over, "I haven't fallen in love with anyone
else, but I'd still like to get married. I'm
a one-woman man," he added seriously.
"You never hear of me flirting around
with this
girl and that. I want to be in
love with one girl and be married to her
for the rest of my life."
He looked so in earnest that I couldn't
help but believe him.
"But part of my hopes are coming true
soon," he continued. "I'm going
have
my own home. By that time my tofather
and mother will be set financially. They
are going to build a home for themselves
and I'm going to live alone. Of course,
I'll be running over to their house all the
time and probably
spend more time with
them than I will in my own place, but I'll
know that I have a place that will be just
mine,"
faction. he said with a great deal ©f satis-

"It will be hard on the folks and hard
on me, too," he admitted, "but I think it
is the right thing to do."
\V7'HAT a wrench it will be for Tom
» V to leave home, the home his parents
have built around him, the home
where
he has had the best chance in the world to
become a spoiled brat— but hasn't— only
his intimates can underst
and. It will be
hard for him to give up his bedroom,
which he planned and for which he designed every stick of furniture, but he will
have to, "because I'm going to live in an
apartment at first," he explained.
Tom runs rather to the nautical in a
great many ways and in decorating his
bedroom he went completely berserk.
Everything is designed to make you think
you are on a ship. The footboard on his
bed is made of carved anchors. There are
ship'sand
ropes
around
everyth
ing—s a onship's
bell
clock
and the
picture
the
walls are in frames made to represent life
preservers. There are imitation portholes,
m which rare tropical fish swim about.
"I have to make the break some time "
he sighed, "and it might as well be now.
My father and mother have their own
friends, but they neglect them for me
I m an only child and they are all wrapped
up in me and in everything I do. They
make their plans around me and it isn't
right. Most of all, I want to learn to rely
on myself. I'm getting to the point where

... on the dangerous

reef of half-truths

about feminine hygiene. "Lysol"
has prevented many such tragedies.
Millions of women today have
discovered a vitally important
fact ab out feminine hygiene. They
have learned that "Lysol" has six
special qualities which make it
uniquely valuable, combined with
such dependability and gentleness
that doctors commonly use it in one
of the most delicate of all operations
...childbirth.

Not liking to discuss such a delicate subject as feminine hygiene is
natural... but when misinformation,
ignorance, and half-truths threaten
happiness, a wife is guilty of serious
neglect if she fails to learn that there
is a reliable answer to her problem.

You will find that "Lysol" gives
you a new sense of antiseptic cleanliness that is most reassuring. But
more important, "Lysol" brings the

poise and peace of mind so essential
to a truly happy marriage.
The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Non-caustic... "Lysol" in the proper dilutions isgentle and reliabl
harmful free caustic alkali. e. It contains no

2. EFFECTiVENESS..."Lysol" is a true germicide, active under practical conditions . . .even
in the presence of organic matter (such as
dirt, mucus, serum, etc.). Some other preparations don't work under these conditions.
3. Penetration.. ."Lysol" solutions spread
because of their low surface tension— and thus
virtually search out germs.
4. Economy.. ."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor.. .The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears very soon after use.
6. Stability.. .Keeps its full strength, no
matter how long kept, or how often uncorked.
DR. DAFOE ON THE RADIO ! "Lysol" presents
the
famous doctor of the quintuplets, in 3
— t.o.
1.
talks weekly, on "Modern Child Care"—
Mon Wed., Fri.-C. B. S., 11:45 A.M.

FACTS ALL WOMEN
SHOULD KNOW
Lehn
J.
cloomfie& ld,
FinkN. Product
s Corp., Dept. MS-12
Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS"
Name
feminine hygiene and other uses of
a
"Lysor"
8 r
St
eet
City
Copr. 1936 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
State
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CREAM

MASCARA

Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

SCREEN

I have no faith in my own ability to make
se I've always dedecisions, just becau
ions tor
pended on them to make my decis
me I unconsciously turn to them tor
everything and it's time I learned to make
person.mind, in order to be a worthown
up my while
"Another reason I want my own place is
so I can entertain more freely. Oh, don t
he said, "I'm all over that
laugh now,"
stuff of wanting gay parties. But it 1
have company at the house and we start
ht, I worry about keepat midnig
singin
awake.
ing gthe folks

— r j
.
.,
their length . . . their luxuriance rich
with the enticing charm of naturalness.'
such exciting loveliness requires an enly,
Obvious
tirely new kind of mascara; one that darkens lashes
without shouting "mascara"; one that does not brand
or "bold."
its user as artificial, "theatrical"
Tattoo Cream Mascara is just that. It goes on
so evenly and smoothly its presence on the lashes is
not detected. Nor will tears, rain or a plunge betray
being mixed -with
the secret ... for THIS mascara, not
oof! Much
Water -when applied, is really waterpr
easier to use than cake mascara too, and perfectly
harmless. Can't smart.
-lined satin
Complete with brush in smart. . rubber
. Blue . . 50c at
. . . Brown eyelash
vanity . . . Black Tatto
es!
o your
the better stores.

to
week, which sounded quite extravagant
m "Oh, no," Tom protested. "You see if
I were married, I would eat at home and
tor
that expense would go on the foodof bill
course
is, although
the house, but as it of
the time, I have to
I eat at home most
and dance, lnat
dine
to
out
take girls
ce and besides 1
allowan
mv
of
comes out
take care of my car, buy my clothes s and
dues.
beach club
my eno
. Fifty„ dollars
pay far
ugh
half
it doesn't go
weeks
Some
doesn't go far.
Gable or
Clark
a
be
never
"I know I'll
rray," he said 'but it
a Fredmy MacMu
business and work hard 1 might
I mind
here some day." And he went
get tosomew
tell me about his next picture while
on
his
my mind jumped back to a review ot
beday
the
read
had
I
that
e
pictur
last
fore. Of Tom's work in "And Sudden
Death" a noted critic had written: the
stealer of film honors is Tom Brown, that
suren-aging young juvenile who displays
unsym
the
in
e
statur
dramatic
prising
."
brother ..
m-..
ng
pathetic role of a befuddled, .weakli

, in this game you have to
YOU know
do a certain amount of entertaining
n infor business reasons. I don't mea social
or the
viting 'the right people' supp
ose I m cast
climbing angle. But just
in a new picture. I get the script andtheI
read it. Well, if I happen to meet
director at the studio I can ask him up toa
the house for dinner and it gives us
chance to get acquainted and gives me an
ot
opportunity to find out what his idea
ure
pict
a
ted
star
"But now they've put me m Kose
is. Often I've
my rrole
unde a director I never met until the day
Tom wailed,
Bowl,' a football picture,"
and naturally I
I began to work for him,
I guess I m
well,
"Oh,
:
it
added
y
me.
quickl
of
but
lucky
at that."
.
had no idea what he expected
ce
makes things easier if you have a chan
Now don't think Tom is a Pollyanna.e
one
just
s
that
But
.
first
ed
aint
acqu
get
to
I wouldn't for the world try to creat
and
angle.
is a recluse a stuan impression that he He
"I've been going around with an older
is invited everyme.
at-ho
staya
dent
a lot 1
because, being good company, he s
where
crowd lately and I'm learning
are, but
all
may not be as intelligent as theywhen
apt to be the life of the party without
1m
I've got sense enough to know
acten
of
that
ns
catio
impli
s
xiou
the obno
i a lot ot
out of my class and I know when to keep
company that classification. He isthe
who
e
lad es.
peopl
are
They
a dash with
shut.
quite
cuts
and
my mouth
fun
they
and
things
done
and
places
been
h
have
liveliest beac club.
ngs to the
He belo
on m the world
and there at the good shows,
here
seen
He's
talk about what's going
and not about who socked who at the
and pictures and dancing places. In tact,
ot
club the night before. It is more or less
as he can— on
he goes as far and as often
his inevitable
And
a musical crowd and whether or not I can
week.
a
rs
dolla
fifty
.
g
n
i
,
Toby W
I'm having a lot of tun
and evenings is „cute
days
sing I sing, and really
these
n
anio
comp
growing up.
and 'feel like I'm
"She's the most fun to go out with, he
With the aid of his mother, Tom has
that
mean
t
don
been saving his money I
"She's a beauti u
t
says ,enthusi
alwaysly looks lovely It s a lot
and astical
dancer
he is one to catch his finger in his pocke
the
, best
.She's the
all-around girl."
when the check comes. It is usually d a
of fun to be with Toby.
other way. But he has always save
is savsalary. He whic
amount ofhishissalar
ly it's all in fun and marcertain one-ha
h is
But apparent
y now,
lf of
inriage seems to be far from Toms mmd at
der his
nt, although he admits he s looka very good record when you consi
the mome
other
and
tax
ing around for the right girl.
me
family expenses, inco
"And when I find her, being twenty-one
drains on his income. Recently he :rsputa
it.
himself on an allowance of fifty dolla
will be all right," he said— and meant

TATTOO

Cream MASCARA
for 400 FREE Samples
B - — gg-Si Send
Detailed instruction FREE. 4
MM Sk WE SI
Pom$2.64 lbb. ShetVan, $3.00
Afghan
Color
H
HU WW
f■ SUfi
Saxons
and lb.
Tarn
Tweed Coat
land $2.25
■ ■ II padour
I H la
Est. 20 yrs.
$2 75 lb All latest Yarns. 80 different9thkinds.
Pa.
Phila.,
St.
42 (AJ) North
YARN NOVELTY CO.
KILL THE HAIR ROOT
tly, safely, pr-s.
permanensimple
Remove
'■', -lv at the
home,hairfollowing
directionthe
y prevents
Positivel
Method
Mahler
The
delightful
hair from growing again. ,Thefreedom
of
relief °W11 bring happiness
'<8S&3% ^r'y'e'ars-ofluccessful use all

(Continued from page 66)
pair of
put on for pictorial effect! A
lovely
two
or
one
and
ch
broo
a
clips
bracelets, all set^with jubies, are^the
Ruth's hint
tr mos^ofusfw^cS follow h colors in
of pointing up a costume wites.
ston
jewelry by using simulated

h"
dsw
r e"Do
twortort
sma
, "Th
EA
tinuedhe
SPclo
she conof
s, NG
theKI
ar Kiam designed,forI
piece suit which Om
it
liked so much that I am buying
wool
ck
bla
red
fla
rt
sho
a
has
It
.
myself
and
ck
bla
of
ket
jac
c
chi
y
ver
St and a
d
hel
is
ket
jac
e
Th
l.
white checked woo
green
too-ether by the leather belt and a this I
scarf is worn at the neck. With
wear a black wool beret.
Notice
This is the costume on page m64.one with
all
made
are
ves
how the slee
they end
fhe body of the jacket and that
typica
suit
This
t.
just above the wris
this tall
of the smart daytime costumes for
he
of the jacket and
and winter-the" fit
to the
flare of the skirt giving a trim line

uses one of her ruby-jeweled
figure. Ruth the
scarf.
pins to hold of the
costumes which Omar
"Another
purchasmade for me and which I am wool
suit
black fuzzy
ing, is a stunning st
identical with the
with a skirt almo
ibed. The jacket is highone just descr
flare
waisted and fitted. The tight sleeves
little
ing
amus
most
have
and
top,
at the
I wear a pair of
peaks. At the high neckclips
And my ha
my diamond and ruby
made ot
was
ph
ogra
phot
(No
"
is jo high!
.)
model
cular
this parti
the
And there was still another gown,
wears
she
gown
ing
even
e
orat
most elab
r, but
which was not photographed eithe
about which she said:
trie
Of the evening gowns worn m
e
whit
ky
slin
a
picture I particularly like
ily
heav
gn,
desi
ire
Emp
of
k
crepe froc
long tram
beaded with crystals. It hase aermi
ne cape
and I wear a striking whit
one tothis
gned
I desi
with it. Omar and
.
gether and put into it our favorite ideas
.
ssful
succe
I hope the result is
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"It seems to me that the importance of
excellence in materials can't be too heavily
stressed. I'd much rather have an absolutely plain gown of fine material, than
the most elaborate creation of an inferior
one."
And there, my pets, is a little fashion
axiom to put right into practice.
As we finished looking at the "Dodsworth" wardrobe she said :
"It's always somewhat of a trial for
me to go through the endless fittings and
conferences about clothes before a picture starts. I think how pleasant it would
be if I were high in the clouds in my
plane, wearing my comfortable slacks.
But I've learned how to make a game of
the whole thing. In preparing these costumes for the picture, Omar and his assistants would come to my house and we
would discuss, and fit and argue over tea
and sandwiches. If we got tired, we
would turn on the phonograph and play a
lovely symphony record — our weariness
would be forgotten soon and we would
start all over again. I think that's the
reason we are all so happy about these
clothes — we had such a pleasant time
making them."
And you feel that she had even a more
pleasant time wearing them. Later, when
I talked to Omar Kiam, it was interesting
to see how he has brought out his pet
theories in design for these costumes.
"Short skirts. Higher cut shoes. High
hats. _ In fact, everything is going up !"
he said, in describing the new trend.

NOSE

You'll find that many of the newest daytime handbags reach such proportions and
have the top handle treatment. You definitely are not supposed to tuck these under your arm, they are to be carried by

PORES

Largest
liiti!

A

Test

Pores

of Your

on

Your

Cleansing

Body —
Methods!

The pores on the nose are the largest on your body. For this reason,
if allowed to become clogged with waxy excretions, they will become
conspicuously large and noticeable.
The pores on your nose, therefore, are a good test of your skincleansing methods. If the pores are plugged with waste matter
and gaping large, it's a sign your methods are insufficient.
By keeping your pores — and this includes the pores of your
nose — thoroughly clean, you can keep them normal in size
invisibly small.
A Penetrating Cream Required
To get at the dirt and waxy matter that accumulates in
your pores, you must use a face cream that penetrates,
one that actually works its way into the pores. Such
a cream is Lady Esther Face Cream. It does not
|IF merely lie on the surface of your skin. It actually
i|L
penetrates the pores, and does it in a gentle and
soothing manner.
Penetrating the pores, Lady Esther Face
\\
Cream goes to work on the imbedded
•v dirt and waste matter. It dissolves it
— breaks it up — anil makes it easily
removable. In a fraction of the

THE higher cut in shoes is apparent in
the unusual suede step-ins which Ruth
wears with three of the daytime costumes
pictured. Each of the three outfits is
quite different in character and yet the
shoes are perfect with each. There's the
two-piece suit described earlier, then
there's the one-piece black wool dress on
page 66. It is cut very simply and slightly
fitted. The high, round neckline is set off
with a triple strand of pearls and the
bodice is decorated with a plastron made
of white cord in an intricate design.
Her_ off -the- face black satin hat achieves
the height, Omar mentions, with an aigret
held by a jeweled pin. Black suede gloves
and a black suede bag match the shoes.
A distinctive costume from head to foot.
Over this same dress, Ruth wears a
nubbed black wool coat that opens, like
a redingote, to show the dress beneath.
There's a slight flare to the skirt and a
trim fitting to the bodice of the coat ;
otherwise, it is quite simple, with a large
collar of silver fox as its only trimming.
The huge muff is a lavish detail but not
essential to the chic of the whole coat.
That tricky black felt hat has a twisted
coil of the material to give it a towering
look.

Omar's special brand of designing
genius is evident in a three-pie
ce ensemble, shown on page 65. Over a collarless, brown tweed jacket and skirt, he
poses a beige wool, three-quarter length
cape trimmed with broad bands of leopard.
These bands run from the widened
shoulders to the front hem. Slits in the
cape permit the jacket sleeve to show
through. In lieu of a blouse, Ruth wears
a soft beige scarf caught with a gold
clip. Again Omar uses trimming to reach
a high point in his hats. This time a
fedora-like brown felt has pheasant's tailfeathers as trimming. And how do you
like that almost valise-size handbag of
brown calf? Isn't it stunning? I could
carry a complete wardrobe around in it!

SCREEN

usual time, your skin is thorCleanse
oughly dclean. perfectly, your
pores ran again function ireeh
— open and close as Nature intended. Automatically then, they
reduce themselves to their normal small
size and you no longer have anything
like conspicuous pores.
Lubrication, Also
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses
the skin, it also lubricates it It resupplies it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin
soft and smooth.
;
Make a test on your face of Lady
Esther Face Cream. See for your\
self how thoroughly it cleans out
a
the pores. Mark how quickly
3 your pores come down in size
g| when relieved of their choking
burden. Note the new life and
smoothness your skin takes on.
' ''4T One test will tell you volumes.
See For Yourself !
All first-class drug and department stores sell
Lady Esther Face Cream, but a 7- days' supply is free for
the asking. Just mail the coupon below or a penny postcard and by return mail you'll receive the cream
Esther Face Powder. Write today. — PLUS all five shades of my exquisite Lady
(28)
FREE
( You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
Please send me by return mail your 7- days' supply of Lady Esther Four-Purpose
Face Cream; also all five shades of your Face Powder.

Name
Address^
City

State .
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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"Skirts will be shorter than they have
d
been in many seasons," Omar amplifie
his first brief statement. "And, of course,
they will be fuller. For evening I still
line."
prefer the long, graceful feelin
g about eveAnd as proof of histhe black
crepe and
at
look
ning clothes,
lame dinner gown on page 64. The
gown beneath the flared peplum jacket of
metallic cloth is cut on form-fitting lines
with the fullness drawn to the back to
form a short but full train. Vivid red and
green is shot through the metal of the
to the
jacket giving a startling contrast slightl
y
gown. The shoulders are full and
puffed at the shoulders. Two clips and
, . .trim.
one of her bracelets form theming. only

_i Don't take chances with your dog.
Use medicines that have been proved safe and
are made of
effective. Sergeant's Dog Medicinescompound
ed.
the finest ingredients, carefully
Known and trusted by dog owners since 1879There are different types of worms and a
For round and
Sergeant's medicine for each.
hook worms in large pups and grown dogs, use
Sergeant's Sure-Shot Capsules; for pups
's Puppy CapSergeant
use ms
breeds,
and toy sules.
in puppies and dogs,
For tape-wor
use Sergeant's Tape-Worm Medicine. Sold
by dealers everywhere.
Free Advice. Our veterinarian will answer
questions on your dog's health. Write fully.
Write for your FREE COPY of Sergeant's Book
on the care of dogs. It may save your dog's life.
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1975 West Broad Street ■ • Richmond, Virginia

MEDICINES

WORM
ASK

FOR

FREE

DOG BOOK
SEND NO MONEY!

SEND
NO MONEY!
GIRLS' AND BOYS
Send Name and Address
WRIST WATCH Or!
MOUSE
MICKEY
as shown.
with Chrome Finish Case and metal bracelet
Big Calh Commisslon-YOURS for Simply G.v.ng Away

of Salve.
Write today for 12 boies
vear. Bp First.
WILSON
UHfc-lvl.
—
_^
CHEM. CO.. INC.. ;Dept.
WILSON

HAPPY
FROM
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RELIEF
PAINFUL

BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
nagging, painful backaches
Many of those gnawing, strains
are often caused by
or
people blame on coldsmaywhen treated
s— and . be relieved
tired
. . ...
...
right way
in the kidney
extakingMost
waythe ofblood.
chief of
are Nature's
kidneys
Thecess acids
and poisonous waste out
pounds
3
about
or
day
a
pints
3
about
people pass
°£lTthe'iS miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and mfilters
don't
the blood.
work well, poisonous
rheubackaches,
nagging
start
These poisons may
and enpains, loss of pepunder
matic pains, lumbago, legswelling,
the
pufnness
nights,
ergy, getting up and
eyes, headaches
dizziness. .
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan s Pills,
40 years. •They
used successfully by millions for over miles
of kidney
will help the 15
give happy relief and
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

As if fearing he might be misinterpreted, Omar said: "When I say that
shoes will be cut higher, I do not mean
the old high shoes of Edwardian time, but
the shoes cut to cover the instep and
sometimes the ankle with a higher heel.
In 'Dodsworth' I have used this type oi
ively, both
exclusg.
almostnin
shoe eve
.
. for street
and
to
limit
no
is
"And as for hats, there
of
Most
height!
and
ity
versatil
their
mine are designed to be worn high off the
fs.cc
"There is a marked tendency to smoother fabrics than for sometime past. This,
to
however, might be called a forerunner
the future. We will not discard rough
tweeds and knobby materials, especially

tucked into it at the bosom. The sleeves
draped. Velvet would make
and os
are short
our
pu
.
t collar lor,
extravagan
and lesse.
fulrp
a beauti
Another robe is a dressing gown ot
made
heavy red and white brocaded tosatin
the floor
like a redingote but reaching
where it sweeps out in a slight tram
butrather tailored. It large
effect. The top isand
has interesting
tons at the waist
patch pockets. The gown worn beneath
this is finely accordion pleated from the
lace yoke to the hem.
This is the sort of screen wardrobe tnat
h of inspiration for us
provides a wealt
all because it is so timely, so full of the
important fashion news of the moment.
Kiam'
and for
Ruth'shints
both with
And alive
you. n ideas
all sof fashio
are
Before closing, I want to mention that
ct on the market
there is a new dye produfeatur
ing it in my
that is a wonder. I am
with full
tin
Bulle
ing
Shopp
December
description, name and price. Be sure areto
write in for your Bulletin, for there
other grand suggestions besides this dye.it
hed coupon and
Just fill in the attac
comes to you, free of charge.

wear."
for sports
Ruth deAlthough neither Kiam nor two
negliscribed or talked about the
gees worn in the picture, I am showing
you pictures of them because they are so
utterly charming. One is a hostess
gown of palest pink chiffon, made. with
a sweeping train and high waist The
neckline, bordered with fur, is very low at
front and old-fashioned pink roses are

A

Pound

Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Please send me your December
Shopping Bulletin. Enclosed is a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Name.
Street.
City..

of

State.
(Please Print)

Cure

{Continued from page 59)

spare
there, flabby flesh anywhere, nor_
tires You need not be of the spindling
chest-broad rear variety. You may be
lar^e-boned and weigh 140, and still be
trim and slim if the 140 pounds are m
but
the right places. You may be tall, ine
130.
at
fat
too
be
and
oned,
tiny-b
Its
t matter so much. body
actual weight doesn'firmne
ss of your
the trimness and
which means youth. I'll come back to this
aI12n'That clean, scrubbed look which the
isn't born with
Everybodyall-time
young skin has.that
wow as
is an
a complexion
far as texture and coloring are concerned.
But no one need have bumps and blemishes
around longer than it takes to banish them
diet and a little judicious exwith proper
ternal doctoring. Nobody need have that
muddy look which comes from myriad
which
grimy deposits in the pores and blackcalled
be
to
enough
aren't vicious
heads—yet—but which soon will be. Ine
doesn't bar make-up
look
clean scrubbed
about this, also, as
means. More
by any on
with our lecture. .
we get
3 A silkiness and sheen to your hair, no
matter whether it's, an enviable blonde or
plain mouse-brown. As you get older the
may darken;
youthful gold of your hair hair,
too, get
the various shades of red
mes,
someti
darker and less interesting,
with the passage of years— even a few
e to
years You may— or may not— choos
do anything to restore the color. That s
your business. Your hair even may go pre-

maturely gray at a very early age. Aboutas
all this ' I care not one whoop, so long
you don't let your hair get lifeless, stringy,
too dry or too oily, and generally unman
ageable. No amount of professional wavisn't good hair
there that.
if ber
help you
ing will with.
Remem
to° start
to get along
have
you
4 Of course,
features God
of
set
the
with
through life
gave you. But you can do a heck of a
Nature's short deallot to improve upon
ing if you have been short-dealt. I know
do you— with very
heaps of girls— and so that
are nothing to
unclassical noses, eyes
one decent
not
s
perhap
about,
home
write
difference
feature to their names, and what have
you
How often
does that make?
bit
least
the
not
heard folks say, "She's
tive
attrac
y
awfull
she'sconcerned, the older?
but are
, es
good
featur
Wherelooking
are. It's pretty
you get, the luckier you eature
d sixteenbad taste for the poor-f
year-old to go monkeying around with theit
eyeshadow and the bright lipstick. it But
isn't bad taste for the older girl— s just
plain smart.
Now to get down to the tacks made oi
brass ' . . I shall do this, if it's all the
of exby picking a series
same to you, exper
iences which 1 ve come
amples from
across and by making up out of my own
little head a few more examples which
I don't hit .your
l to
may
write Ifyour case history
e, you.
troubl
ularhelpfu
particbe
down on a piece of paper and mail it to me.
Example one : Girl twenty-two, tall, nve
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feet seven and slenderly built. Basically
good figure, with only one fault. A spare
tire around the waist. It shows badly in
the new waist-hugging dresses when she
wears a girdle. When she doesn't wear
a girdle, that extra fat is still there, of
course, imparting a general thickness to
the middle of her body. This girl sits all
day. She says, sensibly enough, that she
must wear a snug girdle because she
doesn't want the rear to spread. That's
fine. But the snug girdle does push up
that hunk of flesh around the waist. Any
way you slice it, it's very bad, especially
with all the new clothes fitting one's middle like the paper on the wall.
This is a very common complaint. I'm
not talking about the person who is too
fat all over, or at least plenty too fat in
the hips. This particular girl is slim — has
a nice figure — good, firm, slender hips and
a properly proportioned buzzoom. She's
just getting her first warning of what
might
happen if she doesn't start the cure
right now.
TEN minutes of bending exercises every
morning — that's the first order. And
you can't beat the old toe-touching stunt.
Then, one-half hour's brisk walk early in
the morning. Walking won't reduce you,
but it will help make you trim and firm.
But you must really beetle along at a brisk
pace and keep your stomach and diaphragm pulled in flat every minute of the
time. .
Now this girl should eat no heavy
sweets, no heavy starches, and the fat
content in her diet should be low. And
what does that mean ? It means that she
may have sugar in her coffee or tea, if
those beverages are exceedingly distasteful
to her without, but she must have no
cake, no pie, no ice cream. Fruit is what
she gets for dessert, or gelatine, or sherbet. She may, furthermore, have a couple
of slices of crisp toast for breakfast,
with a very little butter, but she should not
eat spaghetti, or rice, or any cereals,
nor need she have bread, rolls, or crackers
with luncheon and dinner. She must eat
no fried foods whatsoever. A baked or
boiled potato is all right, with a little
butter rather than gravy. In other words,
she should cut down — rather than cut out
entirely. This is harder to do, sometimes,
but if the gal has good sense, she will
really make this effort to effect certain
eliminations in her diet.
Example number two concerns a young
married person who has recently had a
baby. If you really want to know, I'm
using myself as an example and telling you
exactly what my doctor told me to do after
my young hopeful appeared on the scene.
Already, I've received a small ton of letters
from young mamas, detailing their problems to me, and believe me, the problems
aren't
be minimized.
why I'm
offeringtomyself
as ExhibitThat's
B.
First thing, ask your own doctor,
please, if the following suggestions are
okay for you. Every individual is different.
You may have some particular complication that needs particular coddling. If
you're strong and healthy, none of the
following stunts should be in the least
strenuous — but all the same, consult your
doctor.

Now I didn't do a
thing for the
first two weeks. I layblessed
around and got my
stren'th back.
the end
two weeks,
I came home, At
and the veryof next
day, I
started in. The first exercise was to get
on the bed on my knees and place my
shoulders down on the bed as flat as I could
get them. That's all. And just stay there
five minutes the first day, six minutes
the second day, and so on, up until ten
minutes.
The second exercise— third day outwas to lie on the floor and place one

GARDENIA

NO perfume thrill you've ever had will etjual
your first acquaintance with Park & Tilford's new
Gardenia. Born for success . . . triumph . . . applause,
with an heritage of super-duality, this newest
fragrance has met with instant success and accent
ance from the women who know and like gooc
d
In the smart
tuckaway size
10.
If you have not yet tried this
loveliest of perfumes, Park &
Tilford now asks only for your
discovery and af>£>roval. Until
you do, you'll not realize now
devastating^ individual and a£>-

things. You'll like, Gardenia, because men like it,
too. Its dainty pastel fragrance has unexpected
power . . . and allure. There's that about Gardenia
which goes with youth and romance. Try it the
next time you shop at your local 5 and 10c store.
Tivo other Park & Tilford Faoen Perfumer
No. 3 An exotic clinging oriental fragrance.
No. 12 Delicate refreshing floral bouquet.

f>ealing you can be!
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thick book on my turn and raise it up with
my stomach muscle, five times. Next day,
six times, and so on, up to ten times. Then
work.
,
book, and keep up the good
another
add

rarely have to reMost people would
sort to harsh purges if they kept tabs
on Nature.
Usually a mild laxative like Olive
Tablets is all one needs to assist Nature on the second day.
Once the exclusive prescription of a
Olive Tablets
practicing physician,
are now an established proprietary,
welcomed by millions because they
are so easy to take and so mild.
It is simple to keep tabs on yourself.
Always have Olive Tablets on your
bathroom shelf as a reminder on the
second day. Three sizes, 15(4, 30c\ 60£.
All druggists.
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HERE at last is a cream
made especially for
ky skin— a cream
dry,t fla
lubricates the skin,
tha
ne up," soften
helps "to
and refine skin texture.
It's a sister cream to
Noxzema Skin Cream.
It's called JVoxzema's
Combination Cleansing and Night Cream.
use this cream inIf your skin is dry,orscaly,
night cream. Note how
stead ofcold cream,
it penetrates deep into pores — removing every
particle of dirt. Massage it into your skin at
night, too-and see if there isn't a really wonderful improvement in 10 days'.
Get a 25c jar of Noxzema
Combination Cream at any
local drug or department
store — if not obtainable there,
use coupon below.
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL CO.
Department 1812, Baltimore, Md.
a jar of Noxzema's
me Cream.
25c. Please
sing Cleansin
am'encloion
ICombinat
Night
g andsend
■
Name
A dd ress
.State.
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The third exercise — fourth day outwas to lie on the floor and raise first one
leg straight up in the air without bending
the knee, then the other. Five times each.
This is a cinch, but don't skip it, because
suchprepares
a cinch.you for the next, which isn't
it
When you're really beginning to feel
pretty spry and peppy, try raising both legs
up off the floor, without bending your
knees, and without raising your shoulders
off the floor either. This really gets the
old stomach muscles to working.
When you can do this with reasonable
efficiency, try raising the top part of your
body up off the floor without bending
your knees or letting your legs leave the
floor. Don't go at it too hard. Once the
first day, twice the second day, and so on.
The point of all these exercises is to
get your middle flat and firm again — and
it doesn't hurt the hips a particle either.
Don't be too impatient, but be faithful,
and pretty soon — you'll be surprised—
you'll be able to get into that evening dress
you only wore once before . . . well, before.
Example three concerns the girl whose
face begins to look old before it has any
business to do so. Sagging chin, lines, dry
skin— dry skin is the biggest problem—
and a sort of roughness and crepiness of
the throat that is by no means youthful.
The answer to the lines, dry skin and
crepiness lies in cream — heaps of it— oily
cream. Cleanse your face with cream at
night twice and then, without using a tonic
film of mayor water or anything, put on aa heavier
kind,
be the same cream or maybe
if you can afford two, and leave it on,
overnight if possible — if not, at least for
hot water,
use from
Don'trises
or so. that
minutes
twenty
a nice
the steam
ever_even
hot bath dries out your skin just a little
more. Use lukewarm water in the morning
and rinse with lukewarm water — not cold.
Cold is refreshing and just dandy for
normal or oily skins, but for dry skins
it's too harsh. If you simply must relax
in a hot bath now and then, smear the jolly
old face with plenty of cream beforehand.
Use a creamy foundation for your makeup. Use a cream rouge. And the lightest,
softest powder you can find. Giveyouyour
do
neck all the coddling every time
your face.
A sagging chin takes plenty of work.
Slap under it with the back of your hand.
Keep your head up always and kind of
stick your jaw out, consciously — whenever
you think of it.
Write for my Skin Routine Number 2
which includes (a) treatment for dry
skins (b) oily skins and (c) just plain bad
skins.
Example four concerns the girl with
what is commonly known as middle-age
spread. Only, the sad part is, too often the
spread happens before middle age. Do the
rolling stunt I gave you in my first
article: sit on the floor, grab your ankles
with your hands and roll yourself round
and round until it hurts. Wear a good
girdle. Pull in your rear consciously —
walking,
you're
— while it
know Tighten
can, you
you
keep
up and
sitting.
standing,
it from getting flabby.

Contest

Example five concerns the gal whose
wonky for
pretty hair goes completely
some reason or other. An illness, maybe.
Children, perhaps. Neglect— usually. So
long as there's a wave in it, most women
never give a thought to their hair. For a
long time, nature will bear up under a
constant onslaught of careless shampooing and hasty waving. Then nature says,
"Phooey !" and thereafter no wave will
stay in longer than two minutes and a
sets in that no amount of
general
artificial drabness
doctoring can remedy.

stars,
movieknows
the ess
think. ofGoodn
I often
, this
NOWin
connection
many of them have their hair dyed and
tinkered with until the color bears no
resemblance to the original shade. But the
texture of their hair— the shine and health
of it— persists through all this. Most of
you need not and should not submit your
locks to the treatment that the movie star
just has to, more or less. Why should
look like last year's bird's nest?
your hair
The answer is, it shouldn't. Again, oil,
plus brushing, plus massage is the answer
don't
and I treathealt
ng,you
to good,
it. These
dohy tohair—
else
whatshini
care
ments are within the means of everyone.
You can use olive oil, castor oil, or prepared oil treatments, which smell a heck of
a sight nicer and cost but very little. Warm
the oil and rub it into your scalp. Furthermore, take a piece of cotton and rub it
wrap
along the length of your hair. Then stand
a hot towel around your head; or
over a steaming kettle; or go out in the
sunshine, if you live in the sunny south.
And answer letters or do your knitting,
while the oil gets in its good work.
Then shampoo — and never use a cake of
soap on your hair. Prepared liquid
shampoo or a melted down half -cake of
you should
any good soap — these are what
use. Two soapings and half a dozen
rinsings, under a shower or spray, and
then maybe a light rinse in the last water
to give your hair pretty lights and color.
If you can dry the wool out in the air, fine,
scalp all
Anyway, keep massaging your Give
your
the time your hair is drying.
the
stimulates
it
tugs—
and
pulls
sharp
hair
vigorit—
brush
dry,
it's
when
scalp. And
ously, if it's coarse— very gently, with a
medium stiff brush, if it's fine. Keep this
don'toffind
you end
and,atif the
months ent
for six
up
thata
improvem
marked
time, you have my full permission to write
tell me I'm a so-and-so.
to me and
You have my full permission to write to
I'm a soyoumethink
me, anyway,
if you're fat;
Write to
or not.whether
and-so
write to me if you're thin; write to me
if your skin is bad. I'm no miracle woman,
but I can tell you a thing or two that will
is Mary Marshall, ModThe address
help. ern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y. Please don't forget to enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Up to
now, I've been answering all of you who
forgot about that envelope but hereafter,
I'm not a-goin' ter do it, so there. Furthermore— may I tell our Canadian customers
that Canadian stamps ain't no use in these
here United States. Enclose three cents,
you live in Canada. The
like good girls, if like
sixty, and M. M. will
mail is coming in
be broke and busted if she has to buy any
more stamps, so plizz forgive me for this
little speech.
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(Continued from page 53)
would the other feel? They faced each
other seriously. "I hope you get it," said
Lily. "No, you should have it," protested
Katharine. "You're so much prettier than
I am."
"But you've had experience !" Recalling
that phrase now, many years
later, Claudette laughs at her Lily-naivete.
"Two ^ years before," said Claudette,
"Katharine had starred in a school play, so
of course, she
would get the part. It was
so certain that I decided not even to try
for it. But it took me a long time to
sell her on the idea — all the way down in
the trolley, as a matter of fact. How serious we were sitting there side by side, and
yet how funny we must have looked to
the other passengers. The Irish-brogue
Katharine and French-girl me jabbering so
earnestly to each other. I went over and
over the fact that I didn't want to be an
actress anyway. Finally she gave in. I remember she put out her hand and said,
'Well, all right, if you promise not to be
envious and never to regret it, and if it
won't make any difference in our friendship.' We shook hands solemnly."

' I ''RUE to her intention, Lily refused to
A announce herself and sat in a far
corner of the dark, dingy Provincetown
Theatre, while Katharine went up onto
the stage to try out for Mr. Deeter. When
the reading was over he shook his head and
looked doubtful, which was all that was
needed to spur the loyal Lily immediately into action. She dashed forward,
took Mr. Deeter's arm and in a burst
of French enthusiasm began to extol her
friend's merits. She extolled so fast and
with such pep and vivacity that Mr.
Deeter just stood and looked at her. When
she saw the arresting look in his eyes, she
suddenly stopped. "Don't stop," he said.
"Go on. That's delightful. You're just
the girl I want!"
For a brief moment Lily failed to understand. Then Mr. Deeter handed her the
script. "Here's your part. Learn the first
ten lines and report here for rehearsal in
the morning at nine. Thank you both for
coming down. Goodby." And he left.
The girls in the darkness and the emptiness of that historical barn stood ten feet
apart and across the canvas-covered seats
searched for each other's eyes. But
vision was wet and blurred. Then their
they
moved closer and their hands met and
gripped tightly. Simultaneously, they
uttered their thoughts. "Gosh, I'm sorry,"
said Lily. And at the same instant, "Gosh,
I'm glad," said Katharine.
And so in that moment Lily was set on
a new path, a path she was to tread in
fame, as Claudette Colbert, and in the same
moment her friend stepped off it. Never
again were they to walk in rivalry. As
Katharine often said in the years that
followed, "It's more fun being proud of
you, anyway." And when she married, she
showed her love and pride by naming her
first baby Claudette.
One more anecdote about the young
charmer, Lily, before we come back to the
grown-up one, Claudette. This, too, involves Katharine. As is the case in most
French families, Lily was never given any
money, but Katharine had an allowance.
"I always sponged on her, too," admits
Claudette today. "With the interest added,
I suppose I really owe her a small fortune now. For months we had contemplated being really devilish and buying

Miss Helen Bernart
Permanent Wave b;
8C Sisters, fashional
York Hairdresser.

CHARMING Miss Bernard, NOVEMBER winner of MARCHAND'S
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH Contest, tells us how she improved her
whole appearance. "I keep my hair soft and lustrous with Marchand's," says
Miss Bernard. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain new attractiveness your
friends will admire. How? Develop fully your one natural charm, your hair!
BLONDES — To have your hair a lovely golden shade brightens your whole
appearance. Evenly restore youthful lustre to dull, faded or streaked hair
with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES — Just a rinse with Marchand's adds a sparkling, glowing sheen
to your hair. Or if you wish, using Marchand's full strength you too can
lighten your hair to any golden shade.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — End worry over unsightly hair on arms —
and legs. Women everywhere are now using Marchand's to make "superfluous" hair unnoticeable. Invisible through even sheerest stockings! Start
today ! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore.
Use it tonight, at home.
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FREE
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some rouge. Neither of us had ever worn
any make-up and we had reached the ripe
we
age of sixteen. So, our nerve geared up,
ARE YOUR
advanced one day to a department store s
make-up counter and, having heard that it
HANDS
was the best, requested vegetable rouge.
You might have thought we were buying
10 YEARS
us and questiona car, we were so cautioilty.
Afterward,
OLDER
ing, and extravagance-gu
e on the street, we broke the cake
outsid
THAN YOUR
in two and each took a half. That was
what nearly proved to be my undoing,
FACE?
•
because naturally, from that moment on
state of
the rouge was in a constant
on, but
some
put
I
oon
aftern
That
e.
crumbl
DON'T CRY!
of my
state
the
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it
of
rubbed most
For
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Use
finger
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Flower-Petal Hands of Youth
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water so much
of her 'child
Tust because they'reagein faster
ence
innoc
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in
such faith
than your
oftenerf your hands ake you before
that it never occurred to her that it was
you
overt
hands
Old
face
rouge.
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T
with
J,n0W it — dry, veiny, rough-fingered,
asp. What
"She took one look at the red dress 1
wooden palms that repel a handcl
so young!
your face is still
a tragedy while steps
"I knew that dress
was wearing and said,good.
tat,.with i a - marvelous
Now Science
Look how the
be
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too
CREM
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new hand
hands. Take it
your
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off
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instan
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hands
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smooth out. So fragrant,or so
stickiness. Just
box— and don't wash your hands. We'll go
love it Leaves no shine
smoothness. \ou can
nia
garde
white,
soft,
that store
once.
right
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wear gloves at
wouldanddoshow
"So tonothing
mend
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on my slip as
off
rouge
Already
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rub
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tried
I
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it
Proof
!
SOFSKIN, use it themsgelves
I was changing, but soap and water was
hand allure like nothin ever known before!
SOFSKIN also gives arms and ^^^^
the only thing that would have worked,
ess withthroat enchanting whiten
and mother was hanging around, so I
out powder; yet it is a perfect
couldn't tackle that. Believe me, I was
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Department
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!"scene in the department store that
THE
scared
afternoon is easy to reconstruct. The
■SOFSKIN COMPANY. DEPT G, Findlay, 0. Please
(3c enclosed to cover
Creme.
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send
in Canada.
daughter's rednot good
Tliis iarofferSot'skin
handling.)
proff
r
mothe
to thehersaleswoman and, at
handsering
smudged
the red fabric
to
ing
the same time, point
in the box. The saleswoman— the type
who obviously knew all there was to know
about rouge— looking closely at the girl s
fingers and discovering her secret at once.
,
of "spilling the beans
Then, on the verge es
the mute appeal m
she suddenly catch
nt she
the brown Lily eyes. For a mome
hesitates. It takes her back, a long way
back. Then she smiles and says lightly,
"Of course, madame, we will be very glad
And another
to make an adjustment."
way out is won!

Maybe

It

Claudette has been hypnotizing them
right and left ever since. What it is, noyou.
it "gets"
anyway, the
but knocked
body knows,
pins right
it even
Recently,
newsout from under a determined-to-hate
paper critic in New York. For years this
particular critic had panned Claudette at
gentle digs either.
every opportunity. Not
What he said, he said venomously. Yet,
ocas he admitted in print on numerous
casions, he had nothing personal against
the girl. He had never even met her.
For several years Claudette suffered his
attacks in silence. Then she decided that
she wanted to meet him face to face and
personally ask him the reason for his
and
enmity. She gave a party in New York other
invited him. Even in front of her
took the cat by its whiskers
she him.
guests
and
asked
"Because you're the kind of actress who
should never play anything but French
maids on the screen," he answered
promptly.
There were two things that any other
done under the circumstar would have
stances :one, laugh it off ; the other, throw
him out. Claudette did neither.
She said, "Gosh, you may be right. I ve
never done one on the screen, but if I
could find a good one, I'd try." That shut
him up for the time being, but anyone
could see that he was disdainful.
Several weeks later Claudette wired him
it— the
from the coast, "Well, I'm doing time
on
part of a French girl for the first
the screen. Not a ladies' maid, but I wait
cigarettes."
and sell
table part
on The
was that of Cigarette, of
Two Flags," the kind
course, in "Under
always steered clear of,
she had
of
.
.
is
she part
afraid of being typed as the French girl

"Pick up the aggies— you win! the return telegram read. "I'm a fan, and an
one from now on!"
ardent
You see, it isn't that she sets out to
doesn't,
thatg she
ly, the
m
ContrariLike
coming
entice.
mornin
that fact
the secret.
is
she
Had
ent.
departm
y
publicit
late to the
arrived dripping sables or cooing fabulous
excuses and apologies, she would never
Appearing hathave gotten away with it. herself,
she can
less, in slacks, and being
get away with anything.
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tific thorough. Contain no harsh alkalieenough
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mascaraed; plucked arches for eyebrows;
and even white teeth. .
"Oh I don't know," she answered
theatre
vaguely. "But, you see, in the
on to you,
no one pays the slightest attenti
no matter who you are. If you need a
hairdresser or want one, it s your job to
o-et her The same with a dentist and all
those things. But, in pictures, there s
the make-up
always the hairdresser and
man, and they're always looking after you.
I like it," she admitted, dimpling.
"Did you find Hollywood easy from the
start?" we asked.
yes and
"Well,
New York born girl,
is ano."
Doris Nolan
in New Rochelle,
up
t
brough
was
who
where her family still lives. She was born
on July 14, 1916. She has an older sister,
Gladys, and a younger brother, Warren.
While in the New Rochelle High School,
Doris gratified her yearning to act. She
appeared in several school sketches and
received good newspaper notices
andwork.
playsher
for
"After that," she declared, 'there was
no holding me. I was bound to be an
actress."

her father, who is a New
THE
NEIYor
kR woolen importer, nor her
mother— whom she calls by her first name
now with her in Hollyof Mary and who wo d-is
Objected toher career ideas bo
Doris, without any difficulty, applied for
sand received her chance to act profe
Stock
ow
Holl
ton
Clin
the
with
sionally
Company at Poughkeepsie, New York. A
scout from the I-ox stupictu
motiondios saw
herre and asked her to make a
screen test. She did, and the result was
sent her West.
that Fox signed her up and
"But that wasn't so easy as it promised to be," Doris said. "Mary and I
didn't know a soul in Hollywood and tor
didn't know
months wein still
three solid We
an apartment in
lived
anybodv.
Beverly Hills and just had ourselves to
talk to" except when I went to the studio.
But the studio didn't assign her to any
this time.
picture during all anythin
g the entire time
"Didn't you do
ed. d. You
question
there?"andweDoris
were yes,"
grinne
'you"Well
see I speak a little French. As it happened, the studio signed an actress who
was French— I won't tell you her name—
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and, knowing I could speak French, they
asked me to see that she found an apartment and got settled."
"It's funny that a studio that size
wouldn't have an interpreter around for
that kind of thing," we remarked.
"Well, I don't know." Doris was diplomatic.
"Anyway,ButI was
glada tolittle
do what
I could for
her.
it was
hard
being out in Hollywood six months and
not working. I would have gone a little
mad if I hadn't been able to ride horseback."
"You like that sort of thing?"
"Um. One of these days I hope to
have some horses of my own. The rides
are grand, too, on the coast. You can
go up in the hills and the mountains, you
know. And the mountain climbing is
great, too. There are grand spots all
around for that, as well as horseback riding."
When her picture contract expired —
that was last year, in 1935 — and was not
renewed, Doris got the opportunity to
play the feminine lead in "Daughter of
Cain," a stage play produced at a community theatre in Hollywood.
"Luck was with me," she said.
Al Woods, well-known New York stage
producer, saw her in this play and engaged her on the spot to come to New
York and play the lead in his stage proof "The
Night of January 16."
That wasductionlast
winter.

A

beautiful

heiress and

guise, tangled in a web
their way

to freedom

"Luck stayed with me," Doris laughed.
One night, Dan Kelley, Universal studio casting director, who had come East
to scout for new screen talent, went to
see this play. He saw Doris, liked her,
signed her to the dotted line and a longterm Universal contract.
"When the play finished its run last
spring,"
Doris said,and
"Mary
and II went
back to Hollywood
this time
went
to work almost right away in 'The Man
I Marry.' "
"And you're featured in your first
talkie," we commented.
"Yes."

tale of love and

"You're right about your career," we
agreed. "It almost does sound too easy."
She has been in New York recently,
where she played the featured lead in another Al Woods play, "Arrest That
Woman." However, the show's run was
extremely short and Doris went West
again to do another picture. She still
has one more play to do for Mr. Woods.
She doesn't go out much socially in Hollywood because she doesn't enjoy the social life. She frankly prefers trailing
around in slacks to getting dressed up
and going places. Nor does she care for
night life. She likes to read, and she
likes to have friends for dinner and sit
around afterwards or go for a ride in
the car or a horseback canter or a tramp
in the hills. She wears no jewelry —
neither rings, bracelets, nor necklaces.
However, she does admit to one terrific
yen. She loves to write.
At the rate she is going, Doris Nolan
should soon have quite a bit of experience, though perhaps this includes falling
in love and at this date Doris hasn't gotten around to that pertinent phase of heart
throbs. Hers, thus far, have come through
her career.

Young

"And maybe that was too easy," she
says.
Maybe Doris Nolan is one of those
fortunate youngsters who doesn't have to
garner her experience at the expense of
heartbreak and tears. Her sense of humor and ready smile should save her a lot
of that sort of thing. One rather hopes
so, anyway, for she's a likeable youngster
and not at all uppity-uppity at being a
featured player headed for stardom on both
the screen and the stage at the ripe young
age of twenty.
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(Continued from page 51)
It didn't look as if he would be anything
but an awfully naughty boy from a nice
family, who thought the world was his
oyster.
AT

the very beginning of things, Humphrey was born on Christmas Day in
1900, which makes it comparatively simple
to keep track of his age. He was a right
handsome little boy, from the pictures his
mother had around. I can only vouch for
him from eighteen on, and he looked all
right then, after they got the bandages
off.
I wasn't the only girl he had permanently
in wrong with her family on account of
those three o'clock in the mornings, and
the fights, but all of us thought he was
worth it. We were convinced that any
man who could dance that well and put up
a good fight, on any provocation whatever
— or none — had a great future.
We virtually thrived on the masquerade
brawls in Webster Hall and the Kit Kat
Club and even Tammany Hall. We "did"
the Village regularly, which was known
in a casual off-hand manner as "slumming." Actually the Village was more fun
than any place, in those halcyon days.
That is, it was when Humphrey managed
to keep out of a fight. I guess it was fun
even when he didn't, at least he seemed
to enjoy
it. I had to "go home alone
many
a time.
WHEN
we get together these days the
dialogue goes like this :
Humphrey says, "Do you remember the
time your Stutz ran out of gas on the
Queensborough Bridge at three a. m. and
I had to push it over the rise?"
"Remember the time we ran into the
elevated post on Sixth Avenue?" says I.
"And what the cop said? And the time
we went to court with that speeding ticket,
and the cop lied like a gentleman — said we
were only doing forty— so we took him to
lunch at Rector's? He ordered everything
in the place, and we only had two dollars

between us, so he had to pay the check?"
"Did you ever look him up and pay it
back?"
Humphrey looks pained. "Madame, you
will never find a Bogart lacking in the
finer principles. Besides, what if he had
caught me speeding after that?"
"Ha, my point. He couldn't, because
your father wouldn't let you have the car.
You always smashed it."
"The last time it was your fault. Remember that masquerade at Webster Hall
— you wore two beads and a buckle and I
was a Spanish toreador — very hot stuff?"
"Uh huh."
Humphrey is a superb ignorer. He went
right on,
"And the fenders were off the
Stutz
having
the wrinkles ironed out and
the headlights wouldn't work, so we drove
past the new subway excavation and picked
up red lanterns and tied 'em all over the
car?"
"Wonder what kept us out of jail?"
". . . and it began to rain pitchforks,"
Humphrey barged on, "so we arrived at
the party soaked and covered with mud —
were we sights! Then we retired to the
ladies' and gents' rooms to take a bath, with
thousands of people
milling around. And,
if memory serves me right, you were the
belle of the ball because most of your
beads dissolved."
"You didn't do so badly yourself with
that artist's model made up for Lady
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(Continued from page 41)
OF

course, Mr. Thalberg has guided
her career, has led her into stardom.
It was he who made all the important
decisions of her professional life, who kept
her star shining brightly through the years
in which they worked together. Norma
has always been the first to give him the
credit for her success. She has had utter
faith in his judgment, has always followed
his directions with an implicit trust.
"Irving is always right," Norma told
me one day. Higher praise than that, no
woman can give a man, no wife can give
a husband.
However, all Hollywood knows and respects Norma'sIfintelligence.
She was
born
for success.
she had been
a school
teacher or a stenographer or a saleswoman, she would have been the best in
her field. She knows no half measures.
She is a tireless worker. No detail is
too small for her consideration. She knows
the secret of absolute concentration, of
directed determination. There is no doubt
that Mr. Thalberg developed and furthered
her career as an actress. But Norma
possesses the ability which made that development possible. She depended upon
Mr. Thalberg, while he lived, knowing
better than anyone the depths of his understanding, the quality of his genius.
But, now that he is gone, Norma is capable of standing alone, of walking onward without help.
On her wedding day, Norma became
two people, and several times, during the
last few years, she has been torn between these two selves, the actress and
the woman. Always the woman has defeated the actress. After the birth of
little Irving, in spite of the fact that she
had just achieved the greatest success of
her career in "The Divorcee," Norma was
willing to give up her professional life
in order to devote herself entirely to
wifehood and motherhood, if her husband
so desired.
"But Irving wants me to go on with
my work," she told me at that time, "so
I shall continue in pictures. However,
we have agreed that I shall stop my work
whenever Irving thinks best."
Again, at another high spot in her career, she deserted the screen for a year
and went to Europe with her two Irvings.
Mr. Thalberg's physicians had said that
he must have a complete rest, a change
of surroundings, if he wished to regain
his always fragile health. The years of
long, intense working hours, of wearing,
nerve-racking labor, had taken their toll
of his strength. Norma, the actress, knew
that it was almost fatal to a career to
retire for an entire year. Norma, the
woman, didn't care about careers or futures for herself. She thought only of
the health and welfare of the man she
loved.

In the studio they put aside their personal relationship and became fellow
workmen, striving for the same resultsartistic and successful pictures. They
worked in complete accord, the actress
and the executive producer. They followed a unique system in preparing a
Shearer picture. The script was broken
down into sequences, similar to the acts
of a stage play. Each sequence was rehearsed in its entirety before its
scenes were filmed. When the separate
director
and Norma were satisfied with the results
of the many rehearsals, Mr. Thalbero- ar-
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rived on the stage. Usually he sat on a
the cameras.
photographer's stool behind action
of the
Quietly he watched the
scenes, making no comment until the end
of the sequence. Then his criticisms and
suggestions were made in a low, calm
voice to the director. When Mr. Thalal, the
berg finally approved the rehears
actual filming was begun, the long sequence
being broken into the shorter scenes, which
were necessary for the various camera
set-ups and angles.
"Very often I don't know what picture
I'm going to do next until I receive an
official notification from the studio or read
the announcement in the newspapers,
Norma said one day. "I never discuss
studio affairs, especially my own problems, with Irving at home. We have
enough time to talk things over at the
studio. I try to make our home a place
of rest and relaxation. Besides, I know
that whatever Irving decides for me will
be best. So I never question his plans.
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Norma's career. For several pictures
Norma ran riot as a modern young woman
cake
who managed to eat her emotional erg,
and have it, too. Then Mr. Thalb
with the far-seeing wisdom which made
him the greatest of all motion picture producers, saw the end of the era of flamboyant sex in screen entertainment, and
gave Norma the idealistically lovely
"Smilin' Through."
With Mr. Thalberg she shared a splendid generosity in regard to the importance
of the other actors in her pictures. She
and Mr. Thalberg have always followed
the creed that the picture is the important thing, not the star. Consequently,
Norma has always been surrounded by
the most competent actors available. _ And
never has a good scene been eliminated
or changed because some one stole it from
with
fered
inter
never
the star, as happens so often in HollyALTHOUGH she
wood. Several years ago, after the prehis judgment, Norma influenced Mr.
way.
quiet
own
of "Strangers May Kiss," people
view
her
in
ions
decis
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Thalb
predicted in whispers that the scenes which
Until the arrival of talking pictures Norma
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accepted his decision without
Norma
said, "but I've learned my lesson. The next
But she knew what she wanted
argument.
time we work together I'm going to say
and she wasn't defeated. She didn't resort
to the tearful pleadings which are the
all the last lines. Then you can't have
weapons of the average wife. That is not
and steal all my laughs."
final word
theWith
her usual intelligent caution,
Norma's way of gaining her goal. She
Norma completely separated her two lives.
has always accomplished her purposes by
In the studio she maintained an impers. That's what
clean-cut, determined action
sonal, business-like attitude toward Mr.
she did in the case of "Mary Dugan.
She never entered his office
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play's
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an appointment. When
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She spent an entire aftern
lery of a clever portrait photographer,
assuring him complete quiet and aloneness if he were tired. Norma managed
who was not connected with the studio.
and happiThe result was a series of pictures of a
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new Norma, a young woman who was
y
pleasTimidl
of
at the studio with the one goal
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Carrie, and she gives up her profession
for a small tailor shop. Prosperity arrives,
and the kids grow up and become Arline
Judge and John Howard. Young Mr.
Howard gets himself into difficulties when
trying to be noble, and the whole thing
ends with Carrie going to prison to keep
her little brood together. Gladys George
does an expert portrayal in the leading
role, in spite of the arduous task of being
so good for so long. John Howard and
Arline Judge play capably, although Arline
seems a bit mature for her role of a highschool girl. The rest of the cast, including
Harry Carey, Isabel Jewell, Jackie Moran,
Charlene Wyatt and Hattie McDaniel, is
well chosen.
Polo Joe
(Warners)
Here is slick Joe E. Brown entertainment for the kiddies, and those grown-up
kiddies (bless their hearts!) whose risibilities are easily tickled by slap-stick
antics. His final epic for Warner Brothers
(RKO-Radio now has his services) puts
Joe on a horse ; therefore the title "Polo
Joe." It doesn't turn out to be a "horse on
Joe," of course, because our acrobatic hero
triumphs in the final reel, wins the girl
(Carol Hughes), has a chance to exploit,
variously, his unique talents. They include :1. Singing a love song, in Chinese,
to the accompaniment of an Oriental orchestral trio. 2. Swinging from a chandelier. 3.A gymnastic encounter with two
kidnapers. 4. Rendition of the Three Bears
nursery story in his famous "little mouse"
style. Summed up, Joe gives his customers
their money's worth.
Wedding
(Paramount)

Present

A guaranteed gloom-chaser, you can't
go wrong on this picture. There's nothing
but_
nonsense
it, butthatit'splot
done
on such
a high
plane ofto idiocy
weaknesses
can be laughed off. The gay and giddy
cast rounded up includes Joan Bennett,
Cary Grant, George Bancroft, Gene Lockhart and Inez Courtney among others. Joan
and Cary are a couple of reporters who
have fallen in love on company time.
Having taken nothing serious in his life
before, Cary could hardly be expected not
to treat love as something of a gag. But
Joan decides to find someone a bit less
insane for a life partner, and picks out
Conrad Nagel who has taken life seriously
enough to write books about it. Cary wins
her back by calling out all the sirens in
town, something the girl-friend could never
resist. George Bancroft, another editor
on the verge of a nervous breakdown, gives
a top performance. William Demarest, a
gangster with a heart of gold, and Edward
Brophy, his assistant racketeer, provide
some of the picture's more hilarious moments. We've seen Gene Lockhart to
better advantage and Inez Courtney has
been ature,lot
funnier. It's Cary Grant's picbut Joan
Bennett will surprise you
by not only looking prettier than ever, but
delivering a performance with a punch.
Dimples
(20th Century-Fox)

_ Even the more rabid Temple fans will
find this picture hard to take. In all justice, we should say that Shirley is in there
fighting, down to the last curl. But story
and direction are of such shoddy stuff that
with every dimple turned on, Miss Temple
fails to click in many scenes. Frank Morgan, the old scene-swiper, pulls a couple of
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fast ones on the star in this picture, too.
He
playsrascal
the role
Shirley's
an old
with ofmore
charmgrandfather,
than honesty. True, Mr. Morgan is up to his familiar tricks, but a couple of his scenes
brought the biggest hand of the picture
from the preview audience. Helen Westley_ as the kindly lady who wants to adopt
Shirley and get her out of the gutter gives
an excellent performance; Robert Kent is
pleasant enough for the romantic interest,
while both Delma Byron and Astrid Allwyn, the feminine leads in his life, are decidedly negative. Stepin Fetchit contributes some of his perennially good antics
and Jesse Scott and Thurman Black, the
"Two Black Dots" are worth getting acquainted with. The plot is a conglomeration of events all leading up to the inevitable song and dance staged by Shirley.
The opening number, "Hey, What Did the
Bluejay Say?" sung and danced to harmonica accompaniment, is the outstanding
number. The rest range through passable
to poor to punk in the final sequence where
they have this nice little girl togged out in
a miniature Dietrich model of white satin
tails and top hat. There's no denying the
Temple talents, but a few more pictures
like this will thin out her fans.

* The Captain's
(Warners)

Kid

This should go pretty good for the Saturday matinee, but aside from that audience we're afraid it won't meet with too
enthusiastic a recepton. Sybil Jason is the
girl around whom the story is woven, but
it's Guy Kibbee who makes
most worth
while contribution. He gives the
a really grand
characterization of the old sea captain,
who divides his time between his beloved
boat and the town jail. The captain's kid,
Sybil Jason, is the niece of May Robson,
a domineering old lady with whom Kibbee
has been in love for lo, these fifty years.
Miss Robson is too capable in her role,
shouting and carrying on in great style
between trying to keep Sybil from seeing
anything of the captain, and keeping her
other niece, Jane Bryan, from seeing too
much of Fred Lawrence, the captain's
helper. What might laughingly be called
the plot has to do with some buried treasure. Sybil finds an old map telling the
whereabouts of the buried loot, so she and
the captain set sail to find it. This trip
gives Sybil an excuse to air a song and
dance and Guy a better chance to shoot a
man which leads to a long and harrowing
trial. One scene in the prison cell between
the small star and Mr. Kibbe proves that
Sybil really has what it takes. But more
care as to story and direction will be
needed if she is not to be typed as just
too, too cute.
* The
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Night (M-G-M)

Mystery, murder, laughs and love are
turned at such a fast and furious rate
here that you probably won't mind about
it all being pretty trite stuff. Robert
Young carries most of it off with his
familiar, but competent, playboy antics. A
large department store, which has fallen
to his lot, provides the story's background.
And here the usual cross-section of human beings goes into action. There are
crooked clerks, poor-but-honest ones, the
weak and the strong, the bright and the
balmy. There are also some that aren't a
bit hard on the eyes — chiefly Julie Haydon
and Florence Rice. Robert, when he finally
shows up to tend to business, promptly
falls in love with Florence. The fact that
Julie is her sister and also in cahoots with
the gang that's railroading the dirty work
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Know

If you are a Boland-Ruggles fan, you
will find this one of their better pictures.
Even if you have no yen for their particular type of antics, you will still find yourself chuckling over this one and overlooking the fact that the story is overdrawn
and overplayed in many instances. Charlie
and Mary have been married some twenty
years. Twenty years have not blighted
their love for one another, but Adolphe
Menjou manages it in twenty minutes. The
author of a best-seller on the horrors of
wedlock, he comes to visit the happy
couple and informs Mary Boland that she
and her husband are just contented vegetables. Having seen the light, Mary is
miserable over the fact that Charlie has
made her so happy. So he obligingly turns
to wine, women and song in order to make
his wife miserable enough to make her
contented again. Adolphe Menjou is not
at his best with such obvious comedy and
Vivienne Osborne plays the siren role
with too heavy a foot on the hard pedal.
a wowto
that'sdown
scene
she has one
However,
Menjou
to get
she attempts
when
brass tacks on the marriage question.
Claude Gillingwater, Louise Beavers and
Fay Holden are well cast in minor roles.

* Three Married
(Paramount)

Men

Based on the trials and tribulations of
three married men, this turns out to be
anything but the gloomy picture one would
Roscoe Karns, Wilexpect. The fact thatLynne
Overman are
liam Frawley and
the gentlemen in the case has a good deal
to do with it. Lynne and Bill are Mary
Brian's brothers and Roscoe is her intended groom. She finally marries the guy,
in spite of the fact that her brothers and

her entire family do all in their power to
avert the disaster. Mary's family is not
the only one which views the wedding with
Roscoe's is equally apprehenalarm, sive.for
It all dates back to a family feud
that started forty years ago. There was
as much point to the feud as there is to
this picture, but both are lively enough
George Barbier is responsible for a lot of
chuckles, as are Marjorie Gateson, Betty
Ross Clarke and Mabel Colcord, a few of
the in-laws. Mary Brian looks prettier
than ever and handles her role capably.

* Thank You, Jeeves
(20th Century-Fox)
This film is one of those things. You
can take it or leave it. You can take, for
Treacher's amusing and
instance,esArthur
hilarious performance as the
sometim
made
le "gentleman's gentlema
impeccab
sen" stones.
famous by the P. G. Wodehou
of
comedy
You can also take the nice light
WoosBertie
David Niven in the role of
slightly demented master. As
ter, Jeeves'
for the other characters, the direction and
most of the script, faint praise is much
The scenarists have
too good for them. stock
situations, and
relied too much on
pains to make
many
too
to
went
the director
the obvious even more so. The result is
an unsatisfactory picture, but one which
the Niven-Treacher commakes onebinationhope
will be allowed to perform again
under more favorable auspices.

* Murder
(Paramount)

with Pictures

There were so many people chasing each
other in this one that we were too dizzy
t. Howto get the last sequences straigh
ly— to
turned out logical
ever, it no doubt
the director at least— and the cast seemed
to be having a fine time. We hope they
did anyway, for they were a good crowd
—Gail Patrick, Lew Ayres, Paul Kelly,
Benny Baker, Ernest Cossart and Joyce
Compton among others. The plot keeps up
aa lively pace and is not without complic
tions if you don't object to tricks. Dialogue is snappy, too, full of wisecracks
that you can't help laughing at again.

n' Me
You
Between
{Continued from page 25)

Y^eiiilccGi
and how! and besides use it like a real

4. I get my money's worth of seeing
are
Holly wood-made pictures, for they
better in every way when compared to
pictures.
the poor European and Japanesesongs
just
5. I can sing American jazz
like a crooner; viz, Bing Crosby or Al
6. I learn how to dress like a beau
Jolson.
Brummel by imitating their smart cut in
clothes, thereby making me the dandy of
my town. But my enthusiasm has changed
to sorrow, for it caused my downfall when
romancing in typical Hollywood fashion,
for what did I get from my girl-friend
r, for she says it's unbut a cold shoulde
dignified to love in Japan in true movie
style!— Tokuo Doi, Kyoto, Japan.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Gable Fans' Rally
I've seen every one of Gable's thirtyI've seen him dirty and
odd pictures

messy in "San Francisco"; sinister in
"Night Nurse"; comic in "It Happened
One Night"; dramatic in "Mutiny on the
Bounty" and "Men in White." Would the
handsome Bob Taylor be able to play such
varied roles with the same sincerity that
not. Would he reGable does? I think
main as fascinating if he acted in an
with the subearthquake or war scene,
sequent change in his appearance? Again,
I think not. Have you heard the men say
they find qualities in him to admire as
haven't.
mail proves
Taylor's I fan
that Gable?
they
readabout
I'vesay
him more popular than Gable._ My idea
is that after five years of continued popularity such as Gable has been enjoying,
some of us take his fine performances a
and don't let him know
for granted
little tremendou
sly popular he still is. So
how
Gable fans, let's tell Mr. M-G-M
come on,
while we think perfect, handsome
that,
boys are all right, we'd rather ignore big
ears in a man who, although only attractive and charming, can really act. —
Eleanor Kammerer, New York, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 63)
food — he feared one would steal it. In
this house, we throw such meat to dogs."
"In Shantung, I knew a kitchen girl
and they gave her to a farmer. He beat
her twelve times in two days and then
sent her back."
Malicious laughter. The inevitable sniggering of the mongrel breed in the presence of the humble and lowly. Then a
harsh, authoritative voice sent the tormentors scattering. Cuckoo, stewardess
of Lord Hwang's great house. . . .
"Why are you sitting there, fool?" she
cried to the immobile figure by the sink.
"Are you ready? Is that your box?
Open it— we'll see if everything in it is
The pitiful belongings were tumbled and
yours."
tossed about.
"These! When did you steal these?"
A bracelet — a cheap string of wooden beads
were in Cuckoo's hand. O-lan answered
in her slow, flat voice, "My mother gave
them to me."
"Well, pick up your rags." Cuckoo
flung the pathetic trinkets to the ground.
"The Old Mistress waits."
The Old Mistress of the House of
Hwang bid fair, for sheer boredom or the
drowsiness induced by her ever-present
opium pipe, never to complete the perfunctory statements which rendered O-lan
the wife and chattel of Wang the farmer.
With long intervals of silence, she
mumbled the necessary words. She said
carelessly that O-lin was a virtuous maid
— naturally, since she was too ugly to
pleasure the Princes of the house. Wang
must bring the first son to the Great House
on the first day of the New Year. Well,
and what were they waiting for? Begone ! Begone !
The feast — the very small feast — was a
great success, the food cunningly seasoned
with this and that of herbs. The guests
were farmers from the neighborhood and
—grudging hospitality !— Wang's uncle and
cousin. His uncle, a shiftless, plausible
fellow, ever borrowing, never giving; the
cousin, viciously wise beyond his years.
But what would you? The gods punish
those who do not honor their father's generation. Heard above the cousin's ribald
jokes were many praises for the feast.
"Oh, it is poor food — and ill prepared,"
said Wang
and his father politely.
In the 'kitchen, O-lan smiled with quiet
pleasure as she heard these testimonies to
her skill. And what thoughts were there,
behind her plain, stolid face? Perhaps
she thought how Wang, when he saw her
staggering under the load of her heavy
box, had taken it from her and had given
her only the light basket of food to carry.
Perhaps she thought how, at a fruit vender's, he had
bought
peaches
and had
not reprim
anded
her her
when
she, dared
to
eat. Perhaps she thought how, passing
the uncle's ramshackle hut, he had, with
the sudden anger of the meek, thrown the
cousin into the gutter with one twist of
his mighty arm, when the cousin had
jeered at her plain face and unbound feet
(And then, to be sure, hastily invited
the cousin and his father to that night's
feast, which invitation was as hastily ac- •
cepted.)

O-lan took something in her hand and
went out the kitchen door. The <mests
were leaving ... her work was done. She
knelt down under the stars -and dug with
her hands in the rich, good earth. She
was patting and replacing the soil when
Wang the farmer came out and found her
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there. Hastily, as though to ward off a
blow, she put up her hand.
"The peach seed ... A tree will grow
from it," said O-lan.
Wang's voice
kindly,
face betrayed no was
emotion
: though his

"Why did you put up your hand? Were
nodded, almost imperceptably.
youO-lan
afraid?"
"They were not good to you in the
Great House?" Again, a slight movement
of the head. "No!"
"I shall
good
Wang raised
his lantern be
and held toit you."
over her
head. Its
rays brought something into the woman's
face that had not been there before. Tears
—unaccustomed— and a beauty that was
unaccustomed, too.
TT seemed to Wang, during the next
A months, that life was a luxury indeed.
In the morning, water was brought, and
he did not bring it. In the evenings, food
was prepared, and food with a difference
he well could comprehend. One day, he
observed that his blue cotton clothing was
ever clean and mended, and the clothing
of his father, too. No longer did vermin
infest the bedding. And when this or that
household implement was broken, no longer
was it thrown away, nor was there talk
of money to replace it, but it appeared
again, neatly mended and as good as new.
He wondered about this woman, who gave
no talk beyond replies to his questions.
And then he upbraided himself for won. After all, she was only a woman. . .dering.

Wang, in his rice field, bent and lifted
his great strong back in the patient rhythm
of labor. The sun was passing hot, but
there was much still to be done. A shadow fell across his path— O-lan, a hoe on
her shoulder. Wang glanced at her curiously.

"There is no work in the house until
nightfall," said the flat voice, and she fell
into rhythm beside him.
They worked together under the blazinosun, their clothing clinging like skin to
their bodies. On and on, without word or
pause. After a long time. O-lan said "I
am with child."
She went on with her work until Wang
took the hoe from her. His voice was
thick m his throat. "Enough for today.
We'll tell my father."
Once within the house, Wang followed
the woman into the kitchen.
"I know nothing of these things " he
murmured. "When the child is born, 'you'll
need a woman. Perhaps there's one in the
Great House — someone you knew in the
kitchen
"No ?"
one in that house!" O-lan's flat
voice quicke
ned with intensity. Then more
soberly "When I go back to that 'house,
it will be with my son in my arms I'll
have a red coat on him, and red
ed
trousers, and a hat with a gilded flower
Buddha
and tiger-faced
And I'll go
the
kitchen where Ishoes.
spent my days as into
a slave
and into the Great Hall where the Old
Mistress sits with her pipe, and I'll show
myself and my son to all of them"
Not before had Wang heard this woman speak at such length. He looked
upon her with amazement. Then, gruffly
^suppose you'll need some money?"
If
.win give
three pieces of
silver?y°Tu
It is a great me
deal, but I will not
waste any of it."
, Wa,nS reached into his garments and
brought out silver.
He counted three

in
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hand— then carefully
pieces into O-lan's"After
all, he is the
added a fourth.
first!" he said.
O-lan's hands were clutched tight to her
breast. Her voice came in a hoarse whisper. "This is the first time ... I have ever
money in my hand !"
held silver
The harvest came, and was stored safely,
but with great labor against a threat of
storm. And O-lan worked in the fields
with her child nigh born, the pain so great
that she could scarce lift the gathered
wheat. And at last, against her will, she
crawled back to the house, crept to her
room, carrying a fresh split reed for what
must be done— alone. "No one from that
house!" No one, while the wind soared
and the rain came down and the farmers
worked at impossible speed — Wang and
Ching and Ching's wife and even the old
father— all, all except Wang's uncle, whoin
glanced up from his game of cards
town and said, "How sorry, my harvest
will be spoiled. But my nephew Wang,
he is a good and kindly man and will take
pity on his poor uncle, whose wife bears
him only daughters and whose fields bear

him only weeds."
THE storm gone, the uncle and the
r's
brothe
the see.
ed to
hurri
wife
uncle
They
could
they
what
to's see
house
saw wheat neatly stacked in shelter, and
from the inner room there came a lusty
cry and the uncle's wife, slatternly, but
good-natured withal, hurried within,
bustling and calling that here indeed was
work to be done— after all work was over.
And then came Wang, famished and weary
from his labor, and he seized a bowl of
rice hastily and then he too heard the cry
and hurried to the inner room, thrusting
asideer the
broth
and excla
the matio
aunt. ns of his father's
The child was wrapped in a pair of
Wang's old trousers, as was the custom.
O-lan was kneeling beside a chest, folding some garment. Another cry — a man
child's cry— rent the air and Wang, seeing
the little fists of his son waving with
COLDS
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Great House. Then, day after day, they
scanned the heavens, which shone with a
wicked brightness, until at last they knew
there was no hope. What use silverlittle though it was— when there was no
food? They ate what was stored, eking
it out to endless length, and then ground
up corn husks for food. O-lan slaughtered
the ox, when Wang could not, for the ox
had been his friend, and at last the meat
the
was gone and the bones crushed for
marrow that was in them. There was no
work to be done and sleep — fitful, nightmare sleep— stilled for a while the craving
of their empty bellies.
Then, the last of all the starving village,
Wang said, "Let us leave our home and
South."
mats, leaning
ourIn fields.
madeus ofgostraw
a hut Let
wall of a southern city, O-lan
the pupils.
against her
taught
"Now, take the bowl in your hand, so.
so and cry," her stolid
hold it out,
Now, changed,
rose in a wail that would
voice
soften a man of stone. "A heart, good
sir! A good deed for your life in heaven!
The coin you throw away — feed a starv"Now then, now then!" called Wang
in amazement.
ing child!"
looked at him and her eyes
O-lan
dropped timidly. "So I begged when I
like these."
was a child— in times
Well, O-lan and the boys and the old
father might beg, but Wang would not,
he vowed. He rented a ricksha and pulled
his vitals out for a few pence a day. Then
came a horde of soldiers through the city,
seizing this one and that for slaves to
bear their arms and bedding, and Wang
dared not go out in daylight. Thereafter,
he pulled the great vans down by the
warehouses at night for less pence m a
week than a day's labor in the fields would
"Ah,
bring him. And he so oftenif said,
need be —
starve
and
home
go
us
let
anything
had
I
If
'tis better than here.
to sell, I'd sell it and go back to the

Then O-lan said, "In times like these,
my parents found a way to go back —
they sold me to the Old Mistress."
woulda
"You now,
his breath
caught One?"
Wang
This. girl,
the Little
sell
mere
land."slave, but she had torn at his heart
strings in those last days in the north
when O-lan had found means to feed her
only by chewing seed, one at a time, and
thing's
life
and the
been, little
pulpshe into
had the
pushin
mouth.g Sothethin,
was
it
till
her
in
forth
and
back
ing
flutter
a question whether she would go or stay.
, as chilAnd now, with little care enoughand
merry
dren will do, she was plump
h she said no
thoug
one,
pretty
a
and
word as yet.
"You would sell the girl?" Wang repeated. ' ,
"I'd sell her," O-lan said. To take you
back to the land."
smiled her baby smile.
LITTLE GIRL
wife,
Wang asked, not looking at hisGreat
"Were you ever beaten in the

beaten.
I was
"Every
— "they did not
is pretty
"But thisdaychild
" didn't beat the
slaves?
prettysaid.
the O-lan
beat
"They
"No,"
House?"
Wang rose to his feet. "If it weren t
die before
you'd
pretty
me, ones."
for
life
my her.
spend sell
not- if Iyou'd
sell her—
We won't
in response to his misery,
later,
ess."
wildern
thisthen
in And
O-lan said, "Wait yet a little. There is
talk about. When the rich are too rich,
too poor, things
poor are."
. come to
pa
and the ss
"When the rich are too rich ....
Things came to pass indeed, one day.
There was a rush of soldiers' feet in the
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streets and Wang stayed within the hut,
for fear of being taken to the wars. But
O-lan went out and was pushed along
with the crowd — through the town,
through the gates of a noble house. And
on and on she went, not comprehending,
but merely going. Through outer courts,
from which slaves with pearls in their
shoes had fled, through inner courts where
there was no man, and at last into a
private inner room, and here was a huge
mountain of a man, his rolls of yellow
flesh quivering with fright. He stared at
O-lan, with terror causing his eyes to
pop out of his head, and he said, "My
life ! My life ! Take these, but spare my
life!" He thrust a heavy pouch into her
hands and she took it, still uncomprehending. When he was gone, she dared look,
and in her hand she saw glittering red and
green stones and white stones, too, but
these were not the white she had known,
but white with a fire that she had never
seen.
After a long time, strong arms came
and bore her away into the outer court
where were many like herself and the
soldiers were lining them up in groups
against the wall. From a tattered wretch
a stolen satin garment was torn and he
was thrown against the wall, too. O-lan
shrunk back as far as she could — the
pouch of jewels was in her garments but
they would find it— they would find it !
"You thieves shall be taught a lesson!"
thundered one in a strange garb. There
was a roar of gunfire and the line against
the wall dropped. Never crying out, but
trembling as though with an ague, O-lan
kept shrinking back, back — her thoughts
of the little ones, Wang, the old father.
Then the commanding voice rose again :
"We are Republicans, not bandits. We
come to free the city, not to kill. You
have seen what happens to thieves. Go
your way — but remember, anyone caught
looting
shall beof shot!"
The memory
that time in the southern
city passed, as the memory of a nightmare. And the northern farmland came
to harvest — to many harvests — again, with
the seed that the southern jewels had
bought. Neighbor Ching joined his labors to Wang's. Elder Son learned the
ways of writing and figuring in the town
and could manage the sale of his father's
grain. Younger Son, a strange child, was
set upon the study of this new-fangled
agriculture — a kind of book, Wang believed, which could make the heavens rain
just enough and not too much. Little
Girl only remained the same. She spoke
no words at all beyond her baby jargon
and sat in the sun all day, twisting a bit
of cloth. Wang often thought to himself,
"Suppose we had sold this poor mouse
and they had found her this way. They
would have killed her." And so he was
always gentle and kind with her. O-lan
took up her busy life where she had left
it, and if a strange fire in her vitals sometimes caused her to sink to the earth in
pain, no one ever knew or saw.
One day, in the shop of Liu, the grain
merchant, there was men's talk, after business had been transacted, of the new tea
shop and sly smiles passed between Liu
and Wang's uncle — ever present with his
oily tongue and itching fingers— and
would not Wang the farmer, nay, Wang
the merchant! — care to stop there for a
little fragrant wine and perhaps an hour's
pleasure with a pretty girl? What harm?
Wang said uncomfortably, "But I don't
want any girl. No girls ! No girls !"
However, impelled by curiosity, drawn
on by flattery, he went to the tea shop
and when rice and wine were set before
him, a singularly familiar voice was heard.
"Well, and
Wang the farmer!"
Cuckoo, by the it's
gods, her shrewis
h face
no older, her shrewish voice no softer.
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And the guile of the uncle and the guile
of Cuckoo led Wang to an inner room
where traitsthere
were dream women's poron the wall,
and though he gruffly
feigned disinterest, there was one with a
little pink face and tiny curling hands
before which he stopped and stared.
"Her hands are so small," he said as
though to himself.

GRIFJFIN-ABC

"She has little hands — and little feet —
and
a little
face behind
like ahim.
flower,"
said the
voice pointed
of Cuckoo
"And she is real?"
Cuckoo smiled. "Put a little silver in
my hand and I will place her before you."
THIRST a little silver — then a great
-*■ stream of silver — poured from Wang's
hands from that day forth. To the despair
of O-lan, he cut off his long queue. And
no longer would her stoutly made garments do for him — he must have this and
that of silken cloth tailored for him in
the town. And the day came, at last,
when he bought the Great House of
Hwang, now falling and rotted from
within. The rabble that dwelt in the
courts were turned away and lilies bloomed
again in fragrant pools and more silver
went for chests and screens. And Lotus
to_ the very innermost court was brought,
with Cuckoo to wait on her. Wang had
said to O-lan,
"There is a woman. Not such a one
as you — not as good as you . . ."
"But she is beautiful?" O-lan's voice
was very low, and her breath difficult, as
though she suffered pain.
"She is beautiful," Wang had replied.
O-lan's hands pressed tightly together,
to still a cry that a double pain would
wring
all
said. her. "You are a man," was
she from
Wang forced down something like pity
that rose within him. "It's like a sickness.
When I'm with her, it's not enough. When
I'm not with her, there is nothing. Even
the land is nothing. . . ."
O-lan answered quietly, "Then it will
be better when she's in your house."
For a space of time, Wang slaked the
thirst of his love and it seemed that peace
was upon him. So long as there was silver, Lotus' pretty eyes did not fill with
tears and her upbraiding did not ring in
his head._ So long as there was silver,
Ching paid the laborers and managed all
there was to do on the land. Yes, silver
brought a man peace.
But then, at first there was gossip, to
which Wang paid no heed. Gossip that
Elder Son went often to the inner court
and that Lotus found him pleasing. O-lan,
speaking slowly and painfully, urged that
Elder Son be married speedily to some
maid, but Wang replied that there was
time — there was yet time! At last the evil
thought grew in Wang's mind so great
that he paid a sudden visit to the inner
court— and met the ugly truth face to
face. He beat Lotus until her meagre
little soul was imprinted forever with a
respect for her lord. And he shouted that
Elder Son should go — should leave his
house forever !
Elder Son would have gone, fierce and
uncompromising in his youthful pride, but
on that very day, a cloud fell across the
sky and a laborer brought to Wang a,
dead thing — a small dead thing that presaged yet another evil that silver could
not render non-existent. Locusts ! In the
distance, the sky was black with them.
And Wang rushed out upon his land for
the first time in many months.
Elder Son came running forth to see
what the panic was about. O-lan stirred
painfully from her place in the kitchen,
but fell back again, her face twisted anew
with the fire in her vitals.
Then Younger Son spoke:
father,
the new scholars say that one "My
should burn

ng.
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fire, and
the outlying fields. Make a great
you will
so
and
d
burne
be
will
ts
locus
the
_ ,
save the inner fields." This
wicked
This unheard of thing!
But
ds!
fiel
thing' To burn one's unwo
vented
with
e
spok
Son
Younger
hemence and at last it was done and the
in
flying things dropped to the earth
hordes and most of Wangs land was
Then indeed, sanity returned to him
and he saw Lotus for the pretty, but
faithless thing she was. She might stay,
but no longer would he sicken and die
he
at her slightest frown. Then, indeed, that
saw
and
O-lan
at
y
closel
more
d
looke
the fire within her vitals was burning her
life away and he spoke hastily of getting
a doctor— the best— she should have the
bCBut O-lan, speaking ever If
slowly,
told
he would
him that it was of no use.

"Your

and looked at me for a moment, startled.
Then she laughed outright and, taking my
right, you win.
book signed, saying, "All
As I turn the pages of my book 1 come
to the autograph of Mae West It took me
first time
a long time to get that one. The re.
1 had
failu
l
disma
a
d
prove
tried
I
siohted her one night pushing her way
en her
through a crowd. Stepping betwe
and her car, I proceeded to ask Miss West
for her signature. Before I had a chance to
me
say a word she reached out, pushedLome
to
me
ng
inviti
of
ad
inste
aside, and
ime," she said, as only
up and see me sometmy
way, son. Instead
she can, "Out of
words made me
those
me,
ng
uragi
of disco
more I vowed
the
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ture
want that signa
I did. Recogand
it,
get
I'd
day
that some
outnizing her car as it stood at the curbsalon,
side of "Jim's," Hollywood beauty
machine,
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came
until
there
stay
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out_even if it took all night. _
beBut apparently that had been lftried
alongfore I had hardly placed myseone of
the
side the car, when out came
that
stion
sugge
the
with
tors
beauty opera
if I sent my book in to Miss West she
operator exwould gladly sign it. The
plained that Miss West generally did this
to save herself from being mobbed by
autograph seekers who also might attract
an unmanageable crowd. Curious, I asked
Aat
this operator how Miss West knew
I was waiting for her autograph Her
chauffeur told her," she answered. He
has been trained to smell out autograph
hounds." Wow ! ! !
These tricks to get away from autoo-raph collectors like myself, have only
one result— they have forced the autograph
seekers to develop ingenious methods of
their own to get at the stars It s the old
old story of the burglar-proof safe, which
ar-proof until some thief inis only aburgl
vents means of getting inside it. In my
own case these tricks have forced me to
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makes and types of automobiles owned by
valuable inthe various stars. I gained this machi
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they waited outsid
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see to the marriage of Elder Son? If
e Elder Son, and see
Wang would forgiv
that this thing was done?
"It shall be done," Wang said.
... In a plain room in the great house,
O-lan sat, raised up in her bed. There
was chatter and merriment without and it
made her happy to hear it. There was
rice there were sweet cakes, there was
wine_she had seen to it all. The bride
was a pretty maid— and proper. The
uncle's voice rose, pompously proclaiming
a toast to the groom. Jokes— ribald
laughter.
So it had been— but little different, after
rest
all— many years ago. Now she could
and wait for this thing inside of her to
come and take her.
Wang came to her side. You must get
your strength. The learned doctor has
guaranteed your life to me for five thousand pieces of silver."

O-lan put out her hand and touched his
cheek.
"I cannot — forgive me."
"But this I cannot bear!" cried Wang
in anguish. "I'd sell my land, if I could

ed with difficulty, "No
O-lan murmur
. . and
you." I would not . . . let you ...
heal
for I must die sometime. But the land is
there after me." She motioned to Wang
to lift her up, and he raised her tenderly
in his strong arms. "It is raining," said
O-lan. "The land . . ."
Slowly, she sank back in his arms and
he laid her gently upon the bed. The
sound of the rain grew stronger, beating
down upon the earth. Wang wentup out
to
into the court and raised his face
the midnight black sky.
"O-lan!" his lips moved. "O-lan! You
are — you are the earth !"

Please?"
Autograph,
(Continued from page 19)
States— a big powerful Dusenberg, which
ry
should be able'to beat most of the ordina
race cars on the average American track.
As yet I haven't had a chance to see Gary s
new car. But I'll spot it soon.
- Eddie Robinson's automobile is also a
cinch. Not because it is the only one of
its kind in the country, but becaus^ of its
is different
peculiar shade of blue, which Inciden
tally,
from any I have ever seen.
here is one thing you can always be sure of
ned. Whenwhere that gas-buggy is concer
ever you see it on the road, Eddie will be
behind its wheel, nervously chewing on the
end of a big black cigar.
btTo disclose all my tricks would undouer,
edly mean good-by autographs. Howev At
here is one you may find interesting.
least it has gained me a lot of autographs
—those of Barbara Stanwyck, Ehssa
MontLandi, Gene Raymond, Robert
on a few.
gomery and Ann Dvorak, to menti
While stars are busy plodding their way
f in their
through crowds, I hide mysel
cars. When they open the door, I pop up.
Startled, they generally sign my book
before having a chance to recover their
composure. It's great fun— except when 1
have to worry about bodyguards.
rs are
Very often autograph seekeanothe
r.
one
with
erate
co-op
to
d
force
.
ration
co-ope
such
of
Here is one example
my
to
ture
signa
w's
Harlo
It added Jean
collection. Learning that Miss Harlow
was having lunch in a popular Hollywood
restaurant, I gathered together a group
y
of autograph collectors— who had edalread
them
obtained her signature— and induc
to stand in front of the eating place. 1
knew that Miss Harlow would hear of it,
and figured she would be frightened into
sneaking out the back way. That is just
what she did. And when she came out the
back entrance, there I was waiting for her,
with a big grin and book in hand.
Even the youngsters have their place
in autograph collecting, as I found out the
Beery's signature. Late
time I got Wally
hours for
one night I had waited about two ly
Brown
him to come out of the Bever
autoDerby. When he did, about 'steen
from. noredWally
appea
nly
sudde
seekers
graph
tie
for
much
too
where. It was
started to duck— when up piped a small
<^irl in the group (she was about twelve

Beery
up!" so late at
doing
you Mr.
"What
old),are"Oh!
years
her.
at
back
shot
night?" he
"I've been 'waiting up to-get your -autograph— and the least you can do is give
Printed

it to me," was her rejoinder. What could
. signed
ly he
books
him
_ all the
Natural
do? at
Wally thrust

I always believed that Connie Bennett
was "snooty." Here's what made me
in
change my mind. I saw her sittingfilm
her car, in front of an exclusive
autocolony dress shop. She was giving
graphs through the window. I tried to
shove my book at her, but the crowd was
too thick. I stepped to the other side of her
to gain her attention there.
car, and tried
It was no use. Exasperated, I took the
liberty of opening the door of her machine,
got in and sat down beside her. First she
was startled (that's a big secret, startle
them, take them off their guard), then she
grinned, took my book and asked me for
my pen. I started to look for it and found
lose a pen ! Emit gone. What a time toBut
Miss Bennett
barrassing moments.
took her own pen
proved a good sport. She cheerf
ully signed
out of her purse and
filled, autoalmost
her name in my, now
onebook.autograph I value the most was
The graph
Loretta
the easiest to get. It's
among
that makes
Young's. It wasn't the getting way
it was
the
but
me,
it valuable to
of "White
at a dprevie
and
given.
Missw Young
whichit starre
Parade,"I got
at
John Boles. Loretta was in the theatre
the time of the preview. I saw her as she
was leaving through the lobby. From the
balcony I made it downstairs in less than
nothing flat. I had never missed one of her
pictures, and felt that I knew her.
Loretta shook hands with me and discussed the film for several minutes, wringing me dry of any ideas I might have had
about "White Parade." Then with a smile
ng me, asked
she signed my book, and thanki
where I was from. When I said Boston,
she remarked she was glad to meet a true
n" edwasit
especia
ian, me
. Believ
Boston
picture"Bosto
the since
in lly
nickna
her
and
good luck. Her charm, pleasantnesscould
cordiality absolutely amazed me. I
hardly believe that so famous a person
could be so nice to a total stranger. I have
is everysince learned that Loretta Young that
night,
thing she showed herself to be
young, beautiful and sincere moa sweet,
tion picture actress. How easy it would be
on us autograph seekers if all screen stars
were like her !
Yet though many aren t, when 1 sum up
what I have told you, I find myself with the
^grand total' of three hundred and eightyfive autographs— everyone a "big timer.
In the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.

SUCH

Aflame

DESIRABLE

LIPS

with the witchery of a million lights dancing on their

taunting, jungle redness . . . sweetly tender and

lusciously soft in the

glow of their caress . . . and never do they betray, with tell-tale marks,
the caprices their enchanting color so readily provokes ... for Savage
is a truly "permanent" lipstick. It clings savagely ... for hours and hours !
TANGERINE
• FLAME
• NATURAL
• BLUSH
• JUNGLE
PERMANENT

>

A

V

LIPSTICK

200
AT ALL
TEN CENT
STORES

BY

A

<i

}

PRIZE-WINNER
e, of course.
Girl . . Dog . . Cigarette -Lucky Strik
te and excluFor "It's Toasted," a process which is priva
ate throats
delic
s
sive with Lucky Strike Cigarettes, allow
ripe-bodied tobacco.
the full, abiding enjoyment of rich,
present in
"Toasting" removes certain harsh irritants
al state. "Toasting"
even the finest tobaccos in their natur
irritation-against
is your throat protection against
smoke Luckies.
cou<di. So, for your throat's sake,

Oca

1936, The American Tobacco Company

OF

RICH,

RIPE-BODIED

TOBACCO

-"IT'S

TOA8TID

Printed in the U.S.A.

GIFTS

v

it* 3

AS

CHRISTM

FOR

k

/^OVELY to look at, delightful to give, and
4\j perfect for the budget that must stretch over
many holiday gifts. A combination hard to resist,
especially when it is "IRRESISTIBLE", the name
that is synonymous with "allure" in cosmetics.,
with quality and real value.
If you want to be romantic as well- as practical
Aids.
about your gifts, give Irresistible Beauty
probtic
They will solve your year-round cosme
lems, too. Introduce yourself now to' Irresistible
Cosmetics ... to the satin-soft face powder, to
stible
Lip Lure that is so vivid and lasting, to Irresi
Perfume with its exotic fragrance. 10c each at

leading 5 and 10c stores.

ume 10c
istible Perf
IrresIrresistib
/^7^*\ -5 4 Piece
le Gift Set 25c
^pr^gfa'

5 Piece Irresistible Deluxe
Gift Set 50c
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She evades close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy
IF ONLY this lovely her
ch rm
You'll soon sense a new,
• She ignored the warning of "Pink
girl could stand forstimulates gum tissues.
Tooth Brush"
ever as you see her here— serene, beautisafe— see your dentist. The chances are that
healthy firmness in the gum walls themselves.
ful, goddess-like! But when she smiles—
it does not mean a serious gum disorder
when lovely lips part and reveal dull
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage is ap— but your dentist should make the decision.
teeth and dingy gums— how quickly and
Usually, however, it only means gums
proved bymany modern dentists, taught
tragically the spell of beauty is broken.
that have grown tender and flabby under
by many modern teachers in classrooms
our modern soft food menus— gums that
all over the country. Don't take chances.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
need more exercise, more stimulation —
Even before you see that "tinge of pink"
It may not seem dangerous — that first
and as so many dentists will often advise
on your own tooth brush, even before you
—gums
have this first warning of danger— schedwarning "tinge of pink" on your tooth
massage.that need the help of Ipana and
brush. It may seem trivial, unimportant.
ule yourself for this modern dental health
But your dentist will tell you it can be
For Ipana, with massage, is designed
routine with Ipana and massage. Don't
and has been the prologue to many a
to help benefit your gums as well as clean
risk being a "dental cripple." Change to
Ipana and massage, and help keep your
your teeth. Rub a little extra Ipana onto
dental tragedy. Remember -"pink tooth
your gums every time you brush your
brush" is a distress signal, and only
smile lovely, bright, sparkling— and safer.
distress signal. But when you see it, playa
teeth. Lazy gums awaken. Circulation
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DANCE WITH ASTAIRE I" SAYS
"I'LL NEVER
OR POWELL
ELEAN
.Charles Darnton
And her reasons are pery surprising, roo

r
Eleanor Packe
ClarkENDS
GableATlooksFORTY
ahead !
several years
|_|_.,*
"
"LIFE
Caroline S. Hoyt
DREN
CH
CHAR
THESE
as you d think
up IL
isn't as grownood MING
Hollyw
ATS
IN BHE PLAYS
ha Kerr
Bob Young's
MartD^..:,.,-:,,
burningFL
pro
blem

28
ort

amm
Geor9e Ben'
l_i

35
40

Marsh D
tells you
why
ARLY
E
HOLLYWOO
HIT Marian

s— lovely
sati"ny shoulder
, over
OTH
SMO
— a radiantly clear,
"all
skin
xion— men admire them and
youthful comple
modern style demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid your skin of
and body. And thousands
ugly pimples on face
are doing it, with complete success.
The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly
world except a
pimples may be nothing in the
lack of the yeast vitamins B and G. When
these elements are not present in the human
diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tractis
becomes weak and sluggish. Its function
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in pimply skin.
Countless men and women have found that
wonin such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets swork
ders. This pure dry yeast supplie vitamins
B and G in abundant quantities and thus
tends to restore the intestinal tract to normal
—in those instances of vitamin deficiency. With
the intestinal tract again in healthy function,
pimples should quickly disappear.
Start now. Try Yeast Foam Tablets and
give you the same
give them the chance to brough
t to so many
welcome relief they have
others.

Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam
Tablets today— and refuse
substitutes.
Mail Coupon
for Trial Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
of Yeast
Please send FREE TRIAL sample
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)
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HORIZO

LOST

h to congratuIt is our pleasure this mont
late all those who participated in making
"Lost Horizon" the winner of Modern
Screen's award for distinguished pictures.
A bravo to Director Frank Capra for his
of
discerning work in preserving the flavor
name.
same
the
of
the lames Hilton book
And more bravos for the moving portrayals
and
given by Ronald Colman, Isabel Jewell
cf
work
fine
the
Jane Wyatt, together with
John
and
on
Hort
tt
Evere
rd
Margo, Edwa
Howard.
.
Every month Modern Screen is awarding
-toa medal to the most outstandingh about
this
for
Watc
on.
ucti
prod
sed
elea
be-r
to
guide
monthly award and let it be your
the month's best picture.
Modern Screen's Hollywood editor, Leo
diTownsend, presents our Medal to the
.
Capra
k
rector of "Lost Horizon," Fran

Modern

Horizon,"
Screen's Medal-Award Picture, "Lost
production, reviewed by Leo Townsend

When James Hilton's "Lost
Horizon" appeared in the bookshops in 1934 it was hailed by
critics and the paying customers
as one of the finest and most interesting novels in recent years.
Director Frank Capra, who numbers
among his successes "It Happened
One Night" and "Mr. Deeds Goes
To Town" persuaded Columbia
Studios to buy "Lost Horizon," and
a year's
more than
now, after
to the screen
I
preparation, it comes ndid
celluloid
as his most sple
achievement, as well as the most
history.ious offering in Columbia's
ambit
■BHHBHBWHB™™"8™^8
The screenolay, by Robert Riskin,

a Columbia

where time
is a garden spot of contentment youth
300 years old, Shangri-La
t is
is unknown and whose inhabitants are b essed with eternal
Sondra
,
women
young
occupied entirely by Orientals except for twoRussia
n who despite her
Bizet (Jane Wyatt) and Maria (Margo), a
girl of s.x.een
a
of
rance
the appea
supposed sixty odd years, has
for all of the
Life in Shangri-La soon becomes a happy ex.stenceworld.
After a
the outside
travelers but George, who longs for brothe
y s
lamaser
the
that
r
his
cing
convin
in
ds
succee
he
time
Shangri
r with Mono they leave
eternal youth is a myth, and togethe
hardwith
beset
is
,oumey
Their
tion.
civiliza
outer
the
to
La to return
of Shangri-La, becomes once
ships, and Maria, without the charm
George, realizing his mistake, takes his lite,
more an old woman. es
but Bob Conway continu on.
realizes this'
Later, aboard a ship headed for England, Conway
it once
world has lost irs appeal for him and he disappears from
ry.
lamase
the
to
back
way
his
find
to
hoping
more,
of a lone man wandering
A year or so later, there are reports i-La—
ng tor his
searchi
Horizon.
.
,
, .,
i hiLost
„x
Shangr
seeking
across Tibet. It is Conway,

dlffers somewhat from ^^^fM^S

original Lost
Even the most critical and exacting readers of themakes
tne ideal
Colman
Ronald
that
e
conced
to
have
Horizon" will
who
Shangh
to
ai
Baskul
from
a"^
in
V£fc
caPnPsrOVeesdcap
Bob Conway. Col^ng
O nental,
character,
suddenl
et the Hilton
a strang
isc
interpr
aring
person to
Passeng
ce.
include
ers e-appe
plane, piloted by
Robert
Conforman
perleading
red
inr their r
suddenWy adiscove
with his usual finesse, gives a smooth, sympathetic...andx
man,spi
y IKonaia i^oimuni,
—
n„r_„rJ
(Thomas
sabe
Jewell,
wno
nas
Miuyym
■—
=
ser.ces
valiantly for recognition from
Britis
in theHoward)
who has struggle
autho
Jewell, powers-that-be,
nKan
ard Thoma
Isabel
Barnoic
d) h dipl
Howar
ona dhisSlma
^^fR
e r(John
,f Baskul,
brother
Barnard
I nomas
Hollywood
hasd a chance again to prove that
Georg
r 5George
brothe
Lkul,
Waa¥t
+he
d f
^
^%
he M y
Mitchell , an international swindler Lovett (Edward Everett Ho
i ton), a scientist, and Gloria (Isabel Jewell), c ' Pr«trt"Je;
™
+
and Park Avenue, is proof enough that the talent scouts are
mysterious lourney takes them miles beyond the r,m ot civilize. g
+ters. She possesses both charm and ability. Margo plays
fla,r charactenza^ an ^
potter
^
good
me b
are tortuous
Tibet where
a plat.a-landn.ar
high into of
tin,
a caravan
Chinese who conduct
them they
across
^ ^ ^
Q,d Qnd ^n Howard as
mountain paths until they finally reach a -l ey and the on n he s
^
Shangri-La group, has that box office

^^Sgrla^LtcrS

Sft^iAt^

al.
combination of good looks and sincerity in his portray
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Come
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<

THE
ON

On,

Everyone

PARTY'S
AGAIN!

Glenda coos the new Gold Digger's lullaby—
"With Plenty of Money and Yog" — to those
dashing heartbreakers and champion funmakers— Victor Moore and Osgood Perkins!

RING out the old... SWING in the
new! 1937 comes to town in a blaze
of syncopated merriment as Warner
Bros, go to town with a superlative

Take a bow, Lee Dixon, for stealing the
show
from Hollywood's
steppers
the dazzling
dance stufffanciest
that made
you with
the

new edition of "Gold Diggers". Mirth
and maids and melody. . . lyrics and
laughs and lovely ladies... packed
With lavish profusion into a glorious show set to the split-second
tempo of Warner Bros, musicals}

overnight sensation of Broadway's hot spots!

Busby Berkeley achieves a new pinnacle in
rhythm as he introduces his 170 newest
beauty discoveries in that stunning dame and
ditty number — "All's Fair in Love and War"

GOLD

DICK

POWELL

JOAN

BLONDELL

DIGGERS

OF

1937

VICTOR MOORE • glenda farrell • lee ddcon • osgood perkins • rosalind
MARQUIS • Directed by LLOYD BACON ... A First National Picture with
songs by Harry Warren and Al Dubin, Harold Arlen and E. Y. Yarburg

And "Speaking of the Weather", it's fair and
warmer for everyone concerned when Dick
lets himself go with that grand new love song
the tunesmiths made to order for his lady love!
7
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prizes

as

their
well

The third: "She's nineteen, but looks—
by next month she'll be runOh ningwell,
Shirley Temple stiff competition, and
we would
Leroy
in compa
pa!
ve isrison
belie
a grandBaby
After all, the girl has plenty of charm
and looks to see her through without all
this simpering age business. Who ? cares
if she lies about a couple of years But
couldn't she make up her mind, and stick
t0 it?— R. D. Eaton, Sacramento, Calif.

Maybe Simone Simon
will tell her age now. A
reader insists she must be
older than Baby Leroyl

$5.00 Prize Letter
Is Mr. Gable Too
Self-Satisfied?
w
Recently in a Modern Screen intervie
you
"Can
Clark Gable spoke as follows:
You
imagine me talking with an accent? I I
,
part
the
play
do
I
If
t.
can'
bet you
lf
just talk like I always do. HI be myserewas
e
Gabl
Mr.
part
(The
"
ing.
or noth
ferring to was the title role in Parnell. )
Gable covAnd in those few words,to Mr.
be wrong with
ered the thing that seems
d actors and acmost of the Hollywoo
tresses;they appear to feel that all they
need be is mere animated photographs of
one out of ten really ever
Not
them
es aes.p
art.
,
creatselv
d
shoul
e
Gabl
Mr.
It seems strange that
learn
to
t
effor
the
make
't
feel that he needn
an accent, but that all he need do to please
himself.
his public is just to go on being
of the
sses
actre
and
s
actor
great
the
All
rs of
orme
perf
stage
of
past and a number
their
erge
subm
to
ated
hesit
r
toda'v neve
hs respent montle
own" 'personalitiesvesand
they
making themsel into the peop
were asked to portray. Surely Mr. Gable
doesn't feel that the public will be content
to o-o on indefinitely being satisfied with
no matter what
seeing him be himself, may
call for. _ ,
characterization the play
of histrionic
y
displa
Why not have more
ability, and less display of moving pictures
of Hollywood personalities? — Kathryn
Vaughan, Kent, Conn.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Your Age, Please, Simone?
Would it be asking too much to suggest
Sithat the new French actress, Simone then
mon, tell someone her real age, and
up three difstick to it? I have picked
fent screen magazines in as many days.
The first said, "She's 25, but looks
"She's 22, but looks 15.
The second:

$1.00 Prize Letter
Putting Astaire Wise
Why doesn't someone put Fred Astaire
wise to the fact that he's killing himself.
They're okay. In
No, not in pictures.
than
fact, there's nothing I like better busithis
But
hit.
gers
re-Ro
Astai
swell
a
ness of radio broadcasting— Fred is one
of the many stars who has to be seen to be
r but his
enjoyed. He's tops as a dance
sinoing is decidedly weak. Anyone knows

How

many

of you agree

w

Me

CASH PRIZES FOR LETTERS
There's no reason why YOU can t
win one of the cash prizes. Every
month lucky ladies and gents receive
checks for their observations on matters pertaining to the movies. All you
this: Write us a letter. If you've
do
beenis following this column— or even if
you're just becoming acquainted with
us— you know that anyone who has
anything worth while to say, is given
what's more, he gets
space here — and
a cash prize to boot. Send as many
letters as you like. Ten dollars in
prizes are awarded each month for the
ted—
six most interesting letters submit
1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each.
You and Me, ModAddress: Between Madiso
n Ave., New
149
Screen,
em
York City.

ood.
a style of Tiny Americanis Girlh
the male child
But where, may I ask,
who can possibly set himself up in the
e of popusame position to the same degre
larity as a model of American boyhood?
Personally, I should like to witness a
contest of one kind or anotherionwhich
of a
would ultimately end in the select
which
and
ion
posit
candidate for this
would make of this ghost-child of my
flesh and blood
imagination a reality of
in the screen world.— Janet McConachie,
Sunnyside, L. I., N. Y.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Roles They'll Never Play
1 Wallace Beery as The Thin Man.
2. Freddie Bartholomew as Tom Sawyer.
a farmer.
3'. Adolphe Menjou a asbellhop
.
4. W. C. Fields as
t.
Hamle
as
5. Jack Oakie
n.
6. Bob Taylor as a asvillai
a playboy.
7. Victor McLaglen
8. Mae West as a schoolmarm.
9 William Powell as a cowboy.
10. Norma Shearer as a chorus girl.
11. Buck Jones as a soda jerker.
12. Leslie Howard as a caveman.
Harlow as a girl scout.
13. Jean (Continued
on page 85)

re'lds
is notheAstai
radio that
that
shou
medium,
stick to the screen?
that it's the Astaire personality that puts
over his songs for him. And there s no
use arguing about his ready wit. Sure,
Butterit, but
of for
he has isplenty
him. Charlie
no foil
worth
re is to stick to picMy advice tor Astai
tures and Ginge Rogers until he can thrill
his radio audience through television —
Betty Taylor, Montreal, Canada.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Send In Your Votes Now!
ey Temple has been in the limeShirl
light for some time now. She has really
done justice to the fair sex by placing
herself in such a position of respect and
admiration that, as a result, the typical
American girl-child of today must look,
act and respond in the characteristic bnirchild just isn't typically
er. or
ly mann
Shethehas succeeded in creating
ican
Amer

Season tickets for movies
might be all right, if
't take the
didn
patrons"sea
son" literally.
word
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NOLAN
THE SCREENS NEWEST
&M05T GLAMOROUS STAR

i

EAH

IN

G LQ

R I 0 U S

Brilliant with Beauty! Dazzling with Dances!
Gorgeous with Girls! Looney with Laughter!
Sparkling with Splendor! Tingling with Tunes!
GIANT CAST OF 350!
THE
WHOLE
WORLD
WILL
LOOK WHO'S IN IT!
BE WHISTLING
THESE SONGS
DORIS NOLAN
The new fan topic of the nation!
"I Feel That Foolish Feeling Coming On"
"There Are No Two Ways About It"
GEORGE MURPHY
_„
"Blame It On The Rhumba"
Broadway's greatest dancing star!
>
HUGH HERBERT
,& "Fireman Save My Child"
».
«
-|1
"I've Got To be Kissed"
GREGORY
R AT O F F
"Top Of The Town"
HENRY ARM ETTA
"Where are you? "
Filmdom's
top
comics
together
for
the
SONGS
AND
LYRICS
First
time in one Dicture !
wEKIKUvt

nlEocn

Radio's greatest songstress!

f*i
.

•>',, ..J J
> ( ']

ELLAInternationa
LOGAN
lly famous radio & night club star!
THE THREE SAILORS

*'-$f§

They're nuts to everybody!
PEGGY RYAN

"

Eleanor Powell's protege and dancer supreme !
GERALD O. SMITH
Where fun is — there he is !
JACK SMART
Famous stage comedian & March of Time star!
MISCHA AUER
Remember the gorilla man of
"My Man Godfrey"?
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer
THE

NEW

UNIVERSALE

N

111 8

greatest song hit team in pictures!
STORY

AND

SCREENPLAY

By three writing Aces: Charles Grayson,
Bob (Academy Prize Winner) Benchley and
Brown Holmes!
DIRECTOR
Walter Lang who gave you "Love Before
Breakfast!"
GOWNS
AND SETS
By John Harkrider, illustrious Ziegfeld set and
wardrobe creator!
DANCES
By Gene Snyder, famous director of the New
York Music Hall Rockettes!
LOU BROCK, Auociate Producer

GREATEST

MUSICAL,

TRIUMPH!
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certainly

grateful

SAYS THIS CHARMING

"We're Only Human," "Two in Revolt,"
and "The Big Game." Arledge is a quiet,
diffident sort of fellow. Between takes on
a set, he is always found in a corner reading a book. He is blond with a natural
wave that is the envy of his girl friends.
His eyes are gray and soothing and radiate a quiet charm that makes John Arledge a very distinctive person.
ETER BERNSTEIN, Santa Monica, California— Is Vic McLaglen as strong off the
screen as on the screen? You bet your
boots he is! In filming the "Magnificent
Brute" a fight scene had
be Vic
retaken
several times with the resulttothat
was
brawling for sixty-eight minutes straight
by the stop watch. Figure out how many
three-minute rounds that makes. And
some time try holding a quarter of a ton
ladle aloft for a whole minute.
ROBERT KENT (First printing ; total number of requests 310.) Riding master,
able seaman, bank-messenger, prize-fighter, farm hand,
model . . . add them all
up, divide by the magic
number and you have the
actor, Robert Kent. But be
careful not to attribute this checkered
career to shiftlessness. Kent has had too
much bitter experience in the school of
hard knocks to be shiftless. When his
father died. Robert was only six. Penniless, his mother managed to scrape enough
money together at a secretarial job to see
her son through a Brooklyn high-school.
After that he was on his own. Kent moved
from job to job, though never in the role
of drifter, always as seeker. It took him
until 1030 to find what he was looking for.
Through a modelling job which his six
foot tall, out-of-door physique gained for
him, he became acquainted with a little
group of players which styled itself the
Brooklyn Neighborhood Theatre. They gave
him his first role in their production of
"King Lear."
then and
Kent
knew where hisRight
career lay and there
went after
it hammer and tongs. The independence
which he had acquired in his years
knocking about did not desert him. Heof
blasted his way from one company to another, and with each new group insisted on
more important roles than he had had with
the last. Not even Paramount found itself
a match for the indomitable fellow.
gave him a contract, but failed to give They
the roles he wanted. So Kent had him
the
contract cancelled and went back to the
legitimate stage, taking the juvenile lead
in May Robson's coast production of "Kind
Lady."
he was staking his
career onOnce
his more
own ability
and grit and
once more he proved himself a good bet
Zanuck, the veteran 20th Century-Fox
head, admired his acting
in the Robson
production, signed him, and put him to
work immediately. In a very short time
he has appeared in "The Country Bevond "
The^ Crime of Dr. Forbes," and "Dimples. Right now you can see him in "Reunion," with Jean Hersholt and the Quints
Kobert has brown
hair and blue eyes.
(Continued on page
89)
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vember 12,
"rj-iHE No
bride carried orchids, wore
white velvet with old lace" —
a charming picture, but then what
a lovely bride! For Mrs. Edward
Clark, Junior, has joyous blue eyes,
hair like blond satin, a complexion
that's as fresh, as fair, as spring
itself! And she keeps it so (just as
you should yours) by daily care
with deep-cleansing Camay.
It's exhilarating! — the mere
touch of Camay's deliciously fragrant lather! And how clear, how

it makes

your skin,
even in coldest skin-trying weather.
Camay's so soothing for Camay's
so mild— provably milder than all
other beauty soaps, by actual tests
on women's

skins.

Begin Camay care of your skin
today. The price is very low!

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
A
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As you can see, the
Lloyd children take an
active interest in
Mother's candy-making activities, especially around holidaytime when sweets are
the order of the day.
Yes, they even have a
in the fixing.
hand

How

to

make

Here's a special offer!
Those who send in the
coupon, which appears at the end of
this article, immediately, will receive
recipes for the tempt
ing candies, pictured
right, in addition to the
Lloyd recipes
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laxatives

Holidays or no holidays,
Harold Lloyd is busy
working on the script for
his next comedy, which
grown-ups and children
alike are anticipating.

By

Marjorie
Dee

wood

n

manner

miss the traditional "cold snap" in
the air or "blanket of snow" on the
ground, so closely associated with
Christmas in the minds of many.
But that is not the case with Harold,
Mildred and their children. In fact,'
never having known a "white
Christmas" the youngsters think it
only natural, on December 25th,
to
be surrounded by green lawns and
murmuring brooks, flowering shrubs
and landscaped gardens which have
never known the icy fingers of old
Jack Frost. Instead of tobogganing
or ice skating, the Lloyds and thenguests indulge in games of badminton or tennis— while golf enthusiasts
can play a round or two on Harold's
private course. Stranger still, they'll
probably end up the afternoon, I
was told, (Continued on page
86)

YOU choose your family, doctor because
you have confidence in him. He will
never take chances where your welfare is
concerned. Even with a little thing like a
laxative, doctors have a definite set of
standards which guide them in their
choice. They know the dangers of using
the wrong kind. Before they will give a
laxative their approval, it must meet their
requirements on these specific points:
WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by the test of
time.

It should not
It should not
It should not
It should not
EX-LAX

form a habit.
over-act.
cause stomach pains.
nauseate, or upset digestion.
MEETS EVERY DEMAND

Now, here's a fact that's significantEx-Lax checks on each of these specifica
tions. Not merely on two or three. But on
all these points that doctors look for in a
laxative.

No wonder so many physicians use
Ex-Lax in their own families. No wonder
millions of careful mothers give it to their
children with perfect confidence. For over
30 years the dependable, satisfying performance ofEx-Lax has created universal
When Nature forgets— remember

trust. Today it is used by more people
than any other laxative in the world.
CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE FACTS
Your first trial of Ex-Lax will be a new
and pleasant experience. For Ex-Lax is
mild and gentle. It is thoroughly effective. Itdoes not over-act. Does not disturb
the digestion. It allows your food to be
properly assimilated. And these very qualities that make Ex-Lax so ideal for adults
are doubly
important in their relation to
childre
n.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Everyone likes Ex-Lax-particularly the
youngsters. It tastes just like delicious
chocolate. If you have been taking nasty,
nauseating cathartics, you'll be grateful
for the pleasant flavor of Ex-Lax. At all
drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. If you'd
like to try a sample, mail the coupon below.

GUARD AGAINST COLDS! ...Remember
these common-sense rules for fighting
colds: get lots of sleep, eat sensibly,
dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep
your feet dry, and keep regular —
with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative.
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax. Inc.,
P. O. BoxBrooklyn,
170
MM-17
Times-Plaz
a Station,
N. T.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Name
Address..

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

City
Age
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
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Libeled

Lady

(MpSu!f like this are few and far between It is outstandingly good
a movie The cast
on every point that goes into the manufacture ofmember has drawn
every
but
is not only composed of big names,
goes shthery
roles for which he is admirably fitted. Jean Harlow

Here's a sample of what goes on in "The
Big Broadcast of 1937." That's Gracie Allen
"amusing" Jack Benny and George Burns.

*** The Gay
(Pickford-Lasky)

Catchy tunes and lots of laughs are what to
expect from "Pigskin Parade." Jack Haley,
Arline Judge and Johnny Downs are featured.

again as the grass widow in pursuit of Spencer Tracy, a newspaper
man who can't spare ten minutes for the wedding ceremony, particularly after he okays a scandal about a millionaire's daughter,
Myrna Loy, and has to hire William Powell, a man-about-the-world|
to help him out. Powell's job is to get Myrna madly in love with him
and, in order to pave the way for blackmail, he first marries Jean,
an idea which only Tracy thinks good — at the time. And, in order
to get Myrna, Powell must work through her father, Walter Connolly,
whose main interest in life is fishing, a subject which Powell has to
learn overnight in his hotel suite with the aid of E. E. Clive, a fishing
teacher. The screen play is excellently written with complications piling
up as fast as the laughs, and ending, of course, with the four stars
being paired off to everyone's satisfaction. In the supporting cast,
Walter Connolly, Charley Grapewin,
Cora Witherspoon, Lauri Beatty
and Charles Trowbridge score heavily. Photography is tops and the
gowns and sets alone are worth the price of admission. In short, you
can't go wrong on this one.
***
Pigskin Parade
(20th Century-Fox)

"Pigskin Parade" is a football picture with music. Or, if you prefer
— considering the quantity
of song and dance numbers — it's musical
picture with football. Burlesquing the big-time tactics ofa modern
co lege football, "Pigskin Parade" gets under way when an unheard-of
college in Texas is invited by mistake to play Yale. Coach Jack
Haley and his wife (Patsy Kelly), scour the plains looking for talent
and discover a hill-billy from Arkansas (Stuart Erwin), who can toss
a melon fifty yards and name his target. They put shoes on him and
hustle him right down to good old Texas State, where he becomes
the passing sensation of the country. Comes the great game with
Yale, and with the going tough in the last few minutes of play our
hero whips off his shoes and wins the game for his alma mater.
Highest point in the musical department are the songs by the Yacht
-A,
„Besf ,°f *heir numbers is "We'd Rather be in College."
Woo Woo and Down With Everything" are close seconds. Judy
Garland does well with "It's Love I'm After" in spite of a tendency
toward over-emphasis
Tony Martin and Dixie Dunbar
with
You re Slightly Terrific. In the supporting cast are Bettyclick
Grable
Johnny Downs, Arline Judge and Fred Kohler, Jr. It's a better-t
hanaverage musical of its kind.

Desperado

Here is an excellent picture, with certain appeal for every audience,
it abounds in adventure, humor, romance, satire, outstanding musical
numbers and beautiful photography. The well selected cast is headed
by Nino Martini, who shows sincere dramatic ability in the role of
the unwilling bandit who is taken into Mexico's wildest and gayest
band of outlaws because the leader, Leo Carrillo, has a passion
for
music and thinks Martini does pretty well as a singer.
When Ida
Lupino and James Blakeley, a clerk and a millionaire's son who have
come to Mexico for an elopement, are kidnapped
Carrillo's bandits,
the tun begins. Martini falls madly in love with by
Lupino and she
with him, and, fortunately, James Blakeley quite Ida
forgets Ida in his
hurry to get out of the bandit's lair. Complic
come thick and
tast when Martin, bravely risks his life to getations
them both smuggled
out to safety And through
all runs the hilarious comedy
Carrillo and his bad hombres, this
chiefly Harold Huber, as his assistantof
and Mischa Auer, a bandit of the old school who looks with
anything smacking of American gangster tactics. Martini singsscorn on
songs superbly. Rouben Mamoulian's direction has not missed several
a trick
in bringing out every point which makes for sure-fire entertainment.
*** The
(Paramount)

Big Broadcast

of 1937

This year's production of "The Big Broadcast" is decidedly
superior
to that of last year It is fun from
to finish with Jack Benny,
Grace Allen, Bob Burns and Martha start
Raye contributing outstanding
comedy. The romantic interest, furnished by Shirley
Ross and Ray
Milland, takes second place but is competently handle
Ross is easy on both the eyes and the ears, while Ray d. Shirley
d is a
young man of engaging personality and obvious ability.Millan
The story
manager and Martha Raye is his secretary. Bob Burns plays
naive
monn'ilad JwhoM^L^o
°f wMch Jack Be™Y « a station
country
is trying^ to .Sta,H°n
get ahead in the big city,
Allen comes to the broadcasting station to help the golf while Gracie
cause alonq
and manages to get everybody as mixed
as herself. The outstanding
feature of this film ,s the music of Leopoldup Stokowski's
orchestra whose
presentation of a symphony will undoubtedly have the studio
deluged
future^
nn0re
°f en+er+a!nment
P'^es of the
Ladies In Love
(20th Century-Fox)
The ladies in the case are Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young, Constan
ce
Bennett and Simone Simon— a collection that is worth
the
admission any day. But in an effort to do full justice to such aprice of
line-up
ot important actresses the picture has been weakened, and that
spite of excellent performances from all four. The plot concerns theirin
various heart mterests which necessitates a series of jumps from
one
to another of the girls engrossing affairs, detracting from the emo15
tional appeal of each. The ruse of having the Misses Loretta Young
Janet Gaynor
and Constance
Bennett living together in one

Elea(Above) Tom Brown and
nore Whitney in a scene from
"Rose Bowl." You'll see some
in this, too.
football
good

(Right) Two fine character
players in action, Victor
McLaglen and lean Dixon
in "The Magnificent Brute.

tment helps to tie the episodes toapar
o-ether and Simone Simon gets into the
Lukas,
story by walking off with Paul in lite.
est
inter
main
Constance Bennett's
g
Loretta Young plays the wide-eyed youn
thing who still thinks that honesty is the
in love. Constance
best policy, especially site
stand and they
Bennett takes the oppo
hearts Janet
en
brok
with
out
fade
both
are the girls
n
Simo
ne
Simo
Gavnor and
t has her
Jane
gh
thou
men,
their
get
who
Mowbray,
Alan
her
whet
g
erin
wond
woes
he, an
Amec
Don
or
,
cian
a successful magi
bet.
unsuccessful physician, is the best
the
ot
most
des
provi
ray
Mowb
Alan
ss
surpa
s
scene
his
of
comedy and a couple
Faul
anything he has done on the screen.
Power, Jr., are comLukas and Tyrone
petent in lesser roles.
***

The

Charge

of

the

(Warner Bros.)
Light Brigade
is de"Charge of the Light Brigade" motio
n
r
finitely one of the season'sls bette
hc
terri
a
at
trave
n
actio
Its
res.
pictu
climax in the
pace to an awe-inspiringogra
phy is both
phot
its
ge;
char
historic
beautiful and startling, while the experant
direction of Michael Curtiz maintains
almost breath-taking speed throughout its
unreeling. The story, which, as a subtitle
has to
explains, is not historically correct her
colwith
do with England's difficulties
onies in northern India. When the forces
of the Surat Kahn descend upon a practically defenseless military post and massacre the families of the 27th Lancers, the
revenge. Later
regiment dedicates itself tothey
learn that
transferred to Crimea,
the Rusg
aidin
there
also
is
y
enem
their
Geoffrey Vickers
sians. Under Major
ride into
the "brave 600 the
(Errol Flynn) Deat
most
h in one of
the Vall
16ey of

n has
exciting and thrilling scenes the scree
n
Flyn
l
Erro
cast
the
ever presented. Of
g Major. Also
is outstanding as the younHavi
land as his
excellent are Olivia de
who shows
les,
Know
ic
fiancee, and Patr
American
his
in
ise
prom
able
ider
cons
cast are
ng
orti
supp
the
In
t.
debu
en
scre
Donald
e,
Bruc
Henry Stephenson, Nigel
on,
Gord
y
Henr
C.
n,
Nive
d
Davi
Crisp,
Robert Barrat, Spring Bymgton, L. H.
Clive and J. Carroll Naish.
Are About
Who
We
***
(RKO-Radio)
to Die
been
A deeply engrossing picture has book
made here, based on David Lamson sndar
y
bv the same title. The plot is sseco
ions
react
men
of
y
stud
the
in interest to
entiary.
in the death cells of a great npenit
casting
in
take
care
t
grea
of
ence
Evid
m tne
arly
icul
this picture is shown, part

ay the men who are
types selected to portrgallow
s. As a psyabout to die on the
been surpassed
not
has
it
study,
chological
on the screen. The plot of the picturey has
been constructed to lead up nicel to
those sequences, dealing with a frame
by a gang of crooks on John Beal, who
ll of an
is suspected of stealing the pay-roin
charge
airplane firm, murdering the man
and killing a child while making his estial eviof circumstanpoliti
cape. The injusticeunscr
cians
upulous
dence and greedy,
is forcefully brought out in the following
course of events. John Beal is entirely
convincing in his role of an innocent man
caught in the web of ruthless crooks and
Preston Fosindifferent police protection.
ter as the criminal detective, gives a sincere performance. Ann Dvorak, as the
<rirl who had planned to marry the convicted man, furnishes the slight romantic
interest satisfactorily enough.

MODERN

SCREEN

(Left) Joel McCrea
and Jean Arthur
render good performances in"Adventure in Manhattan."

OUTDOOR WORK can ruin your
looks! The cold bites into your
skin, chaps it red, almost raw.
But Hinds puts softness back
again. Its creamy lubricants soak
into the roughness. Chapped
skin softens up faster.

A

** Love Letters of a Star
(Universal)
Here is a competent, though for the
most part unfamiliar, cast and a good
story that carries your interest through to
the final reel. The final reel, as in the
case of most mystery tales, is quite
a letdown. The love letters belong to
Ralph Forbes, an egotistical actor, and
have been written by Mary Alice Rice
during a school-girl infatuation for him!
Blackmail sets in, followed by Mary Alice's
suicide. So her family— consisting of husband, Henry Hunter, sister, Lydia Todd
lather and mother— gets together in order
to outwit the blackmailer. A series of
murders follow, with all the once happy
family suspecting each other of dirty
work. C Henry Gordon, as Lieutenant
Valcour of the police force, finally gets
everything cleared up. Okay for mystery
story addicts. (Continued on page 93)

-LVJL/JL/

One-Piece

DISPENSER
rhe first
F~R FF
At last! The new perfect onepiece lotion dispenser — free
on the Hinds 50c-size bottle.
Ready to use. Nothing to
take apart or put together.
Works instantly. Turn bottle

Copyright, 1936, Lehn & Fink Products Corporation

upside down — press — out
comes Hinds quicker-acting
lotion! Every drop creamy —
not watery. Hinds comes in
$1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone
. . .inviting you to help yourself to
Happiness and to Beauty. Monday
to Friday, 12:15 pm E. S. T. over
the WABC- Columbia Network.

HINDS
HONEY

AND

ALMOND

CREAM
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,„ REUNION
ROCHELLE
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ROBERT KENT,
with the year's mosi -^portan^
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HUDSON, HELEN VINSON, SLIM SUMMEKVi
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Qualen.
Dorothy Peterson, John
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Gail Patack, AD.iected by
Lawson,
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fri
Irv,.ngWil
min
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Cum
Gail Patri" Alison Ski

CRACK

George

UP

wltA PETER LORRE, BRIAN K*^.
.S'S
Wood, Thomas Beok Kay Lmake ^XMaf
St.' Clair.
Liirecrea
Renaldo
Matthews. Duncan
TROUBLE
AT
LAUGHING
Byron, Allan Lane, Sara
.„•»(, iANE DARWELL, Delma
Margaret Hamilton
H dJrf LoiswLn,
Strayer.
Directed by Frank R.
John Carradine.

I

TEMPLE

SHIRLEY

Y
in STOWAWA
PAYE
. MICE
YOUNG
Witk ROBERT
tley, Arthur preacher,
Eugene Pallette, Helen Wes
an Lane, Astrid Allwyn.
j Edward Bromberg, All
A. Seiter.
Directed by William

ONE

IN

A

MILLION

ADOLPHI ^ MENJOU,
with SONJA HENI,E .NED SPARKS, DUN
LT
HO
RS
JEAN HE
RS, Arline £dge,
AMECHE, RITZ BROTHE
his Gang, Dixie
Borrah Minevitch and
tagu Love.
Dunbar, Leah Ray, Mon
Lanfield.
Directed by Sidney
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Darryl F. Zonuck

in Charge of Production
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Garbo
With a future picture date with
;c Mnrip at Niant.

on to scheme.

You wouldn't think that the above radiant creature would
be emoting in an opus called "The Foundry/' but Jean's
all for realistic drama these days. Spencer Tracy is the
chap the plot calls for.

B

IL

C
CE

ANOTHER
JEAN

GARY

ARTHUR

COOPER
TRIUMPH

Cecil
Jean
story
Jane,
who

B. DeMille brings you Gary and
in their grandest picture . . . the
of Wild Bill Hickok and Calamity
the hardest boiled pair of lovers
ever rode the plains ... a glorious romance set against the whole
flaming pageant of the Old West . . .

"Gentlemen,

"You've got courage
enough to kill a dozen

"Save your fire 'till they
come close, then blast

Indians. Why haven't
you courage enough to

the varmints. There's
got to be room for white

"Do your worst. We'll
still be laughing at a
great chief so small
he'd kill two helpless

men

persons

admit

you

love

me?"

on these plains."

for spite."

my

name is Wild Bill
Hickok and I think
we

can settle everything very . . . very

peacefully."

By Charles
D a r n t o n
ILL

NEVER

WITH

DANCE

M

ASTAIRE

!

ctetmoA

Powell

YOU'D NEVER guess it, but the light fantastic is
heavy work. That is, you wouldn't know unless Eleanor
Powell let you see her feet as God — and dancing — made
them. Of all the interviews! Off came a sandal, then
a sock, revealing a big toe in mourning. Then another
strip act disclosing her other foot in something like a
padded cell.
But the fast-moving Queen of Taps laughed it off with :
"Funny thing!" She talked in exclamations, her tongue
as fast as her feet. "On my trip to the Coast last fall,
when the train stopped at Albuquerque, there was a
crowd on the platform calling my name. I stuck my
head out of the car window. But they yelled, 'We want
to see your feet !' "
"So I just put my feet up and did a tap on the
window-frame."
Knowing that her strenuous work last winter on the
New York stage had put her flat on her back, I wondered how she was feeling.
"Fine ! And I now weigh a hundred and twenty-five
pounds, the most I've ever weighed. But when I was
in 'At Home Abroad' I went from one hundred and
twenty-two to one hundred and twelve in five months.
Then I was out for three months. I used to lie there
up in Westchester feeling my dancing days were over.
I didn't know what the trouble was till the doctor told
me I had a heart murmur. It sounded more like a shout
on my last night at the Winter Garden. And all the
time the audience appeared to be rising and falling like
a huge wave. I got to the wings just in time to keel
over. I'm not the fainting kind, but I did more than
my share of it then. That's what stopped me. It was
said I left the show because of a three-star row. That
wasn't it. They carted me off. For once, dancing 'got' me."

Does

this

mean

a

feud

between

Since Ginger Rogers
is turning to dramatic roles, Eleanor
Powell seems the
logical dancing partner for Astaire. But
this is out of the
question.
is Eleanor as sheHere
appears
in "Born to Dance."

the

King

and

Queen

of Taps?

HAPPILY, there was now no sign of it. She was, to
be sure, slender as a reed, but possessed of a vitality asinexhaustible as her charm. The only change I noticed
was in the color of her hair, from chestnut to blonde —
done, she explained, for high-lighting. As for highstepping, she evidently intended to take it easier.

"I'll do only two pictures a year for six years, then
I'll be thirty and not feel a day older than I do now,"
she assured me. "I'd been going it too hard. After
finishing 'Broadway Melody of 1936' I was all in, but
I went right from the train in New York to an eighteenhour rehearsal. That was the beginning of my sudden
breakdown. I would never have been able to stand even
the picture work if it hadn't been for my six years of
ballet training. For days I had bleeding feet. Every
time we rested, the Albertina Rasch girls would put
their bare feet into tubs of cold water to take down
the swelling. But I didn't dare take off my shoes for
fear I would not be able to get them on again. When
it was all over, I cried for two hours.
All her screen joyousness, then, must have been put
on with her make-up.
"Oh, no!" protested Eleanor. "I enjoy dancing. But,
like everything else, it must be done in moderation. This
is what every girl who goes in for it professionally

should remember. It isn't as easy as it looks. But I
thought it was when I started."
"How did you start?"
WITH A knife and fork," was her astonishing
"Drumming on the table with them," and her
fingers did a tap. "I used to drive my mother
crazy.
I suppose it was the rhythm in me.
But

answer.
nimble
almost
I never

She hates night clubs, which is one reason whyshe has no steady boy friend, Miss Powell claims.

thought of being a dancer till Gus Edwards offered me
a job in Atlantic City for seven dollars a night — big
stuff. Up to that time all we had was twelve dollars
a week, which my mother earned as a waitress there.
Then I took lessons in New York, but I had only ten
in Ten
tap lessons,
dancing."and today at the top ! One day she might
join that other top-notcher, Fred Astaire.
"Lots of fans have written to ask if we were going
to be teamed," said Eleanor, "and no doubt the same
question has been put to Astaire. He is, of course, the
greatest dancer of them all. But I don't think we would
be a good team. Our style of dancing is totally different.
Fred is very aerial and covers a lot of space, while I
dance close to the ground. I don't doubt he could do
both, if only because of his ballet training. And he
might like me to do machine gun taps — if he liked me
at all. But there is a wide difference between us.
"Then, too, a girl is more fortunate as a tap dancer
in pictures for the reason that they take close-ups of
her face. They don't do that with a man, so he has
to do everything with his feet. Half my work is done
with my face. I don't know whether Astaire would
like that if we happened to be teamed. Anyway, he
doesn't know me at all. Bert Lahr introduced us one
night in New York four years ago when I was doing a
tap in front of the curtain during the run of 'Hot-Cha,'
but he probably doesn't remember me. I'm dying to
meet him now, not in the Brown Derby, but in a rehearsal
hall. I have a funny idea that if we did meet that way
dancing.
we'd
get along swell, because we're both nuts about
"If he only said, 'I think (Continued on page 72)

Since he won't be teamed with Eleanor, who
will be Astaire's co-star after "Stepping Toes"?
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They

may

be

rich

Being toted onto the set in a
doghouse because she was
tardy seemed great fun to
Jeanette MacDonald.

and

famous

and

beautiful,

When their famous Kiddie
Parties are in full swing, the
famous ones don baby
togs and have a grand time.

but

they've

Did you put away your roller
skates
with
your school
books?
Well, Ginger Rogers
and her friends didn't.

By

Caroline
S.

AT

LAST

Hoyt

I've discovered the secret

of Hollywood's carefree, debonair
charm. The entire town is "pixilated,"
gloriously, madly and youthfully
"pixilated." There are no grown-ups
in the place. All the people are children, who live and laugh and love

and weep with an unashamed childish abandon. That enduring youthfulness explains their difference from
average people in average worlds.

habitants there is no sign of the
calm lassitude which comes elsewhere
with years of living and experience.
May Robson is as excited over a
party as any youngster of ten. She
plays with the canaries, hundreds of
them, which live in her sunny patio,

Hollywood's people work hard at
the adult business of being actors and
actresses. Then they forget that work
and play with a child-like exuberance
which keeps them fresh and constantly on their physical and mental
toes. Boredom is taboo in the film

as gaily as any child romps with her
dolls. May is a great-grandmother.
She has known more than fifty years
of the hard work of the theatrical

colony.

world, but she has the vital enthusi-

Even

among

the older in-

never

really

grown

Playing kids' games at
parties is one of the stars' favorite sports. Would your
friends enjoy them?
asm of a girl one-fifth her seventy
years.
Age means nothing in Hollywood.
Old and young, they share the same
spirit of perpetual youth. Luise
Rainer is one of the town's newer
children. Luise is certainly not a child
in actual experience. For several
years she has been one of Europe's
favorite actresses. She has known
tragedies, as well as triumphs, but
she possesses a naivete, a healthily

up!

Would

a bouquet of
tables amuse you?
Carole Lombard and
Gable thought it was

vegeWell,
Clark
a riot.

vigorous eagerness, which the average
high school girl outgrows in her
worldly-wise sophomore year.
■" Luise glories in practical joking.
She plays at living with the same
emotional intensity which made unforgettable her telephone scene as
Anna Held in "The Great Ziegfeld."
Not long ago she attended a real
children's birthday party, where the
guests were all under ten years old.
Luise played (Continued on page 90)

j ©well

d

(Above) It's a dreamy moment for talk of
love which Brian Aherne and Merle Oberon
the stress of "Beloved Enemy."
stealtheunder
All
dreams for their futures are caught
in this tender moment as they lean close to
each other in the moonlight. Although
Merle's off-screen heart, David Niven, is in
the same picture, he has to watch Brian
making love to her. And how would all
you young romantics be able to take that
— even if the plot did demand it?

Immortal lovers were Camille and Armand
and their tragic story never has become
stale by repetition. Now it springs to a
new life with the exciting combination of
Garbo and Robert Taylor to bring it to the
screen in "Camille." Here in this breathtaking glimpse you see the adoration of
these two who loved so deeply but were
forced to watch their love slip away. Garbo
is a thrilling Camille, for who can portray
more poignantly a woman who loves and
loses? Of course, you Taylor fans will
proclaim Bob the perfect Armand.
32

These

you

romantic

thrilling

players

lessons

in

give

love

There's nothing like a doctor's spotless
surgical uniform to make a gal's heart go
pit-a-pat violently. In "Once a Doctor,"
Jean Muir finds Donald Woods the perfect
object of her affections. And here, she
seems to place a restraining finger against
his lips, lest he tell more of those sweet
nothings which she couldn't bear his not
saying! Jean looks more vibrant and alluring than she has in a long while and her
darker, bobbed hair is very flattering. Donald is a reason why girls prefer doctors.

(Above)

When

Errol Flynn takes his lady

in his arms for the final
ing bored and detached
all the fiery zip of his
role he plays. And do

clinch, there's nothabout it. Errol puts
Irish heart into the
we hear the gents

say, "Who wouldn't, with Anita Louise as
the one to be kissed?" This thrilling moment pictured, is what you may anticipate
in "The Green Light." What's more, it will
be your first chance to see Errol out of an
old-fashioned costume.

Puppyern love
wasn'tQuite
originated
this mod-it
generation.
to the incontrary,
made life exciting for the teen age of centuries ago. To prove it, here are Virginia
Fields and Tyrone Power, Jr. putting their
hearts into a glance at one another during
a scene from "Lloyds of London." It's not
hard to see what Tyrone finds fascinating
beneath that frilly, old-fashioned cap Virginia is wearing. And it would be difficult
to find a lad who looks more romantic
33 , in
costume than Tyrone.

Bob and Mrs.
Young on their
return from England recently.

And

Bob

Young

doesn't

LESS THAN two years ago the
entire motion picture colony became very alphabet conscious. And
about the same time, Robert
Young, among others, began to feel
very blue and discouraged.
Not that he couldn't learn the
alphabet. I'm sure he could, for I
know personally a half dozen

mean

classified as "A" and "B" pictures. That started a mad scramble
on the part of the actors to get

musical

He,

Play*.

IM.

says-

so Bob
a consistent
pic-a
ture, was
player. It
just seemed"B"that
"B" picture couldn't be made
down Metro way, where he is
under contract, without Bob in it.
And when other producers asked
to borrow a handsome leading
man, Bob was always brought out,
the

Bob never complained. No matter what role was handed him, he
By

Martha
Kerr

of dollars and were made, generally, with more care, with better
stories, casts and directors than the
others and were supposed to be the
best pictures.

plugged along, turning out the
best performance he could in every
river."
picture. Suddenly he found himself playing opposite Claudette
Colbert, Katharine Hepburn, Janet
Gaynor and Ann S other n and it
was noticed that he was developing into a grand light comedy
actor. Remember him in "The
Bride Walked Out" with Barbara
Stanwyck and "The Bride Comes
Home", with Claudette Colbert?
He rollicked through these pictures and it is a toss up whether
he or his audiences enjoyed his
performance more, but he proved
that he had a grand sense of
humor. It seems that what the

"B" pictures, on the other hand,
are made because exhibitors insist
on running double bills. However,
a "B" picture often turns out to
be a much greater success financially, as well as providing more

industry needed was an actor with
a sense of humor and, being

entertainment, than any "A" picture. Like, for instance, "The
Thin Man," which was whipped
up as a little "B" number because
Myrna Loy and William Powell

34

he

dusted off and "sold down

themselves into "A" pictures,
which cost hundreds of thousands

weren't working and idle actors
are expensive. As you know, it
turned out to be a sensation.
Up to this time Bob Young was

when

always the "big brother" type — the
fellow a girl could trust. And
nothing will get a chap nowhere
faster — on or off the screen — than
to be a fellow a girl can trust. And

actors who aren't as bright as Bob,
who can rattle off the alphabet
with scarcely any difficulty.
Neither was he concerned over
letters like NRA or PWA. No,
the letters that caused so much
concern were just A and B.
The reason these two letters
suddenly assumed such importance is that pictures began to be

he's

Bob Young is now making "Stowaway" with Shirley Temple and
Alice Faye.

equipped .with the other necessary
tools, such as plenty of good looks
and an ability to act, Bob has been
in demand by every company since
then — for "A" pictures.
And always, after being loaned
{Continued on page 78)

Hit

By

Hollywood

tahlty

Marian

George

Benjamin

Marsh's
on

Marian knows whereof she
speaks in advising you
when to plan your screen
career. She was playing in
pictures at fourteen and
she's only twenty-two now.
She's in "Come Closer,
Folks" with James Dunn.

IF YOU want to be a movie actress, get to Hollywood
as young as you can !

"Don't let anyone discourage you. I have heard all
of those dire warnings. Yes, all the tales about
how your
life will be messed up and how you'll become disillusioned
and hard-boiled — if you attempt to go into pictures.
What
Fve actually found out, for myself, is: they're not
so !
"Choose a screen career and you'll have
far more
wonderful time than you likely will have a otherwise.
Begin in your early 'teens, in Hollywood, if it's possible.
Don't bother with college — if you wish to act."
This bombshell comes straight from the lips of Marian
Marsh. It requires a great deal of courage to speak what
you feel is the truth when you're distinctly in the minority. Almost everyone has handed out the same "sane" advice. You will be better off if you banish any longings for
Hollywood glory — the competition's too keen, the pace
too severe. If you will persist in being ambitious, don't
come to California until you are completely prepared.
Stay where you are and finish your education, then go
on to college and excel in dramatics there. You must
have money; you have to be thoroughly trained before
you dare venture towards the city of cameras.
That's the regular line. So you can see at a glance
that this unusual counsel of Marian's is liable to cause a
commotion among the august "authorities."
Admittedly, this is only a twenty-two-year-old talking.
Nevertheless, she has a very good right to add her
honest opinions to an ever pertinent topic. She is a success in films. And more, Marian can back up her unorthodox statements by simply remembering her own
yesterdays. Amazingly, she herself started absolutely
from scratch and she's been a grown-up heroine for
seven years !
At fourteen, mind you, she was working in the movies.

how

ideas
to

get

ahead

in

the

movies

are

cer-

tainly original

Two
male
may
once,

seasons later she was playing opposite the biggest
stars. She didn't debut Cinderella- fashion, as you
have thought, though. There was a lot of publicity
giving the impression that hers was sudden luck.

"Ambition even pops up when you've not had any
burning desire," Marian declared. She and I sat, quite
formally, in the living room of her home in Beverly
Hills, the house resulting from her spunk. It's a comfortable place, looking down over the busy streets, obviously lived-in by happy, earnest people. I'm fairly well
acquainted with Marian and her family — she has a sister
and two handsome brothers a couple of years her senior,
and a most understanding and wise mother. Brother
Tony and I ceased discussing the relative merits of various beaches when his sister arrived for this revealing
conversation.
"I WASN'T old enough to be sure what I wanted to do
when I first entered the studios," Marian continued. "I
just had to have an income ; ambition followed when I
discovered the future I might attain."
The Marsh clan moved West, jubilantly. The children were delighted to be in a land where sports are
never curtailed by New England blizzards. The father,
a chocolate manufacturer, had been appointed vice-president of a chain of grocery stores. Then tragedy struck ;
he died. It was up to each child to do his and her share.
Marian was in the eighth grade at the LeConte Junior
High School in Los Angeles. Her sister had secured
some work in pictures and so she decided she would try,
also. She always has had a quiet sincerity, and it served
her well when she applied for jobs as an extra. Outwardly she was sufficiently poised to vow that she was
seventeen or eighteen.
She progressed to Hollywood High, and kept on taking time off for $7.50 pay checks {Continued on page 77)
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Those sounds in the night up Benedict Canyon way aren t
they re Clark Gable.
coyotes, as some oi the Canyonites suspected; his
apartment at the
It seems Mr. G. is fond of vocalizing, and
spends several
he
So
voice.
Gable
the
hold
can't
Wilshire
Beverlyevenings a week at the home of Director Walter Lang, along with
faCarole Lombard and Madeline Fields. The quartette s current
baritone
Gable
the
when
and
Man."
Young
Daring
vorite is "The
and little children
resounds against the hills strong men go into hiding neighbor
s reveals
run to their mothers. A poll taken among the
Gable
That
47.
guy—
nice
a
is
Gable
That
facts:
startling
these
can sing — 0.

Jean Parker looks
bored and hubby
George MacDonald acts self-conscious at a preview.

is the latest pasRazzing the bitter end of double featureIt bills
all started with bectime of movie audiences in Hollywood.
ond Wife " wben people suddenly started hissing the villain and
cheering the hero. This sort of thing will either put a stop to
for more bad picdouble features or audiences will start yelling
tures so they can have some fun. Sample dialogue for 1)6/ :
"How'd you like 'Passion's Playing'?" "Swell! One of the
worst pictures of the year."
For a whole week Ginger Rogers steered clear of lookingglasses. She was afraid of scaring herself to death after her
litian hair was brunetted for "Mother Carey's Chickens." One
morning she appeared at the studio looking happy again. I
like it." she told the director. "In fact I think I'll just stay
brunette now that I've looked at myself in a mirror." The
director looked far from happy and finally came out with
the reason. The studio had changed its mind about Ginger s
next picture and Ginger would have to change her mind
about her hair. They had decided to put her in another
celluloider. "Stepping Toes," and Fred
Fred
blondes.
prefersAstaire

Another blonde who has her troubles is Shirley Temple. She
evening
appeared at a preview of one of her pictures the other
without a curl showing under her beret. There was a great
gone
buzzing among the fans gathered at the door. Had Temple
ebrunett
gone
even
hadn't
Shirley
But
or red-head?
platinum just
saving her curls from souvenir seekers.
she was

Bob Taylor is a fancier of high-powered automobiles. When Metro
and bought a low-slung
gave him his first raise he rushed outnatives
and gave Mr. T. no
speedster which startled the Hollywood
has everyone in
,
however
e,
purchas
latest
His
end of pleasure.
town fooled. It's a 15-year-old Model T coupe with more rattles than
the quints. But underneath the ancient hood is a supercharged
now the pleasure of the
miles an hour. So it's
motor good for 115One
Box-office smash to go out on the highways
country's Number
making owners of high-priced cars wonder if they re
and byways
seeing
things.

Connie Bennett's interest in producer Joe Schenck may have
business, but it took Miss B. conbeen purely academic, or strictly
siderable time to convince Gilbert Roland that such was the case
Schenck carried
Mr Roland should know, for he and the same JoeTalmadge
.
Norma
of
days
the
in
back
on a bit of rivalry
As jolly a
as there is
wood— the
Bill, Mary
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.family trio
in all HollyGargans —
and Bill, Jr.

Eddie Cantor's invitation to the Flashlighters Frolic was short and

The

Hollywood

lowdown

A rare snap of Paulette Goddard and
Charlie Chaplin
who still won't say
they're married.

Harold Lloyd has just put in his application for a block of seats
at the Olympic games in Tokyo in 1940. That's Harold for you,
always waiting till the last minute. He'll probably invite some
friends and get an answer something like this: "Awfully sorry, I'm
all tied up for 1940. If you had only called last year!"

Saw Katherine DeMille the other day in Beverly Hills wearing a sweat shirt and padded football trousers and carrying a
tennis racket. And it wasn't because she had bet on What'shis-name, either. It seems that playing tennis in football garb
need
takes them.
off pounds and pounds in the places a girl feels she doesn't

Alison Skipworth couldn't keep that record of being Hollywood's
most complacent actress forever. She broke it the other day on the
"White Hunter" set after her first look at the stand-in selected for
her. A blood-curdling scream escaped the usually composed Miss
Skipworth. "I'm not that fat," she cried wildly. "I've never been
that fat!" It took the combined efforts of Director Cummings.
Warner Baxter, June Lang, the stand-in and a pair of scales
I
to placate her. Alison weighed in forty pounds lighter.

Isabel Jewell kept the safety valve on her temperament
for three days of exceptional stress. During that time,
for scenes in "Career Woman," Isabel was drowned a
few times, whipped brutally and generally thrown around
in accord with the script. At the end of the third day
the director acknowledged all the sequences were okay.
"You're sure everything's okay?" inquired Isabel politely.
At the director's nod of assent, Isabel let out a whoop
that shook the stage, tore her water-soaked dress in
shreds and jumped up and down on it. "It's all right,"
she gasped to the astonished cast and crew. "I've just
been dying for three days to go temperamental. And
it feels swell !"

In their new home, Ann Sothern Pryor was explaining the
duties to the butler whom she had just hired. Having read
widely on home management for the last couple of months.
Ann made an effort to impress him from the beginning with
what she required.
"And, Parkins," she wound up earnestly,
"above all we must have dignity." The butler seemed impressed.
"You have very good ideas, Mrs. Pryor," he said, "but you don't
want a butler. You want Arthur Treacher."

It happened on the "Camille" set. A girl, who had done a bit
in "The Painted Veil" with Garbo, was assigned a small part in
the Swedish siren's new opus. Recalling Garbo's kindness to her
in the former assignment, the gal rushed up to thank her and
express her pleasure at working in "Camille." But Garbo cut her
short with, "I do not know you. Go away." Maybe she really
does want to be alone.
Well, Miss Stanwyck!
Holding on to Bob Taylor
like that! But we don't
blame you, he's that
popular.
to the point. "We Want Cantor," the wire said. And they got him
and a crowd of other Hollywood celebrities who helped the hardworking bulb squeezers inaugurate their annual charity ball.
■
■ ■
Here's how movie stars are born : When B. P. Schulberg
made a transcontinental flight a few months ago, two women
passengers called his attention to one of the pilots. He was so
handsome in his uniform, said the gals. Mr. S. offered him a
screen test and he took it and passed. So now pilot LaVerne
Brown, picked out of the air by Mr. Schulberg, has a new contract and afornewsome
name.
grounded
time.It's John Trent, and he's hoping he stays
hot

off

the

wires

as

Mae West is the world's only female "Roaring Lion." The Roaring Lions are a club made up of the football players of Loyola University, and the boys recently made Mae an honorary member.
Being an advocate of the water wagon, Mae presented the team
with a hand-carved one for next year's games.

Simone Simon (pronounced
other day. "I just made my
"But," said the friend, "won't
replied Simone.
"They think

Simone Simon) phoned a friend the
hair more lighter," she announced.
the studio be angry?" "Oh, no,"
it's the same darkness."

The little French lady's press agents have not worked in vain, for
she is evidently here to stay. When her mother was en route from

scribbled

.

.

by

Leo

Townsend
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Gail Patrick, squired by John King, flashes
a dazzling smile camera-ward at a premiere.
he's looking for a girl who's idea of a good time is a
skates.
movie andNowa loge seat.
If Mr. G. Brent has been reading his papers lately, he must have
There
"Aw. shucks!"
saying.
limes, the
his fingersthatseveral
snapped
loads of orchids
mysterious
item about
for instance,
was,
sent to Miss Garbo — mysterious in that the M-G-M publicity department (the old smarties) immediately suspected Robert (Armand) Taylor
and Bob. it is rumored, suspected the publicity department. Mr. Brent,
as you recall, was supposed to have done a pretty good courting job
of the Swedish "Camille" about a year ago. But did he send orchids
by the van load? No! It must make him kinda mad. now, thinking
back over the extra publicity lineage a nice gesture like that would
have brought him. Of course, he doesn't care much this year, but
matters, especia chap has got to watch his billing, even in romantictime.
ally with Bob getting so much news space all the
As for Miss Garbo, about whose beautiful head always swirls
a press-made dither, she has gone right ahead with her plans to

It's rare that the Paul Munis attend a first
night, but "Romeo and Juliet" got them out.

France, Simone spent her spare moments searching for a home. The
choice finally fell on the Arline Judge-Wesley Ruggles abode. Giving up their home makes the Ruggles-Judge parting look permanent.
It may even last for weeks, they say.

Sonja Henie had been proving for several weeks that the Norwegians can take it. Working on her first picture were Adolphe
gagMenjou, the Ritz Brothers, Ned Sparks and other famousHollysters who devoted themselves to initiating Sonja into some
wood practical jokes. One day the skating star excitedly called
the cast and director to a corner of the rink. "Look!" she cried
in alarm, pointing to long, white worms in the ice, "Ice worms !
They'll ruin the rink and cost the studio thousands !" _ What could
they do, asked the assembled crowd. Sonja explained that ice
worms work only in the dark, so for the entire day the director
had a couple of electricians training lights on the infected ice
areas. When two more were hired to keep the lights going all
night, Sonja admitted putting strips of excelsior in the water
before it was frozen to give the cast the worm scare.

Tyrone Power, Jr. was so infatuated with Sonja that he took to
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Vive la France!
Simone

Simon

The Charles Boyers with

at "Ladies in Love" opening.

take a nice recuperative two months cruise before her next picture, "Beloved." The fact that Charles Boyer is her next leading
man and that he is happily married, has sent the press departments into a long silence while they think up something to hurdle
speaking). How about dusting off Reu(romanticall
oneMamoulian
that ben
again, y huh?

The Eddy-MacDonald "Maytime" opus certainly had script pains
before it actually got under way. The early sequences were completely scrapped and the period of the picture revised. Not only that,
but house cleaning seemed to be in order all around with the original
director and many of the supporting cast being replaced. As far as
though, the major part of "Maytime" was
you fans arethatconcerned
is, the unbeatable duo of Jeanette and Nelson. Probkept intact:
ably what you will see after all this re-arranging, will be something
as swell or sweller than "Naughty Marietta" and "Rose Marie."

A phrase has been coined by the English courts for all little
They're
actresses who fight over the back fence with their studios.found
the
"naughty girls." Bette Davis, the gal termed naughty,
proposition
jolly old British barristers were a pretty cold mutton
when she aired her Warner contract woes over there. Oddly,
they seemed to think that Bette wasn't being persecuted by having

to work at three g's a week at home. What's more they thought
her studio had every right to prevent her from augmenting her
pittance abroad, while still spatting with the higher-ups at home.
It all ended with Bette coming back — and as we go to press —
meekly
considering
homecoming
plum. Don Byrne's story "The Changeling" as her

The hoss opera boys are going to have to look to their stuff. Clark
Gable of the top drawer fillums has gone completely "wahoo" and
even wants to rope steers. Mr. G. has always been an outdoor fellow, but has confined his activities to fishing and hunting. However,
of late he haunts the rodeos and has wangled himself an invitation
for, if not a life on the range, at least a week of it at Harry Carey's
ranch. Harry's girl cattle are planning a stampede for Clark's autograph to replace their ranch brandings!

Fernand Gravet, the new French star under contract to Warners, must have been a little bewildered by his press reception

It can't be said that the suspense on the "Gone with the Wind" cast
isn't swell publicity. Ever since it was announced that the year's
most popular book would be made into a picture, all Hollywood
and the public at large have been naming their own casts. One
thing is certain, that no matter who is selected to play Scarlett and
Rhett Butler, there will be heavy fan controversies. Already, the
rumors that Tallulah Bankhead and Ronald Colman might be the
leads caused such a to-do that Selznick announced that no decision
would be made for some time. So, pick your own leads and fume
at the final outcome!

(Maureen

Some fun! Elizabeth Allen and Robert Bench-

a recent football game.

ley laugh heartily. One of Bob's own quips?

The newly wedded
O'Sullivan) watch

Incidentally, the step-children acquired by the fall crop of
cinema second marriages is quite interesting. Dick Powell became a step-papa to Joan Blondell's young son. Allan Jones has
legally adopted Irene Hervey's little girl. Henry Fonda now has
a four-year-old daughter by his marriage to Frances Brokaw.
A little child seems to lead them right to the altar these days.

John Farrows

in New York, en route to Hollywood. The little soiree took place
in the setting of the "White Horse Inn," one of the current stage
hits. The whole stage is on a gigantic scale and represents a
Tyrolian village. The reception took on quite an international
feeling what with M. Gravet, a Frenchman, speaking excellent
English while yodelers and the press peasants disported themselves in typical native fashion. Incidentally, Fernand Gravet is
a great Parisian idol and is reputed to be the richest movie actor
in the world. On both counts he stands more than an average
chance of being quite a social and cinematic wow over here.

The honeymoon, in Hollywood, is over when the bride and groom
have to put back on the grease paint. Dick Powell and Joan Blondell returned from their rather studio-guided honeymoon in New
York and took a brief rest in the privacy of their own home, before
starting back to work. And Irene Hervey, who hasn't made a picture since she married Allan Jones, finally couldn't resist a chance
for a meaty part in "Grand Old Woman." As for Ann Sothern and
Roger Pryor, they spent their honeymoon working at personal appearances in Chicago — Roger with his orchestra and Ann on the
local stages.

And right, Irene Hervey with husband, Allan
Jones, join the "Romeo

and Juliet" attenders.

(Right) It's a rare sight for the
camera-snoopers to find Jean
Arthur stepping out publicly,
and even rarer to photograph
her with husband, Frank J. Ross.
town's deThey are one of theshun
publicvoted couples who
ity. Here they are leaving
church after a recent wedding.

Only a few seats away from the gal
he's been beauing (Arline Judge)
sits Tony Martin with Alice Faye.
All this at a recent football game.

After a preview the other night, Claudette Colbert was stopped by a small boy
and his autograph book. Claudette signed
and gaye
"Claudette Colbert Pressman" n-yea
r-old
eleve
the book back. The then
said, You
looked at the signature,
Aw, shucks!"
married?
Bob Taylor must be pretty confident about
the outcome of his "friendly squabble" with
Metro over a little matter of finances. At least
Hollyhe was shopping at the swankiest
wood jewelry firm just the other day. And
now Barbara Stanwyck is modestly sporting
a 10-karat sparkler — on her right hand. It
probably takes a few more karats to land
it on the lady's left. Bob.
Checking through our files, we note that
several months back we received a basket
of apricots from the ranch of Francis
Lederer, along with a printed note saying,
"Next time it will be Nuts To You!"
but
Well, we've waited and we've waited,
nothing has happened. One-word memorandum to Francis Lederer: "Nuts!"
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of ranche
we'rethespeaki
you
casehere's
. In s,
Paul ngKellys
note about
a While
down to
goes
s
alway
K.
Mr.
didn't know,
his corral with a hip pocket full of carrots
colt, "Muchacho." One day,
for his prize
unfortunately, Mrs. Kelly entered the corral,
and the colt, thinking Kellys were the same
the world over, took a tentative nip at what
he thought was her hip pocket. It wasn't.
When Clark Gable walked into his
dressing-room at the Music Box Theatre,
gton
the other day, to play Georgel Washin
in a radio version of Maxwel Anderson s
he
"Valley Forge" on a cigarette hour, re
found himself wading through miniatu
cherry trees and tiny hatchets. And on
his mirror was a sign proclaiming him to
It all
of His Country."
be "The Father akable
touch of Carole
bore the unmist
Lombard, who is said to be going steady
with Mr. Gable. As someone may have
said, the original G. Washington may have
been the father of his country, but never
on a national hook-up.
Our spies report the romance of Loretta
Young and Director Eddie Sutherland is still

flourishing. They were seen recently in San
Francisco, attending church together. You
been rehearsdon't ing,suppose
do you? they could have

Dick Arlen, who spent a goodly portion of 1936 abroad and in Canada in the
on his reinterest of his art, discovered
turn to Hollywood that an extra 26 days
residence outside the United States would
entitle him to a generous reduction in income tax. P. S.— The Arlens spent a 26day vacation in Ensenada. And Ensenada,
as all good Mexicans know, is not in the
United States.

There's royal blood on the Metro contract
Earl of
list, now that they've signed theWarwick,
Warwick to a long-term contract.
whose blood is as blue as a Frances Lang-

(Left) Little Marie Wilson steps
out to the Clover Club opening
all done up in the star brand of
mink and with her blonde curls
piled high on her head. That
genial-looking
clinging to is Nick fellow
Grinde. she's
Tis
said they are to be married soon.

(Left) Another couple who rarely do the public appearance
act. Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Tracy
at the "Libeled Lady" preview.
Questions without Answers: Which of our
several first ladies of the screen recently returned a number of gowns to a fashionable
department store and asked that her account
be credited? The department store refused,
due to the rather distressing fact that all of
the gowns had been worn.

ford ballad, was tested in England very
recently, and signed in a hurry by M-G-M.
The publicity department breathlessly tells
you he is now in Hollywood, with twelve
servants, determined to make good. His
name, for picture purposes, is to be Michael
Brooke. The new Mr. Brooke is 25, handsome, and hopes the job is permanent.

And the purveyors of the RKO-Radio
press dispatches are anxious to have you
know about their new discovery, John
Gordon. He just made a test for a lead
in a picture with Margo and the test
called for him to kiss the young lady.
His studio insists that Mr. Gordon kissed,
blushed and exclaimed, "Gee, thanks !"
The news in this item is that he didn't say
"Toots."

One of the Ritz Brothers tossed himself
a birthday party at the Colony Club the
other night, for no other reason than because it was his birthday. And all went
well until cameramen asked for a picture
of the three zanies with Arline Judge.
There was no picture, because the wife
of the married Ritz (we don't know witz
is witz) said no husband of. hers would
pose with any gal other than his lawfully
wedded wife.

For the first time in almost six years Buddy
Rogers is living in the Beverly Hills home he
bought back in the days when he was
America's Boy Friend. Buddy, who looks
more like Charles now, is making a picture
for Columbia and expects to become a Hollywood citizen once more. As for the PickfordRogers rumors, they may be married by the

More football rooters! Tyrone Power, Jr., gives Sonja
Henie some pointers on
America's favorite game.

time you read this. After all, who but America's Boy Friend should claim the hand of
America's Sweetheart?

At Columbia
standing
bonus
of fifty Studios
dollars there's
to any a employee
who suggests a picture title which is used.
Recently there was a little number called
"Safari In Paradise," and the studio
wanted a new title. The fifty bucks was
carted off by Lionel Stander, who's in the
cast. male"
His
title ask
is us
"Help
and don't
why. Wanted — Fe-

Scene on the Boulevard: Mickey Rooney
looking at pipes (What? No cigars?) in a
tobacco shop. He finally selected one, and
was dismayed to learn that it cost $1.50,
which was more money than he had. So
the tobacco shop kept the pipe, and young
Mr. R. marched on.

The Paramount Studio Club's comedy,
"Ladies' Money," turned into a mystery
for Cesar (Continued
Romero during
the 97)
first-act inon page
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Mr. A. is a shyfellow who, like
many Britishers,
By

Dorothy
Herzog

treasures freedom above all
else. He hates to
talk about himself so this is one
of the two interviews a year he
grants.

Hat

TOO

WUut*iaty

BRIAN AHERNE, British born, American by inclination, but still British in heart, finds himself face to face
with a problem far more difficult than the usual problem
of a movie and stage hero. Brian is faced with the problem of : Money or freedom.
"Money," admitted Mr. Aherne candidly, "is a good
thing to have. Freedom, too, is good." Whereupon, he
took short puffs upon the pipe clamped between his teeth
and gazed steadily into the open-fire grate of his New
York apartment.

This apartment is Brian's pleasure of freedom, for
though tucked just around the corner from one of New
York's busiest centers — that of the Grand Central
Station — it is neatly isolated from the bedlam of the
metropolis. It is a narrow little house that rises three
and enjoys several rooms on each floor. Brian's
stories
drawing-room occupies the second floor. At least, it is his
drawing-room so long as he remains. He subleases the
place, furniture included. But there are sundry books
that belong to him lining the shelves — travel books, novels,
plays and a few biographies.
The back of the room — though, paradoxically enough,
the front, really — overlooks a rectangular stretch of
blooming openness which is shared by a number of other
houses of the same height as his. Each house has its
own little garden, a few trees, and, of all quaint things
in New York, birds that enjoy themselves without danger
of gasoline fumes. This bit of cultivated Nature is called by
those who share it Turtle's Row. Really, a most charming retreat. And across the way, Mr. Aherne will indicate
to you, lives Katharine Hepburn when she is in the city.
"Yes," he repeated, "money is a good thing to have and
freedom, too, is good."

Brian Aherne likes the stage, so he prefers to
go to Hollywood only for good roles such as
opposite the
is his in "Beloved Enemy"
glamorous Merle Oberon.
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WHEREIN IS the crux of this popular player's present
quite pleasant predicament. Freedom, to him, is making
a picture or two in Hollywood and then returning to
New York to do a stage play. (Continued on page 80)
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And gal
MaewhoWest's
the
can
talk about men!
suppose there's a man working in a
far part of your office you sort of
have a yen for, but it seems that you
don't have any mutual friend to do the
honors.
You see him every day in the
elevator and as he seems to know you're
around, I always say, give him a friendly
'Hello' instead of an aloof stare and.
who knows what that hello might lead to ?
Who knows ! Or suppose you're waiting
in your doctor's or your lawyer's or anyone else's office and, if a man, also waiting,
says something original about the weather,
is there any reason why you shouldn't join
follow?
him in the engaging conversation that's sure to
"Of course, you don't have to get chummy and
you should think before dashing off to lunch with
him.
Still that can be done on the up and up if you
pick the restaurant.
An out-of-the-way hole-in-thewall or a place with private dining-rooms is certainly
not the place. An ordinary restaurant, preferably a busy
one in the center of the town, is. And then, unless it's
love at first bite, you can each go your separate ways
afterward,
in a taxi. and there's no need for his seeing you home

"It's so silly for a girl always to be suspicious of men.
Entirely too many girls are brought up that way, mistaking even kindly ones for villains twirling their mustaches.
I made a mistake like that once. It wasn't long after I had
left my cradle that I went to see a famous producer for a
job. I had to wait in the outer office and there was an
fireside to be on your own in the big city. So the new
rule is 'Don't give strangers the eye, unless they eye you
first.'
"Pick-ups are still looked upon with a raised eyebrow,
as they've always been, but picking someone up along the
boulevard or in a store is not what I'm talking about. But

equally famous director, though I didn't know who he
was at the time, waiting, too. He asked me a dozen questions that I answered with either 'Yes' or 'No.' I was
being just as snooty as I could, because I was sure he
He finally gave up.
was out for no good.

"I found out afterwards that he had been looking for
a blonde for his own repertoire (Continued on page 88)

Janet Gaynor, an
old-timer on the
lot, had to think
fast to outwit Simone Simon, the
newcomer. But all
was serene with
the "Ladies in
Love' ' — outwardly.

Walter

By

Hosting

Polite

the

armed

neutrality

the

for

when
IT WASN'T

these

four

until Connie Ben-

nett saw the dressing-room they'd
thrown together for her for
"Ladies in Love," and then discovered Janet Gaynor's decidedly
more scrumptious one nearby, that
the fun really began! Up to that
moment, the spectators really
hadn't gotten their money's worth.
Excuse me, please, if now and
then in this story, I lapse into the
phraseology of prize-fight reporting. Ican't help it. You see, the
whole set-up on that "Ladies in
Love" set the first day on the
production was like the atmosphere in Hollywood's famous
Legion Stadium on the Friday
night of a big championship fight.
The crew and the extras and the
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top

stars

KloAd!

which
played

was

rife

together

others, who managed to crowd
onto the set, were as keyed up as
the ringside mob at the big fightonly this, they knew, was going to
be even better. In a prize fight, you
see, there are only two battlers trying to outpunch each other. Here
they were going to see four of the
screen's craftiest stars try to outstar each other — blonde, battling
Constance Bennett, red-haired bantam-weight Janet Gaynor, sultry
brown-haired Loretta Young, and
Simone Simon, the fiery darkhorse, from Paree.
And over on the sidelines, the
one person for whom everybody
felt a bit sorry — referee — er, beg
pardon, I mean Director E. H.
Griffith. So, as I pleaded before.

Connie Bennett was a free
lance player, but she was
used to big star stuff and
would have it.
Gentle-appearing Loretta
Young had too recently
been very ill to worry
about her best spot in the
starry bout.

forgive me if this gets to be a blow-by-blow
report, instead of a story of the doings of four
ladies-in-love-with-stardom ! BUT — don't look
for me to award any decision. I'm no fool ;
as
far as I'm concerned, this was a no-decision
bout!

I never saw so many workers on one set in
my life — somehow, the word had gotten around
that this production, with four stars, was going
to be dynamite. A record crowd managed to
find more or less legitimate reason to be on
the stage that first day.
All four combat — er, all four
ladies showed up in the pink of condition. Loretta did look a bit drawn ;
insiders reported she'd been ill.
Connie looked calm, but determined.
Janet was maxbaerish, with smiles
for everybody on the sidelines.
Simone ignored the spectators, kept
her eyes on the other ladies.
They went under the lights looking for a surprise opening feint.
Simone uncovered the first action
— taking the other three by complete surprise with a brand-new
blondined hair-do! They'd been
ready for her normal, neither blonde
nor brunette color, but overnight,
she'd gone brilliant blonde. It was
a direct blow at Connie, the only

other blonde in the ring. But Connie recovered quickly with a glance into the
mirror on the sidelines, that showed her
own blonde crown to be still brilliant.
Ringsiders whispered that Simone's
revolutionary blondeness was a smart
trick by the studio, who's aiming Simone
for the Hollywood championship. Simone
insisted it was her own idea. But whatever
it was, it turned out to be a flop! It revealed that Simone, as a blonde, had lost
all the puckish personality which had set
theStudio
fans tobosses
ravingwent
in "Girls'
into a Dormitory."
huddle. The
first day's rushes were rushed to the incinerator and destroyed. Executive orders
went out. When Simone showed up for
the next round, her hair was back to its
natural color — and they had to re-shoot
the entire blonde action. Some spectators
insist Connie grinned slyly. She had
dodged Simone's feint, and scored the
point for herself instead.
Spectators were growing restive. This
wasn't real action. They'd come prepared
for dynamite and rough-and-tumble, catchas-catch-can battling. Instead, the first few
moments of the affair showed all four
ladies actually smiling at each other. Some
of the crowd began to leave the stage.
Wiser ones stayed; (Continued on page 67)
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Despite
manages

Frank
to

Morgan's

blunder

vague

somehow

FROM 1876 until 1916, Frank Morgan had a cauliflower
ear. You can see it for yourself, standing out like a
wilted sunflower, in his latest picture, "Maytime."
Of course, Frank Morgan wasn't even born in 1876,
in "Maytime" was.
but the character he is portraying
However, the idea of giving this character a cauliflower
ear 'wasn't the brain baby of the scenario writer. It was
entirely original with a mosquito that lit on his ear and
sat down, hard, the night before Frank was to make a
close-up for his first scene in the picture.
The scenes up to that point had been made and the
mechanics of the scene prevented his turning around
with his good ear to the camera. So what happened?
So this happened. Every morning, after the damage done
by the mosquito had disappeared, Mr. Morgan had to sit
while the make-up man manufactured a mosquito-bitten
ear to match the one he wore in his first scene in the
picture.
Mr. Morgan didn't like the idea, for in addition to the
ear make-up, he had to age forty years in the picture and
the intricacies involved in making him look any age from
twenty-five to sixty-five took two hours each morning.
Two hours, when he could have been sleeping ! If there
is one thing Frank Morgan likes a lot, it is to sleep late
in the morning, and after five years in Hollywood, his
principal objection to motion pictures is that studio
routine makes him get up early.
When he is not on call for work, it is practically impossible to find him. And I, who waited weeks for the
studio to do just that, should know.
"Well, you see," he explained in his drawling voice,
"when I'm not working I play all night and sleep all day.
It makes it rather — ah — difficult — ." The sentence fades
away to end itself in your imagination.
Between pictures he likes to go to Palm Springs with
his good friend, Charlie Butterworth.
"We'll go down and relax and play a lot of tennis and
take sun baths," he plans.
"We'll get a real rest."
Down they go to Palm Springs. They plan to go to
bed at a reasonable hour, get up at sunrise for a couple
of sets of tennis before breakfast and after breakfast to
take a sun bath and a swim. But after dinner Mr. Morgan
50

manner,
into

always

he

lucky

breaks

meets a friend in the lobby. He always meets a friend. Wherever
he goes, there is a friend lurking
about. And so, in a comfortable
chair with his fingers curled
amiably around a tall glass, he
sits and talks and laughs and
has the best time anyone ever
And before he knows
had.
if, it is morning.
"Well," he laughs, "we
didn't make it today, did
we, Charlie? But let's get
a little sleep and I'll play
lunch."
When
an
afterha.ve
right you
you
appointment with him,
take a good book along,
for if he makes his
appearance at all, he
is sure to be late.
His intimates have
yet to decide
whether he is
really
minded absentor if it
is an act, but they always
wait for him, which undoubtedly
encourages the habit.
They fume, they fuss, and they pace the floor.
But always, just as they reach the boiling point and
are ready and determined to tear him to bits, he makes his
appearance. His timing is uncanny and his approach,
well that is something !
He enters the room cautiously, a look of bland innocence but watchful preparedness on his face and, turning
on all the charm of which he is capable (which is plenty)

? I'm soHesorry."
late watch.
"Am I his
says,consults
he He
even holds it to his ear
to make sure it is running, all the time looking so embarrassed that his friends by this time are on the verge
of apologizing to him. But they (Continued on page 71)
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Eleanor Powell achieves a
look of downright prettiness,
though she hasn't a beautiful
to her
feature her
big name.
secret? What's

r

J
you

know

how

to

make

your

make-up

Do
i£4

If

/

1

make

you

at-

i

tractive? Movie

stars

do

Katharine Hepburn depends upon make-up to attain an individual, though artificial, appearance.

THERE

ARE

four very distinct types of good looks

on these two pages. Maybe you don't belong to any one
of these types for, heaven knows, there are dozens more.
And then, there are thousands of exceptions to every type
rule, too. I haven't the faintest hope of covering in this
short article a tenth part of what could be said about
make-up. I hope however, to give you some good, plain
general advice, a few individual tips, and to tell you
about a few stunts which may be new to you. So gather
'round, gals, and let's discuss the topic which, next to
clothes and lo-o-o-ve, is dearest to every feminine heart.
First, do you resemble — -a lot or a little — Miss Eleanor
Powell? Even if you don't, just scan the following
paragraphs. You may get a hint.

Irene Dunne retains the original shape of her
eyebrows but accents them with a pencil line.

wearing no make-up except lipstick, by a naturalness
which has nothing whatsoever to do with dowdiness
and which doesn't forget that sex appeal is necessary in
this world. And that brings me to a few specific makeup tips for this girl.
1. FOR SCHOOL, for the office, for every day living,
use only that make-up which you absolutely require. Lipstick— yes. Bright lipstick, because it's fashionable, even
though it ain't natural. Lipstick is the one * beauty aid
wherein almost every girl out of the sub-deb class may
be as gay and mad as she likes. For brownettes generally,
a clear, true red is the thing. Names of shades vary with
the different brands. Good, bright shades are called, for

example, flame, poppy, flamingo, scarlet — or just plain
"light." All are good. If your hair is light brown, your
eyes brown rather than blue, your skin either pale or
olive, choose a lipstick, with a slightly orange cast. If
you have naturally rosy cheeks, go easy on the lipstick.
Use a medium shade — more rose or pink than red. If
your hair has a reddish cast, try to find a lipstick with a
general impression is of youthful prettiness, isn't it? She
has a nice skin (hev yuh wrote fer my Skin Routine
rust tone — a brown-red.
Number One?) and she has a nice firm chin.
Put lipstick on with quick dabs — don't bear down hard
A young girl of this general type should give the ""and draw a hard line on your mouth. Dab around the
outline, then fill in with dabs. Your lips should be dry
illusion of naturalness. She may use every cosmetic on
whenVou apply lipstick. A touch of cold cream or vasethe counter — but a little of everything. This girl can be
line, rubbed well into the lips first, is a swell idea now
found by the thousands on our college campuses — and
that winter is upon us. See to it that there isn't an ugly
that doesn't mean that she need be lacking in individualdividing line showing when you open your lips. Blend the
ity, either. But we know her by that clean, scrubbed
lipstick a bit toward the inside (Continued on page
look of her skin, by the fact that she appears to be
S3

Eleanor is young, she's fresh-looking, she's wholesome
and sweet-looking. And she hasn't one outstandingly
beautiful feature to her famous name. Her hair is just
plain brown — and naturally straight. Her eyes are okay,
but nothing remarkable as to shape, size or adornment
of lash and brow. Her nose verges on the snub. Yet the

Romancing
BEING

was

fun,

so

Joel

IN love with love was so swell that Joel McCrea

didn't think he'd ever want to stop.
Yet he did abandon his precious freedom, which is
one reason why you see his picture with the Missus, the
lovely Frances Dee, on this page. When you learn tvhy
he quit, you'll not only discover what Joel is
like personally, but you will realize what
has given his career its new impetus.
Love can do things to men in
I [ollywood, as well as to the
girls who are caught up in the
fairy-tale whirl of the movies.
Frequently it tangles up
men's lives, too.
I know Joel now. I
"knew
him
when" —
when he was Hollywood
Catch No. 1, the most

didn't

want

to

quit;

then—

Now, after three years of matrimony, Joel is the same
and yet he's different. He still is tall and broad-shouldered
and he continues to sport the finest tan in town. But the
love of beautiful Frances Dee has changed him into a
genuine actor, and into a mature person. The de
luxe beach boy has grown up.
"I was

silly when

I presumed

love

would be a liability to me," he admits unreservedly. "It isn't ! If I
seem to have made any progress, chalk up all the credit
to love.
"I fancied myself an adventurer. Instead of
hopping
to darkest
Africa Ioffwas
pitting
myself
modern

sought-after male in
the
entire picture

against
wiles the
of

Hollywood. I had no
hope of ever being

colony. The most discerning hostesses used
to start their exclusive guest lists with
his name.
You saw

more

thansonality,'
a though.
'per-

WHEN
I first
took Frances out I

him

beauing Constance Bennett and
Gloria Swanson, and

\ ^^^^^^Ito

other top-notchers.
They gazed adoringly
up into his laughing
blue eyes and were
wholly
intrigued by
his clean-cut youth.
But while he was

|r

ML

^*

"

what

she

was

to

me. I was
mean to satisfied
perfectly
to
stay single. But love
sneaked up on both
of us. Icause married
beI was lucky,

blithely speeding
ahead, taking romance
where he found it and

and because I felt
more than merely
romantic about
Frances. It had
seemed dumb to be

getting by professionally on sheer charm,
he remembered his

tied down in Hollywood. I'd never encountered a woman

parents and his background. When the inquisitive press cornered him for statements on love, he declared that he was

who

was more important to me than
myself. However,
don't marry until
Sviecdced

he wouldn't
positive
ask
an actress
to be his
wife.

into
bump
who'll
passsomethat
you one
infallible
test.
"Certainly, I'm glad I
finally stopped playing

at romance. Pseudo-love
Joel's father
was a
M a d d o x
Ben
prominent executive for a
By
is a lark, but the real
Los
Angeles corporation
and the McCreas had a dething's often
better!"
You've
heard it prolightful house in fashionable
claimed that marriage /is liable
Brentwood.
His mother presided
to be a tyrant that will jealously
stifle individuality. For Joel, the step
over their home with the utmost graciousness. There was no sham, nothing of
was considerably more momentous than
the tawdry in that atmosphere.
it is for the average fellow. Most of the invitaHe was strongly drawn to glamor, but it was a tinsel
tions that had swamped him abruptly ceased. And, imbubble to be chased light-heartedly, gayly. The wholemediately following the news of his turning benedict, his
fan mail dropped from three thousand letters a month to
sale feminine flattery didn't fool him. Nor did his sudthree hundred.
denly big salary. He was already familiar with the
niceties of the world, so he wasn't extravagant. He inherited akeen business head as well as a desire for a
sane, respectable success. So, although he was the best
man at the swankiest Hollywood parties, he was simultaneously salting away a generous share of his earnings,
and sidestepping amorous snares.
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"You bet that alarmed me!" Joel, his hair rumpled as
though he had just emerged from a game of handball
and a shower, went on being honest. "Fan mail is one
indication of how well you're doing. But I had no pangs
of regret. It was a new problem to be solved. Eventually,
the average jumped up again.
(Continued on page 74)

Bette Davis was to
have
in
"God's played
Country and

New York, London,
Paris and, finally,
Hollywood have been
stepping stones in

the Woman," with
George Brent, but
her role was finally
handed
to Beverly.

Beverly Roberts'
very young, but exciting career.

THAT MAY not be just a
shove-around that Fate is
giving you. It may be her
way of introducing you to
success ! Consider, for example, the case of Beverly
Roberts.
Many a strange adventure
led up to that telephone call
which meant stardom for
her, after exactly nine months
in Hollywood. There was
nothing to mark it as a special call. The 'phone went
burr-ruptt-BURR the way it
always did and Beverly
pushed her Washington
Cream Pie into the oven and
made a dive for it.

she was sixteen. Before that
she lived a normal New York
school-girl's life with her
parents and a brother and a
few dreams. Most of the
dreams concerned Life and
the great things she hoped to
do in medical research. ( Her
family had been active in it
for generations. Sir Edward
side. )
Jenner,
discoverer of the
vaccine for small-pox, was
Beverly

Roberts'

movie

adventures

worthy

of an

"Miss Roberts?" said a
pleasant, impersonal voice.
"Warner Brothers Studio
calling.
Be ready to leave at eight tomorrow morning
for location up in Washington.
We're giving you Bette
Davis' part in 'God's Country and the Woman' — "
Bette Davis' part! The part Bette had considered so
good she nearly called a halt to her feud with Warner
Brothers in order to play it.
'Of Human Bondage' that I'd
she had said. But she didn't
didn't get the part. Beverly
half-pint from the Bronx.

pre-

"It's the only part since
give my eye teeth to do,"
end the feud. And she
Roberts did — newcomer,

She sat there by the 'phone in a glow. Sat there until
an acrid awful smoke brought her up sharply. The
Washington Cream Pie had become a Washington burnt
crisp.
Things just happen to Beverly. It's been that way since

Errol

are

Flynn

an ancestor on her mother's
Then along came a friend
with news which upset all
preconceived plans. Eva Le
Gallienne was opening a
Civic Repertory Theatre. She
would take a limited number

of young hopefuls and train them for the stage. "You'd
be simply wonderful on the stage, Bev!" said her friend.
A day or so later a plump and rosy girl with honeycolored hair and honey eyes confronted Miss Le Gallienne.
"So you can act!" said the lady.
"I don't know. But I'm going to do everything possible

to Eva
learn liked
how."that. She said, "Come back tomorrow."
That "tomorrow" lengthened into a year of fencing,
dancing, vocal exercises, play readings, scene sketching.
Then the company closed and, armed with letters of introduction to important producers, Beverly sped over
to Broadway. But the depresession had beat her there.
By sheer perseverance she wrangled a job in "The Passionate Pilgrim." It lasted four days.
"Girls in Uniform" did a little (Continued on page 70)
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romantic finale to one of Hollywood's most popular
friendships than the engagement and subsequent marriage
of Joan Blondell to Dick Powell. For over a year Joan

not to mention the countless fans of both, hoped that
they would marry.
To anyone with an eye to fashion news, it was interesting to watch the transformation of Joan. When she
first separated from her former husband, Joan was too

had been beaued by Dick, one of Hollywood's most
eligible and cagier bachelors, and all the cinema town,

plump and much too careless in her dress. She didn't
seem to care a hang whether she looked smart, and cer-

EVEN THE scenario writers, whose business it is to
think up new plots, could not have conceived a more

Block again in a
princess gown of
black crepe with
a brief bolero
made of gold
sewed
on in
loops. Beads
around the neckline, too.

tainly she spent no greater thought upon her wardrobe.
But — shortly after Mr. P. started ringing her doorbell,
Joan took a new interest in herself. It wasn't many
weeks before everyone sniffed a new romance, for Joan
had lost pounds and had acquired a sudden enthusiasm
for clothes. It is no surprise then that, when her engagement was formally announced, Joan went on a per-

fect trousseau-buying binge. From one who cared practically nothing about clothes, she has become one of Hollywood's most fashion-conscious stars.
Although it was hard to corner Joan for more than
a few moments at a time prior to her wedding, I was
fortunate enough to get her to pose in a number of the
attractive costumes which compose her beautiful trous-

seau. As you will notice, there is
and semierance , oftheformal
prepond
aformal
reason for this
costumes
being that Dick and Joan planned a
honeymoon that required an abundance of evening and dinner clothes.
As you know, by now, they were
married aboard the 5". 5. Santa
Paula and sailed through the Panama Canal to New York. Joan
needed smart evening clothes for the
boat, as well as plenty of formal
things for the entertaining which was
done for them upon their arrival in
New York. And it's more than possible, too, that Joan knows she wears
evening clothes to perfection!
WITH

BOTH
Dick and Joan
rushed up to the moment of their
wedding with pictures to be finished, Joan had to shop hectically
her wedding with a miniand plan
mum of fuss. However, with all
the hurry and last-minute excitement, there wasn't a detail of either
her trousseau or her wedding costume that was neglected. I had the
feeling that Joan was determined
that her second marriage was going
to have some of the charm and romance that her first one lacked. I

¥

don't know whether you recall her
first marriage ceremony or not, but
it was one of those off -to- Yuma or
Phoenix affairs in which Joan tried

Bright but deep blue velvet forms
this charming evening wrap. She
carries a chinchilla muff with it.

Right, a dinner ensemble of
flowered lacquered satin jacket
over a simple black crepe gown.

Soft gray chiffon over Nile green
for this bridal negligee. Pink
roses cascade from waist to hem.

And below, one of her pet
gowns — a soft old blue crepe
with flared peplum of fur,

to avoid publicity by dressing up in
a farcical disguise of red wig and
ugly dark glasses. Not a very alluring get-up for a bride — and, no
doubt, when she thought back upon
it, she felt a little cheated of some
of the glamor which is a bride's prerogative.
There's no doubt that she caught
up on the glamor for her second wedding— she looked perfectly lovely in
a dusty rose chiffon gown and a
wide-brimmed blue hat faced about
the edge of the brim with the same
shade of chiffon as her dress. The
gown itself was typical of the soft,
clinging type of costume Joan likes.
The skirt was cut with an uneven
hemline in a petal effect, the longer
touching the floor. The bodpoints
ice had a deep decolletage, softly
shirred, and her shoulders were just
covered with the chiffon. Her bridal bouquet of orchids and lilies-ofthe-valley was tied with blue taffeta
to match the color of her hat — all in
all, a charming costume for either a
second wedding or for anyone who
does not want to wear white and a
veil.
(Continued on page 75)
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Faulty

Under

lovelier — end all that worrying about ugly
little skin faults.
Remember this treatment

And here's the rousing treatment
that keeps it vigorous . . .
TTORRID skin faults are usually under-*■ skin faults. Blackheads come when
tiny oil glands underneath are overworked,
give off a thick, clogging oil.
Next thing you know, your pores are
looking larger.
Lines around your eyes, mouth are just
your outer skin crinkling, because your
underskin is getting soft and flabby.
But you can stop those cloggings! Bring
fresh life to that faulty underskin —
Twice a day invigorate your underskin
with a rousing Pond's deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which go way down deep
into your pores. Right away it softens dirt
. . . Floats it out . . . and with it the clogging matter from the skin itself. You wipe
it all off. Right away your skin feels
fresher — looks brighter.
Now waken glands . . . cells
Now a second application of that same
freshening cold cream! You pat it in
smartly. Feel the circulation stir. This way

Skin

Miss Mary Augusta Biddle
of the distinguished Philadelphia family: "Every time
I use Pond's Cold Cream, I know my skin is going to
look lovelier. Since using it, I haven't had a single
blackhead, my pores seem smaller."
little glands and cells awaken. Fibres are
strengthened. Your underskin is toned,
quickened.
In a short time, your skin is better every
way! Color livelier. Pores smaller. Lines
softened. And those mean little blackheads
and blemishes begin to show up less and
less.
Get a jar of Pond's Cold Cream today.
Begin the simple treatments described
below. In two weeks see your skin growing

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.
As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up, and
skin secretions — wipe it all off. Now pat in
more cream — briskly. Rouse that failing underskin! Set it to work again — for that clear,
smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin
comes softer every time. Feels better, looks better, and now your powder goes on beautifully.
Keep upAsthese
Pond's soften,
pattingtake
treatments
faithfully.
blackheads
a clean
tissue and press them out. Now blemishes will
stop coming. Soon you will find that the very
places where pores showed largest will be finer
textured.
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S Dept.9MSCA. Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to cover
postage
andofpacking.
Na
StreetCity-

-StateCopyright. 1936, Pood's Extract Company
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RIDING

Here's a foursome of stars who pursue definite hobbies in their off-screen leisure moments.
At the top of the page, left to right, Bette Davis
poses jauntily at the net of her tennis court. Incidental y, itis right in front of the house so
that she can get in a good fast set whenever
she likes and
against her.

HOBBIES

there's someone

to bat a ball

Dick Powell takes a busman's holiday by
snapping moving pictures off-the-set. Maybe
he likes to turn the tables for a change and let
someone else face the camera! Below, left to
right, Margaret Lindsay shoots a mean arrow
in her odd moments, and Dick Arlen tinkers
with a new aerial for his short-wave radio contest with Bing Crosby. The stake is a thousand
dollars!

MODERN

Just

a

Funny

Old

SCREEN

Song

Everybody

E sing, we sing, we sing of

Knows

Lydia Pinkham," so go the
words of an old song known on every

prietary compounded to aid women in
facing the three major ordeals of
their sex. It is to be found in every

college campus.
Old grads sing it at their class
reunions.

reputable drug store.
We who carry on the work of Lydia
Pinkham do not offer this Vegetable

The young people sing it when
they gather around the piano at
home on their college vacations.
And mother, listening, puts her
book aside and joins in the chorus.

Compound as a panacea or a cure-all.
We do know it has been tested and
approved by women of three generations. We do know that a million
women have written to tell us it has
been helpful during the three most
difficult ordeals of their sex: adoles-

"How she saved, she saved, she
saved the human race — " remember
the words of the parody?
From laughing young lips that
have never known the twist of pain
it comes with gay abandon. Just a
funny old school song everybody
knows.
But to silver haired mothers who
have run life's gauntlet, to women
who have lain on the rack in childbirth,
known the fiery ordeal of the "change"
— these words bring grateful memories.
To them it is much more than just a
funny song.
Lydia E. Pinkham

More

the history of American women.
She began her work in the light of little
knowledge. Her laboratory was a kitchen.
Her compounding vat an iron kettle on
a New England kitchen stove.
But today her work is being carried on
under the banner of modern science.
And now her product is made in a
great plant occupying six modern factory buildings.

woman

than a Million Letters

of Grateful Testimony

Not a Patent Medicine
You may be surprised to know that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
not a patent medicine.
On the contrary it is a standard pro-

was a real woman

The song is a parody. But Lydia E.
Pinkham was a very real person. In fact
hers is one of the best known names in

One

cence, motherhood and "middle age."

For three generations one woman has told
another how to go "smiling through" with
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It helps Nature tone up the system, thus
lessening the discomforts* which must be
endured, especially during
The Three Ordeals of Woman
/. Passing from girlhood into womanhood.
2. Preparing for Motherhood.

letters from women in every walk of life
— letters on scented notepaper or on torn
wrapping paper — letters from women
who have known pain and have written to us without solicitation to tell
us how helpful Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has been to
them.
If you are in need of help we can
honestly advise you to give it a fair
trial.
We know what it has done for
others.
We have every reason to believe it
will do the same for you. The Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn,

J. Approaching "Middle Age."
^junctional disorders

tells another

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has been advertised these
many years. But no advertisement
we have ever printed could compare
with the word-of-mouth advertising from
one grateful woman to another.
In our files are more than one million

Massachusetts, U. S. A.

how

<^£cfdea (S> ^Swt^bwnti

to

go

"Smiling

Vegetable

Through"

with

Compound
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Mode^i

Picture and Producer
GRXg
Abdul the Damned (Columbia)
2Vi*
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2*
*The Accusing Finger (Paramount)
1 1kAdventure in Manhattan (Columbia)
2V2 k
*Along Came Love (Paramount)
2-fc
The Amateur Gentleman (United Artists) 2V2*
And So They Were Married (Columbia)
2 -k
And Sudden Death (Paramount)
1V2*
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
Anthony Adverse (Warners)
AV^-k
Anything Goes (Paramount)
31kThe Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
1 -k
August Week-End (Chesterfield)
2*
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1★
The Bengal Tiger (Warners)
2*
The Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount) 3V2*
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
2V2*
The Big Game (RKO)
3*
The Big Noise (Warners)
2★
Blackmailer (Columbia)
1+
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
2V2*
Border Flight (Paramount)
21k:
The Border Patrol (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
11kBrides Are Like That (First National)
21/-. ★
The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
2V2*
Bullets or Ballots (First National)
3*
Bunker Bean (RKO)
2*
Cain and Mabel (Warners)
2*
Captain January (20th Century-Fox)
3if
*The Captain's Kid (Warners)
1*
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger) . . 3-fr
*The Case of the Black Cat (Warners)
2*
The Case of the Velvet Claws (Warners)
2 Hr
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
4-k
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) IVi-Ar
Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners)
3 1kCharlie Chan at the Race Track (20th Century-Fox) 2 +
China Clipper (First National)
2y21k;
Come and Get It (Sam Goldwyn)
31kCoronado (Paramount)
1^
Counterfeit (Columbia)
Of
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2 1kCraig's Wife (Columbia)
3*
Crash Donovan (Universal)
tVzif
The Crime of Dr. Forbes (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Dancing Feet (Republic)
2-fr
Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3-*
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2*
Daniel Boone (RKO)
2*
The Devil Doll (M-G-M)
3*
The Devil is a Sissy (M-G-M)
3V2*
Devil's Squadron (Columbia)
2V2-^
Dimples (20th Century-Fox)
31kDizzy Dames (Liberty)
2 ikDodsworth (United Artists)
5-*
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia)
112+
Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
2y2*
Drift Fence (Paramount)
2+
Early to Bed (Paramount)
2Vi -k
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
3 if
Easy Money (Invincible)
2 ■*■
Educating Father (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2 IkExclusive Story (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
3V2 IkFang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
iy2*
Fatal Lady (Paramount)
2*
1 5 Maiden Lane (20th Century-Fox^
1 if
The Final Hour (Columbia)
2*
First a Girl (GB)
2V2*
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Florida Special (Paramount)
2V2 +
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Picture and Producer
Sj'
F-Man (Paramount)
IV2*
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
4*
Follow Your Heart (Republic)
2V2 ★
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
2V2 ~k
Freshman Love (Warners)
2 IkFury (M-G-M)
3*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
2>/2-*The Gay Desperado (United Artists)
41kThe General Died at Dawn (Paramount)
4 IkGentle Julia (20th Century-Fox)
2V2 ★
*The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1★
Girls' Dormitory (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkGive Me Your Heart (Warners)
3*
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
IVi*
The Golden Arrow (First National)
2V2 -k
The Gorgeous Hussy (M-G-M)
4 IkGrand Jury (RKO)
11kThe Great Impersonation (Universal)
2*
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
4*
The Green Pastures (Warners)
5 IkHalf Angel (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Harvester (Republic)
21kHearts Divided (Warners-Cosmopolitan) 3 IkHearts in Bondage (Republic)
2V2 IkHell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2 IkHigh Tension (20th Century-Fox)
2*
His Brother's Wife (M-G-M)
2V2*
Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)
2 IkHot Money (Warners)
2 IkHuman Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
21kI'd Give My Life (Paramount)
2V2-AIf You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
41kI Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I Married a Doctor (Warners)
3 1kr
In His Steps (Grand National)
2Hr
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
1Vi1k;
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
2 if
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2*
It's Love Again (GB)
3*
Jailbreak (Warners)
2 IkKelly the Second (Roach-M-G-M)
2*
Killer at Large (Columbia)
1 if
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2 IkKing of the Damned (GB)
1 1 •> *
King of the Royal Mounted (20th Century-Fox). .2' 2*
The King Steps Out (Columbia)
3*
Ladies in Love (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkLady Be Careful (Paramount)
2V2 *
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2 IkLady of Secrets (Columbia)
1 1kThe Last Journey (Twickenham)
21k;
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
The Last of the Mohicans (United Artists) V/2k
The Last Outlaw (RKO)
2V2*
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
1V21kThe Law in Her Hands (First National) 1 1/2*
The Lawless Nineties (Republic)
21kThe Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic)
3+
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2 IkLet's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
Libeled Lady (M-G-M)
3*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox) '. . 3 *
Little Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
41kThe Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2*
The Longest Night (M-G-M)
1*
Love Before Breakfast (Universal) 2V2 IkLove Begins at 20 (First National)
2*
*Love Letters of a Star (Universal)
2 IkLuckiest Girl in the World (Universal)
1
The Magnificent Brute (Universal)
21kMan Hunt (Warners)
2*
"The Man I Marry (Universal)
1*
The Man Who Lived Twice (Columbia)
21kMary of Scotland (RKO)
3*

Souzed

Picture
and(Columbia)
Producer
GReant?nrg'
Meet
Nero Wolfe
2V2*
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1 if
The Mine with the Iron Door (Columbia)
2-k
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
iy2*
Missing Girls (Chesterfield)
Wzic
"Mister Cinderella (Hal Roach)
2*
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
41kMister Hobo (GB)
2*
M'Liss (RKO)
3*
Modern Times (United Artists)
A-k
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
2V21kThe Moon's Our Home (Walter Wanger)
3*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1 if
Murder by an Aristocrat (Warners)
1 if
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2 IkMurder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
2*
*Murder with Pictures (Paramount)
1 -IkMuss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
My American Wife (Paramount)
31kMy Man Godfrey (Universal)
4 1kNext Time We Love (Universal)
3 IkNine Days a Queen (GB)
4-jkNobody's Fool (Universal)
2 IkOld Hutch (M-G-M)
1*
O'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox) 2y2*
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One Rainy Afternoon (United Artists)
2-*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2,/21k*Our Relations (Hal Roach)
1 1kPaddy O'Day (20th Century-Fox)
iy2*
Palm Springs (Paramount)
1 ikPanic on the Air (Columbia)
2 -IkParole (Universal)
21kThe Passing of the Third Flood Back (GB)
3*
Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
2V2HThe Petrified Forest (Warners)
4*
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3*
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
3V2*
*Pigskin Parade (20th Century-Fox)
3*
*Polo Joe (Warners)
2*
The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox) 3 IkPoppy (Paramount)
A if
Postal Inspector (Universal)
2*
The President's Mystery (Republic) 2V21kThe Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3 Ik;
Pride of the Marines (Columbia)
1
The Princess Comes Across (Paramount)
3 -^kr
Prisoners of Shark Island (20th Century-Fox) 3y2*
Private Number (20th Century-Fox) 2V2 ★
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkPublic Enemy's Wife (Warners)
21kRamona (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkRed Wagon (Alliance)
IVi*
Revolt of the Zombies (Halperin)
1 *■
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount)
3+
Road Gang (First National)
2V2~k
The Road to Glory (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkRoaming Lady (Columbia)
2 IkRobin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2 ★
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
5 IkRose Bowl (Paramount)
2*
San Francisco (M-G-M)
41kSatan Met a Lady (Warners)
1
Second Wife (RKO)
1»/2*
Secret Agent (GB)
3*
Seven Sinners (GB)
3-*Shakedown (Columbia)
2 IkShow Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
3 It
Silly Billies (RKO)
2 IkSing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
*Sing Me a Love Song (First National)
1 1kThe Singing Kid (Warners)
3*
Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)
21 2 *
Sitting on the Moon (Republic)
1V21k-
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Picture and Producer
^X!'
Sky Parade (Paramount)
2*
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
3*
The Smartest Girl In Town (RKO)
2*
Snowed Under (First National)
2*
Soak the Rich (Paramount)
VAit
A Son Comes Home (Paramount)
2y2Vk
Sons and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox)
1*
*Song of China (Douglas MacLean)
Song of the Saddle (First National)
2-*
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
3-^.
Special Investigator (RKO)
2*
Speed (M-G-M)
iy2^.
Spendthrift (Paramount)
2lt
Stage Struck (First National)
2V2-*Starfora Night (20th Century-Fox)
IV2*
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
Sutter's Gold (Universal)
2'/2*
Suzy (M-G-M)
2*
Swing Time (RKO)
4V2-»kSworn Enemy (M-G-M)
2*
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
2V2*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
*Tarzan Escapes (M-G-M)
2-fr
Thank You, Jeeves (20th Century-Fox)
1 -fc
The Texas Rangers (Paramount)
3^

Picture and Producer
^Xg'
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4-*They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
2Vr
Things to Come (United Artists)
3*
13 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3*
36 Hours to Kill (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Three Cheers for Love (Paramount)
2*
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
2*
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
Three Married Men (Paramount)
1
*Three Men on a Horse (Warners)
2*
Three on the Trail (Paramount)
ZlA-k
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
ZVz-k
Ticket to Paradise (Republic)
1
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
3^
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
\+
To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox) 2V2-ATough Guy (M-G-M)
2V2*
Trailin' West (First National)
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount) 21/21 ++
Trapped by Television (Columbia)
2 IkTrouble Ahead (Pathe)
IV2 IkTrouble for Two (M-G-M)
2 IkTwo Against the World (First National). :
2*
Two Fisted Gentleman (Columbia)
2-k
Two in a Crowd (Universal)
\+

General
Picture and Producer
Two in Revolt (RKO)
2V2*
Two in the Dark (RKO)
ixA~k
Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)
3*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
Valiant is the Word for Carrie (Paramount) 2V2-*
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
2V2 ★
The Walking Dead (Warners)
2★
Walking on Air (RKO)
2 IkWanted Men (British & Dominion)
y2-yk*Wedding Present (Paramount)
2*
We're Only Human (RKO)
2-*
We Went to College (M-G-M)
2★
*We Who Are About to Die (RKO)
3*
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
2Vz*
The .White Angel (First National)
White Fang (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2 IkWife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
*Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
1*
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
"Wives Never Know (Paramount)
2 Ik
A Woman Rebels (RKO)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
IV2*
Yours for the Asking (Paramount)
2^k
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
2*

You 11 fand this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film
entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspape
r movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average
under General Rating,
beside each picture. 5*, extraordinary; 4*, very good; 3*, good; 2*,
fair; 1*, poor. Asterisk denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspape
rs as we go to press
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Tests prove that 76% of all people over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath ! And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.
Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause— the decayCOLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CUBA
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ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same

time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
enamel— makes teeth sparkle!
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As

Nelson

SCREEN

Eddy

Sees

Himself

(Continued from page 45)

his voice
was saying,
He about
coupe. "II
blackamused,
in a modest
drive
sport no flashing yellow car with two men
dressed in tan on the box and a couple of
Great Danes to act as town criers. Car
salesmen of all kinds besiege me. They
urge me, saying, 'You should drive about
in a flashy car. You owe it to yourself.
It's swell publicity.' But that's just what
I don't want — that 'swell publicity.'
"I strive to be inconspicuous. For the
most part I succeed, I think. More than
one well-wisher, who has only seen me on
the screen, meets me for the first time,
takes a good look at me, horn-rimmed
glasses and all and says, with engaging
frankness, 'Oh, I didn't recognize you,
Mister Eddy. Well, you certainly are
better looking on the screen. Wonderful
what they can do, isn't it?'" (But he
isn't better looking on the screen.)
"I can't see myself as any exalted
figure," Nelson went on, lighting with
cherishing care one of his allotted seven
cigarettes
have soabout.
little
of
intrinsica day,
value"because
to feel I exalted

young man who had a mission in life. I
believed in my mission. And it was to
sing the best music in the world to my
public and I meant never to compromise
with the best there was in me — and in
music.
"I had a career in opera and in concert. Now I have, also, careers in pictures
and on the air. I have compromised. I
haven't sung and I am not singing now
only the best music in the world. I enjoy
making pictures, I enjoy broadcasting, but
I have no conceit because I feel, within myself, that I am less than I was — not more.

My real friends think no more of me now
than they did when I was working on a
newspaper in Philadelphia. My mother
doesn't think any more of me than she
did when I sang in the church choir back
home. No, when I take a good ,look at
myself, I see myself as — a distinct disappointment to myself.
"I feel less important now than I did
four years ago. Because, a few years
ago, I stood for something in Art. I
fancied myself, then, as a fine, upstanding

is about this business of making "Maytime" the best Nelson Eddy-Jeanette MacDonald picture to date. Several weeks'
shooting was scrapped. A new director
engaged, the original musical scores completely revised; in fact, neither trouble
nor money has been spared to keep up

all.
that's
my tocapacity,
I IAMcanincreasing
only hope
do what
I am
doing better than I did it last year. I do
no more concerts than I ever did. I sing
to larger audiences because my various
careers have what is known as cumulative
value. I can only do one picture a year
and so I hope to make that a good picture.
My main idea this year is to do as good
a job as cidentally,
possible
time.' as(InMetro is in
just'May
as serious
he

the high
standard set by this team's previous films.)
"I see myself," said Nelson, and now
he didn't laugh, instead he sat forward
on his chair, his hands clasped between

—

his knees, his blue eyes on some remote
horizon above and beyond my attentive
head, "as an old fiddle. I hope quite a
good old fiddle, really, a Stradivarius,
perhaps. Not one of the kind you can
pick up in a second-hand shop for ten
dollars.
"I'm not a creative artist. I create
nothing, really. I sing the songs the poets
have written, dressed in musical clothes by
gifted composers. I sing them to the
best of my ability, but I, as every other
singer, am a teller of tales. I try to be
a good story teller. I hope that those who
hear me will be touched as I am touched.
It's not just a matter of 'Hear how pretty
"Mostly, I hope that they will get the
!' want people to come to
my voiceI is
story.
don't
hear an accomplished vocalist in a dress
suit. I don't want them to think that I
am thinking : 'Get that trill, isn't it a
pip?' I don't want them to say, 'He has
taken lessons for fifteen years, his technique should be perfect.' I want them to
forget me, forget technique, hear only
what I tell.
"When I sing a song, on screen or air,
about,
not out
go, to
come
homethat
to guy
me'
I tear 'Oh,
my do
heart
make
come home. It doesn't much matter what
voice I'm in so long as my heart is in
it— ■ and your heart, too.
"When I sing a song about a young soldier
being led away to die for some minor
infraction of discipline, led away by a
firing squad comprised of his own buddies
whose feet lag on the dreadful wav . . .

A
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when I sing, 'Come on, keep step !' in
the
words of the doomed boy urging his
faltering comrades on, gallant at the
mouth of the grave — well, if you don't
choke up and forget to consider whether
my voice is trained or not, then I have
failed completely.
"I'd rather tell the story of the Prodigal Son come home and make people care
that that boy had come home, than I
would to sing a Donizetti aria with all
of the music-conscious people checking
my technique, their pulses regular, their
blood unstirred.
MANY
singers have sung the Lord's
Prayer far better, far more perfectly than I have ever sung it. But I
forget that I am giving a performance
on the air or in concert when I sing it.
I am conscious only of the mighty, magnificent words. I am humbly and thrillingly conscious that this prayer has been
said, not on platforms, but by millions
of people on their knees, since the dawn
of Christianity.
"I am an instrument. Honestly,
And
my heart, this is as I see myself. from
seeing myself so, how can I be anything
but humble in my own esteem?"
And suddenly, as Nelson talked, I knew
why he is great despite his modest selfappraisal. It is because of his honest
humility. It is not, really, because of his
voice, nor because he is a movie idol. It
is not because he is young and somehow
Olympian. It is because he is all these
things — and doesn't care. Or rather because he still cares so much more for
the shadow than for the substance, for
the spirit than for the letter.
He is great and beloved because his
sense of values is sound and because he
knows that greatness and glamor have
nothing to do, the one with the other. The

SCREEN

limelight, he says, is not a halo. Audiences do not always applaud the hero.
Glamor
is a synthetic greatness, a manmade article.
"No," said Nelson, "glamor is not greatness, nor the reverse. I have always
found true greatness in very humble and
unheralded people and things.
"Greatness is a relative matter, after all.
It doesn't depend on an audience. The
Queen who raises her sovereign hand to
bestow largess on 20,000 persons is no
greater than some dear little old lady
who hands out a piece of pie to a tramp.
It is all in ratio to our capacities and
not to the number of people who applaud

our capacities — and pay for the privilege.
"I recently spent two hours flat on my
stomach wriggling about after a little ant
who was carrying an egg to its home.
That little speck carried that egg, once
again as big as itself, over stubble and
concrete, around tree trunks and through
brambles, up hillocks that were, comparatively, what the unscalable Alp would be
to a man. It went on such a journey as
I have never made in my life and never
could make. I wouldn't have the courage
nor the stamina. It hits you between the
eyes, this sort of thing. Makes you feel
pretty stupid, pretty humble and unimportant. It deflates the gassy balloon of
of
the things.
ego. It 'places' a fellow in the scheme
"I would rather have some little kid riding along
his my
bike face,
}'ell than
'hullo'toathave
me
because
he onliked
the adulation of fans the world over as
much as I value and appreciate fan favor.
And I do. I'd rather have the kind of
a face that kids say hullo to than the kind
of a face girls frame for their boudoirs.
Because you have to approach a kid with
sincerity and the kids know whether the
sincerity is a specious thing or whether
it is really there. I really feel inflated
and swell out my chest when I yell hullo
at some youngster and his face brightens
and he yells back at me. I feel kind of

There's a strong family resemblance here, what? Nelson
Eddy at the Troc with his genial
mother.

great,
"And then.
so," said Nelson, lighting his second cigarette of the allotted daily seven,
relaxing and laughing again, "I see myself
as a humble enough fellow, not to be
compared, heroically, with the adventurous
ant — but with the kind of a face kids take
to, and," he said, emphatically, as I rose
to go, "as a very good old fiddle, mind
you — if not a Stradivarius, at least an

Amati."
HAPPENED
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Maybe he's coming inj i
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look this wav„ marge ,
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BOY
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I'D
GOSH MARGE - YOU SURE DO
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ABOUT MAKING A DATE
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TO,
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1
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PIMPLES often call a halt to good
times for many girls and boys after
the start of adolescence.
At this time, between 13 to 25, important glands develop and final growth
takes place. The entire body
is disturbed.
The skin gets

FROM

PfMPi.ES
MAKING

DATES

oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pim-

pop out.
If ples
you
are bothered by adolescent
pimples, do as thousands of others —
eat Fleischmann's fresh Yeast. It clears
these skin irritants out of the blood.
And then— pimples vanish!
Eat 3 cakes daily — one before
—cdeaM
lit? s4m
each meal — plain, or in a little
by clearing skin irritants
water — until your skin is enout of the blood
tirely clear again. Start today!
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Stars'
ABEL, WALTER: RKO-Radio.
ACUFF, EDDIE: Warner Bros.
AHERNE. BRIAN: United Artists.
ALBERN1. LUIS: Free lance. Write lum at 20tn GenALBERTSON. FRANK: Free lance. Write him at
HARDIE: Free lance. Write him at
ALBRIGHT.
ALEXANDE
at M-G-M.R,' KATHARINE: Free lance. Write her
ALEXANDER, ROSS: Warner Bros.
M-G-M.
ALLAN, ELIZAB:ETH:
Paramount.
ALLEN,
ALLEN. GRACIE
JIMMIE: Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN. ROBERT: Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
ALLWYN. ASTRID: -'0th
Century-Fox.
DON:
AMECHET,
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaANDRE. LONA: M-G-M.
RKO-Radio.
ANGEL, HEATHER:
ARLEDGE, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN. RICHARD: Free lance. Write him at 20tn
Century-Fox. ritish.
• ....
ARLISS,
Universal.
HENRY: Gaumont-B
ARMETTA,GEORGE:
RKO-Radio.
ROBERT:
ARMSTRONG.
: Universal.
EDWARD
ARNOLD,
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE, FRED: RKO-Radio.
ASTOR, MARY: Columbia.
M-G-M.
LIONEL:
ATWILL, GENE:
Republic.
AUTRY,
AYRES, LEW: Paramount.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount.
o.
BALL, LUCILLE: RKO-Radi
o.
RKO-Radi
BALLEW,T. SMITH:
Columbia.
GEORGE:
BANCROF
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARKER, PHILLIP: United Artists.
BARNES. BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
Century-Fox.
BARRIE. MONA: 20th
20th Century-Fox. O: Paramount.
BARRIE, RE,WENDY:
COSTELL
DOLORES
BARRYMO
M-G-M
BARRYMORE, JOHN:
M-G-M.
LIONEL:
ORE,
BARRYM
BARTHELMESS, RICHARD: Warner Bros.
: M-G-M.
FREDDIE
BARTHO
: Republic.
T, MICHAEL
BARTLETLOMEW,
BAXTER, ALAN: United Artists.
Century-Fox.
WARNER: 20th
BAXTER,JOHN:
RKO-Radio.
BEAL.
Century-F
BECK,
. ox.
, JANET:20thParamount
BEECHERTHOMAS:
BEERY, NOAH, JR.: Universal.
BEERY, WALLACE: M-G-M.
Century-Fox.
, MADGE:
BELLAMYY.
Columbia.
RALPH: 20th
BELLAM
BENCHLEY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
Century-Fox.
BENEDICT. WILLIAM: 20th
20th Century-Fox.
CE: Artists.
CONSTAN
BENNETT,, JOAN:
United
BENNETT
BENNY, JACK: Paramount.
BERGNER, ELISABETH: 20th Century-Fox.
BEST. WILLIE: RKO-Radio.
Free lance. Write him at
BICKFORD, CHARLES:
„T .
Paramount.
SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
BLACKMER,
RKO-Radio.
BLAKELEY, JAMES: Columbia.
BLANE, SALLY: Columbia.
BLONDELL. JOAN: Warner Bros.
BLORE,
RKO-Radio.Warner Bros.
BOGART, ERIC:
HUMPHREY:
BOLAND, MARY: Paramount.
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES, JOHN: Universal.
BOND, WARD: Columbia.
BOYD, WILLIAM: Paramount.
BOYER, CHARLES: United Artists.
BRADLEY, GRACE: Paramount.
BRADNA. OLYMPE: Paramount.
BRADY, ALICE: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
BREAKSTON.
GEORGE: Free lance. Wrrite him at
Universal.
BREEN, BOBBY: RKO-Radio.
BRENDEL,
EL: 20thWarner
Century-Fox.
BRENT, GEORGE:
Bros.
BREWSTER, JUNE: RKO-Radio.
BRIAN, MARY: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.
BRISSON. CARL: Paramount.
BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROOK. CLIVE: Gaumont-British.
BROWN,
RKO-Radio.
BROWN. JOE
JOHN E.:MACK:
Republic.
BROWN, TOM: Paramount.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
BRUCE, VIRGINIA: M-G-M.
BUCK, FRANK: RKO-Radio.
BUCKLER,
JOHN: M-G-M.
BURGESS. DOROTHY:
Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
BURKE. KATHLEEN:
BILLIE: M-G-M.
BURKE,
Paramount.
BURNS, GEORGE: Paramount.
BURRUD, BILLY: Universal.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: M-G-M.
BYINGTON. SPRING: 20th Century-Fox.
CABOT,
M-G-M.
CAGNEY, BRUCE:
BILL: Republic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Grand National. 1270 6th Ave.,
New York. N. Y.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO. RITA: 20th Century-Fox.
CANTOR, EDDIE: 20th Century-Fox.
CAREY, HARRY: RKO-Radio.
CARLISLE,
lance. Write her at M-G-M.
CARLISLE. KITTY:
MARY: Free
Paramount.
CARMINATI. TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRADINE. JOHN: 20th Century-Fox.
CARRILLO. LEO: Columbia.
CARROLL. MADELEINE: United Artists.
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox. CHICK: Free lance. Write him at 20th
CHANDLER,
Century-Fox.
CHAPLIN, CHARLES: United Artists.
CHASE.
CHARLES:
Roach-M-G-M.
CHATTERTON,
RUTH:Hal United
Artists.
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Columbia wood,Studios,
1438 N. Gower St., HollyCalif.
Gaumont-British,
Grove, Shepherd's Bush,
London, W. 12,Lime
England.
Grand National Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Paramount Studios 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
Republic Studios, 4024 Radford Ave., North
Hollywood, Calif.
Studios, 780 Gower St., HollyRKO-Radio
wood, Calif.
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City Calif.
Samuel Goldwyn Studios, 7210 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Warner
Calif. Bros.-First National Studios, Burbank,

E: M-G-M.
MAURICGrand
IER, MAE:
CHEVALILL,
National.
CHURCH
National.
CLARKE, MAE: Grand l.
CLIVE, COLIN: Universa
Fox.nt.
CenturyS.: 20th
IRVINCLAUDE
COBB,
Paramou
TTE:
COLBERT,
io.
RKO-Rad
ANITA:
COLBY,
M-G-M.
CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLIER, CORA
COLLINS,
: United Artists.
, RONALDSUE:
COLMAN
United Artists.
CONKLIN, PEGGY: R:
Columbia.
CONNOLLY, WALTE
Fox.
Century20th
:
DONALD
COOK,
nt.
Paramou
COOPER, GARY:
M-G-M.
:
JACKIE
COOPER, RICARDO:
CORTEZ,
Universal.
A
INEZ: 6615 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood,
COURTNEY,
Calif.
CRABBE, LARRY: Paramount.
M-G-M.
JOAN: D:
CRAWFO
Paramount. „.,..,
LL,
CROMWERD,
CROSBY,
BING:RICHAR
Paramount.
GaumontNCE:
CONSTA
GS,
CUMMINGS, ROBERT: Paramoun
t. British.
CUMMIN
.
DANTE,
JEAN:
Universal
DA PRON, LOUIS: Paramount. .
io.
Rad
^
him at KKOlance. Write
: Free „
FRANKIE
DARRO,
Fox.
CenturyJANE:: 20th
L,MARION
DARWEL
Warner Bros.
DAVIES, BETTE: Warner
DAVIS,
Bros.
o.
DAVIS, OWEN, JR.: RKO-Radi
Century-Fox.
DEANE, SHIRLEY: 20th
Fox. Bros.
Century-Warner
S: 20th
FRANCE
DEE,
OLIVIA:
AND,
DE HAVILL
Columbia.
:
DOLORES
DEL RIO,
INE: 20th Century-Fox.
KATHER
DE MILLE,ANDY:
DEVINE,
Universal.
DIETRICH, MARLENE: Paramount.
20th Century-Fox.
ALAN:Columbia.
RT, D:
DINEHA
DIX,
RICHAR
DIXON, JEAN: Universal.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT, ROBERT: United Artists.Fox.
CenturyDONLEV
LY, BRIAN:
DONNELY,
RUTH: 20th
Warner
Bros.
M-G-M.
:
MELVYN
,
DOUGLAS
t.
Paramoun
:
JOHNNY
DOWNS,
DOYLE, MAXINE: Warner Bros. Fox.
20th CenturyDRAKE, FRANCE
DRAPER,
PAUL: S:Warner
Bros. .
DUMBRILLE. DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA, STEFFI: RKO-Radio.
20th Century-Fox.
DIXIE:Columbia.
DUNBAR.JAMES:
DUNN,
DUNNE, IRENE: Universal.
Fox.
DURANT, JACK: 20th CenturyBritish.
DURANT,E, JIMMY: GaumontDVORAK ANN: RKO-Radio.
ERNEST, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
EBSEN, BUDDY: M-G-M.
: M-G-M. o.
EDDY, NELSON
SALLY:
EILERS,
ELDREDGE,
JOHN:RKO-Radi
Warner Bros.
ELLIS, MARY: A:
Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICI
Warner Bros.
ELLISON, JAMES: Paramount.
ERIKSON
LIEF: Free
Paramoun
ERROL .LEON:
lance. t Write him at Columbia.
M-G-M.
ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
MADGE: Republic. '
EVANS. MURIEL:
,
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, JR.: United Artists.
FAIRBANKS. DOUGLAS, SR.: United Artists.
FARMER,
FRANCES: Paramount.
FARRELL, CHARLES: Republic.
FARRELL, GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAYE,
ALICE:
20th Warner
Century-Fox.
FAZENDA,
LOUISE:
Bros.
FELLOWS, EDITH: Columbia.
FiiTCHTT,
STEPIN:
20th
Century-Fox.
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
FLYNN, ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA, HENRY: United Artists.
FORAN.
DICK:
FORBES,
RALPH:Warner
Free Bros.
lance. Write
him at ~RKO
Radio.
....
FORD,
mount. WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at ParaFOSTER, NORMAN: Paramount.
FOSTER,
Calif. PRESTON: 9101 Hazen Drive, Beverly Hills,
FRANCIS. KAY: Warner Bros.
FRAWLEY. WILLIAM: Paramount.
FROMAN. JANE: Warner Bros.
FURNESS, BETTY: M-G-M.

GABLE. CLARK: M-G-M.
GAHAGAN, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
GALLAGHER.
SKEETS:
RKO-Radio.
GALLIAN, KETTI:
Paramount.
GARBO,
GRETA:
M-G-M.
GARCAN, WILLIAM: Columbia.
GAYNOR, GLADYS:
JANET: 20th
Century-Fox.
GEORGE,
Paramount.
GIBSON.
Radio. HOOT: RKO-Radio.
GIBSON, WYNNE: Free lance. Write her at RKOGLEASON, JAMES: RKO-Radio.
GODDARD, PAULETTE: United Artists.
GOMBELL,
Century-Fox,MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
GORDON,
HENRY:Republic.
M-G-M.
GORDON C.
GAVIN:
GORIN,
GRABLE, IGOR:
BETTY:M-G-M.
RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME.
MARGOT:
RKO-Radio.
GRANT, CARY:
Paramount.
GRANVILLE. BONITA: United Artists.
GRAY, NAN: Universal.
GWENN,
EDMUND:
HADEN,
20th M-G-M.
Century-Fox.
HAINES, SARA:
WILLIAM:
Republic.
HALE, ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY,
JACK:
20th
Century-Fox.
HALL, WILLIAM: Universal.
HALLIDAY. JOHN: Paramount.
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at UniHARDIE,
M-G-M.
HARDING, RUSSELL:
ANN: RKO-Radio.
.
HARDWICKE,
SIR
CEDRIC:
HARDY, OLIVER: Hal Roach. Gaumont-British.
HARGRAVE, ROY: United Artists.
HARLOW, JEAN: M-G-M.
HAYDON, JULIE: M-G-M.
HAYES, HELEN.
M-G-M.
HAYWARD,
LOUIS:
Universal.
HEALY,
TED:
M-G-M.
HENIE,
20th Century-Fox.
HENRY, SONJA:
CHARLOTTE:
Republic.
HENRY,
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.RKO-Radio.
HEPBURN,
KATHARINE:
HERBERT, HUGH: Warner Bros.
HERSHOLT,
JEAN: M-G-M.
HERVEY, IRENE: M-G-M.
HILLIARD, HARRIET: RKO-Radio.
HOBSON,
20th Century-Fox.
HOLDEN, VALERIE:
GLORIA: Universal.
HOLLOWAY,
STERLING:
Century-Fox.
HOLMES, PHILLIPS: Free20thlance.
Write him at
Republic.
HOLT, DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT, BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT,
Universal.
HOPKINS,JACK:
MIRIAM:
Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Paramount.
HOWARD, JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD, LESLIE: Warner Bros.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: 20th Century-Fox.
HUGHES. CAROL: Warner Bros.
HULL, WARREN: Warner Bros.
HUME, MARSHA:
BENITA: Paramount:
M-G-M.
HUNT,
HUNTER, IAN: Warner Bros.
HUNTLEY, G.P., JR.: Universal.
HUSTON,
HUSTON, PHILIP:
WALTER: RKO-Radio.
Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS.
RKO-Radio.
JANNEY, LEILA:
WILLIAM:
Republic.
JARRATT. JANICE: Universal.
JASON, SYBIL: Warner Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JENNINGS, MAXINE: RKO-Radio.
JEWELL. ISABEL: M-G-M.
JOHNSON,
RKO-Radio.
JOLSON, AL:KAY:
Warner
Bros.
JONES,
ALLAN:
M-G-M.
JONES, BUCK: Universal.
JONES,
GORDON: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
JORY. VICTOR:
JUDGE, ARLINE: 20th Century-Fox.
KARLOFF. BORIS: Universal.
KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATING,
FRED: Warner
Columbia.
KEELER, RUBY:
Bros.
KEENE, TOM: Free lance. Write him at Paramount
KEITH, ROSALIND:
IAN: RKO-Radio.
KEITH,
Columbia.
Hal Roach-M-G-M.
PATSY:
KELLY.
KELLY,
PAUL:
Paramount.
KELLY. WALTER: C: Rerublic.
KELTON,
KENNEDY, PERT:
EDGAR:M-G-M.
Universal.
KENT,
20th Century-Fox.
KIBBEE.ROBERT:
GUY: Warner
Bros.
KIEPURA JAN: Paramount.
KING,
Universal.
KNAPP, JOHN:
EVALYN:
Republic.
KNIGHT,
JUNE:
KRUGER, OTTO: M-G-M.
Universal.
LAHR, BERT: Universal.
LAMONT,
MOLLY: M-G-M.
RKO-Radio. .
LANDI,
ELISSA:
LANE LOLA:
Free lance. Write
her at Universal
LANG.
JUNEi
29th
Century-Fox.
LANGDON,
Columbia.
LANGFORD, HARRY:
FRANCES:
United Artists.
LA RUE, JACK: Free lance. Write him at United
LATIMER, LOUISE: RKO-Radio.
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: M-G-M.
LAUREL,
Hal Roach.
LAWRENCE.STAN:
ROSINA:
Hal Roach.
LAWTON, FRANK: Universal.
LAYE, EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER,
FRANCIS:
Columbia.
LEE, BILLY: Paramount.
LEE, DIXIE. 20th Century-Fox.
LEE, DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
LEYTON,
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox.
LIGHT, ROBERT:
Warner
Bros.
LINAKER, KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN, ERIC:
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY,
MARGARET:
LLOYD,
LODGE, HAROLD:
JOHN: FreeParamount.
lance. Write him at Para
mount.
LOMBARD, (Continued
CAROLE: Paramount.
on page 92)
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they sat back and said: "Just wait till
somebody gets really hurt; then you'll see
action!"
And then, Connie, as I started to tell
dressingyou at the outset, discoverededthethat
Janet,
room set-up! She discover
old-timer on the lot, had a lovely dressingroom with most of the finer fittings, while
for Connie herself, there was just one of
those four-canvas-walls affairs around a
dressing table and a couple of rickety
chairs.
From that moment, there was action!
It became a free-for-all. They continued
to smile at each other, but Lucrezia Borgia
must have smiled just like that when she
flavored her rival's tea with aconite.
FIRST development was that picture
production became secondary, for the
moment, to the production of fancy dressing-rooms. Connie pointed out that as
a star herself, she'd always been used to
and certainly had the right to, at least, as
nifty a dressing-room as anybody else on
the picture, no matter who. Even Janet
Gaynor. What's more, Connie decided
she wanted her dressing-room equipped
with an electric plate, so she could brew
tea when, and if, she felt like it.
They hunted all over the lot for a
dressing-room with kitchenette. Nearest
they could find was Warner Baxter's, with
a refrigerator. You can't make tea on a
refrigerator. Anyway, Warner wanted his
own dressing-room.
Finally, they borrowed a dressing-room
for Connie from M-G-M, where she knew
they had a fine one. It had an electric
plate. They trundled it all the way from
Culver City to Westwood Hills, and installed it for Connie. She scored that
point.
Janet came back strong, though. One
of her seconds found a tape measure, and
reported back that Connie's borrowed
dressing-room, with range, measured two
feet longer and one foot, ten inches wider,
than Janet's. Janet went into action.
"Who," she demanded, in effect, if not
in those exact words, "has top billing on
this production, under contract?"
They looked it up and found that the
billing was to be : Janet Gaynor, Constance
Bennett, and Loretta Young, with Simone
Simon, in "Ladies in Love."
"All right, then," continued the Janet
barrage, "top billing rates at least as big
a dressing-room as second billing !"
When Janet goes into action, she's a
whirlwind.
She's Connie
been in
battles;under
she
knows her stuff.
retreated
the barrage. Hammers banged, saws
snarled — and before you could say "Ladies
in Love" there was a new dressing-room
for Janet, near Connie's but with a safe
distance between. Its measurements tallied
exactly with those of the borrowed affair.
Janet had evened the round.
Meantime, Loretta and Simone had been
in action, too. Not only Janet got a new
big dressing-room, but hastily, similarly
luxurious ones were provided for these
other two. Over at one side of the set,
it began to look like an auto-trailer display lot with Loretta's, Janet's, Simone's
and
but big, dressingroomsConnie's
all linedportable,
up.
From that time on, the picture began
to be called "The Parade of the DressingRoonis." The sixty-odd sets, called for
in the action,
had to be built on different
stages. When the company moved from
one stage to another, all traffic on the
studio lot had to be re-routed while the
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I NEARLY CRIED when Dave complained about my hands. I hated them
myself-all harsh and red. They stayed
rough all winter, no matter what I put

THEN- A FRIEND TOLD ME
Jergens Lotion softens hands in
no time. I turned to Jergens—
and a few days later Dave
whispered ... "I love your
hands. They feel so soft."

but

Jergens

an

brought

early

HANDS can be thrilling when
they're soft and smooth. But
cold, wind and water take the
natural moisture from hand skin —
make it likely to chap and roughen.
And most women wash their hands
eight times a day, they say — have
them in water eight times more.
But Jergens Lotion heals and
softens dry, harsh hands amazingly

Thaw
fast. Why?
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!

. . . Because

Jergens

goes into the skin cells more effectively than other lotions tested, and
swiftly puts back lost moisture. Besides — Jergens contains two
special ingredients, used by doctors.
Red, rough, chapped skin is^made
soft, white and fine in just a few
applications. Jergens is never
sticky. Use Jergens faithfully. At
all drug, department, 10(5 stores.

JeRGENsIwoM

SAMPLE
GENER
FREE! Prove
for yourselfOUS
how swiftly and
thoroughly Jergens goes
into the skin, conserves and renews the girlish softness of your hands. J
The Andrew Jergens Co., 1625 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, O. (In Canada
Perth, Ontario).
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ponderous dressing-rooms, mounted or
hauled behind ten-ton trucks, rolled to the
new location.
were the stars' cars.
parade
the the
Also in
lead there — because she
took
Connie
had tzvo cars for herself. Studios, you

stars'
to furnish, atf autos
know, are requiredcalled
by"
"standare chauffeu
, what
e, with
r, to stand by
—demands
a limousin
the set throughout the working day, to be
ready at instant's notice to transport the
star from stage to restaurant, or main
dressing-room building, or wherever she
may want to go.

the very first day, Connie exercised
her prerogative, and had a studio
stand-by car at the corner of the stage
at all times. It didn't matter at all that
Connie's own car — that expensive foreign
town car with the wickerwork-side effect,
and her own chauffeur at the wheel, also
stood by throughout the working day, at
the corner of the stage. The chauffeurs —
Connie's and the studio's — spent hours
staring at each other. Now and then, they
varied that by wondering whatthey were
there for — because almost invariably, Connie ignored both cars when she left the
stage for the main dressing-room building. After all, it wasn't more than 35
yards from the stage exit to the other ! ! !
Incidentally, most of the action of the
picture was shot on what is called the
Will Rogers Memorial Stage — the new one
on the lot, dedicated to the memory of the
insist,he Will's
If, as many
great comedian.
ghost
still hangs around
the stage,
must
have had a swell Rogers time watching
Janet, Connie, Loretta and Simone. . . . !
It would have been Will's meat !
Now, in the midst of the dressing-room
free-for-all, and all the other things that
happened, there was always the most punctiliously-maintained outward air of wholehearted friendship you could ever wish for.
Let no one imagine, for a moment, that
Connie ever glared at Janet, that Loretta
ever scowled at Simone, that Simone ever
stuck her tongue out at Connie, that Janet
ever made a moue at Loretta. Ah, me,
no ! A thousand times, no !
"Those girls," said one big-shot worker
on the set to me, afterward, "were so
perfectly sweet to each other all day long
that I used to have to drink a tumblerful
of vinegar, neat, for an antidote every
ON

of tea-for-four, with cakes, cookies and
all the other trimmings, were set up.
Of course, it was a howl. Even Connie, Loretta, Janet and Simone saw the
joke. They pooled resources — and had a
tea-party on the set with a lot of others
being invited in to use up the excess teaage.But from that day on, they worked out
a system of their own. Never again did
they all try to serve tea to the others.
Instead, Janet would order coffee in midmorning, one day ; Simone would send
out for ice-cream cones later on ; maybe
it'd be Loretta's turn to preside at four
o'clock tea. They took turns.
And it's a gross untruth that any one
of them ever bribed a scene-shifter to
taste the coffee or tea first.

whole producTOUGHEST job on the
tion was not Director Griffith's, as
you might suspect. It was Cameraman
Hal Mohr's. Hal Mohr, veteran of the
studios, knows his stars. When he got
the "Ladies in Love" assignment, he
groaned — but vowed to do his best. He
knew, you see, that he had perhaps the
four most difficult camera stars in Hollywood. They all take, for best screening,
different lighting and different cameraangles.
Because of the shape of her face, a
camera has to "shoot up" at Connie to
same
her. It's
best picture
get the
andtheConnie
so whenof Simone
Simone,
with
were in scenes together, it was easy camera work. But — you have to shoot down
on Loretta, and with Gaynor, you shoot
on a level with her face.
"My camera did more nip-ups on that
picture than in all the rest of my experience in Hollywood put together," said Hal,
afterward. But at the same time, he insists, he probably did the best work of
his career on the film.
"I had to," he grins. "I was up on my
toes every moment. I'm a big man (he
stands well over six feet, and is built in
I'd
spot.a If
in agirls
I wasfour
proportion),
better
one ofbutthose
given
camera break than the others, the other
three would have been off me for life.
And I'm their friend — all of 'em!"
He insists he never shot Bennett better. He swears you'll see a more photographically lovely Gaynor than ever bewhether or not she's been
Loretta,
fore.
!"
night
ill, never appeared more beautiful. And
Honestly (don't laugh, I tell you!) the
Simone — a camera problem if ever there
gals were the acme of courtesy to each
other. They were so courteous that it was one, with that funny little face of hers
— comes out of the screen even more chalproduced the biggest laugh of the production during an early stage of the shooting.
"
in "Girls'
It seemed that on this day, all four of
"Whichlengingisthanbest?"
I wasDormitory.
fool enough
to
ask Mohr.
He threw an ashtray at me.
them were smitten with the same idea at
more or less the same time. Each decided
The lighting, too, was Mohr's job. What
made it tough was the fact that each of
that she'd show the world that there
the girls — with the possible exception of
weren't any jealousies or hard feelings
Simone — is herself an expert on camera
or anything like that — why, just to prove
that she liked and loved the other girls,
angles and set lighting. Each girl knows
she'd have them to tea that very afternoon ! how she appears best, and since the reSo, during the day, orders arrived at
quirements for all four were different,
both as to lights and camera angles, each
the Cafe de Paris, the studio restaurant.
of them was on the lookout, with fire in
Came an order from Connie: "Serve tea,
afterthis
four
at
set
her eyes, for any break that might give a
for four, on the
photographic advantage to any of the
Soon came a similar order from Janet.
others.
noon."
"When those four girls began to move
In quick succession, identical orders came
from Loretta, from Simone.
into position for a 'take,' " I was told
Nick, the crafty gentleman who runs
afterward, "it looked like a football squad
the studio restaurant, never cracked a
They'd shift and move posiin training.
smile. Nick has a sense of humor all his
tions around each other until Griffith and
own. He must have known that all four
Mohr got dizzy trying to locate them.
of them intended to ask the other three
Each was after her best spot — for the
to tea. in her dressing-room, at four. So
Mohrandandthethecameras."
electricians huddled long,
what did Nick do? Why, Nick obeyed all
lights
scenes where there was
funcIn
long hours.
orders implicitly, as_ any first-rate
tionary in his position would ! And at
no "cross-over" — that is, where Bennett
four in the afternoon, a parade of waitstayed on one side of the set, for example,
resses and bus-boys wound its way from
while Gaynor stayed on the other, it was
They simply lighted Benthe glittering Cafe de Paris to the "Ladies
easy enough.
nett's side in the Bennett way, and Gayin Love" set — and four steaming services
68

nor's side in hers. But there were many
scenes where they did have to cross and
re-cross. Then they had to rig up two
completely different lighting sets on each
side of the stage and had to hook them
up with a series of trick gadgets, so that
an expert electrician played the lights like
an organist at his keyboard, as Bennett
and
moved.Gaynor and the others crossed and

and
"good
question ofYou
the ...!!!
Andside"
"bad
fans side"
all know
that there isn't an actress whose face
doesn't photograph better from one side
than from the other. And you know, too,
that even in a picture wherein she stars
alone, no actress who's wise is going to let
the camera catch her bad side if she can
help it. Then imagine the situation on
"Ladies in Love!" I don't mean to reveal
tricks that were
any
done stage
with secrets,
mirrors but
! the

were scenes where
, there
TABLYcould
INEVI
be used — two of the
no tricks
stars had to face each other for close-ups.
It happened that in several of these spots,
it was inescapable that one of the two had
to present her good side to the camera,
while the other had to turn her bad side.
"What," I asked my informant, "did
"We did our damnedest, and trusted to
God," he said.
Hal Mohr's job wasn't any tougher,
though,
you do?"than Anthony Ugrin's. He's the
picture.
the
who takes on
the the
pictures
that He's
you
photographer
still one
used to worksee in theatre lobbies. He's But
it was no
ing with Shirley Temple.
child's play when they suddenly dumped
Connie, Janet, Loretta and Simone on him
and expected him to take stills that would
satisfy all of them in the same shot !
You see, stars' contracts give them the
them.
right to reject any stills that don't please
When the stills were brought around
usuto the set during production, Connie them.
ally seemed to get first crack at
Well, naturally, Connie or anyone else for
that matter would okay the stills that
presented her in the best light, regardless
of the others. And equally naturally, if

place, you'd tear the
her the
you
customary way to
(that's
off in
cornerwere
reject a still) any shot that made you look
a frump in comparison with one of
like other
girls, eh?
the
So, when Janet got done with what
Connie'd not torn the corners off, and
Loretta got done with what Janet had left,
and Simone got done with what Loretta
had left, poor Anthony Ugrin hardly ever
had any stills left to turn in to the publicity
department. I don't know, to this day,
what the publicity head of the studio's
this
did forHe"Ladies
had toinbe,Love"
He is antgenius.
press departme
stills.
time! Maybe Ugrin was just a blind;
publicity department had anmaybe otherthe
still man shooting from concealment
somewhere.
One factor about the picture has astounded Hollywood. Before production
began, everybody predicted that if the
picture was ever finished, it would be
schedule. They couldn't
months behind
four stars of that calibre going
imagine
through a picture without the schedule
being completely wrecked by temperament.
But they were wrong — the delay that did
happen to bring the picture in a few days
late was due, not to explosions between the
four, but to illness — with one exception.

when
came
blowbeinge
was Conni
n scene
one
certai
a up
d that
THElearne
rewritten to give the breaks to Simone.
You see, the studio is building Simone
toward top stardom. Connie is not on
contract there. It's good business to build

MODERN

up one's own star at the expense of a
free-lance player — if one can get away
with it. They tried it on Connie.
They rewrote a scene where Simone
pops up from behind a divan, right in the
midst of a love scene between Connie and
Paul Lukas. It was, originally, pretty
much Connie's scene. The new script
made it completely Simone's.
Connie hit the ceiling.
"It isn't because of me," she announced,
"but it's because of the story!" This new
script, she insisted,
stopped the story just
to give Simone a chance to parade her
stuff. It was like slipping a vaudeville
act into the middle of "Romeo and
Juliet." Connie stood pat.
Director Griffith and others sided with
her. And at last, they decided to resort
to the original script.
the went
picture's
over, now.
as Well,
I said,
to Honolulu
to Loretta,
recover.
Connie is going back to England to make
more movies there, starring alone. Simone
is being plastered across billboards as
the "Greatest Coming Star of the Screen."
Janet has a new dressing-room, two feet
longer and one foot, ten inches, wider
than her old one. M-G-M has its dressing room back. Director E. H. Griffith is
resting. Cinematographer Hal Mohr is
sipping refreshing drinks in his hilltop
home and telling his own movie-star wife,
Evelyn Venable, "Don't ever, honey, play
in any four-star pictures except the kind
that gets four stars from the critics."
And, despite the federal statutes prohibiting interstate shipments of prizefight' films, "Ladies in Love" will be on
your own neighborhood screens by the
time you read this. Then you can go to
see for yourself and award the decision to
Connie, or Loretta, or Simone, or Janet —
if any — because the camera never lies. Or
does it?
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FREDERICS WIRELESS PERMANENT
WAVES OF SHIMMERING SOFTNESS
.. .NATURAL AS CURLY HAIR!

PRODUCES
No more cumbersome
machines with hairpulling wires.

No more harsh, harmful
chemical heat.

HERE'S
news every woman will welcome! Frederics
has perfected
an amazing new permanent — a
Wireless Permanent! No hair-pulling wires or heavy
electrical gadgets are used. No insufferable chemical
heat is necessary. Light, pre-heated aluminum
wavers are put on to cool off— not heat up. Quickly,
magically, comfortably, your straight hair is transformed into deep, beautiful, soft waves that shimmer with lustre. A wave so natural— so alluring— so
enduring and so easy to manage that you will really
think you have naturally curly hair.
If you want your permanent to win admirationmake you more beautiful and always attractive, say
to your permanent waver: "I want a Frederics
Wireless Permanent. The most
natural and most
comfortable of all Permanent Waves."
E. FREDERICS, Inc.
235-247 East 45th St.
New York City

"freder

ics

VITA-TOHIC^///

VITRON

Kindly send me a list of salons in my neighborhood who give Frederics Wireless Permanents.

Name
Simone
Simon
and William
Wyler have been seeing a lot
of each other lately. Here they
are at the tennis matches.

0)(R6L6SS

Address
City

State
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{Continued from page 55)

bt'tter. It lasted a week. Long enough
for Frank Gregory, the director, to become
interested in Beverly's work. He was, it
seemed, going to do a production in Lonhe'd give her a
role. don. If she went over
But how to get to London? You must,
take a boat. And boats cost
perforc
money. e,
"We can't let a small thing like that
protested Wanda Lydwell.
stop you!"
Wanda was like that, a grand pal. Beverly
grinned because they were pretty much two
of a kind. Only Wanda had the price of
a boat ticket and ten dollars a week spending money from her family. And Bev
didn't. Suddenly the honey eyes flickered.
"I have it ! We'll give a benefit performance !"
Two girls, barely eighteen, launched on
the managea mad lark. They went toand
explained
ment of the Hotel Sutton
to give
which
in
room
that they wanted a
a charity performance (but they neglected
to say for what charity). They hired a
two-piece orchestra, made five gallons of
very terrible punch and invited everybody
in New York, including the English consul.
At five a. m. they sent the crowd home.
Beverly was richer by $130, most of which
was spent for a third-class passage. Then,
with Wanda, she sailed with thirty dollars
in her pocket.
Like two slim little ghosts they ploughed
through London to find Frank Gregory.
He was most cordial, most encouraging
about the part but, of course, the play was
not going to be produced until fall ! In
the meantime they had five months to live
through somehow.
make a good milk maid," said
"I might
hopefully.
Beverly
"Have pity on the cows !" chuckled
Wanda. So they settled in a mews, one
of those converted stables that can be had
for a song, off Marble Arch. And soon
famous people began to gather at that
Goldmews. Epstein, the sculptor. Emmabrilliant
man, the anarchist. Dynamic,
Paul Robeson, whose glorious voice rang
out on many an evening so that the tenants tip-toed through the halls to listen
ecstatically.

train but she wasn't even in
their boat
town. She had, it appeared, gone to the
south of France to help Paul Robeson write
his book, quite forgetting her offer.
It was an inky black night, they had
fifty francs between them and no place to
go. Beverly began to whistle. She always
whistles when she is frightened. She was
to do a great deal of it in Paris.
"Where next?" shivered Wanda.
"A hotel that costs next to nothing," said
Beverly firmly. They found it in the
Montmartre district. There were cabbage
roses on the wall and the man in the room
below beat his wife at six every morning.
Lovely atmosphere. And yet, this was the
spot where Necessity (some call it Fate)
opened a new door to Beverly. She had
never done much singing, never knew she
had a voice. But somewhere she had picked
up a few cute French songs. One evening,
driven by hunger, she sang them for the
"patron"" of the Noctambules Cafe nearby.
She put on an act. It was a good act.
Thereafter she sang at the Noctambules
for five francs a night and two meals.
The same people came time after time.
French shopkeepers and artisans. Often
they sang along with her.
After Beverly had finished work one
night, the two of them walked across to
the Seine. It had been hatefully stuffy in
the cafe. The cool night air felt soft and
Paris at night— there was somebracing.
thing fascinating about it even when seen
from the seamy side.
Under the shadow of the great Notre
Dame Cathedral, they saw a man bending
low over the river. Both girls raced for
the bank. But apparently he had no thought
of committing suicide; he was washing his
shirt. A tramp. But a tremendously intelligent "tramp" who had been an engineer
in Marseilles before the depression caught
came from
Other
up withthehim.
under
bridge.
An "tramps"
ace flyer, an artist, a
chap who spoke seven languages and knew
New York like a book. They were all sitting there talking rapidly when the great
bell tolled midnight and two gendarmes
wandered down to investigate. There was
a sharp word, a command. One of the
pompous little French officers was brutal,
ugly. He knocked down the engineer.
Afterwards they never could tell who acIT was a gay inspired life, but they were
tually did it, but one of the girls struck the
still jobless. Even the small rent beofficer.
could
we
"If
came too much for the girls.
"Insulting the law and disturbing the
only stretch this ten dollars a week that I
Emma
peace"
were the charges brought against
was
It
ed.
mourn
Wanda
get!"
them when the girls were hustled into night
Goldman who offered a solution. They
court. The whole thing was preposterous
could come to live in her apartment in
Paris until fall. An excellent idea with
but, when you know only about a hundred
ck — their h two months' lease
drawba
one
and fifty words of a foreign language, it's
on the mews. Englis leases are hard to
not easy to explain. Beverly and Wanda
found themselves looking through the bars
break, but not when a couple of ingenious
of the Place Vendome jail!
American girls put their heads together.
They gave a party. They gave a party
that practically raised the roof off the old
INSIDE the bars they saw dope fiends,
thieves, murderers. One old hag tried
place because the girls had asked their
to teach them her trade of picking pockets.
friends to be as noisy as possible and the
friends were most obliging. Needless to
Gendarmes came by, pretending to offer
say, the landlord came the next day.
them drinks of cold water, spilling it before they could take it. Their trial was
"We're so glad you're here !" they assured him to his complete bewilderment.
postponed and they were transferred to
Within five minutes he was so overcome he
the women's prison of La Roquette. You
forgot he intended to put them out. He
could, thought Beverly, rot in a French
asked them to tea. For once charm had
jail before anyone found out. She lost six
proved a boomerang. They explained the
pounds and grew six years in experience
situation and he graciously tore up the lease,
during those nine days in jail. And then
and they left for France.
Wanda got word to a business associate of
There are times when Paris can be a
her father's and her family went into acwanton witch. This was one of them.
tion. Mr. Lydwell was a respresentative
Emma Goldman not only failed to meet
of the Shepherd Hotels in Egypt. He had
70

considerable influence. It ended with the
French government apologizing to the girls,
and they returned to England.
No more mews. No more cabbage roses
on the walls. This time the Lydwells had
arrived and taken things in hand. Beverly
!
in a suite at the Hotel Sawas voy ensconced
"Now," she told Wanda expressively, "I
know how Cinderella felt ! From prunes to
literally.
princes — that's us!" And it was. Quite
Instead of going into the Frank Gregory
part in "Sershe maneuvered
production
vice" with Percy
Marmont. a Shortly
after
it closed the Lydwells decided to fly to
Paris. Beverly went to see them off and
at the last minute flew with them. She is
probably the only woman in existence who
ever stayed four days at the fashionable
St. Meurice without so much as an overnight bag. And it was during those four
days- that she met the Prince. The gentleman now known as King Edward VIII.

It was at the Crillon Bar. Wanda's people had known him for years because he
kept his favorite dog at their kennels at
Biarritz. Beverly saw a rather tired young
man sitting there and then Mr. Lydwell
was introducing her to him. They talked.
for a ride with the Prince himThey selfwent
driving. And as they passed the Place
Vendome jail she thought, "Life is certainly queerish
of all was yet
the !"queerest
BUT
New York again she
Back in twist
to come.
attended a cocktail party at which Maurice
Chalone, noted decorator of night clubs,
was also a guest. He was just opening a
new one, Boeuf Sur le Toit. During the
evening Beverly sang the French songs
she'd sung at the Noctambules. Sang them
with the flair she'd learned to put in them
there. She did it only for a laugh, but

at the end Chalone was saying, "I'll give
you a contract. I'll give you $150 a week
at 'Le Toil' "
way months.
that six
songs for
those there
sing sang
to She
Then
moved on to the Town Casino. That was
where Mildred Webber, talent scout for
Warner Brothers, saw her. Within a week
Beverly Roberts was on her way to HolShe never has been married. Never been
lywood.
in love, except once. That was with a
famous neurologist who had a daughter
older than herself. "That
four years
couldn't
work out," said Beverly to Beverly. "I shan't see him again." And she
"You know the character of Conway
in 'Lost Horizon'?" she asks. "That's my
hasn't.!" So far she has found him only in
man
a book.
Once in Hollywood she went directly
into "The Singing Kid" with Al Jolson.
In nine months she has made five pictures,
her most recent one was "China Clipper."
The part in "God's Country and the Woman" came almost as an anticlimax. She'd
been so sure she wouldn't get it.
Beverly has her parents, brother and
even the little family cat with_ her now.
"It's grand to be together again. But I
wouldn't give up my experiences during the
last four years — and some of them have
been pretty terrible — for anything in the
that's happened to me
world. Everything definite
pattern leading
has been part of a
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(Continued from page 51)
laugh instead because they can't help it
and Frank, looking as relieved as a small
boy who has just escaped a spanking,
laughs harder than anyone.
The majority of ineffectual people never
accomplish anything, but Frank Morgan,
by virtue of being ineffectual, has accomplished just about everything he set out to
do in his whole life, and with a minimum
of apparent effort.
He siondidn'the reach
of his
profesused the
this top
natural
characteruntil
istic professionally, and then he became a
sensation. Of course, he was a Broadway
star, but out in Hollywood success is
figured by the bank balance. It was when
Mr. Morgan went almost totally ineffectual in "The Affairs
that his
cinema business began ofto Cellini,"
pick up and his
salary, multiplied by ten, has been rising
steadily ever since.
He could give lessons on how to relax
and make it pay but he wouldn't. His
particular brand of taking it easy is art in
a big way. If you asked him about it,
he would probably say, "Ah, er' — why — ,"
give you that big smile and you would
have forgotten by that time what it was
you had asked.
If you stop and think, I believe you will
agree that you laugh at him on the screen
because he never ceases to struggle and
never quite accomplishes what he starts
out to do. That is, that's what you think,
but you
are wrong,
his" intention
was
to amuse
you andbecause
he succeeds
by his
stumbling, stuttering methods.
Certainly, he doesn't look funny. On
the contrary, he is quite handsome, as you
can see for yourself, and when he drives
about town in his smart open roadster,
wearing a beret and the latest word in
sports clothes, he is quite the beau of the
village. But the minute he pokes his head
in the door, you laugh. He never makes
wise-cracks, as do some of his contemporaries. In fact, his general conversation
is usually quite serious in tone. He doesn't
juggle (can you imagine him trying to
juggle?) and he never, apparently, tries
to be funny. But the result is a riot and
he is one of the leading comedians on
the screen.
It was quite by accident that he became
a comedian on the stage. Always he had
been the handsome, romantic hero until
one night he forgot his lines. He stuttered and stammered until he could catch
his cue and the audience shrieked with
glee. The manager said it was inspirational and he has stuttered through his
roles ever since.
Rememb
"Dimples" that you
laughed soerhardin when
he danced because
he didn't succeed in dancing very well?
He's dancing again in "Maytime."
"But if they'd seen me in the other
picture, they wouldn't have had me dance
in 'Maytime,' " he declares.
"Before that picture I had never done
any dancing, except for my own amusement, but I learned to tap— after a fashion
— and it was something to write home
about._ It looked simple when Bill Robinson did it, but when I tried to take the
steps I found myself trying to do the
whole thing with my hands and face."
I went out to the set to watch him rehis dance for "Maytime," but long
before Ihearsereached
the stage I heard screams
of laughter. Jessie Ralph was on the
sidelines, laughing until the tears rolled
down her cheeks.

Miss
Ernestine
Lollie
with her latest
Permanent Wave
by Bernord az Guro
New York Ciiy.

"I found my whole appearance improved after using
Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash,
Miss
ine
Lollie "of says
Vineland, Ernest
N. J.

WINNER of MARCHAND'S BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH CONTEST for DECEMBER, lovely Miss Lollie admitted many of her
friends commend her attractive appearance. "They all admire my golden
hair," says Miss Lollie. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain added popularity. Glorious, sparkling hair will bring you, as it did Miss Lollie, the
admiring compliments of your friends.
BLONDES — If your hair is dull, faded or streaked, rinse with Marchand's
to bring back bright, sunny lustre of natural blonde hair. Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash keeps your hair always the popular golden shade.
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using Marchand
full strength you can completely lighten your hair to a
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shade.

BL°^DEoSwAND BRUNETTES "Worried over unsightly hair on arms
and legs? Women everywhere now use Marchand's to make "superfluous"hair unnottceable. Invisible through even sheerest stockings !
Start to benefit from this effective home beauty treatment today. Get a
bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore. Use it on your
hair— your arms and legs— tonight,
at home.
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"To think I talked all the way from
Poughkeepsie to New York, advising him
not to go on the stage !" she exclaimed.
"And look at him now ! I'll never give
advice again."
That was when he was a very young
man, and had gone to Poughkeepsie to
see his brother, Ralph, open in "Broadway
Jones." Jessie Ralph was in the show and
on the way home he had confided to her
his ambition to become an actor.
However, advice from any source never
seemed to stop or even discourage him
when he had a particular objective in
mind.
Faced with the opposition of her parents,
he won the girl of his choice, married her
and for twenty years they have been
happy.
Over the objections of his father and
the advice of friends, he became an actor
and rose to stardom on the New York
stage. Before that he had been told by
his father that he was no business man ;
that he was just a playboy.
Following this slight argument with his
father, Frank decided to go out in the
world and prove his ability along business
lines. He tried out several jobs. It isn't
impossible that one day when you answered your doorbell and found "that
brush man there again," that it was
Frank Morgan himself, for he did ring
doorbells for a time in the interests of a
new toothbrush he was selling from door
to door.
Eventually he got a job in the advertising department of the Boston Traveler
and, in spite of a salary that was decidedly
insufficient, he stuck it out for a few
months. When the Christmas holidays
came around he resigned just because he
thought Boston was too far away from
his girl. To his amazement his boss asked
him to stay and offered to raise his salary
to the munificent sum of $35 a week.
"I can't

"Ill

stay,"

Frank told him, "but

Never

Dance

hot,' I'donlove
so admirati
you're
fromit.
much
that not
even but
I want good,
from
coming
him. It would mean more
him than from anyone else, for I know
he is doing the thing he loves, and that
it's the biggest thing in his life. But I'm
just as sure we'll never share it. You
can say for me to all the people who've
wanted to know about it that we'll never
dance together."
YOU can be pretty safe in calling that
modesty. Nothing else could have
prompted a decision affecting the two
greatest dancers in the world.
"In a rehearsal hall we could talk our
stuff, but that's all," she surmised. "Fred
wouldn't dance with me. He'd know we
could never be a team because we're uttersee," leaping up, "this
ly different. You
is Astaire."
Suddenly the air was full
of legs that seemed to hit the ceiling.
"And this is me." Her feet tapped the
floor like drumsticks.
What I did see, aside from a free show,
was that Eleanor Powell could be both
herself and Fred Astaire.
"But," she chirped, lighting like a bird,
"we
have one
thing in You
common,
our ballet
training.
can and
see that's
it in
Fred's poses. But tap is just as difficult
as ballet, and the competition
is far
72

please put that offer in writing so 1 can
show
it to my with
father."
Reinforced
this evidence of his
business ability, Frank returned to work
for his father, but his mind was on the
theatre. His brother, Ralph, had become
well known on the New York stage and
had discarded the family name of Wupperman for Morgan, which Frank also took
later for his stage name.
He knew Edgar Allan Wolfe, the
author and producer of a vaudeville
sketch, slightly — well enough to ask him
for the job but not so well that Mr.
Wolfe knew he was inexperienced. He
got the job, after reciting a list of his successes with various stock companies, "All
of them so far West that he couldn't
check up," Mr. Morgan explained.
After the opening night his salary was
raised to $75 a week. When he confessed
that it was his first time on the stage,
Mr. Wolfe said, "You were all right, just
the same." and kept him on.
He had met his sweetheart on a "blind
date" and that's one time he wasn't late.
Their romance was interrupted by every
obstacle her parents could devise. When
they learned that Frank aspired to be an
actor, they rushed their daughter off to
Europe. And even when he began to meet
with considerable success, they didn't relent, so the young couple eloped.
They are one of the most popular married couples in Hollywood. No party is
complete without them and, as. one of his
friends told me, "If you really want to
see Frank at a party."
should and
laugh,
WhenyouFrank
his brothers were
growing up and getting married, his
father offered $5,000 to the son who had
the first baby boy. Frank, the baby of
the family, yelled his objections to this
offer for his brothers were getting married, one by one, and he was only eighteen
years old. The offer stood, however, and
for the next
several
worried
moments
wereyears
whenFrank's
one ofmost
his

with
Astaire !" Says
{Continued from page 27)
keener. There are only four well-known
tap dancers, Astaire, Bill Robinson, Ruby
Keeler and Ginger Rogers" — she was leaving out herself — "while there are twenty
or thirty premier ballet dancers."

GETTING in the tap class is like being
among champion fighters. And it calls
for the same strict training. A girl's tap
dancing all depends on the life she leads.
She must do no drinking, no smoking, and
be early to bed. That gives her a tight
figure and keeps her eternally young. All
the fun I have is going across the street
to see a picture. I like dramatic pictures. It's the same with plays. All the
time I was in New York I didn't go to
a single musical show. As for night clubs,
I hate them. I don't drink or smoke, so
why should I sit around and put on the
Ritz? That's what makes it so hard for
me to find a boy friend. With them it's
nothing but let's go, let's go! They're
all so modern that they don't think of
anything else. I should have lived in the
time when lordly gentlemen put down
their cloaks for dainty ladies to cross a
mud
hopped up and demonstrated roShe puddle."
mance in the spacious days of back-bending gallantry.
"But I never even get any mash notes,"

brothers' families was "blessed eventing."
Always he suffered more than the expectant father, but each time, to his great
relief, the stork left a girl. It was probably his most triumphant moment when,
years later, his wife presented him with a
son — the first grandson — and he won the
Another incident, which gave him the
$5,000.
greatest personal satisfaction, was his
election to a vice-presidency in the business left by his father.
Having made a name for himself as a
comedian on Broadway, he confesses he
came to Hollywood hoping to repeat some
of his stage successes in pictures. But
Hollywood, in characteristic fashion, decided he should represent the serious side
of
life
the dignity of the comsociety. ;munityuphold
and, in other words, be a pillar of
"And there's nothing more depressing
than
be a cast
pillar,"
alwaysto was
as aFrank
banker,groaned.
who went"I
around muttering about money, or a
father who worried over his wayward
His contract held him in Hollywood for
two
years or more before his great opporchildren."
in "Thethrough
Affairs with
of Cellini,"
which tunity
he came
romped
all the
zest he had been forced to keep under
cover. Since then he hasn't been in a
bank — in a picture — and at the moment
he is in such constant demand that he
can't get a holiday. He would like to dc
an occasional play but having reached that
afford
to. salary stage, declares he can't
four-figure
"It's not only the difference in salary
that I would lose," he explained, "but the
time
the Morgans
screen." are constantly conTheofftwo
fused, even in the minds of their friends,
"but the only time I object," Frank says,
"is when I read in the paper that I've gone
to Europe, where I want to go, and it's
really Ralph who has gone."

Eleanor

Powell

she confessed. "That's all right with me,
because I couldn't do anything about them.
I have no time for love. People ask me
why I don't go out on Saturday nights.
The answer is, I go to bed and stay there
through Sunday. The rest of the time
I'm working. But it's worth it, for today
tap dancing is put on the level of art.
That's why I'm now proud to say I am
Eleanor Powell, tap dancer. I'm prouder
still of being able to do twenty-two
pirouettes, more than Nijinsky ever did.
That is the one thing that makes me different from anyone else in the world."
"T)UT both Astaire and I have the same
-D peculiarity," she was happy to say.
"Fred dreams his dances, Irving Berlin
told me, and so do I. At other times I
dream I can't dance a step, and wake up
in cold terror. But the funny part of it
is that when I am dancing, I don't know
what I'm doing. My feet think ahead of
my mind. All my dancing is a matter of
feeling. Of course, I have to think out
things before I get going, and I always
'Borna
out a something
to thinkI do
try Dance'
to
high-kick new.
waltz In
among
you trade one of the trees for
of trees."
lot"Would
"One?" she cried. "I'd trade 'em all!"
Astaire?"
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break in pictures. I'm grateful to Hollywood for all that it has given me. I'd do
it all over again, if I had the chance.
What would I have been, if I hadn't found
a place on the stage or screen? A truck
driver, maybe. Or an oil driller. I worked
at that once, you know. I have no illusions about my abilities and capabilities.
I know I'm just a lucky fool. Life dealt
me all
turethe
worriesaces.
me. But, I'll confess, the fu"I know I'm good for only so many years.
Then I'm through. And what happens
next? For the last year or two I've been
doing all the things which I should be
looking forward to doing in the next ten
or fifteen years. I've had freedom from
financial worries, a comfortable home,
enough leisure to hunt and fish when the
spirit moved me and to do some travelling.
If my life were like that of the normal,
average man, all that would be before me,
instead of behind me, when they put the
forty candles on my birthday cake.
I'M not a business man and I have no
profession or training except for the
stage and screen. So I don't know what
kind of work I can do when I'm washed
up in" the only line I know. In this age of
specialization it's the experienced men, not
the rank amateurs, who are in demand.
And
forty. it's hard to begin something new after
"I'll tell you a little secret. Each year
the old, simple country life, the very kind
of living from which I once ran away to
escape, becomes more and more attractive
to me. I guess I'm still a farm boy at
heart. As I grow older, it seems to be
taking hold of me. When I look around
at all the hectic worry and work of Hollywood, Ilong for the time when I can get
away from it all and go back to peace and
quiet, where no one knows or cares about
movie stars and pictures and contracts and
options.
"However, I'm wondering whether,
when that time finally comes, I'll still be
so crazy about it. The grass on the other
side of the fence is always greener, you
know. Maybe if I go back to the farm,
it will turn out to be as monotonous as it
was before and I'll want to break away
again."
His years of Hollywood success have
done a great deal for Clark and he is honestly and sincerely grateful. He tries to
prove his gratitude by doing his best possible work in every picture and by registering
no complaints when he is assigned roles
which he does not like. Other actors, not
so wise as Clark, have protested violently
against pictures and parts which they did
not wish to play. Many of them have fallen by the wayside, while Clark has plodded
steadily and surely onward and upward.
"I'm paid to work in pictures, not to run
the studio," Clark told me once, speaking
with the sane, sturdy wisdom of his Pennsylvania and Ohio ancestors.
Clark is one of the fortunate few who
has kept his head and managed to be
in Hollywood without becoming a part
of it. He has taken only the best from the
town and has wisely discarded the empty
glitter. Hollywood has given him success
and money, a smoothly polished exterior,
an easy inward poise, which he never could
have gained elsewhere. But it has not
turned his head or made him forget that
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his day of glory is tragically short.
He lias many acquaintances but very few
intimate friends in the picture colony. He
has never had any desire for social success. He has always enjoyed the simpler
things like small groups of congenial
spirits around a blazing fire, hunting and
week-ends in the mounfishing trips, long
tains or on the desert. He has established
a well-balanced plan of living, work and
plav, occasional gay parties, frequent quiet
week-ends, away from Hollywood where
he doesn't have to shave or wear a collar
from Friday night to Monday morning.
Before his separation from Ria Gable,
they entertained frequently in their lovely,
dignified Brentwood home and they were
entertained by people whom they liked and
enjoyed. Since the separation Clark has
been living quietly in a Beverly Hills hotel,
but his way of living has not been greatly
changed. He still goes places now and
then, usually escorting the blonde and gay

Carole Lombard, and he still slips away
alone for his long week-ends of hunting,
fishing or camping.

ONE rainy Saturday night a short time
s stufrom
thehismenmount
one of
g to
ain Clark'
was drivin
He
cabin.
dioago
in
rant
restau
n
stopped in a forlor little
an even more forlorn little village along
the way. There, to his surprise, he found
Clark Gable, sitting with the shirt-sleeved
proprietor, talking and drinking coffee. No
one in Hollywood knew where Clark was.
He said that he intended to drive on
through the rain until he was tired and
then find a place to sleep.
Down in Hollywood, on the other side
of that curtain of rain, there were a dozen
gay and sparkling parties, where Clark
would have been more than welcome. But
Clark was sitting at an oilcloth-covered
table, drinking hot, strong coffee frorn a
thick cup and swapping yarns with a mid-

Love

Sneaked

dle-aged man,
whoman
didn't
know
or gray
care
that the tall,
dark
in the
rough
sweater and the cap was one of the world's
greatest screen idols.
But,towhen
Clark doesn't
have night
to comeor
back
Hollywood
on Sunday
Monday morning, when he has unlimited
time to hunt and fish and explore strange
places, will he enjoy them as much as he
does now, when he is stealing them from
the busy excitement of his working life?
That's what Clark is wondering, too. His
present contract will be ended when he is
thirty-eight. He never wants to sign another like it. He hopes to make one or
two pictures a year, good pictures, for two
or three years. Then he believes that his
day will be done. And before him will
stretch the long, golden, empty years.
"All I hope is that I shall be able to
find some enjoyable and profitable way to
fill them," Clark said. "I don't want, and
I can't afford, to be just an idler."

In

(Continued from page 54)
"I don't miss the round of entertainment because after awhile you tire of
partying. Frances and I go out as much
as we wish, but spare hours on our ranch
are more appealing than you might suspect. Responsibilities are more exhilaratthe lack of them, another truth
ing
than
I have stumbled on !
"When you're playing at romance you
pretend to be concerned with the current
girl-friend's problems, but you aren't seriously interested. You can't be,, unless her
fate's intertwined with your own. If it
is, you can heed her opinions and suggestions and trust her judgment completely."
Joel and his Frances have preserved
their individuality by going on, publicly,
as two separate stars. They don't mention
each other except when it's necessary.
They don't grant interviews on their
passion. They don't believe in
colossal
that old Hollywood custom of romancing
publicly.

LOVE has inspired me to buckle down
in earnest," Joel maintains. "I'm
think
but Iing
an actor
of evide
much
not
at
oneI've
nce yet,
of becom
shown some
last. The thanks belong to Frances. She
is a sincere artist and always has attempted to do everything in her power with
each role assigned to her. I figured
I couldn't acquire any technique, that I
could register sufficiently by 'being myself.' When I didn't relish a role, I
would not strain myself. Love's made
me far more conscientious. Now I try
to be the character I'm portraying.
"Moderation is a splendid principle, even
in love. Frances and I were offered a lot
of money to do a picture together. _ We
declined. It would have been capitalizing
on our affection. If the roles had been
marvelous, and we'd been qualified for
them by our talent, that would have made
a difference. But we visualized the publicity that would have been sent out. We'd
be sold to the theatres to lure curiosityseekers. If we hit as a team, they would
have requested more and more films of us
together. Then the more sensible fans
would have commenced groaning, 'Oh,
there are those two again ! Can't they
not
their love to themselves?' No,
keep
for us.
.
"As time goes on, I'm more convinced it
wouldn't be so smart for us to work together. Frances hasn't made a picture in
some time — her last one was 'The Gav
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Deception.' But when both of us are
working, we're anxious to get home, to
recount what's happened on our respective
jobs, and to relax in each other's company.
"Frances hasn't been in the Goldwyn
Studios in the two years I've been under
visit. I've
Goldwyn,
contractforto her
called
on her not
set even
only to
occasionally.
Then I've waited in her dressing-room.
It's not professional to be hanging around,
and if she were making a romantic scene
it'd probably embarrass both her leading
man and me. No wife would run down
to her husband's oil station and sit there
all day, watching him pump gas. No wife
wants her husband underfoot when she's
attending to her business."
Although Joel did select a successful
actress when he picked his bride, Frances
Dee isn't the superficial type. She manages to provide Joel with as pleasant a
home as that to which his mother accustomed him. And there's no furious pace
about their menage, either.
The producers have an altered attitude
towards him since he has married, Joel
disclosed. "They size me up as more
stable, which I am. Rather than branding
me a boy, with a degree of personality,
they're regarding me as an actor of sorts,
fact, Mr.
with signs of ability!" (In
Goldwyn has loaned Joel out twice m
recent months— to Columbia for "Adventure in Manhattan", opposite Jean Arthur,
and to 20th Century-Fox for "Banjo on
My Knee," with Barbara Stanwyck.)
Joel's new wish to excel in his chosen
line is decidedly obvious. He raves oyer
such a performer as Paul Muni, for instance, and describes himself, in comparison, as "nothing." He doesn't assume that
, ybutas he's
is to itbe asstupendous
future
his
he
noteworth
to make
bound
can.

"My bringing-up was advantageous in
endowing me with business insight. But I
was handicapped for the actual acting.
I'd been doused in manners, taught to
reactions. It's no cinch to let
suppress my
go before the cameras and a
yourself
people!"
flock of he's
wondering how he can tear
While
open his soul, as he swears Muni does,
coddling himself with
Joel's no longer
the notion that he can be a cowboy if his
boots are in Hollywood. That was m the
back of his head until love brought him the
perspective of an adult.

"I could never be a cowboy now," he
chuckles. "The McCoy cowboys _ would
never forget that McCrea was in pictures.
Anyway, I don't want to switch trades.
I'm more intrigued with the movies than
ever, and it's taken me seven years to
reach the point where acting begins !"
Love, you funny thing ! Take a bow
mation.
for one more very successful transfor-

Harold and Mildred Lloyd step
out for cm evening's fun. Mildred
looks pretty enough to make a
screen come-back, doesn't she?
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(Continued from page 58)
Joan indulged all her pet fashion fancies
in the things she chose for her trousseau.
She loves soft, feminine clothes that
achieve their effect from color and line
rather than from surplus material,
draperies, fripperies and such. For evening
she prefers long sweeping lines, with
frocks that cling through the bodice and
waistline, outlining her figure. Just such
a gown is the black crepe princess model
with the deep square decolletage outlined
in the same gold looped beading as that
which composes the brief bolero jacket.
The beaded border, to both the jacket and
the dress, is set with turquoise stones
Another form-fitting and very feminine
model is the long-sleeved black crepe
restaurant dress which has a scattered
patterning of sequins on the slender skirt
and hip-length tunic. Although the neckline is high at front, the back is cut out
in a deep square. The sleeves have slight
fullness above the elbow in a semi-leg o'
mutton effect but are tightly fitted to the
wrist below. With this, Joan wears a velvet turban with a dashing bow at front.
Her fur cape is cross fox.
Joan's favorite color is blue, all shades
of it. She chose the charming crepe dinner •gown with short sleeves, square
neckline and flaring fur peplum because it
combined a soft dusty blue with her pet
fur, mink. Again you will notice the snug
fitting to the bodice and waist with the
skirt slightly flared toward the hemline.
SPEAKING of the colors she likes, Joan
said, "Brunettes can be as vivid as
they like, but when blondes go in for red
or vivid green, or other bright, sharp
colors, they only succeed in looking hard
and cheap. For them, colors must be
softened and toned down in order not to
give them that glittering look that is most
unattractive." Besides blue, she likes the
aforementioned dusty rose, golden browns,
black or white for evening and occasionally green in the softer tones.
While she wears tailored suits often
during the day, she always introduces a
frilly . blouse or vivid scarf to obtain a
feminine effect.

"Though I try to keep tailored things in
my daytime wardrobe," she told me, "I
revel in the most feminine things at home.
My negligees are all of velvet, satin or
chiffon."
One of her trousseau negligees, pictured,
is of gray chiffon over Nile green. The
whole gown is made on graceful, sweeping lines, with full, cape-like sleeves and
a train to the skirt. Pink roses cascade
from the bodice to the hem in front. Certainty the most bride-like of negligees,
isn't it? Another one, not pictured, is a
two-piece affair. A white satin robe with
a pleated, full-length cape of chiffon.
A favorite daytime ensemble consists
of a black wool coat over a mustard yellow silk crepe dress. The coat is cut with
classic simplicity, collarless with a flare
to the hem which is bordered in cross fox.
The silk dress is very simple, too, with
a high draped neckline and fitted long
sleeves. A high-crowned, brimless black
felt hat with a quill placed at a sharp
angle makes a perfect topper for this
costume. Joan wears a corsage of orchids
right at_ the waist-high closing of her
coat. This is not pictured.
Like so many of the Hollywood stars
this season, Joan likes the tunic silhouette

When
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and has repeated it throughout her trousseau, both in evening and daytime costumes.
"This year, the tunic and peplum lines
that are so important happen to be most
becoming to me, so I've been able to have
them in evening frocks, afternoon clothes
explained.
and even in tailored suits," she
While she and Dick sailed in a leisurely
manner by the canal route, she loved to
dance on warm evenings in the romantic
black net gown which she had selected for
just such purpose. The tremendous fullness of the skirt is achieved by the ingenious use of twelve set in gores, each of
which is topped by an appliqued disc of red
velvet. The same red velvet is used in
crossed bands to define the waistline and
the crossed detail is repeated again in the
bodice where the net gives the effect. Her
shoulders are covered by short, looped
sleeves.
A chinchilla muff is the only decoration
used to accent Joan's long and quite Victorian looking evening wrap. This wrap is
in a beautiful shade of Coronation blue and
is doubly stunning when worn over a black
crepe dinner gown with shoulder capelets
and deep flounce of the same shade of
velvet. The flounce is outlined in tiny,
hand-embroidered flowers, the same motif
repeated on the cape sleeves, where they
join the bodice of the dress.
A flower patterning is used again in
Joan's trousseau, this time for a gay,
puffed sleeved lacquered satin jacket which
tops a dull black crepe gown. The pattern
is a small flower motif printed in an allover effect.
THIS is only a sample of the lavish
trousseau, but it gives you a small idea
of what a completely feminine person Joan
is. Also it proves that even a busy, popular actress can be as romantic and sentimental about her trousseau as any girl,
the country over.

One thing that Joan said, as we parted,
that I think is especially worth passing on:
"One of the most important things in
being well-dressed, to my way of thinking,
is to watch your hose. No matter how
expensive the rest of your costume, if your
hosiery is not sheer and clear and in the
right shade, the entire effect can be ruined.
Therefore, I am careful about the shade
of hose I wear with each frock, and always, always have hose that are sheer and
utterly ringless.
"Also one of the costume rules that I
"is to have
always follow," she continued,
my shoes and bag of the same material
and shade, whenever possible and to have
my gloves match either my hat or some
trimming on the hat, in the latter case the
hat itself will match my frock. I do not
like gloves and bag to match as I consider
the contrast of the glove against the bag

same month that Joan and Dick
most
The effective."
were married, three other prominent Hollywood couples joined the altarward procession— and in each instance the brides
wore costumes that were well worth keeping in mind for future reference in case
any of you step off between now and June.
Mrs. Frances SeyHenry Fonda's bride,
mour Brokaw, wore a bouffant taffeta gown
with inset circular stripings of tulle. And
her hat was an off-the-face model of the
same taffeta with a bow as its only trimming. She, like Joan, chose a most apmarriage. propriate and correct costume for a second

and
However,
Ann
Sothernboth
had Maureen
all the O'Sulliva
fun of an first
wedding with veil and the trimmings. Maureen, for her church wedding at high noon
the traditional white
to John Farrow, wore
satin with voluminous tulle veil. Her gown
was made with a fitted bodice and flared
skirt — she carried gardenias and white
orchids.

It took Ann to strike the most unique
note of all the brides. Her wedding was
most unique, in fact, as the ceremony took
place at one minute past midnight. Ann
had not planned it that way but both she
forgot
Pryor law
and Roger license
three-day
andabout
had California's
to postpone
the original day and hour until the license
could be made legal. Ann's costume was
charming — she wore a blue metal cloth
gown with fitted bodice, square neckline
and short sleeves, the skirt of which was
full and floor length. From a tiny Juliet
cap of the metal cloth, floated a brief but
full tulle veil. You can't imagine a more
effective foil for Ann's blonde beauty. She
carried huge branched orchids, the stems
of which were tightly wrapped in satin
ribbon. A stunning costume for you who
like to be different and arresting.
With all this bridal chat, I must not forget to urge you to fill in the coupon below
which will bring you my January Shopping
Bulletin. It's chock full of fashion hints
and is yours for the asking.

Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Kindly send me your special
JANUARY SHOPPING BULLETIN.
Name
Street
City
State
(Please print)
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Contest

Winnahs!
1st prize — Mrs. Charles
Hatcher, 1517 Makiki
Honolulu, P. H.

M.
St.,

2nd prize — Lydia Klodzinski, 43
Clilfmor St., Rochester, N. Y.
3rd prize — Helen Cora Purdy,
61 Diamond St., San Francisco, California.
4th prize— Halpin Abbott, 311
Oak Cliff Blvd., Dallas, Texas.
5th prize — Doris G. Frazer,
Wainwright Hall, Kew
Gardens, L. I.
6ih prize — Loretta McGann, 182
Academy Ave., Providence,
Rhode Island.
7th prize — Eleanor Dean, 2623
Barron St., Memphis, Tenn.

A wine and white check wool dress, high-crowned suede hat
and a gold charm bracelet are Mary Carlisle's sports regalia.
But for dinner dates she wears a romantic black velvet gown
with perky velvet hat.
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8th prize — Ruth Thomas, 2019
Binney St., Omaha, Nebraska.
9th prize— Thelma Kem, 1206
Mill St., Eugene, Oregon.
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(Continued from page 35)
whenever she was fortunate enough to
rate a call from a casting office. It was
director Edmund Goulding who noticed
her in a crowd. He was struck by her
budding sweetness and foresaw the spark
of personality which was to lift her from
the rank-and-file. Furthermore, he took
the trouble to send her out to the Pathe
studio, where they were building up a
stock company. Marian's test was satisfactory and she was put under contract.
"By this time I was crazy to act," she
recalled. She was smart, besides, for she
realized that talkies demanded more than
mere prettiness. With rare acumen she
went to Nance O'Neil, famous stage star,
and arranged to be coached. Miss O'Neil
was persuaded to tutor her in how to
stand, how to walk and in voice placement. They enacted Shakespearian and
modern dramas. Marian was inspired to
think of what she could make of herself
if she exerted her energy.
By no means has Hollywood been a
snap for this astonishingly optimistic girl,
however.
had to fight, not only for
recognition,She's
but against
bad breaks that
would have floored a less spirited person.
For instance, Pathe let her go. (They
dismissed Carole Lombard and Lew Ayres
simultaneously. Only then it was no joke
to any one of them !)
Undaunted, Marian scurried about and
landed a six-months' contract with Samuel Goldwyn. Of course, she was ready
to exercise the technical knowledge which
she'd been acquiring by sacrificing luxuries. But she was only asked to deliver
a few lines in Eddie Cantor's "Whoopee."
Meanwhile, she was still enrolled in public
school. Marian blithely studied under the
teachers provided on the sets, when she
was unable to attend classes. A hectic,
dual adolescence, but she thrived on it'
One of the chief things about films
Marian has stumbled upon is that there's
nothing more deceiving than apparent security. If you tackle Hollywood, don't
expect to rest on your laurels because
you win a contract. Goldwyn didn't take
up
option. But she wasn't sleeping at
switch.
the her
She had engaged a business agent by
now- Four days after she was out
in the
cold, she was at another studio for a test.
It was so promising that she was immediately signed on a long-term deal
STATEMENT OF THE
„f n.™™££
»t MODKKN
State* of» New
York (
County of New York )

"Then for six months I was forgotten.
II kept
my coaching with Nance O'Neil ;
delvedup into
dancing. Then, finally, I met
Edward MacGregor, a stage director. I'd
heard he was putting on 'Young Sinners'
for a West Coast run and securing the
feminine lead would let me show I was
worth being cast in a picture. 'How
old are you?' Mr. MacGregor demanded
when I walked into his office. I countered with 'How old
suppose!'
I sounded surprised atdohisyou
imagining I
could be too young to essay a wild flapper."
THIS youthful confidence captured the
part for Marian. Talent, polished by
her resolute concentration, emerged to
make her a hit in both Los Angeles and
San Francisco theatres. She was sixteen,
but she had nerve enough to hold her own
with veteran performers. And as soon
as she finished with the play, Warners assigned her the coveted character of Trilby
in John Barrymore's "Svengali."
Everything was grand. She emoted with
Willi am Powell and Edward G. Robinson
and other greats. Then, at eighteen, she
was rewarded with official stardom.
Shortly, there ensued one of those peculiar bad breaks that is apt to ruin you
in Hollywood. Through no fault of her
own, Marian was bewilderingly disregarded. Itseems she had a terribly strenuous program, one lead skimming upon the
heels of another. A threat of illness made
it necessary for her to go to a hospital
and, while she was there, her agent secretly informed her employers that she'd
not return to the lot until her small salary
was tripled.
This audacity was so infuriating that,
when Marian was well again, none of the
executives cared to speak to her. When
her option came up for renewal it was
allowed to lapse. Not until months afterwards did she fathom the riddle.
Gradually the prejudice against her
"temperament" faded as she evidenced her
natural amiability. But when you once
lose momentum it's no cinch to re-arouse
Hollywood. She eventually won some
leads, and then she accepted foreign offers. She heroined in England and in
Germany, mastering sufficient German to
speak her dialogue herself. That little
feat was accomplished in three weeks,

OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION . ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE
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HELEN MEYER, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th
day of ASeptember,
ALFRED
R. COLE, 1936
Notary Public, Nassau Co. 1849.
Certificate filed in New York County.
New York County
Clerk's No.expires
858, March
Reg. No.
(My commission
30, 8C518.
1938.)

Give
MENNEN

me

the

GIFT

BOX

It contains the oil and powder
that are antiseptic

"Mummy — please tell Santa to come across
with a Mennen Gift Box this Christmas —
'cause it sure will help protect my skin
— a
in itkind
look what's
against
Oil — the
Antiseptic
MennenJust
bottle ofgerms.
most all the hospitals* use daily in caring
for babies' skin. Besides, there's Mennen
Antiseptic Powder — it also keeps germs
Gosh,canthere can't be a better gift
away. that,
than
there? So, Mummy, tell
Santa to bring me a Mennen Gift Box."
*Nine-tenths of all hospitals important in
maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic Oil.
Doctors endorse it . . . as well as Mennen
Antiseptic Powder. Get both products in a
Mennen Gift Box.

$1 and $X~*^ &t your druggist
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in contact with visiting celebrities along

incidentally.
But Marian wanted to regain her place
in America. So she came back. Columbia
put her under contract and Josef von
Sternberg selected her to portray the
Punishdramatic Sonya in "Crime and
ment." She was admirable with Ruth
Chatterton in "Lady of Secrets," and
"Counterfeit" has helped to make her more
of a favorite.

with
do a little checking on Marian
can ones."
You local
as I have, if you wish. You must concede
that she's profited mightily by passing up
the ordinary routine for a screen career.
Aside from the obvious advantages she
she's unquestionably enhas obtained
riched herself, as a person.
She knows about clothes. Association
with sma rtly dressed women has endowed
her with excellent taste. The subtle tricks
of charm, which mean so much, are hers.
She's habitually attended the outstanding
concerts — the Philharmonic Auditorium
automatically reserves seats for Marian
for every program and she always has a
box at the Hollywood Bowl. So her apdefinitely above
preciation of music
e.
agis
.
aver

all these troubled episodes behind her, she still isn't the least
cynical. "You have to be strong enough to
stand the gaff anywhere," she contends,
that I'm gratephilosophically. "I don'tI'msay not
that noble!
ful for hard knocks.
But when you get a slam, the alternative
that occurs to me is to keep on trying until
e." life with what
er chanc
hav£sheanoth
you
s her
compare
When
been if she hadn't become
it would have
a movie actress, she rejoices at the way
fate guided her.
"I certainly wouldn't have travelled, or
have been playing leads in Hollywood,
London and Berlin when I was twenty—
I'd
I was yyoung.
when
I hadn't
if
to meet
opportunit
had the
have begun
never
so many noted people. Your interests
can't help but broaden here, when you're
WITH

"Experience isn't detrimental to a girl,
she vows. "It's a tremendous asset. You
must encounter unanticipated things and
be strong enough to conquer the dilemmas
— to gain real poise. And if you handle
you won't
conduct rightly temptations.
your personalabout
a career's
have to fret
Men judge you as you wish to be^ judged.
"I've never had any 'puppy-love' affairs.
You'll be thrown with older men if you
head for Hollywood. But they're not ogres.

He

Plays

in

Indeed, they're more exciting because
they've
been places and are doers as well
as dreamers.
"Your dates will be for dining and
Perfect ordancing at glamorous spots.
chestras, attentive beaux, and the feel of
being in the midst of a gala week-endbe
that never ends. What could
party fun?
more
"Since I haven't been to college I can
to what I've
conclusions
merely draw
missed.
I don't
want to as
sound presumptuous, but the only loss I can think of is
that I've worked too steadily to have time
for many girl friends. They're nice to
have, I'm sure.
"Actual acting is far more valuable than
theoretical study of the drama ; chumming
with those who are constantly accomplishing is more beneficial than reading about
You can click in Hollywood if you have
the prominent."
as much ability, astuteness and spunk as
this girl. I suggest that you induce your
however. Marifamily to come with you,home
to return to
an has always had her
at the end of her adventuring out into the
movie world. And she appreciates it.
What wisdom there is in this extraordinary young lady !

B-Flats

{Continued from page 34)

to another company, Bob returned to
M-G-M with fresh honors under his belt,
or on his lapel or wherever an actor
wears fresh honors.
Now the acting business, in case you
don't know, is a business^ in which the
participants are never satisfied. If the
story is all right, the director is terrible.
And if the director is all right, the actor's role is impossible. If an actor gets
a contract, which he has been pining _ for,
he no more than signs it than he wishes
he were free-lancing. Nothing is ever
perfect in this profession. It seems to be
a part of the game for an actor to spend
about half his energy complaining about
the hardness of his lot.
Here was Bob, with just cause for complaint, it would seem, never saying a
word. He just plugged along. And
then he was sent to England to make
a picture with Jessie Matthews. He was
Love Again"
— "It's
picture
in that
good they
for another and
him
wanted
—so that
Matthews to Hollypromised to send Miss
wood to make a picture in exchange if
Agent" with
make. "Secret
wouldne only
he
He made the extra
Carroll
Madelei
picture, to the delight of audiences, his
stock soared and he returned to his home
studio. And what do you think happened then? You'd never guess, but he
was put right into another B-picture. In
fact, a couple of them.
Then something happened to make Bob
in Hollythe envy of every young actor
wood. He was given his choice between
working with Lily Pons in her current
picture, or playing the male lead in
"Stowaway" with Shirley Temple.
Now put yourself in Bob's place. What
would you do if you had to choose between
Lily and Shirley? It is likely you would
be in as much of a quandary as Bob
was.
"Here I was, in a position I'd wanted
to be in all my life," Bob confessed to
me, "and I almost collapsed. I read both
scripts and the role in 'Stowaway' seemed
to offer me more than the other one. However, there were other considerations that
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made the Lily Pons picture very inviting. Icouldn't sleep nights. I paced the
floor. I couldn't make up my mind. And
then I said to myself : 'Look here, you've
got to decide sometime. You'll either be
I decided on 'Stowright or wrong.' So
away.' Everyone tells me I decided on
the wrong picture, so I think it must be
I'm very pleased
the
aboutright
the one.
whole Anyway
thing.
"There's one thing about a Shirley
Temple picture," he added, "and that is
everybody
that
often spoken of as
is it."
Youngsees
Robert
that fits few
description
a
"normal,"
being
actors, for, as one said to me recently,
"no one expects or wants an actor to
be normal." But applied to Bob, the
speaker usually means that he has kept
surprised me
his balance. It wouldn't have
if Bob had said it was all nonsense not
to be normal in Hollywood, but he didn't.
"I used to think that," he said seriously. "Before I was married and even
for a while afterward I thought that
Hollywood was just a place like any other
place; that it was up to the individual
it is
easy.balance, but now I don't think
keepso his
to

, "be"In the first place," he continued
fore I got my job in pictures, I worked
for a stock broker for $100 a month.
My first job in pictures paid me $100
a week. Immediately everything was on
a different basis. I don't mean that I
or anychanged or forgot my old friends
thing like that, but naturally you do things
a little differently, live a little better,
have more and better clothes and do more
things when your salary is increased to
four times its former amount.
"I haven't changed my friends, however.
I have kept all my old school pals. I do
that for two reasons. One is that I like
them and the other is that associating
with people who do live normal lives
balance."
my an
keep of
helps
Thenme heto told
evening recently
when he and his wife took a young marbirthday.
ried couple out to celebrate the wife's

conBob
club,"
a night
to "where
went tinued,
s meet
all the
actor
WE
and talk about themselves. I was prepared
these
for a typical night at a cafe, but
friends of ours were so thrilled to be
there, to see the stars and noted people
that I found myself sharing their ento see the place through
I
thusiasm. began
instead of these bored eyes of
eyes
their
mine.
"Another thing that makes it easier for
my wife and me to remain normal and
avoid a lot of pitfalls that get in front
of some of our friends, is that we have
known each other for such a long time.
We were friends for years and sweethearts all through school. But this business does offer a lot of handicaps that
However, it
doesn't.
a bank
in less
working
is more or
up to
the individual, and
with all its drawbacks the picture business offers a lot of compensations.
"I'm grateful for all the opportunities
it has given me — for my home, the comforts, the good times and the knowledge
that I will be able to give my child a
be
one I'll of
there's
good education.
eternally
grateful And
for, the
opportunity
meeting and knowing Lewis Stone. His
friendship has meant a lot to me.
"You know, a fellow can be a great
actor and an awful heel at the same time,"
Bob expounded. "Lewis Stone is a great
actor and a fine gentleman. No matter
what happens, he ignores it all. He refuses to let anything upset him. _ All the
petty annoyances and even the big problems go over his head like water over
a duck's back. And when his work is done
and he can get out on his yacht, he is
king of all he surveys. He puts the
studio entirely out of his mind and is
just Lew Stone. I've learned a lot from
Choosing for a pal a man old enough
my association with him."
to be his father, isn't the routine generally followed by the aspiring young acof Hollywood's
just one
tor.
But that
a habit of
makes
thatis Bob
set rules
breaking. In a town where "you must
entertain the right people — the ones who
can help you along—"; where "you must
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be seen at this or that popular cafe or
night club," Bob goes merrily on his
way doing what
he thinks best. One of
the items on the "must" list for an actor
is to have a business manager to handle
his money in addition to an agent who
gets him jobs.
"But why should I have a business manager?" Bob demanded. "I think it's silly.
I can't save money, so I put a certain
amount of my salary in the bank every
week and when that's gone, that's all
there is. If I overdraw, the bank gives me
hell and I have to make it up the next
week. The rest of my salary I put into
insurance and annuities. It doesn't require any master mind to do that."
T T sounds almost too good to be true,
A but Bob has retained his perspective
in a town where perspectives are all out
of step. He is even eager to work more
than he does— even in B-pictures — because
he figures that every role he plays teaches
him something about his work and prepares him for a future regarding which
he has a plan.
"You see," he said earnestly, in discussing his plan, "I'm almost twenty-nine
years old. In five years I'll be close to
thirty-five which, if you stop and think,
is the age of most of the really important male stars in pictures. Outside of
and a few others, of course,"
Taylor
Bob
he added.

"I've been in pictures about ten years
and I hope I've been learning all that
time, but I'm not ready to be a star yet.
If- I keep on going as I am now; if I
work hard and get to be a really
good
actor, a competent, versatile actor, why,
when that big part that every actor hopes
for, comes, I'll be ready for it. I'm
studying music now. Not because I'm a
musician crying to express myself or because I think I have any great voice,
but because that will be one more tool
for me to use in my business.
"I'm grateful that
career
gone
along in a smooth, my
steady way;hasthat
I
haven't been pushed into stardom before
I was ready for it. Sometimes those
meteoric rises to stardom have a fall that
is just as rapid and spectacular.
"I've been very lucky," he confessed.
"I haven't had to suffer for my art. I
didn't even struggle to get into this business. Iwas pushed into it."
And then he told me how he had a job
with a stock broker and a friend suggested he join the Pasadena Community
Players.
"Well, that was fun," he declared ensiastical y. "Ienjoyed it. Of course,
I learned a lot thuover
there, but it was fun
doing it. I would have been out dancing
or going to the movies if I hadn't been
rehearsing every night. A fellow has to
go some place. But I wasn't suffering or
making any sacrifices."
If Bob only knew what he was missing
by not suffering for his art, suffering
being one of the most satisfactory compensations derived from the business of
acting. _ But even without suffering, someone with vision saw this handsome boy
playing minor roles on the stage and he
was given an M-G-M contract and has
been with that company ever since.
Of course, no one is perfect and Bob
has one bad fault. He is an inveterate
knocker. On one subject he has nothing
much good to say and, strangely enough,

Cash
Turn

Prizes
to

! of his
Young
the
object
vigorous attacks is Bob

"I'm a 'putter-offer,'" he declared solemnly. "Honestly, no matter how badly
I want
to it. to do a thing, I never get around
Despite my arguments in his behalf,
he went ahead, determined to convince
me that he is dilatory; that he
take advantage of opportunities anddoesn't
that
manana is his favorite word.
T NEVER would have applied for a job
A in pictures. I might have wanted to
ever so much, but I never would have
gotten around to it. I plan things to do,
«ug
' but
t seem t0 £et to tnemHere's
one1 don
example,"
he continued.
We wanted a dog to raise with the baby.
Our friends offered us dogs of various
breeds, sizes and ages, but we never accepted one simply because I couldn't decide which one to accept. Six months
went by and then one day our cook returned from a vacation with a little mutt
dog under her arm.
"The vet I took him to told me that
there was a dog that
could look almost
any
dog
in
the
eye
and
call him 'brother'
without being wrong more
than once out
of ten times, and the only strain in him
that he could positively recognize was
Maltese Terrier. Being twice the size
a Maltese Terrier should be, the assumption isthat his parent
around'
some. But he is cute and s we'gotkept
him
and now are as attached to him as we
could be to the finest dog in the land.
But you see, if the cook hadn't taken
matters into her own hands, we probably
wouldn't have a dog yet.
"I get twelve weeks off every year,"
he went on. "Often between pictures
I m off for a few days or a week. And
twelve weeks of vacation is more than
a bank clerk gets. I have loads of time
to do things— like studying languages,
reading good books, doing things to improve myself— but I don't do them. Everyone should have a hobby, but I haven't.
I play tennis and play with the baby
and fool around, reading whatever is at
hand instead of choosing good books, and
the first thing I know I have to get started

may ."not choose good books, but
on He
a picture
one thing he does read is the criticisms
of his work. And when I caught him
nodding his head and muttering: "That's
right. I did do that," I supposed it must
be a very flattering review. On the
contrary, this particular reviewer had gone
after Bob hammer and tongs.
"He's right, too," Bob declared. "I see
what he means, and I won't make that
mistak
e again."
Sometim
es Bob is late for an appointment and it is invariably because he has
become engrossed in a book or magazine. And often, as he starts out his
front door he will stop, stoop over and
read an entire issue of some advertising
publication that has been thrown onto his
front porch. Can you imagine the handsome young actor, his head almost touching the floor, his posterior in an exalted
position, reading avidly the bargains offered by Hollywood merchants?
"I guess there's just one way to break
me of that habit," he said with an engaging grin, "and that is for someone to
sneak up
and pin a sign on my back—
a sign that reads : 'Kick me.' "
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Every
for

Here's something for the girl who "has
everything"— a gift to give herself. Beautiful eyes! All wrapped up in a package
(the ingredients are). Or you can purchase
them singly. Don't wait for some one to
give them to you — prove yourself gifted by
getting them immediately . . . and see how
many eligible young Santas want to put
you on their Christmas trees! First, there's
Kurlash! Slip your lashes into it today.
Like magic, they curl back in a fascinating
curve. How much bigger and brighter your
eyes look now that they have dark, fringed
frames! Kurlash accomplishes this transformation in only 30 seconds. No heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1 at all good stores.

e's another real gift.
Darken the lash-tips with Lashtint while they are held in Kurlash. It adds that ravishing
in mistletoe
and wrapshimevery
. .. , and— red
- , ribbon
.'ook that
man gift
up
on your
pile. Lashtmt is the water-proof puts
mascara applied with
a convenient little glass rod. It dries instantly
and
looks completely soft and natural. Comes in black
blue, brown, or green. $1.

And, finally, the gift of color . . .
subtle, imperceptible . . . but, oh,
so tellingl Smooth a bit of Shadette
eye shadow in your favorite shade
on your lids It will make your eyes look larger,
deeper in color, and more brilliant. Shadette comes
in twelve intriguing daytime shades. Mix gold
silver with green or blue to give your eyes an exoticor
iridescent look that's irresistible for evening. 75c.

Month!

Details

W rite Jane Heath for advice about eye beauty. Give
MM-1
The Kurlash
Company,
N. Dept.
plan. Address
beautyRochester,
f°r Person"!
,c2r"''n9
12™
Kurlash
Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3. Y. The
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WHAT

AWFUL

HEADACHE!

• When old-style laxatives fail to bring relief
causes— it s
from the headaches constipation
time to turn to FEEN - A - MINT. Because
delicious
FEEN-A-MINT is different; it's the differe
nce
chewing gum laxative, and what aINT
acts
that chewing makes! FEEN-A-M
thorouh.ghly, in the lower bowel —
yetstomac
gently,
not
in the

• Your life can be so different when you re
free from the chains of constipation! FEENA-MINT, the modern laxative brings relief so
easily and pleasantly. No griping orNoupset
disafter-effects.
stomach. No weakening taken
at night. Forget
turbance of sleep when
old-fashioned methods and join the 16 million
changed to FEEN-A-MINT,
people who have
the modern laxative. Write for a free sample
toDept Q-l, FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

THE

STAGE

IS SET

When in New York . . . stay at the
beautifully, conveniently located
ST. MORITZ— on-the-Park.
Enjoy really good food . . . truly
diplomatic service . . . genuine
Continental atmosphere . . . very
sensible prices.
Home of the world-famous
RUMPELMAYER'S
CAFE de la PAIX
RESTAURANT de la PAIX
SINGLE ROOMS from 3.50
DOUBLE from 5.00
SUITES from 8.00
TERRACED SUITES and APARTMENTS
Booklet on Request
ST.MCHITZ
On-the-Park
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
NEW YORK
Personal Direction: S. Gregory Taylor
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{Continued from page 42)

He heretofore has been quite successful in
living this freedom. Now, success enters
g "The
to plav the role of heavy. FollowinDietrich,
Song of Songs" with Marlene
"The Constant Nymph," "What Every
Woman Knows" with Helen Hayes, and
"Glitter" with Joan Crawford, Brian found
himself a prime favorite with the fans.
There was one producer in Hollywood
who knew he was a prime favorite and
wanted to star him in pictures. That was
BUT— Mr. Thalberg
Thalberg.
Irving
didn't want to cast Brian in big productions unless he was willing to stick close
conto Hollywood, sign a 52-weekto atheyear
movies.
tract, and devote all his time
Mr. Thalberg, being happily married to
Norma Shearer, and also knowing the zest
that romance puts in life— real or reelhad a solution to Brian's dilemma but that
young man merely chuckled over it and
let it go for a chuckle. But this is the
idea and this is the way it developed.
One day on the M-G-M lot, Brian was
in Irving Thalberg's office, talking career
and pictures. Mr. Thalberg interrupted the
conference to pick up the telephone and
call his home. Mrs. Thalberg, otherwise
the beauteous Norma Shearer, answered
the call.
"Norma," Irving began, "I've got Brian
waited.
my office."
in Norma
"I still can't induce him to devote all his
Irving continued.
pictures,"
time
Stillto Norma
waited.
"But I've got an idea," Irving came to
the point. "What Brian needs is to fall in
love, get married, and settle down in Holly-

Norma considered the idea box-office —
domestically and professionally.
"We'll have to find the girl for him,"
wood."
Irving ended.
Norma was diplomatic. Finding the
girl was something else again. It still is,
for Mr. Aherne doesn't discuss his personal affairs other than to say, under crossexamination, that he is not married; he
never has been married ; he never has
appear at
wanted to marry ; and it doesn't think
difthe moment that he is going to
ferently, being as free from the thought as
ever before in his thirty odd years.
"There's the difficulty," he admitted. "If
I don't sign up on a yearly basis to make
I shan't get the parts
it appears
pictures,
enjoy playing. On the other
I really
that
perplexedly, "I love the theatre.
hand,"
I've
been in it all my life, but now there
seems to be a difficulty with that, too —
and also because of pictures."
"For instance?" I encouraged.
"Well, there was my part as the English lord in Katherine Cornell's play, 'St.
Joan.' It was a beautiful role and I _was
very enthusiastic about it. But while we
were on the road with the play, I received
a number of letters from people who saw
it saying they didn't care for me at all in
such a disagreeable part."
AND it was a decidedly disagreeable
part that Mr. Aherne enacted. He
was the dastardly Britisher who, for reasons of political gain, sent the heroic Joan
to the stake to be burned. FurtherArc
of
more, he wore costume and a bit of a
beard. And those who have seen him act
pleasant roles in pictures, didn't share his
pleasure in such a disguised, despicable
stage role, no matter what he may think

or feel about it. These same frank dissenters were the people who, liking his
work in the talkies, have brought him to
the threshold of stardom — provided he will
yield to the way the producers want him to
live, and work.
"What
do youhisthink
do?" I asked.
He shook
headyou'll
indecisively
and
puffed at the pipe which, having gone out,
he re-lit, nipping the match into the fireplace. "I don't know. I don't take to the
idea at all of settling down in one place."
Apparently, he never has settled. He has
played on the stage in London and he has
made pictures in England. He has a
charming little cottage down in the English
countryside, which is the nearest thing to
being settled he has ever managed. He has
played in Australia and spent enough time
on a sheep ranch there to get a taste of
Australia in the rough.
"I enjoyed
he the
commented.
"The
ranch
was milesit,"
from
railroad station
and there were no neighbors for miles
about. I did a little riding around the
place with the men — most interesting. We
took a supply of tea and sugar and then
started out to see that the fences were intact and the sheep safe. The trip takes
days, for the ranches in that country are
simply enormous. When it was time to eat,
the chap took a bit of tea, put it in a pot
of water, dug a hole in the ground, built a
fire over the pot. Then he caught a sheep,
skinned it, and roasted it over the fire. Tea
and mutton got done together. Then we
dined. It's a quiet life and a sane sort of
life, but it grows on you as does the
"It sounds like a place to stretch," I remarked.
country."
He half-smiled, nodding. "It is— with
to help." I returned
sky and
plenty
"But ofthere's
still stars
Hollywood,"
to the main issue. "Do you agree with the
producers that you should give up your
"I'm afraid I see their side of it pretty
life to pictures?"
strongly," he admitted. "After all, you
know, they do put a great deal of money
into their pictures and, if they build a
entitled
they're
to stardom,
playerinvestment
their
in the
player
back to
in get
his
"Then if you agree with them you'll sign
"I don't know," he said.
stardom."
like Hollywood?
Because if
year?"
for ayou
up"Do
"I do like it," he interposed quickly. "I
can't say I altogether understand it, but I
like it. I was told the first time I went out
I wouldn't be" able to wait to get back to
don't —
you York.
The second time, I'd think of
New
coming back to see the shows. And the
third time," he smiled, "well, the third
time I'd close up my New York apartment
and move out bag and baggage. But I
don't know that I've reached the third
"Couldn't you still have the freedom you
yet."live in Hollywood?"
stage
enjoy
"I'veandnever
been tied down," he moved
restively. "I've done what plays I've
wanted" to do. I've traveled when I've
wanted. And I've made pictures when I've
parts."
not make the producers come
the why
"Then
liked
around to your way of thinking," I suggested brashly.
deplored,
"They apparently won't," he
and added, amused at his own predicament,
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"I really don't know how
makeOne
up has
my
mind. Money is good to to
have.
obligations, you know. But so is freedom."
"And Mr. Thalberg's idea — romance?"
"I'm not in love," he answered briefly.
WHICH,

in a way, if one be romantically inclined, seems a pity.
For Brian Aherne is a most attractive
young Englishman. He is rather a shy
young man who, in appearance, reminds me
vaguely of a youthful edition of Percy
Marmont. He is six feet three, leanly
built, with light brown hair and blue eyes.
He feels most uncomfortable talking of
himself and, as a matter of fact, is decidedly wary of granting interviews. There is
a clause in his contract saying that he has
to see only two interviewers a year, so my
being one of the two is perhaps in the nature of a feat. He has an older brother
named Patrick, who was a star in the silent days of pictures in England. Patrick
is very happily married and has several
children. He has a sister, Elena, who was
on the stage but gave it up to open an
antique shop in London.
Brian has no pet ambition, other than
to act parts that he enjoys and avoiding,
when possible, playing just so-so hero roles
opposite well-known women stars. He considers himself a decidedly hopeless subject
to be interviewed. That he enjoys golf,
swimming, and motoring; that he has a
valet who travels with him and takes care
of him and whatever his home happens to
be— house, apartment, or hotel suite; that
he imbibes tea at four o'clock regularly;
that he doesn't care for large parties or
slews of people or night clubs and such
obvious glitter seems of no consequence to
him and, being so very personal, he can't

Handsome

Is

As
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see how it would interest anyone. He is
interested in travel films, though the idea
of making any himself doesn't stir him to
any other than casual interest. He is very
fond of his country place in England and
cheerfully proud of it. He has traveled
muchcountry.
in England, on the Continent, and in
this

He is neither happy nor unhappy but has
a decided capacity to be either. He is very
much the bachelor type, which combines
a liking for and an impatience with the
loneliness of that state and the idea of ever
giving it up. He dreams a good deal, but
has the fortunate — or unfortunate — knack
of so clearly seeing another person's viewpoint that on occasion it interferes with his
own decisiveness.
Which is where we met Brian Aherne
and his problem — money or freedom. With
freedom he will have money, to be sure,
but not the potfuls of gold that Hollywood
showers on its favorites. And being acutely aware of the value of money in these
days of not so much of it, he hesitates to
decide his problem lest haste make for repentance and difficulties. He doesn't usually hesitate in making decisions, and the
fact he is doing so now contributes to his
unrest. Life has suddenly been transformed for him into a big question-mark
and a question-mark isn't the simplest of
obstacles. Particularly when one answer
brings the pot of gold and the other — well,
the life of the free-lance can be champagne
or soda-water. And champagne is much
cozier than soda-water.
As you read this story, Mr. Aherne is
again back in Hollywood, having just finished "Beloved Enemy" with lovely Merle
Oberon and this trip may
tell the tale:
money or freedom.

Make-up

don't be-it is so easy, dainty
the ntoz&Asi way
There should be no confusion about that intimate
and important subject — feminine hygiene.
Yet how can women avoid worrying about methods they realize are old-fashioned— open to serious
question? Do you ask yourself: Must I stick to my messy
and clumsy method? Is it efficient? Do you exclaim:
My method is embarrassing, hateful! How — where —
can I find the ideal method for feminine hygiene?
Why just hope for the answers? Thousands of
happy, enlightened women now enjoy a method
that tant—isdainty!
modern, safe, effective, and, equally imporZonitors, one of the latest developments of modern science for feminine hygiene, offer a new kind
of suppository that is small, snowy-white and
GREASELESS!
While easy to apply and completely
removable with water, Zonitors maintain the long
effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend.
No
mixing.
No clumsy apparatus. Odorless— and
an ideal
deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles be_ofits antiseptic
"burn" causedanger
to delicatepower
tissues.yet freedom from
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail coupon for informative free booklet.
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{Continued from page 53)
of your mouth. If you use an indelible
stick,
fresh lipstick over old.
Removedon't
the apply
old first.
WE

hear a great deal about following
the natural shape of the mouth.
Generally speaking, this is excellent advice. But if you have a very bad mouth,
there's no law against experimenting with
a few alterations. A liquid powder — very,
very carefully used — can blot out to a
great extent the natural outline of your
mouth, and then you can draw on your
own lips, following as much as possible the
natural shape and just fixing things up a
littleyou
where
feel it'swith
necessary.
say
mustyou
experiment
this, andI
once you discover a trick that works,
stick to it. If you wish to enlarge a thin
mouth a little, do it at the outer curve of
the upper lip— not at the bow. Just a
tiny bit. Again generally speaking, I'd
say it's okay to make a too-small mouth
look a little bigger, but a bad idea to try
to make a big mouth look smaller. Bigmouths are nice and generous and they
happen to be fashionable.
The above two paragraphs go for all
types.
so
. . . I can't talk about lipstick all day,
2. I have said, for daytime, the young,
natural, wholesome type should do with a
minimum of make-up, and often lipstickwill fill the bill. But not always. The
next most important accent to the face,
after the mouth, is the eye. If your lashes
are light and dopey looking, use mascara.
Brown, not black, for daytime, even
though your general coloring is more
brunette than otherwise. Just tip the
lashes with the brush, very lightly, and
then after the goo dries, brush your

lashes out with a fresh dry brush. The
same advice goes for eyebrows. Don't
draw the brows out beyond their natural
length, either. Instead of mascara, you
may find that a soft brown pencil, feathered across your lashes and brows, will
give the desired effect. Or perhaps one
of the good eyelash growers, which are
brown in color. Kill two birds with one
stone, you see— doll up your eyes and
"grow" your lashes at the same time. I've
been asked if one can really and truly
make lashes grow. M. M. will tell you
the truth : they will grow a smitch — maybe a sixteenth of an inch in length — with
long, faithful application of lash-grower
or vaseline. They will grow materially
thicker, however, if you keep after them.
And that ain't all : the applicati
of
grower or vaseline gives them bodyon and
life and sometimes a tendency to curl
upward,
which makes 'em look longer and
thicker than
they really are. Now are you
satisfied ?
Don't use any other eye make-up tricks
in the daytime except the above.
I guess I don't need to tell you that if
your face shines like a beacon without
powder, use powder. A very slightly
darker shade than your own skin. Get
after that excessive shine with a mild
astringent tonic and cut out fats and
sweets from your diet for a spell. You
should, of course, use rouge if you look
terrible without it. Cream rouge for normal and dry skins. Cake rouge for oily
skins.
Very little.
3. Here are some stunts that this type
of
girl may do for gala occasions — for
evening.
After powdering, dash a towel, wrung
out in cold water, against your face. Don't

Zonitors, 345 1 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y. C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.
Na
me

Address
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Two of Hollywood's smartest
dressed women — Dolores Del
Rio and Constance Bennett —
talk about their personal wardrobes in February
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is easy
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prove that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn
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Bauer & Black, Dept. B-46,2 500 South Dearborn
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offer expires. Write today.
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rub. There's something about this trick
which kind of "sets" the powder for the
evening. You should experiment, first,
of course.
Try using two different shades of powder— in other words, highlight your face
with powder. You might use a darker
shade on your nose, if you consider it a
little too prominent. If your face has a
tendency to hollow in, like Dietrich's, at
the sides — which is werry, werry fascinating— blend a darker shade of powder into
these hollows. Under soft lights, the two
shades won't be obvious.
Do some one thing — just one — that will
make you look entirely different from your
daytime appearance. If you go without
mascara most of the time, use it for a
party. I know a blonde whose lashes are
thick but light. She darkened them quite
a lot for one party and wondered why she
had suddenly become so popular. Blue
mascara for blue-eyed misses is swell. But
stay away from the more exotic shades of
eyeshadow, you young people ; such goings-on are for older girls.
A change of hair-do can make a striking change in a girl for a party. Do the
opposite of what you do in the daytime :
wear it rather slick and severe, if your
customary coiffeur is soft and loose, or
vice versa. Refrain, though, you young
people, from complicated, "fixy" hair-does,
and these ultra-sophisticated hair-ornaments which are the rage just now.
AND now a word to really pretty
girls, which brings up Loretta
a case in
point.because
Lorettaof isn't
aYoung
strict,asauthentic
beauty,
her
big mouth, but she's close to it. She's not
striking — like Kay Francis, for example —
nor unusual, like Garbo, say. She's just
unusually pretty. There's a softness, a
passiveness, an ultra-femininity about her.
There are thousands of attractive girls in
this country, just as pretty in their way
as Loretta is in hers. I wish they'd be
content to let well enough alone. I wish
they'd be content to stay pretty, and not
try to be sophisticated types, exotic types,
what-have-you types. I wish they'd keep
their skins nice, by sensible diet and regular care, and let their make-up go at a
touch of powder on the nose and a touch
of soft-colored lipstick, perhaps. I wish
they'd leave their eyebrows the natural
shape, with only the merest bit of grooming for tidiness' sake. I wish the pretty
girls with the soft brown hair — like
Loretta's — would let it remain soft brown
and not go bleaching and henna-ing it.
Being pretty to start with, so many young
kids think they can turn themselves into
all-time wows by using a whole lot of
make-up and going in for hair-dye. They
end up looking tough and hard-boiled.
For this type, soft colors are the thing.
Off-shades of rose and blue. Warm, not
hard, bright, shades of red. Grey-green,
golden-brown, violet-blue — the more feminine, alluring shades. Soft, feminine
lines, too. Not too strictly tailored. Not
too clinging to hip and buzzoom. Suggesting, rather than revealing all the lines
of the figure.
Irene Dunne may use every kind of
make-up on the market. I don't happen
to know just what Miss Dunne uses, but
she could give her face the works, if she
desired. Whatever this screen favorite
puts on her face, she puts on with the
best of taste and the greatest of care.
That's one object lesson we'll draw from
Irene : good taste, a ladylike appearance
under all circumstances. The word ladylike has sort of gone out of fashion, but
M.M. thinks it's still a pretty fine word.
The other
drawaverage
from
Irene
is this object
: beinglesson
a morewe'll
or less
type (with all due respect to her) and
having advanced beyond the young-girl

age, she can do what she pleases to her
face and hair, how she pleases and when
she pleases. Betcha I could take any
number of girls in the late twenties and
early thirties who are kind of drab — neither good-looking nor bad-looking — and
make them as attractive and smart as
Irene Dunne.
Here's how I'd go about it :
Pinning the hair firmly back from the
face and binding a towel around the locks,
I'd thoroughly cold-cream said face — remove every trace of make-up from it— and
see what Nature had given us to start
with. Let's say the eyebrows are too close
together. All right — we'll cheat on Nature
a little by plucking them an eighth to a
quarter of an inch away from the nose.
That sets the eyes wider apart, right off.
Then we'll shadow the lids, at the outer
corners — out and up, toward the temples.
This will be done before any powder or
anything else
be
daytime
the our
shadow
to
shadow is the

is applied, for it's going to
don't cream
want
bemake-up
obvious.andA webrown
best choice.

Let's say the face is too narrow. We'll
put the rouge far out on the cheeks. If
the face is too wide, it will go closer to
the nose. If it's too heavy in the lower
part, we'll put shadows of rouge low down
to make the face look thinner. We'll use
a medium shade of cream rouge and
blend it in like crazy so that no line of
demarcation shows.
LET'S
try oneover
of this
the liquid
foundations
and seepowder
what
the effect is. These foundations give a
mat-like, dull finish to the friendly old
face. Or let's try that semi-liquid makeup that so many of the girls are using
instead of powder when they want their
faces to stay made-up from seven a.m. to
five p.m. It takes a little practice to get
these liquids and semi-liquids on without
blotching. Don't forget your neck when
you're applying powder, liquid or ordinary.
But to get on with our work . . .
Let's say we want to use regular powder— the powder that comes in the bottle
gives a "too made-up look" for daytime.
It would be fine for evening. Press powder on, don't rub it into your skin. Press
on an excess quantity and then remove
the excess with a bit of clean cotton or a
powder brush. You'll have to write me
about
here. shades — I can't go into all of that
Well, there we are with our eyes shadowed and whatever rouge is necessary
and a careful workman-like coat of powder
on. Then we'll take a little cream or oil
and remove the powder from the eyebrows
and eyelashes, brushing them afterwards
with a tiny brush kept just for this purpose. How do we look? Do we still need
mascara? Or are the results good enough
for daytime, plus a dash of good, bright
lipstick? Remember, our aim is good
taste, we don't want to look too theatrical.
If possible, save the mascara for evening,
when you may use as much of it as you
like. Also for evening, there are shades
of eyeshadow like you never heard tell
about — gold, bronze, green-gold. Very
sophisticated, but the girl we're talking
if she'll
get away with
can exercising
about
keep on
the them,
all important
good taste. In other words, she may use
whatever she likes in the way of cosmetics— the maddest shades of eyeshadow,
the wildest reds for her lipstick. But she
uses a little — she blends everything in
carefully. There are no blobs of color,
no hard lines where rouge leaves off and
pale skin begins.
Well,
and beauty
now there's
Hepburn,
who
is no
in anyKatie
language,
but
who has turned her plain, angular face
into a distinguished, interesting face.
She's an inspiration to plain women — to
// you can't be
downright ugly women.

MODERN
pretty, be different. How? Well, there,
my children, you'll have to write
for
personal information and send meme your
"pitcher"
if possible.
Hepburn's
tricks
of individualit
y isOne
her of
mouth
makeup, which I happen not to like, but it is
different. She has little shape to her
upper lip and she makes it up straight
across, and gives it shape by a trick of
lifting it when she talks. Her eyebrows
are short, rather thick and blunt, and she
leaves them so, refusing to draw them out
to the usual exotic Hollywood length.
The under
exquisite
of Garbo"'s face
comes
the modelling
head of authentic beauty,
but there's many
plain woman who might
give her face aarresting
distinction by
adapting Garbo's eye make-up to everyday living. A line is drawn, with a black
or brown pencil, far up on .the eyelids,
Close your eyes and run your finger over
your lid, way up into the eyesocket. That's
where the line goes. When your eyes are
open, the effect of this line is evident,
more than the line itself. For off-screen
purposes, of course, this line should be
blended and blurred a little. It gives that
heavy-lidded look. It wouldn't suit everybody, naturally, but it's worth experimenting with. At the outer corner of Garbos'
eyes, a tiny triangle of black is placed, to
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give that mournful, droopy look. Again,
blend and blur. Such goings-on plus a
touch of mascara and perhaps a little artificial shaping and lengthening of the
brows, can add glamor and interest to
even a plain face.
Well, girls, upon reading this article
over, I'm scared to death. I tremble to
think of the results, when, as and if some
of you put one or two of the screwier
stunts detailed herein into effect. But,
on second thought, I really don't tremble
so much after all. I'm sure you'll take
the general advice here for every-day use,
and leave the more high-falutin' things
for special occasions. Be sensible about
make-up and use your judgment about it.
Moderation in all things is still a good
rule. Your friend, M.M., is eager to
answer personal questions from any of
you. I don't answer questions in the
magazine — your letters to me are treated
as "poissonal" and private correspondence.
Be patient if the answer seems a long
time in coming— I try to give you a thorough answer, even though tardy. The
address is Mary Marshall, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please don't forget the stamped, addressed
envelope. Thenk yez !
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(Continued from page 43)
Now, how can you resist such unabridged candidness as that?
"We
have
it until
she declared to
as be
we atsettled
at midnight,"
our table.
"And it's so warm there on the set I'm
not hungry." She glanced at the menu
and continued, "Says she, ordering a
steak!"
(Only she chose a vegetable plate
and
coffee.)
I BEGGED her to go into her story —
she did.
And here 'tis, in her own
words.
I think you'll agree it's a pip.
"I was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut
where my father edited the Bridgeport,
Herald. . We moved to New York City,
but it didn't make much difference because Iwas attending convents. I went
to three, and at last to New Rochelle
College.
"I'm crazy about dancing
s,
when I was home, I had all. theWeek-end
Saturday
night dates I could. Saturday, day-times,
I took dancing lessons from Jack Donohue. That was a bright idea ! You see,
this result.
whole Hollywo
probably
od rwind-up'
the
I remembe
I wass seventeen
when I got my first job.
"It seems one of my best boy-friends
was at Washington and Lee University,
in Virginia, and I decided to go down
there for their final dance of the year.
So I departed from my campus quite
unceremoniously. I wired my mother —
after I was on the train.
"Well, that was fun. When I got back
met me at the
to New York, mother
Pennsylvania station with fresh clothes.
She said, 'If you're ever planning to get
through college you'll have to hurry to
New Rochelle for your eyes.' So we
dashed to the Grand Central station and
with a kiss and a skip I headed for my
train.
"Only I had another brilliant brainstorm
a second before I got to the gate. My
very best boy-friend was graduating from
West Point that week and I'd certainly
promised to be on hand for all the excitement. You know all the fuss there is,
all the grand parading. I was dying to
go to that ball, too. Besides, we were
in love !

Fortunately, I had a round-trip ticket
to West Point in my purse. I had my
evening gown
I'd taken South, and
the fresh outfitthat
in which to arrive
in a
blaze of glory. Also, twenty-five cents
in cash in case of emergency. So naturally Iswitched destinations.
"It was a marvelous week! Of course,
we were to have eloped. But we quarreled—got dramatic. Anyway, he was so
much older — twenty-seven.
"I arrived home on a Sunday evening
and Monday morning
I went shopping
Who should I bump into but Tack Donohue's business manager? When he found
I was out of school he said, Too bad
we didn't know that before. Jack's sending a troupe to a leather fair in Boston
at five o'clock this afternoon. We could
have used you.' I scooted to Mr. Donohue's studio as fast as I could scoot and
insisted I could learn the chair-dance tap
routine then and there. I did, in a couple
of hours. I phoned mother, what I was
up to, and she stated that she supposed
it would be all right— evidently my mind
was made up !
"She sent the maid down with some
clothes for me and I took
the night boat.
Our dancing was on for three days, but
Jack Donohue thought we were good
enough to become a vaudeville act. We
lasted at that three weeks, closing in
Freeport, on Long Island.
I WASN'T
I wasbe invited to a home
party.long
Whountil
should
at
it but Jimmy Durante and his partners,
Clayton and Jackson. Young Mr. Clayton,
who was nineteen and so more my type,
was positive I had talent. The three
of them were opening in a week at Les
Ambassadeurs, an exclusive night club.
Mr. Clayton told me to call him as he
was sure I could acquire the hang of
some of the routines. I never did have
all those steps pat, but I got by somehow.
"That was swell. But I soon was fired.
And here's a queer twist of fate, too.
Al Seagal, who's the assistant dance director on this picture I'm doing now, was
the man whose duty it was
to give me
the air!
What for?
Well, there was '
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wired his New York office to try me
again. I decided I might as well take
the test, so I did. That was on December
22nd. They informed me I registered
and was to leave three days after Christmas. I landed here in Hollywood on
New Year's Eve.
"I didn't know a soul and I was scared
stiff. But I'd been fairly popular in the
East, bandwagon.
so I was ready to climb on the
local
"My first week in Hollywood I was entertained continuously. Then I was assigned
a
role. week,
But, Isince
start for another
went Ito wasn't
the beachto

A

WHOLE
OF

every day to acquire a modish tan. I did
such
a keen
job out
that ofafter
first Iday's
shooting
I was
the the
film.
was
too dark. _ When I faded out I was pretry onceJudge
more."
Therepared toArline
hesitated for breath.
You've read most of the rest in brief
news dispatches from Hollywood. She
began with leads and her beguiling pertness has caused her to be in constant
demand.sideredAt
pert Arline
is conone ofpresent
our ablest
comediennes.
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But screen success isn't all Hollywood
has given her.
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Believe it or not, Roz Russell
wore this "boots and saddles"
get-up to the tennis matches!
Looks kinda swell, doesn't she?
a Yale-Dartmouth football game and I
went to it with a particularly handsome
Dartmouth grad. The trouble was that
we were having such a fine time I didn't
bother to get to the club until two a.m.
"I wasn't any loss to them. But Jimmy
Durante felt sorry for me. Shows what
pull will do — he knew the Silver Slipper
was opening a new revue in a few nights
and he got me in there. At the dress rehearsal they were instructing us about the
green I didn't
was aso technical
andd I such
finale
term.evenI
understan
stepped out of line and inquired blandly,
'What the heck's a finale?' Everyone
screamed, seeing I was perfectly serious.
It struck them so funny they introduced
that crack
formance ! as my speech in the per_ "Harry
Carroll
club one toevening and he
askedwas
me atifthe
I wanted
do
a buck-and-wing specialty in Ruth Selwyn's '9:15 Revue.' That meant doubling
in two places. But the strain didn't hurt
me, for the Selwyn production folded in
six weeks. After the fourth, when we
were in Chicago, I left because I had an
offer to join the second 'Little Show.'
"Mr. William LeBaron caught the revue and offered me a film test. I wasn't
interested. By then I had the hunch that
I was a genuine smarty. And I was
satisfied with what I was doing. When
the show closed, however, Mr. LeBaron

These
of "AreRuggles,
the making
?" Wesley
DURIN
OurG Children
who was directing, fell madly in love with
her. He sensed her splendid acting possibilities, also, and encouraged her when
she wondered if she could deliver in the
complex business in which she discovered
herself. She realized that she loved Wes
far more than she'd fancied she had adored
those adolescent heroes back East.
So, within a year after jumping into
the greatest adventure a modern girl can
experience — going into pictures — Arline
had a thriving career and a husband who
was ace-high. She moved into a huge
house, and shortly she had a son. Becausea shepopular
is so social
she'sgood
become
hostessminded
and her
humor makes her an ideal guest.
Perhaps all this luck tempted the gods.
At any rate, last spring Arline and Wes
separated. It was an excellent opportunity
for the gossips to swing into action.
"I like people," Arline was telling me
over
her second
coffee,Wes
"andandI
like them
to like cup
me. of When
I disagreed I stayed home alone for three
weeks. I knew that whomever I'd be seen
with would be blamed for breaking up our
marriage. Then I— well, you recall the song
'Painting the Town with a Broken Heart' ?
That was my impulse. I took ill and
was in the hospital for a month. I
phoned Wes from there and asked him
if he'dstayed
go home
He's
on. and watch over the baby.
"I've been swamped with writers' requests for 'the inside' on my personal
problem. I haven't given a single interview about
and I you
shan't."
"Has
thisit, made
more serious?"
I interposed.
"Certainly," she replied. "When you
have a child you stop being so impetuous. When you've a home to supervise
you have responsibility thrust upon you.
When you find that you actually have
a spot with the movie public you're grateful for it, and want to hang onto it. Because I choose to go out when I'm blue
is no indication that I'm taking things
casually. That's what the gossips say.
They don't know that there have been
times when I'd have broken into tears
in the middle of the Trocadero if anyThe director left the restaurant and
one had cried, 'Boo !' "
that was a sign Arline's free hour was up.
I helped James assist her into her limousine. "I hope you got a story," she remarked, suddenly and surprisingly wistful.
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(Continued from page 8)
14. Rudy Vallee as a prizefighter.
15. The Marx Brothers as the Rover
Boys.— Joe Campagna, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Season

Tickets

for Movies?

Why not a season ticket for movie audiences? Ithink this would be a great
inducement to those who are not frequent
attendants and so do not know which pic-

ture they would care to see, and so often
end up by not going at all.
Season tickets could be sold for a month
or more, and, with a slight saving on the
"strip," the
rs" could revel in seeing
a favorite "regula
show twice,
while the uninitiated, who were doubtful about the kind
of show to visit, would feel they might
risk a ticket. On the assumption that
we all love a bargain, I feel sure that season tickets would be a great success, and
bring many a new fan to the flickers.—
Connie Cowell, Vancouver, B. C, Canada

We're interested to know how you will vote on these fifteen
questions The results
-sue o" MODERN SCREEN
?U,fSh!d in,a
FUlt SrESSUS1"
^ »d M°' M°DERN
M^ison Avenu™Ne^ Yorfc n" Y°
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SCREENS
1. Best actor on the screen is
2. Best actress on the screen is
3. Most handsome man on the screen is
4. Most beautiful girl on the screen is
5. Best singing star (male) on the screen is
6. Best singing star (female) on the screen is
7. Best musical for 1936 is
8. Best child actor on the screen is
9. Best child actress on the screen is
10. Best dancer (male) on the screen is
11. Best dancer (female) on the screen is
12. Most promising newcomer (male) on the screen is
13. Most promising newcomer (female) on the screen is.
14. My choice for a Modern Screen life story is
15. My picture choice for the Academy Award for 1936 is.
Ny name is.
Address

(City)

WANTALLIIRE

(State)

• Beauty standards, personal charm and the art of
feminine allure depend on slender,
graceful,
youthful lines. Do you want to reduce; wear
smart
gowns; find beauty and invite romance?
Weight Controls are small capsules, containing
no dimlrophenol, no thyroid or other harmful ingredients. They increase metabolism and assist
nature to banish excess flesh. One box of Weight
Controls will last eight weeks. Lelters from users
lell us that the average weight lost by taking one
is 15 ofpounds.
box
THE according
Weight MAIL
Controls,
COUPON to instructions,

Weight Controls, Inc., Dept. M-137
33 West 47th St., New York, N. Y.
□ Weight
Enclosed Controls,
find $5. postage
Please send
paid. one box of
□ Send one box of Weight Controls C.O.D.
I will pay postman $5 (plus 23# postage).
= Name,
= Address.

Johnny Farrow,
without bride,
liva
n, njoinO'Su
Mauree
ls up
with Lili Damita
and husband.
Enrol Flynn, at
the tennis
matches.

MR. MRS. OR MISS

.State.
Foreign orders, cash in advance
M City.

NAILS

Set ot 10

NU-NAIL

CO.

AT AVTEW!
MOMENT'S
Smart,NOTICE
long,
x' tapering nails for
everyone! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any
length and
any desired
shade.polished
Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Jiasily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed
will.
Marvelously natural-looking. Try atthem!
85
CHICAGO,
ILL.
NU-NAILS
1401
W. JACKSON ELvST FINGERNAILS
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at

the

Lloyds

(Continued from page 13)

on't let chest colds or croupy coughs go
untreated. Rub Children's Musterole on
child's throat and chest at once. This milder
form of regular Musterole penetrates,
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
naturally because it's a "counter-irritant"
— NOT just a salve. Recommended by many
doctors and nurses. Three kinds: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild),
and Extra Strong, 40^ each.
CHILDREN'S

MILD
HOW
SKIN BLEMISHES
Are Now Instantly Concealed
arks. Pimples, Liver Spota,
Frecklee, Braises, Circles Under Eyes
unsightly
made LURE!
amazmrl other
y invisible
with spots
DERMA
pplied in a minute— lasts all day.
""'aterproof
, Blends perfectly
. Light,
Medium, Brunette
and SunTan.$latDepartment
and Drug Stores. Purse size at all 10-cent stores.
DERMALURE, lnc.v Winnetka, Illinois
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We with
build,tinging
strengthen
the
organs—
not
lessons—
but silent
byvocal
fundamentally
eoundabsolutely
and scientifically
correct
exercises
..
JI| and
guarantee
to
improve
any
singing
or speakingvoicevoicebookat—sent
least free.
100% Learn
. . . WHY
Write
for
wonderful
yoa
can now
have theunder
voice17 yon
sent
to anyone
unlesswant.signedNo byliterature
parent*
vun-fc
vromuit.
stud
PERFECTit t>4
VOICE
INSTITUTE.
Studio 7211
E. Lake St., Chicago
BUSY

HOUSEWIFE

EARNS

400
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was too good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School dents
of were
Nursing
stuoften able
to earn $2 5 a week
tch He learning practicalshe sent
nursing.forHowever,
the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought decided to enroll. Before she had completed the sevlesson sheshewashadable
to accept
three enthmonths
earned
$4 001 her first case — In
Think of the things you could do with $4001
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, bywell-paid
profession
of Nursing.
Course
endorsed
physicians.
38th year.
Lessons are
simpleis
and easy to understand. High school education not
necessary.
Complete Decide
nurse's today
equipment
included.
tuition payments.
that you
will beEasy
one
of the many men and women. 18 to 60, earning $2 5
to $35 a week as trained practical nurses! Send the
coupon for interesting booklet and sample lesson
pages. Learn how you can win success, new friends,
happiness — as a nurse.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 231 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
A'ame_
Ottv-

-Age-

with a plunge in the outdoor swimming
pool ! Quite a California finale, is it
not?
But within the house itself, Christmas
is observed along more traditional lines
in an atmosphere that is essentially
friendly, simple and homey despite the
grandeur of the surroundings. That can
be explained, doubtless, by the fact that
the Lloyds are really "family people" with
a keen liking for gay and informal entertaining at their own fireside and with
a firm determination to make their place
a real home for their children.
"We make the greatest fuss possible
over every single holiday, even the less
important ones," said Mrs. Lloyd, seated
opposite me in the lovely French-style
music room with its white baby grand
piano and delicate flower-painted ceiling.
The three children, Gloria who is 12,
Peggy, 11, and Harold Jr., 5, sprawled out
comfortably on the pale rose rug, seemed
fully as interested in their Mother's remarks .as I. And why not? Weren't we
going to talk about Christmas? So they
were all ears as she continued.
U*IRST, of course, we decorate every
*• single room with holly and mistletoe— while the children's playhouse comes
in for special attention. We have a simply
huge tree in the living-room with smaller
trees in several of the other rooms. The
last mentioned are for decorative purposes
only, since all the gifts are placed under
the big tree. We collect all our relatives
and some of our closest friends and make
it a gala occasion. On Christmas Eve we
all hang up our stockings in front of the
fireplace — papa, mamma and visitors as
well as the children.
"Then, in the morning, after Santa
Claus has paid us a visit, we explore the
contents of the stockings and open our
presents," she went on with an affectionate
glance at young Harold whose eyes were
fairly popping
excitement.
"Wedinner
sing
carols
and playwith
games
and after
spend the day in quiet recreations around
the house and in the gardens. It is strictly a family day with us, you see. On New
Year's day we keep open house with guests
beyond number dropping in casually ; but
Christmas day is devoted to the children,
with their happiness and enjoyment uppermost in our minds.
"And now for Christmas dinner and
holiday refreshments in general," Mildred
Lloyd continued, warming to her subject
as she noted with what keen interest and
obvious pleasure I was taking down notes
of all the things she was telling me.
"Our dinner table decorations provide
us with a touch of the 'white Christmas'
idea which is so popularly accepted as
the thing to have. In the center of the
table we have a long mirror — that's supposed to be
ice,little
you dolls
know, inandfancy
it's surface
is dotted
with
skating
outfits. Skiers slide perilously down imitation snow hills at either end. At each
place there is a small Santa Claus standing with a chocolate reindeer on a mound
of sparkling snow.
"The dinner menu is pretty much the
same, I imagine, as in most homes — turkey
with all the trimmings, vegetables, potatoes, alight salad. This always is followed
by a blazing plum pudding, fruit cake
and mince pie. By the way, we make our
own fruit cake and we've already put
several
'ripen'.
"Well,away
so to
much
for the dinner. But

those foods I already have mentioned play
but a small part in our holiday culinary
program. Candies, for instance, get star
billing since this is the one time of the
year when we have lots of it around —
all sorts of candy, chocolates, hard candies, and peppermint sticks on the tree.
But most popular of all with the children
are home-made candies such as Butterscotch Caramels and special date, raisin
and cocoanut confections that we have
named Fruit Nuggets. And how they do
enjoy having a hand in making these
sweets and in cutting out fancy cookies !
All three love to cook, anyway, and often
are given a chance to try their hand at
it. So when I announce a candy and
cooky-making afternoon, you should see
their smiling faces !
"Yes, we have the time of our life in
the kitchen," the children's mother assured me, "with pots and spoons and
candy thermometer, fancy cooky cutters
and a rolling pin. And don't you believe
cooks'
many success.
'too than
either, that
for
rather
about failure
bringa minute,
Why we always have the most marvelous
results, don't we?" she inquired of her
listeners and a chorus of childfascinated
!"
"Yes
ish voices came back with an emphatic
Then Mildred Lloyd went on to describe
the simple sugar cookies that she approves
of both because of their simplicity and
because they are the kind that can be cut
easily into amusing and seasonal shapes.
A rich Fudge Loaf also came in for mention, principally because of Peggy Lloyd's
great liking for chocolate cake and fudge
icing. The Lloyds' White Fruit Cake was
described by Mildred also as "just the
sort of thing to have on hand for Christmas parties and casual guests," although
she does not approve of anything quite as
rich for the children.
YOU will want to have candied fruits on
hand, too, to nibble on. And, of course,
you ought to have a variety of sandwich
spreads for teas and buffet suppers and
all forms of informal entertaining," my
hostess suggested, "so let's go out to the
kitchen and let the cook help us out in
that went
respect.
That is if you'd care to?"
she
on inquiringly.
Would I care to? Why that was the
sort of invitation I was waiting for and
was just about to hint for, so I arose
hastily and off we went. With the children leading the procession and with Modern Screen's own photographer we descended upon the kitchen department in
force.
And Each
such about
a kitchen
Twoof of
fact.
the !size
the 'em,
Grandin
Central Station, I thought, as I hastily
took in the mammoth refrigerator which
covers the wall between the two rooms and
opens into both ; the center work tables in
each room ; the huge electric ranges, the
miles of cupboards and the square miles
of tiling No hotel could boast of finer
equipment — nor of a better cook or a
more obliging one. Far from complaining
about this sudden raid she entered into
the spirit of the occasion and rushed
around getting out mixing bowls, spoons
and ingredients. I was soon able to observe thatmerely
Mrs. Lloyd's
abilities
were not
an idle cooking
boast and
that
the kids were almost as good at helping
as they were at sampling.
You'll love all the recipes I jotted down.
The unusual sandwiches and the Candied
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Hey, Shirley Temple!
You can't
away with that— where's your
beard ? Miss T. looks very seriousgetabout
this Santa Claus business
—probably her favorite role!
Fruits that I'm giving you here in a few
seconds . . . the Peggy Lloyd Fudge Loaf
with its rich chocolaty frosting . . . the
sugar cookies for fancy cut-outs such as
trees, birds, rabbits, Santa Clauses and
even Mickey and Minnie Mouse! (The last
named are new and, with raisins for eyes
and nose, they're sure to be a sensation
among the younger set!)
Then there's the White Fruit Cakerichly tempting and not too hard to make,
and last, but perhaps best of all, the two
candy recipes, the Fruit Nuggets and the
Butterscotch Caramels.
Then, as if all that were not enough, I
also am going to send to the first couple
of thousand, who write in, an unusually
fine candy leaflet which contains recipes
for all those tempting-looking confections
shown in the picture at the beginning of
this article. You'll find both chocolate and
Divinity Fudge in this leaflet, Penuchi,
Fondant and Peppermint Wafers. Both
these and the Lloyd recipes are absolutely free.
If ever you had a golden opportunity to
serve the most delicious of sweets and
party refreshments — at a season when
they would be most appropriate and appreciated—this, my dears, is it ! So don't
forget and don't delay. "Mail at once for
a Merry Christmas," is my advice, while
the Lloyds join me in wishin
g you suc-

cess with their sweets and in extending
to you all the season's greetings.
The Lloyds' favorite sandwiches:
EGG CREOLE
For each sandwich allow a half chopped hard-cooked egg, a
tablespoon
chow-chow and enough half
mayon
to
blend. Add shredded boneless naise
sardines
well drained. Spread between thin slices
ot buttered, wholewheat toast.

DIAPER
cthetfHSTOP
DRUDGERY
for 3c a day

CALIFORNIA AVOCADO
Trim crusts from thin slices of rye
bread. Spread with ripe avocadoes mashe
d
with a small amount of boiled dressing
Season with salt and pepper.

Use
inside
cloth Babypads
diaper, remove
and flush away when
soiled. Soft, safe, sanitary, Babypads end
unpleasant diaper
care for mother; protect baby's
skin from
the tender
risk of
painful diaper rash.
250 for $1 or 50 for 25c
at Department and
Drug- stores. For FREE
full day's supply, write

MYSTERY SANDWICH

One-fourth pound sharp store cheese
one-fourth pound dried beef, 1 egg slight
beaten, 1 cup canned tomatoes, a dash ly
of
cayenne. Put cheese and dried beef
through the food grinder. Add egg, tomatoes and cayenne. Cook in top of double
boiler until cheese has melted and mixture
is smooth. Cool thoroughly before spreadbread.ing between thin slices of wholewheat

DENNISON'S
Framing-ham,
Mass.
Dept. BA-192

^mta

BABYPADS
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SLICED CUCUMBER

with mayonrye bread
Spreadnaise.buttered
Add thin slices
of cucumber and
sprinkle with a very little scraped onion
and salt. Top with second slice of bread.
CANDIED FRUITS

Syrup for Candied Fruits : Boil together
2 cups sugar, 1 cup water and Vs cup light
corn syrup until the syrup spins a thread
when dropped from the tip of a spoon.
For Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries :
Pare, core and slice fruit. Drain all juice
Add fruits to boiling syrup, being careful
not to have them crowded. Simmer until
fruits are clear. Skim from syrup, drain
on a screen to dry. Pack beand spread
tween sheets of waxed paoer and place in
tin box or glass jar.

Men,

For Quinces, Pineapple, and Figs : Wash,
pare and slice fruit. Simmer in clear
water until tender. Drain and use the
water in which fruits were cooked in making the syrup. Proceed as in recipe.
The Modern Hostess
Modern Screen
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please send
me a freerecipes.
leaflet containing
favorite
Christmas
Also the Harold
special Lloyd's
candy
recipes.
Name
City
Street

State

Men,

Men!

(Continued from page 47)

Useppa Sunset

COLLIER
COAST
• Dominating

FLORIDA
HOTELS
the Lovely

"Unexploited" West Coast

to Enjoy — Less to Spend

• More

• 2 Fine Hotels at W. Palm Beach

Beautiful beaches and golf courses — wonderful fishing — relaxation without fuss and
feathers — the company of people you
WANT to know — rates that enable you
a good, long vacation — no wonto enjoy
der the smart winter sojourner is going to
the West Coast.
Hotel Manatee River at Bradenton, a
of Florida's
onesmart
hotel in In
jewelest of
The
Sarasota,loveliresorta centers.
Hotel Sarasota Terrace, in its lovely tropic
setting, with every interior comfort and
Harfacility. Beautiful Hotel Charlotteresort.
bor at Punta Gorda, a complete
On the East Coast, The Royal Worth,
hotel — a
West Palm Beach's premiere
beautiful, thoroughly modern resort hotel,
on Lake Worth, with all Palm Beach to
enjoy at HALF the cost.
Hotel Floridan
Tampa
Hotel Tampa Terrace
Tampa
Hotel Sarasota Terrace Sarasota
Hotel Manatee River Bradenton
Hotel Lakeland Terrace Lakeland
Hotel Dixie Court W. Palm Beach
Hotel Royal Worth W. Palm Beach
Useppa Island
Useppa Inn
Boca Grande
Gasparilla Inn
Hotel Charlotte Harbor Punta Gorda
Everglades Inn
Everglades
Rod & Gun Club
Everglades

For Rates, Reservations or Booklets Write to
Hotels or New York Office, 220 W. 42nd St.
Telephone Wise. 7-2000
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him. At least do something to let him
company. He liked my looks at first, but
know you know he's alive.
he didn't
of my smugness,
after a sample How
"Another phoney belief is that men aldo I know? Because
like my type.
ways prefer girls who are modest. Well,
told
he
and
friends
became
we
years later
modesty is all right in some respects. But
me. My silly stiffness had robbed me of
not about the things which, in your Aunt
a job. Because he had asked me so many
out
was
he
knew
just
I
Effie's day, were 'unmentionables' — makepersonal questions,
Frankto do me wrong. I have since found out
such.puts
and only
room not
ladies' things
up,ness
girdles,
about these
you
questions
no
ask
that out-to-do-wrongers
at ease, but your escort as well.
at all. They are too busy telling you about
"Still there are exceptions. Modesty
themselves.
where evening clothes are concerned is
"Girls can't afford to be high-hat and
something else again. Your beau may say,
smug in these days, especially about jobs.
'Boy
! Ain't that somethin' !' on beholding
that
thing
Good sportsmanship is the
a girl's decollete on the dance floor. But
counts. The girl who is always pleasant
he'd probably have a fit if you turned out
and friendly and who doesn't fret about
in the same outfit — backless, shoulderless
working late hours always has an edge
and next to nothing underneath. Maybe
over the girl who is constantly kicking up
he's
in thisberespect,
but it's
a goofi-if
a fuss. Maybe it isn't glamorous to be
ness goofy
that should
appreciated,
because
known as a good sport, but glamor doesn't
he doesn't object to you in just one yard
a business world." Mae
belong in
of satin, then there's something wrong
stopped her constant motion, stared
somewhere, and you'll probably never have
straight at the wall thoughtfully, for a
the chance of hitting your best friend in
moment, then snapped her fingers.
the face with a bridal bouquet. Most men
"Yes, even though it does shatter some
feel that a too revealing gown, is just
now
and
here
illusions, let me say right
brazen !
doesn't belong any place but
that glamor
"Another thing, my Grandmother may
in the movies. Oh, I know a lot of people
think differently. Look at the hundreds of
to Grandfather's
that thehisway
have
heart found
was through
tummy
but that was
interviews that movie people give every
restaurants.
chain
before
days
the
in
Get Glamor.' Well, I There is nothing that gets results today
'How into it.
year on
Not for ordinary,
believe
don't
like 'appeal' and I don't mean just sex apan ordinary, every-day
every-day people in
world. Glamor, like a train, gets in a
peal either. No matter how efficient a busiare, it's smart to someness woman you
girl's way and keeps her from having fun.
times be deep in a quandary and to seek
"What man, for example, is going to
the advice of your boss or your beau.
ask a glamorous creature to a happy-gohe
cart
Nor
Don't go the whole extreme, however.
lucky picnic in the woods?
picture glamor riding in a rattletrap car
Don't be too helpless and frilly. Don'tlapjust
of
throw your whole problem in the
or going to an amusement park. If a man
fiit
be
sensibly,
it
Explain
he's
god.
shore, even
your
trip to
a Sunday
planning
is
nances or family. Then ask him for his
cheerful
be the
who will
the girl
taking
in the face of punctures, hamburgers and
expert help. Remember, whether they own
up to it or not, the paternal instinct is
rain. That's why I say glamor girls miss
out on a lot of fun.
strong in men. And, give a man a chance
guide you and you'll get a
to advise
raise
or a and
date — maybe both.
men
eous belief about
erron
R
THE
ANO
. is the one that they always like to
"As for my advice on what to do about
do all the chasing. If that were the truth,
want tois
you feel
the men
my advice
... don't
withyou
to dothat
anything
have
't have a man or
hundreds of girls wouldn
sat
you
have
home today. How often
do nothing. Nothing at all. Neither sneer
nor tilt your nose. Just act as though he
nt' apple
around and waited for the 'curreAnd
didn't darken your door. If he asks for a
how
of your eye to ask for a date?
often have you discovered, after it was too
meet
I'lland
say,let'Sure,
date,then
eight.
you atat eight,'
findyou
him try
and
late, that he had wanted to ask you, but
treatalways
had
e
you
hadn't dared becaus
it literally. Be completely abmean
I
Yes,
ed him as though he were just your little
sentminded about the man you want to ignore. Don't stop speaking to him or
brother's scooter? Yes, some men, like
some horses, just have to be led. You can
don't sneak
. . and
at himor .you'll
laughingcorners
usually recognize the kind by his complete
run into him for
around
lf
silly — and
look
yourse
let
you
sure. And then won't
indifference. And if you can't
take a too-friendly initiative, then tease
won't he know right then and there that

MODERN
he has a power over you? And true, there
are some men," Mae laughed, "who delight
in such power. Like cats, they dote on
trapping their mouse.
"No, because I'm naturally a peaceful
soul and because I perso
nally believe it's
bad ever to make an enemy, my rules on
men are trusting. I think if I were originating a course, the rules would go some-

SCREEN

thing like this : Always give the man the
benefit of the doubt. Fraternize, don't
glamorize. If he can take it, let him have
it, and pick up the check yourself once in
Mae stretched and yawned. "That's all
awhile."
for
today. If you don't mind, I'm tired
and I'm hoarse . . . and the soap box is

yours."
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"NEW

SARAH
MOVIE

TYPES"

CONTEST

WINNERS
Congratulations
to

the

two,

out

thousands,
won

the

of

who

honors

Miss Liliane Kerekes of Detroit, Michigan, and Mr. F. John
M. Beattie of Deerfield, Massachusetts, are the lucky winners
in Modern Screen's "NewMovie Types" Contest. On
November 4th, jubilant and excited, they left on the promised
trip to England aboard the S. S.
Queen Mary, bound for thrilling
entertainment in London and
the unusual opportunity of a
real screen test at the GaumontBritish Studios.

Miss Kerekes and Mr. Beattie
were selected by Modern
Screen from thousands of entries because they possess
qualities which make them
true new movie types as well
as remarkably appealing.
In a forthcoming issue of Modern Screen we are going to let
these two personally tell you
about all the wonderful occurrences of their thrilling trip.
They want YOU to "travel"
with them and they'll take you
to all the gay spots and glamorous settings they enjoyed.
Best of all they will give you
all the details of their screen
tests at Gaumont-British Studios.

Don't fail to read what Lilian
and John have to say aboute
experiencing this once-in-a-lifetime adventure in an atmosphere of "stardom"

luxury.

McGAFFEKTT, Boonton. Pennsylvania—Yes, Dolores del Rio is the second cousin of Ramon Novarro. It might
interest you to know that this much related young lady is also Gary Cooper's aunt
by marriage. I wonder what relationship
that makes Ramon to Gary?

DON AMECHE (First printing; total number of requests 193.) To be heard
and not seen was the fate
of Don Ameche for six long
years. Doubtless you were
one of the entranced listeners to his starring radio
vehicle,
Nighters."
You and Darryl Zanuck ! "First
And when
discovered that Don was quite as Zanuck
seeable
as he is hearable, he made him a movie
actor, in fact two movie actors. With the
aid of a blonde wig, Don played the roles
of both Karl Freyman and Mario Singarelli in "Sins of Man," his first picture.
Ameche was born in Kenosha, Wisconsin,
in 1008, of Italian-English parentage. In
his youth Don took to law and slaved away
at the law schools of Georgetown, Marquette and Wisconsin, sort of a strolling
student.
Maybe this wandering college
career gave him a taste for the road.
At
any rate, after a short stay at Wisconsin,
he abandoned the law career and joined
a traveling stock company.
Shortly afterwards, Don passed through the ordeal
a radio audition with flying colors. Thereof
can be no doubt that radio made Don the
actor he is today. Over the air vour looks
can't help you. Neither can gestures. It's
voice that counts and you've got to put
everything into your voice,
or else Don
learned the trick, and that's one excellent
reason why, at the end of
few
mouths, you fans are besieginga very
this desk
with questions about this pleasing young
signor. Don is married to a childhood
sweetheart, a natural blonde, and very
blonde at that. In contrast is Don's Latin
coloring, all except the eyes which are
hazel. The Ameches have two heirs, Donnie
and Ronnie, no foolin'. Don's current fllin
for 20th Century-Fox is "One in a Million."

m

■ BOB
STEELE
Novemb
er, 1934.(Last
Totalprinted
number of requests since then,
386.) Robert Bradbury is
what his intimates call him,
and he was born in Portland, Oregon, January 23,
1906, which makes him almost 31 years old. He isn't
as tall as you might think,
ing 5
feet 10 inches in his stocking measur
feet. Nice
and slim at 158 pounds, he has blue eyes
of the twinkling type and brown hair. His
two current pictures are "Brand of the
Outlaws" and "The Law Rides."
ENID PETERSEN, Butte, Montana— No I
wouldn'
exactly
Joan from
Crawfor
sun'erstitioust, but
she call
suffers
all d sorts
of
comple
xes.
Claustr
ophobia
is
one"
worst and that means that she is deathlv
of the
afraid of shut-m places like subways and
elevato
walked You
up eight'fl
of stairsrsto She
see once
her doctor.
can iustights
her
that she needed medical attenti
after a
long climb like that. Maybe on
some
day
Joan will clamber up eight flights to see
a psychoanalyst . . . and then ride down
in the elevator.

ik! Has more than one day gone
by without adequate elimination?
If so, take Olive Tablets before you
turn out the bathroom light tonight.
Prescribed for years by an Ohio
physician, Olive Tablets are now one
of America's best known proprietaries—famous because they are so mild
and gentle.
Keep a supply always on hand.
Remind the whole family to think of
them on the second day. Three sizes:
15ff, 30s*, 60£— at all druggists.

THE LAXATIVE
OP BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

i;m.M¥.»ii«iiis
WeldHlhmore
firmly emblem
Hie bond— ofa nymbol
fellowshipof ibin purpoaeyour rlmn
a dignified
(be reminder
of
reipoiuibiliry,
that
all
memben
will
proudWrit,to Today
wear. 300for Free
beautiful
1937 modern
Catalog!designs.
BASTIAN BROS. CO.
92 BAST1AH BLDO. POCHtSTEB. H. T
Splendid opportunities. Prepare Id
Easy plan. No previous
spare, time.e needed,
experienc
education sufficient. common
Send forschool
free
booklet Opportunities in Photosramencan
School
of
Photography
Shy , particulars and requirements,
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, III,
... Dept. 2361
COUGHS...
Get After That
Cough Today
with
PERTUSSIN
4
Pertussin is so good for coughs
that
over ONE MILLION
PRESCRIPTIONS
were filled
in a single year. This estimate is
based on
a
Prescription
dient Survey issued byIngrethe
American Pharmaceutical Association.
It relieves coughs quickly by stimulating the tiny moisglands in moisture
your throat
and bronchial
tract to pour out
their turenatural
so that
sticky, irritating
phlegm is
easily raised. Coughing is relieved — your throat is soothed.
Save money by buying the big economical-size bottle
— enough
whole family.
Or, FREE
try Pertussin
first at
our
expense.for your
Use coupon
below for
trial bottle.
3(¥
PERTUSSIN
Prescription Seeck & Kade Inc Dcpt
Please
send me 2-oz. Street.
prescription C.
of
FREE Pertussin
440 Washington
FREE ... by returnN. Y.
mail.
Name
Address^
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RIDGWAYS
These

TEA

a

in

10c

SIZE

Ridgways, world's largest packers of
high grade teas arc proud to present
this new tea— proud of its High Quality
— proud of its delicious flavor — proud
to be able to bring it to you in a generous 10c size.
Ridgways Orange Label Tea is a
blend of delicious Orange Pekoe Teas
specially selected from India and Ceylon
and Java teas for strength and aroma.
The high quality of this NEW Ridgways tea makes it a true Ridgways
Tea — the world's best known line of
QUALITY Teas. Its deliciousness and
LOW PRICE make it today's Tea Buy.
Ask your grocer for Ridgways Orange
Label Tea. Ridgways Inc., 230 West
St., N. Y. C.

ORANGE

LABEL

Charming

(Continued from page 31)
their riotous games, pinning the _tail on
the donkey, carrying peas on a knife,as racthe
ing across the lawn, as hilariously
youngest of the young. Watching her, it
was almost impossible to believe that only
the day before, dressed in the forlorn
tatters of the Chinese wife, she had enacted one of the most dramatically tragic
scenes of "The Good Earth."
Simone Simon is a French runner-up
for the Viennese Luise. Her emotions,
and unrestrainchild-like
volatile,
too, are
ed. Simone
arrived
in Hollywood many
with a long-term conago,She armed
months tract.
had been brought to this
country after a brilliant success in European pictures. But the studio could find no
roles to fit her individual charm. So she
waited and waited. Everyone was against
her, she believed. She had no friends in
this strange country. With the hurt feelings of disappointed childhood, she pouted
and refused to mingle with other people,
preferring to be alone and lonely. She
was the dramatic and colorful picture of
a broken-hearted, little girl, staring into
the window of a forbidden sweet shop.
Then came her big opportunity in
"Girls' Dormitory." The little Simone
literally put that picture in her pocket
and walked away with it. She became a
star overnight. And, like the happy child,
who is finally given the biggest plum in
the biggest pie in the shop window, she
fairly radiated exuberant joy. She made
friends with her fellow men. She played
laughing, vigorous tennis at one of the
popular clubs. But that doesn't mean that

ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CUPS
Quick — easy to install. No
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips to match your lamp
cords or woodwork, 10c.
S a nf

a

Clous

Says — "Use
DEUBENER'S
Basketlyke

Mr. and Mrs. Deubener and employees
say, "Hope you have
a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New

Carrier'
10c

Year."
S
ER'
BENrly
DEU+he
ke
Lea
Bag 5c

For Holidays and every day —
you'll find these better-looking,
stronger, handier Deubener
Bags not only save on your
shopping but serve for knitting and many other uses. At
YOUR FAVORITE STORE!

DEUBENER) SHOPPING BAGS
Garfield Park, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Children

Loretta Young goes to see herself in "Ladies in Love." You
don't have to be told her escort
he's that
Suthe
is Eddie
d torland
lady.
the —
devote

Simone is a changed person. Tomorrow
will_ resomething may happen and sheand
silent
turn to her red-lipped loneliness
would
It_
that.
expects
pouting. Hollywood
be disappointed if its Luises and Simones
frocks.
failed to change their moods with their

T changeableness is a quality shared
THA
by all the Hollywood children. Today
deepest dumps. Todown in the
they are morrow
they are on the highest heights.
One morning I met Isabel Jewell on the
stairway leading to the executiveg offices
of her studio. She was cryin bitter
tears. She knew that she was all washedup in Hollywood. She wanted to take
the first plane out of town. Her disappointment and grief were pathetic. She
be
-that-her
powersfloor
that the
learne
had just
g room
thed cuttin
left on
had
biggest scenes from her last picture. The
easily understood. Isabel's
reasonry was
threatened to steal the dramatic
artist
the picture's expensive
s from
honor
feminine
star.
Late that same day I met her again
The tiny Jewell was bubbling with joy.
Entirely forgotten was the sorrow of the
morning. She had been given a really
big role, one of the coveted parts of the
year, in a really big picture. She was
walking on clouds. Everything was bright
and rose-colored. She loved Hollywood.
Don't think for one moment that Isabel
Jewell is a child in intelligence. She is
one of the smartest, most brilliant young
sucwomen in pictures. But, likesheallisthe
a child
cessful Hollywood players,
in her emotions. That is the reason for
her being an actress. If she had not
possessed that quality of enduring youth,
she probably would have continued m her
career as a school teacher, which she gave
up to follow the lure of the stage.
Myrna Loy, the poised and elegant
Wife Number One of the screen, knows
d-seekof
hide-an
a game
play bring
how towould
heart
to the
joy of
which
any imaginative youngster. She manages
her friends and Hollyto keep her studio, ous
state of excitement
wood in a continu
and wonder. Before she became a reallife wife, the bride of Arthur Hornblow,
her houses as often as
Jr., Myrna changed
other children change their favorite games
All the Loy homes were located _ as
far off the beaten path as possible.
When Myrna entered their doors she went
into a mysterious silence and seclusion.
To talk to her by phone it was necessary
d
to play a telephone game which consiste
and
of calling a succession of unknown half
unlisted numbers. Finally, after a
dozen calls, you heard the low Loy voice.
One of Myrna's greatest joys was her
her
ability to keep secret the places ofknew
vacations. Her secretary, alone,
where to reach her. Several times, when
Myrna had hinted that she was departing
she refor the desert or the mountains, sleeping
mained quietly in her own home,
few
and reading and entertainingto thekeep the
friends whom she could trust
secret of her whereabouts. She was as
proud as a triumphant youngster when
she returned to the studio and announced
that she had been no farther away from
Hollywood than Beverly Hills. It was a
part of that glorious game of childhood
which Myrna, like the others, persists m
The men are as adept at the game as
playing.
are the women. Imagine a full-grown and

MODERN
successful doctor or lawyer racketing
around his home town in a dilapidated
white roadster, sending young women
corsages of vegetables and spending long,
valuable hours in the arrangement of gags
for a surprise birthday party for a fellow
doctor or lawyer. It's impossible even to
imagine it. The entire community would
immediately brand him as balmy, touched
in the head, too flighty to be trusted. Yet
Clark Gable did those very same things
and, instead of censuring him, Hollywood
vociferously applauded him. For months
he drove the broken-down car which was
sent to him by Carole Lombard, one of
Hollywood's most madcap youngsters. In
return he sent Carole elaborate bouquets
of garden vegetables. Also the busy, hardworking Clark devoted one entire day to
the rigging up of an intricate loud speaker
system on a sound stage. Through the
concealed horns loud and ridiculous birthday messages were shouted at regular
intervals to Wallace Beery.
FRED ASTAIRE, like Clark, is one of
the hardest-working men in Hollywood
Dancing is the breath of life to him. He
is as serious about it as every successful
man is about his profession. The shooting
of the dancing scenes in his pictures is a
long and tiresome process. He and Ginger Rogers rehearse for long, weary
hours. They serve as their own stand-ins,
dancing the routine of their steps while
the cameramen and electricians adjust the
lights and lenses so that every movement
of their swaying bodies is in perfectly illuminated focus. It is during that standin service that Fred and Ginger entertain
the company and crew with insane, impromptu steps and contortions which the
public never sees. * Weary as they may be,
Fred and Ginger, like two irrepressible
children, make play of what, otherwise,
would be drudgery.
Their parties are another way of expressing their youthful craving and capacity for laughter and fun. There was
Carole Lombard's fun-house affair, when
she engaged an amusement park for an
evening and turned her guests loose to
slide and shriek and tumble with the hilarity of youthful hoodlums. The nervousbreakdown party, given in honor of Mrs.
Donald Ogden Stewart, where the grownup children arrived at high noon garbed
in the tails and high hats, the chiffons
and low-cut velvets of the evening hours.
Roller skating fests where they throw
their dignities and their equilibriums to the
four winds. The barn dance where the
guests rode miles in hay wagons and
danced in a rough-floored stable. The
"kiddie" parties, where they rig themselves in Boy Scout suits and French doll
frocks and play the well remembered
games of their childhood.
Their zest for fun seems unquenchable.
Their imaginations run riot tirelessly.
They indulge in the unrestrained antics
which belong to a youth that cannot and
will not die. There are several scenes
which no one, who saw them, will ever
forget. Lawrence Tibbett, lying flat on
his back on a living-room floor, singing
grand opera melodies while he kept time
with his feet and grinned at the circle of
applauding listeners. Jean Harlow, gowned in white satin and ermine, lighting
matches under the canvas seat of the chair
m which Clark Gable was sitting. Johnny
Weissmuller suddenly interrupting his
lunch to throw Lupe Velez over one
shoulder and carry her, screaming and
kicking and laughing, from the studio
commissary. Leslie Howard, a scarlet
bathrobe covering the blue of his Romeo
costume, climbing up on a wobblv ladder
to make his own motion pictures of a
scene from "Romeo and Juliet," played by
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Norma Shearer and John Barrymore. Bob
Montgomery doing a spring dance on the
top of a row of files in the studio's publicity office. Mae West screaming in her
excitement at the Friday night fights.
Jeanette MacDonald arriving on the stage
in a huge dog house after she had been
scolded for her tardiness by Director W.
S. Van Dyke.
Their griefs, their enthusiasms and their
dislikes are as violent as their play. Like
irresponsible children, they quarrel violently one day and make peace the next.
They race from one game to another, from
Truth to Monopoly to Handles to KnockKnock. Each game holds the center of interest for a short time. The children play
it with all their vim and vigor. Then they
tire of it and discard it in favor of some
new diversion.
Their very speech reflects their intensity.
It is studded with superlatives and embroidered with a childish demonstrativeness. They shower "Dears" and "Darlings"
upon _each other. Today they are "mad
about" one thing. Tomorrow thev think
something
is "absolutely wonderful."
Everything else
is either
the best or the worst.
There is no happy and uninteresting medium for them. They have the ability of
endowing the most commonplace happening with a bright warmth and color.
There is little wonder, being as they
are, that their romances are so many and
so turbulent. They bring to each new love
affair the romantic glamor which highschool boys and girls give to their first
heart throbs.
They refuse to grow old and blase.
They are proud of their zest for living,
their youthful freshness of emotion. They
strive to keep that young enthusiasm because they know that, when they lose it,
when they grow up into adult seriousness
and staidness and boredom, their day of

DRY
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ROBS VICTIMS OF
SKIN BEAUTY!
Exposure to winter — failure to
remove cosmetics properly —
harshdo effects
all
their ofpartalkali
to soaps —
bring onthe ASTEATOSIS—
medical
nameforDRY
SKIN!
LANDER'S
OLIVEto
OIL CREAMhelps
prevent and correct
this condition. Use
it for your cleansing
and nourishing
cream— notice howit
lubricates your skin
as only olive oil can.
10f! at all dime stores.

WHAT IS
ASTEATOSIS?
Asteatosis is the failure
of sebaceous glands to
feed oil to the skin. To
treat this condition,
which sometimes produces serious skin disorders,
ommend physicians
Olive Oil.recAt
£7the first sign of Dry
Oil
Skin Pure
apply Olive
Lander's
_ Cream!

FIFTH
LANDER

NEW

AVE.
YORK
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FOR SALE AT
W00LW0RTH, KRESGE,
MURPHY, NEWBERRY
and older 5/ ond 10/ stores!

Happy
From

Relief
Painful

Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people biame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired
— and may be relieved when treated
right way.
in the kidneys

Glenda Farrell changes escorts
so fast Hollywood can't keep
track. Here she is at "Flashlighters Frolic" with Drew
Eberson. Both beam gaily.

Thecess acids
kidneys
are Nature's
takingMost
exand poisonous
waste chief
out ofwaythe ofblood.
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
Ifi the„15
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
well, poisonous
the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches
and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles91of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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Honeymoon
U,

Day* Aqain
1 ALL-VEGETABLE
CORRECTIVE
Makes Them
Feel So Alive

I f- believe what an
can't
amazing difference there is PO
in LK
the Swayjust
they feel
e
after using a natural, all-vegetabl laxative
that really cleanses their system the way nature intended. But all around you people, mil's Rem
,
edy
w
lions of them
(NR
, cold
hes
s,
ggyureheadac
Tablets)
rids kno
of draNat
them how
upset stomach, when caused by sluggish bowels.
.
See for yourself Know what it means to use a
purely vegetable laxative. See how gently and
naturally it works, leaving you feeling refreshed
and alive. Get a box
of NRs— 25 tablets
Ik TOMORROW
TO-NIGHT
only 25 cents at any
ALRIGHT
drugstore.
Beautiful Six-color 1937 Calendar- Thermometer. Also
samples toof A.NR H.andLewis
Turns.
stamp forSt.packing
and
FREE; i1 postage
Co., Send
Desk79A-l6,
Louis, Mo.

Blondes,Browns!
Wash Sunlight Into
Your Hair with New
\
Shampoo and Rinse!
Bring
out
the
full
radiant loveliness of blonde
or brown hair with New
,
Blondex, the Shampoo
»• {
and Special Golden Rinse
that
to 4 ^"1 \i
shades washes
lighter it
and 2 brings
out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive. New Blondex keeps hair and scalp
healthy and is absolutely safe for it contains
no harsh bleaches or dyes. Try it today. The
new combination package — SHAMPOO WITH
FREE RINSE — now also in 10c size at all
stores

ITCHING
TORTURE STOPPED l*t one minute!
For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotches,
eczema, athlete's foot.rashes and other skin eruptions,
apply
Dr. Dennis'Itscooling,
D. D.
Prescription.
gentle antiseptic,
oils sootheliquid
the D.
irritated
skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries fast. Stops
the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial bottle,
at drug stores, proves it — or money back. Ask for —
D.D.D.
PJl£Ac/uL&&x*vl
GIVE-AWAY
You get one — Your friends get one —
withouttails of this
cost.amazing
Let us Time
give you
the Also
deTeller.
it can pay you big money by showing
others how to obtain without cost. Nothing to buy or CITY
sell! NOVELTY
Write fast. CO.
GARDEN
4359-B Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111,

SKIN

BLEMISHES

CONCEALED.'

skin blemishes invisNOW! ibleMake
in a fewseconds time! Amaztly conceals
IT"marks
perfec
, Liver
es."HIDEPimpling
Birth
Spots,
Freckles. Bruises, Scars, DarkCircles
Under Eyes, Discolorations, etc.
Won't
rub off.
Lasts
remov
. Harml
ess.ed // BIRTHMARKS
proofuntil
with cream.
Water
ously smooth , clear
Gives
skin
marvel
look! 10c at most Ten Cent Stores, //
If unobtainable.send coupon today. /
<M1HHIIH«
7
/
Hide-it
•fQlpl '"CLARK-MILLNER CO., €66 St. Clair, Dept. 10-A, Chicago
/" □I encloselOcfor
"Hide-It"in
shade checked:
Light □ Medium
□ Brunette
□ Sun Tan
Name
Town
Address
State
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Stars'

Studio

Addresses

(Continued from page 66)
LORD. PAULINE: Columbia.
LORINC, ANN: M-G-M.
LORINC, MICHAEL: Universal.
LORRE. PETER: Columbia.
LOSCH, TILLIE: United Artists.
LOUISE, ANITA: Warner Bios.
LCWE, EDMUND: M-G-M.
LOY, MYRNA: M-G-M.
LUGOSI, BELLA: Universal.
LUKAS, PAUL: 20th Century-Fox.
LUKE, KEYE:
20th Century-Fox.
LUPINO,
IDA: Paramount.
LYON, BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenMacDONALD.
MACK,
HELEN:JEANETTE:
RKO-Radio. M-G-M.
MacLANE. BARTON: Warner Bros.
MacMAHON,
MacMURRAY. ALINE:
FRED: M-G-M.
Paramount.
MALA: M-G-M.
MANNERS, DAVID: Free lance. Write him at ReMANNORS,
SHEILA: Columbia.
public.
MARCH,
MARCO: FREDRIC:
RKO-Radio. 20th Century-Fox.
MARSH,
MARSH, JOAN:
MARIAN:RKO-Radio.
Columbia.
MARSHALL,
HERBERT:
MARTINI, NINO:
United RKO-Radio
Artists.
MARX BROTHERS: M-G-M.
MATTHEWS,
JESSIE:
Gaumont-British.
MAYNARD. KEN: Columbia.
McCOY, COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA, JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND. SPANKY: M-G-M.
McGUIRE, FRANK:
JOHN: 20th
Century-Fox.
McHUGH,
Warner
Bros.
McKINNEY, FLORINE: Republic.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: 20th Century-Fox.
MELTON,
Century-Fox.
MELTON. FRANK:
JAMES: 20th
Warner
Bros.
MENJOU, ADOLPHE: Paramount.
MERCER, BERYL: Free lance. Write her at Republic.
MEREDITH. BURGESS: RKO-Radio.
MERKEL, UNA:
MERMAN,
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL, GERTRUDE: RKO-Radio.
mount. JOHN: Free lance. Write him at ParaMILJAN,
MILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
MITCHELL, GENEVA: Columbia.
MONTENEGRO, CONCHITA: 20th Century-Fox.
MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Gaumont-British.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
MOORE, DICKIE: Free lance. Write him at ParaMOORE°,
MOCRE, GRACE:
VICTOR: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
MORAN, POLLY: M-G-M.
MORENO, ANTONIO: 20th Century-Fox.
MORGAN,
M-G-M.
MORGAN, FRANK:
HELEN: Universal.
MORGAN,
RALPH:
Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
MORLEY, KAREN: Warner Bros.
MORRIS, CHESTER: Columbia,
MORRISON, JOE: Paramount.
versal.
MOWBRAY,
ALAN: Free lance. Write him at UniMUIR. JEAN: Warner Bros.
MULHALL,
JACK: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
MUNDIN,
HERBERT:
MUNI. PAUL: Warner 20th
Bros. Century-Fox.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Paramount.
MURPHY, MAURICE: 20th Century-Fox.
NAGEL, CONRAD: Free lance. Write him at RKONIESEN, GERTRUDE: Universal.
Radio. MARIAN: Free lance. Write' lier at RKONIXON,
NOLAN, DORIS: Universal.
NOLAN. LLOYD: Paramount.
NORTON, BARRY: M-G-M.
NUGENT, EDWARD: Free lance. Write him at Republic. JACK: Paramount.
OAKIE,
OBERON, MERLE: Samuel Goldwyn.
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
O'BRIEN-MOORE,
ERIN: Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
OLAND, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
CLSEN,
C'NEILL, MORONI:
HENRY: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN. REGINALD: M-G-M.
PALEY, NATALIE: RKO-Radio.
PALLETTE, EUGENE: Free lance. Write him at
W arner Bros.
PARKER. CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
PARRISH. JEAN:
GIGI: M-G-M.
Republic.
PATERSON, PAT: Paramount.
PATRICK. GAIL: Paramount.
PFNDLETON. NAT: M-G-M.
PENNER, JOE: RKO-Radio.
PEPPER,
BARBARA:
RKO-Radio.
PERRY. JOAN:
Columbia.
PICKFORD, MARY: United Artists.
PIDGEON. WALTER: Universal.
PITTS, ZASU: Paramount.
PONS. LILY: RKO-Radio.
POWELL, DICK: Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
M : M-G-M.
. WILLIA
POWELL
PRESTON,
ANN: Republic.
RKO-Radio.
PRYOR.
ROGER:
OUIGLEY. JOHN:
Century-Fox........
JU ANITA:
20th M-G-M.
OUALEN.
, p
Free lance. Write him at ReEDDIE:
QUILLAN,
public. GEORGE: Paramount.
RAFT.
RAINER,
LUISE: M-G-M.
RAINS, CLAUDE:
Warner Bros.
M-G-M.
JESSIE:
RALPH.
Paramount.
ESTHER:
RALSTON,
RATHBONE, BASIL: M-G-M.
20th Century-Fox.
RATOFF, GREGORY:
20th Century-Fox.
RAY. LEAH: GENE:
RKO-Radio.
RAYMOND,

REED, PHILIP: United Artists.
REGAN, PHIL: Republic.
REYNOLDS. CRAIG: Warner Bros.
RHODES, ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE,
FLORENCE:
RICHMAN,
HARRY: M-G-M.
Columbia.
ROBERTI,
LYDA:
M-G-M.
ROBERTS, BEVERLY: Warner Bros.
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON,
BILL: 20thG.:Century-Fox.
ROBINSON, EDWARD
Warner Bros.
ROBSON, MAY: M-G-M.
ROGERS, CHARLES: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, JEAN:
GINGER:Universal.
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS,
ROLAND.
GILBERT:
20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO, CESAR: Universal.
ROONEY. MICKEY: M-G-M.
ROSS,
SHIRLEY:
ROWLES,
POLLY: M-G-M.
Universal.
RUGGLES, CHARLES: Paramount.
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M. Artists.
RUTHERFORD, TOM: United
RUTHERFORD, ANN: Republic.
SCHILDKRAUT, JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCHUBERT, MARINA: Paramount.
SCHUMANN-HEINK,
MME. ERNESTINE: M-G-M
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARL, JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox.
SELLON, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN,
RUTH: M-G-M.
SEWARD, BILLIE:
Columbia.
SHANNON, PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at linSHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia.
SHEARER.
M-G-M.Bros.
SHERIDAN, NORMA:
ANN: Warner
SHIRLEY,
ANNE:
RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY, SYLVIA: United Artists.
SILVERS, SID: M-G-M.
SIMON,
SIMONE:
20th Century-Fox.
SKIPWORTH,
ALISON:
Paramount.
SLEEPER, MARTHA: Universal.
SMITH, C. AUBREY: United Artists.
SMITH, QUEENIE: Universal.
SOTHERN,
ANN: Warner
RKO-Radio.
SPARKS, NED:
Bros.
STANDER, LIONEL: Columbia.
STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK,
BARBARA: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
STARRETT, CHARLES:
STELLING,
WILLIAM:
20th
STEN, ANNA: United Artists. Century-Fox.
STEPHENS. HARVEY: M-G-M,
STEPHENSON,
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS, ONSLOW:
STEWART. JAMES: M-G-M.
STONE,
STONE, FRED:
GEORGERKO-Radio.
E.: Warner Bros.
STONE, PAULA:
LEWIS: M-G-M.
STONE,
Warner Bros.
STUART,
20th Century-Fox.
SULLAVAN,GLORIA:
MARGARET:
Universal.
SUMMERVILLE,
SLIM:
Century-Fox.
SWARTHOUT, GLADYS: 20th
Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Columbia.
TAMIROFF, AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount.
TAYLOR,
TEASDALE,ROBERT:
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS,
FRANK
M.:
RKO-Radio.
THOMAS, JAMESON: Republic.
TIBBETT,
LAWRENCE:
20th Century-Fox.
TIBBETTS, MARTHA: Columbia.
TOBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TOMLIN, PINKY: Universal.
TONE,
M-G-M.
TRACY, FRANCHOT:
LEE: Universal.
TRACY,
SPENCER:
M-G-M.
TRAVIS, JUNE: Warner Bros.
TREACHER,
ARTHUR:
TREE. DOROTHY:
Warner20th
Bros.Century-Fox.
TREEN. MARY: Warner Bros.
TREVOR, CLAIRE: 20th Century-Fox.
20th Century-Fox.
ES. HELEN:
TWELVETRERUDY:
VALLEE,
Warner Bros.
VELEZ. LUPE: M-G-M.
VENABLE, EVELYN: 20th Century-Fox.
VINSON. HELEN: Gaumont-British.
WADSWORTH,
HENRY: M-G-M.
WALBURN,
RAYMOND:
Columbia.
x.
JUNE:
WALKER.
Century-Fox.
him at 20tli
lance._ Write
Free Century-Fo
RAY: 20th
WALKER,
WALTON. DOUGLAS: RKO-Radio.
WARE, IRENE: 20th Century-Fox.
WAYNE. JOHN: Universal.
WEIDLER. VIRGINIA: Paramount.
WEISSMULLER. JOHNNY: M-G-M. . .
Free lance. Write her at
WELLS,
Republic. JACQUELINE:
WEST. MAE: Paramount.
WESTLEY, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHALEN. MICHAEL: 20th Century-Fox.
WHEELER, BERT: RKO-Radio.
Gaumont-British.
ALICE:
WHITE,
Paramount.
ELEANORE:
WHITNEY,
WILCOXON, HENRY: United Artists.
Warner Bros.
WILLIAM, WARREN: Universal.
WILLIAMS, CLARK:
Century-Fox.
HUGH: 20th
WILLIAMS.DOROTHY:
.
Paramount.
WILSON.
lance. Write her at t niversal.
WILSON, LOIS: FreeWarner
Bros.
MARIE:
WILSON.
WING, PAT:
WING,
TOBY: Paramount.
M-G-M .
WINNINGER. CHARLES: Universal.
WITHERS, GRANT: Paramount.
20th Century-Fox.
JANE: 20th
WITHERS.HELEN:
Century-Fox.
WOOD
WOODS. DONALD: Warner Bros.
WOOLSEY. BOB: RKO-Radio.
Columbia. Paramount.
WRAY, FAY:
CHARLENE:
WYATT,
Universal.
JANE:
WYATT,
YOUNG, LORETTA: 20th Century-Fox .
YOUNG. POLLY ANN: Free lance. Write her ?t
x. M-G-M . s.
RT:
ry-Fo
ROBE
YOUN
20thG,Centu
United Artist
YOUNG, ROLAND:Unite
d Artists.
ZEHNER, LILI:
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(Continued from page 17)
Adventure in Manhattan
(Columbia)
Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea and Reginald
Owen do their best — which is always
good — to make something of this assignment. But the plot flattens this picture
in spite of their efforts. It is one of
those mystery tales where not only the
audience is kept in the dark, but the main
characters seem a bit bewildered. Joel
McCrea has the role of an amazing young
man who has psychic powers when it
comes to crime. He becomes so obnoxious
to his fellow reporters after successfully
foretelling a series of thefts and murders
that they decide to take him down a notch.
Jean Arthur, an actress, is hired to help
them since McCrea has boasted that no
woman can ever interfere with his brainwork. Jean manages to interfere considerably, but in the end helps him solve
the biggest crime of the day. Reginald
Owen is at the bottom of this crime. He
plays the jewel thief who has been at
large for more years than the police departments of several countries would like
to remember. This kind of picture may
serve to get some people's minds off their
troubles, but it is doubtful diversion for
the majority.
Along Came Love
(Paramount)
Here we have the perpetual Hollywood
Cinderella story in different guise and a
right amusing little film it turns out to be.
Nothing great, but full of infectious gaiety
that communicates itself to the audience.
Leaping directly into the cock-eyed plot,
Cinderella (alias Irene Hervey) is an ashcan saleslady in the basement of a huge
Manhattan store. Given to hero-worship
and astronomy, she falls in love with the
constellation Orion, of all things. When
she meets one John Patrick O'Ryan,
Park Avenue medical student, Cinderella
switches her fixation from a celestial body
to one more embraceable, but just as remote to her. Irene Franklin, playing Cinderella's mother, sings lustily, taps and
rolls up a major portion of the laughs for
herself. If your heart warms to film oldtimers, you will welcome the sight of H.
B. Warner and Doris Kenyon. Irene
Hervey,
Charles
Starrett, Bernadene

Hayes, Ferdinand Gottschalk and Charles
Judels contribute greatly to the general
sprightliness.

* The Man
(Universal)

I Marry

This comedy won't have you in stitches,
but you can't miss a couple of good laughs
anyway. Besides, it is worth seeing in
order to get acquainted with Doris Nolan,
who makes her promising celluloid debut
here. She plays the role of Nigel Bruce's
and Marjori
's niece. Nigel's
chief
intereste inGateson
life is
producing plays
while his wife's is scaling the social ladder. For her cause she manages to get
Doris Nolan affianced to Gerald OliverSmith, an Englishman on the stuffy side.
When Doris beats a retreat to a deserted
house she runs smack into Michael
Whalen, a playwright on the genius side.
All should be clear sailing from then on,
but they manage to string along for several
reels before realizing it's Love. In the
meantime, Doris swipes Michael's play and
gives it to her uncle, thereby saving him
from bankruptcy and paving the way to
fame for Mr. Whalen, who is so against
this sort of thing that they have to lock
him up in jail to keep him under control.
An obviously padded plot is lightened by
some good dialogue and comedy by Chic
Sale. Skeets Gallagher and Cliff Edwards do some cutting up as a couple of
drunks, but they fall pretty flat.
** The President's Mystery
(Republic)
. This picture was taken from the Franklin D. Roosevelt opus recently published
in a national weekly. Though a political
tale, involving economic conditions chiefly,
it is packed with suspense from the first
reel, when a successful attorney, Henry
Wilcoxon, decides to disappear from the
world and his wife, both having wearied
him for some years. He establishes his
death by purchasing a corpse and running
it over a bridge in his car. Having
liquidated his fortune, he then starts out
by bus for his new life, only to read in
the next day's paper
his wife has
been murdered and thatthat
he is the guilty
party, his own suicide proving his guilt.
From then on the story becomes involved

Do

You

Your

Do

Little

with

Finger?

— when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
watching
others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poiseiy proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell
• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
itbooklet
withoutischarge
to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00 Frostilla
Fragrant Lotion box (or two fronts from
lOcsizes) and your copy will be sentFREE. ,
"FROSTILLA"
462 Gray Street, Elmira, N. Y.
Enclosed is Frostilla box front— therefore send me my copy of Margery
Wilson's
book on hands.
Name.
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Love Song."
ve cannery which Wilwith a cooperati
coxon becomes interested in. Strikes and
communism add dramatic interest, . while
Betty Furness provides the romantic element. All goes well until Sidney Blackmer, an unscrupulous attorney, who knew
Wilcoxon before his disappearance, beabout him. Wilgins tightening the net
coxon isoutstanding, while Betty Furness
and Evelyn Brent contribute good work.
The comedy scenes are carried off with a
flourish by Barnett Parker, as the seemingly stupid butler whose brainwork
finally saves the day.
Rose Bowl
(Paramount)
If you are college age or collegiate
by nature, you'll get a lot of fun out of
this picture. It winds up, of course, with
football in the Rose Bowl, and the hero,
Tom Brown, crashing through for his
alma mammy. But football is not the only
thing in the picture. Benny Baker isintrothe
duces a glass-breaking gag that
Then
celluloid.
in
done
funniest thing he's
who hasn't a
there is Eleanore Whitneyone,
but shows
single tap to do in this
definite proof of dramatic ability and
looks pretty enough to inspire any team
on to victory. Larry Crabbe does a nice
job as the handsome football hero for
whom Eleanore has been pining only to
learn that Larry isn't at all interested,
while it's Tom Brown in whom beats the
heart of gold. Nydia Westman, as
Eleanore's sister and partner in a college
town candy shop, gives a good account of
herself as does William Frawley in the
role of football coach. Good gags, good
football and good-looking girls make this
film diverting entertainment.
* Sing Me a Love Song
(First-National)
The scene is the employees' lunch room
at Haines' department store. At the table
are Patricia Ellis and ZaSu Pitts of the
sheet music department, Allen Jenkins, an
elevator operator, and Tames Melton, a
newcomer to the music department. When
Jenkins complains of the food, Miss Ellis
reminds him that Mr. Haines, Jr., who
has just taken over the management of
the store, will no doubt make many improvements. The employees' lunch room
soon looks like a nightclub and Mr. Melton, between songs, finds time to see that
the charms of Patricia Ellis are more
numerous than those of Ann Sheridan, his

picture's
of the by
Mostfurnished
fiancee. are
wealthy moments
amusing
Hugh
Herbert, a rich guy, who is also a kleptomaniac. James Melton's voice is splendid,

on a Horse."

but
his acting still leaves something to be
desired.
**

The

Smartest

Girl

In

(RKO-Radio)
There isn't
much to this picture, but
Town
everyone seemed to have a fine time — not
only the cast but the audience. It is another of those Gene Raymond- Ann Sothern
comedies, with both of them at their gayest. And if you like the way Gene and
Ann go gay, this picture is for you. If
you don't, Helen Broderick and Eric Blore
will make you feel your ticket was a safe
investment. Erik Rhodes supplies some
laughs with his characterization of the
bewildered baron who is courting Ann with
the
enthusiastic
sister,
Helen
Broderick,cooperation
who thinksof aAnn's
girl should
marry strictly for money, she having married for no other reason than love. Believing that clothes may not make the man but
certainly help a woman make a man, Helen
starts Ann on a career of modelling the
smartest apparel in town. When the company hires Gene
Raymond's
for her
an
advertising
background,
she yacht
proves
point. Though, of course, Gene would
have
adored
year'scute
kitchen
number.
Gene Ann
thinksin uplast
a really
idea
of pretending to be the male model hired
for the picture,
and you reels
can imagine
surprise
after several
to findAnn's
that
she's fallen in love with a multimillionaire !
It's that kind of story, well padded with
snappy dialogue and a few genuinely comic
sequences.
Three

Men

on

a Horse

(Warner Bros.)
Though the laughs fall short of those
garnered by the stage version, "Three
Men on a Horse" is still good screen fare.
Teddy Hart and Sam Levene are the only
ones rounded up of the original New York
stage company. Others in the cast are
Frank McHugh, Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Carol Hughes and Joan Blondell —
to give you an idea of the comedy offered
for your money. Frank McHugh is the
hero, though on the Caspar Milquetoast
type. His life work is writing greeting
card ditties, until he discovers, quite by
chance, that he is equally talented at picking horses. So good is he that a gang of
toughies, headed by Sam Levene, kidnap
McHugh, much to the joy of Joan Blondell who is Sam's girl friend and always
has had a poetic side to her nature, too.
Follows a tale that race-track addicts will
lap up, but that still is humorous enough
to provide entertainment for the rest of
the audience. McHugh goes through gruelling and hilarious experiences before he is
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*** Come and Get It
(Samuel Goldwyn)
Here's as lusty and loud a screen
as you could wish to see. Adapted drama
from
Edna Ferber's novel, it bristles with life
and shouts its way through an hour and a
half ■ of good, vigorous entertainment.
Starting out as a story of the northern
Wisconsin lumber camps in the 80's, it
becomes, in the end, a dramatic and powerful love triangle. It is the story of
Barney Glasgow (Edward Arnold), whose
unquenchable thirst for wealth and prominence leaves the forests devastated and the
dance hall gal who loves him heart-broken.
He wants to marry the boss' daughter
promote his future, but she (Francesto
, Farmer) weds his lumberjack pal (Walter Brennan). Years later, rich and respectable, he returns to his old haunts,
A tense moment from "We
meets his former sweetheart's daughter
(also played by Frances Farmer) and falls
Who Are About to Die,"
in love with her. He brings her home
with John Becd and Ann
with him and at this point his power to
Dvorak.
Set what he wants, is broken, for the gal
falls in love with his son (Joel McCrea).
finally returned to his wife, Carol Hughes,
Edward Arnold's performance is excellent,
and Walter Brennan
is swell as the lumwhose nagging had turned poor Frank to
berjack. You fans will agree that Frances
the bottle in the first place. And Guy KibFarmer has a definite screen future.
bee, his boss, forgives him even if Frank
did slip up on his annual Mother's Day
verses.
* Wild Brian Kent
Tarzcm Escapes
(Sol Lesser-RKO)
This picture is almost as flat as the
(M-G-M)
Kansas prairies which serve as its backAnother Tarzan tale on the screen is
ground. Ralph Bellamy is the supposedly
always
newsbe to
fans.
wild young man of the title role, who after
But thisgood
should
the the
bestBurroughs'
news yet, since
a few years of reckless dissipation in the
it tops all previous Tarzan thrillers. Johnbig city turns to the corn country and the
ny Weissmuller has never had himself a
good life. Here he meets Mae Clarke, who
better time in all his years of Tarzanning,
lives in mortal fear that the farm owned
in spite of suffering dirty work at the
by her aunt and uncle is going to be forehands of John Buckler, an animal collector
closed by the city slicker. However,
who decides to take him back to England
Ralph has thrown his money away with a
as Exhibit A. As if that weren't hectic
lavish hand by this time. But he hies himenough, there's in-law trouble for Tarzan.
self to town and talks the would-be foreThe relatives of his mate, Maureen O'Sulcloser into loaning him enough money to
livan, suddenly drop into their honeymoon
ship Mae's sheep to market. Mae gets the
cottage in the tree tops and lure the bride
money all right, but
she also gets some of
back
to
civilization.
But
you
can't
keep
a
the
infected sheep belonging to the big
Weissmuller down for more than a few
meanie mixed up in her shipment. Things
reels, so he gets matters straightened out
look pretty dark again, but Ralph saves
eventually with help from a herd of elethat day, too. The next problem is to get
phants. There are grand shots of animal
the wheat crop in. Excitement mounts
life throughout this celluloider, to say
steadily because you have a feeling that
nothing of the jungle background photogthe villain will surely put a monkeyraphy, which should make the picture enwrench
in the threshing machine or somejoyable for those less active by nature
thing. But he foils everyone by just setthan the majority of Tarzan fans. In the
ting amatch to the ripe field of grain. Our
supporting
cast,
Maureen
O'Sullivan Benita
gives
hero arrives on the field just in the nick
a sincere and
likeable
performance.
of time, and Ralph Bellamy beating out
Hume and William Henry, as her cousins,
fifty acres of flaming farina is undoubtedare good. E. E. Clive, Herbert Mundin
ly the high point of this picture.
and John Buckler contribute satisfactory
characterizations — and Cheetah almost
steals the picture with his histrionics.
* 15 Maiden Lane
(20th Century-Fox)
* A Woman
Rebels
This offers enough thrills to be pleasant(RKO-Radio)
ly diverting to fans of an adventurous turn
This is old-fashioned melodrama, a cosof mind. Those with a skeptical viewpoint
tume play lacking in pace and dramatic
may find it hard to take in spots. Conforce, despite good performances by most
cerning the jewel trade, which centers
around Maiden Lane in New York
of the cast. It tells the story of Pamela
Thistlewaite and her rebellion against the
City, the plot thickens in the first reel
with the discovery that a diamond of fabustraight-laced standards of mid- Victorian
England. Lonely and unhappy because of
lous price has been stolen from a merchant
her tyrannical father and the marriage of
in the building. Robert McWade is owner
her only sister, she succumbs to the
of the insurance company which must
charms of a gay blade from London. Her
stand the price, if it is not recovered and
Claire Trevor is his niece who sets about
baby arrives at the time of her sister's
saving
him the dough by locating the gang
death,
so Pamela's
child, as
far then
as the
world knows,
is her niece.
From
on
of jewel^ thieves. Miss Trevor's celluloid
courage is a thing to marvel at — the more
she crusades
women's
rights
hides
her
secret andfor her
love for
Sirand
Thomas
dangerous the crook or the situation, the
Lane (Herbert Marshall) until the truth
more she is intrigued. Cesar Romero is
is finally revealed in a divorce suit. You
the suave and supposedly clever thief, who
can recognize the ancient plot in spite of
falls
intoasthe
blonde's to"trap,
its fancy dress disguise as the picture
so
much
bothering
find without
out her even
conmoves slowly to its inevitable ending.
nections— a little matter that would have
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saved his life in the last reel. However,
there are some believable and really exciting sequences which build suspense to
the
final
gang. Romero's
role does clean-up
not give of
him the
opportunity
for his
undeniable gifts. Claire Trevor is attractive to look at and gets the most from the
part assigned her. Douglas Fowley is good
as the go-between, while Lloyd Nolan and
Robert McWade pass muster.
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* Luckiest
(Universal)

Girl in the World

As the "Luckiest Girl in the World"
Jane Wyatt does not make too favorable
an impression. In the first place, the story
is too weak in spots to carry conviction
and, in the second place, players cast with
her don't help matters along much. Miss
Wyatt is attractive to look at, but lacks
picture personality — at least at this stage
of the game. Of the entire cast Eugene
Pallette and Viola Callahan are the only
outstanding players. The others, including
Louis Hayward, Catherine Doucet, Nat
Pendleton and Philip Reed are merely
satisfactory. Pallette plays the millionaire whose daughter, Jane Wyatt, is madly in love with Philip Reed. Phil's a young
man whose outstanding qualification for
marriage is that he plays a fine game of
tennis.
Papa says Jane can marry him, if
she can manage to live on $150 for one
month in New York City. This wouldn't
be too tough for most gals, but Jane has
such a struggle. Louis Hayward, a young
man renting a room in the same boardinghouse, practically has to feed her, and
love blooms over the burnt hamburger.
Nat Pendleton, as the bodyguard hired to
watch over Jane, provides most of the
laughs, but it's too much the same type
of Pendleton gagging. Hayward and Miss
Wyatt fall pretty flat in their attempts at
light comedy. Viola Callahan, in a short
bit, as the boarding-house keeper, is at
least believable.
**★
The Garden
(United Artists)

of Allah

With the industry's knowledge of the
intricacies of technicolor advancing with
each color film, "The Garden of Allah"
takes advantage of previous experiments
and emerges as the most beautiful series
of photographs thus far brought to the
screen.
If you think Marlene Dietrich was
beautiful in black and white, wait un-

til you see her in color ! She is, as the
French have it, the nuts. So with Dietrich looking radiant, beautiful moonlight
shots of the desert and superb acting by
Charles Boyer, one forgets that the story
is hardly modern and that at times the
picture's pace is a decidedly lethargic one.
The story is about a Trappist monk who
renounces his sacred vows and flees from
the monastery, whereupon he falls in love
with a woman who, like himself, is searching for happiness. They marry, but their
idyll is ended when, his secret discovered,
celibacy.
the former monk returns to his life of
Although acting honors go to Charles
Boyer, Marlene Dietrich acquits herself
surprisingly well in a role eminently
suited to her special talents. In a
beautiful dance sequence, Tilly Losch
proves herself an exotic screen personality.
There are also capable performances by
Joseph Schildkraut, John Carradine, Basil
Rathbone and C. Aubrey Smith.
**

Under

Your

Spell

(20th Century-Fox)
Here's Lawrence Tibbett again, in finest
singing form,
to prove
is the
premiere
baritone.
Also,he that
he screen's
can go
through dramatic paces with the greatest
of ease. It's too bad that the story is
superficial and does not match up to the
depth and beauty of his rich tones. But as
long as Tibbett sings frequently and stirringly, the plot is of small matter. In
addition to the exquisite music (there's
an excerpt from "Faust" that will make
your blood tingle, the two typical Tibbett
numbers — '"Under Your Spell" and "My
Little
Wagon")
is the
story ofMule
the concert
artist,
who custom-built
is a martyr
to the demands of fame. Between cigarette-endorsing and back-patting audition
winners, life is pretty vapid for the baritone— until the girl comes along. Patterned after the zany type popularized by
Carole Lombard in "My Man Godfrey,"
Cynthia Drexel (Wendy Barrie) is rich,
pampered and given to breaking dishes in
moments of stress. To spite a social rival,
she engages the baritone to sing at a
party. When the singer jumps all contracts in an effort to "get away from it
all" the willful miss pursues him to his
mountain cabin to force him to fulfill her
commitment. Failing, she will have to
marry a man she doesn't love, because
she
rest. made a bet that way. You know the

Sleep
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Side,
Heart

GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
RIGHT SIDE BEST.
If
you
toss
in
bed dose
and relieves
can't sleep
on right
try
Adlerika. Just ONE
stomach
GAS side,
pressing
on heart so you sleep soundly.
Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels and
brings out foul matter you would never believe was in your
system. This old matter may have poisoned you for
months and caused GAS, sour stomach, headache or
nervousness.
Dr. H. L. Shoub, New York, reports: "In addition to intestinal cleansing, Adlerika greatly -seduces
bacteria and colon bacilli."
Mrs.notJas.eat Filler:
"Gas Even
on mymy stomach
was soto bad
could
or sleep.
heart seemed
hurt.I
The first dose of Adlerika brought me relief. Now I eat
as I wish, steep fine and never felt better."
Give your bowels a REAL cleansing with Adlerika and
see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieves GAS and
constipation. At all Leading Druggists.
TRIAL For SPECIAL TRIAL SIZE send 10c, coin
Leber orMinn.
stamps, to Adlerika, Dept. 115, St. Paul,
OFFER
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Jane

Wyatt

Hayward

and

Louis

in "Luckiest Girl

in the World."

A scene from "A Woman
Rebels," co-starring Hepburn and Marshall.
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Good

News

{Continued from page 41)
termission. The mystery, according to
Cesar, is : which of his so-called friends
handed him an exploding cigarette?

More fun on the "After the Thin Man"
set. In one scene. Bill Powell was to enter
a prison cell with several young ladies.
After getting the party locked up in the jug.
Director Van Dyke and crew calmly left for
lunch. But they returned to find Powell having aswell time — and a swell lunch — with the
gals. Seems he had yelled out an order to
the studio commissary, and they had shoved
their fanciest five-course luncheon through
the bars. Since guys in jail have no money.
Van Dyke is still wondering whether his gag
was worth the price of the stiff lunch check
he had to pay.

Now that winter has hit Hollywood—
the thermometer has dropped to 70°
everyone heads for Palm Springs and the
desert every week-end. There the glamor
girls and boys can get away from work and
the cruel cold for a few days while they
grow radiant under the southern sun and
the pleasant publicity. The desert resorts
are more popular than ever this season
and tourists wanting to rub sun-tans with
their favorites should come armed with
ample check-books. At one of the spas,
for instance, you can purchase the regular

luncheon for $2.00, and if you wish the
added distinction of having plunged into
the same pool with a $5,000-a-week cutie,
another $2.00 takes care of that. And
why not? After all, what can they raise
on the desert but prices?

On a clear day, as the saying goes, you
can see Bob Taylor's dressing-gown from
San Francisco. He startled the waitresses at
the studio commissary with it the first few
days, but they're getting used to it. Personally, we think it's a trick to hide his
identity, because the robe is so startlin
g you
hardly notice who's in it.
On the "After the Thin Man" set
M-G-M, Director W. S. Van Dyke wasat
preparing to shoot a scene. Jessie Ralph
was to say a few words to Sam ("Three
Men on a Horse") Levene. Levene is
from Broadway and Van
Dyke had been
giving him the ribbing most newcomers
get. After the first rehearsal Van Dyke
asked Levene to show more of his profile.
Levene complied, and they went over ii
once more. Van Dyke asked for still more
profile, and he got it and they shot the
scene. "How was I?" asked Levene. "I
don't know," replied Van Dyke. "You
aren't in this scene."
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pains and chest congestion, now find genuine relief in an ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTER.
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for muscle
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EEL weary and worn? Try an energizing
usa-foam million bubble bath! Laze away in a
tub filled with millions of sparkling, refreshing bubbles. Let "nerves" and fatigue melt in its fragrant
luxury. Step out buoyant . . . invigorated! Feel how
satiny-smooth your skin is; no damp, tacky feeling.
No "ring around the tub" to scrub because the tub is
left jfetening white. 10c at most ten-cent stores.
B"Tn/ftl
a L LAB.,
INC.,to2023
Kalsted St.,
Dept. 1S-A,
I'd like
try N.usa-foam
million
bubble~ Chi7agV~
bath. I
jfcl
enclose
10c
(stamps.coin)
and
3c
stamp
for mailing.
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When two burglars parked themselves in
the garage of the Ravenswood Apartments,
one evening recently, they lined up the
tenants as they arrived and relieved them
of iheir cash and jewelry. They were really
marking time waiting for Mae West, who
owns the building and lives in it. But Mae
was at the fights and the thieves decided to
come up and see her some other time, much
to the relief of the other tenants who knew
that Mae would be accompanied by her two
might have meant con, which
bodyguardssiderable
gun-play.

about badminJean Harlow's so upcrazy
a bedroom in her
ton that she's torn
court of it.
on
home and made a badmint
Badminton courts should be outside, but
sun doesn't
t because
Jean shouldn'
court
the inside
Hence the
with her.
agree
for Harlow. Or is it because Bill Powell
had to spend most of his days in darkened
rooms for a spell on account of a bad
case of looking too often at studio lights?
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Astaire who
don't core for cameramen much.

Jeanette MacDonald is back in town after
visiting in New York and Philadelphia with
her mother and sisters. In the meantime.
Gene Raymond has been making daily trips
to San Fernando Valley, where the MacDonald-Raymond home is being nailed together. According to their understanding,
there'll be no wedding until the house is
completed. And there's talk around that Mr.
R. is trying to convince Jeanette that she
really ought to see Yuma at this time of
the year.

Susan Carrie Saunders is the reason
you're not seeing Fay Wray in celluloid
taken all of
these days. Susan Carrie's
Fay's time since her arrival a couple of
months ago. What's more, there's talk of
deFay giving up her movie career and husvoting herself exclusively to home,
band and daughter. They may make
their home in England, where John Monk

Betty Grable and Jackie Coogan prove it's still romance!

Saunders is writing for British films.

Bing Crosby thought up the idea of midocean previews. There have been preshowings of pictures on planes, trains and
busses, but never on the briny. When Bing
left on his trip to Hawaii, he had Columbia
book passage for a print of "Pennies from
new picture, which he hadn't
Heaven."
seen.
But his
he'll
never do it again, for he
had to see the film every night for the five
nights of the trip. Passengers in every class
demanded to see the preview and asked
that Bing be present to lend a bit of ata boat jad
down Bing
can't turn
mosphere. Youwhich
of customers,
is why
ww so
glad to see land and the last of "Pennies
from Heaven."

was several
's face
Mickey
day, instead of the
the other
of redRooney
shades
even freckled sun-tan it usually is. Because he was due back to the studio imMickeyintodidn't
broadcas
after a time
the
to t,change
spare
have any mediately
tuxedo which he was supposed to wear for
his next scene. So he decided to change
in the car while en route. Imagine his
chagrin when his chauffeur stopped at a
traffic signal right outside Hollywood high
school and he found himself with an audience of admiring co-eds.
It takes time, but gradually Greta gets
around to things. Make-up boxes, for instance, took her ten years to appreciate.
The Silent One's make-up has always been
carried around in a shoe box on the set
until a few weeks ago when she suddenly
appeared on the "Camille" set carrying a
swanky purple leather one under her arm,
and smiling fondly at the crew and Robert
Taylor. Taylor, it turned out, just happened
to be in the way, for the smiles were all for
the crew. And particularly for Harry Edwards, prop man on the picture, who was
the donor of the gift to Garbo.
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with HOLLYWOOD'S
thrillind
NEW
BEAUTY
SECRETS

True it is that beauty's business is to charm!
Then be what he wants you to be — be what you
want to be — lovely — fresh — young — vibrant! Let
Hollywood Mask Matched Make-up work its
glorious magic, as no other make-up can — because Hollywood Mask is matched make-up keyed
to your most important complexion factor — your
natural skin type.
Listen, Blonde head, Brownette, Brunette,
Redhead — beauty experts and America's most
discriminating women agree on these make-up
rules :—
1— Powder, rouge and lipstick should be color
keyed to the most important complexion feature— the skin.
2 — natural
Powder, type
rougeof and
lipstick should accent your
beauty.
3 — Powder, rougecand lipstick color shades must
not
clash— must harmonize for natural appearance.
4 — A facial such as the exciting new Hollywood
Mask is vital to intelligent skin care.

All over America women have turned to Hollywood Mask's new blending secrets,
balanced
color ingredients. Here is matched new
make-up for
gloriously natural-appearing loveliness.
Try Hollywood Mask make-up TODAY! Obtainable atdrug and department stores. Introductory sizes at 5 and 10 cent stores.

3YE WRINKLES, LARGE PORES
iust
be healthy to be lovely. Don't
yourself
to wrinkles, blackheads,
>ores. Let Hollywood Mask Facial
ite underskin tissues. Purge pores
, rancid oils. Spread it on. Rinse it
id behold! Skin looks fresh, clear,
g. Large tube $1. Trial 10c.

FOR NATURAL COLOR HARMONY —
THIS NEW CLINGING ROUGE
So important — that your rouge accent
your individual type. Blends evenly.
Glows through powder to give youthful
effect of natural healthy color. Try
Hollywood Mask Rouge.
Peachbloom, Poppy, Raspberry,
Orange. Large size 50c, Purse size 10c.

LIPSTICK MUST MATCH ROUGE— FOR
TRUE NATURAL HARMONY
Transform lips into a luscious tantalizing red with Hollywood Mask Lipstick. Flatters you most because
matched to your special rouge. Indelible.
Keeps outlipsmany
soft more
— prevents
Lasts
kisses. chapping.
Light. Medium, Dark, Orange, Raspberry. Extra size 55c. Trial size 10c.

END "PLASTER-OF-PARIS" MADE-UP LOOK
ISfow-powder which won't show-because gloriously flattering shades complement your individual color skin type. Stays and stays and ST A YS
powder.
"Twice-a-da
longer. Brunette,
— hours Creole,
on Rachelle,
y" Natural,
Peach,
Blanche. Suntan. Large size 75c. Purse size 10c.
Check below a list of ★your favorite matching
shades of powder, rouge, lipstick. Trv the refreshing new facial. See how
more Hollywood Mask matched make-upmuch
Mad NOW.
can do for youl

Hollywood Mask, Inc.,
105 W. Monroe St., Dept. 117. Chicago.
che^nedd.PUirSee„cfoZsee
To^eLr^
*™d"
OHollywood
checked tocoverpackaging
and mailing □U Creole
Rachelle
Mask
Lipstick
□ BrunetteQLight
□ Natural DDark
□ Blanche nOrange
Rouge
Ci,y
DPeach

Stale

□Orange
OPoppy

□ Raspberry
□ Peachbloor •'
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One full pound of mild, mel— the in"bitePrince Albert
o— packed
the
less" lowtobacc
cheerful red tin and placed in
an attractive Christmas gift
package, {far left}
Here's a full pound of Prince
Albert, packed in a real glass
humidor that keeps the tobacco
and becondition
in perfect
comes awelcome
possession.
Gift wrap, {near left}

Copyright, 1936, R. J.Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C.
Printed in the U.S.A.
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Let your lips be savagely red . . . warmly
moist like dew. . . and tenderly soft ... so soft that to
touch them is to forever surrender all desire for
any lips but yours! Nothing is so tempting as
the pagan, junglish reds of Savage Lipstick
TANGERINE • FLAME • NATURAL • BLUSH • JUNGLE

. . . and nothing is so sure to conquer as lips
that have the thrilling softness that only this
lipstick can give them. Savage is truly indelible,
too; it clings savagely as long as you wish your lips
to lure . . . and longer. None other is like Savage!
CENT STORES
TEN
AT ALL
CENTS
TWENTY

MODERN

• How clean is your skin? That's your most important beauty problem. For only when pores are
thoroughly, deeply cleansed can one hope for a
radiant, exquisitely fine complexion.
Starting today, you can be sure of a truly clean
skin — and all the loveliness it brings. Because
today Daggett & Ramsdell offers you the new
Golden Cleansing Cream — a more efficient skin
cleanser could not be obtained !
A New

is

the

SCREEN

secret

of

This Simple

Test!

radiant

beauty

!

Kind of Cleansing

Golden Cleansing Cream is entirely different
from other creams and lotions. It contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable ingredient well known
to the medical profession but new in the world
of beauty. This colloidal gold has an amazing
power to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt,
make-up, dead tissue and other impurities that
destroy complexion beauty. The action of colloidal gold is so effective that it continues to
cleanse your skin even after the cream has been
wipedates skin
away.
it tones and invigorcells What's
while itmore
cleanses.
Contains Colloidal Gold
Daggett & Ramsdell Golden Cleansing Cream is
the only cream that brings you the deep-pore
cleansing of colloidal gold. You can't see or feel
this gold because it is not a metal — any more
than the iron in spinach is a metal. In fact, many
of the health-giving minerals in fruits and vegetables exist in a colloidal form, similar to that
of the gold in Golden Cleansing Cream. What
you do see is a smooth, non-liquefying cream,
rose-pink in color, suitable for cleansing every
type of skin.
Costs No More
Daggett & Ramsdell's new Golden Cleansing
Cream is within the reach of every one of you.
You'll soon say you never made a more economical investment than the $1.00 which the cream
costs. It is obtainable at leading drug and department stores — ask for it today !

0*8 6 fT! V IMNSCE

Make

«« CMUI8K 8M0I

Enclosed find 10^ in stamps for
which please send me my trial size jar
of Golden Cleansing Cream.
(This offer is good in United States only.)

w

• Apply your
skin
cleanser.
Wipe usual
it off with
tissue. Your face seems
clean— but is it? Does
any dirt remain to clog
and blemish your skin?
DAGGETT

&

Daggett
& Ramsdell
Room
1980,
2 Park Avenue,Dept. MM-2
New York
City

RAMSDELL.

• Now, cleanse with Daggett
& Ramsdell Golden Cleansing Cream. Your tissue
shows more dirt— brought
from pore depths by this
more effective cleansing.

GOLDEN

Name .
Street
City
Dealer's Name.

CLEANSING

.State.

CREAM
Copr. 1937 by Daggett & RamBdell
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• Splitting headaches made me feel miserable. Ican't tell you how I was suffering!
I knew the trouble all too well — constipation, a clogged-up condition. I'd
heard FEEN-A-M INT well spoken of. So
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

Showing

OUR TRIP ABROAD
Modern Screen's Contest Winners tell what they saw and did
FIVE STAR CAPERS
Henry Phillips
Those darling Dionne Quints stage "Reunion"
HIS JUBILEE DAYS
Martha Kerr
Adolph Zukor's twenty-five years of picture-making
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THEM IN 1937?
Dareos
Here's what Fate has in store for the stars!
SHE TELLS ON GARBO
Faith Service
And Cecilia Parker has a new slant on the Great One
ONE IN A MILLION!
James Reid
There's no question, Don Ameche is just that
AS HARLOW SEES HERSELF
Caroline S. Hoyt
Jean takes a searching look into the girl she is
FASTEST GAL IN TOWN
Lois Svensrud
Eleanore Whitney's one of the nicest, too
MISS RAINER REGRETS
Nanette Kutner
Luise dares some amazingly frank statements
WHEN
WRONG,
Franc Dillon
MelvynHE'S
Douglas
is a veryHE'S
cleverRIGHT!
fellow
TAKING IRENE FOR A RIDE!
Muriel Babcock
And what a ride Miss Dunne's turned out to be
THE HAIR PROBLEM
Mary Marshall
Whatever yours may be, there's a solution to it
IS HOLLYWOOD
A WOMAN'S
TOWN?
Helen Louise Walker
The bachelors answer
this one

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxative that comes in
delicious mint-flavored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3
minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.
The chewing, according to scientific research, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough — more dependable and reliable.

"YOU" APPEAL IN STAR FASHIONS
Telling just what Hollywood can do for you
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WON'T Michael
PLAY is HUNCHES
funny that way
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LIFEa great
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9 Next morning— headache gone— full of
life and pep again ! All accomplished so
easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.
Learn why this laxative is a favorite with
16 million people
— young and old.
Familysizedonly
boxes
15c & 25c
Slightly higher in Canada.
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"Crush

me

in your arms

until the breath is gone

She had known
many kinds of
from my body!"
love, but Aw kisses filled her with
longings she had never felt before... The glamorous Garbo —
handsome Robert Taylor — together in a love story that will
awaken your innermost emotions
with its soul-stabbing drama!

with LIONEL
BARRYMORE
ELIZABETH ALLAN
•
JESSIE RALPH
HENRY DANIELL
•
LENORE ULRIC
LAURA HOPE CREWS
A Metro ■ Goldwyn - Mayer Picture, based on play and novel
" La Dame aux Dumas.
Camelias"Directed
( Lady by
of George
the Camelias
Cukor) by Alexandre

Lilliane

and

John take off
for an air view
of England.

Ah&ad

THEY'RE BACK! And what fascinating experiences
those testtwo
had tolucky
relate.winners of our "New Movie Types" ConEven while their baggage was going through Customs,
Lilliane Kerekes and John Beattie talked enthusiastically
about what they did from the moment they sailed for
England on the Queen Mary until their last few minutes
on board the Berengaria, coming home.
Going over, both Lilliane and John got a great kick out
of meeting and mingling with famous people. Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr. was on board and they met him. One night
a party was given in honor of Lilliane. And every day
there was the constant round of shipboard activities — all
a new scene for the two.
We asked John what he thought was the highlight of
the trip as far as he was concerned. He answered quickly
that he got the biggest thrill out of their trip through the
House of Commons and the {Continued on page 88)
Gaumont-British make-up artists get Lilliane
Kerekes and John Beattie ready for tests.
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Pepsodent containing irium brings flashi
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(Left to right) Annette, Marie, Yvonne, Emilie and Cecile "between scenes" on the "Reunion" set, just
Outside their door up Callander way. World Copyright, 1937, NEA Service, Inc.

hwz
-Stab
The
unpredictable
Quintuplets
By

Henry

SPEAKING of the Quintuplets as "The Five Most Famous Screen Stars" may seem like a haphazard statement.
Nevertheless, there are many astounding facts to support
the contention that the Dionnettes might have a slight edge
on even Shirley Temple if a showdown were possible. No
one desires a poll, however, and there probably never will
be one. Setting aside all facts and figures, the five little
Canadians still command first place in the human interest
headlines throughout the universe. All without a pressagent !
And no wonder ! The youngsters put on a show twice
daily on their "lot" in far-off Callander, Ontario, "if the
weather permits." The performance goes on throughout
spring, summer and autumn and during a great part of
the winter. At the last showing we witnessed, the "house"
numbered ten thousand persons, and according to the
records, we were in the neighborhood of the two-millionth onlooker. Automobiles from nearly every State
in the Union and all the Provinces of Canada were parked
by the hundreds on the hill and stretched for miles down
the road. This was the second show; three thousand
more had been there in the morning and departed for their
distant homes — Texas, California, Georgia. . . .
8

CajpehA
go
Hollywood
again

Phillips
The show is unique because there are no precedents,
the performers have no prototypes. The little stars don't
even know that a show is going on, or that they have an
audience !
Just how to preserve all the sweet naturalness that is
the essence of the Dionne Quintuplets was the hardest
job that ever confronted a moving picture director. When
Norman Taurog directed their first picture a year ago,
"The Country Doctor," the task had been comparatively
simple. The budding stars had just passed their first
birthday. They were just sweet babies, barely able to
creep about and do all the cunning things that most all
babies do — multiplied by five. However, in making the
newest movie, "Reunion," they found five husky, mischievous young ladies, each with a mind of her own and
a pair of sturdy legs ever ready to carry her in the direction her strong will had predetermined she was going to
go. For a whole year the youngsters had been driving
along extreme, "natural" lines of non-restraint in their
bringing up. Though they were born at the same time
and looked exactly alike to the stranger, externally, they
were as utterly different in their ideas as though they had
been members of an infantile {Continued on page 96)
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SQUEALERS!

LACK

That's the law of this devil cult — the body and soul
pledge made by every man who for thirty pieces
of silver buys the privilege of killing his neighbor!
Leave it to Warner

Bros, to be the first to bring to

the screen the whole savage, terrible behind-thescenes story of these Midnight Marauders of the
Midwest ! All of it— every bullet-riddled paragraph —
hurled across the screen with the dramatic fury of
another "G-Men"

or "I Am

A Fugitive".

To producers, to director and to a great cast — brilliantly headed by Humphrey Bogart in a role even
more intensely dynamic than his "Killer" of "Petrified Forest" — alike are due the plaudits of a million
fans for making this thrilling indictment of the
world below
the underworld
cinema
excitement!
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DICK FORAN
ANN

BOGART

• ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE

SHERIDAN

• Helen Flint • Joseph

Sawyer Addison Richards* Eddie Acuff
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
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Our congratulations, this month, are tendered to those capable people who
made possible such a splendid picturization of the Lloyd C. Douglas best

seller, "Green Light."
These monthly awards

by Modern

Screen are your guides to the cream

of

the year's picture crop. Only those pictures rate the medal which offer the
finest in entertainment value for you. These are the about-to-be-released pictures which you will want to put on your "must" list. Watch for our next month's
Award of Merit — it means another evening's assured entertainment for you!
Director Frank Borzage, a master hand at turning out fine pictures, gets the
most out of the original novel, dramatizing it with a nicety that spells big boxoffice appeal. And he gets the most out of his talented cast. Errol Flynn and
Anita Louise both reach new acting heights in their characterizations. Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Margaret Lindsay, Spring Byington and Walter Abel share honors.

Modern

Screen's

Medal

Award Picture, "Green
production, reviewed by

^ Author Lloyd C. Douglas owes a deep bow So the picture industry. In his novels, his
inspirational themes and his "Glory, Halleluiah!" shouting are often overdone and are
certainly not regarded with enthusiasm by critical or sophisticated readers. "Magnificent Obsession," for instance, was hardly a literary triumph, yet its picture version
was one of last year's biggest box-office attractions.
As strong
a novel,audience
"Green appeal
Light" which
parallels
earlier Douglas
a picture
offers
will the
undoubtedly
place work,
it amongwhilethe asmost
popularit
films
of
1937.
It
excels
"Magnificent
Obsession"
in
construction
and
execution,
for it
is much more plausible than its predecessor. Its greatest asset is that it offers Errol Flynn
in his first non-costume role, and for that it deserves considerable applause, for young
Mr. Flynn proves beyond all doubt that he is one of the most interesting new players to
come to the screen in several years. In this, his third picture, he establishes himself as
Robert Taylor's
leading rival for the hearts — and also the patronage — of the country's
feminine
theatre-goers.
Briefly, the story concerns a young surgeon (Flynn) in a metropolitan hospital. Dr.
Endicott
(Henry inO'Neill),
head than
surgeon
the hospital,
has allowed
himself
to become
more interested
Wall Street
in hisof own
institution.
When Mrs.
Dexter
(Spring
Byington),10 one of the hospital's wealthy patronesses, needs an emergency operation, Dr.

Light," a First National-Cosmopolitan
Leo Townsend

Endicott
is busyof proceedings.
at his broker'sDr.office.
orders
In the middle
EndicottFlynn
bustles
intothethe operation
operating begun
room, immediately.
nervous after
just losing a fortune in Wall Street, and commits an error which leads to Mrs. Dexter's
death. Dr. Endicott allows the blame to fall on Flynn, who resigns from the hospital,
embittered and sour on life. A chance meeting with Dean Harcourt (Sir Cedric Hardwicke), whose radio sermons had been an inspiration to Mrs. Dexter, also leads him to
meet Phyllis Dexter (Anita Louise), who believes him responsible for her mother's death.
It isIn the
Dean'sof the
problem
adjust his
young
themselves
world.to
the role
young tosurgeon,
ErroltwoFlynn
offersfriends
a vitalto and
moving and
studytoofthea man
whom life has lost its meaning. The handsome young Irishman has virility, charm and —
in case Dexter,
you didn't
notice
it ingets
his her
costume
considerableto acting
As
Phyllis
Anita
Louise
best pictures
screen —opportunity
date. ability.
Perhaps the
loveliest of the younger screen stars, she is definitely advancing as an actress. Next to
Flynn's performance in excellence is that of Sir Cedric Hardwicke in the role of Dean
Harcourt. Long a favorite of London stage and screen audiences, he establishes himself here as one of the finest of character players. Spring Byington is entirely believable
as Mrs. Dexter, and there are good performances by Margaret Lindsay, as a nurse in love
with Flynn, and Walter Abel, a fellow surgeon at the hospital.
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Lovely girl! — she knew what to do to hold him! No hit-or-miss cosmetics for her. You, too, can
follow her simple plan — just as thousands of modern women all over America are doing. Turn to
Hollywood Mask matched make-up — make-up keyed to your most important make-up feature
— your natural skin color. Choose Hollywood Mask's new blending secrets, new balanced color
ingredients — for gloriously natural-appearing loveliness! It's the natural thing to do!
Obtainable at drug and department stores. Introductory sizes at 10 cent stores. Use the
coupon to list your favorite matching shades of powder, rouge and lipstick. Try the refreshing
new facial. See how much more Hollywood Mask matched make-up can do for you! Send now
for purse sizes.
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Errol Flynn
has a "quick
lunch" in the
studio commissary after
"Green
finishing

Light."
Solve the "What shall I cook today?"
problem by serving this delicious
Mexican Tamale Loaf with Spanish
Sauce. The Modern Hostess will
send you the recipe for the asking.

I'VE JUST been around the world with Errol Flynn!
What if our magic carpet was only a tablecloth in the
studio commissary ; what if our voyage did take but one
fleeting hour — the trip was a gay and memorable one just
the same. And I came away convinced that life is full of
pleasant surprises — even for a cooking editor !
For, much as I looked forward to meeting this dashing
and adventurous young man, I certainly never expected
to find him at all helpful for an article on foods, of all

"who has
things. "Here was a man," I had thought,continen
t— a
sailed the seven seas and traveled on every
advenof
series
man for whom life has been a continuous
tures. Why, if I question him about anything as commonplace as the the things he likes to eat, he'll just shut
up like a clam."
But to my complete amazement he did nothing of the
kind. For, as it happens, Errol has "eaten his way
around the world," so to speak, loves to talk about the
strange and delicious foods he has sampled on his travels
and even admits he can cook. "Admits," did I say?
Well, that's too mild a word, since he actually boasts of
his culinary knowledge and ability. And judging from
one of the menus he outlined for me — and which I shall
give you later on — when it comes to eating he is quite the
connoisseur.
Hard for you to imagine the swashbuckling pirate of
"Captain Blood," the dashing, handsome officer of
"Charge of the Light Brigade," as a food enthusiast, isn't
it? And, I imagine, practically impossible for you to
think of him as actually knowing how to cook. But you
must remember that before his arrival in Hollywood,

12
This

traveled

Irishman

Errol's life was one of adventure and exploration in most
of the known and some of the unknown spots on this
globe of ours. Not only has he sampled many novel and
appetizing dishes on his travels, but there have been times
when he himself had to take a turn at the cook stove in
the galley ; or fix up a South Sea equivalent of an Irish
stew over an open fire in the depths of the jungle. All of
which, added to a naturally keen appetite, has made the
debonair hero of this story unusually food-conscious. As
a result, the ideas on foods that he has to offer are well
worth knowing about.
But if you are perfectly satisfied to serve the usual
things, cooked in the usual manner for days and years on

suggests

some

"different"

foods

to

MODERN

end, you will find little to interest
you here ; for, even on the food subject, this enterprising young Irishman refuses to keep to the beaten
track of familiar mediocrity. If you
like novelty — foods that are different
— flavors and combinations that are
unusual; if your family is the kind
to welcome a change with appreciative cheers, then here is a golden opportunity to add something new in
the line of recipes to your collection.
However, at the very outset, I
think I should assure you that none
of these dishes described to me in detail by Mr. Flynn will require a trip
to the many countries he has visited
in order to lay in your own supplies.
Though each dish Errol recommended, originated in some foreign
land, the ingredients that go into
their making can be purchased at a
point no more distant than your own
corner grocery.
. Let's see, then, what "different"
foods he has to suggest. Foods that
will take us on a cruise around the
world and land us finally in Holly-

SCREEN

Ha! Ha! My proud beauty! Now I have you in my power .

Mr. W. —terClap
hands, Margie— what's the matwith you?
Mrs. W. — Oh, look! The curtains — one of those
sheets is mine.
Mr. W.— Gosh! Is the gray one yours? It looks
sick beside that nice white one.

Mrs. W.— Oh, Russ! Did you really hear all
the mothers who helped put up the curtain say those things about me?
Russ W. — Yep! They said your clothes have
tattle-tale gray 'cause your soap doesn't
wash clean. And they wished you'd use
Fels-Naptha 'cause it's got heaps of naptha
in the golden soap and that chases out every
speck of dirt.

FEW
WEEKS
LATER

wood, where we'll end up by ordering— at Mr. Flynn's suggestion — a
Mexican Tamale Loaf with a tasty
Spanish Sauce as a final salute to the
chefs of other nations.
The recipe for this last-named dish

will be found in this month's recipe
leaflet, together with other recipes
for many (Continued on page 90)

pep

up

your

menus

Mr. W. — Great Scott! Have you still got that moustache?
Mrs. W.— Take it off— you're no villain! You saved my reputation with that tip about Fels-Naptha
Soap. It's made my washes look so gorgeous, I'm going to take you to town
COPR. toFELSa real
a CO.,show!
1937
BANISH

"TATTLE-TALE
GRAY"
WITH
FELS-NAPTHA
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Gary Cooper, from Montana, might still
have been just a cowboy or maybe a carGary

Carole Lombard

to nist, iffame hadn't caught up with him!
is makingnew"Souls
opus. at Sea" as his

had tried

her luck vainly in a number of bathing beauty
comedies before Zukor discovered her. He made her
the dazzling star she is
today. "Swing High,
Swing Low" is her next
picture, Fred MacMurray,
her leading man.

UU
Adolph

Ju&Hee
Zukor

looks

FOR TWENTY-FIVE
years a
quiet little man, almost taciturn, in
his laconic brevity, has been in the
glamorous business of making stars.
A quarter of a century ago he rescued
a little girl named Mary Pickford
from the ignominy of two-reelers,
and established the full-length feature
productions as we know them today.
He paid the little girl $10,000 a week
and made her world-famous. He has
been at it ever since.
His name is Adolph Zukor, the
founder, organizer, and still the chief
and guiding spirit in Paramount Pictures. This same Mr. Zukor, once a
master furrier, can't remember
14

when

back

proudly

upon

he saw his first motion picture, but
he became interested in the new type
of entertainment when it was little
more than a glorified peep show in
the penny arcades and rescued it from
the somewhat cheap and tawdry nickelodeon then in vogue.
He haunted the sets of D. W. Griffith, then ensconsed in a brownstone
house at 11 East 14th Street, where
the little girl named Mary Pickford
was working, and decided himself
to become a producer. He fetched
from Paris a staggering opus in four
reels called "Queen Elizabeth" with
Sarah Bernhardt. The "divine Sarah" was Zukor's first star. "My

Days
twenty-five

years

one

chance for immortality," exclaimed Bernhardt. "Visionary and
fanatic," squeaked Broadway.

SINCE THEN he has inspired the
rise of more film personalities than
any one man in the industry now
world-wide. He persuaded Minnie
Maddern Fiske, James K. Hackett,
James O'Neill, father of the famous
playwright,
Eugene
O'Neill,
to join
the
band of
thespian
pioneers
in
celluloid. During the years which
followed he has been an inveterate
first-nighter, keeping an eye on new
talent, ferreting out beginners and
developing new actors and actresses

MODERN

SCREE
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Be
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doubly

carefulr about

laxative

It took "The Barker," a
stage play, to put the producer on the heels of Claudette Colbert. She signed
a contract and was rushed
to fame by a series of successful pictures. "Maid of
Salem" is her latest picture.

By

of

Martha

Kerr

picture-making

from every field. In recent years he's
gone so far as to establish his own
school right on the Paramount lot
from which emerged such talented
newcomers as Frances Farmer, who
has been put through her paces by
Paramount scholastics and developed
in no time into a full-fledged star,
and Fred MacMurray, now at the
top of the heap.
In the early days Zukor sought
names. Geraldine Farrar was summoned from the opera to make "Carmen" on the screen. John Barrymore, a matinee idol on Broadway,
was transferred to the funny little
studio in (Continued on page 118)

WHAT is one of the most frequent
questions the doctor asks when you
have a cold? It is this— "Are your bowels
Doctors know how important a laxative
isregular?"
in the treatment of colds. They know,
also, the importance of choosing the right
laxative at this time. Before they will give
any laxative their approval, they make
doubly sure that it measures up to their
own strict specifications.
Read these specifications. They are
very important— not only during the "cold
season," but all year 'round.
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND
Ex-Lax checks on every single one of
these 8 specifications . . . meets every demand so fairly that many doctors use
Ex-Lax in their own homes for their own
families.
For more than 30 years, mothers have
recommended Ex-Lax to other mothers.
And Ex-Lax has given complete satisfacWhen

Nature forgets — remember

you

take

the

!

tion, not merely to thousands of families
— but to millions. It has grown, slowly but
surely, to the point where today it is used
by more people than any other laxative in
the whole wide world.
DISCOVER THE TRUTH FOR YOURSELF
Anyone who has ever used Ex-Lax can
explain in a moment why Ex-Lax is so universally popular. It is thorough. But it is
gentle. ... It is effective. But it is mild.
... It gives you the most effective relief
you could ask for. But it spares you all
discomfort. No nausea. No stomach pains.
No weakness. That's why it is such a
favorite not only of the grown-ups, but of
the youngsters, as well.
EVERYONE LIKES THE TASTE OF EX-LAX
Perhaps you have been taking bitter
"druggy" mixtures. . . . Then change to
Ex-Lax, and find out how really pleasant
a good laxative can be. For Ex-Lax tastes
just like delicious chocolate. It pleases
the children as well as the older folks.
All drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and
25c sizes. If you prefer, you may try it at
our expense by simply mailing the coupon below for a free sample.

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax,
Inc.,
P. 0. BoxBrooklyn,
170
MM-27
Times-Plaza Station,
N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Name
Address..

in )C™L
^^)C
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

City
Age
15
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
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.... A great story by
JOSEPH CONRAD . . .
masterly direction by
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
of "39 Steps" fame . . .
a brilliant cast with
SYLVIA
SIDNEY
OSCAR
HOMOLKA
JOHN
LODER
and
DESMOND
TESTER
A REMARKABLE PICTURE THAT
NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO MISS
Coming to your favorite theatre

<_A vSfl'Production
* Sylvia Sidney through the courtesy
of Walter Wanger Productions, Inc.
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Picture and Producer
%ea"^q
Abdul the Damned (Columbia)
2V2*
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2*
The Accusing Finger (Paramount)
tVzk
Adventure in Manhattan (Columbia)
2V2*
* Along Came Love (Paramount)
ike
And So They Were Married (Columbia)
2*
And Sudden Death (Paramount)
1 V2 +
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3^
The Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
1*
As You Like It (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1*
The
Bengal
Tiger
(Warners)
2-fr
The Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount) SVSs*
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
2Vi*
The Big Game (RKO)
3*
The Big Noise (Warners)
2*
Blackmailer (Columbia)
1k
Border Flight (Paramount)
2+
The Border Patrol (20th Century-Fox)
2★
*Born to Dance (M-G-M)
3*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
1k
Brides Are Like That (First National)
2V2*
The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
2V2*
Bullets or Ballots (First National)
3★
Cain and Mabel (Warners)
2k
Call of the Prairie (Paramount)
2l/2*
Can This Be Dixie? (20th Century-Fox) 1V2*
Captain January (20th Century-Fox)
3~k
*The Captain's Kid (Warners)
1*
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger). . 3*
The [Case of the Black Cat (Warners)
2*
*The Case of the Velvet Claws (Warners)
2★
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) 1 V2 *
Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners)
4+
*Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th Century-Fox). . 2*
China Clipper (First National)
2V2*
Come and Get It (Sam Goldwyn)
3*
Come Closer, Folks (Columbia)
1V2-Ar
Coronado
1 ~k
Counterfeit (Paramount)
(Columbia)
2*
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Craig's Wife (Columbia)
3*
Crash Donovan (Universal)
IVi*
The Dime of Dr. Forbes (20th Century-Fox) 3*
Dancing Feet (Republic)
%k
Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3*
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2k
Daniel Boone (RKO)
2*
The Devil is a Sissy (M-G-M)
|V2*
Devil's Squadron (Columbia)
2y2-fr
Dimples (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Dodsworth (United Artists)
5*
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia)
1 Vi -k
Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
VAt
Down Fence
the Stretch
(First National)
2*
Drift
(Para
mount)
„,?I
Early to Bed (Paramount)
2V2*
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
3*
East Meets Weit (GB)
2*
2-*
ncible)
(Invi
Easy MoneyFather
Educating
(20th Century-Fox)
2*
End of the Trail (Columbia)
2k
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Everything is Thunder (GB)
'M2*
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
3y2*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
1V4*
1 5 Maiden Lane (20th Century-Fox)
1 it
The Final Hour (Columbia)
2*
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
4*
Follow Your Heart (Republic)
lift
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
ol
Freshman Love (Warners)
„,?*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
2%*
The Garden of Allah (Selznick-lnternational) 3*
4*
The Gay Desperado (United Artists)
4*
The General Died at Dawn (Paramount)
Gentle Julia (20th Century-Fox)
2tyj*
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1*
Girls'
Dormitory
(20th (Warner)
Century-Fox) <,?t
3*
Give Me
Your Heart
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
1,4*
2V2*
The Golden Arrow (First National)
4 -k
-M)
(M-G
Hussy
Georgeous
The
Go West, Young Man (Paramount)
2 4i
Grand Jury (RKO)
•••••
It
X*
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
4*
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
The Green Pastures (Warners)
5★
2*
Angel (20th Century-Fox)
Half Harvester
The
(Republic)
|*
-Cosmopolitan) 3 ★
Divided
Hearts in
Hearts
Bondage(Warners
(Republic)
o£
2*
. . .(Columbia)
Morgan
Ship
Hell
Here Comes Carter (First National)
'it
1*
Hide Away Girl (Paramount)
2*
x)
High Tension (20th Century-Fo
VA*
His Brother's Wife (M-G-M).
Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)
J*
Hot Money (Warners)
••
J*
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
|*
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)4*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
**
In His Step' (Grand National)

Picture and Producer
®at"g'
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
2+
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2*
It's Love Again (GB)
3*
Jailbreak (Warners)
2*
The Jungle Princess (Paramount)
1*
Kelly the Second (Roach-M-G-M)
2*
Killer at Large (Columbia)
1*
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) VA-k
King of the Damned (GB)
1V2-*
King of the Royal Mounted (20th Century-Fox). . .2Vi*
Ladies
Love (20th
Century-Fox) 2V2*
3 -k
Lady Bein Careful
(Paramount)
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2*
LadyLastof Journey
Secrets (Columbia)
12 -k
The
(Twickenham)
+
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
The Last of the Mohicans (United Artists) 3V2*
The Last Outlaw (RKO)
2V2*
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
1 V2 +
The Law in Her Hands (First National) 1V2*
The Lawless Nineties (Republic)
2-Ar
The
Leavenworth
Case (Republic) 1V2^
i-k
Legion
of Terror (Columbia)
Let's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
Libeled Lady (M-G-M)
3*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Little Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
Ak
Lloyds of London (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2*
The Longest Night (M-G-M)
1★
Love Begins at 20 (First National)
2+
Love Letters of a Star (Universal)
2k
Love on the Run (M-G-M)
3*
*Luckiest Girl in the World (Universal)
1★
Mad Holiday (M-G-M)
2*
The Magnificent Brute (Universal)
2*
Man Hunt (Warners)
2*
The Man I Marry (Universal)
2k
The Man Who Lived Twice (Columbia)
2*
Mary of Scotland (RKO)
3★
Meet Nero Wolfe (Columbia)
2V2*
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1*
The
the Iron
Door (Columbia) 1V2*
2 IkMiss Mine
PacificwithFleet
(Warners)
Missing Girl (Chesterfield)
1V2*
*Mister Cinderella (Hal Roach)
2★
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
4+
Mister Hobo (GB)
2*
M'Liss(RKO)
3*
Modern
(United
Artists)
4-k
MoonlightTimes
Murder
(M-G-M)
2V2*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1★
Murder by an Aristocrat (Warners)
1 kr
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2+
Murder
Bridle Path
(RKO)
21 IkMurder on
withthePictures
(Paramount)
+
Muss' Em Up (RKO)
2*
My
American
(Paramount)
3-k
My Man
GodfreyWife(Universal)
4*
Nine Days a Queen (GB)
Ak
Nobody's Fool (Universal)
2*
Old Hutch (M-G-M)
1★
O'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox). .2V2*
1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One
Afternoon
(United Artists) 2V2*
2 IkOne Rainy
Way Ticket
(Columbia)
Our Relations (Hal Roach)
2*
Palm Springs (Paramount)
1*
Panic
the Air (Columbia)
2-k
Parole on(Universal)
2*
*Pennies From Heaven (Columbia)
2^
Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
Ak
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3*
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
3V2*
Pigskin Parade (20th Century-Fox)
3★
*The Plot Thickens (RKO-Radio)
1★
Polo Joe (Warners)
2*
The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox) 3*
Poppy (Paramount)
4^
Postal Inspector (Universal)
2*
The President's Mystery (Republic)
2V2*
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3-k
Pride
of the Marines
(Columbia)
13*-k
The Princess
Comes Across
(Paramount)
Prisoners of Shark Island (20th Century-Fox) V/2k
Private Number (20th Century-Fox) 2Vi*
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3-*
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
2*
Ramona (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Red Wagon (Alliance)
1Vi*
Reunion (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Revolt of thel Zombies (Halperin)
1*
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount)
3*
Road Gang (First National)
2V2*
The
Road Lady
to Glory
(20th Century-Fox)
3-k
Roaming
(Columbia)
2*
Robin
of El Dorado
(M-G-M)
2'/2*
Romeo Hood
and Juliet
(M-G-M)
5*
*Rose Bowl (Paramount)
2*
San Francisco (M-G-M)
4*
Satan Met a Lady (Warners)
1*
Second Wife (RKO)
1V4*
Secret Agent (GB)
3*
Seven Sinners (GB)
3*
2-*
Shakedown (Columbia)
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Rating
Picture and Producer

Rating
General

Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
Silly Billies (RKO)
Sins, Baby, Sins (20th Century-Fox)
*SinsSinging
Me a Love
Sons (First Nation
al)
The
Kid (Warn
ers)
Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)
Sitting on the Moon (Republic)
Sky Parade (Paramount)
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
*Smart
BlondeGirl(Warners)
The
Smartest
in Town (RKO)
Snowed Under (First National)
Soalc the Rich (Paramount)
A Son Comes Home (Paramount)
Sons and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox)
*Sons of China (Douslas MacLean)
Sons
of the Saddle (First National)
Sons O'Guns
(Warners)
Special
Investigator
(RKO)
Speed (M-G-M)
Spendthrift (Paramount)
Stase Struck (First National)
Star for a Night (20th Century-Fox)
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
Sutter's Gold (Universal)
Suzy (M-G-M)
Swing Time (RKO)
Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)

3
2*
3V2*
13 ^+
iVz-k
IVi*
2+
3+
11
2*
2*
V-h-k
2*/2*
1+
3*
2*
3-^.
2-*1i/2£
2-fc
2V2*
IVi*

2V2-*
2*
AlA-k
2 itSVi*
5*

Picture and Producer
General
Tanan Escapes (M-G-M)
3^
Thank You, Jeeves (20th Century-Fox)
1
The Texas Rangers (Paramount)
3
+
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
3*
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4-^
They Met
in a Taxi (Columbia)
2 -AThings
to Come
(United Artists)
3*
13 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3-^
36 Hours to Kill (20th Century-Fox) ilVi-k
Three Cheers for Love (Paramount
)
2
It
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
2+
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
Three Married Men (Paramount)
1+
Three Men on a Horse (Warners)
3
Three on the Trail (Paramount)
2,/>-AThree
Guys (M-G-M)
0$ J.
Ticket Wise
to Paradise
(Republic)
1
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
Z-k
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
1*
To Mary — With Love (20th Century-Fox) 2V2 ItTough Guy (M-G-M
)
2V2*
Trailin' West (First National)
1 -fr
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount). . . . 2V2-*t
Trapped by Television (Columbia)
2*
Trouble Ahead (Pathe)
Wi-k
Trouble for Two (M-G-M)
[2*
Two Against the^World (First National)
2*
Two Fisted Gentleman (Columbia)
2*
Two in a Crowd (Universal)
1 -fa
Two in Revolt (RKO)
2V2*

Picture and Producer
General
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2V2Vt
Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Under Your Spell (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
Valiant
Word for Carrie (Paramount) 2'/2-*The
Voiceis the
of Bugle
Ann (M-G-M)
2Vi*
The Walking Dead (Warners).
£★
Walkins on Air (RKO)
2*
Wanted: Jane Turner (RKO)
2*
Wanted Men (British & Dominion)
y2*
Weddins Present (Paramount)
2-*We're Only Human (RKO)
2*
We Went to College (M-G-M)
2+
*We Who (MAre About toG-M
Die (RKO
3+
Whipsaw
))
2V2*
The White Angel (First National)
4*
White Fang (20th Century-Fox)
2*
White Hunter (20th Century-Fox)
1*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2
+
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
*Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
1*
*Winterset (RKO-Radio)
4*
Without Orders (RKO-Radio
)
2*
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
Wives Never Know (Paramount)
2-fc
A Woman Rebels (RKO)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
\xhk
Yours for the Asking (Paramount)
2*
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
2*

You 11 find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
givmg you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. YouH find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture. 5*. extraordinary; 4*. very good; 3-^» good; 2*, fair; 1*, poor. Asterisk denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.
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„ Blendedto catch
Pond's colors are &aXCJ
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Pond's never
looks powdery
— It clings
voted the 2 most
important points
in a powder

SpCCial m"
*~
.ng texture.
^^rtf.**-

J* rP
"Glare-Proof"
1 ^ 5 (This
offer expires AprilShades
1, 1937)
POND'S, Dept. 9MS-PB, Clinton, Conn. Please rush,
free, 5 different
shades
of Pond's5-day
"Glare-Proof"
Powder,
enough
of each for
a thorough
test.
Name
:
Addresa_

Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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Between
Movie
fans, win
cash

Ifou
prizes
for your
$1.00 Prize Letter
Do

You

Agree?

A theatre is no longer a theatre when it
takes
on "Bank a Nights."
once considered
source of Pictures
education were
and
entertainment that proved profitable for
fan and producer alike. Today, despite
much public protest, they are rapidly becoming lottery houses.
This is the result : a constant buzz and
hum of voices throughout the showing of

The

movie industry demands "new faces" all the
time, but does it do them
justice in the long run?
queries a reader.

the film, "Wonder if I'll win," "How much
dough is in it," "Wish the darn picture
wasI, over
— wanta much
see if prefer
I'm lucky,"
personally,
payingetc.my
admission and seeing but one feature picture than seeing a double bill and having
to contend with the noise and confusion
that accompanies "Bank Nights." I say,
put the picture first, forgetting the lottery
scheme, and keep the confidence of the

$5.00 Prize Letter
But

Do
"New

Keep tabs on yourself. Establish regular habits of elimination. Most doctors agree
this is for your own wellbeing.
If more than one day goes
by, take an Olive Tablet just
as an aid to Nature.
You'll find Olive Tablets
excellent for this purpose.
Mild, gentle, the formula of
an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands of
homes as a standard proprietary.
Keep them always on your
bathroom shelf and caution
the whole family to use them
on the evening before the
second day. Three sizes — 1 b$
— 30?— 60f. All druggists.

They

Want

Faces"?

The movie industry is the one industry
whose doors are kept constantly open to
newcomers ; "new faces" are even demanded !Many times a young person wins
his way to fame from absolute obscurity.
The skyrocketing plane which Robert Taylor used as his passage to fame should
certainly be ready for the use of some
other young enthusiast.
During the past year there have been
many newcomers on the screen, among
them : Carol Hughes, Marsha Hunt, Robert Cummings, Owen Davis, Jr., Anne
Nagel, Eleanore Whitney, etc. Although
their first roles consisted only of the socalled "bits," they are gaining the notice of
many movie fans. They received their opportunity through their ambition to work ;
they used the opportunity which has been
given them to the best of their ability, then
waited for the approval or disapproval of
those patrons for whose commendation
they have struggled so valiantly.
Here, however, lies the one factor which
producers have overlooked ; after the first
appearances of their prodigies in minor
parts of important pictures, they are given
roles which are unimportant and unsuitable
vehicles in which to star players who deserve more opportune roles to insure their
futures. toCertainly,
this isn't
the ultimate
success
which their
perseverance
has
guided them. Their careers are at a standstill and
;
those patrons who seemed so enthused about their appearances in first performances have evidently been unsatisfied
picroles of "drab"
with them
tures. Ido in
notleading
think producers
should risk

THE LAXATIVE
OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

a great loss by financing their appearance
in expensive films but there could be a
more careful choice of roles to suit their
personalities.
— Ardith Rayevich, Wisner,
Neb.

Lottery schemes, such as
"Bank Nights," have no
place in theatres, argues
an Indiana gal.
theatre patrons who appreciate good picdiana. tures.— Bernice Meehan, Indianapolis, In$1.00 Prize Letter
She

Likes

'Em

on the Air

If you can't see your favorite on the
screen, the next best thing is to hear him
or
her. Ivoice
have come
listened
to Robert
thrilling
drifting
right Taylor's
into my
room and I felt that he was speaking only
to me. I have heard Gable, Harlow, Bill
Powell, Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone, and
—well the list could go on and on. Why, I
even like to hear people dance over the
radio — Fred Astaire, Eleanor Powell, and
Bill Robinson. With my imagination, I can
see them strutting their stuff right in my
living-room. Give me more stars on the
air and the better I will like it. I'll sit
back now quietly awaiting television. —
Dontine Sligh, Darlington, S. C.

MODERN

movie
CASH

SCREEN

thoughts

PRIZES

FOR

LETTERS

There's no reason why YOU can't
win one of the cash prizes. Every
month lucky ladies and gents receive
checks for their observations on matters pertaining to the movies. All you
do is this: Write us a letter. If you've
been following this column — or even if
you're just becoming acquainted with
us — you know that anyone who has
anything worth while to say, is given
space here — and what's more, he gets
a cash prize to boot. Send as many
letters as you like. Ten dollars in
prizes are awarded each month for the
six most interesting letters submitted —
1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each.
Address: Between You and Me, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City.

$1.00 Prize Letter
An

Acute

Attack

of Tayloritis

You are my "Magnificent Obsession."
But who am I ? I am not a "Small Town
Girl," I am not a "Gorgeous Hussy" and
least of all I am not a "Times Square
Lady" with the "Broadway Melody of
1936" at my heels. Then who am I ? I
am just one of several million young girls
who walk this earth.
In my dreams i visualize you as a "Society Doctor," not as a sort of "HandyAndy" at a "Murder in the Fleet."
Strange, but it is not only young girls
who dream of you and admire you, but
also young married women. Take, for instance, a friend of mine, "His Brother's
Wife," who idolizes and praises you to the
point where
I'm Iafraid
her husband
becoming
jealous.
can continue
for hoursis
on end giving other cases quite similar
to this.
I would love to have you as my "Private Number," (Continued on page 117)

When Pores Become Clogged They Become Little
"Dirt Pockets" and Produce Blackheads, Enlarged
Pores, Muddy Skin and Other Blemishes!

When you do not cleanse your skin properly,
every pore becomes a tiny "dirt pocket." The
dirt keeps on accumulating and the pore becomes larger and larger and blackheads and
muddy skin and other blemishes follow.
"But," you say, "it is impossible for 'dirt
pockets' to form in my skin. I clean my skin
every morning and every night." But, are
you sure you really cleanse your skin, or do
you only go through the motions?
Surface Cleansing Not Enough
Some methods, as much faith as you have in

A South Carolina Miss is
all for hearing her favorites in bigger and better
radio programs.

the accumulated waxy dirt. It breaks up this grimy
dirt — dissolves it — and makes it easily removable. All the dirt comes out, not just part of it!
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the skin ,
it also lubricates it. It resupplies the skin with
a fine oil that overcomes dryness and scaly
patches and keeps the skin soft and smooth.
So smooth, in fact, does it make the skin, that
the skin takes powder perfectly without any
preliminary "greasing."
Definite Results!
Lady Esther Face Cream will be found to be
definitely efficient in the care of your skin. It
will solve many of the complexion problems
youButnowlethave.
a free trial prove this to you. Just
send me your name and address and by return
mail I'll send you a 7-days' tube. Then, see for
yourself the difference it makes in your skin.
With the tube of cream, I'll also send you
all five shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.
Clip the coupon now.

them, only give your skin a "lick-and-a-promise." They don't "houseclean" your skin, which
is what is necessary.
What you want is deep cleansing! Many
methods only "clean off" the skin. They do
not clean it out! Any good housekeeper knows
the difference.
What you want is a cream that does
FSil
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (30)
more than "grease" the surface of your
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Ave., Evanston, HI.
skin. You want a cream that penetrates the
Please send me by return mail your 7-days1 supply of
pores! Such a cream, distinctly, is Lady
Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades
Esther Face Cream. It is a cream that
of your Face Powder.
gets below the surface — into the pores.
Name
Dissolves the Waxy Dirt
Address
Gently and soothingly, it penetrates the
tiny openings. There, it goes to work on
City.
Slate
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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Here's

TO regain lost weight is a simple matter
when certain bodily functions are restored to normal.
Of foremost importance is the stimulation of digestive juices in the stomach to
make better use of the food you eat . . . and
restoration of lowered red-blood-cells to
turn the digested food into firm flesh. S.S.S.
Tonic does just this.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very important step back to health.
Forget about underweight worries if you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices and
red-blood-cells ... just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will feel
. . .your friends will compliment you on the
way you will look.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.
At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
'•just as good."
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|2I RECWElTr
last month's
mail-bag

HERE ARE the bios rapines you have been
clamoring for. Whether one is printed or
not depends on the number of requests
recorded for it. REMEMBER . . . every
request counts . . . and mailing the little
coupon on this page isn't just another way
of satisfying idle curiosity. It's your way of
telling Hollywood who's who on the screen.
You're the public and you give the orders!
So don't
keep your nicker interests a deep
dark
secret.
SIMONE SIMON (First printing; total number of requests 239.) Those scholarly people, the biographers, will tell you that
Siraone Simon was born in very ordinary
fashion some twenty-two years ago in the
French seaport of Marseilles. Those of us
of a more romantic twist will cling steadfastly to the theory that this capricious,
changeling, abanimpish, ageless Ariel is a doned
by the fairy folk
of Southern France to be
brought up by human
parents. And surely the
girl's magical career, unfettered by space or time,
dependent on chance and
whim, rather than plan
and effort, strengthens
the belief. An education
that started in Madagascar, whirled through Budapest, Turin, Berlin, terminating in Paris was supposedly the
prelude for a career as a sculptress. But
because she studied earnestly to be a sculptress, she turned out to be an artist at
charcoal sketching, and because she could
sketch,
she became
actress.
been
life for Simone
... a anseries
of nonThat's
sequiturs.
It was Tourjansky, Russian refugee and
eminent screen director, who captured the
roving gamin for the screen. The story
goes that he got slapped in the face for
his pains. But only with the effect of confirming his opinion that Simone was the
Pierrette in "Chanrole of
the The
play
girl
teur toInconnu."
first hurdle to threaten Simone's
spritely
A social
hurdle.
The stride
smartwasset Hollywood.
refused to
accept her, put her down for an arrant
poseur. Simone wanted to leave. But her
success in "Girl's Dormitory" has changed
the attitude of movietown's fickle great.
They've taken her up now. They idolize the
cute face with the funny little nose and the
freckles galore, the moods that alternately
becloud and lavish it with sunshine. So
far, Simone remains among the list of
screenland's eligible maidens. Maybe not
so eligible. Perchance she abides the time
when Oberon will come swooping out of
his midsummer night's dream to snatch
her back to the spirit realm. The next
Simone Simon picture is a revival of "Seventh Heaven," in which Simone will play
the Gaynor role. Jimmy Stewart will be
her Charlie Farrell.
MAUREEN FINNEGAN, Salt Lake City,
Utah : Gene Autry's steadily increasingpopularity is dependent to a large extent
on his fine voice. Statistics show that last
year, for every Bing Crosby record that was
sold, three Autry records were disposed of.
CARMELE RICCO, Cape May, New JerseyYes, Shirley Temple did learn some Chinese
for her role in "Stowaway." Four hundred
words, to be exact. She not only learned it
but taught it ... to the extras who spoke
nothing but the Cantonese dialect. Shirley,
you see. speaks pure Mandarin, the language of the court.

rating

of your

stars!

If you would like to see a brief
synopsis
of your
favorite's
life us
in this
department,
fill in
and send
the
coupon on this page. And look — how
about saving yourself 2c by pasting
Sam's
of Uncle
on oneGeneral
your request
penny
postcards?
questions,
of course, will also be answered here.
If your question is not taken care of
here, look for it in your mail box.
Address: The Information Desk, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
SPENCER TRACY (First printing; total
number of requests 249.) You expect of
the life story of Spencer Tracy a smash
bang account of what happens when a dynamite temperament
with And
the hardboiled world.
Lotsa clashes
fireworks.
your
guess is all cockeyed . . .
because Spencer finished
sowing his wild Irish oats
when he was a kid. Adolescence past, his temperament began to mean
stage and screen dividends ... no more sheNo more
ploits like nanigans.
being
A. exW.
O. L. days on end so's
he
could play
his local
pals, saloon
"Mousie"
and
"Rattle,"
spawnwith
of the
keeper.
Or trying to join the Marines at seventeen
during the War. Of course, they rejected
him. So he joined the Navy instead . . .
and fought the war at Norfolk, Virginia.
Retired a while later on a pension of thirty
dollars a month, he rounded off his much
neglected education with two years at
Ripon College in Wisconsin. He might
have stayed longer, only a sudden attack
of stage fever carried him off to a New
York dramatic school. For a time he lived
on his pension . . . like a lord . . . acting,
acting, and regaling himself three times a
day on bread and water, with an occasional
cup of coffee on Sundays. The luxury
palled,
landedjob,
a job
withway,
the
Theater and
GuildSpencer
. . . acting
by the
even though some snobbish critic claimed
that he "looked like he had been picked up
in CincinStockRapids,
man."
by thenati,property
White Plains,
Grand
and
Brooklyn groomed Tracy for a second
Broadway experience, this time without
the grapefruit oblation from the critics.
Hollywood's first "come hither" followed
his smash success as Killer Mears in "Ths
Last Mile." (Continued on page 113)
INFORMATION DESK. MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave.. New York. N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name. .

• — • - ; &0f% ;

City

State

$2,000,000 is the rumored sum Columbia spent to film the fanciful
magnificence of this world-famous book. This gorgeous reproduction
of the lamasery of Shangri-La (above) seems to confirm this estimate.

Capra

Captures

Honors

Screen

With

HORIZON

LOST
By RUSSELL

Top

PATTERSON

THAT man Capra has done it again ! And when I say "again" I don't mean that his new
Columbia picture is just as good as "Mr Deeds", "It Happened One Night", etc. I mean
it's better! "Lost Horizon" is so magnificent artistically and so gripping dramatically that it
stands practically alone on my private and unofficial recommended list for the month. I know
you've heard about this famous James Hilton best-seller and its unique story of a secret
romantic paradise on the roof of the world So I don't have to tell you what a stupendous job
it was to reproduce this fabulous Oriental "hideout" on the screen, and to portray the amazing
romance that takes place within its walls. But Columbia, Capra and Colman have done itdone it so superbly that for my money "Lost Horizon" is going to be one of those talked- rt:
about pictures that everybody just has to see. The star role is the best thing I've seen Ronald
Colman do, and the supporting efforts of Edward Everett Horton, Margo, H. B. Warner, ^
Jane Wyatt and thousands of others, plus Robert Riskin's exciting adaptation, all go to make
"Lost Horizon" a big picture in every sense of the word. I'm telling you -don't miss it!

FASCINATING FACTS
ABOUT "LOST HORIZON

PRISONER in a barbaric paradise, Conway is torn between
the bonds of civilization and
love of his fascinating captor.

• It was two yean In the making
• The cast numbers 1150
• Two complete towns were erected
for Mm production
• One set alone took ISO men two
months to build
• look translated In 14 languages

m
DEATH waits outside the mystery plane grounded in a secret
corner
earthescaped,
from'
which no of
man the
has ever

KIDNAPING an unknown lover
(Ronald Colman) from the
other side of the earth, Sondra
(Jane Wyatt) imprisons him
"hidein herout" fabulous
on the roofOriental
of the world.
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5689 — This smart two-piece
knit model is exclusive to
MODERN SCREEN'S readers.
It is an ideal type of costume
for wear as a first spring suit.
Note the raised panel detail.
ALL

The lovely Anne Lecler, one of the mannequins
in Maggy Rouff's Paris fashion salon.
"A FASHION MODEL must have a lovely
complexion as well as a lithe and
beautiful figure. So I take the precaution to have all my mannequins use
only Woodbury's Facial Powder.
"This powder has la qualite de sole ... it is
like silk, and clings to the skin even in the
warmth and glare of the spotlight. The shades
wed the healthy undertones of the skin, giving
the complexion both chic and allure.
"But it is equally important that Woodbury's
Powder is germ-free*. For one of my mannequins to appear at a Fashion Opening with a
blemish on her face . . . that would be affaire
fatale. No blemish-germs can be transferred
to the skin from this famous powder."
All 6 Woodbury shades are divinely flattering. If you're fair, "Light Rachel" is your
shade. "Radiant" is the favorite of medium
blondes. "Brunette" is stunning for the darker
skin. $1.00, 50^, 25^, lOtf.

•Tested with 19 other leading brands,
Woodbury's Facial Powder, alone, was
germ- free both before and after use.

YOU

ardent knitters

are going to bless us for introducing to you this new knitting service which takes all the
errors out of home knitting.
A famous yarn company has
had the brilliant idea of giving
an actual knitting pattern with
its designs. By using it not
only for the knitting of the
garment but for the blocking,
too, you achieve a hand-knit
costume that has the finish
and smartness of the most expensive hand-knit garment
shop. could buy in a store or
you
This pattern is printed on
a sturdy paper that will not
tear. It looks exactly like the
average dress pattern with
separate divisions for each
part of the garment. Every
cast-on, increase, decrease,
bind-off, pocket and buttonhole, in fact, any style point,
is clearly defined and the instructions given at the point
of the garment it should be, in
order that the garment when

Adelia Bird, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me Style 5689 in size
6031 in size
I am enclosing:
□ Fifty cents each (in coin or stamps) for the knitting pattern or patterns.
□ A stamped, self-addressed envelope for only the regular knitting directions
which are free of charge.
Name

'WOODBURY'S*
FACIAL POWDER
★
GERM-FREE
*
22

5 6 8 9

City
Check which you want.

Street

State
No Canadian or foreign stamps accepted.
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used with other skirts as an attractive
sweater topper. This pattern comes
in standard sizes from 12-20.
ANOTHER two-piece model is number 6031. This is knitted in Spanish
yarn combined with De Lustra Crepe.
The skirt, knitted in a check design
of
knit the
and blouse
purl, is
of solid the
colortwo
—
while
combines

finished will be the perfectly styled and
fitting one you want. Every minute
detail of the knitting instructions are
printed right on the pattern for you
to follow step by step.
Here are a few of the features of
this splendid pattern : Guesswork is
eliminated. It is possible for the knitter to get more style detail. Blocking
is made simple and certain. Trips to an
instructress or knitting shop for instructions are unnecessary. A custommade fit is procured. Every stitch is
indicated. And it guards against loss of
time through unsuccessful garments.
THE blocking stretch allowance has
been carefully figured so that each
garment, when it is finished and
blocked to fit your pattern, will fit you
as a custom-made garment.
Suit number 5689, so smartly designed in two-piece style, is made in
a special sports type of Shetland yarn.
It is just the right weight for wear
under a coat while it is still cold and
later as a spring suit. The top can be

yarns, using the color of the skirt in
combination with a blending shade of
the De Lustra Crepe.
The style is youthful, especially
with the high neckline and button
front detail similar to the popular
cardigan sweater. This pattern also
comes in standard sizes from 12-20.
And here's another point. If any
of you feel that you do not want the
pattern and would prefer to have the
direction sheets you have had heretofore, you may have the privilege of
sending for them instead. Merely
check on the coupon shown on page
22 which you prefer. And remember
that you enclose fifty cents if you want
the pattern — one dollar if you want
both patterns — but only a stamped,
self-addressed envelope if you want
the directions. Don't forget the difference in the two — and it is a big
difference since one is an actual dress
pattern and the other only the sheets
of typed knitting directions you have
been used to receiving.

6031 — Another exclusive knit style
in a combination of two beautiful
yarns. Novel check design in the
knit.
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SOON HELEN HAD DATES GALORE/

IM CLAP RUTH WAS
TAKE CHANCES WITH
FROM UNDERTH/NCS
LUX TAKES IT ALL
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Removes

PRANK AND ILL NEVER
PERSPIRATION ODOR
AGAIN. SHE SAYS
AWAY, SAVES COLOR,

perspiration

odor

y abou
t Ol
r worr
yd
neveget
habit
the Lux
E you
ONCneed
FENDING. Lux takes away perspi
ration odor completely — withoi
cake -soap rubbing or the harmf
alkali found in many
ordinary soaps. Safe
in water, safe in Lux.
— saves

colors

Wheel
Anita
Louise reaches
up
one
of to
thecatch
many
colorful balloons
that were used
for decoration
The interested
chap

is none

other mon
than
RaNovarro,
looking as handsome as ever.
He's seen about
the town more
these days.

left, Hollywood's most
Top of page,
romantic
pair are snapped in an inmoment
timate
during Dolores Del
Rio's Charity Party at the Cocoanut
Grove. Barbara Stanwyck adjusts
Bob Taylor's dinner jacket, much to
his apparent delight. Who said
they'd ever fallen out of love, huh?

Left, Myrna Loy and Clark Gable appear to be absorbed completely by
either Cameraman Muto or an offside guest at the party. Mr. Gable
seems to be proving something with
his rather unconventional get-up for
such a gala event. Myrna,. on the
other hand, is the "nth" in smartness.
24
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Above, just by
way of a different entrance onto the Grove
dance floor,
Binnie Barnes
lets two willing
swains whisk
her over the balustrade! And
some fun, too,
according to the
star's
English
wide smile.

"Dishing up
the dirt" in a big way
are Virginia Bruce and Joan Bennett,
Let's hope it isn't a panning for some
of the other gals at the party. After
all, you two , it was a charity affair,
remember?
Maybe it's a new joke,
judging by the mischievous Bennett
expression.

Say, Ruby Keeler, three's a crowd,
you know, when you're out with
newly weds! Dick Powell, sans his
moustache, enters the party with wife,
Joan Blondell, on one arm and Ruby
Keeler Jolson on the other. Al Jolson
made it a quartette, but he must
have been checking his hat.

25
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THE

GIRL

IN

THE

SHOW

A

MILLION

revelation
Scene

GLORIFYING

t

MILLION!

A

IN

SCREEN

in entertainment!
upon

scene

of

beauty

and splendor!
Glittering with luminaries from five
show-worlds!
Romance
drama

and

fun!

Melody

and

AND
SOMETHING
E XH
RATINGLY
NEW AND EXCITING
TO

THRILL YOU! . . .

700 glamorous girls dancing on skates
in dazzling ice-revels of breath-taking
beauty!

no

ion
introducing to the screen
the lovely queen of the silvery skates!
SONJA

HENIE

ADOLPHE
JEAN
1937\»
SPECTACU LAR
MUSICAL SMASH...
SONGS YOU'LL REMEMBER
AS THE HITS OF THE YEAR ! .. .
"One in a Million" "Who's
Afraid of Love?" "The Moonlit Waltz" "We're Back
in Circulation Again"
"Lovely Lady in

MENJOU

HERSHOLT

NED

SPARKS

DON

AMECHE

RITZ

BROTHERS

ARLINE
BORRAH
and

JUDGE

MINEVITCH
his gang

White"
DIXIE

DUNBAR

LEAH
SHIRLEY

RAY
DEANE

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

You've
be
26

a

never
million

seen

anything

. . . you'll

like it before!

never

see

And

anything

if you
like

live to

it again!

DARRYL F
ZANUCK
in charge of
production

Dressed fetchingly in her Sunday

best velvet and lace, Shirley pos~

for a New Year's portrait. A little taller but not a whit more gro
the screen's favorite child holds fast to all her baby char
and dimples. After "Stowaway." the next two Tempi &
C
deal with characters beloved of childhood.
Winkie" and the other "Heidi/' that delightful s<

girl who

lived high in the Alps.

You'll

->ue

:.ie uttle Swiss

her in these.

Meet a chap that you fans had a hand :
laxity. Jimmy had hardly put his feet in the stirrups of the "Hopalong
Cassidy" Westerns before his studio began to get requests for more
cf that good-looking Ellison boy. And so fast has he ridden along that
after making

"The Plainsman"

with Gary Cooper, he was presented

with a fat seven years' contract from the producer of the "Hopalong"
pictures. He has the lead in the seventh one, called "Trail Dust"

Binnie, a forthright English lass ii there ever was

one. seems

to be

edging in on the glamor girls — what with the fascinating new hair-do
and all. A great favorite in England, she has won a big following
here and seems to be a permanent addition to the Hollywood £

"

colony and our screen. You recently have seen her ir ' T
Girls" and now she is busy with "Delay in the S- ;
Jaiversal
in which she has Alice Brady and Cesar Romerr. as acting partners.

Young Mr. Stewart has every reason to look so contented, far he'i
about the busiest fellow in town. Re's a runner-up on the Taylor bigtime popularity and off-screen he's lust about Hollywood's Beau No. 1 !
Finishing "Born to Dance" with Eleanor Powell, lames hurried into the
Myraa Lay-Bill Powell return engagement of "After the Thin Man."
And with hardly more than a few hours frivolity at the Troc, he
plunged into "The Foundry." Jean Harlow's newest M-G-M

picture.

V

's toast to Madge and a wish that she may !
breaks she so rightfully deserves on the screen in 1937! An able con*
dienne and a skillful actress, she isn't seen half often enough
suit her many devoted fans. Maybe Madge should gc
np&i
mental and insist upon more roles like the one in "Piccadilly Jim'
the more recent "Pennies from Heaven," in which she is Bing Crosby's
important heart interest
Tom Gallery is her real romance.

There's little time in the de Haviilqnd life for such reposing as this!
Even a brief holiday in New

York for the opening of "Charge

of the

Light Brigade" turned out to be a duty, for poor Olivia' was besieged
by press and fans every minute. On the other hand, it must give her
a lot of satisfaction to think how quickly success has come.

"Call It a

Day ," the popular stage play, will be her next — Ian Hunter her co-star.

PRETTY GIRL, pretty dress. "But with this
chapped skin, I'll look a sight!" Smooth your
skin with Hinds, the vitamin lotion. Its Vitamin D is actually absorbed by skin. Now, more
than ever, Hinds creamy softeners soak
scuffed, chapped skin soft again. Face and
hands bloom out truly smooth — not just slick.

{above) " SKIN LIKE SANDPAPER after
this snowy trip!" Hinds soaks
chapped skin smooth again. Its
Vitamin D is absorbed — actually
seems to fill out skin. Creamy, not
watery — Hinds works better!

SHE NEEDS HELP! Her skin will, too
— so chapped! That's when Hinds,
with its Vitamin D, feels so good.
It comforts chapped skin faster.

SCRUB THE TUB... but save your hands with Hinds.
Skin stays smooth — regardless of gritty cleansers,
drying soaps. Hinds is creamy... not watery. And
now contains Vitamin D that skin actually absorbs!

Now... Hinds contains "Sunshine
Vitamin" fhaf skin absorbs
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream now contains
Vitamin D. Vitamin D is absorbed by the skin and
gives it many of the benefits of sunshine. Actually
seems to fill out dry skin! Now, more than ever,
Hinds soothes and softens dryness, aids skin in its
fight against cracked knuckles, chapping, tenderness, heat, cold, wind, and housework. Promotes

Copyright, 1937. Lehn £ Fink Products Corporation

HINDS:*HONEY AND ALMOND
CREAM

QuicU-

supple, soft skin. Try Hinds, the "sunshine vitamin'lotion.
'
Every creamy drop — with its Vitamin
D — does your skin more good ! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT : Ted Malone . . . inviting you to help
yourself to Happiness and to Beauty, Monday to Friday,
12:15 pm E. S.T. over the WABC — CB S Network.

Asfaj...

Not

Wdts
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What

Clark Gable
Illness?

Claudette Colbert

Robert Taylor
Marriage?

Happiness?

Dareos

Prophesied

for 1936

1. Death for several of the screen's best-known figures.
2. Separation and divorce of several top stars.
3. Three "big name" marriages.
4. Garbo: No marriage; death of a near and loved one; ill health.
5. Clark Gable: Domestic unhappiness (Dareos advised against divorce); serious
accident late in year.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Norma Shearer: Must guard Thalberg's health; will make greatest picture.
Shirley Temple: Danger of kidnap threats.
Ginger Rogers: Professional separation from Fred Astaire.
Claudette Colbert: Lovely romance with medical man.

10. Myrna Loy: Great romance in 1936.
11. John Barrymore: Faced with menace of serious ill health.
12. Mary Pickford: Romance and likely marriage to Buddy Rogers.

MORE, for the fifth consecutive year in Modern Screen,
Dareos, that kingpin of Hollywood
astrologers, looks to the planets and
his charts, and gives you his 1937
forecast for Hollywood and its great
ones.
For the past four years, he has
achieved the remarkable record of a
more-than-80-per-cent accuracy score
in his Hollywood predictions. This
year, he again prophesies strange
things — sorrows and happinesses,
tragedies and successes, scandals and
threats, deaths and births, grief and
j°y- .
For sorrowing Norma Shearer,
more sorrow! Clouds, too, for the
Bennett sisters ; more trouble for
Mary Astor; clouds for Dick Powell
and Joan Blondell and for Jeanette
MacDonald and Gene Raymond ; sorONCE

Dareos,

famous

rows for Maureen O'Sullivan; scandal and gossip menace Claudette Colbert, Gary Cooper and others.
But, wait, this 1937 peep by Dareos isn't all blue and grey. He
foresees great happiness for Barbara
Stanwyck and Bob Taylor. He sees
betrothal for Janet Gaynor, a brilliant love year for George Brent,
marriage for Alice Faye. Sorrow for
Garbo, marriage for Jean Harlow
and Bill Powell, no marriage for
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard.
All these things, and many others,
the planets hold in store for 1937,
claims Dareos. However, he agrees
with all recognized astrologers that
"The stars incline, but do not compel." Tragedy and sorrow may be
averted by steadfast courage and
care. When he foretells grief for an
individual, he hopes he can be proved

Hollywood

seer,

tells

1
to

J hem,
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Dareos'

Annua

Forecast
Told
Harry

Carole Lombard
Success?

Gary Cooper
Threats?

What

Actually

As
to

Lan

Katharine Hepburn
Sorrow?

Came

to

Pass

1. The passing of Jack Gilbert, Irving Thalberg, Henry Walthall.
2. Clark Gable, Ginger Rogers, Barbara Stanwyck, Arline Judge.
3. Dick Powell and Joan Blondell; Claudette Colbert; Myrna Loy; Fred MacMurray.
4. True. Irving Thalberg was closer to Garbo than any other person in Hollywood. Her health is very bad today.
5. Domestic unhappiness revealed with separation but no divorce. No accident yet.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The death of Irving Thalberg. "Romeo and Juliet!' is her greatest picture.
True. The Government has placed Shirley under guard.
This has been under discussion. However, Dareos says 1937 planets show they will continue as a team.
Claudette married Dr. Joel Pressman.
Myrna married Arthur Hornblow.
True. Barrymore often hospitalized during past year.

12. All signs point to a Pickford-Rogers marriage very, very soon.

wrong — he hopes that that which the planets threaten may not come to pass;
Here is his forecast for 1937:
GENERAL: Death waits for five big names in
Hollywood! Death will strike suddenly at a figure
as famous and as great as was Irving Thalberg,
and, again, the industry will mourn the sudden passing of one of its leaders. Two great stars enter the
year under the threat of death, and two of the bestknown directors will not live through the year.
Babies will be born to three of the foremost stars
of the screen in 1937. There will be at least one
adoption by one of the top ten stars, perhaps two
of the leaders will adopt babies.
Even more scarlet than some of 1936's scandal
threats, Hollywood faces the danger of additional
lurid headlines. Spies, wiretappers, dirt-mongers will
be at work in Hollywood more than ever before,
Dareos warns. If there is dirt to be dug up, it will
be dug up — and plastered across yellow headlines.
Big names are threatened.
Yet, 1937 will not be a year of scandalous divorce.

The divorce rate that has gained Hollywood a somewhat unsavory repute will drop in 1937. The marriage rate will go up.
Color will come to the screen with a great rush,
and, by the time 1937 wanes, the early doom of
black-and-white pictures will be certain.
In a business way, the new year bears great
promise. Box office tills will overflow. New producing companies will be formed, and several of
Hollywood's biggest studios will merge. Despite
foreign
progress,
Hollywood's supremacy in pictures
will never
be threatened.
Accidents threaten several stars, and Dareos fears
a major air disaster which will involve not one, but
several of the screen's stars.
And now for your favorite stars :
NORMA SHEARER : Despite her present wish
to make no more pictures, Norma will change her
mind and go on to renewed artistic success for at
least two more years. She will make three more
fine pictures — possibly more. Yet, the shadow of
sorrow is still upon her;
(Continued on page 86)
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Cecilia Parker, to whom we are indebted for this story.

By

Faith

Service

Cecilia

Parker,

who

really

the

Great
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knows

One,

first-

hand, intimate

lights

on

her

GARBO

MADE me what I am today.
sponsible for my being on the screen.

"I'd thought of becoming a movie
in high school. I suppose almost all
Hollywood think about it. Then I
screen. I saw her again and again
that I would have to follow in her
humbly I might walk.

She is re-

actress when I was
girls brought up in
saw Garbo on the
and again. I knew
footsteps, however

"And so I started in. I was just sixteen when I signed
with Central Casting. I got extra work to do. One day
a casting director noticed me and offered me a screen
test. I guess it was successful because I became a 'heroine'
in several Western pictures. I played opposite George
O'Brien, Buck Jones, Ken Maynard, Rex Bell and
others. I made 'Jungle Mystery,' 'Lost Special,' 'Tombstone Canyon,' 'Secret Sinners' and others. In 1934, I
was co-starred in 'High School Girl.' Then M-G-M
signed me to a long-term contract. Shortly thereafter
they needed a blonde girl who resembled Greta Garbo
enough to play her sister in 'The Painted Veil.'
"Just imagine — you girls in your teens — how you
would feel if you were told, suddenly, that you were
to work with Garbo. Why, if anyone had intimated that
when I was in high school a few years ago (I went to
Hollywood High and the Convent of the Immaculate
Heart), I would have thought he had gone completely
insane.
"It was the most thrilling thing that ever happened to
me, except," said Cecilia, in her quietly dignified little
way, "of course, love."
"She didn't talk to me very much. She doesn't talk to
anyone very much. She doesn't need to. Which is one
of the many things I learned from her — how much time
and energy most of us waste in silly chatter that means
nothing. There is something more potent in Garbo's
silence than in the words most of us pour forth in a
week.
Hers are what my mother calls 'telling silences.'
"Garbo taught me the great beauty of silence.
"Garbo and I did have one conversation. It was about
mountains. I happened to be saying that I have a little
cabin up in the hills where I like to go off by myself.
Garbo overheard me and said that she loves mountains,
too. She told me what they mean to her — grandeur and
everlasting patience and a dwarfing of the silly frets
and fevers of little human beings.
"I think that she was, unconsciously, describing herself in a symbolical way.
There is something cool and

remote and unassailable about her that does dwarf the
frets and fevers of most of us.

"I'd just been a little girl full of crazy notions when I
started to work with her. I'd had most of the usual
fantastic ideas. I thought I should act sort of temperamental, thinking it made an impression.
I took on, unconsciously and sometimes a little consciously, the mannerisms and characteristics of stars on the screen. I
thought it was all right to be late on the set now and
then. I'd seen some stars keep a company waiting for an
hour or more and thought it indicated a certain superiority,
a defiance of rules and regulations which are just for
'ordinary people,' not actresses.
"Garbo taught me to be myself, to behave according to
the dictates of my own nature. She taught me that
to be true to yourself is to be not only a great artist
but also a great human being.
\
"She is so simply, starkly herself that once you have
come in contact with her any little affectation or pose
which you may have acquired seems cheap and rather
tawdry by comparison.
"It wasn't really me to put on airs, to be excitable
and fluttery, to be late when I'd been brought up
to respect punctuality.
I hate crowds. I never go to
big parties. I don't even like double dates. I really
could say 'I tank I go home' myself — and mean it.
In fact, I often do.
But most girls experiment
with themselves for a time, try different airs
and graces and poses, as they try on clothes.
It's all right if the airs and graces don't stick
and become a part of you.
"She taught me not to borrow from other
people.
She taught me not to borrow
their mannerisms, their eccentricities,
their fads, any more than I would borrow their clothes, their cars, their
jewels and keep them for myself.
"Garbo is always on time on the
set — to the minute. She would
make
anyone
else seem
94)
pretty silly if he were not
at
least equally
prompt.
on
page
{Continued

By

James

Reid

It's only taken a few
pictures to make Don
Ameche one of the coming stars of the screen.
In "One in a Million,"
he plays with Sonja
Henie. Here they are
in a scene from the picture. This is the screen
debut of the skating star.

IMi

a,

THE YOUNG lawyer in the Minnesota town looked up,
as his door opened, to see a tall, good-looking, smiling
foreigner, dressed — a bit self-consciously — in his Sunday
best.

The attorney reached in a desk drawer for legal papers,
to draw up a court petition. A half-hour later, it was
finished. His new client sighed with relief, and prepared
to leave.

"What can I do for you ?" he asked.
The young foreigner took the proffered chair, sitting
on the edge of it. Still smiling, but twisting his hat in

"By the way," the lawyer asked, as he shook hands,
"what does your name mean in Italian?"
"Friend," said the young foreigner.
And that's how tall, goodrloolang Don Ameche came
to have that unusual last name.

his hands nervously, he said, "I want to do something
about my name."
"You mean you want to change it?"
"No, no," his protest was earnest. He searched for
words to express himself. "I — I want to make it easier
to say — more American."
"What is your name?"
"Amici." He spelled it out for the lawyer. "My
American friends, they have trouble saying it." He
smiled apologetically.
"So you want to spell it the way it sounds?"
"Si." In his excited gratitude at being understood so
quickly, he lapsed into his native Italian.
"Well,
I think that can be arranged simply enough."
38

What's in a name? The answer, in the case of the
screen's new Latin lover, is: "Everything." To know
him is to think of him as a friend. And because of the
who have thought of him as a friend, he is what
people
he
is today.
It's quite a story.

— who changed "Amici" to
foreigner
The young
it easier for Americans to say, was
to make
"Ameche"
destined to be Don's father.
Felix Ameche was born "a little north of Rome." In
his teens, he came to this country. He worked in mills,
mines, section gangs. Gradually learning the language, he

Ameche

Don

pass

but

school

he

one

exams,

made

Hollywood

in

didn't

the

grade

screen

test
/

Don's individual
good looks come
from his Italian,
Irish and German
parentage.
Is
News"
with "Love
Loretta
Young is his current picture.
drifted westward until finally he saw the WisconsinMinnesota country.
There he fell in love with an American-born girl who
was partly German and partly Scotch-Irish, with the German predominant. They married, when he had enough
money saved. They set up housekeeping in Kenosha,
Wisconsin, thirty-six miles down Lake Michigan from
Milwaukee.
There, their children were born.
Eight children, in all. Four boys and four girls. The
first was a girl. The second was a boy — they called him
Dominic.

Schoolmates later shortened that to "Dom." But who
ever heard of such a name as "Dom" ? Boys, who didn't
know his full name, called him "Don." He ended by
calling himself that. It simplified matters and it saved
explanations.
Prosperity, as well as children, came to the Ameches,
Felix Ameche was in business for himself now. He owned
two saloons in Kenosha; later, before Prohibition came
along
Illinois.and retired him, he had a third — in La Salle,
Don

shows no squeamish

(Continued on page 103)
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Gladys

and

Fred

go

to

town

in handsome

style

"The thrilling romance

team of

"Champagne

Waltz" take time off

from work to tour Hollywood
a hansom

in

cab. (By the way, the

critics all tell us "Champagne
Waltz" is the best picture either
one of these stars has ever made)

Gladys
an
Fred

Swarthout
MacMurray

HAMPAGNE

K/aLTZ

A Paramount Picture with

Jack Oakie • Veloz & Yolanda
Herman Bing * Vjvienne Osborne « Frank
Foresf • Benny Baker - Ernest Cossart
Veloz & Yolanda step out in a licclr Tyrolean number
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Gladys and Fred take a few pointers on
ball room dancing from the greatest dance
team in the world
Veloz and Yolanda

Directed bv A. Edward Sutherland

Nimble-toed

nimble-witted—
Eleanore

By

and

that's

Whitney

Lois

Svensrud

Eleanore Whitney has the
art of tapping down to a
fine point. Her record is
sixty taps in four seconds!

Johnny Downs is
Eleanore's favorite
date these days.

SHE'S NOT only the fastest girl in
town, but she's broken a world's speed
record. Eleanore Whitney can do sixty
taps in four seconds!
"That's what they tell me," admitted
Eleanore, her brown eyes sparkling at
the mention of the Whitney record.
"But I really don't know how I got
that way. It's just a difference in
people, I guess. Some think faster.
I'm faster on my feet."
If you had dropped into Paramount's commissary on this particular
day, it's ten to one you would have
guessed Eleanore was a high school
girl cutting classes to lunch at the
studio. For one thing, she was dressed
in the plainest of tweed skirts and a
matching brown sweater, with a polka
dot scarf knotted at the neck. Lipstick was her only make-up. For another thing, she was watching the
"celebrities," just as eagerly as any
visitor to any studio commissary.
"Look," she whispered, "here comes
Carole Lombard. She's always been
my idea of what glamor ought to look
like. And here I am, working on the
very same lot with her!"
And that's Eleanore Whitney.

In

spite of several years in the theatrical
world and a year in Hollywood, she's
less sophisticated than most eighteenyear-olds. She hasn't a touch of that
pseudo - sophistication acquired so
quickly by the majority of girls who
have once been behind a f ootlight or in
front of a camera.
With a little help from the make-up
and publicity departments, one would
think that this girl's natural poise and
prettiness could be turned into celluloid
glamor. But the glamor gals couldn't
so easily acquire what Eleanore has.
Call it sparkle, call it verve, call it just
plain joy of living. Whatever it is, she
radiates with it. "I get a kick out of
everything that happens to me," is the
way she puts it.
"And things always are happening to
me," Eleanore added with a giggle.
"Out on the lot they all say, 'What's
happened to Whitney to day?' I seem
to be pursued by a jinx as far as pictures
are concerned. Something's happened
to me in every one of the six pictures
I've been in. You see, I'm good at. the
taps, but I'm simply swell at the
The jinx (Continued on page HO)
tumbles. '

Alice Faye's voice just adds
that extra something to her tan
appeal. She's teamed with that
ace crooner, Dick Powell, in
"On the Avenue" and that
should make for tops in swingy
singing we

think, don't you?
hot

and

blue

New

are;

York
discovered Gertrude

Niesen before Hollynow screen
she's
makingwood, buther
debut You will thrill
to her songs in "Top
of the Town."

mberin Redr
The Lady
Reme
how aw
Winnie Shaw put
that song dinning
in your ears long
after you left the
theatre? Well,
her scorch?
notes ring out
again
in e.
"Smart
Blond

their

claim

to

Hollywood

fame

'Yeah Man" Raye
or more formally,
Martha
Raye.
Here's a girl who
registered so fast
with her singing
that one

picture

made her. "College
Holiday" is next

And last, but by no
She's
just five
fee* "
of
the bluest
singing
on screen or air —
Frances Longford.
In "Born to Dance/'
Frances goes to
town with plenty of
new songs to start
you humming.

means least, Harriet Hilliard. Harriet
is back in Hollywood at work on
her next picture,
even though it
meant leaving her
new son back East.

This impulsive Viennese

star

deeply
tion fromregrets
the manhersheseparaloves,
Clifford
Odets, dramatist.

Here

is Luise as O-lan

opposite Paul Muni's
Wang in'The Good Earth."
FRANKLY, Luise Rainer regrets the whole business.
She regrets being separated from the man she loves.
She regrets the ruthless methods of our reporters, the
coldness of our celebrity-chasers, the terrific power of the
cutting-room and, the down-to-earth logic of American
men She regrets her five-year movie contract. She
regets the impulsiveness that drives her, willy-nilly, into
such jams. She regrets having to stay away from the
legitimate stage, practically a prisoner, albeit a high-priced
one, bound by California's studios. But most of all —
she regrets living in Hollywood.
"Hollywood is dead," she told me. "Everything about
it is dead, even the beautiful hills."
She pointed to where they rose, green and sandy and
hazy purple, pointed straight from the living-room of her
Brentwood house that seems to be set down right in the
middle of them.
She said, "I look at those hills. I know they are beautiful, and I ask myself what is it I don't like, and the
answer is . . . they are dead. The air surrounding them
is heavy, not like mountain air. There is no exhilaration,
no sparkle. The people here are like that, too, all impersonal, all cold, with no feeling.
"I often go for walks in the hills. This not easy
because Hollywood people never walk. Walking is such
a personal matter, so Hollywood rides . . . like corpses
they ride. By riding they can keep away from life.
Walking is too human, too close to the earth, too near
other people, the little everyday people . . . the real ones.
"Do you know that when my friend, Clifford Odets, the
playwright, went for a walk here he actually was arrested! Itwas late at night.
A policeman asked him

what he was doing and when he said walking, the policeman said, 'But where is your car?' And when Odets said
he had no car, he was arrested ! That's Hollywood ! In
no other place in the world could such a thing happen,
of She
this sighed.
I am sure!"
And she sat down on the edge of the wide
yellow sofa. Her tailored white linen sportscoat was
open at the neck, her plaid skirt girlishly short, her uneven
black hair awry, with none of that artificial, plastereddown, wave-in-place, polished-ballroom-floor effect.
Her vibrant tones filled the room.
"Rented emptiness," she said. "Hollywood is like a
hotel — houses, apartments, furnished, ready to walk into
or walk out of . . . impersonal, too."
THE VOICE shook a little. It is a fiery voice, a fitting
mouthpiece to her personality, for it takes complete
possession, of the listener. It absorbs, leaving you breathless, and for a long while afterwards it re-echoes in your
ears, making you wonder why it is impossible to pin down
the accent, doing it justice on paper. It is an hysterical
voice, sometimes reaching a squeal. It is the voice of a
temperamental girl, all nerves and warmth and energy
and impulse and honest earnestness, a girl whose entire
body emphasizes her speech; the black eyes constantly
roving, observing everything; the shoulders swaying or
being shrugged according to her moods ; the hands alive, a
rhythmic, dramatic accompaniment.
Like most women who are in love, the object of Luise
Rainer's affections appears obvious because his name is
never far from her lips.
Now, her body tense, she clenched the fingers of one
small hand,
"I could tell you so much," she said, and this time it
seemed as if she were squeezing the words from her
throat. "I have many regrets . . . like everyone, so many.
"I regret I have to stand for people asking me questions
about what is none of their business ! There are a lot of
subjects I could discuss, subjects that are worth while:
instead, they come and they ask (Continued on pagel06)
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IN REVIEWING the motion picture career of Melvyn
Douglas, it might occur to you that you were looking at
it in one of those mirrors that makes things look like
what they aren't, for he seems to be forever doing the
wrong thing.

However, that isn't the case. In fact, it wasn't done
with mirrors at all. It just happens that when Melvyn
Douglas does what is obviously the wrong thing, it invariably turns out to be just what he should have done.
"I believe that making a mistake is often purely mental," he said thoughtfully, when I asked him about it. "It
has been my experience that when I did something that,
to all appearances, was a most frightful mistake, it didn't
turn out to be because I didn't allow my consciousness to
be hampered by a feeling that what I had done was wrong.
Success is ninety per cent, luck, too, you know,"
added.

he

But luck can't be ninety per cent, of his success. And
his motion picture career, alternating as it does with his
stage work, presents an enigma to the casual observer, for
it is in direct contrast to almost any other successful
career in Hollywood.
Ordinarily when an actor makes a favorable impression
in a picture, he follows it up with other good roles. He
is in demand and usually makes thes, most of it. Douglas,
on the contrary, makes a habit of disappearing after he
makes a hit picture. Sometimes he has gone to Europe
for a long vacation. Other times he has disappeared in
the canyons of New York, his disappearance inevitably

Helen
Gahagan
picked
M elvyn
to be her
1 e ceding
man in a
play and
he picked
het to be
his leading
lady for
life!

"Theodora
Goes
Wam
isld
te
Me"
lvyn with
Irene
Dunne in
sparkling comedy. Here
they are in
a scene
from it.
a

followed by reports of his successful appearance in a
Broadway show.
Success in Hollywood doesn't usually follow the actor
who plays hide and seek with producers, and it is almost
axiomatic that no actor or actress dares to remain off the
screen for as long as a year. Heretofore, it has been only
a Leslie Howard or a Helen Hayes who could make a
picture and then rush off to the stage or to follow his own
pursuits and, when the spirit moved him, return to Hollywood to be welcomed with open arms.
But this Douglas person, who certainly is no Clark
Gable, seems to be just as effective in his quiet way. Following his frequent disappearances, he returns to Hollywood, helps himself to the very best roles available at the
moment, in which he never fails to give a creditable performance, and before you know it, he's gone again.
It must be believed then that the lad has something,
maybe that something that Samuel Goldwyn describes as
"a habit-forming personality," meaning that audiences
like him so much they form a habit of seeing him in all
his pictures. Elinor Glyn described it more tersely
Whatever this elusive quality is, it is something so
unusual that producers are willing to take him, when and
"it."
as often
as they can get him, because in addition to this
as
especial something, he is a competent actor and generously endowed with looks.
To go back to his youth, when he began making mistakes, his mother had made up her mind that he should

become a lawyer. With that in mind, she took him to
court to watch the procedure as often as possible to build
up his appreciation of the rewards of defending the
innocent.
His father, the late Edouard Hesselberg, Russian born,
internationally known concert pianist and composer, took
him to musical events to build up his musical appreciation.
Melvyn himself desired more than anything to be a poet !
His mother considered it a serious mistake for him
to. consider any vocation other than practicing law, and
to his father's mind, it was equally a serious error for him
to fail to make music his life work. Both parents considered he made the mistake of his life in not remaining
in college until he graduated, regardless of what he chose
to do.
Subsequent results proved just how productive these
mistakes turned out to be.
Melvyn was still in high school in Toronto, Canada,
where the family was living at the outbreak of the World
War, but he was large for his age and looked every inch a
man. As he walked along the streets on his way to
school, he was often jeered at by overzealous patriots because he was not in uniform.
"Are you a cripple or just a slacker?" the rowdies
would yell at him.
At fourteen, a boy's sensibilities are apt to be a bit raw
and even though he was an American and the United
States had not yet entered the fight, he still felt that the
Allies were badly crippled without his aid. He visualized

Melvyn

a

Douglas

knack

obvious

into

of

has

turning

blunders

successful

ven-

tures for himself

By

Franc

Dillon

After completing "Women of Glamor" with
Virginia Bruce, Melvyn
went East for a play.

himself as a Scottish Highlander, "because I particularly
fancied their uniforms," he laughs now. With no chance
of obtaining permission of his parents to join the Canadian forces, he took matters into his own hands, ran away
and "signed up." His parents had no trouble in getting
him back to the hearthside when his age was proven, but
later, after he had entered college and the United States
had joined forces with the Allies, he ran away again and
this time he made it stick by a clever ruse.
"I had lied about my age to get
of my parents," he explained, "and
my father that if he got me out by
would be liable to prison sentence

in without the consent
I was able to convince
telling my right age, I
for lying. So I was

allowed to remain until the end of the War. I wasn't
killed or even wounded. In fact, I never even got across
to see actual warfare, but I wouldn't have missed the
experience for anything. It was a liberal education and,
in my opinion, no mistake.
"After the War, my parents wanted me to return to
college. Inasmuch as I had returned safely they could
forgive my running away to war, but not completing my
education was, in their eyes, a serious mistake. But my
father had suffered financial losses and I thought it was
time .for me to go to work and at least support myself.
"I had always lived close to home and had had no contact at all with the world. Working and feeling that I
was independent forced a certain resiliency out of me that
might have taken years to develop. I had to shift for myself and it made a man out of me." (Cont'd on page 108)

Irene Dunne
loves to play
comedy roles
such as in
"Theodora
and
Goes

has
Wild,"

a
gifted
she's
proved
comedienne.

TAKING

By

Muriel

Bab

cock

BRR ! THERE'S nothing like a good, chilling ride in a
New York taxicab on a cold, blustery day — particularly
when your passenger is Irene Dunne. And no better way
to learn about life.
Irene Dunne and I were having tea at the Pierre, when
I asked her where she first lived in New York, where she
lost her first job, whether she cried or not, what she said,
and what were the tribulations she suffered in cold,
granite-like Manhattan before she found fame and was
paged by Hollywood.
I started asking about those early days in New York
when Irene was a gangling Kentucky prima donna, determined that the world was her oyster and the Metropolitan stood with waiting arms to star her in "La Boheme,"
"Madame Butterfly," et al. I wanted to know what were

How

would

you feel if you were

When Dr. Griffin met Irene for the first
time, he asked for her telephone number
—but he didn't use it for months! Now
they're a very happily married couple.

a

stranger in a large city and you're
best dress blew out of the hotel window? It actually happened to Irene.

Reviewing
is surely

a

"perfect

novel,

but

lady's"

very

past

informative

from
in

a

this

taxicab
instance

IRENE-MaRIDE

her dreams and her plans in those days and has she found
fulfillment ?
I also wanted to know how she spends those long vacations in New York now. Everybody knows, of course,
that she doesn't spend 'em like the typical Hollywood
belle — in and out of the Stork Club, El Morocco, 21 and
Tony's — flashing ermines and jewels at poor benighted
New Yorkers. No, that isn't Irene Dunne. We all know
she goes quietly about her own business, but what is it
and where is it ?
I was extremely curious about Irene Dunne because
she never seems to be secretive about what she does, yet

ning ? Yes ? Well, my first memory of New York is tied
up with the Pennsylvania Hotel.
You know it? You
don't?
you know
"No," Well,
I replied
weakly.where it is?"
"That's right. You're a stranger in New York, aren't
you? Well, I don't suppose I'll ever forget either the
Pennsylvania Hotel or the Metropolitan Opera House —
they are tied up with my most dramatic first memories of

nobody seems to know much about her except that she's a
pretty nice girl, a good actress, a beautiful woman, a good

New York.
You know where the Met is, don't you?"
"No," I replied. "But once in New York I suggested
to Norma Shearer that we take a bus ride and look the
town over from the upper deck. Could we take a bus
ride? And would you point out some of the places associated with your early memories and tell what they meant

singer and a fine comedienne. (If you don't believe the
last, see "Theodora Goes Wild." It's a honey.)
And so she said, "Shall we go way back to the begin-

We took a taxi because we decided that no single bus
could follow the route Irene (Continued on page 98)
to you?"
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If you part your hair
on the side, Lily Pons
offers a charming coiffure.

There's
to

suit

try
tells

a

star

your

it?
you

Our
how

hair-do

type.

Why

beauty
to

go

here
not

expert
about

it

The Frances Farmer types can affect
a very simple hair comb.

If you're the Harlow type, ringlets
should frame your face.

I LIKE to write about hair. Because almost no head of
hair is so hopeless but what something can be done about

your shampoo. Olive oil, castor oil, or prepared, storebought oil. Always a liquid, never a cake soap. Scads

it. A girl's figure may rate only a passing grade and
she may get only A for effort as far as her face is
concerned, but durn near every head of hair in the world
can be attractive, glossy and chic — and most heads can be
more than that.
You certainly must know by this time the rudimentary
rules for the care of the locks : plenty of warm oil before

of rinsing. Daily massage, if only a minute's worth, for
the dear old scalp's sake. Vigorous brushing with a stiff
brush for coarse and medium hair. Gentle brushing with
a gentle brush for fine hair. And don't tell me bnishing
ruins your wave. Better a shining, sleek noodle with a
slight wave than a dull, dopey looking head of hair with
a fixed, set wave any day in the year. Use your judg-

Madge

Evans' swirl is very popular
and sleek-looking.

merit and go easy on the brushing before that date, when
you want your hair-do to look particularly snappy, but
do see to it that your hair gets a decent amount of brushing during the course of the week. Brushing strengthens,
cleanses and polishes.
Oily and dry conditions of the hair aren't as tough
problems as they seem, if you'll really get out and work on
them. An oily condition comes from wide-open oil glands
which pour too much oil out onto your hair; your scalp

If your hair is glossy and longish, try
Ruby

Keeler's style.

is sluggish — lazy. Stimulate it and make it work. You
might think you should give up the warm oil before
the shampoo. Not so, not so. You need it all the more.
In the first place, the warm oil will help remove any
caked oil from your scalp — also any dandruff, which
usually follows in the wake of an oily condition. And as
your ringers massage the warm oil into your scalp, they
also stimulate the scalp — make it work for itself. Yes,
keep up the oil business, but even (Continued on page 92)
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By

Helen
You'll

Louise

Gene

W

a lker

Raymond

in "That Girl
from Paris" has
his opinion
swayed by his
recent engagement to Jeanette
MacDonald.

get

honest

answers

from

these
stars

top
who

the

men
are

in

know!

A VISITING celebrity in the world of sport,
returning to Hollywood after an absence of several
years, remarked to me, "I miss the cronies whom I
enjoyed so much when I was here last time. When
they are working they are, as they should be, filled
with that early-to-bed-early-to-rise spirit. When
they are between pictures, they aren't in Hollywood
at all. They are hiding somewhere. Not that I
blame them 1

Hollywood

has gone chi-chi. It's

now."
woman's
just
A abit
startled town
at his
apparent bitterness, I took
a hasty mental census of the whereabouts of our
current he-man stars. As this was written, Clark
Gable was departing for northern parts unknown
on a hunting and fishing trip, accompanied by one
or two of his rancher cronies who have nothing to
do with the picture industry. Warner Baxter was

Clark Gable, who likes to "get
away from it all," has a rather
prejudiced outlook on the town.
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returning from a six- weeks' camping trip in the
high Sierras — his companions were all males. Ronald Colman and Bill Powell had spent the last
week-end aboard a small, rented, gasolene-motored
boat — fishing and bemoaning the absence of Dick
Barthelmess. Ronnie was then tucked away on his
'miniature ranch which is as thickly walled and
hedged as was ever a Greta Garbo establishment.
Lee Tracy and Buck Jones were bounding over the

Ronald

Colman

boasts the

title of Hollywood's most
eligible bachelor. Perhaps
his reasons for being so are
revealed here. He's
"Lost Horizon."

in

Jean Harlow, one of the
town's beauteous belles, is
Bill Powell's best gal, but
that doesn't change his
opinion a bit about this pertinent problem.

billows, sailing their yachts in the race from Los Angeles
to Honolulu. No women are allowed aboard the boats
entered in the race.!
I caught up with Bill Powell, returning reluctantly to
work. The effort had been strenuous and had left me
slightly breathless. I panted, "Bill, exactly what is a
woman's town? And is Hollywood one of them?"
IT'S .GETTING to be one," he opined, looking rueful.
"Paris has been called that and New York has, too, sometimes." He sat down upon an upturned flower pot which
was a prop on the set and he looked reflective and introspective. "A woman's town, I take it," he brought forth
at last, "is a city in which women decide how men shall
spend their leisure hours — and their money. Feminine
whims are laws and men must struggle for women's favors. Life is effete, elaborate, be-ruffled. People who
sell orchids and emeralds enjoy it. Some wag or other
put it, 'You can identify it because even the garbage
smells faintly of Chanel's Number Five !' "
He interrupted himself hastily. "Don't think that the
men don't enjoy it. The danger is that this atmosphere
makes them soft. And the irony of that is that when he
does become soft, even the 'woman's town' wants no more
of him.
^
"Take, for instance, your motion picture premiere. Do

Long a happily married
man, Warner Baxter knows
about women. He's also
very familiar with Hollywood, which makes his almost a complete education.

you think that any mature man in his senses, would
dollars'
tie^ buy
white
and a face
put
worthon oftails
orchids,
crowds
and fifteen
photographers
and microphones just to look at a motion picture —
unless he did it to please some woman ? It's all right
for the younger fry. They like getting into formal
clothes and escorting some lush young creature
through a foyer where cordons of police are fighting
off throngs of admirers. But men outgrow the taste
for that sort of thing — women never do. And the
parties,"
he went
musingly.
is always
that frantic
effort on,
to make
each "There
one different,
to
make it
think for
elaborate
hear of a

more fantastic than the last one. Don't
a moment that men don't have fun at these
frolics. Of course they do. But you never
man planning one. We do pretty much as

we are told in the matter of enjoying ourselves!"
It occurred to me that I hadn't heard of a real
stag party in Hollywood in years. The sort of party
at which men play poker and drink beer in their
shirt sleeves until the dawn. Bob Montgomery told

■ ■ • 2l

me that he gave one once — and they didn't even play
"We just sat and talked!" Bob marveled, as if
poker.
that were the most astonishing thing in the world.
"We didn't play any games (Continued on page 112)
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YOU

al

Appe

Stax

The ant
peastrend
in fashions
tized
in a
dramablack
crepe
dress worn
by Dolores
Del Riofitted
bodice, wide
belt and
"swing "
skirt.

NOW

WHAT, I can hear the clamor rise, "is
ing of 'you-appeal,' especially in relation to
Well, my pets, it is one of my brain waves — a
phrase to sum up briefly what I think is most
to you in Hollywood fashions.

the meanclothes?"
two-word
important

A Hollywood star can be pttt on one of "the
dressed women" lists (the two who look out at you
these pages have been), and she can be famous
glamor girl, but unless she wears clothes that have

bestfrom
as a
a real

personal interest for you and you and me, she just doesn't
make the grade as a fashion guide for us. The way I
look at it, the clothes, both on the screen and in the stars'
personal wardrobes, that give practical ideas to you are
those that have lines and details which can be adapted
to your own clothes.
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Dolores

likes

simple matic
but evening
draclothes such as
this gown of silver metal cloth.
You could copy
it effectively in
blistered satin,
with velvet border instead of
the fur.

im.

Constance

Dolores

pointers

Del

copy

Bio

from

wardrobes

can

Bennett

give

their

that

very

and

fashion

personal

all

of

you

economically

ty'Addia,

Bad

This is Connie Bennett's favorite street
frock for
California
wear. Utterly simple in
cut, a wide
brown sash
in suede
contrasts
with the
deep rose
shade of the
wool fabric.

And above, any
girl could have
a duplicate of
this simple but
lovely Iris blue
taffeta evening
gown. The skirt
is voluminous.
A corsage
formed of velvet
bows trims the
right shoulder —
a tip for you.

Fashions that have "you-appeal" have to be wearable
before they are startling — and they have to be copyable
before they are glamorous. In other words, a dress worn
by a smart star may be dramatic and luxurious in fabric
and trim yet it still can be practical as a fashion guide
for you because it has copyable details and lines.
Thus we come to Constance Bennett and Dolores Del
Rio, both of whom have stunning personal wardrobes
which the average budget couldn't be stretched to cover
but who still stay in the list of excellent screen fashion
guides for you.
CONNIE AND Dolores, exact opposites in coloring,
share a mutual flair for sophisticated dress. Both of
them patronize the best costume designers and dress57 shops

in Hollywood, New York and Paris. Both make a careful study of themselves in relation to everything they
wear and both love simple clothes set off by unusual and
rich accessories.
And where then, do they come in as inspiration for the
limited budgeteers ? Right here on these pages this month !
For each of them, interviewed right in the midst of their
new wardrobes, gave me a wealth of fashion wisdom to
pass on to you. We'll start with Connie because I happen
to have rung her doorbell first.
Sleek, perfectly groomed Connie with her blonde hair
worn in a long bob, curled only at the ends, has one of
those slender figures that is the delight of every dressmaker. Her house is sleek, too, with everything chosen
to act as the perfect setting for the Bennett personality.
Connie's bedroom, boudoir and closets are the sort that
make you ashamed that your own belongings get into
such a topsy-turvy state. Her shoes, for instance, are
arranged in neat rows on disappearing doors in her
boudoir. Cedar-lined closets hold her bountiful wardrobe which ranges from trim tailored suits to the most
feminine of evening gowns. Everything in these closets
shows the fastidious care which (Continued on page 100)

You
know

The brown suede sash, bag and gloves for Connie's
dusty rose wool dress. Note the huge safety pin.

have to
your type

to wear a daring hat like this
of Dolores Del
Rio's. Of black
felt with peaked
crown. Shops
have

inexpensive copies.
And her afternoon costume accessories — black
velvet cap. black suede pumps, gloves and bag.

Gertrude's latest
picture, before illness overtook her,

By

Herzog
Dorothy

was "Make Way
She's
for a Lady."
well
again now.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL is twenty-four. She has titian
hair, a milky complexion and blue eyes. She was born
in Talladega, Alabama, which you may never have heard
of. As a child, Gertrude went for the piano like a kitten
for a saucer of cream. She was born with what is known
as a "perfect ear." She could hear someone play a piece
on the piano for the first time and then sit right down
herself and do a perfect job of the same selection.
"I never have known
trude confessed.

the mathematics of music," Ger-

She isn't the sort of young woman who would ever
consciously know the mathematics of anything, but she
would know them intuitively. She's a girl given to
"hunches," and a hunch is simply a decision which, if made
and followed, leads to happy consequences.
However, it wasn't exactly a "hunch" that took Gertrude Michael to Hollywood some four years ago to make

Right

or

wrong,

Gertrude

a screen test. It was partly a hunch and partly the fact
that the New York theatre wasn't giving her the jobs she
had to have in order to make ends meet. In fact, things
had gone so poorly in the theatre that Gertrude went
down the economic scale to where she had exactly two
dresses and seven dollars and ten cents between her and a
bleak tomorrow.
M-G-M offered her the chance of a trip West and a
screen test. They had made the same offer before, but
Gertrude stuck doggedly with the theatre. The theatre
no longer returning the compliment, Gertrude agreed to
the studio's offer.
"I was to go west in a compartment," she explained
and rolled her eyes with proper impressiveness. "But it
seemed to me that if the company would let me travel
in a lower berth and take the ninety dollars difference
in the price of a compartment and (Continued on page 115)

Michael

simply

can't

change
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MODERN
Margo and
Burgess Meredith reenact
their stage
roles for the
screen version

****
Winterset (RKO-Radio)
Last year Maxwell Anderson's play, "Winterset," was chosen by the
Critics'
Circle with
as the
best itsplay
of 1935.
RKO-Radio
has and
brought
to
the screen
almost
entire
New York
cast intact
with ita
slight revision of Mr. Anderson's poetic and memorable dialogue. On
the screen,
emerges aascandidate
one of the
finest
artistic Award,
achieve-a
ments. It isitdefinitely
for year's
the next
Academy
picture which will win critical acclaim and audience approval in
much the same manner as did "The Informer" a couple of seasons
ago. Laid in New York's east side tenement district, it is a story of
an innocent man's execution for murder, and of the vengeful quest of
his son for the men guilty of the crime. Mio, the son, is superbly
portrayed by Burgess Meredith, whose splendid talent is a welcome
addition to the screen. Second best performance is that of Eduardo
Ciannelli in the role of Trock, the cold-blooded murderer whose crime
sent Mio's father to the chair. Margo, playing a young girl of the
district, is excellent in a sensitive, difficult role. She and Meredith
create a fine and beautiful love story against a background of their
sordid surroundings. Other first-rate performers are Maurice Moscovitch, Edward Ellis, John Carradine, Paul Guilfoyle and Stanley Ridges.
Preview Postscript

of "Winterset."

On the picture's completion, Burgess Meredith and his wife, Margaret Perry, had planned to fly back to New York and their upstate
form, but a puppy upset everything. The day before leaving, the
Merediths took a walk up Hollywood Boulevard and, from a pet store,
a cocker spaniel gave them the glad eye. The result was the cocker
became
and they Guadalupe
all v/ent backValedo
by train.
. . . and
Margo's
real namethe isMerediths'
Maria Marguerite
Castillo
she
was born in Mexico City in 1917. At the age of six, she made her
dancing debut there, but her family shortly after moved to Spain.
Margo returned to New York at the age of fourteen to try dancing
in earnest, drifted to California, via Mexico City, and landed a job
at the Cocoanut Grove and later one at Agua Caliente, famed
Mexican resort just across the California border. Movie folks swarm
to both these spots, but no one thought Margo movie material. An
eight-week contract at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel which was offered
to her turned into a two-year stay there. She was persuaded by
Hecht and MacArthur to appear in a role in "Crime Without Passion," which led to movie contracts in Hollywood. But Margo turned
up the
her small
on
stage. nose at the movie moguls and took the "Winterset" role

Hevi

A

TOUR

TODAY'S

Leo

Irene Dunne
and Melvyn
Douglas in
"Theodora
GoestheWild,"
and
Quins
in "Reunion."
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*** Born to Dance (M-G-M)
you likebarking
your musicals
big, lavish
and loud,
here's
your dish.
is If
probably
at the moon
to register
a slight
complaint
againstIt
"Born to Dance," what with its terrific cast and its terrific cost, but it
is our suspicion that much of its noise and shouting is employed to
cover up a lot of dull moments. When you have people like Eleanor
Powell, Jimmy Stewart, Virginia Bruce, Una Merkel, Frances Langford,
Buddy Ebsen and Sid Silvers in a picture, you're bound to have abovethe-average entertainment, and you're even entitled to hope for
something a little better than that. All of this is to say that the
picture is a good — but quite routine — musical with enough high spots
to make it worth your while. Good moments are: all of Eleanor
Powell's dances, a burlesque of a symphony conductor by Reginald
Gardiner, a floorwalker bit by Barnett Parker, and Raymond Walburn's
comedy. Cole Porter's score is not his best. Outstanding song numbers are "Hey, Babe," sung by all the principals, and "Miss Lucy
James," done somewhat in the Gilbert and Sullivan manner by Ray-

mond Walburn, Virginia Bruce and a male chorus. Warning: the
finale, said to have cost $300,000, will blast you out of your seat.
Preview Postscript
There's no doubt that Eleanor Powell was "Born to Dance" and can't
stop. Besides the regular eight hours on the set while making this
picture, she spent an hour or two in rehearsal in the morning and at
lunchtime. And had a date with Jimmy Stewart practically every
night — to dance. Then between "takes" on the set, Eleanor spent
every spare moment teaching her intricate steps to co-actors, prop
boys, cameramen and anyone who was interested and could walk.
Una and
Merkelshewasputtheherprize
pupil.
Thisanwasartist
Una'sdid.
first Husband
dancing
role
soul Powell
into it,
if ever

Eleanor Powell
isn't the only
"Born
to
one who's
Dance," for
Jimmy Stewart
gives a good
imitation of it.

Ronald Burla had to take tap lessons in self-defense and can now
out-tap Mrs. B. . . . Jimmy Stewart moved out when Henry Fonda
came home with his new bride recently. Leaving the honeymooners
didn't bother him so much, though, as parting with his next-door
neighbor, Miss G. Garbo. He doesn't profess any real intimacy with
her, but could always point with pride to the ten-foot metal fence
which she had built just on his account. . . . Every cloud has a silver
lining, even the Stewart clouds, and so he found that Eleanor Powell
lives in Santa Monica, where he moved. The two held hands between "shots" on the set and devoted considerable time to perfecting
their love scenes so they wouldn't waste any of the director's time
or M-G-M's money when staging them for the camera. . . . Dave
Gould is responsible for the dance staged by all the gals and also
for their perfectly matched sun-tans. He gave each chorus cutie
daily instructions on how long to remain in the sun in order to get
his dancers oil darkened to the same degree. . . . Biggest cut-ups
on the picture were Sid Silvers and Buddy Ebsen and biggest expense
were the Powell chiffon stockings.
***
Reunion (20th Century-Fox)
You will want to see this, of course, just to find out how the five
gals from Callander are getting along. And we might add right
here that they're developing along Ziegfeldian lines. But the picture
is worth your while quite aside from the Quints' attractions. It is a
simple, heart-warming story of a country doctor and the problems
which confront him when he tries to untangle the lives of some of the
babies he has brought into the world in the past forty years. Some
three thousand of them come to a "reunion" party at his home in
Mooseville, among them Esther Ralston, in the role of a movie star;
Alan Dinehart, governor of a state, and his wife, Katherine Alexander;
Tom Moore, a famous surgeon, and his wife; Helen Vinson, who is in
love with Robert Kent, who happens to be in love with Rochelle
Hudson. Many others are there, too, many of them with problems
which the good doctor tries to work out to the satisfaction of all.
The very real problems of these people are woven into a believable
and engrossing story which will keep your interest to the final reel.
Outstandingly sincere are the portrayals of the entire cast, with Jean
Hersholt turning in his best role for a long time as Dr. Luke. Dorothy
Peterson again plays a nurse, as does Rochelle Hudson. Robert Kent
is the young doctor, John Qualen scores again as the famous father
of the five and Slim Summerville is responsible for several mirthquakes. Some might object to so many details being irrelevant to a
main plot, but we found that every episode contributed to making
this picture an evening of good, solid entertainment.
Preview Postscript
Tops in movie "scoops" last year was the signing of the Dionne
Quintuplets to star in four feature-length (Continued on page 120)

Edith Fellows
and
B in g
Crosby in a
"Pennies
from
scene from

Heaven."

Photos
Frank

By
Muto

How these newlyweds do register bliss.
Here are the Dick Powells strolling about
Palm

Springs

on

a

recent

holiday.

It was dinner by candlelight for Garbo and George Brent almost
every evening during the shooting of "Camille." The two of them
lit their candles and did their dining in Mr. B's garden, with two of
the Brent watchdogs nearby to keep out the curious. One of the
Brent neighbors crosses her heart and hopes to be thrown to the Brsnt
hounds if this isn't true.

Rumors of bickering in the Cooper
menage
seem
groundless with
Gary and Sandra so cozy here.

And from the Brothers Warner out in Burbank comes this
terse little note : "Ruby Keeler has arranged things with the Warner Brothers studio so she can take a recess every three hours to
run home and see Al, Jr." Now if Al, Jr., were a real gent he'd
arrange things at home so he could run over to Burbank every
three hours and see Ruby.

The French they are, as the saying goes, a funny race. The other
night at the Club Casanova Warner Brothers' new French star, Fernand Gravet, was in a gay party which included Ketti Gallian, another commodity imported from France. The party wound up with
M. Gravet and Mile. Gallian tossing champagne at each other. It
was all in a spirit of fun — pour le sport, as the Arabians put it—
but everyone on this side of the Atlantic knows that the only way
to toss champagne is at yourself.

Doris Dudley, who amused Broadway last season with her
goings-on, is finding it a bit more difficult to stay on the bizarre
side in Hollywood, since this town has never been known as a hotPlaving Katharine Hepburn's daughter in "A
bed of normalcy.
Woman
Rebels" must have inspired her, though, for she turned
up at the Palm Springs opening with a lion cub and a housebroken goat. Now everyone's waiting for Hepburn to show up
with Ken Maynard's circus.
Last Minute Report on the Taylor-Stanwyck Situation: Bob Taylor
told a friend he was not going to see Barbara for a month. All of
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Lookit! Recognize the gal? It's Ginger
Rogers out with Bob Taylor! But he called
Barbara
Stanwyck
up
the next day!

One of Hollywood's newer couples step
out to the Trocadero. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Fonda beam happily.

which meant one of two things. Either Mr. T. was trying to find out
if it's really love — or he felt a guy in his position shouldn't be linked
romantically to any one woman. However, after one evening out with
another gal. Bob called the whole thing off and phoned Barbara. A
fellow can change his mind, too, you know!

Most concrete evidence that Katie Hepburn and Leland Hayward aren't secretly married is the fact that Margaret Sullavan
is now Mrs. H. Come to think of it, the marital career of the
little Sullavan has been a bit on the fantastic side. When exhusband Henry Fonda first arrived in Hollywood, Margaret,
married to William Wyler, soon started going out with Henry.
Following a speedy divorce from William, she stopped going
with Henry and spent her evenings with Wyler. Note to Leland
Hayward : if you want to be really clubby with your wife, divorce
her.

The ofErrol
Flynn-Lili
Damita
of thebutways
too
much
a surprise
to those
who parting
know them,
the wasn't
subsequent
patching-up-of-it-all was. It probably will be an on-again, offagain story. Flynn is the "rugged individual" type who prefers
to roam around by himself, while Lili has always been accustomed to a somewhat gayer existence. Sooo . . .

At the Cafe LaMaze, the day after the Flynn-Damita "separation,"
Mr. F. was dining with a group of friends when Lili entered. Not
being up on Hollywood domestic situations, the headwaiter quietly
led her over to the Flynn table. Errol rose and smiled, but Miss
Damita exploded, "No! No! Not here!" she exclaimed, leaving
Flynn and the headwaiter sort of hanging in mid-air.

Arline Judge and her motor glider have parted company. Arline
bought the thing to scoot her way from dressing-room to set out aS
20th Century-Fox, but she was stopped by a studio cop who asked
her for her license. Not having thought of this little item, Arline
promised
to show
up with
next day.
Wellunder
— she gasoline
couldn't
get
a bicycle
license
since the
the papers
contraption
operates
power.
The Bureau
Motor Vehicles
motor gliders,
and theofmotorcycle
boys
of their business. So now the studio
glider on his hands, and Arline is back

said they'd
neverit was
heardanyof
refused
to admit
cop has a brand-new motor
on her feet again.

Before "Parnell" went into production, Director John M. Stahl
announced that Clark Gable would grow a beard for the occasion.
This was quickly followed by Gable's announcement that he
wouldn't grow a beard for any occasion. Knowing it was a fight
to the finish, we visited the set for a round-by-round account.
There were beavers galore all over the place, but none on the
handsome pan of Gable. They're calling the battle a draw, though,
for he compromised on side-burns and a moustache.

Arline, incidentally, spends most of her evenings dancing about
with Pat De Cicco, who was Thelma Todd's former husband.
And Wesley Ruggles has been seen a good deal lately with Louise
— remember? — Brooks. Maintaining the Hollywood tradition, however, Arline and Wes always save a dance for each other whenever they're at the same place on the same evening.

Watched Sonja Henie do one of her fantastically beautiful icedances on the set of "One In A Million" out at 20th Century-Fox
the other day. "Sonja doesn't get much rest in this picture," said
Don Ameche, "but I haven't sat down so much for years." Don's in
the
of a ice-skating
scotch and scenes,
soda. and it's the first time he's seen ice outside

Hollywood is practically robbing "The Cradle" these days. The
famous Evanston orphanage has been visited lately by Irene Dunne,
who is shopping for a daughter, the Fredric Marches, who are in the
market for another son, and Miriam Hopkins, who thinks her adopted
child should have a sister. And Ruby Keeler and Al Jolson are so
happy
East as over
soontheas acquisition
possible. of Al, Jr., that they're planning a trip
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Now

it's out — Mary Pickford's officially engaged to Buddy Rogers. Here they are with
Buddy's brother.
They'll marry very soon.
And their marriage of a year ago is out, too!
Paulette Goddard and Charlie Chaplin, look
Mister and Missus at a recent premiere.

Over on the "Interlude" set at Columbia, the gang of kids,
appearing as extras, are handed a free bit of grand opera every
day by none other than Grade Moore. Grace says she's practicing on them so she'll know how to please her new daughter,
who has just arrived from Madrid. Luisita Parera, four-year-old
of Grace's husband, is the new addition to the Moore-Parera
niece
household.

With Joan Crawford set for the lead in "Parnell" with Clark Gable,
suddenly switched to "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney." which
she
MyrnawasLoy was Jo do, and Miss Loy was given the Crawford part
in "Parnell." There are those who say Joan preferred the "Last of
Mrs. Cheney" role, and there are those who say Director John Stahl
preferred not having La Crawford in "Parnell."

First day on the "Last of Mrs. Cheyney's" set, before she
switched her make-up box to "Parnell," Myrna Loy began industriously knitting between every scene. With a mysterious air
she brought out pale blue angora which slowly developed into a
square. After ten days of this, with the entire company _getting
curious, Myrna calmly crocheted the squares together into an
afghan. An afghan, in case you don't know may be a coverlet for

so you can't blame the cast for wondering. Our spies
tiny tots,
rushed out for the lowdown, and now the truth is out. The afghan
is torit. Myrna's maid, Teresa, who is expecting something to go
with
The latest addition to the Hornblow-Loy menage is a new butler.
His name is Samuels, and he's been a ship's steward for the past
"This is his first land job," said Myrna. "And he's very
ten years.
good — with everything but soup. His rolling gait works only with
jellied consomme."
When Madeleine Carroll was chosen for the lead in "On the
Avenue" she had never met Director Roy Del Ruth, so Alan Mowaside for a bit of instruction. "He's
took her said
very bray
deaf,"
Alan.
"I just wanted you to
know."
First day on the set Madeleine met Del
Ruth.
"I think working together will be very
pleasant," she screamed.
The director was horrified. "What?" he gasped.
Madeleine stepped
closer, smiled sweetly and raised her voice another notch. "I think we're going to have fun,"
she yelled. "Don't you?"
"We will," said Del
soon
as
you
stop
shouting!"
s still looking for that
a guy
named
Madeleine
Mowbray.
Ruth, "as

Francis Lederer is still the handkissingest man
in town. On a recent visit to Columbia to see a
friend he didn't miss a hand — except that of the
janitor who was standing in the doorway watching the Czech charmer's progress.

Ralph Bellamy, Doris Dudley
and Humphrey Bogart at the
Racquet Club in Palm Springs.
Doris is becoming quite a Hepbum with her dizzy pranks.
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Here's quite a camera scoop, Muto catches
an elusive couple, the Spencer Tracys, as
Spence helps his laughing wife with her coat.
George

Raft and Virginia Pine, that devoted

duo, step out to the "Scandals" opening.
George and Virginia hope to marry this year.

her with flowers and peanuts. "You don't need a pretty face,
affirms this vixen. "In fact, you can even have a soft spot in your
head— provided there's one in your heart."

Most serious aspect of the recent maritime strike, according to
Paramount, was that it prevented Gail Patrick from returning to
Hollywood from Honolulu. She was visiting the Maharajah and
Maharanee of Indore, and the thing began to look permanent, with
Paramount trying to book passage on the China Clipper. The
Sailors' Union will be delighted to know that Miss Patrick finally
arrived in San Francisco on a Japanese boat and flew immediately
to Hollywood, where the Paramount publicity department awaited
her with open typewriters.

More fun on the "Maytime" set: The day Gene Raymond visited
Metro he found Jeanette MacDonald all done up in wrinkles and
gray hair. Just in case he should blanch at the sight, the future
Mrs. Raymond whipped out a photo of Gene which had been retouched to give him all the earmarks of a gent
who had spent the last forty years in a barroom.
So they've decided to go through with the ceremony in spite of everything.

Simone Simon doesn't get around so much
in Hollywood. Perhaps it's due to her statement that "leading men are the easiest to catch
of all males. All you need is a pretty face,
the ability to flatter and the patience to keep
still while he's talking." Them are fighting
words, mademoiselle.

The lady who gets around and has more boy
friends than you can shake a finger at is none
other than May Robson. Almost every night she
dashes
out to
a party
to her
a preview
and there's
not a male
under
twelveor in
neighborhood
who
hasn't dug down into the old allowance to shower
It was quite a reunion when
Mae Clark and James Cagney
met again on the first day's
shooting on "Great Guy." Both
were teamed several years ago.

Now that Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers have finally declared their intentions, the big question is not "will they be
happy?"
— it's in
"what
are they
call Pickfair?"
AfterDoug
all,
the mansion
Beverly
Hillsgoing
was to
named
for Mary and
Fairbanks, and now that there will be a new lord and master
there must also be a new name. Pickrog is definitely not good,
but how about Buddyfair?
Any suggestions?

Despite when
reportsthein desert
the newspapers.
NormathisShearer
was She
not and
in ?a".ir.
Springs
resort opened
season.
her
two children were on the Arizona desert, where Norma was recovering from a serious attack of influenza. There's still nothing definite
about Norma's screen future.

around the
Metro lot,emote.
we walked
ontoa the
"Maytime"
setWandering
to watch Jeanette
MacDonald
It was
boudoir
scene,

What goes on? Herbert Marshall
takes his wife, Edna Best, to a
London
show.
Wonder what
Gloria Swanson thought?

They're always together, but
rarely photographed — Madge
Evans and Tom Gallery at

and Jeanette was to walk out on the balcony and scan the horizon
—looking, perhaps, for Nelson Eddy. Director Bob Leonard called
for action, and the lovely MacDonald, in silk negligee, swished out
to the balcony. But before she did any emoting she suddenly
turned around, faced the camera and exclaimed: "Hey! There are
a couple of men on my balcony!" Two carpenters, who hadn't
heard the director's call, ambled in. "Pardon us," said one of
them. "Certainly," said Jeanette. "Drop in any time."

Frances Farmer with her goodlooking husband, Lief Erickson,

Looking over the fancy "Maytime" boudoir, we couldn't remember
ever having seen Jeanette MacDonald in a picture that didn't have
at least one elaborate bedroom set. So we asked Jeanette if she'd
ever done a picture without one. "I made one picture without a
bedroom in sight," she said. "And ii flopped."
Dolores Del Rio is a sentimental gal. Just to prove it, she
has pressed a flower from every bouquet her husband, Cedric Gibbons, has given her. "To always keep some part of the things
she says, "is to always have good luck."
happiness,"
that
infinitive than a split household, is her motto.
a split
Betterbring

Here's a little quotation from a hard-working Universal studio
scenes during the filming
press agent: "Some actresses knit between their
lines, write letters or
of a motion picture. Others read, study
sew. But Doris Nolan is different. She whittles! She studied wood
carvinq in school, so she often carves small boats on the set.
(Continued on page 128)
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Scott see the
New York horse show.
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Lily Pons and Andre
Kostelanetz may be
wed as you read this.

"Pennies from Heaven"

preview.

see the "Come and Get It" preview— Frances' hit.

This picture of Charles, taken while
he was at the Conservatoire de
Drame in Paris, shows the power of
the face that was to captivate the
audiences of Paris.

"La Bataille" was one of the great
Boyer hits on the French stage. He
made it as a picture fifteen years
later, which was released here as
"Thunder

in the East."

IN THE small French village of Figeac, in the year their trade thriftily by manufacturing harvesting
1899, a woman with dark eyes and dark hair sat in machines, threshing machines, silos and other farm
The Boyers had served their country
She was taking fine eco- equipment.
her little parlor sewing.
nomical stitches in tiny garments — fine stitches as well. They had married, raised families and grown
Nothing exotic, no deold in the well-trod paths.
only a Frenchwoman can take.
And, as she stitched the diminutive garments, her parture from sturdy tradition had ever occurred in
face was composed, her body quiet — but her spirit the family — until that morning of August 8th when
was empire-building. For into the sheer batiste she the little boy was born with dark eyes so compelwas stitching an "unalterable conviction." A con- lingly "different" that even his mother cried out that
viction that her son, when he should be born, would they were the eyes of a "stranger."
They would have felt disgraced, those early Boybe set apart from other men, remote from the ways
ers, if a son or daughter of theirs had followed the
'
of his fathers.
As the months drew on her dreams soared and took frivolous calling of the stage. That was another
substance. She saw him, her only son, as a doctor world to them. One with which they had no traffic,
of the Sorbonne. She saw him frock-coated, reading But the mother of Charles had dreamed, not as
philosophy to pupils. She saw him expounding law other women. She_had been "visited" by her strange
to the less enlightened. And always she saw him as conviction. And when she looked into the evenfar away from the little town of Figeac, as some- then mysterious face of her small son she again was
overcome with the certainty that this boy was not
one honored and set apart..
That he would be exceptional, she knew.
This as other boys,
was her unalterable conviction.
Certainly, the small Charles took his first steps in
Of the way in which he would be exceptional she a world completely divorced from anything theatrical. His baby ears were attuned from birth, not to
never dreamed.
And so on the 8th of August, 1899, to Louise Boyer, the grandiloquent words of mummers, but to the
nee Durand, and to Maurice Boyer, a son was born. whir of machinery coming from the small indusFor Boyer pere had intrious factory next door.
He was christened Charles.
His mother's first words when she gazed on him stalled his factory in one side of a comfortable
were, "His eyes are like his father's — and yet they are double house in Figeac, and his family in the other
not like his father's— not like anyone's, pas du tout!" half of it. Small Charles grew up with the hum and
Small wonder that the young mother of the infant throb of machinery in his ears, with the sight of
A life and a people far removed
Charles did not suspect the path her son's feet would men in overalls.
travel. For there is not one drop of theatrical blood from the exoticism of the life the boy was destined
in the Boyer ancestry.
He is, emphatically, what to lead.
Louise Durand, as she watched her son's first steps,
biologists call a "sport."
For at the age
The father of Charles was a respected business marvelled at his prodigious memory.
father's aphis
of
all
of
names
the
knew
he
two
man in the town of Figeac, as his father and his of
For centuries, prentices and the names of all the farm implements
father's father had been before him.
Here, indeed, was not "just another
indeed, the good bourgeois family of Boyer had plied manufactured.

Doesn't Boyer appear Mussolini-like
in this pose from a French film made

When

in 1932, "ISA.

made the French film, "Moi et L'lmperatrice/' they didn't dream that
Charles would succeed in Hollywood
and Lilian fail.

Does Not Answer"?

Lilian Harvey

Boyer" — but one whom
know by name and fame.
BUT

AS

Louise

and

the whole

Durand

Boyer

world would

dreamed

her brilliant
dreams, Boyer pere thought only, with solid satisfaction, that at last he had a son who would carry on
the business when he was gone. The fair fields of
France still would be reaped and sown by machinery
bearing the Boyer name.
"For the first ten years of my life," Charles told
me, in his quiet, unostentatious way, as we sat together in the pine-panelled library of his Hollywood
home, "I was a most naughty little boy — spoiled and
petted. Then I changed suddenly but most completely. Before that change came, however, the
change which divided my life as a chasm divides the
land, I got into every kind of mischief available.
And when none was available I invented some. I
was never 'like the Boyers.' I took ,no interest in
the factory, other than to memorize the names of
the employees and the machinery. I took no interest
at all in thriftily depositing my francs and centimes
in my small bank. I am sure that my good father
must have deplored, a little uneasily, this changeling
in his home. But my mother smiled her secret
smile (that smile which Charles has inherited) and
was convinced that a new intellectual light had
been born into the world. And because she so believed, she humored me and always 'spared the rod.'
"I did all of the things naughty little boys have
done and will do so long as little boys play hob
with the world. I broke the neighbors' windows, i
arrogantly was unmoved when my father remonstrated with me, told me that no Boyer had ever

Boyer must have chilled his Paris
fans with this fierce look in the
play, "Thousand

and One

Nights."

'destroyed good property.' I pulled the black curls
of all the little Toinettes in the town. Some little
girl was forever running home crying that 'Charles
hurt me!'

Two future American raves! Boyer
and Merle Oberon in the picture.
"Thunder

in the East."

"I was teacher's pet and her despair at one and
the same time. She couldn't, she said, 'understand
me.' I was rather good at all the studies I cared
about — Latin, all of the languages, in fact; history
and geography. I liked anything which I could
dramatize, with myself as the central figure. And
I could dramatize history and geography. While
studying the latter, I would imagine myself scaling
the Matterhorn, exploring the mighty Amazon, riding
the western prairies of America. I always saw myself as one or another of the great figures in history.
I would go home one afternoon and pretend to be
Attila conquering the Huns — my playmates, God
help them, were the Huns! Another day I would be
one of the Louis', clad in some satin breeches of a
departed Boyer, my face and hair whitened with
my
talcum
But I about
the I studies
whichmother's
bored me
I waspowder.
obstinate.
said that
would
not bother with things I could not use. I have not
changed in this.
"And," said Charles, with that enchanting smile
of his, half mockery, half earnestness, "I was always
in love. From my earliest recollection I was in love
with one small Mademoiselle or another. In this respect I did change later. As we shall see. In
Figeac, you know, as in all small French towns, boys
and girls do not go to school together. Therefore,
from the beginning, girls were more of a mystery to
me than they are to American schoolboys. They
were forbidden fruit. We did not meet them as
competitors in the classrooms. We had no rough
and tumble play with them on school playgrounds.
We were segregated.
"Consequently, I was greatly intrigued with these
mystical creatures. They were created, I thought,
solely to be fallen in love with. And I obeyed that
unwritten law of life.
"I learned early to connive for rendezvous. I
became very adept at passing notes to the object of
my affections, when I passed her on the street. I
always managed to make friends with the brother
of some especially enchanting little Mam'selle and
then he was pressed into service as a go-between —
delivering notes for me, small sticky packages of
sweets and other tokens of affection.
"I spent all of my allowances on these ruffled enchantresses," smiled Charles. "I may be said to have

Bet
you
don't
Charles played
,

Jean Harlow's
Headed Woman!"

remember that
the chauffeur in
picture, "Red
Here they are.

'sown my wild oats' around the age of six!
"But it was a state of being in love, more than
anything else. For now, today, the faces of all those
little girls are blurred to me — they have become a
composite, lovely but without individuality. When
I now return to Figeac and meet this or that lady of
my own age, I look at her and wonder, were you one
of them . . . ?"
FROM THE beginning Charles was possessed of a
most amazing memory. At the age of three he took
to reciting, word for word, "The Passion," a difficult
and complicated religious writing from the Bible.
He began, very early, to shine in school theatricals.
At the age of eight he was giving one-man concerts.
At the age of nine he was playing such parts as
"Cyrano de Bergerac" and other tremendous roles.
Shakespeare ran off his tongue as fluently as nursery
rhymes from the lips of other children.
He said to me, "I had no self-consciousness whatsoever. Iwas inclined to be shy in 'private life,'

In 1932, Boyer made

one of his big-

with
"Le Bonheur"
gest stage hits
the French
star,in Yvonne
Printemps.

Here is another scene from the picture, "I.F.I. Does Not Answer."
Damite Carola is the heart interest.

so to speak. I still am. But on the stage, facing
an audience, I felt far more natural and at ease
than at any other time or place. I never experienced stage fright. I think this was because I really
became the character I was playing. I forgot that
I was Charles Boyer, aged eight or nine, and believed, with all my heart, that I was Cyrano,
Lysander, any character I was playing. I still believe sincerely that I am the character I play. From
infancy the stage was my real life, the veritable
substance — and all of the rest was shadow.
"I had other, regular-boy interests, of course. I
played a game similar to your American football.
We call it 'Association.' I played marbles, skated,
climbed trees and went to picnics. And I read
omniverously. I spent hours in the little town
library poring over the books of the Comtesse de
Segur — we called them 'The Pink Books'— and there
were dozens of them. They were immensely popular
adventure stories similar, I should think, to your
Alger and Henty books for boys."

Charles' dark-eyed mother would tell you that
son was called "The Town Prodigy."
her exceptional
She would tell you that when he was scheduled to
appear in a concert or a school play the citizenry
of Figeac turned out, en masse.
And strangely, to no one did it occur that a star
of stage and screen was rising in their midst. The
cinema, Charles told me, was a sketchy and unimportant form of entertainment when he was a boy
in France. There were no such things as French
"fans." He recalls now having seen Pearl White
York" or
in a serial called "The Mystery of Newhaving
seen
something like that. He later recalls
Harold Lloyd in early comedies, when Harold was
known simply as "Him" or, in French, "Lui."
No, Louise Durand simply believed that her son's
remarkable memory and precocious command of
audiences meant that he was indeed predestined to
become a doctor of the Sorbonne, an eminent philosopher, with the wisdom of the ages and the ancients
rolling off his tongue. She would have laughed
heartily — though perhaps with tears in her eyes — if
anyone had then predicted that he would become
an actor.
But no one did.
"When I was nine," Charles Boyer told me, "my
father died. His passing marked the change, the
chasm which divided my life. For I had to become,
overnight, the head of my house. I remember being
stunned and spending a night crying bitterly into
my pillow. Death had touched me. And one is
never quite the same thereafter. .
"I also remember being struck with a lightning
flash of thought. Now I shall never have to enter
the factory. Now I shall be — an actor'.' I realized
in a dim, immature way that the truth of my whole
being had been revealed to me. I felt rather ashamed
of the wave of pure delight that poured through my
veins.
"My life did not change substantially, however,
at that time. My mother always had been the
dominant factor in my small world. There had
been, there still is a strong and sympathetic bond
between us. We have been good friends. And so,
with the death of my father, we became even
closer. Upon the advice of friends, my mother
sold the factory, rented that half of the house and
we continued to live in the other half as theretofore.

chair by the window, a bit of
sewing in her hands. She invariably spent the last daylight
hours in this fashion, dreaming,
no doubt, about my future which
I was about to murder before her
eyes. Her face turned toward me
with that eager, expectant, proud
smile it always wore when she
greeted me.
BUT HER great composure never
wavered, her steady hands continued their task as I said, 'Mother
— when I grow up I intend to become an actor. That is my life
and
I must
haveyoung,'
it.'
" 'You
are too
my mother

said,' apparently without agitation, though I could perceive the
beating of her heart under the
lace fichu she wore, 'too young
to know your own life as yet,

" 'No!' I cried out, 'no, I am not.
I havefils!'
never been too young to
mon
know this, I have always known
it. It came into my mind, in
words, the night my father died.
But even before then, I knew.
You see, I have had this con"Thereviction. ..must
have been some.'
thing strange to my mother in

Marriage had never entered Boyer's
head until the night in Hollywood
when he met Pat Paterson at a party.
They were engaged within two
weeks,
married
in two months!
My mother always says that she sold the
factory because she was advised to do so.
But I, who know her, suspect that she
would have sold it, advice or not, so that
there could be no question of my ever
having to take it over.
"It was from this time forth that I ceased
being mischievous. I did not realize it then,
but when my father died the little Boyer boy
died, too. I took my studies more seriously.
I had put my life ambition into definite
words the night of my father's death. I
knew what I must be, what I must do.
I felt the clay of my life-work in my hands
and I was eager to be about the business of
shaping it.
"I was twelve when I first announced to
my mother that I intended to become an
actor.
"It was," said Charles, with a low laugh,
but his eyes grave, "the most momentous
moment of my life up to that time. I knew
full well how portentous an occasion it
was. I had the full realization of what I
was about to do to my mother. I knew on
what a vital spot the blow would fall. I
had the feeling that I was about to take my
mother's
and dearest dream and
crash it todeepest
the floor.
"I remember so perfectly the little twilit
parlor and the way my mother looked as
she sat there, serene, in her high -backed

hearing me use the word 'conviction.' She understood so well what
I meant, how it was with me. For
she, too, had been belabored by a
conviction which never had wavered since I was born.
"But she was a very firm woman. She could not
relinquish so easily her heart's desire. No, not even
to give me mine. And I think she must have felt,
subconsciously, for she was wiser than she knew,
that what I wanted I would have — if I wanted it
deeply enough. She knew that, if my purpose were
sincere and passionate enough, opposition would
but strengthen that purpose, delay but intensify it.
"And so she commanded me to continue with my

And here is the Americanized Charles
Boyer as he is today. Gary Cooper, Boyer
and Gilbert Roland at a recent social affair.

studies, as we had planned, to enter
the Sorbonne and to obtain my License of Philosophy. Then she said,
and only then, would I be free to answer any calling I might choose. If
the theatre still seemed to me to be
my 'life' she would offer no further
opposition. By the slight smile playing about her mouth I gathered that
she still saw me, in her mind's eye,
as frock-coated and covered with
scholastic dignities. She could not
easily replace that image with a
grease-painted actor from an alien
world.
"And so we made the pact between
us. I returned to school — and to ro-^
mance — again.
"For at just about this time I had
had my first really memorable romance. At least, memorable in so far
as I remembered the face, the form,
the name of the young lady who captured my heart. She was, I think,
my first love worthy of the name.
She was a young woman who had
come from Paris to teach our class
in philosophy. She was tall, blonde
and very beautiful. And she was
deliciously dignified. If ever she was
conscious of my burning glances, of
the impassioned tone of voice in
which I managed to deliver the cold,
abstract theses of philosophy, she
gave no slightest indication.
became
desperate.
to reach
her"I cool
heart?
How How
to make
her
know?
"At last I devised the brilliant
scheme of writing my love for her
into the themes I had to compose
and she to correct.
I realized that
I might be accounted a failure in my
course if I did not stick to my subject matter. No
matter.
I felt,
feverishly, that to fail for love would be a glorious
defeat.
And so, instead of the erudite and dispassionate analyses of the subject matter allotted me, I
wrote fiery panegyrics to her eyes,* her hair, her
lips, her hands, even, I think, her feet — odes to love,
to love tinged with fatality, to unrequited love.
"One day, as class was about to be dismissed, she
called my name. She asked me to remain after the
others had gone. To remain — alone with her. She
wanted, she said, to talk to me. I can see her still,
as I saw her then, golden and seeming to swim
before my widened eyes in a radiant haze. I am
afraid that I can see myself, too, casting a slightly
oblique glance of triumph upon my fellow classmen,
who were all, like myself, in love with her but who
had not conceived my ingenious scheme of declaring
their love. I assumed, I am afraid, the nonchalant
swagger of conquest.
"And then I was alone with her — standing there
by her desk, my hands and feet slightly chilled, my
heart hammering as I considered the now somewhat
terrifying prospect of clasping her to my adolescent
breast. I began to feel a little sick.
"She said, in her grave sweet voice, just tinged
with a gentle amusement, 'Charles, one day you will
be a very charming man, possibly you even may be
a very great lover. But that day has not yet come.
Why don't you wait for it?'
"Somehow,
with those cool, kind words, she
brought me to. She made me conscious of myself
as a half -grown boy, rather ridiculous, rather more
, funny than tragic, certainly not devastating at all.

Boyer in a scene from "The
Garden of Allah." The dog.
Bous-Bous, and he became fast
friends

shooting.
during
the

picture's

And I had the actor's quick repulsion for a role he
doesn't fit, for a part in which he cannot cut an
impressive figure.
"I can't quite remember how I got out of that
classroom. Maybe it is just as well! I think she
took my hand and pressed it, very kindly. I think
I muttered something about 'understanding,' about
being 'grateful' — and then I was out of the room.
That was my first 'big love scene'!
"She advised me to grow up. She did not realize,
I think, that in those few moments I had grown up.
A man walked out of that schoolroom. The boy
must still be there, somewhere about.
"I GRADUATED from school in Figeac," Charles
continued, "and I entered the Sorbonne at the age
of eighteen. Few words passed between my mother
and myself as to my future plans. She had said
what she had to say, and so had I. Neither of us is
given to talking for the sake of it.
"I lived, while at the Sorbonne, in a Paris pension.
I was not free in the sense of which one thinks of a
young student alone in Paris being. The life the
young student leads all depends upon his family. If
a boy's people place him, as I was placed, in a pension, with orders that he is to behave thus and so,
to go out so many evenings a week and return at
stated hours, he must behave accordingly. I did.
I saw very little of the gay night life of the city. I
had no romantic adventures. I went every night I
was free to the theatre. I made two friends in those
days who still are my good friends.
One is Pierre

Blancher, who played in the French
picturization of 'Crime and Punishment'— the other was Phillip Heriat,
once an actor, now a novelist.
"All three of us were consumed
with a passion for the theatre. And
it was by unanimous agreement that
we went, every night off, to one
theatre after another. We were all
disciples of Lucien Guitry, who
was then and remains still, though
dead, the finest actor who ever lived.
I learned more from watching him
than from any other one individual.
He was never Lucien Guitry. And
that is what I hope and pray my
professional epitaph will one day be
— 'He was never Charles Boyer.'
Guitry ran the gamut from sombre
realism to light comedy. He could
hold an audience spellbound for
long minutes, without saying a
word, just with the gestures of his
hand. I saw him fifteen times in
one month, I remember. We saw
all of the best plays, not once but
many times. We spent hours at
sidewalk cafes, or wandering about
the streets of Montparnasse, or in
my tiny room at the pension, always criticizing and admiring the
theatre.
"We were the Three Musketeers
of Mummery. We frequented the
Left Bank, the Rue de la Paix, the
Champs Elysees, and watched people,
all kinds of people. We observed
their mannerisms, their gestures,
their facial expressions. We tried
our observations out on one another. We attended parties, clinics,funerals, the races and concerts, always watching closely the reactions
of different people at these so-different times. We tried to know as
The charm

of Boyer 's personality is indefinable, but a clipping from the

French press read thusly . . . "He carries
one away like a cork on an avalanche."

He

disliked his first American

picture, "Caravan," above, with
Jean Parker and Loretta Young.

On the other hand, "Private
Worlds," with Claudette Colbert,
was
exactly
to his liking.

many diverse types as we could. We talked to them
and probed them, trying to discover how they would
react to this situation or that, to this emotion or
that. And just how they would manifest their
reactions.
"In all my later life in Paris, even today, I go
about with very few actors. My friends are almost
all doctors, lawyers, authors, scientists, scholars.
The actor must draw his material from every walk
of life. His horizon should not be limited to his
fellow professionals.
"And then in the daytime, of course, I attended all
of the necessary lectures at the Sorbonne, working
hard for my License of Philosophy. I knew, as I
had always known, that I would never become si
teacher, a diplomat or any of the callings for which
the License might qualify me. But I also knew
that I must keep my pact with my mother. I had to
have that bit of paper as a passport to the theatre."
There were not, Charles told me definitely, any
romances worth mentioning in those student days.
If there were any, he has forgotten them. All of his
ardors, his emotions were given entirely to that one
mistress, the theatre.
A criticism from a French magazine says, "Women
succumb to bis great charm, his powerful personality, without being able to help themselves. He
leaves them stunned and astonished, yet with all
that he is superbly modest. . . ."
The French critic was correct. For despite his
fascination for women his life has been singularly
free of romances. He is not the "professional
charmer" in private life. He has no tricks. If he
leaves women stunned and astonished, he also leaves
them — alone! He is superbly modest. He is simple,
gracious and kind. He is intelligent, even intellectual. But he does not kiss your hand or ogle.
The course at the Sorbonne was finished. The
worthy doctors presented young Boyer with his
License. His mother arrived in Paris. And when
she had come he said, "I have fulfilled my part of
our' bargain. The theatre is still my life — all of it.
Have I now the right to live it?"
/
AND MADAME BOYER, with her cherished dream
receding forever, bade it farewell without a backward glance. She gave her son his "life" again as
she had given it to him once before.
"My mother then returned to Figeac for a time,"

Whereas "Shanghai" was not the
best of story plots, Boyer gave a
moving portrayal with Loretta Young.

Charles told me. "I entered the Conservatoire de
Drame in Paris. I was refused once — accepted the
second time. Pierre was there with me. At the end
of my first year, I won the second prize. During
my second year the play, 'Les Jardins de Murci,' was
revived. M. Gemier was directing. It was not according to the rules of the Conservatoire for a student to take part in a professional production. But
now and again such a thing was overlooked. Here
was where my inherited gift of memory served me
well. For at the last moment the leading man of
'Les Jardins' fell ill. No one was available to M.
Gemier to take his place. No one who could learn the
script by the following night. But I could learn it,
I said. And did. And that was my first appearance,
professionally. I appeared, perforce, under another
name. At the close of our second year at the Conservatoire, Pierre and I tendered our resignations
and made our debut together in La Dolores.'
"From then on, luck was with me. My mother
came to Paris and we took, at first, an apartment together. A short time thereafter she married again.
For which I was very glad. She had been widowed
at the age of twenty-seven. She had remained so
for a very long time. My stepfather was an old
family friend of whom I was very fond. I did all in
my power to further the match. After her marriage
my mother had a menage of her own and I took an
apartment by myself, which I kept up to the time of
my own marriage.
"I was what you may call 'on my way.' I felt
that luck was mine. I felt that I belonged only to the
theatre and that love was unnecessary. I was to
live without luck and to find myself the victim, so
willing, of love at first sight.
"Coming events had not yet cast their shadows
behind. . . ."
AS THE young Charles Boyer had felt, from infancy,
that he belonged to the theatre, so the theatre felt
that it belonged to him. And opened wide its arms.
One success led to another. The plays he did following
his debut
in "La Dolores" would make a laborious
listing.
He never knew the experience of sitting hungry on
a park bench. He never endured the hardship of
wearing out shoe leather trekking from one manager's office to another. He never heard the dreary,
repetitious words, so sadly familiar to so many of

Katharine Hepburn secured Charles
lor "Break of Hearts" and here they
are with John Beal at the piano.

Only a fraction of the moving
beauty of "The Garden of Allah" can be gathered from
these production shots. Done
in Technicolor, it hits a new
high in pictorial and dramatic
effects. Below first row left to
right, you see two scenes with
Boyer and Marlene Dietrich.
And in the second row, the
two stars on the desert The
next picture is a scene between Tilly Losch and Boyer.
On the opposite page are
three more scenes with Dietrich and Boyer, which show
the tense and poignant love
story which made the book so
popular and which has made
the picture unforgettable. Certainly no two people could
more romantically portray
Domini Enfilden and Boris
Androvsky.

his brethren, "Leave your name and address and if
anything comes up . . ."
after success "came up"
play, success
after Boyer.
forPlay
Charles
And as his success pyramided,
impassioned panegyrics began to inflame the French
press, ordinarily so much more conservative than
ours. ". . . he always has a 104° temperature" ... "a
great artist, as radiant as radium," . . . "he is like a
powerful undercurrent carrying everything in its
path . . ." "his eyes are deep and keen and brilliant
with strange lights" . - . "he carries one away like a
cork on an avalanche" . . .
These are exact quotations. And Charles Boyer
laughed at them. He said, "Perhaps I missed, something of value in missing early defeat and discouragement. For we are told that suffering and struggle
enrich and enhance. But I think I did my suffering
and struggling in other ways. I did not take success
as ultimate achievement. I do not now. 1 suffer
always for fear that I will not achieve the perfection
I crave.
I sacrificed everything to the theatre.
"If it be true that a man may achieve anything he
desires so long as he desires it keenly enough — then
I succeeded. For it was all I desired. I had no life
at all apart from my life in the theatre. I had no
youth of my own — but only the youths of the young
characters I played.
"It was for "this reason — my single-hearted love
- of my work — that I swore never to marry. I felt
that marriage would be impossible for me and unfair
to any woman. The theatre, a wife and I could not
run harmoniously in triple harness.

"And I did have, unquestionably, great good luck
in those years. Perhaps the greatest luck of all was
in coming to know intimately Henri Bernstein, the
great playwright and author. For eight years I
played all of his new plays — which meant, actually,
four plays in eight years, so long was the run of each.
"I played, by the way, 'La Bataille' on the stage —
and fifteen years later made the same play for the
screen under the title of 'Thunder in the East.' The
play was the same. The parts I played were not.
For on the stage the director played the part I later
did in the film.
"I made, but very disinterestedly, a few silent
films in Paris. 'L'homme du Large,' 'Chantelouve,'
'La Ronde Infernale' and a few others. I had no
premonition whatever that I should ever become a
'movie actor.' I would have laughed the idea off as
improbable and preposterous.
"I made a tour of Egypt, Turkey, Rumania and
Belgium, in repertoire. No, I am sorry . . ." Mr.
Boyer gave me his kindest smile, when I murmured
something hopeful about possible romances under
the oblique eyes of the Sphinx or along the fabulous
Nile, "sorry to be such very bad copy. But, if this
is to be the story of my life, let us make it the true
one, without fiction. I was far too preoccupied on
that tour for any dalliance. I had too many roles
to learn. I lived all of the time in those roles — you
see, the story of my life is actually the story of a
theatre life, little else.
"I cannot recall that I fell in love, even once, in
all those years. Not really, not memorably.
And if

dual correspondence. Because, though definitely
pathological, it was also intelligent and sensitive.
One day the letters ceased and never came again.
Yes, I have wondered . . .
"I met one of the fans occasionally for tea or for
a cocktail. The meetings never developed into anything— not even friendship. The fan interest, you
see, is predicated on curiosity. It masquerades under many names — love, passion, friendship — but it
is essentially curiosity, rootless and transitory.
"The actor should never become the man.
"And so I speak the simple truth when I stress the
lack of any real romance in my life during those busy
"Well, then, to resume — I returned to Paris after
the tour to find that talkies had come to motion
years.
pictures. I was asked to make a picture in Germany
for Ufa. I hesitated. I felt that I photographed
badly. I loved the stage too well to take the cinema
seriously. I did not believe that I ever would like
it. However, here was something new. I felt that
with the advent of talkies something tremendously
significant had occurred in the world of entertainment. Something that might well be mortally
wounding to the theatre. One must grow, though
the pains be severe.
I made the picture for Ufa.
Charles and his wife. Pat Paterson,
are very congenial. They live six
months in Hollywood and six
months in their Paris apartment,
a love does not leave so much as a memory behind,
surely it is not worthy of the name. Such passing
fancies as I may have had — passed. They were but
ripples on the surface of my deep absorption in my
work. I said, indeed, that I couldn't fall in love,
that for me love was not possible. Because, I
thought, there is no such thing as love at first sight
and that is the only way it could ever happen to me.
I would never have time for love to develop and
grow, slowly.
"WE WERE not without temptations on the Paris
stage," Boyer admitted, in the slightly embarrassed
way in which he speaks of personal matters. "I believe that a man on the stage — in Paris, at any rate
— has an even more ardent following than a man on
the screen in America. The fans are not so numerous, of course, but individually they are more intense. The substance is always more potent than
the shadow.
"I can recall, if it will help you, one or two rather
amusing incidents," and the dark brows raised
amusedly. "There was a young lady who wrote to
me for many months. She pleaded for a rendezvous.
I did not reply. One day she wrote again, more urgently than before. She suggested that if I would
agree to meet her after the matinee, I should wear a
white carnation in my lapel and make a slight bow
to the left as the last curtain fell. Some three or
four other men were in that play with me. I admitted them to the plot. Which was that, as the
curtain fell, we should all four of us be wearing a
white carnation in our buttonholes and all four make
a slight bow to the left. We did. I hope the young
lady had a sense of humor. A sense of humor is a
healthy thing.
"There was another girl who wrote me daily letters over a long period of time — years. In each envelope there would be two letters. One was from
her to me. The other purported to be from me to her.
She wrote, in my name, ideas, dreams, plans,
thoughts. She endeavored to prove to me thus that
she understood me as well if not better than I understood myself. It rather worried me, that strange

Any day he's not at the studio,
you can find Charles in his study,
where he finds great relaxation in
both writing and reading.
"Shortly after the Ufa picture, M-G-M asked me
to come to Hollywood to make French versions for
them. There followed, then, a period in my life I
would like to forget. A period given over to signing contracts and in asking to be released from them.
A time when Luck seemed to have deserted one
of her favorite sons. I was very unhappy and it
was my first experience with unhappiness. I felt
that at the fork of the road I had taken the wrong
turning.
"I came to Hollywood. I did not like it. The one
bright spot in my life here at that time was my
friendship with Maurice Chevalier. I had met Maurice in Paris several years before, at an evening
party. We had admired one another. But it was
not until we were in Hollywood, two Frenchmen

Although a native Frenchman, and his wife an Englishwoman, Charles
is a great convert to California. His fine, new home overlooks
Hollywood Boulevard and here he is in his pine-paneled library.
alone, that we really became intimate friends. We
played golf together. We dined and talked and
were homesick together. I miss Maurice now. I do
not know whether he will ever come back to Hollywood or not. He loves the life of Paris. He loves
his villa at Cannes. He is having such great success
over there. Perhaps, in a year or two. He should
come back, for there is no one to take his place.
That cannot be said of everybody. He is unique and
without a counterpart in the world of entertainers."
Both of our glances wandered to the large framed
photograph of Chevalier which, with a portrait of
Charles' mother, one of Pat Paterson Boyer and one

The Boyer home in Hollywood boasts a
playroom, and this impressive bar!

library.
of Charles himself, are the only photographs in the
"I made the French version of 'The Big House,' "
Boyer went on, "and the French version of 'The Trial
of Mary Dugan.' I had, also, made several talkies
in France by that time. Of which 'Liliom' was the
only one to be released in this country. Shortly, it
became obvious to producers that French versions
were costing too much money; that they could take
care of their French market by means of sub-titles.
So they decided to abandon French versions. They
had me under contract. I could not speak a word of
English. What to do with me? I was not used to
having people wonder what to do with me. I was
miserable. My friends all urged me to learn the
language. Especially Ruth Chatterton, who assured
me that I would succeed enormously if I could but
talk. I didn't think so. But here, I was. I did not
know how to handle failure, what to do with the
thing. I learned a little English. And I was cast in
"The Magnificent Lie,' with Ruth Chatterton, in 'The
Man from Yesterday' and in 'Red-Headed Woman.'
All very small parts and all miscast rather than cast,
so far as I was concerned. I knew that if I continued
in this way I would be hurt in Paris. My reputation
there would be tarnished by the poor one I was
building up here. I asked for my release and got it.
I flew away.
WHEN I returned to Paris I did, however, take up
the study of English seriously. I did more plays. I
made, soon, the film version of 'Thunder in the
East.' Then Fox Films cabled for me to come back to
Hollywood and make 'Caravan.' I can explain my
return only by admitting that my previous failure rankled. It was an unhappy and an unlaid
ghost and it haunted me. I returned and made
'Caravan.' Which was ridiculous for me. I am not
the type to wear black curls and play mad music in
the moonlight.
I felt a fool.
And again I was

Right, the Boyers step out for
a gala evening party. Pat
makes pictures with the
same studio as her husband
so that they need not be apart

Hollywood and even Maurice Chevalier, Boyer's closest
friend, were amazed to hear
that he had eloped to Yuma
with English Pat Paterson.

unhappy. Again I asked for my release and got it.
That would have beenthe end of Hollywood for
me and of me for Hollywood if I had not chanced,
before I left, to meet Walter Wanger. And that
meeting is why I am here on the screen today.
For it was Wanger who induced me to make 'Private Worlds.' Which I always shall consider my
first real motion picture. The others were all
steps, or rather missteps, very faulty, very fumbling. They were errors of judgment on my part
as well as on the parts of others.
"For the first time, after my meeting with
Wanger, I was happy again in my work. I had
met a man who understood me, who knew what I
should do and could do. I would not leave him
now for double what any other producer could or
would offer me.
"And I met Pat. Love at first sight happened
to me.
"I caught one glimpse of her face and all of my
theories and prejudices were blown away, as so
many dried leaves left over from a long-ago
autumn.
"That love at first sight should happen to me,"
Charles Boyer said, with a self-mocking smile,
"was Life's most delicious revenge on a selfopinionated fool. How often I had mocked and
been amused by the idea! I had said that it was
a charming fancy for poets and adolescents and
for the emotionally unstable. I had never taken
the professed 'grand passions' of my fans seriously because I had not believed that the sight
of a face, the sound of a voice could awaken the
profound emotion of love. I was wrong. I
learned, in the tick of a clock, how wrong.
"For I saw Pat. And, instantaneously, I knew
that I was in love. Not the shadow of a doubt
passed over that sure knowledge. This was love.
And I was a lover . . .
"I had accepted an invitation to dine at the
home of Robert Kain. It was a casual invitation,
casually accepted. I did not know who the other

Proudly the two women,

who

have

been most important in Charles

of "The Garden of Allah" with
premiere
the his
attended with
life, Charles
Boyer's him.
mother and his wife, Pat Paterson.

guests were to be. Even if I had known it would
have made no difference to me. For I had never
seen Pat on the screen and she had never seen
me — not even our shadows had crossed before that
night. I had not dressed and I arrived rather late.
The small group of guests were gathered in the livingroom finishing their cocktails when I arrived. I stood
on the threshold of my Fate — and didn't know it.
"When I entered trie room, I saw her. We were
two strangers meeting. But with one glance we
were strangers no longer. Within two weeks we
were engaged, within three months we were married!
"The marriage was as sudden, as. unpremeditated
as the falling in love. We were going, the night of our
at the Chinese
to see we'Queen
marriage, When
Theatre.
reached(Christina'
the theatre, there were
no seats. We stood in the lobby (on the footprints
of Chevalier!) and thought what we might do as an
alternative. I looked at her. I said, 'Let's be married— now!' We flew to Yuma and within the hour
we were married.
"When the news broke, no one believed it. Chevalier discredited the report." (I knew how thoroughly Chevalier had discredited the report, for I
had chanced to lunch with him a couple of days
after that sudden marriage. And Chevalier had said
to me, "I couldn't believe it of Charles. Why, he
could have had any woman in France. Women were
mad over him, but he was never intrigued. Anything can happen to anyone if this has happened to
Charles!")
"My mother," Charles was saying, "was alarmed.
She felt that I, being I, had made a mistake. She
feared for both of us. But this summer when Pat
and I went to France they met and now my mother
loves Pat, too, understands. She understands that
this, miraculously, is right for me.
They found that

they had much in common. They were congenial
and happy together. Pat learned to speak very
good French and all was very well.
PAT GAVE up her contract soon after our marriage
so that she would be free to go to France with me
when I must go. Recently she, too, has signed with
Wanger. I am glad for that. I am in favor of her
working. Idleness is bad for pretty women— they
smiled Charles. "And so, until
into mischief,"
get
we have
a family, I believe that some work is good
for her.
"Well, after I was married, I returned to Paris
and made 'Mayerling.' It was directed by Litvak, a
Russian. So good and great a director is he that I
have influenced Wanger to bring him over here and
the American public will know more of him soon.
"I shall work here six months and six months in
Paris," Charles was saying, "for the present, at least.
"And I am happy again. I have found my way
once more, thanks to Wanger. I am happy in my
work. I enjoyed making 'The Garden of Allah.'
And I am happy in my marriage. I have learned
what I should have surmised years ago— that marriage and the theatre are compatible, can be two
halves of a perfect whole if the marriage and the
woman are right.
"And because my marriage is right for me, because Pat fits so perfectly into my life as an actor, and
enriches my life as a man, I can still say of the theatre, 'It is my life. . . .' Which is as it should be. Marriage which subtracts nothing and adds immeasurable things is what marriage was intended to be.
"We have our apartment in Paris, Pat and I. It is,
for the time, our real home. We have taken this
house in Hollywood, furnished, and I am hoping that
my mother, widowed again, is here to stay with us.

From the time- he was a small boy. Charles Boyer knew that he wanted to
act. His mother, however, had other plans for him. She wanted him to graduate from the Sorbonne in Paris and become a great professor. Torn between
his loyalty to his mother and his own great ambition, he spent the required
number of years at the Sorbonne. received a degree in Philosophy and then
told his mother he wished to become an actor. It took only a brief year in
a dramatic school to put him on the stage. His great screen and stage
success has proved he was right. "The Garden of Allah" is his current picture
and he will next make "History Is Made at Night" with Jean Arthur as lead.
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Lines

Pores...

Miss Kathleen Williams: "A Pond's Cold Cream treatment makes my skin
feel wonderful just so fresh and invigorated. It smooths out little lines."

(OU'RE TWENTY... you're twentyfive . . . you're thirty or more!
The years slip by quietly enough.
The things that tell it to the world are
— little lines and — a gradual coarsening of the skin's very texture.
Coarse pores and ugly, deepening
lines do more to add years to your face
than any other skin faults. What causes
them? How can you ward them off?
A Faulty Underskin—
Both come from a faulty underskin.
Pores grow larger when tiny oil glands
underneath get clogged . . . Lines form
when fibres underneath sag, lose their tone.
To keep these little glands and fibres
functioning properly, you must invigorate
that underskin. You can — with regular
Pond's deep-skin treatments.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils. It goes deep into the pores,
clears them of make-up, dirt, clogging oils.
Then you pat more cold cream in briskly.
You feel the circulation waken. Your skin
tingles with new vigor.

Day and night— this thorough cleansing and rousing
with Pond's Cold Cream.
Soon cloggings cease. Pores
actually reduce. Under tissues are toned, and lines
smooth out. You look years younger!
Day and night— this simple care
Here's the simple treatment that hundreds of women follow, because it does
more than cleanse their skin: —

pat on Pond's Cold Cream to
night,
Every and
soften
release deep-lodged dirt and makeup. Wipe it all off. At once your skin looks
clearer! Now rouse your underskin. Pat in
more cream — briskly. The circulation stirs.
Glands waken. Tissues are invigorated.
Every morning (and before make-up) repeat
. . . Your skin is smooth for powder — fresh, vital
looking. Your whole face is brighter, younger!

Start in at once to give your skin this invigorating daily care. Get a jar today. Or,
send the coupon below. It brings you a special
g-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.9MS~CB, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
other Pond's
samples of 2 Face
with generous
treatments,
Powder.
of Pond's
shades and
I enclose andIO(i ;todifferent
cover postage
packing.
Creams
City_
Name—
Street-

Pond's Extract Company
Copyright. 1936,_State_
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Harlow

Sees

Herself

(Continued from page 41)
"When I say that my professional personality is a role I have assumed, I
mean just that. I am not a 'born' actress.
I am not a 'born' public character. I know
that only too well. I know it because all
of the demands made upon a public charactor are agonies for me to bear. All of
the graces expected of a public character
are mine, if at all, only by virtue of gritted teeth and clenched fists and stern selfdiscipline. When I have to make personal appearances, speeches, sign autographs in a crowd I am, mentally, using
a whip on myself. I am saying to myself,
'Go on — go on — do it— you've got to do
it—!'
"I am sure that I was not intended by
Nature to be in the limelight. I don't
quite know what I was intended to be but
the chances are that a little house-wife
role somewhere in Kansas, a member of
the Saturday Current Events Class, a
member of the Country Club, with luck,
would have been a more fitting millieu for
me than the arena.
"I ama not
at all inI public.
I amsocial
not
even
goodgood
hostess.
have no
graces. I am uneasy when I am entertaining more than two or three persons and
I am even uneasy with two or three persons unless I know them well. I have no
natural
facility
'mixing.' I have very
little casual
smallfortalk.
"I can sit in front of the fire at home
and talk half the night through with one
or two intimate friends. I love to talk. I
love to know what people are thinking and
feeling and doing. But add one stranger

to that circle and I am afflicted with acute
tongue-tieditis.
"No, when I look at myself in the mirror Icertainly do not see a 'movie actress.'
I do not see Jean Harlow, screen star.
I've said before what I say again — that
while I know Claudette Colbert and Norma Shearer and Carole Lombard and the
other girls are glamorous stars I never
feel like a movie star to myself.
"I never get over being surprised,
little shocked, with the kind of a shocka

you get when someone dashes cold water
in your face, when I go out in public and
people recognize me, point me out, ask for
my autograph.
"I am so afraid," Jean wailed, "of
sounding falsely modest. There is nothing
quite so sickening. It wouldn't be honest, for instance, for me to say that I am
a homely, even a plain girl. I know I'm
not. I know that I am, at times, quite effective-looking. But I also know that
those effects are achieved at the cost of
thought and effort.
"To counterbalance this self -depreciation further I will now hand myself a little
bouquet. I have a very nice disposition.
Sunny and even. Children like me. Dogs
like me. Cats like me. Servants like me.
I never sulk or have tantrums. I don't
bear grudges. I may not have much chin
to
speak of but I can 'take it' on what chin
I have.
"I can read words of
syllable. And so I am,
fact, fairly well read. I
non compos menti when

f STAN

more than one
as a matter of
am not entirely
politics, science,

art,

music,

etc.,

are

being discussed.

RUT to go back to the disposition of
*-* which I speak so highly. I must also
add that it comes, in part, from a certain
form of mental laziness. I am the laziest
female in the world when it comes to
avoiding unpleasant issues. I put up with
people who take too much and give too little rather than become ruffled, rather than
'make a scene' about it. I can't stand unpleasantness. I'd run a mile to avoid a
harsh word, a black look. If I know that
I have any kind of a battle on my hands,
my instinct is to run to cover. The softest, darkest, most concealing cover I can
find. My 'cover' used to be my mother.
But, wisely, she refuses to act as a hideout for me any longer. She knows, she
says, that she cannot always be with me.
She says that the time comes for all of us
when we must face the world without a
refuge to run to. The time has come for
me, she says, to face my own music.
"I'm improving, too," Jean said. "I am
beginning to be able to fight with the best
of them.
"When I first began in pictures, I took
it all as a lark. I was slack about things.
I didn'tcause ifwant
seriously
beI did,toI take
knew itI too
would
be called
upon to Do Something About It, to fight
battles, to have Causes.
"I'd be a sissy," laughed Jean, "if I'd
let myself be. It's a natural tendency.
When I was a small child I'd take the
blame for things I didn't do rather than
rise up and take my own part. I'd let
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other youngsters tell tales on me and get
away with it rather than speak up and
'Passive resistance,' I
my ownwasskin.
save afraid,
my motto as well as Mr.
am
Gandhi's. I'm afraid it doesn't do in a
highly competitive world.
"I am too emotional. I let my emotions
run away with my better judgments. If
I like a person or a thing I have no scales
on which to weigh those persons or those
things, to find out whether or not they are
'wanting.'
"I'm naturally impractical. Too impracto fight this in myself all the
tical. have
I
time.
"I wasn't born with any sense of the
value of money. I had an infantileitreacwas
tion to it. I almost thought that
pretty gold and silver stuff to let drop
through my outstretched fingers. Or pretty
pieces of paper to cut up for paper dolls.
Figures of speech, of course, but it really
was almost as bad as that.
"But I am learning. I think that I am
honest with myself. I realize that I am
as good and no better than my last story
and director. I know how perfectly horrible I was at first. No one," said Jean
I. If I
grimly, "knows it any better than to
work
had any latent talent, I have had
hard, listen carefully, do things over and
over and then over again in order to bring
it out. I know how much I have had to
learn and also I know how much I have
actress.
learn.
yet
deserve to be
I maya 'born'
that not
hopeI was
I canto only
called one when I die.
"I do not 'see myself as a glamorous
figure of luxury," the luxurious looking,
luxuries,
honest-eyed girl said, "because
per se, really mean so very little to me.
Oh. I don't mean that I don't enjoy them
when I have them. I do, of course. Every
woman does if she tells the truth. I like

10

COME-

if

comforts. I enjoy attractive clothes, and
jewels and furs and cars and good food
service. But I don't set such
and
by these things that I would consider
store pleasant
life ended if I didn't have them.
"I can live very happily without mansions and mink coats and imported models
and priceless perfumes. If I cared so
tremendously for these things would I go
about, as I do more than half the time, in
slacks and sweaters and sneakers and no
make-up ?"
the
AND right here is the time and
place to say that this evaluation of
herself is a fact. I thought how, a few
months ago, Jean and her mother deliberately sold, all but lock, stock and barrel,
that gleaming white mansion de luxe on
the hills of Belle Aire. That mansion
Jean built for her mother. Sold it because
"so little use for it." Sold it bethey had
cause they had dined only twice in one
year in that spacious, formal dining-room.
Sold it because they had, they said, "no
use" for the pool, the game rooms, the
white-and-crystal salon, the opulence of
an estate made for spectacular entertaining
and a spectacular hostess. "Mother and
I weren't cosy there," Jean told me. "We
didn't feel comfortable." So they sold it
and rented a modest, comfortable house on
a modest, tree-shaded street in Beverly
Hills and feel "at home" and comfy and
themselves.
"I can face myself," Jean said, "as I
am and tell myself truthfully that I am
not afraid of being poor, not afraid of
or cirhaving to use my hands if occasions
cumstances should demand. Not afraid
of driving in a Ford or of using shoe
leather, not afraid of going without exhair-dressers, servants,
service. pensive
Not dresses,
even afraid of losing my

he

saw

'job' in pictures, if I should have to face
that possibility. I could always find work
of some sort to do and I wouldn't be
high-hat about it either.
"I'm not afraid of anything in the world
except one thing — being hurt by the people
I love. In the hands of the few people
I deeply love is vested the only power on
this earth to frighten me, to wound me, to
make me cry 'Surrender !'
"I have achieved, of late, a degree of
peace. I feel, now, at peace with myself
and with my world. I have attained this
state of being by forcing myself to realize
that all I can do is done in the best way
I know — and that that is that."
Jean Harlow is the only star I know
who is completely different off the screen
from what she appears to be on the screen.
Take any one of them . . . Clark Gable, on
the screen, is a lusty, vital fellow with a
sense of humor, a punch in his fist. And that
is precisely what Clark is, really. Take
Garbo. She is, on the screen, aloof, mysterious and remote. Ditto off the screen.
Take Bill Powell. On the screen he is
sophisticated, suave, witty and wise. Bill
is no different off the screen than on.
But Jean Harlow is different. The onscreen glamor is transmuted, off-screen,
ed charto a gentle gravity. The hard-boil
acter of "Blonde Bombshell," the knock'em- down -and -drag -'em- out of "Libeled
Lady," is the girl who is timid before peoknow, afraid of the power
ple she doesn't
of those
she loves to wound her. _ The
seductive, glamorous screen Harlow is the
girl who isn't afraid to use her hands,
drive about in a Ford or walk it, dress in
tennis shoes and slacks if silks and satins
are no longer hers.
way
in the way.
"match,"
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HER I'M S- SORRY,
B- BUT-

ADOLESCENT

PlfAPLlS

YOUR
WRECK
T3 IMPLES cause countless girls and
X"boys to miss out on good times.
They are very common after the start
of adolescence, from about 13 to 25.

BIG "DATES"
place. Disturbances occur in the body.
The skin gets oversensitive. Waste
blood irritate this senpoisonssitiveinskin —thepimples
appear.

At this time, important glands develop and final growth takes

Fleischmann's Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the blood. Pimples go ! Eat 3 cakes daily,
one about Vz hour before
meals— plain, or in a little
water — until skin is entirely clear. Start now!
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(Continued from page 35)
Correct These Figure Faults
Perfolastic Not Only Confines,
It Removes

Ugly Bulges !

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson"Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.
Why and
don'tBrassiere
you, too, attest
Perfolastic
Girdle
ourtheexpense
? Reducing
if you

do

3 INCHES

not

REDUCE

in 10 DAYS

... it will cost you nothing!
Because
many we
Perfolastic
reduce
more
than 3so inches
believe -wearers
we are justified
in making you the above unqualified agreement.
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I
■ You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments you
are actually reducing at hips, waist, thighs and
diaphragm... the spots where fat first accumulates.
You will be thrilled with the results ... as are other
Perfolastic wearers !
PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY . . . QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXCERCISEI
■ You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
B See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material ! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks .. . safely . . . and quickly!
You risk nothing . . . why not'.mail coupon NOW!
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
PERFOLASTIC,
Inc.
Dept. 532, 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name
A ddress.
City
State.
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard
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1937 holds the threat of the passing of
one more dear one.
JEAN HARLOW and BILL POWELL :Both Jean and Bill come into a very
fine year. "These two are headed for
marriage," are Dareos' words. Yet he
warns them that only by the most earnest,
wholehearted adjustment to trying situations and inevitable problems should they
undertake marriage. "Jean Harlow was
never born to see happiness in marriage,
neither was Bill Powell," says Dareos,
"yet with their intelligence, courage and
love, they can work against the destiny
that
faces them."MacDONALD and GENE
JEANETTE
RAYMOND: "They face a disastrous future. Jeanette," says Dareos, "is a great
artist, born to do great things artistically,
but if I had my way I would ask her to
remain single for at least two years. She
would spare herself the threat of much unhappiness."
Gene,
sional heights,
but too,
therewillareachieve
clouds profesahead
— an accident looms.
GARBO: The coming year will carry
threats to her health which will be more
dangerous than ever before. She should
retire to a secluded place. There is unrest ahead of her. The planets frown.
There is death for one of her dearest
friends, too.
ROBERT TAYLOR and BARBARA
STANWYCK: Dareos links these two
because it is predestined. "The loveliest
marriage of the screen world, which should
bring happiness and everlasting joy, will
be that of Bob and Barbara," he says.
"She will be to him a great asset and help
him to the screen's greatest pinnacles ;
for her, he brings the rebirth of true happiness. One of her former loves will try
to 'come back,' but this must not be permitted to happen. Barbara and Bob are
For mated."
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW,
ideally
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, JANE WITHERS, Dareos sees a year of success, marred
only by minor threats of illness, and the
probability of unsuccessful attempts at extortion or kidnap, none of which will
materialize dangerously.
JANET GAYNOR: 1937 will be a
great love year, and she should announce
her engagement. Her career, despite
rocky roads, will go on splendidly.
LORETTA YOUNG: Loretta was
born under the sign of Capricorn. It
is not a tranquil sign. If she marries Eddie Sutherland, the director who pays her
ardent court now, disaster will result,
warns Dareos. Moreover, he warns Loretta
that her health is still in danger. For
her, 1937 is not a year that carries the
promise of happiness.
CONNIE BENNETT: She has a bad
year to look forward to. As a love year,
1937 promises no peace for Constance.
On the screen, she will do some fine work
if she wants to. She must guard her
health.
JOAN BENNETT: There is a threat
of sickness and, though Dareos shudders
to tell it, there is the shadow of death
very close to Joan, either in 1937 or 1938.
CLARK GABLE: "He is not going
to become free from Mrs. Gable," says
Dareos, flatly. "Unless I am badly mistaken, they will remain joined. As for
marrying Carole Lombard, that is impossible." Odd, but the charts of their fortunes, says Dareos, portray Clark, Mrs.
Gable and Carole as a trio. Their lives
are interlinked. Always, in the life of
any one of them, the other two will play

a part. Clark must be very careful of
his health. Unless he is, there is the
threat of an illness so serious that the
danger of death overhangs. As for
Carole'stinued
career,
it will 1937.
be met with consuccess during
CLAUDETTE COLBERT : The threat
of gossip will rage about her, but Claudette
will emerge triumphant, and her year will
be a happy one.
GARY COOPER : For Gary, too, scandalous tongues threaten. There will come
inevitable rumors of a domestic crash, but
there will not be a separation; there will
certainly not be divorce, no matter what
the rumors.
GEORGE BRENT : It will be a good
year, professionally. 1937 will play a great
part in his love life. He must beware of
danger — danger of injury that might bring
hospitalization
at the year's and
end. DAVID
MERLE OBERON
NIVEN : They are ideally suited.
They should marry — whether or not they
will, I cannot foretell. If they do, I can
tell them that the planets promise great
happiness.
MARY ASTOR : "1936 has not ended
her time of sorrow ; 1937 will bring more !
She has had hard times and smiled bravely
through. But she will need more of that
courage. She was never born to be happy
in marriage. Yet, she will marry again !
She should not rush into marriage now,
only to find later, that someone else will
come into her life with the promise of
greater happiness, too late."
DICK POWELL and JOAN BLONDELL: "They are a marvelous couple,
but I am afraid I see a cloud in their personal life. Something will happen. Joan
Blondell's destiny carries the threat of
severe tragedy and sorrow!" For them,
in 1937, Dareos sees the probability of a
baby — but whether it is their own, or
adopted, the planets do not reveal.
ALICE FA YE: "Her climb has just
started, and her greatest success will come
two or three years from now. I see
marriage ahead for her in 1937 — although
she should stay out of it, for it will interfere with her career."
MIRIAM HOPKINS: "If she doesn't
look out, she faces the threat of a whipping worse than Mary Astor suffered ;
scandal threat looms," predicts Dareos.
Yet, professionally, 1937 is a brilliant
year. Marriage for her with an actor born
in December appears to be a possibility.
GRACE MOORE: In the near future,
probably in the coming year, Grace Moore
will have trouble with her voice. She will
have to rest, stay away from the platform
and the microphone for a long time. Yet
it will prove a blessing in disguise, for
she will recover and return to greater success.
Other charts into which Dareos has
peered for Modern Screen give him less
clear, less definite pictures.
For SIMONE SIMON, he foresees a
great year, but her private life is veiled
in mystery even for his eyes. WARNER
BAXTER'S screen success is threatened
by the cloud of a serious illness. For
JOHN BOLES, there is the danger of an
accident while riding ; an accident that
may cut short his career. LAWRENCE
TIBBETT should shy from air travel.
His greatest success will not be on the
screen, but on the radio. MARLENE
DIETRICH will have to beware of a great
scandal.
Of
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN, Dareos
(Continued on page 88)
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THINGS have a way of
YOUNG
knowing what's what in beautycare. Thousands of them everywhere are keeping skin exquisite —
Cosm
nstSoap
agaiet
guarding
. etic Skin —
with
Lux Toil

on

girls

Cosmetic

who

Skin

I USE ROUGE AND
POWDER, BUT I NEVER
LET THEM CHOKE MY
PORES. I REMOVE THEM
THOROUGHLY WITH

DONT

The ACTIVE lather of this fine
soap sinks deep, carries away from
the pores every trace of dust, dirt,
stale cosmetics. No dangerous pore
choking— no risk of the tiny blemishes and enlarged pores that mean
Cosmetic Skin!
You can use all the cosmetics you
wish! But before you put on fresh
make-up— ALWAYS before you go
to bed, use Lux Toilet Soap. Keep
your skin
it pays!smooth— young.
find clear—
You'll

RISK

Cosmetic Skindullness,tiny
blemishes,
■

enlarged

pores !

Star of the 20th Century-Fox
it Production "Love Is News"
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{Continued from page 86)
DO

THIS

YOUTHFUL

FOR
LIPS

Use Tangee every day— see it change
to the one shade most becoming to
you . . . from orange in the stick to natural blush-rose. Only Tangee has this
Color Change Principle. Tangee isn't
paint — can't give you a "painted look".
Paris says, "Look natural". Use Tangee.
On your cheeks, use Tangee Rouge,
with same Color Change Principle for
natural youthful color.

says : "He and his wife will be very
happy." Dareos has always contended,
despite the evasiveness of Charlie and
Paulette Goddard on the subject in the
past, that they are married.
For GINGER ROGERS and FRED
ASTAIRE, Dareos sees continued teamwork, despite rumors of a professional
break-up. KATHARINE HEPBURN
is surrounded by scandalmongers, and the
year carries the threat of a sudden sorrow
for her. BOB MONTGOMERY had better look out, for a designing widow is on
the make for him, warns Dareos. Scandal threatens SPENCER TRACY, and
air travel bears a hint of danger.
ERROL FLYNN'S career stretches
successfully ahead, but whether it will be
on the screen or in another field, it is
hard to tell. His life bears the stamp of
success, yet there are indications that
travel will take him from the screen.
Dareos' predictions carry the promise of
continued success and unmarred
future for
MICHAEL WHALEN, JUNE LANG,

Our
Just Before Bed, use Tangee— feel
it smooth and soften your lips. No
more faded "morning look" ... Do not
confuse Tangee Natural— whose special
cream base soothes lips— with cosmetics you must remove at night. Try
Tangee. Two sizes: 39tf, $1.10. Or send
coupon for 24-Hour Miracle Make-up Set.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only
one
— don't let
anyone switch
sure
to askTangee
for tangee
natural.
// you you.
preferBe more
color for evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

Trip

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,
JIMMY
STEWART, GLADYS GEORGE, MAE
WEST, FRED MacMURRAY, BING
CROSBY, and BETTE DAVIS.
For others, he sees unhappiness and sorrow that will mar a year otherwise fairly
tranquil. The nature of these threats is
too obscure at this time, but those over
whom the menace hangs include MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN, IDA LUPINO,
CARY GRANT, RANDY SCOTT (over
whom an accident threat lurks), FREDRIC MARCH (scandal menaces).
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND is on the
threshold of a brilliant climb. By the end
of 1937, she will be one of the very top
stars of the screen. The year's other
"best bets," according to the stars, are
Robert Taylor, Fred MacMurray, Luise
Lainer, Carole Lombard and Merle Oberon.
For the others, Dareos hates to say
it, but the year will be one of the beginning of the inevitable decline, and the
beginning of the rise of new stars who
will replace your favorites of today.

Abroad

{Continued from page 6)
House of Lords where they met Lord
Lansbury, former minority leader of the
House of Commons.
For Lilliane, the full day of screen tests
at the Gaumont-British studio was the
peak of the trip. Sonnie Hale, Jessie
Matthews' husband, not only wrote the
script for their tests, but actually directed
them himself. Both the winners were
highly complimented upon the success of
these tests, for they photographed excellently.
VERY day was full of surprises while
' they were in England. The English
studio turned a car over to them for their
exclusive use. They paid a visit to Oxford and a flying trip over the countryside
and London. They met Paul Robeson,
Anna Lee, Roland Young and George Ar-

liss, together with many others of the
popular English stars.
At night they saw London, went to the
famous London Casino and did the successful shows of the season. In fact, they
missed very little, though time was limited.
The trip back was as exciting for them
as the one over. And Lilliane struck up
a great acquaintance with none other than
the famous novelist, Vicki Baum, who
wrote "Grand Hotel," remember?
Now, Lilliane Kerekes and John Beattie
are back home — Lilliane in Detroit, Michigan, and John in Deerfield, Massachusetts,
wishing they had it all to live over again!
Both winners agreed that it was a
memorable adventure and that they can't
begin to be grateful enough to Modern
Screen for making the trip possible and
to Gaumont-British for entertaining them
so royally.
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Rogers registers approval of
her
future
daughter-in-law,
Mary Pickford,
as Buddy
Rogers
happily.

"24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. O.
Rush ature
"24-Hour
Miracle Rouge
Make-UpCompact,
Set" of Creme
miniTangee Lipstick,
Rouge,
Pace
Powder.
I
enclose
100
(stamps
or
coin). (15<! in Canada.)
KeSD^h
□ Rachel U ^
Name
iPlease Print*
Address-MM27
City-

smiles
Mrs.

Rogers traveled to Hollywood for the
formal a n nouncement.
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SPECIAL CARE IN EVERYTHING .. ■
FROM SPECIAL TOYS THAT TEACH. ..TO A SPECIAL LAXATIVE...
THAT'S WHY CHILDREN THRIVE BETTER TODAY...
See that toy?
It's a special toy... made to teach children how to think and use their hands.
Doctors tell us that practically everything children get today should be made
especially for them... even their laxative.

It's common sense, isn't it? For a child's
system is tender... too delicate for the
harsh action of an "adult" laxative.
So when mothers seek professional advice on this subject, doctors usually prescribe Fletcher's Castoria— the laxative
made especially and only for children.
Fletcher's Castoria works chiefly on
the lower bowel. It gently stimulates the
natural muscular movement. It clears

away the waste without any harsh irritation, without any violence.
Fletcher's Castoria can never upset a
baby's tender stomach. It doesn't rush
turbulently through his tiny system.
And it won't cause diarrhoea or cramping pains. You see, it contains no harsh
drugs, no narcotics. Only the purest of
pure ingredients. A famous baby specialist said he couldn't write a better prescription than Fletcher's Castoria.

And important as anything else . . .
Fletcher's Castoria tastes good. Children
love it— think it's a treat. Some mothers
are inclined to overlook the importance

of pleasant taste in a laxative. They forget that forcing a child to take a badtasting medicine can completely and seriously upset his entire nervous system.
So stay on the safe side, as millions of
mothers are doing, and keep a bottle of
Fletcher's Castoria on hand, always. You
can get it at every drug store in the country. Ask for the Family Size bottle. It
lasts longer. . .and gives you more for your
money. The signature, Chas. H. Fletcher,
appears on every carton.

R IA
C ASTO
ly
especial
made
The laxative
for babies and growing children
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CLEANS
TEETH
Firm, handsome teeth depend
upon two things — cleaning them
thoroughly and keeping gums
healthy. Even if teeth look white
the tooth paste you are using may
provide only half the care you
need.Forhan's ends this half-way
care. It whitens teeth and — ■

CQ
O

SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's was developed by an
eminent dental surgeon especially
to give you double protection.
When you brush your teeth, massage your gums, too, with
Forhan's, rubbing it in gently
with the fingers. Note how it
stimulates your gums, how it
leaves, in your mouth a clean,
fresh
costs
no
more feeling!
than mostForhan's
ordinary
tooth
pastes. Try a tube today.
Also sold in Canada.

o
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PHOTO-RINGS

Hand
pai nted
25c extra.
Rex Photo Ring Co.. Dept. i-MMR

MAIL any photo
Send any snapshot or photo
and
we'll reproduce
it on thisin
beautiful
ebony-like
miniature.
Original ring
photos
returned
unmarked.
By
special
secret process clear lifelike
photo
is fused
ringdirt,so
that
light,
heat, into
tarnish,
nicks
orwater,
scratches
can never
mar
it.
Photo
actubeautiful.
Rush ally
50cappears
and more
get your
ring.
Southern
Ohio
Bank
Bldg.
CINCINNATI OHIO

USA-FOAM
M JULurrv

JT EEL weary and worn? Try an energizing
usa-foam million bubble bath! Laze away in a
tub filled with millions of sparkling, refreshing bubbles. Let "nerves" and fatigue melt in its fragrant
luxury. Step out buoyant . . . invigorated! Feel how
satiny-smooth your skin is; no damp, tacky feeling.
No "ring around the tub" to scrub because the tub is
left glistening white. 10c at most ten-cent stores.
B & L LAB., INC., 2023 N. Halsted St., Dept. 15-B, Chicago
■KMI enclose
I'd like 10c
to try
usa-foam and
million
bubble
bath. I
(stamps.coin)
3c stamp
for mailing.
Name..
Town
Address
Slate
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Culinary

Cruise

with

Errol

Flynn

(Continued from page 13)
of the dishes I am about to describe to you.
The coupon at the end of this article will
bring you a copy of the leaflet containing
these Flynn favorites, absolutely free, so
just fill it out and mail it in. But first
let's enjoy our culinary voyage with our
fascinating guide, following a route he
traced for us on the tablecloth and stopping off in each place just long enough
to collect a recipe for one of the outstanding examples of that particular country's achievement in the line of distinctive
foods.
OUR first stop will be France — justly
famous for all its cooking — and from
whose unlimited store of recipe material
we cull two outstanding ideas for preparing vegetables in new ways. The first
is French Devilled Tomatoes with a sauce
such as the French excel in making and
which gives distinction to what would be,
ordinarily, just another platter of fried
tomatoes. The recipe for this sure and
easy success will be found below.
I'm also going to give you the other
vegetable
away. fixed
I'll bet
any
man who recipe
tastes right
asparagus
in this
fashion will add his cheers to Errol's,
whose description of this dish made me ask
if I might get more specific directions
from his cook. A permission cheerfully
granted and soon taken advantage of with
the following recipes to offer as a result.
FRENCH DEVILLED TOMATOES
Use green or slightly under-ripe tomatoes. Slice them, without peeling, into
half-inch slices, crosswise. Season to taste
with salt and pepper. Fry slices in butter
in heavy frying pan until slightly browned
on one side. Turn carefully and fry on
the other side until browned and tender.
Remove slices carefully, without breaking,
and arrange on hot platter. Serve with the
following Mustard Sauce.
If preferred, tomato slices may be dipped
in flour after seasoning and before frying.
Or they may be dipped in crumbs or cornmeal, then in slightly beaten egg diluted
with a little water, then in crumbs again.
MUSTARD SAUCE
yolk of 1 hard-cooked egg
4 tablespoons butter
2 teaspoons sugar
1 teaspoon dry mustard
a pinch of salt
a dash of pepper
2 tablespoons vinegar
1 egg, beaten
While yolk of hard-cooked egg is still
hot, rub it to a paste with the butter.
Add remaining ingredients in order given.
Cook mixture over boiling water until it
thickens to a soft custard consistency, stirring constantly. Pour mixture over cooked
tomato slices and serve immediately, garnished with sprigs of parsley or watercress.
FRENCH FRIED ASPARAGUS
cooked asparagus tips, fresh or canned
salt, pepper
fine bread crumbs
1 egg, slightly beaten
2 tablespoons milk
deep pan of fat for frying
Drain asparagus thoroughly. (I used
canned "mammoth" tips when testing the
recipe.) Sprinkle asparagus with salt and
pepper. Roll, one stalk at a time, in fine
bread crumbs. Dip each in slightly beaten
egg mixed with milk, then roll in crumbs
again. Fry in deep, hot fat (olive oil,
salad oil or vegetable shortening) only
long enough to brown the crumb coating.

Remove stalks carefully from fat and
drain on white paper kitchen towels.
Serve piping hot.
Mr. Flynn's cook suggested serving
Hollandaise Sauce with this vegetable
dish, or a cream sauce if you prefer not
to attempt the former. However, I found
that any sauce was superfluous because
asparagus prepared in this manner is quite
distinctive enough in itself without need
for further embellishment.
Our next port of call is England where
they turn out, says Errol, a delicious dish
composed of the most incredible combination of ingredients and justly named "English Jumble Pie." This is a main course,
not a dessert feature, since it contains a
large proportion of meat and eggs, as well
as apples. All meat pies, according to
Errol, are pretty special — with this particular variety well at the head of the procession. In fact, all Englishmen grow
lyric in its praise and even our adventurous Irishman admitted that his country's most famous dish cannot compare
with it. That's why I've included this
recipe instead of one for Irish Stew in
the monthly leaflet. Sorry I did not have
room for both, but we have still other
countries to visit and one recipe must suffice for the British Isles.
WITH
an utter disregard of time and
space we next fly on over to Russia
for Meat Stuffed Cabbage and drop down
into Germany for good old Apple Strudel.
Both recipes are worth having and are
yours for the asking. Incidentally, Errol
is particularly fond of most Russian and
German dishes and thinks pumpernickel
with sweet butter is pretty choice and
Blinis with Sour Cream and Caviar the
perfect beginning for a formal dinner.
Our next hop is a long one since we
must travel from Europe to Bombay
where Curry of Bombay Duck is Errol's idea of "something swell." However,
speaking of ideas, he hasn't any idea how
they make this dish so we'll not stop long
here.
Nor would I wish to suggest for us stayat-homes such things as sharks' fins and
sea slugs which are considered great delicacies in the Far East and which this
amazing Flynn fellow has not only eaten
but has also caught and sold during one
phase of his adventurous career !
Once again our magic carpet moves on
and we approach the Western Hemisphere
in a long-distance hop that would make
the China Clipper envious. And so we
reach Havana to partake of a baked fish
combination that staggers the imagination
of such conservative cooks as myself ;
that is, until I had tried it and then I
was not only convinced but enthusiastic.
Fish with bananas, pimientos and green
peppers — think of that! But don't just
think about it ; try it. Here's the recipe,
vouched for by Mr. Flynn and given to
you with the unqualified endorsement of
your Modern Hostess.
BAKED FISH HAVANAISE
Use any large, mild fish. (Tested successfully with Sea Bass.) It should weigh
approximately 3*4 pounds after removing
head, fins and scales,
2 teaspoons
pounds fisholive oil
2 green peppers, chopped fine
2 tablespoons butter
salt, pepper
juice of one lemon
3 ripe bananas
2 pimientos
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Split the fish in two down the back,
after removing head, fins and scales. Remove backbone and place fish in oiled
baking pan. Season fish liberally with salt
and pepper, then sprinkle with juice of
lemon and allow to stand for 20 minutes. Meanwhile heat olive oil in a saucepan, add finely chopped green peppers and
cook until peppers are soft, stirring to prevent burning. Add butter to peppers and
mash together to a pulp in a wooden bowl,
using a potato masher. Press pulp through
a sieve, then spread it over the fish. Cover
entire fish in lengthwise rows with thinly
sliced bananas. Spread the pimientos, cut
into thin strips, over the fruit, crosswise.
Sprinkle with a little more salt and pepper
and the juice of the remaining lemon.
Cover all with brown paper greased on
both sides, and bake in moderate oven
(375° F.) 45 minutes, basting occasionally.
Remove carefully to hot platter, garnish
with parsley and lemon slices and serve
immediately.

THIS has been a comparatively short
think how far we've
you are
when we
journey,
d. Here
back in Hollytravelle
seated
once more at a prosaic lunch
wood,
table within a few feet of the sound stages.
On the plate before me is the Mexican
Tamale Loaf with the rich sauce whose
flavor denotes a Spanish inspiration. In
my notebook are still other recipes more
closely identified with Mr. Flynn. On the
tablecloth are strange pencil markings indicating in the sketchiest form the interesting imaginary journey we have just
made. And opposite me is Errol Flynn, a
far away look in his eyes as though he
were already visualizing the next journey
of adventure and the next unusual repast
under distant, and probably tropical, skies
Flynn's
to Mr.
a parting
As taste
high
of his
a proof
and astribute
good
standing as a gourmet, I want to give you
his "Favorite Menu" just as he outlined
it to me.
DINNER DE LUXE
Blinis with Caviar and Sour Cream
Turtle Soup
with
. Sherry and Wafers
Baked Fish Havanaise
Quail on Toast with Fresh Mushrooms
French Fried Asparagus
Artichoke Saute
Endive and Beet Salad
Crepes Suzette
Demi-tasse
Napoleon Brandy
Good gracious ! Isn't that fancy and
far and away too difficult for the average housewife? So, instead of the foods
listed on this menu, I am giving you in
the leaflet, as I promised, the Mexican
Tamale Loaf with its Spanish Sauce, the
Russian Cabbage, German Apple Strudel,
and English Meat Pie ; all outstanding
favorites of this romantic adventurer.
Send in your coupon promptly and
treat yourself, your family and your
friends to a culinary cruise with Errol
Flynn.
The Modern Hostess,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Errol Flynn's Round-the-World
Recipes.
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sauce . . . made with cheese . . . luscious,
flavorful tomatoes, a long list of savory

fussy about what they
CHILDREN are
eat. Husbands have decided ideas,
too. What a relief to find a dish everybody likes! And what an added blessing
when it's something so easily prepared
as Franco-American Spaghetti!

spices and seasonings . . . eleven different

No cooking or fussing; just heat and
serve. And it's nourishing plus! Supplies
plenty of protein for building sound
bones and tissues, a rich store of carbohydrates for energy. All this— plus wonderful flavor— for less than 3^ a portion!
Franco -American has a marvelous

And it's most economical. A can holding three to four portions is usually no
more than ten cents. It would cost you

ingredients in all. No wonder it's so
zestful and appetizing— so different
from ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti!

more to buy all the ingredients and uncooked spaghetti and prepare ityourself.
Get Franco-American
fromyourgrocertoday.

Franco-American
SPAGHETTI

Name
Street
City
State
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The

Hair

Problem

(Continued from page 53)

more important, keep up the massage. Rotate your
scalp with your fingers, ten
minutes
every
day.

FEmininE

HlJGiEllE
if your

method

is fttovfiz/in

Why add to the problems of life by worrying about
old-fashioned or embarrassing methods of feminine hygiene? If you doubt the effectiveness of your
method, or if you consider it messy, greasy, and
hateful, here is news that you will welcome.
Thousands of happy, enlightened women now
enjoy a method that is modern, safe, effective, and,
equally important — dainty!
Zonitors offer a new kind of suppository that is
small, snowy-white and GREASELESS! While easy
to apply and completely removable with water,
Zonitors maintain the long effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend. No mixing. No clumsy
apparatus. Odorless — and an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles because of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists. Mail coupon for informative free
booklet.
SNOWY WHITE
Each in individual
glass vial

FOR
FEMININE HYGIENE
GREASELESS
Zonitors, 3463 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y.C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.
Name
'6or
Address
A ZONITE PRODUCT
Musical Comedies, Opei»
DENISON'S
jettas.
Vaudeville Acts,
10F H ITS/ 'Minstrels. Comedy
[YEARS/
SoDgs,Catalofi
Make-upFreeGoods.
PLAYS
T.S.DanlsonACo.623 S.Wabash. Dept. 25, Chicago
CLEAR-LOOKING
SKIN

FOR

► EVERYONE!
New Cream Hides Blemishes!
"VTO
longeryouneed
a conspicuous! Now
blemish
^ ^ cause
embarrassment
you
can instantly conceal a Birthmark,
Scar, Burn, Bruise, Pimples, Freckles,
Dark Circles Under Eyes or any skin
discoloration
"Hide-it".
Won'tor
rub
off, peel orwith
crack.
Perspiration
water won't affect it.
Lasts
all
until removed. day
SI
atDept.and Drug
Stores. 10c size at
e-it Ten Cent Stores.
ffidBLEMISHES
HIDES
TRIAL Clark-MillnerCo.,G6eSt.ClairSt.,DeptlS-B,Chicago
IO enclose
trial size "Hide-it"
checked:
Light 10c OforMedium
□ Brunettein shade□ Sun
Tan
Name
Town
Address
State
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_ Shampoo your hair once a week if it's
oily.
Use the strained juice of a lemon in
the last rinsing water, if your hair is blonde
or light brown; half a teacup full of vinegar if your hair is dark or red. Or a
half teaspoon full of bicarbonate of soda.
All these things tend to dry the scalp.
Brushing will remove much excess oil.
You can, if you like, put absorbent cotton
on the bristles of your brush. Change
the cotton a couple of times as you give
your hair a thorough dry cleansing.
A little powdered orris root is a great
thing now and then. It's not to be regarded as a substitute for a shampoo, but
as an emergency cleanser and oil-reducer,
it can work wonders. You can buy it at
any drugstore. It has a pleasant, clean
fragrance. Dip your brush into it and
brush it thoroughly through your hair
removing every trace before you have
finished. 'Tis especially practical for light
hair which is afflicted with
an oily condition.

It won't hurt
particle to use any good,
nationally advertaised
hair tonic that is on
the market. Massage same into your scalp.
Almost every tonic contains a little alcohol, and this is drying, too.
If the oily condition keeps up — real bad
— after a reasonable course of home treatment, or if your scalp itches excessively
and your hair falls out to a great extent
hie yourself to the very best barber, beauty
parlor or Kair specialist you can locate and
find out what's the trouble Do go to a
good place, because a cheap. operato
r will
only give you a line of hooey and do you
more harm than good.
Dry hair, of course, needs "planty" oil
and plenty of the stimulati
on that comes
from massage. If your hair is dry, use a
very soft _ brush and use it gently. Dry
hair is brittle and you don't want to break
off more than you must. After a shampoo,
use_ a little brilliantine. Never use any
tonic that contains alcohol, but there are
fragrant oily stimulants and salves, which
I'll tell you about if you care to write me.
Shampoo your hair once every two weeks!
at the oftenest. If you live in a nice, clean
city or town, you can go three weeks or
even a month. Gentle brushing will cleanse
your hair of ordinary dust.
If you're thinking of getting that next
permanent wave,
take time to condition
your hair first, whether it's dry or oily.
Make the best of things with finger waves
— or let the hair go straight for a while.
A permanent wave on top of an abnormal
scalp condition is apt to cause a peck of
trouble.
And now let's speak of things that are
more fun. Like what to do with
your
hair after it's all washed and massaged
and brushed and everything. There are
some pictures at the beginning of the article that may give you a few ideas. If
you're not handy at fixing your hair yourself, tote the magazine down to your
favorite beauty operator and say, "Hey,
can you fix my hair like that?" But read
the rest of this article first, because I have
something to say about types and suitability and stuff.
Remember the wise saying, "Know thyself." Know what your hair will do and
what it won't do. Some hair is adaptable
— some isn't. Some girls can cut bangs
and have them all curled up fancy for a
party, say, and comb them neatly back
next morning for the office and they'll

stay back, to be brought forth again fcr
another festive occasion. Another girl
would have to wear bangs all the time, or
look untidy until they grew out.
If your hair is adaptable, you don't need
much advice from me. If it isn't, let me
give you this advice : you must find a
fairly conservative, becoming coiffure that
you can wear all the time. If you make up
your mind to a change of part, or style of
cut, j or decide to go in for some stunt
that's a little rakish, like the bangs or a
coxcomb or some little side curls — be good
and sure your mind is made up and be prepared to wear your hair that way for
quite a while. For evening, be thankful
that ornaments are in vogue. If you're a
little thing, wear a small ornament — nothing more spectacular than the clip Lily
Pons is wearing on page 52. The wreaths
of flowers and coyer adornments are very
pretty for young girls. Taller peopleolder girls — if you can't get away with
the more sophisticated hair ornaments you
are seeing these days in all the shop windows and all the magazines — wear nothing
in your nice, shining, well-groomed locks.
The Frances Farmer hair-do on page
53 is a fine, classic example that you'd go
a long way to beat. The center part — the
soft, deep waves at the temples, the flatness at the crown and over the ears, and
the back hair in a simple roll or — if the
hair is long — in a horizontal figure eight
or butterfly knot . . . very neat, very chic
and in the best of taste. The center part
is becoming to everyone except those with
a very wide face — they should part the
hair exactly over the center of one eye.
A thin face can be broadened by parting
the hair way, way over to one side and
making a shelf of hair across the brow. A
very high forehead can be softened by depressing the hair deeply just by the part.
Not quite a wave — just a softening effect.
Don't be in too great haste, however, to
covertiveupfeature.
a high
an attracLookforehead.
at Carole "Tis
Lombard.
Ruby Keeler's new hair-do has a different quality to it, and it still is conservative enough to wear for everyday. The
two I've not yet mentioned — Harlow's hair
and Binnie Barnes' new blonde coiffure —
are not, my frands, for run-of-the-mill
living.
Harlow's for
is too
is
too extreme
the fluffy
office,and
for Binnie's
school,
for going downtown to shop, or for a
quiet evening with the husband, the radio,
and the missing buttons on Junior's pants.
They're party hair-dos — and very nice, too,
each in its individual way, and should be
saved for party occasions. The young girl
with the pretty, naturally curly hair that
reaches about to her shoulders, would certainly knock the stag line right out of its
patent leather shoes if she appeared at a
dance with the hair flowing loose and a
simple wreath or band around the noodle.
The tall, older girl might well cause a few
husbands to get That Look in their eyes,
if she had the hair dressed like Binnie's —
and that's a professional job, children, so
if you have aspirations in that direction,
trot this little copy of Modern Screen
down to the best beauty parlor in town and
have your hair done thataway.
Turning that roll of hair in the Barnes
neck up the other way gives it the start
of a popular and adaptable permanent that
you might like to try. The hair is parted
in the middle, and a roll curl made all
around the head. It looks pretty neat that
way. Then, you can part the hair on the
side, if you like, leave just one rolled curl
on your forehead, and comb the rest of
the roll out, except at the back. Or you
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can part a section of front hair, comb it
down on your forehead, and have a curled
bang, with the hair off the ears and left
rolled up in back. If you're the piquant
type, you can comb the hair all up into a
bunch of curls on top of your head for a
party. It's a little nutty, but kinda cute.
This roll permanent provides a basic coiffure that has many variations.
The big problem we modern wenches
have, which our mamas did not, is that our
hair must look smart as well as pretty.
The main thing in mama's day was to have
a great quantity of hair, piled into a huge
pompadour, which showed none of the line
of the head and was impossible as far as
hats were concerned. There was no relation between the hair and the hat. Today,
the relation of the hair and the hat is one
of the main secrets of smartness above
the neckline. That's why I say you can't
use fixy and fussy hair-dos for everyday
living. Hats demand simple, rather flat
coiffures. That's why I say that a mass of
fluffy curls reaching almost to the shoulders isn't smart nor in good taste. It makes
you look as if you had no neck. Your hair
should be off the face as much as possible
for wear with hats. People want to see
your face, after all, and not curtains of
hair escaping from hat brims. On the
screen, look at Irene Dunne, Kay Francis,
Merle Oberon and Rosalind Russell for
various solutions of the hat and hair problem.
With the very high hats, no hair must
show on the forehead and as little as possible at the temples. A flat wave or curl
at the ears is all right. With a sport pullit's
one side,
on,
nice brimmed
to see the hat,
wavestipped
on theto other
side, but
they must be well under control. A largebrimmed hat allows for a little more freedom of the waves. I can't think of any
kind of a hat that bangs can be worn with.
With the tiny pillboxes and berets, toolong hair looks too theatrical to my way
of thinking. And that reminds me of an"pernt." or elaborate coiffures you
The otherfluffy
sometimes see on the screen — which may
intrigue you momentarily — are cared for
at approximately ten minute intervals by
the studio hairdresser. Remember that.
After every take, an expert tress-tender
rushes over to Miss Movie Star and with
iron, fixes
and a "cool"Miss
professional
the hair justfingers
so. Otherwise,
Movie
Star would wind up looking just as much
of a mess as you would if you walked
down the street in a high wind with the
hair elaborately arranged.
There's one point I've been avoiding,
but I suppose I might as well tackle it.
And that's what's to do with the girls who
still have long hair, and quite a tidy
amount of it. The general opinion is that
the entire female population of the
country has gone short-hair, but there are
a few of us left, wondering what to do
with the big wad on the back of the dome.
Yes — there's the confession. I've got long
hair meself. I've refrained from cutting
it for probably the same reasons you yourself haven't done so — because my husband
likes long hair, and because I think that,
mebbe, in the long run, it's less trouble
than short hair and because — well, just
because. If we want to have long hair, it's
our business, isn't it? But it does complicate life sometimes, and here's what I've
got to say on the subject :
Makegoing
up to
your
to thisin : hats
you're
never
lookmind
as smart
as
the short-haired lass. You can't wear the
cute, mad hats, so stop crying about it and
don't waste any more money on extreme
chapeaux. Conservative bonnets for you,
sister, if
you don't
want felt
to look
freak.
Medium
brimmed
sportslike
hatsa
for everyday wear, with a back elastic to
go under the bun (hateful word!). In the
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summer time, wear big hats if you can —
they're life savers for us long-haired girls.
For gala occasions, some simple modification of the beret — not too small — with a
back strap if possible. Do your hair in a
figure eight, and pin the top of the figure
eight over the backstrap.
Now then — just because we're doomed
to go through life, apparently, with our
long hair is no reason why we must eternally fix it in a utilitarian knot at the back
of the head. I won't take up the space
here to tell you about some coiffures for
long hair which I've figured out, because
it is kind of a specialized matter. Write
to me — just say, "Send me your ideas for
arranging long hair." Tell me how long
your hair is, whether it's curly or straight,
coarse or fine. And I'll see what I can do.
Another subject I must leave out of this
article is the treatment and care of dyed
hair. I have a few tips on that problem,
if you're interested.
You others, now, can write to me, too,
and welcome, but I do suggest that you
look through Modern Screen at your fastars' coiffures,
through vorite
themoviefashion
magazines, and
too, look
and
when you find a photograph or sketch of
a hair-do that you think you could wear,
try it yourself, if it's simple, and if you
can't manage
take the
a hairdresser and seeit, what
can picture
be done toabout
it.
On t'other hand, if your hair looks pretty,
becoming and in good taste the way it is,
don't be in a tizzy to change it, just for
the sake of changing.
And now in closing, here's a make-up

She

Tells

stunt that I've picked up since last month's
article
wanticeto trick.
pass along
you.is It's
known and
as the
Your toface
all
made up, see, and you're just before going
out. You've put on a generous quantity of
powder — pressed it on, I hope, rather than
rubbingcessitwith
in.a Andpowder
you've brush
removed (shaving
the exbrushes are just swell for powder brushes,
if you want to know) or a bit of clean
cotton. Fine. You look, too, too divine.
But how will you look at 2 a. m.? This is
where the ice trick comes in. Once you've
tried it, you'll thank me.
Take a piece of ice and let it melt a bit
so's the corners aren't sharp. Then rub
it, gently but thoroughly, all over the face.
Feel the glow come up into your cheeks.
Go on— don't be afraid. You won't ruin
the paint job. Now — take a piece of
cleansing tissue or a soft cloth and pat the
moisture away, very gently. See what it
does? It kind of "mats" the make-up. It
gives you a glow in your cheeks. And it
keeps your make-up looking just simply
swell for hours and hours ! I've done it
every it.
evening
I've works.
been out since I heard
about
It really
Mary Marshall is now signing off, and
asking you to write her for any personal
information you would like to have. The
address is Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
And do forgive me — you who have been
waiting for replies — for the long delay.
You'll get an answer, all right, even if you
have had to wait a spell.

on

Garbo

(Continued from page 37)
"She taught me consideration for others.
Like many girls, I thought that actresses
were sort of special, were exempt from
conventional creeds and customs.

GARBO taught me how young and
ignorant that point of view really is.
By her unfailing promptitude, by her courtesy to the men working on the sets, by
being always letter-perfect in her lines
and by her generosity to those working
with her, she gave me a standard I know I
shall never lose.
"She has no petty fears about footage
and camera angles and whether or not she
is getting more, as star, than members of
the supporting cast. She does her work
thoroughly and she expects others to do
the same and may the best man win !
"Whatever simplicity and honesty I put
into my role in 'Ah, Wilderness' is due to
her. I don't think," said Cecilia, "that I
would have been up to it if I hadn't had the
experience of working with Garbo.
"She taught me poise, too. She taught
me how much more beautiful and impressive it is to bear yourself quietly with dignity and without circus show-off tactics.
"I shall walk quietly all of my days because of Garbo," said this quiet child. _
"And she taught me," smiled Cecilia,
"how to relax. Between scenes Garbo always retired to her dressing-room or sat
on the sidelines watching, relaxed in every
nerve and muscle. She can be more still
than any human being I have ever seen.
Her composure is more beautiful than the
most animated motion. When she goes into
an emotional scene, she is like a being
charged and recharged ; she is all alive and
there is fire and force and depth back of it.
She hasn't frittered it all away on nothings.
She taught me to save myself for emotional scenes, in real life as well as on the
screen. She taught me not to break myself

up into little pieces for trivialities.
"She taught me to be immaculate, which
is quite a different thing from being 'dressy'. I have never seen anyone more immaculate than Garbo. Her shining, brushed
hair, her clean strong hands, without nail
polish or. benefit of beauty parlor — if ever
I thought it amusing to paint my nails like
a Comanche Indian's, or frizz my hair or
wear extreme styles, I got well over it,
thanks
to her.
No, sense
she doesn't
in
the beauty
parlor
of the 'fix
word,up'but
she is so shiningly groomed that it makes
nail polish and waved hair and make-up
seem cheap by comparison.
"She taught me the beauty and the wisdom of tact. She never gives advice to
younger, newer players who are working
on her pictures. I know some actresses
and actors who are always telling you that
you should do a scene this way or that way
or hadn't you, perhaps, better try it the
other way ; they really serve mostly to
make you self-conscious.
Garbo is silent. She never gives one an
inferiority complex. She seems to expect
people to live up to what they are supposed
to do.
I CAN'T ever be like Garbo physically,"
said Cecilia, regretfully, "even though
I did resemble her enough to play her sister. I do have almost exactly the same
coloring, though. I have gray eyes and so
has she. We have the same shade of pale
brown hair. Our skin is much the same in
tone and texture. People tell me we have
something of the same quality in our voices,
I am short whereas she is tall. I have a
round face, though I have hopes that it
will thin out in time.
"Even though I can't look much like her,
I can try to be like her inside," said Cecilia, "and I do. I know that I sound like a
Garbo fan. Well, I am a Garbo fan. Of

MODERN
course, being a Garbo fan means loving and
admiring Garbo and only by intense admiration are we ever stirred enough to
try to be like the object of our admiration.
"I know that I've lost all temptation to
copy or imitate anyone. Please don't misstand— I act
don't
that That
I'm trying
to look or underto
likemean
Garbo.
would
be ridiculous. If I were trying that then
Garbo wouldn't really have taught me anything at all. No, what I am trying to do
is to be as honest in my work and in my
personal life as Garbo is in hers, to have
in my way the same integrity and courage
she has in hers.
"She taught me not to be afraid of anything— not even humdrum practical truths
about oneself. I'm a good cook, for instance, ifI do say so. When I'm not working Ikeep house for my mother, my brother and myself. I used to keep it for my
sister, Linda, too, before she married and
had a baby. Linda is also in pictures.
"And when I say that I keep house, I
mean keep house, not just direct a servant.
We don't have one. We did have one for
a time but she made mother so nervous
that we let her go. Mother likes to fuss
about the house and do things her own
way and so do I. And I cook and scrub
floors and do some washing and ironing
and just have a woman in to do the heavy
laundry.
"A few weeks ago a director called me
from the studio and asked me to come over
for an interview. He said, Are you busy?
What are you doing?' I told him I was
scrubbing the kitchen floor. He thought
he hadn't heard me right and he said, 'I
don't get you — you're doing what?' I told
him again and he laughed and said that he
didn't believe me. But I was. He should
have seen me and he'd have believed me all
right — I had on an old house dress and no
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shoes and stockings and my hair and hands
and face were a sight !
"Well,
there towasthis.a time
whenhaveI wouldn't
have
admitted
I would
thought
that
a
movie
actress
shouldn't
let
that she even knows there are floors itto out
be
scrubbed and meals to be cooked.
But if Garbo talked she would admit
practical truths about herself, I'm sure
of
She probably
doesn't
floorsthat.
nowadays,
perhaps she
never scrub
did.
But
what
I'm
trying
to
explain
is
that
Garbo would never be ashamed of any
honest work she did, no matter what.
"But for yourself?" I asked this child
of the round face, composed young mouth,
grave
eyes? life
"Youof don't
want
to
live gray
the solitary
Garbo,really
certainly?
Doesn't love enter into your scheme of
things?"
(AndCecilia
I thought
of theLinden
Hollywood
rumors that
and Eric
were
"hearting.") "Don't you want marriage
and babies and a home?"
"Of course, I do," said Cecilia. "I want
children more than I want anything else.
I want to marry and to have a home. I'd
gladly give up my whole career for home
and marriage if those things come to me — ."
"Do you mind," I said, "if I ask you a
question, since the columnreallyistspersonal
have been personal about it anyway?
Were you or are you engaged to Eric Lin"No," Cecilia said, "we do go out together quite a lot. We have so much in
common. Not only our work but liking to
be alone,
in a crowd, liking the same
?" not
books denand
liking to talk about books, all
that sort of thing. But we are not engaged.
"I hope things work out happily and
successfully
me. If
theyGarbo
don't, toI hope
I will have for
learned
from
take
loneliness with courage, and heartbreak
with dignity."
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which combines these elements
in little concentrated tablets, hosts
of people have put on solid
pounds — in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly
gaining
good - looking
curves, butnormal,
also naturally
lovely
color, new pep that wins friends.
This amazing new product,
Ironized
Teast, cultured
is made from
special imported
ale yeast,
one of the richest known sources
of Vitamin
a new proc-7
ess this yeastB. isByconcentrated
times —erful.made
7
times
more with
pow- 3
Then it is combined
kinds of iron, pasteurized whole
yeast and
other valuable
ingre- by
dients in pleasant
little tablets.
If you, too, need Vitamin B
and iron to aid in building you
up. get these new Ironized Yeast Poued
tablets from your druggist at sional
once. Note
ouickly and
they help
in- model
crease yourhowappetite
you get more benefit from the profesbody-building
essential.
Thenfoods
day that
afterareday,so
watch skinny limbs and flat
chest round out to normal attractiveness, better color and
natural beauty come — you feel like a new person.
Money- back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from
lack of enough Vitamin B and Iron, try these new IronYeast tablets
See ifasthey
aid inizedbuilding
you just
up ina ashort
few time.
short weeks
they don't
have
helped thousands. If you are not delighted with results
of very first package, your money instantly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this FEEE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and
mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts
About Your
with the very
first
package
— or Body."
money Remember,
refunded. Atresults
all druggists.
Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 32, Atlanta, Ga.
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League of Nations. If this produced perplexity at first, it brought a wonderful
revelation after the first few days, when
the movie staff realized that the five lively,
almost impersonal, babies, had become
divine and devilish little character actresses during their year's absence.
Director Taurog — with his staff of
eighty players, technicians, wardrobe mistresses and what-not — arrived in Callander with a caravan of cars and trucks
that looked like a strange exploring expedition combined with a comic opera troupe,
stranded in the Far North. They were
soon swallowed up, however, in the great
throng of curious people who had come
from almost every city and hamlet from
all over the American continent — farmer
families in blue denims, French Canucks
in their black holiday best, flappers in their
shortest shorts, city slickers and yokels
in all that ultra sports costumes will do to
them, mothers, sweethearts and swains,
wives and grandmothers, children and
grandchildren
ried in arms. being lugged along or carIt wasn't very long before Taurog was
watching the "babies" — as Dr. Dafoe always calls the Quints — in a "natural tryout" and in a scene that would be hard to
beat even though it were staged. It was
nearing the zero hour of two when the
five little Dionnes were scheduled to appear
for their period of play. The line of onlookers had formed, ready to crash the
gate the moment it should be opened.
Many had remained just outside the
woven-wire fence that enclosed the "hospital" grounds,
focussed
the the
direction of theevery
littleeyewhite
housein on
bluff where the children live with their
nurses.
Suddenly, an "Oh-h ! Here they come !"
rang through the throng, as a tiny figure in
pink popped out of the door and toddled,
as fast as its slightly-bowed legs would
permit, around the corner. This was
Yvonne, clad in pink rompers, running
away ! Emilie followed, in blue, taking the
opposite direction. Annette, in mauve,
came next, closely pursued by the nurse.
When caught, they each sprawled out flat
and had to be carried part way. Cecile, in
green, and Marie, in red, however, were
legging it as fast they could towards the
great new scientific playground, bent upon
gathering up all the toys before the others
could reach them. The crowd, awed at first,
now chortled with delight, until the last
of the young ones disappeared within the
enclosure; then everybody stampeded to
get into line.

were accorded privileges by the
Quints' Special Police and allowed to
enter a side door and stand at a point where
we could observe the whole show — both the
five little performers and the crowds as
they were admitted at the far end of the
shed through turn-stiles. The playground
was like an horseshoe-shaped arena, surrounded on two sides by silver-screen
covered glass. Four hundred persons at a
time were allowed in, two hundred lining
on
up with their faces against thetedglass
by the
either side. Silence was reques
police, so that the Quints neither saw nor
heard the spectators who were allowed to
two s mintheir
to and
gaze utes
the
toward
hustled for
were content
thenhearts'
every
yards
the
of
out
way
exits. On their
other woman surreptitiously picked up one
hundred
of the "Magic Pebbles," infive
a long box
pounds of which are placed
near the gate every day.

WE

The next day the shooting of the picture began. While it is true that Norman
Taurog is nominally director, Dr. Roy
Dafoe is the supreme boss. Nothing can
happen concerning the Quintuplets, until
he has been duly consulted and nods his
head in approval. Everything must be
natural ; nothing forced or strained. Only
four persons are permitted even within
touching distance of the babies. The others
must, whenever possible, keep out of sight.
The moment the little ones show the
slightest sign of fatigue or begin to yawn,
the "rehearsal" is off. Dorothy Peterson,
as Nurse Kennedy, and Jean Hersholt,
impersonating Dr. Dafoe, are accorded
the intimacies with these little sweethearts of the world that Dr. Dafoe himalone selfenjoy.
and the two French Canadian nurses
"Free action," unknown to Hollywood,
is therefore
permitted
Dionnes'
case.
Curiously,
or not, inno the
scenarialized
scenes could possibly have possessed greater charm or effectiveness. As for humor,
every action of these starlets seems to
have a laugh in it. It is here that those
intimate close-ups, unseen by the crowd,
take place.
Emilie is talking, in her quaint French
Canadian baby talk, to Yvonne, and Yvonne is supposed to be listening, according
to the scenario. But Yvonne will not listen. She not only talks back to Emilie,
but she gives her a swat. In fact, she
actually puts a punch in an otherwise dull
scene, as it turns out. Annette has really
been taught to "play" the toy piano in a
ladylike way and everybody is on his toes
as she sits down of her own volition and
seems on the point of acting — when suddenly, she begins pounding the lights out
of the instrument and pushes it over, for
bad measure. Free action again, and successful, because it is intrinsically dramatic.
Dorothy Peterson, as Nurse Kennedy,
has surreptitiously been rehearsing a scene
several times with little Marie, in which
the child sweetly gives her Teddy a spoonful of her well-advertised porridge. The
scene is all set for the camera with interested parties looking on smilingly, when
dear little Marie lets Teddy Bear have the
bowl all over his face and head. Not nice,
but, oh, what a kick to it, esperhaps, pecially
when Marie looks up and laughs
mischievously.
Then, there was the tea party, that was
all
planned
cute part
as a charmingly,
bug's ear.
Little
Cecileoutdidas her
dragging up the small white chairs and
placing them exactly where they should
be at the miniature white table, two at
each side and one at the head. The scene
was perfect; the little group of spectators
breathless. Then, just as the four little
teasers were about to take their places, little Annette, with just the right naughty
twinkle in her eye, toddled up and upset
the chairs one by one. There was a tense
moment, then everybody laughed, in which
the five little actresses joined. It was
fraught with all the best elements of good
theatre — crisis, climax, tension, surprise,
reaction — drama !

THE first scene shot in the new scientific
playground, with an audience of four
hundred concealed behind the patent glass
gallery, was just as unexpected, except
that it savored more of a free-for-all circus than drama. The stage had been set,
filled with five great rubber balls, five little wagons, five sand pails and shovels,
and other miscellaneous toys in fives. The
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OUR WHOLE DAY WAS SPOILED when
Bill saw my red, chapped hands. They did
look horrid. I'd tried everything hut I
couldn't seem to get my hands smooth...
THEN— I HEARD HOW WONDERFULLY
Jergens Lotion softens hand skin. I use
Jergens all the time now and Bill says,
"Put your dear soft hands against my face."

They still have dates even
though marriage rumors are
fainter. Mary Brian and Cary
Grant

see "The Garden
Allah" preview.

of

scene was "A Bathing Beach Somewhere
in Canada." Realism was provided by a
huge heap of fine white sea sand and a
little shore surrounding the permanent
concrete pool in the center of the yard.
The five young ladies had been fitted out
to meet this aquatic occasion in the height
of fashion, each wearing a bathing suit of
a different color, each suit consisting of
baggy trunks, held up by white suspenders
over their broad brown backs, with an
enormous white bow as trimming. Their
plump legs and feet were bare. The cosa different color, each suit consisting of
poke-bonnet hats to match their panties.
All five burst into the arena at once,
hell-bent for one ball, one pail and one
shovel, over which they wrestled until one
would gain possession and then the others
would rush towards another single article.
There was one tiny tournament of shovels
that threatened to become sanguinary until
the nurse declared a forced peace. Thus
thwarted, Yvonne and Emilie carefully descended into the foot-deep ocean and stood
gasping under the fountain stream for a
moment, before they were seized with a
bright idea. Tearing off their bonnets they
began scooping up the water in them and
drinking it. The horrified nurse, seeing a
billion germs flowing into the innards of two
of her precious darlings, rushed pell-mell,
ankle-deep into the sea before they could
drink more than a pint of it ! We hope
the camera caught this scene ; it was so
deliciously, juvenilely human.
However, there is another scene, that for
sheer innocent juvenile charm has no superior on the screen. We must first fix in
our minds the fact that these five little
prisoners of biological science, hedged in
by the tender but strict care of an unswerving master doctor, sheltering them from
any
contamination'
withtheir
a too-loving
world,
have never been off
small fenced-in
reservation. Except once, on September 21,
1934. On that rainy day they had been
carried in their incubators some five hundred feet, from the tumble-down Dionne
home across the road to their newly-built

but
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"hospital." They were then five months
old ; little wraiths battling with intestinal
toxemia with only a beggar's chance of
pulling through. Today, little Marie —
who had been the tiniest — is 3ll/> inches
tall. All of them are as lively as five
crickets, showing 16 or 18 teeth each when
they laugh. Fine, healthy specimens of
humanity, fit to enjoy to the utmost this
great excursion in store for them. Five
rich little poor girls about to realize what
would be the sweetest dream of a princess.
Hollywood had brought them a veritable
heaven in the form of dresses and gowns

Taking

Irene

for every occasion, costumes, shoes, bonnets— in quintuplicate. The whole land
had been combed until five perfectlymatched Shetland ponies had been found.
A pony cart had been built for each of
them and, for this great occasion, five
little uniformed coachmen had been furnished. And so the cavalcade set out
down the lonely road towards Callander
on a fairy ride of a thousand feet and
back. Thus far, this has been the climax
in the lives of the Quintuplets — an unforgettable episode in the moving picture of
their intimate life, called "Reunion."

Dunne

for

a

Ride

!

(Continued from page 51)
Dunne traveled on her way up to fame.
I mean, you'd have to change buses, get
transfers so many times. Of course,
figuratively speaking, that is what Irene
did, for the road to fame has many detours as you may soon see.
We took a taxi. And we had fun. And
I learned about Irene Dunne.
"This," she told me as we craned our
necks out of the cab, to gaze up at the
Pennsylvania
I stayed
when
I first Hotel,
came to"was
the where
big city
from
Madison, Indiana, and Louisville, Kentucky. Iwas only sixteen years old, filled
with ambition and hope for the future. I
had been told by my teachers and all who
had heard me sing that I was destined to
become a great opera singer. I know I
believed it myself.
"And so, I stood in the windows of my
room on the fourteenth floor and looked
out over the towers of this great city
which I was seeing for the first time, and
dreamed great dreams of what it was to
mean to me.

Your

Kodak

picture

ENLARGED
8x10 Inch
ENLARGEMENT
FREE of any SNAPSHOT
Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
Kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10 inches
— FREE — if you enclose 25c to help cover
our cost of packing, postage and clerical work.
The enlargement itself is free. It will also
be beautifully hand tinted in natural colors_ if
you want it. We will acknowledge receiving
your snapshot immediately. Your original will
be returned with your free enlargement. Pick
out your snapshot and send it today.
Dept. 288
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T WAS having a delightful time letting
1 my imagination soar to heights, when
puff, came a gust of wind and my second
best silk dress which I had hung in the
window to let the breeze blow out its
wrinkles — no expensive hotel valet service for me !— blew right out the window.
"My, such a hubbub as ensued. I forgot my flights of fancy. I forgot everything but that I had to have that dress.
I was going to wear it the next evening
before delegates to a nawhen Itionalsang
steel convention in Atlantic City.
A bellhop did find it down in the alley
after about a half-hour's search — a bit
bedraggled and wrinkled, but my dress.
"I think of that incident often. It's
life, isn't it? You think everytypical thingofis wonderful
and splendid and _the
future stretches ahead of you in glorious
panorama, when puff, comes a gust of
wind or realism, smacking you right down
to earth where honest work goes on.
"But as I day-dreamed, looking out that
window, I saw myself a great diva at the
No, I've never
House.people
OperaMany
Metropolitan
sung at the Met.
think that
I have, but I never have been so fortunate.
Let's go by and look at it, it's at 39th
Met!"
Driver,saytheanything
Street.
We didn't
for a minute.
Then, "The Met — that's where I was to
become famous — that is where my good
friends and neighbors believed I was destined to become the great star of all time.
They, who believed in me, gave me a
beautiful feather fan with a tortoise shell
handle just before I left home. It was to
be my Met fan — I was to carry it when I
made my debut.
"Well, I did carry it, but when I went
I to the Met to hear, not to sing, my first

opera ! It was at a Thanksgiving perRosahave
Ponselle
'Aida.'
Nevermusic.
in formance
my and life
I beensang
so excited
over
"Now, let's go practical for a minute.
Let's go over toward Times Square where
I learned about jobs, managers and rehearsals and had that sick feeling of being
dropped out of a show just before the
pay-checks were to start."

buildTheatre
Selwynnear
to the
ENROUTE
,
Broadway
Street,
ing at 42nd
Irene pointed out the Roseland Dance
Hall which she told me represented to her
the heights of fun and gayety when she
. "We
was that
and
the street
acrossKentucky
restaurant from
in a youngster
dined
I looked at it and thought how beautiful
it was. I planned to go dancing with a
day."
someI asked.
beau
you?"
"Didthere
"No," she said. "That's something I
the
to do. Look,
aroundI applied
never
first job
for my here's
Selwyn,gotwhere
from the Hammersteins. It was on that
first trip and I carried a letter of introduction from a mutual friend. I was forty
minutes late for my appointment but swept
in like a prima donna. Arthur Hammerstein loves to tell the story on me now —
but I didn't get the job. So I went back
to Kentucky and the family sent me to a
music school in Chicago. It probably was
alsothewasbest."
in the Times Square section
allItfor
of New York, where so much glamor is
discovered and sent forth to shine on the
New York stage or in Hollywood, that
Miss Dunne had her first meeting with the
famous Ziegfeld, the man who was later
to star her in "Showboat." She met him
in an elevator in the Amsterdam Theatre
building, on her way to rehearsal for a
Dillingham
"He offeredshow
me "The
a job City
and IChap."
turned him
down — just think," she said, laughing.
"When I noticed him looking closely at
me, I paid no attention at all! I merely
turned so that he got the best possible
view of me at the best possible angle —
and pretended to be interested in something else. He stared and stared, so I knew
I had impressed him. Just a few minutes
later, after I had begun rehearsal, his
secretary arrived, wanting to know the
name of the little girl in the blue dress
and blue hat. Who was she and what did
she do? Mr. Ziegfeld wanted to see her
about a job. But I wasn't interested. I
him." pulling
I tolddonna
you,prima
a job, athank
hadImagine
young
been Irene
has
it
But
that on Ziegfeld!
Dunne's nature to be independent and
proud. Perhaps it is her pride, coupled
with the fierce determination always to
that is the real keynote of
be somebody,
her
character.
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Easy on your throat, men ... get KGDLS. They're better for you.
Brown &Williamson Tobacco Corp., P.O. Box 599,Louisville, Ky.

Of course, she could afford to be independent. She will admit that, although she
struggled to achieve and accomplish, she
never did have the terrific economic struggle or the fight for bare existence that
some of our stars have known. When shedidn't work she could send home for
money, for she came of a family of some
means — a family which had taken so much
pride in her vocal talents that it had sent
her to good schools and good teachers,
expecting her to be important in whatever she undertook to do. Irene became
important, too. She never took anything
but leading roles in shows. She fought
for the best and got it. She was a prima
donna and a leading lady from the beginning, partly because of her ability as a
fine singer, partly because of this pride
and determination.

lights for the first time, for a Dillingham
show. And Bryant Hall, where she had so
many heartbreaking rehearsals for shows
which didn't open, or shows from which
she was forced to drop out — such as
"Sweetheart Time'' with Eddie Buzzell.
Next we were on Fifth Avenue. There
was St. Patrick's Cathedral where Irene
goes to church — big, impressive, handsome,
a famous landmark. Central Park, where
Irene used to roller skate for exercise.

To

WhEN you're in hot water, my friend, you'd better switch to
KGDLS quickly. Their touch of menthol will soothe and cool that
raw, hot throat. But in every refreshing puff the grand tobacco
flavor stands out unspoiled because KGDLS are so mildly mentholated. With every pack a valuable B & W coupon . . . start
saving them for handsome premiums. (Offer good U.S.A. only.)

It looks like love and it is love
■— Anne
Shirley and her big
heart throb, Owen Davis, Jr.,
leave the Club Casanova.

A GIRL with less backbone, character
and pride might easily have been
spoiled by her advantages, and the fact
that she could lean on her family. That
Irene wasn't, that she rode through to success and achievement and is, today, one of
the best-balanced individuals I know in
Hollywood, is a tribute to her character.
Well, we drove on, still looking at Irene
Dunne's
past.
was name
the Globe
Theatre where
she There
had her
in electric
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Little Finger?
from
— when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You beknow
watching others that charm and poise can destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
use of your hands can become a trecorrect
token, the mendous
social and business asset. Great actresses
by proper hand action.
accomplish much of their poise
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell
• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
ve answers to
Margery Wilson gives the authoritati
on
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet this
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although
present
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail the front of a 35c, 50c or $1X10 Frostilla
Fragrant Lotion box (or two fronts from 'POIS£N
10csizes)andyour copy will besentFic££.
"FROSTILLA"
II'kwId's''
464 Gray Street, Elmira, N. Y.
Enclosed is Frostilla box front— therefore send me my copy of Margery J
Wilson's book on hands.
Name
Address.
City.

State..

FOR SALE AT
W00LW0RTH, KRESGE,
MURPHY, NEWBERRY
and other 5f and 10^ stores'
GOOD

"Well, I paid the rent," she told me.
"For the first time since I had been in
New York I was making enough money
and working regularly enough to be able
to shoulder the financial responsibility that
was mine. I was happy that I could pay
back some of the money that the family
had expended upon me. I remember, also,
I used to practice singing like mad and
as we were on a court my high notes
echoed and re-echoed through the apartment house. One day while practicing, I
was frightfully crushed when a woman
yelled
"Hire
a hall!"
She turned
out
later toout,
be an
important
newspaper
woman
who since has become one of my great
friends. It never pays to take any rebuff

You

Appeal

in

battles,mous or
where she is faand a Hollywood
star?
"Well, of course, first of all, I like to be
where Doctor Griffin is," she told me.
"That's the most important. I'm happiest
when I am in New York with him or he
is with me in Hollywood, but as comparative places to live, well . . .
"I dreaded leaving Hollywood to come
to New York this last time. I thought of
giving up my nice breakfasts in my patio
and taking New York's rain and snow and
sleet. Now that I'm here, I dread goingback to Hollywood. I love New York as
a town. We have our friends, made over
a long period of time, we see them and
enjoy themteresting life.and we live a stimulating, in"I feel as though, when I'm here, this
is my permanent residence and I am not
just on vacation. I feel as if I am a part
of what is going on in the world of politics
and finance. I meet and enjoy people who
are active in those fields. But also, I go
to openings and night clubs. We go a
great deal. I don't know where you got
the impression I live so quietly."
Well, maybe my impressions were
wrong. Maybe Irene doesn't live so quietly, maybe it's because she doesn't do the
usual Hollywood star-on-vacation, weara-wig and don't-let-anyone-see-me sort of
thing, that I'm baffled about her. Perhaps
it is because she has too much pride and
good breeding to indulge in these cheap
dramatics that I have been fooled into
thinking she's
uneventful
life. a quiet person, living an
Perhaps she's just herself, Irene Dunne,
a very nice individual who has made her
way quietly and purposefully up through
New York to Hollywood stardom and nowr
goes about her own business without any
monkeyshines and talks about it frankly,
but minus histrionics.

Star

Fashions

(Continued from page 58)
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Costume Designing; and not only enjoy the thrill of originating your own
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Then the Lincoln building, where her
husband, Doctor Griffin, has his office.
The Biltmore Hotel where she first met
the doctor. You know that story, of
course, how they immediately were attracted to each other — he asked for her telephone number and she promptly gave it to
him. Then he didn't call her for several
months ! She was pretty upset, but, when
he did call, there was no maidenly stalling
with, "I'm busy." Instead a prompt acceptance of his dinner invitation. They were
married. And it was the dignified old Plaza
Hotel where they had their wedding reception. (This was when Irene was going
to retire from the stage and be a good
wife for the rest of her life!) Soon we
reached 85th Street and the apartment
house where Irene and her mother lived
for some time. It marked one of the
Why? times in Irene's existence.
happiest

seriously,
does upit?"
We wound
back at the Pierre where
Irene Dunne lives today when she is in
New York.
What does she like best today — the
New York where she fought her early

SITR
(PRONOUNCED SIT TRUE)
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typifies the Bennett brand of smartness.
There's
nie or hernothing
clothes. haphazard about ConAnd you would just languish over her
accessories. Opening dresser drawers
which are heavily scented, she showed me
an array of handbags in a variety of materials and colors. In another_ drawer,
neatly arranged, were belts — wide ones,
vivid velvets, soft suedes and shining patents. And a hothouse load of artificial
flowers which included large-petaled single
flowers, tiny French bouquets and brightly
blended corsages. Scarves are another
big item in the Bennett accessory drawers
— Connie has 'em in all sizes and designs
made in chiffons, velvets, wool, suede,
taffeta and crisp pique.
Constance is a very systematic lass and
so she insisted upon summing up her
fashion advice in ten concise points. I
pass them on to you as she gave them
to me and I think they are darn helpful.
Here goes :
"Dress with an eye for your own particular type. Don't dress too conciously
or
with
"Chooseagainst
your fashion."
gowns with simplicity,
your hats with sanity and your accessories with subtlety."
"Never follow fads. There is a difference between novelty and originality.
The former is for women who allow
others to think for them. The latter for
those who think for themselves!"
"Give your costume complete cooperation! Walk gracefully, sit gracefully —

even
lo'mee gracefully."
(Incidentally,
that is one of the best bits
of advice you've ever had !)
"Do not wear colors just because they
are new colors, wear them only if they
are smart on you and if they flatter you.
Colors should be semi-bright, not glar"Be consistent in what looks best on
you. If one gown flatters you more than
another,ingly so."copy it— twice, three times, as
often as you like. And in various fabrics
and colors. Repetition is never monotonous
if "Dramatize
it is smart repetition."
your dresses. Give them
surprises — a daring back, a slashed skirt,
belt-buckle."
clip orwith
"Combine value
vogue. Save your
a spectacular
pennies if you must, but avoid cheap materials. Don't allow a momentary thrill
for a dress to confuse your senses. How
long will it thrill you? How well will
it look the second time you wear it?"
"Dispense with fussy details. Remember that simplicity
moulds
the figure."
"Cultivate
personality,
discover
your own
type, find a style to agree with it, and deto express
the courageConnie
And velopbecause
Bennettit !"practices
what she preaches, her clothes have appeal
for you. From her wardrobe she selected
three outfits which embrace her ten fashion
pointers — each of these three has something which is adaptable to you, whether
or
not you
Bennett
type. are specifically a Constance
There's

the

street

dress

of waffle
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plaid-wool in a soft dusty rose shade.
Connie points this out as an example of
what she means by a simple dress dramatized by its accessory details. The neckline, hidden under her beautiful fur scarf,
an Ascot scarf colin the picture, has
lar. The sleeves are long and fitted with
cuffs of the material. Except for its
unusual fabric, it would be a plain dress,
but instead it is lifted out of the average
class by the addition of a wide brown
suede sash, looped over and held by an
enormous gold safety pin. To tie up with
the belt, she selects a brown suede bag
with gold chain handle, a brown antelope
hat with peaked crown and a giddy quill
of the same leather, brown suede gloves
and matching oxfords with the new high
instep cut emphasized by an open lacing
— these have neither toes, nor backs.
For afternoon dates, when she's not
, Connie's pet outfit is a
a picture
making black
velvet dress that looks like
severe
a coat. It has a concealed zipper all the
way down the front. Into the V neck
of this she tucks a rose colored scarf when
she wears that sassy black velvet topper
with the rose trim and flaring veil. The
close-up shows you the hat as well as the
otber accessories which go with this.
Connie probably paid a fortune for her
Iris blue taffeta dinner gown, but there's
not a gal among you that couldn't have a
copyable
that simple and
copv of it— it's puffed
sleeves held up by
from its short
wide, buttoned bands to the elegant sweep
of its full skirt. In the picture, the
shadows hide the clever shoulder detail but
I'll describe it because it's another one of
those things you can make yourself with
It's a
velvet ribbon.
of yards ofclusteri
a couple made
ng a series of
by
corsage
crimson velvet bows, tied either large or
small, as you like best. A swell color conblue, too, isn't it?
to theofIris
the Bennett costumes shown
three
All trast
can be converted into usable ideas for each
of you — and that applies as much to the
one
girl who can't sew a stitch as to the that
who can. The only difference being
the girl who can't sew has to trick up her
ready-made clothes, while the girl who is
needle-wise, can copy every minute detail
if she likes.
The next day I hied myself over to the
Cedric Gibbons' modern homestead. Mrs.
Del Rio, has surrounded herG., Dolores
self with the sort of house she has to dress
up to. I don't mean that she has to run
around all set for a party from morn to
night, but she can't go old-fashioned and
clinging vine in such a setting of brisk
modernity. As a result, her wardrobe has
that twentieth century tempo that is very
stimulating.
Just as with Constance, the mention of
clothes, brought us face to face with the
Del Rio closets and boudoir, jammed with
clothes and accessories. Her dressing-room
is white carpeted and mirror-walled. Revolving doors on her closets swing around
to reveal her clothes arranged according to
their types. For instance, one section contains neat hangers full of satin, velvet, silver and gold cloth pajamas. Another displays hanger upon hanger full of wool,
gabardine and broadcloth suits. In the same
file-like precision you can see afternoon,
cocktail and evening gowns. All the evening gowns hang from quilted hangers.
Each season Dolores picks one color to
dominate her whole wardrobe. Does that
sound familiar to you? It seems to me as
if I am always dinning that in as the
shortest cut to economical smartness !
Anyway, this winter, she has picked black
— black for morning, afternoon and evening clothes — with only occasional diversion
such as a vivid splash of color on a blouse,
in a handkerchief, a petticoat or a scarf.
Now and then gold or silver metal cloth
for evening.
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Suppose
were

you

found

less beautiful

than

you
you

could be . . . and then discovered
a way

to new

loveliness . . .

wouldn't you act -and quickly?
Of course! Well, ordinary rouge
certainly doesn't give you all the
beauty you could have. It gives
that "painted,

artificial look".

Now let's see about Princess Pat
rouge. You've a good reason to change
to Princess Pat— if it can give you
thrilling new beauty. And it does because it's duo-tone ... an undertone and

rouge

an overtone make each shade. It isn't
just another rouge, but utterly different.
When you apply Princess Pat rouge
it changes on your skin! Mysteriously ,
amazingly it has become such gloriously
natural color that no one can tell it is
rouge. Do you want that? Color that
seems actually to come from within
the skin, like a natural blush. Only more
thrilling — bringing out hidden beauty
you never knew you had. Somehow, with
such glamorous color, you radiate beauty,
compel admiration. Your mirror tells you
such a tale of sparkle and animation that
confidence in your own loveliness bids
you be irresistible . . . and then you are.
But remember this— only Princess Pat
rouge has the duo-tone secret. It changes
on your
skin — type.Try
matches
your
individual
Princess Pat rouge. Until
you do you will never
know your own beauty.

PRINCESS PAT. Dept. 722
2709 S. Wells Street, Chicago
Without cost or obligation please send me a free
sample of Princess Pat rouge, as checked
□ English Tint Q Poppy
□ Gold
□ Sauaw □ Vivid
□ Tan
□ Medium □ Theatre □ Nite
10c each.
One sample free;
additional samples

FREE

PRINCESS

PAT
»d«fr^y Princess Pat cosmetics are non-allergicl

In Canada, Gordon Gordon Ltd., Toronto
P.M.. E.S.T.
TUNE IN -"A TALE OF TODAY" with Joan Blaine, NBC Red Network — every Sunday 6:30
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GLISTEN
LIKE
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Nothing can clean a toilet bowl like
Sani-Flush. This odorless powder is scientifically made to do this job. Without
any rubbing or scrubbing, you can remove ugly stains from the bowl. Banish
the cause of toilet odors . . . kill germs.
You only have to shake a little SaniFlush into the bowl. (Follow directions
on the can.) Flush the toilet . . . that's
all! The porcelain becomes snow-white
and gleams like new. The unseen trap
that no scrubbing can reach is purified.
Sani-Flush is also effective for cleaning
automobile radiators {directions on can).
Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and
five -and -ten -cent stores — 25
and 10 cent sizes. The Hygienic Products Co., Canton, O.

Sani-Fhsh
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

Send No
Money!
Given
■LHUIL9
AniTC! AUIKL3
O.riDI C> Latest
send name
ShapeandHighaddress
Grade
7-Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet
and beautifully designed chrome plated case. Orbig cash commission. Yours
SIMPLY
AWAY FREE SALVE
big colored pictures
withforwell
known GIVING
WHITE CLOVERINE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per premium plan
book. Choice of many other premiums. 42nd season. We are
fair and square. Write today for Salve and pictures sent postpaid. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 10. Z Tyrone, Pa.
RY

"SALE200CATALOGNearly
Styles and FREE
Sizes of
Heaters, Ranges, Furnaces at FaciS.'
tory Prices. Easy Terms—
as little as 18c a day—Year
to Pay. More Bargains than
in 20 Big Stores. New styles,
new features, new colors.
30 days free trial — 360 days
approval test
24-hour
shipments.
The —Kalamazoo
Stove
Co.,
Manufacturers.
405 Rochester Avenue,
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
AKalamazoQ
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Here's a utility bag that is as
smart as a handbag. It's made
by one of the big rubber goods
companies and comes in moire
silk of various colors. It can
be carried by its chain or
packed

flat
in a lined.
suitcase. It's
rubber

While she obligingly dragged clothes out
of the closet to illustrate a point, we discussed skirt-lengths, trims, lines and accessories, designers, colors, short and tall
women, stout and thin. About skirts, she
said :
"Skirts — yes — they are going to be
shorter and shorter, but women must be
guided by what will become their own
limbs— not by how short others may wear
them. Irregular hemlines will be invaluable
aids to those who must be wary.
"There are three factors most important
to be considered in selecting a correct
wardrobe," she continued. "Line, of course,
is first. Color next, and specialty of style
last. No matter how becoming a line may
be, the wrong color or an unflattering style
feature will destroy its beauty. It is important that all three be combined carefully for the perfect results.
"Proof of a woman's technique in choosing her clothes should be her personality
when she wears it. She should present a
different personality in tailored costume
than in evening ones. Thus, the original
and clever dresser may have as many
moods as she has costumes !"
AND no one is more versatile on this
■ latter point than Dolores herself. Just
look at the completely different effect she
achieves in the two costumes pictured. Although her evening gown of silver metal
cloth bordered with black fur is severely
simple, it manages to give her a rather
stately, sophisticated air. This general type
of evening dress is always good regardless
of changing modes. Whereas, the equally
simple black crepe afternoon gown, by
means of its full swing skirt, short puffed
sleeves and high neckline, makes Dolores
look young and rather naive. This dress

ATTENTION
Look

on page

service

which

professional

KNITTERS!
22 for a new
will give you
results.

follows the favorite peasant trend, an effect which is further stressed by the wide
suede belt, the high-crowned and ribbontrimmed turban and the unusual sabot
shoes. The only touch of color in this
whole ensemble is the lipstick red ribbon
trim on the turban.
Just as the Bennett costumes were easy
to adapt or copy for your own needs, so
are these two Del Rio models. Any girl
with a flair for sewing, could make them.
Why not try? It would be fun.
Dolores has a fund of good, sensible
fashion axioms. Showing me her many
and distinctive accessories, she said :
"Hats and accessories should be chosen
to accent a costume's feature as well as to
blend in color and design. More and more
we find that designers are emphasizing
this. For instance, buttons on a dress may
be repeated again on a hat or a bag. Belt
buckles may be repeated on shoes or a bag,
even gloves.
"The psychology of color is as interesting a subject as clothes themselves. I definitely believe colors reflect favorably or
unfavorably
a woman's disposition
well as on upon
her personality.
Instinctively,as
women should know which color inspires
them the most — and if their instinct fails
to serve them in this respect, they would
not be amiss to consult a student of color
psychology. Personally, I prefer to make
up my wardrobe along one definite color.
Last season I had everything white, this
year, it's black instead. A black and white
combination is one of my favorites."
And all you girls with the black-haired,
black-eyed Del Rio coloring could well
cultivate some similar basic color scheme
to stress your individuality.
"Every woman has some outstanding
feature," she continued. "Naturally, in
emphasizing our good points, we can more
gracefully overcome our bad ones. Too
thin backs and arms should be covered
gracefully, no matter how otherwise perfect a dress may be for the wearer. Added
touches, for the purpose of concealing less
attractive features, will not detract from
style or silhouette if carefully and expertSo there you have answers to many of
the questions you write in to ask me about
ly designed."
— answers
which carry the weight of being the real style credo of two of the most
perfectly groomed and smartly dressed
stars in all Hollywood. And since these
and other stars have such grand and practheir
sleeves,
why don't
you
write tical
in tipstoup me,
telling
me what
questions
you would like most to have answered by
some star? I will make up a questionnaire
of your ideas, submit it to some star, famous for her smartness, and then publish
the answers to your combined questionnaire
in some future article. So write in
your question, but stick to fashion, remember, and let's make up a really helpful
group wood !of questions to send on to HollyAnd don't forget that helpful bulletin
below ! It's free !
Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York. N. Y.
Please send me your February
Shopping Bulletin. Enclosed is a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Name
Street
City
(Please Print)

State
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(Continued from page 39)
inclination to conceal that background.
"Why should I?" he asked, smiling. "The
saloons were good saloons, and my father
was a good man."
Felix Ameche had ideas about the education his eldest son should have. When
Don had finished the seventh grade in Kenosha, his father sent him off to St.
Berchman's
Seminary
Cedar his
Rapids,
Iowa. He remained
therein through
first
year in high school. And that was where
he first wondered what he would do with
his life.
"I responded to the suggestion of my
surroundings," he said. "I thought of the
priesthood until I discovered how much
studying it would take. Then I knew it
wasn't for me."
That, also, was where he did his first
bit of acting.
"I played the part of the Blessed Mother
in the Christmas play the boys put on.
And there's rather an amusing story connected with that.
"One of my duties was to help put the
smaller boys to bed. That involved considerable rough-housing before the lights
went out. And three days before the play
was to be given, what should happen during one of those sessions, but that I should
get kicked in the eye. I developed a
beautiful shiner.
"By the day of the play, it was hardly
noticeable. Then, that day, we had a fire
drill. I ran down the fire escape and tore
around the corner of the building. As I
rounded the corner, I bumped into the
janitor, who was coming toward me with
a pipe in his mouth. The pipe hit me in
the eye. The same eye was blacked all
over again. I'm probably the one and only
actor who ever played the Blessed Mother
with a black eye !"
From St. Berchman's he went to
Columbia Academy in Dubuque for three
years ; thence, into Columbia College for
a year and a half. There he met the man
who is his greatest friend today, Father
Maurice Sheehy. He was the first discoverer of Don Ameche.
The ex-newspaperman-turned-priest saw
potentialities in the tall, handsome boy who
didn't like to study. He encouraged him
to enter and to win elocution contests. He
gave him the idea of a law career.
Father Sheehy, in his friendship, also
did something else for Don. He took him
along one night when he went calling on
some old friends named Prendergast. He
introduced Don to tall, fair-haired Honore
Prendergast. He simplified their falling
in love six years later, when they met
again.
"I wanted to study law, and Columbia
had no pre-law course. So I transferred
to Marquette. I tried pre-law and it didn't
work
I couldn't
settleI down
I was out.
too full
of play.
hated toto study
go to;
bed — I still hate to go to bed — but I wasn't
staying up to study. I was reading every
kind of book except text-books. I was
having dates three or four a week, with
three or four different girls.
"Meanwhile, I was cutting classes right
and left, so that I could go to the movies.
I saw two or three a day, on my good
days. I loved them. I had Hollywood on
my mind even then — only I didn't know
what to do about it."
At the end of the year, when the Dean
caught a glimpse of the Ameche grades,
Don received a little note that said, "We
regret to inform you that you have failed
to pass the required number of courses.
Therefore, etc."
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"LET'S FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
"DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE THIS UNIT
AD, IT SAYS LIMIT MAKES YOUR
SKIN FEEL LIKE VELVET INSTANTLY*
/
VIT also says you CAN
FIRST TRY IT OUT ON

Merely dissolve some UNIT in your basin
water, wash your hands as usual and, after drying, feel your sVin...soft and smooth as velvet.
'no fooling! LINIT is marvelous
ME FOR. A UNIT BEAUTY BATH
FROM NOW ON!"
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'HEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.
JUST
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IT ON

THE

GUMS

S
DR.HAND'
Teething
Lotion
Buy Dr.Hand'sfrom your druggist today
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Hair
Face
Lips
OFF
Chin
a I once had ugly hair on my face and
H3DDV!
c,"rl 4Tried
' " w;'3 !,n,ov<1(i • • » discour"rJ • aged.
depilatories,
• i . even razors. Nothing was satisfactory.waxes,
Then liquida
I discovered asimple, painless, inexpensive method, < It
worked ! Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous
methodAlsoandtrialproves
actual success.Hair,"
Mailedexplains
in plain the
envelope.
offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 337, Chicago.

AT 5c & 10c STORES
EVERYWHERE
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Gene Autry's horse celebrates his sixth birthday aided by Mae
Clarke and Gene. So popular are Gene's musical Westerns that his
fan mail rivals the Taylors and Gables.

"From there, I went to Georgetown University in Washington, D. C. for a halfyear — and quit before exams. It was
senseless, my trying them. My next stop
was at the University of Wisconsin, at
Madison — where Mother and Dad had more
of a chance to keep an eye on me. Poor
Mother and Dad ! They must have wondered what they had ever done to deserve
me.
"Wisconsin had a fine Little Theatre,
and a fine director — William Troutman.
I owe a great deal to him. He helped to
make an actor of me.
"I had done a little acting at Columbia,
but none since. Now I became interested
as I never had been before. I played the
leads in a succession of plays there —
plays like 'The Devil's Disciple,' 'Liliom,'
'Young Woodley,' 'Cradle Song,' 'Outward
"There was also a good little stock
company playing in Madison, the Jackson
Bound.'Company. Thanksgiving Day mornStock
ing, 1928, the leading man and the second
lead were in an automobile smash-up. The
leading man had a broken arm, but he
could go on at the matinee. The other
man couldn't. He was in the hospital with
a badly cut head. They had to find someone to replace him in a hurry.
"A friend of a friend of mine told the
manager
didn't
know
if Iabout
could me.
do theThe
part,manager
but he had
to
take the chance. It wasn't a matter of
choice. There wasn't anybody else availThat was his first professional appearance. And, note, a friend was responsible
for it.
"After that, I stayed with them, making
able."
enough
to keep me going until the first
week in June. Then I resigned from the
University. Exams were coming up again.
Acting was interfering with my studying.
Studying wasn't interfering with my actAnd what did his mother and father say
to all this?
"They weren't too much impressed when
I first started out. But neither one ever
said a word, either way. They told me,
ing."
'Make up your own mind ; do what you
want to do ; it's your life.' They were
very
that."thespian, who had
Themodern
buddingabout
young
turned twenty-one on May 31, decided that
Broadway couldn't get along without him

much longer. He armed himself with some
letters of introductions, and set out.
He wasn't afraid of New York. "I
didn't
have a enough
sense to be afraid," he
said, with
wry grin.
HE

delivered all the letters on his first
day in New York, and, like most letters of introduction, they didn't do any
good. He was turned away politely, instead of brusquely ; that was all.
On his third day of job-hunting, he met
another young actor on the street. They
struck up an acquaintanceship.
"He told me he was playing with Fiske
O'Hara in 'Jerry for Short,' and that they
were letting a player go. He suggested
I put in a bid for the part. I did, got it,
and had my first Broadway job three days
Thismytime
a total stranger had proved
after
arrival."
himself a friend.
Don thought he was on his way to uninterrupted success. But the fickle gods
of fame were snickering up their sleeves.
When "Jerry for Short" closed, he played
in stock m Greenwich, Conn., for two
weeks. Then he won the juvenile lead in
the road
"Illegal
and
woundcompany
up brokeof after
nine Practice"
weeks. —
He had to borrow money to get back to
New York. Between February and June,
he had two weeks of work ; namely, a
vaudeville engagement with Texas Guinan. Came June, and he couldn't hold out
any longer so he wired home for money
to get back to Kenosha.
There, another friend came to his rescue.
"Bernadine Flynn, of the radio team of
Vic and Sade, knew me in the stock company in Madison. She heard that I was
back in Kenosha, and called me from Chicago. She wanted me to make an audition
there for a radio program called 'Empire
"If it hadn't been for her, I probably
wouldn't
Builders.' be here today. I wouldn't have
known about that audition. I wouldn't
have taken it. I wouldn't have gone on the
air that fall of 1930. Or ever, probably."
And he wouldn't have had the chance
to go on the "First Nighter" program in
the spring of 1931 — the program that made
him famous as a radio personality — and
on which he still appears, every Friday.
In the fall of 1932, another friend
played a memorable part in his life.
"This friend called up one evening and
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asked what I was doing. If I wasn't
doing anything, I could have a date with
a pretty girl from Dubuque, visiting in
town. I asked who the girl was; I might
know her ; I had gone to school in Dubuque. 'Honore Prendergast' was the name
that came over the phone. 'Let me talk
to her,' I practically shouted.
"We went out together that night, and
every night after that while she was in
Chicago. Then she had to get back to
her work. She was a dietitian in Dubuque. That was the first part of September. After that, every week-end, I covered
the hundred and seventy miles to Dubuque
to see her. In the last part of November,
we were married. Father Sheehy came
back from Washington to marry us."
A fast worker, this Don Ameche. _
He forgot his old Broadway ambitions.
He stayed in Chicago and concentrated
on his radio programs — which gave him
a bigger audience and more money, than
ever could. But he didn't forBroadway
get his old movie ambitions.
"I came out to Hollywood a year ago
last August to make a test at M-G-M. It
• was bad. So bad that I didn't have any
left." did an unsought,
hopes friend
Hollywood
Then another
unexpected favor for Don.
"He knew a Hollywood agent who was
visiting in Chicago, and told him that my
to anything. He
a test
taking
introduced
me hadn't
to the led
agent, who asked if
I wanted an honest opinion of the test. My
answer was 'Yes.'
'When he got back to Hollywood, he
looked it up, and liked parts of it— much
to my surprise. A flash here and a flash
there showed something, he said. He arranged another test for me, this time in
New York. I flew there after a 'Grand
Hotel' broadcast to make it. And all the

N'T you come in often
HAVE
from the crisp, cold air and felt
your skin all dry and flaky?
Impossible to put powder on.
Those little flaky bits catch your
powder in horrid little clumps.
You can change all that— in no time at
all. Change that flaky "feel" of your skin
to a slipping touch under your fingers— with
just one application! See your skin so smooth
you can put make-up on with joy!
How can this be?

A dermatologist explains

It's a special kind of cream that works this
quick transformation. A keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream). This is how a distinguished dermatologist explains it:
"A keratolytic cream has the ability to
the surmelt away dry, dead cells clinging toinstant
it
face of the skin. It does this the
touches the skin. This brings the new, young
cells into view at once — smooth and soft.
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way back to Chicago afterward, I kicked
myself for having gone on another wildgoose chase.
"I never expected an offer from that
test. The lighting was bad; the make-up
was bad ; / was bad. When 20th CenturyFox sent for me, I couldn't understand
why. I didn't see the test, myself, till I
got out here. Then I understood even
less.
"I did a broadcast on Sunday afternoon,
of Chicago immediately afteroutarrived
planed ward,
here Monday morning, had
a make-up test that afternoon, and started
the picture Wednesday morning."
was "Sins of Man," starThatring picture
Jean Hersholt. In it, Don Ameche
had a dual role. No other movie beginner
ever has had such a start.
He came out on a contract for just one
he didn't
And until
option.
year'sand
picture,
the
children
his a wife
send forwith
option was picked up. That was less than
a month later, on March 28th or 29th.

DARRYL ZANUCK then gave him one
of the roles of the year— the part of
Alessandro — in the first big Technicolor
romance "Ramona." A week after that
was testing forg "Ladies in
finished, Aheweek
after courtin Janet GayLove."
nor, he was wooing Sonja Henie in the big
musical, "One in a Million." Before that
was completed, he was cast opposite LoNews."
"Love aIsfiery
retta
city editor.
this hein plays
In Young
"They've put a moustache on me and grayed
my hair. I'm anxious to see how IJook
man."
as an older
I can do,him
what meeting
andPeople
for the first time
young he
how
are invariably surprised at
is. As he puts it, "My voice is much older
my age."
most newcomers to sound-stages,
Unlike
than

he had no "mike fright." Neither did he
have camera fright. "Still lack of good
loosensense, maybe. I've had my troublesBut
that
ing up in front of the camera.
wasn't fright, it was just stiffness."
fun, making "One
had had " theHe most
in He
a Million.
has learned the most
from "Ramona"
— or, to be exact, from Director Henry King.
"I was trying too hard. He made me
relax. He emphasized that the basis of a
good performance is sincerity. Camera
angles, appearance, nothing is so important
as sincerity. Suppose I had to walk oyer
to that table and pick up something, with
the camera on the other side of the table.
He wo uld say, 'Do it as you would in real
life. ■ Forget the camera. Think as you
would ordinarily think; look as you would
ordinarily look.' I'm remembering that."
Don is glad that he has had radio experience. "Radio gives you a terrific insight into what people like. You learn
that the purpose of entertainment is to take
es. That's why
off themselv
others'
I don't minds
care what
I do— drama, comedy,

musicals, anything — just so long as it's good
that the play— not AmeHe's convinced
ment."
entertain
typical of him
che—is the thing. That's
When he received the screen offer and
told his radio sponsors about it, he- said,
"My contract with you comes first. I'll do
said, "Take
They
say."still
you can
whateverYou
us.
for the
broadcast
offer.
We'll pipe the programs from Hollywood."
He isn't taking his success big, isn't
talkact, isn't
lover"under
"greatexcept
on any
pressure.
putting
himself
ing about
youngtwo
his
He would rather talk about
sters—Dominic Felix (called Donnie),
aged three, and Ronald John (called Ronnie), who will be a year old on the thirtieth of December.
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For overnight— To give your skin lasting
softness, apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.
It won't smear. As you sleep, your skin
gets softer.
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powder. You can melt them off!
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The Ameches live in a rambling Spanish
ranch house at Encino, ten miles out in the
San Fernando Valley, They rent. The
place includes seven and a half acres of
orange trees. The orange blossoms, he
says with a smile, ought to be conclusive
to a happy married life. He is madly in
love
wife. He doesn't leave any
doubt with
abouthisthat.
He has brought his mother and father
out to California to share in the sunshine,
establishing them in a little place near his
own. That's the kind of son he is.
Also, he is putting his younger brothers
and sisters through school. One brother is
studying architecture — "and I mean studying," he says.
Don isn't building a California home
immediately. "I've moved around so much
that I'm superstitious about trying to take
root. I'm waiting till next April, when my
option
comes up.
I'm tonothave
strong
thesein
loan affairs.
I want
the oncash

Miss
TAKE

THE

CLINGS

SYRUP
TO

COUGH

THAT
THE

ZONE

Mother! When your child has a cough (due
to a cold), remember this: a cough medicine
must do its work where the cough is lodged
... in the cough zone. Smith Brothers Cough
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a protective film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm.
Get Smith Brothers'— it's safe! 35$ and 60$.

VITAMIN
A
This vitamin raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and cough
infections.

SMITH
COUGH

SYRUP

• Mercolized Wax gently melts off faded, discolored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.
Mercolized Wax is a complete beauty treatment
in a single cream. Contains everything your skin
needs. Cleanses. Softens. Beautifies. Protects.
Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
TTSE Saxolite Astringent— a refreshing stimulating
jy skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age lines.
Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve
Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel. Use daily.
At drug and department stores everywhere,
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hand when I build."
Success isn't going to the well-shaped
Ameche
on
hopes. head. He isn't building castles
singsbooks
a little,
HeHereads
untilbut
all "can't
hours. read
His music."
favorite indoor game is poker. His favorite
outdoor sports are tennis and swimming
He has been too busy to have time for
golf. Horseback-riding? Some. He was
never on a horse in his life until he was
cast as Alessandro.
He tion
is under
slender,
well-tailored,
justeyes
a fracsix feet
tall. His
are
brown, with a warm glint in them. His
hair is brown. But his most noticeable
feature is his mouth. His smile is the
warmest, friendliest in Hollywood.
And what does he think of Hollywood?
"Everybody out here has been grand to
me and very helpful. I feel as if everyAnd bodyhe
far wrong!
is myisn'tfriend."

Rainer

Regrets

{Continued from page 47)
me to talk of love ! Certainly, love is very
important, to me more important than my
career, but I do not care to make newspaper stories about it! In Europe this is
all so different. There, with an actress,
her life is her own.
"Here, I have a vacation. I am tired.
II have
finished East.
'The Good
Earth,'
so
take just
an airplane
I want
to see
New York. I want to go to the theatre.
I want to be with my friends. But my
whole trip, my little vacation, it is spoiled
for me. Why? I regret that the studio
tells reporters, so when my airplane lands
I cannot even take notice of Clifford Odets
who is standing, waiting, after coming
all the way out there to Jersey just to
meet me. No, I cannot even look at Odets ;
I don't dare because I am mobbed by the
reporters, like wolves they are ; so by
myself I jump into a taxi and run away!

I visited Odets, the rewhen
LATER,
j porters,
they walked through the
house. Can you imagine ! Through the
house!" She laughed. "But I fooled them.
Do you know what I did? I hid for a
whole morning. I lay flat on the floor
under a divan. And the reporters, they
walked by, and one, he sat down on the
divan right over my head. But he did not

BROS.

!

!"
She that
giggled,
then becoming serious as
know
if a sudden thought had popped across her
mind she said, "I regret that the American women spoil their men. European men
treat women as if they are delicate — helpless, as if they will break. Not so American men. And it is the fault of their women, absolutely. They are too independent.
No matter how important a woman may
be, no matter how much money she earns
she should never, never be independent.
Men don't like it.
"But I talk too much. You noticed how
I opened the door for you myself." Her
eyes twinkled. "I regret this is Thursday,
the maid's day out, or I would ask you to
lunch.
"But I will ask you, anyway." And she
jumped up from the couch.
When I refused to let her bother she
rushed from the room with, "But I know
what I can give you," and returned carry-,
ing a huge box.
"Viennese chocolates, they are marvelous." Once more she was seated on the
sofa, this time with the chocolates on a
table between us.
"What was I talking about?" she be-

gan.
"Oh, amydifferent
regrets.idea
I regret
I used In
to
have such
of pictures.
Europe I was really an actress, but really!
I playedI thought
'Saint Joan'
over were
four only
hundred
times.
pictures
for
beautiful girls. Then one day I went to 'A
Farewell to Arms.' After seeing Helen
Hayes I realized actresses are now in pictures, and that they could do great things
if given the chance. Perhaps, I thought,
there would be room for me, too.
"And I came here. And I worked very
hard. But I regret they have no feeling
for personal art. It is heartbreaking to
develop a part and have it go into the
hands of strangers when you can do nothing about it. This is not acting! This
Hollywood picture business is like a factory or a big machine. My part that 1
work on so hard is sent through the cutting-room, like a loaf of bread. Those
cutters!" Here Miss Rainer fairly
moaned. "Did you know they wanted to
cut the telephone scene from 'The Great
none
"They have no understanding,
Good
Zies'feld
?'
whatsoever.
Naturally, in 'The
Earth' I did not try to look pretty, I did
not even use make-up. I worried about
the starvation scenes because I was afraid
I would look too healthy. So I found a
dentist who knew how to make my teeth
appear rotten and black. I was very excited over this wonderful discovery, but
the producers, they say, 'No ! That is go"And because I look ugly in 'The Good
Earth'ing toothey
far.' now tell me my next picture
should be sexy." She shrugged her
shoulders. "So I will be sexy.
"I was fortunate the first evening I was
here. I met Garbo, Norma Shearer and
Helen Hayes. After that I was not so
fortunate.
"I regret the attitude of your celebrityhunters. In Vienna the public has a warm
feeling for its entertainers, but here . . .
two hundred Rainer autoeranhs equals one
of. .Hauptmann.
all they
care about
. headliners . That's
. . not what
a person
puts
into work.
So I don't
to coldness.
openings anymore. Icannot
stand go
their
"As for buying clothes ! In Hollywood
they make such a competitive business of
it that they take away the art. Back
home I go look for material, for to me
everything that counts in a dress is the
material. Then I find a little dressmaker,
and she pins the material on me so the
dress becomes an individual thing. But
here, I walk into a shop, they show me a
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dress, and they say Constance Bennett
l,
just bought it! Again it is all impersona
a matter of sales. No one cares about
your individuality.
"A few weeks ago I was in San Francisco. Ipassed an antique shop, there, in the
window, I saw a piece of material which
I loved. For a moment I thought I was
home. I said I must have a dress made of
that material, and I went into the shop.
I asked where they bought the sample.
They did not know. They sent for the
manager. He said it came from Pans.
And I said I must have it. So they ordered it for me. Then, when it came back
to Hollywood, I found a little dressmaker,
and it all makes me very happy. For once,
in America, I shall wear a dress that is
mine alone. No shop can tell me some
one else has it !"
.
I glanced at my watch for I realized I
had stayed too long.
"Must you go?" she asked.
"Yes. I leave tomorrow — for the East.
"You mean New York?" Her eyes
and exgleamed
citement. with quickened interest
"Yes, New York."
"Then, will you do me a favor?
you deliver a message to a very
friend of mine? Will you tell him
just saw me and I am well and
you
he is the same?

YOU

SCREEN

NEED
THAT

THE

3 WAY

ONLY

KOTEX

PROTECTION
OFFERS!

Will
good
that
hope

"Here, I will write his name in your
notebook, and his number. And you will
his name to anyone, will you?'
not say
She gave me a worried, questioning look.
"I will not tell his name," I promised
solemnly.
Excitedly she scribbled a well-known
name and a private telephone number
down in my book.
I duly delivered the message. And I
hope that that is one action Miss Ramer
will not regret.

The sides of Kotex are cushioned in a
CAN'Tsoft,CHAFE
downy cotton to prevent chafing and irritation. Thus
special,
lasting comfort and freedom. But sides
provides
Wondersoft Kotex
only are cushioned— the center surface is free to absorb.

CAN T FAIL The filler of Kotex is actually 5 TIMES more
absorbent than cotton. A special "Equalizer" center guides moisof the pad. Gives "body" but not
whole length
evenly the twisting
bulk —tureprevents
and roping.

The Pat O'Briens attended the
opening at the Biltmore Theatre
of George White's newest edition of the "Scandals." Pat and
Eloise are one of Hollywood's
inseparable couples, always together at parties and premieres.

SHOW
The invisibility.
rounded ends
of Kotex
are flattened
tapered1'T
to provide
absolute
Even
the sheerest
dress, and
the
closest-fitting gown, reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
3 TYPES OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PBICE - Regular,
Junior, and Super — for different women, different days.
WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

A SANITARY NAPKIN
made from Cellucotton (not
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When

He's
Wrong,
He's
Right!
(Continued from page 49)
considerably.
Not being prepared to do any par"I went on to the theatre and told the
ticular work, he did everything and anycompany we would close in two weeks.
thing that came to hand during the next
Now, that would have seemed to be a
year or so. His brief experience in school
theatricals had driven all desire to write
great mistake. We were doing very well
and were good for a couple of months
poetry out of his mind and he had definitely decided to be an actor. His family
longer in Madison, but that thousand dollars was burning holes in my pocket and I
held out against that.
left two weeks later for Europe and the
"Anything would be better than becoming an actor, they thought, and my father
best time I've ever had in my life.
got me a job as a piano salesman, thinking
"I saw everything," he continued. "In
France I rented a bicycle and, with anit
would
stimulate
my
interest
in
music,"
other chap, rode all over that country.
Douglas told me with a twinkle in his
eyes.
"I wasn't very successful at that job because I was always hanging around the
theatre or attending a movie. My salary
was $50 a week and I also had an expense
account, which was just grand and gave
me an opportunity to see all the good

This dry rouge is so smooth ... its particles so extremely
fine . . . that it melts right into the skin and remains
freshly blushing from dawn till dawn. Five lovely
shades, to match Savage lipstick: tangerine, flame,
natural, blush, jungle. 20C at all ten cent stores.

Finally, his sense of honesty came to
the
fore and he resigned, telling his emshows."
ployer that it His
really
wasn't
the money.
next
job fair
was toin take
the

wrapping department of a big music publisher and there he worked for a small
salary
until one day a girl friend came to
BRUSH AWAY
town and he invited her out to lunch.
"We were living in Chicago at the
Y HAIR
|.^p. GRA
time," he recounted, "and this girl had
cutdXaok. 10
just arrived from another town where we
had lived. I invited her to the most ex'jr> YEARS YOUNGER,
pensive speakeasy in Chicago for lunch.
We sat at the bar and drank cocktails
until my lunch hour was over and then,
and
quick, safe
Here is amethod.
IHSHf approved
With a
reinforced by the liquor, I telephoned my
small brush and BROWNATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
boss and told him I hadn't finished lunch.
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little ot
I suggested that I would be about an
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect wavhour
late, but he countered with the sugee
ing of hair. Over twenty-thr years success. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
that I need
not experiences
return at all."
If BROWNATONE does not give your gray,
From gestion
then
on his
were
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful-appearvaried.
He
read
gas
meters
for
a
while
ing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
and that job really appealed to him, he
toilet counters everywhere.
met so many pretty housemaids on his
rounds of the basements. He worked in
a dry goods store. He did everything
FOR
COLDS
under
the sun but, he insists, "each differNature can more quickly expel Infection wherr
ent job was adding to my store of exaided by internal medication of recosnized merit:
perience.
"Then one night at a party when I was,
as
usual, telling all who would listen
Silicon
Tablets
what a good actor I was, a man reacted to
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
my ambition and offered to teach me. It
At all druggists, or send for a free sample to
turned out that he was William Owen
K. A. Hughes Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
and he had a dramatic school. I went to
live with him, acting as his secretary to
Vt Price
pay for my lessons. I worked in the
mens' hat department of Marshall Field
half a day, which job paid me $18 a week.
1 f 9 ™~
Easy Terms
•
Only
10c
a
Day
I held this job and continued my lessons
Save over H oq all standard office
for a year and a half. We put on shows
models- Also portables at reduced prices.
SEND NO MONEY
in a half-amateur, half-professional way
All
late models
completelyGUARANTEED.
refinished like
and then, to help his pupils, Mr. Owen
brand
Bic
free new.
catalogFULLY
shows actual machines
io full colore. Loweet prices. Send at once
took us on the road. We performed in difFreo course In typing Included*
_
_ _ _ ■ Z31 W.... _aMonroe 3 la
ferent Shakespearean plays in small towns
International Typewriter Excn-y oopt. 261, Chicago
throughout
West." to organize
Then camethe anMiddle
opportunity
a stock company of his own in Madison,
Wisconsin, which he did and the venture
turned out to be very successful. Toward
the end of the season, our hero had managed to save $1,000. He had been producing, directing and acting in his own
plays and perhaps had grown a bit tired.
GET RID OF UGLY HAIR!
At any rate, as he was returning to the
Get this special Razorette for your
theatre from lunch one day he passed a
own feminine
needs.easier,
Dainty, because
pursesize.
Quicker,
small.
Fast
dry
shave,
armpits,
travel
bureau.
legs, eyebrows, callouses. Simple,
handy — vents
2 parts.
New idea
"The maps in the window looked interclogging. Finest
blades.preGET THIS WONDERFUL RAZOR
esting," he told me, "and I wandered aimlessly in and began talking with one of
at
5 and
10' s drug
and other
chain
stores,
leading
and
departthe agents. Certainly I had no intention
ment stores,
Send 25c
today.or direct from us.
of taking a trip, but before I left the
ST. CLAIR MFG. CO., (Dept. 13)
place I had a round trip ticket to Europe
40 W. Milwaukee Ave.
Detroit, Mich.
in my pocket and my $1,000 had dwindled
108

Iuntil
had my
a grand
didn't gone
start and
homeI
moneytime
wasandnearly
arrived in New York with $65 in my
"For six weeks I lived on that sixty-five
pocket.
dollars. I couldn't seem to get any kind
of a job. I was just about out of money
when I was hired to run an elevator, starting the following day. That very day I
read that Jessie Bonstelle had arrived in
New York and was interviewing actors
in search of a leading man. I went to the
agent's office where I knew she would be
and asked for her. I was told she was
not in. I went outside and started down
the hall. Then I stood there and asked
myself : 'Am I going to let them tell me
she isn't in when I know she is? Am I
going to accept that kind of treatment?'
"I turned around, re-entered the office
and, without a glance at the officious
office girl who had refused to let me in
before, sailed into the inner office where,
as I had suspected, Miss Bonstelle was
seeing people. I forced myself on her
and she gave me an interview. She hired
me for the second lead in her show. The
next season I was her leading man.
"It might have been a mistake for me
to break into her office that way. I might
have
been
on life
that for
manager's
black but
list
the rest
of my
my freshness,
HIS career went along then as many
careers do. There were ups and
I wasn't."
downs,
but mostly ups. Finally he was
under contract to David Belasco, who
was
or Never" with
Helenproducing
Gahagan "Tonight
as the star.
"It will be impossible to do this play
unless I have the right leading man," she
told the producer. To which he replied
that he had just the actor for the part
and proceeded to dig up photographs of
Melvyn Douglas to show her. One look
at the picture and Miss Gahagan was
positive he wouldn't do, but Belasco prevailed upon her to see him.
"I was so nervous when I met her for
the interview," Mr. Douglas told me,
"that to cover up my inferiority complex
I put on a bold front that was very foreign to me. I did everything wrong. If
I ever made mistakes, I made them that
day. I smoked cigarette after cigarette,
which was the greatest affront to any
singer and particularly Miss Gahagan,
who had just arrived from Europe where
they have enough respect for a voice to
refrain from smoking in the same room.
I succeeded in making a boor of myself
in my efforts to appear at ease. Before
I left she had decided to give me the
part. And that was the beginning of our
romance, which we don't consider a mistake," he laughed.
Their marriage has been one of the
happy ones in the theatrical world. They
have even worked together in many plays,
which most people of the stage think is a
fatal mistake. On several occasions, when
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he was appearing in another show, he has
directed her in her plays. Strangely
enough, she likes having her husband direct her, and some day they hope to appear
in a picture together.
Eventually their paths led to Hollywood where both had picture contracts. He
was under contract to Goldwyn, but
Goldwyn had nothing for him at the time
and lent him to other producers. Being
loaned here and there irked Douglas a
little, and he didn't like some of his roles
too well, so he asked Goldwyn for a release from his contract. He talked it
over with his wife and they agreed it
was the best thing to do, so he spent as
much energy in talking himself out of his
contract as most actors do in trying to
get a job, and succeeded in getting his
release. All his friends were of the
opinion that it was a big mistake, but
having secured his freedom he left immediately, with his wife, for a trip around
the world. On his return he did a play
in New York and then had another season
in Hollywood.
"But it seemed I hadn't gotten into my
stride in pictures," he resumed, "and
after a few months here I said 'to hell
with it' and returned to New York. More
plays and the opportunity to direct Lillian
Gish in 'Within the Gates,' which I enjoyed very much."
BUT always he was brought back to
Hollywood. Next came "She Married Her Boss" with Claudette Colbert,
which stamped him indelibly upon the
consciousness of both producers and
fans — it won him a contract with Columbia. Now Columbia is learning all about
the game of hide and seek for, although
he is in constant demand for more pictures, he regularly runs away to New
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York to appear in a play.
"Everyone said it was a mistake when
Helen signed a contract and went East
recently
a play,"to he
"At
that
time toI do
expected
be continued.
here all winter
and our friends said it was a mistake to
deliberately bring about such a long separation. But now I've signed a contract
to do one of the best plays I've read in
years and I'm going to New York in a
month to start rehearsals. We'll be together after all, when it seemed impossible
a When
month heago."
was engaged for the romantic
lead opposite Joan Crawford in "The
Gorgeous
everyone advised him
not
to do Hussy,"
it.
"With Bob Taylor, M-G-M's pride and
pet in the picture !" they said, aghast.
"And Joan's husband, Franchot Tone, in
the same picture ! What chance will you
have
raved.? Don't do it. It's murder !" they
But Melvyn liked the part and took it.
After he had worked a few days on the
picture his part was rewritten and made
more important. When the picture was
finished it was the verdict of many critics
that he had walked off with all the honors.
As a reward for doing that good job
he was next co-starred with Irene Dunne
in "Theodora Goes Wild," in which he
showed his versatility in a delightfully
humorous role. He has just finished
"Women of Glamor" with Virginia Bruce,
and if you are fortunate enough to be
in New York this season, you may see
him in that play he is going to do.
"No, really," he concluded, "there's no
such thing as a mistake if you don't allow
your actions to be mistakes. But remember, there's always luck to be considered.
It doesn't pay to accept advice, no matter
how kindly and wisely it is given, because

SAYS
a problem!"
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it doesn't always turn out to be good
There is one time, however, that Melvyn
admits he made a great mistake, but he
argues that inasmuch as he knew it was
advice."
acount
mistake
before
made it,
it shouldn't
against
his heperfect
record.
He and Mrs. Douglas were on a trip
around the world and as they were about
to leave Rome for a trek into the desert
she decided to stock up on a certain kind
of candy, of which she was very fond.
"We won't be able to get it anywhere
else," she insisted, "and, in fact, we won't
be able to get any decent candy at all
where
are going."
That wesettled
it and although Melvyn
did, surreptitiously, dispose of several
pounds of it before they left, they took
along enough to attract a particularly large
and vicious type of ant. Before they had
an opportunity to open the candy the ants
had discovered it. Those busy little creatures had called a field day. They had
taken possession of not only the candy, but
also all the Douglas' wardrobe, where they
had lived and loved and multiplied by the
thousands.
"Now, that is what I call a mistake,"
laughed Mr. Douglas, "but you see I was
on a holiday so it doesn't count."
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• "Yes — it does overcome
i COUPOmore
>USchapping
quickly than anything I ever used before,"
report 97 8/10% of hundreds of Italian Balm
users, recently surveyed from coast-to-coast.
"But you must emphasize more in your advertising that it PREVENTS chapping, too!"
many of them add. And, of course, it does.
Furthermore, 92 9/10% of these same women
state that Italian Balm costs less to use than
anything they ever tried.
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could haveE been 'syours
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children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .
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shop
officehave
— even
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started on Eleanore's first celluloider,
"Millions in the Air." In this she was
doing a tap number on top of a piano.
But what you didn't see was her clog
catching and the resultant crash as she
hit the keyboard, then landed on the floor
with one ankle twisted under her.
"In those days," she explained, "I
thought the show must go on, so I had
my ankle taped up and took to the piano
top again.
a result
my heroics
I'll
always
haveAs one
ankle oflarger
than the
i

in

other. Now," and she nodded her red
head for emphasis, "I've learned to let
the show go on — but without me. I still
haven't learned, though, how to keep on
my feet !" she added sadly.
INparalyzed
'Three for
Cheers
for Love'
I wasa
five days
after doing
trambolene number on some chairs — you
know, hopping from one chair to another.
There were six chairs, but I missed the
last one. That time I snapped a ligament
in
my back.
Then a infall
'Rose
was
supposed
to take
in aBowl'
scene I with
Buster Crabbe. When the director suggested a double I got pretty indignant.
That was my special line, after all. Well,
there were nine takes but none looked
realistic. The tenth was so realistic that
I snapped my hip out and came to an
hour later. And in the picture I'm working in now, 'College Holiday' — that is, if
you're still with me,'' she grinned—
"Johnny Downs and I do a dance on the
platform of a train. There was some
grease on the ground. Everybody else
stepped
in it.
But theI slipped
And
she
pointed
under
table to ina it."
bandaged
ankle as proof.
"That brings my casualties up to date,
Wasn't this the first picture in which
she
had appeared with Johnny Downs, we
anyhow."
asked.
Eleanore brightened immediately. "Now,"
she said, "you're on my favorite subject.
Yes, it's our first picture together. The
studio decided we'd make such a cute
couple — and here Johnny and I had decided that six months ago ! But," she
shook her head earnestly, "we aren't in
love. It's just a case of having so much
may not be love, but none of the
funIt together."
symptoms
missing.
Johnny andareEleanore
haveWhat's
never more
been
seen in anyone else's company since the
day they met. And that brings up the
case of Robert Taylor. Eleanore was
making a personal appearance at a Los
Angeles theatre when Bob and his manager
came backstage to be introduced. That
night Bob took Eleanore, plus two white
orchids, to the Cocoanut Grove. And he
made a date then and there for the next
Saturday night, claiming that Eleanore
was
he'd when
ever
met. absolutely
But — that the
was best
the dancer
fatal week
Eleanore met Johnny.
"You see, Johnny's the most un-Hollywood person I've ever met," she went on.
"We can have the most wonderful times
doing
silliestandthings.
Like sign
when Johnny
we're
drivingthealong,
at a stop
will lean out to the next car and yell,
'This is Eleanore Whitney with me. What ?
You've never heard of her ! Why, the
idea ! She's the girl who does sixty taps
in four seconds !'
"The other day," and Eleanore's laugh
bubbled over in the irresistible way it has
of doing, "when we were on location at
the Union Pacific depot, I decided to get

even with Johnny for all his teasing. I
gave the porter fifty cents to help me out.
You should have seen Johnny — he turned
positively vermillion under his make-up
when that porter came hollering through
the depot, 'Paging Johnny Downs, the
First
"We Baby
have!' so much fun," she said, "but
according to Hollywood standards we're
pretty dull. We don't smoke or drink or
go to the Trocadero. We go to the movies
and end up with a malt. You know, it's
really funny," ap ointshe
disment Iam chuckled,
to my "what
friends a back
East. They've read in the papers about
how I dash dizzily from one night club
to another and then they come out here
and find I haven't even been to the Troc!"
PURTHERMORE, the fastest girl in
* Hollywood hasn't had as many dates
in a lifetime as the average girl her age !
And that in spite of auburn curls, creamy
skin and inch long eyelashes (her own,
too) to say nothing of a figure combining
an even five feet with an even hundred
pounds. It isn't, as you may have guessed,
because Eleanore hasn't had the chance.
She hasn't had the time. When you start
out at ten to be a career gal you can bet
that the "dates" for the next eight years
will be chiefly with dancing teachers and
school teachers, and any chance engagements will be limited to the theatre.
"As a matter of fact," Eleanore said,
"my career started in the crib. At least
my mother says I wiggled my toes even
in my sleep. I know I learned to tap lots
faster than I learned to talk!"
A gift for dancing had never showed
up in any of the Whitneys before, so no
particular attention was given to this
daughter's talented toes. Not until one
eventful day when Eleanore was ten years
old and Bill Robinson came to town. He
was appearing at the Palace Theatre in
Cleveland and Mrs. Whitney took Eleanore
to the performance. The little girl begged
so hard to "see the wonderful man close
up" that Mrs. Whitney arranged with the
manager to take her backstage.
"I don't think the child lives whom Bill
Robinson wouldn't smile at in the same
kindly, friendly way he smiled at me that
day," said Eleanore, "but it seemed so
particularly for me that I forgot about
being bashful and offered to do a dance
Bill Robinson sat watching the redheaded youngster for a couple of minutes
while
his smile broadened into a delighted
for him!"
grin. Suddenly he was beside her, his
famous feet falling into step with her
inexperienced ones. The visit ended up
with Mr. Robinson teaching her a routine
which he said no white person had ever
been able to master.
"Yes, little girl, I'll teach you what I
know about dancing," Bill Robinson had
said. And every time he came to Cleveland he gave Eleanore a lesson. Then one
day, several months later, Mrs. Whitney
received a wire. If she would bring
Eleanore to New York, Bill Robinson
would give her a lesson every day for the
two months of his stay.
And so the lessons started — fifteen
minutes the first day, then twenty, then
half hour lessons until the patient teacher
had the child trained to dancing for hours
without becoming tired out.
"Bill Robinson has the biggest, whitest
heart in the world. Do you know that
he has never taken one penny for all the
time and patience he has spent on me?
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BillonRobinare grateful,
If you
Bing
guest
was a all
When I that's
son wants.
Crosby's radio program a while ago I
happened to mention how much my first
helped me. I didn't say
teacher
much — buthadI meant it. And a wire came
from him before the program was half
over. He thanked me and said that ten
thousand dollars could never have repaid
him for those words."

AGAIN a smile crinkled up the corners
of her eyes and she burst into
st
laughter. "Bill Robinson said the funniehis
thing that ever happened to one of
ast.' You
dances was in 'The Big Broadc
see, when he heard that I was going to
be put in the picture at the last minute,
he helped me with a routine for it. Oh —
that's just Bill Robinson," Eleanore added
in explanation. "Well, we worked hard
on that number— awfully hard. And when
he didn't
Bill said
releas
and
the
d once
. ed,
He blinke
dance
see ethewas
even pictur
missed my whole appearance on the
screen !"
When the two months' New York training was up, Eleanore and her mother
returned to Cleveland. But it wasn't "out
of sight, out of mind" for Bill Robinson.
At his instigation, Rae Samuels, "The
of Vaudeville," called EleaStreak
Blue nore
to the theatre for an audition the
first time she came through Cleveland.
"I danced for Miss Samuels in the
bathroom, of all places," Eleanore continued. "It was the only tile floor backstage. When I finished she said, 'How
to come along with me?'
would Iyouwasliketwelve
Well,
then, and the only
Santa Claus I believed in was Bill Robinson. So you can imagine how I felt when
a wire came from her two weeks later
telling me to join her at once in Youngstown, Ohio."
This time
Whitney daughter,
didn't go along,
because
she Mrs.
had another
three
years younger than Eleanore, to take care
of at home. So small Eleanore Whitney
set out alone to make her mark in the
world.
"And I loved every minute of it— except
those made miserable by the Gerry
Society,"
added atwith
grimace.
"It
was
funny,shethough,
that.a You
see, when
any of these child-labor-law addicts would
start backstage, everyone would rush to
disguise me. I'd get high heels, a long
dress, glasses and sometimes a few greasepaint wrinkles if there was time enough.
And I always tried to think of Methuselah
or something more or less aged in hopes
that I'd look a little older. Well, they'd
take one look at me and leave, whispering
that footlights and make-up were a remarkable invention. I looked so pretty
and young on the stage ! And that was
my first dramatic training, because I never
did anything but dancing then, and never
dreamed about acting until Paramount
signed me up a year ago."

AFTER four years with the "Blue
Streak" Eleanore decided to strike
out on her very own. The Roxy Theatre
in New York City was her first engagement.
"If you've ever seen the Roxy you may
have a vague idea of how I felt."
Eleanore looked woe-begone at the thought
of it. "There I was, just a little peanut
out on that huge stage — alone for the
first time in my life ! I'd never had the
slightest touch of stage-fright before. Most
of the rhythm on that program, let me
tell you, wasn't from my toes tapping,
but my knees knocking."
When Jack Benny asked her to make
personal appearances with him the next
week, Eleanore jumped at the chance. On
the completion of their engagement there,
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THE "Common Cold" is the scourge
of our civilization.

Every year it takes more in lives and
health and expense than any other ailment to which we're subject.
The sad part of it is that much of the
misery caused by colds is due to carelessness or ignorance in treating colds.
A cold, as your doctor will tell you, is
an internal infection caused by a virus or
germ. In other words, regardless of the
locality of the symptoms, a cold is something lodged within the system.
Everything but the Right Thing!
The failure of many people to recognize the true nature of a cold results in
much mistreatment of colds. More often
than not, people do everything but the
right thing in the treatment of a cold
They employ externals of all kinds
when it's obvious that you've got to get
at a cold from the inside. They swallow
all kinds of preparations which, for seven
months of the year, are good for everything but colds and which suddenly be-

for colds" when the
come "also good
sets in.
cold weather
Many of these methods are good as far
as they go— but they don't go far enough!
They don't treat a cold internally and
thereby get at the infection in the system.
The result often is that a cold progresses
where a"complications"
the point
to and
in
it becomes
serious matter. set
What a Cold Calls for
It's obvious that a cold calls, first of all,
for a cold treatment! A preparation that's
good for all kinds of different ailments
can't be equally good for colds.
A cold, furthermore, calls for internal treatment. An infection within the

You

to

Know!

system must be got at from the inside.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets supply reliable treatment.
First of all, Bromo Quinine tablets are
cold tablets! They are made for colds and
only colds. They are not a "cure-all" or a
preparation
only incidentally good for
colds.
Secondly, Bromo Quinine tablets are
internal treatment. They work within
you and they do four important things.
Four Important Effects

They open the bowels, an acknowledgedly wise step in treating a cold.
They combat the infection in the
They relieve the headache and fever.
system.
They tone the system and help fortify
against further attack.
This is the fourfold effect you want
for the treatment of a cold and in Bromo
Quinine you get it in the form of a
single tablet.
Safe as Well as Effective
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets impose no penalty for their use.They
contain nothing harmful and are safe to
take. Their dependability is proven by
over 40 years of use.
Bromo Quinine tablets now come
sugar-coated as well as plain. The sugarcoated tablets are exactly the same as the
regular except that they are coated with
sugar for palatability.
Every drug store in America sells
Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets. Let them
be your first thought in case of a cold.
Ask for, and demand, Grove's Bromo
Quinine tablets ! The few pennies' cost
may save you a lot in worry, suspense
and expense.

RADIO NOTE: Listen to Gabriel Heatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.
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• Poor digestion is generally the result
of improper feeding. Get at the cause.
Our FREE Dog Book tells how to feed
and care for your dog. It tells what to
do when improper feeding causes indigestion, vomiting or cramps. Our Free
Advice Department answers any question about your dog's health.
Give Sergeant's Condition Pills
before meals to stimulate your dog's
appetite.
Give Sergeant's Compound Pepsin
Tablets after meals to help digestion
of meat. Fine for growing puppies at
weaning-time.
There
are 23 tried Standard
and testedsinceSERGEANT'S
DOG MEDICINES.
1879. Made
of the finest ingredients. Sold under a
Money-Back Guarantee by Drug and Pet
Stores. Ask them for a FREE copy of Sergeant's Book on the care of dogs or write:
Polk Miller Products Corporation
1976 W. Broad St., Richmond, Virginia

DOC
MEDICINES
nt's
Sergea

VISIT

THE

CONTINENT

. . . without crossing the ocean

Stay at New York's only truly
Continental hotel. See for yourself why stars of stage and screen
select the beautiful and conveniently located ST. MORITZ-onthe-Park.
Home of the world-famous
RUMPELM
AVER'S
CAFE d e la PAIX
RESTAURANT de la PAIX
SINGLE ROOMS from 3.50
DOUBLE from 5.00
SUITES from 8.00
TERRACED SUITES and APARTMENTS
Booklet on Request
ST.

MCRITZ
On-the-Park
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
NEW YORK
Personal Direction: S. Gregory Taylor
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Jack Benny left for Hollywood, with a
bet that Eleanore would be following inside of two months. Her next job was
with Rudy Vallee in a Chicago theatre.
It was while there that a screen test was
made and Eleanore received a wire to
report at Paramount Studios for work.
On the last night of their appearance together, Rudy called Eleanore to the stage
for a final bow, then motioned to the

Is

Hollywood

a

orchestra. They burst into "California,
Here
"AndI Come."
I burst into tears," said Eleanore.
"Hollywood was the last place I wanted
But the next day Eleanore Whitney
to go just then."
was on the plane bound for California.
on
her way. fastest — and nicest — girl was
Hollywood's

Woman's

Town?

{Continued from page 55)
or do any stunts or dress up in any funny
costumes. They stayed until after four
and 1 think that I have never had more
fun at a party in Hollywood, even if this
one was my own. I have never," he added,
lugubriously, "given or attended another
oneA like
it \" town? I think it was Pat
woman's
O'Brien who related recently that he was
having a rub-down after a strenuous game
of handball. Suddenly he said to the rubber, "Hey, buddy! What's the matter?
Have you gone sissy? I want a rub-down.
I don't want to be patted !"
The attendant looked startled. "So sorry \" he apologized, beginning to pummel
the O'Brien anatomy with real vigor.
"Y'know we have more women customers
than men, these days, and we've had to
learn to pull our punches !"
Ronnie Colman says that Hollywood is
pretty well ruled by a certain type of woman. "Most of the women here have
jobs,"
he
"They
to meet mencommented.
on their own
termscanandafford
they
don't have to make any special effort to
the out-of-door woman —
us. But
pleasewoman
the
who rides, swims, plays a
of tennis — has more attengood tiongame
in Hollywood than she can possibly
use. If she dances well, is lively and is
good at the glib conversational give and
take, she can have things pretty much her
own way, so far as the local male contingent is concerned.
"But I observed recently that a beautiful
visitor in our midst — a helpless, frilly,
sleep-until-noon girl, lovely to look at,
expensively dressed and fragile — had a
very thin time of it. She left us abruptly
in a state of fretful discontent. No one
was very sorry.
"Look," he said, suddenly, with an
amused sort of bitterness. "Look at what
they — the women — have done to places like
and Palm Springs. A man's idea
Malibu
of
a perfect beach shack is a house with
sand-proof floors, water-proof upholstering— made of leather or canvas or something. What do you think happens now if
you drop a wet bathing suit on one of the
pastel, glazed chintz chairs which embellish the houses at Malibu? I have," he
was suddenly smug and secretive, "I have
a place in the desert . . . now !"

me
"If anyone
went on,
HE whether
dinner
sit, in a ask
like to should
I should
coat, playing some ridiculous game. I
should say that I would certainly NOT
like to do any such thing. And yet I find
myself doing it and enjoying it. You see,
they make us like it. And that, I suppose,
is the real test of whether or not Hollywood is a woman's town. They make us
like it!" He shook his head and looked
puzzled. But I was convinced that he
really did like it.
Clark Gable wrinkled his famous nose

and squirmed a bit when I tackled him on
this moot question. "Please don't make me
sound like a disappointed cynic or something," he urged. "But in all truth the
thing does boil itself down to a matter of
money — salaries. Feminine glamor, appeal, whatever you choose to call it, is
worth more at the box office than anything"
a man can offer. Nearly all of the wellknown women in Hollywood earn more
money, per week, than the men do. Maybe,
in your home town, or mine, the banker's
son is considered the real 'catch'. His attractivenes isnot actually measured, perhaps, by what he can do for a woman. But
that ability to 'do' certainly comes into her
appraisal of him ! In a town where the
women, as a rule, earn more money than
the men do, things get all topsy-turvy.
These women have hundreds of admirers
who are outside the industry, chaps who
don't have to spend as much time and
effort on their jobs as we do, chaps who
haven't any jobs at all and who can spend
their time perfecting their polo, developing
their bodies, traveling, acquiring sophistication and whatever mental attributes attract women.
"Did you ever," he added, with some
heat, "encounter an actor at the end of a
hard day's work? Unless he is a sort of
superman, he is fit company for almost no
one. And it is so difficult to synchronize
your leisure hours with those of the woman who interests you . . ."
I didn't bring it up but I did think, at
this point in the conversation, of a remark made by a leading man who was under contract to M-G-M. "It's a woman's
lot !" he said. "If a man gets himself a
big following at the box-office, what is his
reward ? He is allowed to support one of
the important women stars !"
I was feeling distinctly depleted with it
all when I finally collared Gene Raymond
and asked him his opinion. "Is Hollywood," Imurmured, "a woman's town?"
WELL,
Gene
some. "Al"It
certainly
is." surprised
he opined, mebriskly.
most every man in Hollywood who has
had a really successful career owes it to
some woman. Sometimes it is a wife.
Sometimes a sweetheart. Often it is some
experienced, older woman who interests
herself in him and from some maternal
instinct undertakes to guide him. Maybe
the glamor girls get all the admiration, the
bouquets and the notices from the press.
But when you see a successful man in
Hollywood, keep in mind that probably
some woman is almost wholly responsible
for that success ! I could name dozens !"
Is Hollywood
a woman's
town?
collected
what evidence
I could
from I've
the
gentlemen.
some
up strength Maybe,
enough to
ask day
the I'll
girlsmuster
what
they think !
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(Continued from page 20)
The Fox picture titled, "Up the River,"
was his initial cinematic offering. Astrology fans will tell you that Spencer, born
April 5, 1900, is an Aries man. And Aries
means a ram. The hometown is Milwaukee.
Spencer is five feet ten and one-half inches,
sturdily built, has blue eyes and a shock of
uncontrollable brown hair. He is married
to Louise Treadwell. non-professional, and
has a son and daughter. His next picture
will be "The Foundry," with Jean Harlow.
SALLY JANE BARTLETT, Winnetka, Illinois— The explanation for the absolute secrecy surrounding Harpo Marx's marriage
isn't hard to And. Prankophobia (fear of
pranks, to his
you) two
is thebrothers
answer. amused
At Chico's
marriage,
the
guests by eating all the leaves off the
family's rubber plant. The clergyman
walked out. And when Groucho married,
Harpo played possum under a rug. Oh
yes, Chico and Groucho were laying for
Harpo, all right.
ROBERT YOUNG (Last
printed November 1935. Total number of requests since
then 243.) Never was there
so righteous, so self-possessed a Dr. Jekyl as the
off-screen Robert Young, or
such a rampaging, scampering, egotistical Mr. Hyde as
the Young you and I adore on the screen.
Quietly married to the "Sweet Adeline" of
his high-school days, daddy to pretty little
Carol Anne, taking the problems of parenthood as seriously as a daddy with his first
child does, this is the private life portrait
of Bob Young. Tinging this domestic bliss
is a wee shade of melancholy springing
from an inferiority complex that all Bob's

success has not eradicated. A "putteroffer" is what he calls himself, and he'll tell
you whimsical stories about himself to
prove the point. He's ambitious, too, or is
"ambitious" out of place applied to a chap
who's already arrived? Bob'll tell you he
hasn't arrived by any manner of means . . .
he wants to be a great actor some day. His
life story starts in Chicago where he was
born February 22, 1907, son of a well-to-do
building contractor. Educated in Seattle
and Los Angeles, his dramatic tendencies
came to light in high-school club work.
His diploma won, Bob started knocking
about for a profession. He tried his hand
at everything but the stage . . . clerk in a
drug store, reporter, building and loan
association salesman, bank clerk. Meanwhile, nights, he was playing everything
from Hamlet to Little Caesar in Pasadena's
amateur "little theatre." Eventually his
work was noticed, and, to his surprise, Bob
became neither a druggist nor a bank president . . . but an actor . . . cast opposite Helen
Hayes in "The Sin of Madelon Claudet."
Bob is just six feet tall, with sympathetic
brown eyes and brown hair which he parts
in the middle. His next picture is "Stowvehicle. away" . . . the latest Shirley Temple
ANNA JUHASZ, Tulsa, Oklahoma— They tell
a cute yarn about dashing young Tyrone
Power.
didn't
use
to be Inas days
wealthygone
as heby,is Tyrone
today. Invited
to a formal party, he had just funds enough
to rent himself a white tie and all that goes
with it. Without a nickel in his formal
pockets, he started up Broadway. When
the borrowed shoes began to pinch, he
slipped them off and finished the march in
his silk sox.
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JOAN CRAWFORD (Last
printed June, 1936. Total
number of requests since
then 189.) To change a habit,
a single habit is an act of
will beyond the capacity of
most of us mortals. To revolutionize a personality,
plumbing its very foundations .. . who has the moral fibre, the courage to perform that dangerous operation on
himself? Yet that is just what intrepid
Joan Crawford has done. Above all others,
above Clara Bow, above Colleen Moore, Joan
Crawford was the symbol of the crazed
post-war jazz age. She it was who copped
all the Charleston prizes, the tango prizes,
who starred in "Our Dancing Daughters,"
"Our Modern Maidens," who worked all
day and went to parties at night. But time
marched on, and with a last weary saxophone bleat, the jazz age passed away. Carried along in the wake of its passage were
legions of its exponents . . . unfortunates
who had been unable to adjust themselves
to changing ways. Among the few who
stood prepared to answer the call of the
new era was Joan. Compare the modern
maiden of ten years ago with the sophisticated lady of today. Today she is married
to one men.
of the
screen's
most polished
gentleTogether
they study
voice, together
they have amassed one of the finest libraries of classical music in Hollywood, together they produce high-brow plays in
their private theatre. Joan was born in
San Antonio, Texas, March 23rd, 1908, and
baptized Lucille Le Sueur Cassin. She was
just a baby when the family moved to
Kansas City where Billie Cassin, as the
gang called her, was educated. Father
Cassin
a theatre
but wouldn't
hear
of Billieowned
having
anything
to do with
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XiDyes that talk leave little unsaid . . . and generally
s$e romance straight ahead. If your eyes are not quite as thrilling as they
can be—if they do not stir the pulses as they should — then try WINX

mascara

— just once. You'll be amazed at results. One application and lashes appear
longer, more luxuriant, sweeping and silky, and WINX keeps lashes soft, too!
WINX is harmless, will not smart and it's streak-proof and tear-proof. Get
acquainted with this marvelous mascara today. On sale at department, drug
and 5 and 10 cent stores. In three flattering shades ... Blue . Black . Btown
and in three convenient forms . . . Cake . Liquid . Creamy.

HE RIDES EVERY MORNING
DOESN'T HE?
| WELL THEN •
/i
./OS)
WITH YOUR BROWN HAIR AND GRAY
EYES, WINX SPECIFIES GRAY EYE
SHADOW AND BLACK MASCARA FOR
DAYTIME' WEAR, SO

C olors either blend or clash. In make«up, this
means "naturalness" or thot harsh "made-yp" took. To
eliminate any appearance of hardness — WINX has made
its colors to Wend 3 ways. l.With complexion. ?. With eyes.
3. With each other, for example, WINX Blue Mascara
blends perfectly with WINX Blue Eye Shadow cx Eyebrow
Pencil. Likewise, its tonal values are so balonced as lo
ivx
uui
make it complementary to all other WINX colors. Thus,
WJNX gives you the secret of "natural" eytf rr»cike*ap.
WHY WENDY,
JOAN YOUR EYES WON ME
REALLY JOAN, I WANTED TO ASK YOU
DANCE SATURDAY, BUT . .
THE FIRST TIME WE MET
IT'S ALMOST TOO ■ TO THE Ik
GOOD TO BELIEVE!
(TO HERSELF)
AND THE SURPRISING I YES YOU DID . . .
NOT THE FIRST
THING IS THAT WINX I
TIME . . . BUT
DOES NOT GIVE MY I
.FROM
. . THANKS
TC^
THEN ON
EYES THAT ARTIFICIAL |
MADE-UP LOOK . . . . I
WINX! A ■
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the stage . . . which meant that Joan
had to pursue the stage career she dreamed
of, in spite of Cassin senior, rather than
with her
his initial
help. stage
Joan's job,
dancing
feet soon
won
her
but she
moved into the purely dramatic field. In
the late '20's, her stage name, Lucille Le
Sueur, was exchanged for the more pronounceable, more spellable Joan Crawford
of today. Her 1931 marriage to Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. lasted two years. And two
wed isDoug's
the divorce,
years after
friend,
Franehot
Tone. sheJoan
5 feetold4
inches tall, with brown hair and blue eyes.
The next picture on her schedule is "The
Last
of Mrs.
. Cheyney," opposite Robert
Montgomery

GRL&EIN-ABC

MARCIA PETERS, Akron, Ohio— Is Clark
Gable still popular? Well, last time he was
in New York, a gang of female fans, spying
him in a cab, ordered Mr. Gable out. Clark,
shy young chap, demurred. Whereupon the
enraged maidens started to overturn the
cab. Gable, capitulating, stepped out of the
swaying vehicle and let the girls gaze at
the face that had come so near launching a
taxi cab. Oh yes, Clark Gable is still
popular !
BILLY LATZO, Athens, Georgia— The tallest
star in pictures is not Gary Cooper by a
long shot. Of all people, it's Arthur Treacher, the screen's butler of butlers, who
measures six feet four and one half inches
from stem to stern. And, speaking of size,
you might be interested to know that Lily
Pons takes the cake for daintiness, wearing
shoe. Lucky that Arthur isn't in
IV2B shoes.
aLily's
COLONEL TIM McCOY (Last
printing, November 1934,
Total number of requests
then, 368.) No Kensince tucky
Colonel is Tim McCoy.
But, while his rank in the
movies has had nothing to
do with his rank in the
army, the epaulettes had
plenty to do with his screen success. When
COLORS

Covered
"The days,
production
problem
the Wagon,"
the oldon silent
back inbegan
way
came up . . . "How do we corral five hundred savage Injuns and transform them
the director's
into movie actors?" Answerthatto time
cavalry
prayer was McCoy, at
resIndian
of Wyoming's
Eagle)
Cha-uth (High
ervations. Nee-hee
captain in charge
his Indian brothers called him, and he was
the only pale-face East or West of the
Rockies who could order a hamburger in
Indian sign lingo. So the handsome army
officer became official Indian rounder-upper.
But a very simple equation, fermented in
the minds of Columbia executives, changed
the face of things. McCoy's the McCoy.
Here was the virtuoso of the West . . . the
genuine article . . . wasting his time as a
rounder-upper. Soldier Tim declared an
armistice with the red-skins, and for
years has been standing at attenthirteen
tion before batteries of cameras. The vital
statistics read like this . . . Timothy John
Fitzgerald McCoy is the full name ... the
bearer was born the tenth of April, somewhere along in the early '90's . . . Saginaw,
Michigan was the birthplace, and in those
wild and woolly days was a lot farther West
than today . . . Tim is 5 feet 11 inches without his boots, 170 pounds of bone and mus-in
cle, has blue eyes and blonde hair ...
private life he is rancher McCoy, proprietor
of a 15,000 acre ranch . . . divorced from
wife Agnes Heron Miller, mother of his son
fastest
the world's
one ofyank
daughter
and
six
the ole
men .. .. .. can
trigger
hammer,
the
fan
holster,
shooter from its
and put six slugs into a target, all in two
thirds of one second. The Colonel's most
recent release is "Bulldog Courage."

SHEILA McCORMACK, Oakland, California
—Your question about insurance brings to
mind two astonishing cases of out of the
legs are
way policies.
dollars. Gertrude
million Dietrich's
for oneMarlene
insured
Niesen's back, of all things, is covered by
a fifty thousand buck policy. Wonder how
they estimated that Marlene's legs were
worth twenty times as much as G.N.'s back?

EASY %
OPENER

Griffin Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
WANTED- WOMEN -GIRLS
iil our Catalogs from your home. Experience unnecessary,
-.ervthing supplied by us, including stamps. No selling.
I Write, enclosing stamped addressed envelope, for details.
I Nation-Wide Distributors, 401 b -way. Peptic n.y.c.
LOVELY

TO

LOOK

AT

Those hands you admire j JQJ
(or envy) most, very j
probably
owe golden
their beauty
IBM
to a clear,
lotion »;
«■ ,
—derful
Chamberlain's.
A
wonItS?
beauty treatment mMs
for hands, arms and skin, Wmm
it helpsbeauty
protectbecause
and restore
it E —
satinises. And, this clear golden liquid lotion
will also delight you because it is not sticky,
dries with such convenient quickness. At all
toilet goods counters.
Chamberlain Laboratories, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa,
Please send free trial size of your lotion.
Name
Address .
(GOOD ONLY IN U. S.)
mivi-2
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starlets spent a real outdoors week-end
recently, way up at Arrowhead. And you can't say they didn't
come prepared for some honest-to-goodness sleigh riding. They
are, left to right, Jane Wyman, Marie Wilson and June Travis.

These three Warner
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(Continued from page 59)

a lower berth ticket, I would be able to
buy myself another dress, which I certainly would be able to use. The idea was
to all."
agreeable happene
d, Gertrude at that time
As it
had rather unfounded notions about Hollywod.
"I thought everybody dressed in light,
"like
ruefully, knows
laughed Heaven
things,"
airy
andshetaffetas.
crinolines
where I got the idea from, but I got it.
compartSo I took the $98 rebate on my that
was
ment ticket and bought a dress
first
a
even
wasn't
but
me
to
the last word
word in Hollywood! It was such a shame,
too, for I was so elated over that new
dress. I kept it in a separate box until
it just once!"
I got to Hollywood. I wore
Hollywood
Gertrude's first
That was second
much
without
followed
error. Her
feels
who
person
of
type
the
Being
delay.
it is right to work for a salary, Gertrude
had quaint ideas about working when she
arrived on the Coast. She took her screen
test and was signed to a contract. No
one mentioned work to her, but Gertrude
took it for granted she was meant to
be around the premises daily — just in case.
The premises of the lot are enormous.
They ramble fore and aft for miles. Gertrude, .undaunted, arrived every morning
at nine o'clock. Not knowing just what
to do about her arrival, she sought company and company, of course, was on the
various sets and stages where pictures were
being made. The directors began to know
Gertrude. The supervisors began to know
her. The writers and the players began

ALL

I CAN

to know her. Day after day, Gertrude
at nine ato'clock,
studiorestaurant
appeared inatthethestudio
lunched
noon
home at five
for discovery
departed
andThen
came the
that o'clock.
maybe she
was being a little enthusiastic about things.
happened in the studio resThe discovery
taurant. The hour was noon. Entering
the restaurant, Gertrude passed _ a table
where several directors were sitting. As
help
she acouldn't
the table,
she approached
hearing
one of them
describe
certain type
actress he was trying to find — with no
success thus far.
"The description he was giving was of
me," Gertrude recounted. "He described
me perfectly. As I came alongside the
table, he stopped in his description to call
out to me :
" 'Hello, Gertrude.'
"Then he went right on describing me as
this actress type he needed and was having such a hard time finding."
"Why didn't you walk up to him and ask
him for the job?" we put in.
"I couldn't do that," Gertrude was aghast
at the thought. "But it began to dawn on
me then that perhaps it wasn't just the
thing to do to appear at the studio every
day unless I was especially called to be
there.
"I stayed home after that," she continued.
"I had things to do anyway."
Keeping up her music was one of these
things. Not only did Gertrude give piano
recitals before she was twelve years old,
but she studied at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music when she graduated from

SAY

high

school,

becoming

a

real artist.

she re," mind
my music
"I've made
to
up my
SPEAKINGmarked, of
one thing since being in New York this
trip, and I can say this to you with exactly
die
can Isay
nty years
that Itime
same
the
ay. certai
going
am I'll
In five
somed
to be the solo artiste with either the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra or Stowkowski's Philadelphia Orchestra and I am
to
ikows
going
mind to
my Concer
upky's
made
I'veTscha
Numberto I.play
that."
Beif esurprised
she doesn't
it,
achiev
not
she does. ifGertrude
takesachieve
her time
in coming to decisions, but once she reaches
them — well, she's a bulldog for hanging on
to them.
with M-G-M
after being
instance,
months and during
over three
forForlittle
playing in only one picture, Gerthat time asked
for and got her release. She
trude
went in for freelancing and tasted starvedom — not stardom.
"It wasn't at all gay for a while," she
admitted.
Then things began to brighten. One
picture led to another and the final one
to a Paramount contract.
"I've played about every kind of role
except
she recollected.
Some myself,"
she enjoyed,
some she grimaced
over. Only two did she suffer real heart
twinges over. One occurred when Frank
Capra tried to borrow her from Paramount
"Lost
in his production,
lead Ronald
play the with
to
Horizon,"
Colman and an

IS

YOU'RE
NOT

THE
I

DOOR MOTHER,
THEN,
WENT
_ HETHE
I
AND SLAMMED

SWEETHEART

MARRIED!

DORIS, WHEN YOU
LIVED HOME-WHEN BILL
WAS COURTING YOUYOU ALWAYS USED
LIFEBUOY. ARE YOU
USING IT NOW?

OH, I SWITCH
AROUND
! WHY?

DEAR, YOU VE GOT TO USE
LIFEBUOY REGULARLY, IF
YOU'RE GOING TO KEEP
DAINTY!
NO OTHER
KNOWN TOILET
SOAPWELLHAS
ITS SPECIAL INGREDIENT
THAT STOPS "B.O."

AND, ANOTHER THING B ETTER
NOT DO ANY SWITCHING IF YOU
PRIZE YOUR COMPLEXION!

A REGULAR LIFEBUOY USER WINS LASTING HAPPINESS
SHE THINKS
DARLING, I ALWAYS WANT
YOU CLOSE TO ME !
AND I'LL KEEP YOU )
WANTING ME CLOSE — \
WITH LIFEBUOYS HELP! J

Enjoy regular protection!
Bemember — warm rooms, heavy clothing
with"B.
offendin. g And
danger
>. increase
for
use itO."
withof Lifebuoy
regularly
. . . Bathe
the
testson,on too.
"Patch"
complexi
your
skins of hundreds of
over
provethanit'smany
women
20% milder
"baby" soaps.
so-called "beauty" and

by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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What a line-up of gents! And it looks as if those rivals, Clark
Gable and Robert Taylor, were pretty darn pally. Left to right,

YOUR

there's Gable,

Spencer

Tracy, Bob

Taylor and

Bill Powell.

FAVORITE
LOVE

all-star cast. Paramount refused to loan
her and Gertrude could have wept. Maybe
she did, a little. And who could blame
her?

TEAM

Remember "THE THIN MAN?"
The exciting sequel, "AFTER THE
THIN MAN," starring Myrna Loy
and William Powell, appears in
complete book-length form in the
February SCREEN ROMANCES.
Read the details of the new Jimmy
Cagney Cash Prize Contest. YOU
can win one of the cash prizes!
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see their
however,
at the time. They
her couldn't
clear to, loaning
wayParamount
saw their way a little later, though, and
loaned her to another studio for a picture
she read it in script form, didn't
that, when
was seriously intended for producbelieve tion.
But it was. Gertrude protested to
Paramount against making the film. Paramount said they had given their word she
would make it. Gertrude, who understands
— though not always its devious moloyalty
tives— did the picture. Soon after that,
she asked for her release and was freelancing again. She preferred it that way.
Then RKO-Radio flirted a contract beneath her small nose and after considering it she finally put her signature on
the dotted line.
She's an easy-going young woman, Gertrude Michael. That is, she's easy going
until she reaches a decision to be anything
else. Having been born and reared in the
South, Gertrude is a true reflection of old
Dixie. A trace of a southern accent lingers in her voice. She has a special study
fitted up at her home in Toluca Lake that
is lined with books.
She's no "blue-stocking." She simply is
hospitable and gracious in answering questions. Because of this trait, _she may unwittingly convey the impression that she's
someShe teased
isn't.being
she avoid
But to
an easytimesmark.
yields a point
and then, as it works out, she learns something of significance to herself.
Gertrude tells the story about the day
in Hollywood when Isabel Jewell came to
and
was feeling
see her.she Isabel
decided
had ailments,
so the "low"
best thing
learn
and
to do was to go see a doctor

the
a medical
center"happy
in Losworse."
Angeles There
where is
patients
may
go for a complete diagnosis. Isabel wanted
to go there.
"You come with me," she invited Gertrude.
Gertrude refused. "There's nothing
wrong
with
"But complained.
I wantme."
to go and I won't go alone,"
Isabel
The long and short of it was that Gertrudeluctantwentto doalong
so. with her even though re-

g
and had
WE donewere
to X-rayed
us that goes
with everythin
a general
examination," Gertrude recalled. "Then,
after an hour or so of this, we were ushered into the reception-room to await the
verdict. I was bored to death by this time
and tired as the dickens. Isabel stood by
the window, awaiting the dire news. After
a short wait, a doctor came out, looked
around, espied Isabel and me.
" 'You,' and he waved a dismissing hand
at Isabel, 'there's nothing the matter with
you. But you,' and he swung around on
me, shaking his finger at me, 'young woman, you have — ', and he went into a long
rigamorole of what I had. Isabel was dismissed with a clean slate. But I," Gertrude laughed, "I was told to come back
didn't
though,
and there was where
!"
day
theShenext
made another mistake. It was
Gertrude
no fluke of chance that she accompanied
Isabel Jewell to that medical center. Gertrude, herself, had the "hunch" that she
should listen to that doctor, but she_ didn't.
she didn't, and likewise beAnd because
cause she kept going at a terrific speed,
she lost something she intensely wanted —
the chance to make a picture in England

this fall. On the eve of sailing for LonDomidon to star in a talkie called "The
nant Sex," Gertrude contracted a cold and
because she had ignored previous warnings, the cold became disturbingly complicated and landed her in Doctors' Hospital
for the six weeks she would have spent
iii England, starring in that talkie.
"And I was looking forward so eagerly
to the trip and the picture," she sighed.
"Maybe next time you'll listen to the
comforted.
warning when you get it," wesighed
again.
"I hope so," and Gertrude
She's a curious combination, this Gertrude Michael. She has the "up" or the
"down" temperament; hitting the even
keel between the two is something she
hasn't quite caught onto yet. She has
been the "man" of her little family since
her father passed away some years ago.
His passing induced her to give up a
five-year scholarship she won, while at the
University of Alabama, to study in Italy.
Instead, with the aid of those who understood how to handle the business details of the idea, she founded Radio Station
WFDA at her home town, Talladega, Alabama and was pretty much the whole station, acting, playing the piano, arranging
A year of this and she
all the programs.
returned to the stage, to the Stuart Walker
Stock Company and then on to New York s
Pictures finally routed her
Broadway.
out of the theatre dressing-room to the
But, she
motion picture dressing-room.
said, "I am going to do a play next year.
"Have you got one picked out?"
She nodded. "Yes."
Gertrude lives alone in her house at
She knows many people.
Toluca Lake.
She, in turn, is
people.
many
She likes
very popular. For a number of years, her
almost constant escort was Rouben Maherimoulian, the director. Of Armenian would
tage, moody, artistic, Mamoulian
yet unhappy little southappeal to the gay
ern girl from Talladega, Alabama. Ihere
engagement to Mawas talk of Gertrude'sis no
engagement, and
moulian. But there
neither says she
ude
Gertr
age,
as for marri
will nor won't marry.
She wants to be a "somebody in motion
picpictures and in the theatre, too. Oneopporture will give her the particular
tunity she knows will come. She has made
an enviable place for herself in pictures,
but she still feels she has yet to get the
"break" that she yearns for.

You
Between
Me

'n'

(Continued from page 19)

but that I know is impossible. I have nothing more to say, but in closing I shall look
forward to the fact that "There's Always
Tomorrow" in expecting to see you starred
"Camille.
Yours
r picture
anotheMirand
in—Ann
N. Y.
yn, truly,
a, .Brookl

$1.00 Prize Letter
High and Mighty Stars
I wonder if the movie stars ever stop to
think how high and mighty they often become once they are "in the money." Many
of these people worked hard once upon a
time in the chorus or at other jobs. It is
quite annoying to read in the papers and
has
magazines how this star or that one with
either walked out or is having trouble
his studio. They claim they are overworked, not getting enough money, or refuse to work in a picture with someone
they don't get along with. These people
get more money than many men who are
heads of large organizations and who have
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real brain work to do, not counting men
and women who do manual labor for a
mere existence with none of the luxuries
our movie stars enjoy. Can a person in
any other business go to his boss and tell
him just whom he would like to work
with ? I am an ardent fan and have many
favorites, but I do think it is time our stars
sat back and did a little serious thinking
about this. — Mrs. R. Boyd, Woodhaven,
L. I., N. Y.
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Casting
"Gone
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DEAFNESS
IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
an the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEOWARPj lno„ Suite 986, 70 5th Ave- New York
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with

the

Wind"

How much of the greatness of "Gone
with the Wind" will be lost if it is not
properly cast ! The subtleties of this story,
to me, seem more important than the actual facts, and must be brought out to the
full, or it will be just another Civil War
picture. The actors and actresses who
would recognize this would be :
Margaret Sullavan as Scarlett : Clark
Gable as Rhett Butler ; Loretta Young as
Melanie ; Randolph Scott as Ashley
Wilkes ; Merle Oberon as Ellen ; William
Frawley as Gerald ; Spring Byington as
Aunt Pittypat; Bill Robinson as Uncle
Peter ; Stepin Fetchit as Pork ; Shirley
Temple as Bonny. — Lee Brown, East
Orange, N. J.

"Bits" from

Letters

Robert Taylor could almost be named

His

the picture it is supposed to be from. —
Anna Johnson, Youngstown, Ohio. Gene
Autry is God's gift to Western pictures. I
was just about ready to fire Westerns from
my staff, when Gene and his grand personality loomed upon the gray horizon. — J.
Myers, Kansas City, Mo. Of the 270 pictures rated in Modern Screen's Movie
Scoreboard, only 79 are classed as good or
better ; 144 are rated as fair or poor, with
47 receiving a 2l/2 star rating, being neither
good enough to receive 3 stars and a little
better than fair. Can something be done
to improve the quality of pictures? — B.
Douthit, Okmulgee, Oklahoma. He isn't
handsome like Taylor ; he can't dance like
Astaire, nor
like Romeo,
Eddy, and
imagine
him sing
playing
but we
we can't
cast
our vote for the best all-round actor on
the screen to James Stewart. I have just
read the article in Modern Screen called,
"He Knows Women," meaning none other
than the dashing Errol Flynn. To say the
least, it made me boil ! You, Mr. Flynn,
may be descended from an ape, but certainly I am not. — F. Atnip, Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Jubilee

Days

(Continued from page IS)
old Chelsea, where hung the triumphant
challenge, "Famous Players in Famous
Plays." Marguerite Clarke, a diminutive
little person who had captivated audiences
in "Prunella"
and these
"Baby little
Mine,"classics
was induced to transfer
to
the screen. But as the years went by and
the pictures in motion began to develop
talent of its own, Zukor invaded the bathing beauty area and Gloria Swanson in
slithering silks and satins, emerged. Bebe
Daniels, Leatrice Joy, Florence Vidor
sprang from little parts into startling
prominence, and Thomas Meighan, Antonio Moreno and Wallace Reid became responsible for the fluttering of feminine
hearts from continent to continent. Emil
Jannings and Pola Negri and Chevalier,
gay and debonair, were imported from
European screens while those grand old
character actors, Theodore Roberts and
George
Fawcett, had the whole world

chuckling. The star of Valentino rose
dramatically, first noticed in a stirring
piece called "The Four Horsemen," and
inaugurating a new type of hero as "The
From "Queen Elizabeth" to "Champagne
Waltz," Mr. Zukor's Jubilee picture, it has
been a long and dramatic story. Zukor
Jubilee stars, like all his stars throughout the years, are variously assorted.
Sheik."
There is Gladys Swarthout, the little
Western girl who edged her way into
the Metropolitan Opera House, won Mary
Garden's coveted shawl and the plaudits
of
getthea sophisticated
foothold in audiences,
films till but
the couldn't
Zukor
scouts changed her make-up and packed
her off to the Coast.
There is clear-eyed and glamorous Carole Lombard, the essence of smart sophistication ofthe day, who underwent a plastic surgery operation on her face because
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It's the and
drying
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your
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pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
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away — coughing is relieved. Try Pertussin at
our expense. Use coupon below.
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the best-seller,

Robert Trailer, for in the list of forthcoming pictures he's listed four times in
six. — C. C, Vancouver, Canada. . . . You
can have your Gables, Taylors and MacMurrays, but I'll take Don Ameche. — M.
Doehl, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . . . Why not
cast Shirley Temple and Freddie Bartholomew in a picture together? — Elizabeth Graves, Nashville, Term. My pet
peeve isthat
thebears
"still"
displayed
in theatreto
lobbies
little
or no relation

.

Benny Baker
beams fondly
upon Mrs. B.
and
Tom
Brown. The
three had an
evening's
recently atwhirl
the
Benny
Club ova.
Casantries all his
gags out on
his wife!
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of an automobile accident and was being
bandied about from studio to studio, Mack
Sennett's included, when she got her Paramount foothold. Of English and Scotch
descent, her real name is Jane Peters, and
if she hadn't become an actress, she would
in all probability be one of the smart youngmatrons of Fort Wayne. What with her
social position, her talent for cooking and
her flair for beautiful clothes and star
sapphires. She can cook anything from
eggs
admit to
it. a full course dinner, but won't

Claudette Colstage comes
FROM bertthe
via France.
Practical Claudette,
who had supported herself giving French
lessons and doing a little art designing on
the side, had gone in for dramatics in a
desultory sort of fashion when she got a
part in "The Barker." All eyes were centered on the bewitching little person with
the beautiful figure when Paramount
snapped her up and she started her merry
journey all the way up to the top, always
alluring and beguiling.
Tall and lanky, 6 feet 2^ inches of utter
guilelessness, Gary Cooper came from
Montana. By turns cowboy and cartoonist, he was persuaded by a girl, who
thought she was going to marry him, to
leave college, his ranch in Montana, and
to try his luck at earning a living. The
stalwart Montanan left his native haunts
and shyly, almost blushingly, rode his way
to fame.
From Weimar, Germany, came a demure little maedchen, the daughter of a
Prussian first lieutenant in the patrician
regiment of grenadiers, who studied the
violin and whose early years were filled
with the spectacle of marching soldiers.
It is hard to recognize in the serious young
violinist the ultra-chic product known as
glamorous Marlene Dietrich.
From Broadway, Brooklyn and vaudeville appeared Mae West, wise-cracking,
hard-boiled. And also from vaudeville and
the radio comes that merry pair of wits
and nit-wits, Burns and Allen.
A college band brought Bing Crosby,
from Tacoma, Washington. Mrs. Crosby's boy Bing was studying to be a lawyer
at Gonzaga College, and sang in the glee
club where his vocal efforts were received
with such local enthusiasm that Paul
Whiteman eventually helped him croon
his way to the Cocoanut Grove where
Hollywood found him.
With ten letters for his athletic prowess
in football, baseball, and track, came Fred
MacMurray from Carroll College, Waukesha, Wisconsin, to Broadway, playing
the saxophone against his father's wishes.
As one of the California Collegians, a cooperative orchestra
a Crowd,"
he was seized
upon inby"Three's
Paramount
scouts
and drafted into stardom.
Randolph Scott, a nice horsey youngSoutherner, born at his family's country
place near Orange, Virginia, joined the
Pasadena Community Players, after leaving the old homestead and an uneventful
bout with engineering in the South. He
gave up his real life role as a Southerner,
who loved horses and the great out-ofdoors, in order to transfer that drawl to
the screen.
From Tenth Avenue, New York, hailed
George Raft, a hard-working young man
who toiled as an electrician's helper for
the magnificent sum of $4.00 a week when
not going to Public School Number 169.
Eventually he danced his way onto the
screen.
Not to forget that lusty old comedian,
W. C. Fields, who after years of hand-tomouth existence^ struck his stride with a
juggling routine which brought fame in
the "Follies" and eventually a Paramount
contract in his pockets.
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To be truly lovely, you must rid your
skin of ugly pimples on face and body.
And thousands are doing it, with complete success.
The real cause of disorders resulting
in ugly pimples may be nothing in the
world except a lack of the yeast vitamins
B and G. When these elements are not
present in the human diet in sufficient
quantities, the intestinal tract becomes
weak and sluggish. Its function is badly
impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in
pimply skin.
Countless men and women have found
that in such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets
work wonders. This pure dry yeast supplies vitamins B and G in abundant
quantities and thus tends to restore the
intestinal tract to normal — in those in-
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stances of vitamin deficiency. With the
intestinal tract again in healthy function,
pimples should quickly disappear.
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Vitamin B, known as the anti-neuritic
vitamin, is absolutely necessary to sound,
steady nerves. Lack of enough vitamin B
causes polyneuritis — the inflammation
of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so
rich in the B factor, prevent and correct
nervous conditions caused by vitamin B
deficiency.

Unlike ordinary yeast, Yeast Foam Tablets
are pasteurized and hence cannot cause gas or
fermentation. They are easy to swallow and
most people relish their
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keep, too. Start now. Try
Yeast Foam Tablets and
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you the same welcome relief
they have brought to so
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It takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a '•counter-irritant"! And
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drawing out local congestion and pain when
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Doing a broadcast after a hard day's work at the studio
was a pleasure for Olivia de Havilland. And no wonder!
Bob Taylor was on the same program.

Reviews
(Continued from page 61)
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make at home
can now
YOU
gray hair remedy
a better
than you can buy, by following
this simple recipe : To half pint
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rum, a small box of Barbo
fourth
and
Compoofund
i'y ounce
ine. oneAny- drugglycer
gist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
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until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your looks. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off . Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.
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Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
impossleep is if
if restful
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wasbecause
breath sible
you
to breathe;
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the last;
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free trial. If you have suffered for ofa lifetime
without
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trial.
free
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for
today
send
but
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esident
pictures, by Darryl F. Zanuck, ofvice-pr
eighty techcrew
of 20th Century-Fox. Ader,
Ontario, to get
nicians went to Callan
Dr. Dafoe will
the gals on celluloid again.
more than
"work"
to
s
not permit his charge
schedThough the company's
an hour a day. ten
hours' work, or ten days,
ule called for
the unexpected Canadian blizzards delayed
outdoor shots to the extent of twenty-four
days. . . . Equipment for this trip included
all left be$1500 worth of toys, whichof were
the pony carts.
hind with the exception
Left behind also was the elaborate forwardthe
robe which was especially designed
. .
.
stylist.
studio
Royer,
by
ladies
young
Cameraman Dan Clark was again on hand
Next time,
this picture.
to photograph
s
camera
five this
along for
takepacked
he'll he
he says
though
trip.
the two
instead, of
Says his subjects were so lively that it will
take five cameras to keep track of them and
that it's a shame to miss getting any of their
antics on celluloid. The Quints are even revising their own scripts this time, some of the
being too good to
things they do and say
leave out. The incident in which Marie picks
removes
up Hersholt's snapshot camera and
Marie, incithe film was her own idea.
dental y, isthe acknowledged comedienne of
the sisters and the favorite of Director Norman Taurog. . . . John Qualen, who does such
a good job of fathering the Quints in their
pictures, has actually never laid eyes on
All his sequences have been filmed
them.
in Hollywood, but as soon as the studio
gives him a breathing spell Qualen is hiking
off to Callander. . . . Rochelle Hudson is
the envy of all the Hollywood girls since she
brought back ten white bear rugs from the
Canadian wilds.
***
Love on the Run
(M-G-M)
Here's a merry little item directed in
the fast and furious tradition of W. S.
presVan Dyke and made terrific by the
ence of such box-office champions as Clark

Gable, Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone.
The story is an impossible sort of thing,
which means that due credit is herewith
handed to the scenarists for turning out a
script full of comical moments and a genHere's
of first-class
erous quota
the set-up
: Joan
Crawford lines.
is an heiress
about to marry Ivan Lebedeff, a phoney
while Gable and Tone are Lonnobleman,
don correspondents for New York papers
assigned to cover the wedding. Joan jilts
Ivan at the altar, and Clark rushes off
with her in a plane chartered by Reginald
Owen and Mona Barrie, who turn out to
be spies — in fact, international spies. The
movies continue to portray newspapermen
as half clown and half faun, so perhaps
Gable and Tone are not to be blamed for
falling into the pattern. At any rate, they
do it well, with the aid, no doubt, of the
Crawford untouch. inJoan
Van Dyke
bends surprisingly
her high _ comedy
moments and handles the romantic interludes in her customary manner. Reginald
Owen and Mona Barrie sharply define
their spy roles, and Ivan Lebedeff is as
phoney a count as you could ask for. It's
good fun for all audiences.
Preview Postscript
Ciork Gable "faked" that scene where he
takes up the plane in blissful ignorance of
all its mechanics. For Clark's really a licensed pilot and knows what it's all about —
only the studio won't let him prove it, having
put a ban on this type of Gable recreation.
They won't even let him take that China
a suppressed deClipper trip which has been past
year. Howsire of the star for the
ever, M-G-M couldn't stop Clark covering
25,000 miles of South America last year by
oir, or keep him on the ground on the completion of this picture. He had three days
and
"Parnell" and
work onHollywood
reporting
before
flyingforbetween
spent them
$80,New York. . . . That's Amelia Earhart's
The stu000 plane used in this picture.

MODERN
dio wanted a plane that would most closely
resemble a stratosphere plane and Miss Earhart's flying
approximated their laboratory
needs. . . .most
Joanclosely
and Franchot
are making plans to visit England during the
Coronation for business as well as pleasure.
They have an offer to do a play in London
together — a deed they have been contemplating for the past three years, but as yet
have found nothing that suits them both.
Every spare minute is spent in the Tone Little
Theatre in their three-acre backyard playacting, so they should be pretty good by
now.
*** Theodora
(Columbia)

Goes
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This is one of the season's most refreshing and amusing comedies, a film you'll
enjoy
as much
you'veDunne
seen
this year.
Besides,as itanything
presents Irene
as a delightfully adept comedienne, something no one would have believed after her
rather awkward attempt at comedy in
"Show Boat." In this one Irene is Theodora Lynn, an extremely proper young
lady who resides with two prim maiden
aunts. Neither the aunts nor her neighbors in Lynnfield know that Theodora is
also Caroline Adams, author of sexy
novels. When Theodora pays a secret
visit to New York and her publisher, she
meets Michael Grant (Melvyn Douglas),
an artist a bit on the carefree side, who
follows her back to Lynnfield and hangs
around until he creates a village scandal.
Theodora promptly dashes to New York,
moves" into Michael's apartment and creates
a nice little scandal herself, since the frantic Michael has a wife somewhere in the
background. Their romantic turnabout is
hilariously funny in the capable hands of
Miss Dunne and Mr. Douglas, and much
credit is due also to Richard Boleslawski's
splendid direction. Thomas Mitchell, Elisabeth Risdon and Spring Byington are outstanding in supporting roles. Besides offering
a
brand-new
Irene Dunne, it's swell
entertainment.
Preview Postscript
During his long association with the theatre, Thomas Mitchell has been producer, director, playwright, star and general "play
doctor"
ailing
opuses.
Hailing
from
Elizabeth,to N.
J., stage
Mitchell
got his
first taste
of the stage when he was seventeen and ran
away to join forces with a traveling vaudeville company. After two months of this, he
took father's advice and became a newspaper reporter. This led him to Broadway
and a dramatic critic's job, which led him
back to the stage. Now he's under a threeway contract at Columbia, as writer-directoractor. . . . Rosalind Keith came to pictures
through the film city's "showcase." This, in
the language of Hollywood, is the aggregate
total of the many legitimate theatres strung
along Hollywood's famous boulevard. Here
many an aspiring young player wangles a
job sans salary, or practically none, in the
hope of catching the eye of a producer or
director. Rosalind came from St. Louis two
years ago with the idea of acting in the
movies. The movies didn't have that idea
until she showed them what they were missing
by obtaining a role in "Small Miracle."
* Can This Be Dixie?
(20th Century-Fox)
This is neither Dixie, fish, flesh nor
fowl. It is, unfortunately, one of those
inept little pictures on which almost everything seems to have gone wrong. Its star,
Jane Withers, is buried under an avalanche
of stock situations and has little opportunity to display her talents. The story — and
don't stop us if you've heard it— gets under
way when Jane and Slim Summerville, a

EVERY month sees more women
accepting the peace and comfort of
Midol! It's old-fashioned to suffer
periodic pain, because there is now a
reliable remedy for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one

every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven means
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suffering Midol might spare you?
The relief is so swift that you may

moment's
twinge of pain,
discomfort
during ortheeven
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think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is prolonged ; two tablets see you
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You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store.
Then you may enjoy a new freedom
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traveling minstrel team, wander onto the
estate of old Colonel Peachtree (Claude
Gillingwater). The Colonel, a proud and
penniless son of the Old South, is trying to
save the homestead from the clutches of
the village banker (Donald Cook), a
black-hearted villain who holds the mortgage. Mr. Cook has the temerity to suggest an exchange of the mortgage for the
hand of the Colonel's granddaughter, a
proposition which met with a round of
hisses from the preview audience. But
little Jane saves the old plantation and the
gal's honor by the simple process of winning an amateur show and rushing back
with the money just as wedding bells are
about to ring. The plot goes on from
there,
but we
don't.
does what
he can
with Claude
the roleGillingwater
of the old
Colonel, but the dialogue writers are too
much for him.
Preview Postscript
No Southern dialogue director was needed
for the cast of this picture of the Old South.
Jane Withers hails from Atlanta, Georgia,
and hasn't forgotten either the corn pone
or the accent yet. Helen Wood comes from
Clarksville, Tennessee, and had just managed
to
pronounce
when theBeck
studio
her
in for
this one;r's Thomas
was called
born and
raised in Baltimore, Maryland; Hattie Hill
was once a slave; Slim Summerville, though
born in Canada, spent so many years touring the South in road shows that he claims
he's a Confederate by environment. . . . Helen
Wood and Thomas Beck are teamed romantically for the third time in this film — and off
screen they are justlikethis. Helen won a
beauty contest in Tennessee which started her
on her way to Hollywood. . . . Jane Withers
is the most businesslike of all the child actresses obout her work. She doesn't believe
in
wasting
— for
the less
simpleof
reason that ait minute's
will meantimeone
minute
playing with the "kids." However, she manages to lose out on every picture due to a
series of casualties. On this one, the door
of an auto-trailer fell on Jane and knocked
her unconscious for a half hour, she ate just
a little too much chocolate cake for one
scene and was slightly incapacitated for
work, then helped put out a fire in a wagonload of cotton and suffered a couple of
singed fingers and managed to mash a finger
with a baseball bat two days before the
picture's completion. There's a saying around
a Withers' set that Jane can always be located in a split second by tracing down the
liniment and iodine odors.
Pennies From Heaven
(Columbia)
The new Bing Crosby opus is a joy and
a disappointment. It's a joy because it gives
Bing the best set of songs he's ever had, and
it's a disappointment because these same
songs are so much better than the picture.
However, the music will appeal to the Crosby
fans, who by this time have probably given
up anticipating anything startling in the
way of a story in their hero's pictures.
Briefly, it has Bing as a happy-go-lucky
guy who wanders about the countryside
strumming a guitar and boop-a-dooping love
ballads to the world in general. He meets
Edith Fellowes and her grandfather (Donthe film's
most
spends to
and trying
ald Meek),reels
remaining
keepof Edith
out
of the clutches of the county truant officer.
The t. o. is Madge Evans, so you know
the rest of the story. High spot of the
picture is a cafe scene with Lewis Armstrong, the dusky dispenser of song and hot
trumpet, rendering "Skeleton in the
Closet." Bing's best song is "And So Do
I." Almost as effective are "Pennies from
Heaven," "Let's Call a Heart a Heart"
and "One, Two — Button Your Shoe."
Edith Fellowes, who portrays the screen's

nastiest brats, is swell in her mean moments and impossible in her nice ones.
Preview Postscript
Bing Crosby,
Inc., is This
one was
of the
city's
busiest
corporations.
truefilmparticularly while this picture was being prepared
and produced, for the firm had the complete
say-so about story, songs, dialogue and the
leading lady. Bing himself is president.
Brother Everett is secretary-treasurer, Brother
Larry is director, with Dad Crosby and
Mother Crosby giving the final okay on
everything. Bing says he can't wait for the
next couple
of and
yearsthetotwins
roll on
by, his
when
he'll
have
Bing, Jr.,
payroll,
too. . . . Edith is rated the biggest little actress in town. She's thirteen now, has appeared in over one hundred films, wants to
be sophisticated, but admits she has the biggest collection of dolls in Hollywood and
adores them all. . . . Madge Evans was a
"baby star" herself. At the age of five she
was starring in "Edith's Burglar," a play that
never saw Broadway, but did see the sticks.
At thirteen she was John Barrymore's leading
lady, and a year later Richard Barthelmess'.
To go back to Madge's youth, she was modeling at the age of two — in soap, dress and
hat ads. She's still getting neat royalties
from the "Madge Evans Hats" — remember?
** Go West, Young Man
(Paramount)
In this film you are treated to the spectacle of Mae West burlesquing, of all
people, Mae West. In its original stage
production, "Go West, Young Man" was
"Personal Appearance" and its star, Gladys
George, portrayed a high-salaried movie
queen on a personal appearance tour. The
character played by Miss George reminded
many audiences of Our Mae, and now,
wonder of wonders, here is the screen version with Mae herself in the role. To
those who have seen "Personal Appearance," the West performance will be a
distinct
Those who
seen it disappointment.
will witness a typical
Westhaven't
portrayal as she struts and swaggers her way
through the role of the temperamental film
darling. Forced to spend a night in a
rural boarding house in Pennsylvania during a cross-country tour, she practises her
well-exploited charms on Randolph Scott,
a handsome filling-station attendant. All
of this is highly perturbing to her pressagent (Warren William) until he hits
upon the fine old idea of dragging out a
tiny garment and convincing his charge
that her roadside Romeo is about to become a father. Alice Brady is lost in the
minor role of the boarding-house owner,
but Elizabeth Patterson, as Aunt Kate,
and Isabel Jewell, as a movie-struck young
performances. Others
outstanding
givecast
gal,the
in
are Lyle Talbot, Jack LaRue,
Margaret Perry and Etienne Girardot.
The picture is mildly vulgar in the best
Mae West tradition, but it doesn't rank
with this season's better comedies.
Preview Postscript
Those [ools sported by La West are the
article, down to the last sguare-cut
genuine
diamond, a fact attested to by the stalwart
presence of three detectives on the set. Ever
since Mae lost that batch of jewelry in a
robbery, she's decorated with both detectives
and diamonds. . . . This marks the first time
any of the present cast has played in a
picture with Miss W. and no complaints were
heard. There wasn't even in-law trouble with
Peter Baikoff, sister Beverly's Russian husband,
who plays a minor role. . . . Warren William
has played so many sleuth roles in the past
secwas lady
Warners
years ondatnature
to him.that
. . finger-printing
. Alice Brady, the
who owns so many dogs, said she would not
set foot in any studio which banned her
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pets. Alice, therefore, came every day with
at least three in tow. Checker, Lavinia and
Cocktail, all wire-haired terriers. The exclusive Club Norconia, at Corona, where the
company went on location, never allowed a
dog in the house before. But they rented on
entire wing to Miss Brady and five canines
for the two weeks of her stay — complete with
wire fences to protect the other guests and
canvas to protect the floors. . . . Nicodemus,
whose real name happens to be plain Horace
West's own idea of a colStewart, was Mae She
spotted Nic while he
ored comedian.
s orchestra
Cab inCalloway'
was playing
Nic
picture. and
her next
a role
him in
offered
broke out with a new car the hour following
his signature on the dotted line. . . . Jack
LaRue was Mae's idea of a leading man
way back in the "Diamond Lil" days. This
is the first time, though, that they've appeared together in celluloid.
Charlie

Chan

at

BY

MAVIS!

*% g (f FOR THIS STUNNING NEW
SILVERY NON-TARNISHABLE
dfaW'

CLIP THESE DIRECTIONS
HOW TO GET ONE
Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you this lovely Sweetheart
Charm Bracelet — with one
miniature to start your collection— for only 25{! Stores
can't sell them for anywhere
near that low price. Just get
a 25(5 size of delicately
scented,
flower-fresh
Mavis.
Mail in the
coupon attached
to the can, with 25 $. in coin,
and any clear photo or snapshot (to be returned with
your bracelet).
For send
each 10additional miniature,
photo, and a coupon from a
25 i size Mavis. (Offer good
only in TJ. S. A.)
DON'T DELAY! HURRY ! Order your Sweetheart
Bracelet
today! GetCharm
your
25 f!der
sizenow. Mavis Talcum Pow-

IT'S toNEW!
SMART!of those
IT'S THE
wear IT'S
miniatures
you "RAGE!"
adore on
a Sweetheart Charm Bracelet. Be the first
in your set to own one! Miniatures are reproduced from your favorite photos or snapshots— hand-colored by fine artists — set in a
frame which clasps onto the bracelet.
THERE'S ROOM FOR NINE — sweetheart,
chum, sorority sisters, movie stars, mother
and dad. Easy to snap on or off. The bracelet itself is a series of gleaming disks etched
with a flying dove. Non-tarnishable. Will
not discolor the skin.
THIS WONDERFUL OFFER comes to you from
Mavis — the velvety, delicately scented talcum Frenchwomen use to safeguard their
daintiness. Make their charm secret your
own. After every bath, before you dress —
clothe yourself in fragrant Mavis. Its allurall-overSofragrance
too! you flower-fresh
soothing,keeps
hours.
for ing

Remember this star? It's the Russian Anna Sten and she's much
seen about Hollywood these
days even though she has no
permanent studio connection.
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(20th Century-Fox)
Opera
Charlie Chan, the wisest Oriental in
Hollywood, returns again to his smooth
sleuthing and his generous dispensing of
proverbs. It is safe to say that this latest
of the Chan series is also one of the finest, for it combines an excellent story
with a murder mystery which will baffle
almost all of the amateur detectives in the
audience. Warner Oland, in his customary
Chan role, has a worthy foe this time in
Boris Karloff — so worthy that in the cast
they're billed "Warner Oland vs. Boris
Karloff." This time the suave Chinese and
his son (Keye Luke) are called in to prevent a murder expected during an opera
Karloff, a mad musician
performance.
escaped from an asylum, is at large in the
theatre, and the long finger of suspicion
points ominously toward him. There are
others concerned, including a couple of
young lovers (Charlotte Henry and Tom
Beck), but good old Charlie comes through
bewith the solution just when inyou're
the next
ginning to suspect the man
Warner Oland's performseat. As usual, and
ingratiating. Karloff
ance is smooth
offers swell contrast to the Oriental detective, and in the role of Chan, Jr., Keye
Luke definitely brings an important char-

a

name

to

rely

on

For the sportsmen — golf, tennis, bathing, quail-shooting, lake and salt water
fishing, every outdoor sport that has
made Florida world-famous. For those
who seek the smart society of people of
culture and congenial ideas. For motorists, for leisure-seekers, for season
residents or two-week vacationists . . .
Collier Florida Hotels provide a warm
and friendly Florida welcome! . . . and
moderate, dependable rates!
$2.50 and
from
on hotel,
depending
Rates,
£3 50 American.
European plan—
from
$6.50, $7collect
and
$10
Wire
reservations
to
hotelsAgents.
or writeForfor information
booklet or apply
Travel
on all,to
address Collier Florida Hotels, Tampa,
Florida, or
New York Office, 220 W. 42nd St.
Wise. 7-2000

COLLIER

FLORIDA

when

you

>99

visit

HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Bradenton
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Sarasota
USEPPA INN, Useppa Island
EVERGLADES INN, Everglades
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH.
West Palm Beach
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, West Palm BEACH
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
HOTEL CHARLOTTE
Punta Gorda HARBOR,
ROD & GUN CLUB, Everglades
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Grande

COAST

HOTELS
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acter to the series. William Demarest
brightens up the time-worn role of the
dumb detective, and there are effective
smaller parts by Neda Harrigan and Margaret Irving.
Preview Postscript
Warner Oland and Boris Karloff have long
entertained a deep admiration for each
other's screen hokum, but this picture afforded them their first opportunity for meeting.
And a fast friendship developed between the
two, bound closer by a discovery that both
CLEAR. . MILKY WHITE..LU5TR0U5
are ardent chess fans — a game that hasn't
met with too much popularity around Hollywood. Between "takes" on the set the two
THOUSANDS
CLEAR
EYES
were at it constantly. . . . The fact that
In Seconds . . . New Easy Way
Oland does not use any screen make-up gave
him a decided advantage over Karloff, who
EYES reddened or prominently veined by
had to spend plenty of time with the makelate hoursor over-indulgence — thousands
up men while Oland thought about chess.
of girls now clear them in seconds; with
new scientific EYE-GENE. And what a
Warner's only make-up technique is to twist
the ends of his eyebrows up and the corners
difference when whites are sparkling clear —
of his moustache down. That benign expresmilky white ! Money back if first application
sion is his very own and requires no altering.
fails. Refreshes, soothes tired eyes like magic.
On
his
recent trip to China, his first, inciStainless — safe. Get a bottle of EYE-GENE
dentally, after all these years of looking and
at any drug or department store.
acting Oriental, Mr. Oland was taken by the
natives as one of them. But both Mr. and
Mrs. Oland are as Swedish as Garbo. . . .
EYE-GENE
Boris Karloff was originally trained for service
NOW!
in the Chinese Consulate at Hong Kong —
but the training didn't take. It was his family's idea in the first place, his father being
in the British Indian Civil Service. So William Henry Pratt, Jr., changed his name to
NAILS
Boris Karloff and decided to disappear from
England and family. He set sail for Canada,
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE determined
to become a tiller and toiler of
NEW!
Smart,
long,
tapering nails for the good earth. This lasted until he bought
everyone! Cover broken, a piece of land and tried it. His next move
Set of 10
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn was Vancouver, where he answered an ad
20
any length and polished for an "experienced character actor," got the
At all
any desired shade. Defies job and did it so well that he quit after that
6 and 10c
detection.
Waterproof.
Stores
Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on performance and hired himself out to a stock
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will. company at considerably better pay, figuring
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them! he was considerably more experienced. Here
ARTIFICIAL
he saved $800, since the manager held out a
NU-NAILS
FINGERNAILS
quarter of his wages every week and paid
BLVD..
CHICAGO,
ILL
1401 W. JACKSON _
him at the conclusion of the engagement. So
IF YOU HAVE
he
headed
"big ontime"
in Chicago,
it and
then for
trekked
to New
York and had
on
GRAY
HAIR
to Hollywood where he struggled along till
and DON'T LIKE a
they realized what a menace Boris Karloff
could be.
MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
* The Jungle Princess
(Pcrramount)
As a Hair Color
Specialist
American
experience,
1 am with
proud forty
of myyears'
ColorEuropean
Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
Here's a Tarzan-in-reverse-English sort
GOOD
it can't
leave
stains. Asforyoutheusescalp
it, theandgraydandruff;
hair becomes
a darker,
of picture which serves as the film debut
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
of Dorothy Lamour, a reformed radio
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert, Dept. 3, LOWELL, MASS.
singer, who portrays a Malayan gal left
an orphan in the jungle with no one to
NOT
ALL
BEAUTIFUL
protect her but Lemau, her pet tiger, and
VOICES
ARE GOD-GIVEN
More often it is the divinely inspired DETERMINATION to develop
Bonga, a congenial ape. Miss Lamour is
and perfect the gift that accounts for the rich beauty of a fine voice. One
known only as Oolah, but judging from
of the men who has done moat to help earnest Btudent3 i8 a master in this
inspiration. His method of developing both speaking and singing voices
the way she looks in her scanty jungle
(without the use of scales or singing lessons) has been so successful that
he guaranteesstructi100%
or there
no cost the
for stepping
Mb simplestoneinraiment, her last name is probably Lah.
ons. Scores haveimprovement
found his —Perfect
Voiceis System
to fame and fortune in opera, radio, concert stage and public speaking.
At any rate, her first contact with civiliHis 120-page book, fully illustrated, will be sent free to anyone interested
zation comes when she saves the life of
in developing a beautiful and magnetic voice for singing or speaking. Just
with Studio
vour name
addressIllinois.
to Prof. Eugene Feuchtinger.
Ray Milland, an author, who happens to
64sendEasta postcard
Lake Street
7212, andChicago,
be on a hunting expedition in her terriLearn Profitable Profession
tory. Mr. M. has suffered a sprained ankle, so Oolah takes him to her cave, where
in QO days at Home
,' Salaries
of Men and Women
inranthe asfascinatingpro- he spends a pleasant fortnight with the
fession
high
$70 per ofweekSwedish
but manyMassage
prefertoopen
theirasown$40 of-to young lady and her playmates, Lemau
fices. Largeclnbs
incomes
from Doctors,
nani ■ and Bonga. Love blooms in the jungle,
tariums,
and private
patients hospitals,
come to those
* JMHBk
^BH^fc. who
throughrich ourrewards
training.
Reduo just as it does in Times Square, so when
ir>K qualify
alone offers
for special
Sa-JJp^l^afc.
charts and
are Milland returns to his hunting camp and
« » . ists.
given Anatomy
with our course.
WriteBupplfee
for details
\m
j National College of Massage &
Oolah follows him. The na, ■ <■ Physio
N. AshlandIII. his fiancee,
tives, who regard her as an evil spirit,
Avenue,-Therapy,
Dept. 266.20 Chicago,
Relieve capture her with Milland and most of the
Pain In 9 supporting cast, and are about to do them
considerable dirt when Bonga and a group
Minutes of his simian friends descend from the
NEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, trees and save the day. With a little strain
on the imagination you can have a rather
Neuralgia or NURITO.
Lumbago inAbsolutely
9 minutes, safe.
get the
Prescription
No Doctor's
opiates, enjoyable time watching this sort of thing.
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — must relieve Miss Lamour undoubtedly has a screen
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Drug- career on her hands, and Ray Milland
gist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today .
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makes his wandering author is believable
as possible. There's a good comedy performance by Lynne Overman and a firstrate menace by Mala, the ex-Eskimo.
Preview Postscript
Dorothy Lamour had entertained romantic
pictures of the life of a movie actress, only
to find herself lost in the wilds with all the
conveniences of a construction camp for three
months on her first picture. Dorothy hails
from New Orleans but lost the accent somewhere over the NBC airwaves where she's
been performing for the past year. Married
to Herb Kay, Chicago orchestra leader, the
two have frequent rendezvous in Kansas City
by plane. . . . Molly Lamont is naturally a
brunette and that's a wig you see curling so
prettily.
Johannesburg,
Africa
andShe's
thinksfrom
California
has it all South
beat
. . . Ray Milland decided to cook up a little
excitement during the long days on location
and started on a ping-pong tournament.
Knowing Molly was from darkest Africa he
offered to teach her the game. She proved
a fair pupii, interested at least. And in the
tournament proceeded to wallop the entire
cast, crew and director, modestly admitting
that she's the Johannesburg champ.
* The Plot Thickens
(RKO-Radio)
Once again James Gleason assumes the
role of police inspector and hard-boiled
guy out to see that justice is done, no
matter what. And once again Hildegarde
Withers, the suppressed schoolmarm,
shows up to see that Jimmie sees that justice is done. This time Miss Withers is
none other than Zasu Pitts and to our
mind is the best of the crop of Hildegardes to date. The plot centers around
the theft of the famous Cellini cup from
the Metropolitan Museum. Everyone, of
course, is under suspicion and complications come thick and fast once Jimmie
starts stirring things up. The background
of the
huge more
museum
is and
excellent
vide a few
thrills
chills toas prothe
sleuth and his uninvited assistant, Hildegarde, prowl around on the scent of clues.
Romance is supplied by Louise Latimer
and Owen Davis, Jr., who handle it capably enough with the small opportunity
afforded them. Arthur Aylesworth does
a commendable job of buttling and Agnes
Anderson and Paul Fix do well by their
jobs of chauffeur and maid, respectively,
to Richard Tucker, who meets an unhappy end in this film. In short, if mystery murders provide pleasant diversion
for you, you won't go wrong on this one.
Preview Postscript
Jimmie Gleason has been the Oscar Piper
of all four pictures in this series, but there
have been three leading ladies — Edna Mae
Oliver for two of them, Helen Broderick for
the other. "Penguin Pool Murder," "Murder
on a Honeymoon" and "Murder on a Bridle
Path" were the other cheerful titles. . . .
Jimmie Gleason is back again in the racehorse breeding business. At one time Jimmie
had a racing stable of his own, but is more
interested in raising them than racing them.
He also invented a liniment, after a series
of polo falls, that is so good his friends are
urging him to market it. Gleason's Glue,
the family
calls it.can
Owenbe Davis,
stare
on occasion
blamedJr.'s
on glassy
Anne
Shirley. She was in New York while this was
being filmed and Owen faded visibly every
day until her return.
**

Mad

Holiday

(M-G-M)
The holiday taken by the characters in
this picture is slightly insane, to put it
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This is the new way to hot starch without mixIt's quite
and uncertainty.
ing, boiling,
different
from straining
solid starches.
Being in powdered
form you simply moisten Quick Elastic Starch
with a little cold water then thin it down with
hot water. That's all. No trick at all for you to
get any degree of gloss or body desired. This
way you are sure of a clear, even mixture. No
scum. Nothing to add. No need to cook it.
Quick Elastic is practically self-cooking and
complete with gliding ingredients. No sticking.
No scorching. No spotting. No rings or
lumpiness.

Too, you can iron things still damp from the
line. This helps greatly on bad days. Even then
you press things quickly to gleaming perfection.
We would like to have you see how this powdered mixture almost completely restores the
fresh charm of newness to all it touches. It
"sizes" in the way new goods are "sized". If
you try it we feel sure you will change for good
to Quick Elastic. Should you like to see and feel
the difference such hot starch makes write us,
the Hubinger Company, number 349, Keokuk,
Iowa, and we will mail you our little proof
packet. Quick Elastic Starch is in practically
every store. In the buttercup yellow box.
Learn

to Iron

Beautifully,

"FREE OFFER"
This New Way
Makes

Irons

Fairly Glide

Speedily

and

Makes ironing Easy

Happily!

"Friends Comment on the

Married over a year and fond
parents, to boot, the Norman
Fosters (Sally Blane) look like
young lovers as they dance at
Joan Bennett's Cocoanut
party recently.

Grove

mildly. Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi, Ted
Healy, Zasu Pitts, Edgar Kennedy and a
few others see to that. It's farce from bejustificatio
with some
can't,since
ginning to end,
prettyn
farce
mad but
be called
weak gags are included. However, many
of the situations are hilarious and the picture is practically bore-proof. Edmund
Lowe plays himself here — a movie actor
who has played so many roles on the Philo
Vance line that he's about ready to commit murder himself. In order to get away
from it all, and particularly from Peter
Dean, whose brain-waves are the source
of all Lowe's pictures, he books passage
for a nice, restful ocean trip. Peter Dean,
none other than Elissa Landi, books passage on the same ship for a well-earned
rest. Ted Healy, a publicity pest, boards the
same boat as does Zasu Pitts, who simply
adores anything connected with movies.

Appearance"
My Lofgren,
Loveliness of
• Attractive
Miss
chosen
THE OF
BLONDE
AND
MARCH
MONTH for JANUARY, is typical of
bedailywith
women
the many
come moreyoung
attractive
and who
popular
blonde
soft, lustrous sunny hair. Whether
or brunette, rinse sunny lustre into your
hair with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
And win the admiring compliments of
your
Win friends.
FREE Visit to New York!
See details inside your package of
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at your
druggist's. Or use coupon now!

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON
GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St.,
MARCHAND'S
NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use
stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a lull-sized
bottle.
Name
,

..State..

_M. G. 237
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Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The acids
kidneys
Nature's
way ofMost
taking
the
excess
and are
waste
out of chief
the blood.
people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan'a Pills.
CATARRH
and SINUS
CHAR
T — FREE
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking —
stuffed-up nose — bad breath — Sinus irritation —
phlegm-filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000
sell Hall's. .Catarrh
Medicine.
63rdDruggists
year in business.
. Write today!
F.J. CHENEY& CO. Dept. 32, TOLEDO. O.
KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
Removevately athe
hair
permanently,
safely,
prifollowing
simpleprevents
directions.
The Mahlert home,
Method
positively
the
hair
from
growing
again.
The
delightful
relief
will
bring
happiness,
freedom
of
mind and greater success.
Backedthe byworld.
35 years
use all
over
Send of6c successful
in stamps TODAY
for IllustratedHairBooklet,
Forever"."How to Remove
r P.Superfluous
H. Mahler Co., Dept. 36B, Providence, B. I.
"COINS
1909 CENT $10— WE BUY WANTED"
CERTAIN COINS COMMON
AND RARE— Others worth to $6,000; 1864-1865 Indian
head cents, $100 each; Dimes before 1895, $450; Liberty
Head Nickels before 1914, $300; large pennies, $2,000;
encased postage stamps, $13; Half cents, $275; Half dimes,
$175; Quarters, $300; Fractional currencies; Paper money;
Gold Dollars, $1,500; Colonial coins, $300; Silver Dollars,
$4,000; 1933, 50c, $4.00; foreign coins, $165, etc.
SEND 15c TODAY for ILLUSTRATED 1937 COIN BOOK,
before sending coins. National Coin Corporation (600)
Springfield. Massachusetts.
Splendid
spare
time.opportunities.
Easy plan.common
NoPrepare
previousin
experience
needed,
education
sufficient.
Send forschool
free
booklet phy",
"Opportunities
in Photograparticulars
and
requirements.
American School of Photography
Dept.Ave.2362 Chicago, 111,
3601 Michigan

finger at Russell Gleason
during Assistance League
luncheon for
"Lloyds of
London"

cast.

With several gentlemen with ulterior motives on board, some pseudo-detectives, a
few dope-fiends and drunkards, and a
priceless diamond to boot, excitement is
a safe bet. But we didn't bank on all those
corpses. However, most of them are
laughed off in the nonchalant spirit of the
picture and everyone, with the possible exception of the latter characters, has a fine
time. Elissa Landi is a welcome sight
after her year's absence from the screen
and does full justice to her role as does
Lowe in his usual dependable manner.
Preview Postscript
This is the first picture for both Elissa
Landi and Edmund Lowe under their new
M-G-M contracts. Elissa recently returned
from working in European pictures and visithardingataround
herNew
fifthYork
bookandat Washington.
present — and She's
not
just hard at encouraging her ghost-writer, for
La Landi actually pens her own stuff. Elissa's
new horse is named "Meistersinger" in honor
of Nino Martini, who spends nine-tenths of his
time at the studio watching Elissa or singing
to her at her Palos Verdes beach home.
Eddie Lowe used to play fullback on the
Santa
Clara
so this
picture's
schedule
had football
to be team,
carefully
arranged
to
"shoot around" Eddie on Saturdays before
he would sign for the role, since it was to be
made during football season. Twice, though,
Eddie was detained at the studio so late on
Saturday that he had to charter a plane to
make is
theasSanta
town
famousClara
this games.
year forEddie's
its teamhomeas
its
they haven't
Now
Mr. prunes,
Lowe isforspending
all hislost
extraa game.
time trying
to get them into the Rose Bowl game festivities on New Year's day. . . . Edgar Kennedy's been in pictures since the year one,
was in fact one of the first Keystone cops —
and a genuine one, which is rare, in this
town filled with phoney Keystone cops.
-k Without
(RKO-Radio)

Francis Lederer and Margo

ar-

rive in New York for "Winterset" opening.
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Orders

If you're air-minded, you will like this
picture. If not, there's a good possibility
you will be when the picture's over.
"Without Orders" is not a first-class story,
it isn't even second-class in some spots,
but those scenes directly concerning aviation are fascinating from a technical standpoint and exciting from an adventurous
one. A large air-port is the background,
with transport flyers, air stewardesses and

aviation officials the principal characters.
Charles Grapewin, president of the airline, has a son, Vinton Haworth, who is
more interested in flying high on terra
firma than in the skies. So he appeals to
his ace pilot, Robert Armstrong, to make
a man of Vinton. The fact that Bob's
girl, Sally Eilers, fancies herself in love
with Vinton doesn't make this assignment
any easier. To add complications to the
plot, there's Frances Sage as Sally's siswho's also
with Vinton.
Our ter,
heroine
is mixed
finally up
brought
to her
senses when Vinton turns yellow in an air
crisis and she has to bring the plane down,
with Robert Armstrong giving her directions via radio. The Eilers-Armstrong
team turns in adequate performances, and
Vinton Haworth is commendable as the
weak-kneed son.
Preview Postscript
Robert Armstrong knew a thing or two
about planes even before making this celluloider. He was in the air corps during the
War. While attending the U niversity of Washington Bob was the White Hope of the football team. But he turned down the team his
last year in favor of college dramatics, wrote
a skit for the col Iitch boys and then took it
on the road with such success ihat he never
again saw dear old Washington. Having
proved his stuff, Uncle Paul Armstrong, producer of Broadway plays, gave Bob a chance
in his next production — a little number that
lasted two nights but gave Jimmie Gleason
the opportunity to spot Bob. Jimmie offered
Bob a chance in a play that he guaranteed
would lasted
last three
It was bringing
"Is Zat So?"
which
threenights.
years, finclly
Bob
to Hollywood and pitchers. . . . Vinton Haworth, whose screen debut this is, is the uncle
of no less than Ginger Rogers. He's married
to Mama Lela's sister. Vinton has had radio
and stage experience prior to this. He used
to be Jack Howard in the Myrt and Marge
series.
* Hideaway
(Paramount)

Girl

"Hideaway Girl" tries desperately to be
a gay, romantic comedy-with-song. Intended to be a combination of mystery and
high comedy, it emerges as just another
dismal little imitation of "It Happened
One Night." The picture opens with a
shot of Shirley Ross, and you are led to
suspect that she has just swiped a fancy
diamond necklace from a fancy wedding

MODERN
party. In her flight she is forced to stop
at a filling station, but the attendant who
serves her isn't really an attendant at all ;
he is Robert Cummings, who, we soon discover, is the possessor of considerable
wealth, a barrel of charm, and a yacht.
When the two of them start yapping at
each other all of us constant movie patrons recognize the time-worn tip-off ;
they're in love. Things all lead to the
Cummings' yacht, a skiff of such proportions most audiences will mistake it for
the Queen Mary. After considerable horseplay and plot manipulation we learn that
Shirley didn't really steal the necklace at
all; the real thief is Mr. Cummings' fiancee, who all the time had been in cahoots with a character named Jake, the
Rat. Shiriey Ross does nicely considering
the circumstances, but Robert Cummings is
a bit too debonair for comfort. Major
disappointment is Martha Raye in the
comedy department. After her swell
clowning in "Rhythm on the Range" we
expected her to be louder and funnier in
this one. She's just louder.
Preview Postscript
Martha Raye is apt to be just as crazy,
and sometimes more so, off screen than on.
Between "takes" La Raye will oblige at any
time with songs and dances — even between
takes. An overnight sensation in Hollywood,
Martha's lost thirty pounds trying to keep up
with it all. A year ago she wasn't sure of
her next meal ahead and now she's scheduled
for four pictures at a time. The Raye girl is
kept hopping between costume fittings, dancing and singing lessons, hairdressers and trying to get to bed for awhile each night.
When she couldn't find time for the latter
after the close of this picture, Martha retired
for a week to the hospital to catch up on
it . . . Shirley Ross still can't believe that
things are happening the way they really are
around her. Appearing with Gus Arnheim's
band a couple of years ago at the BeverlyWilshire Hotel, in Beverly Hills, Shirley was
instantly spotted by an M-G-M talent sleuth
who whisked his find away from Gus, out to
the studio, and signed her to the dotted line
before she had time to catch her breath. But
she had plenty of time in the next years to
do that. For the Ross "find" never got a
chance at a part except in "bit" roles. When
she heard there might be a chance at Paramount, Shiriey gambled all, broke her M-GM contract and trotted over. The "Big
Broadcast" was her first, this her second and
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next you'll see her with Bing Crosby. . . .
Robert Cummings is the Missouri boy who
went to England for the sole purpose of acquiring an English accent to impress Hollywood. For Hollywood had long been his
goal, but producers took one listen to that
Southern drawl and decided Bob was too
naive for he-man roles. Having spent a year
in London, Bob came back with the most
sophisticated twang in town. And was
promptly cast for his first picture — a role,
suh, in "So Red the Rose."
■k Smart
(Warners)

TIME IS SHORT, BUT FOOD IS TASTY . . .
YOU EAT A LOT AND EAT IT HASTY . . .
IN CASE A CASE OF HEARTBURN COMES,
WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT YOUR ROLL OF TUMS!

Blonde

Here's another murder story, enlivened
by the girl reporter hot on the trail of the
murderer and the handsome detective trying to get there first. After resorting to
every under-handed ruse they can think
of and every dirty crack not in the dictionary to use on one another, they proceed to
fall in love, practically over the corpse.
That's the story, but Glenda Farrell's the
newshound and Barton MacLane's the
sleuth, which considerably improves matters. True enough, some of the gags and
situations are a bit aged, but in the competent hands of the leading characters they
don't lack punch. Winifred Shaw and
Jane Wyman are other highlights of the
picture. Miss Shaw gives her usual deft
characterization and Jane Wyman walks
off with the best laughs in the film.
* Flying
(Universal)

GiMif

FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM
ACID INDIGESTION, HEARTBURN, GAS
SO many causes for acid indigestion! Hasty
eating . . . smoking . . . beverages . . . rich
foods ... no wonder we have sudden, unexpected attacks of heartburn, sour stomach or
gas ! But millions have learned the smart thing
to do is carry Turns! These tasty mints give
scientific, thorough relief so quickly! Contain
no harsh alkali . . . cannot o#er-alkalize your
stomach. Release just enough antacid compound to correct stomach acidity . . . remainder
passes z<w-released from your system. And
they're so pleasant . . . just like candy. So
handy to carry in pocket or purse. 10c a roll at
any
drugstorePACK.
— or 3 rolls for 25c in the
ECONOMY
FOR THE TUMMY

Hostess

Here's a little number which takes up
the subject of airline stewardesses. It
makes an interesting story for gals with
an eye on that profession and not a bad
one for the rest of us to watch. In this
case we have three very pretty and determined young ladies out to make the grade.
of Universal's new
one younger
Judith
"finds" Barrett,
among the
crop, is the
heroine of the tale. To prove her nerve,
after fainting dead away in the first examination, Judith brings down a great bigplane all alone, thereby impressing William Gargan, head of the airline, and
re-impressing William Hall, the line's star
pilot. Ella Logan has a time for herself,
too, what with proving her mettle and sparring with Andy Devine. The aviation
scenes are well filmed, dialogue is good.
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STARS *
BETTY GRABLE, RKO Player

who want soft, lovely, flattering curls
*
DjWEpUT OF EVERY
use Hollywood J^apid Dry Curlers.
For many curls or just a few... more
women use Hollywood Curlers than
nearly all other brands put together.
You'll know why when you try the
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"Curler used by the Stars;'
Don't accept imitations . ..be
sure you buy Hollywood Curlers.

3 for 10c AT 5 c AND 10 c STORES —NOTION COUNTERS
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FrOM grandmother ... to mother . . . to daughter
— Boro-Pheno-Form has been handed down as an
easier, safer method of marriage hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely preferred bymodern wives because it requires no
water, mixing or measuring — yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides. A
dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger
of "over-dose" or "under- ^ -pv
dose." Soothing and odor- jjj. L) J CITC'S
less ... At all drug stores, y ' 1
FORM
PHENO
BORO
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 14-B
162 N.sendFranklin
Please
me a St.,
trialChicago,
packageHI.
of (Jq>,
Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet. I enclose ioc
to be refunded when I purchase a regular-size package.
Name
Address
State
City
Be

Your

Own

Goodbye to the Soil note : Spencer
Tracy has sold his string of polo ponies
and turned the profits in on a yacht.

meantime she and Mr. D. are bound for
Europe, and if they come back married, just
pretend you didn't see this paragraph.

'Way Back When dept.: The wife of a
famous radio and screen comedian, at a
Hollywood beauty shop with her sister,
started complaining about having to wait
around for service. But just before she
became loo, too grand about it the sister cut
her down with: "Now, Sadie, remember
Macy's basement."

Prediction : The next child star sensation will be 13-year-old Deanna Durbin.
We saw a couple of reels of her first picture, "Three Smart Girls," in a projection
room at Universal, and it is our duty to
report that the young lady has everything
that's required. Sort of a combination
Shirley Temple and Jeanette MacDonald,
which seems like a very fine combination.

Olivia de Havilland, the gal for whom
The Light Brigade charged, says it ain't
so about rumors of her romance with Jimmy Blakely. We were going to say de
Havilland deNies deNews, but we decided it wasn't very funny.
After one Hollywood date with Ginger
Rogers, bandmaster Johnny Green made his
appearance in a magazine interview entitled, "My Friend,
Ginger
Rogers."
after several
dates with
another
young Now,
lady
about town, we'll be looking for the next
Johnny Green story entitled, "My Very Good
Friend, Sylvia Sidney."
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Practically all of Hollywood moved
down to Palm Springs on the resort's
opening night. Perhaps most of the gals
had seen Dietrich in the desert in "The
Garden of Allah," and hoped maybe the
open spaces would do something for them.
Anyway, there was much carrying on and
about, with most of it concentrated at the
Racquet Club, owned by Charlie Farrell
and Ralph Bellamy. And just to prove that
times are good in the desert, Racquet Club
memberships which sold for $75, last year,
are now retailing at $1000 apiece. Your
thousand bucks entitles you to walk right
in and buy all the drinks you want.

Seen at Palm Springs: Newlyweds Joan
Blondell and Dick Powell shopping for tiny
garments. But not the kind you think — they
were strictly for Mrs. P.

Want to hear a story about four pigeons ? It was told to us by a very close
friend, who also happens to be a pigeon,
so we know it's true. Well, it seems Kay
Francis expressed a desire for pigeons, so
George Brent — good old George, they call
him — who had a plethora of them gave her
four of his. Miss F. took great care of
them for several weeks, then let them out
for sort of a test flight. They promptly
flew right back to the Brent homestead.
George and the four birds forgot to tell
Kay they were homing pigeons.
Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
youMarmola
have lostPrescription
enough fat Tablets
— then contain
stop. the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.
128

A number of hard-working Hollywood
heroes don't have much time to indulge in
their favorite sports, so they hie themselves
to a Turkish bath and get their exercise flat
on their backs on the masseur's table.
Errol Flynn, who has trouble with his hips,
often visits the masseur three or four times
a week. "In my pictures," he says sadly,
"I'm supposed to look like a wedge." So he
takes his pounding, but he doesn't like it.
The David Niven-Merle Oberon romance took a sock in the jaw when Merle
recently sailed for England and all the
gossip columnists reported that she and
David were straining at the leash. What
really happened was this : David was
spending a week with a friend in North
Carolina, prior to shoving off for New
York and a goodbye kiss for Merle. Two
days before he was to leave, the flu caught
up with him, so Merle sailed away with no
adieus. But they say she carried a rain
check.
One of the shortest flights on record was
Clark Gable's trip to New York. He planned
a 10-day vacation to see plays, especially
"Idiot's Delight," which he is to do for the
films. He saw "Idiot's Delight," but he also
discovered it was the delight of his fans to
mob him wherever he went. So Mr. G., disguised as an unidentified citizen, sneaked
through the Holland Tunnel to Newark and
grabbed a plane back to Hollywood. Incidentally, when he left for the East, the Sunday airport sightseers were treated to something a little extra when Carole Lombard
handed her hero quite a demonstrative sendoff.
Joe E. Brown, who for years has been
winning all the Warner Brothers ingenues
in his screen life, is growing up. Evidence
is that his son, Don, was one of the mainstays on last season's football team at the
University of California at Los Angeles.

Probably Frank
to remind
peoplehashe given
isn't Mr.
Swarthout,
Chapman
the
missus a bracelet and necklace made of
gold letters. The bracelet spells "Gladys"
and thewoodnecklace
spells note.
"Chapman." Hollyhusbands please

The Francis gal, incidentally, is telling all
her friends that she'll never marry while
she's in pictures. Whether this is just a
plea to all her fans to plunk down a quarter
for her next picture to keep her single, or
whether it's just bad news to gentleman
friend Delmer Daves, nobody knows. In the

The owner of the nimblest feet in Hollywood doesn't care about using them too
he's
andasked
is Fred Astaire,
guybreadwinners
much.
so kind The
to his
that he
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FOR
HAIR

FARR'S used with perfect confidence leaves
your hair soft, lustrous, NATURAL, youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure
in hygienic privacy of home; odorless,
greaseless; will not rub off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35. Sold Everywhere.

Just a backward glance at four smart looking gals at the Del Rio
Charity shindig. Virginia Bruce, Anita Louise, Dolores Del Rio and
Swell shot of all four, isn't it?
Joan Bennett in left to right order.

his studio for a bicycle to take him around
the lot. But who cares, as the saying goes,
so long as he doesn't wear it in his pictures.
Bob Montgomery had just returned to
Metro for work, after his return from his
farm in Connecticut, when a magazine
writer swooped down upon him. "Oh, Mr.
Montgomery," said the gal, breathlessly,
"I'm so glad you're back. I want to get
your ideas on love for a symposium I'm
writing." "Just symposium I'm not back
yet!" said Bob, beating a hasty retreat.

Note on Something or Other : Mack
Gordon, 300-pound song writer — "Did you
Ever See a Dream Walking?" etc., — entering the Brown Derby with a book under his arm. The book was "Live Alone
and Like it."
Warner Baxter journeyed to the mountains in Colorado recently to join the elks —
but the elks he wanted to get next to were
of the four-footed variety. It is sad to report that all Warner brought back was a
broken ankle, which is why you see him
hobbling down Hollywood Boulevard these
days with his foot in a plaster cast.

Chester Morris and his wife celebrated
their tenth wedding anniversary the other
evening with a party gala enough to do
justice to such an event in Hollywood. Out

on the "I Promise to Pay" set at Columbia we asked Chester about the affair. "It
was a nice party. There must have been
about three hundred people at the house,"
he said. "And about half of them, I understand," he added sadly, "are still there."

Fashion Note: Robert Young's three-yearold daughter has always been one of
ShirleyherTemple's
more herardent
fans.
since
father took
to visit
on But
the
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"Stowaway" set, Carol Ann's love is more
deeply entrenched, for Shirley paid her the
finest female compliment known. "That's a
very pretty dress, Carol Ann," she said, giving Miss Young's organdie number a critical
gaze. "Where did you get it?"
Out at the 20th-Century-Fox studios,
where Simone Simon holds forth, there is
a new publicity man assigned to the re- WAKE
YOUR
UP
dundant French gal. His name, believe it
or not, is Gordon Gordon. But the studio
LIVER
BILE...
indignantly
that bySimone's
ture is beingdenies
scripted
a writernext
on picthe
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in the new Selznick-International picture, "A Star Is Born." Her
name is Darlene Taylor, and she knows enough about pictures to
hang on to her hat check job.

Saw Jean Muir in the Warner Brothers commissary, lunching
with
Gordon
Oliver, for
a young
contract
player
been to
Jean's
constant
companion
several
months.
Andwhoyouhasought
see
little Miss Muir now that she's emerged with black bobbed hair
for a part in her new picture "Lord of the Land." You also
ought
to hear her story about the penguin. We'd tell you, but we
can't whisper.

The John Barrymores attend their
first movie preview after their
much-publicized
Yuma merger.

Freddie Bartholomew in serious
chat with Virginia Fields and
Tyrone
Power,
Jr. at lunch.

(Continued from page 66)
The John Barrymore-Elaine Barry romance — and it isn't true
that it's a take-off on "Sing, Baby, Sing" — came to a climax in
Yuma when Miss Barrie got that extra syllable tacked on her
name. There were reports of a furious battle the day after the
wedding, but it must have cooled down in a hurry, for we saw
them a few days later in the Brown Derby's Bamboo Room sipping a bit of something or other with Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs, the
bride's parents.
Errol Flynn and Kay Francis claim the new endurance record
for love scenes. In "Another Dawn," which they recently finished,
they went into a romantic interlude which lasted, according to the
director's watch, for seven minutes. And a seven-minute romance in
Hollywoodtown practically means that you're childhood sweethearts.
A headline in a Hollywood paper recently announced : ARLINE
JUDGE TO CHAPERONE DIXIE DUNBAR ON TRIP
EAST. Now all they need is a chaperone for Arline and the
trip's on.
Dodie, the hat check girl at the Trocadero, is one of the prettiest
girls
in townsix— and
a book
lover day
besides.
She's had
a book
for almost
months
and some
she intends
to read
it. now
She
from
pictures"
in
be
to
must have got tired of hearing "You ought
every gent who traded a quarter for his hat, so now you'll see her
Looking hale and hearty, Adolphe
and Veree Teasdale Menjou see
"The Garden

of Allah" opening.

Frances Langford helps Eleanor
Powell and her mother read a
wire at "Born to Dance"

130

premiere.

When Arlington Brugh left Beatrice, Nebraska, three years ago
send-off and no firehe was just Arlington Brugh, so there washe no
was Robert Taylor and
works. But when he returned recently,
the entire population turned out to greet him. After a few days
of seeing old friends he returned to another swell homecoming in
Hollywood, for M-G-M tore up his old contract and handed him a
new one which calls for a starting salary of $2500 per week. Besides
the
being the country's Number One box-office attraction, he is one ofnew
nicest guys out here, which is why everyone cheered at the
contract.
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen, N. J.

The romantic charm of beautiful eyes can be yours instantly — with a few
simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Darken your lashes into long, luxuriant
fringe with harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting Maybelline. Not beady,
waxy or gummy. Applies smoothly, gives a soft, silky, natural appearance,
and tends to make the lashes curl.
Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and the creamy Eye Shadowin shades to harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.
Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara, 75c everywhere. Generous introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids, obtainable at all 10c stores
Discover for your1 0,000,000 discriminating women now use Maybelline.
self— TODAY — this simple way to more enchanting beauty'
Eye
Shadow
Blue, Blue-Gray
3 r ow n, Green
Violet.

The World's Largest Selling Eye Beauty Aids
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OU hold allure in the palm of your hand
— with IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. A touch on
your wrists, your throat, your fingertips, and your
petite evening muff, and you become a more
thrilling person to yourself, and to him.
Teasing , , . provocative . . . irresistible!
Discover the exciting new confidence that
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME gives you. The glamorous
women of Park Avenue, Hollywood Boulevard,
and the Rue de la Paix all know that secret —
the hidden power of Irresistible Perfume.

TALC

Lips must lure, too, with their fragrance, and challenge with their brilliancy. With Irresistible Lip Lure
they do both. Try the fragrant, creamy Irresistible
Lipstick in its exciting new shade — Coral —
sparkling, vibrant, electric!
To be completely ravishing use
all of the Irresistible Beauty Aids.
Certified pure, laboratory tested
and approved.
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Only 10c each at 5 & 10c Stores
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She evades close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH

How often a girl has
thrilled to a passing glance -to an admiring look that
says, "If only there were someone to introduce usnow."
Lucky for her if she has a youthful
smile — a smile that reveals sparkling
white teeth and healthy gums. But how
pitiful the smile that shocks the expectant eye. How sad the smile that betrays
dull teeth and dingy gums— tragic evidence ofunforgivable neglect.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

That first warning tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush— how harmless it ap-

pears and yet how serious it can prove.
For trivial, trifling as it may seem— ignored, it can exact a heavy penalty.
When you see it— see your dentist. You
may not be in for serious trouble, but
your dentist is the only competent judge.
Usually, however, he will tell you that
yours is simply a case of gums that have
grown soft and sensitive under our modern soft- food menus — gums that need
more resistance and work — and as so
many modern dentists advise— gums that
will respond to the healthful stimulation
of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

For Ipana is a modern
tooth paste — not only
your teeth clean and
keep
designed to
sparkling— but, with massage, to assist the
health of your gums. Rub a little extra
Ipana on your gums every time you brush
your' teeth. Circulation increases. Lazy
tissues waken. Gums become firmer.

this common-sense
safe! Adopt
Play health
routine in your own home.
dental
Change to Ipana and massage todayhelp safeguard yourself against gum troubles. You'll have a better chance for
whiter, brighter teeth and sounder,
healthier gums— a better chance for a
smile of enchanting loveliness!
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• Don't tell me about old-fashioned laxatives While
!
I wasted time on them, my
constipation got worse. My breath was
offensive. Nightmares ruined my sleep.
Even the sight of food made me sick. My
complexion? Well, let's not go into that!
Then I did myself a big favor by taking
my druggist's tip. "Try FEEN-A-MINT,"
he said, "it's different!"

• When FEEN-A-MINT frees accumulated wastes, life is brighter at once. Constipation's bilious headaches go. Natural
appetite returns. A cleared intestine helps
bring back the natural joy of youth, the
normal sleep of childhood. Why not put
yourself 'in this thrilling picture? FEEN-AMINT tastes so good, acts so differently!
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COME TO OUR FILMLAND FIESTA
A thrilling opportunity to visit Hollywood this summer
SHE DOES AS SHE PLEASES
That's Patsy Kelly's philosophy of life
MY DAUGHTER, MYRNA LOY
A mother tells on her famous daughter
WITH THANKS TO BROADWAY, N. Y
And Tyrone Power has reason for gratitude
A SCHOOLMARM LOOKS AT HOLLYWOOD
Madeleine Carroll finds it okay, too
THE THINGS THEY WANT TO FORGET
And a number of the stars tell you why
NOT TO BE IGNORED
Martha Raye won't let you forget her.'
MAN OF THE AUER
Mischa's a comedian by sheer accident
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SYLVIA'S
Who isA this
in theLIFE
Sidney life?
HE HAS A PRIVATE LIFE
Do you know about Ian Hunter? Hollywood doesn't!
THE FARMER TAKES THE SHOW
And Frances can do it, what's more.'
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Lloyd Nolan isn't actually a desperate character
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We Salute "Captains Courageous"
Information Desk
Knit by Pattern
This Caballero Can Cook!
At the Races
Movie Scoreboard
W^BIS5SBy|Hf< One of the big differij'Wt encesof delicious, mintT
FEEN-A-MIN
^gjggg^ is inflavored
the 3 minutes
of chewing. Scientists agree this helps makeFEENA-MINT so dependable— so satisfactory.
Its benefits work g-r-a-d-u-a-l-l-y in the
lower bowel— not in the stomach. No griping or nausea. No break in sleep. The
favorite laxative of 16 million users. Economical, too ! Write for free sample to
Dept.Q-6,FEEN-A-MINT,
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Familysized boxes
15c only
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a Woman

MYRNA LOY— the bewitching beauty in whose
arms he forgot the pain of leadership . . .
Answering the call of millions of picturegoers M-G-M has brought them together in
the most dramatic heart-stabbing love story
of our time!

You thought "San Francisco" was exciting —
but wait ! You'll be thrilled to your finger-tips
when this mighty drama comes thundering
from the screen. A fiery romance with your two
favorite stars !. . . CLARK GABLE-courageous,
masterful leader of a fighting nation . . .

CLARK

EVER

•

GABLE

MYRNA

IN

PARMELL
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production based on the great
stage play that thrilled Broadway for months, with
EDNA MAY OLIVER, BILLIE BURKE, and a great
M-G-M cast. Directed and produced by John Stahl.

LOY

MODERN

SCREEN

Leo Townsend, our
Hollywood editor, presents the placque of
Modern Screen's Award
of Merit to the all-male
cast of "Captains Courageous." Here you see
him in the act of giving
it to one of its stars,
Spencer Tracy. This
monthly award is considered asignal honor.

To all those who worked so successfully to make "Captains Courageous" a
brilliant picture, we tender our sincere congratulations.
Again Modern Screen singles out the outstanding picture of the month for its
distinguished Award of Merit. Only those pictures rate the medal which we think
offer you the best in entertainment value. These about-to-be-released pictures
are the tops in acting, scenario, direction and photography — productions worthy
of leading your screen fare for the year. By watching for our monthly award,
will never spend a dull evening
you
for you!

in the theatre. It's certified entertainment

Great credit is due the robust direction of Victor Fleming together with John
Lee Mahin's excellent script. You who enjoyed the original Rudyard Kipling
tale will not be disappointed, for all the tang and flavor has been retained in the
screen version.
It's a faithful transcription of a much beloved story.

Modern

Screen's

Meda5

Award

Picture,
reviewed

"Captains Courageous,'9
by Leo Townsend

Rudyard Kipling's well-known tale of adventure at sea comes to the screen as
decidedly first-rate entertainment, full of action and down-to-earth appeal. Primarily
a man's picture — there are no women in the cast — it will also appeal to the ladies
because of the presence or Freddie Bartholomew in what is perhaps his biggest and best
film role to date. Co-starred with Spencer Tracy and Lionel Barrymore, young Mr.
Bartholomew continues to prove himself a most precocious youngster. In the role of
Harvey Cheyne, a haughty little millionaire's son who learns about life when he accidentally falls inof with
a fishing boat
work choice
in this picture
should
his producers
his versatility
and crew,
allowFreddie's
him a wider
of screen
roles.convince
Briefly, the story is this: when Harvey tries in vain to buy his way into a school club
he runs home to his father with a tale of abuse. The doting papa (Melvyn Douglas)
withdraws him from school and the two embark for England. Shortly after the boat sails,
Harvey, showing off before some fellow passengers, falls overboard. A fishing boat
picks him up and Harvey demands he be taken ashore immediately. But millionaires'
sons mean nothing to the fishermen — and they can't return to shore until they've made
their catch, a little matter of three months. Harvey proceeds to make himself obnoviou'
6

an

M-G-M

production,

until, under the guidance of Manuel (Spencer Tracy), one of the fishermen, he gradually
begins to see the light.
Eventually he becomes fast friends with Manuel and the crew, until finally even
Captain Disko (Lionel Barrymore) admits Harvey has become a more than tolerable
young man. When the haul is finished and the boat heads back to Gloucester, drama
and tragedy strike them, and Manuel loses his life at sea. When the boat lands,
Harvey's father is waiting for him, and he sees in his grief-stricken son a new and finer
person — a boy who learned in three months what a lifetime of ease would never have
taught
him. Tracy lends his expert trouping to the role of Manuel, making it one of the
Spencer
most sympathetic
he has tobrought
to the screen.
actors,
he will addcharacters
considerably
his popularity
as wellOneas ofhisHollywood's
prestige withfinest
this
warmly human performance. Lionel Barrymore is gruff and convincing as Captain
Disko, and Melvyn Douglas, who is finally getting the screen recognition he deserves,
is capable as the father. Outstanding supporting players are John Carradine, Mickey
Rooney, Charles Grapewin and Billy Burrud.
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Away, Never

Back..

Grows

Protect
win
and

NEVER!

precious

flashing
Be

Safe

enamel
new

. . .

luster

. . . change

to

Pepsodent
Tooth
Paste
containing IRIUM!
Nature is lavish in restoring skin, hair, nails.
But She's terribly stingy with tooth enamel.
Once you allow it to be injured, or you permit film to start its deadly decay, enamel can
never grow back — never.
That is why the discovery of irium has
caused such a sensation in the dentifrice world.
The flashing new luster it brings with safety
is causing new thousands every day to change
to Pepsodent, the only tooth paste containing
IRIUM.
Acts on new principle
Instead of acting on enamel with scrub-hard
friction, Pepsodent containing irium softens the
tough film that forms and glues itself on teeth
and gums. Then gently lifts and floats it away
— polishes the enamel to a brilliant sparkle
you have never even seen before — and imparts
a new, firm, refreshed feeling to the gums.
You get a new taste -thrill out of eating,
smoking! And bad breath— —caused
drinking,
by film on teeth which ordinary tooth pastes
fail to remove completely — is no longer a
worry to you! For the first time you know
what cleanliness of mouth, teeth and gums
really means!
Be safe every day of your life! Get results
always hoped for but never experienced with
a dentifrice— and get them with safety ! Change
to Pepsodent Tooth Paste containing irium.

t N£W HIGH PDtfSH

► All Pepsodent now on
sale contains IRIUM.
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is talking about

You

ask

us!

We

HERE ARE the biographies you have been
clamoring for. Whether one is printed
or not depends on the number of requests recorded for it. REMEMBER . . .
every request counts . . . and mailing
the little coupon on this page isn't just
another way of satisfying idle curiosity.
It's your way of telling Hollywood
who's who on the screen. You're the
public and you give the orders! So
don't keep your flicker interests a deep
dark secret any longer.
JAMES STEWART

cAfumxiirhd
cBIemxled
Oiexum
Gives you
5

Facial

Aids

in One

"It excels any cream I ever used
for cleansing." — Grace Houghland.
"I've been using a more expensive
cream. Its freshness and smoothmake my skin feel new." —
Blancheness Short.
"As a massage cream it is cooling
restful
and W.
Miss
V. to anyone's skin." —
"Used at night, my skin feels nice
and 'cared for' and delightfully
fresh
G.
S. the morning after." — Miss
"Since I started using Armand
Blended Cream every day someone asks me what I have done to
my complexion. I am highly
pleased." — Mrs. C. C. Cash.
Wouldn't you, too, like to try Armand
Blended Cream? You can — at no
cost. Just ask for a free sample at
the toilet goods counter in the store
■where you bought this magazine. If
their supply is gone, mail a postal
to Armand, Des Moines, Iowa, giving
your dealer's name, and a sample
will be sent you. Or buy a jar of
Armand Blended Cream and if one
day's trial doesn't give your skin a
new look and feel, your money will
be cheerfully refunded. Trial sizes
at 10c and 20c — larger, more economical jars at 50c and $1.00.
8

(Last printed August.
1036. Total number
of requests since then
197.) Fullgrown, the
boy measured 6 feet
3 inches tall, skin and
bones at 140 pounds.
He wore glasses and
played
with
his an
chin accordion
slumped
down on his chest, his
long legs sprawled
out. His birthplace was Indiana, Pa.,
where his "paw" was engaged in the
hardware business. Portrait of an actor?
Portrait of a Princeton grad? Scarcely
either, and yet James Stewart is both.
Four years as a student of architecture
equipped him to design anything from
palace. But unfora pig pen to a royalbeen
taught to create
tunately, he hadn't
job
any design for living without a from
recognition
for
while he waited
America's architects. So with haste that
was almost impolite, he snapped up a
stock offer from Falmouth, Mass. He
might have been a bit more reluctant,
call
didn't
job for
the but
be knownthe that
had Stewart
Stewart
actor,
for
career
his
the accordionist. And indeed,
was to follow to some extent a path
charted by his gifts as a musician. But
could act. Suc-to
or no, the ladbrought
musician cessful
him
stock roles
Broadway; stellar performances in hits
such as "Yellow Jack" and "Page Miss
Glory" (the stage version) brought him
with a long term M-G-M
Hollywood
to
Not long after, he was cast
contract.
MacDonald's erring brother
JeanetteMarie."
as
in "Rose
Location was on the
shores of Lake Tahoe. Jimmy roomed
with Director Van Dyke, and when the
chill night of the lake country drove
indoors, the magic of Jimmy's
everyone
accordion would combine with the distant lapping of water to lull Van Dyke
to sleep. Van Dyke was grateful. Later,
inviting guests to a party, he asked,
"What's the name of that guy who plays
the accordion?" Jimmy is very jealous
of that accordion . . . thinks people pay
it more attention than they do him.
And it's the same story with his dancing.
He's a swell partner and a bit afraid
that lovely ladies Eleanor Powell, or
Virginia Bruce, or Ginger Rogers favor
him because he dances well and not because they're fond of him. Shows you
how very little Jimmy knows about
women. Jimmy was born on May 20,
1908. He doesn't wear glasses any more
and isn't as skinny as he used to be.
You'll be seeing him soon in "Seventh
Heaven" opposite Simone Simon. His
current picture is "Born to Dance."
HILDA BENEVY, Montreal, Canada: Marlene Dietrich's real name is Mary Magfather, a lieudalene von Losch. Her army,
died the
tenant in the German
death of a hero, during the World War.
Incidentally, Marlene met the man who
was responsible — Alexie Davidoff, wartime commander of the Russian "sui-

have

the

answers

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life here, fill in ana
send us the coupon on this page. And
how about saving yourself 2c by using
one of Uncle Sam's penny postcards?
General questions will also be answered here. Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for a personal
reply. Address: Information Desk,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
cide" battery — on the set of one of her
him.
pictures and parted good friends with
JAMES CAGNEY

(Last printed February,
1936. Total number
of requests since then
209.) One definition
of goodsatileacting
veracting. An isactor
delights you if he can
do Hamlet, Dillinger,
and Lord Fauntleroy.
In the case
James
m' / ^ -. Cagney
this ofcriterion
is beside the point.
Hamlet. Or if he
do
Cagney couldn't
want him to.no You
could, you wouldn't
one
want Cagney to be Cagney and
else. And that's a good definition of
Irishman's
The redheaded
personality! captivates
personality
you because
you
understand subconsciously that you see
in him the symbol of all that a big
city means to you. Especially New
York . . . New York the melting pot.
New York the hurly-burly commercial
center, New York the hybrid of stately
skyscrapers and swarming tenements.
All
thatcomes
and alive
then in
some
in Cagney's
blood,
his isacting
. . . the
way he moves, the way he talks, the
way he hits. And that combination
of vulgarity with education and sophistication .. . that's Jimmy,
too.flexible
He's
been a vaudevillian,
the tough,
type that sings, dances, speaks Yiddish
like a Litvak, Italian like a Siciliano,
and can help out the acrobats if one of
them
sick. ButUniversity
he's also .spent
two
years gets
in Columbia
. . would
have graduated and been a doctor like
his two brothers, if his father's saloon
on
Street, meant
Avenue that
D, hadn't
bustEighth
. , . which
Jimmy gone
had
to pitch in and help feed a destitute
family. He pitched in, all right! For five
chaotic years he toured the small towns
. . . the Cagney circuit is what he
calls the route. Then to Broadway with
a roughneck role in Maxwell Anderson's
"Outside Looking In." A short while
later
his road
crossed
Blondell's.
He stayed
on that
road.Joan
It led
directly
to Hollywood
and a over
Warner
Brothers'
contract.
A little
a year
ago,
Jimmy broke his ties with Warners.
"(Continued on page 129)
INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
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DIXON

Salute a stunning

new-

musical joyride pro-'S
duced with all the smartness and variety and zest
Warner

Bros, are famed for!

...A grand all-round show
...new dances. ..new song
FAZENDA

hits . . . and girls galore! A
side-splitting story as new
as the New Year! . . .with
a star cast of favorites
willing and able to either
sing it or swing

it! This riot

of rhythm

and

fun easily takes

the screen

honors

of the month

■QUen .....

REflDV

UJILLIHG

JENKINS^5

Ray Enright directed... Bobby Connolly
arranged the dance ensembles . . . And
Johnny Mercer and Richard Whiting
wrote the 3 song hits -"Too Marvelous
for Words", "Sentimental and Melancholy", and "Just a Quiet

X-WSF ml

Evening".
ALEXANDER

MODERN

SCREEN

6045 — The trimming details of
this suit are crocheted, but the
rest is knitted.

6018 — The perfect type of onepiece knit to wear all spring
and summer.

Famous Fashion Designer of Paris
"The lovely jeunes filles who model my
fashion creations are slim, fresh, erect.
Their complexions have the glorious tint
of the rose petal, and one reason is their
use of Woodbury's powder.
"Very glamorous, very chic are the
shades of this famous powder which you
American women know so well. Yet it is
not alone for Woodbury's beauty that I advise my mannequins to use it. A disaster
these girls must avoid is a disfiguring
blemish. And Woodbury's powder is free
of the germs that cause skin infections*.
Naturally, no blemish-germs can come to
the face from this germ-free powder."
Woodbury's Facial Powder comes in six
enchanting skin-tone shades, for every
type of complexion. $1.00, 50*, 25*, 10*.
"Tested with 19 other leading brands,
Woodbury's Facial Powder, alone, was
germ-free both before and after use.
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KNIT

eliminate

You
make

HERE

ARE

these

PATTERN

knitting

two

errors

models

two new styles which

make by the block-knit patyou can
tern which we introduced last month.
The block-knit pattern looks like
a dress pattern except that it is printed on a sturdy paper that will not
tear. Every cast-on, increase, decrease, bind-off, pocket and buttonhole, in fact every style point, is
clearly defined, with instructions.
If you don't want the pattern and
prefer to have just the directions, as
heretofore, you may send for them
instead. Merely check the coupon
below for what you want. Remember, however, that you enclose fifty
cents if you want the pattern — but
only a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you want directions. Patterns
come in sizes 12 to 20.

the

when
new

you
way

Adelia Bird, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me Style 6018 in size
6045 in size
I am enclosing:
□ Fifty cents each (in coin or stamps)
for the knitting pattern or patterns.
□ A stamped, self-addressed envelope
for only the regular knitting directions
which are free of charge.
Name
Street

State
City
Check which you want. No Canadian or
foreign stamps accepted.
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FRANK
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STORY

OF

SALEM"

LLOYD

(Director of "Cavalcade", "The Sea Haw}(\
"Mutiny on the Bounty")

Naturally, ever since "Mutiny on
the Bounty" swept the country, I've
been on the lookout for another yarn
with the same sweep and power to bring
to the screen. I wanted a story with
plenty of drama and with plenty of
chance for me to direct big out of doors
scenes, the kind I get the most kick out of.
» Well, to make a long story short, I
found just such a yarn . . ."Maid of
Salem". Here is the story of a young girl
and a young lad who have the nerve to
fight off a whole town of fanatics who
try to break up their love ... a story
with the same drive and surge of
"Mutiny". For here love and courage
face the fanatic venom of a whole mob
of Captain Blighs.
» But finding a story is only half a director's battle. The next thing was to
find stars able to play the parts. I had
recently directed Claudette Colbert in
"Under Two Flags" and knew what she
could do in a highly emotional part.
Fortunately, I was able to cast her as the

stout-hearted little "Maid of Salem". A
hero? I needed a swashbuckling, hardboiled lad who could carve his way with
a cutlass through an armed mob, with a
grin on his face ... I found him. Fred
MacMurray, I honestly believe, does as
fine a job in this picture as any of the
heroes of my big adventure pictures. The

Frani^ Lloyd looking for a new screen yarn.

girls are going to say it's Fred's swellest
» Last but not least a producer-director
part.got to have freedom to make a pichas
ture his own way. I, personally, want
authentic. If it's
pictures absolutely
my historical
an
picture, I want my history
correct. Well, let me say, right here and
now, Paramount has made this, my first
picture for their company, the easiest I
have ever worked on. For they have told
me to spare no expense to make "Maid
of Salem" the most authentic, the most
powerful of my productions. So I think
when you see "Maid of Salem" you will
agree with me that it tops them all for
sheer entertainment.

',„.,:
:
3k
Fran^ Lloyd on the set with Claudette Colbert as
the cameras start cran\ing for "Maid of Salem".

Claudette Colbert in her greatest part,
as the young ?{ew England girl who dares
the wrath of a whole countryside for the
love of her dashing Southern hero

A typical Lloyd action scene, a bunch of hard-boiled vagabonds
pitting their strength against the courage of one tough lad and his
stout sword arm

cal role since "The Texas
Fred MacMurray in his first big histori
carve his
Rangers", as a swashbuc\ling Southern gentleman who can
.....
sword
way through any mob with his good
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FIESTA!

FILMLAND

Few people have a chance to see movies actually being made.
Here we are at Universal, where they're making "Three Smart
Girls." At the table, 1. to r., Charles Winninger, Binnie Barnes,
Alice Brady, Barbara Read and Nan Grey.

KLEENEX

HABIT

IT'S

A

real Hollywood

Join

Modern

By

Jack

filmland, you'll see gorgeous country, crossing
Modern
you're isinvited!
hiring
fiesta, andScreen
saves
noses
SmCtliey
the Rocky Mountains in
two different places, stopspecial trains and making
ping off at national parks
gala arrangements for a
and the Grand Canyon, seeing the rest
for
parties
house
during
colds!
series of traveling
of the wonderland of Southern California. And all at a cost under $200 !
two-weeks' vaca• Nothing more tragic than a sore nose durexcitin
g
the most
tion trips ever imagined.
Here are the plans : there will be
ing acold — nothing more soothing than the
Think of it— a house party on
Kleenex Habit! It saves noses, saves money
three tours to movieland, so you can
select the most convenient time for
and reduces handkerchief washing. So put
wheels that will whisk you from Chicago to Hollywood and back in two
aside your handkerchiefs and use Kleenex
your vacation. Each will be as much
Tissues the instant sniffles start. Because
weeks, every minute packed with new
fun as the others, so just choose the
Kleenex tends to retain germs it—
checks the
that's
trip
nse
best
date. The special trains will
all-expe
thrills! An
■—
spread of colds through the family. You use j amazingly low-priced, to show you
leave Chicago July 4, July 17, and
each tissue once— then destroy, germs and all.
sights no tourist has ever seen before
August 1, returning you to the startin Hollywood.
ing point exactly two weeks later.
You'll actually go through the
Low excursion rates will enable you
Keep Kleenex in Every Room.
locked doors of the studios to see picto reach the starting point at small
Save Steps — Time — Money
extra cost, to join the house party.
To remove face creams and costures being made. You'llof betheroyally
stars.
entertained at the homes
metics .. . To apply powder,
There'll be newlyweds and second
rouge . . . To dust and polish . . .
at a
honeymooners aboard, young and old,
And you'll be guests of honorGrove,
ut
For the baby . . . And in the car—
Cocoan
the
dinner dance at
all out for a good time, with worries
to wipe hands, windshield and
most famous night club in the world,
greasy spots.
left behind and nothing to do but enwith dozens of stars to welcome you !
joy life. All arrangements are made
Here is entertainment money
for you by the tour manager.
No waste! No mess!
couldn't buy, yet it's just part of the
Once in filmland, you'll be rubbing
elbows with the stars, getting your
Pull a tissue — the
entertainment included free to readnext one pops up
ers of Modern Screen through the
pictures taken with them, dining and
dancing (Continued on page 140)
ready for use!
cooperation of studios and stars. In
0
addition to thrilling adventures in
0
KLEENEX
A disposable tissue made of Cellucotton (not cotton)
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MAGNIFICENUy

xvMOUSLY,

The same

mad-cap,

Giant cast! . . Sparkling person-

riotous

spirit that set "My
Godfrey"

SCREEN

apart from

alities!.. Seven songs by that

Man

never-miss hit team, McHugh

any

and

other picture makes this spectacular musical DIFFERENT

. . Breath-

catching gowns! . . Fun, frivol-

from anything you've ever
seen! It tops them all!

ity, frenzy! . . Music, mad-waggery, mirth and magnificence !

NEW

TOP

Adamson!

OF

UNIVERSAL

THE

PRESENTS

TOWN

With a glittering galaxy of stage, screen and radio favorites including:.
Doris Nolan • George Murphy • Hugh Herbert • Gregory Ratoff • Gertrude Niesen • Ella
Logan • Henry Armetta • Ray Mayer • Mischa Auer • The Three Sailors • Peggy Ryan
Gerald Oliver Smith • Jack Smart • Claude Gillingwater • Ernest Cossart
Directed by Ralph' Murphy • Associate Producer Lou Brock
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer
THE

SCREEN

HAS

NEVER

SEEN

ANYTHING

LIKE

IT!
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Invitations to Leo Carrillo's Barbecue Parties
are eagerly sought by
Hollywood-ites. Here is
Leo preparing for
"company."

Leo

Carrillo

Mexican

By

in

dishes

Marjorie
D e e n

Mr. C. prepares Chili
Con Came. You see
him grinding the chili
SENORES

peppers in a stone
mixing bowl with a
stone crusher.

and senoritas, allow me

to present Leo Carrillo, the most native of California's native sons, a
gay caballero (gentleman, to you),
a fine actor, one of the movie col-

(Below) Though Willie
has cooked for six
Presidents, he stays
in the background
when his boss is

ony's most popular hosts and a perfectly elegant cook ! Both he and
his wife are the most hospitable of
souls, their home is one of the show
places of Southern California, their
food is remembered by all who have
ever tasted it and their parties are
famous.
Small wonder, then, that your
Modern Hostess accepted with enthusiasm an invitation to visit the
Carrillo's ten-acre estate out in Uplifter's
in Santa
I knew Canyon
in advance
that Monica.
here wasFora
grand chance to learn about the most
fascinating foods that were ever
grown, cooked and served on California soil. Furthermore, I was certain to get my information and the
recipes I wanted in an atmosphere
as Mexican as the roles Mr. Carrillo
has played in such pictures as "Viva
Villa" and "The Gay Desperado."
Five generations of CaliforniaSpanish dons explains the fire, humor
and romance that Carrillo brings to
such roles as these ; explains even
more clearly the authentic earlyCalifornia atmosphere of his home
and his interest in foods of SpanishMexican inspiration.
Here, then, was a golden opportunity to learn more about these
things, with a real California native
son to act as guide and mentor. So
let's first talk over the Carrillo foods
that I heard about and the recipes
that I secured for you (and for me,
14

juggling recipes.

too, you can bet, because
I share with countless
others a real liking for
this type of cooking).
A description of the
Carrillo place, with all its
mellow charm of another
and less hurried age, must
wait then until we've disposed of the more practical and helpful aspects
of my recent visit. The
most useful knowledge
that I can pass on to you
at this moment is the fact
that the recipes which you
do not find at the end of this article
you will find in this month's leaflet
— which the coupon, also at the end
of the article, brings to you absolutely free. If the recipes for Leo
Carrillo's famous dishes aren't worth
a penny postal or a stamp — and the
little time it takes to fill in a coupon
— then, sez I, hundreds of Carrillo
guests, who have sung the praises of
his cooking, must be wrong!
I, for

one, know that they're not.
Shortly after I had arrived at the
Carrillos' huge, rambling house we
all gathered in the large, cheerful
kitchen, for our cooking talk. There
were six of us, Mr. and Mrs. Carrillo, their young daughter, the photographer, who was on hand to snap
those interesting pictures of our host
in action, yours truly and, hovering
around solicitously, Willie, the "cul-
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don't mention
that cousin of
yours! she left
this
gray tattle
ad on -tale
my
i'm mad
pillow.
clear through.

SO I'D TAKE THE TIP,
INSTEAD OF BEING SORE,
lud" cook ready and willing to supply ingredients, utensils and a helping hand at the drop of a sombrero.
Willie, incidentally, is quite a personage himself. He has been all over
the world. He has cooked for six
Presidents while travelling on their
private cars. He learned about Mexican foods when he worked for Obre-

GIVE IT A TRY.
OH, ALL RIGHT ! I'LL

AND CHANGE TO FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP. FELS-NAPTHA MAKES
CLOTHES WHITER, THIS SAYS, I
BECAUSE ITS RICHER GOLDEN
SOAP AND LOTS OP NAPTHA
GET OUT ALL THE DIRT.

gon. But he says he's going to stay
with "Mistah (Continued on page 98)
Send in for Leo Carrillo's
excellent Mexican recipes
and you'll be as delighted
with the results of your
Chili as our host is with his.

COPR. 1937 PELS & CO.
BANISH

"TATTLE-TALE
WITH

GRAY'

FELS-NAPTHA

SOAP
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The Santa Anita track opening is a real
break for the autograph hounds because
every star who csm get there, shows up!
Some fine and fancy betting goes on, too.
Here are George Raft and Virginia Pine
busy with the pencil, checking possible
winners.
How did you fare, George?

When a crack tennis player studies the
gee-gee set-up as closely as this — it
means serious betting! Fred Perry and
Mrs. P. (Helen Vinson) certainly look like

Jeanette MacDonald
takes a pleased
squint at a race, but her fiance, Gene

Puleeze, Mr. Jolson! How can the spectators see the nags with you in that

Raymond,

coat?

16

looksin astheif lead.
that wasn't his hoss

real racetrack fans, even to Helen's
festive plaid topcoat. Fred plays his first
games as a professional this season.

Ruby
Keeler Jolson's
eyes on the track.

got her
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The

Santa

track

proved

Anita

opening

a magnet

for

MOST of us remember, with gratitude,
some crisis in our lives when the
doctor's vigilance and skill proved priceless beyond words.

the

stars

A couple of people who bet on
the right ones! Spencer Tracy
and his wife stroll around
the enclosure between races.

But many of us forget that the doctor
is equally on guard in minor matters of
health. Consider a little thing like a laxative, for example. It may be news to you
that the doctor has a definite set of standards which a laxative must meet before
he will approve it.
Check the eight specifications listed below. How many of them will your own
laxative meet?
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:]
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of
time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS ALL THESE REQUIREMENTS
Ex-Lax checks on every single one of the

it's no surprise to find that many doctors
use Ex-Lax in their own homes, for their
own families. In fact, Ex-Lax has made
so many millions of friends, among all
kinds of people, that it is the most widely
used laxative in the whole wide world.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Convince yourself of the facts. Try ExLax the next time you need a laxative.
You'll find that Ex-Lax is mild . . . that it
is thorough. You'll discover that it does
not bring on stomach pains or nausea. On
the contrary, the easy comfortable action
of Ex-Lax will leave you with a pleasant
sense of freshness and well-being. Children, particularly, are benefited. For the
standards set up by the doctor are doubly
important to a child.
Another agreeable thing ... if you have
been taking bitter, nauseating cathartics,
Ex-Lax will be a pleasant surprise. For it
tastes just like delicious chocolate. All
drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c
sizes. If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, mail the coupon below.
<■ TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! i
i
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

points listed above. Meets the doctor's demands of a laxative fairly and fully. So

170
P. O. BoxBrooklyn,
Inc., Station,
J! Ex-Lax,
Times-Plaza
N. Y. MM'37 J1
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample. J

When

i Name

|

i Address

I

Nature

for gets -re member

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

17
i City
Age
., i
[ (If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal) j

SHE

AS

DOES

SHE

PLEASES
Lyda Roberti and Patsy play student
nurses in the hilarious, "Nobody's
Baby."
They're a grand team.

By

Ramona

Bergere

school
of the "Be Yourself
Patsy Kelly, chief exponent
Meet
is
her
director.
The
other,
her
fans.
CAN you expect from
WHAT
carelessly sweep back those black
locks from her face. She says,
someone who was born under a
She still can't get over receiving
fan
mail
and
the
fact
that
people
"You can't do much for this mug
piano and forgotten and left at the
church after her christening? With
seem to like her. She asks, "Are
anyway," and never goes near a
a start like that, could anyone be
beauty parlor.
they
crazy
or
am
I
?"
and
adds
with
a hint of wistfulness in her voice,
Her lack of vanity and her freeexpected to be dignified? Three
dom from its fetters is the reason
"I don't think they're kidding me,
loud and lusty Nos ! And Patsy
for her success as a comedienne.
Kelly is anything but ultra-ultra.
Doing as she pleases has to do
She does as she pleases and the
Can you see a "glamor girl," who
you
do
not
only?" with the way she thinks
spends most of her time in the
people around her know better than
but with the way she conducts herto try to change her. She also says
beauty shops, disarranging her careself and dresses. She practically
fully placed locks, distorting her
what she pleases and isn't at all
never wears a hat and is probably
face in natural, unrestrained grihampered by the convention that
maces, or throwing her rolled and
the worst-dressed woman in Hollya lady never shouts nor swears.
wood.
She
is
much
funnier
lookmassaged body around in awkward
Her credo is, "Be yourself." She
ing actually than she is on the
simply cannot stand affectations.
screen. She is overweight and
positions ?
Many an actor who is trying to forloves to eat.
ANOTHER
thing, Patsy believes
get a middle-class background by
a
and
accent
A short time ago an out-ofin good, old relaxed comfort. If
adopting a pseudo
she wants to sprawl, she sprawls. If
family tree has had his memory
towner, on the over-plump side hershe wants to corkscrew herself over
self,
rushed
up
to
Patsy
after
a
jogged in a painfully public manthe
arm of a chair, she does. And
preview and cried, "Why, everyone
ner by Patsy. Yet she is the kindest person in the world and falls
her walk is as near a sailor's roll as
says you're overweight. I don't
the swagger of an old salt.
for every hard-luck story she hears.
think you are at all." Patsy gave
She has had to work too hard,
But she does believe that a fourher the once-over and said, "Oh,
flusher deserves to have his sails
no? Say, I'm so fat my stomach
has seen too much of life's hard
trimmed.
knocks, to waste her time on supergoes on the screen ten minutes before Ido." She continued, "But it
ficialities and a "front." She hasn't
doesn't matter. Who'm I trying to
had time to acquire cute little femiTHAT doesn't mean that The Kelly
nine mannerisms. At the age when
is hard to get along with. She's
catch anyway?"
most girls are primping and posing
anything but! However, let somein their effort to attract the boys,
SHE IS entirely without vanity.
one pull a fast one and he doesn't
she was working. When she grew
If she wants to push her hair back
escape her righteous wrath. Then,
of
her
ears,
she
does.
That,
by
the
her vocabulary becomes rich and
old enough to miss them she had
the good sense to realize they were
pointed.
way, is as much a part of her as
her walk and voice. When she
To say she does as she pleases
a handicap to her career rather than
an asset.
isn't before the camera, back goes
doesn't go for her work. She is as
Then there is the question of
the hair. She has lovely hands and
eager and enthusiastic as a child
about that. She has only two bosses
it is a comically characteristic gesThere couldn't have
environment.
and their word is law with her. One
been
much time nor space in the
ture to see her hand, limp-wristed,
18
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Camay

works

like

a

charm

n

for

SAYS
. ■ THIS
■ LOVELY ■ MARYLAND
■
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Patsy Kelly's lack of vanity
explains her success as a
comedienne.

small Kelly apartment for the acquisition of culture. There were
the little Kellys besides papa and
mama, to say nothing of the
shabby, twanging, old baby-grand
piano. Which brings us back to
s life.
its significance in Patsy'the
things
Mrs. Kelly , from
epithave
must
Patsy tells of her,
omized aKathleen Norris heroine.
She did wonders with Papa Kelly's small and uncertain pay envelope. She fought that her children might have music and know
how to dance. How she ever
managed the piano was just another of those Irish miracles.
Above all else, she was a conscientious housekeeper and the
fact that another little Kelly was
imminent did not keep her from
her daily housework. The piano
needed dusting and, with true
Irish directness, she went down
on her hands and knees under it
to dust its legs.
At that inauspicious moment
Patsy decided to make her debut
into the world. Mother Kelly had
nothing to say about it and Patsy
got herself born right there under
the piano. Now there is dignity
to being born in a nice white bed
with doctors and nurses in attendance. But under the piano ! A
thing like that is hard to live down
and
to make
much Patsy
effort hasn't
to do seemed
so.
Another trait for which she is
famous, or infamous, is her complete lack of a sense of time. It
can be four o'clock in the afternoon (Continued on page

Camay
t vorks hke * cha

incerely,

■ Those bewitching
Lovely, isn't
Januaryshe!
-J hazel eyes, the quick sunshine

of her smile, that marvelous freshas-morning complexion,make a picture you'll not soon forget. "What
every girl should know," says this
young bride, "is how Camay can
help one's complexion."
Yes, that's how modern girls do
it — with Camay! Just try this bland

Sullivan
lather brings to your face. That's
proof your skin is getting the gentle,
thorough cleansing it needs! And
never forget this — by test against
all other leading beauty soaps,

Camay is definitely,/? rovably milder.

never
it.
small price
missBuythe Camay
today.of You'll
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

beauty soap that cleanses so thoroughly. Then watch for the "alive"
look that Camay's rich, creamy

CAMAY
TRADE-MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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WONT
SOMEBODY
TELL

MY

MOMMY

need

a daily

MENNEN

OILRUB

to keep

me

safe from germs"
"Is it fair
— I ask you — to let me fight all
alone 'gainst those germs that are always
landin' on my skin? Gosh . . .the way folks
sterilize my dishes and bottles you'd think
my insides were more exposed to germs
than my outsides. But, believe me, my
outsides need protection too. That's why
— over at the hospital where I was born —
they gave me a rub every day with Mennen
thatforI
heardrub'emlikesaythat
Oil. a Ibody
Antiseptic
to have
ought
years. But I guess my Mommy has forgot.
So won't somebody tell her, please, to keep
my skin safe from germs — with Mennen
Antiseptic Oil?"
Nine-tenths of all the hospitals important tn
maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic Oil
on their babies every day. Your baby deserves it, too!

OIL
Most hospitals rub their
babies with it daily
20

SCOREBOARD Rating
Rating
Picture and Producer
General
Absolute'
Quiel
(MG-M
)
21k
Accused (United Artists)
2*
The Accusing Finger (Paramount)
IV2*
Adventure in Manhattan (Columbia) IVi-k
After the Thin Man (M-G-M)
3*
Along Came Love (Paramount)
2 -k
And So They Were Married (Columbia)
2*
And Sudden Death (Paramount)
IV2 +
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3*
The Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
1 -fr
As You Like It (20th Century-Fox) 2y2*
Banjo on Enemy
My Knee (20th Century-Fox) 1xh~k
Beloved
(Samuel Goldwyn)
3+
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1*
The Bengal Tiger (Warners)
2*
The Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount) 3V2*
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
2V2
The Big Game (RKO)
3*
The Big Noise (Warners)
2*
Blackmailer (Columbia)
1
Border Flight (Paramount)
2*
The Border Patrol (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Born to Dance (M-G-M)
3V2-k
Boulder Dam (Warners)
1 -fc
Brides Are Like That (First National)
2V2-*The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
.2%*
Bulldog Edition (Republic)
1 -fc
Cain and Mabel (Warners)
2 -k
Call
of the(MPrairie (Paramount"!
21/-.-**Camille
G-M)
4J
Can This Be Dixie? (20th Century-Fox) V/2-k
The
Captain's
Kid
(Warn
ers)
1^
Career Woman (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger). . . 3-fc
The Case of the Black Cat (Warners)
2*
The Case of the Velvet Claws (Warners)
2*
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) IVi*
Champagne Waltz (Paramount)
1+
Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners)
4*
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th Century-Fox). . .2V2*
China Clipper (First National)
2Vfk
College Holiday (Paramount)
2*
Come and Get It (Sam Goldwyn)
3*
Come Closer, Folks (Columbia)
IV2*
Coronado (Paramount)
1
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2 Ik
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2*
*Crack-up (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Craig'sDonovan
Wife (Columbia)
3-^Crash
(Universal)
IVi*
The Crime of Dr. Forbes (20th Century-Fox) 3*
Dancing Feet (Republic)
2*
Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3+
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2-fc
Daniel Boone (RKO)
2*
The Devil is a Sissy (M-G-M)
3'/2*
Devil's
Squadron
(Columbia)
2l/2~k
Dimples (20th Century-Fox)
3-fc
Dodsworth (United Artists)
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia)
IVi*
Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
2V2*
Down the Stretch (First National)
2*
Drift Fence (Paramount)
2*
Early to Bed (Paramount)
2V2*
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
3-*East Meets West (GB)
2*
Easy Money (Invincible)
2 1k
Easy to Take (Paramount)
IV2*
Educating Father (20th Century-Fox)
2 IkEnd of the Trail (Columbia)
2 Ik
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Everything is Thunder (GB)
2V2*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
IV2 +
15 Maiden Lane (20th Century-Fox)
1*
The Final Hour (Columbia)
2 -Ik
Flying Hostess (Universal)
2V2
Follow Your Heart (Republic)
2V2*
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
iVz-k
Freshman Love (Warners)
2*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
2V2>
The Garden of Allah (Selznick-lnternational) 3*
The Gay Desperado (United Artists)
4+
The General Died at Dawn (Paramount)
4+
Gentle Julia (20th Century-Fox)
V/i-k
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1 -fr
Girls' Dormitory (20th Century-Fox)
3-*
Give Me Your Heart (Warners)
3-fc
*God's Country and the Woman (Warners)
2 1k
The Golden Arrow (First National)
2y21k
Gold Diggers of 1937 (Warners)
3*
The Gorgeous Hussy (M-G-M)
A~k
Go West, Young Man (Paramount) 2V2lk

Picture and Producer
General
Grand
Jury (RKO)
1*
*Great
Guy
(Grand
Nat'
l.)
2*
The Great Impersonation (Univer
sal)
2+
*The Green
Great Pastures
O'Malley(Warne
(Warners
1*
The
rs) )
Half Angel (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Harvester (Republi
c)
2 it
Hearts Divided (Warners-Cosmopolitan) 3*
Hearts in Bondage (Republic)
iVz~k
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
21k
Here Comes Carter (First National)
1V2
IkHideaway Girl (Paramount)
1
High Tension (20th Century-Fox)
21k
Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)
2 IkHot Money (Warners)
2*
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
2*
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
2V2*
In His Step (Grand National)
21k
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
2 IkIt Had to Happen (20 Century-Fox)
2*
It's Love Again
(GB)
3-£
Jailbreak
(War
ners)
21k
The Jungle Princess (Paramount)
1 IkKelly the Second (M-G-M)
2*
Killer at Large (Columbia)
1
King
(20th Century-Fox) 3V21 IkKing of
of Burlesque
Hockey (Warners)
*
King
of the Damned (GB)
IV2*
King of the Royal Mounted (20th Century-Fox). .2V2*
Ladies in Love (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Lady
Be
Careful
(Paramount)
21/2Vk'
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2*
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
1 ■£
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
The Last of the Mohicans (United Artists) 3ViS
The
Last Outlaw
(RKO)
2V2
Laughing
Irish Eyes
(Republic)
1Vi*IkThe Law in Her Hands (First National) IV2*
The Lawless Nineties (Republic)
2*
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2*
Legion of Terror (Columbia)
1V21k
Libeled Lady (M-G-M)
3*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkLittle Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
4*
Lloyds
of
London
(20th
Century-Fox)
3V2-*The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
21k
The Longest Night (M-G-M)
1★
Love Begins
20 (First National)
2 IkLove
in Exileat (GB)
2V2*
Love Letters of a Star (Universal)
2*
Love on the Run (M-G-M)
3 IkLuckiest Gir! in the World (Universal)
2 IkMad Holiday (M-G-M)
2*
The Magnificent Brute (Universal)
2-fc
Make Way for a Lady (RKO)
1*
Man Hunt (Warners)
2*
The
Man Who
I MarryLived
(Universal)
2-ik
The Man
Again (GB)
2V2*
Mary of Scotland (RKO)
3*
Meet Nero Wolfe (Columbia)
2V2*
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1 ir
*Mind Your Own Business (Paramount)
21k
The
the Iron
Door (Columbia) 1V2*
21kMiss Mine
PacificwithFleet
(Warners)
Missing Girl (Chesterfield)
1Vi*
Mister Cinderella (Hal Roach)
2*
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
4-jkM'Liss(RKO)
3*
Modern Times (United Artists)
4*
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1i
More Than a Secretary (Columbia)
^IkMummy's
(RKO-Radio)
21 *Ik
Murder by Boys
an Aristocrat
(Warners)
Murder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
2*
Murder with Pictures (Paramount)
1 IkMuss American
'Em Up (RKO)
2*
My
Wife (Paramount)
3 Ik
My
Man
Godfrey
(Universal)
4-ir
Night Waitress (RKO)
2*
Nine Days a Queen (GB)
4*
Nobody's Fool (Universal)
2 Ik
Old Hutch (M-G-M)
2y2*
O'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox). . .2V2Vk
Once in a Blue Moon (Paramount)
1+
1000 a Minute (Republic)
2+
" One Way
in a Million
(20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
3 ■*•
One
Ticket (Columbia)
Our Relations (Hal Roach)
2*
Palm Springs
(Paramount)
Panic
on the Air
(Columbia)
21 1k-ir
Parole (Universal)
2 it
(Continued on page 127)

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and
authoritative newspaper movie critics all over the country, we have struck an
average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating, beside each
picture. extraordinary;
very good; 3^, good; 2-^, fair; 1-^, poor. Asterisk
denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.

His "passport
bride"
sicksGrant
the
Mexican
gendarmes
on Cary

GRACE

Heads

liked the
linky show
•iris in the estivalscene

The "Whisnumbertling Boy"
is
a delightful novelty

Hit

List

in New

MOORE

Song'Filled

Triumph,

"When
You're
In
Love"
son, Catherine Doucet, and Thomas Mitchell.
TWO thousand dollars for a husband!
Robert Riskin, as I've already hinted,
That's the fee Louise Fuller, famed opera
delivered a fun-packed, fast-moving screen
star, paid a total stranger to marry her. And
play, and followed it up with the smartest
that's the start of one of the most scintillatkind of direction, in collaboration with Harry
ing, side-splitting romances I've ever laughed
Lachman. And Columbia Pictures have
through— Grace Moore's stunning new hit,
"When You're In Love", with Cary Grant.
treated their talented star' to an elaborate
production that hits scenic highspots from
with
aces
is
Grace's
of
film
any
Of course,
New York to Mexico.
me. But "When You're In Love" is even sevYou can say I said that Grace Moore in
eral notches better, to my way of thinking,
"When You're In Love" is my favorite
than "One Night of Love" or "The King
amusement of the month. It's way out in
front of the February hit parade.
The star who started a new style in songOut"
Steps
films hits some new vocal
highs in music numbers
by Jerome Kern and
Dorothy Fields, which
include the soon-to-bej|
famous
"Ouris loaded
Song". for
The cast
. ll
comedy with such nota/
bles as Cary Grant, Aline (
MacMahon, Luis Al- /
berni, Henry Stephen-

'Jk
X

|
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$5.00 Prize Letter
Prematurely Starred?

Whoever was responsible for the advance notices of "Girls' Dormitory" was
building up to an awful let-down. Without
such enthusiastic praise and over-ardent
billing, Simone Simon might have made
more of a hit. They brought her on an
unsuspecting public with all the attendant
possible and she didn't live up
ballyhoo
to
it.
True, her accent is delightful — for the
first hour or so. Too, she has a rather
pixie-like quality of charm, disregarding
the spoiled expression of her mouth.
Casting her in "Ladies in Love" was
another mistake. She seemed like a middleaged woman, trying hard to act the ingenue. I'm not blaming Simone Simon.
The fault lies, I think, with the studio
for not building her up in bit roles so we
could get used to her and so that she, in
turn, could learn what the public expects
from new stars. — Ruth Kilbourne, Altadena, Calif.

J.T is now common
foremost things
three
knowledge that the
food. . .digesare
weight
lost
in restoring
tive juices. . .and red-blood-cells.
Digestive juices of the stomach make use
of the food you eat. . .red-blood-cells aid in
turning the digested food into firm flesh.
S.S.S. Tonic is of great benefit in both.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very important step back to health.
Forget about underweight worries if you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices
and red-blood-cells. . .just takeS.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will
feel... your friends will compliment you
on the way you will look.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is
time tried and scientifically proven. . .that's
why it makes you feel like yourself again.
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes. The
is no substilarge size at a saving in price. There
tute for this time tested remedy. No ethical druggist will suggest something "just as B°?d-''
(£9 s.^ ^. t-o.

What

$1.00 Prize Letter
does Joan Crawford

OR

and

Have

gents
you

win

tried?

elaborate." "Wasn't Robert Taylor delightful?" But did she lift you out of the
every-day line of thought and make you
forget yourself, with real acting? Was
there depth of feeling in her face? I've
never seen it.— Ethel Henderson, Wenatchee, Washington.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Ideal Date
I'm just a small-town girl and that's
why I like James Stewart. Somehow he
looks like a small-town boy — like the boy
who lives across the street and drives a
rattling Model T Ford. The kind who
never made the football team in high
was an excellent "benchschool, but
warmer,"
who graduated and now has a
job delivering milk for the dairy.
He looks like the sort of boy I'd like
to go with. I wouldn't want to have a

lack?

I've tried to find out for a long time
why Joan Crawford ranks among the great
stars. It is plain as day that she is putting
on an act the entire time she appears on
the screen. I am only one of many fans
who thinks that whatever charm or refinement she may possess in private life is
entirely absent on the screen.
The motion picture patron wants, above
all, to escape from mental strain and to
live the events portrayed in the picture,
while viewing same.
Frankly, what are your thoughts on
leaving Miss Crawford's pictures? "Her
gowns were beautiful." "The scenery was

UUDY

ladies

jcm?

Having

a date with Jimmy

gal's idea of
onetops.
Stewart isthe

date with someone like Robert Taylor
'cause he's too good-looking to be true, a
boy like James Cagney would be cute but
too smarty and one like Clark Gable
would be too old for me and I'd have to
be too particular about the way I looked
and acted. But Jimmy Stewart would take
me to the beach and buy me hamburgers
and rootbeer and wouldn't care much when
I got scared on the roller-coaster.— Patricia
Ramsaur, Westmorland, Calif.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Thanks, Georgia
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An Illinois fan accuses loan
Blondell of breaking up the
Keeler-Powell team.

To Modern Screen I am forever grateful and I'd so like to lustily shout "Bravo"
on of of"Lost
the
most worthy
the film selecti
n" as superb
for your
Horizo
Medal Award last month.

draHilton
cal's about
so admir
g novel,
Havinmatic
bit skepti
I wased a James

MODERN

CASH

the film's success. There is nothing quite
so capable of rendering that well-known
let-down feeling as seeing a favorite story
unsuitably cast. Not so, "Lost Horizon" —
its characters vividly took life under expert casting.
I can imagine no star who could portray
Bob Conway with quite as much under-

PRIZES

SCREEN

FOR

After reading the interview you gave
in the December issue of Modern Screen,
I think you're just a punk. You say you
know women are inferior to men, because
you've traveled in many different countries
and have seen examples of their inferiority.
But you forget that not all countries are
like our own United States, which allows
freedom to women and men alike, instead
of making our lovely ladies slaves to their
men.
If you were handsome like Nelson Eddy
or Clark Gable and talked the way you
did, it might have been all right, but after

LETTERS

There's
reason
YOU Every
can't
win
one no
of the
cashwhyprizes.
month lucky ladies and gents receive
checks for their observations on matters pertaining to the movies. All you
do is this: Write us a letter. If you've
been following this column — or even if
you're just becoming acquainted with
us — you know that anyone who has
anything worth while to say, is given
space
— and
what's Send
more, ashemany
gets
a cash here
prize
to boot.
letters as you like. Ten dollars in
prizes are awarded each month for the
six most interesting letters submitted —
1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each.
Address: Between You and Me, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City.

standing as does Ronald Colman — his
performance lacked nothing. In fact, it
was a relief and a great pleasure to see
each of the roles handled so adroitly.
Isabel Jewell deserves much praise for her
sincere work — she enacted the role of
"Gloria" with much ingenuity and a surprising finesse.
Thanks again for your magnificent
choice — it increased my admiration for
your magazine ever so much. — Mrs.
Preston Chapman, Atlanta, Georgia.
$1.00 Prize Letter
An Open Letter to Errol Flynn
A fan from way up Washington way has a few things to
say about Joan Crawford.

In the very short time you have been
on the screen, I learned to like you very
much, because I imagined you to be the
same type of man in real life as you were
on the screen.

all, I somesuppose
you're
not hand;therefore,youyouknow
should
be glad
to be
married to any woman and be a devoted
mate instead of making a slave of her.
Remember, Mr. Flynn, that women have
made stars and women have broken stars !
You'd better start saving for a forced
retirement or it won't be so easy for you
to meet the future. An ex- fan. — Ellen
McCollum, Camden, N. J.
We

$1.00 Prize Letter
Want Keeler and Powell

Now that Dick Powell has convinced
us that he can wear short pants and croon
in French (viz. "Hearts Divided"), that
he can wear a mustache (viz. "Stage
Struck"), that he can "pull the strings"
that mean "breaks" for Joan Blondell in
nearly every Warner picture made, I think
it's too bad that Ruby Keeler, the girl
who, with her perfect team-work, was
responsible for Dick's early success, has
had butPowell
one role
six months
blame
for infalling
in love! We
with don't
and
marrying the vivacious Blondell, but why
let back-stage romance break up the
grandest box-office team in the movies?
(Continued on page 128)
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POWDER...

doesn't
dazzling

show

"powdery"

light . . • girls

in
say

Out in that glittering snow — look at the faces around you.
Look in your own mirror!
That "powdery" look in the white glare from the snow is
one of the things girls hate most in a powder.
In a recent inquiry, they gave first place to Pond's for not
showing up "powdery" in strong light.
Pond's colors are "glare-proof." Carefully blended to catch
only the softer rays of light. They give a soft flattering look
to your skin even in the hardest light. Try Pond's Powder
for your winter sports, your brilliant evenings in town.
Special ingredients make Pond's soft and clinging — fresh
looking for hours. Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35^,
m. New big boxes, lOi, 20*.

FREE

!

S 'Glare-Proof

Shades

Please rush, free, 5 differ,
Clinton, "Conn.
9MS-PC,
POND'S,
ent
shades Dept.
of Pond's
"Glare-proof
Powder, enough of each for
a thorough 5-day test. (This offer expires May 1, 1937)
Name.
Address.
Copyright, 1937. Pond's Extract23Company
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Once News
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Foi Disaster
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Theforcritics
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you!
"Hitrraction!" cheers Walter Winchell!
"Huzzahs for 'Lloyds'!" shouts N. Y. Sun !
"Exciting as a bugle call!" applawdsTi me!
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C. Aubrey Smith • Virginia Field
AND A MAMMOTH
CAST
Directed by Heniy King
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan
Darryl F. Zanuck
In Charge of Production
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Mrs. MctcMurrcty's young
hopeful looked like this as a
baby. Pretty cute, wasn't he?

FRED

Mac

Age ten — and our hero poses
with a professor's collie at
Wisconsin University. Quite
grown-up now.

SCREEN

At three, Beaver Dam was
treated to this sight of Fred
in his natty Sunday best.

MURRAY
Fred had been slicking the
curl out of his hair when he
posed for his high school
graduation picture.

Master Fred showed

musical

promise at four years, playing the violin precociously.

!S| W

fflJ

Mr. MacM., of Hollywood, today. He's to be seen in
"Swing
High, Swing
with Carole
Lombard.Low"

Dear to the Irish Stanwyck heart was her role in "Plough and the Stars" and such a magnificent Job as
she did in it! Now she's headed for lighter fare in the screen version of that popular mystery yarn,
"Saint in New York." Eduardo CianneUi plays the clever Saint By her happy expression here you
can tell all's well with Barbara's romantic life. Yes, Bob Taylor's still Head Man.
BB5898EBH

29

Oh. of course, you think he's swell— but we
How do you like him?
This is the way he looks in "On the Avenue" with Madeleine
mustache.
in private life henceforth. It seems that the bride likes him mustache-less,
fellow do? Dick and Joan hurry off most every week-end to Palm Springs
3C

mean about the
Carroll and also
so what can a
for relaxation.

<=^>tuJL tea a

15i

Merkel brand
Wanted: A good, meaty part for one of Hollywood's ablest comediennes. The
Added
of fun is very special— part accent and part an intuitive flair for putting herself across.
t
up it makes for fan entertainment plus, and they love her. Una's in "One in a Million,
course
of
Dance,
to
"Bom
in
her
saw
You
Ameche.
Sonia Henie debut picture with Don
31

"Top of the Town" is Doris Nolan's newest picture title and it's a rather apt one for her, too!
This attractive blonde actress has proved she is good and her studio is busy casting her for
new roles to bring her to fan attention. Completing that she's working on the provocatively
named "As Good as Married," with "St Moritx" in the offing, too— all for Universal.
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THIS

IS

FAMOUS

ABSORBED

HAND

LOTION

WIVES WORK HARD I Look at the way you dump ashes,
clean the house. And your hands show it! Red. Chapped.
Rough as sandpaper. Use Hinds, the lotion with "sunshine" vitamin. It softens up dry, chapped skin fast.

The First 1-Piece DISPENSER
FREE!

!

Copyright, 1937. Lebn & Fink Prodncta Con.or.u<m

HONEY I
AND N
ALMOND
H
D CREAM
S

^

with every 50c size of Hinds

At last! The new perfect one-piece lotion dispenser —
free on the Hinds 50c size. Ready to use. Nothing to
take apart or put together. Works instantly. Simply
turn bottle upside down — press — out comes Hinds, the
lotion with Vitamin D. Hinds puts back the softness
that drying housework takes away. Keeps your hands
feeling good, looking grand! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone ... inviting you to Happiness
and to Beauty. Monday to Friday, 12:15 pm E.S.T..WABC-CBS.
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Your
favorite
cmd-wife
team,husbandMyrna
Lot and William
Powell, reel off more
sense and nonsense
in "After the Thin Man."

I HAVE NEVER discussed my daughter for publication before. I don't want to be bold. I've no secret
desire to intrude on her popularity, to steal even a little
of her spotlight. Yet, I should like to tell her distant
friends, those people who go to see her pictures, some
important things about her.
Since she's attained a measure of success, a lot of
stories have been written about Myrna. Regularly, writers
attempt to interpret her and, often, I'm amazed at their
misconceptions, their inability to reveal her as she is. So,
perhaps, I shall be pardoned for talking about her myself.
I don't have to guess what her ideas on love are. I
know why she waited until last year to marry. I know
the right answers to her attitude towards Hollywood and
its ways, how she spends her money and what she wants
from life, her manner of choosing her wardrobe and the
kind of person who intrigues her.
First of all, I'd better explain that when Myrna went
into the movies I didn't lose her. It didn't mean that
she was entering a fantastic atmosphere where there were
strange situations and a set of companions whom I didn't
understand. I didn't follow Myrna around, sit on her
sets, and attempt to rule her. I had absolute faith in her
ability to take care of herself. Still, I've seen as much
of her as I would have even though she hadn't become
an actress. I'm sure we're closer, for she's had to face

more dilemmas, naturally, and she has always brought
these problems home. She has confided her troubles to
me, as well as shared her joys. Myrna has neither pulled
the wool over my eyes nor forgotten me.
Just because she is a screen star, I haven't developed
into one of those egotistical, doting mothers who fancies
her offspring as being far above everyday living. I have
a daughter and a son and I love them more than any
other two people in this world. When they're happy, I'm
happy. Their thrills are mine, too.
Sometimes I've wanted to shout aloud my pride in
Myrna. Yet I haven't been confused by her publicity.
I know that she never was the exotic creature folks imagined her to be when she was typed in colorful, half-caste
roles. I'm just as positive today that she isn't extraordinarily glamorous in reality.
I hope it won't be disillusioning if I say that Myrna,
away from the studio, is completely unaffected; that at
home you'd find her no different from the average girl.
She is, in fact, a modern home girl! She isn't blase,
temperamental, or peculiar in her habits. She simply
doesn't bother to pose. Her tastes aren't astounding. She
isn't the sort to let herself go in a spectacular way. So
the writers who meet her, accustomed to headline behavior, Isuppose, presume she is hiding her real self and
proceed to unveil the woman behind the mask.

If the stories you've
read about Myrna
Loy have confused
you— as they have
her own motherread one which gives
you the true facts,
told by the only person who really knows
them — her mother.

I let her select pictures for
a career and I have always
been so glad I did. Hollywood hasn't changed her. It
hasn't hurt her or made her
cynical. Rather, it's made Myrna
a happy soul and I've never felt
any pangs of regret over my decision. Myrna was never a headstrong girl. She sought my permission, and, in giving it, I embraced adistinct responsibility, for
if her father had lived, I doubt very
much if she'd have had this life she
adores.
He came from one of the pioneer
families in Montana and he was oldfashioned about women and careers.
To our great sorrow, he was taken from
us in an influenza epidemic, when Myrna
was thirteen. I remembered his decided
viewpoint, of course.
But I had studied
the piano myself. I had been ambitious to
become a concert pianist, but I had had to
abandon all thoughts of realizing that ambition when I married. (Continued on page 10$)
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Hollywood

WITH

THANKS

turned

IN MAY, 1914, when war rumblings
in Europe were getting louder and
louder, and D. W. Griffith was sitting
under a tree in his California studio
rehearsing Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh,
Henry B. Walthall, Wallace Reid and
Bobbie Harron in "The Birth of a Nation," an important bit of blessed eventing was going on in Cincinnati, Ohio,
and the stork left Tyrone, Junior, with
his parents, Tyrone and Patia Power.
Twenty years later Broadway did a
notable bit of research work for Hollywood and discovered Tyrone, Jr., who,
since his outstanding work in "Lloyds
of London," has the feminine fans
sighing and the hard-boiled critics proclaiming that
he is the
the less
screenenthusiastic
"find" of
the year.
Even
critics admit he has just about everything it takes to develop from a screen
"find" to a screen idol.
Yet, three years ago Hollywood literally turned its back on the young
actor, refused to give him the slightest
encouragement and forced him to go to
Broadway for recognition.
HOLLYWOOD
is full of Juniors, who
invariably find their famous names a
handicap. Tyrone, too, found his family
name his greatest obstacle, both in Hollywood and New York. He found it
difficult to establish himself as an actor
and a personality; to make people forget his name and to prove that he was
not just an actor's son. His grim fight
to do this entailed disappointments, discouragements and even hardships.

Because

of his fine

performance
in
"co-starr
"Lloyds of London,"
"Love Is
Tyrone
P
Loretta

Y

now!
him
but they're glad to have
once,
down
Power
Tyrone
is Tyrone III, but he pronounces his name Tyrone and
On the Power family crest — the family really has a
not Tyrone, as his father was called. Accent on the
coat of arms— is the motto : "Through cross to crown."
second syllable, pulleze, "because I like it that way," he
That inscription was a little too prophetic to suit Tyexplains.
rone at times when he "met all the crosses and there
During his early childhood, his parents were working
wasn't a crown in sight." But now that it is all overalternately
in pictures and on the New York stage, and
he has a seven-year starring contract with Twentieth Cenat
the
age
of
seven, Tyrone, Jr., made his debut playing
tury-Fox— he is of the opinion that nothing worth while
a
small
role
in
the Mission Play, at the Mission Theatre
is ever gained without hard work and some sacrifice.
in
San
Gabriel,
California.
His father, the late Tyrone Power, needs no introducWhen
he
was
nine years old he returned to Cincinnati
in
actors
famous
tion here, for he was one of the most
with
his
mother,
who
had been engaged to teach voice and
in
lives
now
theatrical history. His mother, Patia, who
dramatic expression at the
(Continued on page 94)
is wellHollywood with her son, is beautiful, talented, and
known on the stage and radio and also as a dramatic
teacher. Tyrone's grandfather, Harold Power, was one
of England's famous concert pianists. For generations
the name Power has stood for fame and accomplishment
in Ireland, England, France and America.

WITH SUCH blood in his veins, there would be more
to wonder at if this handsome, brown-eyed chap had not
inherited great talent. His great-grandfather, Tyrone
Power, was named after County Tyrone, and our hero
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Long-distance marriages can be
successful
even

in Hollywood/ and
CapL Astley
and

Madeleine prove it

Successful in
dramatic
roles, Madeleine Carroll
attempts a
musical,
"On the AveDick

nue," with
Powell.

SCHOOLMARM

LOOKS

HOLLYWOOD

MADELEINE

CARROLL

was

never to forget her

French mother's early teaching. Because of that teaching, she firmly believes, she is in Hollywood today.
Madeleine, her younger sister, her mother, and her
mild-mannered, English school teacher father lived in
Birmingham, England, in a shabby little house on a
decent, shabby little street. The tall, fair, Celtic-looking
Madeleine with her lush Latin soul, and the dark Latinlooking young sister with her cool Celtic soul, were
beauties with neither "dot" nor dowry. They wore each
others' "hand-me-downs." They could not be introduced to society. They could not travel.' They were
that tragic commonplace of circumstance — beautiful
and poor.
Madeleine's shrewd French mother, knowing that
only in fiction does the Prince come for Cinderella, knowing that it takes more earthly riches
than those of the mind and spirit to give a
beautiful daughter her start in life, gave to
Madeleine the only heritage which was hers
to give. She said, "You start out in life
handicapped. You have nothing to help
you attain success in any way save one
thing : remember, always, to be gracious to everyone. Be gracious to
people less important than you,
remembering that they may
be more important than
you tomorrow."Which
This
is the way of
the world."

may sound," said the ice-blonde Madeleine of the warm
voice and the gray, exciting eyes, "commercial. It was, actually, the perfect instance of the good, French bourgeois
common sense; the practical common sense of the French
mother who sees to it that her daughter has the proper
'dot' and is well established in life. It was, also, although
we didn't know it then, of course, a prescient echo of the
current Hollywood axiom which says, 'Always be nice to
the office boy, he may be a producer tomorrow !'
"It was the only 'dot' my mother had to give me. I
had sense enough to take it, gratefully and believingly.
She spoke, too, of my maternal grandmother and greatgrandmother, telling me how beautiful, gracious and
charming they were. I bent over backwards in my effort
to be nice and gracious to everyone, to little waitresses
in coffee shops, to conductors on trains, to neighbors,
friends, everyone. I learned to be gracious to people I
didn't feel like being gracious to. A valuable lesson. If
you practice it long enough it becomes natural. I may
even have been a little sickening," she
so very gracious to the world and his
same, I realize now, as I realized then,
was giving me the only heritage she had
it would stand me in very good stead.

laughed, "I was
wife. Just the
that my mother
to give and that

I KNEW, even as a child, that I didn't want to be a
school teacher. It was my father's wish. I didn't want
to pass on, secondhand, the knowledge others had gained.
I didn't want to hand down
to be the lighted torch.

a lighted torch. I wanted

"I wanted to obtain a position as secretary to a diplomat.
I hoped, eventually, to have my hand in the weaving of the
web of world politics (Continued on page 118)
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roll lets you

on

in

its surprises

A recent portrait of the
British girl who has
always gotten what
she wanted. Her secret? She tells it to you
in this article.
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There's that little
fly-swallowing
routine that Warner Baxter would
like to slap.

WANT

FORGET

By

Dora

Albert

I

IF ONLY I could forget—"
How many times have your lips silently formed those
words ? How many times has the desire to forget welled
up into your heart? If you knew that you could forget
one thing and only one, what would you chose to forget ?
When I asked a group of movie stars that question,
their eyes widened in surprise, almost shock. Their faces
changed, their masks dropped. I saw them remembering
things that had tortured them, memories that had changed
them, events that had embittered and embarrassed them.
If she lives to be. a hundred, Irene Dunne will never
forget her burning humiliation the day she was crowned
Queen of Beauty in Panama. She had on a beautiful
champagne taffeta dress with a long train, which she
wore at the coronation festival that night. And very
regal she looked as she sat facing the glittering assemblage. Suddenly a young man dashed up to her. Perhaps it was his intention to ask her to dance. At any
40 stepped on the train of her dress. Zip — went
rate, he

Irene

Dunne

appeared
at the
party fully
clothed — but
wasn't ioi
very long!

the gown. Its entire back was torn out, leaving Irene
standing there in her panties !
The crowd gasped. They began to whisper among
themselves. And the man who was the cause of it all
began to mumble futile apologies.
To Irene Dunne the whole thing had the horror and
incredibility of a nightmare. This thing couldn't be happening to her. It couldn't. It was like one of those
fantastic dreams in which people imagine themselves on
Fifth Avenue in New York without any clothes on.
While the crowd gaped, she was rushed to a dressingroom, where she changed her dress. But the rest of
that evening she couldn't bear to face anyone, for the
memory of what had happened was like a vivid tangible
thing making a ghastly mockery of all the festivities
preceding it.
Bing Crosby blames no one but himself for the one

thing in his life he'd like to forget. We all have our
own codes of conduct, and when we deviate from them,
we feel as if we'd betrayed ourselves. Many years ago
Birtg ran away from his home in Spokane, determined
to make his own way in the world. He" would stand on
his own two feet, demanding help from no one, especially
his family.
Bing got as far as Weed, California. Then he found
he couldn't get work. He had no money left. Tired,
discouraged and hungry, he wired to his brother in Portland, for money, thus breaking the promise he had made
to himself.
Not for a moment has Bing ever regretted or been
ashamed of running away from home, but it is with bitterness that he remembers that he lost his nerve and had
to holler for help.
There is only one incident that happened in his life
that Bert Wheeler, of the Wheeler and Woolsey team,
wants to forget.
Once he tried to help a man find re-

demption, tried to cure him of the craving for drink
erably.
which had ruined this man's career. But he failed misTwelve years ago he was appearing at the Palace Theatre in New York. When his act ended, he walked out
toward the stage door. In the alley, standing in the snow,
he saw a man whose face was lined with care, who rushed
up to him and said, "Bert, you must help me !"
Bert stared at this stranger. And then his horrified
eyes took in the fact that this man in shabby, torn clothes
was no stranger. He was an old friend of Bert's family,
whom Bert had known many years ago, when he was a
youngster filled with dreams and ambitions. Bert gulped.
His throat felt painfully constricted.
"I'll help you," he said, his voice awed. "Come home
with me." And he rushed his old friend into a taxi and
took him home, where he kept him for a week.
In that

week it became evident to him why the boy had grown
into this shabby, ill-kempt man. It became evident that
this man was drinking too much, that he was, in fact, on
the verge of delirium tremens.
He made up his mind that he would try to cure him.
For some time he helped him financially. Then in order
to bolster up the man's self-respect, he got him
And he encouraged the man to visit him at the
frequently so that he could help him.
Friends who saw what Bert was doing, begged
stop, for his own peace of mind. Bert closed his

a job.
studio
him to
ears to

their
pleas. for
Hishim.
friend' had promised to
behave.advice,
That their
was enough
The friend broke his promise. He couldn't seem to
help himself. The craving that was stronger than he
rushed back upon him time and again. Each time Bert
came forward to help him, hoping that this time would
be the last.
Finally he realized it was

(Continued on page 121)
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Lots

that's

of

eyes,

Martha

mouth

(Yeah

and

mama-

Man)

Raye

There was a time when
Martha signed for nothing but
an upper berjh on the next
train to New York. Now she
has a five-year movie contract.

An evening at home

is Martha

Raye's idea of a total loss, so
fiance Jerry Hopper takes her
to the Grove on date night.

By

Ruth

MARTHA

RAYE

Rankin

has the prettiest legs in Hollywood.

"God's compensation for a face like mine," Martha explains, making a snout to stop a clock.
The face doesn't, however, stop cameras. They have
kept grinding almost continuously since this little Raye
of moonshine hit Hollywood five months ago, until by
this time she has four pictures in the bag: "Rhythm on
the Range," "The Big Broadcast of 1937," "Hideaway
Girl" and "College Holiday." And more coming up, if
her wind holds out, for at least five years are signed for.
But it was not always thus. There was a time, quite
recently, when Martha was signed for nothing at all except possibly an upper berth on the next train to New
York.
"Yeah man, but I was in a spot." Martha contracts her
42

rubber face to half size and things begin to look pretty
serious. "The heads that were shaking the wrong way
when I was making 'Rhythm' stirred up quite a breeze.
over the day's
looking
Every
curb. They said I
to the
downfrom
fell out
facescame
their they
rushes, time
was 'too broad' — and they didn't mean my shape, either.
"But I had three friends, and when you come to think
of it that's a lot ofi friends to have in one town — Director
Norman Taurog, who spotted me putting on my act at
the Trocadero one night, Bing Crosby and Bob Burns.
They patted me on the back till their hands blistered.
'You're all right, kid. Don't pull your shots,' they said.
Norman was particularly solicitous because he was the
director, it was his picture, he gave me the part — and he
was going to be in the rough, (Continued on page 125)
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not

a

a

scene
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TO MISCHA AUER, sad-eyed,
thirty-one, a Russian refugee,
tragedy is the cause of his riotous
screen humor. Victim of a bloody
era, orphaned at fourteen, his
film antics are the results of his
deliberate efforts to forget the
tragedy his youthful eyes beheld.
If you roared with laughter at
his ape-like buffooneries in that
crazy sequence in "My Man Godfrey," rolled in the aisles at his
satiric portrayal of the stoic Indian in "The Gay Desperado,"
remember that the excellent humor of this fellow stems from a
deliberate effort to stamp out the
horror-memories of his youth.
"America, too, is responsible
for the kind of comedy I am now
doing," says this foreign-born
humorist. "The humor of America is built mostly on ridicule.
You ridicule customs, institutions, people, politics, national
worries. It's a great idea, because, in the case of troubles and
worries, their tragic proportions
are reduced by satiric attacks.

a

who
"When

minute,

resents
I came to New

but

it
York

sixteen years ago my attitude was
typically Russian, morose. The
things that I had seen in my fifteen years had naturally served
to make me serious, old in mind,
unable to see any humor in life.
Starvation, death, the overturning of an ancient regime — I had
watched and experienced all these
things.
"In America, I soon saw, no
one starved. There was security. That, to me, is the most
vital thing in life. There was no
danger of death by political intrigue. Anyone could get enough
to wear. From a tense, undernourished boy— I was only five
feet tall when I was fifteen; as
the result of food and care, after
that age, I shot up to my present
six feet two inches — I became relaxed, anxious to absorb the
spirit of this new country.
"I soon realized that Americans don't nurse old grudges —
generally speaking. This was
(Continued on page 108)
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as far back as

the early teen era in Sylvia Sidney's successful career
was, at first, the motivating force and later the dominant
inspiration for this diminutive star's struggle to acting
fame. The Mr. X in her life is no histrionic Romeo nor
is he a power-wielding executive. In recent years their
paths have turned widely apart. But so vital has been
the effect of an adolescent association and so constant the
guiding encouragement each has given the other's ambitions that even now, separated by a continent and belonging to alien worlds, they still definitely intrude their own
activities into the other's realm of interests.
Today, Sylvia Sidney has arrived in the first ranks of
a profession where she's constantly in the limelight. Mr.
X has buried himself in medical research where a selfeffacing attitude is necessary to achievement. His contributions tohis work have been as important and satisfying as Sylvia's to hers. She is a celebrity and he is
a scientist. Publicity is her necessity, but it would certainly be detrimental to his job if even his name were
mentioned with a Hollywood star's. For, he is allied with
the biggest medical research foundation in America.
He buries himself in a New York laboratory where he
experiments on animals with obscure diseases, while she
receives the plaudits of a world. But these varied careers
go back to closely bound beginnings, when bright futures
were vague hopes and the ambitions of a boy and girl
were still two youthful dreams. The result is that the
scientist talks authoritatively in terms of the theatre and
screen, while Sylvia understands more about science than
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Mr. X and plans for her
career filled Sylvia Sidney's life so that she didn't
have time for young men
or the gaieties other girls
of her age enjoyed.

any other woman in all Hollywood.
Into the lonely New York childhood of Sylvia Sidney
came an English cousin. He had problems of his own
to carry into the new country he was to make his permanent home. He was four years older than Sylvia,
soft-eyed ; and, like Sylvia, without
wavy-haired,
slim,
companions of his own age. He thought of her as a
baby with visions beyond her years, but he respected her
dreams and he helped to make them realities.
HE THOUGHT
I was a brat," Sylvia says now with
a laugh. And a tolerant, understanding look comes into
his deep eyes as he admits, "She was temperamental and
moody, subject to great depression — a child who had no
friends and apparently didn't need them. But she had
a confirmed belief in herself as a future actress and I
realized she had the talent."
Sylvia's current success
is with Henry Fonda in
"You Only Live Once."
Here they are, below.

Sylvia certainly did so
that, at twelve years of
gram, all by herself, at
she was playing ingenue
ductions.

much about her childish plans
age, she gave a two-hour prothe Little Theatre. At sixteen
leads in New York stage pro-

But, before the debut and prior to her footlight engagements, there were seasons when she alternated between acomplete belief that the years would bring her
what she wanted, and those dark moments when everything seemed impossible.
It was during this time that the devoted cousin, occupied with his medical studies, gave to Sylvia the incentive
she needed. He encouraged her, helped her with her
parts and sympathized with her ambitions. And she, in
return, took a keen interest in his work. She read medical books and studied the papers he prepared and so
spurred him by her faith in him.
THEY

BOTH

knew

what they wanted, and happily
enough, they got it. He recalls the many hours when she
rehearsed in her home — he says she was always acting —
and it was his job to cue her and to play the masculine
parts to feminine characterizations which then seemed too
mature for her.
She had a (Continued on page 123)
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AS I turned a corner around one of the huge studio
sound stages, I almost stumbled over Warner Baxter,
who was sitting on the step outside the door, his head in
his hands.

have made him an old settler. But I learned that even
at his own studio, he is the man nobody knows.
At my first inquiry in the publicity department I was
told :

"Headache or hangover or both?" I wondered.
He looked up with a distressed expression.
"No headache," he said, "but I just had to sock the
grandest guy in the face and I feel terrible.
- "I don't know why," Warner continued, "but it always
gets me to have to hit anyone in a picture, especially a

"He's a grand fellow but we don't know him. Would

nice chap like Ian Hunter. You know, he's swell and
he's a stranger here and, well — I guess it's all a little
silly." And he grinned sheepishly.
When I thought it over it struck me as funny that he had
referred to Ian Hunter, who has been in Hollywood making pictures for almost two years, as a "stranger." My
curiosity was aroused and I recalled that, although I had
enjoyed his work in pictures very much, I had never heard
a word about him personally. I tried to recall having
seen him at even one Hollywood social affair. Surely a
person, described as Warner had spoken of him, couldn't
avoid being popular. And so l.went sleuthing out to the
studio where he was working with Kay Francis again in
"Stolen Holiday" to find out why Mr. Hunter is a
stranger in Hollywood.
In a town where you call a person by his first name
after the first meeting, two years' residence here should

withI him?"
lunch As
to have
youOf like
course
1 would.
waited for him to arrive in
the Green Room, 1 was a trifle nervous. What would I
talk to him about if he were such a shy person that no
one in his own publicity department knew him — the department that sees all, knows all and never sleeps?
And then he came in, apologizing for having kept me
waiting. It seemed that an army of ants had taken possession of his dressing room— "and some of them got in
my trousers," he said slyly.
I breathed a sigh of relief. At least he had a sense of
humor.
IT OCCURS to me now that Mr. Hunter may be quite
surprised to find himself referred to as a man nobody
knows and probably he will think it quite an inaccurate
description. Certainly he is friendly, charming and took
great pains to please an inquiring reporter. But after an
hour's intensive probing, in an effort to learn something
about the man, I found myself about where I had started.
Affable, interesting,, well informed and intelligent, he
talked of everything under the {Continued or page 87)

Mrs. Hunter, pic
tured
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Ian, was a former
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I'VE ALWAYS gone my own way and I intend to stick
to that route. What's more I'll stick to my seven-year-old
car, my last year's clothes and my this year's husband. I
won't go Hollywood."
And Frances Farmer gave an emphatic tug to what was
obviously last year's hat.
"I'm not a glamor girl. I don't feel a bit more alluring
as a movie actress than I did as a movie usher, so why
act overtime like most of these people in Hollywood do?
They call me 'different' around here because I want to
be myself. Well, I was considered a freak at college and
a bad girl at high school for the same reason, so
nothing new."
There was no defiance in Frances' manner; she
simply matter-of-fact. And that is typical of the way
girl has
48 taken Hollywood by storm. Frances' movie

it's
was
this
ex-

perience on her arrival in Hollywood a year ago had been
limited to ushering people up and down the aisles of the
Paramount Theatre in Seattle. And a few months later
she had hard-boiled Hollywood

gasping in amazement

over her dual character portrayal in "Come and Get It."
Twenty-one, slender and blonde, you'd spot Frances
Farmer as the sweet young thing. But that would be
before those direct hazel eyes were levelled on you and
before you had noted the strength in every line of her
beautifully chiselled face. And particularly before you
saw her hands. Frances had her chin cupped in them now
as she leaned towards us over the luncheon table. Sturdy,
square hands they were, devoid of a single ring or a hint
of polish. As plainly as though Frances had spoken, those
hands said, "There's no sham about us. We've
hard. We're not afraid or ashamed of it."

worked

"I guess being broke half my life has a lot to do with
not being over-awed by Hollywood," she continued
thoughtfully. "After all, when you've waited on table,
washed mountains of dishes, worked in factories and
taken care of other people's children to be sure where
your next meal is coming from, no job could look
glamorous."
For four years Frances took these jobs in order to get
enough money to attend the University of Washington. ,
She worked in the school cafeteria during lunch hours,
was an usherette at thirty-six cents an hour during the
evening, typed nine hours a week under the NRA Students' Relief Fund for the magnificent sum of fifteen
dollars a month, and worked in a dye factory, and during
vacations took a variety of jobs that would give her the
money to return to school in the fall.

"These were really the jobs that undermined my
morale," she told us. "For instance, one summer I spent
as counsellor to a group of Campfire girls
■Jo© at Puget Sound.
I used to feel that if I saw another bloomer girl, I'd commit hari kari right in front of the evening campfire. Besides that, I'd just started smoking, so I had to take long
as
hikes into the woods for a puff or two. They thought
I
was such a nature lover !

THEN there was the summer I worked at Mt. Rainier.
My duties there were to wait on the table and help with
the entertainment in the evening. Juggling trays was
nothing compared to getting dressed up every evening in
gunny-sacks and singing 'Pale Moon' like a love-sick
Indian maiden."
A college education became (Continued on page 112)
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The Lloyd Nolans met in a Broadway

play —

and hated each other on sight! You'd never
guess it now from this domestic view of them.

Remember this scene from "The Texas
Rangers"? Well, even Lloyd's killing of
Jack Oakie didn't sour the audience.
ase

LLOYD NOLAN may not "do a Clark Gable," but—
he may "do" a William Powell or James Cagney or
George Raft.
Not one of them won his first screeta contract because
he was handsome. Yet today all four are among the
most popular men on the screen.
Each of them had an individual, interesting face. Each
of' them had some basic likeability that shone through the
most dislikeable characters he played.
And that's the way it is with Lloyd.
He isn't handsome in the matinee idol manner. He
says himself that if he had to depend on his appearance,
he "wouldn't get very far."
In "The Texas Rangers," he played a notorious bad
man of the old West — a character capable of murdering
Jack Oakie in cold blood, with a smile.
Yet you couldn't help feeling attracted to him. He was
human, underneath his cold-bloodedness. He was interesting, exciting, colorful. He made you want to see more
of him and his smile, hear more of his unusual voice.
And you will see — and hear — more of him. Plenty
more. Paramount has signed him not only to a sevenyear contract, but to a phenomenal one. He won't face
a single option in the first three years !
It's the first such contract ever given to a comparative
newcomer.
That's how much the studio thinks of the
50

possibilities of young Mr. Nolan.
And who is he ? Where did he come from ? What has
he done?
Off the screen, as on, he is quiet-spoken, deliberate,
frank. is His
brown
eyes are "on the level" with you.
There
a smile
in them.
One thing he smiles about is your surprise at the color
of his hair. On the screen, it looks vaguely blond. Actually, itis grayish. It has been that way since he was nineteen. It's a family characteristic. His mother, brother
and sister all acquired grayish hair in their teens.
HE WAS born in San Francisco, where his father was a
shoe manufacturer — one of the firm of Nolan Brothers,
which had a death grip on the local shoe industry.
It was such a good business that it's a wonder Lloyd
didn't go into it.
"My elder brother did," he said. "And finally got out
of it and into merchandising. But I never wanted any
part of it, myself. I didn't know what I did want, except acting and that sounded like a hazardous, precarious
business." Amusedly, he added, "Maybe
I chose it.

that was why

"My mother had been interested in theatricals as a
young girl. She was rather sympathetic to my leanings.
She would take me, as a (Continued on page 90)
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IS IT too late to mention New Year's resolutions?
No! All right. And if the subject isn't too, too boring, I'd like to urge you all to make some good resolutions about yourselves — about taking care of your
faces and your figures. Of course, there's no good
reason why we should wait for the turn of the year
to make good resolutions, but most of us do wait, and
it does somehow give a spurt to the will power to
start out fresh with New Year's Day. The spurt is
fine — but how about keeping the resolutions you make ?
Around and about that little matter, I want to say a
few well chosen words.
Don't "resolve" too much. Don't make things too
hard for yourself. You know how it is : you say, "The
first of the year, I'm going on a diet." And you go
on such a rigid diet — right bang off the first day —
that the strongest will power would crumble under it.
You say, "The first of the year, I'm going to start
exercising — really!" And you go at it like a football
star in training — for three days, at the end of which
time, your poor, bruised and aching bones just naturally quit on you. You say, "The first of the year, I'm
really going to brush my hair and massage my scalp
—and never go to bed without cleansing my face —
and give my nails regular attention — and hold my
stomach in all the time — and give up cigarettes and
cocktails."
While you're in the resolution-making mood, you
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the house, finish "Anthony Adverse," keep up with
current events, go to church regularly — in short,
you're going to make yourself over completely, according to New Year's Resolutions One to Twentysix. And what happens? You have a dandy time
talking about what you're going to do. If you don't
actually gas over the "Fm-going-to's" with someone
else, you enjoy patting yourself on the back, mentally.
And, come February first, you've slid right back into
your old sinful ways. Let's not have that happen
again — how about it?
INSTEAD, pick out the one or two or three things
about yourself that you know in your soul you can
improve if you really concentrate. You have this
much time, and that much money to spend on yourself, and these certain responsibilities to attend to.
You can't do everything, all at once. Budget your
beauty time. Put self-improvement on a schedule.
And stick to the budget and the schedule!
In this lecture, Teacher would like to ramble
around on five general topics : losing and gaining
weight; the improvement, care and glorification of
your skins; general grooming, and how to take the
greatest advantage of the least time and the skinniest
pocketbook ; and what, for lack of a better term, I'll
call "personality improvement" — wherein I shall come
to the five swell looking and diversely typed girls on
these two pages.
Okay, by the first of March, you want to be fifteen
twenty — pounds slimmer or buxom er. Start
easy. Fat girls — start by cutting out butter and
cream. Cut down on sugar. Keep cutting down on
sugar, until you've cut it out. Don't give up meat
entirely. Just eat less meat, and none at all that's
fried. Take one skimpy serving of potato or rice or
whatever the family starch is the first day. A skimpier
spoonful the second day. None the third day. Taper
off on desserts and other
(Continued on page 110)
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I AM

in debt," said Gladys Swarthout.

"Can you Help

Swarthout, her husband, Frank Chapman, and I
I wonder?"
me,Gladys
were sitting in front of the blazing eucalyptus logs in her
living room. The silver tea service held the sheen of
flame. The charming room with its satiny mahogany,
framed photographs, and vases filled with white flowers,
was a pool of peacefuiness. Gladys wore a tea gown of
striped taffeta, rose and gold and blue and cream, buttoned to her throat, prim and stiff. Her thick, dark hair,
parted smoothly in the middle, curled about her head.
She looked young and soft as she reminisced in the firelight. She looked anything but in distress, in debt.
"Perhaps you can help me to repay them," she continued. Ilooked at the tip of my shoe and cleared my
throat. She said, laughing gently, "Oh, not financial
debts.long
They
them
ago. are the least of all debts. I have repaid
"No, 1 mean debts of the spirit. There are the debts
I owe to those who had faith in me, debts 1 owe to those
who gave me inspiration, self-confidence and courage,
debts I owe to those who have 'done unto others' and, especially, unto me.
"All of us are simply the sum total of the qualities
which have been given to us. I have what vision I have

And

By

Caroline

S.

Hoyt

Gladys Swarthout
and Frank Forest
in a scene from
"Champagne
Waltz," the picture
which she hopes
will establish her
definitely as a top
star.

(Extreme right)
Gladys and her
husband, Frank
Chapman, are
often seen dancing
at the Trocadero
and other Hollywood night spots.
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what

because vision was given to me. I have my courage because Iwas given the gift of courage. I have a sense of
responsibility because another gave it to me. We come
into the world pretty naked, you know. And as we go
along, we are given the gifts that make us the personalities we become. That is my belief. At least, it is true
of me.

you could not help idolizing him. He held an assembly
every week where we were called upon to rise in meeting
and sing, recite or play the piano. Every week he called
upon Roma and me. He never skipped us. I was petrified at first. I'd never thought of getting up on the stage
and performing. When first he gave me that thought, I
turned to ice. But I did it. I had to.

"It is so difficult to repay these debts. About all we
can do is to keep them green. So, if you will put into
tangible words the intangible spirit of my gratitude, my
continuous awareness of my unpaid debts, it would help.
"There are to begin with, of course, my debts to my
mother and to my sister, Roma. I owe my ideals to
Roma. She gave me my belief in the value of truth. She
was a stickler for the truth. She made me realize, in
childhood, that lies and evasions are shabby things. She
never compromised with life. She set a goal and she went
straight to it and didn't whimper if she stumbled and was
hurt. She gave me these gifts. I like to think that I

1 owe him the debt, too, of being prepared for emergencies. Iowe him, undoubtedly, the debt of my living
through my debut at the Metropolitan Opera House. He
gave me confidence in myself.
Miss Swarthout smiled over at her husband who, re-

have kept them fairly intact. I'll never be able to repay
her because, you see, there is nothing of more value
which I could give her in return.
"There was Mr. Holmes, the Principal of the high
school back home in Kansas City. How well I can see
him still, stocky and genial, his personality so definite that

Gladys Swarthout
never knew how to
be temperamental
until she made her
second picture.

laxed in his fireside chair, prompted his wife's memory
now and again. He said, "Gladys forgets things when
she is talking about herself."
"Then," said Gladys, "there was my first voice teacher,
Belle Vickers. She was a coloratura soprano, a concert
singer. She was terribly ambitious for Roma and me.
She was ambitious for us beyond our equipment, our
background, our years. She always called me little
'Mimi'. She was the first to insist that I should be a
'Butterfly.' She gave me a vision of what I might do if
I wanted to, what I might be if I cared enough. She was
the first to suggest that I might do opera — I, who had
aspired to nothing beyond (Continued on page 115)
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the nation's budget, but none has ever contributed much
constructive thought as to how an individual can balance
his or hers ! As far as we are concerned the budget we
are most interested in balancing is our clothes one. It's
easy enough to generalize about dressing smartly on next
to nothing, but it's not so easy to show specifically how
it can be done. For instance, how would you select
four basic costumes that would see you through fall,
winter and spring? I purposely omit summer because
it is the one season in the year when clothes expenditures can be the lightest.
Perhaps I had better explain what I mean by basic costumes. They are the clothes around which you plan
everything you buy. They are four outfits which can
meet the needs of an average woman's
56
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Now, what four would you pick? I've picked my
four entries this month, so it's up to you to write in
to me if you don't agree or if you've better suggestions
than mine. The idea is to choose only what is most
important to your individual scheme of living. Perhaps
you have no need for a formal gown at all ; in that case,
you can add another daytime dress to replace the one
evening gown I suggest among my four. The only idea
that has to stay fixed is that these four costumes must
have good lines and good quality.
Another thing to keep in mind, when choosing only a
few clothes to see you through a season or several seasons, is color. You can't shoot at the rainbow when
you're counting pennies. One color to which you key
everything is the safest investment, especially if you want

If you can buy only
one evening frock —
make it a simple black
crepe like Julie Haydon's and vary it with
little jackets, flowers
and accessories.

By

Adelia
Bird

Maureen O' Sullivan chooses a pert felt beret in
navy to go with her practical dark blue suit.
A white blouse, featuring a high neckline, adds
to the costume's trimness.

to cut down the accessory buying. One color sounds dull
but it needn't be if you use a little imagination because
you can set it off with an infinite variation of contrasting
shades. Year in and year ' out there are three colors
which are standbys — they are black, brown and blue. The
browns may vary from chocolate to copper and the blues
may change from navy to purple blues but basically they
remain the same. And they are the color standard to
which the budget wardrobe can safely cling.

For your first
spring shoes.
Beige suede and
brown calfskin
ties with laced
detail.gabardine
And navyblue
and patent
leather pumps.

But let's get on to the four costumes I've picked for the
budget sweepstakes. All are winners — safe bets in a season of such elegant frivolity as we've been having, sure
bets when the fashion tide turns to tailored simplicity.
Number one is the coat that can't be dated — its cut is
tailored, its fabric a fine textured woolen. It looks, this
season, like the one Sylvia Sidney is wearing. And you
shouldn't pay less than twenty-five dollars for it because
you won't get a fabric that will stand three seasons and
possibly another year's wear unless you pay that much.
Sylvia's coat is made of a navy blue woolen and is
cut on the classic reefer style. It has a double-breasted
cut, a slight flare to the skirt and the wider lapels give it
a distinctive air. Sylvia finds that it looks as well with
silk and woolen dresses as it does with tailored suits.
She wears wool scarfs at the neckline in the fall and
winter, gay silk ones in the spring. And it takes to a
fur cape or scarf with the proper lift to elegance!
Incidentally, that brimmed felt hat is a good budget
item because its very simplicity makes it adaptable to any
daytime outfit. Sylvia wears it either turned up off the
face, as pictured, or turned down over the eyes and tilted
a little to vary the wearing.
Costume number two is some form of the tailored suit.
It can be the strictly man tailored woolen suit, the dress
and jacket combination, the softer tailored suit or the
ensemble made up of coat and dress or coat, skirt and
blouse. It's up to you to choose the one that suits your
needs the most perfectly. Personally, I think the tailored
suit of a good suiting worsted is the most versatile because it provides you with a year 'round standby for
sports, travel, business and general daytime wear. It can
be infinitely varied with accessories, sweaters and blouses
and it gives you a trim, well-groomed appearance even
when it begins to get a little shabby.
Two grand suits for wear now under your winter coats
and later as your first spring (Continued on page 100)
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Mary found that she
and Buddy shared
many mutual interests and their love
was the outcome of
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Here they are in a
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A CHAPTER in Hollywood history is closing. A new
chapter is opening.
In the spring Mary Pickford will become the bride of
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. And Pickfair will be closed —
or sold.
"I'm going to start with a brand-new slate," Mary told
me.
And as she spoke I saw that something sad has gone
out of Mary's face. She reminded me of a hurt child
who has been comforted.
We were sitting in the library at Pickfair one early
winter afternoon. The French doors gave onto clipped
green lawns, sloping gently to the curved swimming pool.
The pale, silver-gilt sun shone on the white house, the
guest houses, the willows and spiked pines ; it misted the
flower gardens and seemed to be resting in filmy farewell
on this celebrated spot where, for so many years, America's Sweetheart received her famous guests, a renowned
hostess of one of the most famous houses in the world.
"I'll be glad," Mary was laughing, a touch impishly,
"not to be a little tin queen any more !"
"And you won't," I said, "live here at Pickfair, when
you are married to Buddy?"

Rogers

new

lease

she

on

has

taken

happiness

"No," said Mary, "oh, no. We really couldn't, you
see. We really shouldn't. It wouldn't be fair to Bud.
And I feel, too, with him, that we should begin life afresh,
in new surroundings, in a home we build ourselves, for
ourselves. That is his right — and mine."
And Mary fingered the slender platinum band on her
engagement finger. A replica of the band which Buddy,
also, wears on his finger. There was pride as well as
tenderness in her smile. There was that new happiness,
as shining as the bright band on her finger.
It is nice, I thought, to see Mary happy again.
She was saying, "I feel that Pickfair has served its
purpose, has lived its life which is not my life any longer.
It is time, now, for the doors to be closed. Or rather, it
is time for me to close the doors behind me.
"It has known a very great deal of happiness and life
and activity. I have been very happy here and very unhappy, too. It's odd, isn't it, and rather lovely — the way
unhappiness fades and is forgotten and only happiness
remains ?
"I shall remember, now, only the happy hours at Pickfair. The echoes I shall hear all my life will be the echoes
of the laughter these white walls (Continued on page 102)
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"Cctmille" turns
out to be one of
the most beautiful
pictures
year, with
and Robert
at their

Camille (M-G-M)
****
Blessed with superb performances, an excellent script and splendid
direction, "Camille" emerges as one of the most compellingly beautiful
pictures of the year. It is also a personal triumph for Garbo, whose
magnificent performance will stand out in the minds of many as her
finest screen portrayal. To Marguerite Gautier, a role previously
played by several first ladies of stage and screen, she brings new
radiance and the magic of her artistry. "Camille" definitely and
doubt establishes Garbo as the screen's greatest actress.
beyond
The Swedish star is surrounded by a cast of expert players, headed
Marguerite's
of Armand
portrayal
Taylor,hiswhose
by Robert
His work,
screen.
to theDuval,
contribution
first serious
is probably
lover,
will
performance
fine
his
but
Garbo's,
by
of course, is overshadowed
come as a surprise to those who heretofore regarded him as nothing
more than a Glamor Boy. In addition to the stars, there are outstanding smaller parts by Lionel Barrymore, Henry Daniell, Jessie
Ralph, Laura Hope Crews, Lenore Ulric and Rex O'Malley.
Preview Postscript
The Garbo seemed to sense that this picture was destined to make
her more famous than ever, for she actually seemed cheerful during
production work on it. She's been known as Gloomy Greta around
the sets of her last few pictures, though indigestion may have had
as much to do with it as pessimism. Her recent trip to the old
country evidently helped her a lot. There were several indications
of her change of mind, notably that she not only permitted music to
be played on the set for the first time, but requested many numbers
herself between shots when the players were sitting around. Then
the fact that The Silent One sal around at all was startlingly new,
since before this she's made for her dressing-room at the sound of
the director's "cut." Also she worked overtime two nights in succession
— twenty minutes once and almost three-quarters of an hour_ another
time. The director and crew were so flabbergasted by that time that
they needed to go home themselves to recover. Greta lets Bob buy
her an ice-cream cone every day on the set. She is living in
Jeanette MacDonald's former home now, well fortified from the world
by an iron fence six feet high and three colored servants . . . Sets
were magnificent on this film, though very few outsiders were allowed
the privilege of so much as a peek at them for fear the star might
be hanging around at the time. The period of 1846 in Paris was
one of the gayest in history and M-G-M spared no expense to have
perfect copies made of French rooms of that period, down to every
sumptuous and costly detail. Costumes were also elaborate and costly.
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of the
Garbo
Taylor
best.

Garbo had eighteen of them, which utilized several thousand yards of
material for skirts, petticoats, bustles, etc. Taylor had fourteen different costumes in the picture, but twenty-eight in reality, since Bob had
a way of forgetting his silks and satins and moving too quickly.
*^*Beloved Enemy (Samuel Goldwyn)
Using the Irish Revolution as his theme, Mr. Samuel Goldwyn comes
through with a production that is both beautifully romantic and
stirringly dramatic. Its setting is Dublin, where the Irish patriots, led
by Brian Aherne, are plaguing the British occupation forces. Henry
out
Stephenson, an English peer, is sent to Ireland to attempt to iron
the situation. With him is his daughter, Merle Oberon. Aherne,
whose identity is unknown to the British, meets Miss Oberon, and
eventually they fall in love. Their romantic scenes, in the midst of
are some of the most touching this season's
the
screenbitter
has revolution,
offered.
Both Aherne and Miss Oberon turn in topnotch performances, giving
credence to a story which might have fallen apart in less capable
hands. Henry Stephenson is excellent as the British diplomat, and
there are outstanding performances by Jerome Cowan, who makes
his screen debut as one of the revolution's leaders, Karen Morley,
Donald Crisp and David Niven. Considerable credit must also go
to director Henry C. Potter for his intelligent handling of the tragic
theme. "Beloved Enemy" is certainly an addition to the long list of
Goldwyn hits.
Preview Postscript
With an English cast like this one you might expect the usual
gallons of tea on the set promptly at four. But Brian Aherne, David
Niven, Henry Stephenson and Miss Oberon shifted their affections
to buttermilk one day. It's as deadly a habit evidently as the tea
one, though, for all four found themselves putting on unwelcome
poundage — but couldn't give up that four o'clock orgy . . . Brian
picture's shooting.
studio during the
bad day at thewith
Aherne had a grand
word from the U. S. Department
enough,
It started out
of Commerce's aviation section that he had passed his airplane pilot's
a private license. But he was "grounded" immetest and received
diately. For Samuel Goldwyn heard about it the same day and
issued orders that Brian couldn't leave the ground for the duration
of the picture. Ruth Chatterton was the one who interested Brian
in flying. After taking him for a spin, he became so enthused that
he decided to take lessons himself. Fortunately for Brian — though
unfortunately for Ruth— she was "grounded" at the time while playing
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w
Bill Powell

and

his

little helpmate, Myrna Loy — not to mention Asta — continue
their comic antics in
"After the Thin Man."
in "Dodsworth" at the same studio, so
she offered her plane to him. In order
to prevent injuries to the several hundred players during the warfare scene,
a new type of barbed wire was developed by studio technicians in the
use
of
prop
wire
is real, but "entanglements."
the barbs are The
carefully
fashioned bits of sponge rubber,
painted with a metallic gloss, and then
glued onto the strands . . . Every 1921
automobile that could still operate
under its own power was "signed" for
this picture if the Goldwyn studios
could get hold of it. Ordinarily when
cars of ancient vintage are needed
for a film, they are obtained through
agencies which keep a few on hand
for just that purpose. But the needs
for this picture far exceeded the demand and as a result a general S.O.S.
was sent out to every garage in California. The cars were bought outright
at five times the actual market price
and were promptly destroyed during
the filming of the battle scenes.
*** After the Thin Man
(M-G-M)
That smoothest of all sleuths, Nick
Charles, together with his wife and
his justly famous wire-haired terrier,
return once more to provide a surefire comedy drama that will please
everyone who admired their first jamboree, "The Thin Man." Everyone knows by now that Nick Charles is Bill Powell and that his little
helpmate is Myrna Loy. It will be welcome news, too, that Asta, the
most genial of all screen canines, has been provided with a wife —
a rather indiscreet wife, incidentally, who shares her favors with Asta
and
Mrs. Asta's
but comedy.
a minor
item ainneighborhood
the series of Scotty.
events which
go to skullduggeries
make up this isswell
It is enough to say that the suave Mr. Powell is once more called
out of retirement to solve a mystery which baffles the audience and
everyone else in the cast. In spite of Myrna (Continued on page 130)

"Lloyds of London" boasts a
grand story and
a fine cast. Here
are Tyrone
n e
Power
and
Madelei
Carroll.

SeeScoreboard
Modern Screen's
on Page Movie
20.

Jimmy Cagney and Mae Clarke
in Mr. C's "comeback" picture,
"Great Guy." Don't miss it.
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Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald receive two of Gene's guests,
Loretta Young and Ed Sutherland.
The

on

last-minute

who

and

are

going

what's

glamorous

lowdown

together

doing

in

gay,

Hollywood

Looks like Simone Simon is casting amorous
glances in the direction of Jimmy Stewart. Oyer
on the "Seventh Heaven" set, where they're playing
the roles which made Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell famous, Simone rushes out every day during the
afternoon recess to procuureuu au bottle of soda pop
for her leading man. If that isn't love, as the saying
goes, it'll have to do until the soda pop man comes
along. Next thing you know she'll be calling him
Jimmy Jimmy.
■
■ ■
Despite the French barrage, Jimmy Stewart seems to maintain
his reputation as the most getting-around guy in Hollywood. You

BHkMmRHMNMI

Stuffing Jimmy Stewart at Gene Raymond's
party are Fred March, Glenda Farrell and
Anita Louise. And is he hungry!
see him everywhere, and usually with a different gal. Of late,
however, he's been confining his attentions more or less to Anita
Louise. It all started when he took her to the Gene Raymond party,
and the way things look it may turn out to be one of those permanent Hollywood romances which last for weeks.

Housewarmings in Hollywood are always the best excuse in
town for a hangover. But the Arthur Hornblow, Jr.'s, first entertainment intheir new home didn't provide any alibis. It was
strictly tete-a-tete for one thing, and for another refreshments
were limited to ham and eggs. Myrna decided she couldn't wait
another month for their Cold Water Canyon home to be completed. So she staged a celebration for her husband in the only
finished room in the house. It happened to be the laundry room
and the Hornblows breakfasted one Sunday morning on a plank
laid over the laundry tub, while the little woman concocted the
meal on a camp stove.
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Shirley Temple went to Palm Springs to recover from a cold during
"Stowaway," so Mack Gordon, one
production of her new picture,
of the film's song writers, went down to teach her a fewsetnumbers
a few
while she was convalescing. Shirley was back on the
days later, looking well and happier than ever. "Poor Mack," she
explained, "he's in bed. He said I gave him temporary exhaustion."

them before they take on a playmate for him. As a matter of fact,
Ruby would like right now is a chance to co-star in a musical
what
with Fred Astaire.
When Bill Powell and Myrna Loy were in San Francisco for
location shots in "After The Thin Man," the company checked
in at one of the local hotels. The clerk, who had probably seen
Myrna play Mrs. Powell in too many pictures, asked Bill if he'd
like the bridal suite. The very polite Mr. P. replied, ^'Yes, indeed,
but I understand there's a Mr. Hornblow on this trip."

Lily Pons is still struggling with her English, but
she insists she's improving. On the set of "That Girl
From Paris" one day the sound man played back one
of her scenes for her. "Do you like it?" he asked.
"Oh, but yes," answered Mile. Pons. "I can understand every word I say!"

at Sea"
: On theand"Souls
MonthWilcoxon
Joke of
Dee
Frances
Henry
t, the
at Paramoun
setWorst
Wilcalled.
was
lunch
when
were rehearsing a scene
coxon yelled to a prop boy to come over and chalk
their positions so they'd know where they stood
'x*
when they returned from 1 -1,

Irene Dunne, Allan Jones, Anne Shirley,
Harold Lloyd and Irene Hervey at the gay
Raymond affair.

Hearts and Flowers : Although Nelson Eddy is seldom linked
romantically in the public prints with this fair lady or that, it is
known that he pays his most constant court to the divorced wife
Mrs. Franklin, shortly a.fter heof Director Sidney Franklin. marry
Conrad Nagel, bu|
divorce, was rumored about to
she's been seeing no one but Nelson.
Talked to Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler one day recently
lovely home in Encino, about fifteen miles from Hollywo^
Jolsons have an orange grove in their front yard, a swimm
in the back, and their proudest possession, Al, Junior, pt
Al and Ruby deny reports that they are
everywhere.
adopt another child — they want Junior to get better acquair

Tis said it will be an altar trip for Alice Faye
and Tony Martin. They look doting enough.

The screen's favorite wife, Myrna Loy, tips
hubby Arthur Hornblow's hat for him

no attention, so Wilcoxon, quick as a flash, said : "Oh, so you
won't chalk, eh?" Do you blame the prop boy?

Talked with Bette Davis out on the "Marked Woman" set at
Warner Brothers. Bette's well-publicized feud with Warner
Brothers — final score : Warners, 48, Davis, — $50,000 — is packed
away on the studio shelf and forgotten. "I'm really glad to be
back at work again," said Bette. "I've been over a year without
salary, and even actresses have to eat." She also took time out
to deny there was any friction between her and hubby Harmon
Nelson. He's in New York working for a theatrical agency.
When
Nelson. he learns the business he'll return to Hollywood and Mrs.

And what about Jean Harlow? For the past month or so she and
Bill Powell have taken very little part in Hollywood night life. New
night clubs have opened and old ones have been redecorated, but
it seems to make no difference to La Belle. She's turned out to be
a home girl. All of which is a fine thing, because we think there
ought to be a Harlow in every home — but it would be nice if her
mother would let her out just once in a while.

The Errol Flynn-Lili Damita situation still puzzles everyone
— including, perhaps, Miss D and Mr. F. Two days after they
announced a separation they flew to New York together for a
second honeymoon which was to include a trip abroad, after
which Errol was to brave the wilds of Borneo with gun and publicity. Then came a call from Warners that he was needed for
lo->rt in "The Prince and the Pauper" so Errol
cut short the
--^-ed
-1 1paving Lili
to — follow
him
if they

Miriam Hopkins and Mrs. Fred Astaire had never met socially
until recently, when they got together with a bang in Beverly Hills.
Miriam's car smashed into the Astaire limousine, causing no end
of commotion. The two gals admit their acquaintance didn't get off
to such a good start, but everything is patched up now — including
two
broken ribs for Mrs. Astaire's maid and a wrenched shoulder
for Miriam.

Barbara Stanwyck now divides her time between Bob Taylor
and her new racing stable. With the wife of Zeppo Marx she
}ias taken to raising race horses on the Marwyck ranch in Van

"he on-again-off-again Errol Flynns register a
ruce at the Lamaze Cafe. Lili is a bit aloof
jut maybe

she doesn't like cameramen!

More

romantic rumblings: Jean Muir
Gordon Oliver at the Trocadero.

and

Al Jolson, looking hearty again, beaus his
best girl, Ruby Keeler, to the Zukor Jubilee.

Nuys. At the ranch-warming party each guest was presented
with a bucket of paint along with the first cocktail, and each was
assigned fifteen feet of brand new fence to paint. Zeppo finished
first and was awarded the prize — an extra fifteen feet of unpainted fence.

in his lines eight times straight. Stumbling block was the line: "I
love you, darling, I love you!" After the eighth error, Eddie turned
to the director. "Sorry, old boy," he said, "but I haven't said anything as silly as that for thirty years."

When Kay Francis left for New York recently, Connie Bennett
and Gilbert Roland were on the same airliner. It looked like a
foursome for a while, since Michael Whalen had been enjoying a
cocktail with the party a few minutes earlier in the lounge. Leaving
them, he wandered out to have his ticket validated — and discovered
everything swell except that he was at the wrong airport.

Many and
a Hollywood
her shopping
in lasthave
year'sa
slacks
a pair of star
dark does
glasses,
because attired
shopkeepers
way of doubling their prices when little Miss Glamor Girl comes
in. Gloria Stuart, for instance, had been shopping for furniture
in full disguise until one day she dropped into the shop as is.
"You look enough like Gloria Stuart to be her twin sister," said
a clerk, "except, of course, that she's cross-eyed. Never comes in
here without thick-lensed glasses."

Natives of Palm Springs and the desert region had their thrill
of the year when "Camille" was world-premiered at the new Plaza
Theatre there. Many of the stars flew down for the occasion —
among them Bob Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, who were separated for an hour after the show by swarms of fans demanding
autographs. And there were so many lights that hardy desert rats
from miles around hiked in, thinking the town was on fire.

Out on the "John Meade's Woman" set. Edward Arnold blew up

We watched Carole Lombard swishing around on the "Swing
High,
Low"chiffon
set at
the other
day.ostrich
attiredfeathers.
in two
inches Swing
of white
andParamount
two carloads
of white
We thought it all looked pretty elegant, and couldn't understand the
worried look in Travis Banton's face. "These gowns give me the
jitters," he said. "They're strictly honky-tonk fashions, but Lombard
makes them look so modish that I'm afraid every woman in the
country will copy them — and probably look like a herd of ostriches."
The hairdresser came up just then to arrange Carole's blonde
curls for a close-up. "This wave won't stay in place unless we
dampen it again," she announced, calling to a prop boy for a
pan of water. "Never mind the water," said the glamorous
Carole. "Just spit on it."
June Lang is still nervous about it. The young lady who went
through the war in "Road to Glory" and the jungles in "White
Hunter," without so much as a quiver, has finally lost her composure. It all happened during the Hollywood Hotel broadcast following the preview of "One In A Million." The preview and broadcast were held on one of the sound stages at 20th Century-Fox
studio, and at this particular moment Louella Parsons was bouncing
up and down the aisles, microphone in hand, hunting celebrities.
She spotted Miss L. and gushed, "Oh, June, won't you please tell me
the
dateblushed,
of your and
wedding
with noVictor
McLaglen?"
June blushed,
Louella
there are
reports
on the condition
of Vic
Orsatti, Miss Lang's intended groom.

Kay Francis and Delmer Daves gave snapshooter Muto the wave as they took off for
a trip to Europe. Maybe

they're wed

now.

"One In A Million" introduces a new star to the screen. She
is Sonja Henie, the former Olympic skating champion. Sonja
brings an entirely new type of personality to Hollywood, and her
studio is planning to take off her skates immediately and star her
in dramatic roles. Incidentally, she's quite charming off the screen,
too, according to Tyrone Power, who has monopolized all of the
little lady's evenings. He even packed her into a plane and flew
her to Cincinnati for Christmas so she could meet his family.
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weeks steady employment, something novel
in the life of an extra, and it sort of went
to their heads.
Questions without answers: What prominent screen actor is rumored to have married his bride only because in a generous
moment he had previously signed over his
property to her? By marrying the gal, under the California law, he is entitled to half
of his own property.

When they make a picture at Warners
everyone works hard and fast, but Henry
Fonda didn't know it until he was loaned
out by the Walter Wanger studio for a
part with Pat O'Brien in "Slim." At the
end of the first day's shooting Henry
dropped in at his home studio to say hello.
"How's the picture coming?" he was
asked. "Coming !" said Henry. 'We're
half through !"

Pat O'Brien congratulates bridegroom, John Barrymore and
bride, Elaine Barrie. Mrs. Jacobs, the bride's ma, looks on.
Out on the "Holy Terror" set, the young
lady playing the title role was enjoying a
race around the sound stage with a playful
prop man. The young lady, who was Jane
Withers, suddenly sprawled flat on her face
on the floor. "I didn't trip," she said to the
guy. "You musta pushed me." But the prop
man pointed out the fact she had been a
couple of yards in the lead. "Well, I apologize," said Jane. "But don't do it again."
The Warner Brothers, stockholders and
board of directors, went into the biggest
conference of the year the other day.
Closeted for several hours, they finally
emerged, weary but relieved. A momentous decision had been reached. Dick
Powell, by official vote, can now shave off
his mustache. It seems Joan Blondell
wasn't half as crazy about the mustache as
Brian Donlevy and Marjorie
Lane are married now.

she was about Dick, and you know how it
is when the little woman makes up her
mind. What really swung the pow-wow
in Dick's favor was a written statement
sent in by him after the conference looked
like a deadlock. The note said : "I can't
be happy behind it."
At the preview of "Banjo on My Knee,"
the Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea river
rhapsody, we sat behind Miss S. and the
ever-present Bob Taylor. The fact that Stanwyck and Taylor are constant companions
seems to have enhanced Barbara's popularity with audiences, for at the picture's
finish there was considerable applause for
her. Even her critical companion must have
liked her performance, for he favored her
with an affectionate pat on the head. And
a pat on the head from Taylor is a lot better than most girls are doing these days.

People thought Carole Lombard was
going Garbo on them when she had the
"Swing High,
set closed
to
visitors.
As a Swing
rule theLow"
Lombard
sets are
wide open to anyone with a pass and a
desire to watch the Lombard antics. But
when "Swing High, Swing Low" started,
nine-tenths of the visitors cornered Carole
to ask her about the Clark Gable romance.
So now Lombard is behind locked doors
where she can keep her romance and her
acting to herself.

Gayest social affair of the month was
Gene Raymond's dinner party for some 250
guests at his new home. Almost everyone,
who is anybody in Hollywood, was there,
plus a number who aren't anyone at all.
Two hundred and fifty is a lot of people to
ask over to the house for dinner, but Gene
had evidently informed the cook of his plans,
for everyone had a merry evening of it.

Man Bites Dog Dept. : Reversing the
using procedure, the 150 extras in the cast
of Universal's "Top of the Town" pooled
together and bought packages of Scotch
for Director Ralph Murphy and his assistants. Seems thev all .had had four

The Gene Markeys (Joan Bennett) attend a recent premiere.
Your surprise of the month will probably
come when you see Janet Gaynor in the
new the
Technicolor
"A Star
is Born."
For
first time picture,
in her screen
career,
Gaynor doesn't play a demure little gal who
spreads sweetness and light wherever she
goes. In private life. Miss G. is hardly the
demure type, but ever since her first success in "Seventh Heaven" her producers
have convinced everyone she's the sweetest
thing since Mary Pickford. Don't tell anyone, but it's been bruited about that in "A
Star is Born" she wears — for the first time
on any screen — silk stockings. A girl who
does that will even smoke cigarettes!

Is 20th Century-Fox deglamorizing
Simone Simon? Now that she has the
old Janet Gaynor role in "Seventh
Heaven," any reference to the petite pouter
as exotic meets with hushed horror at her
studio. And no one seems to remember
those recent billboards with flaming letters announcing that mademoiselle possessed "The allure of a woman — the charm
of a girl."
(Continued on page 142)
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LOUIS

T, JR.

SWIFT,

JR., of Chicago's prominent family, is well-known
throughout the Middle West and East for her
vivid and active life. She entertains frequently with small, superbly appointed dinners.
"Camels," says Mrs. Swift, "contribute to
the success of my dinners. Their delicate
flavor suits the equally delicate flavors in
the food, and they also help digestion. I
always allow enough time between courses so
that every one may smoke a Camel through."
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MRS.

SWIFT

DINES

in the Casino

Room of Chicago's Congress Hotel. "Here,
too," says Joseph Spagat, Maitre de Cafe,
"Camels are the favorite cigarette."

AS A SPORTSWOMAN, Mrs. Swift is world famous. She spent dangerous
months in India and Africa hunting wild boars, tigers, elephants. In the States,
during the winter season when society is so engrossed with outdoor sports, Mrs.
Swift enjoys skiing. "It's fun," she says, "but requires healthy nerves. So Camels
are the only cigarette I care to smoke. They set me on my way feeling right."
Camel's

aid to digestion.

modern women lead quite
MOST
active lives. Preparing meals,
A few of the distinguished
women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. ALEXANDER BLACK, Los Angeles
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE II, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

FOR

DIGESTIONS
SMOKE
CAMELS!

J-

parent- teachers' activities, and social life are enough to tax nerves
and affect digestion. A pleasant way
to assist good digestion is to smoke
Camels during meals and afterward. Smoking Camels promotes
Copyright. 1937, R. 3. Reynolds Tobacco Co

. . on your

busy days!

the natural flow of fluids so necessary for good digestion. Alkalinity
increases. Tension eases. A comforting "lift" follows. Equally important isCamel's mildness. They
never get on your nerves, or tire
your taste. Smoke Camels for digestion's sake— andbetter "busy days"!

, Winston-Salem, North Caroli

WHEN

SHE GOT
RID OF "MIDDLE-AGE"
(Yes! It threatens even girls in their twenties!)
BUT HE USED TO
TELEPHONE EVERY
DAY .... AND
IT'S BEEN THREE
/EEKS NOW 1

IF I WERE YOU, LOIS,
I'D GO TO A GOOD
BEAUTY SPECIALIST
AND FIND OUT WHY
YOUR SKIN LOOKS
SO OLD LATELY !

SKIN

LOIS SEES E MILE, FAMOUS
NEW YORK BEAUTY EXPERT
YES,
CAN
TOO
AND
YOU

EVEN GIRLS IN THEIR EARLY TWENTIES
HAVE "MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN , .SKIN THAT'S
DRY, AND BEGINNING TO LOOK LIFELESS
COARSE -TEXTURED. I SUGGEST THAT
CHANGE TO PALM OLIVE SOAP ....

4 WEEKS LATER —
SWEETHEARTS AGAIN
THANKS TO PALMOLIVE!

WHY EMILE RECOMMENDS PALMOLIVE
SOAP TO OVERCOME
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!
"Palmolive is made with Olive Oil,
a real beauty aid. And its Olive Oil
makes Palmolive's lather gentler,
more soothing . . . gives it a special
protective quality all its own. Thus
Palmolive does more than just
cleanse. It protects your skin against
the loss of those precious natural
oils which feed and nourish it . . .
that's why Palmolive keeps your
complexion soft, smooth and young!"
21 EAST 66TH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
How

Palmolive,

made

with

Olive

Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, old-looking skin
complexion soft, smooth and young
DON'T think you're safe from
Does the soap you are using give
"Middle- Age" Skin just because you are young ! For beauty
you this same protection? Do you
know what ingredients go into it?
experts warn that this ugly condiAre you sure it is as pure, as gentle
tion threatens even girls in their
and safe as Palmolive?
twenties. So be on your guard
You know that Palmolive is made
against the first sign of dryness,
coarse-texture . . . the symptoms of
only from real beauty aids ... a
secret and unique blend of sooth"Middle-Age" Skin!
Use Palmolive regularly. For
ing Olive and Palm Oils. That's
why Palmolive, more than any
Palmolive, made with Olive Oil,
other soap, promises to keep your
does more than just cleanse! Its
complexion young and lovely
gentle protective lather prevents
through the years! Why not start
your skin from becoming dry, lifeusing Palmolive Soap — today?
less, old-looking . . . keeps your

FOR THE DIONNE QUINS!
What a beauty lesson there i< for you in the fact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins.' If this fine
beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
their tender skin, isn't it safest for your complexion, too?

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP
COMPLEXIONS YOUNG
AND LOVELY
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Meet Miss Virginia Katherine McMath
who, at one year, faces the camera like
a trouper. Can't you see the resemblance
to the Ginger Rogers' of today?

This quiet picture of Ginger with her father,
Eddins McMath, gives no hint of the stormy

AT TWO-THIRTY on the morning of July 16, 1911, in the
little town of Independence, Missouri, a little girl was
born. She was christened Virginia Katherine McMath.
The circumstances of her birth were singular.
All that night, preceding her birth, the heavens had been
in convulsions, thunder roared and crashed, lightning
made fire flowers in the skies. And then, just before the
first small cry was heard, a star fell. A hush, a peace
descended upon the earth. And the baby was born.
She weighed six and a half pounds. She was bald. Her
blue eyes, dewy then as they are now, held that look of
slight surprise when they looked into the triumphant eyes
of her mother. There was, otherwise, nothing remarkable
about her.
The mother, the good country doctor and the baby were
alone in that little white frame, four-room cottage at the
end of the little trolley line in Independence for, several
months before the child was born, Lela McMath had
"eloped," so to speak. She deliberately cut herself off
from her family — her mother and father, her husband and
mother-in-law— so that she might live the kind of a life
she felt she must live in order that the child might survive. For there had been another baby girl, born shortly
after Lela Owens' marriage to Eddins McMath. The baby
had lived only a few hours.
And so, when the small Virginia Katherine was on her
way, the young mother made up her mind that this time
it should be different. She believed in prenatal influence.
She believed that the prenatal period should be one of
peace. And there was not, even then, peace between the
young McMaths. This time, she vowed to herself, she
would create peace with her own hands and brains and
energies. She had her own ideas of the life she wanted
to live, while waiting for her child. There had to be no
irritations, no opposition and clash of wills and temperaments. It had to be her life — and the child's.
And so, one day, without so much as leaving a note
on the pin cushion, with only twenty dollars in her purse,
without telling anyone she was going, and hardly knowing
where she was going herself, Lela McMath boarded the
train out of Kansas City. When, evening approaching, the

train stopped at Independence, Lela got off. She felt they
would be less likely to look for her here, so comparatively
close to home, than farther afield.

child's control,
battle he later waged for the
even going so far as to kidnap her.

THERE WAS a trolley near the station. Lela boarded it,
still without the faintest idea as. to her destination. She
only knew, and only cared, that she was free. The trolley
bumped along until it came to the end of the line. There
seemed to be no place further to go, so Lela McMath got
out. There, in a field at the track's end, was a small,
white frame cottage. On the door was a sign which said
"To Let— Furnished." The people next door were the
owners. Lela McMath rented the cottage, paid a five-dollar deposit and moved in that night.
The next morning, bright and early, Lela went forth to
look for a job. The first place she came to was a newspaper office. That was fine. She had always wanted to
applied for the job of general reporter
writer.
a
be
— and got it. She
"I honestly can't say," said Ginger's small, remarkable
mother, "that I dreamed of a child who would be famous,
who would save the world or perpetuate his name in enduring stone. I thought the baby would be a boy. I
didn't care especially one way or the other. I just wanted
the baby to come into the world, born of a happy, active
mother — a baby who would live. That baby came to me.
And so, on that July dawning the baby was born. Shortly
before her birth, Lela McMath had had occasion to go into
Kansas City to report an Art Exhibition for her paper.
There, awaiting a trolley on a main thoroughfare crowded
with people, she found herself staring down at a man's
feet. A man's feet with something curiously familiar about
them. She looked up. The man was her father.
There was, of course, a dramatic meeting. Where had
she been? How could she have done so terrible a thing
to her mother, to her husband and to him? They had
been frantic. They had searched everywhere. They had
employed detectives (but they had not found her, in Independence, less than twenty-five miles from home!). And
then the father's eyes, shocked and troubled, took in the
situation. Lela begged him not to give her away, implored

Lela Owens
s

McMath

with her new baby
daughter of ten weeks. Even at this early
stage. Ginger looked to her mother for
approval and guidance.

him not to tell at home that he had seen her. She reminded him of the death of her first baby, that her husband hadn't wanted that baby and didn't really want this
one. She assured him that she was happy, had a job, was
safe and would keep in touch with him if only he would
keep faith with her, keep secret her whereabouts.
But the father, fearful of such unprecedented behavior,
told Lela's mother. And Lela's mother, conservative, oldschool, firmly believing that a woman's place is with her
husband and nowhere else, felt it her duty to tell Lela's
husband. And so, a day or so after the baby's birth, the
husband and father, Lela's mother and mother-in-law descended" upon her. They formed a vigorous body, protesting that they had never heard of such outrageous goingson. Was she temporarily insane? Didn't she know that in
her condition she should have been sitting quietly at home,
not tramping the streets as a reporter? And the pool of
peace in which Lela McMath had lived while her baby
was coming, was shattered. Fortunately, too late to do
any harm. For Lela McMath, looking at the sturdy, rosy
mite in the crook of her arm, knew that she had scored
her point, could afford to concede the next point if she
had to. It seemed that she did have to.
AND

SO, shortly after the baby's birth, temporarily defeated, Lela allowed the family to take her back home to
Kansas City again. There, for the first several months of
her life, Virginia Katherine (for she was called by her
full two names during her babyhood and childhood) began to experiment with life.
She began to talk at the age of nine months. Her first
word was "Mackey," which was her name for her mother.
She began to walk at the age of fourteen months. She
never cried. She was always smiling, serene and good
natured. There was nothing, her mother says, remarkably
outstanding about her except, perhaps, her sunny disposition. Trifles, then as now, never bothered her. If some
child took a toy away from her, she didn't cry and whine
about it, she got another toy. It was as if, even then, she
could discriminate between the trivial and the important.
For if, on the other hand, anyone attempted to remove her

At three years. Ginger's sparkling personality began to manifest itself. Her red
hair, blue eyes and freckles added to her
baby charm.
food before she was finished she put up a big fight for it.
Even now, Ginger Rogers has an amazing faculty for
putting big things first. She never dissipates her energy
in tempers over minor things. If she slams a door on
her hand she doesn't carry on as though she had undergone a fatal accident. If her cook or chauffeur is late,
she tells them to watch the clock — and forgets it. If she
is invited to a party on a date with Jimmy Stewart and
can't go because of work, she shrugs it off, knowing that
parties and dates are not as important as work. On the
other hand, if something is really important she will go
to bat about it with vigor and unshakable determination.
As when, recently, a certain leading man was named for
one of her pictures. Very quietly but very firmly she
stated that she did not want him, would not have him,
and why. She explained that there was nothing personal
in her stand. She simply did not consider him the type
for the part, for the picture. It was a battle. She went
to battle and won.

PERHAPS, TOO, her infant rage when food was removed
from her was another one of the few portents pointing to
the Ginger Rogers of today. For Ginger loves to eat and
is one of the few stars who will admit it. When she is
hungry she is frank about it. She never has dieted in
her life. She likes everything to eat but if she ever is in
doubt, she always orders eggs in some form. She drinks
quarts of iced tea on the set and during rehearsals.
And also then, as now, she entered into life and its
various activities with good will, genial interest, enthusiasm. She was from the beginning, a giving-of -herself little
girl, warm and eager and friendly. She always made
friends.
"There were no routines, no baby schedules in the days
when Ginger was a baby," her mother told me. "We
just loved 'em and reared 'em then. Wherever I went,
Ginger went. If I went to a party, she went to a party.
If I went to church, she went to church. If we had company, she stayed up with me until I went to bed. She
was like a pocketbook which I carried with me everywhere, putting it down and taking it up as I went.

her own energy and resourcefulness, Lela moved out of
her husband's house and into the local hotel where she
took the job of public stenographer. She put up a clothes
basket with a little fence about it next to her desk and
there the baby played and gurgled at strangers, made
friends of all and sundry, young and old, even as the
grown-up Ginger does today.
And there, from that clothes basket, close to her mother's desk, occurred the first kidnapping of Ginger Rogers.
For one harrowing day the young mother turned back
from taking dictation over the telephone and found the
clothes basket empty. No one had seen the child go. No
one needed to. Lela McMath knew that the kidnapper of
her child was the child's own father She had fought for
the child's life before she was born. She was fighting for
the child's livelihood after she was born and she could
child's possession.
fight, too, for the
By devious methods, with the clue of a letter from a
woman the father had employed to care for the child,
Lela found out that her baby was in Bessemaye, Texas.
The nurse wrote that the child was neglected, dirty, not
properly cared for save in the intermittent times when
she had charge of her. The baby, she wrote, kept crying
Mackey." Surely she would find the means to
for
to her.
come"my

At fourteen. Ginger tried out for the
Charleston Contest in Fort Worth, Texas.
Her winning of it started her on her career.

A pocketbook (of all descriptions for an infant!) into
which, I think, Lela McMath put the sterling silver and
gold coins of her own honesty and fearlessness, determination and sense of fair play, her gallant credo of living.
Ginger's father, Eddins McMath, was an electrical engineer in Kansas City where, with singular significance,
he first met Lela Owens at dancing school! And they became engaged when Lela was about to accompany her
engineer father to Utah. They were married on Lela's
eighteenth birthday, which happens to be Christmas Day.
The ceremony was performed in the parlor of a little
house in Salt Lake City, whither Eddins McMath had
followed his bride-to-be. And the windows of the parlor
fronted on the famous Joseph Smith house, that sturdy
Mormon of the eight sons and numerous wives.
Young Lela and her husband did not live happily ever
after. It was a marriage destined to be fraught with
drama; a marriage which predestined the amazing career
of Lela McMath and the subsequent stellar career of the
small Virginia Katherine.
NOT LONG after the marriage, Eddins McMath accepted
a position in Ennis, Texas. It was that of electrical engineer for Hetty Green's railroad. He worked at the round
house, testing, repairing. Lela and the baby kept house.
And then Lela roused suddenly to the realization that
they were living on the wrong side of the tracks and that
her husband was that hated thing, a strike-breaker. She
most emphatically did not want to live on the wrong side
of any tracks nor have her daughter live there. Something had to be done about it. And with the initiative
that is Lela Rogers', she took on a small, twelve-year-old
girl to care for the baby and, she herself, got a job playing the piano in a picture house. The added funds would,
in time, enable them to move to the right side of the
tracks.
In the meantime, and some twenty months after the
birth of Virginia Katherine, another baby girl was born to
Lela — stillborn. Attempting one morning to move a heavy
piece of furniture, she slipped, the bureau slipped, too, and
the fatality resulted.
With the birth of this third baby— the death of her first
baby — Lela McMath found herself saying, "Somewhere in
the world there is a better life for me and for my baby.
I am going to find it."
And as before, reckoning consequences only in terms of

Lela found the means. She had, first, to barter, badger
and cajole a man to drive her. No one wanted to have any
part of it, sensing a kidnapping. But she finally succeeded.
And then began the long, torturous drive of 86 miles which
took 36 hours to cover. That car took unblazed trails,
manned only by a somewhat enfeebled middle-aged man
and the small, blonde dauntless Lela. There were streams
to be bridged and forded. There were tree stumps to be
hewn down and carted out of the way before the car
could get through. They dared not shelter anywhere lest
their pilgrimage be noted and a warning issued. They
ran out of food and were hungry. They ran out of gas,
were stranded and had to trek miles to the nearest gas
station. And there were no "nearest" gas stations in that
desolate country. But Lela, armed with a gun, knowing
that at the end of the trail was her baby, uncared for
and crying for her "Mackey," would have scaled the Matterhorn, swum the Hellespont, crossed the Sahara on foot
to get to her.
AND SHE did get to her. When, at long last, they skirted
Bessemaye, Lela reconnoitred, mapped out in her mind
the positions of the hotel, the place where Eddins McMath
was employed, the house in which he lived.. And only after
many hours of watchful waiting did they dare pass the
house. And there on the front porch, alone in her highchair, sat the baby. She was sticky and unbathed and her
little dress was stained and smudged. She was covered
with insect bites. For the first time in her baby life there
were streaks of tears on her poor little face.
And at that sight Lela McMath was out of the car, up
the shale path, on to that front porch, the baby clasped
fiercely in her arms. And then and there she discovered
that she had a fight on her hands. She was stunned by the
screen door of — her mother-inat the on
suddenSheappearance
law.
had not counted
this, had not known that her
mother-in-law was there. And then, with her baby under
one arm, her gun under the other, she began what amounted to a physical tussle. She managed to wedge her foot
against the screen door so that the elder and enraged
Mrs. McMath could not get out. And then, counting on
her own swifter motions, she made a dash for the car.
But the elder Mrs. McMath moved swiftly, too. For while
Lela still held the front door fast with her foot, the older
woman made a dash for a side door which also opened on
the porch and caught up with Lela and the baby just as
they got into the car. Lela screamed frantically at her
terrified and compulsory "chauffeur" and conspirator.
"Start going!" she cried. "Move! Get on!" The car, with
dramatic appropriateness, took this occasion to stall. At
any moment Eddins, so short a distance away, might hear
the clamor and come to his mother's aid. Then, indeed, all
would be lost.
Lela tried to disengage the clinging hands from the car.
The older woman was shrieking, "You can't do this. It's
kidnapping!" Lela laughed at that. She must have thought
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not, obviously, push her mother-in-law into the road and
possibly under the car. The man at the wheel was whimpering, "Keerful, now, keerful!" And at last Lela reached
and
out, pulled the* protesting woman into the tonneau
said, "Very well, then, you go with us, at least until we
drove on. On the way Lela adget out of town/' They
vised her mother-in-law to reconsider, to get out while
there was still time and opportunity to get a lift back to
Bessemaye. Realizing that her daughter-in-law meant
business, the elder Mrs. McMath reluctantly and with many
threats and intimidations consented to be dropped.
Thus the first spectacular kidnapping of Ginger Rogers —
though not the last.
Back in Ennis, Lela received word from her family.
Many words and strong words. She must come home, they
said. What was she thinking of with such Annie Oakleyish goings-on? It was disgraceful. It did no good to the
baby. She was to return and live with them. She was
to make up her mind what she wanted to do and above
all behave herself.
Back in Kansas City, then, there was a gathering of the
clans, the clans of McMaths and Owens. A council of war
with a few peace terms — and those not kept. A divorce
finally was agreed upon. The agreement stipulated that
Lela was to have custody of the child, with permission
granted to the father to have her on Sundays.
He did have her on Sundays. He also, Lela began to
suspect, had her more often than Sundays. Somehow he
was contriving to see her either at kindergarten or while
she was at play. For Virginia Katherine would, occasionally, exhibit a shiny dime or a fifty-cent piece and when
asked where she had got it would say, "My Daddy gave
it to me." The child had no ill feeling toward her father,
nor has she now. For Lela Rogers, wisely and kindly,
has never talked against Eddins McMath to his daughter.
There came, soon, the occasion of the second kidnapping.
THERE CAME the Sunday when the baby did not come
home. The appointed hour came and passed. Dusk deepened into night, but no baby. And as night fell, Lela went
to the boarding-house where, at the time, Eddins and his
mother were living. She was told that Mr. McMath and
his mother had checked out that morning, bag and baggage, destination unknown. Virginia Katherine was, at
this time, between three and four years old.
Days passed. Eventually there came a letter mailed
from Nebraska. Lela had a pretty shrewd idea that the
letters were mailed from Nebraska but NOT by Eddins

1

When Ginger was sixteen,
she married Jack Pepper, a
handsome boy she had admired for years. They appeared in vaudeville together dining the brief span
of their ten-months' marriage.
McMath. He would not be likely to give her so explicit
a clue. At any rate, the letter said, substantially, that
possession is nine points of the law; that he intended to
make this a test case and that Lela would never see the
baby again until "the case" had been settled once and for
all. But the case had been settled by the divorce, which
awarded the mother complete custody of the child, granting the father permission to have her Sundays.
Lela was, at this time, a sort of half -partner in an office
supplies house. She had invested most of her savings in
the business and they were prospering nicely. She went
to a detective agency, fully aware that the expense attached would exceed her small invested capital, force her
It did.
out of the business.
The detective who worked on the case, a man by the
name of Ely, has since become famous. He did not realize
then that he was working on a kidnapping case which, only
a few years later, when a mere threat of kidnapping is
made, becomes front page news the world over.
After some three weeks, Eddins, his mother and the baby
were finally located in St. Louis. Lela's detective got there
just in time. Just in time to discover that the child had
been entered at a convent and was to have been sent there
the morning after their Arrival. If this plan had been
accomplished, it might have been years, it might have
been that never would Lela have had her baby again.
The child might have been entered under a different name.
There were all sorts of means by which her identity might
have been lost to the world — and to her mother. "I think
I' would have found her even in the catacombs," Lela says
fiercely, even today, "but certainly if they had got her
into that convent, it would have doubled my, difficulties,
delayed things for, who knows, how long."
But Detective Ely arrived in time and brought the trio
back to Kansas City. And after a stormy battle, the winning side, aided and abetted by the child saying to the
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my Mackey," the court finally
Judge, "I want to live with
and forever deeded the custody of the child to the mother,
ruling even the father's Sunday privileges out.
"The night before we went to court," Mrs. Rogers
reminisced, with a slightly wry smile, "Ginger spent in
see, her posjail. She was the charge of the court, you
session undecided, and so she could be with neither her
father nor me."
And there again is a screaming headline lost to the
world. What a press sensation it would be if, today, the
papers banner-lined GINGER ROGERS IN JAIL!
There was one more attempt made at kidnapping the
baby. But Lela and her family were made wise by experience and the attempt was frustrated. And after that,
no more. Eddins McMath died when Ginger was eleven
years old. They never saw him again. But in later years
both Lela and Ginger saw Grandmother McMath. Ginger
cared for her and, in her old age, the elderly woman
admitted that she and her son were wrong, that she
deeply regrets all that happened and that Lela was within
her rights. Grandmother McMath joined her son three
years ago.
AND SO Lela had her baby again. They continued to live
at home with Lela's parents. Small Virginia Katherine
went to public school — she has never been to a private
school in her life— in the old 6th Ward of Kansas City.
She was five when she entered school. And she went
back and forth with her mother's little sister, her own
very young Aunt Jean aged, at the time, eight years. The
young aunt, whose full name was Genevieve, is now Mrs.
Vinton Haworth.
Virginia, her mother recalls, simply adored school. She
really loved to "do lessons." She would refuse to go to
bed and she would even refuse to be read to or played
fames with until her problems were all done, her spelling

and reading perfect. Arithmetic was her bugaboo but she
never, says her mother, let it lick her. She would wrestle
with it valiantly, tongue protruding her small cheek, until
she had got her answers and proven them. She was
especially interested in geography. She loved anything
that had to do with travel, anything that told her of
foreign lands and peoples. She would spend long absorbed
hours poring over maps and one of her favorite possessions was a globe of the world. She took many a long
and venturesome journey on that globe with the tracing
tip of her finger.
She loved poetry. She loved to have it read aloud to
her — even wrote some herself. There were no evidences,
her mother reports, of an Edna St. Vincent Millay in her.
Ginger was not a child prodigy in any sense of the word.
She was just a very regular, rather tomboy little girl.
Which is the way Mrs. Rogers wanted her to be. Not until
Ginger actually took the ribbons in her own hands, so
to speak, and literally Charlestoned out of Texas, with
her mother in tow, did Mrs^ Rogers ever remotely dream
of a career for her. Instead Lela wanted a career for herself so that Ginger could go to school and to college,
marry and settle down.
"Ginger," her mother went on, "was more a creature
of hobbies than of habits or plans. She always had, as
she still has, one hobby after another. To each in turn
she gives lavishly of heart and interest. When she was
about seven her hobby was dolls — an assortment of them.
The only doll-stipulation was that they had to be tiny. And
for each midget she labored over complete wardrobes, with
every accessory included, even to tiny, hand-hemmed
hankies, almost finger-nail size."
She gave up dolls for— fudge. Not because of thetogustaearn
tory delights of fudge but because she wanted
money and help her Mackey. So Virginia Katherine and
Maurine, her best friend, set themselves up in business.

Through Mervyn LeRoy's urging. Ginger
took a small part in "Gold Diggers of
1933." Below you see her in a scene from
the musical with Warren William. It helped
her career considerably.
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"Cigarette me. Big Boy!" Norman
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They made their own fudge from their own special recipe.
They delivered it by hand to their customers, riding on
bicycles. There were weeks when they took in as much
as three dollars. In a short time business was so good
that it lost its challenge for Ginger. And with the illogical
is still hers, she jumped from commerce
impulse
into Art. which
It was later, in Fort Worth, Texas, that Ginger began
her passionate, persistent thumping on the piano. After
several weeks of bearing with this her mother, in selfdefense, employed a teacher. Nor was it only a measure
of self-defense. Lela knew that her child had no ear for
music. She couldn't tell just what this passionate concentration on the piano might mean. She might be harboring an angel of the ivories unawares. Thus the teacher —
and then, for over three months, Ginger all but slept at
the piano. She did eat her breakfasts there before leaving
for school. Friends nodded sage heads — an infant Paderewski, they omened, had been born into their midst.
CAME THE night of Ginger's first recital. With outward
confidence, if inward tremors, the child mounted the platform and rendered McDowell's "To a Water Lily." The
rafters in the Fort Worth op'ry house shivered with applause. The six more remaining "pieces" were then delivered, thunderously, the child bowed gravely to the
tumultuous audience and — never touched a piano again.
And it is significant to note here that all through her
childhood Ginger danced in the bathtub (with a total result of incalculable bumps, bruises and black-and-blues) ,

T

danced on front porch steps, danced on the school playgrounds, danced on her bed. It is almost as though these
other hobbies were experiments which her agile, exploring
nature tried out and discarded, the while the real pattern of her life ran consistently, persistently, like water
under ground.
There was the
The hobbies of Ginger rode on apace.
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time, later, when Ginger and her mother were on tour
with "Ginger and Her Redheads" that toys became the
hobby of the hour. All kinds of toys — dolls, games, an
iron bear that weighed pounds, in fact every gadget marketed by the dime stores of the country. There was also,
remembered Mrs. Rogers a little wearily, Frekus. Frekus
was a Turkish doll, half as big as Ginger herself, so big
that she couldn't be packed in anything. So Ginger carried her herself.
And since then, there have been badminton, golf, tennis
— with Ginger going on voracious shopping orgies, staggering home laden with golf clubs, badminton sets,
racquets, volley balls, medicine balls, tennis equipment,
monopoly, parchesi— all in due and lavish sequence as one
hobby gives right of way to another.
By the rich diversity of her hobbies, by the abundant
zest and eagerness she brings to each and every one of
them, could be traced the whole life history, the development and the psychology of the girl. Her hobbies would
be all an eminent psychiatrist would need to know about
Ginger.
And the same ever-moving life within her prevents
her, in her work, from being typed. It is the rich and
restless variability of her nature that prompts her to
demand that she do so many dancing pictures a year with
Fred Astaire and so many straight dramatic roles a year
on her own.
BUT
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focus on Hollywood as the ultimate market for her writings. Never for Ginger did the mother think of Hollywood— only for herself.
And this first story, "Honor System," was the beginning
of the trail which led to Hollywood. It was a strange
trail. For when it was done Lela, shrewdly, sent it to
the
prison wardens and governors of adjoining states — to
men who could best and most practically judge of its
value, its authenticity. She sent it to, among others, a
prisoner in the Arizona State Prison, an editor by the name
of Eitinge, who was still editing his magazine from behind
prison bars. And he wrote her an encouraging, stimulating letter. He told her that she was years ahead of her
time, in her vision, in her projected plans for the honor
system. This letter was the first of many.
Another who wrote to her, showing keen interest, was
J. J. Saunders, prison censor. When she wrote him that
she would like to go to Hollywood to write for the movies,
he wrote back that he had friends in Hollywood and would
give her letters to William Fox, Raoul Walsh and others.
But hope ran ahead of practicability this time. For Lela
realized that she had not the money to make the trip nor
to finance herself after she got there. She wrote and explained to Mr. Saunders why she was not going, why she
could not take advantage of his kind interest.
And then occurred one of those beneficences which are
so heartening in that they prove that the human race
does "help one another" now and again, just because of
belief in a fellow creature or an impersonal desire to
hold out the helping hand. For Mr. Saunders, multimillionaire, who had never laid eyes on Lela Rogers, and
did not have any idea that she was small, fair or blueeyed, more beautiful than Ginger has ever been — advanced
her the money, financed the trip.
Ginger was five when her mother went to California.
They were separated for a year. During that time the
child remained with Grandmother and Grandfather Owens
and the young 'Aunt Jean. She wrote daily letters to her
Mackey, understanding, with the common sense which is
Ginger's today, that what must be must be, and why.
In Hollywood, as six years before in Independence, Lela
met with rare good fortune. Fox films bought "Honor
System'' as a title. Subsequently they used the title, too,
though the story was entirely changed. And in the course
of that first year she worked and wrote for Mr. Hork-

heimer of the old Balboa Studio. There were gathered
so many of the famed of yesterday: Roscoe Arbuckle,
the genial and generous; Lillian Lorraine, Ruth Roland
and Henry King who was an ace director then as now.
In a short time the enterprising Lela quit Horkheimer
to work for Fox. She wrote a story for Theda Bar a and
one for Gladys Brockwell. Then she began to write for
Baby Marie Osborne, the Shirley Temple of her day. When
Baby Marie became a corporation, Lela was sent for and
asked to write exclusively for the child. She resigned
commitments and when the "corporation"
from her Fox
saw fit for her to write in New York, she entrained for
the East, picking up the small Ginger en route.
For Ginger it was, by this time. A small cousin, Phyllis
Fraser, who could not quite get her tongue around the
four syllables of the name Virginia had, with infant inspiration ofwhich she was all unaware, named her Ginger.
Ginger was, at this age, her mother freely and laughingly admits, a freckle-faced, gangling little youngster, all
knees and elbows and rust-red hair — and with so few pretensions even to mere prettiness that, when Lela met one
of her old beaux again after several years and proudly displayed her progeny, the old beau said with truth if not

tact, "Oh, is that it?"
MOTHER LELA also discovered that her unruffled infant
had developed something of a redheaded temper. The
prompt maternal action in checking this development has
a deal to do, I daresay, with the enormous popularity of
the Ginger of today. For when, on the first occasion,
Ginger defied her mother and then threw herself on the
floor, screaming and kicking; her mother promptly slapped
her face.
Ginger, it transpired, had been reading fairy tales at
that time. And she had read how proud and royal ladies
always turned the other cheek in such humiliating circumstances. Whereupon she rose from the floor and suiting the action to the word announced, "I turn my other
cheek!" Mrs. Rogers- took full and instant advantage of
this crowning, if comical, impertinence by smacking "the
other cheek" soundly and more roundly than she had
smacked the first. Ginger never lost her temper again.
And it may interest parents who fear the after effects
of Spartan discipline to know that Ginger says she is
verv grateful to her mother for that memorable lesson.

"Twenty Million Sweethearts"
was the extravagant title of
the picture Which Dick Powell
and Ginger made together.

More dramatic parts like this
with Francis Lederer in "Romance in Manhattan" (above
left)
are
Shell doGinger's
more thisambition.
year.

Here's a special shot for the
gents!
Ginger's
as revealed
in alovely
scene limbs
from
"Sitting

Pretty"
Oakie.

with Jack

In New York, Lela took quarters for
herself and Ginger at the Hotel Bristol. Ginger went to public school on 46th
Street, next door to where her mother
worked. Everyone in the Bristol became her personal friend — the guests
of the house, the chef, the manager, the
bellboys and the chambermaids.
Ginger's first little sortie into pictures marks an amusing milestone in
her life and, incidentally, in the annals
of the movies. It came about in this
way. Lela came home from work at
the Fox Studio in New York one day
to find a note saying that Mr. Burton
George (director) and Lela's friend, had
taken the baby over to the Fort Lee
Studio, in New Jersey, to work in a
picture.
She didn't
want
her Lela
little was
girl furious.
in the movies.
How
dared he put such notions into the
child's head? Although Lela, who was
writing for and so capably managing
the then-thriving career of Baby Marie
Osborne, hadn't the faintest idea of
her own little girl doing likewise.

When, that evening, Director George brought Ginger
home, telling the mother rampant that she had worked all
day in a George Walsh picture, he was told that that was
and the end of Virginia Katherine McMath's
the beginning
career! Mr. George protested. Ginger would have
screen
to go back the next day, he said. They needed her to carry
on the scenes she had begun. If she didn't appear it would
mean that they would have to destroy all the film shot
that day and begin all over again with another child, which
would be both bothersome and expensive. But Lela remained adamant. She was sorry. Had she been consulted
Mr. Walsh and his company now would not be subjected
mained adamant. She was sorry. Had she been consulted
and her child would never again appear in pictures.
And so, the first reels of film ever made of Ginger
Rogers were deposited in the waste-basket.
THEN THE War hit the world. Lela Rogers saw flags
wave, saw the boys marching off, heard the anthems of the
Allies resounding in the streets and — enlisted with the
Marines! She was on twenty-four-hour call, so in the first
twenty-four hours after enlisting, she sent young Ginger
back home again, to Grandmother Owens in Kansas City.
Lela went to Washington and served as clerk in the
Headquarters of the Marine Corps. While there, she wrote
a story for the Marines' magazine which led her Colonel
"Why did you enlist as a clerk?" And then
to her,
to saythere
he transferred her to a department where her
and
writing and reporting abilities would be utilized. There, in
company with Courtney Riley Cooper, the artist Leyendecker, and other notables of the pen and brush, she
worked during the remainder of the War.
Each and every day there arrived a letter from young
Ginger. Not one day in all that time did the daily letter
To everyfail to appear, and in the same morning mail. the
world
one in her department, though the nations of
were at war, Lela Leibrand (which was the name she used
at that time) showed these letters, until she became everywhere known as "Mother Leibrand."
She was, later, handed the cutting and titling of pictures
brought from overseas. And the stories she did in conjunction with her other activities— reporting everything
from political cabals to crimes passionel, stories which
were widely syndicated — brought her, when the Armistice
came and she was discharged from duty, an offer from a
Baltimore syndicate. She had to refuse it. Her vigorous
health, her abounding vitality in so tiny a frame (she only
comes about to Ginger's shoulder) was at last depleted.
She was sent back home to her mother and to her small
daughter on the flat of her back.
Shortly thereafter occurred the next most significant
milestone in the lives of Lela and Ginger Rogers. For
back home in Kansas City, Lela met John Rogers, who had
been a childhood sweetheart. And they were married.
Ginger, at the time, was a bit over seven. The marriage
lasted for seven years and was the real marriage, the only
deep love of Lela Rogers' life.
John Rogers was an insurance broker and his business
took him, shortly after his marriage, to Fort Worth, Texas,
so that once again, Lela and Ginger returned to the Lone
Star State.
There followed several happy, normal years for Ginger.
She loved John Rogers with a devotion which he warmly
and deeply returned. Now, the editor of a paper, he frequently refers to Ginger as "my daughter." She was not
his daughter in the accepted sense of the word; she was his
daughter in love and congeniality and respect. She took
his name then and has used it ever since, greatly to his
pride arid satisfaction. They still correspond. And John
Rogers, though married again, to another childhood sweetheart, follows Ginger's career consistently.
It was through the music that John Rogers wrote in those
days, when he was first married to Lela, that Ginger was
inspired to become interested in singing. Now and again,
there in Fort Worth, they used to appear on the radio
together — half-hour programmes during which they sang
the music he had written and other popular songs.
At about this time, too, Ginger had her first beau. Charlie
the adolescent "romance" was
was his name and
Cartwright thus:
Ginger would stand on her front porch.
conducted
Charlie would
Charlie would stand on his front porch.

manage to become articulate enough to say something,
which he would blush a fiery brick red. Ginger would
several times and become articulate enough to answer
after which she would blush a fiery, sunset red. This
of affairs continued, without notable development,
Ginger left Fort Worth.

after
gulp
him,
state
until

LELA, MEANWHILE, was again with a paper. She was
holding the twin position of dramatic and society editor of
the Fort Worth Record. And also, drawing upon her experiences in Hollywood, she wrote plays for the Fort
Worth Central High School (which Ginger was attending)
and Ginger frequently played the leading parts. Her first
in "The Death of
dramatic appearance on any stage was her
mother wrote,
St. Dennis," a three-act play which
drawing its theme from Texan history. Ginger played the
wife of that historic figure.
Lela Rogers, as has been said, was society and dramatic
editor of the Fort Worth Record. As dramatic editor her
duties took her, frequently, backstage. And with her went
Ginger. And to Ginger, as to every imaginative boy and
girl, "backstage" was a place of mystery in which moved
magic shapes and other-world sounds.
So, while Lela sought news, Ginger sought adventure.
All unconsciously, young Ginger breathed deeply the
mingled odors of grease-paint, powder and moth balls — and
she loved it. She explored stage and loft, wings and dressing-rooms and orchestra pit. For long hours, hidden in the
d rouwings, she watched hoofers rehearse their complicate
tines, create new steps, over and over and over again. And
some of that patience and tirelessness must stand by her
now when, for hours upon hours, she and Fred Astaire
work today. And this, she has often admitted, did thrill
her. She would feel the narrow soles of her own feet
were groping,"
as though "little wings with
twitching, a sensationruns
her blood.
in her veins along
she said. Rhythm
Ginger
that
s
excursion
backstage
It was during those
y.
enormousl
them
liked
She
Seymour.
and
met Santry
And they liked the slender child, just beginning to suggest
that peculiarly poignant turn from awkwardness to willowiness. They were friends of Lela's, too, and so they
saw a good deal of Ginger.

CAME THE time for the Charleston Contest. Both Santry and Seymour suggested that she enter it. Did they do it
only to please the eager girl whose young body already

The fans loved "Roberta." which brought this
grand trio together. Fred Astaire. Ginger and
Irene Dunne in an amusing scene from the picture.

swayed gracefully to the strains of dance music? Or could
it be that, however subconsciously, they sensed in the
young Ginger the marvelously skilled young star who
dances today to world applause?
Whatever their motive, suggest it they did. And Ginger,
rich with enthusiasm, took the' suggestion to heart with
her usual complete ardor and abandon. She wanted to
dance the Charleston. She wanted to enter that contest,
too, and if possible, win it. But most of all she, who had
never been to dancing school in her life, wanted the fun
of dancing the Charleston.
Lela Rogers, it so happened, was not present when this
history-making suggestion was made. As a matter of fact,
the manager of the Majestic Theatre, entering into friendly
conspiracy with Ginger, made all arrangements for her to
enter the contest without Mrs. Rogers' knowledge.
Then, as is the way with conspiracies, the secret leaked
out. It reached Lela's ears. Lela was quite coldly and
terrifyingly the reverse of enthusiastic. She proceeded to
throw cold water. She pointed out, with pitiless logic, that
Ginger had no clothes, that Ginger had got herself "into a
pretty pickle." Ginger had the usual and requisite number of pretty party dresses, but nothing in any way suited
to so important an occasion as a Charleston contest.
The situation was desperate and Ginger was frantic. Mr.
Santry did not seem, at the time, to be helping when he
suggested that Ginger had better show up since she was
formally entered. Ginger assured him that she would move
heaven and work havoc on the earth in order to get into
the contest. This, it began to appear, was easy compared
with the contest of wills which went on when Ginger began persuading her mother to provide a new dress for the
big event.
Lela Rogers had, not wanted Ginger to enter that contest.
She felt the girl _was too young. She felt, too, that if
Ginger should win, there would be offers of vaudeville
engagements. If Ginger accepted the vaudeville offers she
would next, and logically, begin to consider the stage as
a career. Then, her mother knew, she would be obliged
to give Ginger the chance to follow her desire. Also it
would mean that she would have to give up her position
on the Fort Worth Record and accompany Ginger on tour,
since she was too young to go alone. And, far more important, itwould mean the end of all the dreams she had for
Ginger, all the plans she had formed and worked so hard
to make posible.

Who can forget the infectious swing of the Piccolino which Fred and Ginger danced in "Top
Here they are whirling through it.
Hat"?

It threatened Ginger's safety and peace,

Fred Astaire gives Ginger a sample of
a new Irving Berlin hit in their gay
opus, "Follow the Fleet."

Ginger
natures

has one of those warm, friendly
everything from
embraces
that
e cat.
Siames
pet
her
friends to

which from the beginning, before the
child was born, she had so terribly
wanted for her.
to a standstill and recame
Things mained
that way. Came the night
before the contest. Ginger tasted despair. She had used all her pleas,
said all her passionate prayers, for
the first time in her life, in vain.
She could not face defeat. The latent trouper in her triumphed. She
braced her failing spirit, went in to
play the greatest dramatic part of her
life for that loving, embattled little
lioness, her mother.

SHE WAS cool, passionless, logical.
She marshalled and presented her
facts, bare -faced. She said that her
instinct told her that this was her
"chance" — and not only to win a
Charleston contest. All that she was
to be, she said, rested now on her
mother's ultimatum — to buy or not to
buy a dress.
And when she had done, she also
had won. Her mother sensed that the
child was battling for an essential
now. And so, with few words, but
graciously admitting defeat at the
hand of her little girl who, overnight,
was a little girl no longer, Lela Rogers
hastened downtown. She bought several yards of white crepe romaine, a
quantity of brilliants. She worked
all night and in the morning Ginger
found, spread on her bed, the alluring costume in which she won the
Charleston Contest and — danced her
way to the side of Fred Astaire.
Perhaps that first white gown was
the forerunner of the one white gown,
or white and silver gown, which Ginger insists upon wearing in at least
one dance number of every picture
she makes. Save for that established
rule that there be one white gown,
Ginger wears any color — except red.
She is especially fond of blue, green
or brown for tailored clothes. She
loves pretty clothes, but has often
said she would despise to be known
as "The Best Dressed Woman in Hollywood/' She has a habit of getting
one dress she especially likes and
wearing it -until it is worn out. Other
frocks, in the meantime, will hang in
her . closet until they are completely

Lew Ayres
beams on his
bride. Ginger,
as they leave
the church.

doesn't like clothes
out of style. She or
freakish or the
that are stylized
least bit faddish.
She never wears make-up on the
street, save for a trace of lipstick. She
uses a specially prepared face oil in
and is always sufplace of powder sun-tanne
d so that she
ficiently
doesn't need to use rouge, which she
detests. She is the most natural-looking star in Hollywood, with the posO'Sulli
of Maure
sible exception
that
reason
good en
the very
van. For
she is natural, she seldom wears jewelry. When she is working, she always wears overalls or slacks (item:
$1.00) and a washable shirt (item:
$1.00), plus flat-heeled sandals and a
ribbon 'round her hair.
But to go back and record history:
in
Ginger went into the contest therewas
Fort Worth— and won it. This
truly triumph!

AND THEN happened what Lela Rogers expected. The
prize for winning the contest was four weeks with
the Interstate Circuit at $100.00 a week. The momentum of that Dallas success had been such that there
was, Lela recognized, no going backward. A prize had
been won.
On the Interstate Circuit with them Mrs. Rogers and
Ginger took two of the defeated Charleston competitors,
a boy and a girl, both redheads. Lela was shrewd enough
to realize that assisting talent could do no harm and
save Ginger's
maternal enough to figure that theyshewould
was changing and
strength by staying on stage while
getting her breath. The act was billed "Ginger Rogers
and Her Redheads."
It was while she was on the Interstate Circuit for a return engagement three years later that Ginger Rogers
made her first marriage.
Little has ever been said, almost nothing has ever been
known of this first, brief marriage. It was like this:
a friend of Ginger's family
The young husband had beenbeen,
indeed, a beau of that
for several years. He had
had first gone to
Ginger
whom
with
Jean
Aunt
young
of those things,"
one
was
"It
school back in Kansas City.
Ginger told me, "where they practically used to give me
dimes and quarters to leave the room." The young man
had paid no attention then to the little niece who was
always in the way. The only attention he had paid
her was to get her out of the way. But Ginger, adolescent, had paid him considerable and idealizing attention.
She dreamed that "some day when she was grown
up . . ." And then the "some day" came, in Dallas, Texas.
She wasn't very grown-up, even then. But she was on the
stage.
And so they met again and, three weeks later, were
married in New Orleans, Ginger had a three-week- lay-off
and then, after that brief honeymoon, reported back for
work. Theirs was a travelling marriage. They never
made a home together, and they separated after ten months.

CAREER, meanwhile, was pyramiding. From Memphis, Ginger went to St. Louis where, for thirty-two weeks,
she headlined a show with Eddie Lowry. She went then
to the Oriental Theatre in Chicago to sing and dance to the
music of Paul Ash. After an eighteen-weeks run, Paul Ash
went to New York.
Came, eventually, a call from Paul Ash asking Ginger
to join him at the Paramount Theatre in Brooklyn. She
accepted. On the day she accepted there came a call
from Kalmar and Ruby, who were about to produce a
musical. They wanted a comedienne.
Ginger opened in "Top Speed." She was, she admits,
a little frightened, not a little impressed to be in musical comedy which was "the tops" to her. She did a little
self-pinching to verify the fantastic fact.
It was while she was in "Top Speed," however, that she
made her first movie, "Young Man of Manhattan," with
Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster. This was the picture in which she played the famous vamp-flapper role
(it took her two years to live that down) and in which

THE

line, "Cigarette me, Big Boy."
she spoke the oft-quoted
She was tag-lined with that line for months.
She made five pictures for Paramount, in New York.
She did some radio work over the Rudy Vallee program.
played a lead in "Girl Crazy," her second musiAnd— she
cal comedy on Broadway.
"Then, when my show closed, I got a wire to come to
Hollywood to do pictures for Pathe," said Ginger.
It was at about this time that Ginger met Director Mervyn LeRoy and the friendship which lasted for more than
two years began. And it was Mervyn LeRoy, Ginger
admits today, who was largely responsible for the next
upward steps of her career. They went everywhere together. Never a column that didn't include their linked
names; never a party which they did not attend together.
It was, or so Hollywood thought, a romance that would,
inevitably, culminate at the altar. It didn't.
DURING

THE

time of her friendship with Mervyn LeRoy,
Ginger went to Warner Brothers and made "42nd Street,"
"Gold Diggers of 1933" and others. The pictures were due,
without doubt, she says, to Mervyn LeRoy's influence.

There were a couple of pictures at Fox and then freelancing, with one or two independents, and a picture at
GinUniversal called, ironically, "Don't Bet on Love"— for
ger made it with Lew Ayres. It was after that picture
that Ginger signed a three-picture contract with RKORadio. And there began the reel roster which has put
her on the box-office throne she occupies today.

Ginger met Lew, not on the set of "Don't Bet on Love,"
as has been said, but at a party. It was not "love at first
sight." "I do believe," Ginger told me, "that love at first
but it didn't happen that way with
is entirely
sight and
had met, casually, several times, before
me. Wepossible,
Lew
we began to go out together. I liked him. I know that
he liked me. But it definitely wasn't love — at first.
"The first date we ever had was the night of the big

more surmises and gossip about the "why" of their separation. Hollywood took its somewhat unholy interest in the
affairs, the home life, the well-being, or the reverse, of the
limelighted young couple. And that was probably one of
the causes. They didn't have a chance. They didn't have
privacy. They had the "audience reaction" throughout.
They were, when they were first married, in quite different positions, professionally, from those occupied when
they came to the parting of the ways. For when they were
married, Ginger was not the tops as she is today and — Lew
was a big star. Then the screen scene see-sawed, as it has
a habit of doing. Ginger began her amazing career. She
teamed with Fred Astaire, but Lew was not working as
steadily any more. It is a tribute to Lew, and not the reverse, to assume that perhaps he couldn't quite take it. He,
like many before him, could not endure being called a
"Mister Ginger Rogers," even in the good clean fun with
which those things are said.
Ginger's activities increased with her mounting fame. She
spent long hours, days,
weeks, rehearsing with
Fred Astaire. She

see 'Of
earthquake. We made a date to go downtown to first
act
Thee I Sing.' We kept the date and during the
the temblors began and proceeded to shake the house, to
shake us right out of our seats, finally. In between acts—
and quakes — we went
window shopping! I
should have known it
was love when it never
tapped and routined
occurred to me that
her way
through
dinner hours,
holidays,
the gigantic buildings
birthdays versaries.
and Thereannimight, at any moment,
was
topple down on our
no more time for exhapless heads and expeditions tothe desert,
tinguish both love and
for suddenly planned
life! After the theatre,
we decided to drive
picnics. No time to
share Lew's interest
down to Long Beach
in astronomy; no time
to see the devastated
to share his _hobbies
areas, but we were
and pursuits. There
stopped by the police
so we went back home,
was, actually, no time
to be a wife.
to my house, and made
coffee and sandwiches,
LEW AND Ginger
got Mother out of bed
and sat around, talking
were, I think, psychountil dawn.
logically mismated.
Ginger is gay and
"We had a lot of fun
warm and friendly.
together — for a time,"
Lew, on the other
Ginger said, her blue
hand,
is quiet, reeyes reminiscent. "We
were always doing
served, ultra-studious,
crazy things or crazy
not adjustable,
'not
what
is commonly
things were always
happening to us. Like
known as "a good mixer." They might have
the time Lew lost his
top hat going up the
adjusted
their
ences; they
mightdifferhave
steps of the church the
day we were married,
worked out the problem which was themwith the fans lookingselves ifthey had had
on. And just before
the ceremony, as I was
the time. They didn't
driving to Pasadena,
theandprivacy.
have it
they didn't
all beruffled and afraid
to take a deep breath
Ginger told me, "My
mother once said a
lest one of the ruffles
tunes of "Swing Time" wherYou fans still trip to the catchy
ever you go to dance. This dancing school scene with Ginger
wrinkle, I beheld my
very wise thing. She
trying to teach Fred Astaire to dance was a riot.
bridegroom and his
said, "You can eliminate everything from a
best man, Ben Alexander, perched on stands in front of a hamburger 'jint!' 'Twas
marriage, if you can laugh alike.' " There came the time
a pretty sight! We used to go on spur-of-the-moment piclaugh alike. They didn't
couldn't
and Lew
Ginger things
when enough
nics, too. We used to do fool things like driving to the
share
to laugh
at.
desert and bumming it down there for a day and a night
"And so," Ginger told me, eyes a little wistful, "I shall
— often visiting old deserted gold mines and playing we
just drift along for a time. We are not divorced as yet.
were prospectors or something. No telling what we d do, or
That will come soon. I have no marital plans for the
when or how • . ."
future, but none whatsoever. I go out with Jimmy Stewart now and then, with other boys occasionally.
Ginger and Lew were married in the Church of the Flowers, in Pasadena, the following November. And no girl
"I may marry again, someday, if that love comes to me.
I shall certainly never give up my career.
ever entered a marriage with a more profound hope for its
success, a more abiding faith in its beauty than did Ginger
"I am drifting, romantically; I am working very hard,
on that November day.
professionally. I hope and intend to make one or two
dramatic pictures a year instead of all dancing pictures.
Then things went wrong. Two years later that marriage
made in Heaven was sundered here on earth. And that the
Mother and I are building a home on Beverly Crest — a
sundering was painful and has left a residue of pain, is
sort of stylized farmhouse, I'd call it. It's very small, sort
of rambling and homey and fun.
evident in the quieter voices and graver eyes of the girl and
boy who came out of that marriage not quite the same.
"I just live each day as it comes, do the best I can with
There have been many "explanations," many theories,
it, watch it die without regret.
I put what is past away."
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(Continued from page 47)
sun but Ian Hunter. He made no effort
to be mysterious, but he gracefully changed
the subject when it happened to be himself;
he deftly parried my questions ; he effectually blocked every attempt to get beneath
the surface.
After lunch I returned to the publicity
department and demanded to know something about Ian Hunter, but a thorough
canvass of the bell ringers brought forth
the same answer : "We don't know him."
Ten years ago an actor of this type
wouldn't have stood a chance in Hollywood,
but today a new tvpe of actor is catching
the fancy of the public and Mr. Hunter
is a fair example. He isn't an attentiongetter off the screen ; he isn't a great lover
and he isn't good copy. He seems to avoid
publicity.
For instance, upon his arrival in Hollywood he was put immediately to work in
"Midsummer Night's Dream," in which he
played Theseus, Duke of Athens. When
the picture was finished, the studio heads
thought it an excellent opportunity to introduce him to the public as the Master
of Ceremonies at the gala premiere of
this picture. In the advertising and in the
program Mr. Hunter was billed in that
capacity. The only thing they forgot to do
was" to consult Mr. Hunter about it until
when they menthe daytioned of
it to the
him. opening,
"But I can't do it," he said flatly. "I'm
thing."
at that sort ofamount
no good was
of persuathat. No
That
sion would induce him to change his mind.
What any other actor, particularly a newcomer to Hollywood, would have considered a great opportunity, Mr. Hunter
shunned as he would a bill collector. He
is an actor who is content to rely entirely
on his ability in a business where, until
very recently, almost any other quality than
a talent for acting would help a player
to success. He cannot be unaware of the
value of publicity, but a natural reserve
plus a definite talent— probably a heritage
from his Scotch ancestry — for saving words
makes him definitely no help to a publicity
department. He makes no effort to be seen
about where "the crowd" dines and dances.
In fact, he even lives as far as he can
from Hollywood at Santa Monica by the
sea. But in spite of being deficient in pubconlicity angles, he has made rapid and
sistent strides toward stardom since he
arrived in Hollywood.

IT was my impression, which I verified
later, that Mr. Hunter was an important
actor on the stage in England. I wondered
how it happened that he would give up
stardom there to come to Hollywood and
play secondary roles in pictures. In many
pictures he has been content to be the best
friend of the star.
"It's a simple matter of arithmetic," he
explained. "I can earn as much in Hollywood in a year as I can on the stage in
England in a lifetime. I want to make as
much money as I can. I have a family to
take care of, two children to educate. The
theatrical profession is a peculiar business.
One minute you are on top. The next minknow
Youto don't
out.going
be are
may you
why ute
or youwhen
be through.
While I'm on top it's fine. I'm preparing
for the time when I won't be. I'm holding
onto my money. It goes into the bank
every week. I want to work as long as I
can but when there is no more work for
me, I want to be prepared to step out
gracefully and have a feeling of security."

His father was a wine merchant in Cape
Town, South Africa, where Ian was born,
and his youth was particularly carefree
and happy. He had no ambition for a
career of any kind but was very interested
in having a good time.
His one ambition then, and one which
he still has, was to sail on and swim in all
the different waters of the world. His
record to date is quite imposing. During
his boyhood he swam in the tepid waters
of the Indian Ocean in the morning and in
the icy waters of the South Atlantic in
the afternoon. They were less than twenty
miles apart. He attended high school at
Grahamstown, South Africa, and went on
to college at Aldenham in Hertfordshire,
England. While there he explored all the
waters about the British Isles and those
of France, Spain and Germany.
Probably the most dramatic event of his
life occurred during the War. He had been
given leave and, of course, rushed to Paris
to have a good time. One evening, when
meeting a group of people for the first
time, he suddenly heard himself being introduced to his own brother.
"It was like meeting a stranger," he told
me. "My brother had left home when I
was too young to remember him at all.
We were both very surprised and we both
He was on
it. 'remainder
felt very
leave,
too, strange
and we about
spent the
of
holiday getting
ourIndirectly,
it was acquainted."
the World War that
caused Ian Hunter to become an actor.
The war had stopped his education before
he had decided on his life work and the
end of the war found him unprepared to
earn a living at any profession.
One day an actors' manager in London
looked up to see Hunter, a youth of nineteen, standing in his office. The boy had
just received his discharge from the army
and, naturally, was out of a job.
"I want to go on the stage," he announced, with all the confidence of youth.

brought out the fact
ING
TION
QUES
no experience as an actor.
he had
that
In fact, it had never occurred to him before that he wanted to be an actor. His
two older brothers, Kenneth and Colin,
had been very successful in the theatre
before the war and had resumed their
work after getting out of the army. It
seemed to this boy that it was a good
racket to get into.
The agent knew of the family, knew
the boy's background. He also knew the
scarcity
of "white collar" jobs at the time,
but he hesitated.
"Will you get me a job on the stage?"
young Hunter persisted.
"Don't do it, my young man, don't do
it," the agent advised kindly. "Go back to
regret it all your life."
school
"But or
he you'll
got me a job in a play and I
it,"
parts
dozenHe different
played
Hunter half
told ame.
never left
the instage
from that time on, except to make a few
pictures in England, until he came to
Hollywood. He toured the Provinces with
stock companies and later became one of
London's popular matinee idols.
Ten years ago Mr. Hunter married
Casha Pringle, former English actress, and
they have two sons — Jolyon, aged nine, and
Robin, aged six.
"Jolyon has definitely decided to be an
actor," Mr. Hunter said, "and he must
be serious for he hasn't changed his mind
in a year. He thinks he'd like to be an
actor because they make a lot of money,"

he laughed.
"Just now I'm more interested in teaching them both to swim in the surf and sail
a boat," he added.
The Hunters live always on or near the
water. "I feel that I've lost something
when I'm not near some kind of water,"
he explained. "And it's quiet there," he
added, admitting that his pet hate is noise
of any description.
He is so rabid about noise he refuses
to have a radio in the house and even the ■
telephone bells have been removed and
replaced by a light that blinks when there
is a call on the wire. In this home, too,
there is a soundproof room, in which Mr.
Hunter reads and writes.
When it comes to race horses and good
wines, Mr. Hunter forgets his Scotch ancestry, but he economizes by turning off
lights and he is saving his vacations until
enough have accumulated to enable him to
take
long
voyage.
Mr. which
H. doesn't
believea in
the sea
skimpy
holidays
. most
stars have to be contented with.
A few years ago a young Basque sailor
tied up his sixteen-foot boat to the Battery
wall in New York and announced that he
had crossed the Atlantic Ocean — all alone
in his small boat. He had arrived unheralded. Putting out from Lisbon, Portugal, he had negotiated the treacherous
waters of the Atlantic in three months via
the northern route.
The day after his story had been verified, the young man was famous. _ Among
the congratulatory cables he received was
one from Ian Hunter, at that time a star
on the London stage. This cable read:
"You have done what has been my life's
ambition. Congratulations."

his vacawhen some
surprised,
behavetooaccrued,
SO don't tions
day
to hear
of Mr. Hunter starting out on such a
trip. He will not attempt to make the
crossing alone, however, and says he would
choose for his companion in such a voyage,
Erling Tambs, noted Norwegian sailor and
adventurer.
Differing from most actors, who clamor
for more publicity, Ian Hunter even complains about the nature of squibs printed
about him. There was the very amusing
incident concerning his mongrel dog, Hamish, who became very seasick on the
way over from England. His master gave
of champagne, which is conhim a bit
sidered a sure cure for mal de mer. The
champagne cured the dog of seasickness,
but left him with an incurable taste for
wine.
"I wish they hadn't printed that story,"
Mr. Hunter remonstrated.
"Why, isn't it true?" I asked him.
"Oh, yes," he said, "it's true, but it's
Again, upon his arrival in Hollywood he
discovered that a reputation for being the
so silly."
"handsomest
man in England" had preceded him here, and he was no end upset
and embarrassed. However, the rumor
proved to be no boomerang and experts
are inclined to agree that he fulfilled all
expectations. His work since he has been
here doesn't leave you wondering why he
was a favorite in England.
He is regarded by his co-workers as
amiable, without temperament, as Warner
Baxter said, "a grand guy."
If you'd like to get acquainted with this
man whom "nobody knows," just try asking him a few questions about himself. He
87
knows all the answers : "yes" and "no."
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and as far as she is concerned it is seven in

Don't

be

a fade-out!
SAYS

• Do YOU always seem to fade into the
background when some more glamourous
girl arrives? Don't let her get away with
it! A woman's most expressive feature is
always her eyes ... so play yours up!_ A
careful touch of Shadette on the outside
corners of your eyelids is absolutely imperceptible indaylight, but how it does bring
out the natural color of your eyes! Shadette
offers 12 subtle tints, with gold and silver for
evening. 75c.

• But be sure you let your lashes do their
part to put you in the foreground. Darken
them mysteriously with Lashtint compact
mascara. It comes in a purse-size little case
with a sponge compartment so you can
whisk it out ready to use at any moment.
And it insures even, natural applications.
Black, brown, blue or green to choose
from. $1.
f^-^C

• Most important of all! Kurlash, to curl
eyelashes so that eves look bigger, brighter,
more glamourous! Just slip your lashes into
Kurlash, a neat little gadget that, in 30
seconds, has your lashes curled for all day —
without heat, cosmetics or practice. $1.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. D-3
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.
Eyes
Hair
Complexion .
Name
—
A ddress
—
City
„State_
{Please print plainly)
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theThere
morning-.
is a story told to this effect:
Patsy was hours late for an important
business appointment with her New York
agent. Knowing her, everyone in the office
sighed with resignation and waited. Finally a telephone call came in from her.
Before taking the call the agent turned
to a friend and remarked, "I'll bet you a
dollar she'll ask what time it is," and
took the call. Patsy's first words were,
"Say, what day is this?"
Everyone knows pretty thoroughly the
story of her childhood. She has made no
secret of her background. She describes
it in this way. "I just escaped being born
in Ireland. My three sisters were born
before we came over and only my brother
and I were born here. One of my sisters,
I've never seen. She's still in Ireland and
lives in County Mayo. She owns eight
pubs." No covering up the truth and
building a phony but glittering press^story
here. Her sister owns some "pubs" and
that's exactly what Patsy tells. She interrupted her story to say, "I think I'm
eye
She winks
year." against
next tongue
over
going
her ancheek
her
clicks
and
anticipation. "Boy, won't I
in pleasant
have
fun !
"We were what you'd call poor, but we
never missed any meals. We went with-a
out shoes, but mother always set
good table. We lived in a tenement, but
we were given ten cents a week for a
movie." She added with Irish appreciation for a sly one, "I never spent it for
that, though. I always climbed over the

When Patsy was around eight, and m
the third grade, her mother managed to
fence."
her to dancing school. What denials
send
that must have entailed ! Patsy repaid her
time
by working frantically and by the
she was twelve she was teaching dancing
for Jack Blue. She continued to teach
until she was fifteen when her brother got
a job dancing in a Frank Fay show.
Patsy went down to the theatre to help
him with his routine. Frank Fay noticed
her and told her to report for work on
the following Monday. Patsy was on the
job believing that she was to work with
her brother. She was wrong— the brother
had been fired and she worked alone.
That was a good start and it would be
all was smooth saileasy to imagine thatBut
such was not the
ing from then on.
case. Patsy was no beauty. She could not
wear stunning clothes nor glide with the
grace of a queen. The breaks did not
come easy and it was a long hard grind
from there to the Hal Roach studio where
they are now grooming her for stardom.
Recently I was on the set watching
Patsy and Lyda Roberti make their new
picture, "Nobody's Baby." They_ were
working with a new-born baby in the
private room of a hospital, supposedly.
There is a soft streak in every person
with the blood of Erin in her veins and
Patsy is no exception. This was revealedat
in the tender way in which she looked
and handled the tiny baby. Her eyes were
dark and lustrous and her voice was _ as
deep and mellow as the soft, crooning
voice of a mother as she cradled him in her
arms. The camera ground on, Patsy spoke
her lines, and all the time her hand was
patting — patting soothingly — the tiny back.
She and Lyda are playing student nurses
who become involved in a night club mystery. They solve it and, of course, get

themselves into and out of many scrapes.
converand our
joined
Roberti
Lyda sation
turned to
assignment
the ustough
spot
the
into
Lyda had when she stepped
left vacant by the death of Thelma Todd.
Patsy said, "She's doing a grand job and
it's been plenty tough. It wasn't a cinch
Thelma's place."
steppingtheintomention
of Thelma's name
At
Patsy's mood changed to one of depression. No one could have thought
more of Thelma than The Kelly. They
had been close friends for years. They
respected each other not only as troupers
but as individuals. Thelma, with her cool,
blonde beauty and fine education was a
contrasting foil for the voluble and rowdy
Kelly. Yet they had hilarious times together, off-screen as well as on. They had
teamed together for so long that there
was never any difficulty with their scenes.
They clicked.
Under the circumstances it would have
been natural and human if Patsy had been
impatient and critical of Lyda. It would
have been understandable had she covered
up her sorrow at losing Thelma by being
bitter toward the one who took her place.
But that's not The Kelly. She saw Lyda's
position. She put her at ease, and rehearsed hours off-set with her to make
their work smooth.

In speaking of Lyda, Patsy said, "She's
very funny. You see, it's simple because
Lyda, with her dialect, is so entirely different. She doesn't understand all the English words and that makes for comedy and
it's easy to get laughs. The only change
is that, where Thelma used to play straight
and I did the foil, the positions are reversed— I play straight and Lyda does the
Patsy can't be serious long and she
shook herself out of her somber mood
and began to squirm. Suddenly she shouted,
including everyone within sound of her
voice, "Anyone want a soda? Speak up.
Come
go over
a drink."
Seven on,
of uslet's
trailed
over and
to thegetstudio
cafe.
We distributed ourselves on high stools
and ordered.
Patsy kept up a running fire
foil."
of hilariously funny comments about her
father whom she refers to as "The Sheik
of
Eighty-eighth
drank
our drinks. and Columbus," as we
Finished, Patsy began to search through
various pockets and down the front of her
uniform for her money. It could not be
found. While she fumbled, becoming
wilder and wilder, Joe from the casting
office, wearing a long-suffering air, paid
the check, barely making it from small
change in his pocket.
Patsy was off the stool, her hair disordered, frantically making a last desperate search as she muttered, "Now, I
had that. What'dya suppose I did with it.
I didn't eat it. Well — " Her voice broke
off as she touched the money in her most
convenient pocket, "Oh — oh, here it is.
Gosh, I thought I'd lost it."
Patsy
said,"I "You
did? Well, say, that
paid it."
Joe said,
climbed
calls for another drink." Sheherself
to
back up on her stool, anchored
it by wrapping her legs around its base,
nurse's apron from
misplaced
herright
twisted
under her
ear to something near its
correct position, pushed her hair back of
her ears, and slumped comfortably over
the drink which was put in front of her.
Patsy was "being herself," forgetful
and hoydenish. She was doing as she darn
well pleased.
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To keep skin Young
— learn how

you'll see lines smoothing out, skin
getting supple, young looking again.

to invigorate

your UNDER

Hard

looking

Every night, pat Pond's Cold Cream into
your skin. Its specially processed fine oils
go deep, loosen dirt and make-up. Wipe
it all off. Now the rousing treatmentmore Pond's Cold Cream briskly patted
in. Feel the blood tingling! Your skin is
glowing . . . softer. Feels toned already!
You are waking up that underskin.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat. Your skin is smooth for powder.
Do this regularly. Soon tissues grow
firm again. Lines fade out. Your skin is
smooth— supple. It looks years younger!

SKIN

to believe — but those little

lines that look as if they'd been
creased into your skin from the outside, actually begin underneath!
First, hundreds of little cells, fibres
and blood vessels underneath begin
to function poorly. Then, the under
tissues sag. That's what makes your
outside skin fall into creases.
The same way with dull, dry skin!
It's little oil glands underneath that
function faultily — and rob your outside skin of the oil it needs to keep
it supple, young looking.

daughter of Mrs. Henry Latrobe Roosevelt of Washington, D. C, says: "A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream
whisks away tired lines — and tonee my skin."

But think! — You can invigorate
those failing under tissues! You can

tioning busily again. That's why you
need not be discouraged when lines
and skin dryness begin.
Start to rouse your underskin with

start those faulty oil glands func-

Pond's "deep-skin" treatments. Soon

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.9MS-CC, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
treatments, with generous samples of z other Pond s
of Pond's
shades and
packing.Face Powder.
cover postage
enclose and\oi 5todifferent
ICreams
Name_
Streets
City_
_State_
Copyright. 1937. Pond's Extract Company
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youngster, to see the stage
to San Francisco. Many
from there, and she knew
personally. That was how

stars who came
of them hailed
some of them
I first got the

urge,
I suppose."
However,
it took years for the footlight
fever to develop into a rash.
"For five years, I went to Santa Clara
Academy. About the only play ever presented there was 'The Bells.' I had the
lead
in
that, and
an actor."
He finished
highcalled
schoolmyself
at Santa
Clara,
meanwhile winning "a bunch of elocution
contests." One of the awards was a medal,
which he later lost in a fight. Then, for a
year he went to "coaching school" — apsity.
parently a localism for "preparatory
school" — and entered Stanford UniverLloyd had a cousin, a great athlete, who
threatened to "knock his block off" if he
went out for football. This cousin had
suffered an injury that made it painful
for him either to lie down or sit down,
and later cost him his life. But Lloyd disregarded the advice and tried to become
Freshman fullback. Ernie Nevers, later
Ail-American, was out for the same position. That meant that Lloyd was practically glued to the bench.
No one warned him against acting. Despite that fact, he tried out, in his Freshman year, for the Senior play. He won
the lead. That led to his becoming a member of the University Players, who put on
twelve plays a year, in which he did everything from melodrama to musicals. And
that led, after two years, to his flunking
out.

Years ago her mother taught
her the importance of regular habits of elimination.
Ever since she can remember, there has been a box of
Olive Tablets on the bathroom shelf just as a reminder
not to let more than one day
go by without doing something to assist Nature.
Originally the formula of
Dr. Edwards, an Ohio physician, Olive Tablets are now
widely recognized as a standard proprietary.
Mild and gentle in their
action, one little pellet is
usually all you need to take
to get desired results. Thousands of women have made
Olive Tablets their favorite
laxative. Three sizes: 15^,
30£, 6(¥. All druggists;

THE LAXATIVE
OP BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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STANFORD has a rule that no flunkee
can be readmitted until a year has
elapsed. It was during that year of waiting around that he was first paid for acting. Ithappened more or less by accident.
"I started out to see the world, and with
a fraternity brother, I shipped on a liner
making a world cruise. I was an understudy to an officer, at a salary of twentyfive
cents
a month.
least,
whatto
it seemed like.
And itAttook
tallthat's
talking
get the job. The line had had too much
experience with young cubs who quit
after the first trip. Which, by the way,
was what we intended to do.
"Nothing much happened on the cruise,
except work, until we reached New York.
The ship burned up there. My pal and I
had dressed in shore clothes and had gone
to a show on our first night in port. We
were due back on the boat at twelve. We
came in sight of the pier at ten of twelve
— and were the first to see the fire.
"I rushed on board, and waved an empty
hose around for about ten minutes, until
I cracked wise that something was wrong
with the water pressure; then headed for
shore, along with a cloud of smoke.
"We had three dollars and thirty-six
cents. We spent three dollars getting to
the Hotel McAlpin. We expected his
mother to be there and come to our rescue. But she wasn't there. That meant
that, without cash or luggage, we had to
try to talk ourselves into a room.
"We talked ourselves not only into a
room, but a suite, with two exposures.
We tipped the bellhop a quarter with a
grand gesture, and had eleven cents left.
We had no toothbrush, no comb, no
clothes except those on our backs — we
were lucky to be in shore clothes when
the fire happened.
"If his mother hadn't appeared in the
morning,
probably
the steamship line

would have bailed us out. The line was
big-hearted. It offered to let us work
our way back to San Francisco on a
freighter. We had heard about freighter
food. I wired home, 'Miscalculated financial status by about five thousand miles.
Please
send money.'
" return home, his
A month
after his
father
on
his died.
own. Lloyd suddenly was strictly
With another ex-Stanfordite, who had
written a skit about radio, he went into
vaudeville. Lloyd was the stooge of the
act — his was the voice that came out of
the unpredictable microphone.
"That lasted four months," he continued.
"And I didn't like it much better than I
liked swabbing decks. The routine of it
was deadly. We used to try to think up
new lines to add to the act, but we were
in such a rut that we just couldn't percolate any new ones. I'm glad I didn't
stick
By at
the that."
end of the four months, his year
away from Stanford had elapsed.
"I went back — and took any work I
could get to pay my way through. I
punched tickets at football games, waited
on table at the fraternity house and I was
a hasher. At the same time, I was still
the leading man at the campus playhouse —
a hero in make-believe, a menial in reality.
That didn't help my self-respect any.
"And that year away hadn't made me
any more studious by any means. I had lost
respect for authority, for one thing. And
thing.
for another
a bugaboo,
I had was
name
chemistry.
The class
came It's
at
8 a. m., which was bad enough, but I
hated the smell of that room. It reminded
me of medicine. One failing I have is
that I can't stand medicinal odors — or talk
of A dissection."
strange idiosyncrasy for a screen "bad
!
anything
supposedly, wouldn't stop at
man," who,

CHEMISTRY was supposed to be a
snap course, he said. "English was
ed to be tough. Yet I pulled A's
suppos
in
English and F's in Chem. Until finally,
President Wilbur told me, Your intelligence test is 'way above your marks here.
You get good grades in the hard subjects,
poor marks in the easy ones. Why don't
when anI flunked
actor?' out for the second
become
you"So,
and
final time, I decided to take the little
money I had inherited from my father and
invest it in a year's test of myself as an
actor. When you're in school, your family
and your friends all tell you that you're
marvelous. You're not so sure. You've
got to find out — from colder critics.
"I came down here, with an introduction
to Gilmor Brown at the Pasadena Playhouse. He was hard up for a leading
man. I got the job. I was there a year,
without
working
The only
moneysalary."
he earned during that
year was in a brief engagement with Edward Everett Horton's super-stock comThata
was the
first Queen's
time heHusband."
ever played
pany, in "The
"heavy." The character was a revolutionist.
No, he didn't give a thought to the
movies — then. Because :
"I had already had one movie experience, at Stanford. Some Hollywood highpressure promoter sold Wilbur the idea
of a movie about the University, written
by undergraduates and played by undercalled
graduates. The epic onwaspage
(Continued
92) 'Stanford
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COSMETICS?

Of course I do," says

lovely Claudette Colbert. "But I always

use Lux Toilet Soap!"
9 out of 10 other lovely screen stars use this
famous soap. Lux Toilet Soap guards against
Cosmetic Skin — enlarged pores, tiny blemishes.
Its ACTIVE lather goes deep into the pores,
thoroughly removes dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.
Use Lux Toilet Soap before you renew makeup during the day, ALWAYS before you go to
bed. "Soft, smooth skin is very important to
charm!" says Claudette Colbert.
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Days.'
It's still shown as a curiosity.
The three principal characters were an
athlete, a student and a girl. I was supposed to be the athlete.
"And was I hammy ! Some campus
comics brought me great wreaths of shrubbery and vegetables in honor of my performance. Ifinally saw the picture myself. And immediately gave up all thought
of movie-acting.
"Also, when I was at Pasadena, movie
scouts didn't have the habit they have
now. They didn't cover the Playhouse,
looking for talent. And I didn't cover
the studios. I didn't have any illusions
about
face for
films."
Aftermya year
at Pasadena,
he headed for

V

Through the day use Tangee . . .
watch the blush-rose shade of
youth appear . . .Tangee, with its
magic Color Change Principle,
changes from orange in the stick
to blush-rose on your lips. ..Paris
says, "A painted look is not in
keeping with today's fashions."
Tangee isn't paint — cannot give
you a "painted look". Use Tangee
Rouge for cheeks. It also has the
magic Color Change Principle.

Through the night .. .Tangee Lipstick's special cream base softens
and protects your lips . . .Tangee
Natural Lipstick's special cream
base protects lips. Do not confuse
Tangee with ordinary cosmetics
you must remove at night. Try
Tangee. 39<* and $1.10. Or send
coupon below for Tangee's 24Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.

Painted

Tangee

World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only one Tangee
— don't let anyone switch you. Be sure to ask for TANGEE
NATURAL. If you prefer more color for evening wear, ash for
Tangee Theatrical.

"24- HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. C.
Rush ature
"24-Hour
Miracle Rouge
Make-UpCompact.
Set" ot Creme
miniTangee Lipstick.
Rouge, Face Powder. I enclose Wt (stamps or
coin). (15tf in Canada.)
Check
of n plesh Q Rachel n Light
Powder Shade
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New York with the idea : "All you need is
one chance. Then, if you can deliver,
you're set." It took Lloyd Nolan — who
had always had such lucky breaks as an
amateur and semi-professional actor — six
years to find that one chance.
"I beat it for New York while I still
had the fare," he recalled. "I didn't know
anyone in the theatrical business there except one kid who was doing extras for the
Theatre Guild.
"But Jed Harris was sending out a road
company of 'Front Page,' which had
opened on the day I hit New York. I
happened to look a little like Joseph
Spurin-Calleia, who was in the New York
company. I landed his part on the road.
I began my professional acting career in
Chicago — not on Broadway. It took me
time to get there.
"The next summer I went up to Cape
Cod, to the Cape Playhouse at Dennis. I
started there as a stagehand. At the end
of the season, the company put on the
'Cape Cod Follies.' There was a pirate
skit in it. Someone had to play the pirate
so I was given the assignment. The Shuberts bought the show and took some
of us to Broadway with it. I got my
Broadway start as a song-and-dance man.
Cohan!"
Shades
After ofthatGeorge
— well, M.a stage-director
friend
suggested a small part in a play called
"Sweet Stranger." The director thought
it might lead to bigger things. What
Lloyd didn't know was that another boy
had been thrown out of the cast to make
room for him.
Also, just before appearing for his first
rehearsal with the company, he made the
tactical error of indulging in an onion or
two.

facing scenes with a
HE found himself
sweet stranger who seemed to regard
him in the same class with prussic acid.
She hated him. First, because she thought
he had chiseled the other boy out of a
job. And, secondly, because of the onions.
That girl was Mel Efird. Today she is
two senMrs. Lloyd Nolan. In those
tences is a short short story of the Nolan
charm. They were married during the
run of the play. He told me:
"Nobody ever knew at the time. We
didn't want anyone to know ; we were
that romantic. We spent three days tryrequire
that didn't
place
ing to find
othera
or some
residence
perioda of
certain
red tape. Finally, we had a bright idea :
Why not get married right in New York?
So down we went to City Hall and were
married. And had no publicity whatsoever. By the time the press-agent of the
show found out, it wasn't news any
After "Sweet Stranger," he had a part
inlonger."
"Reunion in Vienna," with the Lunts.
He played in summer stock, both at Dennis and at Scarborough-on-the-Hudson,
and had small Broadway parts. The years
began marching past. Three, four, five of
them.

Finally, he was in another musical — the
third edition of "Americana." It was a
depression satire, "which was a little too
bitter to be funny," he said. Lloyd played
a gangster — Nails Mallarkey, Public
Enemy Numbers One to Ten Inclusive.
That was his first "heavy" role on BroadAnd he was a comedy
"heavy."
He
had noway.presentiment
whatsoever
of what
was ahead of him, in Hollywood.
Then came the biggest break he had
had — the "one chance" he had been praying for. The leading role — the part of
Biff Grimes — in "One Sunday Afterthe screen.)
noon." (Gary Cooper later played it on
"The night the show opened, the cast
was broke and the director was broke.
The same night, some radical took a shot
at Roosevelt. That was all over the papers
the next morning; nobody read the reviews. Then the banks closed. No play
ever lived through what that play did.
It was the only show that ran all through
that
It lastedwere
almost
a year."
Thesummer.
movie scouts
around
to see
him, as soon as he clicked. He had tests
and he had offers. But he didn't want to
leave Broadway, just when he was finally
getting somewhere.
"I did two more plays," Lloyd said.
"One, 'Ragged Army,' was so terrific that
it lasted two nights. From that, I hopped
immediately into 'Gentlewoman,' which ran
two weeks. I said, 'T'hell with Broadandaround
signed for
a movie
He way !'sat
almost contract."
six months, a
forgotten man who was drawing a salary,
before he was assigned to a picture —
"Stolen Harmony." The role was good;
the picture, poor. When the company
wanted to take up his option, he was
"skitterish." He decided to free-lance;
he thought he might keep busier that way.
He was in "G-Men" — on the side of law
and order. He was in three other pictures
whose titles he can't remember; he has
an atrocious memory for names. Then
he signed with Columbia, which promised
to keep him busy — and did.
In fifteen months, he has played_ fourteen roles. Only seven of them, believe it
But they
"heavies."
been have
or not,
made him stand
ones that
the have
are
out.
"I'm just getting used to the camera,
said.I
findformyself,"
just
"I've beginning
just found toout,
example,hewhy
was so ponderous when I thought I was
only being deliberate. On film, everyslower than
is one-sixteenth
you do That
in realthinglife.
sounds small. But you
have to make allowance for it."
SO far as he is concerned, the secret of
relaxa
acting
you
make "The
Theytion.
at first.
scareisyoumental
movies
forget
never
.
I'll
angles
us
of
too conscio
one scene I did with Ruth Chatterton. I
had to look at her soulfully, from an uncomfortable angle. Every time the camera
went into action, I would get a cramp in
my neck. That's funny now, but it was

arethethen."
nightm
movies. "You don't have a
a He
likes
chance to get into a role, as you do on the
stage. You don't have the rehearsals. But,
on the other hand, your performance has
the merit of freshness and spontaneity.
You don't become a phonograph, saying
your lines, as you do during a long stage
He likes the movies for another reason.
"You know where you sit. The stage is
a pretty ungrateful business. It offers you
a thrill, yes — but precious little security.
Here in Hollywood, youth is in the money.
. . . The stage is dying. I imagine it will
become something subsidized
eventually(Continued
on page 94)
run."
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BEDTIME . . . and mother caresses
the tiny injured hand that she bandaged only this afternoon . . .
"There, darling, mother will kiss
it and make it well."
But will she? Can she?
True, it was only a little cut . . .
but even little cuts can be dangerous
if the wound is not properly, carefully dressed. Infection can set in,
and often does, if the bandage is not as

SCREEN

LOVE

ENOUGH?

clean as your own doctor would use.

Unfortunately, even some banthat are plainly marked "sterdages
ilized" on the package are not worthy
of your trust.
These bandages, of unknown
make, probably were sterilized in an
early manufacturing process, but in
subsequent cutting, handling, and
packing, dirty fingers may have
touched them . . . destroyed their
cleanliness.

So don't take chances. Be safe.
Use only the first-aid products of
known and reputable concerns.
Johnson & Johnson is one of them.
All Johnson & Johnson products
that are marked sterilized— Red
Cross Cotton, gauze, and bandagesare not only sterilized in the making.
They are sterilized again after they
are put in the package.

Buy J & J Red Cross products
with confidence— from your druggist.

You can trust Johnson & Johnson
Red Cross dressings. They're clean
and safe. But if there is any doubt
in your mind of your ability to care
for a wound. consult your physician.

RED CROSS
GAUZE
Sterilized
packaging
1-yd. after
size 15f£
Soft and absorbent. Used ae a wet or dry
dressing for cuts or burns before bandaging. Completely wrapped in tissue.

Don't

risk infection

...

RED CROSS BANDAGE

ABSORBENT COTTON

Sterilised after packaging. 2 in. by 10
yds. 10^ Tightly rolled for quick
and easy application . . . used to hold
dressings securely in place. "Neat
Edge" prevents raveling.

be safe with ^0^1^4^oW^m

RED

Sterilised after packaging. 2-oz. size
nt
highlyforabsorbe
cleaning
Purifiedly, used
15j£ general
cotton,
tics.
antisep
g
applyin
wounds or
Protected by tissue wrapper.
CROSS

PRODUCTS
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• Are your hands coarse to touch? Unsightly to the eye?
Does your skin feel like a file?
Try using Italian Balm — a justly famous, rich and
wide-spreading skin softener — and see how quickly your
skin becomes soft again and smooth in texture.
Italian Balm is recognized, from coast to coast, as
being one of the quickest-acting, most inexpensive skin
beautifiers ever invented. In one of the nation's large
cities recently, an independent survey of homes revealed
this unheard of endorsement: Italian Balm was in the
homes of better than 50% of all those buying any such
preparation; in better than three times as many homes
as any similar toilet goods item.
Non-sticky. Quick-drying. Approved by Good Housekeeping. Send for a FREE Vanity bottle today.
Ga/mjiamjcd
Italian
Balm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER
CAMPANA SALES CO.
1404 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
Gentlemen: I have never tried
Italian Balm. Please send me Vanity
bottle FREE and postpaid.
Name
Address
City
State
In Canada, Campana. Ltd.. MM 1 404 Caledonia Road, Toronto
NEED

Ask
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That blond chap is Franchot Tone, just in case you didn't recognize
him. And the lady in feathers and tulle is Katie Hepburn. All
these trappings are for "Quality Street."
rom page 92)
{Continued f;
like opera, by people who like the old
ball. "I played it until I was blue in the
face. And kept putting on weight. So I
personal touch. More and more, it will
become just a training school for the
took up golf. I've lost twenty pounds in
eight months." He plays at Lakeside,
movies — and television."
where Bing Crosby is club champion.
Unlike most of the movie "names," he
His favorite clothes are sport clothes —
lives right in Hollywood. The house bewhich he seldom gets a chance to wear
longs to somebody else, but the furniture
on the screen. He doesn't suggest an acbelongs to Mel and himself. "So that
tor, eithernerisms.
in Heappearance,
accent or manwhen we do build, we won't have to pay
is minus affectations.
out anything to furnish the new place,
Yet he is likely to be an actor for a
They have no children. Their closest
long, long time.
anyway."are Billy and Boots Mallory CagThat seven-year contract, with no opfriends
ney, the Fred MacMurrays and some
tions for three years, sounds like career ineven to Lloyd. "If a studio
Stanford
people.
They
don't
go
out
much. Mel rides horseback every day ; builds up surance,
a player, it wants to reap the
Lloyd golfs every day ; evenings, both of
benefit
of its pictures,
build-up.in Igood
think parts.
they'll They
keep
me in good
them like to read. "I'm on the wagon,
won't be capitalizing on their investment
so I don't get any fun out of going to
cocktail parties or night-clubs. The only
time we go is when Mel wants to show
That's Lloyd Nolan, who has, as a
"heavy,"
what it takes to become a star.
off some new dress. Which isn't often."
they bedon't."
if
You'll
seeing him.
His favorite game used to be hand-

for
With

Thanks

To

Broadway,

N.Y.

(Continued from page 37)
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AND

10c

STORES

Hair
OFFffi
I once looked like this. Ugly hair
llfiinusrl on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Vn fovea Nothing helped. Depilatories,
waxes, liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I discovered asimple, painless, inexpensive method. It
•worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. MyFREE Book, "How to Overcome Superfluous Mailed
Hair," explains
method andAlsoproves
success.
in plainthe envelope.
trial actuai
offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette.P.O.Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept.338, Chicago.
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Schuster-Martin School of the Drama
there. He attended the Sisters of Mercy
Academy, St. Xavier Academy and later
was sent to the preparatory school of the
University of Dayton, in Dayton, Ohio,
for two years, after which he returned
home and graduated from Purcell High
School in 1931, at the age of seventeen.
Then followed the usual family conference about college which Tyrone ended by
insisting firmly that he wanted to begin
his career as an actor.
His father had been engaged for a short
season in Shakespearean repertoire in the
Chicago Civic Auditorium for the early
fall of 1931, and he decided to give his
son the opportunity he wanted so much.
With that in mind he took Tyrone with
him to his summer camp in Quebec. There,
during the summer, under the direction of
his father, the boy was given intensive
study and rehearsals in the small roles

he was to assume in Chicago in the fall.
It is likely that until the day he dies,
Tyrone Power, Jr., will recall as the most
pleasant period of his life, the summer in
Canada with his father.
"It is a heavenly place," Tyrone told me,
as we sat in a corner of the set where he
was making "Love Is News" with LorAmeche.
Don little
and the
etta Young
camp
was near
village"Father's
of IleAux-Noix, on the Richelieu River. I have
a little plot of ground there and when I
get money
summer
homeenough
on it.I'm going to build a
"Every day we would get into a canoe
and as we floated down the river, father
read Shakespeare to me and rewould hearse
me and correct me as I read to him.
Probably it was all for the best that the
country was not very thickly populated, for
thought us a little
have •on
people might
(Continued
page 96)
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You're in good company if you use Calox ! Right up with
the stars !

And why not? You need a "starry" smile as much as anyshining teeth make any smile more thrilling
!
one Brilliant,

help any career succeed. So concentrate on Calox ! It's
the powder that puts that polished sheen on teeth for
many of the screen's most dazzling, glamorous stars !
Use Calox at least twice daily. More often-if your teeth
stain easily— if you want to keep them twinkling, bright.
You'll find Calox-care a delightful, refreshing experience. As lovely Miriam Hopkins says, "It is so fine and soft
and smooth... I enjoy brushing my teeth with Calox."

COUNT

THE

REASONS

FOR

CALOX!

Calox is a preparation of pharmaceutical purity. It
cleanses safely. And doubly assures cleansing... by releasing live oxygen in the mouth. Oxygen is Nature's own
purifying agent. Calox helps neutralize mouth acids . . .
tends to strengthen gums. Made by McKesson & Robbins,
who have supplied physicians and hospitals since 1833.
McKesson

&

robbins,

inc.
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Brilliant Teeth— Healthy Gums
with this Double Protection
YOUR teeth may look clean and white,
even though your gums are soft and
spongy. That's the insidious thing about
half-way dental care. Forhan's Tooth
Paste, created by an eminent dental surgeon,provides the double protection everyone needs. It does both vital jobs — cleans
teeth and safeguards gums.
After brushing your teeth, massage
your
gums,
too, Note
with how
Forhan's,
just as
dentists
advise.
it stimulates
the gums, how clean and fresh your mouth
feels! Soon you can see the difference.
Forhan's costs no more than most ordinary tooth pastes, and the big new tube
saves you money. Buy Forhan's today,
and end half-way care once for all. Also
sold in Canada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.
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TRAINED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Study
at
home—
train
the
"Pierce
Way-"
Home Course
Study
Course and 6-months Practical HOSPITAL
for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE
SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL
PIERCE NURSES'
SCHOOL OFASSOCIATION.
PRACTICAL NURSING
0 702 West 17th St. Secretary C-17, Los Angeles, Calif.

Have
GET

you a seductive skin?
ONE—

QUICKLY!

the new speed beauty
SAT1NM
shows— what it can do in 10
lotion ESH
seconds! It cleans out the pores — reduces
them — prevents dry skin and blackheads.
If you want seductive skin beauty quickly
— use Satinmesh night and morning. Girls
simply cannot do without it — try it and
see:
LARGER SIZES AT DRUG
& DEPARTMENT STORES

4-ACTION
SATINMESH
Alma Woodward, Graybar Bldg., N. Y. C.
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queer, out on the river every day reading
savings in his pocket, Tyrone thought it
was
time for him to continue on his way
Shakespeare to the fish.
to Broadway.
"The inhabitants of the village were
In New York, Michael Strange, the formostly simple French people and Indians,"
mer wife of John Barrymore and an old
he continued. "Father had some small
moving pictures, which he would run off
family friend, provided a comfortable room
in our cabin at night and all the village
for him, rent free. He budgeted his savfolk would come to see them. The crowd
ings and allowed himself five dollars a
and the smoke would be so thick we could
week for his other expenses and started
scarcely see the screen but they loved it.
fices in search
a job. and agents' ofproducers'
of of
Father stood at the side and kept up a
the rounds
He had loads of friends and life was
running narrative, explaining everything
very agreeable, socially speaking, except
in
the with
pictures.
It was
added
a faraway
look marvelous,"
in his eyes. he
that always he found himself popular with
people who had money when he had none.
This led to frequent amusing situations
never self-conscious with
I WAS
like the time he walked down Broadway
father," he told me, "because he had
never been a father to me. That is, we had
at midnight attired in tails, white tie and
never lived together, and he seemed to me
hat, carrying his shoes in his hand.
top
more like a wonderful friend and pal. I
"Well, my feet hurt," he explained, "and
as I didn't have a nickel to pay my fare
worshipped him and worked very hard
because I wanted to show him that I was
on the subway, I took off my shoes and
serious and ambitious. I wanted to justify
Another time he was asked to join some
me." and
time withTyrone
g soof much
hisAtspendin
the end
the summer,
friends at a house party in Charleston.
his father returned to Chicago for the
He didn't have the railroad fare, but when
walked."
one
of the party bemoaned the fact that
role
first
Tyrone's
season.
Shakespearean
one of them would have to drive the car
was as an old man, friend of the Doge of
down, Tyrone offered.
Venice, played by his father in "The Mer"They asked me if I had enough money
chant of Venice."
for gasoline and I assured them I had, but
At the
conclusion of the season, Mr.
Power was engaged to go to Hollywood
I didn't know how that car could use gas
and I didn't know that Charleston was so
to star in Paramount's talking version of
"The Miracle Man." Tyrone was promfar away," he told me.
"A hundred miles from Charleston I
ised a small role in the picture and acbought gas for the last time and had about
companied his father West. The picture
a dollar left. The rest of the way I drove
was barely under way when Mr. Power
at 25 miles an hour in order to use as
was taken suddenly ill on the set. He conlittle gas as possible, and arrived in
tinued working but at midnight he colCharleston with the tank almost dry and
lapsed and a few hours later died in his
son's arms.
my friends not due until the next day.
I had never met the people we were goThe production went on with another
ing to visit, so I was faced with the probmanever
role"
"small
star but Tyrone's
terialized. His mother and sister came on
lem of getting something to eat and finding a place to sleep.
from the East to be with him and then
"I dined on a hamburger and coffee and
followed a miserable two-and-a-half-year
then found a nice quiet coal yard, where
tried desperiod, during which Tyrone
I parked the car, curled up in the back
perately to gain a foothold in Hollywood.
seat and spent the night.
diproducers,
people—
of
plenty
He knew
"Next morning I was awakened by
rectors, influential people. He went the
hearing someone talking. I sat up and
rounds of the studios in an effort to get
there stood an old tramp, talking to himwork. He offered to play bits, to do extra
self. When he saw me he said it was a
work.
fine
morning.
I agreed with him and
"Of course I was willing to do small
asked him to have a cup of coffee with
me
told
he
parts,"it. he laughed when
me. He accepted and so my last dime
about
went for two cups of coffee. Then I went
But his friends invited him to their
to the station to meet my friends, and
homes for dinners and parties and were
learned that on account of a wreck their
for
sorry they had nothing in pictures
him.
train would be five hours late.
"What a blow that was !" he exclaimed.
"I would be called for interviews and
"My clothes were wrinkled, I needed a
rush out full of enthusiasm only to disshave and I was hungry ! I found a copy
cover that instead of a job, some friend
of
'Mutiny on the Bounty' in the car and
father's wanted to talk about him
of
I read that from cover to cover and finally
and mytell me about the time they appeared
the train arrived and with it my friends.
in a show together. They meant to be
They
were astonished at my appearance
kind," Tyrone admitted, "but what I
and
soon
got me cleaned up and fed," he
wanted was to work."
laughed.
"That is just one example of the exation, he told his
FINALLY, in desper
periences Ihad. At times it occurred to
mother he was going to New York to
me
that
I
had made a mistake; that I
made
,
she
Wisely
stage.
the
try to get on
no attempt to dissuade him. On the conshould have gone on to college."
trary, she told him to watch his diction
er
and
to
rememb
to
send
his
shirts
to
the
HIS first "break" was provided by Helen
laundry.
Menken, whom he had met in Chicago during his Shakespearean season. She
He stopped off in Chicago to visit
recommended him to Katharine Cornell's
friends. The Century of Progress Expohusband, Guthrie McClintic, and when
sition was in full swing and Tyrone got
Tyrone — on a hunch — asked for a pass to
a job with the Circuit Theatre productions.
That led to radio engagements.
see Katharine's show, "Flowers of the
Forest," he was given the pass and also
wasn't all "beer
stay in
two parts to take home and read. The
there were, at times, long
and Chicago
skittles"
andHis
next day he was assigned to understudy
periods when he had no work, but he
Burgess Meredith, the leading man, and
gained experience, and toward the close
another player, and spent the rest of the
of 1934, he was engaged to play the part
season waiting for an opportunity to go
of Freddie in "Romance," which starred
on. That chance never came but he
Eugenie Leontovitch at the Blackstone
learned enough by association with the
Theatre. The piece ran eight weeks and.
(Continued on page 98)
feeling very affluent with eight weeks'
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thatss always
wearof
fres
appeals to men," Alice Faye declares.
Hosts of admirers affirm she's right. And
when "the" man comes along . . .
"It wouldn't

be hard to live in a cot-

tage," she says. "Money is nice, but I
know how to get along without a lot.
"When I was in the chorus, I learned
to keep clothes lovely at very little expense. Lux was my stand-by. I found I
could afford beautifully sheer stockings
if I Luxed them every night. That way I
hardly ever got runs. Naturally I insist
all my washables be cared for in the very

"Luxable play clothes are perfect
under the Califo rma sun. After a
'workout' they go straight into rich
Lux suds. Of course, they come up
smiling, colors bright as new. My nice
cottons, like my nice silks and rayons, never
get rubbed with cake soap," says Alice.

Clever
now!" Cake-soap rubbing and
way Alice!
same
harsh soaps that may contain harmful
alkali often fade colors — wear nice things
out too soon. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Safe in water, safe in Lux !

Specified in the leading Hollywood studios
Designer ROYER, of Fox Studios, says:
"Caring for costumes properly is as important as their original creation. All the washable costumes on the lot are Luxed. Lux protects colors, keeps costumes new longer!"
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Lovely

Jl'vate' Oat meal ■=3acial
deatz,

soften a, ^tediea*

Breathless allure of soft, satiny, clear skin can
be yours with this natural beauty treatment.
L'oate is an age-old beauty formula in a
new, modern form — Oatmeal
Facial, into which is blended an
amazing newsoftening ingredient, Vegetable Milk.
An instant beauty treatment for times
when you must look your best. Simmix L'oate
with plywater,
applyto toa fragrant
face, washlotion
off.
Its remarkable penetrating and
cleansing qualities deep-clean and
close large pores, combat blackheads.
The dainty natural oils released by
L'oate soften the skin to its irresistible loveliest. Skin tissues are enlivened, tired-lines and surface wrinkles
disappear to send you forth on your
WASH OFF
evening's and
adventure
glowing with
freshness
confidence.
At cosmetic counters 8 5c, or
a dime size in 10c stores.
J.'ad/
Oatmeal ^Jacial
enriched with
Vegetable Milk
and skin vitamin F
L'OATE DEPT. • NATIONAL OATS CO.. CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA.

DON'T
TEAR

LET

COUGHING

YOUR

MILLIONS

THROAT

USE PERTUSSIN

FOR QUICK

RELIEF

It's the drying of tiny moisture glands in your
throat and bronchial tract that often causes
coughs. Sticky phlegm collects, irritates, and
you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to again
pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
is loosened and easily expelled. Irritation goes
away — coughing is relieved. Try Pertussin at
our expense. Use coupon below.
PERTUSSIN
jVtfJrWlptfOlt
Seeck & Rade, Inc., Dept. 0-5,
Street, N. Y. C.
440 Washington
FREE Plea.|ie
sendFREE
me 2-oz.
/ Pertussin
... byprescription
return mail.of
Name
Address..
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company to make it a very profitable
period, and in his pocket was a contract
to appear in Miss Cornell's production
of "Romeo and Juliet" the following fall.
When the show closed he went to West
Falmouth, Massachusetts, to play with a
summer stock company, and when reports of his popularity there began to get
around, Hollywood scouts were on his
trail.
But now Tyrone had the upper hand.
He didn't have to accept Hollywood's offer; he had a contract. He was learning
more about acting every day and he decided he would not return to Hollywood
until he could write his own terms.
He appeared with Miss Cornell in
"Romeo and Juliet" and was re-engaged
in "St. inJoan."
opposite
play he
by
It her
was towhile
was her
appearing
this
play that he was persuaded to go to
Hollywood and sign a long-term contract.
Although he likes New York better
than Hollywood, he thinks he can stand
it here at the salary he is getting. 'What
is there to do here that is fun?" he asked
good-naturedly, and given his first vacation, he rushed off to New York where
Sonja Henie was, too. In fact it looks like
love. But —
The much-publicized romance between
Tyrone and Sonja Henie is largely _ in
the imagination of the gossip columnists
and actually is just a gay friendship. That's
says ! But if it isn't love
Tyrone
whatyoung
the
man is giving a darn good imitation of it.
Anyone who has seen Sonja must have
noticed a gorgeous diamond and sapphire
clip, fashioned like a pair of skates, which

This

she always wears.
Tyrone was amazed
one morning to read in the paper that it
was a present from him.
"Holy smoke!" he exclaimed. "That
clip cost more money than I can make in

I lunched with him our conversixWhen
months."
sation was interrupted with depressing
regularity by incoming telephone calls.
Each time he returned to the table with
an amused expression on his face, and took,
good-naturedly, the jibes of Loretta
HowYoung, who sat at the next table.
ever, in spite of the fact that women run
after him, he is very popular with men.
He will never be called a "pretty boy"
by the columnists.
In spite of the fact that his mother is
justifiably proud of his accomplishments,
he is no pampered boy at home by any
means.
"My mother never tells me how good
I am," he laughed. 'When I get home
she asks me if I reat whatnight
from work membered
she had told me about my
You can be sure I'll never get a
diction.
swelled head.
And he is glad she does, and grateful.
Because of his background and knowledge
of the business, his personal observations
and the hard knocks he himself has endured, he is appreciative of his chance on
the screen. He realizes that now is his
big opportunity and he is going to let
nothing stop him. He wants more than
anything in this world to be a good actor.
"I'd like to be as good an actor as Sonja
Henie is a skater," he said earnestly^ which
that he'd like
wasbe just
the world.
actorof insaying
bestway
the his
to

Caballero

Can

Cook!

(Continued from page 15)

Carrillo, yas suh," until the end of his
days.

I SUPPOSE we should start our cookCon Carne," Carwitha Chili
lessonwith
gay, mischievous smile,
rilloingbegan
"only it really should be called Carne Con
Chili, you know, or Meat with Chili. But
whether or not you anglicize the name does
not matter so long as the dish itself is
prepared in true Mexican fashion. In making it, I grind the Chili peppers in a metate or stone mixing bowl with a stone
crusher — just as the Mexicans have done
for countless years. A satisfactory result
can be obtained, of course, with Chili
Powder," he hastened to add.
be on the safe side, I'm going
givetoyou both methods in the recipe
to Just
leaflet, so that Californians, Texans and
residents of other states bordering on Mexico can make their own essence of Chili
while others can achieve the desired bitey
flavor with the more generally used Powder. Gebhardt's is the brand suggested by
Mr. Carrillo. For family consumption or
party refreshment nothing will prove more
welcome than this well-known, well-liked
dish of the American Southwest.
"With the Chili," continued Carrillo, "we
Torserve Frijoles (Spanish beans), and place
tillas, of course, since they take the
of bread. Usually for parties there is also
a gigantic pottery bowl of Mexican Rice.
I believe that this rice dish somewhat resembles what is more generally known as
Spanish Rice. I say 'somewhat,' however,
for in my opinion, the resemblance between
other ways of preparing rice and this one

is slight indeed.
To top off this dinner you should have
fruit — fresh fruit or fruit-filled Empanadas,
according to my host. Generally, an Empanada is a small meat-filled pie of the
turnover variety, I was informed. But
when Willie's extra-flaky pastry is filled
with a special fruit mixture instead of with
meat, it is changed into a dessert dish.
The filling suggested by Mr. Carrillo has
some of the characteristics of Mince Meat,
only
it's to
easier
by far.
You'll beis
amused
knowto make,
that this
Californian
true to his native state even in the ingredients heincludes in his recipes. Among
the things called for in these Empanadas
are lemons, raisins, walnuts and oranges —
though these last are in the form of candied peels, which, as you know, can be
purchased
small boxes
your just
grocer's.
The samein fruits
that I athave
mentioned, with the addition of prunes, are
made into a delicious conserve for which
Mrs.
also Conserve
provided aaptly
recipe.
It's
called Carrillo
California
enough,
since
it features
manyappeal,
of that
state's
products.
But itssoreal
I suspect,
will be for non-Californians because this
conserve can be made in the dead of winter when other fruits are out of season in
all other sections of the country.

e recipe alone would
THIS
worth your while to mail in
make itconserv
the coupon, but in addition I can promise
you recipes for the more strictly Mexican
dishes that the Carrillos feature on their
menus, the Empanadas, the Chili Con
Carne and that highly recommended rice
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concoction. They're all in the leaflet—
and they're all free.
There are many other recipes which were
given me by Mr. Carrillo in rather sketchy
form. These recipes, unlike the others
described above, were not quite clear as
to amounts of ingredients to be used. So,
although those already familiar with Mexican cooking may be able to follow them,
others may remain somewhat puzzled.
However, I thought I'd include Mr. Carrillo's directions at the end of this article
anyway, for the good of the initiated and
the general interest of the uninitiated. Besides many of these foods contribute to
the success of the famous Carrillo Barbecues— invitations to which are eagerly
sought by stars, directors and society folk
confident you'll want to know
so I'm them.
alike
more — about

MY
LOVES

A

WE

ONE

SHE'S

HAVE

j
<

OFTEN/

)

GREAT

MANAGER-

LITTLE
SERVES
AND

A

A

SPAGHETTI

MEAL.

"For our barbecues," Mr. Carrillo told
me, "the menu is not fancy but the servings are gigantic. People seem to develop
the most amazing appetites as they gather
around the barbecue pits. Here we prepare huge hunks of barbecued steak, liberally doused with Salsa Sauce, which is
made of green peppers, tomatoes, onions
and vinegar, all highly seasoned. Here,
also, we roast corn and toast French bread,
which is first buttered and then rubbed
with garlic. Sometimes roasted potatoes
are included on the menu and always coffee is served in copious quantities. While
the food is cooking, we sing Mexican songs
and dance to the strumming of a guitar.
This is lovely, especially when the sun
goes down and the moon rises over the
nearby hills, for then it is a place of enchantment. After the meal we adjourn to
the living room of the ranch house or
gather around the fireplace in one of the
patios where we tell stories and sing more
songs.

the low-tiled roofs of the rambling house are deep, recessed windows like those of the old adobe houses
of Mexico. There are numerous patios
flagged with stone and huge rooms with
white plastered walls, heavy doors and raftered ceilings. The furniture is of heavy
Monterey style with many deep couches
and chairs, covered with bright colored
fabrics. Floors and walls are bright with
Mexican rugs while colorful pottery is displayed on every side.
In two wall recesses are little figures of
the Virgin of Guadalupe — patron saint of
Mexico. Everything, in fact, is Mexican
rather than Spanish, supplemented by a
wonderful collection of early Californian
trappings such as ropes, saddles, stirrups
and
irons.
(Tarrillo's
study areis
full ofbranding
these things
while
on the walls

HUSBAND

GOOD

SAVES

FOOD

MONEY/

UNDER

pictures of his friends — cartoons which he
himself has made of them. There is also
a bar decorated with Mexican motifs with
bright Mexican pottery and glassware.
Carrillo likes nothing better than to explain his interesting collection, unless it's
giving parties, which he does on every
possible occasion — always of an informal
nature, at which the host entertains with
songs, for which he plays his own accompaniment on the guitar or cello and then
relinquishes the role of entertainer for
that of caterer with equal skill and enthusiasm.
Small wonder that the beauty of his
home, the delightful quality of his hospitality and the fame of his cooking cannot
be topped in the whole movie colony. Even
less to be wondered at is the reluctance
with which I dragged myself away from
these lovely surroundings once I had the
detailed, carefully written recipes for the
leaflet and the other, rather sketchy ones,
which
I'm giving you here, in Carrillo's
own words.
(Continued on page 107)

A

SATISFYING

DELICIOUS

JUST try the two menus suggested at
the right and see how your family
will relish them. They might not get
excited over ordinary ready -cooked
spaghetti. But they will over Franco American. They'll rave about its tangy,
tempting cheese-and-tomato sauce
made with eleven different ingredients
„ . . seasoned to savory perfection.
Franco- American has been called a

DISH

Franco
at home!
e spaghe
Try
today.
grocer Get
fromttiyour
Ameri
preparcan
these delicious spaghetti meals:
SERVES 3-COSTS 45 CENTS
Franco- American Spaghetti
Brussels Sprouts Buttered Squash
Hearts of Lettuce Salad
Brown Betty with Lemon Sauce
Tea
SERVES 3-COSTS
55 CENTS
Spaghetti Meat Scallop
(Casserole dish combining Franco-American
with 1V2 cups of any leftover meat, ground)
Butteted Beets Coleslaw
Fruit Cup Sugar (
Coffee

"millionaire's dish." Yet a can holding
three to four portions is usually no more
than ten cents — less than it costs to

Franco

MAIN

-American
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(Continued from page 58)

RomnncE
Romance. The vital, tender thrill
of young love is yours in the
March SWEETHEART STORIES.
Ten four-star glamorous tales
by outstanding romantic authors
are crammed into this mammoth issue.
Complete novelettes:
"Love is More Than Moonlight," winner of the $500.00
first prize in the Amateur
Writers' Contest.
"Valiant Lady" — She risked
her reputation, her happiness, to save a stranger in
distress.
"That Fatal Fascination" — A
kiss is bittersweet when the
man belongs to another
woman.
Continued Novel:
"Doctor's Wife," by Maysie
Greig. A thrilling new novel
of a girl who loved a married
man.
Short Stories:
"Never Say Sorry"
"Marry For Love"
"The Kiss That Told"
"Rich Boy Friend"
"The Wishing Pool"
" Co-Respondent'
•
All in the March issue of
SWEETHEART
ST0RIES1Q"nts
AT YOUR NEWSSTAND
100

costume are pictured. Anita Louise wears
the very new looking bolero jacket suit.
You'll meet up with boleros at every turn
this spring for they not only appear in
the suit field but for all sorts of daytime and evening combinations, too. Anita
Louise's skirt and bolero are made of a
jacket cleverly
bright navy blue wool, the
trimmed with the red, blue and yellow
print of the challis blouse.
A mixed woolen fabric is used for Sylvia Sidney's tailored suit. Helen Taylor
for her to wear in "You
designed this
Only Live Once." The striped piping for
the lapel and collar is a different detail
and the matching scarf makes an effective
vestee. Her small felt turban, trimmed
with grosgrain ribbon is an excellent hat
style for right now when you need a new
hat to bridge the gap between winter
models and the first straws.
For costume number three, there's _ the
important silk dress. This is one item
that can't be interchanged with something
else. It has to be included with any list
of four you may wish to select. The less
fussy detail it has and the simpler the cut,
the more ways you can change its personality with accessories, belts, jewelry, etc.
Elissa Landi's beautifully cut black silk
is just what the budget wardrobe cries
out for. The fabric and the cut make
the dress. The fabric is self-patterned
with a sheen that gives it the look of
taffeta. And the slim skirt will be smart
ed "swing" skirts
after the. exaggerat
long forgotten
The elbow-length sleeves,
are
winter, will make Elissa's
so new this
dress look spring-like later on. Gold or
colored beads, pearls, clips, flowers and
belts are all tricks to keep this charming
dress going smartly from one season to
another.
As I said earlier, I have put an evening gown on my list to make the fourth
costume. But this is entirely optional depending upon your individual needs. _ The
perfect budget evening gown is a simply
made crepe one with moderate cut to the
neckline and no exaggerated silhouette
details. Tulie Haydon's black crepe gown

net bolero is an exwith gold beaded
cellent example of what I mean. A gown
similar to this can be had for as low as
ten dollars. And the bolero is one way to
Like Elissa's
character
afternoon
simple. gown
party this
can be
change its dress,
can
none
that
so
es
accessori
its
by
varied
say, "Mary's wearing that old black crepe

reliable basic
NG is four
OSImes
CHOcostu
only such
part of the budget
story. Once you have them in your closet,
got to use the extra pennies on
you've !"
again
sories. If your funds are dwindling
acces
fast, figure out just how to get by with
the least possible bag, hat and shoe
changes. A good beret can double for
everything from sports to afternoon
clothes if you pick a plain dark one that
can be tricked up with pins, clips or a
feather. If you can't afford more than
ag, choose a good shape in calfone handb
skin rather than the more perishable suede
or antelope. And, believe it or not, one
pair of suede pumps and one pair of calf
oxfords will take you through a fall and
winter, provided you help them along with
brushing, polishing and new lifts for heels
the minute they wear down.
g of shoes, be sure to look closeSpeakin
ly at the two pairs shown on page 58.
They are the first smart steps toward
spring and a perfect investment right now.
If you would like to know the prices of
these and where to buy them, just send in
for my March Shopping Bulletin, the
coupon's at the end of this article waiting
for your name, address, etc. New spring
shoes go in for most attractive fabric and
color combinations. Instep cuts remain
high and there are loads of cut-out details
to give the airy open look that will be so
popular. Take that step-in pump, pictured.
It's made with a very dainty, feminine
silhouette. The body of the shoe is navy
blue gabardine — a fabric that will rate
of shoe models this spring
all sorts
—tops
andin the
trim is navy patent leather,
intricately patterned.
The tie is a perfect suit shoe and it

This net gay
bonof Virginia
Bruce's is like
the first robin;
it brings you
news
It's aof spring!
tricky
combination of
brown linen
trimmed with
bandings of
brown and
white bamboo.
The broad
brim, shallow
crown effect is
smart.
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-shows both the contrast of leathers and
color. Beige suede for the top of the
shoe with the toe and heel in reddish tan
calfskin. This particular tan is a variation of the London tan of last springto spring
it's deeper and more adaptable ing
laced
costume colors. The interest
trim of this tie is typical of the careful
n to detail which you'll find in
attentio
your spring shoes.
all
comStraps will be very good again this strap
ing season, some have a short T
design that is new and flattering to the
foot. Look for loads of patent leather,
both forming whole shoes and used as
trimming. The patent leather pump with
ations is being pushed as a classic
perforshoe.
suit
The spring shoe colors run something
like this: for street— black, navy, brown,
Chaudron (tan) and gray, also much beige
used in contrast with other colors and
find beige is goespecially black. You'll
ing to be s.very big both in accessories
and costume
While talking about shoes and their
colors, would you like to know what
stocking shades to pick for your early
a new stocking
shoes? aThere's
spring that
definite gold cast to it
has
shade
and it is suggested for wear with more
formal costumes now and with pastels and
white this summer. Two coppery tones
will be popular, one has a rosy cast and
the other is a really radiant copper shade.
The rosy colored copper is suggested for
wear with spring blues, coral and reddish
rust tones in clothes and with blue and
russet colored shoes. The brighter copper
tone is for costumes in the new rust and
copper tones, greens, navy, beige, brown
and black.
acThe rage for beige in clothes andbeige
cessories brings out a showing of
in the stocking lines, too. These hosiery
beiges run the gamut from a warm but
light tone, through the grayish shades to
the darker beige colors.

GLOVES take up the beige note, too,
and three distinct shades of it will
. There's
new. gloves
your which
r forcolor
popula
will be particucoffee
abe pale
larly effective with brown, black and the
Then there's
costumes.
in lookin
g pinky beige for
feminine
very shades
abright
more formal afternoon and evening costumes. Also a neutral beige for general
daytime wear. The glove designers stress
the point that beige gloves are not to be
worn with beige costumes, rather they
are to contrast with the bright and dark
shades of your clothes — they can match
your hosiery, if you like.
Buttons, tucking, stitching, perforations
and embroidery play a big part in glove
design, reflecting the details of costumes
and being allied with the trimmings of
shoes and bags.
Boleros and short jackets, either in plain
colors or with gay braid and embroidery
trimmings are an inexpensive and slick
way to perk up both silk and wool dresses
you are beginning to tire of. If you are
good with your needle, you can have a
supply of these jackets to vary all your
daytime and sports costumes. Remnants
of material can be picked up at this time
of the year which will make just such
jackets at a minimum of expense. That
crepe evening gown of Julie's, for
black
instance, could well have four or five different jackets, introducing bright color
accents.
Anne Shirley has different strings of
flower necklaces, or leis as they are called
in Hawaii. These are all made of artificial flowers and cost but little to make.
What they do for a plain evening gown
is worth dollars to the budget. The whole
secret of stretching your four basic cos-
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LOVELY, TOO!

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so gentle
and caressing, yet it goes right down
into each pore and removes every bit
of dirt and cosmetics . . . makes your
skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.
No wonder fastidious women everywhere now use nothing but this pure,
creamy-white soap for both the face and
bath. Why don't you use it too?

THE

ARISTOCRAT

OF

ALL

NOW ONLY lOt a» all drug,
department, and ten-cent stores
SOAPS
FINE
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Sam-Flash
SAVES WORK
-THE TOILET

N

GLISTENS
AND

GERMS

ARE

KILLED

You don't have to scrub and scour to
clean a toilet bowl. You don't even have
to touch it with your hands. Sani-Flush
is made especially to do this unpleasant
job for you. Just sprinkle a little in the
bowl. (Follow directions on the can.)
Flush the toilet and see stains and incrustations disappear. Spots vanish.
Odors go. Germs are killed.
Sani-Flush purifies the hidden trap
that no other method can reach JLt cannot injure plumbing. Sani-Flush is also
effective for cleaning automobile radiators
(directions on can). Sold by grocery,
drug, hardware, and five-and-ten-cent
stores — 25 and 10 cent sizes.
The Hygienic Products Co.,
Canton, Ohio.

Sani-Flush

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

hair at the ™ ^
HAIR
color your
COLOR andYOUR
Shampoo
WAY
SHAWPOany shade. Colors
sametime, won't
off. permits roots,
KOLORhair soft, rubnatural;
perm. wave.
leaves
Free Bock. Monsieur VaUigny. Dept. 39-B, »* W. 31 St.. N

nrQT FOR CARPET SWEEPERS, WASHING
DLO I MACHINES, WRINGERS, HINGES,
LOCKS, TOYS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, ETC.
3-IN-ONE
OIL
S RUST
PREVENT
LUBRICATES* CLEANS*
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tumes into a large wardrobe, is to be on
the lookout for fashion ideas and tricks
that can be copied for a song.
For daytime clothes, the gay peasant
accessories give a definite lift to the picture. Scarfs, painted wooden jewelry and
buttons, all the colorful gadgets of Tyrolian and Dalmatian inspiration lend themselves to such practical pepping up of your
clothes. The Dalmatian peasant theme
has an edge on the Tyrolian at the moment. It can be spotted in military looking jackets and sleeveless boleros worn
over brightly colored frocks — these are
braid trimmed and embroidered. Flat,
pillbox hats of bright felts are part of
this, too. If you add only touches of these
trends to your four classic costumes, you
never run the risk of investing too heavily
in a fad that will wane and leave you with
unwearable clothes on your hands.
Before signing off, I want to mention
that next month I am devoting my article
to news about fabrics and silhouettes for

Love

Comes

to

spring. You know how important it is
to have some sure-fire guide to lines of
dresses, suits and coats, as well as what
sort of fabrics will be the best investment
for you. Lots about silk prints, suit and
coat woolens, rayons, et al.
Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your March
Shopping Bulletin. Enclosed is a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Name.
Street.
City . .

Mary

State.

Pickford

(Continued from page 59)

have known. The young laughter of
Marilyn and my brother Jack, when they
were married here. The baby laughter of
Verna Chalif's boy, when he
my cousin
was christened here. The gentle laughter
of my mother, when she was pleased. The
gay laughter of Gwynne and her young
friends as they played, talked and studied.
The parties we've had. The plans we
electric laughter and
made. Jack Gilbert's
the kind, wise voice of Will Rogers . . .
"But now it is finished," Mary said, "and
a new life begins for me. I want it to be
new, in every way.
"I believe that we will build something
very sweet and very sound, Buddy and I.
Our tastes are fundamentally simple. We
are not 'party' people. We both love books
and gardens, music and games, a _ few
friends about us and family life. Neither
of us cares for formality or ostentation.
Both of us have worked hard and saved
Both of
our money 'against a rainy day.' own,
deour
us are family people, loving
voted to them. One of the things that first
drew me to Bud was his family life. For
Buddy and his mother and father, brother
and sister, remind me of the way Mama
and Lottie and Jack and I used to be when
we were all together — so close, so all for
one and one for all. I feel a member of
that's so
the Rogers'
so nice.family now, and
warm,
"Yes, we have the real things m common, Ithink. He is so sweet with me, so
.
protective, so gentle."
"Isn't he," I said, "just a little bit in
awe— oh, not of you, really, of coursebut of marrying Mary Pickford who is,
a world figure?"
after
Maryall,laughed aloud at that one. If he
s to
is," she said, "he certainly manage
ully. He— why, he bosses
conceal it beautif
me
!"
, ,_.
And Mary in a white crepe de chine
slack suit with navy blue tie and belt, her
famous fair hair clustered thickly about
her earnest, happy face, did not look very
awesome. She did look quite childishly
bossable.
"No," Mary said, in answer to my next
that
I really
question,
few days
a veryknow
untildidn't
be married
we would "no,
before Judge Rogers broke the news in
the papers back in their home town of
Olathe, Kansas. He was so cute about it,
the Judge. They tell me he looked like a

small boy who expects to be spanked. He
just couldn't keep it in, that's all. And it
didn't matter. What difference did
really
make? It was so.
it
"I was uncertain about our marriage
only because I felt that if Bud had to
his band we couldn't have any
travel with
kind of a home life. And I do not believe
in long-distance marin long riages.separations,
Icertainly would not want Bud to
give up his band, either. He has worked so
hard with it, built it up and he loves it.
He should not have to give it up— no man
should give up his work. But now I think
that he may go on the air with it, broadcasting from Hollywood. And if that works
out, our home life can be, for the most
I couldn't help thinking, as Mary
And uninterrupted!"
part,
desireto for
of her
band,
Buddy'swith
spoketo ofcontinue
do
though
it even
him
postor
sacrifice
so might have meant the
help
I couldn't
ponement oftheir
in their
people change
littlemarriage.
thinking how
I
is.
this
essentials and of how like Mary
and
false
couldn't help thinking, too, how
silly were the rumors which said that
Mary's refusal to travel with Douglas
Fairbanks was the major reason for their
separation and subsequent divorce.
For Mary did travel with Douglas,
world over. I know, I repractically the
member through the years a long series of
saying hello and goodbye to Mary as, from
ports East and West, she set sail with
Douglas. She travelled with him when,
so meant the
between you and me, to do sailed
for the
sacrifice of her health. She
Orient when she was ill and came back
weighing ninety pounds. She travelled with
Douglas by plane when to do so was
definitely risky, not to say dangerous. She
travelled with him when she should have
remained in Hollywood making pictures.
Douglas was wont to make one stupendous
on a year. One was all he needbig edproducti
to make, all he could afford to make on
the magnificent scale of his operations.
But Mary, making smaller, less spectacular
pictures should have made two or three a
year. She didn't. She deliberately upsacriand
ficed her career in order to "pick
■
"
go" with Douglas.
All of which is past history and oft the
record" really. An intensely dramatic part
of Pickford history, and the truth about
it which has never been told before. Never
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chairs and divans from the palaces of
kings.

really realized before, I think. And it is
analogous to this story only because it
reminds me, so forcibly again, of how
Mary has been, always, the woman before
the actress, the wife before the celebrity.
"I want to live in Buddy's house," Mary
was saying. She laughed and added, "If a
man zvants to build a home for his_ bride,
the least the bride can do is live in it—
and want to !
"Bud owns some property in the San
Fernando Valley. And this is our plan (it
was to be kept secret, but I'll tell it to
you). We hope to build a house in the valley, a new house, with everything in it new.
It will be a ranch type of house, comfortable,
not too rustic. A low, rambling and friendly house. It will not be formal and it will not
be pretentious, but it will be comfortable.
Everything in it will be the best — the important things, I mean, especially. We will
have the nicest rugs and carpets. We will
have the finest linens and silver, the gayest
and most decorative china. Not priceless
things nor museum pieces but comfy, livable things. We'll have big, deep chairs.
We'll have all kinds of games and bright
lamps big,
to light
themfireplaces
properly.upstairs
And we'll
have
practical
and
down.
"I shall take very little with me from
Pickf air. A very few of the things I myself
found and bought when I was abroad. And
the gifts from my friends all over the
world. I'll take an original Adam settee
in the
lowerfinehall,
my mother's
portrait,
one
or two
old mirrors
and chests
and
things I have grown to love too well to
leave. And a few of the books. That is
And without a
all."
of regret on her
on the priceless,
Barberini Palace

sigh, without a shadow
face Mary's eyes rested
beautiful table from the
in Rome, on boxes and

"Gwynne will be with us, of course,"
Mary said. "She is very fond of Bud and
he of her. And she is so happy for me.
Mrs. Lewis, my secretary and clear friend,
will be with us, too. And I shall take most
of the servants of Pickfair, who are members of the family now.
"We plan to raise polo ponies on the
ranch. Bud loves polo, you know. He is
playing this afternoon. And I shall be interested in the ponies, too, as I am interested in all young, growing things.
"And then, I'll have my garden. When
I walk about the gardens of Pickfair now
and watch the growing things and realize
that next year I shall not be here to see
the acacia trees turn golden, see how the
roses are 'doing,' I might well be a little
sad — and then I remember that gardens
are perennial, that I shall be planting new
gardens and watching things grow. And
I realize that all that matters is that there
is a garden.
"There is, happily," smiled Mary, "another Eden for me. Not the same. Different, of course, as no two friendships are
identical so no two loves are identical.
But because they are different does not
imply that they are less beautiful, less
precious, one than another.
"It will be fun, making a new home. I
think we shall have several homes, as a
matter of fact. Well, three or four, anyWe'll ahave
Then a we'd
like to way.
have
placetheat ranch.
Arrowhead,
big,
comfortable place all stocked with tinned
goods and things. A place to which we
could go and to which, also, we could give
the key to our friends and say to them,
'Go
up and
have and
a rest.
You'd
take on
a bottle
of milk
a steak
withbetter
you

The Dick Powells (Joan Blondell) step out to a premiere of
"Lloyds of London." Dick looks
contented, doesn't he?
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but you'll find everything else there.' And

BREAK
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BREATH

BEGINS

Tests prove that 76% of all people over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath ! And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.
Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause — the decayCOLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL
CftEAj

MAKES

TEETH

CLEANER

^

WSTH

THE

TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
enamel — makes teeth sparkle!

AND
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a beach house," Mary conthen, perhaps,
tinued, "and homes, all of them.
"I'll love shopping, planning and consulting together. I love homemaking and
so does he. I always have had a passion
for linen closets, lavender-scented, for arand planning menus. I'll
ranging flowers
have a new
home," Mary said, with her
bright, brand-new happiness lighting her
eager face, "where all kinds of lovely
things will grow and not," she said quietly, "not only flowers. ..."
I said, "But you'll entertain as you alhave, won't
"Of wayscourse,
we you?"
will," said Mary (she

TAKE

THE

SYRUP

T HAT

TO

THE

CLINGS
COUGH

ZONE

The right medicine for a cough (due to a
cold) is one that does its work where the
cough is lodged... that is, in the cough zone.
That's why Smith Brothers made their famous cough syrup thick, heavy, clinging. It
clings to the cough zone. There it does three
things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2)
throws a protective film over the irritated
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm. Get Smith
Brothers-it's safe! 35<? and 60<£.
'IT CONTAINS
This vitamin raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and coughA"
infections.
N

SMITH

always says "we," never "I"). "My friends
will "come to us as they always have come.
I've had such lovely wires, cables and
letters from everyone since our engagement was announced. I was a little afraid,
before we announced it. I alyou know,
ways am afraid when I take any new step,
however much I may want to take it. But
everyone has been happy for me.
"Yes, we'll entertain in the same way
as I did at Pickfair. For Pickfair, as I
think you know, and contrary to opinion,
always
a formal place. I've pleased,
has never been free
to do as they
left my guests
when and how they pleased. And there
are no people more informal and loving
informality more than titled persons,
famous persons of all kinds who have to
be formal most of the time. I remember,"
laughed Mary, "one time when a young
Duchess was a guest here. We were comparing heights. I told her that I am five
feet. She took the idea of the five feet
literally and believed that it meant five
times the length of her own foot. She
straightway stretched out on the floor of
my bedroom and put one foot on top of
the other five times and then exclaimed,
'Why, that is only half as tall as you are!'
I had to explain that a foot in our language is twelve inches ! It was really very
funny to see her stretched out there on
the floor, dinner gown and all. And I have
been at many a formal function where
distinguished guests have whispered, 'Let's
get out of here, we're bored stiff. Let's go
fun !'
and"Wehavewillsome
have fun," Mary stated, earnestly, "in the home which Bud and I will
build.
"I have no definite plans about my future work. Neither what, nor when, nor
how. Bud will have his band and he will
make pictures. I will produce again. I
may make a picture even. I may go on
the air and I may write. I certainly shall

do something. I believe that everyone
should have his work, his own interests,
not be dependent entirely upon the interests or work of anyone else. That kind of
marriage runs the danger of becoming too
possessive, too parasitic.
"I plan to close Pickfair — or sell it. I
couldn't lease it. It has been suggested that
Pickfair should be made into a museum
because so much interest has been shown
in it. Many thousands of tourists have
entered these gates, which have never been
closed. But I feel that the money it would
take to endow it and maintain it as a
museum should be put to more practical
use. The world today needs homes even
and mumore than it needs monuments
seums. Ishould like to use the money for
a home for picture people — but not Pickadaptable
isn't and
suitable,
it isn't
fair, use—
actressesto
actors
for it
a home
this
of the screen who are old or ill, tired and
discouraged. A place to which they could
go, paying a little or not at all. A home
to which they could feel that they had the
right, earned by all the amusement, all
the laughter, all the surcease they had
given the world in bygone years, in better
times.
"I should like it to be a place where my
people could be together, not strewn about,
houses and hotel rooms.
lonely, in boarding
I'd like the home to have projection
could see
machines so that thein 'family'
touch with things.
current pictures, keep
I should like to have a game room called
the Jack Pickford Room. I should like it
to have a living-room, sunny and warm
called the Charlotte Pickand
Room. And over the fireplace, in that
ford hospitable,
room, I should like to hang my mothers
"would
Mary,
said than
to me,"
This,better
picture.
perpetuatpurpose
serve a far
musuem.
a
ing Pickfair as
"I should like to sell Pickfair. But if I
sell it, it must be to the right people, to
I should
people Itocanbuyfeelit,'belong.'
witha
family like
a happy
familv
rewould_ like
laughter
so thatwalls.
I would
people
young main
within these
sensitive, appreciative people to buy it so
that they might find pleasure in the lovely
things and in all the love and care which
have gone into Pickfair. I would want the
I have gone,.,to
be happy."
,
who live here after
people

Later, we stood together on the white
hills. Mary said,
portico, overlookingtalktheabout
our marriage
"I didn't intend to
at all. And then I thought I'd like you to
tell all of my friends how it is with me.
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Daughter,

Myrna

Loy

(Continued from page 35)
IT is my theory that parents do not deserve the privilege of picking their children's
wished
that to
my be son
would be a futures.
doctor,I but
he wanted
an
artist. Myrna first believed she would be
a great dancer. Her father said it was
all right for her to go to dancing school;
he recognized that aesthetic dancing embodies the finest ideals of art and music.
He declared she might dance at benefits,
at Elk banquets to which we went. But
"No daughter of mine is going to be a
chorus girl !" He fancied all professional
dancers were just chorus girls, and of
questionable morals.
When Myrna was ten we took a trip
to California. We were shown through
one of the major studios and watched
them take an elaborate sequence in which
a small girl broke out of a fancy egg and
danced exquisitely. That inspired Myrna;
she saw what she might do if she could
excel in dancing.
We spent the next winter in California.
Then back to Helena where Myrna continued dancing lessons at a convent. A year
after Mr. Williams' death I had a severe
attack of pneumonia and the two children
and Iter.came
W^est a again
warm Hills,
winWe bought
house forin the
Beverly
the same one I still live in, and stayed on
permanently. My sister joined us, and
Auntie Lou has been like a second mother
to Myrna.
I sent her to Westlake, an exclusive
girls' school in Los Angeles, and then to
Venice High School. She hated mathematics, but was crazy about dramatics and
English.
Myrna never had many dates all the
time she was in high school. She didn't
want them — not enough, at least, to powder over her freckles and use make-up and
turn flapperish. If you've assumed that all
film actresses must be gaudy butterflies,
you're wrong. Myrna wasn't, and isn't.
She had her silent crushes that she'd
tell only me about. But she was too shy
and indifferent to let boys guess that she
was interested.
High school boys were too carefree to
hold her interest. She admired men who
had an aim in life, who were diligently
preparing for splendid tomorrows. Indeed,
with one exception Myrna has always
been attracted to older men.
SHE graduated from high school when
she was sixteen. She was very restless,
yearning to do something but not sure
where her destiny lay. Then one morning
a girl friend came over and said she had
had a call from Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, then the show spot of the state. Why
didn't Myrna come along and try out for
the new prologue, too? Here was something tangible, and Myrna rushed to me.
Well, I asked myself, why not? She
would most likely not get a job, but why
spoil her fun! However, I sincerely felt
she had a true talent for dancing. I had
taken her to see the great dancers when
they gave recitals. She had gone into
ecstasies over Pavlowa. I had accompanied
her at the piano when she danced at benefits, and when there was an orchestra I
had even gone into the pit and played
especially for her.
When the telephone rang later that day
I learned she had been hired and her

•© "Good grief, Mr. Giraffe, what a perfectly terrific rash you've
got! You're broken out all over, even on your tail. And your neck's a
sight! When a person has so much neck, it must he awful!"

• "/ can remember when I used to have rashes.. . Boy, did I itch!
In those days before we had Johnson's Baby Powder, there ivere
times when I felt like jumping right out of my skin!"

9 "But take a look at me now! Not a rash or a chafe anywhere since
we've been using that soft, downy Johnson's. You try it— and see if
it doesn't knock the spots off you, too!"

® "Feel a pinch of my Johnson's— isn't it smooth and
slick? Not a bit gritty like some powders. It keeps my
skin as fine as silk!". . . That's the best protection
against skin infections, Mothers! And Johnson's Baby
Powder is made of the finest Italian talc ...no orrisroot. Ahvays keep Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream
baby ?tyt°r!1
s oath-basket,
too!
Q
new brunswick
Q new jerssy
^
n^M^
^rvi
1 y°Urf
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SIX-TWELVE
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prepared in France
Silky, heavy eyelashes that look naturally
beautiful. Get them from this Improved
creamy mascara . . . Never makes you look
made-up . . . Permanent, runproof, smudge
proof ... in black, brown, blue, green.
Complete Eye Make-up requires
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friend hadn't! And so Myrna began
careering. She danced twice a day in the
prologues for a year and a half. Those
weren't cheap.
Grauman's
she met atwas
girls
about
very particular
Sid Grauman
his troupe, and Myrna always came
straight home after performances.
She isn't socially inclined, but she isn t
had a houseshy with friends. We always
ful, it seems. The other striving youngsters
Myrna met, artists and musicians and
embryonic movie stars, came to our place.
We didn't entertain formally; they'd roll
up the rugs and dance to phonograph
crowd
play silly games,They
records. They'd to
all
make candy.
into the kitchen
had burning artistic ambitions, and they
shared their plans with her.
We haven't lost track of those old
some haven't.
chums.
pops up unexpectedly,
friendsucceeded,
old have
Many anSome
to Myrna's delight.

warned her; I never had to. She was
blessed with common sense. When she
was waiting for buses or street cars to
come home after the show, for instance,
no one tried to give her a ride. Obviously,
trite,
It's wants
up. she
want to be picked as
she didn't
but
him ato.man treats a woman

Myrna always felt she was in love with
this one or that one— those silent crushes
I mentioned. One time a friend of mine,
in the oil business, said he had an acquaintance, a prominent business man,
whom Myrna would find just the sort she
wanted for a husband. I told him to save
his breath. For Myrna was so wrapt up
that she couldn't care
in her professionwasn't
in it, too. When
for a man who
she met Arthur Hornblow, and I began
hearing about him, I knew that at last
she had really fallen in love.
Her husband isn't an opposite type. ^He
things. He's a
Myrna
and
is. He, too, would
she same
as the
justlike
student,
rather read than fritter away time. He
has a genuine respect for the arts; his
father was a producer of the best dramas
in the theatre and he is carrying on in the
same way in the pictures he produces.
He is a home man, also, and that binds
them together in a common bond. They
are completing a beautiful Early American
farmhouse in Hidden Valley, a fortydrive from the city, and they've
minute
schemed out every minute detail together.
It isn't to be a Hollywood palace; it
centers about a five-acre farm where they
can establish a family life to their liking.
The outstanding word I can think of to
describe it is that it will be comfortable.
Myrna's like a child about the swimming
it exactly like an old
pool—
ng holebuilt
!
swimmithey've

e
the episod
forget
I can't
, tinos
TAI
CERof
its of
ng portra
, notici
Valen
theNLY
Myrna at a Boulevard photographer's. She
never hides her freckles, and she won't
with make-up for the street. But she's
fuss
always been a dreamer, lured by her active
imagination into visualizing herself the
opposite of the straightforward self that
she is. The lovely dancing costumes in one
prologue captured her eye, and she had
similar cosgraphs made in
some photoValen
NEW YORK
YOR
HOUSE OF PINAUD
tinos had a sudden hunch
tume. The
that she could become the captivating
exotic they needed for the picture Natacha
Rambova "Valentino was to make.
meanU
Myrna had done some extra work
A
V
A
S
while. The girls at the theatre occasionally
danced in pictures. She was fascinated at
the idea of this new future. So she
cM-cLdf ROUGE
serenely quit her job, although Natacha
ely promised her
Rudy hadn't
and coveted
the
lead. absolut
moderately. As a proTHEY entertainnatur
ally has certain obOne of Myrna's salient traits is her
ducer, Arthur
gements, but
optimism. She's hadher discoura
care for
ligations, but Myrna still doesn't Perso
to be dismayed for
I've never known
nales.
parti
-up
dress
and
clubs
night
is
She
.
moments
brief
more than a few
always been very fond of dancing
I've
ly,
endowed with a quiet self-confidence. But
and mixing with people. I used to feel she
more valuable is her dogged determination.
was missing something by being so stuShe never relied on mere luck. I know
dious. But she'd reply, "How can I miss
she hasn't been lucky! She has worked
me?"
what means nothinghadto to
was
she's had. Sheartists.
acquire style.
for every advance
Myrna hasn't
many
are
as
moody,
nor
lazy,
never
so artistic, she's had a natural eye
Being
had.
help she's
she's grateful
Oh,
least
the buys
isn't
without
anywhere
But she
getsthe
lines. about
no one for
properagant
Of course,
for extrav
. She
clothes
bit
are
who
those
from
boosts
recognition and
many dresses ready-made in Los Ange es
stores She wears sports things mostly.
convinced of one's possibilities.
When she went to Paris two years ago
the role in Natacha's proShe won
duction, but Rudy died and the film was
she didn't return with a lot of clothes;
never released. However, Warners signed
by labels and she didnt
she isn't awed mo
s.
can saw as de
her, much to her surprise and joy. She
well as our Ameri-.
like what she
y
first
This dry rouge is so smooth ... its particles so extremel
That
way.
the
by
isn't superstitious,
fine . . . that it melts right into the skin and remains
contract came on a Friday, the 13th!
She didn't have a great deal of fight in
freshly blushing from dawn till dawn. Five lovely
with
furious
was
family
father's
She still isn t forHer
her when she started.develo
shades, to match Savage lipstick: tangerine, flame,
ped spunk as
to know why
ng
has
demandi
she
wrote,
but
ward
stores.
They
cent
me.
ten
all
at
20C
jungle.
blush,
,
natural
she's climbed, realizing that she has to
I was permitting Myrna to go ahead like
this. Her father had left us enough to
speak up for her rights in such a comlive on; she didn't have to do bits m the
petitive business.
movies, be "exposed" to the pitfalls of a
her own roadshe astill
them,
y,
to
n
Toda
um-psriced one. bhe s
career. I didn't pay any attentio
medidrive
ster and it's
knew
I
for I sympathized with Myrna.
still' canny with her salary, investing it
that no one could hurt her against her
all and
upset
so
carefully. She isn't a show-off atry.
were
who
those
will. Today, all
Her
jewel
much
t
hasn'
she
why
s
that'
are so proud of her progress.
let
brace
little
y
funn
a
is
favorite piece
Many mothers question me as to what
a pinis
it
on
ng
Stru
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gave
ur
Arth
I advised my daughter about men. I was
point diamond engagement ring, a tiny
so during
overly
Not
.
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This

Caballero

Can

Cook!

(Continued from page 99)
FRIJOLES

Take small pink Spanish beans. Wash
well, drain and put into large saucepan.
Cover with water, about two inches over
the top, add a pinch of soda and soak
overnight. Next day add as much water
as has evaporated and boil three hours
in the same water— or until beans can be
crushed between thumb and forefinger.
Fry a couple of finely chopped onions in
vegetable shortening. Add the beans which
have been well drained, crushing them
slightly with the flat of a spoon. Add salt
and Ya pound ordinary store cheese, grated,
also 1 tablespoon chili powder or essence
of ground chili. Cook gently until cheese
has melted and mixture is well blended.
SALSA

SAUCE

Take peeled tomatoes, green peppers and
onions, chop very fine and cook in a little
water with some vinegar added to it. Season highly with salt and pepper.
BARBECUED

MEAT

Get the biggest, tenderest steaks you can
lay your hands on and cut about three to
four inches thick. Cook on iron bars over
barbecue pit, filled with glowing coals.
While meat is cooking, you swab it with a
sauce made of olive oil, parsley and garlic,
using a little stick on which is attached a
be really Spanish. Serve
you'd
rag, if
with
Salsa
Sauce.
TORTILLAS

Take flour, water and butter, or lard.
Knead very thoroughly, then make into
little balls about half the size of your
hand. Flatten these out on hot griddle to
about the thickness of a blotter. When
partially browned, flop them over and
brown partially on other side. Corn meal
or part corn meal may be substituted for
the flour.
forgot to men(Note: As Mr. Carrillo
tion the proportions of flour, water, etc.,
I'm going to suggest that for your Tortillas you try a recipe that I have used which
calls for 2 cups of flour, 1 teaspoon of
salt, 2 tablespoons shortening and^ approximately Y2 cup warm water. Mix in the
order given, knead well, allow to stand at
room temperature for yi hour, knead again
and proceed as directed in previous recipe.)
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{Continued from page 43)
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• Disagreeable surface pimples and ugly blotches
when
caused by irritation are so embarrassing just about
you want to look your best. Stop worrying
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you free
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what Poslam will do for your skin.
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cost. No obligaMake this amazing test. Free. No
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Your hair takes on new
color and lustre when you
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous— easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on moneyback guarantee. Or test it Free.
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radically different from the Russian notion, where an old injury rankles within
a man's mind for years. Also, American
humor seemed to be founded on ridicule
of the adversities of life. It waseasy for
me to launch into that vein, anxious as I
was to forget the life that I had led in
my childhood. Around home I clowned.
In the theatre, though, which I joined
when I was nineteen, I was always cast
in tragic or villainous roles. After eight
years in Hollywood, the films have at last
discovered that I am a comic. But when
I act funny for the camera, I am not acting. I am doing just what I do around
the house or at parties. I'm getting paid
for being myself, not for acting."
If Auer's professional problem seems
complex, the break that brought him
cinema attention is not. If Gregory LaCava had not remembered, as he was making "My ofMan
thatMischa
one ofAuer,
the
members
his Godfrey,"
cast, namely,
had a panicking "gorilla act," and that he
had seen it eight years before at a Hollywood party, Mischa would probably still
be not more than a glorified bit player.
There is one reservation to this. About
the time of "Godfrey," Rouben Mamoulian
cast Auer as a strong, silent Indian, with
marked satiric overtones, in "The Gay
Desperado." All Auer had to do was to
walk around with a heavy expression, a
colorful blanket, dank locks, a sugar-loaf
hat perched atop his head (in 133-degreeArizona-desert temperature) and, without
saying a word, express disapproval at the
waning savagery of Mexican banditry.
Auer said for a month he did nothing but
lift heavy lids and drop them, witheringly,
until he was ready, in his own words, to
"commit suicide from boredom."
Mischa didn't do away with himself,
however. Instead, when the two films,
"My Man Godfrey" and "The Gay Desperado," were released, one on the heels
of the other, a new discovery loomed on
the Hollywood horizon.

RED, pale-faced and
TNUT
CHES
eyed-HAI
blackAuer accepts the news that
funny man with
ood'ssm newest
Hollywfatali
he
the issame
that he accepted his
mother's death, of typhus in Constantinople; his flight from Russia with her
when word reached them that she was on
) exa Chekov (Bolshevik Secret Police
ecution list; that his father had died on a
battlefield of the Russo-Japanese War;
that, at twelve, he was to be taken with a
trainload of children to Siberia as a Communistic child-rearing experiment.
Utterly modern, entirely disillusioned,
but not at all lacking in a warm, friendly
interest in the human race, Auer furls his
mournful eyelids and hopes that his success doesn't mean that he will have to attend Hollywood premieres. While he
likes a lot of chi-chi about his dinner table
— gold plates, fine porcelains, finer linens,
he lives simply, dresses simply, and is entirely happy with his Canadian-born wife,
the former Norma Tillman, and their
three-year-old son, Tony.
"I didn't marry for love, you know," he
answers a question. "I married for companionship. My wife is the grandest and
the funniest person in the world. She
clowns around as much as I do, and we're
Auer. to fame
always
other claims
Auer has continues
Mischalaughing,"
He is a
success.
film
recent
his
besides
HunAuer,
grandson of the late Leopold

garian-born, Russian-naturalized violin instructor toJascha Heifetz, Mischa Elman,
Efram Zimbalist. More than that, with
his parents'
tragic
deaths,
his adopted
grandfather, who died
in 1930,
legally
him and Mischa assumed his name. Young
Auer's real name is Ounskowski. His
mother was Leopold Auer's daughter.
Mischa, which is short for "Michael," has
it figured out that he has Hungarian, Russian, Swedish and Jewish blood.
"Little Michael" was born in St. Petersburg. To this day Mischa (pronounced
"Mee-sha") refuses to mention the city of
his birth by any other name, although
through successive political changes it has
become Petrograd and Leningrad. In
1917, when he was twelve, the Red Revolution burst with all its horror upon Russia.
Mischa's family was "petty nobility."
They were entitled to a crest and a crown
with five prongs on it. Barons had seven
prongs on their crowns ; counts, nine.
Tastefully, the Ounskowskis made no use
of their small title, preferring to remain
upper-class bourgeoisie. Nevertheless,
when revolution broke, Mischa and_ his
mother were immediately listed as aristocrats.
To make all men equal was the Communists' ideal, so, with a number of other
children of aristocratic families, Mischa,
at twelve, was hauled off to Siberia to be
raised according to Communistic principles. Fortunately for the children, it was
spring when this idea took form. Spring
in Siberia is not as bad as winter in that
far north land. It was bad enough, however.
But the children, as youngsters often do,
became their own saviors. They snatched
food as they could, robbed, stole, begged,
and soon proved a nuisance to the very
for theirto transhad fromhigh
people who formation
littlehopes
aristocrats
little
Communists. They were soon bundled
back onto a train and returned to their
homes.

his
with they
againSoon
at being
ived.
joy short-l
mother
A'S was
MISCH
were fleeing for their lives. In the days
regime, Madame Ounsof the Czarist
kowski had been active socially. One of
her activities had been that of patroness
for a musicale. The list of patrons had
been headed by one of the Grand Dukes.
Scouring about for signs of treason on
the parts of their newly-created comrades,
the Chekov discovered an old letterhead
listing the sponsors of the musicale. The
Grand Duke's name was enough to direct
suspicion to the patrons and patronesses.
Soon the police were searching for all perhead. sons whose names appeared on the letterWeeks later the Ounskowskis found
themselves in Turkey. They made their
way to Constantinople, then occupied by
the British Expeditionary Forces. By the
time he was fourteen. Mischa was serving
the British Army. He was not actually
fighting, but there was plenty of leg work
tinople.
the eager youngster could do in Constan-

His mother, too, soon founded a hospital on a nearby island in the Black Sea.
It was for refugees, and Mischa joined her
Mischa's life,
staryly of
But the
there. should
end on a fairly
ordinari
which
s fourIn Mischa'
n
in Souther
happy note,
typhus on.raged
teenth yearspeeds
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Europe. People died like flies. One of
the victims was Mischa's mother.
Grief might have overwhelmed many a
youngster of his age, but Mischa had long
since stopped shedding tears. Crying was
a waste of time in the midst of the colossal desolation that his generation had
been born into. Mischa prepared to do
the last thing he could for his mother . . .
bury her. It was Sunday, and the Sabbath in Turkey is religiously celebrated.
Not a shop was open. No one worked.
He could get no dray to carry a casket to
where his mother's body lay. He walked
to the casket-maker's shop and carried his
mother's casket home on his back. It was
a muscle-tearing, heart-breaking task, but
he did it.
Left alone in the midst of pestilence,
Mischa thought how he might escape. A
in his mother's beremained
few jewelslongings,
which he sold. Then he found
his way to Florence, Italy, where a girlhood friend of his mother's lived, married
to a local attorney. They welcomed the
haggard lad; fed him, clothed him, then
cabled his grandfather, Leopold Auer, in
New York. The music master sent for
his orphaned grandson.

HERE, again, should come a happy
ending to a terrible childhood, but,
no. Grandpa Auer's secretary met the
wrong boat, and Mischa was shunted into
Ellis Island. Mischa's first impressions
of America were not pretty. Characteristically, he holds nothing against anyone for. that experience. Incredible episodes- in his life have left him numb to
trivial discomforts. Then, too, don't forget the natural fatalism of the Russians,
"What is to happen, will happen, and
nothing you can do will stop it . . ."
In New York, Mischa's life at last became that of the normal youngster. He
enrolled in the Ethical Culture School, a
private institution, concerned with progressive ideas in education. At nineteen
Mischa went on the stage. That seemed
to be his life work. Now he wants to become a director. He is not without experience in this work. In the East he
conducted his own summer stock company, giving one-act plays. On Broadway, he appeared in "The Wild Duck,"
"The Riddle Woman," "The Kibitzer."
Touring with the Bertha Kallich players
brought him to Los Angeles in 1928. Once
there, he entered films ; displayed villainy
in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," "Clive of
India," and others. Now, under longterm contract, Universal has him doing a
comedy Hamlet in a night club set-up,
with a negro Greek chorus, interpolating
and adding the syncopated note, in "Top
of the Town." He recites the Soliloquy,
and the skull is electrically lighted, the eye
sockets blinking on and off. Mischa, with
irony, relishes the idea immensely. Also,
the "ham" film
part atof the
he relishes
actor
that he the
is doing,
same moment,
Star."
a
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You've only one throat to last you a lifetime.
And there's only one cigarette with a touch
of "mild menthol" to keep it cool and easy.
You and KGDLS ought to get together. First,
because it's a magnificent blend, judged on
tobacco quality alone. Second, because without spoiling that fine tobacco flavor, the mild
menthol makes each puff as stimulating as
a breath of fresh air in a stuffy room. Finally

I 1

— the coupon on each pack! Save 'em for
stunning gifts. (Offer good U. S. A. only.)
And there are extra coupons with every
carton! Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.
TUNE IN JACK PEARL (Baron Munchausen)
NBC Blue Network, Mondays 9:30 P.M., E.S.T.
f A

citizens. His favorite author is the typiGene Fowler. Auer's bigcally American besides
gest, surprise,
that of his sudden
picture popularity, came when an Eastern
publisher turned down a lengthy version
he had written about his hectic life. The
publisher undoubtedly thought that he was
exaggerating. That is exactly what
Mischa would not bother to do. Why
should
he, when,
devastating
than in'-'his
fiction?case, truth is more
. . . Next month — exclusive fashion
pictures of Anita Louise, taken at
her home.

Oneida Community Par Plate Silver.
Pot, 150 coup. Cream, Sugar Set, 375

RALEIGH CIGARETTES... NOW

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B &Wpremium booklet, No. 13

Bread Tray — Oneida Community Par
Plate Silver; 14 in. long, 200 coupons
AT POPULAR PRICES ...ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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PERMANENT
WAVE

YOUR

HAIR
YOURSELF
HOME.
A COMPLETE
PERMANENT

AT

• Hollywood's amazing
home permanent wave,
requires no machines, no
heat, no electricity. As
easy to use as dry curlers,
yet lasts as long as ordinary expensive permanents; gives you 50 lovely, lasting waves; saves
time and money and is
actually good for the hair.
Use Endura tonight.
At department and drug stores.

ENDURA

ENDURA TEN CURL— 25c
— gives you 10 beautiful waves.
TEN CURL
Permanent wave those newly
grown CURL.
locks with
ENDURA
TEN
It makes
this
SET . 25c
troublesome hair behave.
ENDURA CORP., Hollywood, Calif.
Learn Profitable Profession
in OP days at Home
Salaries fofes ion ofMen
and Women
Swedish
Massape inrunthe asfascinating'
high 2s $40pro-to
$70 perfices.week
but
many
prefer
to
open
tneir ownsaniof- ■
incomes
from Doctors,
tariums Large
clubs
and private
patients hospitals,
come to those
whoqualify through
our training.
Reducrich
for specialfy>-. v. ing aloneists.offers
chartsrewards
and
are
given withAnatomy
our course.
Writefsupplies
or details
National College of Massage &
Physio
N. AshlandHi.
^Si
Avenue,- Therapy,
Dept. 366,20 Chicago,

What

made

their

grow?
hair
Here is the Answer
"New Hair tarao after I began using Kotalko, and kept
on growing," writes Mr. H.
A. Wild. "In a short time
I had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever
since."
luxhas using
Mary H.uriantLittle
hair now also
after
Kotalko. Tet for years her
s it,of"was
as she
head,bare
my
the back
as describe
as
hand."
woand
men
other
Manymen attest that hair has
stopped falling excessively,
dandruff has been decreased,
new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where
roots were alive, after using
Kotalko to stimulate scalp
action.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
Kotalko?
Encourage new
growth of hair to live on
sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.
To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,
FREE BOX
for men's, women's and children's hair. Use coupon.
Kotalko Co., B-75, General P. 0., New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.
Name
Full Address
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fattening foods the same way. Don't jolt
pampered system by a worldjar your
and
change in diet right off.
shaking
I would say that two weeks after your
big resolution goes into effect, you ought
to be on a sensible reducing diet, sticking
to it faithfully, and not minding it a
particle. That means fruit or fruit juice,
a slice of thin toast, and one cup of black
coffee for breakfast. Clear soup and a
salad for lunch. A dinner consisting of a
decent-sized piece of broiled or roasted
lean meat, two or three green vegetablesall you want of them — and a non-fattening
dessert. According to the urgency of your
weight-losing problem, you can tighten or
slacken this diet schedule. If you're not
you can have a
such an enormous person,'
piece of pie or cake or a small dish of ice
cream now and then or a couple of softboiled eggs at breakfast time.

N girls should be eating three
THI
healthy, nourishing meals a day and
liking it. A breakfast of fruit, cereal with
cream and sugar, two boiled or poached
eggs), a couple of
eggs (if you can eat
slices of toast with butter and jam, and a
beverage. Luncheon may be light, but must
be nourishing. A thick soup. A salad of
dish
greens or mixed fruits. Or some hot
instead of the salad, these cold days. A
simple dessert and a glass of milk. Another
glass of milk, or a malted drink with an
of the
egg beaten up in it, in the middleoffice
. A
afternoon or when you leave the
dinner consisting of a soup, any broiled
or roasted meat (and liver is good for you,
if you're anaemic), two green vegetables
with butter on them, a starch, a salad if
you want it, and for dessert a light pudding,
, plain cake, or custard. No
ice cream
e at night.
coffe
If you're worried about your complexion,
remember that diet is half the battle.
Green vegetables, fruit, and fruit juices
should form the bulk of your diet, with
a couple of glasses of milk every day if
vou're not a fat girl. Drink lots of water.
Try cutting down to a minimum on coffee
and cigarettes and see if that muddy look
doesn't disappear like magic.
Please don't be lazy about cleansing
your face thoroughly and meticulously before you go to bed. Most of the skin damage in this world is caused by dirt and
ingrained make-up. And, aside from that,
if your skin is over-dry, over-oily, or
broken out, you should apply corrective
measures to do good work for you while
of a
you're asleep. And that reminds me many
swell new beauty whats-it which has
virtues and no faults, as far as I can find.
Maybe I'd better start a new paragraph
on this, for I want to explain one small
point rather carefully.
excellent cream and
THERE'S an by
these people. Both
powder made
antiseptic, corhave
r
powde
and
cream
the
rective qualities and are just the thing
for you if you want to doctor your skin
and at the same time, not have to go
around looking like a fright without make-r
up. I have some samples of the powde
which I will be glad to send to you. I
haven't any samples of the cream, but
would be glad to give you the name of it
ive
expens
It isn't
buy it.worth
wish to
if you
penny.
every
is good—
it really
and
Now here's what I want you to do, if
the powder and the
you'd like a sample ofFill
in the coupon at
name of the cream:
the end of this article and address your

request to Beauty Department, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New York,
N. Y. Leave off the Mary Marshall entirely. This is simply to speed up the handenclose
needn't for
these requests.
ling
of
return postage
in yourYourequests
this
sample, either. No, remember that : if you
want the sample, just fill in the coupon
and paste it on a penny postcard, if you
like, addressed to "Beauty Department," as
I've told you. If you wish to write to me
about other things, then address another
letter to Mary Marshall and enclose^ a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
powder, incidentally, comes in all the regular shades, so state what shade you desire.
Use it just like any powder — but pul-leeze,
pul-leeze, if your skin is in bad shape, use
fresh bits of cotton to powder your face
and toss away that grimy, if beloved, old
puff. I know — I know — nothing gets
powder on as slick and smooth as that
dear old dilapidated lamb's wool puff, but
you must expect to make some sacrifices in
this world, you know.
Here I am, as usual, with eighteen things
I want to talk about and insufficient time
to do any one of them justice. But M. M.
does want to say a thing or two about
general grooming.
First, if your funds are limited, do
everything you can do well enough all by
yourself. Shampoos. Waves. Manicures.
I'm not trying to put the beauty parlors out
of business, but I do think, when you must
count the pennies, that beauty parlor assistance should be saved for the time when
you really need it. And then— and then,
my hearties, don't skimp and pinch by going to a cheap, second-rate place. You
can't
economize
a permanent,
as I've
said five
thousandontimes.
But any gal
can
hair. toAnd,
ownlearn
shampoo
at all, shehercan
set ifa she's
wave.handy
She
can get a professional manicure every two
weeks, instead of every week, and keep
her nails up to par herself in the interim.
The too-common method is to dash to the
manicurist of a Saturday afternoon — have
looking mitts for two days — and
beautiful
then let the old wear and tear of soap and
keys or what-have-you
or typewriter
watertheir
do
dirty work without attempting
in the least to keep one's nails looking
presentable. The cuticle oil made by that
well-known manufacturer of manicure aids
is grand for keeping the nails looking nice.
The cream polishes are so easy to apply
that you can change your polish frequently. Likewise, the various wave-sets
will do wonders to help you keep a permanent in order — and you save that fifty
or seventy-five cents every time you use
it. The soapless shampoos are grand for
the quick shampoos in between the thorough shampoos. The little net; caps to
a wave
"save"
will Oh,
nightstime.
bed of long
to
wear
a surprisingly
yeah, sure,
beauty
in
you read about these things
columns and in the ads and you think,
"I'll get one of those — some time. I'll do
that— some time." Don't talk about itdo it!

l groomi
generacan
HER
ber point
ANOT
you
see ng:
others
that of
remem
from every angle. We're too much inclined
to regard ourselves in one dimension only.
Your hair, for example, may look swell,
front view, with that bang, _but scrutinize
don'ta
andhave
it carefu
If you
hat. view
witha aside
bangfrom
thelly
wear
roll curl at the back of your neck, make
sure it doesn't cut you off too much —
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'make you look as if you had no neck, in
other words. Remember to blend the powder down into your neck when you powder
your face. How many necks I do see of
-a slightly different shade from the face.
It looks very odd, to others, even though
youA don't
it yourself.
little think
while ofback
I said I was going
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Complexions
bloom

at

that

the

need

touch

of

coaxing
these

to refer to the five gals on pages 52 and
reflection, I don't
on further
53. Well,
know
just exactly
what helpful suggestions
I can cull from them. They're picture
people, after all, and they live in a picture
world. They have advantages which you
have not. But these few things may give
you an inspiration or two.
The first time I met Olivia de Havilland,
she was no more like the girl she is today
than I'm like Shirley Temple. That quiet,
rather mousey, not particularly well dressed
youngster, is now an exquisite girl. You
might think nothing could change those
lovely soft brown eyes, but careful eyebrow grooming has enhanced them. And
she has learned to speak more slowly.
And she wears her hair off her face.
These seem like small points, but they've
definitely glamorized her personality.
Olivia's hair is the same color it has
always been and she doesn't wear a lot of
goo and make-up off-screen. The changes
she has made in herself have been natural,
sensible changes.
I can say nothing in praise of young
Beverly Roberts except that, one year ago,
I'd never heard of her and now I know
she's going places. The only answer to
that is the amount of work the youngster
has put in in one year. Dancing lessons,
singing lessons, lessons in speech. And
when she's not working, she's sitting on
the set watching others work and learning
what she can from them.
When Rosalind Russell started out to
carve a career for herself, she chose one
thing to specialize in. She wore good
clothes. She realized sensibly that, though
good-looking,
she faith
wasn'tin world-shakingly
beautiful. She had
her own talents
— but there are thousands of talented
girls. So she concentrated on clothes and
theatrical producers came to depend upon
her when they wanted a smart, chic person, if it were only for a "bit." And now,
as you can see for yourself, Roz ain't
bits no mo'.
playing
Gail Patrick
has always been a really
strikingly good-looking girl, but nobody
paid much attention to her until recently.
I think it's because she has pared off all
trimmings from her clothes and has made
her coiffure rather simple and severe.
And, finally, my chillun, Alice "Cutiepie" Faye offers a small hint to all small,
cute, cuddly girls. Alice is still small, cute
and cuddly, but changing the violent
platinum hair to a more believable shade
has helped to make her sweeter — more —
well, I guess "refined" is the only word.
Beauty Department,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Please send, at absolutely no cost
to me, a sample of the powder in
shade and the name of the
cream recommended by Mary Marshall.
Name
Street Address
City

State
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Skin

GERMS CAUSE BLEMISHES
MOST OFTEN HERE

Why let searing dryness age your
skin or blemishes shadow your
beauty? Keep your skin fresh and

Clogged
the near
nose the
. . mouth
. invisible
breaks in pores
the dryon skin
...
the tiny hair follicles of the brow. At these
3mostplaces,
likely especially,
to invade blemish
the skin - germs
and set are
up
an infection. Woodbury's Creams help
protect
from germ-free!
germ-caused blemishes.
They're you
lastingly

smooth
the help of Woodbury's
Germ-freewithCreams.
Many blemishes start as germinfections. Germs are inescapable, but
the damage they do to sensitive complexions can largely be avoided.
As you smooth on Woodbury's Cold
Cream, it softens dry patches, leaves
your face gloriously fresh. And quickly
its germ-free antiseptic destroys blemish-germs which may be nesting in the
tiny cracks and fissures of your skin.
A new ingredient now in Woodbury's
Cold Cream, Sunshine Vitamin D, stimulates the youthful breathing of the
skin, helps keep it active, alive !
You'll find Woodbury's Germ-free
Facial Cream an ideal base for makeup. It guards your skin from blemish,
wind and dust. Each cream only 50^,
25^, 1CV in jars; 25(i, 10^ in tubes.
"RIPPLING RHYTHM REVUE,"
with Radio's brightest stars, every Sunday
Night, NBC Blue Network, nation-wide.

ury sCoW ^
SEND F°Jia,tubes of WoodbLo
veHn
E
Tcwn For 9-PIEC

""^Ud

"erth, Ontario.
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The
SHAMPOO!

Farmer

Takes

You Keep the Brilliance, Lustre
and Loveliness this New Shampoo
Gives Hair — FOR A WHOLE WEEK!
Ends Dull, Behveen-Shampoo Look!
A single wash with this amazing new type shampoo instantly removes the dull, dingy, oil and dust-laden film
that leaves hair lifeless, mouse-colored and "old" looking,
and
enables
you toin keep
"JUST-SHAMPOOED"
all week. Done
a fewthatminutes
and at a cost of butlooka
lew pennies, New Blondex gives your hair that glorious,
natural, shimmering radiance that usually comes only in
childhood. Blondes, browns and chestnuts invariably find
New hard
Blondex
leaves their
to 4 shadestoday.
lighterContains
— soft,
not
or brittle.
Starthair
New2 Blondex
no harsh bleaches or dyes. New combination package,
SHAMPOO WITH FREE RINSE, now also in a 10c size
at all stores.

Vz Price
M m 9
Easy Terms
•
Only 10c a Day m
Save over H on a^ standard office
models. Also portables at reduced prices.
SEND NO MONEY
All late new.
modelB FULLY
completelyGUARANTEED.
refiniehed like
brand
Bie
catalogLowest
sbowa prices.
actual machines
in fullfreecolors.
Send at once
Free course In typing included.
Monroe St.
International Typewriter Exch., ggpt W.361,
Chicago
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»»<4«4
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►►►►►►
Shut
as CLEAR
FRESH
SMOOT
as a
ROSE PETAL L
Pimples are usually §||P
caused by germs in the Wm
skin and consequently reantipenetrating,
quire aseptic
external treatment.
Laxatives — yeast, and
internal
treatments,„ are_ J
often useless.
It often takes NAG,
Tolatized Sulphur Cream
you rub
at bedtime
and
NAO onPrescription
Powder that you use
during the day, to get
the skin cleared up
quickly.
"NAC Has the Knack
of Quickly Clearing the
Skin." Don't delay. Get
your
today. Satis-or ||||||
factionNAC
Is Guaranteed
Money Back.
I
NAC Cream SSc-Sl.OO BH
MAC Prescription
Powder ™
S5e-$1.00
AtPurse
All Drug
and atDevt.
Stores
Sues 20c
lOo Stores

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
For a free sample of NAC Prescription 444
write —
QNatural)
Powder (ORaehelle
Winnetka, 111.
NAC, Dept. 33
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(Continued from page 49)
important enough to her to stand all this,
Frances said, after she wrote an essay in
her sophomore year at high school.
"It was entitled 'God Dies'," she
chuckled, "and won me the disapproval of
the faculty and students, while I was thoroughly ostracized from the Epworth
League. But the really important thing I
won was a hundred dollars from the Scholastic Journal for my brain-wave. I decided
then and there to become a writer. And,"
she added with a grin, "since I made up
my mind at this time to write nothing but
classics, I thought a college education

Posed by professional model

the

might
help." on the college paper
But be
a aposition
changed the course of her ambitions. In a
dramatic review she criticized a college
play so thoroughly that the irate leading
lady suggested that Miss Farmer try to do
as well. So in the next college play Miss
Farmer did considerably better. And from
then on she devoted every spare moment
to dramatics.
And how, we wondered, did Frances
have time to find a spare moment?
"Well, I saved time in different ways,"
she explained. "I didn't join any organizations for one thing. Even the dramatic
ones, after I found that hours were spent
consuming tea and speculating on what the
'theatah' was coming to. I was regarded
as kind of peculiar around the campus,
I guess, because I didn't waste time doing
anything
I didn't
We asked
how want
it feltto."to go back to
Seattle as a successful moving picture actress when "Come And Get It" was previewed there. Frances and all the principals were sent up there by the studio,
you know, when the picture had its world
premiere.
"It was an awful experience," was Frances' surprising answer. "A mere handful
of people knew me when I left town, and
then I came back to find fans swarming
all over the place. It does something to
you. You wonder how people can get like
that. Of course, I had my real friends
there, but the ones who made the greatest
demonstration were those who had barely

known I was in existence previously.
BUTdoes,"
that'sshe
whatcontinued
this picture
business
thoughtfully,
"they 'go Hollywood' all over the country
in connection with movies. I know they
expected me to turn up looking pretty
glamorous, and even though I looked just
like I did when I left, they were convinced
that I must have changed in some mysteri-ous way. And the truth of the matter is,
that I'm just as I was at that time — rather
bad at clothes, pretty sloppy, and forgetting to put any make-up on half the time.
And I still drive my rattle-trap car, live
in a very modest house, do most of my
own housework, and haven't gone to a night
Lots of things had happened to Frances
since she left her home town a year ago. She
yet."
club traveled
had
12,000 miles to make that
1200 mile trip from Seattle to the film
capital. The detour had been to Russia,
— a trip wen through a Seattle newspaper
contest.
"But I really went to Russia to get to
New York — and ended up in Hollywood !"
she laughed. "You see, when the opportunity came for this trip it looked like a
long shot to me, because I'd been dying
to try out the New York stage ever since
myA first
interest paper
in dramatics."
communist
in Seattle had offered the prize for the best essay written
by a Washington student. The winner was
to cover the May Day celebrations in MosC9W and come back to enlighten the university students on the joys of being a
Red.
"But I'm afraid I was rather a bad bet,"
Frances said ruefully. "Guess I developed
into too much of a radical, because I not
enly failed to come back and spread the
light,
but boat
I didn't
comea man
back who
at all."
On the
she met
arranged
a screen test in New York for her and
suddenly Frances found herself in Hollywood under contract.
"I'm still a little vague about the whole
thing," she said. "The entire trip took
less than three months and I really didn't

Richard Dix
tells the Missus
a good one at
the Zukor Anniversary dinner. They're a
very
seldomcized butpublihappy couple.
fure
hascoif-a
Mrs. Dix's
flight of birds
across
front
—
very the
fetching
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realize how much fun I'd had until I got
back and had time to think about it. It
wasn't exactly a de luxe trip," she added,
"since I went by bus to New York and
third class all the way, but it seemed like
a millionaire set-up to me."

isn't a bit sorry that HollyFRANCES
wood was her stop instead of New
she still has one main ambiYork,tion inthough
life and that is to act on the New
consix-year
underin athat
She's and
stage.
York tract
time feels
at the studio
ble
that she will receive invalua
training
for her ultimate goal.
From the first day at the studio Frances
Farmer was regarded as someone to be
reckoned with. Not because she showed
signs of genius or temperament, but because she had all the marks of being an
individual — who intended to stay that way.
Invitations to night spots, premieres and
other festivities were turned down by
Frances right and left, with the announcement that she preferred her own company
to most of the young men around town
and vastly preferred a good book to a
good drink. The studio tore its hair— how
were they to get this new actress in the
gossip columns if she spent her evenings
with books — and particularly good ones?
Frances also let the publicity department know that she would not pose for
bathing suit pictures known as "leg art"
in the Hollywood vernacular — and the studio's sure-fire method of getting new actresses in the papers.
"Marlene
told icily. Dietrich didn't refuse," she was

It wasn't
1

the

chilled

touch

March

wind

him . . 'twas

of her

that

the

dry, chapped

Hands

" 'Legs Dietrich' has a definitely more
glamorous
sound than
responded Frances
equally'Legs
icily. Farmer',"
"Ha !" said the publicity department,
"then we'll change your name to something more enticing. How about Lotta
Latour? Then you'd be known as Legs
Latour — how's that, eh?"
"Thanks," said Frances, "but when I get
ready the
to change
my she
namedidI'lljust
do that.
it myself."
And
next week
Much
to the consternation of the studio's harassed
publicity department, she quietly eloped to
Yuma one week-end with another Paramount player — a six- foot -four Viking
named Leif Erikson.
Hollywood is perhaps the most blase
town in the world, but this elopement
caused genuine surprise. For it had been
just a short time since Frances had announced herself as entirely unimpressed by
the masculine element in Hollywood.
"I prefer my own cempany," she had
said, "to the company of any young men
in
thisoftown.
certainly
don't tocareshow
for the
crop
boys I who
arrived
me
the town on my arrival."
Then came the morning a couple of
weeks later -when Frances Farmer changed
her mind. Late for work, she and her
Ford came tearing up the street and turned
in to the Paramount gates. So did another
car, coming as fast and rattling as hard.
With a screeching of brakes the two
antiquated models skidded to a standstill
and their respective drivers turned to
glower at each other.
"Seems to me you could look where — "
the handsome young man in the other car
began growling.
it seems
me," began Frances
in "Well,
her most
ominousto voice.
There was a deafening toot of horns and
the two turned to look angrily at the cars
lined up behind them — all limousines with
disdainful chauffeurs. Leif began grinning
and Frances' mouth quivered. Then they
looked at each other and burst into helpless
laughter.
"Go ahead !" said Leif, waving Frances
through
the her.
gate. "But wait for me!" he
yelled after
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Hollywood's debutante set is a very active crowd. Billiards
is a favorite evening pastime — here are Barbara Pepper and
Anne Shirley showing how it's done in sister act effect.
"And from that minute to this, we've
said Frances.
together,"
grand ortimes
had
''Working
loafing
we seem to get along
like the best of friends. Of course, I
suppose any girl could get along with Leif
—but I'm glad I was the one to get the
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Leif Erikson had been under contract
the !"studio just a few months longer
to
chance
than Frances. With music his main interest
in life, he had started out as soloist with
Ted Fio Rito's famed orchestra in San
Francisco. Then he was offered a role in
Max Reinhardt's production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" in the Hollywood
Bowl and after touring with this company
for several months was signed by Paramount. He had played small roles in several
dramatic inwas still taking
pictures, butstruction
from Phyllis Loughton, the
studio's coach, when he met Frances. It
developed that Frances was studying, too.
From that time on they arranged to be rehearsal partners.
"We were terribly serious about our
work," said Frances, "even to devoting
our evenings to practicing our roles for the
next day's lessons. One night Leif came
over to my apartment with a script. We
started in with too much enthusiasm,
though," she added with that low, merry
for
"It called
Frances.
typicalhimof in
laughto soberate
tones.
no uncertain
me
that
fervor
dramatic
such
with
this
did
I
we didn't hear the pounding on the door
until it was suddenly opened and in
streamed half a dozen tenants. They told
Leif either to act like a gentlman or leave
was aatmonth
once !"after their first meeting
theIt place
that the two decided on their Yumatrimonial trip. They drove to the little Arizona
desert town one week-end and were quietly
married by the justice of peace.
"It was a terrifying experience to have
such a fuss made over our marriage
Frances said. "But even
we returned,"
when
if I was
in Hollywood I wanted to marry
just can't exactly see
the man I loved. I up
matrimony because
this idea of giving
your fan mail."
might
it In
spitecause
of thea slump
tumult inand shouting, the
Eriksons went about finding themselves a
home. They chose a small place in Laurel

Canyon, close to Hollywood, and set up
housekeeping.
"That is after a fashion," amended
Frances. "Our first investment wasn't an
overstuffed set for the living-room but a
rather rickety second-hand boat so we
could explore the neighboring sea coast.
You see, Leif comes from sea-faring people
— his father was commander of a fleet of
crazy
I'm waves
And wild
Pacific.
the North
ships
about inanything
to do
with the
— the wilder the better."
That's what Frances thought, but the
studio thought it plain reckless, particularly after these two collided with an oil
tanker one dark and windy night, and had
to be rescued by a fishing barge when
their skiff capsized.
There are clauses in studio contracts,
you know, which prevent players from
doing anything that might prove hazardous
to their careers. The Eriksons were reminded of this little legal technicality and
the suggestion was made that they get rid
of the boat. So they traded it in for a
motorcycle. With a side-car attached they
planned to take week-end jaunts into the
desert
stars. and mountains and sleep under the
"Leif had never driven a motorcycle
before, so I was a little surprised to see
him drive up in it the first day," Frances
explained. "However, we went on a grand
ride
enjoyed
ourselves
_
Theandnext
day when
they immensely."
drove merrily
to work in it, the subject of clauses was
again brought up. Needless to say, the
Eriksons
company. and their motorcycle parted
"It really doesn't matter to us, anyhow,"
she laughed, "because we can have just as
good a time in a hundred other ways.
Fortunately, we both like the same things
— hiking and swimming and pot-luck suppers with friends, or just dashing off to
the movies. Simple things, all of them,
way. stupid compared to Hollywood's ideas
and
of
a big time. But we like to go our own
"In fact," said Frances Farmer thoughtfully, "I don't think my husband, my marriage or myself are in any danger of
'going Hollywood.' "
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(Continued from page 55)

concerts. She opened a door for me and,
although she blinded my young eyes with
the light she let through, she did show me
that light."
,
Gladys paused a moment, her dark head
bent in thought. Frank Chapman said,
"The football players come next. Don t
forget
"You them."
were a football player yourself,
laughed Gladys, her laughter loving him,
be"a football player turned singer. But the
fore the football players there was
flutist— "
n . „
"We will not discuss the flutist, said
Frank, firmly. "There is nothing romantic
about a flutist."
. „
"But he was the very best flutist,
pleaded Gladys.
"The flutist is out," affirmed Frank. Ihe
flutist was out. But in the tender mockery
in the eyes that Gladys turned upon her
husband, I gathered that the flutist, though
blue-pencilled, had contributed some color
to the girlhood memories which Gladys
Swarthout remembers today.

No

FOR

football players, then," smiled
THE
Gladys, "accomplished a paradox m my
forlife. They nearly ruined my career they
ever and, at one and the same time,
gave me my career.
"It was like this : I was a football fan,
the most rabid of the species. I never
missed a game. At every game, of course,
I yelled my lungs out. I screamed until
my throat was scraped raw. I not only
went to all the games, with first one football hero and then another, but I also went
to the dances and parties afterward. I
neglected my practicing. Miss Vickers,
my mother and sister were frantic. They
saw my career going down in the dust of
the football field. They began to take
action. They did take action and so . . ."
"And so you really owe your voice, your
career to your football players," supplied
Frank. "Had it not been for them and the
danger that threatened your voice, you
might have remained indefinitely in Kansas
City and on the concert platform."
"That is true," Gladys said. "And then
comes the Harroun family. This wealthy
Kansas City family, two sisters and a
brother, believed in me to such an extent
that they backed me financially. They sent
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Eddy-MacDonald fans! Here's a perfectly grand shot of your
favorites from "Maytime." Nelson looks unusually handsome and
Jeanette is charming in the costumes of the period.

me to Chicago to study. They sent not
only me, but my mother and sister as well.
They spared no expense and imposed no
restrictions. I have repaid the financial
debt in full. On the night I made my
debut at the 'Met' I signed the check
which cleared my monetary debt to them.
But the debt of friendship, the debt I owe
them for their belief in me, goes on my
list of forever unpaid debts. One of the
sisters passed away just before I went
back to Kansas City to sing. This very
morning a wire came telling me that the
other sister is gone. So, tonight, _I am
trying to repay that debt a little in my
thoughts, in my memory, in my heart.
thev are gone, the debt reEven though
mains. Perhaps I can repay it only by
realizing that I never can, if you know
_
what I mean."
A silence fell on the quiet room, ine
butler removed the tea things. Gladys
rose and sat, curled on the fireside stool,
her back to the flames.
She continued, "Oddly enough, the man
unt Picwho is now President of Paramo
tures ismy next creditor. He gave me my
first job on any stage, in Chicago, in the
movie houses of which he was the head. I
acted, danced and sang. For years I was
ashamed to talk about this, I think it was
strict churchbecause my mother, a very
in
goer, felt that pictures, dancing, acting At
a theatre were in the nature of a sin.
to Mr. Balaban, who has doubtany rate,
less forgotten all about it, I owe my first
job. I also owe to him the opportunity to
take two days leave of absence so that I
might go to Minneapolis and sing with the
Minneapolis Symphony. His understanding
'employ
give an
the willing
itself,a
ed ee'
present
thatto chance
whenness
chance
was something to be thankful for.

"Don't forget Mr. Rider," reminded
Frank.
"Oh, I won't. Mr. Rider knew everyone connected with music in Chicago, and
he saw to it that I met them, too. He
dragged me almost literally by the hair of
my head, to the Chicago Auditorium, the
'Met' of Chicago, to have an audition. I
protested every inch of the way. I still
held fast to my vision of opera— some day.
But that was still very far in my future,
know one operatic role.
I thought. I didn't
Nevertheless, he took me. I sang arias. I
was engaged. That summer I learned
Mr.
twenty-three operatic roles. So tovision
Rider I owe the debt of making my
not just a nebulous thing, but a definite one.
He made me realize that there is no time
like the present. His insistence that I
have that audition actually opened the
gates of opera for me.

DURING that first season in Chicago,
I sang with Mary Garden and Chaliapin and, oh, the debts I owe to them ! At
that time I knew very little about dramat
ics. What with learning all my roles and
rehearsing them and studying languages,
I had no time to be coached in the acting
end of it. And to Miss Garden I owe
what I learned then. She took such an
interest in me. She advised me to watch
every rehearsal I was not in so that I
might learn what not to do.
"The first stand-in part I ever had was
for her. She was singing 'The Love of
Three Kings.' There was a scene where
the King had to lift her from a marble
bench, dead, and carry her from the stage.
She had to be limp, her hands flopping
lifelessly. She wanted to see how a limp
body would look. She asked me to do the
role for her while she sat out front and
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observed. I did it. To Mary Garden I
owe the debt of thoroughness.
To the one and only Chaliapin, I owe
the sense of responsibility, the debt,"
"of being nerlaughed Gladys Swarthout,
vous every time I step onto the opera
stage, the concert platform, a movie set or
into a broadcasting station. You may say
that this is a sorry debt and one not to be
valued. Oh, no.
"You see, that first season in opera, m
Chicago, I was never nervous on the stage.
I sang more roles than anyone has ever
sung in any one season, I believe. Not a
tremor did" I have. It was thea casualness
matter of
of youth, I suppose. It was
where there was no sense there was no
feeling. Whatever the reason, I had no
sense of stage fright, no self-consciousness,
no pit-of-the-stomach fear.
"One night when I was about to go on
I was
as Siebel with Chaliapin, in 'Faust.'
standing by waiting for my cue when I
saw Chaliapin pacing up and down, offstage, shaking, his face green. I was
afraid. I thought he had been taken ill.
I asked someone what ailed him. I was
told that was Chaliapin, that he was always
nervous before he went on, so nervous
that he shook, because he felt that he must
sustain his previous attainments. He felt
the full sense of that great responsibility.
And I remember standing there, realizing
that I was learning a new lesson. For
there was the great Chaliapin, shaking,
nervous lest he fail, and there was I, cool,
casual, romping confidently onto the stage.
"From that night on, I have been nervous before every performance, of every
kind, everywhere. I suffer stage fright.
I suffer from a sense of responsibility,
not so much to myself as to my cast, to
my audiences. Chaliapin taught me that
only out of pain can you give the best that
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is in you.

,„
Gladys
mean?
I
what
see
"Do you
asked. "Do you see how little I am myself, alone? I am made up of component
parts, each part given to me by the people
who have been my donors. I am simply
the sum total of the gifts they have given

her eyes on the eyes of Frank
WITH
Chapman, who gave her an affirmacontinued, "I owe a debt I
tive nod, she
can never repay to the man who was my
husband. He was older than I and so
first me."
very wise. I owe him a debt which can
never be cancelled— not on this earth because he is gone. He gave me the gift of
believing utterly in myself and in the gift
he felt that I had to give to the wosld.
No sacrifice was too great for him to make
for that gift. I might easily, when I
married, have given up my career. He
would not let me do this. He gave me
the humble conviction that my career was
not a thing to.be sold for gold, but a trust
imposed upon me, a faith I must keep.
"I owe to Frank, perhaps more than
anything else, the debt of knowing that
the living of life is good— a life in which
everything is shared. For we do share
everything, our work, our ambitions, our
innerplans and problems and even our my
inmost thoughts. Frank cured me of
Frank, at this point, muttered something
hibitions."
a phone call which had to be made
about
said, smiling, "He
Gladys
departed.
and
needn't
be modest
and retiring about it.
It's all true. He gives me our home life
which is peaceful, normal and organized.
I can't imagine what it would be like to be
alone, so absolutely are we together in
everything. We work every morning from
nine until twelve. An accompanist comes

in and we take turns in our practicing.
We lunch together and discuss our
mornings' work, in detail. In the afternoons we play tennis or golf, ride, go shopping or just sit in the sun and talk. We
never seem to tire of talking endlessly, together. We always go shopping together.
I wouldn't dream of buying a frock or
even a pair of gloves unless Frank were
with me. I bought five hats, alone, sort
of by accident, last week, and Frank sent
every one of them back— but every one.
We like the same people, have the same
friends. We entertain at dinner and dme
Marches,
out. Usually with the Fredric d,
Rhea
Grace Moore and her husban
Gable, or the Bob Montgomerys.
"People argue about whether there is
good life," said
such a thing as the truly
Gladys Swarthout with the happy smile of
the woman who is content. "I owe Frank
the debt of knowing that there is— because
we live it together."
RE are our friends in Hollywood,
THE
new friends who have become old
friends already. Gloria Swanson, for instance, has been a friend. She has given
us her sound knowledge of the business in
all of its complicated phases. She has
helped us work out our problems. She
has introduced us to her friends who have
become our friends also.
"I owe Marlene Dietrich a debt, too,
for when we first went to Paramount she
was friendly and welcoming. She was
dressingalways popping in and out of ourand
homegifts— flowers
room with little made
herself. She went
made cakes she
feel at home."
to make usFrank,
way contributed
of her
out"She
often,"
who had
stand with
"would Gladys
time, when
this door
by the
returned
was
outside
me
recording. I have seen her eyes fill with
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cream (Vanishing Cream). Then the smooth,
cream that actually melts off horrid "powder
catchers" — in just one application!
underlying cells appear."
Mrs. William L.
Mellon, Jr.
says:
"After Cream,
Pond's
Vanishing
powder goes on evenly
and stays looking
fresh. I use it overnight, too, after cleansing."

for yourself — with Pond's Vanthis Cream.
See ishing
Before make-up — Right after cleansing
put on a film of Pond's Vanishing Cream.
It smooths away every flaky bit. Now powder and rouge go on evenly. Stay for hours.
Overnight — Apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.
As you sleep, your skin gets softer.

Dead cells on the top
Why skin feels "flaky"
of your skin are dried
out by exposure,
flake off. You can
melt them smooth.
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tears as she said, 'If only I could sing like

WAKE

UP

LIVER

YOUR

BILE...

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowdecays
It just You
digest.
doesn't
yourGasfoodbloats
get
stomach.
up your
bowels.
in theing freelv,
and
poisoned
constipated. Your whole system is
punk.
looks
world
you feel sour, sunk and the
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
Little
Carter's
Ask yforrefuse
flow freely.
in making
anything
Stubbornl
by name.
Pills bile
Liver
c.
else.
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The Best GRAY

HAIR

Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
recipe: To
than you can buy, by following this simple
rum, a small box
half pint of water add one ounce bayounce
glycerine.
of
of Barbo Compound and one-fourth
can mix it yourself
Any druggist can put this up or you hair
twice a week
at very little cost. Apply to the
until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
hair, makes it soft and glossy and
or
takesgrayyears off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub off.
Stories about Jeanette MacDonaltf,
Herbert Marshall and Kay Francis
in our April issue.
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LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS:
Drinking 1 Glass of
, Orange Juice H
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon ol T
BONKORA
2 times a day and eating
her fill of the delicious
foods as shown in the
Bonkora package made her
LOSE 108 LBS.
UGLY FAT
She lost 6 in. off waist.
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bust. She lost avoidable
reducible overweight and
, regularized elimination.
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"There is Jan Kiepura," grinned Frank.
"Don't forget him. All right, I'll say it
for you. Your only outburst of temperathat!"ment was caused by him. You should
that debt, you know."
acknowledge
really
"Oh,"
said Gladys, "perhaps we
shouldn't— but you see, we'd been having
such difficulties with 'Give Us This Night.'
Kiepura kept- going up on his lines and
scene sixty-four
shotupone
up. heWewent
going
times and
every time. I was
tired and I finally lost control. I stood
there on the sound stage and for the first
time in my life, I went prima-donnaish. I
shouted, I'm afraid, and said that we were
not children but adults who were getting
good money for what we were doing and
that it was up to us to do it and that if we

A

Schoolmarm

didn't I would walk off the stage and the
never be taken. The next
would
scene was
take
a take!
"We owe Hollywood many debts, really.
A debt of gratitude for the lovely home
for me — " Gladys looked
at
and us,
laughed.
it gives
lifeFrank

"Gladys means for the checks she reFrank.one "She
prompted Each
ceives,"
surnew cantis a still
true.
believe it's
"Do you wonder that I say I am in
debt? priseHead
to her." over heels in debt? Do you
wonder, now, that I asked a little help of
you and of Modern Screen in helping us
to repay our debts which can never be
we are alive?"
cancelled while
Gladys Swarthout has paid her debts
know it. is lovelier because she doesn't
but she

Looks

at

Hollywood

{Continued from page 39)

and intrigue. I wanted to be a Mata Han,
if necessary. I wanted to be enmeshed m
international conspiracies. If this did not
work out, I wanted to be an actress. Either
career seemed to me then, as now, the most
colorful, most vital, most powerful life I
could discover for myself.
"And power is what I want, said the
beautiful Madeleine. "I wanted it then. 1
want it now. My ambition for power has
never changed. I knew that I could never
be content to be a wife and mother and
nothing else. There are many women who
wifehood and motherare satisfied with
hood, and more power to them. But 1 am,
whether fortunately or unfortunately, not
made that way. I want children, of course,
but I want my career, too.
"But my father's wish compelled me to
continue my studies. He was a teacher
of languages and his dearest dream was
that I might win such scholastic honors
y, I might attend the Sorthat, eventuall
in Paris from which he had
bonne
e,
Madeleine didn't attend the Sorbonnshe
graduated
was a precocious child and
she ."
but
did win an entrance to Birmingham
University at an age when most girls are
school. After relooking ahead to high
ceiving aBachelor of Arts degree from
Birmingham, establishing a brilliant record
in the study of French, and, more than
incidentally, an equally brilliant record in
university theatricals, she accepted a
seminary at
position. in .a girls'
teachinghton
Brig
.
" „
"I kept my bargain with my lather,
Madeleine was saying, "to enter the field
of pedagogy for a year. And, then, the
the
year about up, and lacking as much toas take
seven dollars railway fare needed
me to London, I answered an ad in a
newspaper for a tutor and got the job.
My pupils were the six children of a
secondhand clothing dealer. My salary
was three dollars and fifty cents a week.
I worked just long enough to be able to
get to London and to keep myself there
for a few weeks.
"I went to London to be an actress. 1
went, also, to privations, discouragements,
actual hunger. I know what it is to live
on 'fish and chips.' I know what it is not
even to have 'fish and chips.' I ate only
when I couldn't stand the pangs of hunger
any longer. When I was literally down
to "my last cent, I landed a small role in a
which
Lash,'
'The
called,
provinces.
play being
of the
for a tour
castfittingly,
was
My salary was fifteen dollars a week.

the company disbanded, after appearing in third-class theatres almost
I modeled
e, stage
everywher
for another
job. hats while waiting

When

n
Londo
s ofround
streetthe
D the
TRAMPE
I betwe
s of
I made
en hats.
agents and producers. I was too thinly
clad. I was hungry. I was friendless. I
looked as I look now, perhaps a bit
spiritualized from lack of sustenance. No
didn't
one
at .theI quick.
livingeither
was care
becau.seI Ididn't
care cared
Hunger and loneliness and fear and job
hunting, even discouragement and despair,
are basic emotions. They are the prods
and pressures of necessity and necessity is
life. I was far happier than I was in the
days when I had had my snug little weekly
salary at school, my board and .keep. n
"I "want to live while I am alive,'
Madeleine told me. "I want to live
cally,te.dangerously. I'd rather starve
than
dynamistagna
"It was Seymour Hicks, the actorjob that
producer, who finally gave me the gave
me
started me. He coached me and
touring
his
in
roles
increasingly important
company. When I had a bid to play opposite Robert Lorraine in London, he
graciously gave me permission to accept
the part. It was during rehearsals that,
one of one hundred and fifty applicants, I
made mv first screen test and was chosen
for the" leading role in a screen drama
next made 'The
'Guns of Loos.'byI Myles
called, Born,'
Mandets.
directed
First
This was, undoubtedly, the real turning
point of mv career. Then the fan mail
began to come in and the British fans
became Carroll-conscious.
"I've never been hungry again," smiled
Madeleine over her vegetable luncheon. "I
did many stage plays. I made for the
screen 'What Money Can Buy,' 'The
Crooked Billet,' 'School for Scandal'
'Young Woodley,' T Was a Spy,' 'The 39
Agent,' and others.
Steps,'I 'The
to Hollywood.
came Secret
Then
"If you really want to ki'ow what an
ex-British school teacher thinks of Hollywood," smiled Madeleine, "it is that everything which has been said about it and a
great deal which has been thought about it
are false.
"Yes, the glamor of Hollywood has been
stressed. One hears of the gay parties,
e sums of
gay people, vast and incredibl
money, swimming pools, fantastic people
living fantastic lives. Hollywood money.
Hollywood hysteria. Hollywood madness.
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But that is not Hollywood at all— not as
a British school teacher sees it.
"I see Hollywood," said Madeleine
trenchantly, "as the seat of great power.
I see it as a power which might be used
in almost any way, any direction. I see it
as a mighty and muscular hand with ability
to shape and guide and mediate peoples
and problems and policies— everywhere. I
see it as an influence, the substantial weight
and strength of which has never been used
or tried. I see Hollywood as a supreme
world dictator, a dominant and controlling
force.
"We, on the screen, have a far greater
power, I think, than we have fully realized
or half used."
"You mean," I said doubtfully, "political
power?"
"It could be used for that," said
Madeleine. "It could be used in almost
any way we might choose to use it. Most
of us have chosen to use it only in the
emotional sense.
"When I was in England recently, I
accepted an offer to tour and lecture in
cinema theatres in Northern England. I
spoke of political matters, of war and
peace. The reaction which I got from that
brief experience was fiercely illuminating.
I got that reaction because I was Madeleine
Carroll, screen actress, whom the power,prestige and the press of Hollywood had
made an international figure. I could have
stood, my whole life through, on school
platforms and given my heart and brain
away and never have achieved half of
what I did achieve as Madeleine Carroll
from Hollywood.

been a source of amazeIT has mentoften
to me that the fans do not resent
us, especially after the recent difficult
years when, impoverished, the world might
well resent Hollywood and its denizens,
their affluence, their luxuries, their opulent
housing and gowning and furring and
jewelling. But I am beginning to understand. They do not resent us because they
feel that we belong to them. Our luxury
is their luxury; they share it with us. Our
loves are their loves. I am accessible to
the millions of men who see me. To the
millions of girls who see Robert Taylor,
Clark Gable, Gary Cooper they are their
boy friends, too. They may, if they wish,
be in their arms. They belong to them.
One does not turn upon one's own. One
rejoices and shares in the common fortune.
"No," laughed Madeleine, "this school
teacher cannot be prissy about Hollywood.
This school teacher is not a bit ashamed
of being a movie actress, she is proud of it.
I boast about it. I feel not only its glory
but its power.
"I find it a warm and generous place.
In England, if a man, say, loses his job or
if he produces a play and it is a failure,
his friends will rally around him, stand
him a drink, clap him on the shoulder, be
comradely and helpful. But if that man
gets a substantial raise, puts on a play that
wows the town, his friends avoid him, look
the other way, give hollow praise if at all.
"Hollywood is just the reverse. Hollywood helps, but it looks the other way
when there is failure. Hollywood is the
only place I know of which does not rejoice at failure. Hollywood is with you
when you are successful, proud of your
success.
"I see no petty jealousy in Hollywood.
I have seen no back-biting, no mean rivalry,
no knives hurled in the dark. Everyone
seems to bask contentedly, even joyously,
in the success of everyone else. Time and
again I've heard one star say of another,
'His new picture is terrific— he's great in
it!' No, I am sure, a Jean Harlow doesn't
Myrna Loy ; a Myrna Loy doesn't
envy
resent a the success of a Garbo. On the con-

new skin-matched make-up! — this is
lovely Joan's sweet secret of conquest. Seems like every boy in town asks her first, for
the important occasions. Clever girl, she discovered, like thousands of modern women,
that nothing is quite so important in make-up as the color of the skin itself.
We change color of hair to harmonize better with complexion — we choose costumes to
glorify our complexion — naturally, then, make-up must be keyed to the natural color of
your skin, to be basically correct. Hollywood Mask is this kind of matched make-up — it
is keyed to your skin type.
Many lipsticks, rouges, powders, when chosen hit-or-miss, actually make women unattractive, starey, chalky, "hard" looking. End all this!
Start with Hollywood Mask Facial. Cleanse skin of blackheads, dirt, rancid oils. Shrink
large pores. Then blend on your Hollywood Mask matched make-up — let its exquisitely
harmonizing shades, its balanced ingredients, its new blending secrets add thrillingly to
your own individual and natural charm — it's the natural thing to do — for the naturalappearing loveliness which most charmingly individualizes you.
Obtainable at drug and department stores. Introductory sizes at 10c stores. Check your
favorite matching shades of lipstick, rouge and powder on the coupon below. Try the marvelous new facial, too. Send for them now. There's a make-up adventure in store for you.

Avoid Blackheads
Clear skin of blackheads
quickly. Avoid
large pores,
btirnulate
underskin
with
Hollywood
Mask tissues
Facial.
Large tube $1. Trial size 10c.

End Make-Up Look

UKKtCi
MAS

K

Lipstick Matches Rouge
Shimmering tantalizing- reds.

Natural Color Harmony
Rouge that gives charm of
youth because
it Raccents
bloom,
Poppy,
dividual skin color.
Peach-inOrange,size Large
Purse
10c. size 50c.
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trary, each seems to bask in the sunlight
of the other's place in the sun. There
seems to be elbow room for everyone in
And if there isn't room someHollywood.
one will graciously move over and make
room.
"I have been asked," smiled Madeleine,
"whether I really mean all the nice things
I say about Hollywood or whether I say
them 'for effect.' I do mean them. I have
racked my brains to try to find some fault
with it, some criticism that will add a dash
of vinegar to the sugar.

I SEE no silly, conceited popinjays
strutting about Hollywood. I see about
me, everywhere, hard-working, earnest,
intelligent young men and women, older
men and women. All of them seem
singularly unaware of their beauty, their
fame, their glamor. They do not behave
as 'professional charmers.' I think," laughed
Madeleine, "that this can be explained by
the fact that so many of them have arrived
in Hollywood via a long and bitter route.
They didn't suddenly, with a wave of the
wand, become the Dietrichs and Colberts
and Lombards of today. They aren't too
vain of their beauty because they were
beautiful, too, in the days when no one
cared. No one was blinded by their beauty.
It took Hollywood to frame them and
hang them on the wall for all the world
to see.
"I can't imagine complaining about anything in Hollywood. I have heard a few
complaints because of being asked to be
on the set at seven in the morning or after
dinner at night, perhaps. What of it? I
wouldn't complain if I were asked to be
on the set at five in the morning and to
do a little dusting while I waited. I'm
getting paid, well paid for my work. Far
too well paid to make any complaints of
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any sort about anything.
"And Hollywood is so grateful. Hollywood bears out my mother's teaching that
graciousness pays its dividends. Grateful
it is 'gracious' of me to
because,
time, never to keep cast or
on say,
alwaysthey
be
director waiting, never to complain about
long hours.
"I see Hollywood as a place generous in
respect.
out
NorThere
haveare1 no
seenrigid
any'cheques'
of the
everyhere.
'wild parties,' the bawdy revels of which
outsiders, .at least in the past, heard so
much and suspected so much more. If
any such orgies do go on I have been
think
And I don't
rigorously
this
is the excluded.
case. If anything,
the tempo
is a bit unexciting. We all have charming
homes and charming home lives, plenty of
sun and sea and air and tennis and books
and friends. At most of the parties to
which I go we play Monopoly or word
games, we sit and talk, we swim or play
tennis.

and I am one — have to
SOME oof us — istanc
e marriages, which
underg long-d
is unfortunate. I am peculiarly^ fortunate
even in this in that I am married to the
most understanding man in the world."enAnd I thought, then, of the romantic
gagement of the lovely Madeleine Carroll
and Captain Philip Astley. I thought
of the marriage of the beautiful Madeleine
and the dashing Captain, a marriage which
villa on
place at
took
Lake Como,
the the
moon Captain's
of Italy rising
on
their nuptials. I thought of how Madeleine
was presented at Court, and of the castle
they have bought in Spain where they
spend their leisure moments together.
"We have," Madeleine was saying,
"rather a perfect marriage. When we
were first married, you see, Philip made

settlement — an extrame a mostordinarygenerous
one, too, since it has no strings
attached to it. It goes on for life, whether
we are together or apart. And when I
began to make money, not wishing to be
outdone
matterthat
of all
the of'beau
geste,'
I had it in
so the
arranged
my money
is paid over to Philip. I never even see
my own checks. My manager gets them,
sends them direct to Philip, and I live on
the settlement my husband made me as 1
would do if I were nonprofessional. This
saves us, I think, from the problem which
wrecks so many professional marriages —
the problem of the husband being submerged by his wife's financial supremacy.
Philip has more money than I. My money
is handled and invested by him. He explains what is done with it, though I never
ask, of course, and that is that.
"Despite the inconvenience of our enforced separations, Philip wants me to
keep on with my career. He knows me.
He says to me frequently, With your
vitality you must have something to do,
something vitally interesting and your own.
If you didn't, you might get into mischief.
I would prefer you to have your career in
interest.'
so keen an"the
takeMadeleine,
too, cansaid
which
"He I,knows,"
child
who wanted to be the torch !
"Even our separations," she said after a
moment, "constitute more living than if we
were snaring a flat, a house, an estate,
drinking coffee together every morning,
dining in or out every night. I am
omniverous when it comes to living keenly,
sharply. 1 would rather be fiercely in
pain than flatly at peace. I would rather
know the suffering of love than the satiety
of love. I am," smiled Madeleine, her
gray eyes star sapphires with fire in their
depths, "a Latin at heart, you see."
I said, "Yes, I see." But I didn't.
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(Continued from page 41)
hopeless. The people who were employing
him told Bert they wouldn't keep him any
longer. His studio told Bert that they
wouldn't, permit this man within their
gates.
Bert gave his friend his fare to New
York. His heart was chilled with sorrow
as he did so. He was sure now that there
was no hope for this man. Bert would like
to forget that bitter failure of his, but
there is nothing on earth that can wipe
out the memory of the man whom he once
called friend, and in whom he once believed.

GLENDA FARRELL also has her
bitter memories, memories she finds
it hard even to talk about. Many times
love has failed her, but bitterest of all her
memories is the time she failed love. There
was a stage actor whom she loved in the
days before she ever dreamed of Hollywood, and whom she foolishly cast out of
her life.
She was such an idealistic person, this
young Glenda. Too idealistic perhaps. She
believed that people in love ought to have
eyes for no one but each other. It was inconceivable toher that a man who loved
one woman could be tempted by another.
When Jimmy (that wasn't his real name,
of course) had to go out on a road tour,
they promised each other that they would
never "date" anyone else. Glenda kept
that promise, preferring to sit at home
twiddling her thumbs rather than break
her word, for that would be betraying

their love for each other, she thought
While Jimmy was on the road, rumors
began drifting back to Glenda. Rumors
that Jimmy, her Jimmy, was being attentive to another girl in the company.
Her head held high, Glenda laughed at
those
believe rumors.
them. She couldn't and wouldn't
Then Jimmy came back, and eagerly
asked permission to call on Glenda. While
he sat in her room, trying to tell her how
much
rang.
shiver heranloved
downher,
her her
back'phone
as the
voiceA
of a strange woman asked for Jimmy.
Jimmy's voice was annoyed when he answered. "I can't speak to you," he told
the girl impatiently. "I told you I couldn't
seeThe
you woman's
in New voice,
York." warm and gushing,
persisted. Jimmy hung up.
Then he turned to Glenda. Her eyes
were darkened by a fleeting shadow, and
her little pointed face was drawn with
"Glenda," he said, "I swear this is the
truth. I went out with her a few times on
pain.
the road. I couldn't help it. I told her
that it was you and only you I cared
He was evidently telling the truth, for
other people in his company told Glenda
about."
the
same story. It wasn't his fault really.
Sheyetrefused
to consider Jimmy as a
And
—
suitor after that. With pretended lightheartedness she laughed at him, when he
tried to make love to her. She closed that

chapter of her life forever, and never
turned the page back upon that romance.
"Now I realize," she told me, "that I
acted like an idealistic child, and that I
gave up a romance that might have meant
something for an ideal I had created out
is one of the saddest reof Bela
thin Lugosi's
air."
grets of all.
"If I could forget just one thing," Bela
Lugosi said — and I have never seen a man
look as he looked at that moment, wild
withto regret
wretchedness
would
try
forget and
the way
I treated — my"Imother.
For ten years I never wrote her a line.
I left Hungary filled with bitterness
against my country. I was furious at the
injustice I thought I had suffered. You
see, I had had an important position there
in the National Theatre. Then I helped
the Revolutionists. They failed, and so,
I was fired from my job as an actor. I
should have reasoned that I had taken
that chance and I should have taken my
medicine like a man. But I didn't. When
I left Hungary, I decided to turn my back
forever upon my native country. I would
have nothing further to do with it.
"Of course, I didn't deliberately decide
never to write to my mother. But that
made
aren'tthat
whatin
count noin difference.
this world.Intentions
I thought
some vague, indefinite future I would
write her of my life in this New World.
But I kept on postponing that letter. It
was never written.
"Ten years after I left Hungary, I re-
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took Fleischmann's
east. I couldn't bear to
ave people look at my
imply face."

CLEARS UP ADOLESCENT PIMPLES
AFTER the start of adolescence, from
A about 13 to 25, or even longer, important glands develop and final growth
takes place. The entire body is disturbed.
The skin, especially, gets oversensitive.
Waste poisons in the blood irritate this
sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the blood. Then—
with the cause removed— the pimples go!
fclTA NOW
—skin clear. "It is wonderful the way Fleischmann's Yeast got rid of
my pimples," she says.

Just eat 3 cakes daily — a cake
about Vi hour before each meal
—plain, or in a little water, until
your skin clears. Start nowl
'Copyright, 1937, Standard Brands Incorporated
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ceived a letter from my sister. In it, she
said simply, 'Mother has just died. Her
last words were, "Why doesn't Bela write?
he ever written?"'
hasn'twere
Why
"There
no reproaches in that letlast words. They
mother's
my
ter. Only
were enough. They have been branded
on my heart ever since. I would forget
them if I could, forget my own uninten-I
tional cruelty to her. But I know that
can never forget "

EASY^
OPENER f
Griffin Manufacturing Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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BAXTER would like to
WARNER
forget — and devotedly wishes his
pals would forget— that he ever went in
enfor producing shows when he was anbus,
terprising eight-year-old in Colum
Ohio. He says he will never hear the
last of it— can't live it down! A pal of
his went in for eating flies as a gag to
thrill his playmates. Warner decided that
since it was such an attraction for the
kids in the neighborhood he would cash
in on the stunt. So in the back yard of
his mother's home on High Street, young
Baxter made a tent of gunny sacks. .He
announced that he was putting on a show
—admission one penny. Warner took m
the cash and doubled as a barker. For
one penny his "actor" would consume a
es he would nonchafly; for two penniangle
worm. Business
lantly devour an
was brisk until his mother learned what
he was doing. The show folded, but the
"advertising" by word of mouth has come
on down through the years.
Janet Gaynor would like to forget how
frightened she was when she performed
for a scene in "Four Devils,"
a trapeze
on
picture made years ago under the
a silent
late Fred Murnau. She
the
of
n
directio
worked with Charles Morton, who was
her leading man, at the top of a real circus
tent and actually swung on the trapeze as
she was supposed to do in her role of a
becircus acrobat. Suspended in the air
tween life and death, she felt chill horror
grip her many times. It was a hazard
any way one looked at it.
George Raft wants to forget the first
picture he ever made in Hollywood. He
played a very small role, a tough guy part,
and following the preview he went home
and actually packed his bags to beat it
back to New York. He was that bad—
He doesn't even want to reas an actor.
member the name of the picture.
Gladys Swarthout would like to forget
the time she appeared on the opening program of the San Diego Exposition. On a
few hours' notice she was persuaded to
sing over a radio hook-up following the
dedication by President Roosevelt. She
drove 130 miles through rain and had to
walk half a mile from the exposition gate
The time was -so
to the outdoor organ.
limited that she could not rehearse with
the organist. And five minutes before she
was to sing, an attendant revealed that
he had lost her copy of the music. She
to read
had
loud she
so organist's
was the
organ over
and thethewords
shoulder
could not hear her own voice.
IF I could forget anything I chose, I
l would like to forget the earthquake in
Los Angeles," Edward Arnold told me.
"I can still see that scene as clearly as
if it were happening right now. I remember my wife was getting dinner ready.
The house shook. Suddenly the lights
went out. In the semi-darkness I caught
daughter, the lita glimpse of my smallrunning
toward the
tlest of my children,
kitchen door. Directly in front of her, a
chandelier attached to the ceiling suddenly tumbled down.
"Her life was at stake ! I started to
warn her, but before I could say anything,
the fixture had crashed to the' floor, grazing the back of her neck. I rushed for-

Freddie Bartholomew

and his

pal, Mickey Rooney, between
scenes of "Captains Courageous." They're wearing their
fisherman's togs.
ward and gathered her into my arms.
Miraculously, she was just slightly bruised,
but I still shiver when I remember how
close I came to losing my daughter."
well, you'd
Sothern morbid
Anna strange
If you
fear
she has
that knew
know
are afraid
us
of fire. Naturally, most of
of this dangerous, elemental force, but
with Ann this fear is almost an obsession.
If she lights a match, her fingers tremble.
If she sits beside a fireplace, she draws
away a little, as though the fire on the
hearth were a menace.
She is in the grip of this phobia because
of an event that happened in her early
childhood. When she was five years old,
she and her mother were visiting her
grandmother in the Middle West. While
Ann was playing in the kitchen, she found
some matches and lit one against her shoe,
as she had occasionally seen her mother
do. But something went wrong ! Her
shoe caught fire! The flames spread, enveloping her ! She screamed. Her mother
came in, grabbed her, rolled her in a rug.
She tried to keep the fire from Ann's face,
body.
but it had already left its marks on her
For a month Ann lay in bed with her
arms propped up. A month of horrible,
enforced rest.
There are still scars on Ann's body,
scars that fortunately do not show in the
makes. But they are a conpicturesstantshe
reminder to Ann Sothern of the
thing she wants to forget.
Read — "Frances Longford, a SmallTime" in April
on the Big
Town Girl Modern
Screen
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(Continued from page 45)
period when the role of Juliet was an obsession and he was the willing, if awkward, Romeo emoting around Sylvia's
kitchen while his bright-eyed cousin went
into the lines of the historic heroine.
In the beginning, the four years difference in their ages made a wide span which
was bridged as both grew older. She read
the literature which interested the serious
student and, while she had no official education and few contacts, she was a cultured person at sixteen because of her
association with him and his work.
The fact that Sylvia Sidney became well
known in the theatre at sixteen "without
question turned her head," so her cousin
says, but he adds quickly, "she arrived at
early maturity and then got a true sense
of values." with
He admits,
that complete
Sylvia's
association
him andtoo,their
interest in their work, to the exclusion of
other activities, "spoiled her for young
men" in that period of her life when younggirls are usually intrigued with romance,
college dances and parties.
That the efforts of these two toward
successful futures were not in vain has
been proven by the accomplishments of
both. Not, however, that each has not
had setbacks which might have defeated
them if they had been of weaker stuff.
There was the time when the young
scientist's
asidemonkey
from Sylvia,
died of thebest
bite friend,
of a mad
before
Mr. X had discovered a serum which
could effect a cure. The loss left a mark
on his life, but like his lovely cousin's
experiences, it spurred him to such intensive research that he conquered the
infection.

Sylvia went to Hollywood in
WHEN
1928 with a successful record of
stage roles behind her, she was so miscast
and her possibilities so disregarded that
she returned to Broadway embittered by
her contact with the cinema world. She
saw herself in one picture "Through DifEyes," and became so terrorstricken ferent
with the screen figure of herself
that she jumped her contract and took the
first train out of California. She screened
so badly that sometime later, when her
mother was making purchases in a New
York shop, another customer, hearing her
name blurted out, "Oh, Miss Sidney, I
saw you in your picture, but I think you
look younger off the screen."
When Sylvia's mother was told she
looked younger than the screen personality of her nineteen-year-old daughter,
Sylvia thought it was time to say goodby
to that sort of medium. But she went
back later to a series of successes that
have made her one of the most important
of the Hollywood stars.
Not that she has completely forgotten
the theatre.
"I had planned to take a stage enyear," she explained, "but
gagement thishave
the producers
such good things lined
up for me this year, I couldn't stay away
now." herself completely in
from
She pictures
can submerge
a role, while she is working, and then
dismiss it from her thoughts, so that two
weeks after she has completed a picture,
she doesn't remember it at all. Nor is she
an inveterate movie-goer. She has had
trouble with her eyes, as she says, and
waits until there is a picture which par-
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reach her mother in the quickest possible
time.
''I flew to my own wedding and look
what
Sylvia
a rueful
smile.happened,"
The marital
unionsaidof with
the star
and

ticularly interests her before okaying it.
The first
view she
"Fury,"within
which
she made
suchhada ofsuccess
Spencer Tracy, was at a showing in London, long after it had been seen by her
American fans. There's an advantage in
being able to dismiss a role from her mind
when she is through with it, because she
has a fear of becoming a screen type or
of being afflicted with a screen mannerism,
a hangover from one production to the
next.
Her face is tiny with its tilted nose and
wide mouth and her eyes are strange,
mellow, keenly alive eyes of an unusual
hazel with a sizeable brown spot in the
right one. She's five feet three when she
wears shoes with the highest heels she
can buy. Her figure, off the screen, is
slight and graceful, and she weighs 104
pounds. It looks even less than that in
the trim, dark, tailored suits and plain
shirts she wears away from Hollywood.
When she's willing to discuss any matter
she talks frankly but, when the subject
is not to her liking, she is either silent
or deftly turns the conversation into other
channels.
Sylvia loves the New York where she
first met success. She eagerly had anticipated aten-day holiday in Manhattan
when she returned from England. But
a few hours after her arrival, her boss
asked her if she would take the next
plane to Hollywood. She wanted at least
a few days in the East and definitely she
would not plane back, she told him. So,
she stayed four days and went by train.

Bennett Cerf, young New York publisher,
was short-lived, ending after a brief trial
they couldn't
makeit
awhen
go ofboth
it. discovered
The bridegroom
maintained
was impossible for a man of his professional interests to remain successfully married to a Hollywood wife with a career.
The much-admired Miss Sidney is one
star who ate her way to slimness. The
cameras used to do mean things to her
figure, as she recalls — always made her
look heavier than she was.
"When I saw myself on the screen I
was
opinion noit
one disgusted,"
else shared she
withsaid.
her.An However,
took an impacted wisdom tooth to accomplish her present enviable proportions.
The tooth was so troublesome it necessitated an operation in Hollywood and,
when the wound refused to heal, she hurried to New York specialists. They agreed
she was in bad condition and the prescribed treatment was one to strike terror
to the heart of any movie beauty. She
had to stop work for three months and her
daily menu was one that read as though
it were intended for an emaciated creature
who just couldn't gain a single pound.
During the three months Sylvia relaxed
at the beach, she ate three heavy meals a
day with potatoes and cream and desserts,
to say nothing of large glasses of fruit
juice between meals. When friends saw
what
she consumed, they protested vehemently.

Q YLVIA
flying by
— but
definitely.
O
She used isto off
commute
air across
the
continent frequently but she had so many
forced landings, she claims, that the only
thing that would get her up into the
clouds again would be the necessity to

/no
i

"You can't eat like that, Sylvia. You've
got to make a picture soon and you'll
weigh a ton." Sylvia had her misgivings,
but she continued on the daily orgy. The
miracle happened — she ate and ate but her
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"Darling, you're much thinner 1"
And indeed Sylvia appeared slimmer
but the scales indicated that her weight
hadn't dropped at all. What had happened was that the little flesh which had
concentrated in a few places had been
more evenly distributed and her figure
photographs more attractively. Also, as
she says, she felt like a million dollars, but
she wouldn't recommend that regime to
any other girl trying to slenderize. Not
all of them have the stomach trouble
which afflicted her.
The way that Sylvia Sidney has taken
her life has been eminently satisfactory to
her — no qualms about courses she has pursued and no regrets for the lesser things
she has passed by. Her work is her allabsorbing interest and whatever else comes
along must of necessity be a lesser attraction. She hasn't changed much since
the early years when she and Mr. X
mapped out their futures and gave all they
had to the business of making dreams
come true.
She still is intensely interested in his
work, feels that if she were not an actress
she would like to be a doctor. And Mr.
X, happy in his chosen field and the fact
that he was a principal factor in helping
his cousin to fame, knows that if he
couldn't be a scientist, he'd keep on trying
anyway, because Sylvia's acting career is
enough for two dreams that were shared.

woman

ounce

SCIENCE
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clothes continued to fit, and when her
mother visited her as the vacation was
amazement,
drawing to a close, she exclaimed in
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{Continued from page 42)
plenty, if I flopped. He stuck right by me,
gave me a free hand, said I could do anything I wanted — while I was getting the
freeze on all sides and he was taking a lot
in the way of criticism. Yeah, man, do I
love him !
-Well, to make a long story practically
unbearable, the studio was all for tossing
me out on my ear in the nearest alley, and
I was getting ready to agree. Speaking of
mental hazards — one of the best is to keep
right on doing something everybody says
is wrong."
Then the make-up man joined my side;
that helped a lot when you consider what
make-up can do for a pan like this. He
was very kind and encouraging — kept saying 'just be yourself.' And Norman would
add, 'That's a lot of self.'
"This business I do — there's no halfway
about it. Either it is too perfectly stinkjust
can't hair
You your
gets toover.
or ithave
ing awful, You
be there.
let down
and tear up the scenery. So — I did. That
contract I had dreamed about seemed to
fade into the distance and the train whistle
got louder.

know that drunk scene in
YOU
'Rhythm'? Well, it's my own; I wrote
it. I feel tender about it, like a relative.
I used to say the 'Who do you think you
are anyhow' ? line when I was but a girl (I'm
twenty now — cross my heart). I played it
in lots of night clubs, with variations —
sometimes getting paid, sometimes not. It
went into the scene without a syllable

changed. Why, after all, at a time like
that, should I get dignified or something?
"Then came the preview — came the dawn,
came the millenium, came the Marinesit's all the same to me. Yeah, man, this is
no time for false modesty. That was my
moment and I loved it, I wouldn't kid you.
The next day there were all the mysterious
'Theys' wreathed in smiles, saying, 'We
are glad we were wrong for your sake —
and ours.' And 'Will you please sign this
five-year contract on the dotted line? Just
make a mark if you can't write,' and 'What
your dressing-room?'
do youyouwant
color'Would
and
like to drive your car on
the lot?' (me and Dietrich) and 'How will
eggs?'"
We have
met, your
the first
time, over at Glenda
you
Farrell's. Glenda's cousin and Martha's
romance is Jerry Hopper; Jerry had the
flu. He allowed as how he would like a
cup of nice hot tea.
Martha shooed everybody out of the
kitchen. "He's my Jerry and I want to
make
tea. Margaret
Poor darling
EnterhisAunt
to fill!"a hot water
bottle for poor dear Jerry. "Heavens to
Betsy !" shrieked Auntie, holding up the
tea kettle. "It's full of tea!"
"Of course. Where else would you make
tea?" spoke up Martha, calmly. "It was
such a small package," she added, anxiously, "do you think it will be strong
enough?" Just then the spoon Jerry was
stirring with, melted.
As aelse
cook,
a grand
comic.
Not
much
was she's
revealed
on that
occasion.

WHY

DO

CATCH

OUR

except
romance.a few illuminating sidelights on the
"At first," Martha said, "we didn't get
along together. I saw Jerry at different
places and in the music department_ at
Paramount, where he works, but he just
sort of didn't pay any attention to me.
Well, I'm not the sort of a girl to be
ignored. Anything but that. I had to
ask him to take me out, and he got shy
and said, Well, when do you want to go
out?' So I said 'tonight.' It was already
tonight. He said, 'I didn't get paid yet.'
'That's all right,' I said, T got money.'
went out."into her again at a place
SoWewe bumped
called the Palomar — a kind of a night
club
tion. highly favored by the younger generaNear us was a table of high-school sheiks
and their gals. We had just about ordered
our lemonade when a very worldly gent,
about fifteen, zoomed over and asked Martha to dance. Seems he saw her in_ a
picture and figured he'd like to dance with
her. He didn't ask how she felt about it.
They danced — if you could call it dancing. The boy hunched up his shoulders,
got a good grip and off they went, collegiate as all-get-out. Then it got to the
fancy stuff — they threw wing-dings all
over the place and looked as if they were
continuously knocking each other out.
Martha came back, gasping, and at that
moment — very good timing- — another lad
appeared. He was all of sixteen. After
all, she danced with one of the party, didn't
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she? A girl couldn't play favorites.
The boys' girl friends sat there trying to
look pleased about the whole thing. And
Jerry, back at home base holding onto
didn't
struggle, danced
his
evening.a Martha
all without
a dance not
get dignity,
a
had
She
school.
with the whole high
their
join
to
her
asked
They
time.
grand
basketball team. Said she'd consider it.
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— the
in "Rhythm"
big toscene
she made
of
the fate
determine
whichher was
scene
studio
the
to
went
She
her picture career.
at six— and done all right, as they say at
Harvard. Heaven knows what would have
happened had she gone to bed at ten p. m.
Usually when an actress says, " I have a
big scene to play tomorrow," you cross
yourself and walk away on ti.p-toe.
She was on the stage at the age of
three, that must account for the hours she
keeps. Her parents were in vaudeville,
and so was Martha for some years. She
has performed in three plays and countless
night clubs, including one (now closed)
called the Southern Surf, referred to by
Martha as the Scum and Scurf. Seems
the entertainers seldom got paid.
She happened to mention it during lunch
at the Paramount commissary one day.
That's about all she had time to mention,
because the table might as well have had
a STOP sign on it. There arrived a bevy
things from a mublonde
littlewho
of pretty
sical number
fell upon Martha with
glad cries. It seems they were in the
"line" of a New York night club where
Martha was the chief performer. When
things got too bad, Martha moved in and
bunked with them and it was all very cozy .
with a waiting list for the bath tub from
here to there.
The bevy was scattered by an extra
woman selling Christmas cards, followed
leading man who dehandsome
by the manded
how come Martha took advantage
of his absence over the week-end to get
engaged. (It was in the morning papers.)
And if so, where was her ring? "I'll get
windit, don't push me," Martha advised,
ing up her face and throwing the ring at
him— a very good trick if you can do it,
but one that takes talent.
MonMartha Raye was born in Butte, to
be
tana, because her parents happened
playing vaudeville there at the time. Thougha
she was only a kid, she appeared in
vaudeville drama with her parents, and
was a serious actress until the age of
fourteen. At fourteen, she saw Mary Wigman dance, and it changed her whole life.

FASCINATED with admiration, Martha
decided this was her real metier— she
would be an exponent of the modern
dance. She went to Harold Kreutzberg,
foremost dancer of the Wigman school,
and begged him to take her as a student.
He agreed, if she would study with him
um. A year — goodfor a year at the minimwas
nothing. She
ness gracious, that
would study forever. She was, even at that
tender age, passionately moved by modern
symphonic music.
that young Martha negWell, it appears
lected to let her good parents in on this
new ambition, and when she began practising the angular, abrupt patterns of the
modern school before her mirror, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Reed, her parents, were baffled,
to put it mildly. Then they were amused
in a nice way, but pretty soon their control
gave out and they roared.
"I just didn't have the face or the figure

It didn't take long for the fans
to fall for little Deanna Durbin
whose golden voice is amazing for a fourteen-year-old.
She has loads of charm and
beauty to boot.

to go with it," Martha admits sadly, with
And that was how she disa deep sigh.
covered she was a comedienne.
The passion for music stayed with her,
and it is no pose, as is the case with some
girl has a collecof our leading stars— therecords
that really
tion of modern classical
is something. Martha goes on worshipping her own gods, willy-nilly. It is pretty
girl
to the "yeah, man"many
much in contrast whooper
-upper in
who is the best
knows, she
a long dreary day. Heaven get
the idea
wouldn't care to have anyone
is
Martha
that
Not
w!
she's a highbro
just
she
music—
good
apologetic for loving
figures nobody will believe it anyway.
Aside from that, she goes to Italian redink joints for dinner and floors the waiters
thing happens
by speaking Italian. Same Mexica
ns. In
in Olvera Street with the
without
in
right
moves
she
any group,
wasting time on needless formalities. She
calls Glenda's dignified, white-haired Aunt
Margaret "Margie," and Aunt Margaret
it. Glenda's dad, known as "Unk
loves
Nunkie," was having a bout with lumbago,
rved.
him he was
told nd
Martha
but
.sex-sta .
ou
ar
He perked right up and began looking
Martha is allergic to cats and begins
sneezing right away if she sits in a chair
after one. (She sneezes often in Hollywood.) She is an even combination of
Irish and Jewish, is a naive child in many
respects, and she did not arrive in town
with a contract under her belt. A few
performances in a local night club fixed
— can
that. She is never sorry forandherself
keep right
worst cold
have the world's
on clowning.
She has a white car and a colored maid
ns
two of her life's ambitio
named Lulu— ed.
(Lulu taught her the
lately realiz
truckin' step.) She has been engaged three
tjmes — but never in love before. And she
can't cook — but who cares?
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(Continued from page 20)
Picture and Producer
GRXg
Pennies From Heaven (Columbia)
2^r
Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
2y2*
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4*
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
, 3*
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
3%*
Pigskin Parade (20th Century-Fox)
3*
The Plot Thickens (RKO-Radio)
2★
'Plough and the Stars (RKO)
2★
Polo Joe (Warners)
2*
The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox) 3*
2*Postal Inspector (Universal)
The President's Mystery (Republic)
2»/2*
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3*
Pride
of
the
Marines
(Columbia)
y~k
Private Number (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
2*
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
3★
Ramona (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Red
Wagon (London
(Alliance)
1Vj*
Rembrandt
Film)
4*
Reunion (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Revolt of the Zombies (Halperin)
1 -k
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount)
„,?^
Road Gang (First National)
2V2 +
The Road to Glory (20th Century-Fox)
3★
Roaming Lady (Columbia)
2*
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2*
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
Rose Bowl (Paramount)
2*
San Francisco (M-G-M)
4*
I'A*
Wife (RKO)
Second
Secret Agent (GB)
3*
Seven Sinners (GB)
3*
Shakedown (Columbia)
2*
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Silly Billies (RKO)
, 2*
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
Sing Me a Love Song (First National)
3
The Singing Kid (Warners)
3*
*Sinner Take All (M-G-M)
Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*

NEW

BEAUTY

SECRET

<■*"•"■
and Producer
Picture
Sitting
on the Moon (Republic)
IV2*
Sky Parade (Paramount)
2*
Small Town Girl (MGM)
3★
Smart Blonde (Warners)
1*
The Smartest Girl in Town (RKO)
2★
Snowed Under (First National)
2*
A Son Comes Home (Paramount)
2y2*
Song and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox) 1 *
3-k
n)
(Douglas
ChinaSaddle
Song of
Song
of the
(First MacLea
National)
2+
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
3^r
Special Investigator (RKO)
2*
Speed (M-G-M)
1V2*
Spendthrift (Paramount)
2*
Stage Struck (First National)
2V2*
Star for a Night (20th Century-Fox) 1V2*
♦Stolen Holiday (Warners)
2*
4-*
s)
(Warner
Pasteur
Louis
of
Story
The
Stowaway (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Sutter's Gold (Universal)
2V2*
Swing Time (RKO)
4V2*
Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
2*
Tarzan Escapes (M-G-M)
3+
Thank You, Jeeves (20th Century-Fox)
1*
*That Girl from Paris (RKO-Radio)
3*
The Texas Rangers (Paramount)
3*
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
3*
lhese Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4*
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
2*
Things to Come (United Artists)
3*
1 3 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3*
36 Hours to Kill (20ih Century-Fox) 2V2*
2-<r
(Paramount)
for Love(M-G-M)
Cheers
ThreeThree
The
Godfathers
2*
-M)
Live Ghosts
Three
Three Married
Men (M-G
(Paramount)
12-**
Three Men on a Horse (Warners)
o,7i
2y2-*r
(Paramount)
Trail (Universal)
the Girls
Three
*Three onSmart
3*
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
2y2*
Ticket to Paradise (Republic)
JJ
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
3*

CHOOSE

/

Picture and Producer
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox)
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
Trailin' West (First National)
The
Trail byof Television
the Lonesome
Pine (Paramount)
Trapped
(Columbia)
Trouble Ahead (Pathe)
Trouble for Two (M-G-M)
Two Against the World (First National)
Two
Gentleman
(Columbia)
Two inFisted
a Crowd
(Universal)
Two in Revolt (RKO)
Two in the Dark (RKO)
-Fox)
Under Two
Under
Your Flags
Spell (20th
(20th Century
Century-Fox)
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
Valiant is the Word for Carrie (Paramount)
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
The Walking Dead (Warners)
Walking on Air (RKO)
Wanted: Jane Turner (RKO)
Wanted Men (British & Dominion)
Wedding Present (Paramount)
We're Only Human (RKO)
We Went to College (M-G-M)
We Who Are About to Die (RKO)
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
The White Angel (First National)
White Fang (20th Century-Fox)
White Hunter (20th Century-Fox)
White Legion (Grand National)
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
Winterset (RKO)
Without Orders (RKO)
The Witness Chair (RKO)
Wives Never Know (Paramount)
A Woman Rebels (RKO)
Woman Trap (Paramount)
ount)
(Param
Asking(20th
for theDudley
Yours Uncle
Your
Century-Fox)

YOUR

MAKEUP

BY

THE

YOUR

SAYS

EYES

^/7/7//
"WHAT A GRAND IDEA!" said
Peg
lin,
you
R
ng sta°Orite
Lfavo
and
O
screConk
en
Cgy
, whe
n shee
discovered Marvelous EyeMatched Makeup. For here's
makeup that matches . . . harmonizing face powder, rouge,
lipstick, eye shadow and mascara. And mak
that's righ
for you- scieeup
ntifically keyedt
to your own personality
r,
the color that never chancolo
ges,
the color of your eyes
.

9 OUT OF 10 WOMEN AGREE!
Thousands of women have already discovered this remarkable new makeup— 9 out of 10

say they like it better than any
makeup they've used before!
EASY TO BUY! Ask at drug
or department stores for Marvelous Dresden type face powder,rouge,lipstick,eye shadow
or mascara if your eyes are
blue; Parisian type if they
are brown ; Conti
l type,
hazel; Patrician nenta
type, gray.
Each single item only 55 cents
(Canada 65 cents).
THRILL TO NEW POPULARITY'
This very night . . . wear
Marvelous the Eye-Matched
Makeup - he'll thrill to the
newer, more radiant you!

COPYRIGHT 1937, BY RICHARD HUDNUT
mARveLOus^#w

mnKeup

HUDnUT
If RICHARD
Paris . . . London . . . New York . . . Toronto . . . Buenos Aires . . . Berlir

ROUGC • LIPSTICK • FflCC- POUJD(R ■ mflS
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1
2V2*
2Vz*
1*
2Vz*'
,
1V2*
2*
2*
2^
,]f
2V2*
2V2*
3 -k
2*
3*
2v2 +
2V2*
2*
2*
2*
Vi*
2*
2*
2*
3+
2y2*
4*
2*
, ★
IV2*
2*
3*
1*
**
2*
2*
2*
f*
1/2*
2-*:
2*
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(Continued from page 23)

FOR
CHEST
COLDS

D istressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is applied.
Better than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action because it's NOT just a salve.
It's a "counter-irritant" — stimulating,
penetrating, and helpful in drawing out local
congestion and pain.
Used by millions for 25 years. Recommended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Children's(mild),andExtraStrong,40Veach.

To be frank, we fans were thoroughly
disgusted with Dick's "Jerome Bonaparte,"
we despise mustaches, we abhor domestic
complexes in our romantic cinema heroes,
particularly crooners. We prefer sweet,
refined little Ruby any time to the buxom,
blase Joanie as Dick's real sweetheart. We
like Joan as the "Gold Digger" or "Three
Men on a Horse" heroines, but please
leave the shy violet dramatics to adorable
Keeler. — Mrs. E. Franzeen, Ursa, 111.
Honorable
Three

Cheers

Mention

for the Raye

Gal

Oh, boy, what a star ! Personality,
ability, talent, they all spell just plain
Martha Raye. I saw both "Rhythm on
the Range," and "The Big Broadcast."
After
seeing
I'm
convinced
thather
she steal
is oneboth
of shows,
the biggest
finds of the year and absolutely the best
commedienne of any year. Hold on to her,
Hollywood, you've got something there. —
Catherine Campbell, Evansville, Indiana.
Them's

Fighting Words

HOME-STUDY
TRAINING
BUSINESS
Your opportunity can never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in
earlier and larger success. Free 64-Page Books Tell
How. Write now for book you want, or mail coupon
with your name and address in margin today.
□ Business
□ Higher Accountancy
Correspondence
□ Mod. Salesmanship
□
Credit and Collection
□ Traffic Management
Correspondence
□ Law: Degree of LL.B.
□
Modern Foremanshlp
□ Commercial Law
□ Expert Bookkeeping
□ Industrial Mgm't
□ C. P. A. Coaching
□□ Rail.
Mgm't
□ Business English
Paper Station
Salesmanship
□ Stenotypy
□ Business
□ Effective Speaking
Management
LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Chicago
Dept. 3318-R

Isn't it about time to call it quits for
the Rogers-Astaire pictures? You find the
same characters, the sameness in Miss
Rogers' clothes, almost the same plot in
every picture and the same sing-songish
songs. "Roberta" wasn't bad because it
had lively Irene Dunne in it, but to star
Rogers and Astaire is a great mistake.
Neither of them has a good voice, and

COME

Taylor Looks "Chopped Off"
The supposed idol of the hour is the one
and only Robert Taylor, but if Taylor has
set the world afire — I say, give me vanilla.
He has looks, if you like his type. His
build is nothing to write home about because he looks "chopped off," and as for
acting, anyone can do what he does. All
that his roles call for is a handsome face.
— Marianne Wood, Blackstone, Va.

CORNS

HOW
BACK

BIGGEPGUEg

the same "hand
Ginger goesin through
movements"
all her dances, while Mr.
Astaire can't compare with Charles Collins in grace, good looks, poise or dancing.
Please team Charles Collins and Jessie
Matthews, Mr. Movie Producers. — Jane
Brennan, Bloomfield, N. J.

What's

-unless

removed

ROOT*
AND
ALL
scientific
this new,
are praising
• Thousands
Blue-Jay method that ends a corn. Blue-Jay, the tiny
medicated plaster, stops the pain instantly— then
in 3 days the entire corn lifts out Root and All.
Blue-Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Wet- Pruf adhesive. 2 5 1- for 6. Get Blue-Jay today.

BAUER
S. BLACK
-JAY
BLUE
SCIENTIFIC
CORN PLASTERS
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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Happened

to Shirley?

After seeing "Dimples," my child disappointedly said, "Momie, that wasn't such
a good Shirley Temple movie, was it?
There were so many big people talking,
and no ponies, or ducks, or dolls, or anything. She just danced and sang, and
didn't
play atisall."
"Dimples"
an adult story, with adult
characters and adult lines. Children understand little of the plot, and miss the
usual childish delights. Imagine a Temple
picture without a single animal, doll, toy
or childish joke, with more tears than
smiles !

Some of my little girl's happiest memories are the pony-in-bed scene, and Shirley's innocent "Oh, my goo'ness" of "Curly
Top" ; the birthday party, and apple-eating
scenes with Lincoln in "The Littlest

Me

Rebel" ; the live dolls and happy night
with the Italian family in "Poor Little
Please give Shirley back to the children.
Rich
Girl." to them, and, after all, grownShe belongs
ups are children at heart. — Mrs. Clifford
Holand, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Why

Lives?
Ballyhoo Stars' Private

I do honestly just adore Modern Screen
and wouldn't miss one issue of it for
worlds — especially your little corner which
follows through the whole magazine, dehumor. picting your originality, impartiality and
There is one question which bothers me
tremendously. Why is it that publicity
agents play up so noisily the various changes
that take place, from time to time, in a
star's private life? After all, our interest
in them is really impersonal — wholly focused on their ability to act, their beauty
and
poiseto onindulge
the screen.
they
entitled
in theirWhy
own aren't
individual
whims of character?
I, for one, think Jean Harlow is a marvellous actress, despite the fact that she
prefers to live in a homey, comfortable
house more adapted to her honey-colored
locks rather than a huge white mansion
suitable to her platinum crown. She is a
clever actress, nevertheless. If Clark
Gable dislikes to don his soup and fish
and dashes impulsively to the old fishing
hole, he is still the perfect screen lover. —
Aileen Conlon, Ontario, Canada.
Bits From

Your

Letters

Although I am far away in Tasmania, I
hear lots of talk about Robert Taylor.
Every girl is just mad about him, and
wouldn't mind if he played in every talkie.
We never tire of seeing his handsome face.
I think it's a shame he can't take a trip
to our beautiful land. — Margaret Kinsella,
Ulverstone, Tasmania. I wish Errol
Flynn would relax and quit threatening
to leave for Borneo — or else leave for
Borneo. — D. H. Chapman, Los Angeles,
Calif. Self-respecting persons have always resented portrayals on the screen of
cads striking women. There's nothing
very brave or he-mannish about slapping
down someone who is defenseless. Even
such a grand picture as "The General Died
at Dawn" put Gary Cooper in the embarrassing situation of hitting a girl. It
cheapened the character — and weakened
him. — Phil Marden. Something should
be done about putting Robert Taylor into
a role such as was given him in "The
worried
been
We've
Gorgeous
and
upset Hussy."
ever since.
Also,
putting
so
much history into the movies, just to satisfy complaints made by school teachers
and old maids, is getting us down. It's
drown herself
evenreminded
girl can't
so awithout
getting
of her
being
in a movie
history quiz the next day. — Lillian Merritt, Cincinnati, Ohio. Give me stars like
Myrna Loy and Merle Oberon. There are
so" many blondes with large, dreamy grey
eyes that it's quite a relief to see stars
with a charm that doesn't only come from
looks, but from a vague mysteriousness
that seems to hold Myrna and Merle in its
like naturalness. — Diana Richardgrip. son,I Ontario,
Canada.
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(Continued from page S)
The organization was large and stifling,
cramped his style, was inclined to dictate.
Since that time he has joined Grand National, which allows him to name his own
terms. Cagney is married to Frances Vernon. He is five feet nine inches tall, weighs
155 pounds, has flaming red hair, freckles
in the summer, and alert brown eyes. His
current picture is "'Great Guy."
JEAN ARTHUR (First printing; total
number of requests. 225.)
They hid Jean Arthur's
light under an apple
pie, back in those early
days of slapstick comedy. That it was extravagant to waste such
beauty had not occurred
to some director, with a
genius for miscasting.
So the girl who had
posed as a model for Howard Chandler
Christy, languished year after year as the
heroine of two-reel comedies and inconsequential Westerns. But the flame of Jean
Arthur's ambition was not easily dimmed.
To escape from the roles for which she had
been typed, she decided to free lance,
moved from one small independent company to the other, playing in anything
and everything except Westerns and tworeel comedies. She broke the jinx. Para-in
mount signed her, gave her big roles
productions such as "The Sins of the Fathers" with Emil Jannings and "The Canary
Murder .Case." Still Jean did not feel that
her star had reached its ascendant. Obeying the axiom that movie stars are made
not in Hollywood, but on Broadway, she
left pictures. Once more Jean had made
the correct choice. Broadway casting directors showed more discretion than had
She was given one fine dramaHollywood.
tic role after the other . . . proving that
if she was to be typed at all, it was as a
versatile performer equally at home in poignant drama and farcical comedy. With
beauty alone, Jean might still be a model
. . . with ambition alone she might still
be a slapstick queen . . . but she had brains
as well . . . and now, crowning her tactical
efforts with success, Columbia awarded her
a contract, made her a star. Her work in
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" has done the
rest, has elevated her to a position of equal
footing with such glamorous stars as Claudette Colbert and Carole Lombard. Jean
Arthur is a New York girl. She was
born October
She'sexpect,
of Norwegian
descent,
and as17,you1908.
would
has very
blonde hair and eyes as blue as the fjords.
She's slightly built, 5 feet 3 inches tall, and
weighs only 110 pounds. Scheduled for her
next picture is "History Is Made at Night."
GENE AUTRY (Last printed May 6, 1936.
Total number of requests
since then 321.) Why
"Singing Cowboy" Autry
is by far the most popular of the Western stars
is soon told. It has to
do with Gene's genuineness . . . nothing synthetic about him . . . the
a maskas
personality
which he isn't
removes
soon as athesinger
camerataught
stops toturning
. . . he's
neither
ride badly
nor
a rider taught to sing badly. As a matter
of fact, Gene would be hard put to tell
you which of his two prime talents comes
more naturally to him. Born, Sept. 29,
1907, in Tioga, Texas, heart of the cattle
country, he rode before he walked. At the
age of twelve he was bulldogging steers in
the Achilles, Oklahoma, rodeo. Meanwhile
singing in
the choir
of histhegrand-daddy's
Baptist
church
had laid
foundations
for a voice that is today more popular
than Bing Crosby's. A restlessness bred
of the open range prompted Gene to leave
home at fourteen to seek his own fortune.
For a year he traveled with a medicine
show, singing and playing that steel guitar
of his. Then at the end of the year, Gene
began to feel that he was old enough to

OF
AMAZING

ALL
NEW

FREDERICS

ITS
WIRELESS

TERRORS
PERMANENT

USES NO HARMFUL CHEMICAL HEAT-NO INTENSE
ELECTRICAL HEAT-NO HAIR-PULLING WIRES

FOR YEARS women have shrunk from the terrors
of Chemical Heat — from the discomforts of electrical machines with heavy hair-pulling gadgets.
But all this is a nightmare of the past. Frederics
Wireless Wave has robbed permanent waving of all
»4*
its terrors. Today, feather-light, pre-heated aluminum wavers are put on to cool off — not heat up.
Quickly — magically — comfortably — your straight
hair is coaxed into beautiful, soft, lustrous waves —
so alluring— so enduring and so easy to manage that
you will think you really have naturally curly hair.
Send your name and address to E. Frederics, Inc.,
235-247 East 45th Street, New York City and
Make certain that Frederics Vita-Tonio
will rush you the names of Frederics
or Vitron Magic Shield are used on your
we
hair when getting a Frederics Wireless
Franchise Shopowners in your neighborhood
Permanent (see illustrations above).
who are qualified and equipped to give the
Avoid substitutes. Sample wrapper,
new Frederics Wireless Permanent.
for identification, will be sent Free,

-freclerics

VITA-TONIt<WVITRuM

E. FREDERICS, Inc., Dept. 9A85
235-247 East 45th St.
New York City
Kindly send me a list of salons in my neighborhood who give Frederics Wireless Permanents.
Name

comeiess

Address

City..*.

•
•••

State . .....«.«••
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OFTEN

LOSE

FAT

7 to 62 POUNDS QUICKLY
Without Thyroid Extract, Dlnltro.
phenol, Hot Baths, Starvatl
Dieting, or Enforced Exercising
SoVou Can Improve Your Figure
and Get to Feeling Better
DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING
GERMANIA
Orange
Pekoe
and
HERB TEA
Excess fat is frequently caused
by faulty elimination of poisons
which interfere with the body's
natural weight and energy regulating processes called metabolism.
Consequently it often takes that
delicious and refreshing GERMANIA Orange Pekoe Tea you drink
15 minutes before each meal, and
that pleasant
tasting,
purely TEA,
vegetable GERMAN
IA HERB
you drink with one or two meals
each day, together with eating ^'9"^ ai
®L'f™i
"-ovely, Gracef ul
whatever you want, excepting
as a l,loael s
or fatty meats
foods
starchy
much
to get your energy on the increase and those troublemaking intestinal toxins or poisons on the decrease, so
you can quickly lose those pounds of unnatural excess
fat and improve the appearance of your figure.
Don't delay! Get your package of GERMANIA
ORANGE PEKOE TEA and GERMANIA HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store
today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back.
AMAZING
No

FREE

OFFER

Money— dust Your Name
For free packettes send name and
address to Germanla Tea Co., 544
S. Wells St., Chicago, III., Dept. 93
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take a more serious view of life. So he
settled clown, this fifteen-year-old, and became telegraph operator in the railway staof one ofHe Oklahoma's
most seriously,
desolate
cattle tiontowns.
took the work
began to think of singing as a hobby ... a
bit frivolous at that. But a handsome offer
from a Tulsa radio station soon cured the
young sobersides of his telegraphic aspiraFrom then
on, Gene's story
was but
not
that oftions.the
struggling
artist,
rather of the successful entertainer who
could choose his employment at his own
terms. After several years in vaudeville and
radio, (luring which he had been featured
on such programs as the Alka-Seltzer Barn
Dance, he was assigned to a Ken Maynard
Western. His very first picture clicked in a
big way, and he was immediately given
star billing. Gene likes to give much of the
credit to his horse, Champ, who is probably the best dressed horse in pictures.
The total cost of his trappings runs well
over the three thousand dollar mark. However, Gene can afford to be generous. He
has a very remunerative hobby. Pie writes
his own songs . . . words, music, 'n' everything,
runinches
up into
millions.andGenethe
is 5sales
feet 10
tall,the
weighs
165 pounds, and has reddish brown hair
and blue eyes. You will see him next in
"Old Corral" and "Roundup Time in Texas."
MRS. D. B. BARNES, Seattle, WashingtonChester Morris' next picture is "I Promise
to Pay." If Chester looks a little overstuffed, don't blame it to a careless diet
at home. It's all on account of what went
on in filming one sequence of the picture.
The poor fellow had to eat nine full-sized
meals before the cameras in making a cafe
scene ! Swell for a starving man but not
such fun for a well-fed one like Chet.
TYRONE POWER (First printing; total
number of requests, 105.)
A month ago, before the
release of "Lloyds of Lonyou didn't
who he don,"was.
Two know
years
ago a Hollywood casting
office refused himasevendollar-a-day extra job.
And yet this charming
boy, with the quizzical
dark eyes,
is ana descendant
experienced trouper,
of a long line
of actors, and made his stage debut at the
age of eight. Strictly speaking, Tyrone
was not a stage child, in the sense of being a stepchild. He had a substantial home
in Cincinnati, his birthplace, and as much
education as he wanted. He didn't want
college, preferring instead to join with his
father in Fritz Leiber's Shakespearean
company. A year or so later, after Tyrone
senior's death, he joined Don Ameche in

Chicago radio programs. But Broadway
is the Mecca of all young thespians, and
Tyrone couldn't resist its magnetism for
long. A three months siege at five dollars
a week was relieved by an understudy role
in a Katharine Cornell production. Tyrone
remained under the aegis of Miss Cornell's
group for two more productions, and it was
his work in "St. Joan" which brought him
to the attention of 20th Century-Fox. If
you saw "Girls' Dormitory," you will remember him as Simone Simon's cousin. He
next appeared as the fickle young count
heart in "LaYoung's
Loretta And
who breaks
dies in Love."
then, of course,
"Lloyds of London," the turning point of
his career. To date, he has been too busy
getting to the top of the heap to take time
out for love. So that gives all you girls
an equal chance. His next picture is
"Love Is News."
ANNE SHIRLEY (Last printed July, 1935.
Total number of requests
since then, 201.) Anne
Shirley is the exception
proving the rule that
good child actors make
poor adultfessionalactors.
Prolife commenced
at the very immature age
of fourteen months — as a
department store model,
posing in swanky baby
clothes. At the age of three, pretty little
Dawn O'Day (the original moniker) had
made her first picture, "The Miracle Child."
winFollowed years when the baby bread
ner and her mother felt the pinch of hardten
at
stalled
ship. The family budget
dollars a week . . . hardly an inspirational
artist with depenwage for a struggling
dents. Despite the slender finances, Dawn
managed to attend both professional school
and regular school. What's more she
graduated from high in 1933. RKO-Radio
provided her with her first important ingenue role in "Finishing School." And then
came the long deferred payment for the
weary years of struggle . . . the lead in
"Anne of Green Gables." The three-yearhad become the sixteen-year-old
old star
star.
It was at this time that the legal death
of Dawn O'Day took place, and Anne Shirley was born . . . the latter, by the way,
being the name of the character she had
production.
thethe"Green
played
To roundin out
story ofGables"
youth and
beauty,
romance
Anne's
And
love.
we must have
with Owen Davis, Jr., fills the bill. Anne
is 5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 100 pounds,
and gorgeous tihazel eyes hobby,
has arresting hair.
you might
Her
tian colored
the famous collection
say, is to watch over
of dolls given her by stars with whom she
worked as a child. Her latest film is "Make
Way for a Lady" with Herbert Marshall.

Reviews
{Continued from page 61)

Happy
From

Relief
Painful

Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people biame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys — and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
Thecess acids
kidneys
are Nature's
takingMost
exand poisonous
waste chief
out ofwaythe ofblood.
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
If the
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
well, 15poisonous
the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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Loy and Asta, Mr. P. bobs up in the final
scene with the answer. The co-stars are
at their comic best, playing delightfully
funny scenes as though they enjoyed them
to the hilt. Notable in the cast are Jimmy
Stewart, Joseph Calleia, Jessie Ralph,
Landi, Teddy Hart and Sam LeElissa
vene.
Preview Postscript
This marks the sixth celluloid matrimonial
venture of Myrna Loy and Bill Powell. Myrna
and Bill were first wedded in "Manhattan
Melodrama," but nobody cared particularly
until "The Thin Man" came along. The resultant enthusiastic clamor is the reason for
this film. It's directed by Woody Van Dyke
again . . . Having been married to too many
handsome men to count on one hand in reel
life, Myrna put off the real thing until a
few months ago. Arthur Hornblow, Jr., producer of pictures at Paramount, is new boss.
And he claims Myrna is really like her Nora

in the "Thin Man" series. What's more,
Myrna admits trying to be like her offscreen, too . . . Elissa Landi, Myrna and all
the women on this picture had no time to
waste on talk, bridge or tea between shots.
They were busily at work on little things —
crocheting, knitting and sewing a complete
layette. After some days of aggravating
silence, they finally broke down and admitted
the new
was intended
for Myrna's
personal outfit
maid Theresa,
who is expecting
a baby
in the near future . . . Following the completion of this picture, Bill Powell left for a
rendezvous v/ith his pals, Ronald Colman and
Dick Barthelmess. He met them some 150
miles out in the Pacific where they were fishing off the Barthelmess yacht. A plane
dropped their new guest at the door . . .
Whether Elissa Landi is actually Mrs. Nino
Martini these days is keeping Hollywood
guessing. The two are constantly together,
and the dark-eyed singer was a frequerf
visitor to the set.
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Paris

Lily Pons' new picture is worth seeing
just to hear — if you get what we mean.
As a comedienne the diminutive star comes
through in a big way, though responsibility for most of the laughs rests on the
ample shoulders of Jack Oakie. Gene
Raymond provides the heart interest and
shares blonde honors with Lucille Ball,
who is comely and capable in a minor role.
Frank Jenks provides some excellent
comedy, while Mischa Auer swipes every
scene, as usual, when he comes within
camera range. The story is a rather
feeble one designed to get the most out
of the able comedians and utilize Lily
Pons' pert attractiveness and golden voice
to best advantage. That the picture falls
short of the mark in several instances
isn't to be wondered at with such requirements. The plot has something to do
with Lily leaving her wealthy groom flat
at the altar and falling for Gene Raymond, a penniless orchestra leader. She
decides to follow him to America and
smuggles her way on board the ship where
he and his orchestra, composed of Oakie,
Jenks and Auer have a job. Familiarizing yourself with "That Girl From Paris"
won't be time lost.
Preview Postscript
Chief fun-maker was Lily Pons herself.
Everyone termined
called
deto learnherten"Snooky."
more wordsSheofhad
English
every day from the people with whom she
was working, but it soon turned out that
everyone on the set was learning French from
her instead. Appearing in a small role in
this
one sois she
Lily'sjust
mother.
speaks
no
English,
went inShefront
of the
camera as part of the scenery and for the
thrill of being a movie actress. Andre Kostelanetz, to whom it is rumored Miss Pons is
married, had charge of all the recordings
on the picture in which the star sang. And
if youMr.don't
think that this
was between
a job, consider
how
K. managed
Monday
and Wednesday broadcasts for the Chesterfield Hour in New York City. He spent every
week-end in Hollywood, and flew back and
forth gaily between his various jobs. Kostelanetz had a small piano made to order
for her birthday. It can fit into any nook
or corner of her dressing-room or studio set.
. . . Jack Oakie is soon to become a proud
father. Venita Varden, Mrs. Oakie off-screen,
has been resorting at Palm Springs and Jack
was busily flying between Paramount and
the desert spa to his wife . . . That comedy
dance
LucillewasBall's
but funny
to her.of She
laidwasup anything
in bed for
three
days after the afternoon spent shooting the
scene — because she really took everyone of
those tumbles. Lucille is the girl who used
to look at you from those cigarette ads.
She landed the job of posing for the manufacturer after he had spotted her in the
back
row
of 1911,
Ziegfeld's
Montana in
Lucille"Rio
wentRita."
to NewBornYorkin
determined to be a great dramatic actress,
and spent two years modelling clothes before
she even landed her first job. After the ad
modelling, though, she was contacted by a
studio for a screen test, and made good.
*** Three
(Universal)

Smart

Girls

This picture won't take you by surprise
as it did the Hollywood preview audience,
since by this time you've no doubt heard
about Deanna Durbin. A Los Angeles
school-girl, Deanna makes so promising a
cinema debut here that she is undoubtedly
slated for stardom in short order. Besides
this attraction, there is good work by
other members of the cast, including Bin-

Switching face powders may do
you an injustice — Make you look years older than you really are!
How

to find

your

most

becoming

Do you try one face powder this month and another the next? Do you choose face powder
because this girl or that uses it? What may look
good on one girl may look bad on another.
Hit-or-miss methods of selecting your face
powder, or your shade of face powder, put you
at a great disadvantage. It means you have one
complexion one day and another the next. It
calls attention to your make-up all the time.
If the shade you happen to choose is the
wrong one, it makes you look years older than
you really are. What you want, first of all, is
the right kind of face powder. Secondly, the
right shade.
No.l. The Right Kind
of Face Powder

face

powder

must not assume that because you are a blonde
or a brunette or a redhead that you must use a
certain shade. Any artist or make-up expert
will tell you that.
You may be a blonde and yet have a very dark
or olive skin; or a brunette and have a very
light skin; or vice versa.
What you want to do is NOT match your
skin, but improve your appearance. You want,
NOT a matching shade, but a flattering shade.
In my fiveI shades
I providenotthe "Buy"
most becoming
Say "Try,"
one for you. What it is neither I, nor anyone
else, can tell you in advance. You must try on
all five shades.
But I don't ask you to go into a store and buy
all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. No,
indeed! I say: "Here, take all the five shades
of my face powder and try them all on ! Let
your own eyes tell you which is your most
Today !

A face powder must be soft. It must be smooth
— absolutely smooth. Only a smooth powder
will go on evenly and blend perfectly.
becoming shade."
Only a smooth powder will act as a blotter
on the skin. It is the blotter-like qualities of Decide today to make this telling face powder
test. Mail the coupon below and by return mail
face powder that absorb excessive oil and perspiration and prevent shine.
you'll receive all five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder. Try on all five shades.
Lady Esther Face Powder is soft — extremely
soft and smooth. It contains no rough or sharp
Notice that one shade will instantly declare itself the one for you. Notice, too, how smooth my
particles whatever. This you can prove by my
face powder is, how long it stays on and how well
famous "bite test."
it prevents shine. One test will tell you volumes!
Because it is so smooth, Lady Esther Face
The coupon below waits your mailing !
Powder goes on evenly and blends perfectly.
It also acts as a blotter on the skin.
It absorbs the excessive oil and
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (31) FREE
perspiration
that causes that hated
shine.
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a purse-size tube of your
No. 2. The Right Shade
Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.
First, the right powder — then the
right shade!
NameThere is only one way to tell which
City_
Address—
is your most becoming shade and that
is to try on all five basic shades. You
_ State—
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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nie Barnes, Alice Brady, Nan Grey, Barbara Read, Mischa Auer, and Ray Milland.
The dialogue is exceptionally bright and
the competent direction and acting has
turned it into a screen-play that holds
your unswerving interest. Determined
that their mother and father shall not be
divorced, the three sisters — Deanna, Nan
Grey and Barbara Read — set out to thwart
the fortune-hunting female who is after
their father's heart and pocketbook. You
will hardly find it in your heart, however,
to blame Pater Charles Winninger when
you see Binnie Barnes, the female under
question, all done up in her new blonde
hair. But with three such determined
daughters, Mr. W. is finally persuaded to
give up any notions he might have been
entertaining. There are a couple of fresh
young romances tucked in, and plenty of
sure.
laughs, pathos and suspense for good meaPreview Postscript

BLUE WALTZ PERFUME ■ FACE POWDER • LIPSTICK • BRILLI ANTINE ■ COLD CREAM ■ TALC

KEEP
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Skin Perfectly!
J^ATO LONGER must blemishes be
6
JLAI embarrassingly conspicuous!
"Hide-it," in a shade to match your skin,
will make permanent scars, birthmarks,
burns, vaccinations,
MAKE THIS TEST
pimples, freckles or any
(1 Minute)
discoloration amazingly unnoticeable !
Apply
"Hideit" on blemish.
"Hide-it" won't rub off, peel
Dust with face
orcrack. Unaffected by water
powderwithandproceed
usual
or perspiration. Lasts all day
make-up.
until removed. Gives skin a
clear, smooth look. UnexNowlSeehow «*-*J
celled as a make-up base I
perfectly
blemish
Try"HiDE-iT" I $1 at leading
concealed ia. Ml
department
and drug stores.
Your skin
looks smooth,
flawless.
HaJe-mf
10c At Ten Cent Stores
W'pES SffN BLEMISH**
Clark-Millner Co., 666St.CIairSt.,Dept. 15-C, Chicago
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The most important "prop" on this set was
the portable dressing-room which had been
turned into a schoolroom for the use of the
three young girls in this picture, Deonno
Durbin, Barbara Read and Nan Grey. Much
to their disgust, they found that the California school laws are as strict with movie
actresses as with any other girls under
eighteen years of age . . . Deanna Durbin
is really a local product, having lived in Los
Angeles from her first year. However, she
was born in Winnipeg, Canada, fourteen
years ago. Deanna can never complain
about her thirteenth year being an unlucky
one. For in this period of life she became
both a movie star and a prima donna on a
national coast-to-coast hook-up and is now
being considered for a Metropolitan debut.
But you'd never think that all these things
had happened to Deanna to look at her.
She's quite unimpressed with herself — and
hasn't even seen what she looks like on the
screen. The studio didn't wont her to see
the "rushes," being afraid she might catch
on how good she was. . . . Nan Grey simply
hates movies, but loves working in them. This
arises from the fact that her father is o
motion picture projectionist back in Dallas,
Texas, and Nan has been brought up on
movies. Two years ogo, when she was fourteen, Nan and her mother took a trip to the
Coast to get away from pictures — and ended
for Nan. An agent
a contract
signing
up
had byseen
the girl
while shopping and made
arrangements for a screen test. She had
four offers from different studios the next
week . . . Barbara Read was under contract
at Columbia, but sat around waiting for
something to happen. When nothing did
after six months, she inquired about the
was told,
More experience,
reason. needed.
what's
Barbara she
marched
out,that's
with
the remark, "Is that all?" Having friends
living in Laguna Beach, some eighty miles
away from Hollywood, she decided to visit
them and get experience in the famous Little
Theatre at Laguna. She got about ten
years' acting experience in one year — playing
in twenty-four different sketches and plays
in that time. Fredric March brought Barbara to the attention of an actor's agent
after admiring her performance while on o
visit to Laguna.
***
Gold
(Warners)

Diggers

of 1937

disis that
hereplot
The big
carded thenews
ancient
aboutthey've
the little
chorus girl who gets her chance on the
opening night of the big show after the
leading lady gathers up her sequins and
walks out of the part. This time things
are concerned with a life insurance agency
whose president is full of progress and
epigrams.

Dick

Powell,

the company's

MODERN
worst salesman, meets Joan Blondell and
Glenda Farrell at a convention — the gals
are stranded chorus girls — and through
them he signs an aging producer to a million-dollar policy. The producer's conniving assistants (Osgood Perkins and Charles
D. Smith) hope to cash in when the old
boy dies, so it becomes Mr. Powell's job
to keep him hale and hearty. Anyway,
there's a legitimate excuse for the customary big show and the usual extravagant and not so novel Busby Berkeley
numbers. Dick Powell sings several
pleasing songs. Glenda Farrell steals the
female comedy honors, and in the men's
department the laurel leaves go to Victor
Moore, who makes the aged producer a
very funny guy. There is first-rate tap
dancing by Lee Dixon, and a fine satiric
bit by William Davidson as head of the
insurance company.
Preview Postscript
Dick Powell had to keep his hands in his
pockets for three days on this picture. The
reason being that one thumb was all bandaged up due to his enthusiasm for amateur
photography. While splicing film he cut
the finger severely, then forgot to do anything about it except wind a handkerchief
around it for a few hours. Blood-poisoning
nearly got Mrs. Powell's new husband on
that one . . . Work on this picture marked
the
beginning
of Joan's
sixthrewarded
year for with
the
Brothers
Warner.
She was
a really elegant portable dressing-room, furnished with the last gasp in chromium and
ivory radios, a gift from Dick, so she can
listen to his broadcast while she's at the
studio . . . Glenda Farrell's still going very
steadily with Drew Eberson, but vaguer than
ever about any matrimonial plans . . . Lee
Dixon's practice room was known as "Dixon's

SCREEN

Nudist Colony." The dancer flatly refused
to practice strenuously with any clothes on.
So a special practice hall had to be assigned the new dancing star and while practicing with the chorus he had no less than
four electric fans going for his exclusive
use every minute. Dixon also holds the
record for consumption of food on the lot
-between.
— he ate eight meals a day, and snacks in
** Great Guy
(Grand National)

unusal racket for the plot background because it sustains your interest through
some rather elderly wisecracks and a few
trite situations.
Cagney is swell and Mae Clarke plays
up
to him
P. S. She cast
doesn't
get
socked
once expertly.
! The supporting
is well
chosen. So all in all, it's a welcome return
to the screen for Jimmy although not a
spectacular one.
* Crack-Up
(20th Century-Fox)

There's much of the old Cagney wallop
to this first picture he has made under the
Grand National banner. Picking the story
himself, Jimmy wisely followed the type
of thing which has endeared him to his
public. As Chief Deputy of the Department
of Weights and Measures, James has a
chance to wade right into all sorts of
skullduggery. He mixes with a new
racket, food dealers who are chiseling
their customers by an elaborate system of
phoney weights.
As Johnny Cave, ex-puglilist, he is
deputized to get the higher-ups in control
of the racket. Janet Henry (Mae Clarke),
his girl-friend, who is trying to get him
to save enough money for them to marry
on, is secretary to one of the city's leading
citizens. It doesn't take much film footage
for Cagney to suspect Mae's boss of
monkey-business in the food racket. Mae
is indignant, pointing out that Canning for
years has been one of the city's greatest
philanthropists. When Cagney faces Canning down, the fun begins and he practically loses Mae and his own hide in the
excitement.
It was a smart move to pick such an

Loaded to the hilt with intrigue, airplanes and international spies, this film
will appeal to lovers of weird melodrama
who aren't too particular about plots and
plausibility. Its main asset is a fine portrayal by Peter Lorre in another of his
horror roles. By day Mr. L. is a simple
soul who wanders about a metropolitan
airport apparently doing nothing but furtively blowing on a small tin horn. He is
regarded as a harmless half-wit by the
boys around the hangars, but in his own
circle he is "The Chief," head of a spy
ring. "The Chief" hopes to lay hands on
the secret plans for a new type of transport plane — a set of plans considered highly
desirable by an un-named foreign nation.
His progress in obtaining the papers will
not be related here, but it may give you
a clue or two to know that the rest of
the cast includes a crooked aviator (Brian
Donlevy), his young co-pilot (Thomas
Beck), gan),the
plane's
(Ralph(Helen
Morand the
sweetinventor
young thing
Wood), who loves the honest young copilot. It's Peter Lorre's picture; the rest
of the players have little chance to demonstrate their wares.
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* The Great
(Warners)

O'Malley

Pat O'Brien again dons uniform and
goes through his usual paces when thus
outfitted. We've come to the conclusion
that Pat's style is definitely cramped the
minute he dons any kind of uniform, since
he's always straining to live up to something or other and forgetting to be human.
In this case he's living up to the ideals of
the police department and making himself
quite obnoxious. Duty is the rule by which
he measures his life and for the next
15,000thisfeet
you'reat led
that
cop ofhasfilm,
no heart
all. to
But believe
being
movie-wise, you know that he'll break
down before the final reel, so Ann Sheridan's coming into the picture is no surprise.
Ann is a schoolmarm — and a warmhearted one. Before she gets through with
Pat she has him attending school-picnics
and loving all the little children as much
as the potato salad. Sybil Jason also helps
with the break-down, being a little crippled
girl, whose mother takes in laundry and
whose daddy has been sent to jail by our
Mr. O'Brien. Well, maybe we're short on
heart ourselves, but this whole set-up left
us cold.
** Banjo on My
(20th Century-Fox)

Miss Madeleine Frick
Permanent Wave by
Ivan of Fifth Ave., N.Y.

"I Keep My Hair Soft and Golden with Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash," says Miss Madeleine Frick, of Norfolk, Va.
TYPICAL of the many girls who have become more popular with sunny,
golden hair, Miss Frick was chosen February winner of MARCHAND'S
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH Contest. Says Miss Frick, "My whole appearance
is fresher - brighter — since I use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash."
with Marchand's
hair admire.
. Rinsehairyour
this popularity
gain yourself
can and
You, too,
friends
have sunny
HairnowWash,
Golden
BLONDES-Is dull, faded or streaked hair robbing you of the youthful, lively
charm blonde hair can give? Enjoy a more fascinating appearance now. To
keep your hair bright and golden always rinse with Marchand's. just rinse with
BRUNETTES — To add an alluring lustrous sheen to your hair
Marchand's. You will be amazed at the improvement in your whole appearance. Or if you wish, using Marchand's full strength you can lighten your hair
to any golden shade and become an appealing blonde.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — Use Marchand's also to make "superfluous"
hair on arms, legs or face unnoticeable. Keep dainty and alluring all over with
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at
Marchand's. Start today! Get a bottle
any drug store. Use it tonight, at home.
WANT TO WIN A FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK?
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
For details see folder inside your package
Ask your druggist. Or use coupon below.
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Knee

Life on the shantyboats, along the lower
Mississippi, is taken apart and put together
again with such humor in this one that
the result is an entertaining film with more
than its share of fun. Co-starring Joel
McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck, it gives
both of them ample opportunity to display
their special talents, even going so far
as to allow Miss Stanwyck a song-anddance number. When Barbara, a land girl,
marries Joel, a river boy, there's an ominous feeling in the air that the thing won't
go. Among the river characters who hope
it will last are Buddy Ebsen, a droll sort
of river rat, and Walter Brennan, Joel's
father, who is anxious to become a grandfather. On the other side are Katherine
De Mille, who would like Joel for herself,
who's
slickerOrleans.
a city
and Walter
to New
Barbara
to lureCatlett,
trying
Sprightly dialogue and catchy music serve
to make "Banjo on My Knee" worthy of
your attention. Good songs are "Where
Goes By" and "There's
Lazy River
the
Something
in the Air." There is also a
swell rendition of "St. Louis Blues" by
the Hall Johnson Choir. Walter Brennan
steals the picture with a comedy character
which equals his Swan in "Come
role Get
and
It." Joel McCrea is completely
believable as the river lad, and Barbara
Stanwyck's work will add to her recently
increasing popularity. Buddy Ebsen works
in some nice comedy and a few fancy tap
numbers, and there is some excellent singing by Tony Martin. On the whole, an
enjoyable picture.
** God's Country
Woman
(Warners)

and

the

Warner Brothers have done themselves
proud on this Technicolor picture. The
story, with the big timber country of
northern Washington as its setting, is admirably suited to the color medium. The
vivid colors of northern streams, _ skies
and vegetation blend well with the intense
tones to which the color camera is still
addicted. Though definite progress is being
made with color photography, as proved
king
by some scenic shots of breath-taroom
beauty in this film, there is still
for improvement in the photographing of
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characters, since harsh skin tones make
action
one so "color conscious'' that story,
and characterization assume secondary
importance. The plot here has to do with
a flippant young man, George Brent, who
goes North to work in a lumber camp
which he owns. Not because he wants to,
but because his brother, Robert Barrat,
thinks this the last chance to make a man
of him— George having spent all his time
and most of his fortune on wine, women
and singing for the past few years. Out
where men are men and women are, too,
as George points out on their introduction,
he meets Beverly Roberts. Beverly runs
a rival camp, and has lumber on her brain
to the exclusion of all romance including
heart-breaker Brent. The outdoors, however, in the next eight reels makes a man
out of George and a woman out of Beverly,
so everybody's happy. Good support is
given the leading characters by Alan Hale,
a warm-hearted lumberjack, Barton MacLane, the meanie who stirs up all the
trouble, and Vic Potel among others.
Comedy is nicely handled by El Brendel,
Roscoe Ates and Billy Bevan.
***

Stowaway

(20th Century-Fox) "
If you've thought Shirley Temple was
slipping, you should see this and rind out
how wrong you can be. For she comes back
in what is undoubtedly her most entertaining picture to date. This time you can
enjoy not only a good story, but every
minute of Shirley. The little gal
is an orphan, and when she accidentally
stows away on board a liner travelling the
China Seas, the complications come thick
and fast. One of them is that Robert
Young, a millionaire playboy, wants to
adopt her. But it seems that without a
wife a man can't do things like this. So
he convinces Alice Faye that she should
marry him and obtain a divorce when the
boat docks. Of course, they're madly in
love, really, but the fact that Alice has a
fiance on board, to say nothing of her future mother-in-law, has prevented them
from admitting anything more than their
mutual adoration of Shirley. There's a
grand wind-up in the divorce courts when
their adopted daughter takes the witness
stand and proves her parents are acting
like edspoiled
children
and shouldn't
be granta divorce.
Robert
Young and
Alice

F

E
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excellent bits by Una O'Connor and J. M.
Kerrigan.
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Faye give thoroughly sympathetic characterizations. Helen Westley, representing
the mother-in-law problem, is excellent,
as is Arthur Treacher, who this time valets for Mr. Young.
** The Plough and the Stars
(RKO-Radio)
Add "The Plough and the Stars" to the
recent deluge of films glorifying revolution in Ireland. This film, directed by
John
who disappointment
made "The Informer,"
will be Ford,
a distinct
to most of
his followers, for it lacks the vitality, the
excitement and the fine performances
which made "The Informer" one of the
best pictures in the last several years.
Barbara Stanwyck, in the role of the
young wife who sees her dream of happiness shattered by the tragedy of the revolution, doesn't seem to be quite as inspired
as usual in the part. Her acting is rather
subdued throughout. Preston Foster's
portrayal of the young husband is honest
and sincere, but most of the high points
of the picture are furnished by Barry Fitzgerald, of Dublin's Abbey Theatre Players. As a doddering but belligerent barfly,
he brings to the screen a distinctly new
type
of comedy.
Erin role,
O'Brien-Moore
effective
in a smaller
and there areis
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WOMEN

PREFER NORFORMS

Every day, more and more women are adopting
Norforms for Feminine Hygiene, because:
1 . Norforms are so easy to use. They require no awkward
apparatus for application. They come in a small, convenient package of one dozen.

'-• ♦ -

i

Norforms Action
Explained
Norforms are easy-to-use
antiseptic suppositories
that melt at internal body
temperature and spread a
protective, soothing film
over delicate internal
membranes— an antiseptic
film that remains in effective contact for many
hours. They are deodorizing as well as antiseptic
and soothing.

2. They contain Parabydrecin—a. powerful and positive
antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of Unguentine.
forms.No danger of an overdose or "burn" with Nor3. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor about
room or person. In fact, they are deodorizing, and
many women use them for this purpose alone.
4. They remain in effective, antiseptic contact for many
hours.
5. Norforms can be used as often as desired. They are
soothing and beneficial as well as antiseptic.
MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
Send for the new Norforms booklet, "Feminine Hygiene Made
Easy." Or, buy a box of Norforms at your druggist's today. 12 in
a package, complete with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich
Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York, makers of Unguentine.

NOr\POF\mS
Known to Physicians as "Vagiforms"
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MAVIS!

FOR THIS NOSTUNNING
ABLE
N -TARNISHNEW
SILVERY

CLIP THESE DIRECTIONS
HOW TO GET ONE
Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you this lovely Sweetheart
Charm Bracelet — with one
miniature to start your collection— for only 25$! Stores
can't sell them for anywhere
near that low price. Just get
a 25f! size of delicately
scented, flower-fresh Mavis.
Mail in the coupon attached
to the can, with 25 ff in coin,
and any clear photo or snapshot (to be returned with
your bracelet).
For send
each 100,
additional miniature,
photo, and a coupon from a
25 i size Mavis. (Offer good
only in U. S. A.)
DON'T DELAY! HURRY! Order your Sweetheart Charm
Bracelet today! Get your
25psize
der now. Mavis Talcum Pow-

IT'S
SMART!of IT'S
... toNEW!
wear IT'S
miniatures
those THE
you "RAGE!"
adore on
a Sweetheart Charm Bracelet. Be the first
in your set to own one! Miniatures are reproduced from your favorite photos or snapshots— hand-colored by fine artists — set in a
frame which clasps onto the bracelet.
THERE'S ROOM FOR NINE — sweetheart,
chum, sorority sisters, movie stars, mother
and dad. Easy to snap on or off. The bracelet itself is a series of gleaming disks etched
with
a flyingthedove.
not discolor
skin. Non-tarnishable. Will
THIS WONDERFUL OFFER comes to you from
Mavis — the velvety, delicately scented talcum Frenchwomen use to safeguard their
daintiness. Make their charm secret your
own. After every bath, before you dress —
clothe yourself in fragrant Mavis. Its alluring all-over fragrance keeps you flower-fresh
for hours. So soothing, too!

MAVIS

N THE

FREE Treatment for
Your BUNION!
Stops pain at once ! Write for Free Sample
of Fairyfoot. No obligation. Falryfoot Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. Dept. 2713

CONTAINER

at
home:
Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. No previous experience needed. Good
demand.NATIONAL
Send for
freeSCHOOL
booklet, "Make
Money
at Home"
andARTrequirements.
36OI Michigan Ave. Dept. 2363, Chicago
FOR

Did Gray
Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

RED

MANY
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Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
/^RAY hair is risky. It screams: "You are
"
old!"to Todo end
gray ithaironcehandicaps
all
you getting
now have
is comb
a day for
several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly
once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears
within a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their friends
forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.
Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single
cent ? Then, go to your drug or department store
today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years
younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
■ CDCC Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK today and send ■
I r ntu t0p flap 0f oarton to United Remedies. Dept. I
■ 53. 544 So. Wells Street. Chicago — and receive FREE ■
Z AND POSTPAID a 50c box of KUBAK Shampoo. ■
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***
One in a Million
(20th Century-Fox)
This serves to introduce Sonja Henie,
Olympic skating champion, to the screen
public. Although the skating sequences — ■
of which the picture has several — are
marvels of rhythm and grace, Miss Henie's
assets aren't confined to the ice. She photographs beautifully,
she possesses
a fetch-is
ing Scandinavian
accent,
and her acting
more than acceptable. All of which means
the screen has a distinctive new star. Plot
of the which
picture isconcerns
American
girls'
band
strandedan in
Switzerland.
The band's conductor. Adolphe Menjou,
and his wife, Arline Judge, furnish a good
share
of the
film's
comedy,frenzied
and thescenes
Ritz
Brothers
have
several
which will convulse their fans. Best of
their numbers is "The Horror Boys of
Hollywood," in which they impersonate
Karloff, Laughton and Lorre. Don Ameche,
portraying an American newspaperman in
love with Miss Henie, is sincere and believable in the romantic scenes and a bit
uncomfortable when he's the wisecracking
reporter. Jean Hersholt contributes his
usual ingratiating performance as Miss
Henie's father, Leah Ray offers several
pleasant songs, and Ned Sparks adds his
dead pan touch to the comedy department.
Borah Minnevitch and his harmonica band
furnish
novelties. three or four diverting musical
***
Lloyds of London
(20th Century-Fox)
Waving the flag for England, at which
Hollywood producers are so superior to
their British cousins, reaches almost a new
high in this very entertaining film, which
toys sufficiently with history to bring romance into the insurance business and
show how closely interwoven were the fates
of England and Lloyds. Done in the
"Cavalcade" manner, this picture, with the
help
Zanuck'sfriendship
private historians,
shows ofhowMr.a boyhood
eventually
saves the English Navy from a bitter defeat at the hands of Napoleon. The boys
are Jonathan Blake and Horatio Nelson.
Jonathan Blake grows up to become the
most ance
powerful
of Lloyds'
insursyndicate, member
and Horatio
emerges
as
Admiral Nelson, the British naval hero.
"Lloyds of London" is superior screen
fare largely because of several highly dramatic incidents, although a good deal of
its appeal is due to its excellent cast.
Freddie Bartholomew and Douglas Scott,
as the two young friends, make the picture's early scenes memorable, and Tyrone
Power as the grown-up Jonathan Blake,
has all the attributes of a new screen hero.
George Sanders, imported from England,
is admirable as the villain of the piece,
and there are fine performances by Sir
Guy Standing, J. M. Kerrigan and C. Aubrey Smith. Madeleine Carroll, in the
feminine lead, is both beautiful and competent, although the work of Virginia Field,
fire.
as an alehouse maid, has more warmth and

hair with "the%ibrfers used by the
stars" Millions or women follow this
Hollywood beauty hint... and so
more Hollywood Curlers are used
in homes everywhere than all other
curlers put together. Try this star
magic on your hair . . . tonightll
Be sure to ask for them by name.
3 FOR 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES, NOTION COUNTERS

** Rainbow
(RKO-Radio)

on the River

Bobby Breen, the boy sensation of the
air waves, casts his magic spell once more
on the screen in a film so dripping in sentiment that it will no doubt send women
weeping from all the theatres in the land.
Little Bobby, who has the singing mannerisms of a latter-day Al Jolson, is cast
as an orphaned son of the old South who
is mothered by an aging Negro mammy.
This, of course, gives him an opportunity

MODERN
to display his mature vocal talents both in
the cotton fields and in the local church
where, as a choir boy, he furnishes the
picture's high spot with his rendition of
Schubert's "Ave Maria." It may not surprise you too much when the news comes
that Bobbv is really a member of a wealthy
Northern family. When he is taken to
New York he is, at first, not favorably
received by his grumpy old grandmother
(May Robson) and her scheming niece
Robson' s
Miss (Marilyn
Seems
(Benita
her own
a child of
has Hume).
niece
Knowlden), whom she hoped would eventually get the Robson fortune. Bobby's
personality and his Harry Richman-hke
singing soon win the hearts of his grandmother and her comedy butler (CharheButterworth), and all ends as well as
could be expected.
Critical comment on Master Breen _ is
useless ; either you like him or you despise
him. Mav Robson comes through with
, Marilyn Knowlher customary gruffness
den is excellent as the. spoiled brat and
Charlie Butterworth lends humor to a
thankless comedy role. Alan Mowbray
is wasted in a small part.

SCREEN
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NEW
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NOW

SAY THE

BABY
coming?
See your doctor regularly. Ask
him about Hygeia Bottles aud «.
Nipples. These wide mouth
bottles are easily cleaned.
Nipple is easily kept
germ free.These
Don'tare
take ^ K
chances.
safest ...
^
ASK YOUR
DOCTOR!

PE-RU-NA

The Great New ColdFighter Often
Wins

Fight

With a Cold
By Helping to Build Vn
flT A
Cold-Fighting Resistance DRUGG ISTS
- —SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE- — •
£• For free sample bottle of The NEW
>| PERUNA, address PERUNA, 644
I S. Wells St., Chicago, III. Dept. 213 |
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* White Hunter
(20th Century-Fox)

Before a background of obviously studiomanufactured jungle, Warner Baxter
silently with the elestruggles grimly andand
the rain and the
ments. The wind
ble as
elephants aren't nearly as formida
the story, so Mr. B., who handles the
d
expecte
storms and the livestock with
of
hands
the
at
defeat
ease, goes down to
an impossible script. Embittered because
his diplomatic career in London had been
ruined by enemies, Baxter has become a
white hunter— a guide to African tourists.
The monotony of guzzling liquor and gazacing at the horizon is ended when he iswho
cidentally engaged by the very person
caused all his trouble. From then on revenge is his motive, but revenge eventually dissolves into love because of his
enemy's beautiful daughter, June Lang.
Miss Lang, you will recall, is the gal
who went through the entire war in "Road
to Glory" with nary a smudge on her pretty
she's smudged a bit, but
pan. This time
she manages to look at all times as though
she had just dropped into the jungle on
her way home from the beauty parlor.
Warner Baxter's portrayal is convincing,
but he acts as though he knew the odds
were against him. Gail Patrick is properly
g as the wife of Baxter's nemesis,
menacin
and Alison Skipworth tries in vain to lend
comedy to the piece. Suggested new title,
"June in Jungle Land."
** Stolen
(Warners)

Holiday

The Brothers Warner caution that all
characters and events in Kay Francis'
latest dramatic effort are "entirely fictional." Therefore, don't go comparing
this film plot to the notorious swindling
scandals that rocked France not long ago.
It won't get you anywhere. The story
won't either, for that matter, and merely
serves as a platinum setting for the beauteous Miss Francis to display several coiffures, any number of fine gowns, and
other properties exclusively hers. As a
master swindler, Claude Rains dominates
the cast in the part of the scoundrel,
Orloff. Guilefully, he entangles Nicole
Picot, a Paris mannequin (Kay Francis)
in his affairs by making her an innocent
accomplice to his first shady deal. _ In five
years the arch-rogue is a millionaire she
becomes one of Paris' smartest couturiers.
Their friendship, of course, is purely

Smooth, satiny skin—& radi^ antly clear, youthful complexion
—men admire them and modern style
demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid
your skin of ugly pimples on face and
body. And thousands are doing it, with
complete success.

The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly pimples may be nothing in
the world except a lack of the yeast
vitamins B and G. When these elements
are not present in the human diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to
ensue and this, in turn, often shows up in
pimply skin.
Countless men and women
found that in such cases, Yeast
Foam Tablets work wonders. This
supplies vitamins
pure dry yeast
B and G in abundant quantities

YEAST

FOAM

TABLETS
You'll

MAke

the Taste!

have

and thus tends to restore the intestinal
tract to normal — in those instances of
vitamin deficiency. With the intestinal
tract again in healthy function, pimples
should quickly disappear.
Unlike ordinary yeast, Yeast
Foam Tablets are pasteurized and hence
cannot cause gas or fermentation. They
are easy to swallow and most people
relish their clean, nut-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try Yeast Foam
Tablets and give them the chance to give
you the same welcome relief they have
brought to so many others.

NER VES ? Vitamin B, known as the
anti-neuritic vitamin, is absolutely necessary
to sound, steady nerves. Lack of enough vitamin B causes polyneuritis— the inflammation of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so
rich in the B factor, prevent and
correct nervous conditions caused
by vitamin B deficiency.
• •••Mail Coupon for Trial Sample
CO.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.^
Name
■i■ Address

\ City

state-'
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OUICK

WAY

REMOVE

TO

CORNS

no cutting ... no pads

L

£

RELIEVE

/

/

CORN

PAIN

platonic. It isn't until Ian Hunter makes
his appearance, struggling manfully to
make the role of Diplomat Wayne credible,
that Nicole knows Love. And then Love
takes a terrible drubbing, as OrlofFs
financial kingdom topples; he forces Nicole
into marriage to save himself. A convenient bullet solves Nicole's problem, but
we're not going to tell you who gets the
baby shrapnel. If you like lavish settings,
fashion shows, Kay Francis in another
sympathetic role tailored to her talents, you
will see it anyway and find out for yourself. Alison Skipworth contributes necessary
chaperone.humor to the proceedings as Nicole's
* Champagne
(Paramount)

m

QUICKLY

If you want to remove those aching corns
just get a bottle of FREEZONE from any
druggist. Put a drop or two on the corn.
The pain is quickly relieved. Then before
you know it the corn gets so loose you can
lift it right off with your fingers, easily and
painlessly removed. It's the safe way that
millions use to get rid of hard and soft corns
and calluses. Works like a charm! Try it.
FREEZONE

SCREEN

Waltz

"Champagne Waltz" is a disappointment.
With a cast headed by Gladys Swarthout,
Fred MacMurray, and Jack Oakie one
expects a gay and charming piece full of
laughs and good music. The result, instead,
is a rather dull, old-fashioned operetta
which never lives up to the promise of its
title. Theme of the story is the battle between waltz music and jazz. A descendant
of Johann Strauss, Miss Swarthout and
her grandfather operate a waltz palace in
Vienna. Business is good until Jack Oakie
opens an American swing palace featuring
Fred MacMurray and his band. Miss
Swarthout,
MacMurray's
identity,
falls unaware
in love withofhim.
It all ends
up in a super-colossal night club in America featuring 200 musicians combining

m it
"Madam,
when it was Now
tiny, that
you could
stopped
with Bun-R-Stop.
it hashave
spread
and
ruined your hose and — pardon me — your appearance, it's too late for me to help.
"But if you'll buy Run-R-Stop for 10c—
one tube
stopsaccidents.
50 runs — you can prevent future hosiery
"Be
sure
you
don't harden
confuse orRun-R-Stop
with substitutes that
wash out
It's
in
the
handy
red
and
that fits right into your purse.blackAt vanity
chain
or department stores."

)AMarket.
New Pleasant,
Industry!outdoor
Good
work.
A small
pond expand
is all
you
need
to
start,
with increase. Easy to ship.
We ingBuy!in everyMen state.
& Women
See startwhat
others
are already
doing.
Free
book explains
our offer.
Write
^American Frog Canning Co.
Dept. 163-B. New Orleans, La.
—FAST— QUICKDIRECT
ACTION
OF
TURPO
The Wonderful New Cold-Chaser
Relieves
that

Cold

Just rub Turpo freely on
throat, chest, forehead, _
temples and outside of nose,
AT ALL
also a little Turpo in each DRUGGISTS
nostril before retiring at night.
I— SEND FOR FREE SAMPIE — ,
I Write
and address
and sendname
to Turpo,
544 S. plalnlyl
Wells
Street, Chicago, Dept. 83
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CO much trouble is caused by chronic constiO pation! Headaches, upset digestion, nervousness, lack of pep are frequently caused by poisonous wastes that accumulate in the bowels.
Too often people merely use some temporary
relief.
Seedifference
for yourself
it doesn't
make
world of
in theif way
you feel
aftera
using a purely vegetable laxative. Give a
thorough trial to Nature's Remedy (NR
Tablets). forming.
Note how gentle they are — and
non-habit
Get a 25ctainingbox,
con> TO-NIGHT
25 tablets,
k TOMORROW ALRIGHT
at any drugstore.
Beautiful
1937 Calendar-Thermometer.
samples ofSix-color
NR and Turns.
Send stamp for packing Also
and
FREE - postage to A. H. Lewis Co., Desk79C-19, St. Louis, Mo.
CATARRH
and SINUS
CHART — FREE
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking —
etuffed-up nose — bad breath— Sinus irritation —
phlegm-filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000
sell Hall's. .Catarrh
Medicine.
63rdDruggists
year in business.
. Write today!
F. J. CHENEY& CO. Dept. 33, TOLEDO, O.

symphony and jazz — so terrific there's no
room for customers. Miss Swarthout's
lovely voice is not too well recorded, and
her acting needs polishing. Fred MacMurray is acceptable as the American band
leader, and Jack Oakie's comedy is the
picture's greatest asset. Veloz and Yolanda
perform several swell dance numbers, and
Vivienne Osborne does nicely as a phoney
Russian
countess.
OneFrank
of the
picture's
minor mysteries
is that
Forest,
one
of Hollywood's finest tenors, is not allowed
to sing, while Fred MacMurray, who will
never make the Met, has several vocal
assignments.
** Sinner
(M-G-M)

Take

All

A fast-moving, well-paced murder mystery, that remains completely baffling until
the denouement. Or maybe you're smarter
than we are. Anyway, the film is distinguished from its contemporaries in that
the
is not reporter
dumb; he's
as
smartpolice
as theinspector
bright crime
(Bruce
Cabot), and sometimes a step ahead of
him in finding the archfiend who is popping off the Lanpiers, one at a time. Apparently David is killed first, then brother
Stephen ; finally their millionaire poppa,
Aaron (Charley Grapewin). This leaves
daughter Lorraine (Margaret Lindsay) as
the last of the Lanpiers. But David doesn't
actually die in the plotted auto crack-up.
Out on the "Love Is News" set Loretta
Young was just melting into the strong arms
of Tyrone Power when a prop man rushed
up and whispered something to her.
"Whoops!" yelled Loretta, disappearing into
her dressing-room and bringing forth a
clothes basket full of candy boxes which
she breathlessly distributed to everyone on
the set. The reason: Loretta had just become an aunt. Sister Polly Ann, who is
Mrs. J. Carter Hermann of Pasadena, had
just given birth to J. Carter Hermann, Jr.
"This is the second time for me," said Loretta. "but I can't seem to get used to it."
Sally
Blane's
and the
Norman
Foster's
Gretchen, caused
commotion
lastdaughter,
time.

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat — then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

Don't
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Sleep

Left

Crowds

Side,
Heart

GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
RIGHT SIDE BEST.
If you tossJust
in bed
can't relieves
sleep on stomach
right side,GAStry
Adlerika.
ONEand dose
pressing on heart so you sleep soundly.
Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels
and brings out foul matter you would never believe was
in your system. This old matter may have poisoned you
lor months and caused GAS, sour stomach, headache or
nervousness.
Dr. H. L.
!Seu> cleansing,
York, reports:
"in
addition
to Shoub,
intestinal
Adlerika
greatly
reduces
bacteria
colon wasbacilli."
Mrs. Jas.
Filler: "Gas
on myandstomach
so bad I
could not eat or sleep. Even my heart seemed to hurt.
The first dose of Adlerika brought me relief. Now I eat
as Give
I wish,your
sleepbowels
fine and
never cleansing
felt better."with Adlerika
a REAL
and see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieve;
GAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.
F() BP Special
Adlerika
ritGC
FREE to Trial
any Size
adult. of Write
Dept.mailed
156.
ADLERIKA
ST. PAUL. MINN.
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He lives to be killed later, in what appears
gives
to be a suicide. (P. S. It isn't.) This
you an idea of the devious windings
of the really swell plot. Nicely blended
with Manhattan night life and Park Avenue pomp, the Whitman Chambers novel
has been given intelligent attention by
M-G-M; outfitted with players who give
gilt-edged performances. Outstanding, of
Joseph Calleia. So is the stage's
course,
Stanley isRidges. There is fine trouping by
Edward Pawley, George Zucco, Vivienne
Osborne, Theodore Von Eltz, with Eadie
Adams torching "I'd Be Lost Without
You." Bruce Cabot, paroled from gangster roles, justifies his release. If you are
a celebrity-seeker, watch for Dorothy Kilgallen, heroine of the recent reporters'
aerial race around the globe. She's a "sobsister" in the film. It's still good entertainment.

** Mind Your
(Paramount)

Own

GOODBYE

DANDRUFF/
F.W.F.C.
Copr.
1937

Business

e Ruggles' absentlike, Charli
If youcut-ups
you will find this good
minded
entertainment. But we'd give you a giltwon't .have
you anyhow
that
guarantee
edgedmoment
Alicea
ng this,
watchi
dull
Brady is the reason for such a seemingly
ent. She is the Ruggles' betrash statem
ter-half inthis film, replacing Mary Boland
— and doing a competent job of it. Charlie
is just as devoted to Alice as he was to
Mary, in spite of the grief she manages
and
to cause him. Writer of a "Birds
Flowers" column in the local gazette, Ruggles has pursued the even tenor of his
ways for some twenty years. But all is
changed when he becomes ill, and the little
woman takes over the column. Her style
packs so much wallop that the townsfolk
clamor for its continuance, with a consequence that poor Mr. R. has to turn to
keep
collecting gossip instead of posies to with
his readers satisfied. This winds up
gangsters gunning for him, kidnapping and
charplenty of excitement. Giving good occaacterizations, when the opportunity
sionally presents itself, are Lyle Talbot,
Benny Baker, Gene LockDarro,
e
Franki
erizahart and Jack LaRue. But charactrtance
tion, and even plot, fade into unimpo
alongside a combination like the RugglesBrady one. They're the whole picture.
** College
(Paramount)

SCREEN

Holiday

Vaudeville de luxe is here offered for
— loge or
the price of a seat at the moviesidea,
there
second balcony. To give you an
are the following headliners : Jack Benny,
George Burns and Gracie Allen, Martha
Raye, Mary Boland, Ben Blue and Eleato their
nore 'Whitney. They're all up
familiar and inimitable tricks which, combined, almost disguise the fact that what's
missing is a story. The situation against
which their antics are staged is this : Mary
Boland is backing the efforts of Etienne
Girardot, a fiend for health, who has a
ion
high hope of establishing an institut
where romance can be fostered on a
purstrictly eugenic basis. For this noble
pose she loans him her hotel, which is
failing miserably under the directorship of
Jack Benny. Thinking Jack is a cultist
like themselves, the two keep him on the
staff after he has rounded up college boys
and girls from all over the country to
come and stage a show to put the business
on its feet. And these specimens are the
experimental material for eugenic love.
Among those to arrive are Martha Raye,
Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs, Nick
Lucats, and Leif Erikson. Then there's
Girardot's daughter, Aphrodysia, who is
also Gracie Allen, scouting for her perfect
mate. It's good entertainment.
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About

Soap Shampoos
1. Bacteria and
dandrufftered, butscatnot
el in a r y bysoap
removed
Orshampoo.

2. All bacteria,
dandruff and
other foreign
matterpletelycomand removeddestroyed
by
Fitch Shampoo.

There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
a shampoo
away. that completely dissolves dandruff and then washes
it
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
will not dissolve dandruff. Fitch's Danordinary
Remover Shampoo dissolves every speck of dandruff indruffshampoos
stantly— under a money-back guarantee — and then washes it
away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as good
for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! For sale at all drug
counters. Professional applications at beauty shops and
barber shops.

After and between Fitch Shampoos, Fitch's Ideal Hair Tonic is
the ideal preparation to stimulate the hair roots and give new
life, luster and beauty to your hair.
WRITE TODAY to The F. W. Fitch Co., Dept.
Ml, Des Moines, Iowa, for a generous FREE
Sample of Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo.
1
I Good Housekeeping J
Bureau

Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo

The F. W. Fitch Co.,

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS —Become An Expert
STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs
and speed,
better accuracy
pay. Stenotype's
machine
and ease ;
make your work faster, better, fs,t
easier — and you get the credit. f-ri°'f
Executives welcome this ma- ^--^
chine way of taking dictation — faster
than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy
to learn — easy to write — easy to read. We tram
low
time — at free
your spare
at home
you thoroughly
for interesting,
terms.in Write
and on easy
cost
Profession,"and describthe New
"Stenotypy,
booklet,
telling
in Stenotypy
opportunities
ing the many
how you may master it successfully.
THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept. 3318-st, 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
PERFECT POWDER
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LOTION

Puts tiold-fashioned
sticky lo^ust
ons in the isn't
discard. sticky
Penetrates
quickly — leaving your skin
satin-smooth. Use freely on
your hands, face, arms and
shoulders. Soothing and healing after exposure.
AT ALL 5c & 10c STORES

33
N°w $1Size
' *» $2.00
$1 .00 Size
At All Drug and Department Stores
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES W/Tff
JUSTRITE
Quick
— easy to install. No
PUSH-CLIPS
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips to match your lamp
cords or woodwork, 10c.
^FOR SALE AT YOUR 10-CENT STORE i
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Come
Filmland
MISS WRIGHT, GET A BITE \
OF SUPPER AND THEN
J
COME BACK FOR SOME <
IMPORTANT LETTERS. J

I HAVE TO WORK
AND MY PAINS HAVE
ON SO HARD THAT
ARE CR05SED.
WHAT A BREAK.'

TONIGHT
COME
MY EYES
,
) JlUr

OF MONTH.

THERE IT IS-MIDOL RELIEVE??
"REGULAR" PAIN; IT SURE DOES
AND THAT REMINDS
ME TO GET A BOX
RIGHT NOW.

^' ft]
Ca

11

YOU'RE QUITE
WELCOME,
MR. DAVIS. IT
WAS NO EFFORT.
GOODNIGHT.

a reliable relief for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain, or even a moment's
discomfort during the entire period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" certain days of every

month! Keep going, and keep comfortable — with the aid of Midol. These
tablets provide a proven means for
the relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. Its
principal ingredient has often been
prescribed by specialists
You can get Midol in a trim aluminum
case at any drug store. Two tablets
should see you through your worst day.

^HSATIONAt

ARZEN

0\

L r,»--"".
OIFighter
TheNA
GreatSA
New L
Head-Cold

Fights
Head
Colds
Makes Breathing Easy fl?|nDSru'geg?s\s
ENTIRELY FREE
FREE
Send No Money-Nothing to Buy— No Obligations
Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpose of acquainting you with the remarkable action of this great new head-cold-fighter, a
test bottle of which will be sent on receipt of the
coupon.
Don't delay.
sure toOffer
takeat advantage
of this sensational
FreeBeSpecial
once. No
letter needed. Send only your name and address
on the coupon, and mail today.
SEND NO MONEY- ON LY YOUR NAME
For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells
Street, Chicago, Dept. 83
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Fiesta!

with your film favorites and enjoying an
experience
couldn't afternoon
be duplicated.
Three that
delightful
cocktail
parties have been arranged. Let's describe
one
forFiesta
you Party.
in detail — Leo Carrillo's
Spanish
From the hotel we'll all get into cars and
go through Beverly Hills where homes of
the stars will be a point of interest, and
on to where Santa Monica lazes by the
blue Pacific. Here is a cool, green canyon,
site of Leo Carrillo's ranch, most colorful
and historic spot in California.
Senor Carrillo, in fiesta dress and surrounded byhis pals in the colony, will give
you a hearty welcome. The star of "Gay
Desperado" in person ! And can you ever
forget him with Grace Moore in "Love
more hospitable host could be found
MeNo Forever"?
for our guests, and his fiesta will be a
highlight of the trip. Leo has invited his
friends to meet you — Dolores Del Rio,
his neighbor across the canyon, Clark
Gable, Richard Dix, and a host of other
interesting stars.

the barbecue sizzles Leo will
WHILE
show you his stables, his collection
of birds, the deer in his zoo, his rambling
hacienda above the creek. This will be a

IDE
MODERN women no longer give-in
to periodic
pain. because
It's old-fashioned
suffer
in silence,
there is nowto

Our

(Continued from page 12)
H

VHAT A BREAKi
YOU METMf.
HERE, TAKE
THIS, DRINK
SOME WATER,
AND FORGET
THE TIME

f THAT WAS A LOT
7\ OF WORK, BUT YOU )
/
DIDNT SEEM TO
0
MIND IT. THANKS. )
A
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The amazing action of Pedodyne \s truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble, and
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation.
Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. fl 210 Chicago, III.
Free

for

Asthma

During
Winter
if you suffer with those terrible attacks ot
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
breath sible
wasbecause
the ofvery
if restful
sleep is if
imposthe last;
struggle
to breathe;
you
feel the disease is slowly wearing your life away,
don't fail to send at once to the Frontier Asthma
Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No
matter where you live or whether you have any
faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this
free trial. If you have suffered for a lifetime
and tried everything you could learn of without
relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 84-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street Buffalo, New York

, so don't
real
with all
trimmings
forgetfiesta
to bring
yourthekodaks
and snap
the
colorful scene. We'll take a group photo
of the party with the stars, too, so each will
have a picture.
Lack of space prevents our describing
this month the rollicking Golddiggers Party
at Glenda Farrell's, or the Melting Pot
Party at Richard Arlen's Toluca Lake
estate,
or the
list of stars
these will
be described
in a you'll
later see,
issue but
of
Modern Screen and also in the beautiful,
illustrated
booklet containing complete inasking.
formation which is yours for the mere
Few people have a chance to see movies
vacaScreen'scourtesy
but Modern
being made,
tioners will, through
the special
of the new Universal Studios, enjoy this
rare privilege. Universal, oldest and largest
of the studios, will be official hosts to our
tours. Here you'll see acre upon acre of
tremendous sets that go back to the time
of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," from
Western villages where Buck Jones makes
his thrilling Westerns, to the huge sets for
Hollywood's biggest musical hit, "Top o'
the Town," from the German village of
"All Quiet on the Western Front" to the
1937 sequel, "The Road Back." Here
Robert Taylor won fame in Irene Dunne's
"Magnificent Obsession," Margaret Sullavan won stardom, and new stars are in the
making every day. Deanna Durbin, the
fourteen-year-old singer, is Universal's latest discovery. You'll meet the stars, see
them make pictures.
Climaxing the Hollywood round of festivities will be a dinner dance at the Cocoanut Grove, for more than fifteen years the
hub of Hollywood night life, famed
throughout the werld and as popular today
as when Bing Crosby first crooned there
and Joan Crawford and Carole Lombard
won cups as the best dancers. Expensive
even for a movie star, the Grove party costs
nothing extra ; just part of the many thrills
stars have been inManyparty
for you.
planned
vited to this
sparkling
; Robert Taylor
and Barbara Stanwyck, Chester Morris
and Robert Montgomery, Joe Penner and
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Jack Oakie, Alice Faye, Astrid Allwyn,
Gloria Stuart, Loretta Young, Lee Tracy—
certainly you'll see
list is long and
but thestars
before this evening is ended!
many
Tean Harlow was queen of our dinner
she
"dance last year, and, of course, we hope
can join us again. Fred Keating, that debonair star of "Devil on Horseback,"
and "Melody for Two," was master of
ceremonies and will repeat his kind offices
this year.

this brief sketch of the Hollywood doings of the jolly party we
must go on to other plans. Your home in
Hollywood will be the Hotel Plaza, at
Hollywood Boulevard and Vine Street, the
center of filmland. Here's the home
exact
also of the famed Cinnabar, most gorgeous
night spot in Hollywood, and here, too,
will be Leo Carrillo's "Corral," an exact
duplicate of a Mexican village erected at
a cost of $150,000, with singing senoritas,
picturesque cabalgay,
leros. colorful shops, and

raw

WITH

me

j

ART
AN
TRY Ad
And there are dozens of exciting excursions for those who want to go exploring
— Chinatown, Olvera Street, the mountain
observatories, Gay's Lion Farm, Uncle
^SCHOLARSHIP
Sam's great battle fleet at Long Beach
(open to the public on week-ends) and the
many amusement piers at Oceanside. A Copy this girl and send us your drawvoyage to Santa Catalina Island can be
ing — perhaps
you'll
win a COMPLETE FEDERAL
COURSE
FREE!
made in a day. For lovers of art, there are
the Huntington Library and Art Gallery,
This contest is for amateurs, so if you
famed throughout the world, the Exposition
like to draw do not hesitate to enter.
Building, the colleges, Hollywood Bowl
with its symphonies, old Missions built be- Prizes for Five Best Drawings —
fore our war of Independence.
FIVE COMPLETE
ART
The tours will also offer trips through
COURSES FREE, including
Ranier National Park, Yosemite, Salt Lake
drawing outfits. (Value of each
City, the Grand Canyon, Seattle and many
course, $190.00.)
places that you've always longed to visit.
FREE! Each contestant whose
Here's a vacation you can easily afford
to
take,
and
simply
can't
afford
to
miss
!
drawing
shows sufficient merit
Write in now for full particulars, or better
will
receive
a grading and advice
yet, send in your reservation for a place
as to whether he or she has in our
on our house parties ! Remember there are
estimation, artistic talent worth
three tours to select from, for an all-exdeveloping.
pense vacation for two weeks. See you
in Hollywood ! Use This Coupon.
Nowadays design and color play an important part in
the sale of almost everything. Therefore the artist, who
Mr. Joe Godfrey, Jr., Manager,
designs merchandise or illustrates advertising has beModern Screen Tours to Hollywood,
come a real factor in modern industry. Machines can
360 N. Michigan Ave., 18th floor,
never
displace him. Many Federal students, both men
Chicago, III.
and
girls
who are now commercial designers or illusPlease send me booklet and full details
trators capable of earning from $1000 to $5000 yearly
of the Movieland tours sponsored by
MODERN SCREEN.
have been trained by the Federal Course. Here's a
splendid opportunity to test your talent. Read the rules
and send your drawing to the address below.
Name

RULES
This contest open only to amateurs, 16 years old or more.
Professional commercial artists
and Federal students are not
eligible.
1. Make drawing of girl 6 inches
high, on paper 7>/2 inches
high. Draw only the girl, not
the lettering.
2. Use only pencil or pen.
3. No drawings will be returned.
4. Print your name, address,
drawing.
age
and occupation on back of
5. All drawings must be
received by February 25th,
1937. Prizes will be awarded
for drawings best in proportion and neatness by Federal
Schools Faculty.

Address
FEDERAL
City

State

DEAFNESS
IS MISERY
Many people with defective Hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies,
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They
areand
inexpensive.
"Write for
booklet
sworn
the
inventor
who
was statement
himself deaf.of QPfjM
LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 986, 70 5th Ave- New York

g
chInin
crat
^S
III RELIEVE
ITCHING
One Minute
Even the most stubbornitching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin erupto Dr. Dennis' cooling,
antiseptic,tions,
liquidquickly
D. yields
D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
Its gentle
oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — ■
or money back. Ask for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

SCHOOLS,
INC
Minn.
Minneapolis,
Dept. 3997, Federal Schools Bids.,

KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home,
following
simpleprevents
directions.
The Mahler
Method
positively
the
hair from
again. Thefreedom
delightfulof
relief
will growing
bring happiness,
mind andby greater
success.
Backed
35 years
use all
over
the world.
Send of6c successful
in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous
Hair Dept.
Forever."
D. J. MahlerCo.,
36C, Providence, R. I.

Relieve
Pain In 9
Rheumatism
Minutes
To relieve'the torturing pain of Rheumatism, Neuritis,
get the Doctor's
9 minutes, safe.
Lumbago inAbsolutely
Neuralgia or NURITO.
Prescription
No opiates,
no narcotics, Does the work quickly — and must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

FOR
COLDS
Nature can more quickly expel Infection whert
aided by internal medication of recognized merle ,
Salicon

Tablets

HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
At all druggists, or send for a free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
MAKE $25-535 A WEEK
You can learn practical nursing at home
In spare cians.
time.Thousands
Course
endorsed by3 8th
physiof graduates.
yr.
hos-bed
10
of
has charge
One graduate
while
High
60. learn18 to
women$400
and saved
MenAnother
ing. Equipment included. pital.
School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
111.
East Ohio
233,free100booklet
Dept.send
lesson pages.
sample Chicago,
and 32Street,
Please
Name.
State
Age.
City. .
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More

Good

News

(Continued from page 66)

Martha Raye is all set. Right now she
has a swell contract at Paramount, a weekly
radio spot and the most expensive looking
wire-haired terrier in Hollywood. We asked
her about the hound the other day and discovered itisn't so valuable as it looks. "I
find."
wanted the worst looking muttoutI could
this one at
said Martha. "So I picked
the dog pound lor a dollar. Then I took him
home and had him washed, and he turned
So now I'm afraid
a wire-hai—red.
out to be him
again he might be a Scottie
to wash
beneath it all."

Rumors have been floating about that all
is not well between Isabel Jewell and her
fiance, Owen Crump. They must be nothbut rumors, however, for we've seen
them ingout together three times within one
recent weekC and every time we talk to
them they
. seem to be enjoying each other's
company

she became hysterical. So the company
called it a day while Olivia went home and
got herself thoroughly cried out.

And probably the best Simone Simon
story around Hollywood is the one about
the chap who knew her so well he called
her by her first name.

The record for speedy divorces probably
belongs to Lola Lane. We talked to her out
at Warners on the "Marked Woman" set
and she told us she had left work that morning at nine-thirty for the divorce court and
was back on the set at eleven. And the
only difficulty she had was explaining to
wasn't
studio make-up
that herIncidentally,
the judge
yellow
jaundice.
the Lane
gal
is making herself a screen comeback in this
new Bette Davis picture, and she'll surprise

That fancy chin foliage for the extras on
"Parnell" made a larger dent in the studio
budget than the producers had planned.
The initial cost of the beards was fairly
nominal, but the fire department insisted
that 12-inch cigarette holders be provided
for each man. The production delays developed due to the fact that if the extras
wanted to eat something besides whiskers
for lunch they had to remove the vegetation.
So rubber bags were provided for fifty men
to allow them to tuck in the scenery and
save studio time.

Lonely Hearts Division: Bob Taylor,
lunching alone three days in a row at the
Vine Street Brown Derby. (So you can't
get a girl, eh, Taylor?) Gaping onlookers
outside the restaurant who were curious
enough to follow the shiny Taylor Packard discovered that it was visits to a Hollywood office building that caused the
daily interim from his chores with M-G-M
in Culver City.

Olivia de Havilland cried for a day and a
half for scenes in "Call It a Day." In the
middle of the second day's shooting the little lady's acting got the best of her and
142

Added Note on the Clark Gable beard
situation : Shortly after the battle of the
beaver between Gable and Director John
Stahl was won by Mr. G. and it was decided he wouldn't wear a beard in "Parnell," a woman in Seattle wrote to Clark
offering to send him a sheaf of her own
hair which she would like to see glued
ato beard.
the Gable chin. Gable still won't wear

Running out of gas on a lonely road outside Hollywood, Hugh Herbert walked into
a nearby gas station only to discover he
had no money with him. Returning to the
car, he tried to hail a ride, but without success. Just to kill time until something happened, he began reading through a pack of
fan mail he had brought from the studio.
The last letter, Mr. H. swears, contained a
dime from a woman who wanted his picture at any price. With the dime he rushed
back to the gas station and phoned Mrs.
Herbert, who came to the rescue. P. S. The
woman got her picture, with a letter explaining what the dime had done for her hero.

There's a soft heart behind the dead pan
of Ned Sparks. Going into his apartment
hotel one afternoon he saw one of the
bellhops being carried past on a stretcher.
atThe boy had had an acute appendicitis
tack and was being rushed to the county
hospital. Because Sparks happened to be
there at the moment the boy was sent to
Hollywood's most expensive hospital, with
Ned's own doctor in attendance.

Here's a sample of Mary Pickford's philosophy, and perhaps it's a tip-off to why
America's Sweetheart retains her youth. At
the reception honoring her engagement to
Buddy Rogers, someone asked her if she
thought a difference in ages would stand in
the way of a happy marriage. "No," said
Mary, "because I firmly believe that in the
sight of God we are all sixteen."

Remember William S. Hart? In his day
he was the shootingest two-gun hero the
West ever knew. When he whipped out
his trusty six-shooters every villain in Hollywood automatically bit the dust, and there
wasn't a cattle rustlin' galoot west of Paramount who didn't cringe at the very mention of his name. Well, he has just issued
his annual denial that he's about to make a
screen comeback. In these days of sound
and Technicolor and gowns by Adrian there
ain't much left of the old West — and besides.
Buck Jones and George O'Brien have pretty
well tion
cleaned
varmints. out the local supply of tarna-

Famous as a skater, Sonja
Henie makes her bow as a
grand

little actress in "One

in a Million."
you with her swell singing voice — although
it shouldn't be too much of a surprise, for
her sisters, Rosemary and Priscilla, are doing
very well in the vocal department of Fred
Waring's band.

Harry Albiez, prop man on Director W.
S. Van Dyke's pictures for the last twelve
years, makes the best coffee in Hollywood
— according to Van Dyke. And Bill
Powell and Myrna Loy agreed the first
few mornings on the "After the Thin
Man" set. Then one morning Bill arrived
to find no coffee. "You've got to ^be a
with Albiez," exgetVan anywhere
blonde toplained
Dyke. Seems the chorus
girls in the picture had done away with
the morning's coffee supply. So next day
Powell appeared in a blonde wig and one
of Myrna's gowns and headed the coffee
line-up. P. S. He got the Java.
Printed in the U. S. A. by

in case ofyou
Gertrude
know,
is an Niesen,
ardent devotee
deepdidn't
sea
fishing. So — a few Sundays ago we braved
the briny with her and a party of twelve
not-so-gay spirits who had staggered out
of bed at six to partake of the sport.
Practically the only one of the guests who
had ever seen a fish outside the Brown
Derby was Craig Reynolds, who brought
along a complete set of fancy equipment
and spent the day casting, with perfect
technique, from all parts of the boat. And
guess who didn't catch a thing?

Marlene Dietrich item: The glamorous Miss
D., buying a few dozen hats in a London
shop, happened to spot a toque of silver
fox. "Quite effective," she murmured, tilting it over a famed eyebrow. Then, turnthe
you call
to thenalclerk,
ing
to send
ask them
and "Will
Shopsaid:
Fur she
Internatio
hat
this
up a silver fox coat? I believe
needs an extra touch." It's a nice
really
whim, if you can afford it.

Economy, however, is not unknown to
some of the Hollywood gentry. Elaine
Barrie Barrymore has just announced that
John's half-million-dollar yacht, The Infanta, can now be had for $50,000. Reports are that Elaine prefers the land, and
that John has decided they can have more
fun on $50,000 than they can on the yacht.
Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen, N. J.
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Strikingly lovely, and sure in tkeir purpose, are tlie jungle
reds of tke exquisitely pagan Savage lipstick. And excitingly
surprising is tke caress of Savage lips ... for Savage lends
tkem a warm

moistness...a tender softness... tkat is entirely

new! Of course Savage is indelikle; truly so. It clings savagely!
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Copyright 1937, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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She evades close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She
it has
what
—
meeting
chance
THAT
done for thousands of girls. That first
glance— what it has done to thousands of
men. Even before a word is spoken— aw
opinion is formed, an impression made.
And then— she smiles! What a triumph
if that smile is lovely, winning, captivating. But if it reveals dull teeth and dingy
gums, how quickly the spell is brokenhow swiftly the glamorous moment islost.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
Play safe— protect your smile! If your tooth
brush has flashed that warning tinge of
"pink"— see your dentist. For "pink tooth

ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
white and sparkling but, with massage,
brush" is a signal of distress from your
gums. It may be the first sign of serious
helps gums stay firm and healthier. Rub
a little extra Ipana on your gums every
gum disorders— it is emphatically something that should not be left to chance.
time you brush your teeth. Circulation
quickens. Gums become firmer .Your teeth
Don't take chances. You may not be in
sparkle with a whiter, brighter look.
for serious trouble— but your dentist should
Change to Ipana and massage today
decide. Usually, however, the verdict will
be "just another case of lazy, underworked gums— gums robbed of exercise
by our present-day soft and fibreless
foods." They need more work, more stimulation—and as so many dentists frankly
suggest— the stimulating help of Ipana
and massage. For Ipana is a double-duty
tooth paste that not only keeps teeth

—help safeguard yourself from troubles
of the gums. Regular use of Ipana with
massage will do much to keep your teeth
brighter— your gums healthier. Keep your
smile a winning smile— lovely, captivating!
•
•
•
LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight," starring Fred
Allen. Every Wednesday, N.B.C. Red Network, 9P. M., E. D. S. T.
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• One look at my coated tongue told me
why I was headachy, desk -weary, out of
sorts. I was constipated, bilious. But the
laxatives I had always taken were so repulsive. Right there and then I decided to
stop being a martyr to bad-tasting "doses."
I got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, the popular chewing gum laxative my friends
praised as modern, really different !

Regina Cannon, Editor
Abril Lamarque, Art Editor

Leo Townsend, Hollywood Editor
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Cary Grant talks about social success
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HOW!
SIMONE SIMON DEFENDS HERSELF— AND
She obeys her impulses because she trusts them
• FEEN-A-MINT worked like a charm.
Next day I felt like a million. Headache
gone. Stomach sweet as clover. Back came
the old appetite and pep. I looked better,
felt better, slept better. And believe me,
FEEN-A-MINT is a pleasure to take. It
really tastes good and it certainly acts
smoothly! No wonder it's popular.

• According to scientists, one of the chief
differences in FEEN-AMINT is the 3 minutes of chewing. This
is what helps make it so thorough and dependable. FEEN-A-MINT acts gently in
lower bowel— not in the stomach. No griping. No upset digestion. Not habit-forming.
Economical. Try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious mint -flavored laxative used and
praised by more than 16 million, young and
old. Write for free sample. Dept.Q-10,
FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.
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HE DOES AS HE PLEASES
Trouble is Errol Flynn's middle name
NAUGHTY BUT NICE
Being mean's just an act with Bonita Granville
WHAT I'LL TELL MY SON
Joan Blondell's child will know the facts of life
BEAUTY FROM ALL ANGLES
Your mirror doesn't tell the whole story
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"All God's Chillun Got Rhythm",
"On Blue Venetian Waters", "A
Message from the Man in the Moon"
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with Allan JONES • Maureen O'SULLIVAN
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION • Produced by Lawrence Weingarten
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Besides visiting with the
stars — and

ation

perspir

Glenda
rell is oneFarof
your hostesses
— our vacationers are in
for a treat

By

Glenda

Farrell

Jack

would

IT'S GOING

to be a party, a Gold
Diggers' Party because Glenda Farrell pertly insists that all girls have a
touch — just a touch — of the gold digger in them. And you're invited!
No typical feminine excuses such
as, "I haven't a thing to wear," will
get you out of it. Even the somewhat
difficult problem of how to get there
has been neatly solved by Modern
Screen.
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It's this way: figuring that everybody, even a poor woikin' gal, has to
have a vacation, we've arranged for
everything, down to the last detail,
and you can now come to Hollywood
on a two weeks' trip (or eleven days
if you prefer) to see the world and
meet the stars in person.

AS FOR the cost of all this, we've
figured that out, too. By traveling in
a house party, aboard a special train,
and getting special rates at hotels,
we've found that amazing economies
can be made. You can come out for
as little as $137! But you'll want to
study all these details in the free, illustrated folder which is yours for the
asking. It tells the itinerary of each
of three trips, so you can arrange
your vacation to suit any one of them.
Each tour has its starting point in
Chicago, leaving July 2, Aug. 1, and
August 15. So start saving or gold
digging right now, and make your
mind up to going on a vacation this
year that you'll never forget!
You'll be crazy about Glenda Farrell. She's the grandest scout in all
these here now Hollywoods, and her

Smalley

like

you

to

visit

her!

big home in San Fernando will be the
scene of rare festivities when you
arrive. She's to be hostess of the
second tour leaving Aug. 1, according
to present plans. Leo Carrillo is host
of the first tour, entertaining at his
Santa Monica ranch with a barbecue
and fiesta, while Richard Arlen has
the welcome mat out for the elevenday trippers.
GLENDA IS now in England, making a picture at the Warner Brothers
London studio, but she'll be back in
plenty of time. It's her first trip
abroad, and she's getting as big a
kick out of her journey as you'll have
crossing the Rockies and unlocking
all those barred gates in Hollywood.
This Farrell girl is forever doing the
unexpected. Her friends arrived one
night for a cocktail party and found
Glenda, dressed in a lovely new evening gown, de-fleaing the cat on the
back porch ! Her house brims with
noisy good humor when the gang
drops in. She invited a star over for
dinner one night, saying "Stokowski
is coming and we'll just have a nice
"At the Farrells ?" cracked the star.
One evening."
time Glenda got a letter from
quiet
a high-school boy in Hollywood. He
boasted about "his
he hadFarrell,
explained
friend," Glenda
and now his
schoolmates had decided he was just
kidding them. So would she go with
him to the school dance ? And b'gosh,
Glenda did ! She's really terrific. Can
you afford to miss her party?
Then, of (Continued on page 98)
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Thrill-Packed

Night

YOU'LL
LIVE
THE
ADVENTURES
Mark Twain's immortal tale of RED-BLOODED ADVENTURE
thrills nowl . . . It's as exciting, as breathless, as amazing
the two

lads whose

story has

OF
A
LIFETIME?
is yours with its thousand

as the strange adventures

of

long stood first in the hearts of the world's readers!

mi
ERROL
CLAUDE
HENRY

Seven months to film
in the world's greatest
motion picture studios!

BOBBY— THE

PRINCE

FLYNN
RAINS

STEPHENSON

BARTON
and

MacLANE
THE

MAUCH

TWINS

•ft BILLY & BOBBY "ft
Patric Knowles • Montague Love
Fritz Leiber • Donald Crisp
Alan Hale • Anne Howard
Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

Twain'
Mark at
Watch dforstory
yours
belove
local theatre soon!
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BEAUTY

TREATMENT

THE BAROMETER
TELLS A SIX MONTHS'
POPULARITY
STORY.
ARE YOU BOOSTING
YOUR
FAVORITES?

Make

this body

YOUR

DAILY

O
£\

treatment

BEAUTY

HABIT

Relax fifteen minutes in tub of warm water.
With pores open, cleanse deeply and thoroughly with a pure, bland soap.
Stimulate circulation briskly, but gently,
with soft-textured towel.

Complete this Beauty Treatment with generous powdering of MAVIS. See how velvety smooth, youthful and alluring it makes
your skin. All day long MAVIS keeps your body
free from perspiration odors, stickiness and chafing . . . protects dainty underthings and safeguards feminine daintiness.
THRILUNGLY DIFFERENT
MAVIS, the luxury talcum, actually finer than
most face powders, always leaves a bewitching
fragrance that lasts for hours. MAVIS is cooling,
soothing, and refreshing. An intimate secret for
body loveliness. Truly inbody comfort
le forecti
valuabbody
9 C/MJ^/t. and
prot on'.
THAN MOST
SPECIAL OFFER
art Charm Bracelet
Sweethe
FACE
with
nine miniature reproducPOWDERS
tions of your loved ones. Read
coupon on 25-centcan of MAVIS,
at your neighborhood store today.

MAVIS

BODY
PROTECTION
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Motion picture producers have their eyes
on the Information Desk's trusty Barometer
these days. They know it's your requests for
life stories of your favorites that make the
fascinating: old needle swing- responsively
back and forth among- the various young
stars. .They trust the Barometer implicitly
because it's so infinitely much more instructive than any similar poll or questionnaire.
Other polls announce who's tops on the first
of January of each year. But January first is
only one day out of 365. Your Barometer, on
the contrary, tells a six months' popularity
story, an ever changing story. Help complete
the tale the needle tells, the tale the producers
must read, by sending in your own requests
— as many as you choose!
ROBERT TAYLOR (Last printed January,
1937. Total number of requests since then
600.) If success ever goes to Robert Taylor's head, dismayed leopards in every zoo
in the country will start changing their
spots. Right now, the leopards haven't
much
worryfor about.
personality
too wellto knit
conceit Bob's
to alter
it. He wasis
brought up to take a serious, level-headed
view of life. His earliest recollection is trotting off to medical school at the heels of
his daddy, absorbing the
tures ponderous
almost before leche
could talk. As a boy. he
hoarded his pennies, not
to
buy but
himselfto a catcher's
mitt,
get his
mother flowers. And at
the age when a young
man's fancy turns a bit
prematurely to the oppointerestsitein sex.
lifeBob's
was vital
his music,
his public speaking. A high-school speech
won him a trip to Detroit — all the way
from Beatrice, Nebraska. Later, at Doane
College, he won a speaking prize right from
under the noses of three ordained ministers,
each of whom had been a contestant.
When Bob's music professor left Doane
the Dean' asked Bob whether he wouldn't
fill the vacancy. So you see, there were
plenty of things that could have turned
Bob's head, even then. But Bob is distinctly the type that's much more conscious
of
his own limitations
of other
estimation
of himself.than
Rather
thanpeople's
accept
the job of youngest member of the Doane
faculty, he followed his cello professor out
to Pomona College, in California, to learn
more. At Pomona, the boys and girls
started out by calling Bob "The Sheik."
but not for long. There is a certain unmistakable air of importance and purposiveness about Bob that sheds ridicule and
flattery alike. And so at Pomona, as at
Doane, he became the most respected undergraduate. When, as a result of the

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life in this department,
and, incidentally, help boost his or her
standing in our Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on this page, or
just write. Try to save yourself 2c by
using postcards whenever possible. We
answer general questions, too, either
here or by mail. Address: The Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

striking performances he had given in college dramatics, he was given an interview
with Louis B. Mayer, that respect was
confirmed.
The rest of Bob's story is history to all
except Bob himself. His first pitiful pay
check of $35.00 ; his fateful appearance in
"Society Doctor" in the sympathetic but
small role of a young interne ; the sweeping flood of fan mail that his understanding
and sincere portrayal occasioned ; the fact
that in less than one year he had become a
second Valentino. To Bob there is nothing
historical about any of this. It has not
changed him. He goes on living the way
he always did — quietly and very simply.
He will not allow his public life to intrude
on and destroy his private life, his personality. No one knows this better than "his
girl," Barbara Stanwyck, his girl, because
she, like himself, removes her glamor with
her make-up. Bob's next picture, after
"Personal Property" is "This Is My Affair."
SALLY GREBAITSKAS, Altoona, Pa. : You're
not
only are
one inwho'd
to know Desk
who
the the
trailers
the like
Information
"request poll." As a matter of fact, we're
not trying to keep it a secret. It's just that
we haven't room in our Barometer for more
than five names. If you or anyone else is
(.Continued on page 89)
INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
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WAS

HIS

GOD!

madly danced with his love down
the primrose path to Black Friday
. . The screen sensation of a
decade, played by a galaxy of
stars in a hell-bent world of
wine and women!

these fabulous"robber barons
of the realm of Rule-or-Ruin
...building railroad empires
by day, and flinging away
their lives and fortunes

CORY

MONEY

At last— the blazing romance of glamorous
Josie Mansfield and flashing Jim Fisk
...reckless titan who battled his way
to a throne of cornered gold, then

Revelling, fighting, marching with the
mighty surge of America, they flamed
in gaudy glory through the wildest, wickedest city on earth . .
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"I was

run-down—

"...looked pale...
lacked a keen appetite . . .
was underweight . . . felt
tired."
"What

did I do?"

'HI TY intuition told me I needed a tonic.
_[_VJ- Naturally, I am happy and grateful
for the benefits S.S.S. Tonic brought me."
You, too, will be delighted with the way
S.S.S. Tonic whets up the appetite. . .improves digestion. . .restores red-blood-cells
to a healthier and richer condition.
Feel and look like your old self again
by taking the famous S.S.S. Tonic treatment to rebuild your blood strength. . .restore your appetite. . .and make better use
of the food you eat.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health ... its remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.
At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good."
© s.S.S. Co.
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SCOREBOARD

%ean^°l
Producer
andArtists)
Picture(United
Accused
2*
The Accusing Finger (Paramount)
IV2 +
Adventure in Manhattan (Columbia) 2V2 +
Alter the Thin Man (M-G-M)
3★
Along Came Love (Paramount)
2*
As You Like It (20th Century-Fox) 2>/2*
Banjo on My Knee (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Beloved Enemy (Samuel Goldwyn)
3*
The Beloved Vagabond (Columbia) 1Vi^
Beware ol Ladies (Republic)
1 V2 *
The Big Broadcast ol 1937 (Paramount) 3>/2*
The Big Game (RKO)
3*
Black Legion (Warners)
SVi*
Born to Dance (M-G-M)
3V2*
Breezing Home (Universal)
1k
Brides Are Like That (First National)
2V2*
"Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Paramount)
2*
"Call It a Day (Warners)
4*
Camille (M-G-M)
4*
Can This Be Dixie? (20th Century-Fox) IV2*
The Captain's Kid (Warners)
1★
Career Woman (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Case ol the Black Cat (Warners)
2*
Champagne Waltz (Paramount)
2V2*
Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners)
4*
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th Century-Fox). .2V2 *
Clarence (Paramount)
1*
College Holiday (Paramount)
2*
Come and Get It (Sam Goldwyn)
3*
Come Closer Folks (Columbia)
IV2 *
Conflict (Universal)
2*
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2*
Crack-Up (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Craig's
Wife
(Columbia)
3*
Criminal Lawyer (RKO)
2V2*
Dangerous
Number
(M-G-M)
2-fc
Daniel Boone
(RKO)
2*
*The Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox) 1 ★
The Devil's Playground (Columbia)
2*
A Doctor's Diary (Paramount)
2+
"Don't Pull Your Punches (Warners)
1*
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO)
2V2*
East Meets West (GB)
2*
Easy To Take (Paramount)
1V2 +
Espionage
2-Ar
Everything (M-G-M)
is Thunder (GB)
2V2*
Fair Warning (20th Century-Fox)
1*
A Family Affair (M-G-M)
2*
1 5 Maiden Lane (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Fire
Overin England
Film)
3-k
Fugitive
the Sky (London
(Warners)
2★
The Garden of Allah (Selznick-lnternational). . 3*
The Gay Desperado (United Artists)
4+
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1*
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2*
"Git Along Little Dogies (Republic)
2*
God's Country and the Woman (Warners)
2*
Golden Arrow (First National)
2V2*
Gold Diggers of 1937 (Warners)
3*
The Good Earth (M-G-M)
4*
Go West, Young Man (Paramount) 2V2*
Great Guy (Grand National)
3 -k
The Great O'Malley (Warners)
2★
Green Over
Light Heels
(First in
Nat'l)
2V2*
Head
Love (GB)
2★
Her Husband Lies (Paramount)
2*
Her
Husband's
Secretary
(First
Nat'l)
2*
Hideaway Girl (Paramount)
1*
History Is Made at Night (Walter Wanger)
3★
Holy Terror (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
House of Secrets (Chesterfield) 1 V2 *
*l Promise to Pay (Columbia)
2★
*Jim Hanvey, Detective (Republic)
1*
John Meade's Woman (Paramount) 2V2*
The Jungle Princess (Paramount)
1*
Kidnaped in Shanghai (Republic)
2*
Killer at Large (Columbia)
1*
3 ■*
rs)
(Warne
Girl
Chorus
the
and
King
The
King of Hockey (Warners)
1★
3*
-Fox)
Century
Ladies in Love (20th
1'/2*
(Columbia)
Lady fromof Nowhere
3*
The Last Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M)
1V2*
Legion of Terror (Columbia)
Libeled Lady (M-G-M)
3*
London (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
of
Lloyds
The
(M-G-M)
1★
Lost Longest
HorizonNight
(Columbia)
_,7?
Love in Exile (GB)
•
2V2£
3*
Love Is News (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Love Letters of a Star (Universal)
Love on the Run (M-G-M)
3★
2*
Luckiest Girl in the World (Universal)
2*
Mad Holiday (M-G-M)
2*
The Magnificent Brute (Universal)
3*
Maid of Salem (Paramount)
Make Way for a Lady (RKO)
J*
A'Man Betrayed (Republic)
f*
Man of Affairs (GB).
2V2£
2*
M)
"Man of the People (M-G-

Picture and Producer
RathTg"
Ihe
Man
I
Marry
(Universal)
The Man Who Could Work Miracles (United i-k
Artists)
3★
The Man Who Lived Again (GB)
2'/2*
"Marked Woman (Warners)
3*
Maytime (M-G-M)
4*
Men Are Not Gods (United Artists)
2★
Midnight
Court (20th
(Warners)
Midnight Taxi
Century-Fox)
11 *-k
"The Mighty Treve (Universal)
1*
"Mind Than
Your aOwnSecretary
Business (Columbia)
(Paramount)
22*-k
More
Mummy's Boys (RKO)
2*
"Murder Goes to College (Paramount)
1k
Mysterious Crossing (Universal)
1'/2 +
Nancy Steel Is Missing (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Navy Spy (Grand National)
2*
Night Waitress (RKO)
2*
"Nobody's Baby (Hal Roach)
1★
Off to the Races (20th Century-Fox)
1★
One in a Million (20th Century-Fox)
3
On the Avenue (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The Outcast (Paramount)
2*
"Park Avenue Logger (RKO)
2*
Parole Racket (Columbia)
1*
Pennies From Heaven (Columbia)
2*
Penrod and Sam (Warners)
2^
"Personal Property (M-G-M)
3*
Pigskin Parade (20th Ceniury-Fox)
3*
The
Plainsman
(Paramount)
4-fr
The Plot Thickens (RKO)
2*
The Plough and the Stars (RKO)
3*
The President's Mystery (Republic) 2V2*
"Quality Street (RKO)
3*
Racing Lady (RKO)
2*
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
3*
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
2★
Rembrandt (London Film)
4*
Reunion (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
4*
Sea Devils (RKO)
2*
Seventh Heaven (20th Century-Fox)
3*
"She's Dangerous (Universal)
1*
Silent Barriers (GB)
3*
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox) Wi*
Sing Me a Love Song (First National)
3*
Sinner
Take
All
(M-G-M)
2>/2*
Smart Blonde (Warners)
1*
The Smartest Girl in Town (RKO)
2*
"The Soldier and the Lady (RKO)
2*
"Song of the City (M-G-M)
1★
"Step Lively
Jeeves
(20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
2*
Stolen
Holiday
(Warners)
Stowaway (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB)
2*
"Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)
3*
Swing Time (RKO)
4*
Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
2*
Thank
You,
Jeeves
(20th
Century-Fox)
13 *★
That Girl from Paris (RKO)
"That Man's Here Again (Warners)
1★
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
3*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
2-*
(Columbia)
in a Taxi
They Met
Three
Married
13*■k
Three Men
on aMen
Horse(Paramount)
(Warners)
Three Smart Girls (Universal)
3y2-fr
Time ofouttheforTown
Romance
(20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
1 -k
Top
(Universal)
Trailin' West (First National)
1★
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
2*
Two in a Crowd (Universal)
1*
Two Wise Maids (Republic)
2*
Under Cover of Night (M-G-M)
2*
Valiant is the Word for Carrie (Paramount) 2v2*
Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)
3*
Walking On Air (RKO)
2*
Wanted: Jane Turner (RKO)
2*
Wedding Present (Paramount)
2*
"We Have Our Moments (Universal)
2*
We're on the Jury (RKO)
2*
We Who Are About to Die (RKO)
3*
"When Love Is Young (Universal)
2*
When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
When You're in Love (Columbia)
3V2*
White Hunter (20th Century-Fox)
1★
IVi*
White Legion (Grand National)
Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
1*
3*
Morning (20th Century-Fox)
Wings of the(RKO)
Winterset
J*
Without Orders (RKO)
|*
2*
Wives Never Know (Paramount)
3*
The Woman Alone (GB)
1V2*
Woman in Distress (Columbia)
2*
A Woman Rebels (RKO)
2*
Woman Wise (20th Century-Fox)
2-*
a)
Women of Glamour (Columbi
3*
You Only Live Once (United Artists)

guide in choosing film enterYou'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable
an
tainment. Instead of giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen
an
:
struck
.
have
we
country,
the
over
all
critics
movie
authoritative newspaper
each
beside
Rating
Genera
average of their ratings. You'll find this average under
that only
2*. fair; 1*. poor. Asterisk denotes
picture. 4*. very good: 3*. good;
we go to press.
Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as
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i
_'ve always longed to be more attractive, more lovely...and
to think that at last I found the secret in make-up. I could hardly believe that the
magic of color could work such a miracle.but now I understand why Hollywood's
stars depend on Max Factor's Color Harmony Make-Up."
Just as thousands of girls have experienced this thrill, you, too, can have an
adventure in beauty if you try your color harmony in make-up created by Max
Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius. It is powder, rouge and lipstick in harmonized shades for your individual type,whether you are blonde, brunette,brownette
or redhead. See how the magic of color harmony
make-up will give you new loveliness, make you
more attractive, just as it does for these famous stars.
■

ISABEL
Ik. . .i
ROSALIND KEITH
— Columbia Star, illustrates Hollywood's new
way to remove make-up
with Max Factor's Melting Cleansing Cream.

JEWELL

"LOST
HORIZON"
in Columbia's
The Powder

Beautifies Your Skin

very first time you make up with Max
THE
Factor's Face Powder in your color harmony shade you will note an amazing difference.
Your skin will appear smoother, lovelier.The
warm youthful color tone will be more flattering. And hours later your make-up will still be
beautiful. Max Factor's Powder ... one dollar.

JOAN PERRY
in Columbia's "THE DEVIL IS DRIVING"

The Rouge adds Glamour of Color
THE delicate, lifelike color harmony shades
of Max Factor's Rouge add a touch of glamour to your complexion colorings. You'll be
surprised how much more attractive you will
be. Creamy-smooth in texture, Max Factor's
Rouge is unusually easy to blend. ..fifty cents.

Lipstick Accents Allure
Factor's Lipstick to give
YOU can depend upon Max
will
r that
ly acti
coloon
lipsdsa love
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Color Harmony Make-Up—
POWDER, ROUGE and LIPSTICK

IN EXILE"

"skTn

i mnu for Powder, Rouge rod iiPSTiiHinJ?BU?^?J?^?^^:
MAX Purse-Size
FACTOR, Box
Max ofFactor's
Send
Powder Make-Up
and RougeStudio.
SamplerHollywood:
in my color harmony shade;
also Lipstick Color Sampler, tour shades. I enclose ten cents for postage
and
handling.
Also
send
me
my
Color
Harmony
Make-Up
Chart and24-6-31
48-page
1 REDHEAD
Illustrated Instruction book,"The New Art of Society Make-Up"
FREE
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Why

prizes
not

go

give

YOU

to

contributors

Lady

CASH

Luck

each

a chance?

PRIZES FOR
LETTERS

YOUR

Why can't we send YOU a check next
month? Just write a letter about the
movies, the stars — choose your own
topic, but remember that your subject
is movies. If you have something interesting to say, say it in your own
way. There are no rules; no deadlines.
If your letter
appear in the
next issue, watchdoesn't
for it in the following one. Send as many contributions
as you like. Prizes: 1st prize, $5;
2 second prizes of $2 each; 6 prizes
of $1 each. Address: Between You and
Me, Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y.

The music in some pictures
is driving patrons crazy.
Do you resent it, too?
$5.00 Prize Letter
Would You Have Chosen Them?

- why don't I get Mennen
Antiseptic Powder
to fight off germs :
"Gosh, I can hardly keep from cryin'. Why
do they use ordinary baby powder on me
— when they might just as easy give me
Mennen Borated Powder — the kind that's
Antiseptic. My Doc says this powder keeps
a feller's skin safe from germs and infection. And — Gee willikens — that's what I
want! Believe me, germs are the things
that scare me. Besides . . . my Doc says
this Mennen Powder is swell for preventin'
chafin', and that it heals up bruises and
prickly heat quicker 'n anything else. So
please somebody tell my mother to get me
Mennen Antiseptic Powder."
More doctors recommend Mennen Antiseptic
Powder than all other baby powders combined
— that s what a recent survey by a
medical journal showed.

*

®

0

12

THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION

Up until last week, if I had had to
choose a good-looking quality actor for
a serious, youthful, romantic lead in an
expensive production, I should have had
to choose from three — Gary Cooper, Fredric March and Ronald Colman, the only
men, in my opinion, fine enough actors and
sufficiently good-looking and young in appearance to win the heart of a connoisseur.
Rarely does one find a handsome, extremely young man who portrays depth of
character convincingly. Robert Taylor,,
although handsome, is no more than a playboy, regardless of his role. Likewise Errol
Flynn, who grinned amiably through the
serious "Green Light."
However, I have enjoyed another memorable picture — "Lloyds of London" — was
captivated by the heavy-lashed, deep-set,
expressive, dark eyes and beautiful mouth
of the exceedingly young leading man,
pleased with his slender figure. I was jubilant to find the all important poise and a
speech that was exactly right — not oratorical or stagey, not amateurishly mouthed or
annoyingly high-pitched.
May I recommend Tyrone Power as the
youngest and most handsome of the quality actors ?— L. Golden, Wichita, Kansas.
$2.00

Prize

Letter

Shirley Temple, Trouper
Why, with all the popularity that Shirley
Temple enjoys, are there people who will
not believe that she is really the adorable
little
'angek> she
portrays?
Why
aren't
they thankfulfor her
loveliness,
her really
childlike simplicity, and why bewail the
fact that she doesn't portray a problem
child? Shirley's curls are indeed a bit too
perfect; but I have seen such well-be-haved
hair before, and natural, too.

Shirley, in growing, has lost her babyprettmess, but regardless of her knowing
what it is all about when she acts, how
could she still look the baby of three-anda-half at the age of eight? She has lost
some of her spontaneity, but she has the
joie de vivre which goes into the making
of a great personality, and after over four
years of trouping, who wouldn't change?

A Yonkers

Miss complains

'cause Nelson Eddy doesn't
appear in every issue of
Modern Screen!
What is detrimental and deplorable in
her career is that her sponsors are solely
depending upon her appeal to put her
over, not giving her the varied material
she should have, and letting her get
"into a rut." — Leontine Brennan, New
Orleans, La.
$2.00 Prize Letter
Treat Gene Autry as a
Parlor Hero!
First, I am an infatuated young thing of
sixteen, and since I am as giddy as the
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E
rest of the species, nothing I say or do
it?' no spots
against
be held to
will
I respond
knee me,
jerks,will
have
before my eyes, and no one ever dropped
me in my younger days, yet there must
be something dreadfully wrong — because
my favorite movie star is a cowboy !

SCREEN

The object of my adoration is one who
has created the most popular type of cowboys in movie history — singing cowboys — ■
and the most popular type of Westerns — ■
musical Westerns. I am referring to that
singing, smiling, oh-so-charming, Texan
heart-breaker, Gene Autry.
Please, please, won't you treat Gene as
a "parlor hero" and print portraits of him
and interviews, 'n' everything? Puleeze !
If I said "Please print a BIG picture of
Gene Autry," you wouldn't bat an editorial
eyelash, would you? But if I said the same
thing nine hundred and ninety-nine times,
count 'em — (No, we're not mathematically
inclined, so we just glanced at those twentyseven and- a half pages of "Please print a
BIG," etc. and decided that one of us must
be mad. — Editor's Note.)
Now, maybe you might print a big picture of Gene Autry . . . maybe . . . huh? —
Grace
Dugan, Gene-Autry's-Fan-GubPresident-without-a-Fan-Club,
La Crosse,
Wis.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Too Much Music in Pictures?

What, Gene Autry, ain'tcha
got no Fan Club? Well, one
of this month's winners
going to fix that.

is

Results of Between You V Me
Popularity Poll appear on Page 88.

The music in the greater percentage of
motion pictures is so loud as to drive one
who sits and listens to it for an hour or
more almost mad. I have actually sat in
a theatre and held my ears to shut out
some of the blaring so-called music. I
have seen otherwise fine pictures ruined
simply by the music which was played
during the entire picture and even during
dialogue, when I have had to strain my
ears to hear what the actors were saying.
There certainly is no relaxation in going
to a picture that puts one under such a
strain. I believe that music has its place
in
every
production,
whymuch
doesn't
music
director
realizebutthat
of the
the
music is too loud and that there are many

places in a picture where there should be
absolutely no music.
I feel that I voice the opinion of many
in this letter and hope that it may have a
good influence toward softer and less
music
in Pa.
pictures. — Mrs. J. F. Remaley,
Du Bois,
$1.00

Prize Letter
Tanx, Pat

Fetch me my sun glawses ! I'm positively dazzled by that April issue of Modern
Screen, of course. It was colossal, gigantic, magnificent — oh, gee, it was scrumptious. That scoop — Off Their Guard — was
delicious and the Good News was so
newsy — I just et it up. The snapshots of
the stars "here and there" are always swell.
But, oh, vitally
yes, there's
always
but — ■
something
important
was amissing
in that almost perfect issue. There was
nothing about Nelson Eddy in it.
Also, have a heart and make the crossword puzzle just a leetle easier. I was
in a sweat trying to figure out this one.
And you can imagine my surprise, amazement, astonishment, etc., when I discovered
that Greta Garbo was the girl in the
picture.
My, how Yonkers,
you've changed,
Patricia Madden,
N. Y. Greta. —
$1.00 Prize Letter
Picture Stealer No. 1
Just recently I forgot to watch what the
stars weremydoing
in "The
Desperado''
because
attention
wasGaycalled
to the
scenes where a dirty, unkempt-looking
Indian did nothing but sit around looking
very glum. Once or twice he favored the
audience with a sneer or a very disgusted
look. He spoke a few lines also. When
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)
I left the theatre I kept thinking, "Anybody who can sit through a whole picture
and do practically nothing, and still make
himself noticed must be good."
Yes, you've guessed it— the gent I mean
is
Mischa Auer !— J. Sawyer, Los Angeles,
Calif.
$1.00 Prize Letter
The Autograph Racket
It is high time that someone came to the
defense of cinema stars in an effort to put
an end to the rackets so many of their
adoring fans are engaged in.
Take the autograph hound. In trailing
an actress to get her John Hancock on a
piece of paper, he pushes, intrudes, and
acts rude, generally, in his effort. If the
star refuses to come across, the fan calls
her an old meanie, a snob, or a dozen other
undeserved epithets. He sees only the
player's
refusal
be ofvictimized
not his
own rudeness
and tolack
common — decency.
So he says to himself, "Well, I'll be darned if I ever see that dame in another film."
As to fan mail, why should a star be
compelled to hire secretaries to answer the
frothings of a bunch of adolescent minds?.
It's a racket and film players should not
be criticized for objecting to it.
"But," you say, "don't we pay our good
in the movies?"
these
to see
money
Yes, my
dears,
you stars
do. But why should
you think you are doing them a favor by
going?
Don't you getforabout
hoursTheof
grand entertainment
your three
money?
price of your ticket merely entitles you to
be entertained by the players; saying that
they owe you something for having enisn't exactly
the pictures
. inAnderson,
joyed them C.
fair. — Mrs.
Flushing,
N. Y.
Music in the air — romance in yQur eyes. Tell him with your eyes — for beautiful eyes may
say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours — instantly, easily, with
just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara — to make your lashes appear naturally
long, dark and luxuriant.
No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty
feature — your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras
give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline
Solid-form Mascara — both give the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.
At cosmetic counters everywhere.
Loveliness demands — eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use
the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world — by Maybelline.
Complete loveliness demands — the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded
with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow — it means so much to the
color and sparkle of your eyes.
Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference
of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.

Maybelline
Solid-in
form
Mascara,
brilliant
gold
vanityBlack, Brown, Blue.
75c. Refills 35c.
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Maybelline Creamform
with
brush Mascara,
in dainty zipper
bag.
Black,
Brown,
Blue. 75c.

LARGEST

SELLING

Maybelline
smoothmarking
Pencil. Eyebrow
Black,
Brown, Blue.

EYE

Maybelline Eye
Shadow. Blue,
Blue-Gray, Brown,
Green or Violet.

BEAUTY AIDS
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$1.00 Prize Letter
How About It. Clark?
On seeing a letter about Robert Taylor
not answering his fan mail in a recent
Between You and Me column, I'd like to
make it public that Mr. Taylor answered
my request very promptly.
However, my complaint is that Clark
Gable hasn't answered one of the six letters
I've written him since 1932. In each case,
I've allowed him six months to answer, but
still no reply. Eighteen months ago, I even
bought a photo and sent it to him to autograph and return. I've never seen it since !
I still think that Mr. Gable's secretary is
to blame, as I cannot imagine Clark himself ignoring requests for an autograph.
If you see this, Mr. Gable, please send me
one without a mustache — personally autoit, don't
I deserve England.
to me. I thinkLiverpool,
you? — E. graphedMoorhouse,
$1.00 Prize Letter
Is That Nice, Mr. Taylor?
I would like to make a complaint about
Robert Taylor's famous secretaries. About
three months ago, I sent Mr. Taylor an
autograph book to sign. I enclosed the
money for its return, yet I have never seen
it again. The least that could have been
done would have been to send the book
back. Signed or unsigned, I still want it.
Just to show the difference between
stars, I had sent that same book to Nelson Eddy. In a few weeks time I received my book, beautifully wrapped, with
the longed-for signature inside. — Ellen
Leclerc, Montreal, Canada.
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WAVE
HOME

A Complete Endura Set... Everything You Need
FOR Ten WINSOME CURLS, 25c * Here's a new beauty
secret from Hollywood studios, Endura Ten Curl permanent. Endura keeps your newly grown end and side
curls lovely and attractive and makes your permanent
last twice as long. Without machines, heat or electricity
you can quickly and easily give these straggly locks
a permanent wave, yourself, at home. Do not confuse
Endura with dry curlers, for Endura gives you a machineless permanent.Try Endura tonight and you too will agree
with 100,000 smart women who have used and approved this amazing new aid to beauty and romance.
Endura is featured by leading Drug Stores, Department Stores, Five and Ten Cent Stores, everywhere.
* * AND HERE'S THE GREATEST NEWS OF
ALL. ..NOW YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF A
COMPLETE

PERMANENT

AT

HOME

FOR $1

This size contains 50 curlers, lotion, rinse,
foil and instructions — everything you need
for complete machineless home permanent.
WRITE

FOR

THIS

FREE

BOOKLET

"A Preview of Hollywood Hair Styles." This interesting booklet will show you how simple it is to follow
the latest Hollywood hair dresses with Endura. Write
today to the Endura Corporation, Hollywood, Calif.
^vwwwwwvwiwwvvwwv ,VVlWVVi\VVVVVVVVVVVVUWUVVVVVlVV\l\VVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVV
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Pl^-aco cpnn m.
me your free Endura folder "A Preview of Hollywood Hair Styles" by return mail.

SIMPLE

STEPS

TO A BEAUTIFUL
ENDURA

Address-

PERMANENT
* Apply Endura
lotion, wrap the
strands of hair on

XVWWWVVXA/WXM/VVVVW
THE ENDURA

CORPORATION

• HOLLYWOOD

• CALIF.

curlers, cover with
foil,- remove, rinse
and set your hair.
It's all so very easy.

DINING

WITH

By

Marjorie
D e e n

Waiting for company?
No, dinner for two, this time. The
Ameches are ready for some of
Honore's Fried Chicken.
Cherries,
Philadelphia cream
cheese and nuts help to make
this delicious
fruit salad a
springtime delight.

THERE'S ALWAYS a "Welcome"
on the mat at Don Ameche's charming Spanish-style hillside house.
Don and his attractive blonde young
wife, Honore, are hospitable souls,
and they live up to the meaning of
their name, Ameche — an anglicized
version of the Italian word for
friends.
Giving Sunday night suppers is
one of their favorite ways of dispensing hospitality. For some of
these informal get-togethers they
issue invitations. But they also love
to have people just drop in and stay
as long as they like. And as guests
usually "like" to stay for hours and
hours in their little house with the
wide windows, overlooking the
beautiful Encino Valley, chances are
that even the most casual callers
will find themselves being asked to
dinner.
It's amazing, when you think of it,
that the Ameches are always prepared for the "extra guests." At
least, it seems so to me. And more
amazing, still, is the fact that there's
never any confusion in their household over these last-minute additions, in spite of the fact that
Honore runs her home quite simply.
When Don brings home a surprise
dinner guest any old night of the
week, his unruffled wife is actually
glad, she told me. To which I
could only gasp that this certainly

16
Uninvited

guests

made her "tops" with me, in housewifely patience and consideration.
you don't Maybe
think you,
that
thisOris maybe
so remarkable.
too, are one of those sweet souls
who can give a warm reception to
hubby's boss, or your own Aunt
Nelly, when they march in without
warning — just when you're planning
on lamb chops for dinner, too !
Well, in my opinion, even the most
hospitable, versatile hostess would
have some excuse for being flustered
under those circumstances, for
"stretch" a
somehow
lamb
chop,you
can just
you can't
?
But according to Honore, you
can serve a fine meal, even on such
short notice, or rather, on no notice
at all. Perhaps

I had better ex-

plain here that Don Ameche's capable young wife had considerable
experience as a dietitian in and
around Chicago, before her marriage, so it's safe to say she knows
what she's talking about.
Not only did she give me some
swell suggestions that I'm going to
pass on to you — ideas which will
show you how to pad and stretch
the meals originally intended for
"just the family," so
ample for an additional
— but she also gave me
recipes for dishes.
There will be room

as to prove
two or three
some grand
to give you

a couple of these recipes of hers,

don't

worry

the

Ameches-Honore

knows

how
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later on. The others, which I shall
tell you more about as we go along,
have been printed up on recipe cards,
and are yours for the asking. Just
fill out and mail the coupon at the

referei
in ad"\

end of this article, and you'll receive
a copy of all of them, absolutely free !
They'll make the same hit, I'll wager,
with your family and the friends
that drop in on you unexpectedly, as
they do with Don Ameche and his
friends. And that's saying quite a
lot, judging from the things Don had
to say about Honore's catering.
LET'S SEE then, what would we be
likely to have if we were to drop in
on the Ameches? It wouldn't be
elaborate fare, I can promise you that.
Wholesome American cooking at its
best would probably be prepared for
directo Honore's
you, according
tions. Well-seasoned
meat dishes;
that good old vegetable standby, corn,
in a tasty new guise; shrimps in a
delectable sauce, just so as not to
overlook the fish family entirely.
Then there is that justly popular favorite, spaghetti, further enhanced
by a quickly-made, filling meat-sauce.
For luncheon, there would be a fruit
salad, perhaps, with the one pictured
at the beginning of this article holding a deserved place of honor. Nor
must I forget to mention the lightest,
most speedily thrown together small
cakes I've ever tried.
For, of course, I have tried out all
these recipes myself, since meeting
the Ameches, not only to satisfy my
own curiosity, but to be sure, as always, that I left nothing out when
copying them down for you. That's
how I'm able to tell you about each
one of these delectable dishes from
first-hand knowledge as well as from
. hearsay. So let's start on this list of
good things to eat that I've just outlined for you, and while taking them
up one by one, we can also discuss
some of
(Continued on page 72)

The Modern Hostess, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Don
Ameche's Company Recipes.
Name.
•
Street. ,

'. V
City
State

to
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meals

BANISH
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NAPTHA

SOAP!
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Brian
Aherne's
a handsome
gent and a fine
actor, so why
don't you clamor for his photoa reason.
graph? There's

That
male

attractive
platinum,

Gene mondRay(right),
should be a big
star. But, somehow, he just
isn't. Why?

HOLLYWOOD,
glamor center of
the world, probably harbors more
broken hearts — and hopes — than any
other given metropolis. Thousands
travel each year to the cinema city to
try their luck in the fickle films. With
the possible exception of Broadway,
it is the toughest nut to crack that has
ever grown.
Yet, on the other hand, Fate is kind

Now, there's Clark
Gable, on the other
hand. Yes, indeed,
there's C. G. — way
up thar' in the film
firmament, where the
girls can see and
adore him.

mm.
20

to a select group which she deems
worthy of her far too few smiles, for
occasionally there are those who,
overnight, rise to the heights. Among
these are our "men of the moment"
— the matinee idols of today.
Did you ever wonder why Clark
Gable, Robert Taylor and Errol Flynn
achieved fame? Or why some of the
finest actors have failed to click as
idols ? Some claim that stars are born
and not made, while others insist that
it's all just luck.
Robert Taylor once remarked, "I
only hope my hick will hold out until
I can learn to act."
Whether or not he's a great actor, •
you'll have to admit that Mr. Taylor
has done all right for himself. Today
he is the most popular young star in
the picture business. Yes, Bob is a
bonafide, dyed-in-the-wool matinee
idol. The public took to him like the
proverbial duck to water and he is
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differacting

star

stuff

the

boys

"it"

be-

come matinee idols?

the only person ever to equal the
record for sudden popularity set by
the late Rudolph Valentino.
On the other hand, there is Brian
Aherne. One of the finest actors on
either side of the Atlantic, he is nevertheless not a near-idol for even a
single matinee. The reason isn't lack
of opportunity with this man, for he
is one of the busiest of our leadingmen. Dividing his time between films
and the legitimate stage, Aherne
doesn't have an idle moment.
Lately seen in "Beloved Enemy,"
and acclaimed by the critics as a fine
actor, he still failed to click as a big
picture personality. Perhaps there are
several explanations for this. I wonder if one could be that he doesn't
possess the warm appeal that is so
necessarily a part of personality ; that
is, if said personality is to be taken
into the hearts of the public. The
majority of movie audiences are comprised of women, and the ladies do
like to look on their stars with romance-tinted glances rather than histrionic prowess.
Brian Aherne is certainly an attractive, intelligent man and there
think him
isn't a girl who wouldn'at cocktail
or
most entertaining over
dinner. Nevertheless, her interest
would usually remain of a cordial but
impersonal nature.
This past winter when Aherne appeared on the Broadway stage with
in "Othello," he
Walter Huston
scored a tremendous success. In fact,
his New York audiences took him to

their hearts, mentally aiding and abetting him in his dastardly schemes as
the treacherous Iago. They gloried in
his villainy and applauded him lavishly,proving (Continued on paqcl09)
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• Now a thrilling dental discovery ends
Scrub- Hard disappointment — makes your
daily brushing amazingly effective! _
IRIUM — the remarkable new ingredient
contained only in Pepsodent — steps up the
cleaning power of tooth paste. Because it

. alone among

BECAUSE

OF IRlUJJ - -

_Allcp

OF IRIUM . .

removes
new

dull, dingy

luster on teeth

provides a smooth, gentle cleansing action
that speedily loosens dingy film and floats
it away like magic. You clean your teeth
quicker, easier. Your brushing gets results
— in teeth that sparkle with lovely natural
brilliance.
beautiful teeth, reIf you would have
member that proper brushing is only half the
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. This modern
dentifrice responds instantly to your brush
— cleans and polishes enamel surfaces in a
•way that shows up old-fashioned methods.
Your teeth feel clean and stay bright much
longer after using Pepsodent Tooth Paste
You'll no longer
containing irium. Try it!-Hard.
be a Disappointed Scrub
All Pepsodent now on sale
contains irium.
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Believe

not,
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have

it or

movie

proposed

DEBS
to Johnny

DELIGHT

Looks like Eleanore
JOHNNY DOWNS never had a
Griffith have a neat
date until a year ago. He never
man.
went to a conventional school a
And Johnny
single day in his life. Although he
typifies Young America at its
By
Ben
best, ranging in pictures from
home boy to snappy undergraduate, he himself has never experienced the everyday family
life nor has he ever been rushed by a fraternity.
Now, at half -past twenty-two, he is really one more example of the strangeness of the most extraordinary city
in the world. If anyone deserves to be catalogued as
Exhibit A, young man of Hollywood, Johnny does. For

grand

Whitney and Kay
hold on the young
isn't complaining.

to

that

be

it would

Mrs.

be

Downs!

the perfect escort, but inside himself he'd be overwhelmed with a
weird excitement.
Because when it was time for

Johnny to enroll in the first grade,
he went into films instead. The
studios have been his alma mater,
awarding him better roles in lieu of diplomas, and no part
Maddox

at all rather than a summons to the principal's office. He
got reviews in place of report cards. The casting directors
have been his deans.
In person Johnny Downs is good-looking, well-bred
and exactly dashing enough. He is the type who, on a
date, could be swell fun without being flip. He might

he hasn't just drifted into the spotlight; he isn't recently
movie-struck. Actually, he is a genuine product of the
film industry. Literally, he is the one new juvenile who
grew up in its atmosphere.
His childhood was spent before the cameras. During his
high-school age he was touring the country, making personal appearances. When he might have been a freshman
for dear old U. S. C, he was pounding the pavements of

want to neck, but he wouldn't want to be naughty. So
no wonder the pick of Hollywood's younger set are glad
to go out with him. Indeed, he is the movie deb's delight !Medium tall, with a lithe strength behind his slimness, his eyes and hair are that warm brown, and his
complexion that olive shade, that most girls seem to be

Broadway to get another nod from Hollywood's moguls.
He still hasn't a house. He's known a series of apartments and his backyard was usually Hollywood Boulevard. He must use his imagination to figure out what it
would be like to stay in one neighborhood and have the
same friends. He never had a chance at the high-school
play, you see, nor a crack at football. If, today, he should

He not 'only conducts himself like a gentleman, but — ■
perhaps more amazing — he thinks like one. It's pretty
astonishing to find him the sort of fellow he is after con-

receive an invitation to a prom, and could make it, he'd be
22

specifying in a model boy friend. He doesn't throw his
vigor at petually
you,
peppy. either. Johnny's vital without being per-

stant exposure to Hollywood. The answer to whether he's
a gay young blade is yes — and no. It requires, like
Johnny, a deal of explaining.
(Continued on page 102)
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"Always

worth

stopping

for

Stars' Studio
Addresses

Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Gaumont-British,
Grove, Shepherd's Bush,
London, W. 12,Lime
England.
Grand National Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
Republic Studios, 4024 Radford Ave., North
Hollywood, Calif.
RKO-Radio
wood, Calif.Studios, 780 Gower St., HollyHal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Samuel Goldwyn Studios. 7210 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Warner Bros.-First National Studios, Burbank
Calif.
ABEL, WALTER:
RKO-Radio.
ACUFF.
EDDIE: Warner
Bros.
AHERNE, BRIAN: United Artists.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Grand National.
ALBERTSON.
FRANK: Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.
ALBRIGHT,
WALLY:
Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
ALEXANDER,
KATHERINE:
Free lance. Write her
at Paramount.
ALLAN, ELIZABETH: M-G-M.
ALLEN,
Century-Fox.
ALLEN, FRED:
GRACIE:20thParamount.
ALLEN, JIMMIE: Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Republic.
ALLEN, ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN,
lumbia. ASTRID: Free lance. Write her at CoAMECHE, DON: 20th Century-Fox.
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaANDRE, LONA: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
ANGEL, HEATHER: RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE,
JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN, RICHARD:
Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
ARLISS.
GEORGE:
Gaumont-British.
ARMETTA. HENRY: Universal.
ARMSTRONG. ROBERT: RKO-Radio.
ARNOLD. EDWARD: Paramount.
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE,MARY:
FRED: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
ASTOR,
ATWILL,
LIONEL:
M-G-M.
AUER, MISCHA: Universal.
AUTRY, GENE: Republic.
AYRES, LEW: Paramount.
BAINTER,
FAY: RKO-Radio.
BAKER, BENNY:
Paramount.
BALL, LUCILLE: RKO-Radio.
BALLEW, SMITH:
RKO-Radio.
BANCROFT,
GEORGE:
Columbia.
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARKER, PHILLIP: United Artists.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE, MONA: Paramount.
BARRIE, WENDY: Universal.
BARRYMORE, DOLORES COSTELLO: Paramount.
BARRYMORE. JOHN: M-G-M.
M-G-M.
BARRYMORE, LIONEL:
BARTHELMESS,
RICHARD:
Warner Bros.
M-G-M.
FREDDIE:
BARTHOLOMEW,
BARTLETT,
MICHAEL:
Republic.
BAXTER, ALAN: United Artists.
BAXTER, WARNER: 20th Century- Fox.
dio
BEAL, JOHN: RKO-Ra
Century-Fox.
BECK. THOMAS: : 20th
M-G-M.
JANETJR.: Universal.
BEECHER.NOAH,
BEERY.
CE: M-G-M.Century-Fox.
BEERY. WALLA
20th a
MADGE: Columbi
BELLAMYY,, RALPH:
BELLAM
ROBERT: M-G-M.Century-Fox.
BENCHLEY,
BENEDICT, WILLIAM:E: 20th
Century-Fox.
20th
CONSTANC
BENNETT,
Artists
United
JOAN:Paramou
BENNETT,JACK:
nt.
BENNY,
BERGNER, ELIZABETH: United Artists.
Century-Fox.
BEN: 20th
BERNIE,
BEST, WILLIE:
RKO-Radio.
. him
. at
Free lance. Write
CHARLES:
BICKFORD,
Paramount.
Columbia.
BING. HERMAN:
BIRELL. TALA: Universal.
BLACKMER, SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
x
Centu
20thELEY
JAMES: Columbia
, ry-Fo
BLAK
20th Century-Fox.
Y:
SALL
E,
BLAN
BLONDELL. JOAN: Warner Bros.
adio.
RKO-R
ERIC:Param
BLORE, BEN:
ount.
BLUE
Warner Bros.
HREY: ount.
BOGART. HUMP
: Param
BOLAND. MARY
Bros.
er
Warn
:
GLEN
S,
BOLE
adio.
S, JOHN: RKO-Rbia.
BOLE
BOND. WARD: ColumParam
ount.
BOYD, WILLIAM:
Artists.
Unitedount.
CHARLES:
BOYER,
Param
E:
BRADLEY. GRACPE: Paramount.
OLYM Free lance. Write her at Universal.
NA, ALICE:
BRAD
BRADY
Write him at
GEORGE: _ Free
BREAKSTON,
Universal.
,. lance.
dio
BREEN, BOBBY: RKO-Ra
Century-Fox.
EL: E:20thWarner
BREND.EL.GEORG
Bros.
BRENT
BREWSTER, JUNE: RKO-Radio.
(Continued on page 111)
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SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth!
A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music V everything! JNow
touring the country. Don't miss it.
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screen stars ! We'll go
"star" gazing at the
studios where breathless
moments of "behind-thescenes" activity await us !
We'll see close-up
glimpses of important rehearsals with lights —
action — camera ! We'll
lunch at the Brown
Derby and dance at the
Trocadero.
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Guaranteed "DEAD-SKIN"
Test To Combat
Dry Skin

A

— Shiny Nose — Blackheads
— Premature Wrinkles
Smart girls know the romantic allure that a
smooth, caress inviting skin holds for men. . . .
But even girls in their twenties must beware of
dry, dead skin, all scuffed and scaly looking,
which may look 40 at 25.
If you suffer from a dry, rough, flaky, wrinkly
skin, shiny nose, blackheads, enlarged pores you
are certain to look years older than you are. No
matter what you have tried you owe it to yourself to make this new 3-day "DEAD-SKIN" guaranteed test. The minute you start cleansing with
a new beautifier, TAYTON'S TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM, it releases precious ingredients, which
sink deep into the mouths of the pores. TAYTON'S TRIPLE-WHIP CREAM melts and dissolves those ary, scaly, dead surface skin cells.
Lubricates, softens and smooths. By stimulating
the underskin, rousing the oil glands, cleansing
and freeing clogged pores, the cause of blackheads, dryness, shiny nose and premature aging
skin is combated in nature's own way. Helps
to bring out new, live, more youthful looking
skin. That's
why TAYTON'S
CREAM
is succeeding
in the most TRIPLE-WHIP
stubborn cases.
This Guaranteed

Test

Make CREAM
your own totest.
Use TAYTON'S
TRIPLEWHIP
cleanse
with and also
as a
night cream for three days ... It must make
your skin softer, smoother, look younger and
satisfy completely or your money will be refunded upon return of empty jar.
Ask
for
TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM
in 10c and 25c
sizes at 10c
stores, or larger
50c
and $1.00 sizes at drug, department, or dollar
stores. If your dealer can not supply you with
TAYTON beauty preparations do not accept an
imitation, but insist that he order for you from
his wholesaler.
Other Tayton BeautWers
SILK-SIFTED POWDER
I Oc - 25c
HOUGE (DOUBLE INDELIBLE)
I Oc - 25c
LIPSTICK (DOUBLE INDELIBLE)
25c
ASTRINGENT
|0c
HAND LOTION
I Oc
1
sM
J IfTAYTOn
1 yin Old English JVame" f
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HOLLYWOOD

scenic highways to glamorous Hollywood for a
merry whirl with the

This

to.

Look

These trips will be exciting adventures for the
20 winners — travelling in
unheard of comfort over

Make

J up

Y
My suggestion for the name of the special bus is:

Name
Street Address
City and State
(Please print)
Intimate glimpses of the stars,
such as this one of Myrna
Loy
on the for
"Parnell"
set, are
in store
the winners.

.
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To enter this contest simply fill
in the coupon provided with the
full names of your movie favorites, either the first or last name
beginning with the letters on each
line. The names you select can
have less letters than squares we
have provided for. They should
not have more. Now, suggest a
name for this National Trailways

JANTZEN

/

"Luxury Liner" which will carry
our winners to Hollywood. Here
are a few suggestions : "Hollywood Cruiser," "Hollywood Express." Then, mail your entry to
Modern Screen-National Trailways Contest in care of Modern
Screen.
RULES

1. Contestant must fill in the chart on
Page 24, with the full names of the
picture stars or featured playmoving
ers whose first or last names begin
with the letters in the words, NATIONAL TRAILWAYS. For example,
the letter "N" may represent either
Norma Shearer or Nolan, Doris. The
names you select can have less letters
than squares provided for in the
chart; they should not have more.
Leave one space between first and
last names or last and first names.
Don't use the same name twice.

ROCHELLE HUDSON
20 th Century -Fox Star
in "She Had to Eat"
Sun Burst Mio [illustrated]
with adjustable Bra cord

2. In the space at the bottom of the
chart, suggest a name for the special bus which will carry the winners
to Hollywood.

Other Jantzen
$4.95 Creations
$4.50 to $10.95

3. The 20 trips will be awarded to the
persons who submit the most comwho, in the judges'
plete give
chart and
the best name for the
opinion,
bus.
4. If more than one entry is submitted,
each must be presented on a separate chart.

• Just as a girdle molds your figure in graceful lines, so
does a Jantzen have a deft way of achieving flattering slenderness through the magic of Jantzen- Stitch. Beautifully
textured new Kava Knit fabrics of luxurious quick-drying

5. Neatness and accuracy will count;
elaborate entries will not receive
preference in awarding the prizes.

wool have actual figure -control qualities permanentlyknitted in. A Jantzen always retains the beauty of its original classic lines and fits smoothly, perfectly, permanently.

6. The decision of the judges shall be
final, and in case of ties, additional
trips will be awarded.

Jantzen Knitting Mills, Portland,Ore., Vancouver, Canada.

7. Mail your entries to Modern ScreenNational Trailways Contest, in care
of Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Entries must
be postmarked no later than midnight of June 30, 1937.
8. No employees of the Dell Publishing
Co., or the National Trailways System, or their families may participate
in this contest.

City
FIGURE-CONTROL SWIMMING SUITS
JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS, Dept. 361, Portland, Oregon.
Send me style folder in color featuring new 1937 models.
Name
Street

WOMEN-S □

MEN'S □
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GRACE
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HALEY

BRADLEY

CATLETT
JOAN

•

DAVIS

FOWLEY

•

• WALTER

LEAH

RAY

• DOUGLAS
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MILES MANDER

Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan.
Based on Dorothea Brande's Book.
Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

Gaiamorous!

Galorious! Howlarious!

Winchell's wincing . . . Bernie's burning ... as they flipcrack face to face !

The studio that gave

you

"Sing, Baby, Sing", "One In
A Million","On The Avenue"
now brings you the greatest of all musicals!

Nine Gordon

and Revel

hits to make

you

come

aliveincluding
all over!

*

x If's Swell Of You '
* I'm Bubbling Over '
* Never In A Million Years '
x There's A Lull In My Life'
K Wake Up And Live '

26

She's in Lunnon now
to see the Coronation,
Claudius"
in "LBritish
Brian
workmarry
and
claims
Aherne, who
topping!
Merle's
lovely
this just

WHAT

HAS

SUCCESS

DONE

TO

ROBERT

TAYLOR

^9H

HP!

Bob came from
an a ▼ e r a g e
American

fam-

ily, in an average American
town, where lie
lived an average
American life.
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popularity
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IT WAS just one year ago that you were becoming
He had
conscious of Robert Taylor in a big way.
been under contract to Metro since February 1934,
but you didn't know that — then. Both his name and
his face were new to you.
He had played leading roles in only five films. The
first two, "Society Doctor" and "Times Square
Lady," had been minor productions, which you had
The fifth, "Small Town Girl,"
probably skipped.
had not yet been released. You were lucky if you
Those two being
had seen him in two pictures.
"Broadway Melody of 1936" and "Magnificent
Obsession."
You knew very little about him. You did not
know who he was, what he was like, where he had
come from, what he had done to arrive on the
screen. One year ago. He was not yet a star.
His name had not yet been billed above the title
of any picture.
Metro had had a hunch that in young Taylor it
might have a future star after a lengthy build-up.
But, in young Taylor, the studio was discovering,
as no stuit did have a sensation, such a sensation.
.
dio had ever had before
It was incredible. Impossible. Why, people hadn t
had time to become this excited about him! He
hadn't made enough pictures ! He hadn't done anyThere hadn't even been
thing sensational enough!
any publicity campaign about him!
Yet, letters in a white avalanche, bearing every postmark in the United States, were descending upon Hollywood, addressed to Robert Taylor. His two latest pictures
were sell-outs, playing to hold-over business. Every magazine in the country was trying to get Taylor coverage.
Newspaper columnists were calling him the biggest
Feminine stars were
Hollywood news of a generation.

pleading to have him as their leading man. A girl
couldn't appear with him at a social function without finding herself in newspaper headlines. He couldn't appear
in public, himself, without being stampeded.
Things like these were incredible, impossible, but— they
certainly were happening. Hollywood was witnessing a
phenomenon that passed all understanding. Before a
studio could tell the public that here was a great new star,
the public was telling the studio !
And not the least amazed person in Hollywood was
Robert Taylor.
One year ago, interviewers found him a young man
honestly puzzled by the furore that was then beginning,
frankly excited by his "luck," amazed at his loss of priannoyed by his being a target for a succession of
vacy,rumors.
romance
Interviewers found him completely, surprisingly normal,
even distressingly normal. He wasn't what the ink-stained
brethren and sisters of the Press would call "good copy." an
He had no dramatic story to tell. He came from
average American family, in an average American town,
and, up to now, had apparently lived an average American
life. He had had no colorful adventures, no out-of-thehow that
ordinary experiences. The writers didn'ttosense
the American
very fact would endear him even more
public. The writers faintly resented his failure to make
up a few melodramatic, startling incidents, for sweet
sensation's s*ilcc»
With interviewers, he didn't "give." He didn't open up
and talk about himself, without being asked. He waited
for questions. And then his answers were in sentences,
not paragraphs.
In person, he was as good-looking as the camera said he
was — ^th blue eyes, brown hair, a ready smile. He was
friendly, but without stressing the point. He was quiet.
He was self-possessed, but he {Continued on page 74 )

The Taylor-Harlow torrid love scenes for "Personal
Property" were all in the day's work, but the rumor
hounds didn't want to believe that!

Barbara Stanwyck isn't the most beautiful girl in Hollywood, nor the youngest,
but she's Bob's adored among women.

DISTANCE

it's simple

to

make

a go

of it-if

you

know

how

IMAGINE A husband who
(1) never criticizes your
clothes; (2) never squawks
about bills; (3) never argues
about anything; and (4) always meets you at the train
with a band !
Ann Sothern is actually
married to such a paragon of
virtues, Roger Pryor. She
openly admitted as much.
But cheer up. She also admitted itis barely possible this
Utopian state of affairs exists
because she has only seen
Roger an accurate total of six
weeks and three days, and that
split into three visits, since she
married him last September !
Roger, you know, has to live
in Chicago because a contract
to lead his band at the College
Inn every night keeps him
there. And Ann's fat little
movie contract makes living in
Hollywood mandatory for her.
Ann works in Hollywood; Hubby Roger Pryor, in Chicago; so
At that, the whole topsywhen she visits him, he meets her at the station with his band.
turvy marital arrangement is
quite in keeping with the way
their life as Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Pryor began. Remember her wedding? Quaint is
ever heard of a husband criticizing clothes on a honeymoon, unless it was something some other woman wore
one word for it, unique another, and just plain dizzy, a
and, in comparison (smartly enough !), with the perfection
third. There was a church ceremony and a crowd and veils,
bridesmaids and the works — at exactly one minute after
of you? Besides, we're so darned glad to see each other,
midnight ! Seems they had overlooked one technicality of
we never notice clothes. Besides, they're usually new and
California's three-days-after-the-license law, and that was
the first moment they could be wed legally, and still make
it to Chicago in time for Roger to open up his doing
business as usual at the Inn.
Surface explanations of this four-star husband and
unclouded bliss are quite simple, to hear Ann blithely tell
it. First, about the non-criticism of clothes.
"When I dash back to visit Roger for a few days, it's
more like a honeymoon than staid married life, and who30

he hasn't got the bill for them yet!"
Mmmmm. Maybe Roger doesn't notice. If so, I'd like
to ask Ann why she gave a certain tailor a sound scolding
for a tiny wrinkle under the arm of the new suit he
brought her the night before she left for her present visit
with Roger, and ended with, "Roger will have ten fits
when he sees it." Just a point in passing.
That brings us to the bills.
"It's very simple," Ann said succinctly. "I just stick 'em
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-and
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Chicago. Ann is in Hollywood.
Q.E.D. How can there be an
argument ?
They did have one lulu, Ann
confessed. About a famous
male star. It darned near

broke the week's budget.
"Roger telephoned one
night, as he does quite frequently,"this
Ann related.
chatted about
and that "We
and
dobeen
he asked what I had
ing, what pictures I had seen,
and so forth. I mentioned I
had seen a certain picture and
was crazy about it and the

it seems, had seen
Roger,
work."
star's
the picture, too, and took the
opposite view. First thing tht^
knew, they were at it hammer
and tongs. He was good, he
wasn't good, he was an actor,
he wasn't an actor.
"Suddenly I realized we
were getting nowhere fast, and
it was costing us exactly a
to get there!"
a minute
dollar said.
Ann
"All in all, we
It's
the
lastsome
time$11.40
that worth.
happened.
argued

A midnight wedding, with all the trimmings. Then they parted,
"for keeps."
But some day, Ann hopes, they'll be together
'em to Chicago. Roger
in an envelope — the bills — and mail never
gets around to
hates to write letters, so he just
squawking about 'em. Then, by the time I see him again,
he's forgotten about 'em. Isn't that simple ?"
Simple indeed. But it might not be so except for the
fact that when they were married, Roger insisted there
would be none of this modern fifty-fifty business about
bills in his household. He would pay them all, and gladly.
(Ann held out on paying for her personal maid out of
her own purse.) Everything she earned from her work
was to go in a trust fund for her. Which it has.
Point Three. Arguments.
How in heck can there be any arguments ? It takes two
to make one, and two in the same place. Roger is in

Now we say, 'Save it for a
letter,' and as I said, neither of
us likes to write, so it's too

to argue."
work Ann
much
At that,
added, it was
less costly than similar arguments of married couples on
their way home from a picture show. It did not have time
to get too personal and end up in recriminations, angry
words, hurt feelings, and a good old row that had a threeday hangover ! You probably know the kind she means.
Finally, that meeting at trains with bands.
Every' time Ann steps foot in Chicago, either by tram
or plane, Roger has a band lined up to meet her. Howmany wives can claim husbands that glad to see them ?
"Of course, if you want to get technical about it, the

band is Roger's own. Furthermore, they're not playing
any instruments. Everv time so far they've been standing
with their collars turned up and their hands m thenpockets, shivering in the cold," {Continued on page 83)
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Cary

talks

about

marriage, too.

MAN

I WANT to do a case history of a manabout-town," I told Cary Grant. "I want to
know what he does and what he doesn't do,
what he likes and what he doesn't like, his
prejudices and predilections where 'wimmin'
are concerned, the why, the wherefore and
the whence. Meaning, in a word, you !"
"Me, a man-about-town ?" laughed Cary, his
bright, bold eyes derisive, "why me? I'm not a
man-about-town.
Sounds like a page of fashions. I'm not, certainly, the peg upon which
to hang 'what the well-dressed man-about-town
will wear,' that's a cinch. When we made
'When You're in Love' over at Columbia, they
wanted me to look kind of sloppy and casual. I
had to dress, or rather not dress up, for the
part. They couldn't even make me clothes that
looked careless and unpressed enough.
So I
had to wear my own!
"Nope, man-about-town-and-country
more like it. And mostly country.

might be
I hate to

say this, it's gray-bearded with age and
repetition, but I spend most of my
time swimming, reading, taking those
known long drives in my car — alone.
"Randy Scott and I still have our

much
spare
wellsame

place at the beach, you know. Randy's
wife didn't come between this pair of
friends. On the contrary. Remarkable
institution, women," said Cary.
"Let's dispose of the 'wimmin' first,"
I suggested.
"I've heard that you
don't hand us very much."
"A man-about-town not handing
orchids to the lady?" grinned
Cary.
"What
kind of a
monstrosity would that be?
It's nonsense, anyway.
Of

course I like wostand
some men.ofIcan't
the things
some
do.
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"When You're
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ABOUT-TOW
stand them when they talk baby talk, use red nail polish,
have gooey lips. But that's fair enough. They probably
can't stand some of the things I do, either.
"I can't go for the kind of girl who, when you call her
and say, 'What are you doing Sunday night ?', comes right
back at you with, 'Nothing, I'd love it. What shall I
wear ? What time do we meet at the Troc' ?'
'"Love what?' you find yourself asking and who the
I'd probably had
heck said anything about the Troc'?
for
some such place as Dopey Dan's
hamburgers vaguely in mind or a drive
along the beach.
"I can't stand women who talk baby
talk. I like women who speak my
language and it may be pidgin English
or pig Latin, but it's not baby talk. I
can't stand that red nail polish. I like
a little lipstick when it isn't the gooey
kind. We're so conditioned to lipstick
by now that if I met a girl with naked

"Would you," I interrupted, "marry a professional
woman — from choice?"
"Sure I would," said Cary, "if I were contemplatI'd marry a star, an
ing matrimony — and I'm not.
extra girl, a lady medico, if I fell in love with her.
I'm not afraid of women who know more than I do.
I would not feel any resentment toward a woman who was
a ranking star even if I had not attained the same rank
myself.

I'd be proud of her as I'd hope she would be
proud of me if the situation were reversed.
"Really this man-about-town idea is
columnist-conceived. I am reported as
being seen at the Troc', the Vendome or
wherever; actually I go to these places
very seldom.
"What really happens is this: The columnists have to fill their columns with
cinema chatter.
It's safer to fill the columns with single men and their activities,
real or fancied, than it is to mention
married men, with possible complications.
It seems there is a scarcity of single
males here in Hollywood.
Thus does
the name of Grant come in for such
generous social repetition.
"I've been amused, more than once,
to read an account of a party of six

lips I'd probably take her for Camille.
"One thing a man-about-town should
know about women is that they do not
dress for men. They should, but they
don't. If they did they'd abolish those
gawd-awful red nails. They must know
by ^his time that the stuff is repellent
to men. Yet they keep right on using
it. Women dress for women, I've
found that out. The idea, it seems, is
to be the best-dressed, smartest gal, and
therefore the most talked about.
"Men have more fun than women do,
I'll wager that. There's none of that
competition stuff. Go to a men's club
and no one knows or cares what you are wearing. You
can wear old dungarees and a pair of boots if you feel
like it and no one would notice it.
"I. like smart women. I like tailored women when
they are the tailored type. I like the fluffy, feminine
women when they are the ruffly type. I like a little makeused, so cleverly that I wouldn't notice it.
cleverly
I do up,not
like such barbarisms as false eyelashes, those
tweezed eyebrows and other atrocities of a similar nature.
"I like professional women better than non-professionals. You can talk to them and they can talk to
you. They are alert and have a sense of humor. You
know that they won't faint at the sight of a mouse or
twist your words to suit their own purposes. They're
swell."

or eight given, let's say, at a popular
night club.
I may not have been
out for six weeks ; possibly, I may
have
been
at that particular
In either case I'm liable
party.
to read, 'Report hath it that
Cary Grant brought Miss
So-and-So.'
Now I have
probably never met Miss So-and-So and
almost certainly did not have the
pleasure of 'bringing her.'
But I
was the only single man present.
She was the only single girl. So
I was the 'bloke wot brungAll this time, Cary had
been lounging lazily,
talking
casually,
91)
even
flippantly
on page
(Continued
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SIMONE

I

DEFENDS

When strangers say, "Hello, sweetheart,"
Simone has an answer — and it isn't "Hi,
Darling," you may be sure!
HERSELF-

AND

She

off

HOW

Gladys

By

admits

the

executive

were

slapped

but

reasons

rebel and a spoiled little so-and-so. "They"
shake theirreasonable— acollective
heads over her. They sigh, they
shrug, but they talk about her.
She is seen out, dancing with this lad and that. There
are rumors that she is in love with Jimmy Stewart and
that it is madly mutual — or that it is unrequited. It is
said, too, that she is in love with Jimmy's friend, John'
Swope. She is seen with William Wyler and Rouben
Mamoulian. "They" say, additionally, that she plays pingpong with Hollywood hearts while her own is somewhere
in France.

walked

disobeyed

—

!

Hall

she's

set,

director/
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THAT SIMONE Simon, "they" say, here in Hollywood.
She is a one ! She is temperamental, unpredictable, un-

a

Born in Marseilles, raised in Madagascar, where the
wild strains and races of the world meet and mingle, their
untamed spirits infused the very air the child breathed.
Simone is an untamed spirit ! Convention has never
shackled her. Love has never broken her. Pain has not
subdued her. She is, still, a child of Madagascar.
They tell how she walked off the set of
and "Under Two Flags." Hollywood
get over that. She claimed it was flu.
fluke, more-like." Hospitalization for
convince them. For how dared she,
Hollywood? She should have, according
bent a servile knee to the studio.

"White Hunter"
will never quite
"They" said, "a
weeks failed to
a new-comer to
to all precedent,

an

BUT THERE isn't a salaam in all the savagely sweet
spirit of Simone, nor yet a kow-tow. She uses honey when
she feels like it and bitter gall when she feels bitter. Nor
does she know obedience to anything save to her own emotions, which are honest and unblunted.

there

"They" say that she is apt to slap the face of anyone
who offends her. It is known how she slapped the face of
Tourjansky, famed Russian director who, espying her in
front of a Paris cafe one evening, rushed up to her and
exclaimed, "You are just the person I have been seeking."
Swift as an adder strikes, struck the small hand of Simone.
It was that slap which brought her, eventually, to
Hollywood.
Yes, inexplicable to Hollywood are the wild and willful
ways of Simone.
But the French are a practical people.

declares she loved to work with
James Stewart in "Seventh Heaven" and the
picture above tends to prove her statement.

Simone

However unreasonable they appear, they usually have good
.
reasons for it. I determined to third-degree Simone
ton
badmin
I found her finishing the laying out of a
her
and
court in her garden in Beverly Hills. Simone
d
perche
She
secretary had done the work all themselves.up.
or
down,
her
faced
I
while
on a stone wall,
I said, "I'll begin at random. . . . What about the time
Ernie Westmore, the make-up man, gave you the critical
survey? I am told that he suggested that your hair be
done differently and that your lips be made up differently.
What of it? That is his job. That is what every newcomer goes through when first she comes to Hollywood.
Yet you stormed out of the beauty chair, hurling defiance
at poor Mr. Westmore?"
,
Simone laughed, "Oh, that," she said, in her English
six
her
with
talked
I
since
ed
improv
which has so vastly
months ago, yet still bears the aroma of the French accent.
"I didn't understand. He looked at me like this. He
seemed not to like me at all. He wanted to make me all
different. I did not understand how the personal also
could be-impersonal. And so I stormed out of there and
said rich things to him to tell him I did not like him,
either. Now I know what he was meaning and we are
friends. That is very simple."
"But," I said, "there was the time when you were introduced to a worthy and dignified member of the Associated Press. You stared at him for a long time. Then
you said, T do not think I like you.'

What for?"

I DID not think I liked him, that is all for that," said
Simone blandly. "It seemed better to say so and have no
mistake about it. Eater, I changed my mind. He is at
luncheon with me and others. I watch him and then I
tell him that I think I can grow to like him."
"I have heard electricians, property men, and waitresses
say that you acted highty-tighty and offended when they
spoke to you," I pursued. "Have you a reason for that?"
"But certainly," said Simone. "When I first come over
here I go on the set or into a beauty parlor and people I
have never seen before, people who do not know whether
they like me or detest me say, 'Hello, sweetheart,' or 'Good
morning, darling.' I do not say (Continued on page 81)

Here we have
Al. Al who?
Vanderbilt , ol
course! With
Ginger Rogers.

WELL, IT'S been like this ever since the races started at
Santa Anita. At a recent cocktail party a young man was
in earnest conversation about his day at the track. "And
I said to Al, I said, 'Al' . . ." He paused and gave me a
little nudge. "Al Vanderbilt, I mean," he said, gently.
"You know, Al, of course?" I had to admit that I had
not met Al.
The young man looked so horrified that I thought that
I had better say something, so I volunteered, brightly,
"I've met Robert Taylor." He brushed this aside.
"Who hasn't?" he said, witheringly, and turned again to
my neighbor. "I said, 'Al, old boy, I think you're wrong
about that horse !' And d'you know what Al said?"
But I didn't feel neglected because on the other side of
me a voice was saying, "I was telling dear Sylvia . . . Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks, you know. She zvas Lady Ashley. I
said, 'Sylvia . . . ' "
I began to feel pretty elegant myself, because here I was
simply surrounded by people who called millionaires and
people who once had titles by their first names — even by
their pet names.
It occurred to me, though, to wonder

how Doug Fairbanks felt about it all. His latest wife
must have been mentioned in the public prints about
twenty thousand times since their marriage, but never
once have I seen a reference without the parenthetical
addition, "Mrs. Fairbanks is the former Lady Sylvia
Ashley." Certainly no one in Hollywood ever fails to
mention that fact when he speaks of her and I just wondered how Doug felt to have it made so emphatic about
who his wife zvas before she became who she is, because
who she cluding
is Doug.
might seem important to a lot of people, inThere is no doubt about it. Hollywood is growing
grander every day. There are no longer big parties with
ropes of gardenias and four orchestras and magnums of
champagne. Those are "vulgar." People now sit in
dimly lit rooms and listen to chamber music and readings
from Fourteenth Century Italian poets. Honestly they do !
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FREE
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PRIZES IN ALL!
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GOTHAM
GOLD

STRIPE

ADJUSTABLES

$30,000 CASH ! 15,000 pairs of Gotham
Gold Stripe Adjustables! — offered as
prizes in these 6 thrilling contests —
so you can discover what marvelous
wear you get from fine stockings
washed with pure Ivory Flakes.
Gotham "Adjustables" were chosen
as prizes because they look beautiful
and fit beautifully. They have an
exclusive patented feature — 7 inches
of length adjustment, so they fit you
whether you are short, average or tall !

1250 PRIZES OF 2 PAIRS OF

GOLD STRIPE SILK STOCKINGS

NOW!
START
WIN!
JUST COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE:

S-^^S-S2
dfccfefrup because _ J^2A*D_DJTJ_°!:*L.^^
OING— GOING— a simply thrilling
pure Ivory Flakes! You probably
know from personal experience how
nay of prizes! 30 chances to win
1,000 ! 7500 chances to win 2 pairs
gentle Ivory Flakes are to colors,
f luxurious Gotham Adjustables alhow safe they are for stockings be•ays sold at $1.35 a pair!
cause Ivory's famous purity keeps
the silk springy and strong.
Come! Here's a chance to tell what
ou know about the extra-safety of
So don't hesitate. This is such an
FOLLOW THESE RULES
. finish the sentence shown on the entry
lank in 2a additional words or less. Write
pur sentence on entry blank, or on one side
"Idress.
a sheetGive
of paper,
signing
your dealer
name who
and
the name
of .the
>P you Ivory Flakes.
. Attach the top from a box of I vory Flakes
>ra facsimile) to vour entry. Mail to IVORY
LAKES,
Dept.MS-67, Box 828. Cincinnati,
ihio
. There will be (> weekly contests, each with
separate list of prizes. Opening and closing
ates are as follows
OPENING
CLOSING
Sat. May 29
st Contest— Now
Sat. June 5
!nd Contest— Sun. May 30
Sat. June 12
Ird Contest— Sun. June 6
Sat. June 19
Ith Contest— Sun. June 13
Sat. June 26
ith Contest— Sun. June 20
Sat. July 3
ith Contest— Sun. June 27
l> Entries forbefore
each Saturday
week's contest
must Enbe
•ostmarked
midnight.
ries
will
be
entered
in
each
week's
contest
is received

easy contest! Enter now—
enter each week. Only 25 words
or less may bring you one of the
7530 generous prizes!
Such an easy contest!
Why, a sentence-ending as simple as
this one can win one of the 5 thrilling
$1,000 cash prizes offered each and
every week: "/ use Ivory Flakes for
washing, my silk stockings because my
stockings keep their color and they
wear longer, too, when they're protected by the purity of Ivory Flakes."
See how easy it is! Just sit down and
let
talk.
It's words.
your experience
we yourself
want, not
fancy
Write as

5. Enter each week's contest as often as you
choose.
6. Entries will be judged for clearness, sincerity, and individuality of thought. Your
own words are most important. Fancy entries
will not count extra. Contests judged byMiss Elsiesultant,Hushmore,
NationalDuplicate
Contest prizes
Conand her associates.
awarded in case of ties. Entries, contents,
and ideas therein become the. property of
Procter & Gamble. No entries returned.
7. Anyone may compete except employees
of Procter & Gamble, their advertising agencies, and their families. Contests limited to
the United Stales and subject to Federal,
State and Local regulations.
8. Prizes in each weekly contest are; Five
first prizes
eachadditional
of $1000 prizes
cash. Twelve
dred and fifty
of 2 pairshun-of
Gotham proper
Gold Stripe
shade,
size. Adjustables "Radiance"
9. Each dealer
ioned $50
by the
cash prizewinners will alsoinentreceive
in 3Q
cash.
10. All $1000 prize-winners will be announced
shortly after each contest closes, over "The
O'Neills" radio program and "Mary Marlin "

to a friend. Because Ivory Flakes
are your friend —made from Ivory,
the soap that mother probably used
for you in your baby days! And
today Ivory Flakes give you 7530
chances to win a thrilling prize!
Listen to these RADIO PROGRAMS
for more CONTEST NEWS!
"THE O'NEILLS"
10:00 A.M. NBC Blue Network
2:45 P.M. NBC Red Network
"MARY MARLIN"
11:15 A.M. NBC Red Network
4:00 P.M. NBC Blue Network
(All times Eastern Standard Tims)
ENTRY BLANK
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!
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(Finish this sentence in 25 additional word* ... or less)
Dept. MS-67,Box 828,
FLAKES,
IVORY i,
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O.
simile).
I attach the top from one box of Ivory Flake* (or fac
Ii7Vame_

My stocking size is

Sfreef.
City
TRADEMARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
MADE BY PROCTER Jj GAMBLE

My Dealer's name is_
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Fernctnd Grcrvet, the
Frenchman who has
all the girls ga-ga,
with Joan in a scene
from "The King and
the Chorus

Giri."

It was peacefully quiet in the drawing-room of the Dick
and Joan's earnestness was in such marked conPowells
trast to her usual jollying.

LLBy

"JOAN
BLONDE
P

as told
Ben

to

Maddox

WHAT WILL Joan Blondell tell her son? She intends
to pass on to him what she herself has learned about this
perplexing world of ours. And Joan admits this is plenty !
Today, acclaimed the most charming of comediennes,
she is happy again as Mrs. Dick Powell. She is busy

"This may surprise you," she said to me, a blonde vision
in pink lounging pajamas, turned completely serious and
sincere. "There's one spot he may find himself in when
I'll counsel him to be perhaps painfully frank. If he has
been going with a girl for quite a while and marriage is
just around the corner, he may find that she isn't what
he truly wants in a wife after all. Then he should be
honest ;'he should call it off. Yes, even though he's taken
up, as she may swear, 'the best years of my life!' In
the long run it's the kindest action, for they'd both be
miserable if he had any doubts. It's better for him to
break her heart to bits quickly. This tragedy won't ruin
her, even though she may carry on as though it will.
Gradually she'll realize that, anyway, her face is more
intriguing because of what she's gone through ; she's lost
weight suffering — but it's nice to be thinner!
to marry young; it's silly
to wait until he's at least
is how
all he'll care about she
has.
lovely eyelashes

combining a' new picture with settling down in her new
house. Yet, Toan isn't for a second forgetting her son
by her first marriage. Tiny Norman Barnes, two years
old, is very much in her heart, too.

I SHALL advise Norman not
for a man to do so. He ought
For when he's younger
thirty.
keen a dancer she is and what

"I expect women to make or break his life," she declared
suddenly, between merry quips. "Not myself among them
— I don't expect to be the dominating woman in his life.
the women he'll meet when he's old enough to
Ifallmean
in love.
"I am anxious to put him wise to a lot of vital facts
I have discovered. I'll try to show him how to get along
with girls. I shall advise him to test the one he loves,
I'll explain how to do this. Certainly I'll
thoroughl
himy.that love is terribly important, because I know
assure
it is.

His whole viewpoint will change as he matures. Evenbe a fine mother and
tually, he'll
. want a woman who'll
home-maker

"I shall caution him against love at first sight and confide why a long engagement is smart. Of course. I'll
attempt to point out all the mistakes which can trip him
up, but I won't hold him back if he falls madly in love
too young. Not even if I see she's the wrong type and
it won't last!"

"Pick your girl, I'll say, not for her beauty, or her
neatness, or because she's polite in company ; but for
some inner quality in her that moves you deeply, some
mysterious quality that makes you sure she is above and
bevond ordinary women.
"Don't let the life-of-the-party bowl you over; she can't
be vivacious every night at home, after she's yours. Remember, also, that if she's so physical in her appeal, she
knows how to be that way towards all the other fellows, too.
"A long engagement — a year's what I call long — is most
advisable because it'll give you a 'chance to be positive
she'll handle situations as you'd want your wife to. It'll
allow you to check on what she is like, fundamentally.
Perhaps traits will blossom (Continued on page 85)
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Of course, Sonja Henie
is the perfect example
of body grace. Imitate
her, if you would
acquire good posture.

Take a tip from Madeleine Carroll, who
says that pretty
blondes should dress
conservatively, for
they can so easily
look over-dressed.

You

may

have

a

warm

heart,

a quic

Deanna Durbin is, admittedly, a lovely-looking girl.
But how does
she manage
to look pretty
even when
she sings?

PEOPLE

ARE

going to judge you and me by

appearances and that's all there is to it. It may
be unjust when a girl is as bright as a button that
she be set down as unattractive simply because
her appearance isn't bright as a button, too, but
there you are. You may have a warm 'eart,
a tasty wit, a sunny disposish, and a dozen other
mental and spiritual assets, but a few physical
liabilities can send your stock down in 1929
fashion.
Most of us have a tendency to assume if we
look okay flat view to ourselves in the mirror,
that everything's dandy. Most of us who are
as active and busy as we should be are inclined
to make up and dress in a hurry. And most of
us who are as interested as we want to be in
what's going on around us can't be eternally
thinking about how we look.
Few of us can afford personal maids to see
to it that the back of our hair looks as nice as
the front. We must attend to such matters ourselves. And how are we going to attend to the
smaller niceties of good grooming — so that we'll
be as beautiful as possible from every angle —
without taking all day about it?
Having mentioned the back hair, let me tackle
that point first. I see so many hair-dos which
are darling in front and dreadful behind. So
here are some rules for the back of your head,
and don't forget 'em!
THE REGULAR haircut mustn't be neglected.
It mustn't be put off. Save the money for a
trip to the barber as carefully as you save money
for the rent. You can shampoo your own hair,
you can wave and curl it if need be, you can
manicure
your own
and when
does it to
I wish
firm stand

All

actresses

have the problem of managing difficult
costumes in
pictures, and
Barbara Stanwyck's figure
adapts itself to
them easily.
Truthfully,
would yours?

but

if

your own nails — but you can't cut
hair. Be fussy about your haircuts,
you find an operator or a barber who
suit you, stick to him, or her.
every gal in the world would take a
against shaving the back of the neck.

This isn't as prevalent as it used to be, thanks
to the long bobs, but the ladies whose hair grows
far down on the back of their necks still feel
that the coiffure must be finished off with the
electric razor. And, in time, the nape of the
neck, which should be soft and white and feminine, isabout as alluring as Uncle Ezra's threeday-old beard. Wear a longer bob, or go longhair entirely, if you have this problem to cope
with.
Please stop being dictated to by fashions in
hairdress! I've said before and I say it again
that elaborate ways of fixing the hair are only
for those who have plenty of money and plenty
of time to fuss and fiddle. The hair-do that
combines the maximum of ease and becomingness for you is the hair-do you should adopt.

you

are

not

physically

TAKE

ADVANTAGE

of the hair gadgets on

the toilet goods counter of every five-and-dime
store in the country. Turn the back hair up
on the roller whosits, to keep the permanent
wave in trim. Turn the little wisps and ends
round into flat curls, first moistening them with
waving lotion, and pin them in place to dry
with two invisible pins. It's a bit of trouble
when you want to pop into bed in a hurry, but
you'll feel a lot happier next morning.
Don't neglect the crown of your head — that
spot where the part in the hair usually stops.
The hair should be smooth and shining from
there on down to the ends — all-of-a-piece, fitting
the head like a cap. It usually looks kinda ratty
and ill-tended, instead. Comb it down smoothly.
Brush it for extra gloss. And the merest touch
of brilliantine, applied with the palm of your
hand or your hairbrush, will keep it looking nice.
And do you know that rubbing your hair with
a piece of velvet does wonders for the sheen
of the topknot? Well, it does. Just take a
swatch of the cloth and smooth down over the
part of your hair which you wear straight —
from the part out, or from the crown down
to the ends. I'm told this is a trick of the beautiful Spanish women, who wear their black hair
parted in the middle and slicked severely down
and back into a knot. It's a good stunt, whether
the tale is true or not.
The fancy fashion magazines say that hats
are comin' down further over the backs of our
heads. If this isn't a Parisian false alarm, my
pets, we'll all have to go in for less of the clusters of curls and finger-rolls and wear our hair
plainer. A good thing, too, I say. Think it
over and make your hair-plans accordingly.
ENOUGH
ABOUT hair. Here's something
about backs, another difficult beauty angle. Summer isn't so far away and I want all your backs
to be nice and smooth and free from blemishes.
The first essential in back beauty is getting it
darn good and clean. Buy yourselves a back
brush. I have two. And would you like to know
what I do with the spare ? I cold cream my back
with it. I smear it good and plenty with cold
cream and anoint the spinal column. Then I
give it a scrubbing with soap and water. Backs
are such easy prey to blackheads and it is hard to
get 'em clean without the aid of a brush. Lacking a brush, however, a small turkish towel,
generously lathered with mild soap and seesawed vigorously back and forth, will serve well
enough. This back-cleansing, incidentally, makes
you feel simply swell. But do remember to dry
as thoroughly as you scrub, so that the skin won't
get chapped and scaly.
Well, so much for (Continued on page 92)
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Harry, Al and Jimmy, acting
slightly mad, as usual.

Ritz

Brothers

(Top tom)
to Those
bot"horror" men
— L o r r e ,

By

The

Laughton and
Karloff? No!
Al, Harry and
Jimmy.

These boys
know how to
make
you
laugh and
Ting the boxoffice bell, too.

Another

bit

from "On the
Avenue."
You
can be sure
that not a
single aching
heart lurks behind their
grins, either.

They've
decided not
to

Putting on the Ritz very often
means stealing the show.

don't

much

make
H
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Rare

JIMMY DURANTE was pounding the piano in a honkytonk in Coney Island, and a slick-haired, eel-like kid
named George Raft was kicking out a terrific Black
Bottom, when three guys who had been hanging around
the joint for three weeks asked for a tryout of an act
they'd
workedhalfup.an (Your
vocabulary
be so good
either after
hour with
the Ritzwouldn't
Brothers.)
For weeks these guys had kept the customers laughing.
They'd jump to their feet between floor shows and put
on crazy stunts, and then pay their checks like gentlemen.
Or anyway, pay their checks. And here they wanted to
spoil it all by expecting pay for their clowning.
The manager hoped they'd be terrible when they put
on a rehearsed routine. Maybe then they'd be sensible
about coming back just to play around. They enjoyed it,
didn't they ?
But the act was not terrible. Decidedly not. It was
the Ritz Brothers, those frenzied lunatics who are the
current box-office darlings, from Broadway to the farthest
crossroads.
Dressed in bell-bottomed trousers, flowing ties, and gob
hats, copied from the cartoon-strip, Harold Teen, they
travestied collegians in that first tryout. With a fury that
shook the halls of higher learning for miles around, they
danced and sang with such hilarious results that Earl
Carroll came over and signed them for a Broadway show.
Other shows followed, then vaudeville, and after a lot
of ups and downs, 20th Century-Fox
them.

Pictures grabbed

be starred bemore
to
causefunit's
steal pictures
from the namein -1ig h t s
gentry.

YEAH, HONEY." cooed Jim Ritz, who, with his
cyclonic brother, Harry, was piecing together the crazyquilt of their career for me, "every time you think you're
getting somewhere in show business, there's a long layoff
and you're back where you started — in night clubs. Maybe
just the same."
in cleaner ones, but night clubs caviar
and cordials, sables
Ritz has always suggested

Hands-across-the-sea

L. to r., Al, Harry and Jimmy
in "On

and

"One

the Avenue."

probably

you

won't

either

The trio, in one of their more

stuff from

peaceful moods.

in a Million."

after

reading

this

about

goofy

trio

and snobbery. Not any more. Nowadays putting on the
Ritz means stealing a picture. Ritz stands for whirlwind
action, belly laughs, and standing room only. The Ritz
Brothers ran up a record by making three pictures in five

equalled, and
the classroom
One day a
sent for Papa

months, "Sing, Baby, Sing," "One in a Million," and "On
the Avenue." When the third came out. exhibitors were
still playing return engagements on the first one, and
somebody even brought out a short they had made five
years before.

"Take him out of school," she begged. "He'll never
learn anything here, and neither will anyone else as long
as he is around. He even makes me laugh all the time.

"They wouldn't even release it then," said Jim, just the
type to hang crepe on a flagpole. "Thought the public
wasn't educated down to our level."
In person, the boys look like guileless, prosperous young
business men, not the high-speed, wild-eyed maniacs they
play on the screen.
The Ritz Brothers did not take their name from the
elegant hotels of that name. They got it off a laundry in
Brooklyn. Al Joachim, eldest of the brothers was loitering
down the street wishing something would happen. Times
were so tough at home that something had to happen at
once to put him in touch with a few dollars. Something
did happen. A man came rushing out of the Vitagraph
Studios and hired everyone in sight for extra work.
When Al gave his name for the payroll, the assistant
director told him he'd better pick one with more class.
So, seeing "Ritz Laundry" in big electric lights across the
street, he picked that. He kinda liked the idea of seeing
his name in lights already.
At home, his kid brothers decided they liked the name
of
someRitz,
time.too. but they didn't get around to using it for
AL WAS working every now and then in a dance act
with two girls. Jim struggled through eighth grade (and
there is no humor in the intent way that he assures you
it was a struggle) and got a job as shipping clerk. Harry,
the youngest, was the "intellectual" type. He intended to get
through high school if it took him eighty years, and it
began to look as if it would. Try as he would, he could not
remember where he had mislaid Afghanistan, or what X

the frantic expression on his face made
guffaw.
school teacher of the ample, motherly type
Joachim and Harry to come to her office.

He belongs on the stage."
Harry's feelings were hurt by the suggestion that he
couldn't learn anything, but he couldn't stop to brood over
it. He had to work fast to keep Pop from getting the idea
he was being kicked out of school.
''See Pop, she says I could make money on the stage."
So Pop gave in.
Very soon Jim got fired from his job as shipping clerk.
Too much clowning. He didn't fancy facing Pop on
Saturday night without a pay envelope, so he decided to
enter an amateur night contest at the local theatre.
"Were you any good?" I asked him.
"Pretty good, darling," Jim admitted. "I could dance."
"Among the winners?"
"Uh-huh."
"Third — -second — first?" I persisted, as Jim's mellow,
collie-like eyes pleaded with big, substantial Harry to
rescue him.
"First," Jim blurted out with an air of you-made-metell-it.
Something in Jim's intense manner made me suspect
that he had leanings toward playing a romantic part.
"Yeah," he admitted, and for the first time he looked
as he does on the screen, a little wild-eyed, his nose
wrinkled as if he smelled a whiff of rare old Limburger.
I GET a yen sometimes to play the big sentimental
stuff. They let me do it once, too, gave me a little scene
with Alice Faye in 'Sing, Baby, Sing.' While we were
doing it, I thought it was swell. But when it was run off
in the projection room, Darryl Zanuck almost had to be
carried out. I guess it was funny all right. But I forget
easily.

I'll probably

get

a

{Continued

on

page 99)
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Madge semble
Evans'
enconsists printed
of a Jersey
sports dress and navy coatI DON'T believe that Madge Evans ever has been named
among "the ten best-dressed" Hollywood stars, yet she is
outstanding for her excellent taste and perfect grooming.
Season in and season out, Madge wears clothes that are
practical for you and me. They're conservative clothes,
but never dull or uninteresting.
Madge told me once that she had decided what sort
of thing suited her best and that no fads or whims of the
current fashion picture could induce her to wear anything
that she didn't feel right in. For instance, she's adamant
on the subject of color. Blue is, to her mind, the most
flattering shade she can wear. So, winter or summer,
she manages to have shades of blue dominate her wardrobe. She said that she always has navy accessories as

Beige is the color of
this light-weight woolen
suit with pique trim.

the basis for her ensembling and then she selects new
clothes to harmonize with them. As a result, she dresses
economically because she's not always adding a new pair
of shoes or a handbag to tie up with some color scheme
which has captured her passing fancy.
So many of the Hollywood gals have acquired smartness since they became stars — but not Madge. Actually,
she was clothes-conscious as a child. If you remember,
she used to pose in children's hats which were named for
her. She was the Shirley Temple of those days and her
clothes were copied as eagerly as Shirley's are today. And
there's no doubt that this early fashion background has
been an important factor in developing the keen clothes
sense Madge possesses now.

A grand week-ender is Miss
E/s apple-green woolen Jacket
dress. You can copy this easily.

peplum of Madge's
The flared
printed silk foulard gives it
a two-piece effect.

I asked her to select four daytime outfits from her closet
that would be generally wearable for you and me. She
did and the grand thing about her selection is that each
one can either be copied by you, who are good with the
needle, or styles similar to them may be bought in your
own shops right now.
I've discovered that many of you are eager to get patterns of costumes shown each month on these pages. You
write in to me asking how to obtain them and I have to
you that they are from the star's pertelling
backwardrobe
write sonal
and have not been copied in patterns. I
know this is a disappointment to you, but where styles are
as simple as most of these are, the real trick is to look
through pattern books for something as nearly like the

dual
one you want as possible and then add the little indivi
dethe
is
it
all,
After
dress.
al
details of the star's origin
that,
er—
anoth
dress. different from
oneations
that makes
combin
fabric
and thetailing
I don't want you to think I can't practice what I preach.
So, as an example, take Madge's printed ensemble. It is
composed of a very simple printed silk jersey sports dress
—red and blue figures on a white ground. The sleeves are
short and the neckline rather high with a flatteringly wide
collar. The most unusual detail of this dress is its
chiffon scarf, tied casually with the ends reaching tc
it's extre;
waistline. It's not a tricky dress at all, but
m
smart. Almost any simple sports dress pattern could
)
96
page
(Continued on
used in copying this.
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First

romance
but

has

has
LOVE

come

to beautiful

it really
IMPORTANT

come
— at

twenty?" June Lang's soft
voice caressed the question. A
smile flickered on her lips, and
in her eyes. A smile of amused
unpity for any
believer. Aunfortunate
smile of secret
suspicion that she was being
teased.
"I can't think of anything
more important," she said.
She, June Lang, a careergirl whose career looked as if
it were becoming important,
could say this — and mean it?
She could for a number of
reasons. There were already
visible proofs that she could.
On the way to this luncheon,
for example, she had wanted
to stop in the publicity office
to pick up a photograph, she
said. Not that she was in the

to

June

Lang,

stay?

habit of collecting photographs
of herself, she had added. This
an extra-special photograph. It was, it seemed, a
photograph of herself in a
wedding dress.
Every studio designer in
Hollywood had been asked to
create a wedding gown for a
dazzling, movie- fashion show
at the Biltmore. Royer had
created a wedding gown. He
had used June as his model.
Upon
gown's
completion,
she hadthebeen
photographed
in
it. Now she wanted to see
what the camera said about her
as a bride.
There was no ulterior motive in her curiosity. She
wasn't
planningNotan that
immediate wedding.
day,
anyway. (Cont'd on page 79)
All the boys
want

to date

June,
but
there's only
one gent who
has won his
way

to her
heart.
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Miss Joan Belmont, New York. It's enough
to say that Miss Belmont is the daughter of the
Morgan Belmonts. As a member of this famous
riding family, she has an inborn love for turf
and field. At four years of age, she was presented with a pony of her own; today, Miss
Belmont is one of the most accomplished horsewomen of the younger set. Like so many of her
debutante friends, she is a steady Camel smoker.
These distinguished ivomen are among
those who prefer Camel's delicate flavor :
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS, CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
CoDyrieht. 1937. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

(above) In theTack Room.

Miss Belmont is a familiar

figure in the Maryland and Long Island hunting country. "When I feel tired or a bit let- down," she says,
"Camels give me a grand 'lift'. . . make me feel glad
I'm alive as my energy snaps back. And, though I
am a steady smoker, Camels never get on my nerves."

Camels are made
from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS...
Turkish and
Domestic . . . than

Enjoying Good Food at the Ritz in New York.
Miss Joan Belmont enjoys a leisurely luncheon at the
Ritz-Carlton — with Camels between courses and after.

any other

Smoking Camels is a positive aid to good digestion. Sets up
a generous flow of digestive fluids. Increases alkalinity.

popular brand

Smoke

For

Digestion's

Sake

Camels

The

Dionne

Quins

use

only

PALMOLIVE

All reproductions
copyrighted 1937,
NEA Service, Inc.
QUINS SINCE THEIR BIRTH,
NURSE LEROUX, WITH THE
DO FOR YOU!
TELLS WHAT PALMOLIVE CAN
YOU WOULD FIND PALMOLIVE
HOW I ENVY THE QUINS THEIR SOFT,
BETTER FOP, YOUR SKIN , TOO.
SMOOTH COMPLEXIONS.NURSE LEROUX!
ITS LATHER IS GENTLER, MORE
SOOTHING-BECAUSE PALMOLIVE
WE KEEP THEM THAT WAY,
IS MADE WITH OLIVE OIL. GIRLS
MADAME, BY USING ONLY
WHO USE PALMOLIVE NEVER NEED
e> PALMOLIVE. DR.DAFOE FOUND
FEAR DRY, LIFELESS,
NO OTHER SOAP SOOT_HJ_N_G_
§ "MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN I
ENOUGH FOR THE
QUINS'UNUSUALLY
, 4,
SENSITIVE SKIN.

fa

DR. DAFOE TELLS WHY
HE CHOSE PALMOLIVE!
"At the time of the birth of the
Dionne Quintuplets, and for some
time afterward, they were bathed with
Olive Oil . . . When the time arrived
for soap and water baths, we selected
Palmolive Soap exclusively for daily
use in bathing these famous babies."

IS THE SOAP

YOU

ARE USING

AS PALMOLIVE?
Are you sure the soap you're using is
olive?
as pure, gentle, safe as Palm
You know that Palmolive is made
from a blend of real beauty ingredients, gentle Olive and Palm oils.
That is why Palmolive gives your
skin such matchless beauty care...
Why more than any other soap, it
brings you the promise of a lovelier,
more alluring complexion.

AS GENTLE

TO

KEEP YOUR

OWN

COMPLEXION

ALWAYS

LOVELY. USE THIS

BEAUTY

I
SOAP
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FOR

THE QUINS
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Something's pretty
funny to Jim and Mrs.
Henry Fonda, but
Henry wants to get set
to go places.

is

What's this? Al's got
two gals — Ginger and
Joan — while Franchot
Tone is left out in the
cold.

/

Came the dawn — and Tyrone Power
greets it before he faces director, cast

"What hare I got to lose?" philosophizes
T. P. "Nothing! There's lotsa fun, hard

and camera

work and mun-yee.

crew of "Cafe Metropole."

GETTIN'

SET

FOR

too.

Wotta

break."

THE

1 thinks
lot, but
is
those
beeseein' you
o'clock."

A guy's got to look just right
when Loretta Young's the girl
waiting — on the set

With an eye on the clock,
your friend takes a quick
one — a very tall orange Juice.

MOVIE

TEST

Yes, even full-fledged stars take movie tests
for each new picture, so our Joan tries out
for "Vogues

Joan

that

"what

Bennett's
to

bugaboo

wear''

is

problem

of 1938." P. S. She got the job.

What

the girl really needs is a pair of shoes!

Why

don't you say enL meni, mini, mo
let it go at that, loan?

Frank

And

smells a rose not a rat!

and

Little does

WelL the problem's solved, for la belle
remembers that white's her lucky color. And
it didn't let her down this time either!

he suspect that he's the unfortunate

victim of the old

Being pinned and tucked for the myriad
gowns and costumes that are worn in a

Joan calls it a day, at last Hey, what's
that in your hand, mlady? Oh, a refreshing fruit lemonade!

picture is enough to try anyone's patience.

"pepper

in the flower" gag.

It's too late now!

Our

Innocent, Frankie

McHugh,

is left to his Fate
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Miriam

has

Charlie Winninger already!
serving her
WOMAN

But,

sh-h-h,

movie,

CHASES

it's only

starring

and

Joel

Miriam

MAN

in

a

!

mad

Hopkins

McCrea

Joel and his gadthemmakeat home
getsselves
.

Miriam knows
it's wise to seem
intrigued.

C

Hmm,
feining
disinterest,
Joel? *
Be careful!

Director John Bly»
stone referees a
rousing row.
e

"Dear."

Olivia
de
Havilland
hits a snag.

No,

"Darling!"
Then what?

"Oh

boy, I've

she beams.
got it now,'

"*

VI

■pi

'What's
Inspiration
has certainly
set in!

Nope — just a
false alarm!
"Oh,

an-

other word for

gosh!"

love'?"

A

Olivia
But

wisely

suppose

HER

WRITES
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figures
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not

that
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Our

Hollywood

sleuth

tracks

Marlene Dietrich and
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
two of Hollywood's
romantic
people, are
seen together a lot.
And

here we

have

"Love in Bloom,"
featuring Virginia
Bruce and David
Niven, who seem to
be having a gay
time at the Grove.
■HUH",
'ill Hill l I

f'Y.
III *
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Best way to see Bob Taylor, if you feel you
can't go on without seeing Bob Taylor, is to
drop into the Beverly Brown Derby most any
Saturday evening. On Saturdays, when day
is done and the greasepaint is off. Bob and
Barbara Stanwyck grab their favorite mounts
and do a few turns on the bridle path.
Later in the evening, still wearing their riding clothes, they drop into the Derby for late
supper. Without the horses, of course.

More Taylor- Stanwyck Data: When they
were co-starring in "This Is My Affair," it
was amusing to note that Taylor was being
paid $3,500 per week for romancing Barbara Stanwyck during the day — and in the
evenings he did the same thing for nothing. But during the entire production, the
gang at the studio commissary didn't get a
peek at the screen's Number One romantic
pair, for Bob and Barbara took advantage
of the fact that they were working together
and lunched daily in the Stanwyck dressing-

First time we've seen Marlene Dietrich without Doug Fairbanks, Junior, was at luncheon
recently at the Brown Derby. Marlene, m
one of those hats beyond the power of mere
man to describe, plus furs down to here,
lunched with a stranger (to us. not to her),
while two tables away Fairbanks the
Younger was busy telling all to a lady in-

terviewer. The separation wasn't permanent,
for they were together again at a preview
that night.

When Hollywood goes for something, it
goes the whole route. During the Santa
Anita racing season, for instance, everyone
from school kids to picture moguls placed
their ready cash on the noses of their favorite steeds. One producer, a devotee of horseflesh, had a race-track handicapper as his
.house guest during the entire season. Every
morning the guy handed the host his choices
for
producer
knowthewasday.
that But
his what
young the
niece
copied didn't
them
down each day and distributed the tips to all
her pals in grade school.

Fun and frolic went on as usual at the annual Academy Award banquet, but the
speech of the evening was Victor McLaglen's.
As winner of last year's acting trophy, he
was called- upon to present the 1936 statuette
to Paul Muni. Warming up to his subject,
Victor went on and on, and wound up with
a neat little oration on the subject of how
much he'd like to win another statuette, and
all the while Muni, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts, and the rest of the world waited.

So many "takes" were needed for a death

By

Leo

Townsend

Photos by Frank Muto

lown

the

latest

hot

scene in "Parnell," that Clark Gable became slightly bored with expiring, and each
time the shot became less effective. Finally
Director John Stahl hit on an idea. Instead of turning on "The Moonlight Sonata," as had been done for the other takes,
he ordered "I'll Be Glad When You're
to reDead, You Rascal You." It is nice
port that Gable immediately died peacefully
and with dispatch.

Hollywood, too, has its sit-down strikers.
When Director Stahl came on the "Parnell"
set one day, in a pair of trousers leaning
definitely toward plaid, the cast took one
look and sat themselves down firmly.
"We're not going to move," announced

news

of

Spring

and

passes

."
situation
"untilto that
MyrnaMr.Loy,
overalls
a pairis ofchanged
borrow
S. had
Poor
from a prop man before he could get any
work out of the company.

Short Story : Ever since he was first
"discovered," Michael Whalen has been
driving an ancient wreck of considerable
vintage. Recently, with a couple of options
under his belt, he drove the hack to an
automobile dealer's to turn it in on a newa
car. While he was inside dickering,
demoltruck sideswiped his machine andthat
the
ished it. The happy ending is
insurance he received was twice the amount
the trade-in would have brought him.
Proving that wrecks sometimes pay!

Diplomacy Note: Last
Luise inRainer's
year, when
mother
arrived
Hollywood from Vienna, she
was horrified at the sight
of her daughter prancing
about town in slacks. She
told her they were undignified, and asked her
to stop wearing them,
but Luise
attention. Lastpaid
month.no Hubby
Clifford Odets objected to
the slacks, but he employed smarter tactics. He
told her she was much
too beautiful to go around

"You wouldn't
Rainer may be
Paul Muni, with
the Academy

kid me?" Luise
asking. She and
their trophies, at
Awards dinner.

Herbert Marshall and Simone
Simon ready to join the fun of the
Academy dinner, at the Biltmore.

it on

to

you

town wearing pants. You know what happarted
company. pened. Luise and her slacks have

Gail Patrick was lunching at a Hollywood cafe when a tourist rushed up to her.
"You look enough like Gail Patrick," said
the visitor, "to be her sister. You .ought
think so,"
I don't
"Oh,— but
in pictures."
to
nothing ever
"I've tried
saidbe Gail.

happens."
There's an amusing story around town
concerning a prominent producer and his
lady friend. When her birthday came
somearound, the young lady anticipated
thing more or less regal in the way of a
gift from her favorite gentleman. A package
arrived, and she opened it to discover a
charm bracelet with a single charm. With
a sigh of disgust, she gave the thing to her
maid. Next day the maid resigned, and a
week later our young gal learned that had
bracelet's charm she'd have
the bill.
she opened
found
a $5,000

Adolphe Menjou, whose present film
salary runs into the customary eight or
nine million figures, began his career most
inauspiciously. His net profit on his first
day's work, in fact, was forty cents. It
was in New York in 1914, and Adolphe
the Elegant was cast as an extra in a mob

Miriam Hopkins and her "steady," Antatole
Litvak, attended the Academy Dinner, too.
Also present were Jean Parker, and Hubby
George MacDonald (left), who acts shy.
Norma Shearer, with Louis B. Mayer, made
her first public appearance in months.

scene. His day's salary was $1.50, out of which he paid fifty
cents to his agent and sixty cents for lunch. Net profit: forty
cents.
r
In spite of the fact that, during the shooting of "Maytime." John
Barrymore had to read some of his lines from an off-scene blackboard,
his studio is renewing its contract with the actor. The studio feels
that the blackboard was necessitated by Barry snore's mental stress
at the time, for it was during the shooting of "Maytime" that all of his
marital trouble came to a head. Anyway, John is still a better actor
than many a well-paid screen star — and blackboards are not expensive.

An interviewer dropped over to the "Toast of New York" set,
while the picture was in production, to see Cary Grant, who costars with Frances Farmer and Edward Arnold. "He isn't here,"
a prop man told the gal. "He only works here. But if you want
him you'll find him over on the 'Shall We Dance?'- set." Seems
there was a Miss Rogers employed there.

Cowboy star Gene Aurry may be a hero to all lovers of open-air
drama, but he doesn't quite make the grade in his own home town.
Several months ago. Gene was scheduled for a personal appearance
in his native city of Tioga, Texas. On the same day, the good citizens decided on a vote to change the name of their town to Autry.
Our hero, who always arrives in the nick-of-time on the screen, was
unavoidably detained, and showed up for his personal appearance
several hours late. And Just to prove how fleeting is fame, the good
citizens counted the votes and found that the change of name had
lost by three votes. So Tioga is still Tioga.

After a hard day at the studio, some gals rush to a masseuse for
relaxation, and others dash to the Trocadero. But Alice Faye is
different. After the day's quota of studio emoting is over, Alice
goes to the privacy of her boudoir and burns incense. It's sort of
afind
spiritual
out. rubdown, she thinks. Maybe we'll try it some day and
68

Affair of the month was Ginger Rogers' roller-skating party at the
Culver City Rollerdrome. With Alfred Vanderbilt, she entertained the
cream of Hollywood society — the first time the cream of Hollyw
society had even been on skates en masse. And it was much
and several of our more dignified citizens spent most of the evenin
landing on the most undignified places. Joan Crawford probably
counted more bruises than anyone.
Best skater on the party was
Cesar Romero.

You can tell who's who in Hollywood by attending the previews.
If you're a star, the extent of your popularity is in direct proportion tothe number of fans who mob you on the way out of the
theatre. At the "Personal Property" preview, Bob Taylor, with
Barbara Stanwyck, tried to get out the front door, but several
hundred people blocked his way. Finally a studio publicity man
fought his way through the throng to the Taylor car and drov
it around to the theatre's back entrance. And Bob and Barbara
made their getaway by the simple process of climbing down a
fire-escape. Thanks for the tip, Bob. We must try that next time.
(Continued on page 115)
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an actual test — 14 days of exposure to the air — 8 popular brands of
nail polish evaporated 35% to 60%.
Became so thick and gummy as to be
practically impossible to use.
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Polish
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and

Evaporates
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as

for its finer lacquer, higher lustre, easier
application and longer wear — for its
freedom from peeling and chipping —
and for its 11 smart shades, including
5 new "smoky" tones. A grand value,

any way you look at it!
Amazing Contrast . . . But the New
The New Cutex is still only 350 a bottle
Cutex Polish — both Creme and Clear
— Creme or Clear — at your favorite shop.
— came through this same test with
Stock up today!
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London. Paris
less than half as much evaporation.
Standing for 14 days in unCUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 favorite
corked bottles, it ended up as
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
and the new Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 1 6c.
smooth flowing and easy to apply as ever!
Cutex offers you a distinct
and worth-while saving. There's
practically no loss by evaporation or thickening!
And this new economy feature isjust one of Cutex's many
advantages. It's alreadyfamous

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 7-M-6
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, P. 0. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 16(i to cover cost of postage and packing
for the Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades of
Cutex
Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve □ Rust □
City Rose
Old
□
Robin Red □
Bu rgundy □
Name
Address.
State

They're on "Top of the Town" — these two gay New Yorkers of 1960!
Just imagine Doris Nolan and George Murphy transplanted to the giddy
night life of a city made up of glass skyscrapers. But that's part of the
plot, with Gertrude Niesen at her torchiest tuning and George turning in
There's a huge cast, to boot, of comedians,
some fancy footwork.
dancers and chorus lovelies.
Lots of fun.
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BEAUTIFUL,

Tells you how
glamorously

SCREEN

RETURNING

TO

LONDON

FOR

-:4?V*
THE CORONATION

YOUNG

she cares for her
clear, smooth

skin

• Delicate features in a heartshaped face, lovely, liquid
blue-gray
eyes,
lustrous
darkbrown hair
— the
luminous
beauty of a clear, smooth skin!
• {below) Snapped on the staircase of the Crystal Garden of
the Ritz-Carlton during the
Duchess of Leinster's recent
visit to New York.

Her Grace— one of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles— in
the white satin Court gown she will wear under her Coronation robe . . .
"A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream is more than a cleansing treatment.
It makes my skin feel invigorated, look brighter. I use Pond's Cold Cream
night and morning and for any occasion."

(— he will stand for hours in West\ minster Abbey the day of the
C y Coronation, in a robe of velvet
and ermine— jewels flashing from coronet
and necklace— her lovely skin clear and
luminous against its brilliant setting.
Of all the peeresses who will attend the
Coronation, none will be lovelier than the
slender, young Duchess of Leinster.
Admired for her beauty during her recent visit to New York, the Duchess said
her beauty care is "the simplest and best
—Pond's." "Pond's Cold Cream is a complete facial treatment in itself," she said.
"I use it to invigorate and freshen my

skin for the most important occasions
Like hundreds of British beauties — the
Duchess follows this daily method: —

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream.
As it releases dirt, make-up, skin secretionspat in more Pond's Cold
off. Now
wipe
till the circulation stirs. Your
— briskly,
Creamthem
skin feels invigorated and freshened.
Every morning (and always before make-up)
repeat . . . Your skin is smooth for powder —
fresh, vital looking!

treatment
Pond's
this rousing
and night,
Day more
It invigorates
your skin.
than clean
does
it . . . Fights blemishes, blackheads, lines, coarsening pores. Get ajar today. Soon see your skin
growing lovelier!

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 9MS-CF, Clinton, Conn,
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
q treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond s
of Pond's
shades and
Creams
packing.Face Powder.
cover postage
iofi 5todifferent
I enclose and
Name_
Street. State,
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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(Continued from page 17)
Honore's
stretching
they will
originally

suggestions for padding and
these basically fine dishes so that
serve two or three more than
intended.

Although all of Mrs. Ameche's recipes
are excellent, we'll begin with Baked Lamb
Loaf, a favorite Ameche recipe, and first in
mention in our booklet. This particular
meat loaf calls for ground lamb and makes
it especially welcome for Spring menus. It
can be served either hot or cold, with a
Horseradish Sauce, which gives it that
"certain something" in piquant flavor that
lamb sometimes lacks. Of course, the
recipe for the sauce also is given in the
leaflet.

BRIDE

REVEALS

ALL!

Husband finds why he eats like a millionaire
at 3*a /urtfant/

Three things make Franco-American
Spaghetti a life-saver for brides and limited budgets. Fitst, it tastes so good that
hungry young husbands clamor for more.
Second, it is such concentrated nourishment
that with it you need only a salad and perhaps
a fruit dessert for a satisfying meal. Third, it
costs so little! Imagine — a can usually costs
only ten cents — less than 30 a portion.
Franco-American is no ordinary, readycooked spaghetti. One taste of its tangy,
cheese-and-tomato sauce, with its subtle
blend of eleven delicious, savory ingredients,
will convince you right away. Ready to heat
and eat, how it does save time! It's grand for
making meals out of leftovers, too ! Try this!
DELICIOUS THRIFT DINNER
Panbroiled meat balls
1 can Franco-American Spaghetti
Buttered beets
Cottage pudding with tart fruit sauce
SERVES 4
• COSTS 60f*
franco -American
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 66
Camden, New Jersey
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
Address
City
72

State.

But just now, let's see what we can do
with this dish to make it go farther. After
all, you might think, if the loaf is already
cooked when the company arrives, there
isn't much one could do to stretch it out.
But that's where you'd be mistaken, according to Honore. Bring it in as a loaf
and it might look pretty slim, she admits ;
but slice the meat, arrange it on a platter,
and garnish that platter to the hilt, and
you'll
looking.have something really substantialFor garnishes, you can raid the refrigerator and the shelves of the pantry closets
with amazing results, if you use a little
ingenuity. Sliced tomatoes, hard-cooked
eggs, quartered hearts of lettuce, pickles,
olives, sprigs of watercress or parsley ;
canned baby beets, asparagus tips ; baked
or kidney beans used to stuff whole tomatoes these
;
are but a few of the countless possibilities that suggest themselves,
offhand. Line them up as a general does
his shock troops, and throw them into the
breach to meet the onslaught of the hungry
horde.
NEXT on our list is our vegetable dish,
in this instance Corn Saute. Since
you can prepare this for the oven in five
minutes, and let it cook for thirty minutes
without watching, while you're setting the
extra place at the table and serving the
first course, it's a splendid meal-stretching
recipe in itself. It also lends itself to some
fine padding possibilities, so that the usual
family serving of four portions can be
made to take care of two "extras" without
detracting from its appeal. With this
recipe in your files, you can have a safe
feeling at all times, when it comes to
needing a last-minute vegetable dish. So,
hereafter, when company arrives at the zero
hour, forget the too-few string beans you
intended having — they'll keep till tomorserve Honore Ameche's
— andSaute.
anywayCorn
versionrow,of
Creamed Shrimps Catalina is another
recipe of the Ameches which has infinite padding possibilities. In the first
place, since the recipe calls for rice anyway, you can just cook up more rice.
Make more sauce, also, which will give
the "only
can you
of shrimps
in . the
house"
elastic
qualities
never before
suspected.
Add a little of this and that, which you
may have on hand, the half-cup of cooked
peas you were wondering how to use up;
a stalk or two of celery, shredded very fine
so that it will cook quickly ; the mushroom
stems you had vaguely thought of making
into soup, etc. Best of all ideas, perhaps,
is Honore's suggestion that you serve the
shrimp mixture in patty cases and make
a very little go a long way.
"Oh, yes," I seem to hear you snort indignantly, "and where do I get patty cases

at You
the last
don'tminute?"
get them, my loves, you make
them out of bread. Just remove the crusts
from a loaf of unsliced bread, slice into
two-inch pieces, scoop the center out of
each piece to make a good size depression,
brush the "cases" with butter, generously,
and place them in the oven to brown. Fill
with the shrimp, combination, garnish with
parsley, and there you are ! And your
guests will praise you to the skies !
On many an occasion, the Ameches serve
their own favorite spaghetti dish on short
notice. This calls for a Meat Sauce which,
unlike any I've ever heard about before,
does not require hours of preparation and
cooking. If you open a can of spaghetti
and heat it in one pan, while you are preparing the sauce in another, the whole
dish will be ready for the table in ten
minutes. And that's par on any stove.
So if you have a sneaking suspicion that
your relatives are going to forget about
the time of day when they next pay you
a visit, just have on hand the supplies called
for on leaflet.
this particular
in this
recipe
Then, card,
if they
bringmonth's
along
cousin Jimmy, you can open up a second
can of spaghetti and the meat sauce will
stretch
moment. to meet the demands of this crucial
The fruit salad can be a springtime sensation, or an all-year-'round favorite, according to whether you use fresh or canned
black cherries. In both cases the cherries
should be pitted, of course, and piled in a
lettuce cup with a topping of mayonnaise
to which whipped cream has been added.
Surrounding the cherries should be cream
cheese and nut balls, about the size of
butter balls, and at least three to each
serving. Or you can be really original and
follow a suggestion rather hesitatingly
made by Mrs. Ameche. She tried it recently
with great success, but it's rather of a
nuisance, she admitted to me, so don't say
I didn't warn you. But it's such a cute
idea that I wanted to tell you about it, regardless, for I know it would make a big
hit with the bridge club.
When you have removed the pits from
the largest black cherries you can buy, you
place in the resulting cavities the tiniest
of portions of cream cheese mixed with
finely chopped nut meats. You close the
cherries over these tasty "pits," and place
them on the salad plates in such a way that
no one suspects that the cherries have been
stuffed. Not a suggestion for your lastminute-unexpected-guests, this one, but not
to be overlooked either, if you like to surprise your girl friends. Let me remind
you that cheeses of all sorts and descriptions, are marvelous salad-stretching aids.
Crackers also add distinction, and more important still, filling qualities, to this popular
course. So serve salad with cheese and
crackers, by all means, if you want to
stretch your meal.
ADDING a first course that you had not
planned on having is one of the best
ways to make slim pickings seem more
generous, advises Honore Ameche. A can
of rich cream soup, topped with whipped
cream and sprinkled with crisp puffed
cereal grains, will take care of the first
onslaught of ravenous guests in fine fashion, and make them look less critically on
the small meat servings that follow.
Well, there remains but to mention the
cake recipe and to give you Mrs. Ameche's
Fried Chicken
specialty.
(Continued
on I'll
pageadmit
81) I never
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. . . Special soap and powder to keep
him clean and comfortable.
From the very first day of his life a baby
lives in a SPECIAL world. Everything he gets
is made especially for him.
. . . Special foods to keep a
youngster thriving.

. . . Special dental care to keep young teeth
sound and straight.

. . . And a SPECIAL laxative to keep the
body healthy. . . Fletcher's Castoria.

What

a

grand

EVERYTHING

start

MADE

a

ESPECIALLY

SPECIAL
Yes, even a special laxative.
After all, he is only a tot. His system
isn't sturdy enough for the hurly-burly
effects of an "adult" laxative . . . even
when given in "smaller doses."

modern

FOR

youngster

HIM ... EVEN

A

LAXATIVE!

nothing that could cause cramping pains.
It works chiefly on the lower bowel. It
gently urges the muscular movement. It
is SAFE . . . mild . . .yet thorough.
A famous baby specialist said he
couldn't write a better prescription than
Fletcher's Castoria.

That is the reason why many doctors
often suggest Fletcher's Castoria. For, as
you know, Fletcher's Castoria is a child's
laxative pure and simple — made especially and only for children.

TO

gets!

It couldn't possibly harm the tiniest
infant system because it contains no

It is also important to remember that
a child should take a laxative willingly.
Doctors say the revulsion a child feels
when forced to take a medicine he hates
can throw his entire nervous system out

harsh "adult" drugs ... no narcotics . . .

of order. That's why even the taste of

Fletcher's Castoria is made especially
for children. They love it.
More than five million mothers depend
faithfully upon Fletcher's Castoria. Why
not stay on the safe side and keep a bottle handy in your home? You can never
tell when you'll need it.
You can buy Fletcher's Castoria at any
drug store. Ask for the Family Size Bottle. It saves you money. The signature
Chas. H. Fletcher appears on the redbordered band on the box.

CASTORIA
The laxative made especially for babies
and growing childreti
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Has

Success

Done

to

Robert

Taylor?

(Continued front page 29)

%?0 7&f
TO MAKE
AM
TEETH GLE

For teeth that gleam with jewel-like
lustre gums too must be cared for. So
don't trust to ordinary tooth pastes. Get
the two-way protection so many dentists
advise.
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces
with Forhan's in the usual manner.
2. Massage gums briskly with % inch
of Forhan's on the brush or finger.
Results are amazing! Gums are stimulated, soon teeth show a new brilliance.
Forhan's Tooth Paste was originated by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon,
to do both vital jobs — clean teeth and
safeguard gums. It contains a special ingredient found in no other tooth paste.
End half-way care. Buy a tube of
Forhan's today!

s
DOCS rh
an'
CLEANS
TEETH
F
BOTHo
JOBS
SAVES GUMS

AS THE NEW
cfljvmamd

TRIAL SIZES: 10c AND 20c
LARGE SIZES: 50c AND $1
At Most Toilet Goods Counters
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■■aaaaaiaa
FOR A FREE SAMPLE
ARMAND, Des Moines, Iowa:
Please send free sample of Armand
Blended Cream.
Name
Address
City
State
I buy my cosmetics at the following store:
74

was also self-effacing. He had a sense of
humor, but it was subdued.
In short, he did not give the impression
of being actor-ish. He was putting on no
act. He was taking no bows. He was
singularly unspoiled by the hullabaloo. He
was as regular as the next fellow, three
years out of college, doing work he liked,
working hard and only hoping that he
was doing all right.
One year ago !
No one could experience what he has
experienced since then without being affected in some way. What has Life been
doing to Robert Taylor?
I discovered, among other things, that
there is a buoyancy about Bob now that
was lacking then. He is more carefree,
less subdued. He has shaken off the stiffness of self-consciousness, which still was
noticeable a year ago. He was feeling his
way then, a bit like a man venturing upon
unpredictable ice. Now he has found that
his footing is secure. He has more selfconfidence. He handles himself more
easily. He is having a better time. He
is obeying his impulses more.
For instance, I found him on the rafters,
of all places, on the set of "Personal
Property." A year ago, he might have
had the impulse to light out for the rafters
between scenes, but he wouldn't have acted
His fear of making himself conupon it. spicuous
would have stopped him.
That is a fear that he has lost in this
past year. Nothing that he could do would
add to the conspicuousness that has been
thrust upon him. And if he is going to
be conspicuous, no matter what he does —
well, he might as well unleash a few impulses, and enjoy himself.

have that
THERE are few stars who unben
d to
attitude; few stars who can
the extent of forgetting their professional
poise. Clark Gable is one of those few.
and Bob are
And, if you'll notice, Clark ant
luncheon
cronies. They are const
companions ; they and their girl friends go
on picnics together. Technically, each may
be the other's most dangerous screen rival.
they have a great deal in comActually,
mon. Neither one of them can bother with
fun.
posing. It would spoil too much
When Bob came down from the rafters,
where, it seemed, he had been chased by a
prop man who had been a victim of one of
his jokes, I asked him if he had to go aloft
often.
"Say, I practically live up there, he told
me. "I guess I didn't get in my quota of
it's
Or maybe
I was a kid.
whenexercise.
climbing
I need
God knows
urge for
an
more exercise. There's a certain satisfaction in being able to see all oyer the
on, life's little
place, getting a perspective,doesn't
look so
ironies. The biggest set
feet up. No
forty
cat-walk
a
from
big
player looks big. We're all just specks of
humanity, to the fellow up on the catwalks. That's a nice deflating thought.
Something like the unimportance you feel
in a plane.
"I guess this is about the first time anybody has known, though, that I hit for the
rafters on occasion. And it isn't an urge
me upward.
lures
for privacy
I guess. It's
moving,
to keep
an urge that
just
"No, I haven't lost that urge for privacy.
I still have it. But I don't have it on a
movie set. I haven't gone temperamental
yet. I like to move around, have some
laughs, between scenes. This is one place

where
feel asI if
beingtowatched."
I told1 don't
him that
wasI'mthere
find out
how his life and he had changed since one
year ago. Hesideration.took
matter under
conHe wentthe through
a detailed
self-examination.
"Well, one thing I couldn't help noticing a year ago was that I had about as
much privacy as an information clerk in a
booth in the middle of Grand Central Station. I have more now than I had then.
I stay at home more. Or at least I'm at
somebody's home.
"After a year of it, I still get a big bang
out of being recognized, and asked for my
autograph.
still doesn't
like some-to
thing that Itought
to be seem
happening
Arlington Brugh of Beatrice, Nebraska.
I'd be a little cracked if I didn't get a
bang out of it. Believe me, I'm grateful
when fans do crowd around. But there's
afeel
tension
about seeing
the bang,
too.watching
I still can't
at ease,
people
me
dancing in public, I don't feel
And,Astaire.
eat. any
like
"I used to try to kid myself into thinking I was having a good time at night
clubs. But I've given up. Even if nobody
was watching me, looking for material for
a new romance rumor, dancing wouldn't
be fun. You can't dance in one of these
night clubs. You can't move more than an
inch at a time. There isn't any room.
That's
danced inanother
months. reason why I haven't
"The romance rumors were getting me
down a year ago. I'd pick up a morning
paper and see that I was rumored in love
with one girl, then read m an evening
paper that I was rumored That Way about
an entirely different girl. I couldn't be
didn't
girl that ofsomebody
seen towith
try
makeanysomething
it. I used
to
wonder how I could ever hope to have any
genuine friendships. Rumors would wreak
havoc with a friendship before it could even
get under way.
"This last year, I've learned how to let
rumors roll off my back. I've learned how
to laugh at them. That's possible, if a
girl laughs at them, too. And Barbara
haven't affected
does. inThey
(Stanwyck)
our
understanding
the least.
"It isn't what rumors do to you that's
embarrassing.
someone else. It's what they may do to
"Jean Harlow and I, for example, met
for the first time just three weeks before
we started this picture. Most people don't
know that. And they don't know that Jean
and I were assigned to make this picture
together. They see that we get along swell
they jump
andrumors
—how
start. to conclusions. That's

THE first day of the picture, Jean
received a big box of flowers, with
no card enclosed. She wondered if I had
sent them. I hadn't. But if she kept on
receiving anonymous boxes of flowers, I
had visions of a flock of rumors about
Which wouldn't bother
of us.
the two
ly, but
they might bother
particular
me
Powell.
Bill
mention
to
not
Jean,
"So I went to a publicity man and said,
'If anyone asks if I'm sending Jean flowers,
tell him "No." ' I wanted to head off
possible. Sure enough, a colrumors, umnistifdid ask.
The publicity man, instead
what I
of just answering 'No,' told him the
colhad said. The result was that
umnist gave his readers the impression that
(Continued on page 78)
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"T'D heard Sid mention his sister,
but she meant nothing to me,
naturally — until one day I picked
up this snapshot on his desk.
"I asked him who
number

the choice

was, and felt a little embarrassed when he said she was

his sister Molly. But I guess he
forgave the fresh remark, the way
I began to treat him like a brother. Ieven loaned him money.
"He

said he'd rather I'd take

the snapshot than come mooning around his desk all the time,
so that's how I became the owner.
How I became the owner of the
girl herself is another story— but
it really began with this snapshot."

The snapshots you'll
want Tomorrow — you
must

take

Today

Accept
but
the film innothing
the familiar
yellow
— Kodak
Film — box
which
only
Eastman makes.

By far the greater number
of snapshots are made on
Kodak Verichrome Film
because people have
found that "it gets the
picture"— clear, true,
lifelike. Any camera is a
better camera, loaded
with Verichrome. Don't
take chances . . .use it always .. . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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Smart

Don't be victims of old-fashioned
prudery and stupidity
CONSULT DOCTOR
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IF IN DOUBT

OUR
1

PUZZLE

3

2

17
F

FEMININE
HYGIENE

25
21
35
44

EXPLAINED

37

36
49

1 . Happy and fortunate is the married woman who
finds the right answer to this grave problem . . .Happy
when she lives without fear . ..Prevents that agonizing
worry which upsets so many marriages... Fortunate
in being free from dangerous germs!
2 . Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical research now bring you dainty, snow ivhite suppositories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appreciate
the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For Zonitors
embody the famous ZONITE ANTISEPTIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are free from
"burn danger" to delicate tissues.
3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use ... greaseless,
snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial
... no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.
Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in
package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.
FREE — Booklet containing latest medical information. Write to Zonite Products Corp., 645 New
Brunswick, N. J.
INDIVIDUAL d£
CLASS VIALS m

$1
WIEk PER B0X
OF TWELVE

68

62

54
72
60
61
95
98
89
L04
L08

1P3

60

91

97

90

Puzzle Solutions appear
59.
ACROSS

1 and 5. The gentleman pictured in the puzzle
13.
'Sadie
17. Obtains
18.
19. Airplane: colloquial
Margarine
Halo of light
20.
21. Operatic song
Stage play from which the movie
Thompson" was made
22.
23. Killed
24. Period of time
25. Martha Raye played in "
away Girl"
27. Pat O'Brien appeared in the "Great
29. Hobo

for

ujomEn
APPROVED SANITARY
PROTECTION
to be Worn Internally ...
Once you have known the
glorious freedom and comfort
of Holly-Pax, the modern
method of sanitary protection, you'll
never it.go through
a period
without
Worn internally, Holly-Pax
is never felt, and never shows.
No fussing with pins or belts.
Holly-Pax is approved by
the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene. Package of Four, 10c.

31. Sport shoe
Goddess of the Dawn
weapon
32. Cupid's
heavily
34. Hang
Meat sauce
35.
Clara Bow
40.
38. They thought she'd replace
ex-president of the Academy of
Actor,
44. Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
45. Depend on
46. Remain
Lifeless
48.
49. First name of the girl who was "Nine

Days a Queen"
50. Cuckoo
This girl is one of the "Souls at Sea"
51. Brownie
53. First name of the comedian whose crossed
eyes were his fortune
Mrs. Roger Pryor
54.
56.
brother
58, Lady
HearingCavendish's
organ

on Page

First
the player of Karloff parts
in thename
silentof days
60. Newspaper
107
64.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
74.
77.
79.
80.

Iowa
girl whoof was
given accent
"Cavalcade"
role because
her British
Hole-punching tool
9f>
Greek E
Tree of New Zealand
Color
Left
Lover of Geraint
Tony
Sense Martin's big moment
Slow creature

82.
84.
85.
87.
88.

The girl in "The Informer"
Rich boy insect
in "Peck's Bad Boy"
Stinging
Astound
Girl: slang

89. Yes
Kleptomaniac in "Sing Me a Love Song"
93.
94. The first name is Ketti, and she was born
in Nice, France
98. Bitter plant
99. Steals
101. First name of the man who played "The
103. Mixture
104. Roll
or" catalogue
Scoundrel"
105. Burden
106. She danced in "La Cucaracha"
107. This little fellow has been known to turn
108. George Arliss plaved in
Meets
109. Unaspirated
110. The war god, Mars
111. Disturbance of the eye: old spelling

luAT
5 AND
ICK Pax
STORES
hol
76
West"
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PAGE
DOWN
Card game
500 sheets of paper
Assam silkworm
He appeared with Harold Lloyd in "The
Milky
Way"Biblical characters portrayed in
One
of the
"The inGreen
6. Friend
war Pastures"
7. Letter of the
alphabet
8. Carroll's fiance in "On the Avenue"
9. Band leader in "That Girl from Paris"
10. Regret
II. Brazilian macaws
12. Stories
13. Mrs. Melvyn Douglas
14. First name of the actor who played that
sillyandgigolo
"The Gay Divorcee"
15. Ebb
flow ofrolethe inocean
16. Old Irish form of tenancy
26. Feminine lead in "Parnell"
28. Vase
30. Bring forth, as a lamb
32. Stage laugh
33. Sorrow
35. Mardi - - - - is celebrated in New Orleans
36. This city is the reverse of Yuma
37. Dismounted
38. Glamor girl imported from Russia
39. First American picture made by above star
41. Desert in Asia
42. Always
43. Ex-wife of Lew Ayres
45. Saw-toothed
47. Feel repulsion
50. She plays Nancy in "Nancy Steele is
52. Warner
Brothers featured player, born in
Missing"
Lodz,
Poland
55. That woman's
57. Also
60. Bones of the mouth
61.
helped bone
to make "Trouble for Two"
62. AHe forearm
63. This girl marched on "The Road to Glory"
64. British star; her first name is Evelyn — if
that helps
65. Gloria
- - - - ; she plays mostly in Westerns
66. This comic scene-stealer is in "Top of the
67. Howl n"
w
73. A ToMet
singer who appeared in "Metro75. Man's
name
politan"
76. Woven like damask
77. She spouted Shakespeare in "Ready, Willing
78. Three-quarters
and Able"
of the
name of a player
whose first name
is Adrienne
79.
plays those "brat" roles
81. She
and Woolsey's
screen girl friend
83. Wheeler
British comedy
star
84. Chemical salt
86. "Rubber legged" comic who appeared in
"Coronado"
Festive
occasions
He's
married
Jessie Matthews
90. Charles Lamb'sto pen
name
91.
Young
lady
in
"Waikiki
Wedding"
92 Man living on "Quality Street"
First
name
of
the
singing
cowboy
94.
95 Islet
96. Well ventilated
10097 Jack
Small Holt
cake played in "North of -"
102 Belonging to us
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MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION TOO!
This pure creamy-white soap has such
a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it removes every trace of dirt and cosmetics— keeps your skin alluringly
smooth and radiantly clear!
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I was telling the world I wasn't sending
Jean
ironic flowers
grin. !" Bob permitted himself an

DONT
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THEM WITH
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A clean toilet never smells. It's never
necessary to use scented disinfectants to
end the annoyance of toilet odors. Just
clean the bowl with Sani -Flush.
This scientific powder is made especially to do this job. Shake a little in
the toilet. (Follow directions on the can.)
Then flush, and stains vanish. The porcelain gleams like new. The hidden trap
that no other method can reach is purified and safe. Sani-Flush saves rubbing
and scrubbing. Cannot injure plumbing.
It is also effective for cleaning automobile
radiators (directions on can). Sold by
grocery, drug, hardware, and five-andten-cent stores — 25 and 10
cent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

Sstni-Flush

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CLIPS
Quick — easy to install. No
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips to match your lamp
cords or woodwork, 10c.
I^^T<3

FOR SALE AT YOUR 10-CENT STORE S

your white shoes!
Clean fnem white with Shu -Milk
SEE PAGE 109
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"A year ago, I remember saying that I
was impulsive about everything — except
marriage. I can still say that. And I
probably obey impulses more than I did
then. I've shaken off some self-consciousness. But I still don't play my hunches
in a big way. I've discovered that I'm
When I have a hunch, it's
not psychic.
just
a guess. And I'm not a good guesser.
"That's why I'm not making any longdistance plans for the future. I'll let events
make my plans for me. Too much has
happened to me, unexpectedly, for me to
say, 'Well, next year, I guess I'll do this,
and two years from now I'll do that.' _ Not
that I'm so easygoing that I'm ambitionless. I'm not.
"My major ambition? Still what it was
a year ago : To be an increasingly better
actor. I've learned a lot this past year.
I've had to learn a lot— to play opposite
such stars as Loretta Young, Barbara
Stanwyck, Greta Garbo, Jean Harlow.
They know screen acting, all of them. But
I know that I have plenty more to learn.
"A year ago, it looked as if I were on
my way to being typed as a wealthy playSince then, I've had a
on the screen.
— particularly in the costume
littleboy variety
in 'The Gorgeous Hussy' and
parts
'Camille,' though I had my best time, making 'His Brother's Wife.' And I'm ambitious for plenty more variety. I don't
and II don't
of my
get tired
to
want
want
of me.
tiredjob,
to get
want audiences
to be an actor a long, long time.
"I had never been east of Michigan a
I've
Well, once
go. York,
I wanted
year
Once toto New
Twice.
been. ago.
of
see much
didn'thopes
I have
Washington.
to
of doing
But I still
either.
some traveling, seeing some of the world.
I have a terrific yen for a trip on the
Mediterranean. But if I can't get away
long enough for that, I'll compromise on a
I'vea had
fact,for
to Hawaii.
trip
trip myto
three Intimes
reservations
weeks
three
only
Honolulu. Once I was
cancel,
to
had
I
before
leaving
from
away
I knew I couldn't get away, because
before
of
another picture coming up.

NO, I hadn't been really mobbed a year
York
to New
my buttons
having
I likebeen
How I dohadn't
then.ago,
ripped off? Well, it looks like part of
the job." (He grinned.) "I get a laugh,
though, out of some of the reports, like
souvenirthat one from New York thatBoy,
when
hunters had taken my shoes.
they !get me off my feet, they'll be going
some
"I've had some funny things happen to
me because my screen name is 'Robert
women's club
A Philadelphia
Taylor.' the
studio to bill me under my
petitioned
own name, Arlington Brugh, because that
was 'more unusual' Then there was the
woman who thought I was the son _ who
deserted her. She wasn't kidding, either.
to go to my lawyer to straighten that
I hadout.
one
"And I never thought to live to see the
day when billboards would scream, 'Garbo
Loves Taylor, with "In Camille" ' in small
type beneath. Neither did Miss Garbo.
After that, nothing in the type a columnist
uses can look particularly startling to me.
"A year ago, I was living in a small
A seven-room
house in Beverly Hills.

om page 74)
house is no mansion, especially in Beverly.
I'm still in the same house; just signed a
lease for another year, in fact — at an
advanced rental. The story that my rent
had been reduced because I was Robert
Taylor was another laugh. I've given up
my plans for building.
"My mother still lives where she did
a year ago — four blocks away from me.
a cousin and my secreMy grandmother,
tary still live with her, still help me handle
the largest part of my fan mail. I still
see . Mother every day, or call her.
"I still have just one servant — the same
one I had last year ; Joe Mondre. I have
a little bigger car than I had then. I have
a couple of riding horses — one that I
bought, and one that was given me. I keep
both of them in the Marwyck Stables."
(Owned by Barbara Stanwyck and the
Zeppo Marxes.) "I've given up tennis for
horseback-riding, which permits more
privacy. Those are the biggest changes
in my mode of living. I still do pretty much
the same things I was doing a year ago,
except dancing and playing tennis; have
the same interests. In fact, I feel like the
same person.
"A year ago, I wasn't worrying about
tax collectors. But this year they're going
to get me — thank God." (A refreshing
and unorthodox sentiment from a movie
star.) "A year ago, I didn't have enough
money to mai ry a Hollywood girl, even if
I had been so inclined. Since then, the
studio has torn up my contract twice,
given me a couple of raises. But I still
don't have much spare cash. The insurare taking most of it. I'm
ance companies
investing
in annuities.
"I was 'single'-minded a year ago — and
I'm still 'single'-minded. Sometimes I
think I probably always will be. If and
when I do marry, the girl probably will be
I'm not.
fellow doesn't
game,
In my to
an
with
get aacquainted
much chance
haveactress.
any other girls. Not that I'm kicking;
"But some interviewers must take me
for a fall guy— trying to get me to describe
my 'dream girl.'" (He grimaced at the
phrase.) "I don't know as I have one.
And if I have, I'm certainly not describing
her. All I can say is that when I meet
the girl, I'll know it— and I'll probably
keep it to myself. Or is that just a hunch,
too?
"I've developed one big weakness tins
ex-cello student — and
the When
— me,
past year
that's
swing
music.
I get over _ to
Barbara's house for dinner, the first thing
I do is to put on a stack of swing records.
She has one of those machines that changes
by itself. That's our dinner music.
records
And we sit and scream at each other across
the table, trying to make ourselves heard
above Duke Ellington's band or Benny

Barbara, with whom he is about to make
girl
a second picture, still is his best ago,
Goodman's."
His best male friend, a year
friend.
was Don Miloe, a college chum who was
then his stand-in. (His new stand-in is
another college chum, Redmond Doms.)
Today his best male friend is Clark Gable
—with whom, by the way, he shares a
hunting lodge, hidden away on an island
near Santa Barbara, their favorite rest
spot between pictures.
But Robert Taylor and his life havechanged
as you have probably gathered—
, one year after the
little
ly
ising
surpr
d.
e
furor starte

MEET" — guess what
PRIMA DONNAS
. . "WHEN
actually
MOORE
GRACE
and
LILY PONS
goes on?
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(Continued from page 50)
"When I marry," she said, "I probably
will elope in a street dress. I just want to
know, like every girl, how I might look in
white bridal satin, with veil and train and
lilies-of-the-valley."
of June as "passive."
to think erfect
used camera-p
features were
delicate,
HerPeople
nearly always in repose. Her blue eyes
were quiet. Her posture was relaxed. She
talked very little. She was vaguely pretty,
interesting, vaguely self-conscious.
bit difficult to remember as an individual.
Avaguely
Today, how the girl is changed ! Her
face is animated, alive with expression.
Her eyes shine. She carries herself with
the unconscious poise of a girl buoyant
with happiness. She talks vivaciously.
There is nothing vague about her, nothing
difficult to remember.
Love has wrought the transformation.
Anyone who knew June before she admitted to herself the importance of Victor
Orsatti in her life, and has seen her since,
can testify to this.
Mr. Orsatti, in case he needs identification, is one of the better actors' agents.
June first met him three years ago, at a
time when she was firmly convinced that
she should, could and would not fall in
love until she was at least twenty-five.
She didn't intend to let anything get in the
way of her career.
Because she was afraid of learning to
like him too well, weeks, sometimes
months, would pass between their dates.
Finally, last summer, just before she was
to go to New York on vacation, they had
a misunderstanding about the infrequency

of those dates. They parted — forever.
She flew to New York. She had hardly
reached her hotel room there when she
received a wire, "Please come home. All
is forgiven. Love. Vic."
When she returned, she said, "For no
reason at all we started going together."
Their engagement soon followed. The
wedding date was indefinite, but the engagement was very definite.

THE first time I ever went out with
Vic, I liked him. As we became
better acquainted, that liking grew, until
he meant more to me than any other boy
had ever meant. And he seemed to like
me more sincerely than anyone I had ever
met. Perhaps we were in love from the
very beginning. But I kept dodging the
question.
"I was so ambitious for a career that I
was afraid of love, afraid it would destroy
the ambition that I had had ever since I
was a little girl.
"It all started when I was just four. I
had a little playmate who was very brunette I; was very fair. A dancing teacher
dressed the little brunette as a boy, taught
us a 'flirtation dance.' When the pupils of
the school made a public appearance at a
Minneapolis theatre, our dance 'stopped
the show.' And my career began then and
there.
"When I was six and a half, my family
moved to California. My mother still sent
me to dancing school. I loved dancing. I
was positive that I wanted to go on the

At fourteen, June — then June Vlasek—
was dancing in a musical revue in Los
Angeles' Mayan Theatre. A year later, she
danced in another revue at the Orpheum.
That led to a film test and a contract.
Then came the test of her earnestness.
For months, she had nothing to do except
pose for publicity portraits and study
dramatics. She was undiscouraged. The
dramatic coaching widened the horizons of
her ambition. She might become more
than a dancer ; she might become an actress
— if she tried hard enough, if she let
nothing interfere.
After a time, she was given small roles,
which were gradually growing larger —
when there was a studio reorganization.
Fox became 20th Century-Fox. Winfield
Sheehan, production head, resigned. His
less
"discoveries,"
and June
was conspicuous
one of them,
were automatically
dropped from the contract list. For five
months she was idle. Her career seemed
over. Then Darryl Zanuck, new production head, happened to look over her old
screen test. He rediscovered her, changed
her name to June Lang.
Now, given a new chance, June was
determined to let nothing swerve her from
her ambition. Nothing. Not even love.
Especially love.
In the past year, she has seen her career
make great strides forward. She was
chosen as model for the statue, "The Modern Venus." She was given the only
feminine role in "The Road to Glory." She
had the title role in "Nancy Steele Is
Missing."
Now she is playing Shirley
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'HOW COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH"
"I advise Colgate
Dental Cream. Its
special penetrating
foam removes the
cause — the decaying food deposits
in hidden crevices
/' between
which your
are teeth
the
source of most bad
breath ... of dull, dingy teeth . . .
and of much tooth decay. At the
same time, agent
Colgate'scleans
soft, and
safe
polishing
brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle."
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Temple's very young mother in Rudyard
Kipling's
Willie
these
roles "Wee
have only
added Winkie."
new fuel to And
her
ambition.
Yet today she looks upon love as something indispensable in her life. Why?

"I've
she said,
veryg simply,
quietly,
Very ed
girl probthat every
somethin
discover
ably discovers somewhere around twenty,
no matter how ambitious she is : a career
isn't enough for happiness.
"You won't admit that in your teens. You
think nothing could be more wonderful
than a career. You feel this tremendous
urge for self-expression — and you say
you'll never be happy until you have made
something of yourself. Perhaps you're
right. But you're only partly right.
"Ambition excites you, obsesses you.
Your whole life revolves around one idea:
if you're ever going to amount to anything,
you'll have to do it while you're young.
And you do want to amount to something
■ — passionately. You drive every other
thought out of your mind.
"Some day, you suppose, you will fall
in
you fight
don't against
intend to
lovelove.
now.ButYou
thefall
veryin
possibility. Love can wait — indefinitely.
But love can't wait indefinitely. Moreover,
A smile hesitated on June's lips. "But
it won't."
you're
lucky if it does wait until you're
twenty. Twenty is such a marvelous age

• MORE BEAUTY
^, ,
• ECONOMY • CONVENIENCE^
• USABLE SPACE • ACCESSIBILITY
EXCLUSIVELY IN

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

for falling in love !"
The smile hesitated no longer. "You're
young. Thrillingly young. Practically all
of life is ahead of you. Yet you're not too
young to appreciate love— as you were at
seventeen or eighteen.

YOU were far more easily flattered
then than ycu are now. You were
always in danger of falling 'in love with
love.' You were too young to know yourself completely. Too young to know men,
intuition, which isn't the surest
except onby earth.
guide
"That is, you were in danger unless you
were mad to have a career, and were
concentrating on that idea, and nothing
else seemed important."
June smiled again, as if to say, "I'm
also
I'm only
particular
beyond
is the
career and
that adanger
thinking
beyond that
important thing in a girl's life."
She did say, "It's funny. _ You strive
for independence, and attain it— and then
discover it isn't what you want at all. You
work and work to fulfill your dreams, and
discover that your dreams have been incomplete, because you haven't had anyone
to share them.

QUICKLY

CLEARS

THE
SKIN
No Laxatives — No Yeast
No Harmful Internal Drugs
"Pimples caused by germs in the skin
require a penetrating antiseptic external
treatment. It often takes NAC Prescription Cream you rub on at bedtime and
NAC Powder that you use during the day
to NAC
get the
cleared up "NAC
quickly."
Has the Knack of
Cream skin
S5c-$t.00
NAC Prescription
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Don't
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Get the
YourSkin."
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At
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"You try to avoid love, as a possible
menace to the career you've wanted as long
as you can remember, and discover that,
instead, love is an impetus to that career."
There probably isn't another girl of
June's age in Hollywood, or anywhere
else, to whom a career has been so important for so long a time. And this was
isn't
"My itcareer
was saying,
the girl
any
less who
important
to me than
ever was.
It's more important, if anything. But in
a different way. Love has given me new
perspective.
"The urge for self-expression is a
driving thing. It won't let you rest. And
it won't be stifled — even by love. But love
doesn't demand that it be stifled. Love
reinspires it. That is the amazing thing.
"I have more responsibilities today than
I've ever had before. And I've never felt
so carefree. I can remember — it wasn't so
long ago — when a day was just another
day. Now, rain or shine, every day is a
new adventure. I can remember when I
used to take life pretty much for granted.
Now it is something exciting, something to
enjoy to the utmost.
"Love
has defeated loneliness. And

every girl who is absorbed in a career to
the exclusion of everything else is lonely,
whether she admits it to herself or not.
"You know the emptiness of seeing the
sea at sundown, or hearing beautiful music,
completely alone? My life has been like
that — until now. There has never been
anyone before who could share my emotions, or anyone whose emotions I could
share. I have been a prisoner, locked
within myself. I've never known until
now the thrill of understanding someone
else one
almost
instinctively
— or having someunderstand
me.
"Everything seems more worth the
doing,
someone
doing. because
Life is more
worth cares
living what
becauseI'mI
have someone else to live it for, besides
myself.
"Acting isn't the only thing I want to
do now. I want to read, travel, have a
beautiful home, do a hundred and one
different things, live more completely. I
feel like a different person, a more interesting person — whether I am or not.
"Having a career still seems important.
But being a woman first seems infinitely
more
important."
That's
why June Lang says, "Love is
important
twenty."
Do you at
agree?

this interview,
FEW days after giving
A June
Lang dumfounded everyone who
knows her — and especially this interviewer
by breaking her engagement to Victor
—Orsatti.
looked like
Hollywood's
realThis
lovehadmatches.
For one
threeof years,
neither
June nor Vic had registered interest in
anyone else. And June's engagement ring
had been no ordinary jeweled circlet. Even
in Hollywood, a man would hardly buy
a two-thousand-dollar engagement ring (as
Vic did for June) unless he were convinced,
"This is love."
Then, suddenly, the ring was missing
from June's hand. She had returned it.
Within the next few days, she was seen at
a variety of Hollywood events with a
variety of escorts. Among them were
Alfred Vanderbilt, Jr., Douglas Fowley,
Victor Orsatti.- She explained that appearance with Vic, and subsequent appearances,
by saying that they still were "good
She would not explain the reason for the
broken
friends."engagement. A columnist said the
reason was "tribal interference." Friends
hinted at maternal objections to the match.
Those same friends refuse to believe that
the break is permanent. They believe
that June and Vic were too much in love
to fall out of love suddenly and completely.
Perhaps there was a major disagreement.
Perhaps there were maternal objections.
But there is one mystifying angle to the
break. June Lang does not act like a girl
who has broken an engagement. She
shows not a sign of heartbreak or disillusionment. She has not lost an iota of
that "girl-in-love glow."
Friends suspect that June and Vic impulsively decided to try a "separation test"
—mother
perhaps
at theon suggestion
June's
; perhaps
their own of
initiative,
after a quarrel. And that, in either case,
they can't stay parted long. Their
staunchest
mutual
friend
both
as crazy
about
each says,
other "They're
as they
Certainly, after seeing the still-glowing
ever were."
June,
no one could suspect that she has
changed her convictions about what love
has done for her.
When she was asked if she has lost faith
in love, her answer was a smile. A bit on
the enigmatic side, but definitely a smile.
And she shook her head.
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(Continued from page 72)
You'll love it !
but
thought of cake as a speedy filler-m, and
quick
both
are
Balls
Orange
these
FRIED CHICKEN, HONORE
easy. Mixed in 1-2-3 fashion, they should
1 large frying chicken
be cooked in the smallest of cup cake pans,
salt and pepper
for the shortest of baking periods. They
a
onto
pans
2
tablespoons
butter or bacon drippings
the
of
out
are then shaken
1 tablespoon flour
cloth which has been liberally sprinkled
1 cup cold milk
with powdered sugar. You pick up the
four corners of the cloth, shake it gently,
Have the chicken cut into pieces as follows: two second joints; two drumsticks;
and the cakes are ready to be served.
the breast cut into two pieces;
rewings;
two
Which
ask?
What more could one
the backbone cut into four pieces, and the
minds me to remind you to be sure and ask
neck. Singe each piece and wipe with wet
recipes. You don't have to menfor these
tion them individually or by name, for the
the
(Don't
cloth.
cheese Dust
piece
salt and
withwash
chicken
chickenofever!)
coupon brings them all to you.
Be sure to try the Fried Chicken recipe
pepper, dredge with flour. Put chicken
that follows, too. Never tasted anything
into frying pan with butter or bacon dripI thought so good, and as you can well
pings. Brown quickly over hot fire, turning pieces frequently so as to brown evenly
imagine, I've fried many a chicken, accordon all sides. When thoroughly browned,
ing to countless different recipes. Herereduce heat, add 2 tablespoons water,
mention
I'll
after, however, this is IT!
cover pan and fry chicken slowly, turning
before giving it to you, of course, that even
Fried Chicken can be stretched. Here
frequently. More water may have to be
added; if so, add only 2 tablespoons at a
again bread plays a role, as it can in so
time. When chicken is tender, remove from
many instances. For example, place each
pan and place on hot platter.
piece of chicken on a triangle of toast,
Make Cream Gravy as follows : mix the
and pour the gravy over the whole thing.
s of flour with whatever fat is
surtablespoon
and
on a platter,
Or place the chicken
round with toast triangles garnished with
left in pan. When smooth and free of
mincurrant jelly, or any other jelly you parlumps, add milk slowly. Boil three which
ticularly like to serve with chicken.
utes, stirring constantly. The gravy,
should have a rich creamy color, may be
By the way, Mrs. Ameche suggested to
me that instead of frying the backbone,
or poured over the
passed
chicken. separately
neck, and tip of the wings, you boil those
Sometimes the Ameches prefer not to
separately to make a broth. And right
have Cream Gravy and, in that case, they
then and there I knew, as I had suspected
all along, that hers was a practical, sensible
merely pour the gravy left in the pan after
way of catering — a fact which you will
frying, over the chicken after it has been
find amply demonstrated in her very own
placed on the serving dish. This is the
recipes which I am offering you this month.
way it is being served at the luncheon during which our picture was taken.
Meanwhile, here's the Fried Chicken.
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Simon

Defends
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"WHAT D'YA MEAN, FALSE ALARM!
IT'S DELICIOUS SHREDDED WHEAT
AND STRAWBERRIES!"
Big, golden-brown Shredded Wheat biscuits,
strawberries — it's the
topped with red, juicyever
put out a threethat
grandest
alarm call flavor
to appetites.

"I JUST REMEMBERED WE'RE HAVING SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAWBERRIES FOR LUNCH."
Dive into this delicious dish tomorrow morning—get its energy-building carbohydrates,
vitamins, proteins and mineral salts !

How!

(Continued from page 35)
And I knew that Simone was speaking
what I do not really mean. I do not make
the uncompromising truth. I had been told
familiarities with strangers. Those are
words you use to someone you dearly love.
that during the making of "Seventh
Heaven,'' if Jimmy went up on his lines,
I did not like it. I acted like that."
the
famed Simone impatience was muted.
"I am told," I said, "that on the first
And
she would stand, angelically sweet and
day of 'Seventh Heaven' you did not apsilent, until Jimmy delivered. Jimmy, on
pear on the set. You probably know that
the other hand, did the same for her.
all Hollywood was abuzz with that rumor.
It was said that you were going to have
NOT even Hollywood was able to cook
the flu again! What did happen?"
up any hysteria over Simone during
"That, too, is simple," sighed Simone.
"They had wanted me to wear a wig in the making of that picture. She would
greet Director Henry King each morning
'Seventh Heaven.' They tried wigs and
with a lavish hug and, a luscious kiss. Diwigs and wigs. None suited. I suggest
that I wear my own hair. They make a
rector King's dignity was somewhat shaken
when each luncheon hour, his waitress in
test of me with my own hair and I am
the studio cafe produced a compact from
right. But that means that I must take
her apron pocket, showed him his cheek
two hours for make-up instead of one
hour, as we had thought. My own hair
red replica
boreas the
whichand,
tiously of
possible,
as Simone's
unostenta
kiss
has to be washed and curled, every mornremoved it for him. Sunshine and storm,
ing I work, so that it looks the same and
that is Simone. And during the making of
does not get darker or oily for the same
sequence. I was delayed under a drier,
"Seventh Heaven" the sun was shining.
that was all.
One of her co-workers said, "She sure
can give you a headache and a run-around,
"Why, I wanted to get on that set as quick
that Simone. But she also can give you a
as I could get there. I wanted to meet
heartache and a flash of belief in the deJimmy Stewart. I was so happy to meet
him and we had so much fun together.
cency of human beings. Sounds kincla
The first day I was on the set I send them
poetic," he added diffidently. "Well, she
out to get two chairs for us. I make them
isn't
one!" tale, which
Andexactly
then heprosy,
told that
me another
mark one chair with my name and one
chair with his name so that we can draw
shows
the warm was
beatsthe
of script
Simone'sgirlheart.
Lee Frederick
for
them together and talk by ourselves. And
"Girls' Dormitory." And again for "Seventh
that is what we did all through."

"AN' WHY DIDN'T YE SAY IT WAS
SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAWBERRIES YE WAS RUNNIN' AFTER?"
Calling all housewives! Go to your local
of this favorin a supply
today !ofOrder
grocer
!
ite breakfast
SHRmillions
EDDED
WHEAT

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
The Seal C9 Bakers of Ritz,Uneeda Biscuit
of Perfect BS|n
d other famous varieties
Baking ^ *
More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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Heaven." During the making of "Seventh
Heaven," she came down with flu and
couldn't seem to recuperate. Simone went
straight to Mr. Zanuck and asked him to
send Lee to the desert at her (Simone's)
expense. Lee was not to know, she explained, who had sent her. The girl was
sent to the desert and kept there, unknowing. A week later, Simone went to bed
with a case of flu. She had saved Lee
Frederick.
Herself she had not spared.
Simone had sent for tea and cakes. She
said, still perched upon the wall, "I like to
'piece out' with tea and cakes many times
a day. I am always hungry. That is why
I swim, play tennis and build this badminton court. This summer my secretary and
I will go to a house on the beach so that
I can swim all the time. I also have plans
to build a house here. I am nuts about this

Think! Has more than one day gone
by without adequate elimination?
If so, take Olive Tablets before you
turn out the bathroom light tonight.
Prescribed for years by an Ohio
physician, Olive Tablets are now one
of America's best known proprietaries— famous because they are so mild
and gentle.
Keep a supply always on hand.
Remind the whole family to think of
them on the second day. Three sizes:
15£, 30(5, 60fS— at all druggists.

FREE
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AND
HAY
FEVER
IF you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you
choke and gasp for breath, if Hay Fever keeps you
sneezing and snuffing while your eyes water and nose
discharges
fail trial
to send
once to
the Frontiercontinuously,
Asthma Co. don't
for a free
of a atremarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether you have
any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this
free
trial. you
If you
suffered
for a life-time
everything
couldhavelearn
of without
relief; evenand iftried
you
are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope, but send
today for this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.. 266-B FRONTIER BLDG.
462 NIAGARA ST.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
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Hollywood. Even though this Hollywood,"
she grinned, "thinks I am nuts, too."
I resumed my third degree. "I am told
that there is a scene in 'Seventh Heaven'
which shows you getting into^ bed. And
that you gave orders that the set was to
be strictly closed, no visitors allowed during the making of that scene. How come?
The Simone dissenters who heard about
this sniffed, of course, 'More tempera"That's so silly," said Simone comher mouth
"I do
not likement !'" to placently,
make
that full
kind ofof cake.
scene unless
I am as alone as I can be. I would feel too
public about a private scene. I could not
do it well, that is all."
I said, "There was the occasion of an
executive of your studio sending one of
your pictures to you to be autographed for
his personal use. You refused to autograph it. Isn't that biting the hand that
Simone
giggled. She pulled the blue ribfeeds
bon you?"
off her hair and shook out the bright
mass in the sunshine. She said, "It would
have' been biting his hand if I had autographed that picture. I have told them
I did not like that picture, that the lighting
was wrong and ver' ugly. I have told
them to destroy all the copies of that picture. They bring me down another and
I sign it very nicely and with affection.
That is reasonable."
"There was a black cat in 'Seventh
Heaven.' Someone tells me that you refused to allow the poor little thing to cross
the plank from one attic window to anscene.
Isn't
it beingothera during
littlethat
too particular
particular to
fuss about

I AM
as superstitious
'ell,"alley
laughed
"There were asseven
cats
cat?"
a Simone.
in 'Seventh Heaven,' cats of all sizes and
colors. I say that I will not have a black
cat cross my path. That is too bad luck.
Like I always step on a comb, when I drop
one, and make a wish. A broken mirror
would break my nerves, ummmm, like this !"
There is one thing sure — and that is that
there is no false pride in the bewildering
composite which is Simone. A member
of the Press was interviewing her one day.
Her mother's portrait was on a table in
the living-room. And the gentleman said,
half in fun, wholly, perhaps, in earnest,
"You don't interest me particularly, Simone,
but your mother — ah, there is a woman
of charm and beauty." Simone embraced
him, her eyes starred with grateful tears.
For she adores her mother.
There was the occasion when she was
seen entering the theatre where "Boy Meets
Girl" was playing. It was a first night.
She was with Jimmy Stewart. And Jimmy
was heavily, unhandsomely bearded. There
are girls who would have feared that
people might not understand and that
Jimmy had to be bearded for a sequence in
"Seventh Heaven".
Simone didn't care.

She understood.
"I am temperamental, but certainly," declared Simone, stretching herself lengthwise along the sunny wall, "if what you
mean by temperament is that I act how I
feel at the moment. How else should I
act? I can only act like me, not like Garbo,
nor Mrs. Simpson, nor Mrs. Roosevelt, or
others. I am me. I have to act like me.
"I do not understand those people who
copy-cat others. I think they are just like
children
their me'Follow
Why do playing
they want
to bethelikeLeader.'
every
other one? I think that Garbo and Dietrich
do very well and they are not like any other
ones. Marlene gave me good advice when
I first came here, and it was, a great deal
to stay myself. I have tried to follow it.
"When people are dull, routine people,
no one thinks they are intriguing. Non.
Thentheysay,
'Ahh,
a bore shrug
!' So their
why
do
raise
theirwhat
eyebrows,
shoulders and sigh like at a funeral, saying,
'That Simone Simon, she is so different!'?
"I act the way I feel the moment I feel
it. That is the explanation of me. If I
am hungry for my dinner at ten in the
morning, I have my dinner then. If I am
hungry for my breakfast at ten-thirty of
the night, I eat my breakfast then. When
I am sleepy, I sleep. I cannot be wide
awake and gay when I am sleepy, can I ?
"I do not go about slapping the faces of
people unless they slap mine first, if not
with their hands, then with their minds or
their eyes, which can be so much worse.
"If I am not happy, I do not act it. I
can act ways I do not feel when I am
working, though it is then very hard work
for me. But when I am not working, I
am not an actress. I am me. Happiness
is a real thing. You cannot fake it or it is
not gold.
"But when I am happy, I shout, I sing,
I say so. Like when they told me I was
to
playStewart
in 'Seventh
— and
withI
Jimmy
— I was Heaven'
excitingly
happy.
knew it was what you call over here 'the
chance of a lifetime.' So was Jimmy
happy. Every day I sent for bottles of pop
and cakes for him, for me and for all of
us. I had visitors on the set whenever
they came, except for that one scene. I
was very good, they tell me, as if they
were surprised. But it is easy, it is natural
for one to be good when one is so happy.
"I have gone out with Jimmy and I have
met his friends, John Swope and others.
I have gone out with John a lot of some
times. I am having a great lot of fun
here in Hollywood and so I am crazee about
this place. I like to have fun. The more
serious
things
about love,"
said her
Simone,
with sudden
seriousness
darkening
eyes,
"are not quite yet or now. I do not talk
about them.

THERE is most of the hurt of life from
not understanding, isn't that so? It was
harder for me at first, but it comes easier
now. I did not understand what people
would mean, they would talk so fast and
so loud ! I did not understand the way
people make their jokes over here. At
home, when we make a joke, it is about
some very funny thing and we laugh all
the time we are making it. But here they
say something seriously and it turns out
to be a joke all the time. Like last Christmas, Mr. Westmore said, veree sadly, that
he had got a lot of Christmas presents but
the one thing he wanted the most he did
not get — an electric train. I thought it
was very funny for a grown-up man to
want a toy train. But I thought it was
also too bad he did not get what he most
wanted. And men are like little boys, I
always know. So I went downtown, shop
around and buy him a train. And then
everyone laughed very hard and said he
was 'kneeding,' that he didn't really want
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one at all.
"I didn't understand how those people
I didn't know could call me so many
'sweethearts' and "darlings.' I could not
call a person 'sweetheart' unless my lips
were making an echo of my heart. It
sounded to me like taking holy things in
vain. Now 1 understand ; I do not mind
..anymore but I still cannot say them
myself.
"They tell stories with sharp fangs,
stories about people they really like. They
do not mean them. But if I say sharptoothed things I do mean them. I am in
a rage. I want to hurt or I do not say
thorn.
"I am trying all the time to make my
English and my understanding better. I
have radios everywhere. In my bedroom,
in my living-room, in my dining-room and
studio dressing-room and in my car. I can
listen all the time so that I can understand
better the American idiom. I can learn
to laugh at things the Americans laugh at.
"I have made many friends. I like to
give little dinner parties at my house. But
I just have to be like one and not like any
other, that is all," sighed Simone.

Long
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OFF
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MY CLOTHES
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Distance

Marriage
- (Continued from page 31)
Ann conceded. "Still, a band is a band,
and it's there in welcome. It's the spirit
of the thing that counts, don't you think?"
So it's as simple as all that, this being
happy though separated? Just marry a
bandleader
likesand
to lives
pay bills,
doesn't
like to writewholetters
in Chicago.
Well, not quite, Ann admitted. There
are a few little problems to iron out, a
few little annoyances to put up with, if
you want to make a howling success of it.
Things like the radio and telephone bills
and crank letters of advice and dirty
cracks by columnists.
TAKE her radio problem. Roger is on
a coast to coast hook-up twice a week
and broadcasts from Chicago every night,
but for the life of her, Ann can't tune him
in on her radio in her Beverly Hills home.
That's not an open invitation for radio
salesmen to come calling; Ann has a very
fine instrument.
She's just hexed.
"Everybody in Hollywood can get him
but me,"
she wailed.
I'm the
only
one
who really
cares. "And
It sounded
so fishy
to Roger the first time I admitted it, I've
had to resort to being a radio boarder."
In other words, twice a week she whizzes
over to Joan Bennett's house when Roger's
program is due. Joan has exactly the same
model radio as Ann, except for one thing.
It will bring in Chicago and Roger. So
willy-nilly, Joan has to listen to Roger to
keep peace in the Pryor household.
"Even when he comes in over a San
Diego station, I can't get him," Ann elaborated. "I have to get in my car and drive
to Telephone
Long Beachbills
to pick
him average
up."
of an
of $89
a month (that's only for her calls to him;
heaven
knows
what
Roger's
he
calls three
times
to her
one) are,
are since
another
little matter not easy to laugh off. Particularly when you have a hard-hearted
business manager, as Ann and Roger have,
who has the quaint idea that budgets
should be budgets, not just a pretty row of
figures under the heading, Out-Go.
It'sa asense
goodof thing
she and
Roger
have
humor that
as well
as common
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EYES..

How ugly they look . . . reddened and prominently
veined from late hours, over-indulgence, exposure
or overwork. But now . . . thanks to the discovery of
two prominent eye specialists you can make them

New Kind of Eye Lotion Wins Thousands
Amazing new formula . . . with an ingredient found
in no other eye lotion . . . acts in seconds to make
eyes clear-white. Makes tired, overtaxed eyes feel
so refreshed . . . almost instantly. With just a couple
of drops of EYE-GENE! Stainless as water. Now
used by thousands for clear, sparkling, wide-awake
eyes. At all drug, department and ioc stores.
1Good
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wnco
I HE graceful contour of your nails will show
to best advantage if shaped by a HENCO Nail
File. ..The HENCO Professional File is triple-cut,
giving finer teeth for smoother, faster cutting.
Keep one on your dressing table ... it makes
the daily manicure pleasant and
easy . . . and carry one of the
smaller HENCO files (in
sheath) in your pocket
or purse . . . Take full
advantage of the
i n e x p en s i v e
HENCO Aids
to beauty.

HENCO • Fremont, Ohio
Fine Cuflery for 50 years
Ask for HENCO Nail Files and Tweezers (10c) . . .
Manicure Scissors (20c). ..at drug and 5 & 10c stores.
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Smile on, Monsieur

Gravet!

Messieurs, the critics, find your first

Chorus
and the
Kingamong
titled.
picture well all
actors.Girl," they're
movie
as king
you "The
hailingAfter

horse-sense about another little matter—
her going out with men in Hollywood and
girls in Chicago — or the columhe with
nists of the nation would have had them
in the divorce courts long before now.
They made a pact, when time for the
first separation came, that neither should
curtail their social life or contacts just
because a minister had made them one and
their respective jobs of necessity made
again. That's why Ann is seen
them twonow
and then with a tall, dark,
dancing
and Roger with a cute,
handsome,
and
cuddly and blonde. It's all perfectly
proper and approved by all concerned.
And it doesn't mean that there's a rift
in the Sothern-Pryor menage. Just modern
marriage.

SPEAKING of warnings! What her
fans haven't predicted for Ann! She
was ruining her marriage. She was wreckthis noning her career. She should stop
sense, settle down and have babies. She
should let nothing stand in the way of
success. She was the courageous leader of
a new crusade. She was violating the
basic principles of wedlock. She should
be more strict with Roger. Roger should
be more strict with her. So on and so
on, far into the night. One went so far as
wasn't using her wedto suggest
orthodox manner, she send
the Ann
ding ring insince
it to the writer as a souvenir, and another
sent helpful hints about keeping her wedding veil in camphor balls.
"I finally figured out what to do with
all the suggestions," Ann said. "I take
the day's letters, curl up in front of the
fire, and make a tit-tat-toe pattern on a
piece of paper. I play the Pro idea against
the Antis. When I get three in a row
in the tit-tat-toe, I decide it's time to put
out the cat, wind the clock and dash into
bed.
said she had disthough, Ann
Seriously,
requisites for keeping
covered the essential
happy when circumstances force one to be

separated from the person to whom he or
she is married.
"First, you must have complete confidence in the integrity and honesty of the
other person, so that idle gossip, of which
there is bound to be plenty, cannot touch
you," she said. "To me, that is just part
of love. But if necessary, discipline yourself to this attitude.
NEXT,
keepCultivate
busy. Develop
smallin
talents.
a sincere your
interest
hobbies. For instance, I have been studying the operas and taking harmony lessons.
Keep physically fit by whatever sports appeal to you. Go out to parties, even if
you're the 'fifth wheel,' and go with the
idea firmly in your mind that you're going
to have a good time, not an oh-well-I-might
as-well-go complex.
"And whatever you ' do, avoid as the
me'
littleyour'poor for
self-sympathy
plague any
ideas.
If you
start feelingof sorry
For all her brave
front, and sensible atself, you're sunk !"
titude, Ann isn't any happier in her strange
situation than
marking
time you
and would
makingbe.theShe's
bestjust
of
things.
It's obvious
the way
she
rattles around
in her from
charming
English
house that it's much too big for one slender
girl. It shows in her lovely eyes when
she speaks of Roger and the "someday"
(maybe next summer) they'll be together
"for keeps," not just hectic »weeks sandwiched in between more hectic work. It
echoes hollowly behind her gay words and
bantering sure-I'm-happy manner.
In fact, just to watch her excitement
when the baggageman came for her three
trunks the night before she left for her
last visit with Roger (she was like a tenyear-old going to a Fourth of July picnic)
was the dead give-away.
it! This how to be happy though separated
was a swell story — and she was stuck with

What

I'll Teil

My

lost back
something,
the
of his that
mind he'd
if I always
opposed have
him. in
"I hope he'll be so well-balanced that
he won't fly off on any such tangents.
But when you are naturally emotional you
often can't help reacting strongly. It's
awfully hard to be discerning when you
are very young. Norman may — I hope
still may — just see that she's
but he
anot,sweet
young thing. He may not see
that she hasn't a brain cell working. That
she doesn't
howfriends,
to cook,
she'll
never
fit in know
with his
his that
ambitions.
He may be so desperately
won't wonder what they'll
they're tired of kissing,
support her if he loses his

out

scream

(Continued from page 43)

forth that you didn't suppose she would
wait,
have. Oh, you'll believe you can't You
11
my son. I've felt that impulsiveness.
all
it's
when
love
must seize
think you
ul ecstasy, that if you hesitate
wonderf
you'll lose that marvelous mutual glow.
doesnt
Well, you won't. For real loveyou
feel
fade in a year; if the passion
well out
so speedily,
willthecoolwhole
of
affair. then you're
"I don't," vowed Joan, "intend to expect too much of my son. I shall do what
I can to steer him to the right kind of
girl. But I consider it wrong of > parents
with a boy in love. I'll never
to interfere
threaten to cut off his allowance, or yank
try to make him
him away. Subtly I'd
realize himself, by comparison, that he
had chosen the wrong girl — if he did. But
I wouldn't be cruel. Because I can recall
what it means, that first love.
. "It brings a joy that one never experiences again. There's nothing grander !
And if you've guessed incorrectly you
emerge less selfish, more understanding,
more prepared — in fact — for life as it is.
You are grateful for a little gayety in
your heart ; you say to yourself, 'This is
it !'
appreciate
must with
and I then,
a happy
You
enterhour
marriage,
eyes open
to what you must do to preserve a perfect
companionship.
"Supposing my son is hurt when he
learns she isn't quite the ideal creature he
won't
And ofhe having
He'll survive.
anticipated.
have that resentment,
that sense
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I WISH I COULD DO SOMETHING ABOUT
MY FACE POWDER . IT MAKES ME
look either over "powdered or
i'm so ashamed
over-aged -

MY SKIN KEEPS BREAKING OUT- 1 KNOW
ITS AAY POWDER ! AND NO WONDER—
THE WAY IT FLAKES OFF-THOSE COARSE
HARD FLAKES GUT RIGHT INTO MY SKIN

THEY SAY THE RIGHT FACE POWDER
WILL SOFTEN THE LINES IN YOUR
FACE - OH! IF I COULD
ONLY FIND SUCH
A GLORIOUS
FACE POWDER

VEA GOOD
MIND TO TRY
■
^
ANOTHER
POWDER

WEEK

E- I'M NOT
TROUBLBLONDE
ANOTHEYR 100%
OR
EXACTL
THE LIGHT TOO! WISH
I COULD FIND A
SHADE THAT COULD N
TURN BACK THE YEARS
WITHOUT GIVING ME
THAT CHALKY, OVERPOWDERED LOOK ,

LATER

LUCKY ME ! I FOUND
THE PERFECT POWDER
WHEN I TRIED LOVELY
GET
5 SHADES
OF
DON'T YOU
LADY.ALLWHY
THIS LOVELIER POWDER.
SAMPLES
VANITYNOW
GENEROUS
are FREE!
!

smitten that he
talk about after
and how he'll
job.

NEVERTHELESS, I shan't lift a
finger to stop him once he's determined he can't live without her. I won't
be heart-broken, because it won't be my
privilege. He has his own life to lead and
I'm not under the delusion that I can
l
share it
himhas
; I'll
be gratefu
r with
whateve
time he
to spend
on me. for
If
she isn't the great love of his life, she'll
have taught him to be more discriminating,
to be a better husband for the woman he
ly senses is righte, for him. He'll
eventual
have
to realize,
sometim
not to expect
the impossible. . A good philosophy comes
only through experience. If he falls for
a girl who, in the eyes of the world, has
made mistakes, then it's entirely up to him
to decide whether she's worth his devotion.
"I'll tell him that quiet girls given to
drooping worthy,
their
always
that a eyes
laugh aren't
indicates
far trustmore
character
a titter.
I'll refined,
praise girls
who radiatethan
health,
who are
who
walk erectly. If she shakes hands as
though she meant it, she's more likely to
be
square-shooter.
I'll of
suggest
that are
he
notea whether
the whites
her eyes
clear, if her hair has a soft texture, and
if the inside of her pocketbook is always
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That glass went down easy, Deanna,
orderly. That may save him from a
sloppy wife.
"If she cries, 'Oh, I think babies are
too sweet !' she may be ga-ga. If she is
goingfact
to be
real mother, children.
she'll betrayIf
the
by aunderstanding
she should be near an accident and he
senses that she is saying a little prayer,
instead of merely being curious, he'll
know she's got a spiritual quality. And
he ought to look for this quality, as well
as for sincere compassion and capableness
— later on they count so much.
"To test a girl, entertain her inexpensively. Give her an opportunity to nag,
and to be jealous. Oh, you want her to be
flatteringly jealous. But not unreasonably so ! Maneuver her into the situations
she'll have to meet as a wife.
"Don't propose until you have a steady
salary and good prospects for the future.

Be

Sure

to get

wonderful

New

your

see what it does to you. Oh— oh, we knew it— there
fore marrying, if they promise to be pests.
It isn't fair to the girl.
"If he ever wants suggestions from me,
"A woman with a career, or a major
hobby of some sort, will make a better
I'll tell him to come to me privately. It
wife than one who has nothing to do in
would be so bad to drag me into an argument between himself and his wife. It
her spare time but go to bridge parties.
If she's at all clever she'll arrange her
would
women. be a sign he didn't understand
work so that it'll be through by dinner,
and it'll save her from becoming a bore.
"When you've quarreled, be- regular
WHAT
haven'tshall
told sit
youmyyet sonis
that I I never
about making up. Don't hang onto grudges.
down and lecture him like this ! I trust
Women don't want to be made miserable,
any more than men do.
I'll never deliver that stock line, 'Sen,
"I won't be a 'dear mama.' It isn't such
Mother knows best !' All these admonitions are to be inserted, casually, into
an extraordinary event to be a mother.
everyday conversation. Never talk to a
I'll tell him that in-laws shouldn't be alman obviously to improve him. Men hate
lowed in a home except by specific invitato feel bossed.
tion. They ought to have intuition enough
"Every day I make a point of recogto stay away until their company is renizing that this is my time with Norman.
quested. I'll be a guest, and not a fixture,
in my son's home, and I'll advise him to
Now he's my playmate, my doll. I exspeak frankly about his wife's in-laws bepect to have him for my own until he's
but wait till you

copy
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Two to one you miss it!
you go skipping that rope to a frazzle. Now, howz about high C for Ma Durbin?
all dressed up and her nose is well powambitions. Be sentimental, too; be^colortwelve; that's the deadline I've set. Then
be
it'll
aside;
ly
dered. However, you'd better horrify her
graceful
step
speech."
to
and
have
I'll
appearance
your
in
ful
But Mrs. Dick Powell was skipping
a tremendous effort, but when a boy gets
once in a dog's age.
an hour
something.
being
by provoke
It'll
her late
imagination. Suspense,
into his 'teens he no longer wants to be
for stuffiness.
stay
to
antidote
an
in small doses, is
"Your tips on how your son will be attied to apron strings. I want
"Girls
are
fussy.
They
like
a
man to have
shan't be
but beI burdened
possible,will
as long
tractive plus," I said. "What'll they be?"
young
thatasNorman
kittenish
so
fingernails and a well-scrubbed look.
clean
"Ho!" she exclaimed. "Now that's a
"I'll emphasize this to him: Charm in a
I'm already
with the task of sustaining poor mama's
giant offhand order. Still,a girl
lightis
sure of a few tips. When
man means poise, seasoned with politespirits. I shan't try to be as gay as his
from
ness. So I'll tell him that when he takes
match
the
take
Son,
cigarette,
ing
a
youth;
with
is
place
Youth's
girl friends.
her hand and do the lighting. That never
I'll have my own life to lead.
and doesn't like the steak, he
dining
her
shouldn't complain and scream at the
"I'm anxious to make life happy, not
introducing
When you'reable
fails to thrill.
to show
her make it an honor to be
waiter. When he's driving and someone
easy, for him. So I shan't hover over
her off, and to top it off as an event, you
him, attempt to hide the realities. Neither
cuts in on him, he shouldn't holler at the
other fellow. Women admire men who
a mother nor money can protect anyone
can go so far as to add a dash of a bow.
Discover her little mannerisms and label
Fate gives us all. I'll tell
from tothebe slaps
rudeness."
pettystrolled
above
into the room then.
areDick
Powell
grateful and considerate, never
him
them cute. Pay her unanticipated complinot
shall
I
granted.
for
hold
anything
to take
ments. And when you're dancing,
because — "
"I threw my first beau over
count on him being any nobler than I
winked at me.
and
doesn't
and
short
right
just
stopped
is
Joan
dress
her
so
her
I?
am able to be myself. Why should
hike up in the back. Be on time for your
demurely, "is
"But that," she murmuredi.^u^
■
m,
^
.e^ivcu
taie
a
6
sne
wnen
waiting
I'll
say,
'Don't
be
obsessed
by
material
detest
shell
she's
dates;
when
waiting
obsessed
be
detest
'Don't
say,
I'll
dates ; she'll
a tale reserved for my husband !"
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THIS FREE FLEISCHIVIANN
DANCE CARD FROM YOUR GROCER
Don't wait another day! Start
If your grocer has no Dance
Cards, save your 81 labels and
right now to save yeast labels for
send them in an envelope, or
the wonderful book of 20 dance
lessons by Arthur Murray!
pasted up on plain paper.
This book is not for sale. The
Address envelope containing
only way to get a copy is with
labels
to Fleischmann's Yeast,
Fleischmann Yeast labels.
701 Washington Street, New York
City. And be sure to include your
Just eat 3 cakes of Fleischname and address. (This offer holds
mann's Yeast daily for 27 days.
Save the label from each cake.
good until August 31st, 1937.)
Paste these on the free Fleisch(Details of securing Dance Book differ slight
mann Dance Card you can get
ly in states west of Denver and in Canada
see newspapers or ask your local grocer.)
from your grocer. Send it in.
GET

—

^cial

Dr. R. E. Lee, well-known physician, says:
STICK TO IT, and Fleischmann's Yeast will

help to correct ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."
• Important glands develop after the start of
adolescence — from about 13 to 25 years of age
— and final growth takes place. This disturbs
the entire system. The skin gets extra sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin, and unsightly

out.
pimples break
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast helps to free
your skin from pimples by clearing these
skin irritants out of the blood. Eat 3 cakes
hour before
every day— a cake about Viwater.
meals— plain, or in a little
ed
Copyright, 1937. Standard Brands Incorporat
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. . . Between You-'n'-Me-Ites, thanks loads for your grand response to
the popularity poll which ran in the January issue of Modern Screen.
From the tremendous number of returns received and your accompanying
notes, we gathered that jotting down your preferences was lots of fun for
you, not to mention the fact that watching the barometer go up and down
as the votes came in for this and that star and picture was fun for us, too.
And here, at last, are the star winnahs of this popularity contest!

FLAVOR

Best actor:
Fredric March

Best actress:
Norma Shearer

Most handsome:
Robert Taylor

Most beautiful:
Loretta Young

Best male singer: Best female singer:
Nelson Eddy
JeanetteMacDonald

Best child actor and actress:
F. Bartholomew, Shirley Temple

Best female dancer: Best male dancer:
Eleanor Powell
Fred Astaire

Most promising newcomers:
Simone Simon
Don Ameche

"So have I. It's a flavor that
fairly melts on your tongue
—a fresh pep and tang that
sends a tingle right through
you. That tight-sealed package keeps the gum chockfull of freshness and flavor.
Your digestion is stimulated
too;when busy days demand
quick eating, chew Beeman's
Pepsin for digestion."

AIDS
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Best musical

1936:
12
"Great Ziegfeld"

Life story choice:
Simone Simon
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Academy Award Choice:
"San Francisco"
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{Continued from page 8)
the requests are discurious to know how next
ten stars, just
tributed among the
send in your name and address, and I'll
for the next six months,
keep
at no you"
costinformed
to yourself.
SON JA HENIE (First printing ; total number
of requests 259.) How completely the movie
charmi
to Norway
taken
has na
publicballeri
by
ced ng
eviden
ice is 's
of the
little
group of anticithe large fans
that she
. patory
well
gathered euntoof herself
the release
in advanc
date of her first picture.
And believe you me, this
being a movie star be-a
fore you've appeared in
single picture is quite a
stunt— though, in Sonja
Henie's life story, merely
one among other miracles. Miracle, by the
way, Is just the word you need to describe
Sonja's achievements. Achievements such
as qualifying for her first Olympics at the
second in the world's
age of eleven, placing
n, and winchampionship matches at thirtee
ning the Olympic gold medal two years
later. Of course, Sonja is quick to tell
was absolutely nothing miyou that there
raculous about any of this. Just plain
hard work. That's her story.
At three, when most little shavers are
still a trifle too top-heavy to be graceful,
giving Pavlowa heavy competiSonja was
tion right in her own nursery- At four,
Mama Selma Nilsen Henie (sound Norwegian enough?) enrolled her gifted daughat
plugged
ter" in a ballet school. Sonjastrappi
ng on
ballet four years before ever
ted
pirouet
had
a pair of skates. After she
to her first Olympic laurels in 1928. Sonja
became Norwegian ambassador without
portfolio, her credentials being her skill
and her smile. She appeared at command
performances before most of the crowned
and "uncrowned" heads of Europe. She still
cherishes a diamond stick-pin presented
her by the ex-crown prince of the German
Empire. There came a time, however, when
Sonja tired of her knock-about career of
winning medals and decided she wanted
when
something more substantial. That's
No little
Darryl Zanuck signed her.
miracle itself! Sonja had already been
turned down by two other film companies.
And now, to forget for a moment the
o-irl's achievements, let me tell you a wee
bit about the girl herself. True to type,
she has deep blue eyes and sunny blonde
hair. Her favorite color is white (probably because it's so gay), and she likes
except
everything about her to be edwhite—
boy friend,
her very dark-haired, dark-ey
She's temperamental,is but
Tyrone' Power.
alno more than she should be, and
ways ready to listen to reason. Her next
picture Is "Thin Ice."
GRACE PETERKIN. Boston. Mass. : Sorry,
twentyGrace ! I'd like to tell you that theyour
girl
eight postcard requests you and
allfriends sent in for Bob Taylor break an cirtime record. Unfortunately, a staunch
holds
cle of Lew Avres' well-wishers still
the honors. They mobbed up on your poor
ix postInformation Desk Man with thirty-s
too— counted
cards. I'm sure of that figure,record,
ycu can
'em twice. But, record or no
s
be certain every last one of your request
will count and help Bob to catch up with
that fast-riding Autry gent in our Barometer
rating.
printed June 1930.
JANET GAYNOKof (Last
requests since then 268.)
Total number
with
Fate has danced a mad Apache dance
Gainer, in 1900,
r. Born Laura
Janet Gayno
the daughter of a simple
house painter, by 1926
the swirl of events had
tossed her on top of the
cinematic heap as Janet
milidol of
theIn the
Gaynor, lions.
twenty
intervened beyears that
tween house paint and
Fate'
grease
ies paint
rings
were ,prepa
cruelt
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We don't take the punch out of your smoke when we add menthol—we take the sting out. KGDLS are a championship blend of
reTurkish and Domestic tobaccos. The mild menthol acts as a
freshing flavor— like mint in chewing gum— it cools the smoke.
beautiful
Try a pack today, and save the coupons which bring you
premiums. Extra coupons in cartons. (Offer good in U.S.A. only.)
Brown & WilliamsonTobacco Corp.,P.O.Box 599,Louisville,Ky.
TUNE IN JACK PEARL (Baron Munchausen)
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P.M., E.D.S.T.
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Pi
Silverware— Oneida Cc . 800nunity
FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
coupons
Plate,
26
pieces,
for
6
.
.
B & W premium booklet. No. 14
COUPONS
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Luncheon Set — Pure linen; hand embroidered. 3colors . . . 225 coupons
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her for the bounty that Pate had in store
for her. Hardships moulded the soft, ultrafeminine Laura Gainer into that fascinating combination of girl and woman which
is the secret of her appeal. Poverty ;
wrangling parents, who Anally divorced
each other; a second father; a gypsy life
from town to town in search of a livelihood ;all those wrenching uprootings, from
which the adolescent child should be
shielded, were the lot of Laura Gainer. And
that is the reason that she is today a great
actress, whose emotional depth and richful. ness keep her eternally young and wistThe story of how she became an actress
is the sort of tale that makes you believe
that we mortals have no control over our
own destinies, that success is purely a matter of good or bad fortune. Janet Gaynor
never dreamed of becoming an actress.
"Jonesy," her doting foster-father had
seen his girl do little impersonations,
and had sensed .rather than understood her
greatness. It was the serene faith of this
good man that gave Janet the strength to
carry on during two hopeless years as an
extra. Then, in a day, without warning,
success came. Through her friend, Marian
Nixon, she was assigned a part in the Pox
epic, "The Johnstown Flood." It was then
that Fox saw in her what "Jonesy" had
sensed. She was cast in "Seventh Heaven,"
opposite Charlie Parrell, and the nation
saw what Fox had seen. Success did not
offer a solution to Janet's life problems.
The very emotional fire that was the basis
of her screen appeal was the evil genius of
her private life, and later involved her in
serious difficulties with her studio. When
she married Lydell Peck, she wounded
■ deeply the thousands of her followers who
had so fondly expected her to wed Charlie
Parrell. Somehow, the disappointment of
the fans threw a pall over her marriage.
It ended in divorce. When Fox reorganized,
and her friend, Winfield Sheehan, was
dropped from the staff, she suddenly resigned from the
of "Way Down East."
Her decision
cost cast
Pox a quarter of a million
dollars. She retired for a short time to
Honolulu, until called back by M-G-M to
do "Small Town Girl," with Bob Taylor.
Since then she has made several pictures.
She is appearing currently in "A Star is
Born," with Predric March.
MILLIE PARETO, Atlanta, Georgia : Tour information isabsolutely correct. In his next
picture Gene Autry will sing a. song composed by a lifer in the Oklahoma State
Penitentiary. You'll never know the composer's name, though. He'll be identified
solely by his penal number. It seems there's
an Oklahoma law prohibiting the exploitation of any state prisoner's name.
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NINO MARTINI (First printing; total number of requests 378.) Nino Martini was
born in Verona. He's the second Verona
home town boy to make good. The first
was Romeo. Nino should
know more about love
than Clark Gable and
Casanova put together —
and no doubt does. His
father was caretaker of
the very tomb in which
Romeo and Juliet have
lain these
centuries. Nino many
might have
a**
been a caretaker himself,
reminiscing to tourists on the glory that
was Verona, puffing abstractedly on his
pipe. The trouble was that his voice was
so beautiful, and none of the good people
of Verona would let him smoke a pipe.
That's what decided him against the caretaking business. When Nino's father died,
the boy was adopted by a Signor and Signora Zenatello, both of them singing teachers. That started him off on the right track.
Up every morning at six, plenty of scales,
arpeggios, and spaghetti, and no red wine.
By
the time
Ninohope.
was twenty,
was Italy's
operatic
white
He had healready
sung
the role of the Duke in "Rigoletto," and
was
to do about
the lead
"I Puritani."
The engaged
funny thing
thisinrole
was that,
prior
to
Nino's
performance,
the
opera
been shelved for some seventy years, had
the
reason being that no tenor had been found
in all that time who could reach all the high
notes in one of the arias. You can imagine

the skeptical sort of audience Nino faced
on the opening night. Especially the critics,
who were just a bit peeved at the young
man's sudden prominence. But Nino disappointed the critics, satisfied the male
audience, and simply panicked all the
ladies.
Before long, people were drinking champagne toasts to Nino in every European
language, not to mention the dialects. It
was in Paris that Jesse Lasky heard him
and signed him to work for Paramount.
Nino came to America, but couldn't "spika
so good de Inglish ;" so, after appearing
in a few inconspicuous shorts, he sailed
back to learn more about our language.
America decided then and there that Nino
could learn all the English he might need
right here. Back he came, sang with the
Philadelphia Opera, then over the Columbia network, then with the Metropolitan
Opera. And now RKO-Radio has a lien on
the young man of Verona, and will hold
on to him, if they know what's good. He's
to do "Born to Sing."
SHARON MULDOON, Hopkinsville, Kentucky :
Though Jean Harlow has a very musical
speaking voice, she doesn't sing. However,
you weren't seeing pink elephants when yon
thought
you heard
in "Reckless."
She was going
throughherallsing
the motions,
while
Virginia
Verrill,
of
radio
fame,
did the actual vocalizing.
GINGER ROGERS (Last printed November
1936. Total number of requests since then
289.) It was a strange game that Ginger
Rogers' father and
with
theirmother
baby played
daughter.
Something like football.
Ginger was the ball. The
idea was to gain possession of the baby and then
run. uredGains
in miles,were
and meastime
was kept in months. The
game fore
started
beGinger shortly
was born,
July 16, 1911, when Lela
McMath ran away from her husband, Eddins, so that she might give birth to her
child alone. After the birth, she rejoined
Eddins to let Ginger have the benefit of
a father. But the old friction persisted,
and one fine morning Lela marched out of
Eddins' life for good, taking Ginger with
her. Working in a hotel as a public
stenographer, she kept Ginger alongside
her desk in a clothes basket. From this
basket the child was stolen. Whereupon
Lela stole her right back, later scoring
heavily at the divorce proceedings, when
she was granted custody of Ginger for every
day of the week except Sunday. The rules
of this Eddins vs. Lela game were lax, and
on a certain Sunday, McMath failed to return Ginger to her mother. This time
McMath was tackled not far from the
goal line. He was on the point of entering Ginger
when Then,
Lela's ever
detectivesincaughta upconvent,
with him.
so suddenly, the game ended. McMath died.
Meanwhile, Lela had married John Rogers,
Fort Worth newspaper man. She herself
entered the field of journalism, becoming
dramatic editor of the Fort Worth paper.
Ginger used to tail her mother on her
various assignments, thus laying the foundation for her later association with the
stage. At fourteen, a Charleston contest
which Ginger won made the association permanent. She was awarded a four weeks'
tour as part of her prize. Sacrificing her
own work, Mrs. Rogers traveled with her
daughter as combination manager, chaperone, and spiritual adviser. She stayed
on in this triple capacity, guiding Ginger's
dancing steps unerringly to Hollywood.
On her way up the ladder, Ginger married,
a hasty affair, just as hastily dissolved.
Her first Hollywood romance was with Director Mervy Le Roy. For two years gossips predicted a wedding, but Fate and Lew
Ayres
otherwise.
Ginger's
to
Lew decreed
was based
on a great
love, marriage
and the
fire of that love has left glowing embers.
Though the two were poorly suited to each
other, their separation has left both of them
with regrets. Since leaving Lew, Ginger
has tried to forget, by working harder than
ever before. Her current picture is, "Shall
We Dance?"
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MARIAN KRANTZ, Springfield. Ohio : Thanks
for your Mickey Mouse request. Mickey has
the only
quite a biography, but so far you're be
gratiperson that seems to care.gotYou'll
a real sympafied to know that you've
thizer in Dowager Queen Mary of Great Britain. She's made the request that whenever
she attends the cinema, the program be extended to include one of Mickey's films.
CONNIE BAKER, Davenport, Iowa: Yes, sir.
Sidney Mitchell's dediLew Pollack's and
cation of their song, "Five Little Peas m
a Pod" to the Dionnes has caused quite a
delightful flurry among the chubby little
tots. And leave it to those wide-awake
quints to do the ladylike thing in return.
To the nice messieurs, each of Mamma
Dionne's five movie queens has presented an
elegant, autographed picture of herself.

Man-About-Town
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(Continued from page 33)

"Toast
in his dressing-room on the set of Edward
New York," which stars
of
Arnold and Frances Farmer.
One has the conviction when talking
with Cary Grant that his habitual attitude
of extreme nonchalance conceals a steellike strength, potentially tigerish ; that his
casualness conceals a stern, satiric mmd.
His flippancy, it is easy to believe, is the
scar tissue protecting some well-hidden
hurt. One feels in him a bitter contempt
for all that is phony, shallow and false,
and a rich, hot reverence for that which
is honest and sound.
(
His
d.'
"aroun
said,
He had been, as he
paternal grandfather, Percival Leach
later Sir Percival Leach, was a wellknown English stage actor. His father
was in the clothing business, and felt that
his son should carry on in it. But Archie
Leach would have none of it.
"They asked me to change my name
when I came to Hollywood, even though I
had used my own name on the New York
stage. I changed it. After all, can you
blame them?"
the young, dark Archie was
WHEN
twelve he invented a new theatrical
lighting effect. He took it to the manager
of the Princess Theatre in Bristol, England, his birthplace. The management
gave him permission to install it. He did.
He came into contact with stage people
and realized that these were his own
people and that he was, at last, at home.
He wanted to go on the stage then and
there. His father objected. Young Cary
and joined Bob Pender's acroran away
batic troupe. He did eccentric dancing,
clown routines, stilt acts and acrobatics.
He liked the show business.
Finally, his father took him home, but
when he was fifteen he ran away again
to join the same troupe. He was homesick for the people he'd grown fond of.
This time his father conceded the battle
to heredity. For a year Cary appeared
as they
with the "knock-about" comedians,
His career had
were known in England.
begun and he knew it. He had ups and
He went to America with the
downs.
Pender troupe and played the Hippodrome
in New York for two years. He returned
to England and spent two years in stock
and developed his voice. He returned to
New York to appear in "Golden Dawn."
Night'1
lead in "WonderfulSmith
He had the opposite
in
Queenie
and played
1931,
of
summer
the
In
Singer."
"Street
re Comhe joined the St. Louis Repertoioperettas
.
pany and had the lead in twelve
and made
He returned to Broadway
"Nikki," with Fay Wray and Kent Douglass, playing the part Richard Barthelmess
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thorough cleansing is the most
important step in complexion care.
A simple step, too, since Daggett & I
««Jfrr 6
§||f
Golden
Ramsdell created the new clhnr
m±
nt
more
Cream-a
Cleansing
IIF
1
skin cleanser could not be obtained.

"

New kind of cleansing
Golden Cleansing Cream contains a ■Jfc^'r«'>.11(,,f
remarkable new ingredient, colloidal
amazing power to rid
with ofan dirt,
gold, pores
skin
make-up and other -t qq
tjssue- Then cleanse with
impurities. You can't see or feel this g^en Cleansing Cream. On the tiscolloidal gold, any more than you gue yQU wiji £n(j more dirt-brought
can see the iron in spinach. But its {rom pore depths by this more effecspecial action makes Golden Cleans- tive cieansing.
ing Cream more thorough than ordi- rpry jt tonjght> See for yourself how
nary cleansers, and tones and invigor- fresn and clean Golden Cleansing
ates skin tissues meanwhile.
Cream leaves your skin. You'll find
this new cream at your drug or deMake this simple test
store for just $1.00.
Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe partment
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the Bride-to-be,
and the Bridle of
\esten]ear
"Here comes the Bride" their think $(rl£$*
Ma'^
of Orange Blossoms - . and youdelicate
loveliness, and subtle fragrance. In perfect keeping is Bo-Kay Orange Blossom
Talcum — feather-textured, refreshing,
silky-smooth — the romantic product she
will want later, too, to keep that "bridalday-freshness" always!

^Blossom Talcum

L /i/O'io,,,
packagel
Co.
Bo-KaysonvPeilrfleum. eHa.
Jack

At all iOc stores,
in generous sized,
attractive package.

The Superfine Talc TestgE
Rub a little Bo-Kay Orange
Blossom Talcum between the
sensitive backs of your hands.
Note its satin-smoothness, and
freedom from grit.

fG,TI
|c^el'c$
Talcum
MADE e
IN
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did on the screen.
Then lie took a tramp automobile trip
to Hollywood. He was tuning up the
motor to drive back when he met an executive from Paramount, took a screen test,
and the blood of Sir Percival had come
into its own.
There were interims when he waited
on table, was broke, went hungry, sold
magazine subscriptions. There were times,
here in Hollywood, when he felt discouraged and disheartened, ready to chuck
it all and go back to New York. He
didn't go.
"I'll tell you what I really care about,"
Cary said, suddenly, sitting fully erect for
the first time, eyes coal-black in the lean
tan of his face. "I care about my work.
I love acting. I'm proud of being an actor. I'm proud when I can say 'we
actors.' They're the grandest people in
the world. They're colorful. They're
loyal. They're exciting.
"We play doctors, priests, explorers,
fools, old men, young men. We know the
pulse beats of comedy, tragedy, buffoonery.
We play down-and-outers, adventurers,
scientists, men of all nations, times and
tempers.
"Yeah, actors are glamorous and vital
and grand. They make mistakes, but
they're darn human mistakes. It is the
ballooned publicity of Hollywood, however, which makes it appear next-door to
criminal.
"I love Hollywood. I know what critics
say of us. That we talk too much about
ourselves, that we talk about our work to
the exclusion of everything else. We have
no other interests. No? Well, I don't
need any other. If you love what you're
doing, you want to talk about it. I am
bored stiff if I have to be with people who
don't know anything about Hollywood or
the movies. I'd even rather play at casting 'Gone With the Wind' for the ninetieth
time than not talk - pictures at all."
"To what," I said, "do you attribute the
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from

fact that you've had such an upgrade in
your career in the past couple of years?"
T'M wavering past youth," grinned
*■ Cary. "That's the answer. I've passed
the juvenile stage. The hardest and most
thankless work on stage or screen is that,
of the juvenile who always 'gets the girl.'
When you play a character part, you can •
sport a scar on your kisser or you can
make faces. If you play a definite, though
peculiar, character you can make up any
kind of a walk, strut, or swagger. But
there's nothing the poor paper doll of a
juvenile can be but himself. And the most
embarrassing role to play is— yourself.
You have neither character make-up nor
clever lines to help you. All you can hope
is that there may be some new intonation
to put into the words, T love you.' When
you play a character you are without consciousness of self, and you get lines to
speak. You've got to be able to forget
yourself.
can only pose. Characters canJuveniles
act.
"I got my first break as the slick cockrogue about
in 'Sylvia
prettyney low
it all Scarlett.'
before that.I'd been
"Yeah," grinned Cary, while the smoke
from his cigarette played shadows on his
mobile face, "I'm wavering past youth
and glad of it. As I fumbled through that
tolerant
I used to I'm
be. a Ilotused
yquth, I now
lived than
and learned.
"moreto
condemn, get sore, harbor gcudges. But
Man-about-town is too frivolous a title
for Cary Grant. Tall, dark and handsome
—noyesmore."
; matrimonially unattached — yes ;
once burned, twice shy — quite likely ;
rumored to be beauing Ginger Rogers —
why not? seen at this party and that —
quite likely ; debonair, casual, sleek and
nonchalant — oh yes but more than these
things he is a man with a passionate purpose, a love for his work and his fellow
workers, which is the stuff of which all
leaders are made.

All

Angles

{Continued from page 45)
hair and backs, both neglected portions of
the beauty anatomy. And there are elbows, too. Just give them a good allowance of cold cream now and then to keep
them smooth and white. And rub your
arms, clear up to your shoulders, with
your hand lotion occasionally, to keep them
smooth and white, too.
And — er — oh, yes — remember that other
people can see behind your ears, even if
you can't. I'm not implying that you forget to wash behind your ears as you did
when you were little girls. But I am saying that the skin behind the ears is soft
and
tender,
bit of
oily secretionandinoften
that there's
part of quite
the askin,
so

For that smart and well-groomed look . . . look to
your eyebrows! Are your brows too heavy? "Tweeze"
out the extra hairs with WIGDER Tweezers. Are they
uneven? WIGDER Tweezers quickly bring them into
line. These tweezers work like a charm because
they're as carefully made as a fine watch. Their special Finger-Rest Grip with light, firm spring tension
makes "tweezing" quick and agreeable. The jaws
are
come"criss-crossed"
out easily. to give a firm grip — hence hairs
On sale at all drug and
5 and 10 cent stores.
NEWARK
I NEW JERSEY c^uallti] ccufci no mxAz
NAIL FILES » TWEEZERS « NAIL CLIPS • SCISSORS
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it wouldn't hurt a particle to do behind the
ears with a spot of astringent now and
then to ward off the blackhead menace. And
(no, I the
ain't
as the
we throat
gals getis
older,
skinfinished
at the yit!)
base of
inclined to get red and weather-beaten.
Right
where beneath
that bonetheis.skin
Thereat isn't
much
fatty tissue
this point,
you see, so we must supply the fat from
without, by way of plenty of cold cream.
When one gets a facial at the snooty beauty
parlors, the beauty operator always cold
creams her customer clear down to the
chest. 'Twould be a- swell idea if you'd
give yourself a home facial and be as
thorough about it.
Now I'm going to head off on another

do with our faces and our bodies that
makes us more or less beautiful. On pages
44 and 45 there are some pictures of Hollywood ladies. One of them — Madeleine
Carroll — is a real beauty. The others are
charming, piquant, attractive and you can
add half a dozen more desirable adjectives,
too,
they asdon't
the authentic
beautybutclass
does fall
Missinto
Carroll.
Never
mind ; all four serve us with the examples
we need.
The example we get from Madeleine is
that she does not consider beauty sufficient.
How many times have you run up against
an exceedingly pretty or even downright
beautiful girl who apparently assumed that
she needn't bother to be smart or sweet or
charming or amusing — that her beauty was
enough? The most beautiful girls who
ever wandered out Hollywood way have
almost without exception become "alsorans," while less strictly beautiful folks
like Shearer and Harlow and Loy have
taken one part good looks and one part
charm and intelligence and fixed up a
recipe for success. Madeleine Carroll
seems to be an exception to this rule.
You've seen informal snapshots of Madeleine, haven't you? And she's always beautifully groomed, isn't she? And usually
very
conservatively
isn't lines,
she ?
That is to say, she dressed,
sticks totoo,
simple
good materials, and despises the gadget
and the gew-gaw.
A good rule for every-
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body, but a particularly good rule for
pretty girls, and especially pretty, blonde
can so easily look flashy and
girls, who
rdressed.
ove
_ ,. ,
And then there is Deanna Durbin, who
looks really pretty when she sings, 1and
so serves us with another example. ve
seen her in a broadcasting studio, where
there is no chance to "dub in" the voice
know what I'm talking
separa
mayI not be able to sing a note
You so
abouttely,
lt physical
but wait, there are other difficu
activities which this example will serve to
look when you
point up, too. How do you when
you eat?
talk? How do you look
learn to
s
singer
e
suppos
you
do
how
And
sing in the first place, without making
funny faces? They practice in front of
You praca mirror, that's what they do.
tice talking and, yes, even eating in front
of a mirror once in a while, even if you
do feel sorta silly, and see if you cant
any unpleasant or un-charming facorrect
cial mannerisms you may have.
I've picked Sonja Henie and Barbara
The
Stanwyck for examples of body grace.tively
one a dancer on ice— and superla
graceful — and the other not a dancer, but
s diffiremarkable for the way she manage
cult costumes and difficult situations in her
pictures. Of course, I want you all toy have
the best-looking figures you possibl can
e. But, while you're waiting for diet
acquir
and exercise to reduce you or build you
be learning to
up you can, meantime, best
advantage.
handle your body to its

posture? Can you walk
HOW'S s your
acros the room with a couple of
good-sized books on your head and keep
the books from falling off? Add that to
your exercises; nothing else I know aboutin
makes for greater balance and grace
If you're sitting down reading
walking.
this article, as I presume you are, see if
nly
your head is ducked forward in ungai
fashion. And how about the stomach; is
Lots of us can
it poked out in a lump?
when we're
hold the middle in well enough down
oof !
standing up, but when we sit lot of— good
We forget about it and undo a
Sit back so that your rear end
work.
touches the back of your chair. Hold your
— don't Andyounowslump
you ine.
to magaz
up the
magaz
get
to meet
down ine
s
acros
walk
and
e
minut
a
for
up again
the room. See if you use all of your foot
and the muscles in your legs. Do you
at once? That's
foot down
your down
put
on your heel and then
. ofCome
wrongall
foot. And put
your
bend onto the ball of
I can't
es ,into
leg muscl
your you,
but
do that,
to too.
howplay,
on paper
tell
you'll feel it all right yourself and it's easy
ng habits
g walki
ct ntrat
wronion.
to corre
"enou
your
Point
of conce
with gha bit
a little.
out
toes straight ahead, or toe
Swing from vour hips, but don't swing
ence,
your hips themselves. There's a differ
and
and the latter method ain't refined
ladylike. Pull the turn in as flat as you
can, and pull the rear in as tight as you
can, as if you were going to be spanked.
If you'll keep your chin up and your
shoulders back, the bustline will automatically lift itself, and that never hurt anybody's figure.
before, you can't be expected
As I said
to think about yourself every minute of
the time. Nobody, least of all your friend
M. M., would wish it. But you can, when
or sitting alone give
you're walking alone good
posture habits
a little attention to
a while they'll become as unconand after
scious as breathing.
And, again, don't assume that if you
look okay front view— and usually from
up— that everything's dandy.
the shoulders mirror
is an invaluable aid to
A full length
the difficult beauty
and
good grooming
angles. You can buy inexpensive long mir-
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You

Who,

me?

NO,

I CANT.

"Why

her, Edith"

tell

Never!

TELL

YOU

should

Lei Jane

HER,

I ? Anne's

will
JOAN must be told! But who
der
won
No
?
how
—
and
tell her
each one of her friends tries to
pass the problem on to the next one!
It's a hard, thankless thing to tell a
girl that she is personally unpleasant
to be with on account of underarm

tion odor. It seems inexcusperspira
able that she should have to be told,
in these modern days !

It's so unnecessary to offend in this
way. For you can be safe all day, every
day, in just half a minute. With Mum!
Harmless to clothing. You can use this
dainty deodorant cream any time, you
know — after dressing, just as well as
before. For it's perfectly harmless to

do

H

MADGE

the

one

clothing. Mum is the only deodorant
which holds the Textile Approval Seal
of the American Institute of Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the
skin, tor. You can shave your underarms and use Mum at once.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Another important thing — Mum does
not prevent the natural perspiration
itself — just the unpleasant odor of
perspira
you making it uncomfortable
Are tion.
for your friends by your own carelessness? Play fair with them and yourself

by making Mum a daily habit. BristolMyers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
LET MUM HELP IN THIS WAY,
TOO. Use Mum on sanitary napkins and enjoy
complete freedom from
worry about this source
of unpleasantness.

MUM

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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Are your eyes as thrilling as you would
like them to be? Do they fascinate men and
cast a spell of romance? You can make your
eyes sparkling and alluring so easily « so
quickly-- with WINX Eye Beautifiers. A few
strokes of WINX Ma scara, and your lashes
become long, dark, curling, silky. Your eyes
look large and starry in a I ovely natural way!
Be sure it is WINX Mascara, for WINX is
absolutely harmless, non-smarting and tearproof -- in solid, creamy, or liquid form.
Your WINX Eyebrow Pencil makes even
the scantiest eyebrows graceful and flattering. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow, applied
to your eyelids, brings out the color of your
eyes and makes them sparkle tantalizinglyl
For eyes that men adore, start using WINX
today! In economical large sizes at drug
and department stores;
generous purse sizes
at all 1 0 cent stores.

"Paintin9" y°ur
m
4^
miw
C*
^^
''s
*^\
lJ
iiiiliili shoes. Clean
B^
them white safely with Shu-Milk
SEE PAGE

I09

2. No waiting to dry. ^^Mj^
3- Can be used right after shaving.
4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.
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rors which can be attached to the back of
a door. You could do some of your exercises in front of it and see how you're
progressing. You could turn yourself sidewise and see if that dress, which looks so
chic up top, doesn't maybe cling a bit too
tightly about the hips or beneath the sitting
down place, as dresses are apt to do after
a trip to the cleaner. You may or may
not know that a good cleaner can stretch
a dress enough for practical purposes in
the exact spot where you want it stretched.
He can also shrink a dress in the same
spot. I'm the first one to admit that it takes
a little trouble to see to these things, yes,
but it is worth it.
Now, children, mama has a small present for you. How'd yuh like to get in on
the ground floor on a new face
powder —
five swell shades to experiment with and
no cost? This powder contains a new ingredient which the manufacturers call,
with
pardonabl
e pride, balmite. It's a soft
base which makes
the powder go on soft
as anything and does away with that
powdery look. Paris still screams that
faces should have a dull finish — what they
call a "masque" finish. This powder
achieves it, and the shades really are swell.
The powder is uniformly colored, too — no
whitish particles mixed in with the rachel,
or whatever. I'll send you a sample of
each of the five shades if you are interested. And if you are interested, every-

Naughty

39(f a jar

body, address your request for these
powder samples to Beauty Department,
Modern Screen Magazine, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. In fact, there's
a coupon below for the purpose. You
needn't send a stamp or a return envelope
nor any money. Just your request, and
please write your name and address plainly
on the coupon. Please address all other
questions and requests to Mary Marshall,
M odern Screen Magazine, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. — and enclose
the usual stamped, addressed envelope.
Beauty Department,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave..
New York. N. Y.
Please send the samples of the
powder recommended by Mary Marshall, at absolutely no cost to me.
Name.
Street Address
City

But

State.

Nice

(Continued from page 40)
producer considered her too sweet.
WHEN
testing Broadway
for the stage
production
of the famous
play
"Children's Hour" began, Bonita was but
one among hundreds of children who had
been called in to try out for the role.
William Wyler, the director, and Mr. Goldwyn, remembering her performance as the
younger sister of Eric Linden, in "Ah,
Wilderness," thought her much too sweet
for such a vengeful role.
Then Lillian Hellman saw Bonita's tryout and hesitated before dismissing her as
unsuitable. Lillian Hellman was the authoress of "Children's Hour," retitled
"These Three" for the screen, and she had
in her mind's eye just the child for that
Mr. Goldwyn called Bonita in to her
office,
part. interviewed her at length, and still
not convinced that she was suitable for the
role, asked her, "Do you think you could
enact the role of such a mean person?"
Bonita expressed the certainty that she
could and then added that she would do her
best. She tells the story in her own words,
"I might
passed She
by ifseemed
it hadn'tto
been
for have
Miss been
Hellman.
think that I could do the part. Mr Wyler
and Mr. Goldwyn both thought I was too .
sweet. But, finally, Miss Hellman was
so convinced that she persuaded Mr. Goldstudy.wyn to give me the script to take home and

1. Cannot irritate skin, iwSsS^^gSp^i
cannot rot dresses. SSsS£SiS§2f
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"I read the part that night and knew
right then and there that the part of Mary
Tilford was one that I wanted very badly.
I studied the script hard. I returned several days later and read through the part
for Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Wyler.
"Then Mr. Goldwyn said to me, 'Bonita,
will you please leave the office ? We want
to "Of
discuss
you.' I was very nervous and
course,
excited and couldn't stand still until they
called me back. Then Mr. Goldwyn asked
for me.
As I walked into his office he

got up from his chair and handed the
script back to me. He said, 'Here, Bonita,
the part is yours.' That was about the
happiest
moment
of my life."
Receiving
honorable
mention in the
Academy Awards last March for her work
' in
"These
little
Bonita.Three" was a signal honor for
Bonita herself likes "meanie" roles. She
thinks that they furnish a greater acting
opportunity than the roles of . goodyknow
that she
nice her
parts,public
too. "to
goodies.
But cansheplay
wants
In herroles
ownvery
words
she But
says,I "I
meanie
much.
do like
not
want to be typed. I want to do all sorts
SHE
began resemblance
her screen career
because
of
roles."
marked
to Ann
Hard-of
ing. She appeared in "Westward Passage" in 1931 and in "The Life of Vergie
Winters," three years later. In both pictures she was Ann Harding's daughter.
In
1932
had a part
in "Silver
Dollar,"
and in theshefollowing
year
played the
part
of Diana Wynyard and Clive Brook's
daughter in "Cavalcade." Then she got
a part as Eric Linden's pesky kid sister in
"Ah, Wilderness," her biggest role up to
that time.
Some time ago when Bonita was lunching in the RKO-Radio Commissary, where
many of the stars eat, with her mother
and a friend, Katharine Hepburn saw her.
She left her table and walked over to
Bonita. She took one long look and then
said, "Aren't you the little girl who
Bonitain answered
in the affirmative.
played
These Three?"
Miss Hepburn looked at Bonita for a
long time and then uttered in a surprised
voice, "I didn't think you were so sweet,
The next moment she ran out of the
Commissary and left Bonita completely bewildered and dumbstruck.
Bonita."
And so overcome with the child's sweet-
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from a moment's look, was
gleaned
ness,
ne Hepburn, that she arranged to
Kathari
have Bonita play a part in "Quality
Street."
Bonita has found it difficult to convince
not only her fans and her friends of her
directors and progood temperament, butstory
which she tells
ducers as well. The
about how she had to convince one. producer that she could be effectively nasty and
ill-mannered in spite of her pleasing offstage personality, is paralleled with another incident that she tells of how she
convinced another one she could play the
role of a nice girl, too.
Several months ago, when RKO-Radio
started casting for "Make Way for a
Lady," the name of Bonita Granville was
presented to Producer Zion Myers as a
possibility. There was one child role, a
younger sister of Anne Shirley.

SCREEN

UP

MAKE-

REVOLUTIONIZED!

MR. MYERS, it is reported, gave
Bonita a great deal of thought, and
then said to the casting director, "She'll
never do. Do }rou mean to tell me that
that brat can act the role of a nice child?
Why, in 'These Three' she was nothing
She'll never do."
but meanness.
The studio continued looking about for a
child star for the part. Finally Vivian
Cosby, a writer-friend of Mrs. Granville,
who knew Mr. Myers very well, decided
to try her luck at convincing the producer
of The
Bonita's
versatility.
authoress
and the little star called
on Mr. Myers. Nothing about the part
for "Make Way for a Lady" was discussed. Miss Cosby had decided beforehand that Mr. Myers would have to make
the decision on the basis of what he saw,
when he saw Bonita personally.
The three talked about everything under
the sun except the picture scheduled to go
into production shortly.
Bonita must have had an idea of how
she had impressed Mr. Myers because
after cordial greetings had been exchanged,
as the writer and her young friend were
about to leave, she turned about suddenly
and asked, "Now, honestly,^ Mr. Myers,
don't you think I'm a nice girl?"
Mr. Myers was a little nonplussed for
a moment, but he did feel that Bonita was
very sweet and attractive. So he answered
in all honesty, "Yes, Bonita, I think you
areThe
a very
girl." broke the air like a
next nice
question
bombshell.
"Well, then, Mr. Myers, why can't I
have the part of Anne Shirley's younger
think I'm sweet?"
you really
sister,
Mr. if
Myers
was too taken back to do
much of anything except laugh. He paused
for a moment and then answered, "Well
Bonita. maybe you can do the part. It's
Rehearsals had hardly begun before
yours."
Bonita was called to Paramount, according
to the stipulations of a previous contract,
to appear in "Maid of Salem." In this
picture she enacts the role of a highstrung,
neurotic child who always feels that she is
bewitched. Bonita almost got a "nice girl"
part when "Maid of Salem" called her into
the "meanie" class again.
But there was to be a splendid consolation for Bonita at RKO-Radio. She
was given a fine role in "Plough and the
Stars," starring Barbara Stanwyck and
Preston Foster.
And whereas she throws fits and sees
ghosts
Bonita
the kindin of"Maid
role of
for Salem,"
which she
had plays
been
striving so long in "Call It a Day," a
light comedy about the life of a small,
average family on the first day of Spring.
Bonita, as an artistically-inclined youngster, tucks the picture under her arm and
steals everything from Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, and Alice Brady.

LADY

ESTHER

MAGICAL

ANNOUNCES

SHADES

Two Amazing New Shades That Are Literally Transforming in the Beauty They Give
You Under the Most Searching Sunlight
or the Unkindest Artificial Light!

Two new shades of face powder, the like of
which you have never before seen!
Two new shades that give face powder a
magic that has never before been known!
To look at these shades in the box you would
just think them two new strange shades of face
powder. You would never imagine them to have
any marvelous effect.
But they are literally transforming! They do
things for you that face powder has never been
known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely
claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more
than 10,000 women.)
These shades impart the full magic of color.
They do not confine themselves to your skin or
your face. They extend themselves toyour whole
personality. They definitely flatter. They definitely "glamor-ize." They create a new " YOU " !
They are striking examples of the power of
color!
A Dramatic Shade for Day

Daye and Nihte I call these new shades of
mine.
Daye is primarily for daytime wear. It is
a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect.
It is a dramatic shade. It is young and exciting. It gives you the freshness of a Spring
morn, the glow of the heart of a rose. It

FACE

OF

TWO,

NEW

POWDER!

creates a gay beauty that is preserved under
the most glaring sunlight.
A Romantic Shade for Night
Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a
romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters
and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about
you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if
the moon shone through it. It creates a soft
ethereal beauty ithat can challenge the most
unsympathetic artificial light.
At My Expense
These new face powder shades and their effect
can no more be described than can a radiant
dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen
to be appreciated. That's why I offer to send a
liberal trial supply to every woman in America.
Just send me your name and address and by
return mail you will receive generous packets
of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each
shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.
See what each does! Step up your appearance,
your whole appeal. You will be more than surprised and delighted with what your mirror
shows you and your friends tell you.
Mail coupon today for your free packets of
my new Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.
FREE
( You can paste tkis on a penny postcard) (34)

Lady
City Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Please send me trial packets of your two new face
powder shades, Daye and Nihte.
NameAddress_State_
{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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(Continued from page 49)
The navy blue wool coat is the short,
flared style which is very popular this
spring. Almost any pattern for a short
swagger could be used to duplicate this,
giving the finishing touches of collar and
front detail, which makes Madge's so attractive.
Accessories for this ensemble are, of
course, navy blue. Madge's hat is navy
blue fabric and resembles a gob hat with
its shallow crown and turned-back brim.
Very gay.
THEN
a good Instead
afternoon
dress the
of
printed there's
silk foulard.
of navy,
predominating blue of this is on the royal
blue cast with the gay, small figures in
maroon and white. Although it is a onepiece style, a flare peplum gives it a twopiece effect. The neckline is arranged
like a scarf, coming very high and close to
the throat. A bright red belt gives the
only trimming detail. It's one of those
simple dresses that appears rather complicated through the draping and cut of
the fabric. Madge told me that this goes
into every bag she packs for a weekend
trip, because it doesn't show wrinkles and
can fill in wherever a sports dress wouldn't
be quite right.
Another grand weekender is the apple
green woolen jacket dress trimmed with
white pique. The short jacket has collar
and cuffs of pique and tops a tailored dress
which buttons from neck to hemline. The
buttons, belt, gloves, shoes and hat are all
in white. Without its jacket, the green

woolen dress makes a perfect active sports
dress, and that is just how Madge uses it
when week-ending. It's a great spacesaver when you have to plan a few costumes to see you through a long weekend
visit. With the jacket, it travels to your
destination and brown or navy accessories
make it practical en route, using the white
after you reach the country.
The fourth selection from the Evans'
bountiful closet is a two-piece light-weight
woolen suit. Madge wears this almost like
a uniform because it's both comfortable
and practical for her busy Hollywood life.
Beige is the color with the crispest of white
pique for trimming. And just so that her
favorite blue isn't entirely out of the seting. up, it shows up beside the beige stripe in
that giddy, white grosgrain lid she's wearAs you will notice, in studying these last
two costumes, Madge has selected two light
shades which can have either navy blue or
white accessories. She never lets her
color scheme get out of hand, and it is the
most practical tip I could give to you who
have to budget closely.
THAT good-looking white strap slipper
pictured, is a very moderately priced
shoe being featured in shops and stores
all over the country. I think the cut-out
detail is unusually well done. It's the
sort of shoe you will find indispensable
for summer wear because it will tie up so
beautifully with cottons, silks and woolens.
This particular shoe is in white buck. If

you would like to know the price and
where it can be bought, just write in for
my
Shopping
The coupon
is atJune
the end
of this Bulletin.
article.
Two some
of the interesting
designers atfashion
Madge's theories
studio
have
which are worth passing on to you.
Adrian, with whom you are all familiar,
believes that white is the most romantic
color a woman can wear for evening. He
says, less"Ain white
womanthan
always
looks in
more
helpshe does
a color,
and it is that helpless air which makes
men propose. White is a color that suggests both fragility and desirability."
And I always thought that pink was supposed to be the color that made the gents
fall like ten pins. Amplifying on the color
theme, Adrian added, "Wine is one of the
best shades women can wear and purple
is one of the worst, because it is aging. In
the summer, there is nothing like a pink
linen frock to induce romance."
Dolly wardrobe,
Tree, who designs
Madge's
screen
believesmost
thatof the
real
secret of being well-dressed is a minute
attention to detail.
"It is the crisp, white handkerchief in
the coat pocket, the spotless blouse, the
well-pressed skirt, the well-shined shoes
that make the difference between 'getting
by' and 'being smart,' " she thinks. "Most
of the girls appearing on the screen, are
definitely detail-conscious. They have been
made that way, not only by seeing themselves on the screen, but also by the attention paid to this point by those employed

ARDENIA

Gardenia jDerfume, by Park & Tilford. captures
trie true fragrance of those fragile blossoms to
give you fmlsating' glamour and youth ful exhilaration ... a {jerfume ever reminiscent of Spring
. . . and eternal romance. Park & Tilford's Gardenia is for those sparkling occasions when you
want to sparkle, too! Take your first step towar d this romantic enchantment by seeking out
this marvelous perfume today.
10c {or tuckaway size
in ten-cent stores.
25c for larger flacon,
in dru& stores.
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to do just that thing.

"Through the screen," she continued,
"women in audiences all over the country
are rapidly coming to realize that the effect
of an entire ensemble may be ruined by
overlooking one tiny detail. They are
recognizing the fact that smartness (is just
another way of saying 'neatness.' '
what care goes
HAVE you any idea
into keeping a screen costume looking
picfresh and new during the taking of awhen
ture? Dolly Tree went on to say that
a costume is not being worn in a scene, it
is put away with loving care in the studio
wardrobe. For instance, she mentioned a
beige woolen suit, banded in sable, which
was never hung back in the wardrobeg without being given a thorough goin over.
It was examined for infinitesimal seam
rips. The fur was brushed, the garment
pressed and great care was taken when it
was placed on the hanger to see that the
shoulder seams fell exactly where they
should.
"If women in everyday life would take
,
such care of their clothes," she remarked
"they would find that garments would keep
their freshness and smartness very much

longer."
This same beige woolen suit had a
matching sable muff which carried a small
during the day's
corsage. And
artificia,l it
would become mussed, so
filming
whether the damage was slight or small,
the flowers were replaced with an exact
duplicate each time the costume was worn.
Of course, only the eagle eye of the
camera would make such super care
necessary, and vet it proves how much
thought and interest must go into the
upkeep of anything you wear, if you would

MELT

Flakiness

in One

Away

—

Application

DULL and dead looking, or tight and
shiny . . . Dry skin needs the flattery
of powder! Yet powder just won't stick to it!
Try softening that dry, "tight" skin with
a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream). Then
see how beautifully your skin takes powder!
A distinguished dermatologist explains
this instant softening: "A keratolytic cream
has the ability to melt away dried -out, dead
surface cells. Then the smooth, underlying

SCREEN

to be as well-groomed as your
wish
favorite star.
According to Dolly Tree, neatness is
nine-tenths of the effect of a costume
see
worn on the screen. And she can't
of what
any reason why anyone, regardless
her clothes cost, cannot cultivate the type
of neatness which classifies itself as_ smart:
It may take an hour in the morning, or
even staying up a little later at night for
the business woman, but it is a definite
step toward the trim good looks which
men admire and for which all of you

yearn.
Don't forget that all the information
about the white buck shoes is contained
in the June Shopping Bulletin, besides
other summertime fashion tips that are
very useful.

Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

JUNE SHOPPlease send me your and
FASHION
PING BULLETIN
CONSULTATION CHART. Enessed
envelope.closed is a stamped, self-addr
Name
Street

City

State

How'd you like playing opposite a gal like Loretta Young
Metroin a picture like "Cafe Power!
Not bad, Mr.
pole"?

cells appear, moist and young. The skin
takes on a fresh, softened appearance instantly. Vanishing Cream regularly applied
also preserves the softness of the skin."
Use Pond's Vanishing Cream for more
You'll find
powder.
than just holding your
it does
wonders
for
your skin, too.
For overnight— Apply
after cleansing. Not
greasy. It won't smear.
Lady Smiley
"I use Pond's Vanishing
Cream as a foundation. It
holds powder on so long !"

For protection — Apply before long hours
out of doors. Your skin won't rough up!
For flakiness— A film of Pond's Vanishing Cream smooths flakiness away. Makeup goes on perfectly. Stays.

Rush 8-piece package containing
■rieC6
n.
8 Dior A POND'S,Dept.9MS-VF,Clinton,Con
rHVKagc Cream, generous samples of 2 other
special tube of Pond's Vanishing
P
and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Pond's Creams
I enclose 10ji for postage and packing.
Powder.
NameStreet
City

-StateCopyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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Hollywood

Snob

Story

(Continued from page 37)
Year's, you could rent a nice bunk for
sixteen dollars a day, and that a room with
your own tub and hot and cold water set
you back forty dollars every twenty-four
hours ; that is, if you could get in at all —
which most people couldn't.
They say that you can acquire a lovely
sun tan at Sun Valley, while skating. But
Ralph Bellamy, who owns half interest in
the Tennis Club at Palm Springs, points
out that you can acquire just as becoming
a tan
at !Palm Springs — and you don't have
to
skate
Joan and Franchot Tone added considerable luster to Hollywood and to themselves, a few months ago, by knowing
Leopold Stokowski well enough to entertain at a large party for him. What is
more, they had a gate-crasher at their
shindig who had a bona fide title ! Yep !
Recently they have been adding more
laurels to their wreaths by entertaining
members
Ballet know,
Russe.these
It's days,
very
exciting. ofYouthe never

{oi Foot Comf
ort
Du"ng hot weat
"pecialjy, wo her
men
consider Ques
t part
of their daily to
ilet

>U 'V5 ^Positive deTryit'saf

PJetdy effe™>e

f-I fresh and^-P-g

feet

Bath
QUEST . . . after the
For all-day-long body
freshness, use Quest
for under arms. Prevents perspiration
offense; keeps you
dainty always; yet
ate the
does not clog pores or irrit
it does
nted,
unsce
skin. And, being
of perance
fragr
not cover up the
fume.
—

;

I Sanitary
PU^T... totally effective
Napkins
This is the key
test for any deodorant powder!
Prove for your-lf that Quest -ver
faiirrsani
tarynapk]ns--assures
«^
penrsSon;
damtrness
. Buy the large ca
n todS"
only 35c at drug counters everyw^e"
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whom Joan and Tone will be knowing next.
But you can be Somebody in Hollywood even if you don't know Somebody
outside. And it entitles you to all sorts
of special and pleasant privileges. I rode
one evening with some visiting friends, in
their car, to a preview. Just as the
chauffeur was about to make an impressive
sweep to the front of the theatre, a cop
waved him back. "Just a minute, Buddy !"
he admonished. "Gotta let this other car
through !" The other car swept through
and the cop came back, looking pompous.
"That was Ginger Rogers' car," he explained. "You can see how it was !"
Our
driver,
couldn't
see
at all how it who
was was
when Irish,
he had
had the
right of way. I think I had better not
quote his . remarks.
Then there was the actress upon whom
I happened to be calling when she
instructed her secretary to call a smart
dress shop and ask it to keep open for an
hour or so after its regular closing so
that she might come in and select a few
things. The secretary reported that the
management regretted that it could not
oblige the lady.
Whoooosh ! What a storm arose ! "They
do it for Marion Davies, don't they?" she
shrieked. "I hear that they kept open for
her on a rush night, too. The biggest
beauty shop in town will stay open all day
Sunday for Jean Harlow ! What are they
In vain
the me?"
secretary attempt to
to do,didinsult
trying
convince her employer that the shop was

Off

to

willing to send truck loads of its stock to
her home at her convenience, with a corps
of salespeople in charge. In still more
vain did she indicate, with what tact she
could muster, that the luminaries for whom
shops were kept open bought in enormous
quantities and that they usually gave
presents or tips to any employees who
remained overtime to oblige them. But the
tantrum continued.
At last the harassed secretary sighed
to me, "If they'll keep a shop open for you
after hours,
proves
that rent
you're
important. You it
could
probably
the City
Hall for a party if you had a name!"
She looked awfully tired, so I went .
home and ruminated on the story of Carole
Lombard, who called to make reservations
on an airplane for herself and some
friends. "I trust," Miss Lombard is reported to have remarked, "I trust that you
will not make reservations for any outsiders on the same plane."
To which, I am told, the airplane reservation maker retorted, "I don't know what
an 'outsider' is, madame. But / trust that
we shall have some more reservations on
the plane or we won't make a dime on
Of course it is a rule that the moment
you trip."
become Somebody, you instantly
the
install eighteen telephones in your house.
But it is even more of a rule than you must
never, never answer the phone yourself.
You would lose caste at once. You must
friend of Boris Karloff who "knew
be A"busy."
him when'' — and Boris had about twenty
years of "when" — phoned one evening with
the idea of doing him a favor. He was
told that Mr. Karloff was at dinner and
could not be disturbed.
"All right," said the friend, goodhumoredly. "Ask him to call me when he
weeks please."
later the friend encountered
is Four
at liberty,
Boris. "I left word for you to call," he
protested,
mildly,
"I've been
very "and
busy,"yousaiddidn't."
Mr. Karloff.
And that, one supposes, proved something or other.
There is another funny thing. It used
to make you seem to be Somebody if you
had met Dorothy Parker. But, since Dottie
has been living and working in Hollywood,
one hears very little of her. When the
Earl of Warwick first arrived in our
midst there was a great twitter. But after
he signed a picture contract, he sort of
disappeared. Wonder what would happen
if "dear Al" should sign a movie contract.

Hollywood!

(Continued from page 6)

course, there are dozens of other things
planned, all explained in the elaborate
folder — the trip to Universal Studios,
where that smash hit musical, "Top of the
Town," was made, to see the stars and
have lunch, a trip to NBC Studios to meet
such radio stars as Bing Crosby, Bob
Burns, Lum and Abner, Marion Talley.
On the first tour we'll head toward the
sea for our party at Leo Carrillo's, passing
way. We've
Beverly
through told
about onhistheexciting fiesta
you Hills
already
plans in a previous issue — more about that
and Dick Arlen's party in the folder.
So send now for your copy of it, and
mark on your social calendar a "must"

date for a grand trip to Hollywood !
Mr. Joe Godfrey, Jr., Manager,
Modern Screen Tours to Hollywood,
360 N. Michigan Ave., 18th floor,
Chicago, III.
Please send me the full booklet describing MODERN SCREEN Tours to
Movieland.
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"Finally I landed in 'Strike Me Pink,
enthe Broadway musical hit. That was role
couraging. Next I lined up another
in 'Growing Pains'." After that he was. m
an artistic flop. He could secure nothing,
so he returned to Hollywood to sing and
dance in a show entitled "Take A Chance.
he didn't win his
h he scored,
Althoug
for another year. During
movie contract
that discouraging interval he worked m
all the little theatre presentations he could
get into. There was no money in them,
but maybe rediscovery.
You might suppose a twenty-year-old
never
who was rediscovered, and who'd
paused to be carefree, would begin to
frolic when he at last became a featured
screen player. But not this Johnny. He
concentrated for nine months before he
ventured to have a date. In six months
they took up his option, so he knew_ he
was past the first hurdle. He waited
another three months before he bought
his first car. Then he asked Cecilia
Parker out.
That initial adventure demanded more.
"A fellow can't very well have much of a
date until he has a car," he amplifies. He
is enjoying parties at homes, the movies,
the moonlight, and dancing. On Friday
evenings it's college night in the Cocoanut
Grove, and Johnny generally is happily
present.
His rumored romance with Eleanore
Whitney is hardly likely to have a serious
denouement. But it isn't a publicity attachment. A number of people thought it
was, inasmuch as the two have been
teamed three or four times.
"Eleanore and I seem to fight!" Johnny
exclaims, in endeavoring to analyze their
friendship. The day we had lunch I asked
him about her. He lowered his voice to
reply. "She was out with Lew_ Ay res last
night." Lew was at the adjoining table.
But later, when Johnny was laid low with
the flu, Eleanore tiptoed into a publicity
woman's office and shyly queried, "Do
you think it would be all right if I sent
some gags over to Johnny?" The reply
being in the affirmative, Eleanore hastened
up to a dime store on the Boulevard and
collected all the nonsensical games and
books in sight. A huge chocolate heart
was tucked in with them.
"I keep a diary," Johnny admitted_ to
me. "Two diaries, in fact. In one I just
jot down what I've done during the day,
whom I've met and what was talked about.
In the other I record my very personal
reactions. "Oh," he grinned, "what I
write in this one's okay. But Mary Carlisle was over to dinner and I happened
to mention my diaries. Funny, I haven't
a word from her since !"
heard
We were interrupted by a note, handed
him by a waiter. Johnny chuckled. "See
those folks in there?" He pointed to a
merry table in the main room. "I suppose
we're ritzy, having lunch out here on the
veranda." He passed me the piece of
paper on which was scribbled "Dear
Johnny Lombard — Just because you're going to buy a lot you needn't get so elegant
already !"
His brown eyes twinkled. "They call
me Johnny Lombard because I tried to
kid them. I walked over to where they
on Carole Lombard's set.
were
When working,
they wondered why I was there I
said on the spur of the moment, 'Oh,
Carole and 1 are old pals!' I've never
met her. They were awed for the time
being, until they checked up. They told
Miss Lombard, who promptly had a photograph of herself delivered to me autographed, 'With kindest wishes to Johnny
Lombard'."
He makes no pretense to a flashy, surface sophistication. Altogether, Johnny's
just right to have around.
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Reviews
(Continued from page 19)

white shoes deserve a right
smart cleaner and whitener . . .
and one that will not rub off!

WHITTEMORE

S

CADET

WHITE

10/ IN TUBES AND BOTTLES EVERYWHERE

MY

POOR

FEET!

★★★Waikiki Wedding
Romance against an Hawaiian setting
gives Bing Crosby a swell opportunity to
practice his pleasant vocalizing and his
easy-going comedy. For his new picture,
script writers have fashioned a story which
contains more bright lines than is customary in the Crosby epics, and the result is
a most entertaining farce with music.
As press agent for a pineapple company,
Bing finds himself romantically involved
with Shirley Ross, a young lady from Iowa
who has won a contest entitling her to be
known as "The Pineapple Girl." Their romance, of course, offers an excellent excuse for several song numbers, most
notable of which is "Blue Hawaii." Other
good songs are "In a Little Hula Heaven"
and "Sweet Is the Word for You."
In the comedy department, Bob Burns
and Martha Raye can almost be described
as terrific. Miss Raye, under the influence
of a director who must have told her she
could be funny without yelling at the top
of her lungs, comes through with a grand
performance, and sings a catchy comedy
number called "Okolehao." Leif Erikson
tops the supporting cast with his portrayal
of Shirley Ross' indignant fiance, and
there are well-rounded performances by
Grady Sutton, George Barbier, Anthony
Quinn and Granville Ross. Directed by
Frank Tuttle. — Paramount.
*★*

Quality Street
If you are in the mood for "Quality
Street," you will undoubtedly find it one
of the most delightful pictures_ you have
seen in some time. But you will have to
be in a frame of mind which will not find
its quiet charm too full of dull moments.
For Sir James Barrie's play has been
brought to the screen without a Hollywood
touch.
It is the unenlivened tale of those ladies
in
the anything
gay 1840's
sat
behind
their lacebutcurtains
and who
watched
what little of the world went by on Quality
Street. The only excitement on the street
was when a Man came calling on Phoebe
Throssel, nee Katharine Hepburn, who
lived quietly and hopefully with her elder
sister, Fay Bainter, and their faithful
cook, Cora Witherspoon. This Man is
Franchot Tone, the gallant and dashing
Dr. Brown, on whom Katharine has pinned

all her girlish hopes. But Dr. Brown takes
off to the Napoleonic Wars and leaves
Phoebe to become an old maid and a
school-marm. She does both so thoroughly
that when the doctor comes back after
several years he doesn't even recognize his
Phoebe. But the old gals had spirit even
in those days, and how Phoebe finally wins
him to an actual proposal affords many
hilarious moments.
Katharine Hepburn has here found a
role that is well suited to her talents, but
the one who walks away with the picture
is
Fay performances.
Bainter, who gives
one Witherspoon,
of the year's
finest
Cora
Franchot Tone, Estelle Winwood and Eric
Blore also are admirable in their roles.
Directed by George Stevens. — RKO-Radio.
A Family Affair
This is pleasant, heart-warming screenfare, brightened by a good script and a
brace of first-rate performances. In the
first place there's Lionel Barrymore, who
manages to go through the entire picture
without once resorting to his familiar
routine of tricks. He portrays a smalltown judge and head of a family whose
difficulties need a judicial hand to guide
them. In a completely un-Barrymore performance, Barrymore steals the show. Almost as effective is Mickey Rooney, the
young son of the family. Young Rooney,
who is probably the ablest actor in Hollywood's younger set, adds another to his
string of stand-out performances.
Cecilia Parker and Eric Linden play
the young lovers with a freshness which
belies the fact that they've been playing
young lovers together for lo, these many
seasons. Spring Byington is warmly
human as Barrymore's wife, and Julie
Haydon is lovely and capable as their elder
daughter. Charley Grapewin plays the
villain of the piece with his customary
finesse, and a little lady named Margaret
Marquis,
Mickey
Rooney's
girl,
makeswho
her portrays
scenes with
her adolescent
gentleman friend highly amusing. You
can bring the family to "A Family Affair."
Directed by George B. Seitz. — M-G-M.
irir When Love Is Young
Hal Mohr, the reformed cameraman,
turns his hand to directing and emerges
with a pleasant little comedy which contains, to coin a phrase, hardly a dull mo-

cro*p<jx
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AIDS

AT AIL 5 AND 10c STORES
Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
A tested and approved Cro*Pax Foot Aid
for every foot ailment.. . Corns, Bunions,
Callouses and Weak Arches. You will be
amazed at Cro*Pax value and delighted
with Cro*Pax quality. Over 35 million
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year.
CRO'PHX
Go*?
WATERPROOF
PADS WITH

flud

jMEDICATED
DISCS . . .
•S Slightly higher in Canada
CR0*PAX PRODUCTS • CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Bing Crosby

gets tangled in

Shirley Ross's net in this
"Waikiki
Wedding" scene.

Eric Linden

prepares

to drink

Cecilia Parker's coffee through a
straw in "A Family Affair" scene.
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merit. And if you are an admirer of
Virginia Bruce you will be pleased to
hear that the young lady exhibits the best
performing she's ever done in pictures.
surOpposite her is Kent Taylor, whoroleis of
a
prisingly effective in the difficult
fast-talking Broadway press agent. Plot
has to do with a small-town ugly duckling
who goes to New York, scores a hit m
musical comedy and returns to discover
the guy she idolized in high school isn t
the guy she thought he was.
Miss Bruce, if you can overlook the fact
that she's a bit mature for a high-school
girl, is lovely to gaze upon and sings
several song numbers with considerable
skill. Greta Meyer and Christian Rub
furnish plenty of laughs as her parents,
and Walter Brennan is excellent as her
uncle who accompanies her to New York.
BroadJack Smart handles the role of a William
way producer effectively, and
Tannen is properly menacing as the highschool hero. The only dull sequence is
proone of those cellophane and tinsel
duction numbers which producers seem to
feel must be inserted in every picture with
music. — Universal.

**

Nancy

Steele Is Missing

In "Nancy Steele Is Missing," the producers faced a problem. The main ingredient of the story is a kidnapping,
which authorities in the Hays office frown
upon. To make things more _difficult, it
was necessary to show the kidnapper as
a sympathetic character. In view of the
obstacles, the script writers and the
director have managed to concoct an interesting and sometimes exciting mystery
melodrama. Victor McLaglen portrays the
kidnaper and Walter Connolly, a wealthy
munitions maker, the victim. McLaglen
steals Connolly's daughter, but not for
ransom. His motive, the plot makers explain, ishatred for war, hence his vengeance
sent to prison
on Connolly. When he's
for twenty years, for another offense, he
leaves the kidnapped child with a friend.
In prison he meets Peter Lorre, a sinister
character who learns McLaglen's secret
and attempts to obtain ransom money from
Connolly by fraud.
"Nancy Steele Is Missing" suffers from
a lack of humor. A few light touches
would have lifted its sombre mood. Best
performance is Peter Lorre's, who makes
the role of the soft-spoken killer outstanding. McLaglen and Connolly turn in their
usual first-rate performances, and June
Lang, as the kidnapped heiress, is showing
improvement in her acting. Directed by
George Marshall— 20th Century-Fox.

RAIT FASHIONS" is the
PORT
style story this season ! Look as
romantic as though you stepped
out of a painting by a great master.
And let TINTEX be the artist !
ENTER THE SHORT DANCE
DRESS . . . Just slash off 10 inches
from one of your floor-length dance
dresses. Tint it Gauguin Pink —
the leading color of the hour! A
light solution of TINTEX Old
Rose will give you this striking
pink. (If your dress is now a vivid,
deep or dark color, first take out
the present color with easy
TINTEX COLOR REMOVER.)

FOR STUNNING
SUMMER
CURTAINS! . . .TINTEX is a lifesaver for last year's faded curtains.
And for new curtains for your home
and summer cottage, simply buy
inexpensive cheesecloth . . . then
tint it a brilliant color with
TINTEX
Coronation Orange,
Jade Green, Gold, etc. And use
TINTEX, too, for pillow cushions,
table scarves and luncheon sets.
BUY

TINTEX TODAY ! ... It
will make your wardrobe and home
decorations gay and smart. The
TINTEX way is the easy and
thrifty way to make a colorful picture of you and your home!
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Virginia Bruce casts a pert glance
at William Tannen. They're costarred in "When Love Is Young."
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SPOTLIGHT
Men thrill to the sight of gleaming, flinty
tresses. And it's so easy to make your hair
fascinating. Sim£>ly use Colorinse, the modern
rinse that fiuts a youthful sheen and sparkling
highlights in your hair. Easily afifilied at home
and easily removed. Harmless, because it s a
pure coloring and not a dye or bleach. To get
your own correct shad e; see the Nestle Color
Chart, at toilet goods counters.
SO SIMPLE TO USE
Shampoo your hair, then
rinse thoroughly and rub
partly dry with a towel.
Dissolve Colorinse in
warm water and pourthe
rinse over your head.

14

Dry hair thoroughly, brush it, and see
the sparkle that comes to your hair.
ioc for package containing 2 rinses at 5 and 10c stores.
Larger package containing 5 rinses for 25c at drug and
department stores.
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and seductive skin loveJJOR glamorous
liness— use Satinmesh every night and
morning. It cleans out deep pores — re
duces them — prevents dry skin and blackheads— makes your skin velvety smooth.
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10c in stamps to ALMA WOODWARD,
Dept. J., Graybar Bldg., New York City.
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GOOD MARKET!
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legs
big demand.
prices the yearinround!
Easy to Good
ship!
rp DIIV
us in addition
it
BU I Sell
other to waiting
markets!to
.. <fc Women see what otherB are doing,
allsunlpond
you. Free book explains
offerstarts
to beginners.
American Frog Canning Co.
Dept. 1 63- H New Orleans, La.
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Jimmy Dunn to Sally Eilers,
with love, in a scene from
"We
*Jim

Have

Our Moments."

Hanvey,

Detective

You are probably already familiar with
Octavus Roy Cohen's detective, Jim
characterizaGuy Kibbee's
Hanvey.
tion of the And
small-town
snooper who outwits
at
sleuths
the big-cityyou.
disappoint
Kibbee
genial old gentleman and
be said about the rest

turn bywon't
every
does well
the
if the same could
of the cast, this

you isshouldn't
picture whichsuch
be aunfortunately,
would But
miss.
not the
case. However, the fact that most of the
other characterizations fall short cannot
be blamed so much on the players as on
the script, which drags sadly in parts, due
to too many of those complications to
which so many mystery stories are addicted.
Also, the "scintillating" repartee falls
pretty flat in many instances, with the
exception of the lines delivered by Kibbee
and Catharine Doucet, who gives another
of those inimitable pictures of fluttery
femininity. She is the mother of Lucie
Kaye, a very personable young thing who
is madly in love with Tom Brown, accused of murder in the case. There are
also some stolen emeralds involved. Detective Hanvey, of course, clears everything
up in great style and complete nonchalance. Deserving of notice are Edward
S. Brophy and Edward Gargan as a
couple of thugs and Helen Jerome Eddy,
whose sincerity is outstanding in the role
of the murdered man's wife. Directed by
Phil Rosen. — Republic.
**Her

Husband

Lies

Gail Patrick is the lovely lady who has
to put up with the situation in the title
role and Ricardo Cortez is her unfaithful
spouse. He divides his devotion between
Gail and the gambling tables. And the
problem is a real one, for his wife finally
decides to leave him to his poker. Of
course, Ricardo doesn't like to have his
plans upset in this fashion, but he finally
decides to give up his racket and settle
down
thorough
domestication.
But it's
not sotoeasy,
between
a ruthless gang
at
his heels and a kid brother, Tom Brown,
who, it suddenly develops, is ruining his
life with gambling and wrecking the happiness of his wife, June Martel. So
Ricardo tells another story to his wife,
joins in a game with the kid brother and
some of the pals, and intentionally is caught
cheating in order to sicken Tom of the
whole business. This results in Ric beingwiped completely out of the picture, it
being a fast rule, evidently, that crooks
shouldn't be crooked.
The story, as you see, will not make

Gable,

Harlow,

— Hollywood's

Robert

Taylor

Headliners — you

will see in FOTO, America's
smartest and biggest new picture
magazine

which

contains a spe-

cial section of "off-guard" Hollywood candid snaps. In FOTO
you will see your favorite stars
as you
before!

have

But FOTO
movie

never

seen

them

is not exclusively a

magazine — far from it. In

this first great June issue you will
find exciting celluloid shots from
all over the world — over 300 pictures; more than any other picture magazine! Sixty-four thrilling pages for a dime!
Special features include:
"Roosevelt Romances" — why psychologists claim the President's
family is endowed with a "happy
virility;" "War

is Hell— Don't Let

it Happen" — a pictorial sermon
of vital importance to all Americans; "Royal Playboy — the romantic photo-history of the Duke
of Kent;" two pages of baby pictures; a pictorial explanation of
"Why

is a Woman

Mouse?"
BUY

Afraid

of a

and many others.

THIS

GREAT

ISSUE

TODAY

TEN CENTS

THE JUNE
FOTO
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re
vou sit up and take notice, but the pictu g
is worth while due to the good actin
of the majority of the cast, which manages
ilto lend conviction even to the most
logical sequences. Akim Tamiroff is the
in
biggest and best meanie you ve seen
n, June Marsome time, while Tom Brow
ely
tel and Dorothv Peterson are entir
Ludrd
Edwa
by
Directed
. t.
tory
sati—sfac
moun
Para
wig.

* Midnight Taxi
You'll find this picture better than any
the
tonic, if Spring has left you with out
blood pressure at low ebb. Ita starts
diabolical
with a hair-raising scene of
vein
that
in
on
right
keeps
and
r
murde
ns
concer
story
The
ut.
to the final fade-o
rerstir
ment
excite
old
those
the doings of
uppers. the G-Men, with Brian Donlevy
fearless and foolhardy celluas the
to date.
loid onemost
In order to round up an uncannily
clever gang of counterfeiters, Brian takes
to driving a cab, and finally gets the lowdown on them under this disguise. It
can't apenough, but you
sounds simplewhat the
stalwart Mr. Donlevy
preciate
yourself all
goes through until you see for holes
which
those black eyes and bullet
adorn his person from the moment his
Besides Doncampaign gets underway. are
turned in
levy's, good performances
er of those
by Alan Dinehart, as rtanoth
Roland as his
cultured crooks; Gilbe
right-hand man, and Harold Huber as a
tool of the gang. Frances Drake provides
a smattering of romance to the picture
in a satisfactory manner. Directed by
Eugene Ford— 20th Century-Fox.
* Song of the City
Chief recommendation for this picture
the excepis the good photography and
tional music, which pops up just when vou
think you might as well be leaving. The
story is laid principally in Little Italy, a
fishing community on the Pacific Coast,
and the shots of the fishing boats and
the lusty singing of the crews are outstandingly good.
As for the story, it concerns the doings
of a ne'er-do-well young man, Jeffrey
Dean, who thinks life is pretty futile due,
principally, to the fact that he can't get
away from a young lady, Maria Shelton,
who only has three million dollars to her
name. So he takes a quart of liquor and
a boat trip to get away from it all, but
falls overboard and is fished out by a
couple of Italians, Charles Judels and his
son, Nat Pendleton. They take him home
and romance blooms between the daughter
of the house, Margaret Lindsay, and pur
young man. But poor Jeffrey has a time,
for he realizes that now he's going to
interfere with Margaret's career as an
opera singer, a career to which J. Carrol
Naish, an ardent suitor, is staking her.
Of course, Maria's still on his trail and
the complications come thick and fast.
All turns out beautifully in the end, but
you become a little worried wondering if
the end will ever come. The best characterizations inthe picture are given by
those in minor roles, notably Judels, Inez
Palange, as his wife, and J. Carrol Naish.
Directed by Errol Taggart. — M-G-M.
iiWe

Have

Our Moments

Remember the once-popular team of
Sally Eilers and Jimmy Dunn? Well,
they're tunate
backreunion
together
It isfora they
forfor bothagain.
of them,
have the advantage of a neatly devised
script which is full of good comedy and
entertaining situations. Another and a
more decided advantage is the presence
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Bus fares are lower than ever — and Trailways adds extra values to
summer travel throughout America! Trailways scenic routes, smooth
broad highways to all vacationland, offer a wide choice of places
to go, things to see.
New, deluxe streamline buses are roomy, comfortable, designed to make
your trip more enjoyable. You can actually go farther, faster, stay
longer and spend less when you choose Trailways economy travel.
TRAILWAYS

VACATION

TOURS

Here's an entirely new feature in bus
travel — Summer Circle and All-Expense Tours — hotel reservations,
sightseeing trips included. Over 80
tours covering all the U. S. A. Go
when you like — there's a tour to fit
your vacation time and your vacation
budget. Ask your agent or mail the
coupon for full details.

PRINCIPAL TRAILWAYS TERMINALS
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
CHICAGO, ILL.
638 S. Main St.
20 E. Randolph St.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
DETROIT, MICH.
235 Bagley Ave.
54 Fourth Street
WINDSOR, CANADA
DENVER, COLO.
501 17th St,
1 1 Wyandotte St. E.
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
DALLAS, TEX.
237 Old River Road
4131 Commerce St.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
WICHITA, KAN.
1201 New York Ave.
Broadway at William St.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
90 Worthington St.
702 Wisconsin Ave.
BOSTON, MASS.
AMARILLO, TEX.
10 Park Square
NEW YORK, N. Y.
704 Taylor St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
220 West 45th St.
207 St. Charles St.
241 West 42nd St.
TORONTO, 0NT., CAN.
TULSA, 0KLA.
1191 Bay St.PA.
319 S. Cincinnati
PITTSBURGH,
LITTLE
ROCK,
ARK.
Louisiana & Markham Sts.
959 Liberty Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
1311 Arch Street
700 N. Broadway
Mail
the coupon
to Iany
of the above infor- ,
ition
mation.offices
toTrailwaysTourBureau
x^. t-.offices
j _ , ori- to
o*. railways
fu: — ~~ 1 ourTil .Bureau
Tr~- „n
E. Randolph St., Chicago, 111. For all
information and fares to nearby points
call at your local Trailways Bus Depot.
MAIL THIS COUPON

-sr-ir

Please send
1937 Travel folder and information on a me
bus Trailways
trip

State.
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FARR'S
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HAIR

FARR'S, used with perfect confidence, leaves
hair soft, lustrous, NATURAL and youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure
in hygienic privacy of home; odorless,
greaseless; will not rub off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35. Sold everywhere.
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Boston,
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| GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR
Manyess"
people with defective
hearing and ry
is "mise
deafn
Head Noises enjoy Conversation,
Movies,
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries dr head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for —
of *^*/
swornhas statement
booklet
the inventor
who and
himself
been benefited
by the use
of the drums.
A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 986, 70 5th ft«e., Hew York

of Mischa Auer, who is rapidly becoming
one
men. of the funniest of the screen's funny
The story centers around an ocean liner
whose passengers include a vacationing
school teacher (Sally Eilers), a detective
(Jimmy Dunn), and a gang of crooks
(David Niven, Thurston Hall, Marjorie
Gateson and Warren Hymer). The gang
conceals $100,000 in currency in Miss
Eilers' trunk, and when the troupe arrives at Monte Carlo, Jimmy Dunn enlists the aid of a French detective (Mischa
Auer). Most audiences will agree that
this is Auer's most hilarious screen performance, and he manages to lift the entire picture to a high pitch of fun and
excitement. Jimmy Dunn and Sally
Eilers handle their romance nicely, and
Warren Hymer gets laughs as a thug
whose hobby is taking baths. David Niven
is a suave English crook. Directed by
Alfred Werker. — Universal.
* That Man's Here Again
This is a melodrama which turns into
a farce, but it does its turning too late to
lift it out of mediocrity. Those who see
it will probably go because of Hugh Herbert, whose highly individual comedy is
the only bright light in the rather sordid
proceedings. Herbert's mere presence on
the screen brought shouts from the preview audience — they were that glad to
have him around.
The story is laid in a large apartment
building, and the plot begins rolling when
Tom Brown, one of the elevator boys,
discovers Mary Maguire, an unemployed
and destitute young lady, hiding in the
basement. He gets her a job as maid and
they fall in love. One of the tenants is
Hugh Herbert, whose main concern in
life is to establish the identity of his two
Ming vases. One is worth $10,000, and
the other is a $6 New Jersey imitation.
Herbert and his pair of Mings walk away
with the show. With such a funny guy
on their hands, it is to be hoped that his
producers will see the light and put him
in better surroundings. Tom Brown is
pleasing as the elevator boy, and Mary
Maguire, an Australian importation, has
little chance to prove anything about herself. In the supporting cast, Teddy Hart
and Joseph King are outstanding. Directed by Louis King. — Warner Bros.
itir Git Along
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Little Dogies

Despite the title, you'll find nothing
quaint in this picture, unless you count the
delicious crooning Gene Autry throws in to
steady your nerves.
To begin with, Gene's sore at Judith
Allen for backing an oil well_ that'll spoil
grazing for local cows. To spite Gene, Judith gets tied up with Weldon Heyburn.
Judith's dad is town banker and that's what
attracts Heyburn. It's Mr. H.'s diabolical
plan to get all dad's money, make believe
the well is dry, until the bank's lease expires, then buy it up for himself. Gene's
agin' Heyburn from the start.
Neverthless, when he learns that the well
will bring a railroad to town, his local
patriotism gets the better of his animosity
for Heyburn, and he helps sell stock in the
well. Heyburn now spreads the rumor
that the well is dry, and the enraged cowhands who've bought stock come after Gene
with enough rope to hang his horse.
Poor Gene has an all-around hard time.
Finally, after eluding a posse of cowmen,
and knocking the spots out of Heyburn,
he blows up the well, the oil sky-rockets,
and Judith gets an oil-stained kiss. Western
fans will get all that's coming to them,
and then some, and Autry fans will agree
this is Gene's best to date— Republic.
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BILE...

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowdecays
It just You
digest.
doesn't
yourGasfoodbloats
get
stomach.
up your
in theing freely,
bowels.
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
c.
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EVERYBODY

NOTICES

YOUR

SHOES

(Continued from page 21)

that the Aherne is a fine technician. But
there was something amiss, for Mr. Aherne
in any sense a matinee idol even
isn't York.
stillNew
in
Oddly enough, the very quality missing in
Aherne crowned Errol Flynn a film idol
in his first picture. This dashing young
Irishman possesses an abundance of warmth
and appeal. The same type as Aherne, they
are as different as day is from night. Errol
the trade as a "natural,"
is what is known topossibili
ties as to personal
meaning limitless
appeal.
Turning his back on Fate, Flynn does not
even wish to be an actor. In fact he says,
•'This acting stuff is all right, but I really
want to write. You know, I've just had
my first novel published. Now, there's something I'm really proud of !"
This may sound strange coming from one
so suddenly reached the top. If you
has
who
. talk to this Flynn guy for a few minutes
you realize that he is very serious and
knows what he's after. He really doesn't
give a hang for this matinee idol business
and would swap it all for a good trip to
the jungles to hunt a few rough cats._
However, again it's the case of the idol
not having much to say about all this. The
him and so Flynn's hunthas claimed
publicing trip
must be postponed until he loses
that certain something the fans clamor for
—and losing "sax" appeal is about as
the landlord if you're
shaking
difficult
rent. off
your
back in as
ANOTHER hunter sharing top popuiilarity honors is Clark Gable. Not that
he has a yen to chase a roaring lion
about, but he does enjoy shooting just
for the sport of it.
Gable was fortunate in quite a different way from some actors. He tried,
and for some time, to click on the stage,
but never quite made the grade. There
were years of struggle and a few good
parts, but none good enough to make his
name ring out on good ole Broadway.
No one seemed to remember him once
the curtain descended on the last act. So
Clark deserted and went West for jobs in
stock where there was at least steady
employment. In the West he played the
small towns and bided his time. Along
came the eleventh hour, and, true to fiction, his big chance popped up. Clark
Gable received an offer from the movies.
What Clark couldn't do on Broadway,
he accomplished in Hollywood practically overnight. But he wants to remain
the rugged he-man of the great open
spaces and isn't at all pleased with drawing-room roles.
In drawing-room or jungle, Gable remains one of the most popular idols of
the films. Nor can he, nor does he try,
to explain it all. He just accepts it,
taking it all in stride. Could it be that
Gable came in when virility was on the
wane and gave it to his public with a
capital V? And if this is the case, will
the tide turn and leave this idol stranded
on the sands? No! Because Clark has
that elusive charm which makes for great
personal popularity.
While we are keeping abreast of the
times, let's have a look at Francis Lederer.
His career represents the antithesis of the
aforementioned Gable struggle for recognition.
Lederer was an importation from the
European stage and came to New York
comparatively unknown.
He was a hand-

THE
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Certified Photomicrographs
The shoe on the left was cleaned with a
right is the Shu-Milk cleaned mate
the left
On the
shoe. Note the smooth, even
of
"cover-over" type of cleaner — literally
"painting" over dirt and stains instead of
surface of the leather. Shu-Milk actually reremoving them. Note the cracked surface,
moves the dirt, adds nothing to the leather
the dingy, unsightly appearance. This shoe
but a soft, dazzling white that cannot
is unattractive and undesirable to wear.
cake or crack. This shoe is still like new.

SHU-MILK

cleans

as it whitens

Comparative tests show an amazing difference in white shoe cleaners. Above are unretouched photomicrographs of a pair of
white shoes after being worn and cleaned
daily for just three weeks. They show
clearly how much safer Shu-Milk is !
Shabby white shoes can spoil the whole
effect of your smartest summer costume.
There is no need for this to happen. Clean
YOUR shoes with Shu-Milk. It costs no
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more, it ivill not rub off and it is guaranteed: THE BEST YOU EVER USED OR
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.

SKIN
RASH
RELIEVED. ...ITCHING STOPPED
For quick relief from itching of eczema, rashes, pimples, athlete's foot, and other externally caused skin
antiseptic, liquid D.D.D.
eruptions, useON.cooling,
Greaseless, stainless, dries fast.
PRESCRIPTI
Stops the most intense itching in a hurry. A 35c trial
bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.

MAKE $25-535 A WEEK
You can learn practical nursing at homo
in sparecians.
time.
Course
endorsed by38 physiThousands
of graduates.
th yr.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hosbciiool 1MICH'1CAG0 SCHOOL
pital. AnotherOFsaved
$-10018 while
NURSING
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to 60. learning Equipment included. Men and women
School not required ISasy tuition payments Write now.
Dept 236, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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TIME IS SHORT, BUT FOOD IS TASTY . . .
YOU EAT A LOT AND EAT IT HASTY . . .
IN CASE A CASE OF HEARTBURN COMES,
WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT YOUR ROLL OF TUMS!
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FROM
"RELIEF
QUICK ON,
FOR INDIGESTI
HEARTBURN, GAS
ACID
SO many causes for acid indigestion! Hasty
eating . . . smoking . . . beverages . . . rich
foods ... no wonder we have sudden, unexpected attacks of heartburn, sour stomach or
gas! But millions have learned the smart thing
to do is carry Turns! These tasty mints give
scientific, thorough relief so quickly! Contain
no harsh alkali . . . cannot over-alkalize your
stomach. Release just enough antacid compound to correct stomach acidity . . . remainder
passes z<w-released from your system. And
they're so pleasant . . . just like candy. So
handy to carry in pocket or purse. 10c a roll at
any drugstore — or 3 rolls for 25c in the
ECONOMY PACK.
FOR THE TUMMY_
TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .
NOT A LAXATIVE
HANDY TO CARRY
Also
Calendar-The
1937
Six-color
Beautiful
for packing anc!
stamp rmometer.
Send
NR.
and
Turns
of
1 samples
mm I postage to A. H. Lewis Co. , Dept.25H-74, St. Louis, Mo.
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Ideal Powder Base. Its Pure,
Soothing
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second. Leaves
your skin satin-smooth. Use
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before
and First
after trial
outexposure.
will convince you.
AT ALL 5c & 10c STORES
HOW
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MOUTH?

some guy, according to the rules of male
pulchritude, of the distinctly Latin type.
His appearance lent a romantic air to his
altogether charming personality, and
might in some small measure be responsible for his spontaneous success on the
American stage.
With the opening of his first play, "Autumn Crocus," the first-nighters acclaimed
him the idol of New York. He had
warmth, appeal, charm and intelligence
all wrapped up in a magnetic personality,
and Broadway resounded with his praises.
Immediately, the movies claimed him for
their own and off he went to Hollywood
with proffers of good old California gelt,
and bigger and better fame. Promises are
sometimes like pie crust — easily broken—
and there are none who know this quite
as well as Mr. Lederer.
As a movie star, he proved a disappointment— that is, in view of the idolatry he
received on his stage debut in New York.
That same quality that endeared him to
his first American audiences was completely lost before the camera. Try as he
might,
he couldn't
of
the fickle
films. seem to become an idol
Like some of our other actors who, according to histrionics, are the tops, but
according to the rules for the tops in film
idols — well there is just something missing.
He lacks that spark on the screen which
enabled him to click so forcefully on the
stage.

YOUNGER

ON

THE

SCREEN

gossip about your movie favorites and those movies-in-the-makA special oil in Cutex Lipstick helps
make your lips look smoother, more
alluring — 5 years younger! Natup1, CotTu CaT in- \ 0NLY
Rust, Ruby. Iryitl JU"
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NEW TRIPLE-ACTION METHOD
Instantly Relieves Pain — Safely Removes Corns
Stops Corns Before They Can Develop
Only a scientific treatment
like Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
does all these things for you.
Put these thin, soothing,
healing, cushioning pads on
sore toes caused by new or
tight shoes, and you'll stop
corns before they can develop, and prevent blisters.
They instantly relieve pain
and end cause— shoe pressure.
Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
with the separate Medicated
Disks, included in every box,
and your corns or callouses
lift out with ease.
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are
velvety-soft, waterproof. Do
not stick to stocking or come
off in the bath. Easy to apply. Sizes
for Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Soft
Corns between toes. Get a box today. Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere. Don't accept a substitute.

..and so easy
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CORNS

the newcomers, Tyrone Power is
OF destined
to become a very popular
star. He certainly possesses everything
BUNIONS
that it takes to place him in the front
ranks of the personalities. With only two
important roles to his credit thus far,
and more to come, he has made the
ladies of the land sit up and take notice.
D-rScholls
He has, you see, that which Gene Raymond, a very competent actor who has
played many good parts on the stage and
in the movies, lacks — warmth, appeal and
Zino-pads
a subtle bid for your sympathy.
Whenever you see a large crowd of
GOOD
PAY
people surrounding some star, then you rHEL
WOME
ED infromSPARE
WANT
Pand mail
AddressEARN
our envelopes
home. TIME
WeN!"
supply
can be sure he is one of the lucky few
everything
including
stamps.
No
selling.
Experience
unnecessary.
Write
for
details
enclosing
stamped,
— a real matinee idol. For there are stars
addressed envelope to Dept. NIGNATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORS, 401 Broadway. N. Y. C.
and stars — the difference being that all
stars are not idols. Box office records
prove this in no uncertain terms.
There's no telling why some idols catch
on and others, just as competent, fail to.
Reduce the pain
However, my guess is that its neither luck
nor an accident of birth. Personally, it
Save your nerves
of
a combination
it's with
thatborn
seems logical
that certain
Some are
both.
0 TABLETS
with nothing
arrive
something and others
but a few lusty screams. It seems these
At all druggists or send for free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co.. 76 Jamaica Plain, Mass.
lucky few that possess warmth of appeal
are the idols for both reasons — stars born
Its fun to
and lucky enough in birth to be gifted with
them
crowns
that
something
illusive
that
look younger
the "men of the moment."
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ing. Listen to "Unit's Five-Star
Revue," featuring your Modern
Screen Hollywood Reporter.
Broadcast Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at I p. m. E.S.T. over
the entire Columbia network.

CRAYH
Now, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
A small brush and Brownaor black.
blonde,doesbrown
it — by applying a little of this
it. Prove
tone
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved — (or over twenty-four years by
women. BROWNATONE is safe. Guarthousands
anteed ofharmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting — will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
Mediumneed.Brown'
"Blonde
Shades:
or
andcomb
"Darkit in
Brown
to Black"
coverto every
at all drug and
—
50c
only
is
NE
BROWNATO
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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Stars' Studio
Addresses
(Continued from page 23)
BRIAN,
MARY:
Free lance. Write her at Grand National.
BR1SSON, CARL: Paramount
BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROMBERG.
J. EDWARD:
20th Century-Fox.
BROOK, CLIVE:
Gaumont- British.
BROWN. JOE E.: RKO-Radio.
BROWN, TOM:
JOHN Paramount.
MACK: Republic.
BROWN,
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
BRUCE, VIRGINIA: M-G-M.
BUCK, FRANK: RKO-Radio.
BURGESS, DOROTHY: Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
BURKE. BILLIE: M-G-M.
BURKE, KATHLEEN: Paramount.
BURNS. GEORGE: Paramount.
BURNS, BOB: Paramount.
BURRUD, BILLY: Universal.
BUTLER. JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: Paramount.
BYINGTON. SPRING: 20th Century-Fox.
CABOT. BRUCE: M-G-M.
CAGNEY, BILL: Republic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Grand National.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO. RITA: 20th Century-Fox.
CANTOR, EDDIE: 20th Century-Fox.
CAREY. HARRY: RKO-Radio.
CARLISLE, MARY: Paramount.
CARMINATI, TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRADINE,
JOHN:Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
CARRILLO, LEO:
CARROLL. MADELEINE: United Artists.
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20ili
Century-Fox.
CHANDLER, CHICK: Free lance. Write him at 20m
Century-Fox.
CHANEY, LON
JR.: 20th
Century-Fox.
CHAPLIN,
CHARLES:
United
Artists.
CHASE,
CHARLES:
Hal
Roach-M-G-M.
CHATTERTON. RUTH: United Artists.
CHEVALIER, MAURICE:
M-G-M.
CHURCHILL,
MARGUERITE:
Columbia.
CLARKE. MAE: Columbia.
CLIVE, COLIN: Universal.
COBB,
IRVINCLAUDETTE:
S.: 20th Century-Fox.
COLBERT,
Paramount.
COLBY, ANITA: RKO-Radio.
COLLIER, CONSTANCE: 20th Centurv-Fox.
COLLINS.
SUE:United
M-G-M.Artists.
COLMAN. CORA
RONALD:
CONKLIN, PEGGY: United Artists.
CONNOLLY, WALTER: Columbia.
COOK. DONALD: Republic.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER,
M-G-M.
CORRIGAN,JACKIE:
RAY: Republic.
CORTEZ, RICARDO: Warner Bros.
COURTNEY, INEZ: 6615 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
Calif.
CRABBE. LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
M-G-M.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
Paramount.
CROSBY, BING: Paramount.
CUMMINGS,
CONSTANCE:
Cnumont-British.
CUMMINGS, ROBERT: Paramount.
DANTE, JEAN: Universal.
DA PRON, LOUIS: Paramount.
DARRO, FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at RKODARWELL, JANE: 20th Century -Fox.
DA VIES, MARION; Warner Bros.
DAVIS BETTE: Warner Bros.
DAVIS, JOAN: 20th Century-Fox.
DAVIS, OWEN, JR.: RKO-Radio.
DEANE,
SHIRLEY:Paramount.
20th Century-Fox.
DEE,HAVILLAND,
FRANCES:
DE
OLIVIA: Warner Bros.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: Columbia.
DE
MILLE,
KATHERINE:
20th Century-Fox.
DENNY.
REGINALD:
Columbia.
DEVINE, ANDY: Universal.
DIETRICH, MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART, ALAN: 20th Century-Fox.
DIX, RICHARD: Columbia.
DIXON, JEAN: Paramount.
DIXON, LEE: Warner Bros.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT, ROBERT: United Artists.
DONLEVY,
Century-Fox.
DONNELLY, BRIAN:
RUTH: 20th
Warner
Bros.
DOUGLAS, MELVYN: Columbia.
DOWNS, JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE. MAXINE: Warner Bros.
DRAKE. FRANCES:
20th Bros.
Century-Fox
DRAPER,
PAUL: Warner
DUMBR1LLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA, STEFFI: RKO-Radio.
DUNBAR, DIXIE: 20th Century-Fox.
DUNN. JAMES: Universal.
DUNNE. IRENE: Universal.
DURANT. JACK: 20th Century-Fox.
DURANTE,
JIMMY: M-G-M.
DURBIN, DEANNA:
Universal.
DVORAK, ANN: Warner Bros.
EBSEN. BUDDY: M-G-M.
EDDY. NELSON:
EILERS.
SALLY: M-G-M.
Universal.
ELDREDGE, JOHN: Warner Bros.
ELLIS. MARY: Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
ELLISON. JAMES: Paramount.
ERIKSON, LEIF: Paramount.
ERNEST. LEON:
GEORGE:
ERROL,
Free 20th
lance.CenturyWrite Foxhim at Columbia
ERWIN, STUART: Grand National
M-G-M
EVANS. MADGE:
Artists
EVANS,
MURIEL: Republic.
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS. JR.: United Artists
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, SR.: United
FRANCES: Paramount.
FARMER.
FARRELL. CHARLES: Republic.
FARRELL, GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAYE. ALICE:
20 Century-Fox.
FAZENDA,
LOUISE:
Warner Bros.
FELLOWS. EDITH: Columhia.
FETCHIT, STEPIN: 20th Century-Fox.
20th Century- Fox.
GRACIE:
FIELDS, W.
FIELDS,
C: Paramount.
FLYNN. ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA. HENRY: United Artists.
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FONTAINE.
JOAN:
RKO-Radio
FORAN. DICK:
Warner
liros,
FORBES.
Radio. RALPH: lrree lance Write hnn at R KOFORD,
WALLACE: Free lame. Write him at Gauniont-British.
FOSTER. NORMAN: Paramount.
FOSTER,
Calif. PRESTON: 9101 Hazen Drive. Beverly llills.
FRANCIS, KAY: Warner Bros.
FRAWLEY. WILLIAM: Paramount.
FROMAN. JANE: Warner Bros.
FURNESS. BETTY: MUM.
GABLE. CLARK: M-G-M.
GAHAGAN.
GALLAGHER.HELEN:
SKEETS:RKO-Radio.
Grand National.
GALLIAN,
KETT1:
GARBO. GRETA: M RKO-Radio.
t! M.
GARGAN. WILLIAM: Universal.
GARLAND, JUDY: M G-M
GAYNOR, JANET: 20th Century- Fox.
GEORGE, GLADYS: M G-M.
GIBSON, HOOT: RKO-Radio.
GIBSON, WYNNE: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.
CLEASON. JAMES: RKO-Radio.
GODDARD. PAULETTE : United Artists.
GOMBELL. MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Centurv-1' ox.
GORDON,
C. HENRY:
M-G-M.
GORDON. GAVIN:
Republic.
GORIN, IGOR: M-G-M.
GRABLE. BETTY: RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME.
MARGOT:
GRANT, CARY:
Columbia.RKO-Radio
GRANVILLE, BONITA: United Artists.
GRAVET. FERNAND: Warner Bros.
GREY. NAN: Universal.
GWENN. EDMUND: M-G-M.
HADEN,
20th Republic.
Century- Fox.
HAINES, SARA:
WILLIAM:
HALE. ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY.
JACK: 20thUniversal
Century-Fox.
HALL. WILLIAM:
HALLIDAY. JOHN: Paramount.
.
HAMILTON.
NEIL: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
HARDIE. RUSSELL: M-G-M.
HARDING. ANN: RKO-Radio.
HARDWICKE, SIR CEDRIC: Gaumont-British.
HARDY, OLIVER: Hal Roach.
HARGRAVE. ROY: United Artists.
HARLOW. JEAN: M-G-M.
HAYDON. JULIE: M-G-M.
HAYES.
HAYWARD.HELEN:
LOUIS:M-G-M.
Universal.
HEALY, TED: M-G-M.
HENIE,
SONJA:
20th
HENRY. CHARLOTTE: Century-Fox.
Republic.
HENRY. WILLIAM: M-G-M.
HEPBURN,
KATHARINE:
HERBERT. HUGH: Warner RKO-Radio.
Bros.
HERSHOLT. JEAN: 20th Century-Fox.
HERVEY. IRENE: M-G-M
HILLIARD. HARRIET, RKO-Radio.
HCBSON, VALERIE:
20th Century-Fox.
HOLDEN,
GLORIA: Universal.
Century-Fox.
STERLING:Free20thlance.
HOLLOWAY.
Write him at
PHILLIPS:
HOLMES.
Republic.

'SEE

NEW

Thousands
10

to 25

POUNDS

LAWRENCE, ROSINA: Hal Roach.
LAWTON. FRANK: Universal.
LAYE. EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER.
FRANCIS
: Columbia.
LEE. BILLY: Paramount.
LEE, DIXIE: 20th Century-Fox.
LEE. DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
LEYTON. ROBERT:
DRUE: 20th
CenturyLIGHT.
Warner
Bros.Fox.
LINAKER. KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN.
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY. ERIC:
MARGARET:
LIVINGSTON. ROBERT: Republic.
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
LODGE, JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
LOMBARD. CAROLE: Paramount.
LORD, PAULINE: Columbia.
LORING.
ANN: M-G-M.Universal.
LORING. MICHAEL:
LORRE.
PETER: 20th
Century-Fox.
LOSCH. TILLIE:
United
Artists.
LOUISE. ANITA: Warner Bros.
LOWE. EDMUND: M-G-M.
LOY.
MYRNA:
LUGOSI.
BELA: M-G-M.
Universal.
LUKAS, PAUL: 20th Century-Fox.
LUKE.
KEYE:
20th
Century-Fox.
LUPINO. IDA: Paramount.
LYON, BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenturyMacDONALD. JEANETTE: M-G-M.
MACK
HELEN:
RKO-Radio.
MacLANE.
BARTON:
Warner Bros.
MacMAHON,
ALINE:
MacMURRAY. FRED: M-G-M.
Paramount.
MADDEN. JEANNE: Warner Bros.
MALA: M-G-M.
MANNERS.
DAVID: Free lance. Write him at ReMANNORS. SHEILA: Columbia:
MARCH. FREDRIC: Warner Bros.
public. Columbia.
MARGO:
MARICLE, LEONA: Columbia.
MARSH.
MARSH. JOAN:
MARIAN:RKO-Radio.
Columbia.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: RKO-Radio.
MARTIN,
TONY:
20th
MARTINI. NINO: UnitedCentury-Fox.
Artists.
MARX BROTHERS: M-G-M.
MATTHEWS,
Gaumont-British.
MAUCH, BILLYJESSIE:
and BOBBY:
Warner Bros.
MAYNARD, KEN: Columbia.
McCOY, COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA, JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND. SPANKY: M-G-M.
McGUIRE. JOHN: 20th
Century-Fox.
McHUGH,
Warner
Bros.
McKINNEY,FRANK:
FLORINE:
Republic.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: 20th Century-Fox.
McNULTY,
DOROTHY:
MELTON.
FRANK:
20th M-G-M.
Century-Fox.
MELTON, JAMES:
Warner
Bros.
MENJOU.
ADOLPHE:
United
MERCER, BERYL: Free lance. Artists.
Write her at W arner
MEREDITH, BURGESS: RKO-Radio.
MERKEL. UNA:
MERMAN,
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL, GERTRUDE: RKO-Radio.

Well-Known Artist Shows by Dramatic
Comparison How Extra Pounds Can
Transform a Skinny, Unattractive Figure
to Normal Alluring Feminine Loveliness

DIFFERENCE
PEOPLE
SKINNY

GAIN

Gained

HOLT. DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT. BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT, JACK: Columbia.
HOPKINS. MIRIAM: Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON. EDWARD EVERETT: Paramount.
HOUSTON, GEORGE: Grand National
HOWARD. JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD. LESLIE. W arner Bros.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: 20th Century- Fox.
HUGHES. CAROL: Warner Dims
HULL, WARREN: Warner Bros.
HUME.
BENITA: M-G-M.
HUNT, MARSHA:
Paramount.
HUNTER. IAN: Warner Bros.
HUNTLEY. G. P., JR.: Universal.
HUSTON.
PHILIP:
HUSTON.
WALTER: RKO-Radio.
Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS.
RKO-Radio.
INESCORT.LEILA:
FRIEDA:
Warner Bros.
JANNEY, WILLIAM: Republic.
JARR ATT. JANICE: Universal.
JASON. SYBIL: Warner Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JENNINGS,HELEN:
MAXINE:
RKO-Radio.
JEPSON,
Samuel
Goldwyn.
JEWELL. ISABEL: Columbia.
JOHNSON. AL:KAY:
RKO-Radio.
JOLSON,
Warner
Bros.
JONES,
ALLAN:
M-G-M.
JONES, BUCK: Universal
JONES,
GORDON: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
JORY, VICTOR:
JUDGE,
ARLINE:
20th
Century-Fox.
KARLOFF, BORIS: Universal.
KARNS. ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATING. FRED. Columbia.
KEELER.
RUBY:FreeWarner
KEENE TOM:
lance. Bros.
Write him at Paramount.
KEITH.
IAN:
RKO-Radio.
KEITH. ROSALIND: Columbia.
Hal Roach- M-G-M.
KELLY. PATSY:
KELLY.
PAUL: Columbia.
KELLY, WALTER C: Republic.
KELTON,
KENNEDY, PERT:
EDGAR:M-G-M.
Universal.
KENT. ROBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
KIBBEE, GUY: Republic.
KIEPURA. JAN: Paramount.
KING. JOHN: Universal.
KNAPP, EVALYN: Republic.
M-G-M.
KNIGHT, JUNE:
KNOWLES.
PATRIC:
Warner Bros.
KRUGER. OTTO: Universal.
LAHR, BERT: Universal
o.
LAMONT, MOLLY:
Paramount.
DOROTHY:RKO-Radi
LAMOUR,
ELISSA: M-G-M.
LANDI. LOLA:
Fox.her at Warner Bros.
CenturyLANE
write
ALLAN: Free20thlance,
LANE.
Fox. .
20th CenturyLANG, JUNE:HARRY.
LANGDON,
Columbia.
LANGFORD. FRANCES: United Artists.
LA RUE. JACK: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenLATiyME°R,' LOUISE: RKO-Radio.
M-G-M.
CHARLES:
LAUGHTON.STAN:
LAUREL.
Hal Roach.
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Have
Lbs.

-QUICK!
IF you look like the picture on the leftskinny, rundown, unattractive to the other
sex
think for
a momentof that
case— don't
is hopeless.
Thousands
men your
and
women who never could put on an ounce
before have gained 10 to 25 pounds of good,
solid flesh in a few weeks with these wonderful new Ironized Yeast tablets.
In addition to their new normal attractive
curves and feminine allure, they can also
boast of naturally clear skin and lovely
color, new pep, new popularity and joy in
life that they never knew before.
Scientists recently discovered that thousands of people are thin and rundown for
the single reason that they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily
food. Now one of the richest known sources
of Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a
new process the finest imported cultured ale
yeast is now concentrated 7 times, making
it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole
yeast and other valuable ingredients in little
tablets known as Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to
aid in building you up, get these new "7power" Ironized Yeast tablets from your
112

GIL CREIGHTON
One
of
New York's
known
Poster Artists
and Art bestConsultants
druggist today. Note how quickly they increase your appetite and help you get more
benefit from the body-building foods that
are essential. Then, day after day, watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs round
out to natural attractiveness. See your skin
clear to natural beauty. Note new pep and
energy.
feel new
like personality.
a different person, withSoon
new you
charm,
Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin B
and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets just a short
time.
See ifa they
don't aid
in building
you up
in just
few weeks,
as
they have helped thousands. If not delighted

with the benefits of the very first package,
money back instantly.
Only be sure you get the original Ironized
Yeast
tablets.
Don't
accept any substitute.
Insist on
Ironized
Yeast.
Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health
we make this FREE offer. Purright away,
chase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets
at once, cut out seal on box and mail it to
us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Pacts About Your Body." Remember,
or money
results with the very first package—
refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc., Dept. 36 Atlanta, Ga.
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MILJAN.
mount. JOHN: Free lance. Write him at ParaMILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
MINNEVITCH,
BORRAH:Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
MITCHELL. GENEVA:
MONTENEGRO. CONCHITA: 20th Centurv-Fox.
MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Gaumont-British.
MONTGOMERY. ROBERT: M-G-M.
MOORE.
mount. DICKIE: Free lanee. Write him at ParaMOORE, GRACE: Columbia.
MOORE.
RKO-Radio.
MORAN. VICTOR:
JACKIE: Paramount.
MORAN, POLLY: Republic.
MORENO, ANTONIO. 20th Century-Fox.
MORGAN.
MORGAN, FRANK:
HELEN: M-G-M.
Universal.
MORGAN,
RALPH: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio.
MORLEY. KAREN: Paramount.
MORRIS, CHESTER: Columbia.
MORRIS. WAYNE: Warner Bros.
MORRISON. JOE: Paramount.
MOWBRAY,
ALAN: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
MUIR, JEAN: Warner Bros.
MULHALL, JACK: Free lance. Write him at UniMUNDIN,
HERBERT:
MUNI, PAUL:
Warner 20th
Bros.Century-Fox.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Universal.
MURPHY,
MAURICE: 20th Centurv-Fox.
NAGEL,
National.CONRAD: Free lance. Write him at Grand
NAGEL, ANNE: Warner Bros.
NIESEN, GERTRUDE: Universal.
NIVEN, DAVID: United Artists.
NIXON.
Radio. MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONOLAN, DORIS: Universal.
NOLAN, LLOYD: Paramount.
NORTON, BARRY: M-G-M.
NUGENT, EDWARD: Free lance. Write him at Republic.
OAKIE.
RKO-Radio.
OBERON, JACK:
MERLE:
Samuel Goldwyn.
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: RKO-Radio.
- O'BRIEN-MOORE,
ERIN:
Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
O'BRIEN.
PAT:
Warner
Bros.
OLAND. WARNER: 20th Century- Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN, MORONI: RKO-Radio.
O'NEILL, HENRY: Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN.
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN,
REGINALD:
PALLETTE,
EUGENE: M-G-M.
Free lance. Write him at
Paramount.
PARKER. CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER, JEAN: M-G-M.
PARRISH, GIGI: Republic.
PATERSON, PAT: United Artists.
PATRICK. GAIL, Paramount.
PENDLETON, NAT: M-G-M.
PENNER, JOE: RKO-Radio.
PEPPER.
BARBARA:
RKO-Radio.
PERRY. JOAN:
Columbia.
PICKFORD, MARY: United Artists.
PIDGEON. WALTER: Universal.
PILBEAM, NO'VA: Gaumont-British.
PITTS, ZASU: Paramount.
PONS,
POWELL,LILY:
DICK:RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
POWELL. ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL, WILLIAM: M-G-M.
POWER, TYRONE: 20th Century-Fox.
PRESTON,ROGER:
ANN: RKO-Radio.
PRYOR,
Republic.
QUALEN, JOHN: 20th Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY, JUANITA: M-G-M.
QUILLAN, EDDIE: Republic.
RAFT. GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER,
LUISE: M-G-M.
RAINS, CLAUDE:
Warner Bros.
RALPH.
JESSIE:
M-G-M.
RALSTON. ESTHER:
Paramount.
RATH BONE, BASIL: Warner Bros.
RATOFF, GREGORY: 20th Century-Fox.
RAY,
20th CenturyFox.
RAYE, LEAH:
MARTHA:
Paramount.
RAYMOND,
GENE:
RKO-Radio.
REED, PHILIP: United Artists.
REGAN, PHIL: Republic.
REYNOLDS, CRAIG: Warner Bros.
RHODES, ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE,
FLORENCE:
RICHMAN,
HARRY: M-G-M.
Columbia.
RITZ
BROTHERS,
THE:National.
20th Century-Fox.
RITTER, TEX: Grand
ROBERTI.
LYDA:
M-G-M.
ROBERTS, BEVERLY: Warner Bros.
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON, BILL:
Century-Fox.
ROBINSON,
EDWARD20th G.:
Warner Bros.
ROBSON,
MAY:
M-G-M.
ROGERS, CHARLES: Columbia.
ROGERS.
GINGER:Universal.
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS. JEAN:
ROLAND,
GILBERT:
20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO, CESAR: Universal.
ROONEY.
MICKEY:
M-G-M.
ROSS, SHIRLEY: Paramount.
ROWLES, POLLY: Universal.
RUGGLES, CHARLES: Paramount.
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.Artists.
RUTHERFORD,
TOM: United
RUTHERFORD. ANN: Republic.
SCHILDKRAUT,
JOSEPH:Paramount.
20th Century-Fox.
SCHUBERT, MARINA:
.
Century-Fox
20th
DOUGLAS: Paramount.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH:
SCOTT,
x.
Century-Fo
20th
JACKIE:
SEARL, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELLON.
RUTH: M-G-M.
SELWYN, BILLIE:
SEWARD.
Columbia.
SHANNON, PEGGY: Universal.
Warner Bros.
D:
WINIFRE
SHAW. GLORIA:
SHEA.
Columbia.
M-G-M.
R, NORMA:
SHEARE
SHERIDAN,
ANN: Warner Bros.
SHIRLEY. ANNE: RKO-Radio..
SIDNEY, SYLVIA: United Artists.
SILVERS. SID: M-G-M Century-Fox.
: 20th Republic.
SIMONEALISON:
SIMON,
WORTH.
SKIP
R. MARTHA: Universal.
SLEEPE
SMART. JACK: Universal,
: United Artists.
SMITH, C. AUBREY
al.
SMITH, QUEENIE: Univers
dio.
RKO-RaBros.
ANN:Warner
RN. NED:
SOTHE
SPARKS,
,
STANDER, LIONEL: Columbia io.
RKO-Rad
A,
BARBAR
CK,
STANWY
CHARLES: Columbia.
STARRETT,BOB:
STEELE,
Republic.
20th CenturyWILLIA
G. HARVEYM:: Paramou
STELLINNS,
nt. Fox.
STEPHE

SCREEN
"It was so simple — so quick and easy to use
Marchand's that I was astonished at the difference
it made in my entire personality."

"There she is, sitting at
girl I left behind me
the
—
home alone
forever when I discovered Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash," says lovely Louise
A.* "I used to be a Cinderella, but now
my friends say Marchand's brought out
— I'm fascinating."
my true personality
Let Marchand's bring you fresh popularity and a new, youthful beauty to
your hair. If you are BLONDE, it will
restore and keep that radiant, sunny
freshness everyone admires. If you are
BRUNETTE, you can rinse lovely, glowing highlights in your hair. With Marchand's you can lighten any color hair
to any flattering shade you desire. Both
s
Blondes and Brunettes use Marchand'
to make excess hair on arms and legs
un noticeable. Because it is not a depilatory, it cannot leave unpleasant stubble.
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is
Stainquick and easy to use. Colorless. results.
less. Odorless. Effective. Perfect
FREE
j j r,.ia™i— Discover your true self — and
accent your appearhow to bring out and
of Fifth
ance and personality. ROBERT
man who makes
the
as
Avenue, famous
an amazing
you beautiful" has written
tells you
brochure for Marchand's, whichwear,
how
what type you are, what to and other
to makeup, new hair styles
just
valuable advice. It's FREE to you—
send your name and a three-cent stamp
to cover postage. Use coupon below.
*Name on request

"Night after night I used to sit
home alone — worried about my
lack of popularity —

"then one night mother brought
home a bottle of Marchand's and
insisted that I try it—

"now I'm the happiest girl in the
world since Marchand's restored
the natural beauty of my hair."

simple
(complete
directions
for every
use
with
bottle )

60LDEN

HAIR

WASH

CityS
St., New York
CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rdN
D'
A
H
O
R
A
BEAUTY
M
copy ofto ROBERT'S
A FREE stamp
me
send
Gentlemen:. Please
costs.
cover postage
a three-cent
I enclose
BROCHURE
NameAddressCity

\tate-
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Sht 5 to 70 Days...
1

For you— the allure of
natural-looking eye beauty!

FRECKLES
DISAPPEAR
like wuuficf
i Here's
new
H
formula
creama wonderful
that removes
V freckles quickly but gently while
jar Freckle
you sleep.
apply
Cream Simply
over face
and Nadinola
arms at
night. Day by day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
softer. Soon freckles, along with other facial blemishes, disappear — -usually in 5 to 10 days. Nadinola
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with
over 37ment.years
in this
of skin10ctreatOnly 00cexperience
at drug and
toilettype
counters;
size
at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial package
to NADINOLA, Dept. 156, Paris, Term.

PINAUD'S IMPROVED
SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE

NADIMOLA

Make your lashes a long sweep of silky, dark
beauty... perfectly natural-looking because
of the extra-creaminess of this mascara!
Smudgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or
without water. In black, brown, blue, green.

HOLLYWOOD
IN

NEW YORK
Gene Autry puts Champion
through some of the paces of
his "trained bear" routine. Be
sure not to miss the acrobatic
hoss's

BEAUTIFIES, REJUVENATES —
IMPROVES SKIN TEXTURE
Win glorious skin loveliness with
Miner's Liquid Make-Up. Applied to
face, neck, arms and legs it gives;
your skin an alluring, youthful, silky j
finish. Lasts all day, will not rub off
or streak. Shades — Peach, Rachel, |
Brunette and Suntan. At drug and j
dep't stores 50c. Introductory sizes
25c and 10c, at your favorite 10c
counter, or send 10c, mentioning {
shade, for a generous trial bottle to
Miners, 40 E. 20th St., N. Y. C
j
MINER'/. INC. Masters of Make-up Since 1864.
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THE

CANDID

SPOTLIGHT

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

HOUSE OF PI IVAUD

fkukkCteatn

solo dance

in "Git

Along Little Dogies."
STEPHENSON. HENRY: M-G-M.
STEVENS, ONSLOW: RKO-Radio.
STEWART. JAMES: M-G-M.
STONE,
: RKO-Radio.
STONE, FRED
GEORGE
E.: Warner Bros.
STONE,
LEWIS:
STONE, PAULA: M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
STUART,
20th Century-Fox.
SULLAVAN,GLORIA:
MARGARET:
Universal.
SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: 20th Century-Fox.
SWANSON,
GLORIA:
M-G-M.
SWARTHOUT, GLADYS: Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Columbia.
TALLEY, MARION: Republic.
TAMIROFF, AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Universal.
TAYLOR.
TEASDALE,ROBERT:
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS.
FRANK
M.:
RKO-Radio.
THOMAS. JAMESON: Republic.
TIBBETT.
LAWRENCE:
20th Century-Fox
TIBBETTS. MARTHA: Columbia.
TONE,
FRANCHOT:
M-G-M.
TRACY, LEE: Universal.
TRACY,
M-G-M.
TRAVIS, SPENCER:
JUNE : Warner
Bros.
TREACHER,
ARTHUR:
Century-Fox.
TREE. DOROTHY:
Warner20thBros.
TREEN, MARY: Warner Bros.
TREVO'R, CLAIRE: 20th Century-Fox.
TWELVETREES, HELEN: 20th Century-Fox.
TYLER, TOM: Republic.
VALLEE, RUDY: Warner Bros.
VELEZ, LUPE:
M-G-M. Columbia.
VENABLE,
EVELYN:
VINSON, HELEN: United Artists.
WADSWORTH, HENRY: M-G-M.
WALBROOK, ANTON: RKO-Radio.
WALBURN, RAYMOND: Columbia.
WALKER.
20th Century-Fox.
WALKER, JUNE:
RAY: Free
lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
WALTON, DOUGLAS: RKO-Radio.
WARE, IRENE: 20th Century-Fox.
WAYNE,
Universal.Paramount.
WEIDLER, JOHN:
VIRGINIA:
WEISSMULLER. JOHNNY: M-G-M.
WEST, MAE: Paramount.
WESTLEY, HELEN: 20th Century-Fox.
WHALEN, MICHAEL: 20th Century-Fox.
WHEELER,
BERT: RKO-Radio.
WHITNEY. ELEANORE:
Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: United Artists.
WILLIAM, WARREN: Paramount.
WILLIAMS, CLARK: Universal.
WILLIAMS,
HUGH: 20th
Century- Fox.
WILSON, DOROTHY:
Columbia.
.
WILSON, LOIS: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
WILSON. MARIE: Warner Bros.
WINCHELL, WALTER: 20th Century-Fox.
WING, PAT: Paramount.
WING, TOBY: M-G-M. .
WINNINGER, CHARLES: Universal.
WITHERS, GRANT: Paramount.
-Fox.
20th Century ox.
WITHERS, JANE: 20th
Century-F
WOOD. HELEN:
WOODS.
DONALD: Warner
Bros.
io
BOB: RKO-RadRKO-Radi
WOOLSEY.CONSTAN
o.
CE:
WORTH, FAY:
WRAY,
Columbia.
WYATT. CHARLENE: Paramount.
WYATT. JANE: Universal. Bros.
WYMAN, JANE: Warner
20th Century-Fox.
YOUNG, LORETTA:
: M-G-M. Artists.
YOUNG. ROBERT
United
D:
ROLAN
,
YOUNG

DidRobert
you ever
see — earning his bread
Taylor
and butter?
Loretta Young looking weary?
Bette Davis applying make-up?
Carole Lombard taking a singing
lesson?
Winchell fighting Bernie?
Sylvia
nose? Sidney blowing her lovely
These things, and many more, you
will see in FOTO, America's smartest
and biggest new picture magazine,
which contains a special section of
"off-guard" Hollywood candid snaps.
In FOTO you will see your favorite
stars as you have never seen them
before.
But FOTO is not exclusively a
movie magazine — far from it. In this
first great June issue you will find exciting celluloid shots from all over
the world — over 300 pictures; more
than any other picture magazine!
Sixty-four thrilling pages for a dime!

include: "Roosefeature
Special
velt Romances"
— swhy psychologists
claim the President's family is endowed with a "happy virility"; "War
is Hell — don't let it Happen" — a pictorial sermon of vital importance to
all Americans; "Royal Playboy — the
romantic photo-history of the Duke of
Kent"; two pages of baby pictures; a
pictorial explanation of "Why is a
Woman Afraid of a Mouse?" and
many others.
Buy this great June issue today —
(illustrated camera
with Hollywood
candid
shots)

JUNE
THB FOTO

CENTS
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News

(Continued from page 68)
Society Note: Invitations from Scarlett
Varden and Rhett Oakie for a "Come With
the Wind" party, to celebrate a wedding
anniversary in the Oakie menage, sent all
their pals scurrying to the closet for costumes in keeping with the atmosphere and
tradition of the South. No one knows yet
just what the South had to do with the party,
except that Colonel Oakie's hospitality was
extremely Southern. All we know is that
it's no fun drinking scotch and soda through
a false beard. You can get the same effect by tossing off a beaker of mucilage.
■ ■ ■
Fashion Dept., for Men Only : In his
forthcoming
picture,no "Saratoga,"
Clark
Gable
will display
less than twelve
changes of ensemble, for the edification of
he-man fashion addicts in the audience.
Personally, we say it's a fine thing. For
' too many years guys have sat through
epics watching Kay Francis change her
garments. We've seen Myrna Loy slip into
a new creation with her every mood. It's
high time Man threw off the shackles of
the double standard and asserted his equality. Are you listening, Adrian?
■ ■ ■
When you see "Kid Galahad," Edward
G. Robinson's new picture, watch for a
prizefight- scene. One of the extras, cheering the battlers on, is Admiral Byrd. The
who has explored the earth's
Admiral,
poles,
but who will probably be remembered
as the guy who popularized the penguin,
was visiting the "Kid Galahad" set the day
the prizefight scene was shot. They invited him to play an extra role, and he
accepted.
■ ■ ■
Gals who patronize the beauty shop at
the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel sometimes get
a slight shock when they look at the manicurist. At first glance, the customer thinks
she's having her nails done by Miriam
Hopkins. Of course, as the saying goes,
ain't. The little lady is Miriam's standshe and
in,
between pictures she files nails and
startles people.
■ ■ ■
When Producer Harry Cohn of Columbia
announced a Press preview of "Lost Horizon," he really meant it, much to the embar as ment ofseveral members of the cast
who wanted to get in and see themselves
in action. It didn't matter much to Ronald
Colman, who never goes to his own previews anyhow, but it was slightly uncomfortable for H. B. Warner, who found himself
confronted at the door by a very determined
Mr. Cohn. Isabel Jewell, who had been
planning for a week ahead to see the preview, acquired cold feet at the last moment
and saved herself the embarrassment. Mr.
C. made it up to everyone a few days later,
however, when he took the cast to San
Francisco by special train, for the picture's
premiere.
■ ■ ■
Tony Martin doesn't trust his friends
any
more, toandraise
it's flowers.
all on account
of his
ambition
Recently
he
bought packages of seeds and planted them
around his house. After several weeks of
tender care, he discovered the stuff he was
nursing along was onions. He suspects
Alice Faye, but he can't prove anything.
H ■ ■
Since Gene Autry is now the country's
Number One Western hero, here's a little

GOODBYE

DANDRUFF/
F. Copr.
W. Fitch1937
Co.
The

Truth

Soap

About

Shampoos

1. Bacteria and
dandruff
tered butscatnot
removed by
ordinary soap
shampoo.

2. All bacteria,
dandruff and
other foreign
matter completely anddestroyed
removed by
Fitch Shampoo.

There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself oi dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
awashes
shampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
it away.
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
Dandandruff.
dissolve every
will notdissolves
ordinarydruffshampoos
Remover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back guarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
counters. Professional applications at beauty and barber
shops.
After and between Fitch Shampoos Fitch's Ideal Hair
Tonic is the ideal -preparation to stimulate the hair
roots and give new life, luster and beauty to your hair
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
THE P. W. FITCH CO.. DES MOINES, IOWA .

Many

Never

Suspect

0ft V&
'U/ftJcTlX.. the smartest girls with the
loveliest curls . . . use Hollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. You can enhance your
beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever
style of curl you like., .whether a few
large ones or many little close ones...
make them simply, quickly, right at
home, with "the Curlers used by the
Stars". . . Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

U. S.
PATENT
2000893
2000894
3 for 10c at 5c and 10c STORES - NOTION COUNTERS

TORONTO. CAN.

Cause

Backaches
Of
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
discover
theytired
once
may be
kidneys.that the , real, .cause
- of their
, , trouble
. .,
The kidneys are Nature s chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
or scanty passages with smarting and
Frequent
shows there may be something wrong with
burning
bladder.
your kidneys or acids
or poisons in your blood, when
An excess of
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
getting up , nights,
pep and energy, ,
loss ofness.
pains,
dizzi
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan s -Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years, lhey
relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
give happy
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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BRING ALONG MY OLIVE OIL POWDER"

• Mercolized Wax gently melts ofT faded, discolored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.
Mercolized Wax is a complete beauty treatment
in a single cream. Contains everything your skin
needs. Cleanses. Softens. Beautifies. Protects.
Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
TTSEskinSaxolite
a refreshingandstimulating
tonic. Astringent—
Smooths out
lines.
NOwrinkles
W! olliness. ageDissolve
Refines coarse pores, 1eliminates
Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel. Use dally.
At drug and department stores everywhere.

MOTHER, Z. B.T. does a better job of keeping your baby happy, comfortable and
free from chafing, because it's the only baby
powder made with olive oil. The olive oil
makes Z. B. T. smoother, longer-clinging—
a better guardian of the skin. It makes
Z. B.T. moisture-resistant — no caking. Free
from zinc stearate, Z.B.T. is approved by
leading
hospitals,
by Good HousekeepingBureau and
your baby.
For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept. K-3,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

NAILS
J A MOMENT'S NOTICE

0Uv&0i£.

YOUR
MAJESTY^
A Common Run!
Canst Wait Till I
Change My Hose
"Nay,
my
our robes
subjectsconceal
wait.
Besides thoselove,
ample
>55
thy queenly shanks. But tomorrow
morn, hie thyself to the shops and
purchase a Run-R-Stop vanity, and
thus avert future mishaps of this naRUN-R-STOP IN THE RED AND
ture."
BLACK PURSE-SIZE VANITY checks
runs and snags permanently. At chain,
department and shoe stores — 10c.
CAMILLE, INC., 49 E. 21st St., New York City

Bel/wtTftostGfeming,
He whispers
"You'reby divine
to. enchanted
new and
delicate,night" . .haunting
appeal, aintimately
associated
with
the
delightfully
diffumes. ferent floral odeurs of DeLuxe PerLearn how vividly intriguing are
these "drams of daintiness" . . .
these exquisite,
concentrates of Gardenialingering
and other
fragrances.
In
smart,
purse-size
flaconettes
. . . ask for DeLuxe.
r Flower Fragrance, Distributors
A P. O. Box 590
Buffalo, N. Y.

^ PERFUME?
Sbej
AT ALL iixe
5 AND IO CENT STORES

TORY
EPILAInstantly
D
Today's
most
popular
depilatory.
D
E
M
U
F
R
E
Peliminates
every trace of hair. As delightful as your choicest cold cream. Simply
spread on and rinse off. Ask dealeror write
Madame Berths. 562 Fifth Ave., New York
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Just an informal shot, claims
Irene Dunne, but we'll wager
she had quite a time making that bonnet sit straight.
item about him you might like to hear. A
couple ol months ago, a cigarette company
invaded Hollywood to secure testimonials
from the stars for an advertising campaign.
And they did right well, signing up practically everybody who is anybody. But when
they offered Autry S5.000 for a testimonial,
he turned them down, using the most novel
reason we've ever heard. He simply told
them he doesn't smoke.
■ ■ ■
Is Nothing Sacred? Dept.: The flashy
new roadster which Joan Blondell gave to
Dick Powell last year as a wedding present is now being driven around town by
Preston Foster. Dick sold it to Preston
and bought a larger car. Mr. P. must be
something of a diplomat, because the deal
hasn't affected the Powell-Blondell happiness in the least.
■ ■ "
Luise Rainer, it seems, took the Academy
Award right in stride. The statuette was
and all that, but it didn't change Miss
nice, routine
R.'s
in the least. Day after the
award, she was seen on the boulevard doing her daily marketing. If the Academy
could see her going over a row of cabbages to pick out the choicest of the lot,
they'd know definitely they had handed the
award to the right gal. Her performance
was, in a word, magnificent. And, inveterate
cabbage-fanciers will tell you she always
gets the best one.
■ ■ "
Freddie Bartholomew is prouder of his
friendship with Jackie Cooper than of any
he's made in Hollywood. When they first
met, Freddie was in great fear that Jackie
might consider him something of a sissy.
"But now," says Freddie, "Jackie says I'm
a good egg. And," he adds, "I think Jackie
is a real egg himself."
■ ■ ■
Ginger Rogers was kept on ice during the
In it there's
of "Shall
shooting
a wax image
of We
the Dance?"
star used in several
sequences, and since the Klieg lights are

Set2t>
of 10
At all
6 and 10c
Stores

NU-NAIL CO.

tapering nailslong,
for
NEW!
everyone! Smart,
Cover broken,
short,
thin
nails
with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade.
Defies
detection.
Waterproof.
Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them 1
ARTIFICIAL
NU-NAILS
5249 W. MADISON Si.
CHICAGO. ILL
FINGERNAILS

Fascinatinq
\

More
With

FAIR

SKIN

HAVE IT IN ONE WEEK! &dtleV. ..
don't let dull, blemished, freckled skin ruin charm !
Gentle Golden
... removes dull film,Peacock
surface Bleach
frecklesCreme
and pimples,
blackheads almost overnight! Gives you clear,
flawless, younger looking, alluring skin. At any
drug or department store ... or send 50c to
Golden Peacock Inc., Dept. H-205, Paris, Tenn.
Relieve
Pain In Few
Rheumatism Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get narcotics.
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
No opiates,
no
the work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon't
this suffer.
guarantee*

1i one
just
the unit
big — sets,
bat weighs only 6 oz.
i Pits
pocket
easily.
Take itto adjust.
with yoo.
Nothing1
No
batteries
.tabes,
or electric socket
connections
required. Tuning knob istheonly moving part.
Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!
Brings
with fine tonemade,
quality.
Tones
broadcastin Btations
band. Accurately
precisely
assembled,
rigidly
tested,
assnres
excellent
performance.
Should
last
for
years.
Cornea
complete with
phone, office,
with easy
structions for osebuilt-in
in camps,
picnics,inborne, bed, etc. Listen to music, sports; radio
entertainment, GUARANTEED.
etc. The-" "Little Thousands
Giant" is
ABSOLUTELY
inOtNU
uBe. rlU
An ideal
gift. ! entertainment should
mUnr.1
CCIinkin MnUPVI Its enjoyable radio

Excerpts
From
Satisfied Users
Iandreceive-!
it works radio
fine.
.pleased
. . Amwithwell
itanyin1
every
respect.
recommend
Little Giant
to the

chaserawhowiEhes
prospective
pur-just
such
little
radio for personal
use. ingItto operate
costs nothit .and. i
itHave
workstriedsplendid.
Received Midget
RadiotwoandmoreI .am. ■
mail
pleased
. Kindly
delight only
Combines
performance
and economy.yon!Get J2.99
yours and
today.
Pay orpostman
on (Letters on_____
arrival
postagre
send
J2.99
File)*
Ore pay postage). Order now.
-.^T^TTtr^TIu^rr
ttle Giant Radio Co. 1166 Diversey Pky. Dept. 2603, Chicago
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what they are, it's necessary to keep the
figure almost constantly in the ice-box. with
shots lasting no longer than a couple of
minutes at a time. "Sure," said Ginger
wearily the other day, wiping the perspiration from her brow, "I can melt right away,
and who cares? But that thing! It gels all
the attention in the world."
■ ■ ■
On the set where they're making "Venus
Makes Trouble," Venus really did make
Seems the Hays office wouldn't
trouble.
let the statue appear without something
more modest in the way of apparel. So
Pat Ellis fixed it up with a few necessary
articles of feminine raiment — which left
poor Venus in a worse state than before.
■ ■ ■
Now that Carole Lombard is playing the
distressed lady in "Damsel in Distress," she
has the distinction of being the second leading lady Fred Astaire has had since he
started in pictures several years ago.
Carole's contract allows her to make one
outside picture a year, so she was grabbed
for Freddie's dancing film. Incidentally, the
Lombard-Astaire combination is the most expensive co-starring team in pictures. Fred
is rumored to receive $250,000 per picture,
and RKO is paying Carole $200,000. So if
you're ever thinking of borrowing Carole
Lombard, we thought you'd like to know.
■ ■ m
Joel McCrea has decided to stop getting
. friendly with strangers. Recently, on a
trip to Arizona with Frances Dee, he
by a roadside and inquired direcstopped
tions of an Indian. The redskin recognized
Joel and invited him in for coffee. When
they left, the McCreas asked their host to
look them up if he ever came to Hollywood. A week later, Joe Little Hawk
arrived with Mrs. Little Hawk and six
littler Hawks.
■ ■ ■
Herbert Marshall's moved into Buddy
Rogers' new Beverly Hills home, which
quashes all rumors that America's Sweetheart and America's B. F. will make their
honeymoon cottage there. It won't be at
Pickfair, either, since there isn't room there
plans
there're
So San
ponies.
for Buddy'sforpolo
underfoot
building
in the
Fernando
valley when they return from England.
Ill
The romance between Owen Davis, Jr.
and Anne Shirley still goes strong, in spite
of all those nasty, nasty rumors. Owen
appeared at the studio the other day with
a miniature of Anne on ivory, in his
wrist-watch case, from which the watch
had been removed. "Gives me more time
to think of her," he said. Cute, eh?
■ ■ ■
Ronald Colman's life isn't his own anymore; it's his dietitian's. For, while he's
working in "Prisoner of Zenda," the gain or
loss of a single ounce will be fatal to his
expensive costumes — all skin-tight and tailored within an inch of their lives. The only
meal he's allowed to have on his own is
breakfast; grapefruit, toast and coffee.
Lunch and dinner are provided by the
studio, and there aren't many steaks on the
menu.
■

■

■

True Love Dept. : They're saying around
that Dick Powell and Joan Blondell have
established a short-wave radio system to
keep in touch with each other. Joan has a
set at home, and Dick keeps his in his
dressing-room. Imagine hearing over the
radio
that your husband won't be home
for dinner.
■ ■ ■
Barton MacLane is evidently letting all
these tough guy roles get him. The other
night at a popular late spot, he hauled off
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DOUBLE

AMAZING
OFFER

FOR

VALUE
LIMITED SUPPLY

NEW

gSLjGET

• Think of it! For only 59 ft you get
a bottle of the new Admiracion
BOTH
Foamy Oil Shampoo together with
a bottle of the new Admiracion
Hair Dressing & Scalp Tonic. Both bottles
in one convenient package — a $1.10 value
for 59 ft— less than the cost of one!
Admiracion Foamy Oil Shampoo is utterly
different. Here, for the first time, is an oil
shampoo that lathers in billows! Yet it contains no free alkali, no drying alcohol, no
harsh chemicals to strip precious natural oil
from the hair. It cleanses completely, washes
out without an after-rinse, leaves the hair

YOURS TODAY

for less thafl^MPSF

one!

youthful, soft, beautifully manageable.
Admiracion Hair Tonic for men and
women conditions the scalp and grooms the
hair. It penetrates deeply — checks dandruff
— retards falling hair.
Get your big double- value package at your
favorite toiletries counter today.
You also have the choice of Admiracion latherless Olive Oil Shampoo plus
Hair Tonic — 59£.
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end gave another customer a terrific punch
in the jaw. Reason: the man was staring
at him, and Barton affirmed that wasn't his
night to be stared at. The girl he had with
him was Irene Coleman, who the next day
announced her engagement to Conrad
Nagel. "It may not last," she said, "but at
least he isn't the rough type."
■ ■ ■
Marlene Dietrich is having no less than
thirty-two
changes
lor difference
"Angel,"
her
next at costume
Paramount.
But the
is that not one of them is to be photographed or breathed about, until the pic
is shown. Travis Banton has them all
under lock and key and says the picture's
release will rock the feminine world. Marlene, we understand, isn't so, sure.
■ ■ ■
When Robert Young and Melvyn Douglas
returned from location at Ketchum, Idaho,
where they did the snow scenes for "I Met
Him In Paris," they were full of tales of
their prowess at skiing. They caught right
on, they assured everyone at the studio,
and their scenes in the picture were practically all first "takes." Then Claudette
Colbert fixed things up when she threw a
party for studio people which featured the
premiere of the home movies she had taken
at Ketchum. There were several excellent
shots of Messrs. Young and Douglas, stuck
head-first in a snow drift.
■ ■ ■
We've finally run down those rumors
about Mae West. There is a new Mae.
Proof that satisfied us was that she no
longer will ask the lads to come up and
see her sometime. For she's given up
that sixth-story apartment in Hollywood,
and moved into a Beverly Hills bungalow.
And instead of lolling on white bear rugs
in her leisure moments, Mae now devotes
herself to raising vegetables in the back
yard. It's all sort of beautiful.
0 11
Gail Patrick has just put her signature
on a very fancy new contract. The document calls for twice her former salary and
runs for two years without options. She
will do five pictures a year, two of which
must be "A" productions. An "A" production, in case you don't know, is a picture
on which a producer spends more than the
average amount of money and for which,
naturally, he has more than the average
amount of hope. In addition, all the Patrick
personal expenses are paid by her husband
—himalthough
doesn't
a contract
— which she
means
that have
her entire
salarywithis
plunked into the bank.
■
■

■

On the "King of Gamblers" set recently
we noticed two extras whose faces looked
familiar. Discovered they were Louise
Brooks and Evelyn Brent, both of whom
were queens of the silent days. When they
had fame and fortune they were generous
with their money, and now they're glad to
get the $7.50 per day which is the extra's
picture's title lent an
the scene.
stipend
ironic noteAnd
to the
ill
Sonja Henie is a lovely and ethereal
creature on skates, but when she takes
them off, she's one of the shrewdest business women in Hollywood. After touring
the country in a highly profitable skating
exhibition, she returned to her studio to
make "Thin Ice," for which she's getting
$85,000. But before the cameras started
little Miss H. demanded a half-day's pay,
which she claimed was due her from "One
In A Million." □
□ □
Spied Frances Farmer and Hubby Leif
Erikson, morning after the "Waikiki Wedding" preview, looking over the nice re118

views ot the Erikson performance with
their coffee. Afterwards, they climbed
into the family car — and it wasn't the lowslung, diamond-studded roadster you might
expect a successful young movie couple to
own. It was an aged job, vintage about
1929. Of course, '29 was a very good year.
■
■ ■
In "Cafe Metropole," Loretta Young
plays an heiress. Even though she may
not look like an heiress, she eats like one,
according to the studio budget. For a scene
in the picture, she had to eat caviar at a

Katherine De Mille, in her extreme
youth, used to write reams of poetry. A
few weeks ago she felt the Muse beckoning
her once more, so she went through an old
trunk or two to look over the stuff of her
childhood. She was highly encouraged
when she came across a sonnet which surprised her with its quality. It was really
a De Mille epic. The thing pleased her so
that she picked up a volume of Shakespeare,
just to see how the other poets were doing.
And, unfortunately, she discovered her
sonnet. It was just as good when Shakespeare wrote it as it was a few centuries
later, when Katherine had copied it.
■ ■ ■
It may not be news to report that Garbo
has a new fan, but it helps the announcement when you add that the new admirer
is Charles Boyer, who is co-starring with
her in "Marie Walewska." It's Boyer's
first picture with the Great One, and he's
more than impressed. In fact, he's a press
agent's dream, for he comes to the studio
on
days
isn't working, just to
watch
the when
Garbo heemote.
■ ■ ■
You wouldn't guess it to look at either
of them, but Martha Raye and Leopold
Stokowski are the best of friends. The
Philadelphia
conductor first
noticed Martha Symphony
when he discovered
she was
a collector of phonograph records, with a
leaning toward modern classics. And Martha discovered the maestro when he told .
her swing music fascinated him, more as
a phenomenon than a study, you understand. Anyway, he has presented Martha
with several sets of records, and she has
taught him a chorus of a popular swing
number. There's talk around that it's
"Mr. Ghost Goes to Town," but chances
won't inPhiladelphia
are the
clude it in
its repertoireOrchestra
this season.
■ ■ ■
Bumped into Jimmy Stewart after the
"Seventh Heaven" preview. Between gulps
of coffee, he explained he was the victim
of the jitters, which overcome him every
time he sees himself in a new screen role.
"Every time I see myself pull a boner, I lose
"On
Jimmy.
pounds,"
a couple
the
stage, aof poor
scene said
can be
done over

So the ladies affected pants
in Napoleon's
way back
days!
Katharine
Hepburn
looks real wistful in this
scene from "Quality Street."

cafe table. "Just nibble," instructed Director Edward Griffith. "No use wearing
yourself out actually trying to eat it for
the entire scene." But Loretta never nibbles, in spite of that famous figger. She
tied into the caviar for every shot, and the
bill at the end of four days' shooting was
□
□ □
$67.
Victor McLaglen was exhibiting his
fifty-three chest expansion the other day,
on the "Wee Willie Winkie" set, for the
amazement of the cast. Shirley Temple
stood by for a long time taking in all
she said, "Mr.
inches.
fifty-three
McLaglen, is
this the Then
way you really look,
or are you in disguise?"
■
■ ■

the next night, but this is different. It's
like writing a check in indelible ink; there's
about■ it."
nothing you can ■do ■
Casting "Gone With the Wind" is still
Hollywood's favorite pastime. Everyone in
town is busy picking candidates for parts.
Just when producers were agreed that Clark
Gable was the logical actor to step into the
shoes of the swashbuckling character, Rhett
Butler, a little matter of contract turned up
to give them more headaches. Clark, it appears, is much in demand in his own barnyard
and his studio
release
Miriam Hopkins
is the won't
probable
choice him.
for
inthere's
but of
oftalkScarlett
the part formal
in someO'Hara,
quarters
Norma
Shearer returning to pictures in the role.
The usual rumors are afloat that an unknown
may finally be picked for this prize plum,
but at the present writing, it's anybody's
■
■ ■
guess.
The latest society-film romance to culminate in wedding bells is that of Lyle
Talbot, popular movie star, and Marguerite
Cramer, New York socialite. The pair

and didn't
seem shortly
to wastebefore
much Christmas
time in making
up
met
their minds. A quiet wedding took place
in the Davis home, during Easter season,
before a fireplace banked with lilies. These
society belles are making heavy inroads on
Hollywood's desirable males and are giving
the local girls plenty to worry about.
simply don't have grown daughters.
Printed in the U. S. A. bv Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen, N. 3.

Marlene Dietrich won't let photographers
snap her with daughter, Maria Seiber, anymore. It's not because Marlene doesn't
love her offspring, but it seems Maria has
she's
that right
of late And
grown
as tall soas rapidly
her mother.
glamornowqueens

HOLLYWOOD!

Garden of glamorous girls! Each star, a flower

of rare beauty and coloring. Cameras constantly click their lovelines . . . they are the darlings of the world!

In this beauty- conscious environment, each screen-type—
whether Titian, Brunette or Blonde — blossoms forth into glowing gorgeousness through that subtle but simple secret of Hollywood— make-up keyed to her individual coloring!
But no longer is this secret confined to the silver-screen sirens.
No longer need they be mightily envied! For out of Hollywood

shades matching rouge, for kissable lips that stay so from dawn
till dawn. And all three, keyed to your individual coloring!
Underneath, the Hollywood mask Facial — the rejuvenating,
refreshing base of the make-up — that cleanses the skin!
Analyze your coloring! Accentuate it with Hollywood mask

Matched Make-Up in your own, individual shades. Don't put off
now! You'll spell
perfection! Experience this make-up miracle Hollyw
ood mask
DANGER to every man! Ask today for
Matched Make-Up at your favorite cosmetic counter !

comes to you Hollywood mask — the Matched Make-Up
that matches you!— Make-up that has captured the
blending secrets known only to Hollywood. There is . . .
Velvet-textured Powder to softly accent skin- color;
warm, vibrant Rouge, to merge with powder and highlight hair and eyes; ripe, luringly-luscious Lipstick, in

MASK
FOR

INTIMATE

BEAUTY

HOLLY'mhasn't
If your store for
now! shades
adventure
Start
generous
checksureyour
as yet,
MASKbeauty
WOOD your
MAbis
HOLLY WOUL>
to include below
troductory
base of newBe loveliness.
Facial — thetreatments.
Woid Blackheads —
Clogged Pores
;e tiny dirt - ridden pores,
nse the base of the face!
ngthen and feed under-skin
ues with HOLLYWOOD
3K Facial. Large Tube $1.00.
Size 10c.

Acquire Bloom
of Youth
Bestows glowing blush on
cheeks. Merges with skin
tones and blends with powder. Plays up to hair and
eyes. Peachbloom, Poppy,
Raspberry, Orange. Large
Size 50c. Purse Size 10c.

Alluring Companion
to Rouge
Have loveliest of lips! Eternally
ripe -red and tantalizing. Lips
that softly, seductively beckon.
Light, Medium, Dark, Orange,
Raspberry. Large Size 55c.
Purse Size 10c.

Escape "Flour-Barrel" Look
Heavenly new powder reveals true
skin-tone; clings longer. Harmonizes
with cheeks and lips. Soft, subtle,
natural! Rachelle, Creole, Brunette,
Peach, Natural, Blanche, Suntan.
Large Size 75c. Purse Size 10c.

Inc., Dept. 160, Hollywood, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD MASK,
/ enclose 10c for each purse-size cosmetic checked.
Name_
StreetCity
State□ HOLLYWOOD MASK FACIAL
□ Orange □ Raspberrj
Dark
D
Medium
□
Light
□
LIPSTICK
ROUGE □ Orange □ Poppy □ Raspberry □ Peachbloom
POWDER □ Rachelle-Brunette □ Peach □ Dark Rachelle
□ Natural □ Creole □ Blanche □ Suntan

"\ live at the beach most of the year and
there is hardly a weekend that a number
of friends don't drop in. Naturally, I keep
several brands of cigarettes on hand, but
the Luckies are always the first to disappear. Isuppose it's just natural that
Luckies would be the favorite brand because picture work certainly places a
severe tax on the throat. Leading artists
of the screen prefer Luckies because
they are a light smoke that sympathizes
with tender throats."

FEMININE STAR OF DAVID O. SELZNICK'S
TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION OF "A STAR IS BORN'

#
Copyright 1937 The American Tobacco Companv
The Finest Tobaccos—
"The Cream of the Crop

.An independent survey was made recently among professional men I
and women — lawyers, doctors, scientists, etc. Of those who said they
cigarettes, over 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Gaynor verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other
leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
smoke

their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too,
can have the throat protection of Luckies— a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies
are gentle on the throat.
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penny
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How

often such neglect leads

to real dental
give your
of Ipana

tragedies . • .

gums
and

the benefit

Massage.

1ET her study herself in the mirror—
' while she outlines that classic mouth,
powders that pretty nose. Let her favorite creams and cosmetics add to her

care she gives her lips on her dingy

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

teeth, her tender, ailing gums— -not until
she knows the meaning of that tinge of

For nearly always, Ipana and massage is a wise precaution against the

"pink" upon her tooth brush.
Don't Overlook "Pink Tooth Brush"
When that warning tinge appears on
your tooth brush— go at once to your dentist. Probably no serious trouble is in

charm. Then let her smile— smile that

store for you. No doubt, he'll lay the
blame at the door of modern menus.

dull, dingy, shadowed smile of hers— and
see how quickly her beauty vanishes.
A minor tragedy? Yet this girl might

Too-soft foods— foods that deprive your
gums of necessary work and stimulation
—have made the gum walls lazy, flabby.

possess a radiant, appealing smile— but
not until she lavishes a fraction of the

Usually he will suggest harder,"chewier"
foods— and often the stimulating help

a good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
is never a luxury.

warning of "pink tooth brush." Begin
today to help the health of your teeth
and gums. Massage a little Ipana into
your gums every time you brush your
teeth. Watch those la2y tissues grow
gradually firmer, sounder, healthier.
Start today the faithful use of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage. Let your smile
do justice to•your charm.
•
•
LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight "-every Wednesday night, over N. B.C. Red Network,
9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.
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your eyes and create "lines"
that may mar facial beauty.
Insist on G-E MAZDA
G-E MAZDA

lamps

lamps help guard

your eyesight and your beauty
. . . because they give you all
the light you pay for. And
they Stay Brighter Longer.
Look for the G-E trade-mark
when you buy.
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Here they are, folks, Martha Raye, the lass with
the over-sized mouth and Bob (Bazooka) Burns,
the gentleman from Van Buren, Arkansas, topping their laugh triumph in "Waikiki Wedding"
with a laugh a minute hill-billy drayma, that'll
have you in stitches . . . Terry Walker, lovely to
aslook at lady of the networks, has the romance
of
bunch
signment with John Howard ... and a
the funniest lads who ever came down off the
mountains add to the hysteria . . .
Rufe Davis and His White Mule
try a iiHte hill- billy swing . . .
r^nr^n>

Wm

i » r ,» <ii JET!
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of course men thrill to the rosy softness of
Tangee lips! Men despise a "painted look".
Tangee isn't paint... it's the only lipstick with
the Tangee Color Change Principle. Orange in
the stick, Tangee changes on your lips to warm
blush-rose, emphasizes your charm. ..Use
Tangee Rouge for lovely color in cheeks.
USE TANGEE LIPSTICK every night before you
go to bed. Its special cream base soothes and
softens lips, gives them a beauty treatment while
you sleep. Tangee won't rub off on bed linen.
Awake with fresh alluring lips. Try Tangee,
the 24-Hour way to loveliness. 39^ and $1.10. Or
send coupon below for Miracle Make-Up Set.

PAI NTE D

TANGEE

Worlds Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! Thereisonly
— don't NATURAL.
let anyone switch
sure
tooneaskTangee
for TANGEE
// you you.
preferBe more
color for evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

"MIRACLE
MAKE-UP SET'
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Please Lipstick,
rush "Miracle
Set"
Tangee
Rouge Make-TJp
Compact,
Cremeofor sample
Rouge,
Face Powder.
I enclose
10£ (stamps
coin).
(15* in Canada.)
Check Shade of □ Flesh n Rachel □Light
Rachel
~
Powder Desired
Name(Please Print)
Address.
. MM7?
City
8
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Puzzle Solution on Page 96

ACROSS
1. & 6. The actress featured in the
9. Pouch
puzzle of "Lost Horizon
Director
12. Drug
17.
from the poppy
18. Ginger Rogers' Ma. L - - played in "Eskimo
19 M
Elaine was called John Barrymore s
20
21. Make a speech
22. Distended
24. Song-writing partner of Mack Gor25 " don urn of Peter Grimm
was changed from Steven26. His name
son to its present form
name
*- „ first„
Culbertson's
28. Bridge-player
, star of "Nine Days a Queen
30. N
31. Brother of Jacob
33. Unrefined metal
34 Zest
36. She appeared with Ralph Bellamy in
"The Wedding Night"
37. Edward Arnold was a Forty
Gold"
er's
in "Sutt
40.
bird
39. Large
alian
Austr
role
Weight measure
was in
impor
stant
Cabbage
42. Her"Mrs.firstWigg
of
the
47. Her real name is June Vlasek
45.
" Who ,
chMan
Mu
Knew Too ,
of "The
Star

58.
59.
61.
63.
66.
67.
68.
72.
74.
75.
76.

Tint
Gloria . You may remember
Mother of Helen of Troy
"Bole
fromMcCr
her Joel
ea ro"
Mrs.
Noah's houseboat
Mr. Wynn's first name
He was Lilyan Tashman's husband
in "When You're in Love"
Comic
gives George Burns his headSheaches

80.
82.
84.
85.
89.
86.
91.
92.
96.
97.
98
101
104. .
102
108.
106.

Basil Rathbone _ played the villain
Rim
role in "Captain "
in "The
cast as Jean
Young
WomanactorI Love."
He was
born
in S. Africa
County in Nevada
Sphere
Too inquisitive : slang
Frogs in "Waikiki Wedding"
Girl
Single
Bird home
Mountain peak
Bartholoof inFreddie
First name
mew's father
"The Devil is a

pen n in "Top of the Town"
Pig
Comedia
Son of Abraham
Insipidly
Audacity
slang
_ (
of a machine
Rotating :part

51. First name of star falsely rumored
killed in Spain
52. " Patch" Love," Fox picture
fashion expert. The first
Holly
54. Toward
namewood
is Dolly
55.
„ .,, ,

109. Bo
, TT ,
Sissy"rn
First name of juvenile in "Her Hus111.
110.
Star of "High, Wide and Handband Lies"
some," first name
112. Scoff
113. Profound respect

band
57. First name of Bebe Daniels hus-

"The Thundering H
114. Peels
115.

"
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50.
53.
55.
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60.
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64.
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69.
70.
71.
73.
74.
77.

DOWN
Singing star whose married name
is Mrs. Valentin Parera
battlefield of the World
Belgian
War
Lasso
Shelled fruit
She was recently divorced for the
second time from Bruce Cabot
The husband of "My American
Edna May Nutter
SheWiwas
fe" born
American
University
Hard-glazed, yellow pottery of
Japan beer
Strong
Military student
Virginia
name Cherrill's ex-hubby, first
Exist
Turn in place
Old- English overseer^
lle"
in "Cami
Nichette with
Actress
a celestial name
He's married to a young lady who
Mrs. Douglas Fairused tobanks,be
Jr.
Movie studio
Unfastens
Hot star
Stuck-up person
Indisposed
The screen's Chinese detective
"
Parade," M-G-M picture
Make a mistake
Anger
Co'-starred
the film
actress of the
puzzle in with
an Irish
Free of
First name of actor who played
in "Bulldog Drummond
Escapes"
, gal with the beautiful
Marl
legs
He was the most handsome Indian
in "The Last of the Mohicans"
berg, who discovered
Von S
50 down
He's
happily married to Venita
Varden
Big fat member of the team in
"TheRobert
Bohemian
Mrs.
Kent Girl"
Pat
Old long measure
Central American tree yielding
oil : variant spelling
B
nd, comedienne
" ewolf of London"
"Journey's "
Eternities
Yes
"First-Nighter"
his first name of radio fame — ■

78. The lady in "Soldier and the Lady"
79. Rustic dancer, married to Winchell's ex-Girl Friday, now ap80. Sweetened pearing in "Born to Dance"
81. Llam
y, temple in "Lost
Hohrizon"
83. Epoc
85. Finer
86. He played Don Luis in "Anthony
Adverse" player in "The Plough
87. Supporting
and the Stars"
88. Extra
90. Page and Louise both have this
first name
93. Groucho is a topnotch j
94.
father
"Alicewheels,
Adams"as the
95. The
Rubber
for inauto
British spell it
97. All cutting room equipment includes spl s
99. First name of the director of "The
Ghost Goes West." His last
name is
Clair
100. Journey
103. Hail
105. Shirley Temple and Gary Cooper
appeared in "
and Forever"
107. C
, first name of actress who
played "Patty" in "Quality
Street"
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-rom Paris, where life is gay and glamorous --where women
are fastidious and fascinating - comes the exquisite perfume that gives
to Djer-Kiss Talc its enchanting fragrance .... Here in America
is the daily choice of lovely women
enhance

who have discovered its ability to

personal charm, with a haunting

(Thmumnced

J)ewr KiU> )

TALC
#v

KERKOFF

it

touch of magical allure.

Buy Djer-Kiss Talc in
drug and department
stores at 25c and 75c.
New generous 10c size
in ten - cent stores.
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Donald

and
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they'll

By

Ray-
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to

Mac-

Jeanette

When
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treat

'em

Marjorie
D e e n

There'll be nothing hit or miss
about the buffet suppers served
by the future Mrs. Gene Raymond. She will serve her informal meals from a comfortable
table with plenty of candlelight,
if you please!

A

SIT-DOWN

THE hit tune of the week
WHEN
is Mendelssohn's Wedding March;
when the churches are bedecked with
flowers, ferns and white satin ribthe society magazines and
;
bonswhen
newspaper columns are filled with
photographs of young lovelies in
trailing gowns and diaphanous lace
and tulle veils, then we know it's
summertime, the bride's season.
This year's most famous summer
bride, of course, is Jeanette MacDonald. And certainly she will also
be the loveliest we shall see for
months to come ! As I write this, her
marriage to Gene Raymond, on the
seventeenth of June, is only a little
way off, and it is, of course, Holly
wood's favorite topic of conversation.
For everyone out here loves a wedding, particularly when the bride is
beautiful, the groom handsome, and
both are as unmistakably in love as
are Jeanette and Gene.
I don't feel that I'm exaggerating
one little bit when I declare that it's
in the nature of a real scoop to be
able to offer you, at this particular
for intime, recipes and suggestions by
the
formal entertaining given
bride-to-be.
Yes, the future Mrs. Raymond was
delighted to give Modern Screen
10

readers directions for making some
of her favorite dishes and also
described at some length her idea of
a perfectly grand way to give a
supper party — one, that is, that will
not be too taxing on the hostess yet
a huge success in the eyes of the
As usual I'm going to give you
guests.
some of the recipes here and the
others in the little leaflet that the
coupon brings you free of charge.
Of course, I shall also discuss these
leaflet recipes with you later on so
you'll be
that you will know what trouble
of
getting if you go to the
writing in for your copy. A small
you conenough task, isn't it, when can
learn
sider that by writing in you
how to prepare the special dishes that
have appeared most frequently when
Jeanette entertained in her Hancock
Park colonial house and that will
continue to be featured when the
Raymonds move into their new San
Fernando home.
But I do want to reserve a major

the really worthpart of the space for given
by Miss
while suggestions
MacDonald for Sit-Down Suppers.
"What!" you might well exclaim,
"has the sit-down craze spread into
the home?"

SUPPER

To which Jeanette would cheerfully
reply, "If it hasn't already, then ^in
it did!"
it's high
opinio
mv'For
fearn that
you time
might think of
her as some militant feminist, which
she most certainly is not, I asked her
to explain in detail for my readers
the stand she takes on Sit-Down
Suppers.
"Well, you see," Jeanette assured
ing with
sparklconvi
me, green
from
ncedamuse"I'm fully
ment, eyes

personal observation at recent Buffet
Suppers we've attended, that few
women and practically no men really
enjoy giving an imitation of a circus
juggler. You've seen them, too, I
suppose, trying to find a corner to
settle down in while balancing a wellfilled plate, an overflowing glass and
silverware! {Continued on page 70)

, Modern Screen
Modernn Hostess
The Madiso
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
149
Please send me a free leaflet containing
. MacDonald's Informal Supper
Recipes
te
Jeanet
Name
Street
City
State
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STARS can't afford to
HOLLYWOOD es
with dullness, tiny
take chanc
blemishes, enlarged pores — Cosmetic Skin!
That's why 9 out of 10 of them use fragrant
white Lux Toilet Soap. It has an ACTIVE

Blondell
Joan
WARNER BROS. STAR

lather that goes deep into the pores, removes every hidden trace of stale rouge
and powder, dust and dirt.
Keep your skin smooth and lovely with
the same gentle care Joan Blondell uses.
Before you put on fresh make-up, ALWAYS
before you go to bed, protect your skin
with Lux Toilet Soap.

li''

siiiSlii

Girls everywhe
follow Hollywood
lead — use Lux Toilet
Soap for a bath
/

soap, too!

SMALL

TOWN

BOY

This domestic scene will probably wind up in a cozy spot in the good old family album.
are Stu and June Erwin with little Billy and Judy.

Here

glamor may seem like next to
SUCCESS WITHOUT
nothing to you, but to the thousands of Stuart Erwin fans
it means a heck of a lot. True, if prizes were being given
out to those who fill the bill for that certain glamorous

in the family, at least one professional career. So I quit

that's me — a small town boy."
Just a home body,
After one look around, we thoroughly understand why
Stu hurries home each night. There's a Mrs. Erwin, who
is even more attractive than when she was June Collyer,
once Hollywood's most promising ingenue. Though this
would seem almost enough, there are two other darn good
reasons for Stu to stick to the fireside — Stuart Jr., and
little Judy.
Tune Collver gave up the screen and her career to devote
herself to making a marital success. This she has done in
no uncertain way and is naturally as pleased as punch
about it all.

portraying "just folks" on the screen.
Erwin seems the logical sucThough youthful, Stuart
cessor to the late Will Rogers and can fill his shoes as well
as anyone could ever hope to do.
One thing above all else is true of Stuart Erwin. No
matter what he does, he always does it well. Indeed^ Stu
does what he does better than anyone else. This is
applicable to any and all exigencies confronting our hero,
from movie acting to mixing a mean Martini ! To be
sure,' his prowess at this last mentioned talent was aided
and abetted bv a little professional instruction and Mr.
Erwin wasn't one bit reluctant to give credit where credit
was due!
There have been a couple of (Continued on page U)

pictures and' have made Stu's career mine. It's so much
safer and ever so much more fun this way."
Looking in on the Erwins, we could easily understand
why it was fun for them both, and why in topsy-turvy
something, Stuart probably wouldn't be in the running—
Hollywood, where most marriages seem destined to go on
that is, unless they were giving out a consolation prize!
the rocks, their life together is slated to survive. You see,
For, according to the rules of male pulchritude, Stuart
the Erwins are an institution, and they are the only stockjust doesn't get into the race. But when it comes to doing
holders. -They; don't give advice .and,
a bang-up job of personality plus entertainment; he steps right up to the head of
what's more important, they don't take it.
As to Erwin's histrionics, we can safely
the class. Not that he cares to be in on
H.
By Robert
the class, because he already has what he
predict a long and prosperous future for
him. Gifted with a sympathy-inducing
wants from life — a home, his family and
Mcllwaine
a darn good job.
physiognomy (face, to us) and a selfdeprecative style of acting, he is the
"This acting is a business to me," Stu
typical small-town character in search of
began, "and that's the way I handle it.
is a real homespun quality about Stu
There
author.
an
I'd
Then
It's no different than if I worked in a bank.
y
and, in a modest but highly efficient manner, he carries on
probably work from nine to five and catch the five-twent
As it is, I work all day and drive home instead.
home.
much in the Will Rogers manner, which is traditonal for

"You see, after Stu and I were married," Mrs. Erwin
explained, "I decided there needn't be more than one career

Stuart
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RELIEF

CORNS, SORE TOES
Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads relieve pain; remove corns.
Stop cause — shoe friction
and pressure; prevent sore
toes, blisters. Thin, soothing, healing.

FDR

SCREEN

YOUR

FEET

Don't suffer another day from your feet. No matter what common foot trouble
you may have, you can now have IMMEDIATE RELIEF at very small cost.
Dr.Wm. M. Scholl, the noted foot specialist, has formulated a Foot Comfort
Remedy for every foot ailment. They are made under his personal supervision
in the largest institution in the world devoted exclusively to the feet. Go to
your Drug, Shoe, Department or 10c store this week and get the original
Dr. Scholl's in the yellow package for quick, safe relief.
For FREE BOOKLET explaining the symptoms, causes and treatment of all
foot trouble, write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., 247 W. Schiller St., Chicago.

TENDER FEET
Dr. Scholl's
relieves
tender,Foothot,Powder
tired,
or perspiring
feet.
Soothing, healing,skin.
comforting
to irritated
Eases
new, tight shoes.

CALLOUSES
Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads,
special size for callouses,
quickly relieve pain, safely
remove hard, dead skin.
Stop 6hoe pressure. Very
soothing and healing.

TIRED, SORE FEET
Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm
quickly verish,
relieves
Bore, fechafed, swollen,
aching,
tender
feet.
Prosoothing.motes foot health. Very

BUNIONS
Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads
for bunions relieve pain;
stop shoe pressure on the
sore spot. Thin, protective, healing, safe, sure.
Easy to apply.

CLEANSES FEET
Dr. Scholl's Foot Soap
(granular),
secretions of the loosens
skin; cleanses
skin mal
pores;
stimulates
norcirculation,
promotes
foot health.

SOFT CORNS
Dp. Sertoli's Zino-pads
for soft cornsbetween toes,
relieve pain instantly; take
pressure off the sore spot;
safely remove soft corns.

FOOT LOTION
Dr. Scholl's Foot Lotion
cools, soothes, invigorates
tired, lieves
burning
feet. Resoreness. Deodorizing, antiseptic.

CORNS, CALLOUSES
Dr. Scholl's
Corn
and
CallousLiquid
Remedy
2 drops relieves pain;
quickly, safely loosens and
removes hard or soft
corns and callouses.

REMOVES CORNS
Dr. Scholl's Fixo Corn
Plasters quickly, safely
remove corns. Instantly
relieve pain; stop shoe
pressure. Easy to apply,
stay in place. Waterproof.

FOOT RELIEF
Dr. Scholl's Kurotex
velvety-soft foot plaster
relieves shoe pressure on
corns, callouses, bunions,
tender spots and prevents
blisters. Cut to any size.

CROOKED HEELS
Dr. Scholl's Walk-Strates
prevent crooked heels,
keep ionshoes
shapely.
Cushheel; save
on repairs.
Easily attached in any
shoe. For men and women.

EASES FEET
Dr. Scholl's Moleskin,
foot plaster for relieving
shoe pressure on corns,
callouses, bunions, tender
spots and preventing
blisters. Cuts to any size.

BURNING FEET
Dr. Scholl's Pedicreme
a soothing, healing, cooling vanishing
for
relieving
tired,cream
tender,
aching or burning feet.
Delightfully refreshing.

REMOVES CORNS
Dr. Scholl's Corn Salve
stops pain instantly and
quickly, gently, safely
loosens and removes old,
hard corns.

SORE, TENDER HEELS
Dr. Scholl's
Heel Cush-a
ions make walking
pleasure; help support
arch. ered
Sponge
rubber, covwith leather.

RELIEVES SORE FEET
Dr. Scholl's Bath Salts
relieves tired, aching feet.
Also recommended for
bath in rheumatism, lumbago, gout. Softens water.

LAMB'S WOOL
Dr. Scholl's Lamb's Wool
sterilized super-soft, for
padding and separating
the
relieves scalds
and toes;
soft corns.

CORNS, BUNIONS
Dr. Scholl's Felt Pads in
sizes ionsforinstantly
cornsrelieve
and bunpain
and
sore stop
spot. shoe pressure on

ITCHING FEET, TOES
Presto
Foot
Remedy Athlete's
relieves itching
feet and toes, kills fungi
it comes in contact with.
Aids in healing skin.
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instances, however, when Mr. Erwin
has not been able to come through
with such Hying- colors. Notably
among them was the business of that
theatrical producer, years back, not
letting him act in his plays.
"You know, that guy would let me
stage manage all his shows, handle
the money and the business, ferry the
company up and down between Los
Angeles and San Francisco, but he
wouldn't let me play in them," Stu
said he didn't
explained. "Nope, heand
1 should be
like my type of work
kept behind the scenery and not in
front where the cash customers could
get a load of me. He stuck to his
guns, too, and he never did let me
play a single role the whole time I
was with him !
"The funny part -of it came when
June and I ran into him some years
later. It was at the preview of one
of my pictures. He came over to us
didn't
afterwards and said, 'Stu,I Iwant
to
think you had it in you.
you.
to
off
hat
apologize and take my

-SHIS

A

W/IPCAT!
WHAT a penalty people pay for being
mean and nasty-tempered ! They forand s!romance! They're their
friends
own feit
worst
enemie
Still, they're not always to blame. You
know, yourself, that you can't escape being nervous, irritable, crabby, if your system is clogged with poisonous wastes. So
if you really want to be light-hearted . . .
popular, fresh-looking . . . be sure that
your bowels move regularly. And whenever Nature needs help — take Ex-Lax.
Ex-Lax works by the
"GENTLE

NUDGE"

system

The "gentle nudge" system is a simple,
easy, effective method of giving you a
thorough cleaning-out. Ex-Lax just gives
your intestines a gentle nudge at the point
where constipation exists. Evacuation is
easy, comfortable — and complete. You'll
feel clean. You'll feel more alive. And
you'll be grateful for the absence of the
strain and nausea that make the action of
a harsh purgative so unpleasant.
Another thing — Ex-Lax tastes just like
delicious chocolate. Children actually enjoy taking it, and Ex-Lax is just as good
for them as it is for you. Available at all
drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
MM77, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When

Nature

"Well,
had a good laugh and
let meweknow.'
job,
we're great pals to this day. The
real joke of it is that sometime I
it."
up on contract
him under
take been
might
to one
Having
of the big studios for years, we were
naturally interested to learn the reason for Stu's departure, for Erwin
has certainly done nobly by all the
roles he has been given to portray.

WELL, it may be like the other case
of the producer who was my pal but
just wouldn't let me act in his plays,"
Stu explained. "There's a producer
at the studio who doesn't seem to like
my work. He's a good friend, but
every time I thought I was set in a
I wasn't. So I went to
I found and
role, studio
we agreed quite
the
amicably to disagree about signing
another contract with them."
Stuart
Erwin
wasn't stepping
around long, for he was lately nailed

personal appearances nor do radio
broadcasts, but under the new banner
he has the privilege of doing both.
Suddenly there were some lusty
shouts from another quarter of the
Erwin

apartment and, just as sud-

denly, the reasons for all the shoutin'
appeared. Bill and Judy — the Erwin
!
hopefuls
Bill was
enthralled
with New York,
young
having just completed a tour of most
of the park and all of the zoo.
In fact, he was so pleased with our
city that at a word from us he was
right here. When reall for staying
minded that his mother and father

"Oh, that's
were going back he tosaid,
'em on picture
all right. I'll write
postals. And we can play policeman
all the time. You know, I'm going to
be police-on-a-horse when I grow up."
WE

WERE

all very properly im-

that Bill's
learned
we on
who
the corner
thewhencop
hero was pressed
was mounted on a sleek horse which
immediately took Stuart Jr., for a loss
and captivated his fancy. It seems
as though it was his first meeting with
law on horseback, and now his mind
is made up as to what the future holds
for him in the way of a career.

and Mrs. Erwin inHowever, Mr. they
were going to
formed us that
let the children pick their own vocations and if they followed in the
footsteps of their father there would
be no parental objections.
If there is one person Mrs. Erwin
is proud of, it is her hubby and now
that he is playing his first star role
in "Small Town Boy," she is more
pleased than ever.
And for us movie-goers, it means
that our pet comedian, the homespun
hero, can visit us again in bigger and
better roles and who knows — maybe
glamor will set in, too !

t,
win, righ
Eruart
Stth
'
kin
an
tal
wi
Je
ow
,
Sl
ce
an
"D
Muir and
Chester
C 1 u t e in
Charlie,

forgets -remember

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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You certainly did a fine job and I'm
proud of you. If you ever want a

to a nice contract at Grand National.
Now he is on the same lot as his old
friend, Jim Cagney, and is looking
forward to some of the better breaks
he is entitled to. Under his old contract. Stu was not allowed to make

Dance."
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THE whole world shares
hygienically clean. . .one of the imof joy as those darling Dionne
portant measures directed toward the
babies toddle past their third mileprevention of Infection.
stone— "bigger and better than ever"!
Are you taking this simple, but
scientific,
precaution in the care
"Lysol" disinfectant celebrates
of your own baby? You owe it to
with a birthday gift for you! Dr.
Allan Roy Dafoe's own thrilling
story of the methods used in bringing up his five famous little wards.
Illustrated with many of their most
appealing photographs! Free with
each purchase of "Lysol"!
Dr. Dafoe talks to mothers on the
radio (Columbia network) every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning.
This is the only book containing the
important information he has broadcast, as well as many additional
facts of fascinating interest to
everyone. While these books last,
your druggist is authorized to
give one free to each purchaser of
"Lysol" disinfectant.
Since the day the Quins were
born, May 28, 1934, "Lysol" has
been the only disinfectant used
to help keep their surroundings

your family's welfare to keep their
surroundings hygienically clean with
"Lysol" disinfectant.
Use "Lysol" in all your household
cleaning. Add "Lysol" to the laundry
tub forwashingtowels, bedding, handkerchiefs, etc., especially when there
is. any sickness about. "Lysol" adds
no work; hardly any cost — because it
is highly concentrated. Get "Lysol"
today and ask your druggist for a free
copy of Dr. Dafoe's valuable book!

0 AT YOUR

DRUGGIST'S

with every purchase of "LYSOL"
If your druggist is out of these books, send
"Lysol" carton and coupon below and we will
mail you a copy, absolutely free and postpaid.
• • •
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. 7-M. S.
Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
I am enclosing a carton from "Lysol". Please send
me, by prepaid post, a FREE copy of Dr. Dafoe's
book. My druggist's supply was exhausted.
Name
•
Street
.
City

State.
Copyright 1937 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
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ABOARD

FOR

HOLLYWOOD!

YOU'RE
RIGHT
ADORE

Jack

By
IT

WILL YOU be sharing in the
last-minute bustle and scurry, the
frantic waving to friends down
to wish you bon voyage? Will
your heart beat faster to the conductor's "All aboard" ?
The whush of steam, the barely
perceptible start, the quickandscanthe
ning of faces about you
of
list
printed
the
at
I hasty glance
pretty
the
who
see
to
rs
1 passenge
I girl in the next seat is— that's
Screen's
of Modem
d.
just theto start
II tours
movielan

Smalley
through Salt Lake City, all in
two weeks, with a shorter trip
of aeleven
hurry. days for those who are
in
AND THEN those carefree,
exciting days in Hollywood ! Leo
Carrillo's Spanish fiesta, Glenda
Farrell's Gold Diggers Party, the
Aden's;
Dickpicture
garden g fete
s in
seeing
and at
lunchin
the making at the new Universal
Studios; dropping in at NBC
Studios for a view of radioland,
meeting the stars of your

youre?be part of this exWill pictu
* citing

"So you've just discovered
Beeman's? About time such
a bright girl caught up with
such a luscious flavor! As a
discriminating person you've
noticed that airtight package.
It's important to those who appreciate fresh chewing gum.
And Beeman's is the favorite
among thinking people as
a delicious aid to digestion."

THE BIG special trains are
ready; reservations for hotels at
the various stops en route have
been made, the final touch given
to the elaborate plans for your
reception in the film capital, and
soon we'll shove off across thousands of miles of entrancing
country to see the stars, visit
studios, enjoy parties at the
homes of the celebrities, and be
living that vacation to top all
vacations, a visit to glamorous
movieland.
This is your last call to join
in the fun. Only a few reservations are open for the three big
tours which will leave Chicago
1, and August
11, August
July
for the astonishingly
15. And
low costs of the trip, you simply
can't afford to miss the train.
Previous issues of Modern
Screen have fully described the
plans made for your enjoyment.
We've told how we'll go by
special train to Seattle, down the
coast to Los Angeles and back
Last

call

Modern

Screen

vacationers
B
eemans
AIDS
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DIGESTION...

see

the

for

to

stars

Joan Bennett trips along
Hollywood Boulevard
on a shopping tour.

favorite air program. All this is just_ a
birds-eye view of the round of activities
in the cinema city.
Every detail of these house parties of
ours is covered in the beautifully illustrated booklet which is yours for the
asking. In it you'll find photos of the
hosts and hostesses, scenes at the studios,
pictures of the parks where stop-overs will
be made, and the complete itinerary as well
as full schedule of costs. Send for your
booklet today.
Here's one real-life movie in which you
can play a part. All you need do is make
up your mind that this year you owe it to
yourself to enjoy the finest vacation that
anyone could devise, and cast yourself for
a leading role in the picture.

THE first trip out finds Leo Carrillo as
host. And there is a man after your
own heart. Leo has a gorgeous ranch near
the ocean at Santa Monica, and we'll all
drive down there for an old-fashioned
Spanish barbecue and fiesta, with Leo to
welcome us and with many of his pals in
the movie colony to help make this a grand
occasion.
Right now Leo Carrillo is making "Hotel
Haywire" at Paramount, but he's not going
to let that interfere with your having the
time of your life at his party. As a matter of fact, the novel angle of your party
has temperamental Leo steamed up full
pressure. And that means plenty of fun
ahead for all of you.
Glenda Farrell postcards from England,
where she's seeing the Coronation and
making a movie, that she'll be home" in
ample time to greet, the tour leaving August 1,and Dick Aden is counting the days
till his Melting Pot Party, in honor of the
shorter trip which leaves Chicago August 15. You can imagine that Glenda,
ordinarily such an intriguing person, will
be an out-and-out social lion with all the
tall stories she'll be telling you about
coronation goings-on.
No matter where you live you can easily
join the house parties, either at Chicago
or en route to Hollywood. Because we're
traveling in groups .by special trains, a
trip that would be very expensive for a
private enterprise becomes astonishingly
inexpensive; as low as $169.00 for the twoweeks' tour, or $139.50 for the shorter
trip.
If you wish to be sure of a reservation,
enclose $10.00 as deposit for each person
in your party. If you are unable to make
the trip, your deposit will be returned.
So it's all aboard for Hollywood. This
is the last call. Are you with us?
Mr. Joe Godfrey, Jr., Manager,
Modern Screen Tours to Hollywood,
360 N. Michigan Ave., 18th floor,
Chicago, III.
- .
Please send me the free booklet describing MODERN SCREEN Tours to
Movieland.
Name. .
Address .
City....

State .

Tell me — honestly, now — what is your real opinion about all the many face
powders you have tried? Have you ever truly found that one heaven-sent face
powder which brings to life all the vivid, glowing, natural skin charm and loveliness that you have every right to expect?
You aren't to blame, really, if your
Don't punish your complexion any
search has failed. We have all had the longer! Sit down before your mirror —
same trying experience. Testing — try all five new shades of my Face Powchoosing — never quite sure we were the der. You'll see then, and only then, if
you have been using the wrong face
lovely person we longed to be.
You — are the very problem modern
powder. You'll see instantly which one
shade of LOVELY LADY makes you
cosmeticians studied year after year
look youngest, loveliest. Just send the
before LOVELY LADY was created.
Millions of women go on switching face
coupon — NOW and I'll send you generous vanity size samplers of all 5 new
powders, grinding hard-base, sharp-flake
shades
of my Face Powder by return
powders into the skin, finally spoiling
mail
—
FREE.
Sincerely,
their natural skin beauty.
Now, — BALMITE the exquisite new
soft-blendbase — chosen for my LOVELY
LADY Face Powder ends harsh overpowdered look caused by hard-base,
sharp-flake powders. . . . Because of
BALMITE all five exquisite new shades
of LOVELY LADY blend out to cover
your every seasonalvarialion of complexion
color. Smooths away horrid lines that
have made you look years older, brings
out the flattering loveliness of your
natural skin tone beauty.

FREE
77
LOVELY LADY,
t>0i Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
vanity size
Please send free by return mail generousLADY
Face
of LOVELY
samplers of all five shadessupply
a week'sFREE. of LOVELY LSUY
Powder.
All
PurposeInclude
Face Cream

.State.
Paste this on a postcard or enclose In envelope
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Don't

be

a Wash-out!

Never again should
you come out of the
surf looking less than
lovely! (Lashtint Liquid Mascara is the
secret of summer sirens!) There'll be no more
streaky cheeks or pale, sun-bleached lashes
— this mascara is really water-proof! It never
cracks or flakes, and looks completely soft
and natural. Comes in black,
brown, blue or green. $1.

The girl with
an!veye
UK. to
<£t
conquest understands the
allure of a subtle touch of
eye shadow to give her
eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun ... or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in
ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold /eZZp
and silver for evening. 75c.

That the basic secret
of all beautiful eyes is a
frame of glorious curling lashes. Just slip your
lashes into KuRLASH, the handy little beauty
necessity that curls them in only 30 seconds,
without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1.
Other KURLASH products are:
TWEEZETTE — the automatic tweezer for painlessly removing face hair
LAS HP
brushAC — a purse-size lipstick mascara with built-in
LASHTINT MASCARA — cased in metal compact with
a patented sponge arrangement that assures perfect
applications at all times
KURLENE — to promote luxurious lashes and brows
TW1SS0RS — the ingenious tweezers with scissor-handles

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. D-7
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beauty,
and a personal coloring plan for my complexion.
Eyes
Hair
Complexion
Name —
AddressCityState Copyright 1937, The Kurlash Company, Inc.
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"BAROMETER

BEST

POPULARITY

Hello, Modern Screen Readers:
I can't think of a better way to thank you folks
than to let you all know how very, very important
I consider the Barometer standing your hundreds of
requests have given me. Though frankly sceptical
about most of these polls and barometers, I do
have
faith inbasis.
yours.That
In keeps
the first
place,
it'sfickle
on a
six months'
it from
being
and makes it tell a real substantial- story. Then,
too, I think it a grand idea to base ratings on
the
for yourlots
favorites'
life requests
stories. you
Thatfolks
makessend
yourin results
more
trustworthy than standings based on a questionnaire. People
answer
a ques- time
tionnaire,give
but, when'most
they any
spend
theirto precious
writing in for a life story, you can bet your boots
they're really interested. It is because I am so
completely convinced of the reliability of your
Barometer that I esteem all the more deeply the
position in it your requests have accorded me.
So, once more, my thanks to all of you!

GENE AUTRY (Last printed
March, 1937. Total number
of requests since then
1050.) Unglamorous is the
word for Gene Autry. In
fact, so unglainorous that
in the history of Hollyhas hadThat
but -one
seriouswood herival.
was
Will Rogers. And Will was the only other
chap so utterly likeable. Pretty hard,
though to pin down just what it is that
an Autry fan. You couldn't mismakes takeyou
Gene's face for Bob Taylor's or his
has, howvoice for Lawrence Tibbett's. heHeshares
with
ever, one salient virtue which
no one else on the screen. When he sings,
he does his level best to put his song over
and not himself. There is no eyebrow
"magic" ; he doesn't try to "make" the women in the audience. He sings as a cowboy should — to no audience other than the
plains, the stars, and the cattle.
Born in Tioga, Texas, Sept. 29, 1907, Gene
was trained to two careers almost before
graduating from rompers. His grandfather
was pastor of a Baptist church, his father
a rancher. In the church Gene sang hymns,
on the ranch he rode. But when the boy had
turned sixteen, it was neither to singing
nor riding that he strayed. In typical ideal-

CHECK"— Gene

Autry

If you'd like to see a
brief synopsis of your
favorite's life in this
department, and, incidentally, help boost his
or her standing in our
Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on
Page 21, or,
seems too much
just write. Your
will be recorded

if that
trouble,
request
whether

you bother with the
coupon or not. Try
to save yourself 2c by
using postcards whenever possible. We answer general questions,
too, either here or by
mail. Address: The
Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New York,
New York.

istic Autry fashion, he longed to try his
hand at something novel, something that
would speak to his imagination. He took
up Morse code and for four years clicked
out
messages
one ofIt Oklahoma's
deserted
way- from
stations.
was in the most
lone
railroad shanty, with its ancient, spattered
coal
stove, scouts
that Gene's
was discovered.
His talent
were voice
the simple
cowhands
who gathered 'round the stove in the dead
of winter to listen to the homely strains of
Gene's own compositions.
It took these cowmen four years to convince Gene that he might be talented. He
left for New York. To Nat Shilkret he sang
one of Nat's own compositions, "Jenine, I
Dream Too Much." Nat, flattered and
amused
the youngster's
selection,
took himbyunder
his wing. politic
He advised
him
to spend another year in Oklahoma, getting
local
experience on local broadcasts and inadvice.
roadshows. It was a sound bit of
When Gene came back East, he was asked
to make records for almost every existing
record company, and soon after, he joined
the National Barn Dance program over a
nation-wide hook-up.
When, in 1931, the Barn Dance went on the
road, the gang stopped a night in a sleepy
little Missouri college town. Gene met a
pretty girl. A year later the Barn Dance

MODERN
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followed the same Itinerary. The girl, still
cut a few classes, became Mrs.
in college,
Ina
Mae Autry.
Meanwhile, Tex Ritter and Dick Foran
singin' cowboys.
were setting the style for
To Republic officials, Gene Autry seemed
the box-office
the likely man to contendhadfor been
dividing
laurels Tex and Dick
between them. Gene was hired, mounted
on that noble horse. Champion (who, by the
way, had been bred by the same trainer who
Maynard's horses). In
had raised all Ken
the three years that have elapsed since the
signing of his contract, Gene and Champion
have left all the other cowboys trailing behind in their dust. "Git Along Little
Dogies" is their newest screen venture.
BARBARA RUSSELL, Duluth, Minnesota:
You can't see why it is that the girls in your
all agreed that the InformasororityDeskare
tion Barometer is a much better gauge
of popularity than the poll your college
Autry'sI
give Gene
you will
runs?
paper
once-over,
a careful
our Ifreaders
letter to
think you'll find yourself on the same side
of the fence as your sorority sisters. Com-in
ing from Gene, the arguments presented
doubly effective. Gene's been
letter arelong
the
enough to have a pretty
in pictures
good idea of what's what in this matter of
he singles out the BaWhen special
y.for extrapopularitrometer
praise, I think all
your friends who have helped build it up
with their requests can consider themselves
flattered.
GARY COOPER (Last printed June, 1936.
Total number of requests since then 3S8.)
People have stopped trying to talk sense to
Gary Cooper. Back in the days of Clara
Bow, when he was a
movie extra, they told
Gary there was no future
in the extra racket. You
might as well beat your
head against a brick wall
as to try and emerge
from the ranks. But
Gary didn't want advice.
He preferred to run his
head against a brick wall
;— and become a star.
Gary's mother is the first to admit that
her son is a bit of a ne'er-do-well. She
he has ever reoften wonders whether beer
that Turkish
covered from the quart of
Montana ranch
laborers on his dad's he
was a little
tempted him with when
their adto protect Turks,
tot of eight.venturousPossibly
or
child from friendly
possibly because Mrs. C. had relatives in
England, the Coopers migrated to that
country in 1914, when Gary was twelve,
and remained there for three years. When
Gary came back to Helena, Montana, his old
pals were amused by his knee pants and
Eton collar, charmed by his accent. They
took him out behind the barn and thrashed
talk sense
— because
soundly
him
guy. you can't
Cooper
to that
It was around this time that the TJ. S. A.
war, and when Gary's brother endeclaredlisted,
young Cooper was left with the job
of delivering a thousand head of cattle to
the Minneapolis stock yards. Acting as
tour conductor for a thousand yawping
steers proved less of a problem to Gary
than getting through college. After a
pessimisticthat
three
trial,
and trying
Gary
confesses
whatyears'
he was
really
for was not so much a degree as the consent of one of the co-eds to marry him, he
gave it all up with a bang and took to
drink. When he had quite drowned his
sorrows and had tired of his cartoonist job
on the Helena paper, he left for Hollywood.
After prancing through several extra
roles on horseback— now a Texas bad man,
(Continued on page 99)

Beauty with a French accent! This intriguing version
of the half-skirt vogue— so important on the Continent
blends the sophisticated daring of a maillot with
the modesty of a full-skirt suit. Very chic, very brief.
The luxurious quick- drying wool basket -weave Kava
Knit fabric provides sleek "girdle-fit" through the magic
of Jantzen-Stitch. Wear the straps straight for sunning,
crossed for swimming

— quickly, easily changed. The

high, separated bust-line is charmingly youthful. Jantzen
Knitting Mills, Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, Canada.

INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name
City

State

me
gon
Portland,
362, KNITT
Dept. EN
N'S □
WOME
LS Na
MIL
ING Ore
JANTZ
Please send me style folder in
color showing new 1937 models.
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WILL

UC

BC, G-IQLV?

Who's in Power now, Taylor?
Is Tyrone about to take your
place as King of Feminine
Hearts, Bob? What say, Fans?
$5.00

Prize

Letter

To Simone's Defense
In these times of hard-boiled sophistication and cynical disregard for human personality, 1suppose it is too much to expect people to display anything but crude
ridicule or some eyebrow-lifting toward
anyone of foreign origin whose ways are
not parallel with ours, who cannot seem
to fit into any of the pigeonholes of
character which we have so neatly set up
in our American "culture." _ No, such a
person is temperamental, unjustifiable and
just doesn't belong with us !
You see, I have recently seen "Seventh
Heaven," and I felt that both the leading
roles were well done. I didn't know anything about the personality of Simone
Simon, except that she's French. Then,
I happened to read the screen reviews —
casual remarks about the "play-acting of
the unpredictable Simon," "the baby-carriage French accent," . and in Modern
Screen a comment about the "redundant
for herg
turnsurprisin
doing',lya agood
French ngal"
very
(evident
stand-i
thing to some people) and letters bemoanin screen-at
"Sea-moa
existence
ing theAnd
quipsn" directed
many ofmore
land.
the French girl, all giving the impression
that here indeed was an impossible creature.
Now, may I ask all of these people just
what kind of persons would they be if
they were to be set down in some foreign
country to carry on as best they could
in competition with the best natives of
their own profession? I pay tribute to
little Simone for her pluck in keeping at 1
it in spite of the bumps. Temperamental?
Exasperating? Perhaps. But they are
the only weapons she has found effective
against a hostile environment — Herbert G.
Kelly, Chicago, 111.

Your frank opinions on movie personalities and movies are important to
the stars, producers and us. And
writing us a letter is one way of telling the stars what you think of them.
They're anxious to have your criticism and these columns are yours to
tell your story. This is your chance
to have your say and win some pin
money, too. There are no rules; no
deadlines. Send as many contributions as you like. Prizes: 1st prize,
$5; 2 second prizes of $2 each; 6
prizes of SI each. Address: Between
You and Me, Modern Screen, 149
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

$2.00

Prize

Adorable

Letter
Shirley

May I come in? I'd like to tell the
world through your column how much
I love and adore my favorite movie star,
Shirley Temple.

I guess it's really some-

A Michigan contributor thinks
she's hit on the secret of
Dietrich's oh-so-dead pan.

thing more than just admiring her on the
screen, 'cause I have a choking feeling
around my heart when I see her. I love
her like one little girl can love and adore
another. You see I'm not really like
other little girls my age, 'cause I have
never walked or talked and I'm most ten
years old. But when the lights go out in
the theatre and Shirley dances and sings
her way across the silver screen, I forget
that I can't walk or talk. I dread to
think of the day when Mother will no
longer be able to carry me into the themy beloved Shirley. — Josephine
atre to seeFlint,
Mich.
O'Brien,

MODERN
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He's so handsome, tall and fair;
She's lovely, with her red-gold hair.
Their voices are so clear and sweet,
To hear them is a thrilling treat.

'N

'

M

E

$2.00

Prize

Poem

My Favorites
The finest stars upon the screen,
The ones that I like best, I mean—
I've seen
pair that
The
e. yet,
and Jeanett
Nelsonst Eddv
Are grande

European
big?" Why do the majority of
noblemen have to be fortune hunters and
cads? I have never met a titled person
and never expect to, but my intelligence
rebels at the same old- story.
May I commend the powers-that-be for
the wonderful pictures we have been havEarth," "Camille,
ing lately—Tofhe Good
Mrs.J. Cheyney ?"— Billie
Last
"The
Stuart,
Newark, N.

"Naughty Marietta" was so nice
That I just had to see it twice.
Sweet Mystery of Life, sung by Jeanette
And Nelson, too, was a grand duet.

The next I saw was "Rose Marie,"
The loveliest picture one could see.
The Indian Love Call I would fain
Hear sung by those song-birds again.

$1.00

Smileless

The picture that I now await,
Among the highest it will rate.
Is "Maytime!"
And it's clear to see
How wonderful 'twill surely be.

The fourth success, if I'm not wrong,
They're blending next with beauteous song,
Jeanette and Nelson at their best.
of the Golden West."—
"Girl Verona,
In Metro'sFaller,
N. J.
Margaret
$1.00

Prize

In Rebellious

A "youthful prize winner begs
of silents. He's
for a revival
even seen Chaplin!
never

Prize

Letter
Mood

I am a movie fan; there is no_ getting
around that statement. I can sit openmouthed through "Romeo and Juliet" and
heartily enjoy Mickey Mouse. I even saw
"The Great O'Malley." That proves how
good I am. But I have a kick coming.
I can put it down to something or other
when Simone Simon's hair has that gloribeous sheen in "Seventh Heaven." It
speaks the best of care, although she is
next door to a beggar maid. That sort
of thing I can understand, but why do all
Indians have to say "Urn" and "Heap

Letter

Dietrich

Well, I went to see "The Garden of
Allah" and the color is perfectly beautiful.
It doesn't come up and poke its fingers
earlier color films did.
in your eyes, as Dietrich
! Her sequences
But— Marlene
seemed to be a series of rapidly changing
still photographs. She shows as much
animation as a turtle. I understand that
off-screen Miss Dietrich seldom smiles or
laughs because of the lines it causes about
the mouth and eyes. But does she have
to carrv this pose before the cameras,
and is an extoo? She is very lovely
cellent color subject, but gazing at a mask
does get rather tiring. If she would let
herself go and really emote instead of
posing for camera portraits, it might put
life into her voice, too. Just close your
Or
eyes and listen to her for a let-down.
is she too subtle for me?— Julia Kurta,
Royal Oak, Mich.

$1.00

Prize

Letter

A Welcome To "Silents"
I am 22 years old and have only a faint
recollection of ever seeing movies of
(Continued on Page 100)

^tif
Brunette
'flmtf37hd<!
Summer "StA

to soften

Sunlight (light)
Sunlight <dark>
your face in blazing

shaded

light . • •

r
Now three new "Sunlight" Shades — to flatte
you in hard sunlight.
Pond's "Sunlight" Shades are new! They catch
hard,
only the softer rays of the sun. Soften its
unbecoming glare on your face. Completely
" sun-tan powaway from the old "dirty-looking
ders. Try them at our expense.

find it
Or, get a box yourself. If you do not
s,
more flattering than ordinary sun-tan shade
purnd
refu
will
we
send us back the box, and
rated
chase price plus postage. Low prices. Deco
20^.
screw-top jars, 35j*, 70*. New big boxes, MH,
Test them FREE ! in glaring Sunlight
Pond's, Dept. 9MS-PG, Clinton, Conn. Please
3 new "Sunlight" Shades,
Pond's
rush me,offree.
enongh
for expires
a 5-day Sept.
test. 1, 1937)
(Thiseachoffer
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WELL
WOMEN
*BRA-

DRESSED
NOW

to

Win

One

WEAR

FORMS

Leading American designers recommend the use of dress shields to protect their creations not only from
perspiration but also from strong
under-arm cosmetics.
At a recent Fashion Show in New
York, every dress was worn over a
carefully selected Kleinert's Bra-form.
* Bra-forms are smart uplift bras
made in net, lace, batiste and satin
with a pair of Kleinert's
and equippeddress
guaranteed
shields.
• They can be laundered as easily as
your other lingerie, and solve your
perspiration problem perfectly without the slightest bother.
You need bras and you need shields
— Bra-forms combine them most conveniently! From a dollar up in good
Notion Departments everywhere — a
tiny fraction of the cost of the dresses
they save.
The Bra-form illustrated above, is
of fine batiste, $1.25.

Imagine, 20 winners
luxuriously transported in a new,
smooth-riding "Trailways" bus to the city
of the flicker-folk !
Even the sidelights
of this tour are breathtaking highlights !
The wonderlands of
the West— Great Salt
Lake, Boulder Dam,
the Grand Canyon —
places you've longed
to visit, you'll see
them all ! In Hollywood, adventure amid
unheard of splendor
awaits us !
capers with
and watch
work on the

We'll cut
the stars
them at
set !

of
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Free
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contes
this"Neve
in onsay
GetNever
NOW and start humming "Hollywood,

Name

Here I Come!"

Street Address .

My suggestion for the name of the special bus is:

(Please print)

Ask for Kleinert's
Launderite
Shields— 25^ a pair
at Notion C ounters
everywhere.

24

Trips

1

City and State.

«T. M. Beg. U. S. Pat. Off.
485 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
TORONTO, CANADA... LONDON, ENG.

Chance
12

Will you be riding into Cinemaus
land in one of these luxurio
buses?
You can, you know!

MODERN
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TO

To enter this contest, fill in the
chart with f ull names of your movie
favorites, the first or last name be-'
ginning with the letters appearing!
on each line of the chart. The
names selected can have fewer
letters than squares, but cannot
have more. Do not use the same'
name twice. Then, fill in the coupon
beneath the chart, suggesting a
Liner," :
for this "Luxury
name
which will carry our winners to
Hollywood. For example, "Hollywood Cruiser," "Luxury Express."
RULES
1. Contestant must fill in the chart on
Page 24, with the lull names of the
moving picture stars or featured players whose first or last names begin
with the letters in the words, NAS. For example,
T
TIONAL RAILWAY
the letter "N" may represent either
Norma Shearer or Nolan, Doris. The
names you select can have less letters
than squares provided for in the
chart; they should not have more.
Leave one space between first and
last names or last and first names.
Don't use the same name;twice.
2. In the space at the bottom of the
chart, suggest a name for the special bus which will carry the winners
to Hollywood.
3. The 20 trips will be awarded to the
persons who submit the most comwho, in the judges'
plete give
chart and
the best name for the
opinion,
bus.
4. If more than one entry is submitted,
each must be presented on a separate chart.
5. Neatness and accuracy will count;
elaborate entries will not receive
preference in awarding the prizes.
6. The decision of the judges shall be
final, and in case of ties, additional
trips will be awarded.
7. Mail your entries to Modern ScreenNational Trailways Contest, in care
of Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Entries must
be postmarked no later than midnight of June 30, 1937.
8. No employees of the Dell Publishing
Co., or the National Trailways System, or their families may participate
in this contest.

ft
Janet Gaynor as she appears in "A Star is Born'

rr

It

Could

Happen

of Hollywood is
The very heart and soulword
s . . . words
spoken in those few
Cinderellas
sand
thou
a
ght
that have brou
them.
of
stars
made
d
to Hollywoo and
Elizabeth Arden has used her Screen and
Stage Make-Up in David 0. Selznick's
is Born" to
"A Starmation
storytheoftransfor
revealieng truly
of grey
dramatiz
glaminto
Gaynor)
(Janet
Esther Blodgett
orous Vicki Lester (Janet Gaynor).
Most

Importantly
So successful have the stars found the new
Elizabeth Arden Technicolor make-up for
the screen that they have taken it up in
private life, creating a vogue for the subtle
coloring offered only by Elizabeth Arden.

to

YOU

!

Every star . . . every movie fan . . . every
woman who ever dreamed to possess glamour, may share in the discovery of Screen
and Stage Make-Up by Elizabeth Arden
. . . that they may find, thrill and believe
in their own beauty, and like the people of
stage and screen, live the days and nights
of their private lives in rich fulfillment.
PRICE LIST
Foundations. .Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
$1-00
lxto 20x (Stage)
.$1.00
.
top.
Lipsticks, .convenient swivel
Liners . . lx to 15x (Screen and Stage) $1.00
Powder. .Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
$1.00
lx to 16x (Stage)
Remover. . (Screen and Stage) $1.00

And a complete group of theatrical preparations designed by Elizabeth Arden — sold
by exclusive Elizabeth Arden retail distributors everywhere. The booklet "Professional
Information" M-l, may be obtained by writing Screen and Stage Make-Up Laboratories:
5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif .

SCREEN

and STAGE

MAKE-UP

Special Offer:
Buyers of any $5 combination of Elizabeth
Arden Screen and Stage Make-Up preparations will receive free one handsome, mirrored
make-up kit as illustrated above, and similar
to those used by Hollywood stars.
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in His most powerful rol
JOHN CARRADINE
BRIAN DONLEVY ™ • ALAN DINEH ART
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• FRANK CONROY
llDNEY BLACKMER
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Costume pictures were surely meant for southern
belles like Irene Dunne. Isn't she somethin' in this
frothy frock from "High, Wide and Handsome"?
Pretty soon shell move her make-up box over to
Columbia for "The Awful Truth."
BR
27

Mi s» R. with her
playwright hubby,
Clifford Odets.
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William

Powell

and

Luise in

"The Emperor's Candlesticks."

I SAT waiting in a publicity office something less than
two years ago when a small dynamo in slacks and shortsleeved blouse blew in, dropped into a chair and began
her before. I didn't know
I had never seen
talking. she
was actress, visitor or scribbler. I did know
whether
— anyone would know the moment she entered a room —
that here was an arresting personality.
The dynamic effect was produced not by sound and
fury, but by a quicksilver vitality. Expression played over
her vivid face like lightr and shadow over a stream — as
changefully, as unconsciously, as agreeable to watch. Dark
eyes under the windblown bob flashed and softened by
turns. Her warmly tinted skin had a translucent quality.
And though she was obviously a foreigner, her speech
flowed vigorous and free. Never waiting to fumble for
a word, she said what she had to say in a swift rush of
language that was always graphic, if not always grammatical. Through sheer color and glow she took and held
your attention.
"That's Luise Rainer, a European actress," I was told
when she left.
"What? No mystery? No glamor? No airs and graces ?"
"She's different."
Ik

I'd heard that often enough to be skeptical. Yet I'd
seen for myself that her appearance and manner
were different.
jk
fS®^

You couldn't type her. You
her. You couldn't say she
classify
couldn't
was a second this-one or that-one or any
other Hollywood star.
She was like

no one you'd ever seen but herself. And for any selfconsciousness or effort, however subtle, to make an impression, she might have been merely the stenographer
next door.

As the piquant little companion of "Escapade," I saw
captured
her capture the public's imagination as she had of
Anna
mine. For her tender, tempestuous portrayal
have
would
Held, she won the Academy Award. Who
scene I
hadn't appeared on theher.
played O-lan if Rainer Mr.
Had
Thalberg who chose
have no notion. It was
child
the
see
to
ce,
performan
he lived to see the finished
of "Escapade" submerge her youth and charm to become
the stolid, deep-souled Chinese woman, he would have
been content with his choice.
As she moved from triumph to triumph, Hollywood
talked about her as Hollywood does. She didn't like
interviews; therefore she was doing a Gafbo. She preferred long walks with her dog to lunching at the Vendome; therefore she must be a poseur. Soon after she
married Clifford Odets, the playwright, she went alone
to New York.
"Why?" she was asked.
"Because every time I am free, I make a trip. Mr.
Odets is not free. So I go alone." But the truth was
too simple; therefore, "Ha-ha! Rainer's marriage is on
After you've lived in Hollywood for a while, you
the rocks."believe all the tales you hear. They may or may not
don't
Suppose vou have to
be true. Anything for a headline.

"On the one

J

side, I am
"And serts
on Luise
the
Rstraong
i n/' e asr .

other side.
it hurts if
think bad
people
about me.
Isn't that

id-yotic?"

retract your statement tomorrow.

So much

the better.

Today's headline will sell, and so will tomorrow's retraction. Icouldn't associate what I'd heard with that unknown
girl in the publicity office whose every word and gesture
had been spontaneous. Yet Hollywood has been known
to crush spontaneity.
So, although I went to see Miss Rainer with an open
mind, I couldn't help but wonder if Hollywood
changed her !

really had

"Please, you must first have your lunch," she said when
I came to her dressing room. "If you try to make an
interview at the same time, you will not enjoy your eating.
Then I will give you what time you want." She went to
the phone to order food. "Here is Luise Ryner —
Ry-ner — " she repeated, and shot me a rueful glance. "I
always mispronounce my name. They all say Ray-ner.
So when I say Ry-ner, nobody knows who is there. But
so long it has been Ryner, it is hard to change."
Over coffee and cigarettes — my coffee and cigarettes,
since she took neither — and with Johnny, her beloved
Scottifi, sleeping at her feet, we "made the interview."
She sat in the corner of a couch, laughing, wistful, excited
by turns. Not only her lips but her hands and body spoke,
and above all, her velvet-soft eyes that changed with every
changing shade of feeling. And, though her English was
vastly improved, she showed that same fine disregard of
dictionary speech I had noted earlier, for the sake of
vigorous, unimpaired expression.
"My rebel-ation," she said, "was from the beginning to

the end that I am what I am. But I cannot think of
myself as a rebel because I do not fight to make others do
what 1 wish but only to stay myself. And this is not to
say I think I am God's wonder — please understand me
well — but only that I cannot do what is for me not right
and natural to do. It is far-est from my mind to hurt
somebody else. It never came to my head till I heard
someone

say, 'This girl is a Frankenstein.

She will

Her hands flew to her face, her eyes widened,
spoil everything.' "
recalling the shock of that moment.
"I thought,
'Am I crazy? Are they crazy?' What can I
spoil if I am true to myself? This I must
be. Sometimes I may be convinced for
a moment against myself.
But before
I know it, my own color comes
through.
Not that I will not do
what for me is wrong.
I cannot do it. Every person has
inside of himself a judge,"
she tapped her forehead,
"and for him this inside
judge
the best.
"I iswill
tell you
something. What is
the most important
thing for a child?
(Continued on
page 78)
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Hero's the smile and
jfile the girls go fori
yrone's next will be
'Thin Ice." with Sonja.
NOT

KISSES

IS TYRONE POWER in love ? What does love mean to
him ? What have his romantic experiences been ? How
does he look at marriage, at women? What he's like,
emotionally, has suddenly become of great concern. In his
habit of half closing his eyes when he starts to smile there
is — a provocative promise. This tall, dark newcomer,
suddenly giving Robert Taylor a run for honors, has
created a big stir in Hollywood, as he has with the public.
Girls have been drawn to him as automatically as he
has been drawn to them. He is so vital. iWomen swear
that his sense of humor — and his chuckle' leaps into an
infectious laughter — is the ultimate touchy He is, they
vow, fervent, yet doesn't take himself "big."
I WAS over to his house the other day. In his own
room, an extremely masculine haven at the garden end
of the low, rambling white cottage in which he lives, there
are a couple of vivid sketches splashing the walls. Several
romantic "stills"
and Loretta
himselfteaming.
of latest
pictures
from
their
Then Young,
atop a mahogany chest
was an enlarged informal shot of himself with Sonja
Henie. Queening it on his desk was a beautiful, silverframed close-up of the blonde star. It is affectionately
to "Darling . . . With Love."
autographed
Everywhere he goes socially, the vivacious talented
Sonja is on his arm. But does he actually want to get
married so soon? If so, what was all that flurry about
his stepping out with Loretta while the skating wonder was
away on an exhibition tour ? It is rumored that that brief
interlude upset the Young-Eddie Sutherland understanding, that the report of those dates threw Sonja into a
frenzy. For when news reached her that Tyrone and
Loretta were happily partying at the Trocadero, she flew
in from the East for a week's rest. Her studio gave her
a luncheon, but it was plain that she hadn't made the continental dash simply for that. You've guessed the real
magnet — Tyrone !
He is an amazing contradiction in person. Meet him
briefly and he reminds you of the Buddy Rogers of years
ago. Or of the Prince of Wales of yesteryear. He is
up stern reality and you'll
completely attractive. Bring has
charm and tact; he has
be surprised. He not only
worked with his brain and with his hands. Although only
twenty-three, he has encountered so many different kinds
of people, and from them he has learned so many ways
of life.

sensiTyrone's dominating characteristic is a remarkable
tiveness. Now, of course, it is this innate sensitiveness

On

or

off

Romance

when
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Tyrone
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far
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Maddox

which causes him to guess a girl's rndbds. and easily fit in
with them. He is obliging that way. He's an old-fashioned
gallant, with 1937 ginger !
His most embarrassing moment with a member of the
opposite sex came when he was but sixteen.
I MET a gorgeous girl at my mother's dramatic school,"
he confided. "We were living in Cincinnati then, Mother,
my sister and myself. I ushered at the Orpheum and
worked in a drug store after high school hours and I
earned the money to buy my first Tux.
"I sorely needed one to escort such a vision to The
Fortnightly. That was the society club and they were
giving one of their dances when I fell so hard. She was
blonde and had lovely long hair." Tyrone grinned at this
description. He admitted then, "I can't resist hair that
sweeps a girl's shoulders !
"I managed to borrow my uncle's car. It was huge —
there was room enough in the back to put on a Shubert
revue ! Anyway, it helped me bolster up my pose as a
nonchalant young man about town. When I parked in
front of her apartment, I discovered the heater wasn't
functioning. It was snowing like the devil and freezing
cold. When we came out, the battery was too low to turn
over the engine. I had to apologize and jump out in the
slush and push.
"But finally I clambered in again and rolled up in front
of the clubhouse as elegantly as I could. The pretentious
doorman bent stiffly to open milady's door. At that moment
the fellow in front of us backed up and my uncle's gleaming fenders folded right into the radiator. Tragedy ! I
wanly howtook
name,when
checked
the car,
somemade the
the offender's
stairs. But
we had
takenandoff
our
coats and were ready to step into the ballroom, I. reached
into my inner pocket — to pull out two blank pieces of cardboard. Later it developed that my cousin had borrowed
my tickets to take his girl and had substituted those blanks.
Have you ever had a cousin ?
"Fortunately," he sighed, "we sighted some friends who
knew we were supposed to attend the affair."
And once inside Tyrone had a whale of a good time.
She was a divine dancer and he is very partial to girls who
are smooth on a ballroom floor. He doesn't care to talk
when the music's going dandy, incidentally. Girls who
are continually dabbing on more make-up distress him and
he dislikes the girl who invariably has to have two lights
for her cigarette.
That blonde girl of the near- (Continued on page ' 76)

Sonja Henie

seems

to

be Ty's favorite "stepping" partner. Will
they marry soon? Now.
what is your guess?

Loretta Young and T
rone in a reel mome:
from "Cafe Metropole
He likes the gal in re
life. too.
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A sophisticate to her fingertips,
Miriam Hopkins is no snob about
the things she likes to do. She's a
rabid "tourist" when it comes to
traveling. She gapes and gawps
and asks guides a million questions, even as you and I.

Miriam

and Louis Hayward

These two, Anton Litvak and Miss H., are

in the intri-

guingly-trtled picture, "The Woman

I Love."

IF THE time ever comes," Miriam said, "when I fail
to enjoy the things I am doing, when I fail to get pleasure
and
rathersatisfaction
be dead. out of every minute of every day, I'd
"Only I wouldn't rather be dead," laughed Miriam,
making one of her quick mental reverses, laughing the
low, in-the-throat, velvet chuckle which is Miriam's.
"That's a ridiculous thing for me to say because such a
time couldn't come for me."
Miriam lay back on the oyster-white divan in her
dressing-room suite, a small, compact electrically-charged
young woman, her corn-silk hair vibrant, her forget-menot blue eyes wide, as they are when she talks, her mind
like a flashlight, a revolving flashlight taking in, with
searching brilliance, all aspects of the passing parade. She
said, "Such a thing couldn't happen to me.
I'm too
curious about everything and everyone.
Life is too
inexhaustible.
"Everything I do," continued Miriam happily,
"turns into an adventure — even the littlest
things like getting up in the morning,
taking a cold shower, picnic luncheons,
a new book to read in bed.
"I wish there were four or five
of me to do all the things I
want to do, meet all the
people I want to meet,
read all the books I
want to read, make
all the pictures I
want to make,
have all the
Ifc^.
houses I

constant companions.

Is it "lurve"?

want to have, live in all the cities and countries I want to
live in, make come true all the dreams I have dreamed,
and still dream and shall keep on dreaming. I get so imOn

patient," said Miriam, "with my physical limitations."
the floor were samples of wall paper for small

Michael's nursery in the John Gilbert house
Miriam has bought and is doing over.

which

"I bought it because it was a bargain," she explained,
"and I adore bargains. If I buy a hat, and if it is reduced
from $25.00 to $24.50, I wear it like a crown of triumph.
I bought the house because it was a bargain, because its
location is superb and mostly because I detest living in a
leased house. I like the feeling of a home of my own."
Samples of door panellings were all over the floor.
Harold Grieve, who is "doing the house," not for Miriam,
but with her, brought them in. And with complete concentration, brushing away every other care, Miriam gave
her soul to the problem. Should Michael's cupboards be
papered with blue ships on a cream background or with
red and blue ships on a pale gray background ? Miriam got
down on the floor, on her hands and knees. She weighted
the samples down smooth and straight with books and
vases. She studied them with a breathy absorption.
Miriam always seems to be just a little out of breath. She
weighed one against the other, asked advice of no one,
made her decision, jumped up, brushing off her hands as
if to say, "That's done — now what?"
There is not a detail in the John Gilbert house nor in
any other house which Miriam buys, leases or lives in for
forty-eight hours which she does not personally supervise.
From tearing down the vaulted ceilings in the Gilbert
house to matching samples of specially woven linens with
specially hand-woven rugs, Miriam shops, selects and
confers with her decorator. Every
drape, every pot and pan, every
scrap of linen, every detail down
to the soap in the powder-room
bearschoosing.
the mark of Miriam's taste
and
"I adore houses," Miriam said,
33 . 94)
sinking (Continued on page
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Florence Eldridge, of stage fame, dines
with Fred March, her film-famous hubby.

Olivia de Havilland and Fred in a sentimental scene from "Anthony

Adverse."

mm

THINGS

THINKING

Fredric

March

admits

he's

afraid

EIGHT AND a half years in Hollywood," Fredric
March said, "and I've been thinking things over,
listing my assets and liabilities, holding up a damp
forefinger to determine whither the wind listeth and
to say what I'm thinking."
And, I'ma afraid
why. laughed
little, sitting there relaxed, on a
Fred
divan in his dressing room, where he was "between
"I all but cross my
work" in "The Buccaneer."
fingers," Fred said then, "look at the moon over
my right shoulder, apologize to a comb if I
drop one, when I realize how terribly lucky I
I must have some of the
have been and am.
Chinese superstition bedded in the Bickel
blood, that fear of speaking of one's own
good fortune lest it may call down the
wrath of some jealous gods.
"Perhaps," said Freddie, his gray eyes
grave in the Palm Springs sun-tan
of his indisputably handsome and
that's why
thoughtful face, "perhaps
so few people ever do admit their
But I will admit
own happiness.
mine;" here Fred crossed his
fingers. "I have been astoundingly lucky. I have to pinch
myself hard to make sure
that I'm awake, not
dreaming. And I'm
for
ul ng.
gratef
everythi
^
S .

Hoyt

to

tell what's

on

his mind-

"Not only because I have the things I always knew I
wanted, but also because I have the things I didn't know
And most of all the things I haven't got and
I wanted.
still want.
can
"One of the grave dangers of Hollywood, especially if
you are in the money, is the danger of satiety. The fear
that the day may come when there'll be nothing left to
want. As poor John Gilbert once said, 'What will there
be left for me to want after I am forty?' Tommie
Meighan, too, once warned me about that. When I first
met him back East, he was awfully kind to me. I was
nobody, and he was 'tops.' He made me feel like big
pumpkins because he singled me out, took an interest in me.
"He said, 'Easy does it, kid. Be content to go slowly.
Don't try. to swallow the whole dinner in one course.'
Although he was a comparatively young man, he'd made
all the money he could use, had achieved stardom, tasted
he asked me.
fame, travelled, bought homes. 'So now what?'
"Well. I haven't reached the 'so now what' stage. For I
haven't got everything I want. And the not having is,
and thank God I have sense enough to know it, my most

one, after all," smiled
priceless possession. The onlytaken
away from me.
Freddie wisely, "that cannot be
"I could look back on these past eight years or so, sit
out in a deck chair by my pool, let my mind linger
luxuriously over my home and wife and children, our
possessions, let my imagination dwell on some of the
pictures I feel the greatest satisfaction in: 'Death Takes
a Holiday,' 'A Star Is Born,' 'Anthony Adverse,' and let
it go at that.
"I'll never 'let it go at that,' " said Freddie vigorously,
"that's the best of it. And maybe, the best of me.
"I have got, so far as it is nowadays possible to get

F

s

You'll see Fred next with Janet Gaynor
"A Stat is Bom."
It's in technicolor.

in

OVER

and

then

proceeds

and keep — security.
ways wanted beyond
no doubt, from my
the value of a dollar

to

do

so

And security is what I have aland above all else. An heritage,
business-man father who knew
and the greater value of a dollar

'put away.'
"When I was a tiny chap of eight or nine," laughed
Fred, "I can remember trotting down to the bank
every week and depositing twenty-five to thirty-five
cents of my fifty-cents-a-week allowance. 'Against
a rainy day,' I said, aping my elders.
"I am afraid of rainy days," said Fred gravely,
''not so much for myself as for Florence and the
babies.
Perhaps I should be colorful and say
that my Art has given me my most profound
satisfaction.
not trimmings,
my knowledge
are as safe as

But if it's truth you want and
then I am forced to admit that
that Florence and the babies
I can make them is the most

heart- warming satisfaction I have.
"Do you remember talking to me
shortly before we took Penny?" asked
Freddie with a look in his eyes that
was nice to see. "I was skeptical
about it, remember?
Afraid, perhaps. Iwanted to postpone it
for a year or two. Still wishful that we might have
sons and daughters of
our own. Thinking it
{Continued on
page 86}

Freddie asks two favors from, the luck gods.
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Grace Moore whispered into Lily Pons' ear.
Lily laughed and replied in French. Could
it have been about Lily's best beau?

By

Our

up

Nanette

reporter,

with

Moore

Kutner

having

caught

Lily

Pons

and

Grace

at tea,

gives

you

a first-

hand account of

what

goes

on

When prima donnas meet, what do they discuss — men, careers or clothes? Above, Nanette Kutner
records the teatime talk of two of the world's most famous singers — Lily Pons and Grace Moore,
WHEN
I suggested taking Lily Pons to tea with Grace
Moore, a facetious friend asked who would act as referee.
Grace Moore laughed at this. "We're twentieth century
prima donnas," she declared with pride. "True, there is a
spirit of competition, but no jealousy."
Lily Pons averred, "In Paris — what jealousy! But not
here."^
Grace Moore said, "Lily and I are the best of friends."
And so, they agreed to meet. Lily Pons suggested we
come to her apartment. Grace Moore wanted us at hers.
Trying to be tactful, I insisted upon neutral ground — the
Weylin Hotel in New York.
It was settled. And they came.
Lily Pons, a little uncertain, nervous, but utterly natural,
arrived five minutes early. She spoke English, carefully
dividing the syllables, accenting them charmingly in the
wrong places.

America."

There was a pause. "She is late. I scold her

she come."
when
Wearing
a coat of satiny broadcloth, Grace Moore arrived ahalf hour later. If she planned an entrance, it was
spoiled, for as she walked through the doorway, Lily Pons
unexpectedly leaped from her chair, ran across the floor,
threw her arms around Miss Moore, kissed her, and cried
triumphantly,
got unwittingly
here first." stole the show. But not
Thus Miss "I
Pons
for long, not with Grace Moore standing, radiant as a
Klieg light, in the center of that room. Grace Moore of
the blonde hair and vivacious laughter, Grace Moore, our
gay Irish-American lyric soprano, who stood waving her
hands and talking — French !
#
SHE WAS being a woman of the world, a linguist — a
prima donna. She was being it for all she was worth,

"It is so secret, meeting here. Like ambassedeurs from
foreign countries," she whispered.

and
it was a good
a wonderful
time. act, and she knew it." She was having

AS THE waiter carried in the large snowy linened table,
Lily looked dismayed and suggested he fetch another.

She explained the outburst with, "After all, Lily isn't
at Ihome
English."
asked inher
what she would like to order.

"Not such a beeg one with white clothes on it," she
implored.
When asked what she cared to order, she took a glass
of water.
"I drink twenty glasses a day. It is for health. I work
so hard, five operas, twenty-four concerts, radio and pictures."
Her talk turned to the still absent Miss Moore.
"She is charming woman. I have not seen her since
'ollywood. I went to her party there last September.
I never accept parties, but to hers I go. Funny, she bought
villa in Cannes where I come from, and I buy house in

"Hungarian Baruck," calmly demanded
The waiter looked bewildered.

Miss Moore.

"Oh, you won't have it," she assured him,
to Lily, "You know how bad drinks are for
one !" She threw a kiss towards the ceiling.
brandy, my dear. A few sips before you go

and turning
us, but this
"An apricot
on; it does

wonders for the voice. Every singer should take it."
Then, aside, "I just ordered that to have Lib' ask what
Round Two definitely went to Miss Moore.
was."
it Lily
at her.
brunette,"
said she.
Theirsstared
is more
than "Blonde
a surface meets
(Continued
on page
97)
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An

attractive little thing called a drawl

Guess what prevented George Raft from getting breaks? Producers didn't like his ehrs!

was once Gail Patrick's chief drawback.

TO

HOW

You

must

have

looks

and

talent,

YOU'RE A foolish, stupid girl and you'll never make
an actress. I don't know why the studio ever put you
into this role."
The fourteen-year-old girl with the beautiful skin and
the great blue eyes tried to keep back the tears.
For days it had been like this — with the director screaming at her. And she had thought when the studio put her
into "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" that her great chance had
come. Instead she had been subjected to the torment of
being criticized mercilessly.
She crept into a corner, away from the eyes of the
director and began to sob. But the kindly eyes of Lon
Chaney found her. "Listen, child," he said, "stop crying.
You're in the hardest game in the world. If they kick
your heart around like a football, pick it up, brush it off
and go on your way again."
The girl followed his advice and today you know her
as Loretta Young. Her story illustrates what it takes to
stay a star. Thousands of young people who have gone
out to Hollywood and who have come back defeated have

of

STAY

course-but

much

more

than

looked about them at the Shearers, the Myrna Loys, the
Teanette MacDonalds, and have said, "What have they
got that I haven't got? Why did they get to the top and

Handsome young people. All
Talente
thered ?"young people.
stay
,
hy?"
crying out in bitter mutiny, a"W
star? Countless times you ve
What does it take to stay
been told that it takes great beauty and talent. But they re
not enough — not nearly enough. More than anything
else, it takes courage. The men and women who get anyin Hollywood have to go through their own private
anes.
Gethsemwhere
Look at Ida Lupino. She is very young to have been
upon to fight fear and discouragement. But Hollycalled wood
spares no one.
She was brought from England to Hollywood to play
an unsophisticated girl in a picture that was expected to
be a sensation, "Alice in Wonderland." But in one of those
the role to antypical movie upsets, the executives gaveand
returning to
back
her
turning
of
Instead
other girl.

If it hadn't been for one man's advice, Loretta Young might not now be in movies.

Bing Crosby wouldn't take "no" tor an answer,
so the box-office says "yes" to him today.

STAR

these

are

needed

to

keep

a

By

player

England, Ida did away with herself. Not literally, of
course. She isn't the type to shoot herself, or jump off
a cliff. But she decided that Hollywood had no use for
another artless young thing when they grew as thick in
Hollywood as berries in the field. So she did things. She
changed her make-up, the way she did her hair. She
turned sophisticated. Hollywood executives rubbed their
eyes and gave her parts to play. Today, she'd laugh if
in Wonderland" to her. For "Alice"
"Alice
mentioned
you
a failure and the girl who played the
out to be
turned
part got nowhere.
Jean Hersholt has been in Hollywood for twenty- four
years, longer than almost any other actor, so long that his
own studio thought the public must be getting tired of him.
It tossed him around like an old shoe. Finally another
studio offered him the plum of the year, the role of Dr.
Dafoe in "The Country Doctor."
Hersholt could hardly believe it. After all these years,
to have a role like this. He made up his mind to play the
part so that people would never forget it.

on

top

Dora

of

the

Albert

movie

heap

Then one day, while he was on location in Callander,
he stepped into a crevice and fell. For several minutes
he was unconscious. When he came to, he couldn't move
and he thought his leg was broken. The newspapers that
day carried scare headlines indicating that he might be
crippled forever. Lying still and white in the hospital, he
told his wife, who came to visit him, "Honey, keep your
chin up. Don't you know that you mustn't believe everything the newspapers say?"
He lay in the hospital, his foot horribly twisted. At the
end of three days, though he was still in great pain, he
left the hospital and started to play his role as Dr. Dafoe.
The first scene he was called upon to make was rolling
with the Quintuplets on the floor. Over and over again
they rolled, while every muscle in his leg tortured him;
every time he moved he went through unbearable agony.
Finally the part called for him to chuckle as he played
with the Quints.
"I felt like getting up and screaming instead," confessed Jean Hersholt.
(Continued on page 74)

A backless frock of Navy
linen goes to town with
perfect aplomb, topped
with a figured cotton jacket.

Jean Parker's printed cotton play dress, with matching jacket, is an indispensable playtime item.

She wears a peasant dress
instead 'of a beach coat —
as contrast to the sophistication of her swim suit. •

YOU ARE going to have a lot of fun this summer — if
idy
uksef
o
f
I
wicked
this
of
way
the
That's
clothes.
right
the
have
>
you
4f4
world. People may love you for yourself alone, but someFashion Flashes From New Films
how it never occurs to them until they see you in a
knockout outfit. A gaily flowered, crisp cotton sports
SMARTEST outfit of shirt, shorts, and jigger jacket yet
dress, such as the one Jean Parker is wearing, as she
seen on screen, worn by Sally Eilers in "We Have Our
dangles its impertinent matching jacket in her hand, is
ticking.
Moments." They are made of blue and white striped bed
practically guaranteed to make that exciting new man you
that you're just the companion he needs
decide
justthemet
at
tennis
matches.
The suave, dark linen dress, with its dashing flowered
jacket, will convince almost any man that he can get away
from the office long enough to take you to luncheon. And
as for the beach clothes she is wearing, you have no idea
how many young men never discover that they can get
away with the family car and take you exploring all the
beaches and pools in the vicinity until they see you in such
an outfit. That settles it. They just have to show you off
to their friends and rivals.
.Now, a lot of girls have foolish and stubborn pride about
admitting the effect that wisely-chosen clothes have on

Jean

Parker

shows

you

how

to

CLEVER use of beads as dress trimming shown by
Black sheer dress,
Dance?"
Rogersneckin to"Shall
Ginger from
shirred
hip isWefastened
with zipper, ending at
neck in cluster of white beads. Matching beads are wound
around each wrist.

GRAY tailored suit wom by Doris Nolan in "As Good As
Married" is far from severe when seen off-screen, for hat,
gloves, and other accessories are rich shade of wine red.
AND IF you think that this season's hats are trying, just
take a look at the ones Miriam Hopkins wears in the wartime picture, "The Woman I Love."

dress

economically

for summer

fun

Her sleek, figured
white satin bathing suit accentuates Jean's
figure's
lithe
lines.

r

jean peps up a classic
white silk sports dress-^-a
"must" — with a
summer
peasant bodice.

their lives. They think it is kinda cute
to play the merry madcap in a sweater
and old slacks all the time, They want
to believe that it is personality that
counts, that men never notice what they
are wearing, anyhow. Actresses know
otherwise. They know that the girl who
gets thrilling parts to play, in real life
as well as films, is the girl who looks
exciting.
They know that judicious use of
brilliant colors in dresses makes a
girl seem more alive, more vivid.
They have discovered that there
is nothing like a severely tailored dark dress to show off a
slim, supple figure. And
they have learned, too, the
greatest secret of all —
that clothes can bring
(Continued on page 89)
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I WENT to interview Warner Oland about Charlie Chan.
I remained to interview Charlie Chan about Warner Oland.
For, actually, the two men are one.
Mr. Oland admitted, with his shy, Chan-ish smile that
playing the one part in so many pictures, for so many
years, has so steeped him in the character that "not even
my wife," smiled Mr. Oland, "can tell now whether she
is married to Warner Oland, Dane, or Charlie Chan,
Oriental."
When I arrived at the studio commissary to lunch with
Mr. Oland, we ordered, with a sense of the fitness of
things. Chicken Chow Mein, Mandarin and yellow tomato
juice. And when I remarked, with an attempt at Oriental
courtesy, that it was interesting to be talking to the creator
of Charlie Chan, lo, it was Mr. Chan, himself, who rose
from the table, made that well-known little bow from the
waist, said sibilantly, "Thank you so much."
Mr. Oland is painfully shy about interviews. He says,
"Don't talk too much. Words like sunbeams. The more
they are condensed the deeper they burn." Warner Oland
actually speaks in Chan-o-grams.
The result of this reticence is that no one knows anything about Warner Oland. It has been said that the Chan
pictures make more money over a period of years than
his studio's much touted super-super productions.
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But so

deep-rooted is Mr. Oland's conviction that people are not
interested in him, personally, that it would be painful
for him to talk glibly about himself.
There sat Charlie Chan, the ends of his eyebrows
brushed up, the ends of his mustache brushed down — his
only make-up for the role of Chan. For the eyes, the voice,
the build, and the gentle courtesy of Warner Oland are the
eyes, the voice, the build, and the soft, impersonal courtesy
of Charlie Chan. Knowing that Oriental courtesy cannot
refuse a gift, even the gift of words, I induced Charlie
Chan to talk about Warner Oland.
MR. AND MRS. OLAND live very quietly on their ranch
in the Carpenteria Valley near Santa Barbara, in a Cape
Cod farmhouse type abode, facing the sea on one side, the
Santa Barbara hills on the other. The furnishings are a
fascinating and discriminating conglomeration of treasures
from the travels of the Olands. The antique English oak
table was purchased in London. There are candlesticks
from Italy, rare porcelains, some Early American pieces,
an English Sheraton desk — Mr. Oland's favorite chair —
and an Early American needlepoint. Occasional touches
of Chinese red flame in the English oak living-room.
One room, which started out to be a library, now houses
Mr. Oland's ever-increasing collection of Chinese prints

and art objects. With this one exception, Mr. Oland does
not go in for collecting. The two bedrooms are done very
simply, one in green and lemon-yellow, the other in red
and white. The servants' quarters are as cheerful as the
rest of the house. And there are several portraits of Mr.
Oland about the rooms, done by his artist wife.
There is a lovely rose garden. There are lemon groves,
and avocados, limes and oranges, growing in abundance.
Oland has an arrangement with one of the big fruit packing houses to tend his lemon groves and market the crops.
He makes from sixty to eighty dollars a month on his

Ave*

*

lemons, believe it or not.
Mr. and Mrs. Oland seldom go out socially, and they
entertain very little. On Sundays when they are at home
at the ranch, they have a few close friends in to spend the
day with them. These often include Louise Dresser and
her husband, Jack Gardner, the Jean Hersholts, the Frank
Lloyds, the Richard Arlens. Mr. Oland is a most casual
host. He supplies his guests with bathing suits for a beforeluncheon swim and after luncheon they will often play
pinochle, poker or dominoes — never bridge.
But let Mr. Chan tell you about the Olands, in his own
words. "Now and then he does some gardening himself.
But he is an indolent fellow, this Oland," smiled Charlie.
"He spends much time walking by the sea and in the hills.
He calls this 'refreshing his soul.' He also sits before the
fire, meditating and reading Chinese philosophies. As the
years go by, he is becoming more and more steeped in
Oriental literature and the ancient wisdoms. But he says,
sadly, that not all his reading will 'capture the sea of
literature in the thimble of man's brief span of time.'
"The marriage of the Olands is completely happy. The
seed of their romance which was planted in the sound soil
of mutual interests," said Charlie Chan, "has developed
into the full flower of their marriage." Then he told the
story of that romance from its beginning. They met in
New York when' Mr. Oland was
playing
"Peer
Gynt" Theatre
at the old
Keith and
Proctor
on
28th Street. Mrs. Oland, then
Edith Gardener Shearn, wellknown
portrait painter, had
written a one-act play, "The
House of a Traitor," and was
backstage
entation. arranging for its presThe press agent of the theatre
asked if she . would like to meet
Warner
Oland on
whose
(Continued
page perform83)
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Yes,

Sim

Simon can
and look cute,
but few
don't
III you

By

Mary

Marshall

THIS MONTH, ladies, the beauty seminar will
be conducted in question and answer form. By
this snappy and efficient means, I hope to clear
up a lot of beauty troubles which have been bothSo — without more ado . . .
ering you and me.
Question: Why do I gain weight, when I eat
scarcely enough to keep a bird alive, and why does
my friend stay thin when she eats like a horse?
Answer: There is a difference, to be sure, in
the rate at which individuals assimilate food. The
canary's rations on which you claim you subsist
seem to go, full speed ahead, into fat — usually
around the hips — whereas the potatoes and pie
consumed by your girl friend don't do her a bit
of damage. But please notice that I said "canary's
rations which you claim, etc." I'm not doubting
your honesty. You think you're being honest.
But wait — are you? You may eat little in quantity, but howz about the nature of the food you
eat? When you say you "had only a salad for
lunch," did you have mayonnaise on the salad instead of a dressing compounded of very little olive
oil (mineral oil would be better), lemon juice, salt
and a little pepper?
You know what's right to eat as well as I do —

Loretta Young loves
sweets

and indulges in them;
without gaining an
ounce. How d
she do it?

ere

is the

WW

a

Bette Davis
knows how to
make large eyes
look starry
instead oi storey.

or you should, by this time. All fruit juices and
fruits except bananas. All vegetables, 'cept corn,
and go easy on the peas and beans. A baked potato or very little starch now and then. All roasted
or broiled lean meats except pork. Also fowl and
fish. . And beverages without cream and sugar.
No trimmings on food — like sauces and stuff.
No nibbling. Eat three light meals a day and
don't get the snack habit. (That's put in especially for married women who "don't feel like
eating anything alone" — so they have a cup of
tea and a piece of cake, and what could be worse?)
No hard liquor or beer. Don't go round saying
you "have a thyroid condition" unless a doctor
has told you so. That excuse has been worked
to death.
Dolores Del Rio, up thar, puts on weight like
a house afire if she doesn't watch out. Loretta
Young,
thar,
gain sees
a pound
without
concerted down
effort.
Butcan't
Dolores
to it that
her

Dolores Del Rio
may have to count
her calories, but
she keeps that
streamline by constant care*

luscious curves stay luscious and not lumpy, and
Loretta, by constant attention to the cream soups
and glasses of milk, stays slim like a willow and
not skinny like a bean pole.
Question: If I'm fat (or thin) all over, what
should I do — exercise or diet?
Answer : Diet for a spell, till you get somewhere near the weight (Continued on page 91)

her unappealing escort and was cut in on by a genuine
R. T. effect. Zing went the strings of her heart, and his,

CLAIRE TREVOR is the most surprised star in Hollywood today. The light-hearted lassie for whom life was
all a game has turned into the darndest career woman.
Yesterday's dabblings are over. The old carefree fun is
Why, even love's blacklisted!
laid awav in lavender.
"Gone career-crazy. Me
exclaims.
"Imagine it!" she
that one out?"
How as do
all people.
of And
it all began
justyou figure
another lark.

She grew up in Larchmont, a pleasant suburb of
New York City, without
the slightest fancy for
fame. The only child of
a Fifth Avenue merchant.
Claire's one aim was to
have as good a time as
possible in as quick a time
as possible.
Her present stern sticking to business, her conversion to the cause of
serious self -improvement,
is all the more remarkable
remembering that she was
such a belle.

too. He said. "I must see you later. Can't you get rid ,
of the fellow who brought you?" Claire, like any romantic
girl in that predicament, whispered, "Of course!"
The minute the orchestra finished "Home Sweet Home,"
She was so sorry but she had to
she had a headache.
retire right away. Cousin
Frank's forlorn pal left
her on the front doorstep
of the house occupied by
A
LARK
the visiting girls. Freshening her make-up, she
tip-toed clown the back
stairs to the kitchen door,
THAT
where she was waiting.
With another couple they
proceeded to go tobagganing in the moonlight. It
was glorious. It was first
love. When Claire returned home Sunday night
she was in a daze.
But next day came a

LASTED
Youll see Claire
"One
Trevor inFrom
Mile
Heaven"

ten-page blast from her
irate
He'd heard
about cousin.
Claire slipping
out
on his roommate, then

next

As a high-school senior
she was as peppy and irresponsible agal as you
could find. Popular, you
bet. She had snapping
brown eyes, blond hair and
a trim figure. She danced
well, dressed with chic and
was more fun than half a
dozen other seniors altogether.
So it wasn't astonishing
that even before she graduated she became the ideal
prom girl. The college
boys she met, and she
seemed to meet the most
interesting ones, decided
that. She was invited to
the best house parties from
Harvard to Annapolis, including Princeton, Dartmouth, West Point, and
way points.
Her adamant stand
against falling in love now
is the result of falling in
love twice before she hit
Hollywood. The first time
was when she was seventeen.
Claire was still a senior
when her cousin who had
just joined the Dekes at
Colgate wrote that she was
to come up for the fraternity formal as his roommate's date. Naturally she
dreamt of a Robert Taylor.
But when she and the
three other girls who went

going tobogganing with
the R. T. boy friend. The
roommate had also heard
about it, and was he on
fire ! "You'll never be
ing-)
asked
another
prom,"
Cousin toFrank
underlined
thrice. (She received five
bids from Colgate the following year notwithstandShe and the One Man
corresponded. Her mother
agreed that he should be
invited down. Then the
urge to move seized her
parents and the house was
in a mess. It was no time
to intrigue a suitor. So in
the confusion Claire somehow didn't answer his next
letter and she never saw
him again.
Keen as she was cute,
Claire found lessons a

Claire

was

Hollywood

By

a

hey-hey

crossed

George

along with her for the
auspicious week-end set foot upon the campus Claire had
reasons to mentally moan. However, being ever polite,
she bore up. When the dance was over and he was in the
mood to spoon she drew the line though.
weekSaturday night, the remaining evening o£ that
end, luck was with her. She went to another dance with
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gal

her

til

path

Benjamin

snap. In fact, so
a snap that she
practice of not
too hard. When

much of
made a
studying
she was

ready for Vassar she
learned she'd have to return to high school for a
bit of brushing-up on certain credits.
"I decided that was too
much trouble," she admits
candidly.
Tell Claire she
has to do anything and

instinctively she doesn't want to — with a vengeance. The
university polishing was speedily abandoned. Still, she had
Public speaking had been her pet
to go on'to something.
subject so it occurred to her that a dramatic academy
might be jolly. Her parents sent her.
But Claire wasn't stirred by an overwhelming inner
flame seeking self-expression (Continued on page 80)
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too
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BEFORE I interviewed Gene Raymond, I was warned not
to question him about his romance and approaching marriage to Jeanette MacDonald. "He just won't talk about
it, and if you so much as mention it to him, he freezes
up," is what I heard from those in the know.
Oh yeah ! Well, try talking to that lad five minutes
about anything but his romance these days. It can't be
done. Gene's too enthusiastically in love, too thrilled
over the whole thing.
"I'm the happiest man alive," he exploded, and he
looked it. Gene is a surprise to those who have seen
him only on the screen, for he has a virility, an inner
strength, which could almost be described as stern, and
a vital personality that the camera seldom seems to catch.
His shoulders are so broad that you have to look twice
to see both of them, and his handshake so firm that you
feel its effects for an hour afterward. Usually goodnatured, he has a mind of his own which nothing can
change when he thinks he is right. One of the points on
which he is obdurate in his determination not to make
a publicity stunt of his marriage.
Gene's life is a
series of cartoons
— with most of
the laughs on
Raymond. ,

FOR THAT reason and because they are both taking
it so seriously, they have used good taste about the whole
thing. Jeanette's mother announced the engagement at
a tea last Spring, which Gene's mother attended. They
set the date for their wedding — a church wedding —
months in advance, believing that a long engagement
would give them the opportunity to make sure they were
making no mistake. They planned their honeymoon —
not just a sleeper jump to Yuma, but a three months'
trip to Honolulu and perhaps to the Orient.
They plan a home in San Fernando Valley, forty
miles from Hollywood, which will necessitate a place in
town where they can stay when they have early morning
studio calls. But the place they call "home" will be just
that, with all the trimmings. There will be kennels,
stables, a tennis court, a swimming pool and a carefully
planned garden.
The house itself will be a rambling, comfortable retreat.
There will be a music room, of course, and, incidentally,
Jeanette won't be the only musician in the family. Gene
has composed several songs and wrote both words and
music for "Will You?", one of the successful numbers
in "The Smartest Girl In Town." He plays the piano
very well, too, and hopes to compose a symphony when
he has more leisure.
{Continued on page 81)
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too,

Offscreen,

Mar-

garet Lindsay is surrounded by an

fun
is going
Margaret's
idea of
'round the world

air

on

of mystery.

a freighterl

In other

WOrds-

KEEPS
SHE SEEMS like a girl fresh
from finishing school, but she

YOU

By

Mignon

graduated six years ago. She's
a lady with inhibitions, and not afraid to admit it. She
believes that women can be good friends even when they're
both Hollywood stars. She believes that men should be
bosses after marriage, but you can't pin her down as
Victorian. She's the girl in the snappiest evening gown,
whom the fellows in the stag line fall all over each other

And she's pretty good at giving workable
to danceon with.
advice
how to break into the movies.
She's the girl in one of the mystery stories she plays in.
She's a debunker. Before you meet her, you think she's
going to be up-ity, that she's doing a Garbo on you.
Later she seems grandly human, intelligent and humorous, does Margaret Lindsay. You like her, even if she
does keep you guessing !
On the way to her hotel suite, the elevator man asked

sharply, "Are you sure you have an appointment with
Because I'm sure she isn't in to anyone."
Miss Lindsay?
Even when I'd reassured him, his eyes followed me
suspiciously as I walked down the corridor toward her
rooms.
Now as I rang the bell, I half expected a maid to appear
and hand me a written announcement saying, "Margaret
Lindsay doesn't live here any more."
But the door opened and a girl with frank hazel eyes

and a48low expressive voice said cordially, "I'm Margaret

GUESSING

Rittenhouse

Lindsay.
Won't
you come
in?
I'm awfully sorry about

Please don't
appointment.
that and
think I'm high-hat. The studio
I just seemed to miss
You see, I'm
I've been so terribly rushed.
connections.
She wore a tailored Panama suit with a crisp brown
on my vacation."
linen blouse and nary a frill. She ushered me into a long
feminine living room. Bright flowers everywhere — red
tulips and yellow and blue-purple irises in colorful vases.
She had the same crisp incisive way you felt in "Green
Light." But she seemed younger, with a fairer complexion than you'd think, judging from her pictures. More
vital. Her personality did things to the room.
"I'm telephone operator, doorman

et cetera today," she
explained, as she curled up on one end of the sofa. "It's
been like a madhouse here all afternoon."
The place didn't look like a madhouse. It looked smart,
sophisticated and very bright. It looked as though
Margaret Lindsay had gone around doing little things to
it, changing the position of a chair or vase, rearranging
the draperies to suit herself. It had the look of a room
that a girl lived in, not one that she dropped into on a
short vacation.
The telephone rang; Margaret darted off to answer
it. She was back in a few seconds but not for long.
The telephone rang again and again. Margaret was back
and forth, back and forth. Janet (Continued on page 72)
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Still Be Refined... If You
This Talc That's
with Blended

Use

Perfumed
Flowers

Ah-h-h !. , . what madness you can stir in the blood
when you appeal to a man's sense of smell! Like
the cave-man of old, seeking his mate among
sweet flowers of the forest, a modern man is
primitive, too.
His heart beats madly... he yearns for you...
when you thrill him with the perfume of Nature's
own flowers. Lander's Blended-Flower Talcs
have this tempting, exciting perfume that men
adore. Try the Lilacs and Roses Blend... dust
your whole body with this exquisite powder...
smell sweet all over!
Then, stand on your toes... stretch up, up...
and whisper, "I'm utterly lovely — thrilling. I
can win love." And you'll feel the power to go
forth and conquer. Lander's Blended-Flower
Talc does this for you and more...
It guards your refinement . . . makes a man long
to protect you, because you're sweet as a flower.
There may be fever in his kisses, but there'll be
worship in his soul. He knows you're refined.
Strong-scented talcums give the wrong idea.
Play safe, get Lander's... perfumed with a blend
of true flowers. Only 10c each at your 10c store.
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ARE YOU a coward?" I asked.
John Howard laughed. It did seem a touch preposterous to ask such a question of a young man five-feet-ten
in height, weighing 160 pounds, with bright blue eyes,
brown hair, active and sound of mind and limb. Yet he
answered my question promptly, quite without offense.
He is enough of an intellectual — a Phi Beta Kappa from
Western Reserve University — to be interested in any discussion which probes and analyzes human motives, even
his own.

"Yes, I am a coward," he answered. "I'm afraid ,of
being mediocre. I am terrified of being an inbetweener.
It is my bogie-man, my nightmare. I am terrified of
being one of that legion listed 'and the cast also includes.'
If I can't be a spectacular success, I prefer to be a spectacular failure. I would rather be a good, juicy melodramatic 'dreg of humanity' than a comfortable and unsung semi-nonentity. There is something about walking
the mid-stream of life, sitting at the 'second table,' which
is sheer nightmare to me.
"I believe," laughed John Howard, "that this is my
only cowardice.
"I've faced death on more than one occasion without
I've faced blindness and
flinching, so far as I know.
SO

impending darkness. I've faced
chin up against
kept my and
have found that it holds no terrors for me.
poverty
I've faced the loss of the career I hoped for and sustained
the loss. I've faced love and the loss of love and have
emerged with the break in my heart neatly mended and
ready for the rebound. I've faced Hollywood," laughed
John, "and that's no mean test of the temper of the steel.
"I faced the formidable cast of 'Lost Horizon' and if
my bright, brave little spirit did quail a bit at that, it can
doubtless be ascribed to my psychopathic fear of mediocexrity again. The fear that, pitted against such
perienced troupers as Ronald Colman, H. B. Warner,
Isabel Jewell, Edward Everett Horton, Margo, and the
others, little John would go down in oblivion.
"I was terrified all the more because I didn't for one
minute believe in the character I was playing. The fellow was a fool. Whenever I had to cut loose and have a
good bout of hysterics because I had to stay at Shangrila I'd be thinking to myself, 'What an ass the fellow is.
Who would want to leave a place like this?' So, I had
the added difficulty of playing the character 'against the
grain.' If I did it at all creditably— and I can see enough
room for improvement to put me well in my place — it is
(Continued on page 85)
all to my credit.

"ON
BUT
THE
SHELF
BECAUSE

I'LL BET YOU'D HAVE PLENTY
OF DATES, IF YOU'D JUST DO
SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR
SKIN ! WHY DON'T YOU SEE
THAT BEAUTY EXPERT
EVERYONE IS
RAVING ABOUT?

SHE CONSULTS FAMOUS BEAUTY
EXPERT, PAUL OF FIFTH AVENUE
t~_ — i
jmbi^hi
YOUR COMPLEXION HAS THE
SYMPTOMS OF WHAT I CALL
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN ! ITS DRY
AND LIFELESS, AND COARSE
TEXTURED. 1 SUGGEST THAT
YOU CHANGE YOUR SOAP
•••USE ONLY PALMOLIVE,
BECAUSE"*

OF

"MIDDLE-AGE"
SKIN

PAUL EXPLAINS WHY
PALMOLIVE CORRECTS
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!

NOW NO MORE LONELY EVENINGS
...THANKS TO PALMOLIVE

"Palmolive is made with Olive
Oil, a real beauty aid. And Olive
Oil makes Palmolive's lather
gentler, more soothing . . . gives
it a special protective quality all its
own. Thus Palmolive does more
than just cleanse. It protects your
skin against the loss of those
precious natural oils which feed
and nourish it . . .That's why
Palmolive keeps your complexion soft, smooth and young!"

How

Palmolive,

made

with

Olive

Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, old-looking skin
dry, old-looking; keeps your comIT creeps up on you without
plexion soft, smooth, young!
warning . . . this heart-breaking
Does
the
soap you are now using
e"
Skin!
"Middle-Ag
You may have a soft, smooth
give you this same protection? Do
you know what ingredients go
complexion today. Yet next month,
into it? Are you sure it is as pure,
or even next week, you may look
in your mirror and find your skin
as gentle and safe as Palmolive?
You know that Palmolive Soap is
dry, lifeless, coarse-looking.
So right now is the time to watch
made from a blend of real beauty
ingredients . . . soothing Olive and
out ... to take this simple precauPalm oils.
tion advised by beauty experts.
Use Palmolive Soap regularly.
That's why Palmolive, more than
For Palmolive, made with Olive
any other soap, promises to keep
Oil, does more than just cleanse.
your complexion young and lovely
through the years! Why not start
Its gentle, protective lather helps
prevent your skin from becoming
using Palmolive Soap — today? m
FREE! DIONNE QUIN CUT-OUT BOOK FOR CHILDREN!
Beautifully colored cut-outs of the Quins, with dresses, coats
— 63 in all. A lovely picture of the Quins on cover. . . ideal
for framing! Send 3 Palmolive Soap bands to Palmolive,
Dept. M- 151, Jersey City,N.J. (Offer expires July 15, 1937.)

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL
TO KEEP COMPLEXIONS
YOUNG AND LOVELY

. YOU'RE

YOUNG

. . . YOU'RE

SMART—

. .

you'll

O'S
GLAZ
SOUGHT-AFTER girls... gay young
in fingertip flattery! Beguiling as their
moderns who never let themselves
names are Glazo's subtle, misty, smoky
hues-Shell and Old Rose, Thistle, Rust
or their escorts down in the matter of
smartness... are climaxing their chic with
Glazo's "Misty" nail polish shades.
Where else can you find colors so excitingly lovely?... the perfect accent to
that ravishing new frock ... the ultimate

and Russet,Suntan,Dahlia,Imperial Red.
And Glazo, as good as it is beautiful,
possesses all the virtues that smart young
things demand . . . satin-smoothness on the
nail. ..stern prejudices against peeling or

want

to

wear

fading... the rare ability to stay smoothflowing, usable to the last drop in that
economical 204 bottle, or in the new and
larger 254 size.
For a new kind of Social Security—
the knowledge of your own lovelinesschoose Glazo in clear shades or the sophisticated new "Misty" tints.
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Rochelle
"handy"

Hudson

performs

this

with the greatest of ease.

If you don't think this slick trick is
difficult, try it yourself sometime!
But unless you're on the petite side
— five feet four and tip the scales at
about 100 — the results are apt to be
a mite disastrous.

Summer's
fun

and

the

time

Frank

candid-cameras
cinema

girls and

during

their

for

Muto
the
boys

gayest

.moments

S3

With not a care in the world
and all done up in smart
Jantzen beach regalia, Rochelle emerges from her
cabana with quoits and surfboard in tow. You guessed
it— Mam'selle is out to do
some fine and fancy playing!

Rochelle

the

54

Hudson

director

isn't

When

a gal has to work up

That ball gets a mean
send-off from the little
lady. Powerful stuff for a
Romere bathing belle.
chelle evidently thinks
she's down at the Rose
BowL competing with the
collitch boys.

she can
an appetite
start
work in 'lore
a new picture,
that's news. Well, Rochelle
wanted to be prepared for
any emergency mat might
arise in making "She Had to
Eat," thus all the activity!

casts

herself

looking.

Her

as

a

sea

location?

nymph

Santa

when

Monica

■
This business of sitting around on the
beach, basking in
the sun, a la typical
bathing beauty,
doesn't appeal to our
little star. She dives
right in and lets the
nasty waves knock
her down — that is, if
they can.

The name of Rochelle's current heart
throb is a deep, dark
secret. But there is
one, you can, be sure,
for when a gal starts
drawing hearts in
offing.
the sand,
there's a
gent lurking in the

s. >

Four more quoits to go
and everyone a guaranteed ringer. With' a surefire aim like that, there's
little wonder that Rochelle
has made her mark in the
movies — and we don't
mean 'X" either.

r

1— The days ore never
long enough for a regular kid like Jane Withers.
She's up bright and
early to do her sprint
around the old cinder
track. What pep! What
form! What a gal!
HSSSfiSESSEESSSS
3— After "business
hours," she takes up farmeretting. Here she is
coaxing her chicks to eat
out of her hark! — as her
fans are doing.

4 — Two's a crowd on a
motor bike built for one,
but Jane's decided her
pet dog needs an outing.
The about
dog it
isn't
so sure
though.

I

5— There's
young Miss

nothing
Withers

won't try once. Now
she's lending a helping
hand in building her
new fish pond.

5^
7— Next she tries her
hand in the culinary
department. Won't
Mother be surprised
when she tastes the
cake Jane's making?

9— "Aw, shucks, can't
I practice my scales
some other time?"
pouts Jane. But Mother
thinks there's no time
like the present.

V

6— Twould seem there's
no
that gal's vim.
In end
her to workshop
she
saws

away on a carriage, while her dolls
look hopefully on.

No one knows better than the Louise gal that
But who
an army marches on its stomach.
ever heard of an army marching on a cup
cake? Come, come, Anita, is that cricket?

Marketing's a lark for Anita Louise. "Yep,"
all in knowing how," as she
says she, "it's
makes the bananas look a pound or two
lighter. Honor system, Anita! Besides, that
scale trick is as old as the hills.

Anita grins — and bears three baskets. How
about wearing that middle one on your head,
peasant style? Or how about — aw heck, aren't
there any gentlemen in the house?

And now for a bit of lightning calculation. If
five red apples cost twelve cents, how much
will the lamb chops come to if Jack Smart
drops in for supper? "Gosh," complains Anita,
"I can't do a thing without my slide rule."

"Oooh, what a cute lobster I" enthuses Miss
Louise. And can you imagine what the lobster
is mumbling into his antennae about cute
blondes? Just another case of love at first sight.

Figures are figures, but Anita obviously hasn't
figured on this. Must have been the caviar.
She has a good mind to call the manager and
tell him to keep his groceries. Shell economize
by roughing it at the Trocadero.

Jean Hersholt and Heather
enjoy a private
Angel
j joke, while Pat O'Brien
hides behind his wife's
The "nonhoop-skirts.
corn-poop" on the right is
Corp'ral Joe E. Brown.

, •

- ;;
* *» «
• '

"It's genu-wine,"
protests Frank
McHugh, but Bob
believe
leavdoesn't
Young in
ing the shadow
of a doubt.

Courtly "Diamond Jim" Arnold requests the
pleasure of the
next waltz with
Elaine Barrie
Burryinore.

A homey

gang of Confederates

gets together to

sample "Rhett" Oakie's southern hospitality. The
occasion is Jack's "Come with the Wind" party.
Mr. and Mrs. Cagney both seem thrilled by the
old plantation glamor, as do Dick and "Maw"
Powell — Joan Blondell to you. The shy little gal
in the middle is Mrs. Oakie.

Tom Brown, shooting iron and all, seems headed
for the front, or is he merely warning the cameraman to wait till he gets his coat buttoned? At
any rate, his girl friend, Natalie Draper, looks
ship-shape to blaze away at any enemy shoulderto-shoulder with her man.

Craig Reynolds and
Pat Wilder play
hookey from camera,
cast and crew for a
canoeing lark.

Quick, Emily Post!
What does a guy do
in a case like this?

Johnny
uller, so Pat
arily as^M
Hfeher^
life.

*

|

Pat

and

t
tor

r\
Romance

a

hot

Craig

dog

take

off

I
J
land— and

with

Java

That ole dabbil diet
plays second fiddle
when weenies and
cawfee are the
theme.
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Cecilia Parker and Johnny Downs

Eleanore Whitney and June Lang (right) congratulate Paul Muni on winning the Academy Award.

By

Leo

trip the light

fantastic at Anita Louise's party.
dinner, with Jimmy as guest of honor,
meal.

Townsend

They glamorize everything in Hollywood. The average discovery,
for instance, is brought here, and the first thing she gets is a goingover treatment They give her the works and when she comes out
the photoglooking like everybody else, she's ready to go before But
the allraphers to have her glamor recorded for the world.
time high was reached by one studio a few weeks ago. They took
a portrait sitting of Wafford, the pig.

P. S. The champ ate a hearty

At the Clover Club the other night, Lupe Velez dumped forty
dollars in quarters in a slot machine, with no results. She went
away for some change, and on the way back another gal stepped
up to the machine, inserted a lone quarter and hit the jackpot.
Lupe smacked the gal, but she immediately, apologized. Probably
thought she ought to hit something, after spending forty bucks.

The most popular gal in Culver City is Jean Harlow, and we'll
fight the man who says she isn't, provided the weights are right.
wisdom teeth reDay after she went to the hospital to have three
moved, the florist across the street from her home lot reported he
of flowers to her. The floral donadispatched an entire truckload
tions were from studio pals— of which, as they say, Miss H. has
more than anybody.

A few days after the candid camera craze had set in in Hollywood,
we donned our Inquiring Reporter costume and went about getting a
few reactions. Bette Davis, we discovered, is fond of candid camera
shots. She thinks they're cute. John Carradine is a candid fiend.
He slinks along Hollywood Boulevard shooting facial expressions of
unsuspecting strangers, hoping eventually to use them in screen
characterizations. Clark Gable, on the other hand, isn't so sure.
"They used to photograph our teeth." he says, "and now they take

Flash: Jimmy Stewart retains his title of champion beau of Hollywood. The lanky Mr. S.. long a favorite of the town's lovelier sex.
definitely established his position last month when he was wined and
dined by the models appearing in Walter Wanger's "Vogues of 1938."
A round dozen of the gals — a very round dozen of them — cooked the

our tonsils."

Summertime

finds

Hollywood

Watched Marlene Dietrich on the set of "Angel" recently.
Watching Dietrich this time was more fun than usual, for with

hard

at

work

and

play,

with

our

Charles Boyer takes time off from "Marie Walewska" to take Wifey Pat Peterson for a spin.

Bette Davis and Hubby "Ham" Nelson celebrate
four years of marriage by dining out together.

Ernst Lubitsch directing, the reign of silence on her sets is over.
Everybody relaxes and pretends that Miss Dietrich is just another
ordinary mortal. Even Marlene seems to be pretending. Lubitsch
rehearses a scene with Dietrich, Herbert Marshall and Melvyn
Douglas. While Lubitsch reads their parts, Marlene grabs a
cigarette and lights it. Imagine — the most beautiful woman in the
world, and she has to light her own cigarettes.

Jimmy Stewart is the happiest guy in town at the moment. Reason
is that he's making "Vivacious Lady" with Ginger Rogers, his best
gaL Those twelve "Vogues of 1938" models were a mere passing
fancy; he's not going to marry them, even though they can cook.
So now Jimmy spends his days emoting with Ginger and when evening comes he throws away the script and does his emoting on his
own.

It's nice to be famous, but it isn't always fun. Take Clark Gable
and Carole Lombard, for instance. For three Sundays in a row
they took themselves out to a rodeo in San Fernando Valley and
had a wonderful time. Then something happened; people heard
about it, and the fourth Sunday found the place jammed with
visitor's. There wasn't a rodeo lover among them — they all came
to see Lombard and Gable. So now Clark and Carole spend their
Sundays at home.

sleuth

reporter

right

in

the

They gave away another medal the other night. This time the
award was sponsored by the newspaper critics oi the country, and
the recipients were, as usual, Paul Muni and Luise Rainer.' The
critical gentry held a banquet, and Producer Harry Cohn read a
gracious presentation speech, but when it came time to hand Muni
his medal no one could find it. After a lew faces reddened Muni
himself pulled the medal out of his pocket. "I took it before the banquet started." he said. "Thought it might save a few speeches."

It happened
during
making
We of Dance?"
Astaire,
on roller
skates,thewas
posingoffor"Shall
a series
pictures inFred
the
portrait gallery. He went through a number of intricate poses,
balancing precariously on one wheel and then another. Winding
up the series with an extra fancy pose, our hero skated off, and
fell flat on his face.

Private life of an Academy Award Winner: A few days ago Luise
Rainer's secretary strolled into one of the publicity offices at the
studio and asked for copies of all the current movie magazines. The
young lady in the office, who had no extra copies, informed the secretary she could get them all on the corner newsstand. "But." said
the gaL "Miss Rainer wants them free."

thick

of

the

hottest

happenings

67

The big news about Mae West at the
moment is that last month she held up a
bank. Our Mae held the bank up for an
hour after closing time, and all she had to
do was phone in and tell the boys she was
coming up to see them. It seems Mae is
one of the bank's most solvent patrons, so
waited until four o'clock,
the
when entire
Mae staff
swished in accompanied by five
who couldn't
ominous
have
been looking
anythinggentlemen
but bodyguards.

"Shall We Dance?"
finished
When they
Gertrude
Wellman,
who has been script girl
on all the Astaire-Rogers pictures, complained that her job was wearing her down.
Typing gave her a headache, she said. Two
days later Gertrude was around the lot

Leslie Howard and Robert Arnold beau Anita Louise.

the car for which they had given their
signed approval. It seems all three of
them had traded in their free cars for
the ultra-ultra brand.

His studio won't admit it, but the swell
singing voice purported to be lack Haley's
in "Wake Up and Live" isn't really his.
lack sings, but his own voice is pitched
higher than the crooning tones heard in the
picture. In Palm Springs the day after the
picture's preview, with the trade-paper reover the
Haley "voice,"
we
overheardviewersa raving
lengthy
conversation
between
Jack and his agent. It seems they wanted
Jack to appear in a radio version of the
picture. 'Til do it" wailed Jack, "but I
can't sing."
Questions without Answers : What
prominent male star, playing opposite a
glamor girl several years his senior, is
telling friends they're thinking of changing the title of their picture to "Boy
Meets Grandmother"? Don't all talk at
once, boys and girls !

Edward Arnold, Junior, breaks
some good news to Dad.

Murphy "cuts in" on
George
Gregory La Cava and Doris
Nolan.
showing off a new charm bracelet with two
solid gold charms — a typewriter and a pillbox with two aspirin tablets. Miss W. would
like it known that the gift was from Ginger
Rogers, the working girl's friend.
An automobile concern still thinks the
Marx Brothers are the goofiest trio in pictures. Harpo, Groucho and Chico signed
testimonials for the firm, and each received
a brand-new car. Next day they were
called to the studio to pose for advertising
pictures and all three of them showed up in
elaborate sedans, much higher priced than
68

And out at Hal Roach studios they're
actually talking about the new Constance
Bennett. The old one, it seems, has been
traded in on a brand-new model, equipped
with all the latest improvements, including
smiles for the press and a fine cloak of
graciousness. You'd never recognize the
once-haughty Miss B., surrounded by the
Our Gang moppets, but we saw her actually surrounded by them, and everyone
seemed pretty happy about it. The Bennett favorite is freckle-faced Alfalfa
Sweitzer. who is a constant visitor in her
dressing room and who hopes one day to
make her Mrs. Sweitzer.

Martha Raye vigorously denies that
she's gone elegant since the money started
rolling in. The story was around that
she closed the set of "Mountain Music"
to visitors. Martha's reason, she says,
was that she was being tossed around in
an
adagio
dance watching
scene and her
she land
didn'tonwant
a lot
of people
her
anatomy. Touches of elegance, though,
are reflected in a new town car, a chauffeur, and six fur coats.
(Continued on page 107)
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THIS

DOES
CLEAN
-IT

MORE
YOUR

THAN
SKIN

INVIGORATES!

• The freshening up before a party that
does more than clean your skin. That gives
it the lovely, vital look the world admires.
That's the Pond's method, whose fame
has spread around the world! Girls have
found that it invigorates their skin ! In over 50
countries, they use this rousing treatment.
Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. As it
softens and releases dirt, stale make-up and skin
secretions — wipe them all off. Now pat in more
Pond's Cold Cream — briskly, till the circulation
stirs. Your skin feels invigorated and freshened.
It is softer — and so much smoother!
Every morning (and before make-up) repeat . . .
looking!
Your skin is smooth for powder — fresh, vital
Try this famous freshening-up method yourself. See your own skin daily growing clearer,
smoother — altogether lovelier!

Miss
Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting ready for a dance, for a canter, or
for a morning out of doors with her
spaniel, Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's. "A Pond's freshening up
does more than clean my skin. It
gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before I go out.'1

Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And I found girls using it in England, France,
Belgium, Holland — wherever I visited last summer."

Sendfor SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond 's. Dept. 9MS-CG, Clinton,
Conn. Rush special tube1 of
'for Name
enoughsam9Pond's
treatments,
with generous
Cold Cream,
ples of 2 other Pond's Creams Streetand
different Ishades
Face 5 Powder.
encloseof Pond's
lot to
cover postage and packing.
CityCopyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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DON'T YOU SIMPLY
DESPISE COOKING
IN THIS HOT
WEATHER?
THE KITCHEN
GETS SO HOT
AND STEAMY...

NOT MY KITCHEN !
I'M GOING TO HAVE
THIS DELICIOUS
FRANCO-AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI TONIGHTIT'S SO EASY TO FIX
-DOESN'T HEAT
THE KITCHEN

Mi

HOT

WEATHER

HINT!

Serve Delicious, Nourishing
Franco -American Spaghetti

Ready in a jiffy ...costs less
than 3 (if a portion

can make your kitchen-work much
YOU
easier this summer. Several times a week
give your family delicious Franco-American
packe
it! It's
ll lovegood
They'ent—
Spaghetti.
andd
childy ren
for simpl
nourishm
with
grown-ups, too, and it is the greatest little
work-saver you ever saw. All you need to do
is just heat it, and it's ready to eat.
Sometimes serve Franco -American Spaghetti as a main dish. It makes a complete
meal with perhaps a fresh green salad, milk,
and a fruit dessert. Other times, use FrancoAmerican Spaghetti to make your left-over
meats into savory, delicious meals.
Please do not confuse Franco-American Spaghetti
erked spaghetti. Franco-Am
•with ordinary ready-coo
Cheddar
ican is entirely different. That marvelous delicious
cheese and tomato sauce, with its eleven
Franco-American what it is — a
s, makes
ingredient
dish, with a flavor all its own.
delicious
tasty,
Franco-American is a real help to the budget, too.
ican costs
A can usually costs ten cents, so Franco-Amer
yourself a
less than 3 cents a portion. Why not givea treat,
too?
break this summer, and give yout family
Franco-American
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 67
Camden, New Jersey
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
Address
City
70
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A

Sit-Down

Supper

(Continued from page 10)
"True," she continued, "a hostess with a
Ions list cf dinners that must be recipro-to
cated and people who should be invited
the house, can dispose of many obligations
in one social swoop by throwing a Buffet
Supper, no matter how limited her facilities
may be. I'll go even further and admit
that they're generally jolly and friendly
parties, too, because the very situation does
away with all formality. But I still prefer
to sit down comfortably at a charmingly
set dinner table. And' I'm sure if the
matter were put to a vote the 'Ayes' would
have it my way."
Then Jeanette went on to explain that she
wouldn't for the world wish to sacrifice any
"just beof the air of happy informality
cause you're seated at your ease in the
dining room instead of eating from the
living-room mantel like a bad boy, or precariously holding your plate on one terrorstiffened knee or leaving rings on the shiny
!"
case of the grand pianoa way
to get around
Jeanette has found
all this by giving the kind of Sit-Down
Suppers we were just discussing. For these
a limit of six is generally set for the participants, but no limit is placed on the
by these delightful informal
given
pleasure
feasts.

YOU. doubtless, will enjoy playing
"Follow the Leader" with such a
charming guide to show you the way. So
you have Jeanette's favorite supper
here
menu as well as some of her prize recipes,
a promise of still more recipes in the leaflet
and a detailed description of how to plan
and carry out just such a party as she
recommends giving. One particularly nice
feature of these Sit-Down Suppers is that
the problem of entertaining withthey outsolve
a servant about as well as any way
I've ever heard of.
)
s
Jeanette
of
Let's start off then with one
favorite menus. Then you can visualize
the dinner better as we go about serving it.
(By the way the dishes followed by an
are those which you'll find in this
asteris
month'sk leaflet.)

FOR A SITMacDONALD MENU ER
DOWN SUPP
Hors d'Ocuvres and Canapes
Casserole of Sea Food, Catalina *
Surprise*
es en Bowl
TomatoSalad
Baked Mixed
Home-made Bran Bread*
asse Pie*
ess Apple
CrustlDemi-t
The first course is served in the living
's
roomandJeanette
g ngs
a charmin
room,
subdued
furnishi
Colonial
its what
with and
is
coloring in autumn shades.
Here trays of assorted Hors d'Oeuvres
ls.
and Canapes are passed with the cocktai
However, as Miss MacDonald herself does
not care for alcoholic beverages she makes
cockserving tomato juice
a point also of who
share her dislike for
tails for those
the other type. These are made with the
is thorusual popular tomato juicey which
oughly chilled and highl seasoned with
stershire
lemon juice, Worcejuice.
salt, peppera, few
The
drops of onion
sauce and
accomthat
food
of
ls
dainty little morse
pany the drinks are all of the type that
can be eaten gracefully with the fingers,
for remember, Jeanette is convinced that
plates are even harder to balance than the
national budget. Gay colored toothpicks
and amusing, feathered "cocktail picks

stuck into holders made especially for that
of the tiny treats,
purpose, impale some salted
crackers and
while rounded toast,
special canape crackers supply a variety of
bases for the spreads. At the end of this
ons
article I shall give you several suggestiJust
for first course foods of this type.
now I want to move on into the dining
room where the dinner itself awaits the

Before doing so I'd like to point out to
guests.
you that the hostess who has no maid can
be getting the next course onto the table
while the guests are enjoying the initial
food offering in the living room. However
in order to be sure that all is going well
during her necessary absence, the hostess
should delegate to the host or some close
woman friend the job of keeping the first
course food in circulation. Jeanette s
mother acts in this capacity for her, since
even though there are plenty of servants,
hostess likes to step into the dinthe young
ing room in advance of her guests to see
that everything is ship-shape, and to light
the tall candles which give such a flattering glow to the complexions of the ladies

The Sit-Down Supper is now on the table.
present.
And here lies the greatest charm of such
a feast; it is served family style. That is,
everything is placed on the table to be
by those sitting around it. If there
passed
is a maid her sole duty then, during this
course, would be to see that the water
glasses are filled. In the maidless home
even this can be taken care of by placing
hostess
a water pitcher on the table and the
can thus be at her ease without having to
jump up constantly.

main course menu for such a repast must not be too complicated, nate at Miss MacDonurally. Another glanc
ald's supper suggestions will give you an
idea of what I mean. Here, for instance,
you have a Casserole which gives you your
main dish, a rich, creamy gravy and a flaky
pastry-topping all in one. Sea food is the
main ingredient of this prize concoction.
Fortunately for the inland residents who
read this, the fish recommendedthatbycanMiss
be
MacDonald are all of the sort
THE

l like
es. You'l
or bottl
t in ncans
r,
boughnatio
lobstethe
n and
p, salmo
of shrim
combi
tasty
al,
unusu
ful,
color
is
it
I know, for
and, better still, far more economicale than
would be lobster alone. The recip card
also tells you how to make the pastry,
which, cut into individual servings before
being on.baked, gives this Casserole added distincti
Accompanying this dish and also served
, are Tomatoes en Surprise.
by the hostess
These are filled, baked and served m a way
which is really as surprising as their name
indicates. The addition of a home-made
bread to the menu, in this case Bran Bread,
is a delightful idea, one which I hope
you'll be ambitious enough to try, too. I
m the
the recipe you'll find
particularly like
think it a
leaflet and I don't imagine you'll
fall
do
bit hard to follow. How people
reputaa
what
and
bread
made
for hometion as a first-class cook you'll gain by
your
it! So ■ ■here's
make.
ch
,
able toce
being an
es
decorat
which
The Mixed Salad Bowl
the other end of the table should contain,
of lettuceaccording to Jeanette,rawplenty
vegetables, such
endive, watercress;
as cabbage, grated carrots, chopped celeryof
sliced radishes and wafer-thin slices
cauliflower. Add to this thin Julienne
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says

Bette

Davis

Bette has everything it takes! A gay
sense of humor. Down-to-earth naturalness. A fetish for freshness. Her washabies (she adores them) always look
ravishing. (They're babied with gentle
lux care.) With Luxables it's easy to have
that lettuce-crisp look all summer long.
Don't miss Bette in her newest role as the
Star of Warner Brothers'
"KID GALAHAD"

Tailored linen with bright
pique bandings is Bette's
choice for a charming Luxable
evening dress. She'd never
let its color and texture be
spoiled by cake-soap
rubbing or harsh
soaps containing
harmful alkali. Lux
has no harmful
alkal

She

gives

Valuable
Clothes

you

some

Tips

about

Men

Like

the

• • •

Men fall for meticulous freshness . . . sports things
clean-cut as skimming sailboats . . . sweaters
fluffy as a kitten . . . romantic Luxable frills . . .
"Fastidious girls wear things they can whisk
through Lux each time they wear them," emphasizes Bette Davis.
In Hollywood, not only personal wardrobes, but glamorous screen costumes are
constantly Luxed. "They come out so perfectly, you can't even tell when they've
been Luxed in the course of a picture," says
N'Was McKenzie, wardrobe director of the
Warner Brothers lot.
You, too, will find that the Lux habit
pays. Cleaning bills are lower, colors look
fresher, fabrics last longer! Anything safe
in water is safe in Lux !
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shreds of ham, chicken or swiss cheese.
"The dressing for this," Miss MacDonald
explained, "is made of olive oil, lemon
juice, salt, white pepper and a little onion
juice or a suggestion of garlic; just a
whiff, you understand, without which no
salad abroad or in my home is considered

in to wish Jeanette and Gene "Long life
and happiness" — as do we.
Hors d'Oeuvres Suggestions
Crisp potato chips topped with a dab
of softened Roquefort cheese; tiny
cocktail sausages and frankfurters on
"picks" ; olives wrapped in bacon and
broiled radish roses, celery, curls, carrot strips ; pickled onions and tiny green
pickles ; wafer-thin slices of dried beef
wrapped around asparagus tips or filled
with cream cheese, then rolled and
skewered with a toothpick, etc.
Canape Suggestions
Cut bread into many shapes, the more
the merrier. Use cooky cutters, a sharp
knife, and take especial pains, gals,
for they must not be too large. _ Bread
may then be toasted on one side, on
both sides, or it can be sauted in oU or
'em
fat. Try
in deep texture.
fried
butter,
Spread
a different
each orgives
all,
these prepared pieces of bread with patede-foie-gras or any of the various prepared cheese or fish spreads that are now
sold in such variety.

So much for "the main course, and now
complete."
we
come to a real MacDonald triumph.
It's
called Crustless Apple Pie, a name
[what
?]
which doesn't begin to do it justice. This
wasn't the first time I had heard of pies
I mennen
oili
that had neither top nor bottom crust, but
I never before had gotten hold of a good
recipe to try out myself before passing it
on for your approval. Well, gals, that situation is new a thing of the past, for this
™
Y
A
is a peach.
of Jeanette's
recipe out
particular
TOD
The
pie comes
of the oven with a
RU B
caramelized top that beats any pie crust I
ever tasted. It can be served hot or cold,
and if that doesn't
or without,
with cream
make
you want
to try it yourself, either
you have no imagination or no appetite. I
"don't list skill as a requirement for true
appreciation of this dessert because even
the world's most hesitant cook need have
no fear with this recipe. As for the brides,
here's their chance to shine as chefs.
Dinner over, coffee is served in the
livingroom with Jeanette presiding at
the low coffee table. This always is followed by games for which everyone feels
in fine fettle after their excellent, not-tooheavy meal.
Try it yourself sometime real soon.
The recipes are ready to be sent out to all
those requesting them. And by the time
you start preparing them in your own
home, the new bride who has shared some
of her cooking secrets with you here will
be serving similar Sit-Down Suppers _ to
groups of friends who will be dropping

— then

keep
SAFE

what's

my

from

to

skin
germs?

"What's the big idea, Mommy? You're
not going to take a day off from rubbing me with Mennen Antiseptic Oil,
are you? Not if J can help it! Germs
don't take any days off, do they? They
keep getting on my skin all the time.
That's why the nurse over at the hospital told you to rub me with Mennen
Antiseptic Oil every single day. Doctor
says it kills germs . . . and leaves a film
of protection all over the skin. He says
every baby needs this protection and
I'm certainly no exception! Oh, you
were going to give me my Mennen Antiseptic Oil rub anyhow? Why didn't
you say so— hurry up, I need it— now!
I want to sleep in peace and safety."
Nine-tenths of all the hospitals important in
maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic Oil on
their babies every day. Your baby deserves it, too.

OIL

Most hospitals rub their
babies with it daily
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Keeps

Other favorite canape toppings are salmon, caviar, anchovies, parsley butter,
sliced or minced cucumbers, flaked crabmeat and so on. Garnishes, which add immeasurably totheir appearance include such
things as riced eggs, yolk or white ; chopped
chives, onions or parsley ; paprika ; watercress sliced
;
stuffed olives, pickles, radishes
and hard-cooked eggs ; circles and stars of
pimiento and curlicues of cheese forced
through a decorating tube after being softened to the right consistency, with mayonnaise or cream added. With these sugJeanette's
and success
with the
gestions to startto off
favorite dishes
follow,
of
your Sit-Down Supper is virtually assured !

You

Guessing

{Continued from page 48)
Gaynor, who was also vacationing in
town with her mother, was on the phone.
Men friends called wanting to take her to
plays, night clubs.
"But I'm leaving first thing tomorrow,"
she said when she returned the fourth or
fifth time, "and I've seen just about everything. I've been to every night club and
every restaurant in town. I've been in a
Long Island blizzard. I've been to Virginia. I've even been to the zoo.
"Do you know what I'm going to do
when I'm back working? Take a nice long
vacation. I mean a restful one. Go to bed
every night at seven. Not see anybody, or
do anything after hours. Vacations are
grand, especially when you only get one
" doorbell.
but — the
years,it was
four time
in This
"M'gosh!" exclaimed Margaret as she
dashed away. "This is going to be hectic !"
voice from the hall called back, "I've
Her some
got
sparkling water here. How about
Valentine?"
"Swell,"
I returned.
Scotch
a
"Let's make this a sparkling interview,"
she laughed.
"Sparkle away," I laughed back.
"I don't know how to," she said soberly,
putting her glass down on the coffee table.
"I mean, I'm not the kind of a girl who
can pour out her love life while munching
a sandwich with you in the studio_ commissary. I'm a girl with a lot of inhibitions.
"I tell you what," Margaret went on, her
eyes facetious, "I'll ask a few questions my-

self. And answer them, too.
"Have you been to the Trocadero lately,
Miss Lindsay?" asked Margaret. "And
whom did you get yourself engaged to the
last time you were there? You say you
weren't there? Your picture was in the
papers? It must have been your double?
You say you're not married to Pat De
Cicco, not even engaged to him anymore?
That that was all washed up long ago ? But
I read about it in one of the columns. It
said you were married. And a columnist's
never wrong. You say that's what he
says? What do you think about Hollywood? You don't think about it; you just
live there !
"Seriously," said Margaret coming out
of her ventriloquist act, "my kid sister
wants to crash the movies. She writes me
about
it ather
leaston five
I'd like
to advise
howtimes
to goa week.
about it.
But
I don't know what the heck to tell her.
Now, if there were stock companies around
the country, I'd tell her to get into one of
those first. It seems a shame they're out,
don't you think? Where are actors and
actresses going to get any real training?
Maybe in WPA plays ; I don't know where

t it to
et Kies
Margar
of Du-.
I retorted
know,"
ought
YOU"Wasn'
buque, Iowa, who passed herself off_ as an
English actress named Margaret Lindsay,
landed in Hollywood in the 'all-English'
and
cast of 'Cavalcade'? Didn't Margaret
Lindsay tell an actor-friend of hers to pose
else."

MODERN

"T DIDN'T KNOW there was such
-1 son as Betty in the world when
on my vacation last year. I met
the Inn, and she was one of the

a perI went
her at
crowd

that went around a good deal together
during the two weeks.

SCREEN

By far the greater
number of snapshots
are made on Kodak

Accept nothing but the
film in the familiar
yellow
Film — box
which— Kodak
only
Eastman makes.

Verichrome Film because people have

"Of course some snapshots were taken
— one of the fellows shot this of Betty
and me on a picnic. When I got back
on the job, things seemed pretty flat,

found that "it gets the
picture"— clear, true,
lifelike. Any camera
is a better camera,

somehow. Every little while I'd dig this
snapshot out of my pocket — then write
Betty another letter.

with Verichrome. Don't take
chances, use it always
. . . Eastman Kodak

"The snapshot wouldn?t let me forget
her. Boy, am I glad right now!"

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

The

snapshots

you'll

want

loaded

Tomorrow

—you

must

take Today
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and land a nice fat
as a Britisher, too, ct?
"
,
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BEAUTY

DAILY

RULE

SECRET OF A LOVELY BODY
1 —CLEANSE . . .lather gently but thoroughly.
2— STIMULATE . . . with soft-textured towel.
3— SOFTEN and PROTECT . . . with generous
powdering of MAVIS, the beauty talcum.
NEW BEAUTY IN 10 DAYS
Do this every day for ten days. You will be
thrilled with the difference in your skin!
MAVIS keeps skin soft, youthful, alluring.
FINER THAN MOST FACE POWDERS
MAVIS spreads evenly — clings for hours —
leaves a bewitching fragrance that lasts!
Keeps you free from perspiration odor. Safeguards feminine daintiness. Protects fine
underthings. Cools, soothes, refreshes,
rnrr Generous size trial package of
rtlLt MAVIS TALCUM. Write to Vivaudou, Dept. 60, Long Island City, N. Y. This
offer not good after July 25, 1937. Get your
FREE MAVIS now!

MAVIS
FOR

BODY

PROTECTION

iJtopt molt
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of
York stage. I never thought
wood then. I never wanted to be
tragedienne. I wanted to do comedy.
I'm in Hollywood doing mystery

"Oh, you mean Robert Cummings, '
tell you
I'llstreet
"Well,
Margare
.aughed
one
on the
I mett. him
about that.
day. Robert was terribly blue. Just
couldn't get a tumble from Broadway or
Hollywood. Just another American actor
without portfolio. I did tell him to go to
I'd done.
an accent
and picks up
always asspot talent
could
knew producer
IEngland
when it was farther away— especially talent with an accent. But I didn't think up
that one. A smart press-agent told me
about it in the first place."
"You worked it though."
"Yes, and so did Robert. I'm glad, for
think it
he's a grand guy. But I don't The
prowould work for my kid sister. The only
ducers are all on to it now.
way left to break in, I suppose, is to get
Margaret is a girl with a thousand faces ;
a drag."
expressions change with every shade
her
of thought. Her movements are all quick,
but never graceless. You know she learned
about life from women— dignified, cultivated women — nuns and deans and dramatic
teachers. Learned how to enter and leave
a room. How to sit down and stand up.
-school
You know she brought her finishing
manners and attitude toward the world
right along with her to rough-and-ready
Hollywood. They're as much a part of her
as her fresh out-of-door complexion, her
candid eyes and chic clothes. But you also
know she picked up a few tricks elsewhere,
that she's got what it takes to get along.
She's it!got a chin, and she's going places
with
Margaret was born in Dubuque, Iowa,
on the° Mississippi, and might be living
there still if it hadn't been for that chm,
plus her single-track mind.

T ever wanted to do— act,"
THAT'S allaret
. "I wonder if I ever
said Marg
will be as good as I used to dream I would
I used to see myself on the New
be?

How

to

Hollya great
So now
yarns.

Isn't that life?" moment before going on,
She paused a
"I want to get married some day, but not
marwhile I'm in pictures. I don't think
riage and careers mix, though some girls
lly. I wonder if I'll
mix 'em successfu
marry an actor. God forbid. Well, most
of the really attractive actors are already
married, so I suppose that lets them out,
for I'm not a home-wrecker. When I marry,
it's got to stick. And the man will be
boss in my home.
"Now that I'm talking about likes and
dislikes, here are some more. I hate picture
don't
premieres and parades of all kinds. Ifunny,
that's
and
ceremony
and
pomp
like
places.
exotic
and
for I adore the theatre
I like the simple and clean-cut in clothes
here again I'm contradictpeople, and
and ing
to have
myself, for I also like them
else, savoir faire,
something
certain
that
zip I love sitting under a hot sun at the
beach. I love to play golf. I love night
clubs and cocktail parties. I detest subways; they stifle me. Even when I travel
on a train, I get out at every stop for a
few moments.
"And speaking of traveling, I want that
out on
terrifically! How I'd love to start Stop
at
a freighter with my own crowd.
tancy.
places&along the way that suited my
Live among the people and really get to
know them as I did in England, not just
dash through countries with a Baedeker
in one hand. But that'll have to wait.
Meanwhile, I've bought a home in Honoto
lulu My 'Castle in Spain.' It's next
grand
and I area cocked
s. Janet knock
Janet Gaynor'
into
friends and I think we

belief that girl stars can't
hat the fixed
be friends because they're jealous of each
That's the bunk
other professionally.
"I didn't sparkle
Margaret,
"Well,"Notsaideven
on a Scotch Valentine.
much.
We'll try rye the next time."

Stay

a

Star

(Continued from page 39)
becomed that
once
R crip
he
, so
WHE
pledrisk
anently
BERT ing
permELE
a
ng
t
duri
nigh
One
job.
mi^ht not lose his
' tm
ies,
"Zie
rtan
forman
t impo
per
hisd'sfirsFoll
inggfel
was ofplay
he ce
which
stage role, he fell and broke his arm.
al, unFor a week he fumed in the hospittell
Flo
til one day he heard the doctor
to keep Wheeler's job open
Ziegfeld not
for him, since it would be impossible tor
for six months.
Bert to go back to workyour
arm a chance
"You've got to give
to heal," the doctor told him.
That would have stopped almost anybody, but it didn't stop Bert. _
Three days later, his arm still in a huge
steel sling, he left the hospital. It was
for him to walk without somesible
imposone
walking in front of him and carrying
he walked
the sling ; and that was the way
Hospital in New
into the Orthopedic

Y "Lwant to go back to work immediately,"
he told a specialist. The doctor warned
Bert that since his arm was already set it
us, but
would be very painful and dangerothe
arm
broke
doctor
The
d.
insiste
Bert
went
Bert
more, _ and. .,.
oncenight.
again,to set
workit that
back
That was the turning point in his career.
From then on his stage work spurted stead

offer from
upward
. and led finally to an
movies
the ily
have
are many players nowho
THERE
less real
fought less spectacular but brok
en arms
menaces to their careers than
and necks. Take that simple, sinister little
y draw
thing, a drawl ; it can ever so subtl
most
n gcord
. neck
a silke
erthe
isin
rend
prom
caarou
_ of the

That was the problem which faced three
Pat, Gail
es .Drake
Franc
rs, lph
playe
^oungrick and
were told
They
Scott
Rando
by their studios that they would never get
anywhere as long as they spoke with an
England.
mern- <.
accent Gail and Randolph were South
ers; Frances Drake came from northern

But they wouldn't be licked ! Gail , went
ton, a dramatic coach and
to Phyllis Laugh
studied earnestly. Scott persuaded Sir Uuy
Standing to give him voice instruction.
Frances Drake took Claudette Colbert as
ole deb"dat es.
All of
her model
m pictur
outbeat
wonthem
drawl. and
bil"
Self-consciousness ruins the careers ot
Davis
many girls in pictures, and Bette
went into
once told me that when she. , first
complex.
,.
,
.,
the movies she had a terrific inferiority
"But I learned," she said,

that if any-
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STARS'

JOAN BENNETT, co-starring with Warner Baxter in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938." Watch for
this picture-the screen's first fun-and-fashion comedy in Technicolor— and see Joan's brilliant smile.
Brush your teeth as the movie
A star's teeth are precious as jewels.
Only a superb dentifrice gets the job of
protecting and polishing them.
Many Hollywood stars— following
the advice of dentists— have chosen
■powder for brushing their teeth. But
not just any powder. The Hollywood
choice is the safer, softer powder— Calox.

"CAMERA!" calls Director Irving Cammings. Powerful lights. ..each 2000 watts
...pour blinding light on Joan Bennett's
{ace... and teeth. Would your teeth register pure, flawless in such a gruelling test?
It is countless experiences of this kind that
have taught so many stars to use Calox.

stars do— Change to Caiox:
Take a cue from Hollywood. Decide
to change to Calox— today. Thenwatch ugly stains disappear. Watch
Calox bring up a high mirror gloss on
your
teeth. Hollywood
"patent"
on beautiful
teeth. You,hastoo,no can
have
. . . teeth that shine like the stars'.
McKesson & robbins, inc.

1. GIVES "HIGH-LUSTER" POLISH. Five scientifically
approved cleansing and polishing ingredients get
to work! Teeth start to sparkle!
2. DOUBLE SAFE BECAUSE IT IS. . .DOUBLE SIFTED
through 100-mesh screens. It cannot contain any
grit or pumice.

own puri3. RELEASES
fying agent. OXYGEN. Oxygen is Nature's
4. MADE WITH PRESCRIPTION CARE by McKesson &
Robbins1833.who have supplied drugs to physicians
since
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SKIN
Him

Lost

Don't Let
Dry, Du//ft
Dead

Skin

j Make

You A

He consulted the best surgeon he could
find, had
an career.
operation performed and returned to his

one has an inferiority complex, the camera
picks it up. Watching a picture, you can
tell if the person who made it was embarrassed. On your first picture you're thinking, 'I hate my nose. I wish I could do
something about it. Gosh, am I supposed
to smile in this scene? I know I'll look
simpering all over the screen.'
were that
as "Iif Iknew
I'd have to kid myself out
of it. I'd get in front of the camera and
tell myself, 'Go right ahead, Bette Davis.
You're marvelous.' And gradually, assurance came to me."
If Bing Crosby hadn't been the sort who
wouldn't take "no" for an answer, he
wouldn't be a movie star today. For Bing
Crosby was thrown out of the office of
the first studio he ever worked for.
In those days, before he had achieved
any real recognition, he was singing in a
Los Angeles hotel, where Ray McCarey,
a young director, discovered him. He persuaded Bing to make a picture with him
at an independent studio. Unfortunately,

DRY

DEAD

SCREEN

\WallFlower

Then there is Jeanette MacDonald. When
Jeanette was singled out by the great Herr
Lubitsch for an important role in "The
Love Parade," Jeanette played the role
beautifully. She had every reason to believe that shehimself
was a praised
success her
in it.
Hadn'tof
the
director
in front
all the
company?
The day after the picture opened in New
York, she picked up the newspapers to
read the reviews. The first one that she
read said that the picture was an amusing
comedy, but unfortunately the prima donna
ruined it. "She has buck teeth, a scrawny
neck,
critic. and looks simply terrible," jibed the

a "quickie,"
nothing
the picture
made
on an was
economy
basisbut; the
lighting,
directing and acting were all bad.
When the picture was completed, the
producer summoned both McCarey and
Crosby into his office. He had a reel of
the film on his desk.

Here's the Amazing Beauty
Cream That's Thrilling
Entire America
reto help
been found
has younger
At laststore asoft,way
and fight
skin nature
looking
smooth,
Give
way!
half
romance
tragic lines . . . Meet
your skin these thrilling new beauty benefits. Let
these precious ingredients now work for you.

Try
3

This

Guaranteed

DAY

TEST

That Is Showing Thousands
of Women How To Combat
Dry, Rough Skin, Blackheads,
Lines — Wrinkles
Premature
to aid nature.
The most advanced beauty development
about
Thousands praise it! Beauty specialists are writing TAYof this new beautifier, init1 The very first application
precious
releases
CREAM,
TON'S TRIPLE- WHIP combat Dryness. Roughness,
gredients to specially
and EnShiny Nose, Pimples, Blackheads
Wrinkly Skin. Like
nature's own oils, helps keep the skin
larged Pores.
TRIPLEyouthful
soft, supple—
the dry. scaly, dead
dissolves TAYTON'S
and looking.
CREAMmore melts
WHIP
Smooths and helps unskin cells. Cleanses, Lubricates.
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TRIPLE-WHIP CREAM to cleanse with
TAYTON'S
Use
and also as a night cream for three days. It must make
younger and satisfy comsmoother,
your skinpletely, softer,
be refunded.
will look
or your money
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"This picture is impossible," he yelled.
"Whoever told you this young man was
an actor? Or a singer? You're both
When Bing walked out of that office, he
felt like crawling in shame. He was afraid
he might meet some of his friends and
that
fired."
that they might ask him what had become
of his great screen opportunity.
Certainly it was Crosby's courage more
than his ability that enabled him to succeed after this blow to his pride. He
realized that the producer was partly right
and that he could never hope to succeed until he had improved himself both as a
singer and actor. And he labored ceaselessly toaccomplish just that.

PERHAPS the hardest of all things to
face is ridicule.
Before George Raft came to Hollywood,
his adventurhe had done many things in
ous career. At one time he was a prize
fighter, and during a fight, the cartilage
in one of his ears had been broken, affecting his good looks. When Raft began to
be famous, people laughed at the disfigured
ear. Leading men didn't have ears like
that, they said.
Instead of departing from the town
which mocked him, Raft faced the ridicule.

Not

Too

At first Jeanette was furious. Buck teeth
indeed ! Jeanette has gorgeous, evenly
spaced teeth.
But instead of running home humiliated,
she went to see the picture again. And she
saw what the critic had meant. In the picture she really looked as if she had buck
teeth. Undoubtedly, this must have been
caused by some mistake in her make-up.
She went to see the cameraman and the
make-up man, and begged them to devise
wouldn't give that
some
horriblemake-up
effect inwhich
the future. They did.
The next time she was in New York,
the first person she looked up was that
particular critic. Sitting back in his seat,
he waited for an explosion.
"I want to thank you," were the first
told
hadn't
"If you
Jeanette
words
I would
teeth,
had buck
that Isaid.
world
the
never have discovered the fault in my
make-up that caused my pictures to look
that way, and I might have gone on formistake." have to
sameHollywood
making the in
Evenever,children
it." There's Jane
"take
learn how Atto one
Withers.
time, when Jane was
scheduled to make personal appearances in
Chicago, she ate something that disagreed
with her and became quite ill. Her mother
then volunteered to go to the manager of
the theatre and explain to him that Jane
was not feeling well and would not be able
to make her scheduled appearance that
night.
Jane was shocked by the suggestion.

"Oh, no, Mother," she said. "We couldn't
do that. I have to go on. I promised."
and talent to beYes, it takes personality But
to stay on top
come aHollywood star.
of the heap takes something else again —
courage, then more courage.

Many

Kisses

(Continued from page 31)

tragedy episode who was clever enough to
be really feminine, stands out as the most
interesting girl he knew in his high-school
days. But there were others to come.
TNSTEAD of going to college, Tyrone
1 began an acting career by trouping with
his father's illustrious Shakespearian group.
Then he came to Hollywood, joined a stock
then excompany one of the studios was thrown
in
perimenting with. Here he was
with a young struggling Hollywood crowd
and was for the time being wrapt up in
seeking opportunity.
He lived in tiny apartments. He had no
automobile, and every cent went for actual
expenses and clothes he needed to make a
decent appearance. Once in awhile he
would double-date with some of the other

aspirants, go to a movie, for a drive to the
beach, have a fleeting evening of casual fun.
But resolutely, I remember, he tempered
himself.

He got nowhere by avoiding kisses. The
noble experiment was a frost. So Tyrone
packed his suitcase and went to Santa
Barbara to try acting with the community
It was there he met the second girl who
players. to him. She was the debutante
mattered
daughter of well-to-do people in the plays
at the Lobero Theatre. She dressed strikingly and Tyrone inevitably notices a
woman's flair. She was all gay exuberance.
In high school he had worshiped at a
shrine, almost. Here was a different sort
of girl, a girl who subtly teased him into
She had a dashing
enjoying the moment.

MODERN
roadster and she frequently invited Tyrone
for week-ends on her family's ranch. His
spirits rose. For a year he was in one
show after another. But he had to go on,
he couldn't settle down to a frivolous society whirl.
When he signed a movie contract he was
sure he wouldn't seek another romance. At
the studio he met Alice Faye and they
went around for a month or so. It was
just friendship. His meeting with Sonja
Henie did lead to something, however.
"I'd only vaguely heard of Sonja," he
confesses. "She was giving her Los
Angeles skating exhibition and was lunching at the studio. I no sooner looked down
into her merry blue eyes than I was— er,
impressed !
"She said, 'You are coming to see me
tonight?' Not having planned to, I replied,
'I haven't been able to get a seat.' Sonja
twinkled. She reached into her purse.
'Here are two tickets, and you must come
back during intermission and say hello and
to my house afterwards for a little party
I am giving !' "
TYRONE had made an immediate impression upon the little Norwegian
marvel. Sonja is only in her early twenties,
as he is. But she has been feted by
Europe.
As keen to success in Hollywood as she
was to capture all the skating trophies, the
bond which links these two is their skyrocketing simultaneously and their great
wish to be accomplished as actors. At
Sonja's spectacular all-white house that
night after her tremendous acclaim for her
skating, her attention was all on Tyrone.
She wasn't glad that he'd invited a girl to
go to her performance. Not at all. Tyrone
still doesn't catch on. "Why did she give
me two tickets then?" he wonders, revertto naivete.
Sonjaalone
expected
he'd throw
one ingaway
and come
!
She is accustomed to luxuries and he
can't afford them. She spins around town
in a big, all-white, streamlined motor, with
red-leather upholstery. She will build a
huge colonial home. Her picture salary is
right at the very top, and whenever she
skates she reaps thousands of dollars.
But Tyrone, who appreciates niceties, has
had to skimp. And as soon as he was
handed a raise he prudently mapped out a
budget. His Uncle Frank, who isn't his
uncle at all but a wise friend who's been
the family lawyer for years, is investing
for him so in the tomorrows there'll be
interest coming in to live on. The _ one
extravagance Tyrone's indulged in is a
snappy roadster.
assigned that lead in "Lloyds"
justHeas was
Sonja made her picture debut. After
the cold mountains in which she grew up,
the eternal sunshine of Hollywood is a
brand-new treat for her. Tyrone has
eagerly shown her California's charms.
They swim and bicycle — her father was the
fastest bicycle rider in the world — and most
often they go dancing.
Sonja studied dancing between the ages
of four and twenty ; so she shines at the
Trocadero and the Cocoanut Grove. But
she doesn't want him to spend money on
her. The evening of the day I was at
Tyrone's last they were going to the
movies.
They have so much in common besides
their work. Both had Irish grandfathers,
and both have inherited the quick wit of
the Emerald Island. Both are impetuous,
relying on hunches, and they have to control this impulsiveness. Tyrone has a
daily workSonja's
appetite, inandperfect
stalwart
outs to remain
trim keep her
from having to diet. "I always seem to
fall for hungry girls," he laughs.
Sonja has been most assiduously chaperoned, and it is only now, in Hollywood, that
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ncing American girls' inshe is experie
dependence. But Sonja has sensed that
Tyrone doesn't especially care for overlyathletic women, so though she has broken
more sport records than any other man or
woman in athletic history she artfully
that side of herself when she is
ignores
him.
with
She has become, naturally, grace personified. Yet she is sweetly feminine—
except when she's a trifle imperious. Yes,
Sonja is imperious at times and that merely
the more.
captivates
be
attractedTyrone
to a all
woman
with He
no couldn't
fire.

I AM sure marriage is still the right
thing," he has said to me emphatically.
"I want to avoid the blunders which break
up couples who start off so happily. For
one thing, I do not believe in separations.
Then I think, too, that a husband has to
strive just as hard to make a marriage a
success as the wife does.
"That's one important reason why I
don't want to marry until I am older, until
couldn't
havetheachieved
Ifind
good I husband
be a very here.
time topermanence
free to
be
to
now. To progress I have
jump at chances. "Love," he added introspectively, "is a fundamental reply to
something in me. It's a tremendous inspiration with
and influence."
His dates
Loretta Young were not
a deliberate stepping out on Sonja. He
and Loretta were each invited to dinner at
the home of the vice-president of their
studio. Each discovered the other was
going alone. They were working together,
and it struck them as silly to part only to
meet an hour or two later. They went
out again ; Sonj a was always skating, and
Loretta, at a standwas lonely. with
Tyrone her
Director Eddie
romance
still in
marpreviously
been
Sutherland — he has
ried and her religion prohibits marriage
with a divorced man — was in a quandary.
Here was an amazingly refreshing _ newcomer who was temporarily minus his girl
friend. She said yes when he asked her
lady wouldn't?
what young
out,
and Sonja are devoted to
Butas Tyrone
one another. She is filling a place no other
girl could. She not only is a superb companion but she is going through the identical grooming, facing the same perplexities,
learning what Hollywood is all about as an
equally surprised overnight victor.
about
s tale where
columnist'
you toread
Perhaps
Tyrone
stopa telling
having
Sonja
she was going to open next when she was
away on tour. Tyrone bought his first
orchids when he proudly escorted her to
of "Lloyds." Then, recolthe premiere
lecting that the King of Norway always
sent carnations and a personal telegram to
Sonja when she had competed for her
nation, he decided he should send orchids
once a week, to remind her of him, as she
skated in each Eastern city. His flowers

MOW TELL ME! DO I GET
MY SHREDDED WHEAT EVERY
MORNING?"

It's the main show on millions of breakfast
tables — crisp, delicious Shredded Wheat —
swimming in wholesome milk — sprinkled
with sugar. Try it!
"YES, JUDGE, I'LL WELCOME
HER BACK WITH ALL MY
HEART IF SHE'LL JUST GIVE
ME SHREDDED WHEAT AND
PEACHES EVERY MORNING!"

The season's perfect match— Shredded Wheat
this grand flavor combiordergrocer
and peaches—
nation from your
today!
"DID YOU SAY SHREDDED
WHEAT AND PEACHES?
WHERE?"
_ ^

guessedto hesaycouldn't
nt. Sonja
were magnifice
where Shredded Wheat is 100% whole wheat. You
and refused
the gesture
afford
her bookings were taking her. _ The get all the vital food essentials that nature
SHREDD
columnist played up this intimate incident. put into wheat—
ED thatWhelp
the essentials
build
But here is the real topper to the story.
hea
t
Tyrone went downtown to his Uncle energy and keep you active and alert.
Frank's. The staid attorney was beaming.
"This really is fine publicity for you, my
boy, this account of you sending orchids!"
Tyrone gasped, "Oh, you think so?" Uncle
Frank expanded. "Yes," he declared
authoritatively, "that press-agent yarn is
to you."out the bill from the
a lot pulled
worth
Tyrone
florist; the orchids had distinctly not been
anticipated in his budget, and he owed for
A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
every
one man
he'd of
ordered
! "I trust,
the new
the moment
withsir,"
all said
the
The Seal £S Bakers of Ritz,Uneeda Biscuit
d Qther famous varieties
savoir faire he could muster, "that the gag of perfect ||||
is Uncle
worth Frank
this much
to
you."
looked at the bill and darn
Baking
a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
Than \^=^
More
near fainted !
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single
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process this special
imported English ale yeast. By a new
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blood3 kinds
with and
it is combined
Thenpasteurized
powerful. iron,
other ofvaluable
whole yeast
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Ironlittle
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And
tablets.
little
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in
ingredients
ized Yeast tablets hare helped thousands of men and
pounds —
long-wished-for
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to
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and
boys
women,
new pep and popularity — in just a few weeks 1
Try them without risking a cent
If you, too, need these vital food elements get these new
"7-power"
from chest
your develop
druggist and
today. Then Ironized
day afterYeast
day tablets
watch flat
skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. See
natural beauty come to your skin. Soon you feel like an
entirely different person, with new pep, new charm.
If not delighted with the results of the very first package, your money back instantly. So start today and watch
the wonderful change. Only be sure you get the original
Ironized Yeast tablets. Don't accept any substitute.
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To start thousands building up their health right away,
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Yeast tablets at once, cut out seal on box and mail it to
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package—
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Body."
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Rainer,

the

Rebel

(Continued from page 29)

To have rest and quietness, isn't it so? I
had not this. I had deep difficulties. I
had shocks like war and shooting and revolution and inflation, things which every
child is afraid of. For days our only safe
place from airplane shooting was the cellar. I didn't dare to go from one room
to the other because I was afraid to go
alone over the floor. You know, this kind
of thing can make you sick for your whole
life long or it can make you strong, if you
overcome it. What many other children have
without question, I had to fight for, and this
fight made me strong, and this fight made
me think and this fight brought me to the
bad or good which is in me.

and anyway, this is something 1 know. I
know I am not thirty. But I do not know,
am I a good actress.
"Still, if something hurts me, I can bear
she'smea
if they
it. Even
rotten
actress
and would
if they say,
wouldwell,
throw
out of the whole America, all right, they
can do it, and surely I will not like it, but
I will still go on being what I am.
This is the real something, what is deep
within me and what nobody can touch. I
mustn't be an actress. Of course I love
there are
don't
if they
act, but
to
million
things
in life
youletcanme do and do
"This, that I am an actress, is something
secondary to me. I was never longing for
good.
that which they call glamor. For glamor
I don't give a dime. To be a human is so
much more important. And that will come

am sixteen and I start out and I
SO amI full
of ideals. Well, I tell you my
life hasn't changed for a dime. In me the
same thoughts and ideals live which then
through if I make stitches in a cushion;"
she seized one and thumped it, "or what
lived, and which I have built up in myself
my hands find to do," she cried, flinging it
as long as I can think. I had to comprome
down again.
mise, yes, and every, compromise made _
You couldn't have listened and remained
unhappy. But I have not compromised
unconvinced. These were no airy theories,
with myself. Only with the outside.^ The
whisked out at a moment's notice as a
— " she
myself
with
mise
compro
I
day
fist
small
a
and
corner
her
from
sop to publicity, but a philosophy painfulleaned
ly arrived at, intensely felt, solidly rooted.
comto
have
I
guess
struck her palm — "I
was her object to convince me. What
Nor
Benever.
means
mit suicide. And this
I believed was up to me. But "whatever
cause," she said, with a kind of amused
do it good," she had
do, Soyoushemust
do not dream to commit suiyou
"I
s,
grimnes
cried.
was "doing good" the job
cide.
she had undertaken of explaining herself.
"Maybe," she continued more quietly,
In fact, she was doing so nobly from my
"this sounds high-hatted to say I am strong.
wonderhelp to
I am not high-hatted. How is it possible
I couldn't
pointingofaboutview
grant
reluctance
rumored
her that
interviews.
that your hat grows high if you have your
there is always aneyes open? Because
other thing to reach to and another thing,
willingand when you have reached that, and when
same she
that with
SHE answere
had
candor
and the
ness and dclarity
you have reached the highest height of an
actress, there is always far, far above you
,"
she
country
my
"In
hout.
shown throug
an Einstein or a Toscanini. Why I am
work very hard, and you don't
"you
said,
get so many rewards. People are not bowstrong is very simple to explain. Because
ling— how do you say? — bowing? I thought
I know so strong what I want. And what
always bow-ling! People are not bowing
is that? To make out of yourself the best
to you all the time. When I came here I
what can be made of yourself in everyandy, what
didn't
thing, in life as in work. And nobody else
ed. Iews.
surpris
was those
they
publicit
Forunderst
intervi
are
it so?"
sing. So people will
adverti
for
me,
told
can tell you how to do that, isisn't
funny. On
Suddenly she laughed. "It
know you. But they will know me through
the one side, I say I am strong. On the
other side I must admit, if you ask me,
if they like it. If not, they don't
my
that it hurts me if people think bad about
to know me. I don't want to make
care work,
me. Isn't it id-yotic? Because everybody
sucthat.!— Iupdon't
my way
then adown.
and want
goes — swish
cess thatthrough
cannot think good. I know it. Yet everyin
am
I
what
myself
for
find
to
want
I
body matters to me. Everybody in the
y.
,
publicit
without
country
this
easy
so
is
It
rae.
hurt
can
world
whole
"That is why, in the beginning, when I
for me to have an inferiority complex. If
good
ne
ninety-ni
and
in America, I do not give inwas nobodyterviews.
I have nine hundred
Today I allow myself to give a
notices and one bad one, you can be sure I
few. Because people have been so kind to
have the bad one in my pocketbook. The
like my work, I stand now on my feet
good ones I overfly. (Ed. note :— skim
here as an actress, and the rest is no more
through.) Mr. Odets always laughs about
so important. Does it sound proud? It is
'Whv do you laugh ?' I tell him. 'You
that.
love me. That is why you think everything
proudness of an honest shoeonlyhistheshoes.
then in
man
not
is good I am doing. This man does
"And
still
I
think, if you do the best
love me. So it must be something bad I
spend the other life you
and
work you can
have left in not thinking about yourself,
thing
only
her face cleared. "The
Then
doing.' "
taking new things into yourself, it is
Iamdon't read, and what doesn't bother me is but
important than any interview. My
more
about
write
can
They
column.
the gossip
I give to who wants it. The rest I
acting
to. It doesn't matter.
me
read. One day I saw my
I didwant
would give to my husband and those few
ves.they
Once,what
who love me. This is three-quarters of mytest. Somebody asked me, 'What do you
self, what I give to the fans. They should
think?' I said, 'All right.' Because that
but
person on the screen is to me not meis bad
Her
quarter."
the last
me almost
her face
leave
pleading,
please had
turned
voice
an actress. Shall I say always she
because her name is Luise Rainer? Some- - very sweet and serious. Then a little coaxbody heard it and wrote, 'Luise Rainer
ing smile flickered 'round her lips. "And
with me."
thinks she is kolossal' I laugh because I they
be angry Award
pleasethenotAcademy
should what
had
I
say, 'She -• meant-asked
know I do not think it. They because
to
her.
She
raised
her
lashes
and I
to
hurt,
not
am
I
must be -thirty.'
be thirty is first not a crime in America,
caught a glint of mischief in her eyes. "I

MODERN
am weeks
very thankful,"
she more
said. my
"Forinferiority
a couple
of
I have no
complex.
"You see," she said, "the last thing I did
was this ugly little woman, O-lan. Beautiful
inside, but ugly outside. Each time I look
at myself I think, 'No man in the world
you again.' So the complex becould like
comes always more inferior. Then I was
supposed to do this — 'The Emperor's Candlesticks,' my next picture. William Powell
got lost in the woods, nobody could find
him, so I said, well, if he gets lost in the
car." Gone
trip in
make a mood
woods,theI serious
was
of my
a moment
ago.
Now she was having fun.
"So I took my husband and we both went
to see a piece of the country and we were
very happy, and we saw the redwoods and
Carmel and a piece of San Francisco, and
we were lying in Santa Barbara on the
beach — see, I am all sunburned. Then we
came back late in the evening and my maid
grabbed
'MissMannix
Rainer,called,
Miss Rainer,
you
are back.me. Mr.
Mr. Mayer
called, Mr. Capra called. They send the
police behind you.' 'What's the matter?' I
said. 'What can happen? They didn't start
the picture yet.' 'I don't know what's the
matter,' she told me, 'but the telephone
doesn't stop.'
"Then again it rings, and a friend of us
tells to Mr. Odets, 'Well, you better look
out. The grapevine — ' is there such a
grapevine? — 'the grapevine says Luise probably gets the Award.' I say, 'It's nonsense.' Mr. Odets says, Well, darling,
what do you want ? Do you want to go_ to
this
go likeI
that. banquette?'
T am burned 'But
with Ithecannot
sun. Look,
have a head like a balloon.'
" 'You are beautiful,' he said. He is my
husband, you must excuse him. 'You look
so healthy,' he said. 'But I am afraid, I

SCREEN

am embarrassed.' 'They will think you
are high-hatted.' So we chase down in a
taxi. And I was afraid, and I was embarrassed, but deeply thankful, too, so I
don't know how to look. But now when I see
my little statue I say, 'Go away, complex.
I don't give a dime for you.' Sometimes
he goes, sometimes he stays," she shrugged.

finished?
book.you"You
my tell
CLOSED
I Then
and I
thing,
one are
I must
want you to print it, because I come in
many funny situations, especially lately,
through certain circumstances. It is about
politic." I pricked up my ears, beginning
to realize that the "certain circumstances"
had to do with her marriage. Because
Odets' plays reveal him as an enlightened
and compassionate thinker, in tune with
his times, the undiscerning have tagged
him radical.
"I never had anything to do with politic,"
said his wife, "and I don't dare to give
any remark on politic because it would be
id-y-otic, everything I say. But I do not
believe in women having to do with politic.
This I leave to my husband. I deeply believe that women should shut up in politic
and better be womanly. I know that I
make with this remark new enemies but
I cannot help it. Maybe I am a rebel in
this,
too," means
she smiled,
"that
happiness
more to
me my
thanhusband's
success.
I am only happy if he is happy, and happiness and success — " her eyes looked off into
space — "they haven't much to do with each
other," she concluded gently.
My first impression of her innate simplicity, Iknew now, was the true one, and
her leap to the pinnacle of movie fame
has changed her only in this — to intensify
her appreciation of the genuine, her hatred
of sham.
I had always thought of her as a gay

Shirley Temple flashes real dramatic talent in this "Wee Willie
Winkie" sequence. But her fuzzy
little pooch steals the scene.

and charming child, despite her perfect
identification with the woman O-lan. Now
I began to understand how she had been
able to sink herself so completely in the
role. I think it was because she understood O-lan with her heart, because she
shares with her O-lan's essential grace. "To
be human is so much more important," she
had cried. Like O-lan, I think she knows
how to be human and to be it "good."
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SCREEN

then. Rushing to so many football games
and proms kept her from going profound
over The Drama. She was gifted at drawing. ing, so shortly she transferred to a Columbia University extension course in sketch-

twentieth birthday came, was celebrated and passed. Claire was restless. Art wasn't soul-gripping. Proms
were no longer a passion. Quite accidentally she stumbled upon professional
acting, through two chums ; one was a girl
who'd already played a few roles, the other,
stage manager for Ethel Barrymore. Both
of them vowed Claire ought to have a
footlight future.
She went downtown one spring morning
with the former girl friend, to make the
rounds of the theatrical agents. Warned
that novices wouldn't be considered, that
the password was "past engagements,"
Claire promptly created a fine record. Her
imagination has never done her wrong.
Finally her nerve was rewarded. She
was waiting to give one of these free performances when she overheard a man say
he was in from Michigan to hire an
ingenue for his drama festival there.
Claire hastily dropped her handkerchief
and the conversation was on. Casually she
disclosed that she herself was a superb
Broadway ingenue. Between plays at the
moment, don't you know? Go West?
Well, that was something she'd never done !
She was prevailed upon to accept his
offer and arrived in Ann Arbor to find
herself billed in support of Margaret
Anglin, the noted veteran actress.
But undaunted, she just went ahead and
acted, and competently. When she reached
home after this engagement she was prepared to snare more leads. Which she soon
did. She went to St. Louis to be leading
lady in the stock company there, opposite
Lyle Talbot, an established favorite.
With summer, Claire went to Southampton and the fashionable playhouse there.
She enacted four leads, and Broadway
scouts were so attracted by her that in the
autumn she was a main stem heroine for
sure.
HER

"The opening night of Whistling in the
Dark' I got to the theatre at seven sharp,"
says Claire, who has no sense of time and
is always late. "I was going calmly to put
on my make-up and relax awhile." Teleflowers
poured
She'd; some
sent
tickets grams
to andher
relatives
and in.
friends
sixty
rooters
"I had
.'to
stop and
read were
every out
wire,front.
sigh over
every
flower and examine every card. All of a
sudden it was eight-fifteen, and I looked
into the mirror. I screamed. Fd been
dabbing on my make-up absent-mindedly,
and I was a sight. Frantically I creamed
it off and slapped on a new face. I had to
snap myself together as I tore onto the
stage !" After that Claire never arrived
at the theatre until eight-fifteen.
A year in this one play and then another hit. And then love goaled her for
the second time. "I was so preoccupied
with him that I resented having to report
to the theatre." She had cocktails before
the show ; there was supper and dancing
afterwards. The glamor of sophisticated
New York life got her. But although this
was a much more mature romance, it
wasn't to be, either.
FORTUNATELY,
Hollywood grabbed
her; this helped her forget. But Hollywood wasn't what she expected at all.
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"When Mother and I started for California I thought we'd only be here six
months. It was to be one more laughing
adventure." Claire not only has become a
permanent resident of the film capital with
no desire to live elsewhere again, but she
has been notably changed by pictures.
On her arrival, she was met at the station with instructions to hurry to the
studio. While fitting her into outdoor garb,
they passed on a few pointers on screen
make-up. Her second day in Hollywood
she was on a train for the great open
spaces to be George O'Brien's sweetheart.
They so
thrust
a horse
— she,
never
much her
as on
looked
at one
! Butwho'd
she
rode the ranges because there was no
choice. And she was such a gracious
Western heroine that she was immediately
assigned to the next O'Brien horse opera.
"I've grown to love my work," Claire
avers. "I want to stay in Hollywood in
the profession I know I prefer. I like
the people here ; they're so stimulating.
Kind also. The breadth of the country
out here has won me. I stumbled into the
work I'm cut out for instead of the social
life I anticipated. It's so gratifying."
She's lost interest in big parties. Claire
doesn't care
much about
dancing
any somore.
Rather,
she chooses
the latest
movie
she
may see what the other actresses are doing
and profit thereby. She's been earnestly
taking voice coaching and dancing lessons.
Fame was but one more fling when she
gave it a tumble. But here is the lark that
lasted.

Highlighting

SCREEN

• "Hi-ya, Fuzzy! Don't be scared of me— come over here and get
acquainted t Where did you come from and why the heavy woolies
on a day like this? ...You can't change 'em? ...Say, that's tough!"

Gene

(Continued from page 47)
Another one of Gene's pastimes is drawing, and he often illustrates informal little
notes to his friends with comical caricatures. He would like to be a good enough
cartoonist to illustrate some of the highlights of his career and hang them where
he could see them frequently and be reminded that he wasn't always a motion
picture star.
One picture might show Gene on a train,
deeply engrossed in a poker game and
would remind him of a time he needed an
overcoat but lacked the money to buy one.
The $65 he won took care of the bill.
Being in a sentimental frame of mind
just now, his first cartoon would undoubtedly illustrate his introduction to Jeanette,
which occurred on the doorstep of a friend's
house when they arrived simultaneously
to attend a party.
"I'm Gene Raymond, Miss MacDonaid,"
Gene said politely, as they stood waiting
for the door to be opened, but their hostess
exclaimed : "How nice of you to come together !"
THE second picture of this series would
no doubt chronicle their next meeting
which, strangely enough, occurred on the
doorstep of another friend's house where
a breakfast party was in progress. Again
they entered the house together and their
friends jumped to the conclusion that they
were "that way" about each other. No
amount of denial on their part could convince their friends that their meetings had
been accidental.
Almost unbelievably, they met the third
time at the box office of a theatre where
they had gone to attend a preview. Jeanette asked for her tickets, but through
some error there were none for her. Gene
then stepped up to the box office and was
handed four tickets. Having but one guest,

• "Mother,

come

quick! Look

at this poor guy— has to wear

a

camel's hair coat the year around! And he's so hot it's sticking
tight to him— bring some Johnson's Baby Powder right away!"

• "Now cheer up, pal— that soft, cooling powder makes you forget
all about prickly heat and sticky hot weather. And every time
Mother gives me a rub-down, I'll get her to give you one, too!"
O "Feel my Johnson'' s Baby Powder— it's as soft as the kitty's ear!
Not gritty like some powders. That's why it keeps my skin so smooth."
. . . Smooth, healthy skin is the best protection against skin infections, Mothers! And Johnson's Baby Powder is made of the rarest
Italian talc.no orris-root. ..Don't forget baby's other toilet needs
—Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream and Baby Oil!

NEW BRUNSWICK

NEW JERSEY
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he promptly offered Jeanette and her
mother his extra tickets. They entered the
theatre together and were photographed by
every cameraman in town. They sat toand laughed at the strange series of
gether s.
coincidence
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"We'd better make it official," Gene whispered. "Will you have dinner with me tonight?" be another picture to end
There morrow
might
this series, showing them repeating their
marriage vows at the wedding they plan on
the 17th of June, 1937, just two years from
"date."
officialthere
their firstcorner
theInday
theofromantic
would be
one of Jeanette's
illustrating
picture
littleFool
aApril
jokes.
When Gene was ringing
her front doorbell, Jeanette ran out another
door and climbed into the tonneau of his
car. Her butler informed Gene he was to
pick Miss MacDonald up at another address. A little puzzled, but still willing,
he drove off. About a mile away, at a particularly dark spot in the road, he saw^ in
his mirror a dark figure rising up behind
him.
"I'm held up," he thought, and, quickly
pulling over to the curb he stopped the car
suddenly and prepared to give the intruder
a good battle. With his fist upraised he
was interrupted by Jeanette screaming:
"Don't shoot! It's I!", and Gene nearly
fainted at the thought of what one of his
hard punches might have done to her.

IN a mood of boastfulness, he might draw
a picture of the time he got the best of
a motorcycle officer. Hurrying down the
boulevard one Sunday morning late, as
usual, Gene was stopped by a cop who was
so obviously Irish you could almost see
the shamrocks sticking out of his ears.
"Shure, and I'm late for mass, officer,"
Gene explained. To which the good-na: "Be hurryin' along
Irishman
thin, meturedlad,
and replied
be shure you say a prayer

and
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Of course, his art gallery would include
fer me."
pictures illustrating his motor trip
some
West and his introduction to Hollywood.
It was while he was making a hit in
"Young Sinners" in New York, that he
signed a contract to come to Hollywood
and make pictures.
"You can drive out, Gene," he was told.
"But you must be in Hollywood two weeks
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and his brother started off from
from
Genetoday."
New York in high spirits. Their first stop
was in Chicago and there they had rather
a hilarious time, staying two days longer
than they had expected. From Chicago on,
they began. to run into detours, bad roads,
mechanical troubles, and one delay followed
another.
Arriving finally at the studio, he was received coldly by the clerk at the information
desk. Did Gene have an appointment?
What was his business with Mr. Young?
"I'm under contract here," Gene explained, whereupon the man cast his eye on
list and said "no."
contract
his"But
I am. I just arrived from New
York," Gene insisted. "Maybe you have
sughe only
— Raymond
my othergested, name
of the list
perusal Guion,"
but a second
"no."
brought
his tardiness had
that determined
decidedanother
Gene fourth
caused him to be fired, but finally persuaded the man at the desk to telephone Mr.
Young's office. Mr. Young was out, but
his secretary arranged a pass, and Gene
was inside the studio. He almost ran to
Mr. Young's office, where he cooled his
Young's
heels for half an hour awaiting
return. Presently he came in and, looking very surprised at the sight of Gene,
What on earth
exclaimed: "Hello, Gene!

should
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are you doing in California?"
"That was deflating enough," Gene
laughed, "but when he took me down to introduce me to B. P. Schulberg, that gentleman just looked at me and said: 'I thought
you'd be a much older man.' And when
he introduced me to Al Kaufman, production manager of the studio, Al remarked
sourly : 'Didn't know you were blond.' "
ct,
EVER, Gene was under contra
HOWand
for the next four months he
waited around for an opportunity to work.
Every week he collected a salary, but
about putting him
nothing was' ever said
in a picture. Then came an offer to return
to Broadway, so Gene went to his employers and said: "I don't know whether you
know it or not, but you've been paying me
a lot of money that I haven't earned. You
don't seem to need me around here ; I have
an offer to go back to the stage, and "_I'm
York. who
g inletthree
leavin
an actor
thatNew
said for
it beweeks
Never
for Broadway isn't good
enough
is good for
Hollywood. Gene was put to
enough
work immediately.
He takes his career seriously, seriously
enough so that he gave up a good contract
and free-lanced for awhile because he
didn't think the pictures he was making
were doing him any good. He refused to
play opposite a great star in an important
production when, from every angle, _ it
seemed a great opportunity for advancing
his career. He didn't think it was the
right role for him. Another time he refused an equally important picture because
the producer insisted that he dye his hair.
Although firm in his beliefs, he never
crosses bridges until he gets to them and
doesn't worry over things to any great extent. Actually, he dislikes publicity.
"If I make good pictures, the publicity
of itself," he says. "I don't
will takein care
believe
saying just anything in order to
get your name in the paper."
Gene's biggest
hisPublicity
efforts atis cartooning
wouldbugaboo,
include and
one
to illustrate what he considers an all-time
low in exploitation.
Picking up a magazine one day he saw
a large picture of himself in which he was
looking admiringly at a dish of some unrecognizable food. Under the picture was
"Gene Raymond's favreading:
a caption
orite recipe for Crepes Suzette."
"Crepes Suzette !" Gene exploded. "And
zvhat, may I ask, is Crepes Suzette?"

Charlie

Chan

at

the

Interviewer's
{Continued from page 43)
ance was just over. Miss Shearn was shown
his photograph, expressed interest, but did
not have time to wait for an introduction.
Just then Mr. Oland came in. He was
presented to Miss Shearn. They talked,
and it was as if they had known each other
all their lives.
Someone who had joined in the conversation commented on Mr. Oland's "Peer
Gynt" and that of Richard Mansfield. Mr.
Oland's performance, she said, was old
wine, Mr. Mansfield's, beer. Oland quietly
replied, "I think it was wonderful of him
to produce. 'Peer Gynt' at all." Miss Shearn,
impressed with the modesty of the man,
wondered if she had met, at last, a man
humble and sincere, who thought only in
terms of art. She forgot her other appointments and remained to talk. She made
arrangements to paint his portrait, the first
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of many. He went to her studio to watch
rehearsals of her playlet. Within three
weeks they were engaged to be married.
"It is a marriage," said Charlie Chan,
"which is enduring because it is joined by
the treasures of the mind which neither
are as much marrust nor corrupt. They
ried in their tastes and interests as in their
affections."
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do everything together. Mrs.
THEY
Oland started to paint when she was
twelve She studied at the Smith College
Art School, at the Art Students League m
New York and later in Paris. She studied
under such artists as William Chase and
Robert Henri.
Mr. Oland also paints, though he speaks
of his wife's painting, not of his own. He
would, he confesses, rather have been a
painter than anything else in the world,
but he never had enough confidence in his
ability. He never had lessons. He watches
his wife paint and does landscapes himself. He says that his wife's work is
is merely "lyrical." His
"virile," while his
favorite among his own paintings is one he
did of Benedict Canyon, near Beverly Hills.
He called it "Spring" and stood knee-deep
a rain to get a certain landin mud scapeduring
mood.
The Olands, jointly, translated the first
eleven Strindberg plays ever translated and
published in English.
The household of Mr. and Mrs. Oland
consists of Preyedes Venedetti, the cook,
er.
and Preyedes' husband, who is thea garden
geranium
He did not know a weed from
when he started, for his trade m Italy was
that of a stone worker. There is also
Milton Thorp, the chauffeur, who not only
drives the Oland cars, but also answers
all of Mr. Oland's correspondence, fan
and personal mail.
"Perhaps the most important member of
the Oland household," resumed Charlie
Oland's
Mrs.
, "is
and
Chan .affecti
ninety
is over
Shearn
Mrs. onately
mother
_ of
vigor
the
and
has the verve, the gaiety,
ns
maintai
Shearn
Mrs.
a woman of forty.
her own bungalow at the Beverly Hills
Hotel, visiting the Olands only upon occasion. She believes that mothers-in-law
should not live 'with the young Iolks'—
custom in my country," added
unlike
Charlie the
Chan.
"There are no children in the Oland
family. But there is Shaggedy Ann a
German Schnauzer given the Olands by
Richard Arlen. And there are Shaggedy s
children, Countess Julie, Mr. Chan, Princess
Min°" Lo Fun and Till Eulenspiegel, named
of Mr. Oland's favorite Strauss
for oneems.
tone-po
"A whimsical fellow, I am afraid, this
Warner Oland," said Charlie Chan, "for he
threatened, at first, to give all of the puppies
his
away. Then he changed his mindnotas only
affections were assailed and now,
them with him
keeps all puppies but takes
on his travels and also to his various places
along to their farmof residence. They goMassach
usetts, an old
house in Southboro,
house built in the days of the Revolution
and to their 7,000-acre ranch on the wild
Mexican island of Palmetto de la Virgin.
"Mr. Oland has some distressing little
habits," Mr. Chan pursued, something like
a gleam of satisfaction in his slightly
slanted eyes. "He has a habit, for instance,
of putting his lighted cigarettes— at all
times he resembles a lighted chimney rather
than a portly gentleman of some 200 pounds
—on desks, tables, ancient books, choice
prints. Accidents occur. I would like to
tell him that he should pay attention to
detail. Insignificant molehill sometimes
more worthy of notice than conspicuous
He does the same with wet
mountain.

fountain pen. Mrs. Oland does not believe
in Occidental wifely habit of nagging. As
Oriental wife she bears and forbears; she
permits him to blot and burn. One time
he ruined his wife's costly white opera
cloak. Several of their prized Sheraton
chairs have been marred by such burns.
On the other hand, he keeps very fine care
of his clothes. He has neither a valet at
home nor a dresser at the studio.
"Mr. Oland habitually brings his lunches
to the studio — sandwiches and coffee, principally coffee, to which he is an addict. _He
brings his lunches in humble fashion, in a
workman's metal container. And he brings
them not because he cannot stand cafe
cooking, but because he must concentrate,
while working, on character of Chan. The
only intrusion into this concentration is
Shaggedy Ann.
"One afternoon Mr. Oland disappeared
from the set. Great disturbance resulted.
Scouts were dispatched. Calling All Cars
was considered. It was found that Mr.
Oland had rushed Shaggedy from his
dressing room to the dog hospital, having
found that a medicated flea bath was
indicated.

, calm
blandly
has s a slow
with
and manNDHe move
MR. OLAner.
deliberation. His voice is pitched so low
as to be, at times, inaudible. Inwardly,
he is very nervous and tires easily. The
nervoussigns
he ever
time
only ness
s inofhis line of
ne stand
someoshows
is when
vision off-stage while he is playing a scene.
He takes his work very seriously. He takes
Charlie Chan very, very seriously. One
of his greatest regrets is that he never met
Earl Derr Biggers, creator of Charlie Chan.
"He has played many Oriental characters prior to Chan. His first screen
appearance was in support of Theda Bara
in 'Jewels of the Madonna.' He played in
'Chinatown Nights,'
'Old San Francisco,'
'Heels of Chance,' 'The Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu,' 'The Return of Dr. Fu
Manchu' and many others. Then he began
Charlie Chan pictures and will make
the others.
no
"Mr. Oland cannot live in Hollywood.
He says that the vibrations would destroy
him. When Mr. Oland is in Hollywood,
he has rules for living there and for working in pictures. They are :
Don't alibi. Old excuse like ancient
goat,
facts. Dreams, like good
Facehasthewhiskers.
liars, distort facts.
Be punctual. Cold omelette, like fish
out of sea, does not improve with age.
Think things out. Hasty conclusions,
like hind leg of mule, kick backward.
Don'i hog the picture. One man
cannot move mountain.
Lead the right sort of life. Talent
without virtue like silver without a
master.
Oak tree do not fall
Be determined.
with first stroke.
Invest wisely. Much wealth will not

come if little does not go."
Mr. Oland is' not, Mr. Chan said, greedy
for money. He believes that much money,
like much poverty, is much responsibility.
He receives many offers to play other
Oriental characters and invariably refuses.
He was offered a fabulous sum for playing
in "The General Died at
the general
Dawn" and declined the part. He makes
his three Charlie Chans a year and will
make no others.
"This is a saying of Mr. Oland," Charlie
he
Chan added. "When he is told that
should make more money, work more often,
strive for greater gains he always says,
'Naked I came into the world and naked
I shall go out of it.' "
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a Coward

(Continued from page 50)
T'M not afraid of death. Once, a few
i- short years ago, Mother, Dad and I
were on a fishing trip that almost proved
fatal. There are just the three of us, you
know; I am an only child. And naturally
we have been, and are, always together.
We have a little house here in Hollywood
now. Anyway, we were on this fishingtrip late one afternoon when we came to
a river that was in a state of flood. We
started to cross the seemingly safe bridge.
Midway across, the bridge cracked. Dad
thought fast, reversed, backed the car
swiftly to the high precipitous bank overhanging the river — but the engine stalled.
There we were, imprisoned in that car, the
slightest move on our parts almost certain
to send the car hurtling down that drop of
several hundred feet into the roaring torrent and sure death. We didn't dare to
move
breathe.
We didn't
speak
a single
word. orFor
some fifteen
eternal
minutes
we
hung there.
"In that fifteen minutes we made good
acquaintance with the thought of death.
I knew that, at any instant, life might be
a thing of the past. And it wasn't fear I
felt. To my own amazement it was, instead, asort of deep curiosity. What would
I find on the other side? I also had a
weird sense of gratification that the three
of us would be together in death, as we
had been in life and that I would not be
dying, dismally, in bed, with the measles
or the mumps. There, again, you see my
fear of the mediocre even in the teeth of
death.

"At last, using the most infinite caution,
Dad climbed out of the car. He found
that it was being held there by the upthrust
root of a tree. As lightly and swiftly as was
humanly possible, Mother and _ I stepped
out. We clung there to the bank and then,
with the release of our weight, the car,
soundlessly and instantly slid into the
waters which closed over it.
"Another time," reminisced John, "I was
hurled through the windshield of our car.
My eyes were badly cut. For days they
thought that I would never see again, and
I faced the dark thought of being blind
for life. My whole life had been filled with
books. We'd never stayed in any one
place long enough for me to make friends,
or to join in the activities of the football
field, or clubs. I'd done most of my living
through books. My other hobbies were
painting, piano and the theatre. A blind
man would be in a bad way with painting,
piano and the theatre as hobbies. I had
no other interests. Still I was not afraid.
"I decided that if I were fated for blindness Iwould be one of the most extraordinary blind men in the world. I would be a
male Helen Keller. Again, you see, the
rebellion against mediocrity. So, when I
was finally told that the eye injuries were,
after all, curable, I was not conscious of
any overwhelming relief.
"I've been in lave. I had always thought
that love was something to be afraid of.
I'd
any romances
in college.
one never
reasonhadbecause
we moved
around For
so
much I never had time to strike any roots,

even romantically speaking. I fell in
love out here in Hollywood, and I awoke
one morning to find myself thinking in
terms of marriage. Then I knew that I
had not escaped. I expected to feel something approaching
terror.quietly,
I didn't.
"Now,"
said John
"it's over.
And the loss of love is something from
which stronger men than I have quailed.
Emotional anguish is harder to bear than
physical pain. Well, it hurt. There were
some bad hours. But I've lived through
that, too. And I'll never be afraid of love,
or the loss of love again. It hasn't embittered me. It hasn't made me cynical.
I hope to fall in love again, to be married.
I'M not afraid of loss of my career,
either. I've been through that. I studied,
I planned, I hoped to become a professor of
English. Then, after* I graduated from
Western Reserve University, in Cleveland,
I found that there was not enough money
to give me the post-graduate course I
needed in order to be eligible, one day,
for a chair at Harvard, Yale, or one of the
ranking colleges. This meant, again, that
I might become just another professor.
I couldn't go that.
"A talent scout had approached me, on
the campus, a few months prior to graduation. At that time, dangling my Phi
Beta Kappa key, I had laughed at Hollywood. I hadn't been interested. What
should I do there? Only when I knew
that my whole planned career was not to be,
did I wire the talent scout in Holly-
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wood and ask him if I might reconsider.
"I am in Hollywood, and I'm not at all
afraid of losing out here. I know that
there is no such money to be made elsewhere. I'm not keen for money. I do
want to establish a substantial trust fund
for Mother and Dad so that I can know

Sani-Flush
REMOVES

THE

CAUSE

OF

that, it doesn't
After luxurious
are safe.
that they
much
matter.I haven't
tastes
because I was brought up with simplicity. Iwas taught that the 'best things
in life are free.' Woods and rivers, books
and music, the heritage of all men, rich
to be a proand poor. I hadfullexpected
consciousness that an
fessor with the
English prof does not correct his term
papers in a limousine or on the edge of a
blue-tiled swimming pool.
"Yes, I am inoculated against the major
poverty, loss of chosen cafears: death,
reer, loss of love, competition with my
betters. I am afraid only of mediocrity.
And because of that fear I shall give myself six more months in Hollywood. If,
at the end of that time I haven't found
myself or 'been found,' then I shall leave
Hollywood and seek other fields to con-
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"It's going to be a little difficult to find
quer.
don't
because
Hollywoodtype.
in standard
myself
no
ThereI is
be any
seem to here
I
wear.
to
me
pattern, cut and ready for
don't think I'm enough like any other
screen actor to be classified as 'another
Franchot Tone,' or whatGary Cooper,
ever. Not that I'd want to model after
anyone, but it does make it easier to cast a
man who fits into some category, I believe.
I'll have to find my own niche, as others
have done. Fred MacMurray, for instance.
"Fred and his wife are among my best
friends in Hollywood, by the way. They're
grand, regular people. I haven't many
friends out here. I haven't been 'taken-up'
appear in the
by society. My name doesn't
columns as 'among those present' at smart
I don't beTroc'ing.
go and
I don't
parties.
beach clubs. And
clubs
long to tennis
I don't care. But I do have a few close
friends. I do go out on occasional dates
with Ginger Rogers, Anne Shirley, Margo
and a few others.
"I am not afraid of age. I want to grow
older as rapidly as possible, for youth, in
Hollywood, is a terrific liability. They
don't believe out here that young people
have any brains. Youth in Hollywood
has only pictorial value. Young men must
be leading men, juveniles. Young men
must pose, simper, smirk, shake cocktails,
Didn't
'I love
Isay,
smirk
and you.'
simper Don't
and actI know?
young through
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'Soak the Rich,' 'Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie' and the others? They won't give
youth a chance to be raw, ugly, wounded
and violent.
"No, it isn't what I am doing that matters to me. It's the figure I cut in doing
it. If I were in a bank, I must be the
president or nothing. If I go to war, I
must be an officer, not a private. _ If I am
an actor I must be either a ranking character actor or, at least, star material.
It is the whole law of my being."

Thinking

Things

(Continued from page 35)
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over now I know that we have a son and
And I can't be
of our toown.
daughter enough
Florence for making
grateful
it her way. I only wish we'd had
me see
the
idea sooner.
I can't imagine now what the house
would
be like without children in it.

Pea«h
Rachel
Brunette
Suntan

FOR A FLAWLESS VELVETY
SUMMER SKIN
Indoors or out — on dance floor, tennis
court, or beach — bring the sparkle of
youth
to your
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Make-Up.
Applyskinit towithface,
neck, Liquid
arms,
legs — your skin feels silky, looks
fresh,
tempting,
radiant. You're
Play hours
under scorching
sun or lovely!
dance
till dawn — Miner's stays on, won't rub
off
streak.
stores,
50c. orTrial
sizesAt25cdrugandand10cdep't
at any
10c
counter, or send 10c for a generous trial
40
East 20th
St., N. shade,
Y. C. to Miner's,
bottle,
mentioning
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Without Penny and Tony. I can't imagine I
what it would be to live without children's
toys all around the place, children's parties,
even children's problems — and there are
plenty of those.
"I find myself feeling actually sorry for
people without children. Even sorrier for
people who have children and complain
about how it's a wear and tear on their
nerves ; the business of measles and whooping cough and mumps, of having teeth
straightened, and all of the bumps and
bruises ; the 'lap and heart trouble of having children at all,' my mother used to call
it. It's life, isn't it? The famous man
who once -said, 'Why is it that we always
come "in the end to a little child?' was so
darned right.
"When we have children, we are giving
ourselves hostages to the future," said this
star who will never be lonely. "For there
is nothing more deplorable, more tragic
than the actor or actress who, when the
grease-paint wears off, the applause dies
down, sits alone among a heap of dusty
scrap-books, all his eggs in the one basket
of his own fame, and that basket frayed
or broken.
"There is nothing more pitiable than the
sight of the actor or actress who, his or
her day done, runs madly after the receding figure of Popularity.
"And thinking back, I can tell you that
I couldn't possibly be fonder of children of
our own than I am of Penny and Tony.
There'd always be the fear," laughed
Freddie, "that the terrible traits of some
Aunt Lulu of Florence, or some Uncle
Dodo of mine, or even some of my own
traits which I admit I don't want perpetuated, would rear their ugly little heads in
our offspring.
"We have no such fears. We have no
inhibitions about our children. We can
rave about their beauty, marvel at their
cleverness, boast and brag about them to
our hearts' content and no one can say,
Well, they think they did pretty well, don't
they?' It's very gratifying to watch Penny
and Tony taking on some of the better
characteristics of their proud parents,
some of the habits of thought, the manners, the reactions we have tried to give
them through environment. Penny, for
instance, speaking with the lilt in Florence's voice.
"Of course, we'll tell them they're
adopted
the other
time comes.
We'll have
tell
them in when
the way
parents who
adopted children have done. That other
children just come to their parents, and
their parents have to take them as they
are, but that their mother and daddy
adopted them, chose them from all the little
boys and girls there are in the world just
because they were Penny and Tony. We
hope to make them proud of being adopted,
able to feel secure about it.
"Whenever I possibly can, I give some
happy
significance
to the Iword
For instance,
last Easter
took 'adoption.'
Penny to
buy some Easter bunnies. And when we
found the ones we wanted the most I said
to her, 'Shall we adopt them for our very
own, Penny?' — thus stressing the meaning
of
the word 'adoption' — the love in it, you
know.
AS I think back," smiled Freddie,
"when I remember myself as I was
ten years ago, I am amused. And a little
sorry for that chap with the single-track
mind, before all the warmth and varied
interests had come into his life. Then my
one and only idea was to win success in
the theatre. Nothing else mattered. I
wanted to crash the theatre. That wanting
was all of me. Well, I didn't crash it.
I did several plays, got good enough notices,
saved a little more money each year, never
quite making that crash. I never achieved
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Endura permanent waves those unruly end and side
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as long.
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what Florence achieved in the theatre,
nor anywhere near it.
"So, when I came to Hollywood in
'The Royal Family of Broadway' and was
offered a job in pictures, we decided to take
it. We'd stay a little while, we said. The
climate was pleasant. The experience
would be valuable. The money was even
pleasanter than the climate. I'd make some
real money here and then we'd go back to
the theatre again. I needed money. All
actors need money. We are, by nature,
luxury-loving brutes.
"Thinking it over," Freddie said thoughtfully, "perhaps the security bug has been
the 'ole debbil sea' in my life. Perhaps
actors shouldn't be too secure. It may not
make us smug to feel that way, but it does
tend to make us soft. Too many limousines,
too many easy-to-get-into swimming pools.
Palm Springs at hand if you feel too cold.
Too much good food, good clothes.
"I love making pictures and I certainly
don't despise movie gold — far from it.
But too much gold from any source may
harden the heart, insulate the spirit against
the aches and pains and hurts that are
good for it. It was a terrific temptation,
you know, to stay tucked snugly into a
contract and to re-sign when my contract had run its course and another was
offered me. I fought the temptation,
Florence helping me. I decided to freelance. And when I asked myself, 'Why
do you want this kind of freedom?' the
answer was, 'So I can be free for the
theatre and the licking I never gave it.'
"So my thoughts lead me," smiled Fred,
"to one of the two things I want and
haven't got — a chance to crash the theatre.
And that's what I'm going to try to do.
hope. We're going
the year,
WithinFlorence
back,
and II ; Florence to the place
she has already made for herself, I to the
place I hope to make for myself. And I
like the idea of reversing the usual procedure.
"It has been the custom, you know, for
stage successes to come to movies and
movie failures to go to the theatre. I want
to go to the theatre when I am among the
'tops' in pictures, when I don't have to go.
I don't want to go begging at the back door
of the theatre when the front door of
films begins to close on me. _
"So, that is one thing I still want.

said this amazing FredTHE other,"
die, "is twins . . . Yes," grinned
Freddie, "Florence and I would like to
adopt twin boys. And very probably
that's exactly what we will do. We may
decide to wait until Penny and Tony are
old enough to go with us and help us
choose them. This, even more than the
Easter bunnies, should prove to them what
adoption really means, how much love
goes into it.
"Thinking
it all over,"_
Fred said, "Ia
realize
how great,
how immeasurable
part Florence has played in everything.
She is never jealous. And I know well
that the role of wife to a Hollywood actor
is the most difficult role in the world.
Especially for a woman who has been what
Florence is in the theatre, and has given
up her world for mine. At least temporarily. She has helped me keep my feet on
the ground. She is not the kind, thank
goodness, to gush over me.
"Sometimes I kid her and ask her why
she doesn't throw her arms about me, give
me some of the adulation to which a gent
in the movies should feel entitled. And
she always laughs and says, 'Because I
don't fuss over you is one reason why you
are still around.' And how right she is.
"I am grateful to her for the sacrifices
she has made. I am grateful to her for
helping me find other interests in life apart
from scripts and sound stages — photography, which she encouraged; music, which
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I knew very little about until she made me
realize how little I did know ; art, _ languages. She speaks French exquisitely.
Penny is fast learning. I know that I
must get busy and keep up with them.
"I am grateful to Hollywood, too, for
many things besides security. For the
friends we have made here, the Bob Montgomerys, Gloria Swanson, the Chester
Morrises, Marion Spitzer and Harlan
Thompson, Bart Marshall — others.
"And," went on Fred thoughtfully, "it's
a pet theory of mine that the reason so
many of us do keep our feet on the ground,
some common sense in our heads in spite of
all the flattery and fulsome praise our
celluloid images induce, is because so many
of us are small-town boys. Take Gable,
Gary Cooper, Bob Montgomery, Bob Taylor, Bing Crosby, any number of us — all
small-town boys. Kids who were brought
up without fuss and feathers, made to go
to
School,thewash'
our ears,
do Sunday
chores, obey
Ten behind
Commandments,
to darn well know the difference between
black and white, or else.
"Yep," mused Freddie, shaking hands in
goodbye, "I'm the luckiest man alive. I've
always been afraid to say that before.
But I've said it now. I hope," he added
under his breath, "that the gods who shape
man's little destiny are bowling with thunderbolts or something and don't hear me."
I looked back as I stepped into the car.
And there, sure 'nuff, was Freddie, fingers
crossed, in the act of placating the greedy
gods for the happiness he dared to confess ;
the good fortune he has earned — gratefully.

Help

Yourself

to

Style
(Continued from page 41)

out the many moods of an impulsive and
versatile individuality and save you from
being always the tailored type, the fluffy
type, the schoolgirl, or the siren.
New fashions for this summer are particularly exciting because they have all the
contradictory traits of the ideal girl of
1937. They look alluring, frivolous and
high-spirited and actually prove to be
thrifty and durable. In their gay coloring
and crisp daintiness there is no hint of
their sturdy virtues, their resistance to
stretching, spotting, and wrinkling. Just as
you would never suspect to look at Jean
Parker's exquisitely-thin arms and legs that
they mask a steel-wire strength that makes
it possible for her to swim confidently
through the pounding waves of the Pacific.
Now, before you go out to buy your
summer playtime wardrobe — whether it is
to be one outfit or ten— I want you to ask
yourself frankly just what sort of shopper
you are. Do you dash into a store and
buy something you just saw in the window
because it is a color you like or the price
you can afford to pay? Or do you do as
Jean Parker does, study each purchase
carefully and score it by points? Is it becoming; that is, does it do something
definite for you spiritually, not just coyer
you up? Does it heighten your coloring
or accent the best lines of your figure? Is
it appropriate? Do many occasions crop
up in your life when you need just such
Is it comfortable? You can't
an outfit?
have poise without comfort, and poise is
the essence of style. Are its details true
to the newest fashion trends? Has the
fabric been treated by the new processes
that make it resistant to dust, perspiration,
Does it
crumpling, wilt? Is it washable?

When -you wear Duchess of Paris, you are truly "wrapped
in fragrance". . . thesejndescribably'lovely odeurs surround
you with an aura of charm.. Each blended with the highest
art . . . with restraint, with exquisite
skill of the parfumeur's
taste. In four elusive scents created to match your every mood.
DUCHESS OF PARIS PERFUMES IN PURSE SIZES
AT LEADING 5 & 10c STORES — Wc EACH
Also Ducness of Paris "Parfum Cologne" af department stores— $1
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offer marked contrast to the dresses you
already have?

JEAN PARKER did not always have
the lavish funds at her disposal that
she has under her new contract with
Columbia Pictures. But always, even in
her days as a shy youngster down at
M-G-M, she was not overlooked, even
when Norma Shearer and Jean Harlow and
other experienced fashion plates were nearby. Necessity had taught Jean how to
shop cannily and thriftily. She knew that
mistakes in a wardrobe were costly, not
only in money but in wasted opportunity.
Dresses that don't add some zip to your
appearance are just like a great blanket of
fog hiding your personality. But dresses
that serve as an accent bring all sorts of
invitations your way.
Now I am going to ask you to study
carefully the pictures of Jean on pages 48
and 49 to see if you can figure out her
exact reasons for selecting these summer
outfits. Then come back and check your
findings against what I have to tell you
about them. You'll know then how to go
about selecting your summer clothes.
First let's look at the figured cotton
sports dress, because that is the type of
dress that every girl needs in her summer
wardrobe, whether she is staying in. town
or going to the country. The background
is white for daintiness, and the leaf-figures
are a fresh, clear red and yellow for gayety.
Jean is inclined to be a shy, retiring girl,
so she deliberately selects clothes that are
striking in color, or fit, or novelty of style.
The low-cut square neckline is an important style point. (If you have highnecked sports dresses left from last year
you may want to cut them down just as the
rest 'of us are doing.) The peasant-fashion
tie belt emphasizes her slim hips, and the
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fullness introduced in the skirt by inverted
pleat front and back makes the skirt comfortably wide for tennis or golf. Of far
greater importance than its size would suggest is the jacket that matches this dress.
That trifle takes the dress into the dualrole class, makes it suitable for town as
well as country or sports wear.
Her tiny hat that looks like a Dutch cap
is crownless and is made of linen, so it can
be washed daily, emerging fresh and clean
as new. You will find these hats, in pique
and novelty cottons, ridiculously cheap. Her
shoes are the ever-popular brown leather
and white buckskin spectator sports pumps.
Girls who buy only one pair of summer
shoes do well to select this model, as these
shoes go well with all types of summer
clothes except the dressiest chiffons. _
Jean Parker enjoys wearing skittish
novelty fashions, if they can be thriftily
discarded when she tires of them. That is
why she selected a simple white silk sports
dress with a detachable bodice of peasant
embroidery rather than one of the new
peasant frocks. If the Tyrolean fashions
run their course swiftly, as they threaten
to do, she can just leave off the bodice.
This is not an extravagant gesture, because she still has a distinguished white
dress that can be enlivened with various
colored scarfs, with one of the new basketweave moire ribbon belts, or with the
flowered jacket shown with her dark linen
dress.
Note the tiny stand-up collar on this
white dress, the puffed sleeves and the
circular fullness of the snug-hipped skirt.
Those are all featured in the newest
fashions.
There are many sly reasons behind
Jean's choice of the dark linen dress.
When you have been wearing white and
pastels continually, and everyone you know

girlish colors, don't you
is dressed in light, in
something suave and
long to show up
dark? So does Jean. Any director who
harbors a notion that she is just a naive
and guileless ingenue is going to visualize
her in more worldly roles when he sees her
in this outfit. And if your friends are
accustomed to pigeon-holing you as a jolly,
open-faced playmate, you can jolt them into
suspecting hidden depths, if you wear an
artfully simple Navy, or mahogany, or
black linen dress like this occasionally.
This dress, like the white one we just
discussed, is a basic dress that is the delight of a girl dressing on a small budget,
because it can look different every time
you wear it, by merely adding a bright
scarf, a jacket, a peasant bodice, or novelty
belt. It is grand for motoring or train
the linen is crease-resistant
because
travel,
and
smooth
enough to repel dust.

THE trim jacket that she is wearing with
this Navy linen dress is made of matelasse (we plain folks call it crinkly or blistered, cotton printed in red, yellow, blue, and
you'd
howwearing
justa see
green.
jacket,
in such
live you
practicallyCan't
it with all your dresses?
Her Navy kid shoes, stitched in white,
show you how heels are coming out in the
open this summer in street shoes as well
as in evening and beach sandals. They
are so comfortable and cool, you will
wonder why we never demanded them
before.
We really should have started with the
bathing suit, instead of ignoring it all the
time, for it was her appearance in a bathing suit that launched Jean Parker into a
film career. She posed for an Olympic
Games poster, and as soon as M-G-M saw
it, they sent for her.
The bathing suit she is wearing in the

'

WHAT GLORIOUS
LATHER - I NEVER
FELT SO TH0R0U6HLY
CLEAN IN MY
LIFE
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enjoys lasting freshness
HOW DO YOU KEEP
CROSS MY HEARTSO FRESH AND
DAINTY IN ALL
JUST REGULAR
THIS HEAT?
LIFEBUOY BATHS1.

CREAM
AND YOUR SKINS

/ SMOOTH AS

that comes from
using lifebuoy,
too!

condition dull, tired skin . . . And
Lifebuoy freshens, clears, helps
^ it really flatters skin already lovely . . . For Lifebuoy is mild!—
More than 20% milder by test th an many so-called "beauty soaps"
and "baby soaps."
Do you know that more
American women- — men and
children, too — use Lifebuoy for
the bath than any other soap?
It's a fact — revealed when 8
Approved by
leading magazines questioned
Good Housekeeping Bureau
120,000 women!
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photograph on page 49 is of smart white
satin, figured in sprays of California poppies. And let me warn you right now that
only a girl of her gentle temperament and
willowy figure could get away with a suit
like that without looking downright brazen.
Pastel colors are better for those less
lithe and plain dark suits for those with
bulges. (And shame on you if you bulge
when our beauty expert, Mary Marshall,
would be so glad to send you corrective
exercises.)
These well-made suits give the figure
firm support, and are so durable they will
survive at least two summers of daily
plunges through surf. They are comparatively inexpensive, and come in all colors
and every style. .. .
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"Always

worth

stopping

for

VARIETY is the spice of personality,
so having played the siren in her bathing suit," Jean goes to the other extreme
in selecting a beach wrap. Quaint and
modest as can be is the wrap of blue cotton
printed in white, made on the lines of a
dress. Don'Cyou see what a drapeasantmatic
build-up that is when she slips out
of the picturesque wrap and emerges so
woman-of-the-wordly in her swim suit?
Current fashions make it possible to play
the drama the other way around if you
want to. You can choose a stately wrap
of: gleaming white acetate jersey or fine
•white terrycloth tightly fitted through the
hips and swirling into deep folds like the
most glamorous evening wraps. Under
that, for contrast, you would wear one of
the dainty, full-skirted swim suits made
like a little girl's pinafore.
These beach coats aren't a rash extravagance, even if your visits to the beach
are rare, for you will wear one the year
'round at home as a lounging robe. They
are quite inexpensive when made of chintz
or paisley cotton.
You are going to be deeply grateful to
Jean Parker, I know, when you go shopping and discover how much her advice
has helped you.

Solving
Beauty

Some

Problems

{Continued from page 45)
you
hurt. wish to be. Then some exercises won't
Question:
I'm fat (or thin) in spots,
what
should IIf do?
Answer : Exercise for the fat. Diet,
plus special exercise for the thin. By "special exercise," I mean stunts to smooth out
any lumps and bulges that may appear as
you gain weight.
Question
: All ' kidding aside, can the
bust
be reduced?
Answer : You mustn't expect miracles,
but you can do considerable to improve
your appearance in this respect. A general
reducing diet, if you're generally fat, will
reduce the bust some. Buttermilk is a helpful bust reducer. Always wear a good
uplift bras. And do deep breathing exercises for ten minutes every morning. Raise
the arms in front to shoulder height, move
them out to the sides and as far back as
you
meanwhile
in thecan,
breast
muscles.trying to feel a "lift"
Dress devices to kid the public into
thinking your figure to be better than it is,
are as follows : Let your dresses fit easily
— not form-fitting, nor yet so loose as to
look old ladyish. Don't wear knit goods.
Wear V-necks, long tunics. Don't go in
for jabots and frills. Set your waistline a

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth !
A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers, clowns, animals, music 'n' everything !
Now touring the country. Don't miss it.
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spile
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daily
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Mum takes care of you all day. Smooth
a quick fingertipful of Mum under each
arm and you're safe for that day, no
matter how long and strenuous it is.
No trouble to use Mum. You waste no

VICTIM

Harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of the
American Institute of Laundering as
to fabrics. So don't
being —harmless
worry
if you forget to use it before
you dress, just use it afterwards.
Soothing to sensitive skin. Mum is SO
cooling and soothing you can use it right
after shaving the underarms. How
women appreciate this!
Does not prevent natural perspiration.
Mum does just what you want it to do —
prevents the ugly odor of perspiration
and not the perspiration itself.
Don't be an underarm victim! Depend
upon the daily Mum habit as the quick,
easy, sure way to avoid repellent underarm odor. Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth
Ave., New York City.
USE MUM
ON SANITARY NAPKINS,
TOO.
Mum daily gives to
countless women
comforting assurthat they cannotanceoffend.

time in using Mum. And when it's on,
you're through. No fuss of waiting and
rinsing off.

MUM
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TAKES

THE

ODOR

bath

an

UNDERARM

she makes the same misEVERY take.day
She expects the bath she takes
at 8 o'clock in the morning to protect her
from underarm perspiration odor at
3 o'clock in the afternoon!
It can't be done. All a bath can do is to
wash away the traces of past perspiration.
It cannot prevent perspiration odor from
cropping out later in the day. A bath
works backwards; never forwards.
You cannot count on your daily bath
to keep your underarms fresh, free from
odor longer than an hour or two.
It takes more than soap and water to
do that; it takes special care.
You can give your underarms this
special care in just half a minute. With
Mum!
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OUT

OF

PERSPIRATION

bit lower. Above all, don't slouch.
Question : Where should very short girls
watch out for excess weight?
Answer : Besides the obvious stomachand-hip area, the back and upper arms
should be watched. Stretch — stretch — every
morning. Make an exercise of stretching.
Question: What can (1) the very short
girl do to look taller and (2) the very tall
girl to do to look shorter?
Answer : First place, the short girl can
emulate Luise Rainer's walk and posture.
To be pretty sure of good posture without
thinking about yourself every minute, just
get the habit of keeping your chest out.
When the chest goes out, the shoulders go
back, the turn just naturally lias to be
pulled in, and there you are. The short
girl can wear the highest of heels, but she
shouldn't wear the highest of hats nor
high coiffures, because such ain't in keeping. Beltless, princess-style frocks are
good. And though fashion says skirts are
shorter, the petite lass might well keep her
clothes ten or twelve inches from the
ground, rather than fourteen.
The very tall girl, now, should also stand
up to her full height, for slouching will
only make her look slovenly. She should
wear high heels when high heels are appropriate, for the little smitch taken off by
low heels won't help her height enough to
matter. A page-boy coiffure, if she can
wear it, will flatten her down some. Twocolor
if she's
are or
swellbright
— the
dark outfits,
frock, with
the slim,
neutral
toned jacket. And big hats are just her
dish.
Question : What make-up problem is
illustrated by Simone Simon?
Answer : The problem of the heavy
lower lip. Very cute on S. S., but unattractive on some girls because they erroneously
try to make their mouths look smaller by
not applying lipstick to that lower lip.
Build up the upper lip a trifle to balance
the cute pout, and see if you don't like
yourself better.
Question : What make-up problem is
illustrated by that ace actress, Bette Davis?
Answer : The problem of large eyes,
light in color, which can so easily look
starey, rather than starry. Eyebrows, in
such a case, should be trained down, rather
than up. They should be straight, rather
than curved. And never pluck them too
thin — but of course, you wouldn't do that,
for it ain't fashionable no mo'.
Question : What make-up problem is
Loy?
illustrated by that lovely person, Myrna
Answer: The difficult problem of the
red-head, who simply must get herself
rouge and lipstick in the new rust tone,
and not wear much of either. If she has
the pink-and-white skin that so often goes
with red hair, let her by all means wear
a creamy, pinkish powder — more creamy
than pinkish — and pay no attention to the
folks who urge her to try a suntan shade
to cover her freckles. Mascara should be
brown — on the light side, rather than dark.
Question : What's a good make-up
scheme for the girl with light hair and
dark skin?
Answer : Golden shade of powder — one
of the many suntan shades, darker than
her skin rather than lighter. Very little
face rouge and bright, bright lipstick, in a
clear red. If her lashes and brows are
naturally dark, no mascara at all. If not,
brown mascara, not black.
Question: What's a good make-up
scheme for the girl with dark hair and very
fair skin?
Answer : Cream or ivory powder, no
face rouge, bright lipstick. Black mascara,
if she needs any at all.
Question : What should the woman with
gray or white hair do about make-up?
Answer : A little rouge— delicate pink—
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is essential to keep her from looking
washed-out, no matter what her age. A
little lipstick more pink or rose than red.
If her lashes and brows are naturally dark,
she should be a knockout. If they're not,
a little dark brown mascara at night for
young ladies who are "prematurely gray."
Question : Why, even on skins which
are rather dry, does the nose shine?
Answer
an oily
the
center
of :theThere's
forehead,
overpath,
the down
nose and
chin. The oil glands here work overtime.
Even if your skin is dry, anoint the beak
occasionally with a good astringent.
Question : What — and why — are blackheads and how to get rid of them?
Answer : The pesky curse to the human
face known as the blackhead is a particle
of natural oil, plus dirt, which makes an
enlarged pore for itself, or settles in
one already provided. Two cleansings with
cold cream, plus a gentle washing with
bland soap, plus the application of a warm
towel to the face, will loosen these unattractive blights. When they're well loosened (and it may take a few treatments)
rub gently, with a circular motion and a
piece of tissue, over the affected area, to
remove the blackheads. No pinching and
gouging. Touch the spot afterwards with
alcohol or astringent.
Question : What can be done about
fingernails which break all the time?
Answer : Soak 'em in warm olive oil.
Don't wear them longer than finger-tip
length.
Question : What's the latest news in
shades of nail polish?
Answer : The latest news is that we're
getting a little more sensible about same.
For everyday doin's, we are wearing the
lighter, smoky rust shades. These shades
blend well with the riot of colors fashion
decrees. They're chic, they're ladylike, and
they're not so darn pale that they look
washed-out and uninteresting. For gala
occasions, there are bright and deep tones,
but even these have an overlying smokiness.
Question : To what extent should one
try to keep up with "fashions in faces"
and hair-dos?
Answer : Only so far as you please and
is becoming to you. Take the best of any
new trend, and pay no attention to the
freakish side of it. For instance : 'tis
fashionable for eyebrows to be heavier and
more
natural,
think told
that'sus fine.
But
if some
dodo and
in IParis
to wear
colored wigs — green and purple and so on,
as actually happened once, so 'elp me,
though you young things won't remember
that far back — well, one should say
"phooey !" to that. Remember that it
takes a lot of time and money to doll your
face or your hair up in some artificial
manner. Fashionable ladies with plenty
of dough are the target for such decrees of
fashion, and it keeps money in circulation
and amuses the fashionable ladies. But
you and me, toots, we can't afford the regular services of expensive beauty experts,
and we only look tacky if we attempt highfalutin' beauty stunts on our own.
Question : What can be done to keep
pretty blonde hair from turning darker as
a girl gets on into the thirties ?
Answer : Rinses. Heaps of warm olive
oil. Daily massage. Daily brushing.
Judicious sunning. A girl can do all these
things for herself. Watch out for excess
oiliness. And how about dyes and bleaches,
you ask? If you must resort to such, go
to the best beauty parlor you can find to
have it done. To make a simple comparison : if you want to tint a slip, or old
summer dress or something, you feel no
tremors at doing that yourself, do you?
But if you wish to have a lovely evening
gown dyed, you send it out to the best
cleaner and dyer in town, don't you? Treat

e

ies agree that thorBEAUTYough authorit
cleansing is the most important
step in complexion care. A simple step,
too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream, with its remarkable new ingredient.
New Kind of Cleansing
Golden Cleansing Cream contains colloidal gold, which has an amazing power to
rid skin pores of dirt, make-up and other
impurities. You can't see or feel this colloidal gold, any more than you see or
feel the iron in spinach. Yet its penetrating action makes Golden Cleansing Cream
more thorough than ordinary cleansers,
and, at the same time, tones and invigorates skin tissues.
Make This Simple Test
Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe it

secret

"*S 5 E T T U ft ft H S 0 E Lt

off with tissue. Then cleanse with Golden
Cleansing Cream. On the tissue you will
find more dirt— brought from pore depths
by this more effective cleansing.
Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean Golden Cleansing Cream
leaves your skin. You'll find this new
cream at your drug or department store
for just $1.00.

Daggett & Ramsdell, Room 1980, 2 Park Avenue, New York City.
Dept. MM-7
Enclosed find 10c in stamps for which please send me my trial size jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer
good in U. S. only.)
Name
Street
City
State .
Copr. 1937, Daggett & Ramsdell
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your
hair as well
you'd
treat about
a dress.(1)
Question:
Whatas can
be done
a large nose, (2) a double chin, (3) a
receding chin and (4) heavy jaws?
Answer: (1) If it's flesh and cartilage
that make your nose large, you can refine
it with massage. Takes heaps of time and
heaps
patience,
get aresults.
Powderof your
nose but
withyou'll
powder
shade
darker than you use on the rest of your
face. (2) If you're on a general reducing
diet, your double chin will come down
along with the rest of you. A lifting
massage will help, too. Very important,
keep your head back and up, and the
double chin won't seem nearly so dreadful.
( 3 ) You can sit with your chin in hand,
pooshing and pooshing, and that will help.
You can train yourself to keep your chin
thrust forward a little, too. I know, on
account of I did it. (4) Again, a general
reducing diet will take down the lower
part of the face. A rouge shadow, very
cleverly applied on the lower part of the
pan, will help kid the public.
Question : Do the various rather highpriced cosmetics called "tissue" this and
"muscle" that, really do any good?
help often
some.do They
don't
do Answer:
any harm, They
and they
some good.
1 f Question
you can :afford
use 'em.
Can 'em,
I make
my eyelashes

Prove for Yourself that
QUEST

NEVER

SANITARY

FAILS

ON

NAPKINS

• Why take chances now that complete protection is so easily obtainable? The makers
of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder
named Quest that positively destroys all types
of napkin and body odors.
Quest is utterly effective— even on sanitary
napkins. It prevents perspiration offense; assures all-day- long body freshness, yet does
not irritate skin or clog pores.
Try Quest today. Use this cool, soothing
napkins — after the bath —
on sanitary
powder
and for foot comfort. Quest is
under arms
unscented, so does not cover up the fragrance of perfume.
And Quest costs no more than other kinds
. . . only 35c for the large two-ounce can.

Answer
: Yes, a little. By constant
grow
?
application of a good eyelash grower, your
lashes will thicken and perhaps increase in
length. The grease, too, makes the lashes
look more healthy and luxuriant than they
may be in reality.
Question : How do some of the movie
stars get that fascinating point in the
hairline? You know, the hair is parted on
the side, swept straight across the head,
and right at the place where one would
have a widow's peak if one were that
lucky, there's a little point in the hairline
that's not quite a wave.
Answer : If you think this would be
becoming to you, see if the following
method won't achieve it : part your hair
where you want it parted. Now, right at
the center front, where you want that
point, comb the hair back just the least
bit. Just as though you were going to
comb your hair straight, slick back, then
stop. Then bring the hair over from its
side
as you right
want atit.
sort part
of cowlick
the You'll
center have
front.a
Sometimes, the judicious plucking of a few
hairs will help to give the desired pointed

She'd

ahead and experiment, and I think you'll
understand better what I'm driving at.
Question : Do them there beautiful
stars, with the gudgeons figures, wear
girdles ?
Answer : to
Yes,theindeedy.
streamlined
hilt, theyEven
wearif athey're
wisp
of a girdle — lastex pants, or a featherweight step-in model — to give their gowns
a beautiful smooth line. So, gentle reader,
even if your figure is pretty durn good,
wear a little something in the way of a
foundation.
: Why, about
Miss Marshall,
youQuestion
said anything
dry skins haven't
during
all this tirade?
Answer : I'm coming to that. I gotta
present for yuh, and it isn't a present for
dry skins alone, either, though it's particularly good for dry skins. It's a lotion,
of which I'm positively aching to send you
a sample, and it's inexpensive to buy, nonsticky to use and serves a dozen purposes.
It smooths your skin out quickly, if you're
suffering from temporary roughness; it's
a protection against sun and wind and
"cloudy weather" burns — a blessing to be
thankful for, now that summer is on our
necks again. And it's a good make-up
base. If you want to try it, fill in the
coupon below and send it to me.
And remember that Mary Marshall is
always at your service. I am only too
eager to help you with your beauty problems. Just address your letter to Mary
Marshall, Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. That'll be all
for now. Be seein' yuh next month.
Mary Marshall,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Please send a sample of the lotion,
at absolutely no cost to me.

.'
-.
Name
Street Address
City

Rather

Be

State

:.

Dead

(Continued from page 33)
back on the divan. "If I were not in picI'd belook
a real-estate
sure.
I loveturesto
at houses, woman,
just go I'm
through
them and snoop. I love to do them over.
I always 'settle in,' make a home of any
howplace where I happen to be staying,
ever transiently. If I stay in a hotel room
overnight I order flowers, arrange my
books on the tables, put out some framed
photographs. My dressing room here, even
my portable dressing room on the set, gets
'fixed.' Even though it may be only a
bowl of flowers, or a picture of Michael,
I want it to be homey, my own."
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effect. Set the hair with lotion as you
want it. Let it dry very well indeed and
don't comb it out thoroughly — just sort of
lift
it a tobitexplain
with the
It's but
pretty
difficult
this comb.
on paper,
go

rdinarily
something extrao
RE andis warm
THErich
about Miriam. She
talks like a character out of a book. A rapid
talker, she is also a rapt listener. People
come to her with their problems and their
Austin Parker
Ex-husband
troubles.

brings to her all his plans, triumphs and
fears, sure of the sympathy and understanding only Miriam can give.
In Miriam's dressing room every new
book worth reading was spread over the
tables ; a victrola poured forth symphonies,
Michael's
young chairs
songs; favors
jazz birthday
fifth
party for
cluttered
and
long-distance
costumes,
scripts,
;
divansfrom
calls
New York, maids, publicity men,
retakes, fittings — all these things came in
for their share of attention from Miriam.
She was supposedly resting during her
luncheon hour and the place was like a beehive at swarming time.
You might suppose that Miriam, sociallyminded, popular and sought by so many of
the eminent people of the world — Lady
Mendhl, Gertrude Stein, the Duke and
Duchess of Kent (she lunched with the
Duchess at home and reports chops and
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peas, much folksy talk of "where did you
buy that frock?" and babies and servant
problems) ; Mrs. Simpson (she has met
Wally and reports her as a vivid, intensively vital personality, always eager to go
places and do things, no sooner at one place
than she is planning on going to the next)
—yes, you might suppose that Miriam
would take her work lightly, hold Hollywood casually, even with a touch of gay,
amused condescension.
Miriam studies her scripts with the same
quality of absorption with which she
studies blue ships on a cream background.
Recently, while making "Woman Chases
Man" (her fifth picture opposite Joel McCrea, incidentally), she did a scene where
she had to appear a touch on the stiff side
from champagne. The plain gingerale she
was drinking on the set was hardly conducive to authentic champagne capers. It
is against the Hopkins grain to fake anything. She never wears any make-up at
home or on the street. So Miriam thought
it over. One of her chief charms is that
she doesn't send her lively mind down
blazed trails of thought. She blazes her
own trails and they are full of fascinating
curlicues.
When you see her in this particular sequence you will find that she appears very
champagne-caperish, indeed. What she
did was this : she walked briskly onto the
set a moment or two before Director John
Blystone called "Cameras!" With her
pulses racing from the rapid walk, she
stopped, spun violently on her toes for fifty
revolutions or so, and then, the sound stage
reeling about her, she went into action before the cameras.

MIRIAM is also a realist. She may
walk with kings (and Mrs. Simpson),
but she never loses the "common touch."
She may entertain the Maharajah of Indore
in her drawing room, but she also knows
full well what goes on in the kitchen, what
the Maharajah is going to have to eat for
dinner. She can discourse on world
economics with economists, Chinese philosophy with a disciple of Lao Tse and infant
feedings with any young mothei\
She has an intense love of being in the
center of things. When she was abroad
last year, she saw to it that she was in
Berlin on Hitler's birthday, in Venice at
the close of the Ethiopian war to hear Mussolini broadcasting from Rome. Wherever
history is being made, there Miriam would
like to be. She flew over a great part of
Europe on this last trip with a woman
friend. When she settled in England to
make a picture, she had her small son,
Michael, brought over to her.
She said, "I intend to take Michael to
England
time
I go,a picture.
and I'd
like to gowith
onceme a every
year to
make
I want him to be familiar with all of the
historic spots of Europe. I want him to
He had a French Mam'languages.
know and
selle
speaks baby French right smartly.
He came back from England with an
English Nana and spoke so veddy, veddy
British that I found myself asking him,
'What say?"'
Miriam is no snob about the things she
does and likes to do. Sophisticated down
to her tapering fingernails, she is quite
honest when she says that she has more
to learn than she will ever know. She
isn't stuffy either about being a "tourist."
She says, "I am one of the best. I go
to all the tourist spots. I visit the Tower
of London and ask to be shown the exact
spot where Mary, Queen of Scots, was
executed — it was Mary, Queen of Scots,
wasn't it? I stand in front of Buckingham
Palace and get a thrill if the flag is up and
I know that the King is 'in residence.' I
gape and gawp and ask guides a million
silly questions and learn a lot."

©
CAN'T CHAFE...
The sides of Kotex are cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton
to prevent chafing and irritation.
Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides
lasting comfort and freedom. But
sides only are cushioned — the
center surface is free to absorb.

CAN'T FAIL...
Q
By actual test Kotex absorbs
many times its own weight in
special "Equalizer"
! A moisture
moistureguides
center
evenly the
whole length of the pad. Gives
"body" but not bulk — prevents
twisting and roping.

The rounded ends ofW..
Kotex
. are
CAN'T SNO
Q
flattened
and tapered to provide
absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown,
reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

y

EX
" >' or kot
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
Regular, Junior, and Super — for different
women, different days.

WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

SANITARY
NAPKINS
made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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She adores people. When she was in
Versailles Lady Mendhl gave a party for
her. In Paris she saw Gertrude Stein. Her
friends are everywhere, in London, Paris,
Berlin, and New York. Her best friends
in Hollywood are Edmund Goulding, Exhubby Austin Parker and Anton Litvak.
"We are. very good friends, Anton and I,"
Miriam
told me,plans.
"but definitely there are
no
matrimonial

ehnaiLi

tew,

T LIKE to have a great many people
A around me most of the time. There is
no Garbo in me ! I have never been bored
with any human being. I have never met
a dull person. Everyone has something to
give if we care enough to drag it out. I
talked to clerks in little drugstores all over
Germany, to taxi drivers, concierges, shop
girls, and policemen in Paris and learned
a lot.

uiea/i PEDS, with or without stockings. With
stockings they guard against heel and toe
wear... prevent runs. Without stockings, PEDS
banish that "naked" feeling when you slip
your feet into bedroom slippers, house or
sport shoes. PEDS cover the foot completely
...yet will not show above shoe top.
At hosiery counters of all 5c and 10c
stores and department stores.
STANDARD Style for any shoe, mercerized lisle, 20c pair.
OXFORD Style for Oxfords, Hi-ties or Sport Shoes, 25c pair.
A"
priceh'9hea rpair
Silk at sl'9ht
I If EXFTI UIA/F
£HHAR stocking
sizes.ly Get
today.
+★ OQTDF
★ HOUSE WEAR
★ SPORTSWEAR

SHO E-HI STOC KING

SAVERS!

Send for this true story of a freckled
face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily — how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at fourteen — how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.
She purchased
of Stillman's
Freckle
Cream. Useda jar
it nightly.
Her ugly
embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leaving her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.
It's a real experience
Goodbye
that will bring hope to
' you too, reprinted word
for word in
.FRECKLE
our
"Goodbooklet
- bye
Freckles."

"I love luncheons and dinner parties, with
plenty of good food and good talk. I love
tennis parties, surprise parties, swimmingparties and children's parties. I love Punch
and Judy shows and word games.
She loves jokes, too. A few weeks ago
she was lunching with Edmund Goulding,
Anton Litvak and the Earl of Warwick,
known as Michael Brooke in the movies.
Austin Parker called to ask his ex-wife,
who is also his best friend, whether he
might borrow her car and man for the
next day. His man, he said, was going to
the dentist and would be off for the day.
He needed the car and he needed a man to
wake him in the morning, make his tea,
shine his shoes, and so forth.
Overhearing the conversation, Edmund
Goulding called out and offered to lend
Austin Parker his man, an Englishman,
who was very good, he said. The next
day, promptly at eight o'clock, Austin
Parker
was awakened by Goulding's "man."
The "man"
made the morning tea, so bitter
and so black that poor Parker gulped it
unprotestingly only because he didn't want
to be ungracious. His shoes were polished
and the polish spilled into the shoes and on
the floor. Two teacups and two vases were
broken. When Parker left his house he
was a nervous wreck ; his suit was badly
pressed; he was jerkily shaven and the car
was driven with such speed that he was
on the verge of collapse.
That noon he lunched with Miriam,
Edmund Goulding, and Anton Litvak.
Miriam said to him, "I'm sorry, Parker,
but Edmund's -man says he can't possibly
stay the day with you. He says you areimpossible, temperamental, sloppy, surly
and hard to please." Austin Parker saw
fifty-nine shades of red. He was just about
to
last control
when atthe
cameslipin the
casually,
took a place
the "man"
table,

n's
FRECKLE
CREAM
Stillma
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KILLED

FOREVER

KILLED PERMANENTLY
From
or body,harmwithto maximum
speed,face
without
skin, by
following
simple
This
electrolysis
devicedirections.
is guaranteed
to remove hair
permanently
or
moneytric current
refunded.
Your Price
home$1.95,
elecnot needed.
complete. Postpaid or C. O. D.
CAN Fl ELDS & CO., Dept. 1Q»H, 2675 Br oad way, N. Y. City
Just isn't sticky

LOTION
0or TJour 3£ani)$t &ace,
Ofrtns and Shoulders
Idea]
Powderingredients
Base. Its penePure, Soothing
trate in a second. Leaves
your skin satin-smooth. Use
freely door
before
and First
after trial
outexposure.
will convince you.

rubbed his hands together, gave an off-hand
nod at Parker. Miriam said, "May I
present the Earl of Warwick?" High,
joyous and unrestrained was Miriam's
laughter then.
e!
Puzzle Solution

It
osrenpdosctoucpa0rnd
KLET COMPANY
^B
THEOOSTILLMAN
Box 11,
Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name
Address

There's romance in dainty fingers — but they must be
well groomed to their very tips ... if they are to tell
a love story. It's so easy to keep fingernails lovely
and beautiful with WIGDER Manicure Aids. WIGDER
Nail Files do their work quickly because they have
even, triple-cutting teeth for smooth and fast filing.
WIGDER'S Improved Cleaner Point is specially
shaped and enables you to clean nails quickly.
On sale at all drug and
5 and 10 cent stores.
/ NE
NEWARK
w JERSEY <^ulU£i| cjo&Xa no mxAz
NAIL FILES TWEEZERS • NAIL CLIPS • SCISSORS

AT ALL 5c & 10c STORES

"And since I've disR-STOP covered
I've Camille
been RUNtelling
everybody
it.
Just think — about
for 10c
you
get
a
tube
with
enough cream to stop 50 runs, and
it's
up in such
a clever
RED
AND putBLACK
PURSE
VANITY.
It's simply marvelous to have a
sure way of stopping runs and
checking
snags."does not harden
Run-R-Stop
nor wash out. Ask for it at chain,
department and shoe stores.
CAMILLE, INC. 49 E. 21 St. New York
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Donnas

Meet!
(Continued from page 37)
difference, more than Lily looking pale,
Grace, glowing with buoyant health.
"How do you work so hard?" I asked.
"We are strong," said Grace.
"But not strong enough," added Lily,
who is a simple person, and despite her
exquisite clothes, remains the thrifty welldisciplined French woman, intensely in
earnest, taking everything seriously. I
don't think she has had much fun.
Grace Moore gives the impression of
knowing her way around and wanting you
to know that she knows.
"I have had a grand time." She drawls
the words, flaunts them. "Nobody can say
I haven't lived ! I could have got further,
but I like to enjoy myself. And I'm not
sorry."
She is on the defensive, this Grace
Moore. Wary, quick thinking, there is
little restful about her. She commands attention with the same knowing competence
in which she pulled up her chair and took
charge of our conversation. The parry of
words is her stimulant. Under her armor
of "my dears,"
general braggadocio grows of
an villas,
honest oflustiness.
For
this, she is likeable.
She smiled at Lily. "Our paths have
always- crossed," she said. "When I arrived in France to sing 'Boheme,' I was the
artist receiving the fuss and ovations. Lily
had just sung her first role in 'Lakme.' "
"She was the star," said Lily. "I was the
debutante."
"Then, to show you what this business
is," went on Grace, "one year later, Lily,
the great French star, made her sensational debut at the Metropolitan."
"But we did not meet then," said Lily.
"We met in 1931, when we both sang in
'Tales of 'off man.' I was the doll ; Grace,
the courtesan."
Miss Moore, trying a bit of Spanish on
our cameraman, neglected to catch this
remark.
"But tell me, Lily, how are you?" she
asked, again concentrating on us.
"I have cold. Seven months I go without cold, now before I sing I get cold. I
think it is hay fever."
"Hay fever !" laughed Grace. "How
could you get hay fever?"
"From the air," said Lily.
"G'wan," said Grace, good-naturedly
dropping her diction. "G'wan, Lily, it must
be love."
AS if this were her cue, Grace Moore,
up on all stock interview phrases, spoke
her piece.
"I started romance at the Metropolitan,"
she said. "Until then nobody thought a
prima donna could be happily married."
Here she stopped to scream at the busy
photographer. "Don't you print that picture ! Tear it right up !"
Lily Pons, encouraged, asked him not to
take her profile.
"Oh, you can take my profile," said Grace
sweetly. Then back to love and to the
marriage she so proudly wears.
"Everyone said I wouldn't make a go of
it. I proved they were wrong. The other
girls followed my example. Gladys Swarthout, now . . . Lily. I do not know whether
she is married or not, but look what romance did for her!"
"Until a year and a half ago I was
always alone," admitted Lily Pons. 'When
you are alone, you are lost. I sing, I go
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home, I sleep. What good?"
"A woman must give love in order to
career
"No around
Grace.
volunteered
it back,"
get
I look
When
loneliness.
is worth
at the old stars, with their money gone,
and nobody to care about them, I shudder.
Was it Henry James or Barrie who said,
'I'm living my life now so I can have roses
in my garden in December?' That's the
way I feel." .
"Her husband is charming man," said
Lily.
"So is Andre Kostelanetz," returned
Lily's suitor.
Grace,
Therecomplimenting
was a deadlock.
I broke it by suggesting they question
each other.
Grace started with, "Is it really true that
you're going to retire in five years?"
"Yes, I quit, I mean it. I work and
work, for what ... for in-come tax ! Better
do four operas a year and not so much
in-come tax!"

ANOTHER cue fore Grace. "I was only
■saying to Beatric Lillie last night, we
don't seem to have fun any more. All we
do is work for security." This failed to
jibe with Miss Moore's previous line about
living her life, but it fitted the moment.
She said rich people no longer cared
about security because nothing, in these
days, is certain, when Lily piped up with,
"I have house in Connecticut. I build swimming pool. I go three days week. It is my
health. I tell you, Grace, I am country
woman."
Grace chuckled. "Have you chickens,
Lily?"
"No . . . but I have deer."
"I'm country-minded, too. I'm importing
chickens from France. Before leaving the
coast I planted one hundred-and-forty-three
grapevines on my California place. Besides, Ihave that villa at Cannes, and I'm

SCREEN

buying houses in Italy, England, Germany
—all over. My pictures play on a percentage basis; I can't take money^out of
those countries, so I buy property."
"I take vacation," announced Miss Pons.
"This summer I just do once week radio

"Isn't
she cute!"
Grace Moore laughed
one she cra-zy
!"
appreciatively. "Lily's right. Her roles
are different because she is a coloraIndo 'Louise.'
I could
tura. However,
will bring
picture
cidentally, my next

"I'm taking a real vacation," said Miss
Moore.
program.""We've bought a yacht."
I asked.
"Do you go to see each other's pictures?"

Wagner to the screen for the first time—
and Elizabeth from 'Tann'Lohengrin'
haueser.'
I'm going to Vienna to study for
it. The story is from the novel, 'Of Lena
"Mine is 'Kiki'," said Lily. "They have

"Oh, yes !" exclaimed Lily. "Grace, I see
'When You're in Love' in Ottawa before
did you like best?" I asked.
concert."
my"What
Lily Pons did not hesitate. Bouncing
in her chair she shouted, " 'De Minnie De
"That was the hardest thing I ever did,"
said Grace.
"I was okay in my dressing
Moocher!'
room, but " it was awful when I had to
before all those people."
wriggle
"And the sound track," added Lily. "The
sound track, she make me jitters."
"Lily sang 'Minnie the Moocher,' " said
Grace, "four years ago at a benefit with
Jepson and Gladys Swarthout."
Helen
"In pictures I am afraid," said Lily
"Minnie, she not my style."
"What do you mean !" A determined note
voice.
crept
studio into
tried Grace
to buyMoore's
it for you
two "Your
years
!"
it first silence,
mine angot
There
awkward
graciously
but was
ago,
broken by Miss Moore who praised Lily's
Danube."
of "The
singing
"I think
there Beautiful
is a placeBlue
for opera on
the screen," she said, off to another stock
start. " 'Love Me Tonight' started a
off opera."
took the
cycle.
"You Itcannot
put high-hat
a whole opera into
pictures," declared Lily.
"I disagree with you," said Grace.
"But," argued Lily, "all women I sing
are cra-zy women. Lucia, she cra-zy, every-

with the writers."
trouble
"I want to ask Lily a question," said
Grace, "but I don't want you to hear it."
"
Geyer.'
red ered
whispe
back. into
When Lily's
Grace ear.
heard Lily
the
whisp
SHE
answer she uttered something in French.
I did some rapid translating and made out
the words, "I thought so." Thus, to my
way of guessing, Miss Pons may be married
to Andre Kostelanetz after all.
This terminated our meeting. On the
way downstairs Lily told us she was leaving to do some singing in "Mees-ees"Don't come back with a southern accent," teased Grace, whose car was the first
to drive in front of the door.
"I have a Nash," she explained. "I sing
zepp-i."
Lily, walking toward her car, remarked

"I have a little Pack-urd."
timidly,
them."
for"But
Moore.
they gave me mine !" sang out Miss
I watched them drive off into the distance.
Rushing to telephone the editor, I
pride and relief at my achievesighedment with
in bringing two famous prima donnas
together. But, apparently, there is no rest
for a weary reporter. All the editor said
was, "Too bad you didn't get Gladys
Swarthout in on it, too !"
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{Continued from page 21)
now a Roman legionnaire — his riding won
him a load in a Western two-reeler. A
short
work For
in "Wing's"
raised while
him tolater,
star his
status.
the next
two years, Gary was the busiest man in
Hollywood. Dividing his time between
courting Mexican Lupe Velez and seventeen
pictures for Paramount, he found himself
on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
Once again folks tried talking sense to
him. What he needed was a good rest, and
all that sort of thing. So Gary left on a
six months' hunting safari through the
African jungle, just missed getting gored
by a rhino, and came back feeling fit as a
fiddle. What he forgot was that Hollywood was as fine a hunting ground as the
African jungle. Between Veronica Balfe,
a young "huntress" from Park Avenue and
a iittle fella called Cupid, Gary was snared.
He proposed, and, of course, the lady accepted. Gary will be seen soon in "Souls at
Sea," with George Raft and Frances Dee.
MILDRED KOKMAN, Yonkers, New York:
You bet following our Barometer is every
bit as fascinating as horse-racing ! In fact,
from what I hear, a good many people are
betting
on the
Frankly,
I'd likeof toa
discourage
the results.
practice.
Too much
chance. You can't tell from one month to
the
what look
a star's
be.
For next
instance,
how position
close to will
the top
Flynn is in this issue. Well, from the way
the requests have come in so far, it looks
like Tyrone Power, sprinting up from
fourth place, is going to weasel in ahead
of Errol" in the August Barometer. And
little Deanna Durbin — but you'd better
stop me. I can talk all night about this
Barometer business. Besides, if you want
the monthly lowdown on who the first ten
are, as well as a few predictions concerning
future issues' ratings, just write in. I'll

keep you, or anyone else interested, posted
free of charge for the next six months.
DICK POWELL (Last printed November,
1936. Total number of requests since then
414.) All a practiced biographer wants is
a very few clues about a man — trifles like
wavy hair, a melodious
voice, roguish eyes, a
boyish smile — they do
the trick.
struct you He'll
a life reconstory
with no more evidence
than that. That there
will be lots of admiring
girls is a safe bet, says
he ; plenty of trouble,
too; and money, easy
money; and no end of chances to go wrong.
Take Dick Powell. Girls? Oh, yes,
they were crazy about him, and he loved
it. Used to sing to them. One little girl
(couldn't have been more than fifteen,
'cause Dick was only sixteen himself) told
him he had just about the swellest voice
she'd heard. That gave Dick big ideas.
Money ideas. He got himself three jobs
all at once. Sundays, he sang in the Presbyterian Church. Wednesdays he was a
Scottish Rites-man. And every Friday
night he donned a prayer shawl and did
some heavy chanting in the Little Rock,
Arkansas, Synagogue.
Dick was alternately a studious boy and
a prankster. In grammar school he became a member of that august body known
as the P. I. E. (perfect in everything).
However, he ended his education in high
school, or rather the school ended it for
him. He and a group of his buddies "borrowed" a car to ride in an Armistice Day
parade, and prankster Powell was summarily dismissed.
"Aha," says your biographer, "trouble!

THE BOYS THINK ITS

HER, skin's so scratch y
THAT5 WHY... SHE

A PANIC! ANN NEVER.
HAD

HER POWDER

PUFF

OUT OF HER HAND
AT THE

What what
did I trouble
tell you?"
know
was But
until,Dick
some didn't
four
years later, he met Mildred Maund. She was
attending a P. I. E. dance, a strange girl
from the South, and she swept him off his
feet. Ignoring the fact that she had come
with another escort, Dick took her home.
He showed himself so perfect in everything
that three months later Mildred eloped
with him. At the time, Dick had a good job
with the telephone company. But a sixtydollar-a-week offer from one of the country's better orchestras stifled his ambitions
along that line. Opportunities thrust themselves upon Dick after that initial break.
At the end of little more than a year, he was
commanding a salary of $450 a week as master of theatres.
ceremonies at one of Pittsburg's
largest
But ol' man trouble still had his number.
Life for Dick had become synonymous with
business, and his frail little wife from the
South languished from inattention. The
couple split up shortly before Dick was
called out to Hollywood to take a tenor
role in "Blessed Event." That was in 1932.
Once again the biographer's guess comes
true. Dick had gone wrong. But there's
a rock foundation of good sense in Dick's
make-up. He doesn't go wrong twice.
Hollywood love affairs passed him lightly
by, until he was sure he had found the real
thing. His marriage to Joan Blondell is no
kid marriage. It will last. His latest
picture is "Singing Marine."
NANCY SQUIER, Chicago, Illinois: Whaddaya mean, Joe Brown doesn't like parties?
As a matter of fact he's nuts about them —
especially costume parties. A short time
ago, he attended four in a single week.
ANTHONY MARTIN (First printing; total
number of requests 412.) It happened one
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night at the Trocadero. Dixie Dunbar had
just finished her act. To the unbelievably
rapid rhythms of Fats
Waller's jazz piano, Tony
Martin's heart kept time.
He was about to do his
first vocal solo, and
Darryl Zanuck, puffing at
one of his everlasting
audithe broke
wasWhen inTony
cigars, ence.
into the opening bars of
Hit the Spot."
"You
Darryl put his cigar down, let it burn out.
.After the show, he went back to see Tony
' — an(i that was that, A few months later
he made a hit in "Sing, Baby Sing."
Sounds ridiculously easy, but back of
that evening's success story is a long tale
Califorof devotion to music. Tony's aChristmas
nia boy, born in Oakland, on a
day. As far back as he can remember
Tony has had musical aspirations. The
band he organized in high school was so
much in demand in 'Frisco theatres, that
his mother began to wonder how Tony
could be passing his studies. When she
discovered he wasn't, she saw to it that
the band was disbanded.
But "music wherever he goes" remained
the Martin motto. It proved a most painful motto to the pious brothers at St.
Mary's College. When they caught Tony
jazzing up some of the hymns on the chapel
organ, the good brothers agreed that Tony
to exdevotions
was carrying
cess and askedhishimmusical
to leave.
To make up
for the fact that he had left his four years
in college incomplete, his life story now
ran in cycles of four years. Four years
after
St. Mary's
he was
an
M-G-M leaving
contract.
For a time
he given
remained
on their payroll, but was given no roles.
And then, after another four-year period,
RKO signed him. This studio was every
bit as blind as M-G-M. Tony was stalled
with promises, but in six months not a
single part was found for him. He got a
release from his contract and was probably looking forward to another four years'
Odyssey badour,
as band
and singing
when thatleader
amazing
Zanuck trouchap
caught up with him.
At present writing Tony is unmarried.
Whether his lovely sweetheart, Alice Faye,
will let him suffer on much longer in that
unblessed state is one of Hollywood's burning questions.
his latest
picture. "Sing and Be Happy" is
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(Continued from page 23)
Charlie Chaplin, Jackie Coogan, Rudolph
Mary Pickford, and other oldValentino,
timers.
I have, heard of these stars all my life
and would enjoy seeing some of their
pictures. Is there any good _ reason their
old films cannot be shown in local theatres? I am sure an occasional silent
would be appreciated.
I know there are a number of people
my age who would enjoy seeing these
players and I am sure there are many
older people who would love to see once
such pictures as "The Sheik," "The
again
Kid," "The Four Horsemen," "Beau
Geste," etc. — Adele Fisher, Normal, 111.
$1.00
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Justice

Prize

for

white shoes deserve a right
smart cleaner and whitener . . .
and one that will not rub off!

Letter

Small

Towners

Do we, the people of the small town,
I am speaking of the numget justice?
ber of poor pictures we have to put up
with. If the picture rated only one star in
the leading
magazine
polls, after
it is
sure
to be shown
to us critics'
very shortly
it is released. But, behold, if it is a grand
film, we may see it six months afterward.
By that time the film is so blemished and
worn and has been patched so much that
it has lost all of its charm.
We realize

emohe's
whittD
ET
CA

WHITE

10/ IN TUBES AND BOTTLES EVERYWHERE
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it costs more to rent the best pictures,
especially while they are "new." Why
couldn't the managers compromise and
give us good shows that are between the
poorest and the best? These could be
purchased for about the same price that
they pav for a six-months-old de luxe picture.—James T. Berryman, Orange, Va.
$1.00

Prize

A 13-Year-Olcl

Letter
Speaks

Up

adolescent age aren't
children
We heard
from,of but, after all, we have
often
motion pictures, too. We're
aboutthat
ideas
our so
not
young
the only thing we enjoy
is a picture in which a child actor or
that typeperdoesn't
starred;
actresswinis our
even
favor often
one hundred
cent.
I want to say in behalf of myself, and
I'm sure many other children between the
ages of twelve to fifteen everywhere, that
Deanna Durbin, for one, deserves orchids
and orchids and orchids.
Besides having a golden voice that just
thrills
right down
to your
toes,Garbo
she's
a greatyouactress
and rates
above

"ith 2£%R0

to this G£RM

core!

FR*L~m

in "Three Smart Girls"
role to
Her one
any day.
was
a good
begin with, but the
way she played it made it simply superb.
She isn't a goody-goody girl like Shirley Temple, nor a brat like Jane Withers.
She's just— just Deanna Durbin and I predict a great future for her as far as we
kids are concerned. — Betty Hindman,
Springfield, Mo.
Who's America's Screen Idol,
Movie Lover, Boy Friend, or whathave-yon — Robert Taylor or Tyrone
Power? The following letters seem
to indicate that gals the country over
have had a change of heart in recent
months as to who is King? Your
fellow fans and Between You V Me
ivould like to know how these two
stars rate with YOU. — The Editor.
$1.00

Prize

Letter

Blushingly Yours—
Why not give the Bob Taylor fans a
break? Now, for instance, in that scene
in "Personal Property" where the thrilling heart throb of millions of American
women sat serenely in the bath tub. Just
think how much nicer it would have been
if Bob could have been taking a shower
with that handsome head thrust out of the
top of the curtains and his shapely (I
hope) legs peeking at us from underneath.
I held my breath hoping he would show
his legs at sometime or other, but, alas,
he did not. I would like to know just why
we are deprived of seeing these two very
important features. Maybe it is for the
best, though, as they might not be so perfect as he, and I never could love a man
with bowed legs. I lost interest in Warren
William after seeing him running around
in a pair of shorts, and maybe it would
be that way with Bob.
I will still continue to see all the Taylor
pictures, hoping some day to see him in
trunks. — Billie Leer, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Taylor, Beware!
Robert Taylor had better look to his
laurels. A certain 20th Century-Fox actor is knocking on the gateway to a million
feminine
heartsspeaking
which distance
Taylor of.
couldn't
evsn get within
This
actor has a certain boyish quality that
stands out. He's good-looking enough to
send women home dreaming about him,
but he's not good-looking to the point of
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being beautiful.
I have been taking a private census
lately for my own amusement, and out of
nearly twenty girls I found only two who
like Taylor better than this new rave,
hour have never seen this new star and
have other favorites. Nine prefer him to
all others, even Taylor. His name is
Tyrone Power. — Donna Mae Wirth, Portland, Oregon.
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Go-Go Over Tyrone
Nowadays girls are always sighing and
saying, "Oh, Robert Taylor, isn't he handsome or isn't he just too cute for words?"
Bosh — I just cannot stand him. Does
he have any acting ability, or roles in his
pictures that would dirty up his pretty
face? No! Can he make a speech in a
film that will startle you beyond words ? No !
Ah, but there is a young actor who has
acting ability and personality with a capital P. He is not conceited and doesn't
think all the girls are ga-ga over him. He
sent shivers down my spine in his magnificent speech in "Lloyds of London."
Please let's have more of Power and give
our playboy, Taylor, a rest. — Sylvia Shaw,
Dayton, Ohio.
Poor

Bob!

I've heard so many people rave about
filmland's latest idol, Robert Taylor, that
I felt compelled to venture my own humble
opinion on this feminine heart throbber.
Personally, I think he resembles a googoo eyed, washed-out mama's boy. I can't
decide whether it's his too divine toothy
smile or his immaculately groomed coiffure which has captivated so many gals'
hearts. But whatever it is, I'll take vanilla. I hope I'm not too harsh on the
poor guy. — Hortense Cupo, S. I., N. Y.
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(Continued from page 19)
•fritit Cafe Metropole
If you're in the mood for a slightly mad
jamboree, then this is your dish. _ Your
dish, so to speak, is concocted mainly of
satire, but it's whipped up in a manner
that won't strain your mentality, just in
case you had a hard day at the office.
Loretta Young is the daughter of a
wealthy American manufacturer, and
Tyrone Power is a young gent from these
shores who finds himself the author of a
bad check for a gambling debt, owed to
Victor, major-domo of the Cafe Metropole. To pay the debt, young Mr. Power,
under Victor's direction, assumes the role
of a Russian prince whose sole duty is to
marry Miss Young and collect from papa.
You know what happens, but everything
is done in a fine comedy vein, and the
thing winds up happily for everyone, including the audience.
Both Tyrone and Loretta turn in excellent performances, and there is an
equally deft portrayal by Adolphe Menjou,
as Victor. Gregory Ratoff is swell as an
indignant waiter, and Charlie Winninger
and Helen Westley add splendid comedy.
Directed by E. H. Griffith. — 20th CenturyFox.
*★ The Hit Parade
An ambitious effort in the screen musical
field, this emerges, due to a faulty story,
as no better than ordinary entertainment.
Its main assets are the presence of Frances
Langford and Phil Regan, both first-class
vocalists, and Duke Ellington, who lifts
the proceedings to a high point of enjoyment whenever he and his orchestra ap-
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pear on the screen.
As for the story, it's one of those things
about a Park Avenue chanteuse who
deserts her Broadway-trained agent for
someone on her own level. The brokenhearted agent scouts around for a new
singer and finds Frances Langford, whom
he skyrockets to radio fame in spite of
her prison record, which is revealed, of
course, by the mean gal from the social
register.
Phil Regan is a handsome and capable
hero as the agent, and Miss Langford,
photographed to advantage in most of the
unreeling, lends her excellent chanting to
several good numbers.
Top of the Town
This musical is terrific, colossal, stupendous and not very amusing. Its sets are
amazing combinations of chromium, cellophane and imagination. Their very size
tends to dwarf the entertainment offered
in front of them. In one scene, a huge
mirrored floor makes it impossible to see
the dancing feet of George Murphy and
little Peggy Ryan, which is a pity, for both
Mr. Murphy and Miss Ryan are experts.
The picture consists of a series of good
vaudeville acts without a plausible story
to bind them together.
Doris Nolan, as a batty heiress, shows
promise of a fine screen future, and
George Murphy, who is an excellent dancer,
he should have had longgets the
ago.
The break
best breaks, however, are handed
to Ella Logan and Gertrude Niesen. Miss
! Logan can sing and dance and has a swell
! sense of comedy. Miss Niesen, treated
kindly by "the camera, registers well in her
song numbers. Hugh Herbert, given too
much to do, overdoes it. The Three Sailors
come through with several good routines.
Eleven-year-old Peggy Ryan does a neat
impersonation of Eleanor Powell, and
Henry Armetta is splendid in a burlesque
of a symphony orchestra conductor. Directed by Ralph Murphy. — Universal.
The Woman I Love
Almost throttled by an obviously oldfashioned and routine story, this falls short
of the splendid drama it might have been.
It is difficult to understand why a studio
will borrow two such expensive and expert players as Paul Muni and Miriam
and put them into such threadHopkins
bare surroundings.
Played against a background of the
World War, "The Woman I Love" is a
story of two men who love one woman.
Miriam Hopkins, as the woman, is the
central character. Wife of a lieutenant
(Paul Muni) in the French Escadrille,
she meets and falls in love with a young
officer in Paris. When the young man
goes to the front he is detailed to the
two
The other
husband.
gal's and
of the
squadron
become fast
friends
tell each
about the woman they love, not knowing
they're speaking of the same young lady.
The inevitable denouement arrives, according to schedule, but it will be no_ surprise
rs. The film's asto seasoned
sets, besides picturegoe
some fine air sequences, are
splendid performances by Miss Hopkins,
Mr. Muni and Louis Hayward in the
principal roles. In the supporting cast,
there is an admirable portrayal of Hayward's young brother by Wally Albright.
Others outstanding are Colin Clive and
Adrian Morris. Directed by Anatole Litvak.— R.K.O. -Radio.
Let Them Live
Here is an exciting and well-made screen
drama which contains a full measure of
good performances despite the fact that
the cast boasts no "names." Universal has
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banded together a highly competent group
of young people, and together with the
veteran Edward Ellis, they turn in a brace
of fine portrayals which help make this
good entertainment for all audiences. Story
revolves about a young interne in a big city
hospital. The city is run by corrupt politicians who grab what they can while the
poorer classes suffer in pestilence-ridden
slums.
the young
doctor's
to free Into
the city
from its
grip ofcampaign
vice is
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woven a number of highly dramatic sequences which carry the story on its way
swiftly and with considerable punch.
John Howard is admirable as the young
doctor, adding another good performance
to his growing list. Robert Wilcox, a newcomer, is fine as a fellow interne. This
young man has a definite screen future.
Edward Ellis is an excellent political boss.
Nan Grey and Judith Barrett are more
than competent in the romance department.
Directed by Harold Young. — Universal.
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
If
most
with
well,
Mr.
Chan

you don't find Mr. Moto one of the
fascinating gentlemen you've met up
in celluloid in sometime, then we're —
surprised and even disappointed. For
Moto is to the Japanese what Mr.
is to the Chinese — a charming example of the race and a crack sleuth.
Peter Lorre is a happy choice for this
character and makes enough of the role
so that you will no doubt be looking for
his future adventures.
The plot gives Mr.
Moto plenty of reason for thinking fast,
between straightening out smugglers, spies,
murderers and a couple of young people
who are madly in love but badly in need
of advice. On board a giant steamer, all
these intrigues are given a background
which helps to build up excitement and
suspense. Sig Rumann as the chief meanie
and John Rogers and Murray Kinnell as
assistant meanies do a good job of it,
while Virginia Field and Thomas Beck
satisfactorily, if not brilliantly, provide
the romantic interest. Directed by Norman
Foster. — 20th Century-Fox.
Good Old Soak
Here we have that familiar small-town
character, Clem Hawley, played by Wally
Beery, who, though saturated with homebrew, still retains an untarnished heart of
gold. It is a role well-suited to Wallace
Beery, who plays it for every laugh and
tear that could be squeezed out of it. A
harmless,
good-natured
souse, tohe'shisa wife,
constant source
of exasperation
Janet Beecher, and his children, Betty
Furness and Eric Linden. Everybody in
town agrees that Clem is utterly worthless,
but that there's something about the guy
you can't help liking. And Clem finally
comes crashing through with an heroic
gesture which saves his son from prison,
his wife from dying of disgrace and his
daughter's heart from breaking. It's a
fine, melodramatic climax that should
wring even the toughest heart. — M-G-M
** Pick a Star
Even the appearance of Laurel and
Hardy, Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley (he has
a streamlined singing voice), Mischa Auer,
plus other dependables, does not make it
the swiftly-moving, smartly-paced musical
that it should be. The fault seems to lie
in the plot and its treatment. The whole
thing
a hokum
viewforoffame.
Hollywood's
oft-toldis tale:
the quest
Pat Kelly's sister, beauteous Rosina
Lawrence, has film aspirations. She wins
a phoney contest in her native Kansas, the
promoter runs off with the money, which
sends her garage-man
admirer (Jack
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Haley) rushing to Hollywood to make her
happy by snagging a film contract for her.
Unsuccessful, he becomes a bus boy at a
popular cinema night spot, hoping to contact a movie producer. Chance gives Patsy
and her sister an opportunity to fly to
Hollywood. It also serves to introduce
playing a "ham" film LoMischatharioAuer,
and roasting the part to a delectable
brown. Auer's work in the film is outstanding, although Laurel and Hardy, and
the Kellys, add their hilarious moments,
too. If you like slapstick overtones, you'
will probably like this. — Hal Roach.
it Another Dawn
This opus is very brave, very British,
and
They've
taken thetwoage-old
story very
of adull.
woman
torn between
men,
one of whom is her husband, and they've
neglected to give it a modern dress which
might have covered its old and feeble
bones. Story centers around one of those
British army outposts at Dykat — good old
Dykat — whose commandant, Ian Hunter,
returns from a London furlough with a
bride. The bride is Kay Francis, and she
doesn't love her husband. She merely respects him, although she was decent
enough to let him in on her feelings. There
is, of course, the inevitable handsome young
captain at the post. Errol Flynn is the dashing young man in the beautiful uniform,
and Miss Francis immediately falls in love
with him. From that moment on, the story
drags along, while audiences sit back knowing that in the end Ian Hunter will follow
the customary procedure and walk out of
the picture, leaving the two lovers practically alone in the theatre.
Miss Francis manages to be quite effective in spite of her stilted dialogue and
a couple of gowns in which she must have
felt pretty silly. Ian Hunter is his usual
capable self as the husband, and Errol
Flynn is decorative as the young officer.
Frieda Inescort is given nothing worthy
of her talents. Directed by William Dieterle. — Warner Bros.
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to stop perspiration with all
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cannot irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days — keeps armpits dry
and odorless, saves dresses
from perspiration stains and
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4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration which has
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itir As Good As Married
When a wealthy architect discovers he
can save considerable money on his income tax by the simple process of getting
married, he dictates a . proposal to his secretary. The young lady accepts the business proposition, and the story gets under
way. You know, of course, that the young
lady has been in love with the handsome
architect for some time, just as you know
that eventually their strictly business arrangement will turn into romance. In
spite of its rather obvious theme, this is
amusing and entertaining mainly because
it has been handled with a light touch and
a sense of humor.
John Boles portrays the architect in an
easy, gracious manner and shows improvement in his acting ability. Doris Nolan,
while not at her best in light comedy, is
attractive and completely believable as the
secretary. Walter Pidgeon is excellent as
a young man in love with Miss Nolan,
and Tala Birell leers her way through
the role of the villainess. Esther Ralston,
looking young and beautiful, lends an expert touch to a role which should have
been much bigger. Directed by Eddie
Buzzell. - — Universal.
irir Dance, Charlie, Dance
This is the old George S. Kaufman play,
"The Butter and Egg Man," slightly revised
for screen purposes. With Stuart Erwin
and Jean Muir in the leads, and the familiar Warner Brothers set of comedians
in supporting roles, it is a light, wisecracking comedy which should please audiences who don't demand too much subtlety in their screen entertainment.
The plot concerns a couple of Broad-
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way agents (Allen Jenkins and Charlie
Foy), who have an alleged musical comedy
on their hands and no money with which to
produce it. A small-town gent with theatrical leanings (Stuart Erwin) takes over the
show, and when "Dance, Charlie, Dance"
on Broadway, it's so bad it's an
emerges
instant hit. Best performance in the pic-

HOW'S
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HAIR?

ture is Stuart Erwin's portrayal of the ambitious young man from Athens, Illinois.
Directed by Frank McDonald — Warners.
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all your odd-shaped glasses or jars! No new
glasses to buy ! No tin covers needed !
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protected by Jiffy- Seals!
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itic*k Make Way for Tomorrow
When Barkley and Lucy Cooper, after
fifty years of married life, realize their
home is about to be taken away from them,
they call in their children and ask for help.
The children, most of them married and
with homes of their own, are no longer
interested in the old people's problems, but
after considerable wrangling they parcel
their parents out — their father to one home
and their mother to another. The two old
people, after their years together, find a
tragic unhappiness in their new life and in
the realization that the years they sacrificed
for their children were spent in vain.
That's the story, and it's told with such
depth and feeling that most audiences will
leave the theatre weeping. Its power lies
in the fact that it is drawn from life itself,
an honest portrait of many a family whose
parents have grown too old. Victor Moore
and Beulah Bondi make the old couple a
tragic and lovable pair. Thomas Mitchell
and Fay Bainter are outstanding as a son
and daughter-in-law, and Barbara Read is
splendid as a modern granddaughter. Directed by Leo McCarey. — Paramount.
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Ellis Wave Set.
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hair.
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Internes Can't Take Money
You won't want to miss this one, for the
story is interesting from first to last ; it is
well cast, and the players give admirable
accounts of themselves. In the leadingroles are Barbara Stanwyck and Joel
McCrea, while the supporting players include Lloyd Nolan, Stanley Ridges, Lee
Barry Macollum and Nick
Bowman,
Lucats.
McCrea is the young interne who has to
thousand dolGangster
down
turn lars
in payment
for Nolan's
an operation, since it
is against the rules of the hospital to accept money. This is made doubly hard
since Barbara Stanwyck, the girl Joel
loves, needs just that amount so badly.
Finally she resorts to stealing it _ from
Nolan. The Stanwyck predicament is due
to the fact that the underworld will only
give her information C.O.D. concerning
the whereabouts of her child. And thereby
of Barbara's
the aaimprison
tale, for
hangs the since
existence,
serving
term, is
to locate her missing child. Stanley Ridges,
a big-shot racketeer, offers to lead her
directly to the child for a thousand dollars
— or else. It looks as if the latter Were
inevitable, and Barbara is just ready to
take off with Ridges when one of the most
dramatic rescues in celluloid is staged.
Directed by Alfred Santell. — Paramount.
Fifty Roads to Town
This is a delightful hour and a half in
any theatre. It's one of those surprise
pictures ; you go in expecting an ordinary
you're
and discover
romance
little comedy
witnessing
a really
hilarious
piece of screen
entertainment. The plot is one of those
things you wouldn't believe if we told it
to you, so we'll steer clear of it. You ought
to know, however, that it co-stars Don
Ameche and Ann Sothern, and that these
two young people are a romantic team
who should be seen together often. Mr.
thinks he's
man who
is a youngpursued
Ameche frantically
being
by a process
server, and Miss Sothern is convinced that
Mr. Ameche is a gangster. Directed by
Norman Taurog. — 20th Century-Fox.
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News
As romantic as a Waltz, as

{Continued from page 68)
Luise Rainer is the biggest problem yet
to confront the studio prop men. It seems
that Miss R. has an appetite that would
put a whale's to shame and that even cardboard cookies have been known to disappear on a Rainer set. In a scene from
"The Emperor's Candlesticks" the other day,
the cameras were grinding away as the
dignsned butler passed a tray of horsd'oeuvres to Luise and then to Bill Powell.
Bill groped all over the tray, then cocked
that famous eyebrow at his leading lady.
"Certainly strange, isn't it?" agreed Luise,
turning on one of those melting glances
that win Academy Awards and irate directors.

exciting as a Swing Band — the
gay bouquetf ragranceof Blue Waltz
Perfume has a potent appeal to the
masculine heart. It sets the senses awhirl,
and swings hearts into harmonious rhythm.
A touch on your throat, your lips, and your wrists,
and you will swirl in a cloud of enchanting fragrance.
Best of all, Blue Waltz Perfume lasts and lasts!
10* at all 5 and
10c stores

Kay Francis is becoming pretty difficult
these days, it seems. She's practically
impossible to interview, and then when
lined up refuses to talk on anything to
do with her private life or personal views.
"If I'm married," she snapped at an interviewer the other day, "that's my business, and I can't see how it could concern
anyone else." Well, our guess is that it
might concern Delmer Daves.

loan Blondell had her small son, Norman
Barnes, Jr., on the set the other day. He
was riding a kiddie-kar made by Dick
Powell and proudly announced that when he
grew up he was going to be just like his
daddy. "I'm going to be a carpenter," he
said firmly. Norman has evidently oversorts. looked the fact that Papa is a 'movie star of

BLUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER - LIPSTICK - BRILLIANTINE

COLD CREAM

Who Done It? Dept.: What wellknown star, estranged from his wife, recently phoned her at her home and requested her not to divorce him? It isn't
because he wants to go back to the wife
— he's afraid if she divorces him he'll
soon have a brand-new wife on his hands,
and he's enjoying himself too much now
in his married-but-single bliss.

Just heard that the real reason for Connie Bennett's change of tactics on the
"Topper" set was a threatened spanking.
When Connie came to work on the picture
she approached Director Norman McLeod,
"I guess you know my reputation," she said.
"What are you going to do about it if I'm
temperamental on this picture?" "I'll take
you across my knee and paddle you," announced McLeod. "Okay," said La Bennett,
"it's a date." And the word is that the
Bennett posterior received nary a whack.

Out on the "New Faces of 1937" set,
the comedians aren't having much fun.
The reason being that Parkyakarkus
doesn't like Milton Berle, Milton Berle
doesn't like Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
doesn't like Milton and Milton isn't crazy
about Joe. Parkyakarkus and Joe feel
that they really shouldn't care for each
other under the circumstances, but can't
get over a sneaking liking for each other
that they've had for some fifteen years.

BOTTLE or TUBE
LARGER SiZES FOR ECONOMY

DOU- BY LENC1
107

After deserting his screen fans
for ages, Douglass Montgomery
is back in the limelight, comforting Anne Shirley and her
slightly bruised knee.
Bob Young and Missus sample
the food at the Cocoanut Grove.
Bob is Devoted Husband No. 1.
from behind the camera, several
pelted the pair with great gobs
"snow," supposedly kicked up
horses' hoofs. It all seemed like

prop men
of studio
from the
fun.

Francis Lederer arrived in town first, for

It's just recently that Ella Logan is beginning to look like a Promising Movie Star, as
far as her wardrobe goes. For Ella wore
the same suit every day for a month after
arriving in town. Reason was that while in
Chicago she had just accepted an offer to
sing in a Florida night club, checked her
trunks on the train, and was all ready to
pull out when a wire came from movie
moguls offering her a job here. Ella boarded
a plane and headed west, while her wardrobe sped due south. Frantic wires after
Ella finally collected herself were to no
avail. The baggage had been mislaid, and
it represented two thousand dollars worth of
raiment that Ella had saved for years to
buy. The day the studio signed her to a
long-term contract with a fancy salary, the
trunks arrived in all their pristine glory.

Marlene Dietrich's new dressing room is
the last word in swank. All the walls and
mirrors ; the furthe ceiling are lined with
niture is white and silver, and the rugs
white bear-skin. But despite all the
grandeur, the lovely lady is unable to enjoy
lunch in her fancy surroundings. It seems
the food reflected in all those mirrors gives
her indigestion.

Jackie Cooper and Judy Garland are at
108

the hand - holding - at - soda - fountain stage.
Which accounts for the completely dejected
look on the freckled countenance of Mickey
Rooney. But Mickey pulled a fast one at
the studio commissary the other day. Jackie
and Judy were interrupted in their soulful
gazes at each other over malted milks when
"Hi,
Mickey passed the table and yelled,
you kids!" On his arm was Sophie Tucker.
Here's one for the Crosby fans. In Hong
they have just released "Rhythm on
KongRange."
the
The reason for the delay is
theatre managers aren't so
that the Chinese
dumb. They waited until the festive season
when the Sacred Cow is .highly regarded
by the people. Then great signs went up
on the principal theatre, announcing the
picture, "Starring prize Hollywood bull
with Bing Crosby."

The cast of "I Met Him in Paris" claims
that Hollywood has it all over Idaho, where
the company was on location for winter
sports. We watched Claudette Colbert and
Robert Young out on the movie lot having a
fine time on a sleigh-ride. A platform was
mounted on rubber wheels and on this
Claudette and Bob were merrily bouncing up
and down, while Bob cracked a couple of
reins over some non-existent horses. And

his role in "Cape of Good Hope." It was
just a matter of days until Margo planed
in to start in a new film over on a rival lot.
Asked about all those rumors concerning
romance, Mr. L. just shakes his head and
but iftrue."
if they
think
get were
the gal,
nothingYou'd
else
"Ah,would
sighs, that
could.

Derby's Bamboo
of the
Habitues
Room
usually
noticeBrown
a certain chap who
parks himself at the end of the bar every
evening. The mysterious guy, it turns out,
owns a health club, but he does all his business in the Bamboo Room. Which is why,
on occasion, this or that actor wakes up of
a fine morning and discovers he has purchased a full-fledged membership in the
health club. Our friend won't be happy until he makes Hollywood the healthiest little
community in the country.
Elegance Note : We have it, from sources
occasionally considered unimpeachable, that
Helen Vinson is not one to lag behind when
it comes to the little things which make for
luxurious living. "Miss Vinson," according
installed before each
to the sources, "has
of the several shower rooms located
her palatial new home, an electhroughout
tric beam which automatically starts the
thermostatically controlled shower release
as one enters the cubicle and which also

stops the flow upon leaving."
Trinted in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.
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Manoir Richelieu
Canada
Nancy Harrar puts
her tennis opponent
very much off his
game with her new
above-the-knees outfit in 2 shades of blue
accented with a rosecolored sash and
Cutex Old Rose nails.
"Old Rose is lovely
for blonde types,"
Nancy says,
"and
especially
with pastels
for both sports and
evening."

"Smoky"

Nancy

Nail

Harrar

—

JULY

Shades

wears

them

Rainbow Room
Rockefeller Center
New York
Nancy Harrar is the
particular star of the
evening in gleaming
white satin boldly
splashed with primavera bouquets and
belted with chartreuse
. . . worn with nails
in the startling new
Cutex Burgundy.

En route to London
For tea with the Captain of the Aquitania
— Nancy
Harrar
chooses distinguished
gray and white sheer
jersey with lovely
dusky
Rust. nails in Cutex

Nancy finds Burgundy creates a big
stir — it's so new and
unusual. She wears
thisor sophisticated
colwith black, white,
wine, carnelian and,
above all, blue.

Nancy says Rust is
gorgeous with green,
beige and copper, as
it's
absolutely
the
well as
gray. "And
nail color when you're
sun-tanned!"

more with them as color accents than

GATHERING of the smart
younger set is completely lovely
without the willowy, blue-eyed Nancy
Harrar — one of the outstanding New
York debutantes of this last season.
NO

Whether she's doing 18 holes of golf
or playing Chopin for her friends,
Nancy has the knack of making a
charming color picture of herself.
Part of this glamour picture are her
tapered musician's hands that she
makes still more interesting with the
new Cutex "smoky" polish shades.
"Even the deep shades are soft and
smoky," she says. "You can do a 'ot

with ordinary glaring polishes."
See just how she uses three of the
Cutex "smoky" shades by cutting out
the figures above. Now work out several clever Cutex color schemes for
yourself! There are 12 smart shades to
choose from— Old Rose, Burgundy,
Rust, Light Rust, Rose, Mauve, Coral,
Ruby, Robin Red, Cardinal, Natural,
Colorless. Cutex is more lustrous, too —
wears for days, won't thicken up in the
bottle, won't fade!
Start right now to accent your personality with 3 or 4 glamorous shades.
Only 35£ a large bottle, at any shop !
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

• To give yourself a
complete manicure,
be sure to use the new
Cutex Oily Cuticle
Remover. It removes
the dead cuticle, restores the natural oil,
keeps cuticle lovely
ting.
without harmful cutNortham Warren Corporation, Dept. 7-M-7
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 160 to cover cost of postage and packing
for the Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades
of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve □
Rust
□ Burgundy □ Robin Red □ Old Rose □
City
Name
Address _
State
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Be Utterly Thrilling, Utterly Refined
and You'll Keep Him

Alt Yours

Forever

He ll love you, adore you and worship you, too,
tf you thrill him with the perfume of Nature's
own flowers. It lured the cave-man pursuing his
flower-decked mate .-. . and it can weave a
glamorous spell for you.
Let Lander's Blended-Fiower Talc give you the
rapturous daintiness, the flower-fresh sweetness
that absolutely captivates a man. Try the Gardenia and Sweet Pea Blend. Every morning,
dust your whole body with this exquisite powder
. . . smell sweet all over! You feel glorified, inspired .. . you know you're divinely thrilling
Blendedand that you can win love. Lander's
Fiower Talc does this for you and more . . .

:S3

«&»

It guards your refinement . . . makes a man long
to protect you, because you're sweet as a flower.
He dreams of marriage, a cozy home and you
you, so seductive and so refined, his bride in
love's blue heaven. Get Lander's Blended-Fiower
Talc today. Only 10^ each at your 10f; store.
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Make-Up
Blonde or Brunette! . . . here is a new
make-up to accent the color attraction of

Face Powder

is Satin-Smooth

your type. Note coupon for make-up test.

Screen stars will entrust their beauty
only to a face powder that adheres per-

What A thrill to see a new, a more
beautiful, a more charming personality
reflected in your own mirror. This is what you
may confidently expect with your own personalized color harmony in this new make-up
created by Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up
genius. Imagine how perfect it must be . . .each
shade of powder, rouge and lipstick is actually created to beautify screen star types, so you
know this make-up will be flattering to you.

fectly . . so youwill
may create
be surea satin-smooth
Max Factor's
Face Powder
make-up that clings for hours. In lifelike
color harmony shades to enliven the beauty of your skin . . . one dollar.

See the magic of Max Factor's Make-Up
in RKO-Radio 's picture. . .
"NEW

FACES for 1937"
featuring
HARRIET HILLIARD
PATRICIA
THELMA

WILDER
LEEDS

Lip Make-Up
Lasts for Hours
Because it's super-indelible ... because
it's moisture-proof, Max Factor's Lipstick will keep your lips the same lovely,
alluring color for hours and hours. Yes,
it's Hollywood's favorite lipstick because
it will withstand every test . . . one dollar.

ax^aclor * 14ollij
Color Harmony
POWDER, ROUGE

Make-Up —
and LIPSTICK

Rouge Beautifies Naturally
A ctual lifelike colors . . .that is the secret of Max Factor's color harmony
A rouge. . . and you will discover the difference in the natural beauty it
brings to y out cheeks. Creamy-smooth in texture, it blends easily ...fifty cents.

MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make Up Studio, Hollywood:
Send
Purse SiieColorBox Sampler,
of Powder and Rouge Sampler
in my colorcents
harmony
shade;
also
Lipstick
I enclose
postage
and handling.
Also send me myfourColorshades.
Harmony
Make-Upten Chart
andfor 48-page
Illustrated Instruction book,"The New Art ol Society Make-Up"24-8-32
FREE
NAME
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GLADYS

I'M NOT MARRIED

YOU'D

LIKE TO BE A STAR
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FAITH SERVICE

TO BE ALONE

32

JAMES

JOAN BENNETT'S DIVORCE
DON'T LET IT GET YOU

34

GEORGE
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MARY

IN LOVE
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MARTHA

A SYSTEM
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RUTH RANKIN

THE BREAKS
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ANN

COMPLEX
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Protect your family: 1. Have their eyes
examined regularly, and corrected if
necessary; 2. Give them plenty of good
light. A very important step in securing
good lighting is to use only good lamp
bulbs. Insist on MAZDA lamps made by
General Electric. Look for the G-E mark
on the bulb and you will be sure to
get lamps that do not waste electricity
and that STAY BRIGHTER LONGER.

BECAUSE

SONG

HE WANTS

Eyestrain begins when children are
even younger than those in this picture
...and it persists throughout life. On an
average, only 3 out of 5 children reach
college age with normal vision; and only
2 out of 5 reach forty with good eyesight.
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PRIZES FOR YOU!
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For better light
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M-G-M
The man
l %ioth
musica
t%at picks
up
where "Great Ziegfeld"
and. "Born to Dance" left
off ! . . . Scores of stars !
Gigantic spectacle! Gor! Thrilling rogeous
! girls
mance Swingy
t%nes !. . .
It's M-G-M's gayest, starjammed entertainment!
BIG
SONG
"I'm Feelin'HITS
Like a
'Yours and Mine"
"Your Broadway
"Sun Showers"
"Got a New Pair of
and My Broadway"
and others
Everybody
Sings"
Million"
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Yes, the young
woman on the left
and the older one
on the right are
the same person
— Beulah Bondi.

Miss Bondi should
win the Academy
Award for her
portrayal of
Grandma
in
"Make Way for

Tomorrow."

STAGE STRUCK, as a rule, is the term applied to those
Tf they would only pay me when I'm not working, they
numerous youngsters who are severely bitten by the acting
could have my salary when I'm acting.' The time I'm
exan
Here's
exception.
rare
a
is
bug. But here indeed
completely happy is when I'm doing a good day's work
perienced woman who would rather act than get paid. Yes,
at the studio."
Beulah Bondi is stage struck after twelve years! Now,
HOWEVER, let us pause to observe that these days if
when you find a famous actress of the theatre, and the
screen's most prolific portrayer of older women, stage
Miss Bondi were to be paid only when she isn't working,
she couldn't be too happy, for Beulah Bondi has made
struck, it's high time to wonder what it's all about.
atseventeen pictures in the short while she has been in
To begin, Beulah Bondi is a young and extremely for
audience,
her
to
news
California and, if reports from her studio are accurate,
tractive woman. This may be
of
s
portrayal
character
her
for
famous
she has become
she'll have very few spare moments in the future.
When asked how she went about the job of creating
exforemost
the
of
one
is
She
over.
and
sixty
of
women
realistic old ladies like Mrs. Andrew Jackson in
these
ponents of charm, possessing the perquisites that are com"The Gorgeous Hussy" and Grandma in "Make Way for
monly considered to determine woman's power to attract.
Tomorrow," she smiled and, with a twinkle in her
She is chic, without being obvious,_ delightfully refreshing and intelligent, with a wit and hueye said, "Truthfully, it's mostly imaginamor that would cause any man to be hard
tion, although I do some research, too.
portrays
she
that
recall
put to it to
First of all, there's one's voice. It must
be old. An old voice is usually tonegrandmothers in most of her work
She is equally
before the camera.
less. It's like a leaf. When a leaf
beor
camera
the
before
at home
is young, it's fresh and green and
hind the footlights.
as it ages it loses color and grad"You know, I think the quesually drieswith
up. people.
It's pretty
STHGG
the same
Theymuch
just
tion that everyone, with few exrelax and the diaphragm rests,
ceptions, has asked me is, 'Do
too, the result being that old
you like the stage or the movies
better?'
Well, they might just
speak on one key or in
apeople
monotone.
as well ask whether I prefer
"I learned — speaking
still of
cocoanut pie or turtle soup!
STRUCK
Mrs.
Jackson — that there are
They're just as different and just
about as hard to compare as the
different types of accents in the
South. I had never known a wostage and pictures.
man from the hill country, so I
"Of course, in my opinion, pictures— that is the technique — is far
had to use my imagination to 'get
In my twelve years of
more difficult.
hold of Andy's wife.
Once I had
her, I never let go of her until the last
stage experience, I never had to work as hard
to create the illusion of old age as I have in the
retakes were made, because it's much harder to
know,
You
screen.
the
for
played
into a character than it is to create one in the
I
back
get
characters
two
last
beginning.
is
set
the
and
lights
of
benefit
the
have
you
on the stage,
at a distance from the audience, which helps immensely.
"You know, since I was a girl I've been playing older
even when I began in stock. I remember a time
camera
parts
the
as
matter,
With the screen, it's quite another
when we were playing an engagement in Indianapolis. I
brings you uncompromisingly before your audience in
close-up.
was quite young but was, as usual, doing an old lady. It
was a dreadfully hot summer and one day the local paper
"It was very difficult for me to adjust myself to the
remarked, 'The extreme heat we are having is very trying
movies. In fact, I've only recently become accustomed
to them, and that, after three years of intensive study. Beon the cast, particularly to the old character woman.' I
fore Iwent to the Coast, 1 was scared half to death, but
was in my twenties at the time and it tickled me to death,
because I knew then that I was convincing and there is
now I adore it, every bit of it, even to the outdoor life.
I've become quite mad about the desert and spend every
nothing that makes me happier than to do a good job."
not-working minute off on a ranch.
In case you don't know, and you should, Beulah Bondi
was almost winner of the Academy Award for the best
"You know, I guess I love acting better than anything
characterization in 1936.
else. In my early days in the theatre, I used to think,
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Meet

Beulah

Bondi,

First Character

Lady

of Filmland

Most interesting of all was Miss
Bondi's characterization of Lucy
Cooper, the seventy-year-old grandmother in "Make Way for Tomorrow." And it's our guess that she
will get the Academy Award for it—
so we go on record with our crystal
ball and present the winner for 1937 !
"It was grand playing Grandma
Cooper,"
Bondi.
tor Mooreremarked
is sweet Miss
to work
with"Vicand

LIKE A WEEK

BY THE SEA, this mild menthol smoke is a tonic

everyone in the picture was so cooperative. Itwas my first chance at
seeing how I could do an older part
that ran through the entire picture
and it took a lot of work. I never

refreshes, yet never interferes with the full-bodied flavor of KGDLS '
fine Turkish-Domestic blend. A coupon comes with each pack,
good in the U. S. A. for beautiful, useful premiums. (Extra
coupons in every carton.) Four throat needs a vacation, too! Get
away from the heat, and head into a pack of KGDLS today!
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

J to hot, tired throats. The tiny bit of menthol cools and

sleep much when I'm working and I
think on 'Make Way for Tomorrow,' Islept even less.
"It was quite difficult for me to
'get hold of Lucy Cooper and it was
necessary for me stay in character
all the time so as not to lose her for
a moment. The hard part was that
after I had gotten her down pretty
well, I had to accustom myself to her
moods and mode of living. She was
a woman who had been married for

TU NE IN Tommy Dorset's Orch. & Morton Bo we,
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M.t E. D. S. T.

fifty years, if you remember. That's
where my imagination came in again,
because I've never been married.
"The only difficult time I had during the picture was when two of my
big scenes fell on the same day — the
telephone scene and the one where I
find the letter from the Old Ladies
Home and- have to tell my son that
/ want to go there. We did the telephone scene first and then began with
the other. First, we did it from the
angle that I was completely crushed.
Then the director made it from the
other extreme — that I was
and self-pitying. When this
ished, he asked me to strike
medium, which was the most
and was finally used.

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

resigned
was fina happy
difficult

"After that, I was anxious for a
vacation but now that I'm away, I'm
longing to get back to work ! You
see, I'm just as crazy to act as I was
the first day I walked on a stage !"

Oneida Community Par Plate Silver
FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
Gravy Boat and Tray . . . 375 coupons
Tray, 475 coupons; 2-qt. Pitcher, 600
B & W premium booklet, No. 14
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. .NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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Fred MacM. satisfies
a he-man appetite in
the commissary between scenes of "Exclusive."

! Obey that
EAT A square meal in summer? Dreadful
t being done
impulse and have dessert? Why, it just isn
on a man and
Oh no? Well, just try and put that over
take Mr. Fred MacMurray
see 'how far you get. It didn'tthat
a woman is indeed wise
five minutes to convince me
summer menus as she
her
to
who rives as much thought
the year. For even
of
ns
seaso
does to those of other
n m which
thouoh she herself may choose the "salad aseaso
to expect
right
has
still
house
the
of
to diet the man
business and
the hearty meals made necessary by his usual
ties.
activi
s
sport
ased
incre
and
There's a deal of difference between hearty meals
By

Marjorie

Deen

a renewed
THE SUMMER season always seems to cause
No, 1
mes.
pasti
nal
natio
ite
favor
our
of
interest in one
er,
don't mean baseball, I mean dieting! Come hot weath
charts
t
weigh
ssing
discu
every place you go women are
the
instead of food charts, and they no longer count
costs, but the calories !
...
I'd be the last one to criticize an interest m acquiring
figure,
or keeping a trim and becoming-in-a-bathmg-suit
but I'd like to remind those of you who have a man m
the family to cater to that, though women must diet, men
must eat ! And eat they will, regardless of calendar and
weather— a fact which was brought home to me forcefully
the other day while lunching with Fred MacMurray m
the studio commissary.
In spite of the heat, there was Fred ordering what
would be described as a substantial meal any day of the
year, while as a midsummer repast it would be considered
bounteous. As a result, my interest in culinary matters
returned with a bang, for which I was duly thankful, since
I had almost begun to think that food was only one of
things you did without, to prove your strength of
those er.
charact
8

fearful that I'd make
Fred pointed out,
heavv meals, asrecom
mending the sort of menu that neither
the mistake of
t when
he nor anyone else in his right senses would attemp
I would
that
sure
the davs are hot and sultrv. So, to make
sion,
impres
not give Modern Screen readers the wrong
the
in
ences
prefer
food
his
of
Fred and I went over some
scenes
n
betwee
lunch
for
him
all too short hour allowed
Frances
"Exclusive," in which he is co-starring with
of
Farmer.
,
. .

cooking
The really enlightening results of our little
, but
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wing
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the
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confab appear not only
form.
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in
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Moder
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a
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bring
will
9
The coupon on page
those
of
t
benefi
the
For
free.
tely
absolu
leaflet
tive
attrac
me
who have never sent for our recipe folders before, let
of effort exsay that as a reward for the small amountrecipe
s for the
tested
en
kitch
pended, you receive homeMac(Fred
ites.
favor
n
scree
your
food favorites of
e
ratur
tempe
and
Time
ce.)
instan
for
,
month
this
Murray's
ce
requirements are given, too. And if you want advan
just try the
proof of how easv these recipes are to follow, end
of this
the
at
given
recipe
t
Biscui
rmilk
Bran Butte
cirticlc
Let's see what
But I'm getting a bit ahead of myself.
you can learn from Fred on the subject of summer menus.
first place, every meal should have one substantial dish. Does that mean no salads, you may be
wondering? Indeed not, for Fred is very fond of them.
But they must be filling, something to sink your teeth into.
Cole Slaw, Bavarian, for instance, served with rye bread,
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"It

a

cheese and a few slices of cold meat,
accompanied by a tall glass of cold
beer . . . now there's a meal that
would appeal to every man almost
without exception. Well, you can
serve just such a meal almost any day
now, by sending for the leaflet which
contains the recipe for that very
special salad and for a cold meat idea
as well.

was

slap

worse
in

A few weeks ago, my little Ann
came running home crying as if
her heart would break. She said
her playmates had been making
fun of her clothes.

the

than
face"

When the poor kid turned around,
I almost dropped. Somebody had
pinned one of your ads about
tattle-tale gray on the back of
her dress.

This meat recipe should be welcome, too, for men want meat in
summer as well as winter. Not hot
stews, perhaps, swimming in too-rich,
too-hot gravy, but some meat that
can be sliced and served cold with an
appetite - stimulating accompaniment
of spicy mustard and crunchy pickles.
In this particular case the meat recommended byFred is Spiced Ham Loaf ;
easily cooked, highly seasoned and
equally good hot or cold.
By the way, there's another Fred
MacMurray favorite salad in the
leaflet. It's Bermuda Onion Salad
and a particular pet with Fred.
They've actually found favor in my
eyes, too, since I tried fixing them

It was worse than a slap in the face. Where did those youngsters
get the idea? Had they heard their mothers criticizing my washes?
I felt like tearing that ad to bits. But luckily, I read it
instead and found how the best housekeepers get tattle-tale gray
in their clothes if they use a soap that leaves dirt behind.

according to Fred's directions, which
makes them decidedly milder. That's
quite a concession on my part, so
don't you turn up your nose haughtily,
milady, until you've tried them.
"How about potatoes in summer?"
was the next question I put to my
luncheon companion. "Must you always have them for dinner?" I
insisted upon knowing.
"Not necessarily," was the answer.
However, Fred went on to admit
a
liking for at least one starchy food
(Continued on page 66)
The Modern Hostess, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing
Fred MacMurray's favorite recipes.
Name.
Street
City
State

So right away quick I changed to Fels-Naptha Soap — and am I
GLAD ! How those gentle suds of richer golden soap and lots of
naptha hustle out every speck of dirt!
My clothes lost that
horrid tattle-tale gray in no time!
So I made a big freezerfull of ice cream and gave those kids a "thank-you" party.
COPR. FELS & CO., 1937
BANISH

"TATTLE-TALE

GRAY"

WITH

FELS-NAPTHA

SOAP
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PUZZLG
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Puzzle Solution
ACROSS
i.
12. & 7. The lad in the middle square
17. Self-esteem
She was the leading Capulet in
18.
"
"Rome
iouso ofand Juliet
19. Consc
20. Lubricated
,
-*-_.. „
21. Toward
22.
Live
and
Up
"Wake
She helps you
Before his screen , debut, he was
23.
"The Singing Cop" Town
24. Shecalled
of the
"Top
t
u
, ■ ■
oin
Leavescored
name. She s a
first
the
is
ie
26.
28.
full-fledged Marquise
30. Famous dispatch
First name of comedienne whose
"
ersalGirls,
likee "Univ
31. Onenameof sound
Smart
the s"Thre
32.
,
name
firstof wood
34. Strip
36. Actor wed to Rita Kaufman
men
Bruce . Cabot
fromts
divorced
37. Exp
She's eri

Beemans
AIDS

DIGESTION...

39. Homer's story of the Trojan War
41. Comedienne whose mouth-size rivals
Constrictor snake
.
43.
wn's
Bro
E.
Toe
44. Hecharacter
always plays the same Chinese
Mistake
46. Father
45.
48.
master-mind behind Georgie
ThePorgie
SI, Tenth letter of the alphabet
52, Give greater depth
54, He played a pilot in "Flying HostRiver in Italy
Prejudicing
Self
River in Switzerland

ess"

on
Page 99
Possessive
Northerly compass point
Kings and such
State next to Maine : abbr.
Part of the foot
Knot or rounded lump
String of a violin
Billie
ud actor
D - - ny, British
ry Walker, Paramount ingenue
His real name is Ralf Zink ; his first
name's Donald
76 Writing tool
t, first name Paramount direc77.
and June Collyer have two
He children
78,
tor
The Russian who wrote and acted in
"Cafe Metropole"
. First name of actor accused of being
pixilated in one picture
. Can you remember
82 . Moroni
86.
him from "The Farmer in the
88.
84
. Pastoral scene or poem
89 Make love

60.
59.
61.
64.
63.
65.
66.
67.
68.
70.
69.
75.

Vase
individual
as anfame
A group
nky, regarde
of Ourd Gang
Interviewer for Modern Screen
Severe colic
A covering
Dell?" for the hand
A horse of a
color
Bachelor of Arts degree : abbr.
98
102 . Lady Patricia in "Thunder in the
. Girl friend of boy in the puzzle
. Systematized course of living
Madame,"
Elissa Landi
starred in this
. Chinook chieftains
. Makes a speech
90,
93
91
95
92
101

City"
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PHGG
DOWN

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
25.
27.
29.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
38.
40.
42.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
53.
55.
56.
58.
62.
64.
67.

First name of beloved actor who
died last year
You
Star whose disfigured ear almost
kept him out of pictures
Myrna Loy plays N - - - in the
"Thin Man" series
One of Napoleon's marshals
Build
A Clark Gable role
actor once ru( first name of
mored engaged to Anne Shirley
"Covered
on"
Period
Renovate
Petite movie prima donna
Cedric Gibbons is the second husband of Del
Enlighten
The blonde you've admired in the
"Jones Family" series
Possessive form of first name, of
M-G-M's sniffling character actress
He plays Inspector Donahue m
"The 13th Chair"
The "outs" envy them
The gentleman in the puzzle was
born in this state
, in "WinterBurgess
Married to Bebe Daniels
Man'sset"
name
, a Chinese character Luise
O
Rainer played
Queer
Separated from Ginger Rogers
A rollicking flicker, "Cain and
Iowa : abbr."
ZonesM
Comic with a duck
Slang term for someone who backs
a show
His first name's Brian ; he hails from
England
Lake formed by mouth of a river
He's Mildred Davis' husband
Oberon in "A Midsummer Night's
GrieDve
reram"
Her hubby is Charles Boyer
First name of a crooner
of radio,
comedian
Poker-faced
stage and screen
The cowboy who leads Modern
Screen's Barometer
to College"
in "Murder
Girl was
in picture
minister
the little Goes
He
by that name
"Cafe Metropole"
Actress
Source ofin metal
Possess
Twofold
Clip
Snoop
'Black
Boy inactor
Be
debt in "Reunion"

t her thumb
Little Peggy cu n to swell,
the thumb bega
ly seven weeks
And it was near
b got well.
before her thum

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
79.
80. Heather Angel's husband _
81.
Humphrey Bogart's pal in
82. Steeregion"
L
83. Happily
married to Jobyna Ralston
85. Klieg
87. Frankie , youthful actor
90. Employer
91. Observes
92. Weave with needles
94. Western Indian
96. Single
97. Contend with
99. Above : poetic
100. Turkish official
105. Last word in title of Modern
Screen's readers' department
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TALCUMS

SEND

TODAY

WEIGHTS.

See lovely JEAN PARKER in Columbia
Picture "Life Begins With Love"!
rs "Y"
refe
-Ppowder
thboth
s Bo
s in plain white
Like
tries
Parker
Jean
boxes. She chooses "Y"— the new MAVIS,
mildly scented. Other lovely stars choose
"X"— the original MAVIS, fully scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
s evenly— clings for
face powder. Spread
hours— leaves a bewitching fragrance that
lasts! MAVIS cools, soothes and refreshes.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a lightly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
rprr Generous size trial package. Ask
rntt for either regular or mildly
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
61, Long Island City, N. Y. Offer not good
after Aug. 25th. Get your FREE MAVIS now!

Two lovely MAVIS Talcums
Both will flatter you.
Which one suits your type?
14
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HEIGHTS,
GIVING
CHART.
BIRTHPLACES. ETC. OF THE STARS!

FOR

AGES.

YOUR

established tradiIn keeping with its long ation
Desk is intion of service, your Inform
augurating a new feature. Clip the coupon
Desk
on this page, enclose five cents, and the
mails you a magnificent chart, complete with
heights, weights, ages, birthplaces, real
imnames, marriages, and children of every any
portant star in Hollywood. Don't send
of your five cents. The Inmoney in excess
formation Desk will defray all postage costs.
To top the bill, the Desk plans to issue once
every six months (starting January issue) an
ver star your reexquisite portrait of whiche
Leader
quests have established as Barometer
over that period of time. Ensure getting a
te by sending in repicture of your favori
t coupons
. with
galore t. .counts
. or withou
reques
. . . each quests
1937.
TYRONE POWER (last printed March,
Total number of requests since then, 761.)
Tyrone is one of nature's experiments in
genius. It took a century to produce him.
His father was a great actor, his grandgreatfather was a great actor, and his was
a
grandfather, the original Tyrone,
with the
great actor. And now, Tyrone,spread
s his
aid of modern science, which
stunning likeness all over the civilized
y proving himself the
globe, is rapidlof
the family tree.
strongest branch
Give nature most of the
but reserve just
acredit,
little for Tyrone, Sr.,

father
souled
the greatwhose
son was
the apple
of his eye. Let Tyrone
tell you about the idyllic
summer he spent with
gliding down
dad, us
his tortuo
the
path of a
little crystal stream in
Quebec, forgetting to paddle his canoe, as
he recited Shakespeare, with Father Power
making him repeat each line till perfect.
A pretty picture, but life had ugly, tragic
Cincinnati
pictures in store for the young was
not to
loved
boy. The father whom heafter
summer.
that
be with him much longer
When Tyrone and his dad entrained for
Hollywood, where Power, Sr., was to do
it was
the title role in "The Miracle Man,"take
tothe last ride they were ever toof his son,
gether. On the set, in the arms
the good man passed away. And with the
passing away of his father, passed away
Tyrone's chance to break into pictures.
For a while he lingered around toHollythink
wood, too numbed by the tragedy
of the future. Finally, after many months,
Chicago
of indecision, he pushed off for
where he had the good fortune to land a
job on the "Grand Hotel" radio program,
which featured Don Ameche. After a two
months' run in a Chicago play, Tyrone
felt thaty.he had sufficient experience to try
Broadwa

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life in this department,
and, incidentally, help boost his or her
standing in our Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on this page, or,
if that's too much trouble, just drop
us a card. If you want the Information
Desk's indispensable vital statistics
chart, enclose five cents with your
coupon. We answer general questions,
too, either here or by mail. Address:
The Information Desk, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

The experience he had, but not quite the
necessary bank-balance. There were anfive
he subsisted
when boy,
guishing' months
forced toonpatch
a proud
dollars a week,
his own threadbare clothes and live on
coffee-pot rations, while he made his weary
rounds of the disinterested producers. It
was Katharine Cornell who discovered the
young man. Tyrone played in two or three
productions with her. attracts Hollywood
The name Cornell
producers like flies. Hollywood attracts
handsome young actors like flies. And so,
company
long. Miss
before
and
new juvenile,
for a Cornell's
the market
was on very
Century-Fo
20th Now
Tyrone had
he is x23
was 22 athen.
He signed
contract.
and a star. Very precocious in everything
except self-esteem. That explains why the
Sonja Henies and the Loretta Youngs of
Hollywood flock about him, though there
are those doubting Thomases who claim
that the chiseled Gaelic poetry of his face,
his raven black hair and his alert brown
eyes are the real attraction. His next starring role is "Thin Ice," with Sonja Henie.
ATTENTION,
FAN
CLUBS!
GET YOUR
NAME
AND
ADDRESS
IN MODERN

INFORMATION DESK, MODERN N. SCREEN.
Y.
149 Madison Ave., New York,
life
brief
a
charge,
of
free
print,
Please
story of
in your department
Name

State
City
If you would like our chart with weights,
s and marriages of
heights, ages, birthplace
stars, enclose five cents in
all the important
or coin with your coupon.
stamps

MODERN
SCREEN'S NEW FAN CLUB DIRECTORY: A surprisingly large proportion of
the mail addressed both to this Desk and to
Between You 'n' Me is from young folks
■who'd like to join a fan club for a certain
star, but don't know if such a club exists or
whether it has any branches in their neighborhood. The Information Desk has already taken steps to put an end to that
plugging
at
asituation.
Fan Club We're
Directory
which busily
is goingaway
to list
the name and address of every last club in
the
country.
to provide
a service
thatWe'll
can then
find be
fanable
clubs
for the
fans and fans for the fan clubs. All in
all, a magnificent service for any genuinely
ambitious club. But we can't succeed without your help. Send us the name of your
club, tell us all about your branches, and,
most important, let us have your address.
DON AMECHE (Last printed January 1037.
Total number of requests since then, 778.)
You've probably read in a dozen different
places forethat
(Don's family name beit wasAmici
Americanized) means "friends."
Or maybe you know
Italian. But what you
didn't know is that Don's
name has been a symbol
for the life he has lived
— a life activated by the
friends who did him services. Don undoubtedly
inherits his faculty for
making friends from his dad. Ameche the
first, a Kenosha, Wisconsin, saloon-keeper,
had so darned many cronies that he had to
open three saloons to accommodate them
all.
Don's first good friends were the four
universities who refused to consider him
seriously as a student. Had he graduated
from any of the four, he might have become
a lawyer, and that would have been a
fine how-do-you-do. It was at Marquette
University that he met Father Sheehy, the
interested in dramatics —
man who got him
and in Honore Prendergast. Honore is the
blonde girl to whom Don is now married.
At that time, however, Don was much
impressed with dramatics than with
more
Honore.
On Thanksgiving Day of the year 1928,
a friend learned that the leading man of
the local stock company had been badly
up in an auto crash. He recomsmashed mended
Don as a substitute. Don was
given exactly four hours to learn a part
he had never seen before. That night he
made his first professional appearance.
Going to New York, he landed a Broadway job in three days, through a young
actor he met on a bus. And when things
fell off a bit in New York, and Don, just
a trifle blue, lugged his suitcase back to
good old Kenosha, another pal helped
him pull through. Through Bernardine
Flynn, who had known him in his stock
days, he was auditioned for the "Empire
the air
Builders"
of 1930. and went on
in the fallprogram
Of all his friends, Don is probably most
grateful to the chap who called him up
one night about five years ago to ask him
if he wanted a date. "AVho is she?" Don
wanted to know. "Don't think you know
her. She's from some hick town back
in Wisconsin." "Wisconsin?" Don's curiosity was piqued. "Yeah, Wisconsin. And
her name's something like Pendergrass, or
something. Blonde." "I'll be right over,"
yelled Don. Within two months, Father
Sheehy, the guardian angel of their match,
had married the couple. Since then they
have had two sons, Donnie and Ronnie.
It was a foregone conclusion that so
popular a radio figure as Don should
end up in that actors' happy hunting
ground, located in Hollywood. A little
over a year ago, 20th Century-Fox cast
him in "The Sins of Man." Don is now
engaged in the business of making friends .
wholesale, and if his dad had a saloon in
every town in Wisconsin, there still
wouldn't be room for all the staunch
"amici" his screen personality has won
him.
Don't miss "Love Under Fire."
JOSEPHINE DUNNE, St. Joseph, Mo.: You
complain about the fact that Bob Taylor'
is losing ground in our Barometer. "So
unfair,"
whatmeareone
you measly
doing
to
help you
Bob?say.YouButsend
{Continued on page 67)
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GLAZO'

But flattery from Glazo means honest
admiration from beaus and escorts. So
why resist its blandishments? You'll
never suspect how fascinating your fin-

BEWARE, YOUNG women! Unscrupulous flatterers of any hand are
Glazo's beguiling modern "Misty"
shades. Old Rose, Thistle, Rust and Russet, Suntan, Dahlia, Imperial Red
...these Complimentary Colors
have a way with them... a way of
adding new beauty to your manicure— and your pedicure.

gertips can be until Glazo's misty, smoky
shades persuade you. That's why smart
girls everywhere are losing their hearts
and pledging their hands to Glazo.
A smooth article, all right, is Glazo—
satin-smooth on the nail, for several extra
days of wear. But for all that, a "sun-fast"
friend, whose charm doesn't fade,
whose flattery doesn't grow a bit
"thick" with lingering in the bottle. And one that, at 25 cents, has
a care for your pocketbook.

GLAZO
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WRITE A LETTERWIN A PRIZE
Boost your favorites! Writing a
letter to Between You 'n' Me is one
way of doing it. The stars are anxious to know just what you think of
them, and these columns are yours
let's
opinions.
have
frank your
comments
on the So,
players
to register
and movies. By the way. if you
that's all
with aarepoem,
must say
right,
too.it There
no rules;
no
deadlines. Prizes: 1st prize, $5; 2
second prizes of $2 each; 6 prizes of
You 'n'
Between
Address:
$1 each.
Me,
Modern
Screen,
149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y.

The studio ain't doin' right
by Jean Muir, so one earnest
contributor is rarin' to fight.

Beauty authorities agree that the most important step in the care of your complexion
is thorough cleansing. It's a simple step,
too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream.
For thisnew cream containscolloidal gold
... a substance with the remarkable power
of freeing skin pores of dirt, make-up and
other impurities. You can't see or feel this
colloidal gold any more than you can see
or feel the iron in spinach. Yet its penetrating action not only makes Golden Cleansing Cream a more thorough cleanser but
also tones and invigorates the skin tissues.
Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight.
See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves
your skin. At leading drug and department
stores-$1.00.
DAGGETT

& RAMSDELL

$5.00 Prize Letter
A Fan Watches a Star
Recently I had a front row balcony seat
at the fights, and I not only got a splendid
view of the contestants, but I had a per-to
fect view of Bob Taylor. I was there
see two men fight it out, but when I spotted
Mr. T., I watched only the high spots of
the bout. . .
When the lights went out he was just as
human as the rest of us; by that I mean
that he didn't peer about to see who was
there and just which exit he could take in
order to meet the most likely autograph
seekers. (I have seen some of them do it.)
And when the lights were on, he was attention itself to— yes, you have guessed itBarbara Stanwyck. Not in a showy way,
but just as though he were any eligible
and susceptible young bachelor taking any
young and lovely lady out on a date.
After the bout I stood up and watched
.
him, and he glanced up in my directionhe
When he saw me staring (and I was)
smiled, nodded, and then gently took Miss
Stanwyck's arm to help her through the
crowd.
star under such conWhen you watchr asuch
totally satisfying
ditions and discove
answer to a real
real
the
have
you
results,
pertest — a perfectly swell fellow with a ick
fectly swell future.— Angela McCorm
Scellars, Los Angeles, Calif.

$2.00
Gentleman

MM-S
de
& Ra
Daggett1980,
Room
2 Park ms
Ave., New
Yorkll
City
Enclosed find 10c in stamps for a trial size jar of
Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good in U. S. only.)
Name
Street
City
State
Copr. 1937, Daffgett& Ramsdell
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Prize

Letter

Does Not
Blondes

Prefer

i
Vanity is part of woman's nature and is
i accepted as a matter-of-course; but the
crass vanity of most of the female movie
i
y from whatdetracts most viciousl
i stars ever
talent as actresses they have.
I
No matter what the type of character
|
portrayed, be it scrubwoman, a street-

walker, gun-moll, farm drudge, the story
apparently must be so arranged to give the
N0
actress a chance to doll up and charm her
W\
public by her dazzling appearance.
The eternal, wearisome bleach-blonde is
a natural result of this unfortunate vanity.
In every age portrayed on the screen, from
childhood to dotage, and in every type of
character from kitchen drudge to princess,
GENE,
vNO CAN
IN

DO

WRONG

PLA

YIN

/i

i/'iu

X

&W

ww

Gene Autry is so-o-o popular
with the kiddies, too, according to a young mother.

the glistening blonde and the permanent
wave are there in all their deadliness to
play havoc with realism. What a delightful
relief it is to see a character with haircolored hair once in awhile.
Some day, maybe, the light-headed gals
will be relegated to light-headed roles where
they belong. Then the screen will attract
s, Garbos and Rainers. —
more
Gordon, Rahway, N. J.
George Bergner

$2.00

Prize

Letter

bound
trying to eke out
at school,
When you'reSpell
an existence on a minute allowance, money
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of stone to resist the thrilling flavor of
adventure
which overhung
Lloyd'sme Coffee
House. English
actresses leave
cold,
nme
wasted on a poor movie is positively tragic.
It was with clammy palms and a sinking
sensation that I decided last month to spend
my last forty cents on an historical movie,
with a new young actor in it who meant
nothing to me.
However, I emerged from "Lloyds of

Movie heroes wake up looking dishevelled? Nope, it
couldn't happen

in pictures.

London" in a state of ecstasy. I loathe
historical films, but it would take a heart

but Madeleine Carroll's sheer loveliness left
me speechless and green with envy.
Unknown young heroes are usually the
collar-ad type, with flashy smiles and pretty
features, but Tyrone Power's superb "Jonathan" and particularly, Mr. Power himself,
wove a spell around me that I am still trying to break. — Jean Rearick, Wellesley,
Mass.
$1.00

Prize

Letter

"Uncle Don" Gene Autry
Gene Autry is the one and only screen
player who makes Western pictures at all
endurable for me. His wonderful voice,
naturalness and clean good looks are so
refreshing
that I don't dread a Western
film anymore.
Perhaps you wonder why I attended a
theatre where a Western picture was showif I didn't like
The them
reasonand,is
two ingyoungsters
whothem.
do like
as they are still too small to go alone,
Mother naturally had to go along. I used
to dread those pictures with their impossible plots, their wild shooting, using so
many bullets and never hitting the broad
sidethis
of small
a barn,town
untila year
Gene'sago.pictures came
to
Now, I look forward to them as eagerly
as the children do. His pictures have
helped me more than I can say — to teach
my children good sportsmanship, fair play
and clean living, and I only wish I could
thank him. My small son almost worships
Gene Autry. All I need do is to ask him
if he thinks Gene Autry would do this or
that, and he is never in doubt about the
right or wrong of an act. — Myrta Belland,
Everett, Wash.

$1.00

Prize

Letter

In a Dangerous Mood
Watch out, I'm in a dangerous mood.
Yes, sir, I've had nails for breakfast and
I'm getting ready for a luncheon of hot
rivets! Why am I so irate? Well, if you
thought a studio wasn't doing right by your
little Nell, wouldn't you raise the roof, too?
You're dern tootin'. And that's what I'm
hot about ! They're not doing right by my
gal, best
Jean dern
Muir.little
What
the in
heck,
ain't she?
the
actress
Hollywood
And that studio of hers sure ain't giving
her much chance to show her wares. —
Thomas Nathan Pappas, Memphis, Tenn.
Guy
$1.00Real
Prize
Letter
On a recent trip to California, we were
staying at a Palm Springs hotel right nextdoor to Warner Baxter. We happened to
see Warner and his lovely wife coming out
of the hotel dining-room and went up to
them. He was so gracious — signed autographs and asked us to join his little group,
which included Marian Nixon. We declined, but appreciated the invitation so
much. His hearty handshake is something
one never forgets.
Next evening we were passing by as he
came out again, and he spotted us and
waved "Hello." When I told him he had
been my favorite for over ten years, he
said, "Please write to 20th Century-Fox.
I'd love to hear from you," and it seemed
sincere. However, when we passed through
Hollywood, he was away on a fishing trip,
and so we missed the pleasure of seeing
him or his studio. — Catherine Thompson,
Vancouver, B. C, Canada.
(Continued on page 70)

lare -Proof!
Flatter you in hard, blazing light

Summer Brunette
Sunlight a ight)
Sunlight dark.
Pond's new "Sunlight" Shades catch only the
softer rays of the sun . . .flatter your face, soften
its look in the hardest glare ! Three glorifying
shades completely away from the old sun-tan
powders — Try them at our expense.
Or buy a box, and if you do not find it more
flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us
back the box, and we will refund purchase price
plus postage. Low prices. Decorated screwtop jars, 35f£, 70^. New big boxes, 10^, 20ji.
Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight
Fond's, Dept. lMS-PH, Clinton, Conn.
Please
me, free.
new "Sunlight"
Shades,rush
enough
eachPond's
for Oct.
a A5-day
test.
(This
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1, 1937)
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Mkkey
20 th Century-Fox Sets the
Style . . . Sets the Pace. . .
for GREAT Entertainment! You loved — you
cheered — "On the Avenue".
"Wake Up and Live", "Cafe
Metropole", "This is My
Affair". Now expect even
greater thrills from even
greater hits !
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DARWELL

SCHILDKRAUT

Directed by TAY GARNETT
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson
Based on a Novel by George S. King
DARRYL F. ZANUCK In Charge of Production

"Sophisticated Lady" may
be Carole's theme song on
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gal atshe's
the
party — perhaps a hangover from her good, old
slapstick days.
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A Glamor Girl if ever there
was one, this Virginia Bruce.
Kent Taylor falls for her

Photo by Ray Jones
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He's a Celt from Pennsylvania. Name? Michael
Whalen. Romantic? Now
what do you think? And
a bachelor to boot, girls!
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By simply existing, this
charmer, Loretta, mows
men down. But so far the
"hunters" haven't got her.
What's the reason?

Loretta

fame

why

A GIRL

Young,

and

she's

with

fortune,

without

beauty,

tells

a

you

husband

stood at the side of a ship, gloved hands resting

on the rail. A puff of air touched the cape of her cinnamonbrown costume, turning it gently back to reveal a gay
Paisley lining that matched the colors appliqued on the
shoulders. Her face was framed in a turban-like headdress of the same material, the scarf under her chin
fastened at either side to a double-corded band that fitted
over the crown of her head.
It was a striking costume, but once your eyes turned
to the girl's face,
Looking at it, you
perfect contentment
object.
There was

you forgot what she was wearing.
felt stealing over you that sense of
stirred by the sight of any perfect
nothing you would have changed in

A tense moment from "Love
Under Fire," with Don Ameche,
left. And right, a romantic
scene with Tyrone Power,
from "Cede Metropole."

Caroline

that cream-skinned oval with its straight nose and full,
sweet mouth and wide-spaced, dreaming gray eyes that
seemed to hold all the serenity of the sea she was supposed to be gazing at. But the sea wasn't there, and the
ship was moored to a set, and the puff of air was stirred
by a wind-machine.
Only Loretta Young was real.
"Cut !" called the director, and her quiet face broke into
laughter. Don Ameche and Borrah Minnevitch, romantic

S.

Hoyt

doesn't dish out hooey that she learned from a copy-book
or thinks may sound well in a magazine. At one time and
another she has searched her own mind, learned to know
herself, to be honest with herself. She'll give you the
nothing.
honest fruit of that self-knowledge or she'll give you

"You idiots !" she cried. They faced about, approached
at a smart trot and stood before her, features contorted.

"The whole thing can be summed up in a sentence,"
she said slowly. "I don't want to marry — I won't marry
— till I meet the man I feel I can't live without.
"I'm a normal girl. I've fallen in love. If it were just
a question of that, I'd have married long before now.
But falling in love isn't the whole of marriage. ^ And
with me marriage has got to be for life. I can't say,
'I've made a mistake. Divorce!' My ethics, my religion,

She considered them both. "Borrah gets the award," she
decided. "Sorry, Don, but you shouldn't compete with
your betters.
He's got the funnier face, to begin with."
Gay or tranquil, she remained utterly lovely, utterly
desirable. And the question Fd come, to ask her took
on a more personal significance. It was no longer just
a job, but something I wanted explained to myself. Here
was a girl who, by simply existing, must mow men down.
Every turn of her head, every change of expression
spelled enchantment to the senses. How had she escaped

my whole outlook forbid it. When I marry, I've got to
choice."her face looked lovelier
I have no
married.
stay
removed,
the headdress
With
than ever in its natural frame of soft brown hair. The
eyes she lifted to mine had a little smile in them, but
it wasn't a merry smile.
"I know what you're thinking, what anyone would be
thinking at this point. About my first marriage. You
see, I wasn't married to Grant Withers in the Church. It
was a civil marriage and, therefore, to the Church, no

and comedy leads in "Love Under Fire," had placed themselves safely outside the camera's range but within Loretta's, and were cutting fantastic grimaces at each other
in some remarkable game of their own.

the hunters?
Why wasn't she married?
It wasn't an easy question to ask, but once it was out,
she made the- rest easy. A moment's reflection, then she
nodded her head. "Yes, I think I can talk about that."
Having agreed, there was no backing and filling. What
she wanted to say, she said in straightforward fashion,
without flustered reserves or coy hesitations. What she
didn't want to say she kept to herself. She made it easy,
too, because she's intelligent. She doesn't babble. She

at all."
marriage
She paused for a moment, putting her thoughts in order ;
then she went , om "I don't want you to misunderstand
what I'm going to tell you now. I wouldn't for the world
say a word to hurt my former husband, and the whole
I'd had to marry
thing isn't too easy to explain. But if have
done it. Not
Grant within the Church, I might not
I did. Not that he wasn't
that I didn't love him.was.
78)
(Continued on page
He
marvelous to me.
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Upon

finishing "Shall

(right),Dance"
Ginger
We
Rogers
makes good
her threat to
try drah - ma
again. "Stage
Door" will
be the film.
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So
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Well,

and,

Will Harriet
Hoc tor replace
Ginger
as
Astaire's dancing partner?
Your reception
of her in "Shall
and
Dance"in
We "Damsel
Distress" will undoubtedly tell.
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Astaire?
who

do-about

will

you

FRED ASTAIRE is the most honest actor in Hollywood !" That's what the men who work with him — publicity men, cameramen, directors, prop men — say. And
they, surely, are in a position to know. When I asked
two
they
meant by
they
what exactly
man, even
the related
integrity of
the "honest,"
illustrate
which
anecdotes
in matters which any other actor would consider inconsequential. Here they are:
A few days ago some informal pictures were being
made of Astaire. It was suggested that he be photographed with his secretary. "But," Mr. Astaire pointed
out, "my secretary isn't here. He's at home." That didn't
matter, said the publicity men ; they'd just use one of the
boys on the set, caption the picture, "Fred Astaire and
his secretary," and who would know the difference? No
one. And no one would have known the difference, of
course. Ah, but Mr. Astaire would have known. And

didn't make
he
in details.

the picture. He will not "cheat" even

Another time he was being interviewed. He was asked
to name his favorite dish. He said noodle soup. His
interrogator raised pained eyebrows and suggested that
it would read better if Mr. Astaire were to say something fancier. But Astaire repeated, with that unfailing
honesty of his, which does not know how to dress itself
in little painted lies, "But noodle soup is my favorite dish."

THE ONLY song and dance which Fred Astaire cannot
give you is a song and dance about himself. Honesty is
the best policy, there's no denying that. But for purposes ofinterviewing it's about as helpful and comfortable
as an icy shower in a sub-zero climate, sand down your
back, a nail in your shoe or a leaking hot water bottle
in bed.
Not that Mr. Astaire isn't all he seems to be on the
screen. He is. His grace, his courtesy, his charming
diffidence are not assumed along with the greasepaint.
But when
They are the inherent qualities of the man.

1L

you begin, matter-of-factly, to question him about his
wife, his son, his home, his personal friends, the brand
of toothpaste he uses, his secret sorrow, if any—any of
Freddie Barthe topics which actors from Valentino to and
obligingly
tholomew have enlarged upon so verbosely
—well, you meet Astaire all right. You meet— a stare.
Fred Astaire doesn't know how to talk about himself.
This is the crux of the reason why Astaire will not give
he won't talk;
It isn't
interviews.
folksy,
well-bred to be detoo that
He is much
he can't.
that intimate
it's
liberately unobliging about anything, particularly to a
lady. He said to me, half a dozen times during the three
hours I spent on the set of "Shall We Dance," "I wish
I could be of more help to you." He meant it, too. He
has never "gone Hollywood in the art of making glib
self -revelations, confessions, chummy confidences for the
public prints.
EVERY MAN on the set, from prop-man to director,
calls Fred Astaire "Fred" or "Freddy." There is absolutely nothing high-brow about Fred. He isn't aloof.
He isn't painfully aristocratic, despising to soil his hands
in the ink-pots of the hoi-polloi.
I was reminded of the time, a number of months ago,
when Adele Astaire (Lady Cavendish) was visiting in
Hollywood. Acquaintances Lady-Cavendished her all
over the place. It was "Lady Cavendish this" and "Lady
Cavendish that" until, at last, Adele stopped all^ the
bowing and scraping by saying, with a hearty laugh, "Not
you!"interesting
Dellyplease
of theto most
Lady
oneWelly
me —that
himself told
FredCavendish,
times he has had in pictures was when they went to the
railroad yards on location for "Swing Time." He said,
"I had a swell time chatting with box-car tourists. Some
people would call them 'bums.' They didn't strike me
that way. Most of them were intelligent chaps, good stuff
in them. Down on their luck, in some cases, or inoculated with an incurable (Continued on page 82 )
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Yes, Myrna seemed to be talking to me.
Actually, she was talking to you, Mary,
to you, Sue, to all of you little Marys
and Sues and Sarahs who wish you could
be movie stars, who see them through
rainbow-colored glasses — immune from
the pains and problems of the workaday
world.
"If they only knew," sighed Myrna.
She stood there, guileless of make-up,
looking very unstarrish and young- wifely,
serving me and herself bread with lime
marmalade and tea.
"Girls write me," Myrna explained,
"like this : 'Day after day I have to sit at
my typewriter. I am a secretary. My boss
is a hard taskmaster. I have to do everything perfectly, or else. All I can do is
take orders and like it. But you lead a

Her

working

days are appointmentbound.
At last a
vacation? Nol
She's hauled
back for retakes.

what

glamor

her husband, Arthur Hornblow, were living while they awaited the completion of
their new home in Cold Water Canyon,
Beverlv Hills.

The first hundred
fittings may be
hardest but the
hundred and first
is no cinch, either.

?

Service

MYRNA
LOY was, ostensibly, talking
to me. At least I was the only person
in her suite at the hotel where she and
Bosses to left of
her, bosses to
right of her. What
can a poor gal do
but fake it?

BE

is

front

glamorous life. You're paid for being made love to. Do you wonder that
boss?'
own Myrna
your said
you, towho
I envy
"I'd like
tellcan
thatbegirl,"
emphatically, "I'd like to tell her in good
plain English that I am not my own boss.
I'd like to tell her that I serve not one boss
but several million. For my boss is— the
Public. My boss is that very girl who
writes me herself and thousands like her.
It is the Public that first hired me, and it
is the Public that can fire me. The Public
criticizes me, praises me, reprimands me.
If you've got any sound sense and adaptability, you can manage to please one
boss. But millions ! And after the Public there is the producer, the supervisor,
the director, the script writer, publicity
department, cameramen, sound men, I
am not my own boss, girls. I am topheavy with bosses.
"Then there are the girls who write me
like this: 'I work in a store, selling linm. If I'm
nine a.
at with
work
Igo toout
late, if Igerie. stay
a day
a cold, there
is the deuce and all to pay. At five-thirty

Even

that lettuce leaf, she
so carelessly
ate for lunch,
shows up on
the fiendish
scales.

"You go to such glorious parties. You're paid for being
made love to. You don't have to punch a time-clock. Do
you wonder that we envy you?" girls write, to Myrna.
I have to punch the clock and go
home. How would you like a life
like that — you who can loll in the sun,
plunge into swimming pools, lunch at
places like the Brown Derby, the Vendome and other spots I've read
about ?'
"I'd like to tell such young ladies,"
said Myrna grimly, "that my work is
nine parts drudgery and one part
thrill and glamor. There is nothing I
know of that is_ quite so exhausting
as working under hot lights. It is tiresome, undoubtedly, to stand behind a
counter all day or sit at a typewriter
pounding the keys, but at least these
girls don't have millions of watts
pouring into their faces.
"I'm going to tell Sue and Sarah
just exactly what I have to do' to earn
the glamorous reward of being a

So

what?

newer

A

star appears, and to
you. Fickle Public, our heroine
becomes — the
Forgotten Face.

Above,
Myrna
Loy
with Hubby
Arthur Hornblow and, below, with

moom pitcher star. The behind-thescenes facto, not fairy-tale publicity.
Let's take 'Parnell' my latest picture,
and do a case history on that.
"Well, weeks before the actual
shooting began, there were the preparations. 1read twenty books on
Parnell and his times. I conferred
with the son of Kitty and Willie
O'Shea. I wear fifteen costumes in
the role of Kitty O'Shea. That meant
the making of innumerable sketches
over which he and I conby Adrian,
ferred for hours. Materials were
tried and approved or rejected. There
were one hundred and fifty fittings.
There were the hats, hundreds of
hats. There was the jewelry. That
had to be just right, not only for the
period, but also for me. There were
the shoes.
1 had to practice standing

9:30 P. M.

You

Clark Gable

in "Parnell."

day.
g. Kitty O'Shea didn't
and walkin
stand
or walk as does the girl of to"When we began to work I got up
at six every morning, as I always do
when in production. It takes from
two to three hours to dress, get to the
studio, have my hair dampened and
waved every single morning, get into
make-up and costumes. I make myself up. I can't stand having anyone
fussing over me. It took me twenty
minutes to get into each gown I wore.
And then the set and work. Comes
lunch hour. But, my dear good women, no Vendoming, no Derbying for
little Myrna. No. Lunch served in
my dressing-room, eaten from a tray
or a conan interview
and, usually,
ference with the
director or lines to
be learned (Continued on page 77)
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think she's set
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Bill Powell,

DEAR

BILL

eligible

flLone

bachelor,

POWELL:

Won't you please stop being a hermit for
one evening and come to the party that we're
giving on the fifth? It will be informal, and
We have inyou will know everyone there.
arrange to
you
vited Jean. Couldn't both of
arrive at seven, before the others appear?
It's been ages since we've seen you socially !
■
Love from
r's wife penned.
produce
That was the note the
This was the reply she received :
Dear
I am flattered, as usual, to be asked to one of
But, as usual, I must
your festive gatherings.
the same old reafor
and
—
regrets
extend son. my
Iam afraid to accept.
If I should attend, I should be running the
risk of alienating the affections of a number
of other people whose invitations I have not
Having persisted so long in being
accepted.
hermit, it looks as if I am fated to conatinue.
Sincerely,
Bill
The producer's wife, reading Bill's note
aloud to her husband, said, "This is the
third time in a year that Bill Powell has
dodged one of my parties. He's the most
sioning man I've ever known!
disillu
A man-about-town who always stays
home. What's the matter with him,
He wasn't always like
anyway?
this. What's changed him? Is
he trying to become a man of
mystery? Is he tired of seeing people? Is he bored
life?" asked her hus"Why,"
with
band, "don't you ask
The lady lacked
the courage.
So I asked
him?"

R e i d

TO

IMS

becomes

Hollywood

hermit!

him for her. A reporter dares enter territory where
producers' wives fear to tread.
I found Bill on the sidelines of "The Emperor s Candlesticks" set, regaling Luise Rainer with a story. It hardly
looked as if, on the set, Bill persisted in being a hermit.
Luise was called off the set. Bill was left alone, alone
and vulnerable. Before he could escape, I was upon him.
He was taken unawares. But did he show it? Not Bill!
cordiality at his command, and that's conWith all the
siderable, he shook hands. He insisted on my having a
chair, while he insisted on standing.
^
(
"I can think of answers faster on my feet," he said. An
teacher
old carry-over from my school days. 'Twas a rare
who could pin a crime on me, if I had a chance to scramble
to my feet before she reached for my ear."
I TOLD him that. I had searched him out to solve a

mystery even more baffling than anything Nick Charles
was ever called on to explain.
On the screen, he is the epitome of the man who gets
the Invisible Man.
Off the screen,
around.
out
?he is
Why and
is this
so
,
,
„
"I want," he said, with elaborate airiness, to be alone.
"Absolutely alone?"
"Well, reasonably alone."
"You have no ambitions to be aloof ?"
"None whatsoever. Just alone. That's all."
"No."
"You
aren't bored with life?"
"No."
"Or tired of seeing people?"

"Your arteries aren't hardening prematurely?
"They're as soft as jelly."
Bill sighed, beginning to wear under my restless grilling.
"You're sure you want my story?"
My answer was the one you would have given.
"I'm not sure I can tell it as it should be told," he
said. "I haven't interviewed W. Powell on this particular
subject yet, myself. I haven't exactly thought myself
into privacy. It's just grown on me, like hair.
"I suppose it could be traced, indirectly, to the roles I've
play
played. It's been my fortune, the past few years, to side.
a succession of clever fellows, all a bit on the smooth
Nick Charles, for example.
"Now, there was an amusing fellow, the kind of fellow
you'd like to have around. I enjoyed being around him,
He was eccentric, but witty and debonair. Or,
myself.

x

Filming of "The Emperor's
Candlesticks" permits Bill to
be "alone" with Luise Rainer.

if you like, a word that I
loathe, "suave.' But he has
been a bit of trouble, too.
You see, he looks like me.
And, because of that, there
are actually people who
think I'm Nick, or vice
versa. Hundreds of them,
thousands of them.
"You should have a look
at some of the fan mail.
Some
letters have even
warned me that I'm in
danger of losing Myrna's
love, shaking
so many
cocktails.
You see. they
don't know William Powell.
They knowonly that fellow on the screen. They
don't suspect that I'm practically a teetotaler, that is, compared with Nick. They
don't suspect that Myrna
married to someone else.

Loy really is

"It's flabbergasting when you first discover that, in trying to make a character
natural, you've given people the idea that
you're really playing yourself.
"Then, next, you discover that people
expect you to exhibit those same characteristics when they encounter you in person. If you don't, they say that your directors must be geniuses, to get you to
do those things on the screen. And if
you do exhibit them, then you've taken
to acting twenty-four hours a day, offscreen and on. (Continued on page 86)
Bill has his private
reasons for demandC'mon,
ing privacy.
eavesdrop
with us and
get in on the low-down.
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Joan Bennett was once Hollywood's
outstanding example of a two-career
girl. That's over! Below is a recent
picture of the Markey family. Left to
right. Gene, Melinda, Joan and Diana.

FROM THE beginning, on March 16, 1932, until the.
end, on April 29, 1937, one adjective was used to describe
the marriage of Joan Bennett and Gene Markey. The
adjective was "ideal." Even the headline that heralded
Ideal Screen Marriage."
"Rift Climaxes
read, appeared
parting
their
with an unexpectedness and
headline
That
suddenness that stunned all except those close to Joan and
Gene. Those close to them were prepared.
But for five years, as far as the outside world was
concerned, there was nothing to hint that the marriage
of the Markeys was not everything that it appeared to be.
Until very near the end, no gossip marred the illusion.
There were no hints of quarrels, no intimations even of
the usual temperamental differences of the usual husband
and wife. They were not exactly labeled as recluses,
but everyone was convinced that they preferred their
own home life to Hollywood party life. There were no
outward symptoms of restlessness or discontent or incompatibility. There was no more doubt of their love for
each other than there was of their love for their children

— Diana, Joan's child by her first marriage, whose name
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By

George

Benjamin

Joan heads a cast of "pretties" in one of the
big musicals of the year, "Vogues of 1938."

had been legally changed to Markey, and the baby,
Melinda.
Whenever Joan gave an interview, she did something
that few actresses (thinking of their box-office appeal)
had the courage to do. She talked of her husband and
her children. There was something infinitely appealing
about Joan, the glamorous young movie modern, also being Joan, the girl-wife and girl-mother. She became
Hollywood's most radiant example of a two-career girl.
Her happiness became legend.
Now, suddenly, the legend has exploded. Joan and
Gene have rung down the curtain on the saga of love, in

It does not strictly follow the familiar Hollywood pattern. Joan's marriage has not conflicted with her career.
If anything, her marriage to Gene, the dramatist, has
made her a better actress.
It is not a case of wife becoming more important than
husband. Gene has never suffered the title "Mr. Bennett." He has never earned less than Joan. He has
never ranked lower in the Hollywood scheme of things.
is a producer — and, as such, controls the desToday tiniesheof stars.

the middle of the second act. The show won't go on.
They feel that they can't give convincing performances
They are "incompatible."
any longer.
Incompatibility is Hollywood's most popular, most
polite and least convincing explanation for divorce. In
the case of Joan Bennett and Gene Markey, it satisfies
no one.
Joan may owe the public a fuller explanation, after
all those interviews stressing her happiness ; but she will
give none.
The real explanation is so simple — yet so blunt, so
difficult to make. . . .

but Gene's mordant sense of
for being
humor
has unpredictable,
never allowed temperament to be one of
his weaknesses.

(

Neither is it a case of violent clash of temperaments.
The Bennetts — Joan included — have earned a reputation

The -explanation is, simply and bluntly, that Joan —
who is said never to have been really in love with Gene,
as he has been in love with her — :has found someone else.
The "someone else" is a big name in moviedom.
Ironically, it seems as if Joan Bennett has not really
been in love with either of the men she has married.

The first time, that she repeated a bride's responses,
Joan thought she was. in love. She was sixteen at the
She had a lonely, (Continued on page 84)
time.
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Bette Davis met
the stony stares of
many a casting
director before she

Garbo, Grande Dame
of the Cinema, once
spent her days making
gents back in Sweden
handsome 1

finally clicked.

sideration. Even if you're handicapped by money, time or
trouble (a lack of the first two, and an over-abundance of
get you down!
L
let itT
don'tE
the third), please
DOn'T
. AS I .
.
do to keep any top-lofty, preachy eleSTRUGGLE
drivel, but the solemn
publicity
isn't
this
Now, so help me,
ment out of these articles, I often feel, upon rereading my
truth. The four girls on these two pages had their share
haven't sucof woe in the early days, but something — determination
that Iscriveners,
issue,
nice,wefresh
in aHere
words
printed ceeded
in
beauteh
sit, we
too well.
or a driving ambition — kept their spirits up. But I don't
our fine, comfortable offices, at our fine, comfortable typewish to speak about them right this minute. After all, it's
writers, and run off at the mouth about how easy it is to
Let's go into a ways-and-means huddle
you I care about.
be beautiful.
and see what can be done to get around financial beauty
It's oh, so easy — for the girl who makes twelve dollars
problems.
a week and out of that must pay rent, board and all the
First place, don't fall for the bargains on the drugstore
counter. You know — the come-ons which bid you buy a
rest of it. Oh, so easy — for the girl who must turn over
a huge slice of' her earnings to the old folks at home. Oh,
box of such-and-such powder for a dollar, and they'll throw
so easy — for the woman with five children and no help,
in a dollar-size jar of something else which you don't exfor the folks who live on farms and rise at dawn and work
actly want. Pare your cosmetic needs down to a minilike sixty all day. They should find it quite simple to
what you need in the standard-size jars, and
mum. Buy sparingly.
use things
take twenty minutes out now and then to do some exercises
or manicure their nails. Yes. Well, I know. Some of
For instance: you can get a large jar of a good cold
cream for under a dollar. A huge box of cleansing tissues
you may well think I have my nerve with me to talk to
for thirty-one cents. The cold cream will last at least
you about "being faithful to your beauty routines."
coninto
A good economy trick is to use your lipstick
This article is an effort to take such people
six months.

By

Even
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Mary

if you're

Marshall

handicapped

by

lack

of

money

or

time,

movie

Appearing in a club
while teaching dancing
to hopefuls was Eleanor Powell's daily routine way back when.

as face rouge — very little of it, of course, and carefully
blended in. You get a perfect match this way, too. A
good box of powder — you can get many brands under a
dollar and if you're a little stingy with it (as one can be
with powder), it will last nearly a year.
If your eyes need mascara, buy the ten-cent size. You
need a deodorant — price, something under fifty cents.
This isn't a vital necessity — that is, you can live without
it— but it's next most important, and that's a hand lotion
of some kind, which will also serve as a powder base.
Heavens, I don't know when I bought my last large bottle
of hand lotion. I have to have my hands in water quite a
bit and use the lotion after every washing. It seems to
last forever.
There, my darlings, are the average necessities, plus a
brush and a comb, a nail file, an orange stick and some
hairpins and bobbie pins. The trouble with so many of
us is that we clutter up the bathroom shelf and the dressing table with things we don't need and seldom use, after
the first fine flare of experimentation. Some of these
things are all very good, and some of them are out and
out rubbish, but the point is that we waste our money on
stars

know

DOUin

YOU

GGT

that

here

is the

!

them because they're cheap or kind of cute, and then we
haven't the dough to pay for something we really need.
say
store, I'dtools
to your
able toesadd
you are necessiti
order : manicure
in thiscosmetic
come
thatAs cosmetic
and preparations, a wave lotion, if you need it, a good
tissue cream for dry skin, or a good astringent for oily
skin, depending on your skin type. Then maybe a body
brush, preferably of the long-handled variety— not only
because it gets your back good and clean, but because,
used "all over," it does such wonders for your circulation
and makes you feel as though you'd just had a high-priced
massage at some high-priced salon. It doesn't pay to buy
cheap brushes, though — remember that. They get spongy
and useless after one or two scrubbings. Then you might
break down and buy some inexpensive, delicately scented
bath salts or bath powder.
Oh, you can cut the corners in so many ways. You can
make yourself a shampoo out of good white soap. Less
troublesome and more pleasant if you can buy a prepared
shampoo product, but I'm just telling you what you can
do. If you must watch every penny, your cold cream must
(Continued on page 80)
serve as a manicure preparation.
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MARGO." SAID the man who is in love with her, "has
that rarest of all qualities in a human being, the quality of
absolute, how shall I say it, absolute purity. It is a quality
of humanThenature."
divinity
impresses
thatThe
man inyou
lovewith
is the
Francis
Lederer.
debonair
Francis Lederer of so many gay roles. Lederer. the sleek
sophisticate, the idol of two continents. The tall, dark intellectual, emotional, and yet earthy Czecho-Slovakian to
whom women of all nations have given their favors.
"I first saw Margo," Francis was saying, "in 'Crime
Without Passion.' And instantly she came on the screen, I
knew that here was someone completely alone and apart.
She does not say words as other people say them. Her
emotions she expresses so entirely in her own way. Of
pure Spanish blood, she was brought up here in Hollywood by her grandmother. It a little explains Margo that
she was reared by a lady very old and very wise. She was
unhappy when she was first here as a child," said Francis,
"because she did not speak as other children, because she
was affectionate and showed her feelings. She was laughed
at. And so she has what you call 'conformed' outwardly.
She will kid with you, be very regular and standard at
first. Then, because that is Margo, that sense of her as
something rare, something very pure and very naive
comes through."
I said to this tall, slender young man. "How do you
knozv that this is love? What test do you apply to make
sure that it will last — forever?"
"If anvone can be sure," Francis said, "I should be that
one. I have known so many women. Not only the exciting women of my own profession, in all countries, but
also women in diplomatic circles, in society, in all the walks

"If any man can be sure he's in love, I'm that
man," says Lederer, speaking of Margo.

of life. I have seen, I have tasted so much of life, it
sometimes does not seem possible. There are so many ex
tremes of living and of loving for me to weigh, one against
the other. For prior to my stage and screen experiences
the frothy life of Vienna and Berlin. Paris and London,
there is my background as a child.

HOME, in Prague, my mother and father were divorced when we were very young, my two brothers and I.
I stayed with my father; my brothers went with my
mother. My father, grandmother and aunt reared me.
They were stern folk, very severe. My discipline was rigid
and \vithout imagination. They did the best they knew
how. It was the worst for me — save for one thing. It
did give me an austerity of viewpoint which, in my later
worlds, stood me in firm stead. It did toughen my morale.
It did make my discriminations fast to their moorings. I
was not, for instance, allowed to read anything but my
textbooks. No poetry, mythology, fairy tales. I used to
secrete such books, read them as I walked to and from
school, hide them as I reached my house. I did not go to
parties. I was unused to pleasure. When I finally did
break away from that life I was shy, inhibited, frightened
by the warm, luxurious and loving world. Even the first
things I did on the stage were timid, unassertive things.
"I am the man born of that child. I believe that we are.
all of us, the children of our childish selves. For instance, when I was about ten, I attended a temperance lecture at school. My instructor showed us the brains and
bodies of human beings who were the victims of alcohol
and nicotine. I resolved then that I would never smoke
or drink — I never have.
(Continued on page 90)
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IT'S A great system Barbara Stanwyck has. She makes
someone else do it— and like it. Breathes there a man with
soul so dead who wouldn't like to do things for Barbara !
Vital energy fairly tingles to the ends of her red mop of
hair. She has to be active all the time. So Barbara figures,
quite neatly, that others must be happiest when they are
busy. It works. It even. works with her gentleman friend.
And there's a tip for you, Mary.
Give him a paintbrush
or a hammer when he
comes calling. He'll have
such a good time you
can't lose him. If he
doesn't, you don't want
him anyway.
As you may have heard
rumored about, there is a
lad in Barbara's life by
the name of Taylor,
Robert Taylor, Bob for
short. He may be the
most handsome dreamman on the screen to you,
but he's also a darn good
fence-painter, and that
carries a lot of weight
with the lady. Clark
Gable paints a mean
fence, too. So do the
Marx Brothers. Not to
mention Carole Lombard
and the Missus Marx.
Leave it to Barbara to
discover what a lot of
hidden talent there is
around town.

with it. Anyway, they put in the rest of the day,
Barbara isn't making a picture, at the valley ranch.
paddock fence went up — five miles of fence — and
painter in sight. So much construction is going on
in this valley, you can't get a painter for love or money.
That statement will have to be amended ; it turned out that
Barbara landed a group of rare painters, but not for
We assume they did it for love, since five miles
money.
is an awful lot of fence.

to do
when
The
not a

Very off-hand, one
Saturday, she called up
Bob, Clark Gable, Carole
Lombard and several
others, and in the most

HAS

she

R

hospitable manner she inday. vited them to come out
and see the ranch on Sun-

SVSTBm

By

Ruth

them), "there was absolutely nothing to see but

Rankin

They arrived at one
o'clock, and after a decent interval to let them
sort of get a breath,
fence."gave them the old
Marian
Huckleberry Finn buildup. Naively, little Miss
Stanwyck plucked a paint
brush out of thin air.
Same for Mrs. Zeppo.
Cans of paint appeared
mysteriously. They beas ifganitpainting
were— you
all aknow,
lark
and such fun, and look
at what you are missing.

Barbara and Mrs. Zeppo (Marian) Marx have
bought an estate, consisting of 130 acres, out in
the San Fernando Valley,
where they are preparing
to breed and raise the
finest Kentucky - strain
race horses. Marian is an
expert horsewoman. She
has handled her own
spirited animals in horse
shows all over the country.
Well, to get back to the
Stan-Marx ranch, the
stables and paddocks are
being built first, which is
the way persons who love
horses do things ; and
after awhile Barbara and
Marian will get around to
a pair of farmhouses to
bed themselves down in,
and tie on the nosebag.
Barbara is planning an
Irish farmhouse, all except the mud roof which
might leak during one of
these good old tropical
California saturations.
Marian's
farmhouse. They are going up on

"Of course,". explained
Barbara (but not to

THERE'S

something

hypnotic about painting," is"You
Barbara's
version.
see someone
waving a brush, and pretty soon you want to be
And pretty soon, all of
five
minutes
too." later, Bob
painting,
said, "Here, let me do
thatif for
you."
of
as
it were
a big,Sort
noble,

Barbara has a knack of picking the
picture
plums.
"Stella
Dallas"
the latest
on her
imposing
list. is

When
plans

Barbara
an

informal

Stanwyck
party,

be-

generous impulse and he
couldn't bear to see the
little woman slaving that
way over a hot stove,
when all the time he was
justMiraculously,
dying to paint. paint

brushes and paint appeared all over the place.
Women and children
were practically trampled
in the stampede. And as
if such eager enthusiasm
for her deep-dyed plot were not enough, Mrs. Simon
Legree Stanwyck thought up another one. If she started

ware! There's apt to be
method
in her
madness

will be an American
two hillerests near each

other, 'facing a magnificent view of the entire valley
While the stables are being built, the Kentucky babies
are boarding in Pomona, and naturally Barbara and Marian are pretty anxious to get them in their own home.
Possibly rising at four-thirty in order to arrive at Pomona
at six and see them work out every morning has something

them side by side, they might chatter on the company's
time. So she placed them half a mile apart. Are there no
limits to this charming creature's bold cunning ? She even
named it a "paddock party."
By the end of the first quarter, there were a few grumbles and faint cries of dismay (Continued on page 74)
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Swiss is Anita
dotted
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Unprete
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eveningLouise's
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WHENEVER
I think
Louise, I recall that
broadcast of a picture
where a fashion expert

GIUG

what

of Anita
delirious
premiere .a„
had been

By

VOU

you

Ann

detailed to describe the stars'
gowns for the listening audience. Terse and accurate, she gave a perfect pattern in words of Marlene's
mysterious floating chiffons, of the tiers of fringe that
made a dance of Ginger Rogers' every move. As star
after star walked by, the fashion commentator reported wide-shouldered, slim-hipped ermine jackets,
taffeta panniers, circular flounces of Spanish lace on
regal satin. And then Anita Louise approached and
the fashion expert went into a daze. "She is exquisite, she is like an April breeze — " or words to
that effect. "But tell what she is wearing," the gruff
stage whisper of the announcer ordered.
"Her dress is the yellow of Jersey cream, and it
looks as if it were poured on her. It is perfectly
the fashion
simple and, oh, she looks so utterly right,"
reporter burst out. An accurate description as far

40

of colored stitching are the only ornament on Anita's dress of white shantung.

THG

wear-are

Wills

BRGHKS

most

important

as it went, but hardly definite
enough to guide eager fingers
miles away in making a copy.
And I am willing to bet you
that it would be equally futile to

in Anita Louise's private
of the
try to describe
wardrobe.
Theanygirl
has clothes
an uncanny knack of always
dominating her clothes. Don't think that that just happens
because she is an extraordinarily beautiful girl with a willowy figure and a radiant, freshly-tubbed look that makes
her seem fresh as mint. It is the result of knowing her
own type and selecting her clothes accordingly.
Let others crave the honors for originality fn dress. Let
them be the first (and the last for all she cares) to wear
hats like vegetable baskets brimming over with carrots and
tomatoes. Let someone else be the first to think of putting the family crest on slipper buckles. Let them go
about swathed in the mysterious chiffons of an E. Phillips Oppenheim adventuress. Anita Louise knows she is
not the type, and what is more important, she does not
want to be. While others make (Continued on page 72)

(Left) Indispensable
for summer in town
is a two-piece dress
of dark sheer like
this one of Anita's.

(Right) A blouse of
fine brown lace
gives distinction to
this simple beige
crepe suit.

HIS

COLUfllBUS

COUGH

Alter years of buttling — on the screen, of course
— Blore turns hotel manager in "Shall We
Dance" with Ginger Rogers.

By

Virginia

Lane

T.

HE'S THE man with the beak, Eric Blore. A bally Briton.
An ex-balloonatic with a batty right eye that won't behave
It gets you. When he rolls it, it rolls you in the aisles
But don't get him wrong.
He's a clown with a Columbu
complex.
Eric Blore's search for adventure has never ended. I
never will. Under that comic front beats a heart that taps
Like good old
Chris, Eric is
ever out for
adventure.

to thrill-time. And it's led him into many a strange by-way.
Up mountains, across seven seas, from facing footlights to
Minnie guns.

Blore was not overly fond of Minnie. He still maintains the English war office gave him the air on purpose.
They put him in the Balloon Service. It was kind of a
jumping job. You wore a parachute and jumped for your
life. But Blore fooled 'em. He got so he could hear an
enemy plane when it took off from the ground. Then it
was a simple matter of ordering his balloon pulled down
before the German showed up. But one time he forgot
to listen. A Prussian pilot sneaked up in the clouds over
him, and his own side opened up a barrage of anti-aircraft
fire from below. A warmish situation. And right in th
middle of it his ground phone rang. Would he be the
guest of the South Staffordshire regiment at dinner that
evening and afterwards give a concert party?
"I can't say with any certainty," said Blore. "Right
now." ducking another bullet, "the odds are distinctly
In the end the score was: no hits and one run (by th
enemy plane). So Blore gave the concert. Between shots
he'd written a skit called "The Disorderly Room," which
!" to run for seven years on the stage. At the time,
later
longwas
however, all he wanted was a laugh-getter for the Tommies. That was his work, entertaining the infantrv at
night and observing from the air {Continued on page 88)
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di Savoia

Mrs. Hammond, daughter-in-law of the former Ambassador to Spain, is an international figure in the world of society.
She was educated in Rome. Made her debut in New York. Traveled
extensively. Mrs. Hammond is an enthusiastic traveler and swimmer.
As she herself remarked, when photographed (right) at the Conte
YOUNG

di Savoia pool: "I'm on board my favorite liner; I'm enjoying my
favorite sport; I'm smoking my favorite cigarette — a Camel! So
I'm happy. Camel's delicate flavor always tastes good, but especially so after a swim. Camels give my energy a cheering lift!"

These distinguished ivomen
also prefer
Camel's mild, delicate taste:
MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago
Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C

Good digestion at sea too! Clear-skinned, radiant, Mrs. Ogden Hammond
is a vision of charm and well-being. "Camels certainly help digestion," she
says, adding, "I've smoked Camels for six years, and they never get on
my nerves." Throughout the dining rooms of the Conte di Savoia, Camels
are much in evidence. Smoking Camels speeds the natural flow of digestive
fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — so indispensable to mealtime comfort!

COSTLIER TOBACCOSCamels are made
from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic . . . than any other popular brand

BOY

GGTS

GIRL
Eleanor Powell, first lady of the
is teamed with America's
tap, gentleman
first
of heart-throbs,
Robert Taylor, in "Broadway
Melody of 1938." In this opus
of twinkling tunes and gay romance, the ardent Taylor both
sings and dances. Line forms
on the right, girls!

A movie star had no privacy at
alL what with our Frank Muto
totin' his camera all around
Hollywood! However, Anita
Louise seems to enjoy being
"caught" informally.
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1<5 1. One day, twenty-three years aao, the
stork worked in eight-hour shifts, lugging
three baby stars to their mamas. If s a
pipe for the baker who only has to bake
one cake for the Lang-Power-Faye party.

before the cameras is
routine business for Sonja. That doesn't
"Ain't routine
prevent her from flunking,
Tyrone seconds the e-motion.
grand!"
4. Kissing Tyrone

3. SonSa Heme, queen of the
rink, is in a melting mood, for
Birthday-Boy Tyrone is the
one who's cutting the ice.
46

HAPPY
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2. Here are the party-era celebrating at the
Hawaiian Paradise. Around the cakes are
Vic Orsatti and his June, Tyrone and his
Sonja Heme, Tony Martin and his Alice, and
Jimmy Riiz. Jim had better mind his antics!

5. Tony Martin sends Alice Faye his greetings via a tender kiss. Alice, touched by the
sentiment, thanks him with an equally tender
return message.

IRTHDHV

6. Whoever
controls the Vic Orsatti-June
Lang romance switch has the dial on fullspeed ahead.
Maybe, by the time you read
this, they'll be Mister and Missus.

TO

V0Q2
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The game's about to start, and Enrol shakes
his opponent's hand. Don't be deceived by
There's iron in that thar
the velvet clasp. forearm.

And now he swings into action. They
better at
he'sateven
say in Hollywood
tennis
than he is
reporting
a
Spanish war.

's
D
the
n
ith
is-w
tenn
in l
spurs
Lf
his
e
Flynn
Errol
ui
owins
ni

Our cameraman "catches'
Margaret unawares*
48

She's Mrs. Leland Keyword
off-screen, yTcaow—

eT
nMarga
ret
elusive

— and is out on the coast
awaiting an heir.

To fee victor belongs a shower,
followed by a right brisk rubdown.
Now isn't he a Poifect
Specimen!

Here's how! With a
Flynn tackle, Errol moves flying
in on
the ball, and it doesn't stand a
chance of dodging his racket.

CHRfllP

Sullavan

to

spur

him

on

Our shoeless hero
explains, while
dressing, all about
that net attack of his.
It's done with a
racket, he says, and
has nothing to do
with war. And speaking of war, the rumor of his being
sniped at in Spain
was

pretty embarrassing! Just the
same, the Flynn
boy'd rather serve
cannon balls on the

H|HHflHHHHflflHflHHlHH3BB9SHEHB3Kif
Too late, Peggy tries to duck our
camera sleuth.

court in
than
take 'em
battle.

THG
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The

ice

may

be

cold,

but

none

of

the

Her crown of orchids aflutter,
Sonja Henie readies face and
figure for the Big Moment

Introducing the Big Moment.
Tyrone Power wishes Sonja
happy landings, or, no landings.

i
I «1?

ft

1

^

1

Roses from the royal box. Boss,
Zamick, congratulates Sonja.

y in fox, Joan Bennett's set to face the
Wrapped magnificentl
rigors of a Polar Palace freeze all by her lonesome. Yep. since
Joan's it.been going places alone
_*md , liking
separating from Gene Markey

POLAR

assembled

Ask

Kay

film

folk

Francis and Martens

fears

PflLflCG

a frost

Dietrich whether

when

Sonja

Henie

does

her

stuff

they think the depression's over. By pooling their
pennies, they've Just managed to afford this nifty
box. And all for the love of Sonja!

If gentlemen prefer blondes, what do blondes prefer? Dark, curly-locked Gilbert Roland is the
answer, and Connie Bennett Is the blonde. Mis.
Fairbanks admires the couple; Doug, the view.

Claudette Colbert arrives— still a bit sore from her

Glasses or no, Joan B. looks the camera

own skating spills in 1 Met Him In Paris"— and
anxious to see what the Henie girl has that she
hasn't got.

And who's the pretty girl at your ride, Warner?
"That's no pretty girl," protests Baxter. ''That's

my niece."

in the eye.
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2. Off to a racing start, and, believe it or not,
the Mauches never had a lesson in their
whole lives.

1. Their pockets jingling with nickels. Hollywood's two princes set forth on a pauper's
spree. First stop. Ocean City.

the

Bobby

and

PRince

Billy

Mauch

park

5. It's even odds on the Mauches as these
identical twins do their level best not to shoot
identical scores.

their

the

Rno

make-up

kits

for

the

time

6. The wages of skill is dolls, and the twins
seem highly pleased with the present rate of
payment.

3. With Ma

at home

doing the mending,

the

4. But here's a chap whose business it is to
know the difference. Looks bad, boys! Better
shell out the old hush money.

And who'll ever
a dietthestrike.
boys go on know
difference?

TRRG

PRUPGR

being

and

head

for

the

wide

open

R

merry-g

HOLIDAY

rounds

of

Ocean

City

7. The boys, used to baiting their movie
8. True children of the cinema. Bill and Bob
hooks with charm, try their luck with worms
have hired all the extras in the sea for the
for a change.
filming of this mob scene.

with

Gone

THG-JOB

Tch,

tch,

would

Honey,
like

to

Sheila
play

Barrett

Scarlett!

When Sheila Barrett famous impersonator,
learned that just about everybody was up
for the role of Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone with
the Wind/' she decided to tackle Director
George Cukor (right) for the job. And, to
make it tough for him. she pictured the
heroine as movie stars would portray her.
Howz about (1) Simone Simon of Paris and
California — pout and all — skipping through
the cotton fields jest a-tryin' an' a-tryin' to
get her man? Or, (2) Honey Chile Garbo,
of the Camellias, who tanks she gets Rhett.
Or, (3) that south'n belle, Zasu Pitts, who'd
just love to win her man in the movies — or
anybody else's? And then, (4) "I'm Scollitt
— oi-yoil" Yep, Fannie Brice!
Can y'imagine? Mr. Cukor turned Miss
Barrett down — impersonations 'n all! Does
the gentleman know what he wants?

(L. to R.) Inez Courtney, Irene
A bevy of Hollywood beauts at the MacDonald shower.
Hervey, Jeanette MacDonald, Shirley Ross, Mary Brian and Anita Louise.
Just because she likes swing music, a lot of rumors have been
popping up about Jean Harlow. She enjoys a hot trumpet and Bill
Powell doesn't, so she's been dropping in on one of Hollywood's
better known swing salons with Don Friede, her literary agent.
(Miss H., as you know, has written a book. It may not hurt the sale
of "Gone With the Wind," but still it's a book, and a couple of studios
are dickering for it.) To the tune of "Basin Street Blues" Jean dreams
her dreams and perhaps whips up an outline for her next novel. At
any rate, she must have won her point, for one evening we dropped
palace
swing
into the
Powell.her , there with a gent who couldn't
Bill found
but and
anyone
been
have

Jean and Bill, incidentally, celebrated their
last month. It was the third anniversary of
went out together, and three years of keeping
something of a record in Hollywood. Personal
don't you two get married?

third anniversary
the day they first
steady company is
to Miss H. : Why

, where Gene
sonal appearance tour. It was in a small-town theatre
flesh folthe
in
and Champion were letting the patrons see them
out Chamsought
and
up
makehis
d
lowing their act. Gene remove
to lose a
hard
pretty
it's
Since
g.
missin
was
pal
screen
his
but
pion,
the place before he
horse in a theatre, our hero decided to searchChamp
ion out on the
looked elsewhere. Well, they finally found
comment later.
a
for
Asked
e.
stage, watching the feature pictur
y to drama, although a good
comed
high
prefers
he
stated
ion
Champ
musical is not to be neighed at.

wholesale manhorse-racing in ata Delma
has gone in for his
Bing Crosby first
r where,
new track
he opened
ner On Tulv
It s
surf.
the
meets
turf
"the
ts,
according to the advertisemen
horses
own
his
if
that
afraid
is
C.
Mr.
that
except
all very fine,own track— well, what would you think?
win at his

Papa Bing Crosby took four-year-old Gary Evan Crosby on the
"Souls At Sea" set the other day to meet another famous Gary — a
Mr. Cooper. "My!" said Mr. C. "What a fine little man. What's
your name?" "Gary Crosby." replied our little man. "And who
were you named after?" continued Cooper. "After you," responded
young Mr. Crosby. "That's fine." said Gary. "And what does your
daddy call you?" "Bucket Pants." said our hero.
Explicit directions found in a movie scenario the other day :
"A long shot of the boy and the girl, followed by a close-up.
He takes her in his arms. They kiss — as long as the Hays office
will allow."
Gene Autry almost lost his horse. Champion, during a recent per-

Summertime
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means

romancetime

clung
Garbo has gone democratic on us. For years the Silent One
even
g,
buildin
g-room
dressin
old
studio's
her
in
to a dressing-room
into
moved
been
had
lot
the
an
gals
iced
high-pr
the
after the rest of
she
,
however
ago.
months
of
couple
A
newer and fancier quarters.
she
now
So
g.
buildin
new
the
into
moved
and
up
packed
suddenly
closest
two
her
and
white,
and
red
in
up
done
g-room
has a dressin
Myroa Loy and
neighbors are the noisiest gals on the lot They're
Jean Harlow, and they're noisiest because they both have phonoed towhen
employ
Garbo
keeped, constan
the new around.
see they're
graphstwhichbethey
days,
one oftlythese
surpris
We wouldn'
come trucking out of her dressing-room to the tune of one of the
Harlow swing records.

On the "Saratoga" set. watching Jean Harlow and Clark Gable
tu
emote the onlookers snicker when Gable does an impromp
imitation of the Harlow walk. Sitting on the sidelines, Peggy,
Jean's hairdresser, is wearing that super-colossal star sapphire
and

partytime

in

Hollywood

Madeleine

Carroll and

Eddie Sutherland — all

dressed up for "A Star is Born" preview.
After all these months, the Lombard-Gable
romance still rolls merrily along.

ring. The scene is shot and lunch is called. Before she leaves
for the commissary Peggy slips the ring off her finger and
hands it to Jean, but Jean returns it. "Wear it to lunch, Peggy,"
she says. "Maybe you'll do yourself some good." So Peggy
rushes off to startle her friends, and Jean turns to us. "I'll bet
you didn't know," she says, "that we're going steady."

There's a young man who has a fine long-term contract, all as
a result of the work be did in a picture in which nobody saw him.
He is Buddy Clark, and the long-term contract came after the swell
singingture, asjob
did forturned
Jack Haley
in "Wake
Up And
The good
picyouheknow,
out swell,
and Jack
HaleyLive."
was so
that the studio promptly signed up Buddy Clark.

The Gable-Lombard romance rolls merrily along, and after
all these months they're still one of the town's happiest pairs.
A gal must
be in the
lovegentleman
when she'll
givework.
up a day
for spent
a busman's
holiday
to watch
friend
Carole
a day
on the "Saratoga" set recently, giving the critical eye to the
Gable emoting. The word is that she highly approves.

On the "Double or Nothing" set, all is confusion. For two hours
Andy Devine has been trying to toss a marshmallow into Martha
Raye's mouth. The marshmallow is supposed to be a golf ball, so
don't tell anyone. You'd think with such a target Andy would have
no trouble at all, but, for some reason or other, every time he hits
the mark, the marshmallow bounces out. "I can get it in the trap,"
he finally wails, "but she won't spring it."

By

Leo

Townsend
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Adolphe Meniou es- v
corted the Missus, F|
Verree Teasdale, to |
the preview of "Cap- 1
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Ida

Lupino

tells

you

why

&
*
8L
A
EN LIKE LUXABLES!"
X declares
UI
O
Ida
Lupino.
"There's
something
G
appealing about bandbox freshness that
few men can resist. It's no trick to have
things always spick-and-span — a swish

through Lux and they're lovely as new!"
Leading Hollywood studios insist on
this safe care for all delicate washables.
"Lux

protects colors," says Frank Richardson, wardrobe director at Paramount.
"We're convinced it makes fabrics last
Lux

has none

of the harmful

alkali

longer."
ordinary soaps have. It eliminates
many
cake-soap rubbing, too, that may fade
colors or damage threads. Remember,
anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

► On a vacation from "Artists and
Models," her new picture for Paramount, Ida Lupino wears Hollywood's
beloved slacks. Crisply tailored Luxables fit perfectly into any vacation
plans from Maine to California.
• White organdy, fresh as a sprig of
mint, was made for heart throbs. Lux
care will keep your feminine washables
romantically lovely all summer long.

IN

THE

LEADING

HOLLYWOOD

STUDIOS
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Tbnilfit

Dry
Make

Dead

Skin

summGR

sfflflRmess

You A Wall Flower

Here's theAmazina

Beauty

Cream That's Thrilling
Entire America -

FROfll

HOOKS

OR

REEDLBS

WRINKLES
6075 — Just as cool
as surf spray and
wonderfully chic
this bell-stitch
knit of new nubby
celanese.

6072— The rippled
collar adds feminine grace to this
sleek dress, crocheted of lustrous
crepe.

Professionally posed
Romance . . . Dates . . . Fun — to enjoy them
you must have skin beauty. ... At last a way has
been found to help nature restore soft, smoother,
younger looking skin. The most advanced beauty
development known to the cosmetic art to aid nature uncover new, live, fresh, cleaner skin. . .
Beauty editors and specialists are writing about itl
Thousands praise it! Now you can let these
precious ingredients work for you.
Try

This

Choose

your

ons and win

beau

with

a new

weapthat

frock

Guaranteed

3 DAY
TEST
That Is Showing Thousands
of Girls How To Combat
Dry, Rough Skin, Shiny Nose,
Blackheads, Premature Lines.
The very first application of this new beautifier, TAYTON'S CREAM
(Triple-Whip),
releases precious
ingredients to specially
combat Dryness,
Roughness,
Shiny Nose, Pimples, Blackheads, Enlarged Pores, and
fight
tragic
— Tired
Lines.
own oils
helpsWrinkles
keep the
skin soft
and Like
supple.nature's
TAYTON'S solvesCREAM
(TripleWhip)
quickly
melts
and disthe dry, scaly, dead cells. Cleanses, Lubricates,
Smooths. New, live, younger looking skin appears.
By stimulating the underskin, arousing oil glands,
freeing clogged pores the cause of blackheads, shiny
nose, dryness and prematurely wrinkling is combatted in isnature's
own inway.
That'sstubborn
why TAYTON'S
CREAM
succeeding
the most
cases.
MAKE THIS GUARANTEED TEST
Use
TAYTON'S
cleanse
a night
cream forCREAM
3 days.to It
must with
make andyouralsoskinas
softer, smoother, look younger and satisfy completely,
or your money will be refunded.
Ask
for TAYTON'S
and 25c
sizes andat
10c stores,
or larger CREAM
50c and in
$1.0010c sizes
at drug
department stores. If your dealer can not supply you
do not accept a substitute, but speak to the manager
and insist he order for you from his headquarters or
wholesaler.
AT DRUG, DEP'T AND

70c STORES

fTAYTOnt
yin Old English Name'
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CRISP AS lettuce are these two smart
midsummer outfits ; the one on the left
for those who knit, the one on the right
for those who crochet. Either can be
made at moderate cost, because we send
you the easily-followed directions free.
The thick-and-thin crash-like yarn from
which the bell-stitch knit frock is made is
fashion's newest favorite. The two-toned
crocheted outfit is particularly striking
when made in the Paris-sponsored combination of black skirt with jacket of turquoise blue. And think how useful that
black skirt is going to be through Fall !
ANN WILLS, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.
Kindly send, at no cost to me, knitting directions for 6075
crochet directions for 6072 .
I am enclosing a stamped, addressed envelope.
Name
Street.
City . .

State
(Check one or both patterns and please print name and address)
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hotmea
old jus
the was
leften
town, I Hel
WHEN
little girl. Her brother Dick
was one of my pals, and she
was always tagging us around.
But it never occurred to me
that she was anything except
a nice little nuisance.

"After I landed a job a thousand miles away from home,
getting back wasn't easy. I let
several years go by, and had
forgotten all about Helen until
one day my mother sent this
snapshot. She wrote on the
back — fDo you remember your
Helen?'
little
"I playmate
could hardly
believe my
wasn'ttolong
me, ait way
eyes. Believe
before
I found
get
home — and when I came away
again, Helen came with me . . .
I wouldn't take a thousand
dollars for this snapshot."

Today
'll
youow
snapsh
The wan
t ots
Tomorr
— you

• By far the greater number of snapshots
are made on Kodak Verichrome Film because people have found that "it gets the
clear, true, lifelike. Any camera
e"—
pictur
is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.
Don't take chances . . . use it always . . .
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Accept nothing but the film in the familiar yellow
box— Kodak Film— which only Eastman makes.
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THIS NEW 3-WAV
f
HAS PUT
I TREATMENT
I

ON

( FOR

POUNDS

SOLID

THOUSANDS

OF

SKINNY
PEOPLE

Rich red blood, necessary
to properly nourish and
build up every part of the
ally. Probody, is especinew
discovmoted by this
ery where iron is needed.
which
A healthy digestion out
gets ALL the good an ade-ot
raiuhes
your food
quate supply of Vitamin
B This new discovery
supplies this element.
eliminaNormal,tion toregul
remoarve poisons
promote
and thereby
health and growthmincalls
a.
for adequate Vitapurpo
se.
This is the third

QUICK

GAINS

REPORTED

of 10 to 25 lbs.
WITH

IRONIZED

NEW

YEAST

usands of
W ny,tho
NOskin
rundown men
and women can say goodbye to bony angles and
unsightly hollows that
atrob them of natural
tractiveness. For with
this new easy 3-way
treatment, hosts of people who never could gain
an ounce before have put
on pounds of solid, normally good-looking flesh
— in just a few weeksl
Why it builds up

so quick
Doctors now know that
the real reason why
many do not gain weight
is
that Vitamin
they don't
get
enough
B and
iron in their daily food.
Without these you may
lack appetite and not get
the most body-building
good out of what you eat.
Nowered scientists
that one ofhave
the discovrichest
sourcesmin B isof English
health-building
ale yeast.VitaBy
a new ported
process
finest
imEnglish aletheyeast
is now
concentrated 7 times, making it
7 times more powerful. Then it
is combined with 3 kinds of iron,
pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in pleasant
little tablets called Ironized
Yeast tablets.
If you, too, are one of the
many sons"skinny,"
wornout
perthese
vital
ments who
to aidneed
in building
you eleup,
get these new Ironized Yeast
tablets* from your druggist at
once. develop
Day afteranddayskinny
watchlimbs
flat pMed by professional models
chest
round out to normal attractiveness. Indigestion and constipation from the same source quickly vanish, skin clears
to normal beauty. Soon you feel like an entirely different
person, with new charm, new personality.
guarantee
No matterMoney-back
how skinny and rundown
you may be from
lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, try these new "3way" Ironized Yeast tablets just a few weeks and watch
the
marvelous
See if thousands.
they don't Ifaidnotin delighted
building
you
theychange.
have
with up,
the asresults
of thehelped
very first package,
your money
instantly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
cut out the seal on the
of Ironized Yeast tabletswithat once,
a clipping of this paragraph.
box and mail it to us
We will send you a fascinating new book on health.
Remember, results with
"New Facts About Youror Body."
money refunded. At all drugthe verv first package —Co.,
38. Atlanta, Ga.
Dept.
Inc.,
gists, ironized Yeast
64

By
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Jack
a 11e y

n's
k Arle
Dicning
a garplan
for
den party
our vacationers.

HOLLYWOOD'S
CRLLIOG
who
must
plan a brief trip this
FROM CHICAGO to Hollywood and back in ten days —
year,
and there's
a full
of excitement
packed
intoportion
every
minute :
that's the speedy vacation tour
sponsored by Modern Screen,
which leaves Chicago August
Sunday,
August
15, leave
Chicago at 10:20.
15. Only a few reservations reMonday,
travel through
main, so this is your last call for
Kansas,
Colorado, New
Mexico.
"All Aboard!"
Richard Arlen will be host
Tuesday, stop off at Grand
for this merry junket to the land
Canyon, dinner at Bright
of the movies. A big garden
Angel Camp.
party at his Toluca Lake home
Wednesday,
arrive in Los
to meet the stars, in person, will
Angeles, first trip through
feature this streamlined visit to
Beverly Hills.
Hollywood.
Thursday,
out to Universal
Although this is a shorter
Studios to see movies in
vacation than the two-weeks'
the making, luncheon on
trips, described in previous
the lot.
issues of Modern Screen, leavRichard Arlen's
Pot" party at his
Friday,
individual
tions. (Cont'd on

ing July 11 and August 1, it has
the same four-day schedule of
Hollywood events.
Here's the schedule for those

This
a

ten

chance

day
to

vacation
visit

trip

the

offers

movie

"Melting
home.
explorapage 67)
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VACATION?

traveling in New England? Week-ending? Vacationing? Then why not leave care behind and relax in airconditioned comfort — in a New Haven streamlined coach or
luxurious Pullman?
GOING

You'll travel faster, safer, of course, and happier. And save
money, as well — for train fares are lower this summer. They
actually are less than you pay for traffic-ridden highway travel.
If you're pleasure-bound, make your pleasure complete. Sink
into a comfortable seat. Dine as you travel, leisurely and well.
Chat, or read or rest. And arrive refreshed and happy.

The train's the thing, this season. And New Haven train travel
rates high among the splendid service offered by most American railroads in 1937.
Write to Room 596. South Station. Boston, for your copy of
illustrated, informative booklet— "SOUTHERN
LAND RESORTS— and How to Get There."

THE

NEW

HAVEN

NEW

ENG-

RAILROAD

Work — Dine
or Relax
as
GO

BY

to New

you
TRAIN
England
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HEAT IS NO
HEALTH HAZARD
WHEN TOILETS

^

ARE CLEANED
WITH

'

Beware of a soiled toilet. Hot weather
increases the danger. Germs breed faster.
Odors become more noticeable. Keep the
bowl sparkling clean. Purify the hidden
trap. Use Sani-Flush.
The scientific formula for Sani-Flush
was developed especially to do this job
better. Sani-Flush cleans toilets without
unpleasant scouring. Just sprinkle a little
in the bowl. (Follow directions on the
can.) Flush. Stains vanish. Odors are
banished. Germs are killed. The porcelain becomes white as snow. Sani-Flush
cannot injure plumbing.
It is also effective for cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can). Sold by
drug, hardware, and five-andgrocery,
ten-cent stores — 25 and 10
cent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

Sani-Flush
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
all about Holly-

wood's Singing Cinderella —
DEANNA
DURBIN— in September Modern Screen

NEWKINDofSEAL
FDR JAMS.. JELLIES. .ETC.
A WHOLE
I PACKAGE OF 25
\FOR ONLY |0$

FDR EVERY
KIND OF CLASS
OR JAR!
JIFFY-SEAL
Saves Time — Money — Labor— Materials
A MARVELOUS new invention needed by every
housewife who makes jellies, jams, etc. Seals any
glass or jar in the usual time, at ]4 the usual
cost! No wax to melt — no tin tops to sterilize — no mess
— no waste. A perfect seal every time. Amazingly easy
to use. Try Jiffy-Seals — the
AT YOUR
new transparent |film inven- 5c and
10c STORE,
t
i
o
n
.
I
f
not
yet
at
your
dealer's,
GROCERY
and
send 10c for full-size package to
NEIGHBORCLOPAY CORPORATION,
HOOD STORE
1272Exeter St., Cincinnati, O.
66

Enough!"

says

Fred

(Continued from page 9)
at a meal. In his opinion, though, rice,
noodles and spaghetti can substitute for
potatoes with excellent results.
An excellent example of a tasty spaghetti combination is the one you'll find among
the
favorites.
Actually,
it's
just MacMurray
a rich meaty
sauce that
you pour
over your favorite brand of canned spaghetti. Baked and served in a casserole,
it supplies a one-dish-meal suggestion that
you'll
tried it.doubtless have often, once you've
Now at last we come to desserts. I
found that he and I share the opinion
that, with most men, the success of a meal
often is judged entirely by the quality of
the sweet with which that meal ends !
Give a man a rich cake and a cup of clear,

Sani-Flush

. . . Read

"Fare

steaming
coffee, shortcomings
and chances are
look any other
the he'll
meal overmay
have had.
You don't like to bake in hot weather,
though, do you? Well, cheer up, there's
an easy way around that difficulty — one
which is daily becoming more popular,
judging by the requests we keep receiving for "something new in Ice Box Cakes."
These, as you know, can be made with
homemade sponge cake, if you're really
ambitious, but are just as successful when
packaged sponge cakes or lady fingers are
used. So don't fail to fix up the very
dressy Alaska Ice Box Cake favorite of
Fred MacMurray's. (You'll find it pictured
on
page.)
one that
fails this
to order
when It's
it appears
on he
the never
menu
at the commissary. The chef gave me the
recipe, which makes it possible for me to
offer
it to inyou.
Even though
you'll
find
the recipe
the leaflet,
I do want
to take
time out to describe it for you here before
taking
stillyou
another
This upcake,
see, "sweet"
deserves subject.
an extra
word or two because it's pretty special and
decidedly unusual. As the name suggests,
it is first cousin to a Baked Alaska — that
very dressy ice cream dessert with which
hostesses in the Gay Nineties used to
mystify and amaze their guests. Only
in
this instance
you don't
have to You
fuss
around
with melting
ice cream.
simply start off by making a very grand,
very rich Ice Box Cake, according to the
recipe
this month's
It
can
be on
madeoneup ofa couple
of days cards.
ahead of
the moment of serving it, if you choose.
Tucked away into the cold interior of a
good refrigerator, you can rest assured
that it's both safe and handy whatever the
weather.
This particular cake calls for six egg
yolks, which, you might think, would leave
you with six whites to be disposed of.
Not at all ; you just save them in a covered
container in the refrigerator until almost
time for the dessert course. Then you
whip and sweeten them, according to directions given in the recipe, spread them over
trick —
— here's
cake toandform
icy-cold
your them
bake
quickly
a hotthemeringue
topping. Serve at once to the admiring
"ohs" and "ahs" of the diners, particularly
the masculine contingent.
That about finishes what I have to say
here about recipes in the Fred MacMurray
leaflet. The rest is up to you. You can
have your copy by asking ; you can follow
the recipes with the greatest ease ; best
of all you can serve to the Fred MacMurray of your own heart and household
the same substantial summer fare recommended by this popular favorite.
There's still room to add a couple of
words
about two favorites that men

always enjoy, biscuits and shortcakes. You
see, I belong to the school that believes
a shortcake should really be a short biscuit liberally covered with sweetened fruit
and topped with whipped cream. Them
as wants a real cake as a base can have
it, but I join the men in clamoring for
biscuits every time.
You can use your own favorite biscuit
recipe for the type of shortcake just recommended, adding a little sugar and considerably more shortening. For a welcome
change, try the Bran Buttermilk Biscuits
given here. They're marvelous for shortcake and shouldn't be overlooked either
when you're seeking something new in the
hot bread line. I suggest, however, if you
plan to use the recipe to make biscuits
rather than shortcake, that you omit the
sugar and use only one quarter of a cup
of shortening instead of the third of a
cup specified here. Be sure, for shortcake
purposes, to follow the directions given
below, on cutting out and baking, as I
think they provide the quickest and easiest
shortcake-making procedure I've ever used.
BRAN BUTTERMILK BISCUITS
FOR SHORTCAKE

y2 cup all-bran
* powder
cup butte
%1 cups
teaspoon
baking
1/^
flourrmilk
teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
Yz cup butter or other shortening
Soak all-bran in buttermilk while combining rest of ingredients. Sift together
flour, baking powder, soda, salt and sugar.
Cut in butter until mixture is like coarse
meal. Add soaked all-bran. Stir in with
a fork until dough will follow fork
around bowl. Toss onto floured board,
and knead lightly with floured fingers,
for a few seconds. Roll out or pat to
half -inch thickness. Cut with floured biscuit cutter. Place one half of biscuits on
lightly greased baking sheet. Spread the
top of each of these biscuits with softened
butter. Place second biscuit on top of
each. Brush top biscuit with milk. Bake
in hot oven (450°F.) to a golden brown —
about 12 minutes. Spread sweetened berries
(or sliced peaches or sliced bananas) between the biscuit halves and heaped over
the top. Add whipped cream, sweetened
to taste, garnish with whole berries and
serve while biscuits are still hot.
*Sour cream may be used instead of
buttermilk with excellent results.

1^1
Courtesy Servel-Electrolux
The recipe for this Fred MacMurray favorite — a delicious
Ice Box Cake — is yours for
the asking.
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Hollywoogd's
Callin
(Continued from page 64)

Saturday evening, leave on return trip.
Sunday, Aug. 22, arrive in San Francisco,
spend day, enjoying sights, looking at
the new bridge.
Monday, en route through Nevada and
Utah.
Tuesday, stop in the Colorado Rockies,
dinner at Troutdale, famous resort.
Wednesday, arrive at Chicago 7 :50 P. M.

this party, Richard Arlen, Columbia
star, and his wife, Jobyna Ralston, will
open the gates to their lovely estate in the
Valley to entertain us.
So bring your kodaks and autograph
meet dozens of stars.
books, becausetoyou'll
the big party at Dicks
In addition
s
home, we'll visit NBC Studios, see picture
in the making at Universal, go sightseeing
the
through Beverly Hills and enjoy all nia
thousands of delights that make Califor
the world's playground. _
The cost of this trip is amazingly lowcan't afford to pass
only $139.50. You to
see Hollywood as
up this opportunity
a privileged guest, rather than as a tourist.
Write or wire today for a big, illustrated
folder, describing the tour, or better yet,
fill out the coupon below and be sure of
a reservation aboard the special train to
Hollywood.
ON

Reservation Blank
Mr. Joe Godfrey, Jr.
Room 1804, 360 N. Michigan Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Please reserve, in my name, the
sleeping car accommodations marked
"X" aboard the Modern Screen
Tours to Hollywood.
10y2 Day Tour
□ Lower berth for one person
□ Lower berth for two persons
□ Upper berth for one person
I am enclosing $10 for each person in my party, as a deposit to hold
my reservation.
Name.
Address . . .
City.
State.
($139.50 for upper berth or for each of
two persons in lower berth, $10 additional
for one person in lower berth.)

Information

Desk

(Continued from page 15)
little coupon requesting his life-story.
Meanwhile, Flynn and Power fans from
all over the U. S. and Canada have been
banding together and literally flooding this
office with ten and fifteen cards at a time.
A group of friends gets together ; each one
invests part of his savings in a penny postcard;each one scribbles down the groupfavorite's name ; and then it's up to me to
record the requests. If you Taylor fans
would show the same competitive spirit,
Bob's Barometer rating wouldn't be sinking at such a sickening pace.
SIMONE
SIMON
(Last printed February,
1937. Total number of requests since then,
457.) There's a campaign on foot, to whitewash Simone Simon. She's not really tem(Continued on page 69)

KEEP

DUT

makes

the Delicious

quick Summer

But be sure it's Franco-American Spaghetti
you use. There is a real difference between Franco-American and ordinary readycooked spaghetti. Well, there ought to be !
First, in taste! There are eleven savory ingredients in that world-famous cheese-andtomato sauce — there's no imitating that!
Second, in nourishment. The selected top
quality durum wheat that Franco-American
is made from — rich in proteins and carbohydrates— there's no improving on that!
Franco-American is an appetizing, delicious
food that saves you money. It usually costs

THAT

KITCHEN!

HOT
Serve

OF

Spaghetti
Meals

that

Possible

only ten cents a can — three cents a portion!
When a hot day comes along and you dread
cooking— don't! Just serve that delicious
Franco- American Spaghetti as a main dish —
on
and fruit.
milk, your
salad,And
a crispingreen
with table
the
no time.
familyIt'swill
say: " Gee, this is swell, Mother! " Or if you've
leftovers you want to use up, Franco-American's rare and tasty flavor makes a dish of
leftover meat taste like the proud creation
of a French chef. Serve Franco- American!

Franco

-American

SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
The Franco-American Food Co., Dept. 68,
Camden, New Jersey
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print) .
Address
City

-State67
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Only ENDURA
HAS SEEN PROVEN
BY MORE THAN
150,000 Women

mouie

PERMANENT
WAVE
HAIR
YOURSELF AT

YOUR
HOME

ENDURA
GIVES YOU TEN
WINSOME
CURLS FOR 25c
Endura permanent waves those unruly end and side
curls and makes your present permanent last twice
as long. Endura is so easy to use, so inexpensive,
so certain. Without machines, heat or electricity
you can permanent wave your unruly curls at
home
you More
work orthanread150,000
or even women
sleep; it'shave
no
troublewhile
at all.
changed to this modern way to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE
PERMANENT $1.00
The large-size Endura gives you 50 curlers. Everything you need for a complete home permanent.
Endura is featured at drug, department and
5 and 10c stores. If your dealer cannot supply you,
ask him to order it from The ENDURA CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.

Splendid opportunities. Prepare in
spare
time. needed,
Easy plan.common
No previous
experience
education sufficient.
Send forschool
free
booklet phy",
"Opportunities
in Photograparticulars
andof requirements.
American
School
Photography
Dept.236C
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, III.

IJou Qet (kis ^MaCjLC
FACIAL

BRUSH

with every
bowl of

25c Complete
1 his unique brush will give you the grandest
facial you ever had. Just slip it over two fingers
and scoop up the desired amount of Sevilo
Cream.
Its 250
"fingers"
will dirt,
work give
the
cream into
your flexible
pores, bring
out the
your
a thorough
massage.
love this
new face
thrilling,
economical
way You'll
of applying
Sevilo Cleansing Cream.
Sevilo Cream is ideal for a facial — blended
with pure imported olive oil, it cleanses, soothes,
refreshes. No powder-base cream is needed
with Sevilo. Opal bowl holds enough cream
for 15 to 20 facials. Empty bowl is adorable
for jewels or powder.
Brush and cream complete, 25c. Buy at the
better 5c and 10c stores, or mail 25c direct to:
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
08
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Raring
SCORGBOflRO
Rating

General
Producer
and Artists)
Picture(United
Accused
2+
The Accusing Finger (Paramount)
1 V2 "A"
After the Thin Man (M-G-M)
3*
Another Dawn (Warners)
1+
As Good As Married (Universal)
2+
A Star is Born (United Artists)
4*
As you Like It (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Banjo on My Knee (20th Century-Fox) V/zif
'Behind the Headlines (RKO)
2*
Beloved Enemy (Samuel Goldwyn)
3+
The
Beloved
Vagabond
(Columbia)
IVi'Ar
Beware of Ladies (Republic)
1 Vi
Black Legion (Warners)
iVzk
♦Border Cafe (RKO)
1★
Borderland (Paramount)
2
Breezing Home (Universal)
1k
Brides Are Like That (First National) SVzif
Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Paramount)
2+
Cafe Metropole (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Call It a Day (Warners)
3V2*
Camille (M-G-M)
4*
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
4k
Career Woman (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Champagne Waltz (Paramount)
2V2-ilr
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th Century-Fox). 2>/2*
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th Century-Fox). . .2V2*
China Passage (RKO)
2*
Clarence (Paramount)
1*
College Holiday (Paramount)
2*
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2*
Crack-Up (20th Century-Fox)
1*
The
Crime Lawyer
Nobody (RKO)
Saw (Paramount) 2V2*
"i k
Criminal
*Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warners)
2*
Dangerous Number (M-G-M)
2k
The Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox). . 1 ★
The Devil's Playground (Columbia)
2-jV
A Doctor's Diary (Paramount)
2k
*Don't Pull Your Punches (Warners)
1★
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO)
2'/2*
Dreaming
Lips (United
(United Artists)
Artists)
2V2-*Elephant Boy
3*
Espionage
(M-G-M)
'.
.
.
2k
Fair Warning (20th Century-Fox)
1k
A Family Affair (M-G-M)
2V2*
*Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Fire Over England (London Film)
3*
The Garden of Allan (Selznick International) 3*
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1k
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2 -k
*The Girl Said No (Grand National)
2*
*Git Along Little Dogies (Republic)
2*
God's Country and the Woman (Warners)
2k
The Go-Getter (Warners)
2*
Golden Arrow (First National)
2Vzk
Gold Diggers of 1937 (Warners)
3*
The Good Earth (M-G-M)
4*
Good Old Soak (M-G-M)
2V2*
Great Guy (Grand National)
3+
The Great O'Malley (Warners).
2*
Green
Light Heels
(First Nat'l)
2V2*
Head Over
in Love (GB)
2★
Her Husband Lies (Paramount)
2k
Her
Husband's
2*
History
Is Made Secretary
at Night (First
(WalterNat'l)
Wanger)
3*
*The Hit Parade (Republic)
2*
"Hollywood Cowboy (RKO)
2*
Holy Terror (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
*Hotel Haywire (Paramount)
2*
House of Secrets (Chesterfield)
1V2*
*! Met Him in Paris (Paramount)
4-fr
Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount) 2Vzk
*l Promise to Pay (Columbia)
2*
*Jim Hanvey, Detective (Republic)
1 1kJohn Mead's Woman (Paramount)
2Vz-k
*Kid Galahad (Warners)
3*
Kidnapped in Shanghai (Republic)
2*
The
and the (Warners)
Chorus Girl (Warners)
3-k
King King
of Hockey
1★
The Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M)
3*
Legion of Terror (Columbia)
I'/ilkr
"Let Them Live (Universal)
2*
Lloyds of London (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
Lost Horizon (Columbia)
4k
Love from a Stranger (United Artists) 2V2-*
Love Is News (20th Century-Fox)
3★
Maid of Salem (Paramount)
3 IkMake
for Tomorrow
(Paramount) "iVi2*-k
A ManWayBetrayed
(Republic)
Man of Affairs (GB)
2V2*
The Man in Blue (Universal)
2*
Man of the People (M-G-M)
2*
The Man Who Could Work Miracles (United
Artists)
3*
Marked Woman (Warners)
3+
Maytime (M-G-M)
4*
*Meet Are
the Not
MissusGods(RKO)
22*IkMen
(United Artists)

General
ucer
and Prod
PictureO'Halloran
"Michael
(Republic)
1*
Midnight Court (Warners)
t ^k"
Midnight Taxi (20th Century-Fox)
1*
The Mighty Treve (Universal)
'\ k
*Mind Your Own Business (Paramount)
2 IkMore
Than
a
Secretary
(Columbia)
22*■itMountain Justice (Warners)
*Murder Goes to College (Paramount)
1k
Mysterious Crossing (Universal)
IV2*
Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Navy Spy (Grand National)
2k
Night Key (Universal)
2V2*
Night Must Fall (M-G-M)
3*
*Night of Mystery (Paramount)
1k
Night Waitress (RKO)
2*
Nobody's Baby (Hal Roach)
1★
Off to the Races (20th Century-Fox)
1★
Oh, Doctorl (Universal)
1★
One in a Million (20th Century-Fox)
3*
On the Avenue (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The
Outcast
(Paramount)
2 IkOutcasts
of Poker
Flat (RKO)
2V2*
Park Avenue Logger (RKO)
2*
Parole Racket (Columbia)
1★
Penrod and Sam (Warners)
2k
Personal Property (M-G-M)
2V2*
*Pick a Star (Hal Roach)
2★
The Plainsman (Paramount)
4k
The Plot Thickens (RKO)
2*
The Plough and the Stars (RKO)
3*
The Prince and the Pauper (Warners)
3V2-yk♦Public Wedding (Warners)
1★
Quality Street (RKO)
3*
Racing
Lady
(RKO)
23*IkRainbow on the River (RKO)
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia)
2Vi.k
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
2*
Rembrandt (London Film)
4k
Romance and Riches (Grand National)
2k
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
4*
Sea Devils (RKO)
2*
Seventh
Century-Fox)
33*IkShall We Heaven
Dance (20th
(RKO)
*She's Dangerous (Universal)
Ik
Silent Barriers (GB)
3*
Sing, Me
Baby,a Love
Sing (20th
Century-Fox)
Sing
Song (First
National) 3V2-*
3+
Sinner Take All (M-G-M)
2V2*
*Slim (Warners)
2*
Smart
Blondeand(Warners)
The Soldier
the Lady (RKO)
2V21 -k
★
*Song of the City (M-G-M)
1*
Step Lively Jeeves (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Stolen Holiday (Warners)
2l/2*
Stowaway (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB)
2*
Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)
3*
Swing Time (RKO)
4*
That Girl From Paris (RKO)
3★
That I May Live (20th Century-Fox)
1★
That
Man's
Here
Again
(Warners)
1 -k
There Goes My Girl (RKO)
2*
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M)
3k
Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th Century-Fox)
2★
The Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M)
2*
This Is My Affair (20th Centuiy-Fox)
3*
Three Smart Girls (Universal)
3V2Vr;
Thunder in the City (Columbia)
214*
Time Out for Romance (20th Century-Fox)
1*
Top of the Town (Universal)
2x/2~k
Trouble
(Columbia)
21 +IkTurn
Off intheMorocco
Moon (Paramount)
23V2 Hours Leave (Grand National)
2*
Two
in
a
Crowd
(Universal)
1
Two Wise Maids (Republic)
2*IkUnder Cover of Night (M-G-M)
2*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)
3*
Wake Up and Live (20th Century-Fox)
3★
Walking On Air (RKO)
2*
Wanted: Jane Turner (RKO)
2★
Way Out West (Hal Roach)
2V2*
We Have Our Moments (Universal)
2*
We're on the Jury (RKO)
2*
We Who Are About to Die (RKO)
3★
When
Love
Is
Young
(Universal)
3-k
When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
2★
When You're in Love (Columbia)
3y2*
Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
1*
Wings of the Morning (20th Century-Fox)
3★
The Woman Alone (GB)
3*
The Woman I Love (RKO)
2V2*
Woman in Distress (Columbia)
1V2*
Woman Wise (20th Century-Fox)
• • 2*
2~k
Glamour (Columbia)
of
Women
You Only Live Once (United Artists)
3*
You're in the Army Now(GB)

to see. It's a valuTurn to our Scoreboard when you're in doubt about what movie individual
ratings of
able guide in choosing entertainment. Instead of giving the
Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over the country, we
have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating, beside each picture. 4*, very good; 3*, good; 2*, fair; 1*, poor. Asterisk
denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.

MODERN
peramental. say the campaigners ; nope, everything she does is as
reasonable as a geometry
book. Sure, and if Simone were left to herself,
she'd wear high-button
shoes and join the nearest Bible society.
Take it from me — it
ain't so ! Simone wasn't
born in Marseilles and raised in Madagascar
for nothing. She comes to Hollywood from
another world, a world of intense contrasts, strong passions, the makings of temperament. She carries that world in her
soul. And you can't whitewash a soul.
She has worked hard, but hasn't ever
planned. What you sow has nothing to do
with what you reap, is her credo, and she
sticks to it. You can't blame her. For instance, in all the twenty-three years of her
life, she never had twenty-three seconds'
dramatic training. That didn't prevent her
from becoming a star in a day because some
director liked the shape of her mouth.
When she came to Hollywood early last
Fall, she was cold-shouldered. Hollywood
felt that it had outgrown temperament.
Simone sulked. But when "Girls' Dormitory" was released, the boys and girls
wanted to play with her, and Simone
trotted out the old smile, the dimple in her
right cheek went into action, and she was
happy. She likes Hollywood and will like it,
just so long as it continues to provide her
with world-beating playmates like George
Gershwin, Jimmie Stewart, William Wyler,
to mention a few of the chaps who've dated
her. Yes, she likes Hollywood — and she
likes men. Men, too, have a sneaking admiration for this puckish, 5 foot 4 inches
tall, blue-eyed little girl. That makes her
what we fonney Americains call "beeg boxoffees." And that reminds me; you'll soon
be standing on line for tickets to "Danger
— Love at Work."
GENE RAYMOND (Last printed August
1936. Total number of requests since then,
462.) Gene Raymond is that confirmed
bachelor who just got married. It seems
that when you're built
like a Greek god, with
crisp platinum locks and
dancing blue eyes, you
can give romance the
run-around just so long
and no longer. Gene
should know. He wore a
bullet-proof vest against
Cupid's arrows and maidens' glances — and look
what happened to him. He always had a
different alibi on tap for the interviewers.
Even when Jeanette MacDonald came along,
feet—
Gene wasn't swept off hishimtoo ofsolid
the truth
not until she convinced
of his self-created myth of bachelorhood.
Jeanette had to prove it was all a hoax.
Not that Gene was ever girl-shy. As a boy,
he went to school with Marguerite Churchill and Helen Chandler. It was a Professional Children's School, and Gene learned
all the funny things actors learn. How to
do a brogue, ride a horse, sing and fence,
and occasionally there'd be a call for acting.
It was in the latter part of his curriculum
that little Raymond Guion (the French
Huguenot name with which Gene was
christened) excelled. And, every now and
then, he'd play hooky from school and
sneak in a few stage appearances. In 1913,
at five, he wowed his public in a small
way in a production of "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch."
His first big-time wowing assignment
was in "Young Sinners." That was in 1929.
The show stayed on the boards for two
years. Raymond played the role of a chap
called Gene Gibson. When the show was
over, and he was called to Hollywood, he
hurriedly took the Gene from the Gibson,
added the Raymond of his own name, and
so the star you know today was born.
Just born, though. He had to take care of
growing up all by himself. Paramount refused to cast him in anything but weakling
roles — Milquetoasts of every description.
At the close of his first contract. Gene said
nix on a renewal and went free-lance. Since
then
made
a bigfield.
name His
for next
himselfis
in thehe's
light
comedy
"There Goes My Girl," with Ann Sothern.
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• "Excuse me for getting personal— but haven't you gone pretty far
with this nose idea? Enough is enough, I always say. . . It's none of
my business, of course— but what's a nose like that for?"

• "You don't tell me!. . .You fill it full of water on a hot day— yes,
yes, go on... Then you throw it up over your head and give yourself
a shower? Boy!. . . Well, I must say you've got something there!"

• "Don't try to sell me one though! Nope— I've got my own system.
A soft cooling sprinkle of downy Johnson's Baby Powder. . . no
prickly heat or rashes or chafing after that kind of shower!"

- IJaBV

9 "Take one feel of Johnson's Baby Powder— you'll see why it
keeps my skin so healthy and smooth!" Healthy skin, Mothers,
is the best protection against skin infections. Johnson's Baby Powder is made of finest Italian talc— no gritty particles and no orrisroot . . . Remember Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too.
And for tiny babies, try the new Johnson's Baby Oil— stainless, not
sticky, and cannot turn rancid.

NEW BRUNSWICK

NEW JERSEY
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Between

You

VT

Me

(Continued from page 17)
$1.00
Found:

A

Prize

Letter

Second

Valentino

When Rudolph Valentino passed on ten
years ago, romance went with him. When
he was living, the world seemed such a
wonderful place to be in. I saw "The Son
of the Sheik" eleven times. I think more
of him today than the day he died.
Until recently I rebelled against the
thought of anyone taking his place. But
now I feel that Don Ameche is the only
logical person to carry on where he left
off. I'm sure Rudy is looking down from
Heaven and agreeing with me.
I will live for the day when I can go
to the theatre and see Don Ameche in "The
Sheik," "Monsieur Beaucaire," and all the
other films that Rudy made worth while.
—Mrs. Edith Conklin, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
$1.00
To

Prize

Henry

Poem

parents. When very young, he spent much
of his time on the large farm of his great
grandparents in Acusnet, Mass. He never
had to spend a summer in the hot city, for
his parents always took him to the shore.
It has also been said that his father
moved about from place to place, so that
Nelson had no home. His father has always been a hard working man. When
Nelson was young, Mr. Eddy worked
nights, aside from his regular job, that his
family might have extra luxuries. For the
past 22 years, Mr. Eddy has worked for the
U. S. Government at the U. S. Naval Torpedo Station at Newport.
If Nelson had not had this normal childhood, he would not be able to hold down
a three-man job as he is doing today.— A
Family Friend, Providence, R. I.
A Discovery
No reason for writing this, except the
right of every normal woman to complain.

Wilcoxon

If Egypt's Queen bent her proud knee
to Antony —
gave herdidheart
If And
Berengaria
cling
To Richard, the Crusading King —
If then two Queens can thus be won,
Oh, what a man is Wilcoxon !
A wrestler, diver, painter, he,
This son of British sovereignty ;
A banker, schemer, athlete : See
The President's great Mystery.
A hero with virility,

. . . SCENTED WITH
GENUINE IMPORTED
I ^fruetich PERFUME

I. n Paris, the woman

of glamour

turns instinctively to Djer-Kiss to increase her charm ... To her cousins in
America this precious French perfume
is now

available in Djer-Kiss Talc.

To make yourself fascinating, use this
exquisite Djer-Kiss Talc, every day.
In drug and department stores
at 25c and 75c. New generous
10c size in ten -cent stores.

("Pnarurwnced "Dear Kiii)
TALC
■By. KERKOFF

PARIS

Wilcoxon, here's success to thee !
Though gay, gallant and debonair,
Brave Duncan lost his Alice fair.
But, Henry, don't
be in despair,
You would have won had I been there!
And now I'm waiting patiently,
Sea."
"Soulsd, atConn.
soon , inHartfor
see youRandall
To —Joan
$1.00 Prize Letter
One More Dig
Cartoons have been drawn, articles have
been written and comedians have ribbed
the subject of the manner in which film
stars sleep — that is, on the screen. But
it's always worth one more dig.
I sigh with envy when I see one of our
cinema lovelies waking up in the bright
sunshine — not in the cold gray dawn, the
blankets and sheets all smooth and even^not twisted and wrinkled, her hair smooth
snarled from
in ' place
perfectly
and
way.
wrong— not
on it the
sleeping
Have we not an actor or an actress
who can wake up slowly and painfully to
untangle himself and stagger into the
shower and come out with his eyes still
half shut? All the time we're watching
this picturization of one of our vaguest
pipe dreams, we're thinking how hard it's
o'clock
up at 7Hansen,
to have —to get
going to be morning.
Margaret
tomorrow
Cleveland, Ohio.

Nelson Eddy's Childhood
According to articles I've read recently,
"Nelson Eddy has had no childhood ; he has
Really?
young."
beenwho
never
As one
has known
the Eddy family
for years, I want to say that Nelson had
a childhood that might well be the envy
of a great many children. He had devoted
and great grandparents, grandparents

Whoops! A prankish breeze
nearly causes cute little Juanita Quigley to lose her topyou love the
piece. Don't
handbag clutched firmly and
the amused expression?

MODERN
You see, we've been spoiled because of
such stimulating movies as "Mr. Deeds,"
"Come and Get It," "Theodora Goes
Wild," "Great Ziegfeld" and "Camille,"
to name but a few. Give us a couple of
poor or even slightly mediocre pictures,
and we make the startling discovery that
most movies are awful ! It's all the fault
of the producers really for giving us films
that are remarkable when they can't hope
to continue with the same formula. — Mrs.
H. S. Bailey, Hampton, Virginia.
Speaking of Voices
It seems to me that an actress should
have a voice far better than that of an
ordinary person. And a starring actress
should have an even finer voice.
I saw Ruby Keeler in "Ready, Willing
and Able." During certain scenes her
voice was so weak and slow that the audience started stamping their feet. She
makes one feel like going up there to
help her talk. She sounds so helpless and
hopeless. Why doesn't she put some pep
into her voice? She doesn't seem to have
any spunk toordo vitality.
course
isn't"
necessary
a Martha OfRaye,
but it
I wish
she'd
Chicago,show,
111. more life. — Jane Stephens,
Hangover
Last night I saw "Maytime" and this
morning 1 have a hangover. The glorious voices of MacDonald and Eddy stay
with me. I could go on offering adjectives indefinitely, but instead I want to
state that I and the rest of the audience,
from all indications, were in great danger
of getting off to a bad start. I sat, suffering and sympathizing with my comrades
in distress, whose moans were breaking
my heart. Then and there I decided to

SCREEN

do my duty as a citizen and write to you.
Please, why must our beautiful young
heroines change to cane-thumping old
ladies before our very eyes? It isn't right
and we don't like it. Let us admire our
truly old ladies but no more grey hair
and wrinkles for the younger stars if
you would spare our illusions.— Alice R.
Langton, Rushville, Pa.
Goodness,

Gracious

Surely everyone likes to see new personalition
es _ theanything
screen, quite
but I'm
no
one anticipated
like sure
Martha
Raye. She must have looked up humor in
the wrong dictionary, for her chatter certainly isn't comedy. I have recently seen
"Hideaway Girl" and previous to that
"College Holiday," and in my estimation
Miss Raye contributed nothing to either
picture. She has no figure, and her singing is worse than her jokes ; in fact she
has nothing outstanding except a big
mouth and surely we don't want to pay
to see that— Grace Meyers, Valley Stream,
N. Y.
Indifferent

tiful, one wouldn't mind, but her plain
face is too much. — Mrs. H. Bowers, Dallas,
Texas.
Kingfish, No. T
No wonder the movie-world pays tribute
to
Great God,
Movie's
fishthatNumber
One.Publicity,
Why not?
He Kingtook
a pretty boy from little Pomona, carefully
shook the hayseed from his hair, sent
him to a tailor and then gagged gossip
writers with those too, too precious personal items and that special-made-to-order
romance. You bet the public read about
him. They had to — or stop reading.
— Florence Ridge, Canton, Ohio.
Watch

to Barbara

Taylor

Barbara Stanwyck doesn't seem to inspire either admiration or active dislike.
And that's really the way I feel about
her, utterly indifferent, so long as I don't
have to see her ruin an otherwise good
picture. But I do hate to see anyone who
is no better an actress than Miss S. rate
the publicity and important productions
she does.
Actually, she can play but one role, and
that goes for whether she is chorus girl,
society girl or anything else ; whatever she
is, she is always loud-mouthed and coarse.
For my part, her hard-boiled, tough manner gets on my nerves. If she were beau-

WHAT A MAN I BY THE WAY,
SIS, WHAT'S THE LOW-DOWN ON
HIM? IS HE A WOMAN-HATER,
OR

HATER?
HER BROTHER

TOLD HER-

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

SEVERAL WEEKS

LATER

20*

LARGE

MEN

—BUT GffUS KNEW

THOUGHT
BETTER!...

GUY TAKES THE HINT
r

YES, GUY, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL
PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17 HAVE BAD BREATH,
ATH.l
TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD BREATH
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.
I ADVISE COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE..,

4W—

NO BAD

BREATH

his Sparkling Smile!

...AND NO
C
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MY TEETH AS
BRIGHT AND
CLEAN

SIZE

35* GIANT SIZE
OVER TWICE AS MUCH

WHAT

behind

"Colgate's special penetrating foam gets into every
tiny hidden crevice between your teeth . . . emulsifies and washes away the
decaying food deposits
that cause most bad breath, dull, dingy
teeth, and much tooth decay. At the
same time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens the
enamel — makes your teeth sparkle —
gives new brilliance to your smile!"

Champion

I'm sick and tired of the" abuse Bob
Taylor has suffered of late. In my opinion, the letters sent in branding him as
a movie lover with no claim to acting
come from young Misses who feel that
they are obtaining originality when they
spurn the obvious popularity of a new
screen rave. It happened to Gable, now
Taylor, and Tyrone Power will probably
be next.
Why, anybody with half an eye should
realize that the final scene in "Camille"
was the undisputed result of magnificent
acting on the part of Taylor as well as
Garbo. — E. G. Grandis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TAKES A HAND

-f SIS IS A SWELL GIRL.
FUSSY ABOUT THIN6S LIKE
BAD BREATH, OF COURSE.
SHE SAYS HER DENTIST,

Kisses, Bob

I did not like the way Bob Taylor kissed
Greta Garbo in "Camille." It was an insult to her. I like the way he kisses
Barbara Stanwyck much better. I suppose it's because he puts more feeling into
his kisses to Barbara. — Janice Love,
Bronx, N. Y.

THAT'S
WOMAN

Your

COLGATE
EAM
RIBBON DENTAL CR

AS

COLGATE'S!
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Clothes
the

Give

You

Breaks

(Continued from page 41)

a frantic and often ludicrous effort to
look exotic or glamorous or merely different, her aim is to look suitably dressed.
Always, above all else, she looks well bred.
you and me, it comes natJust between
urally to this Warner favorite, but that is
no reason why some of us more brash and
impulsive and gadget-loving gals shouldn t
delicacy.
deliberately try to acquire some of her

at the clothes she is
LET'S take a look pictur
es on Pages 40
' wearing in the
and 41 and see if we can't discover what
to her very simit is that gives distinction
ple clothes— the sort that you can find m
just insist
your local stores, if youyouwill
would rather
to the saleswoman that
glowing pearl
give the effect of a single fire.
Tell her
than that of a three-alarm
and
nice
rather
be
would
it
you think
terribly original to dress like a lady. It is
the most daring form of originality these

0

n — you'd
j/^y OTH the same s perso
of Maybelhne
hardly believe it, would you? A few simple brush-stroke
scanty, unatMascara make all the difference in the beauty-world. Pale,
romanceinvites
that
fringe
ant
luxuri
dark,
tractive lashes-or the long,
let your mirror help you choose.
gummy masNo longer need you risk the bold, artificial look of lumpy,
ul dark
caras when you can so easily have the natural appearance of beautif
famous
or
form
Creampopular
the
Either
.
lashes with Maybelline Mascara
Tear.
evening
of
hours
c
romanti
the
through
and
Solid-form lasts all day—
counter.
c
cosmeti
favorite
your
at
ble
Obtaina
s.
harmles
rting,
proof, non-sma
prefer it.
Try Maybelline — and see why 11.000,000 beauty-wise women
delicate
a
Blend
.
Shadow
Try Maybelline's exquisite, creamy Eye
of
sparkle
and
color
the
accent
to
—
lids
your
izing shade on
harmon
,
your eyes.
ine s
Form your brows into swift curving lines of beauty— with Mayhell
smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil.
eye beauty
Generous introductory sizes of the world's largest sellingthrilling
new
to
yourself
ce
Introdu
stores.
10c
all
at
ble
obtaina
aids are
loveliness — insist on Maybelline!

ne creamy
Mavbelli
Blue.
Eye Shadow.
Brown.
Blue-Grav
.
Green or .Violet

smoothMaybellineEyebrow
marking
Blue.. Black , Brown
orPencil
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Maybelline
Black
. Cream
Brown
or Blue, inMascara—
dainty
zipper
bag.
75c.
water.
without
applied
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worldMascara.in
- famous
economicalBoldSolid-form
Maybelline'e
Black.
vanity.
metal
beautiful
Brown or Bine. 76c. Refills S6c.

EYE

BEAUTY AIDS

days.
First let's analyze the dark, sheer, twosort of
piece frock, because that is the summer
her
in
needs
girl
every
that
dress
wardrobe, unless she is spending her entire
time at the beach or in the mountains. 11
in town, it's practically inyou are living
dispensable, because it looks so cool and
suave. It is non-crushable and won t wilt.
You have probably seen some hundreds
of two-piece dark sheer dresses in the
't elookis
doesn
summe
blous
two other
past
doesbutit?thisThe
s,rs,
like the
are a
ns
butto
shorter, the tiny round
but
ones,
fancy
big,
from
e
pleasant chang
it is the collar that really does the trick.
rThe collar is of stiffened faille in summe
big flower petals.
sky blue, shapeda like
dress like this is very
Incidentally,
effective in black or in that very dark
walnut brown, or even in Dubonnet red
if you are so subdued in coloring that you.
need the build-up of deep colors in clothes
Anita Louise wears it in Navy blue, which
is not only the ideal choice for her, but is
usually the best choice for either blondes
blue-eyed.
or brunettes, if they are
All of her accessories are plain dark
blue, you notice. Not a trace of fancy
stitching on hat, handbag, shoes, or gloves.
The effect is to concentrate every bit of
attention on the one bit of trimming that
relieves the inky darkness of the outfit.
And that bit of color, you will notice, comes
just where it frames her face. When
wears this dress, no one's attention
Anita
will waver even momentarily from the
most important part of the costume, which
dress.
in the
girl you
is Itheknow
are impatient _ to_ get on to
the evening dress, because it is just the
sort of fragile, floating creation that can
ed belle of the counmake you the undisput
try club or resort hotel dance. And I bet
you have caught on already to the repetition of Anita's trimming-at-the-neck trick.
That soft, fluffy collar is formed of white
organdie roses massed together.
eveAnita likes Navy blue for summer for
a
ning dresses. They are charming
o-irl of her coloring. She keeps her lvoryhke skin and glossv spun-gold hair m
spite of the California sun. If you are
the outdoor type and get a glorious tan
g dresses are not so
in summer, dark evenin
o-ood Thev make your skm look dingy.
Oyster white or the new lime green or
canary yellow or the very palest of blue
or pink will set off your glowing com-
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plexion better.
Because summer entertaining is usually
unpretentious, Anita thinks it more suitable to wear a dress made of crisp cotton
fabric than the more sumptuous organzas
or tulle. Dotted Swiss is ideal, because it
is firm enough to be fitted in sculptured
lines, soft enough to be gathered very full
without looking bulky and yet filmy
enough to float enchantingly when strolling or dancing.
1 DON'T believe that Anita ever sat
down and figured out a deft psychology
of clothes. Ask her to talk about clothes
and she looks at you all dewy-eyed and
surprised and a little bit ashamed, as if
she were letting you down. Hesitantly,
she will tell you that she just wears what
she likes. Lucky girl to be born with
such unerring taste.
Probably you have noticed that lately
there has developed a change in public
taste. Out of the pandemonium of swing
music, breakneck sports and continuous
wisecracks, a vast public is beginning to
turn toward gentleness and tenderness and
delicacy. The brash hoyden is headed
for the role of comic relief only. The
tremendous success of "A Star Is Born"
is attributed to the compassionate consideration of the leading characters for
each other, and many people look on it
as an indication that we are all going to
stop pretending to be hard and make it
smart to be softies.
Fashions in dress follow swiftly on the
heels of other trends, and soft prettiness
is due to supplant tailored sleekness and
boxy lines. In that case, Anita Louise,
who doesn't pay much attention to fads
and fancies, will find that while others
have been racing to keep up with fashion,
fashion has been catching up with her.
The white shantung dress she is wearing is typical of the newest fashion trend.
Instead of boxy lines, kick pleats, and
widened shoulders, it has a more dainty
air. The skirt is full, but plain. Incidentally, Anita doesn't refer to this as a
tennis dress, or a spectator sports dress,
or anything of the sort. She calls it a
house dress. It is what she actually likes
to wear around home. Slacks, pajamas,
culottes are all right for those who like
them, but Anita isn't the athletic type or
the languorous type. Her hours at home
are spent practicing on her harp, and I
feel sure she could never approach her
stately instrument without feeling hilariously incongruous if she were wearing
slacks.
In many offices throughout the country,
the old rule of wearing dark clothes even
in midsummer has been discarded amid
cheers, and many a girl now goes to work
wearing a simple white dress. This one
would be entirely suitable, as it doesn't
make the wearer look as if she were
headed for the golf links or the beach and
just wandered into an office by mistake.
Shantung is the ideal material for such a
dress, for it won't wrinkle and it is dustresistant. It looks unrumpled and fresh
even after being shoved through crowds in
subways and buses.
Although Anita has twice visited Paris,
she likes American-made clothes best, because they are so practical. When she is
shopping for clothes, she always thinks
of the occasions for which she wants them.
She because
doesn't just buy a strictly-tailored
suit
store advertising proclaims
that tailored suits are the current vogue.
She buys clothes that are comfortable
and suitable for her to wear as she drives
to and from the studios, goes to a preview, or lunches with friends at one of
Hollywood's favorite restaurants.
Restaurant-lunching is one of the occasions for which . the dress designers
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no
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the clean, fresh smell of alcohol that
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nary cream deodorants, it really does
It's so pleasant, so effective, that 80% of
the women who have tried it prefer it to
check perspiration!
any other deodorant.
You've never known anything like
Don't mess about with smelly, greasy,
the new Odorono Ice ! It's like magic ! ineffective creams another day. Save
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have let us down pretty badly ever since
the vogue for sports clothes swept the
country- Between flowered, chiffons which
are apt to look pretty tacky, and trim little
crepe' suits which seem a little subdued
anythin
isn'tproble
just the
theresolved
party, has
for a Louise
of
m g.
Anita
a
into
e
how to get a touch of eleganc
She
.
though
frock,
crepe
e
simple daytim
wears an exquisite soft brown lace blouse,
a rippling ruffle down the front, with
a bolero-jacketed beige crepe suit. With
this she is wearing dark brown gloves
and carrying a brown bag. Her hat is of
brown taffeta stitched in beige.
We haven't said a word about shoes,
but wouldn't you know that she sowould
well
select the classic pumps that go
flipof
burst
only
The
g?
everythin
with
of cutis herherchoice
inwith
indulges
she
pancy
house dress.
out sandals to wear
And those are on the conservative side.

She

Has

Because Anita ignores all the exaggerated lines and gadgets of swiftly-passing fashions and consistently dresses m
clothes that are simple, supple and dainty,
one always remembers her sof tly-glowmg
g. Her
beauty, not what she wasnotwearin
be right for
choice of clothes would
a girl of neutral coloring, a girl who was
dashing and reckless and flamboyant,, or
the sleek, sophisticated type. They are
utterly right for her, and if you have
golden hair and creamy skin and blue eyes
like hers, if you have a willowy figure
and gentle manner, if you have natural
delicacy of temperament, you can make
the devastating impression on people that
she does by following her lead in selecting t
clothes. Even the girls who shouldn
wear her type of clothes can learn a lot
from her.
The secret of being effectively dressed
is this: Know yourself, then be yourself.

a

System

(Continued from page 39)

from the Lombard— if your imagination will
embrace a faint cry from Miss Lombard.
But la' Stanwyck fixed that all up, too. She
Everylittleon red
in her
kept onescore
ranch gets a
thebook.
a stint
who does
lunch checked up against the future.
It works in Pomona, too. "Howz about
tomorrow mornwatching the horses race voice
of Barbara.
ing?'^" invites the seductive
"I'd" love it," says Bob and half a dozen
others. Even when she springs that fourthirty a. m. on them, they still fall for it.
So they had a lot of fun, watching the
education of these beautiful spirited babies
from Kensince they arrived in blanketsboys
walked
tucky. At first the stable
them around the track gently. Next came
the
the ceremony of saddling them. Now
horses have a workout each morning. They
bolt and run the wrong way at first, all
over the field.
Barbara is right up there in her favorite
spot on the stable roof, enjoying the show.
But she hops down when the horses are
brought in. A little job of Huckleberry
Finning is waiting for her.
You. walk a hot horse until he cools off,
a man to a horse.
"Here's a horse for you, Bob. One tor
Clark." They must be walked for
you,
half an hour at a slow pace, and they
don't always like it much. They want to
run. The horses do— not Bob and Clark.
They would probably just as soon be back
home in bed. Instead, much to their surprise, they are out in Pomona at what
to dawn, saying, "Whoa, horsie!"
amounts
and getting a pair of sore hands hanging
onto a gee-gee who wants to go the other
way.

how it would be just lovely to have a
barbecue out at the new ranch, if only
they had something to have a barbecue
with. Which gave Carole Lombard the
perfect opportunity to fling one of her epic
shindigs. She sent out a crew to build
a barbecue pit with all the fixings. When
everything was complete,
the party arrived
even to the Roman couches.
"First time I ever ate Thanksgiving
stomach," Barbara
lying on my
dinner"but
it turns out to be the ^ideal way
says,
to cope with a barbecued steak."
R the steaks and baked potatoes,
AFTE
■ etc., the party all fell asleep in the
sun, which was surely different from the
conventional turkey-at-home where you are
and lie down awhilees,
perishing to gotoooffmany
visiting relativ
but there are
around. Don't you think someone ought to
organize a campaign for naps-after-Thanksnow, who'll make
Let's see
giving-dinner? How
about Barbara?
the speeches?
Her very best Huckleberry Finn is the
way she does about marriage. She just sits
back and smiles and lets the newspapers
do it for her !
"Sure, they get you in love, engaged,
and married. You don't have to do a thing
Barbara smiles. "Just
about it yourself,"
appear in public twice with the same man.
is eggs in the coffee."
everything
and"After
you saw your engagement announced inthe public prints, without knowing about it yourself, how did you feel next

"You feel like a darn fool, to tell the
time you saw Bob?"
Barbara said. "It's terribly embarrassing. You think, does he expect me to
■ truth,"
expect him to make good on it, and you
Barbara's son, going on
NG Dion,
YOUfive,
wonder if he's figuring the same way. At
is the inspiration for the ranch
and horses. Barbara feels that this is a
self-conscious and embarfirst you feel
rassed, then the only way out is to laugh
very important and formative time in his
Bob and I both have a
life, and that he has been too much Hewithis it off. Fortunately,
sense of humor. We are very frank and kid
women in her manless household.
each other about it, which is the only
now in the fireman stage, ready to gradu-,
ate into a cowboy any minute. A hearty
"And so?"
golden-head, Barbara's
handsome littlemuch
"Absolutely nothing definite. We have no
governed by Dion.
plans are pretty
Barbara
,
giving
Thanks
last
back
Way
and no intentions. Just having fun."
plans
"If you go out and get married before
pulled a Huck Finn that was one for the
to be vexed
book. Did little Babs clutter up her culinthis story appears, I'm going But
not too
sternly.
said
I
you,"
with
ivingThanksg
big
a
nt with
departme
all the folks m to be
invite
dinnerary and
sternly, because if Barbara wants to change
stuffed? She's done that for many a year,
her mind in favor of a grand old institubut this year she had a better idea. She
tion like marriage, I'm all for it. Especially
happens to marry Bob.
if she out."
suggested, within hearing of the right ears,
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of

Temple

(Continued from page 25)
plenty from her, too. I have — from
women I've worked with — Loy,
Shearer, Lombard, top-notchers, the
'em.
kind 1.of fun, at that, to
school Be
to No.

£&

DR.

all the
Garbo,
lot of
go to

ELLIS
SUPER

WAVE

"Of course," he went on, still gravely,
though the twinkle had reappeared in his
eyes, "Miss Temple has two strikes on me
from who
the wants
start. toI'm
she'slikelittle,
and
lookbig,at and
a lunk
me

SET

New clear wave set super-quickdrying. Leaves no flakes. Adds a
soft sheen so professional looking.
And you can wave your hair yourself in a few minutes.
Best for Blondes, Brunettes, Titians,
Platinums and for every texture of
hair. You will like it . . . try it and
see for yourself.

when he can look at Shirley? I'm dark
and she's fair, and the gentlemen still prefer blondes. The ladies?" He thought
fast. "Well, show me any lady in the land
who could resist Shirley." He seemed
pleased at getting out of that one.
"How about dimples?" I inquired, though
fearfully. "You're even there."
"When you say that, smile," he warned
me. "She's got what belongs to her. I've
whatWhat
doesn't.
The very
agotman.
guy wants
to go word
aroundwrecks
with
a hole in his face? But Shirley — " He
forgot for a moment his role of indignant
plaintiff. "Those two little stars chasing
themselves 'round her mouth. Cute as the
devil,smile
aren'thethey?"
his smile was
like
the
turned And
on Claudette
Colbert,
after she had sobbed herself to sleep behind
the walls of Jericho.
"Then," he went on, returning to character, "there's the great ear problem. Now
I've never had the pleasure of seeing Miss
Temple's ears, though I go to all her
pictures. The only time I ever saw her in
person was at the Academy Award Dinner
last year. She's a beautiful baby and kindlooking, and if I'd asked her politely for a
peek at her ears, she might have shown
them to me. But to tell you the truth, it
never occurred to me. If I'd known this
story
of
it. was coming up, I'd have made a point
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" ANYWAY, they're probably small and
shell-pink, like the rest of her. But
suppose, for the sake of argument, they
weren't.
Suppose,
for thelike
sakemine.
of argument,
they
were
something
Would
anybody know it? Would they stand naked
and free to the wind, like some I could
mention? No. She's got a head of golden
curls to hide 'em under. She doesn't have
to hide 'em, mind you, but she's got the
curls just the same. Mine ought to be hidden, and I haven't got the curls. Not that
I want 'em, heaven forbid. But the least
they could do is send me up on a picture
to Alaska, where I could wear earlaps —
and do some big game hunting at the same
time," he added as an afterthought.
"And Alaska reminds me of beards.
When we started 'Parnell' there was some
talk of a beard. We compromised on sideburns. With Shirley, the question would
and
If ititdid,
up. think
never
fine new
some laugh
was she'd
on and
stick itcome

kind of game she was playing. What's
more, she'd look just as sweet with that
face of hers poking out over it. Well, the
beard would look just as funny on me, but
the face would take punishment. And then
there's clothes. Put Shirley in a frilly
she looks grand. Put her in
dress, and
overalls and she looks just as grand. Put
me in a frilly dress, and see how I look.
I just don't have the range," he grinned.
"Finally, there's this all-important
question of time. Movie stars don't
generally last more than five years, so
you're told. Well, that's where Miss Shirley
has it all over the rest of us. And I'm not
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herkidding this time. That baby's twined
people's heartstrings,
self so fast arounde they
could get along
that I don't believ
COMES
OUT
without her. They'll want to keep right on
owns kids.
as their
froml
same what
to herThey'l
seeing toher,know
happen
want
want to watch
next. They'llgirl
one year tong thefrom
to a bigger
a little
growi
her
!
RN
CO
THE
sted in every stage,
girl. They'll be intere
when she ties back that mop of curls with
a ribbon ; when she begins to lengthen out
like a long-legged colt ; when she goes in
for roller-skating and bicycles; when she
starts being interested in boys and goes to
her first party in her first party dress;
when she graduates from school ; and then
when she really grows up and falls m love.
No Waiting— Pain Instantly Relieved
"Sure, they'll only see it on the screen,
Get rid of corns by using this famous triple- but they can imagine her doing the same
action, scientific treatment — ,—
be all that
life. There'll
own variety,
herthat
things inall
while the rest of
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads— and I
change,
rid of them. It's
us stay the same, except that we get a little
then keep
easy, safe, sure. Just these
older each year. People get tired of seeing
soothing, healing, cushionthe same faces all the time. I know I do
1
corns,
on
alone
pads
ing
But I've got a hunch they won't get tired
sore toes, callouses or bunions .
relief
give youblethe most grateful
because they've adopted her.
of Shirley,
imagina — instantly. Put them on
She belongs to them.
tender toes caused by friction or
"I can see it going on and on forever, till
pressure of new or tight shoes and
her
they|
before
corns
stop
you'll
she's playing grandmother parts, with still
.
can develop!
dimples
the
and
curly
still
hair
white
Medi-i
with the separate
UsedDisks,
cated
included in every box,
mouth. And
chasing
her. her
loving'round
still other
the fans each
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly resoft corns bemove toeshardorcorns,
tween
callouses.
"Nope," he concluded, folding his hands
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are thin, .
behind his head. "I'm not in her class. Not
velvety-soft,
in the
, with a
or come off Don't
stick to stockingwaterproof.
the grandmother type," he amended
bath. Get a box today. Cost but a [
the smart thing
"So
teeth.
white
of
flash
trifle. Sold everywhere.
for me is to get out before I've tumbled so
far that Shirley won't even think I'm worthI
just what
haunting any more. That'swhen
my conintend to do in four years,
a rebel
be
it'll
time
D-rScholls
that
is out. By
d.
to all tractconcerne
"I'd like enough money for security and
Zino-pads
not a penny more. Five hundred a month
will do. I wouldn't cross the street to1
make more, if I had that much. Then
want to travel while I'm still young enough
there is in
to enjoy it. I want to see all go
on that
this world to see. I want to
on
Africa
to
and
Alaska
in
hunt
big game
lions
another, where I'll only have No 1 1movie
to wrestle with instead of No
stars I don't want to wait till I ve reached
ORY
T
A
L
on the
I
P
E
can't lie down
when Igetting
depilatory. Instantly ■
the age without
popular D
most
Today's
ED
lumbago. 1 don t
uM
ground
g
■
delightAs
hair.
of
trace
eliminates every
want to wait till doctors start telling me:
ful as your choicest cold cream. Simply ■
'Better not fly, old man. Your heart wont
I
spread on and rinse off. Ask dealeror write
it.' I'm going while I can do all the
stand
Madame Berths. 562 Fifjh^ve^JjejwYorkJ
things I want to do as I want to do em.
"Then if I still feel that way, I'll build
a little house here in California. I don t
want estates with stables and pools and
tennis courts. It's not what I ve ever been
used to, and I don't like it. Just a small
house where I don't have to have a flock
of strange servants walking around all
hours of the day and night, or a lot of
rooms that nobody uses.
"But plenty of ground where I can keep
animals. Two hundred acres, maybe And
PROTECTION
I don't have to live in San Fernando Valley,
an acre
where they soak you six hundred ood
to be Worn Internally ...
an
Drive out from Hollyw
land.
for
Once you have known the
twentyfor
it
get
can
you
glorious freedom and comfort
hour or two, and
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five or fifty. I'd like to combine the backmethod of sanitary protecoround and atmosphere of a ranch with a
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New England landscape, with lots of trees
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ing that
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Only
ble.
orta
comf
and
ical
pract
was
the Bureau of Feminine Hytecarchi
sh
Spani
like
don't
giene. Package of Four, 10c.
sh ; I
not Spani
ture. Early American, maybe; and one
the; wix company
story. I don't go for two-story houses. And
Minneapolis — Los Angeles
ten thousand dollars. I'd
not togasrunandover
electricity and all those things
have
put in. I don't care for the fancy stuff,
but I do like a certain amount of comfort.
"There'd be one big living-room, probES
ho
STORx
ICK Pa
AND uAT 5 il
ably running the entire length of the house,
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with a huge fireplace at one end, the kind
you could'get a good big log into. I might,
almost make it a combination living-room
was warmand playroom."
dining-roo
grew
now, as theHe house
ing to hism theme
"You
a boy's.
eager
eyes,
his of
under
m away,
dining-roo
the as
whisk
could sort
when you'd finished eating, like those felI'd do the whole
tales.
fairypine,
room lowsinin the
knotty
with a ceiling of big
I'd
floors,down
of board
instead
timbers,
rag rugs
can throw
tile you
this and,
have
on. So if you're out riding, you can come
in with mud on your feet, and so can your
dogs, and you don't have to worry about
what'll happen to the Oriental carpets. Just
run a mop over it, and there you are.
"I'd like plenty of gay color around, but
none of this wild stuff— what do they call
it? Surrealist? Can you make head or
tail of it? No? Me, too. Oh, and brass;
I like brass bright and shining by the fireplace and anywhere else I can stick it.
"Not over three bedrooms ; a couple for
my friends, because the latchstring would
always be out. Not too big a kitchen ; and
a cellar under the whole house, where I
could store things like potatoes and apples.
Bathrooms are the one thing I might go
haywire on. Probably spend more money
on them than the rest of the house put together. Ihate a shower that sprays out a
measly trickle or two and stops. I want
them full, with lots of pressure behind
them, so they make you sting.
"Then I'd have a little cottage on the
grounds for the help, man and wife, if I
could get 'em. When I'm in a house, especially ahouse that's small, I like to be
able to close the door and know that I'm
the one in it. I hate" he said with an
almost fierce intensity, "the sense of people
pussyfooting around.

of all, two or three
First to
ALS?
ANIM
s. I'd want
take care of them
■horse
care of more
take
't
couldn
I
, andmany.
myselfthat
Probably a cow, because
than
I like the milk. No, I wouldn't milk her
ed. "Not that I don't
he laugh
myself
But I wouldn't want to _tie
how.
know ,"
When milking time
cow.
a
to
down
myself
right I there.
be
to
you'vetoogotmany times
comes,
go
had toAnd
there were
home from school to do that very thing,
when I wanted to be playing baseball.
"Let's see, what else? Chickens, for eatsuddenly,at
he saidstartled
a cat,"slightly
and being
air of
theOh, yes,
with ing.
himself. "You know, I used to think I
didn't like cats. Well, the fellow at the
stable where I keep my horse has one
running around. I was amazed when I
saw how he jumps over this guy's arm and
comes running like a dog when he whistles.
I've kind of fallen for that cat. He knows
deme now, and we get along fine.ofYes,
course,
cidedly Iwant a cat. And dogs,
kinds, any kind, mutts
of 'em, all
plenty
and maybe a snob or two,
near-mutts
and
they don't stick up their noses
provided
at
the others.
"Will I miss the movies? Well, you see,
I'm just a farmer at heart. I'll be building
fences, pruning trees, making improvements,
working out my horses. I'll be too busy to
miss anything — even Shirley.
"Maybe some day," a quizzical blue gleam
shot from under his black lashes, and the

"when I'm rubface deepened,
in his Southern
hole bing
Son, a little lady with
down
fly-away golden curls and a frilly dress'll
Maybe my horse'll be curious
pass by.
to want to know who she is. Mayenough"
be she'll be fourteen or eighteen or twentyone. That won't make any difference. I
can still tell him: 'That's the little lady
That's
hopping. in
old man
kept your No.
once Temple,
who
the
1 actress
Shirley

"
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Be

(Continued from page 31)
or a photographic sitting to be okayed.

AND these things must be done. We
■ can't go temperamental, either, and
scratch the paper off the walls or slam
down our make-up boxes and take off.
You, Sarah, can tell your boss off, slam
down your desk or bolt of ribbon. You
shouldn't, but you can. If you do, what
happens ? At the worst, you
may get fired.
That may be pretty bad but, at least, only
your boss and the office force and a few
of your friends need know about it. If I
should get fired, the whole world and every
producer in the industry would know about
it.
"It would be blazoned in the headlines. The Finger would be on me. At
the worst, your huff would be put down to
a scrap with your boy friend, and a casual
'what's
eating beherbranded
?' wouldas behard
the to
endhandle.
of it.
But I would
You may be able to pound the keys or sell
merchandise with frazzled nerves, but you
can't go catches
before everything.
the camera that way. The
camera
"Perhaps a great many of you girls feel
abused when your boss asks you to rewrite
a letter. Perhaps you groan when you
make a -typographical error, have to take
the sheet out of the machine and start all
over again. I can feel for you, but I doubt
that you have ever felt for me. For we,
in pictures, 'take the sheet out of the
machine and start all over again' ten,
sometimes twenty times, before we complete a 'take.' Perhaps we fumble a line,
perhaps someone sneezes or a bumble bee
buzzes in, and then we have to do the
whole scene over again. Perhaps it is the
biggest love scene in the picture, a deathbed scene, something that makes far
greater emotional demands than rewriting
a letter. Whatever happens, I have to
wear a bright, brave smile and pretend it
doesn't matter.
"I just
don'ttodare
havemore
a cold
in the
head.
I have
be far
careful
of
myself than I would be, left to my own
devices. After all,, a gal from Montana
isn't exactly a hot-house plant. I'm a
pretty sturdy specimen. But I have to
behave, most of the time, like a fragile
orchid. For if I should catch cold, get a
dose of sunburn or contract a nice dose of
poison oak — well, if anything happens to
me
I'm working,
isn'tthe
only
my
face while
that burns.
It wouldit cost
studio
thousands of dollars while I held up production. It might keep hundreds of
people, extras and so on, out of work.
I'm not my own man, girls. I daren't
take chances with Myrna Loy, for she
isn't my property.
"Other girls," Myrna went on warmly,
"write me like this : They say, 'What is
there for me to do after hours? My boy
friend and I may have dinner together or
go dancing. Or my girl chums will come
over and we'll talk about our boy friends
or, if we are engaged, bur coming marriages. But our parties, Myrna, would
seem tame to a girl like you. You go to
such glorious ones, don't you?'
"Hah!" said Myrna, "I'd give away two
years of my life to be able to get together
with girl friends and talk about my marriage and new house which are, naturally,
the most thrilling topics in my life. If I
could be the plain Myrna Williams I am
at heart, instead of forever figuring out
what Myrna Loy dare and dare not say,
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I'd talk about Arthur and our romance and
marriage and new home. I want to, right
now. I can't. It wouldn't be in good
taste. It might sound like bragging, in
public, about private matters. The studio
mightn't like it. It would also be offensive
to Arthur, who doesn't wish to be included
any of
So, I can't have chummy
publicity. and-I-sez-to-him
in
the my
he-sez-to-me
sort of talk that other girls can. You think
that's fun? It isn't.
"I have to be self-conscious most of the
time. The most normal, insignificant move
I make may be magnified in the public
prints tomorrow. As when, recently, I
bootees for my maid's exwas knitting
pected baby and read everywhere that I
maid'sI
for my that
bootees
was —not
baby
ah, knitting
no. Well,
it happens
them for my maid. You'd
was
think knitting
I'd know better by this time than to
be seen manufacturing 'little garments' in
public. But I haven't learned yet.

can't
atg night
N theI go
fun home
of dinin
out or1 dancWHEhave
nd.
husba
my
with
ing or going to a show
We do all of our socializing over the
week-end. Other nights, I'm too tired lo
know for sure whether I'm Myrna^ Loy,
Mrs. Arthur Hornblow or Kitty O'Shea.
I'm not much good as a wife, a hostess, a
goer-outer. I just stumble into bed if,
by some miracle, I don't have to memorize
lines for the next day's takes. Fortunately
the
for me," Myrna said, "Arthur takes He
greatest possible interest in my work.
certainly doesn't want me to give up my
career. And he understands perfectly the
demands made upon me, which is the only
way in which marriage to a screen player
is even possible.
"I'm not interested in clothes as other
girls are and should be. In fact, I hate
clothes. I'm dressed up to the nines all
day and every day on the set, every detail
perfect, every hair in place, a mirror poked
under my nose every time I turn around.
I'm tired of looking my best. I loathe the
very mention of shopping. I feel ill when

anyone mentions fittings. There's nothing
I'd like better than to slip into something
loose, whether it fits or not, and relax. I
can't. That's one reason why we built our
home in the comparative wildness and
isolation of Cold Water Canyon, so that I
can wear slacks and shuffle about in slip"I can't go anywhere when I'm working.
Too tired even to go to a neighborhood
movie or to the corner drugstore for a
soda.
pers. I couldn't go even that far without
looking 'right,' you see. Not because of
any personal vanity, but because the studio
has spent millions of dollars on the personality known as Myrna Loy. And I
can't let the studio down by slipping off
mask of glamor. I've got
expensive
my be,
on all public occasions, the perto
sonality they sell at the box office.
"It's a shaky business, too. A good
break is likely to get you in, in the first
place. And a bad break is just as likely
you're
out, coming
someone
if you're
always
And
out. is
you there
out.
to getThen
along from the outside, someone newer,
more colorful, more talented. Or you may
have two bad pictures, fail to get the right
material, and you're gone with the wind.
'"If I had the money you make!' girls
write. Yes, for a limited time. On the
premise, too, that the more you make the
less you can keep. And also, what good is
money unless you can spend it? And if I
hate clothes, prefer to hike rather than roll
about in cars, can't entertain much because
from the
get away
can't have
tired,trips,
beingtotoomake
of
to guard my
studio
home and possessions as though^ I were

of them— well, so what?"
ashamed
Myrna rose and walked to the windows,
looking down on the Hollywood which she,
a, has so triuma schoolgirl from Montanturned
to face me ;
phantly conquered. She
her mouth was smiling. But there was
something deeper than laughter in her eyes.
She said, "It's nine parts drudgery and
fear and heartache to one part thrill _ and
glamor. It's all the things I've said it is,
and more. And I love it— I love it."
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Because-

(Continued from page 27)

I thought marI was only seventeen, and
riage would be a step into paradise. But
even at seventeen, if I'd had to say to
, 'This is forever. Are you sure?'
myself
I might have given myself time to realize
that I wasn't sure and saved us all a lot
heartac
ofShe
speaking slowly, choosing her
washe."
words, intent on presenting the facts in
their true light, a light that reveals not
heroes and villains, but the blundering
humans most of us are.

: "3 Rador
" ~\
iant
\, Love/mess! /
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I'm

YET I'm glad we married. Or perhaps
I should put it this way. I'm sorry to
have made my mother unhappy and Grant
unhappv. But I'm glad for the lessons I
learned— that marriage doesn't just work
of its own accord, that it's got to be made
to work. All humans are selfish, and we in
this business are probably more selfish than
most. We're pampered and fussed over. At
first we're grateful, and then we begin to
our right. 'Why
accept Ithese
this, sandas why should I stand
stand thing
should
that?' we say and take that attitude with
s.
us into marriage. Of course it's ruinou
Of course vou've got to give and take.
"Well, Grant and I may have hurt each
other — not may have, we did — but only
through youth and inexperience, not
through ill will. There's no bitterness in

my memories, and I hope and believe he
I hadn't
But if
say the same.
would marriage
about
through
that
one, Ilearned
might
have stepped blindly into another that would
have been bitter. Which is why I'm glad.
It may be a selfish reason, but there it is.
An actress friend of mine who waited till
she was almost thirty to marry, once said
to me, 'I waited because I wanted to be sure
of what I was getting into. If I had to
I'd
Andsame
same tothing.
the mine
I'd do of
do it again,
train
any children
do the
thing. The only one important thing when
you
the man
he's rest
be sure
is to
you
want marry
to live
with
for the
of your
life.' That's what I didn't realize at seventeen. Now I do. And now I'll wait till I
A little relieved at having finished with
that, she reached for a cigarette, then someam sure."
"Salamander,"
murmured,
what inexplicably
and folded
her hands
demurely
in her lap.
I followed her warning eye to where a
blue-uniformed guard had strolled on the
scene. "No smoking," she explained. The
guard smiled like a father and went his
way. Miss Young stuck the cigarette back
into its pack. "Be a good girl, Loretta," she
admonished herself. "Don't _ betray that
trusting grin. Anyway, wait until the
effect's
wornher off."
I asked
if she carried in her mind
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any picture of the man she might one day
marry. The answer came promptly, as if it
were a matter she'd given thought to.
"Not a picture, no ; but two things he's
got to have. Moral courage and breeding. I
can't stand a leaner. I don't want my husband to be my baby, too. Oh, in little ways,
yes, but not in the essentials. If there's any
leaning to be done, I'm old-fashioned
enough to think the woman should do it.
I'm no clinging vine. I'm used to being
independent. I'm not one to hang fondly on
a man and get a thrill out of being a slave
to petty authority : 'Darling, you smoke too
many cigarettes,' and so on. But I want to
know that if I do feel like leaning all over
him, I can, and he'll stand firm. Any
woman wants that. She may love the other
kind in a pitying way. But I want to love
my husband plain, without pity, _ without
feeling I have to apologize for him, even
to myself — least of all to myself.
"And by breeding I don't mean a line of
aristocrats behind him. There's a breeding
of the heart, an instinctive good taste that
aristocrats sometimes don't have and hodcarriers do. It includes a certain fastidiousness of mind and body. I don't like dirty
finger-nails and uncouth language. He's got
to be literate. I don't care whether he's a
college graduate or not. He's got to love
education for its own sake — not for the
sake of some letters after his name, but
because it opens new worlds and trains you
to
make the best of what you've been born
with.
I HOPE I'm not sounding smug, making
demands, as if I were a paragon of
all the virtues myself. After all, they're not
unreasonable demands, are they?" she
pleaded with comic wistfulness. "Character
and a certain degree of culture? And perhaps Ican redeem myself by stopping there.
The rest doesn't matter. I don't care what
he looks like. Handsome or ugly, it's all
the same to me. Of course, I'd be pleased
if he weren't a Dracula. I'd be pleased if
he were beautifully attentive and considerate and thoughtful of me. But if he
weren't, I'd soothe my vanity by putting it
down to absent-mindedness. Sometimes I
think I'd like him to be in the motion picture business, and sometimes I hope to
heaven he knows nothing about it.
"I'd be pleased, too, if his tastes were
something like mine. For instance, I adore
dancing. I studied it for eight years, and
it's a passion with me. Well, when Alberti'na Rasch gives a recital at the Bowl, I'd
like him to enjoy it with me. But if he'd
rather go to the Stadium for the fights,
that would be all right, too. When we got
home, he could tell me who knocked out
whom. And 1 could give him an imitation
of one of the Rasch girls dancing. That
would probably amuse him.
"Money? Yes. Frankly, money is important. But only to this extent — that he
should be able to make enough to keep his
own self-respect. A million dollars has no
attraction for me. The more money you
have, the more you worry about it. I've
got enough for myself. But for his own
sake, would
I shouldn't
marry
who
have towant
take tofrom
me. a Ifman
he
were out of luck, I'd give with both hands.
But however generously you give, taking
humiliates a man — makes him feel inferior
— which must never be. It's fatal to any
marriage." Her kindling eyes softened as
she said more quietly, "I couldn't bear to
see my husband anything but proud."
Then again she sought relief in lightness.
"I forgot," she smiled. "There's one more
must. He must not be a practical joker. I
can't stand a man who thinks it's funny to
embarrass people — to electrify a chair, for
instance, and then go haw-haw-hawing all
over the place, as if he'd done something
really noteworthy. I always feel like bash-

it's

yourself!"

f'I see a tall, handsome, dark man. He
thought a great deal of you at
first — but he has been estranged.
"I see merry gatherings, parties — but
you do not seem to be present.
frJ see a trip for you — but you are
going alone.
"T see an enemy. She is a lovely blonde.
It's you, yourself, my dear!"

The most dangerous enemy a woman
ever has is herself. For it is her own failings which defeat her — of which she too
often is completely unaware.
It's a common experience to meet a
girl who seems to have everything —
beauty, brains, personality. And yet one
her back — a fault
personal fault holds
with which the social and business worlds
have no patience. The annoying odor of
underarm perspiration on person and
clothing.

that's all there is to it! No waiting for it
to dry; no rinsing off.
Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any
time, before dressing or afterwards. For
it's harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of
the American Institute of Laundering as

being harmless to fabrics.
Soothing to skin. You'll like this about
Mum, too — you can use it on the most
delicate skin right after shaving your
underarms. It soothes and cools.
Lasts all day. Use Mum in the morning
and you're safe for all day long!
Does not prevent natural perspiration.
And this is important! You can always
count on Mum to prevent every trace of
it doesn't
and yet on.
odor perspirati
body
natural
interfere
unpleasantwith
Protect that niceness of person which
is such an important part of success, by
the daily Mum habit. Bristol-Myers Co.,
630 Fifth Ave., New York.
FOR SANITARY

It is the harder to excuse because it is
so easy to avoid. With Mum!
So quick and easy to use! It takes only
half a minute to use Mum. Just smooth a
quick fingertipful under each arm —
MUM

TAKES

THE

ODOR

nothing
so
there's
NAPKINS quite
effective
as Mum
— and so comforting to your
peace of mind!

OUT

OF

PERSPIRATION
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ing him one," said the fragile-looking
Loretta and eyed the slender hands in her
lap as if to weigh their possible bashing
power.
"And when I marry my non-practical
joker," she went on, "I think I'd like to
retire. I don't know, mind you, whether I
will or not. I may feel quite differently
about it tomorrow, and I've lived long
enough to discover that keeping a flexible
mind saves you a lot of self-torment. But
if I feel as I feel now, I'd like to retire.
Not because I believe marriage and a career
won't mix. That's a subject I have no
theories on. Whether they'll mix or not
depends on the individual. But for myself,
I'm inclined toward a normal home life,
children and the rest of it. I'd like to run
my house, work in my garden, be there
when my husband comes home at night,
look after my babies myself.

• BU'Id up ta
b FS vital
ne^ "y with h einz
Strained Beef
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Soup? HerT, f ?• Iiv'ef
f ^-tens and SunH ^ llVe"
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Guard your baby's healthlook for these two Safety Seals
HEINZ
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FIX
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Books
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Toys
Leather
Glassware
China
A At Hardware,
P Drug & 10c. Stores
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THERE'S always the danger, of course,
that I'd miss the excitement and stimulation of this business. I've been in it for
eleven years. I know how it's crept into
my blood, become part of me. I know it
would be hard to give up. If my husband
were connected with pictures and came
home and talked about them, I'd probably
quiver like an old firehorse to get back. If
he weren't connected with pictures, I'd feel
cut off from all that's been most colorful
in my life. Still," she said, thoughtfuleyed, to"I avoid
do seeit. the danger, so I might be
able
"Because — and in relation to anything
else I've said, you'd have to print this in
letters a mile high — the only real happiness
I've ever got out of life is contact with
the people I love. Nothing else matters. Not
money, not clothes, not looks, not being
flattered and run after. All that's pleasant,
but empty. If you had it all and lost your
family and friends, it would just be a heap
of nothing that would sicken you. Loving
your own and being loved by them is the
only happiness there is. If I know anything
in this world, I know that. So it seems
reasonable to suppose that a husband and
children you loved more than anyone else

Don't
4t

&

It

KS^

k°ownF,.^ FREE, each .«
^eH
W^We^'1** shaded

10< AND 20*
AT LEADING
5 & \Oi STORES

me," she laughed. "James Carter Herrmann is only four months old and mostly
sleeps. But Gretchen, my namesake, is
all of ten months. I generally stop by from
the studio to call on her. She's rather a
high-strung baby, not especially calm except with her father and mother and nurse.
"Well, Sally and I look quite a bit alike,
and the other day she mistook me for her
mother. She cooed and gurgled, and she
has a trick — when you stick your lips out
at her, like this, she sticks her own right
back — and she patted my face with those
little hands of hers. If there's any lovelier feeling in the world, I haven't met it.
I tell you I had the most wonderful time
of my life. I try to get there every day
now
Sally comes
home, Low
so thetrick
baby to
'1.1
makebefore
the same
mistake.
play on your own sister, isn't it? But
she doesn't mind.
"She said to me the other day, 'Gretch,
there's nothing like it. To feel the absolute
dependence of that little creature on you.
To know you're the one person in the
world she trusts instinctively, turns to
for everything. To feel her hands clinging to you. I can't describe what it does
to you — makes you humble and strong and
reverent all at once, so your heart almost
bursts, and you want to get down and pray
that you'll never fail her. I don't want to
get maudlin over it,' Sally told me, 'and
I've had thrills before. But this kind of
quiet
tops them
Her thrill
long, itlovely
hands,all.'
on " which a blue
sapphire gleamed, were lying in her lap
again. Her gray eyes were serene, as when
they'd been gazing out toward an imaginary sea. Serene, but illumined with such
tenderness that she might have posed for
a young madonna as she said, "That's a
thrill I hope life isn't going to cheat me

Get

You

Down

(Continued from page 37)
Rub a little into the cuticle and push
back with the orange stick. Vaseline is
better. If your family uses olive oil in
cooking,olive
there's
nothing
thanolda nails
little
warm
oil for
both better
the dear

aUPSTlC

(SU1»PS
ME. ...
NA
ADOBESS-

Let

.would- -manage to -compensate for the lost
thrill of work that you love. After all,
you can't love work as you love people.
"I've got a fair notion of how I'd feel
about my own children, because I adore my
niece into
and anephew
D'you
turn
doting so.
aunt?
Try mind
and if
stopI

and the dear old scalp — before the shampoo.
I admit, it doesn't smell very nice, and the
prepared business sold on the drug-store
counter is much nicer to use, but never
mind.
Olive oil, vaseline or castor oil will
groom and thicken your lashes and eyebrows. And there's the starch manufacturer who puts out the customary household
starch in a lightly perfumed modification —
cheap as can be and so nice that many
women who could afford something more
elegant prefer it to bath salts.
CLEANLINESS is a big problem when
one is good and gol-dinged poor, and I
hope I'm not treading on any sensitive toes
when I say this. But I know. I know the
problem of none-too-plentiful hot water,
and how in the heck can a person get a
good bath without hot water? Many is the
household where the gas ^and oil bill must
be watched like a hawk. Well, darlings,
one can, by golly, gradually accustom
oneself to bathing in cold water, and that
sounds pretty heroic, but it can be done.

And
remember
that,
it's
lovelyyou
and can
luxurious
to sit
in though
a tub way
up
to your
ears, you can get just as clean
in half
a tubful.
Then, too,of."
there's the dress cleaning problem. That's why I advise you to put a
good deodorant way up on your necessity
list. And, for heavy dresses — anything
made of wool, and sweaters, of course —
pay out a quarter for a pair of arm shields.
Print dresses that may run, if you perspire,
should be protected with shields, too. Learn
to use a cleaning fluid successfully, and
get small spots out as quickly as you can.
Here's a trick if you get grease on a dress :
take your powder puff and slap powder onto
the spot, right away. Leave the powder on
for, say an hour, maybe — to absorb the
grease, and then brush gently. You'd be
surprised how
many and
times
I've a used
that
emergency
method
saved
cleaning
bill. And here's a trick for your good
woolen things — your heavy coat and your
good tweed skirt. Hang them out in the
rain. That's what I said. But remember,
I said good things. Cheap stuff would
shrink. But there's nothing softer than
rain water, as you may have heard. And
if a garment is just generally dusty and
non- fresh, but not spotted, a day out on
the line in a mild rain will clean it beauti-
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fully. You'll have to remove any fur or
trimming, of course.
Here I've switched from the beauty theme
to the clothes theme, but it's all part of
the same problem, anyway. However, to
return to other handicaps to the business
of being beautiful . . .
There is the handicap of too little time,
as well as the handicap of too little money.
Too much work, too many responsibilities.
The handicap, also, of a rather blah state
of
yousick
knowenough
the feeling.
not health,
actually
to go toYou're
bed,
but
not well
enough
to betogether
much
use. you're
You manage
to pull
yourself
to do absolutely necessary things, but beyond that you say phooey.
There is the handicap of disapproval and
ridicule . . . haven't I seen this with my
own eyes in families where daughter is
honestly making an effort to improve face
and figure, while the entire family sneers or
scolds. Mother says, "Now, all this dieting
nonsense is ridiculous. Eat those potatoes,
Miss Prissy!" Pop says, "Always fussing
in front of the mirror!" There is often
a younger brother to make everything just
dandy, who
says with
"Ooooh,
my,is it's
Jean
Harlow
we have
us ! Or
it Garbo
you think you look like with them eyebrows? Nuts!" Yeah, it's kinda tough.
For the blah state of health, I have to
fall back on the old advice about diet.
Fruits, vegetables, lean meats ; raw vegetables, especially raw cabbage and raw carrots. Nine times out of ten, constipation is
at the root of this evil. Fight it intelligently. Take a mild saline laxative, and
visit your doctor, if the condition persists.
Take time for daily attention to this problem, and let household or other interference wait, by heck.
Also, for that rather pepless feeling, try
salt baths or salt rubs, or both. Take a
handful of common salt and moisten it, then
rub your body with it, or simply toss it
into the tub. Remember that a shower is
invigorating, and tub baths are apt to be
enervating; if you're mixed up on the meaning of those words, the first means swell
for you, and the second means lousy for anylackingcan
in order
pep. If
haven'tonea
shower,bodyyou
an you
attachable
from a mail-order house or buy parts in
the five and dime store.
For the very busy girl or woman, the
only way to. handle the beauty problem
is to plan ahead and plan intelligently. With
a bunch of kids and a house to tend, you
must set aside time to beautify yourself as
systematically as you set aside a day for
washing and ironing. With a job that
keeps you stepping every minute of the day,
I well know that at the end of that day
you want one of two things : to fall into
bed without so much as washing your face,
or a date that will make you forget your
weariness and the pressure of your responsibilities.
However, you can set aside, say, Thursday night, for shampooing, a thorough
manicure, and odds and ends of sewing for
yourself. You can take time for a beauty
bath, a really luxurious soaking. While
you're soaking, your face should be smeared
with cream. You can wrap your fingernails in olive-oil soaked cotton and let
them beautify while you loll in the tub.
One night — out of seven — into bed early,
feeling relaxed and beautified, with, maybe, a thin film of the cream still on your
face ; with, maybe, your freshly shampooed
hair set with lotion and bobby pins and
protected by one of those ten-cent silk mesh
caps ; with, maybe, your poor tired feet
andinted with foot balm and raised up on
a small pillow ; with, in short, whatever
particular beauty treatment you need.
Returning to what I said about disapproval and ridicule, I get many letters
which say, "My mother won't let me diet.

u!

Don't

let

Summer-Drought

get

Fields that were fresh and green in the
springtime become parched and dry as summer sun burns up their life-giving moisture.
In this same way, the tender skin of
your face, exposed to hot sun and drying
wind, loses its fresh radiance and youthful
attraction. Don't risk this tragedy! There's
a way to guard this vital skin moisture.
Protect your allure this magic way — with
Outdoor Girl Face Powder, which brings
you the tried and true beauty aid — Olive Oil!

Olive

Oil

Youth"

is

for

a "Fountain
your

Skin

of
. . .

Just as thirsty plants welcome drops of rain, your
complexion craves the protecting touch of olive oil.
Guard against destructive "Skin-thirst" with Outdoor
Girl Face Powder — each fine flake carries a tiny
particle of Olive Oil to keep it from "sponging-up"
the natural moisture so essential to a youthful skin.

OUTDOOR

^Cke

jjace powde/i

GIRL

blended

with

OLIVE

OIL

Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness,approved by beauty experts, at
your nearest drug and department store, in the large size . . DUC
For perfect make-up color harmony
use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.
Generous purse sizes at 10c stores.
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What should I do?" Blessed if I know how
to answer them. If daughter has been going in for some screwy diet scheme, which
doesn't
give her
eat, the
I can't
blame mama.
But enough
if mama toraises
roof
over daughter passing up the bread and
potatoes, when daughter weighs a hundred
and
sixty,both
I can't
blameanddaughter.
do
feel that
mothers
daughters I can
be intelligent about this thing. After all,
a sensible diet gives anybody enough to eat.
If necessary, go to a doctor and get his
O. K. on what you want to eat.
At the beginning of this article there are
pictures of four people who have overcome
all sorts of handicaps. I thought of Janet
Gaynor's early days when I saw her in
"A Star Is Born." Janet worked in a shoe
store — a dreary, tiring job. She has never
been particularly strong. I don't mean that
she's suffering from any mysterious ailment, but you have only to look at her
tiny
body
to understand
for wearisome
physical that
effort.she's not made
N be marred °y sytocon-

r any
ceal Pimple3- «
mark, scars, or .,Hide_lt.
war, or
\ Sscolorauon
le--w°n t
Unaffected
ion. bFy*ib
') spirat
Fl^sts unta refl h
^Las »
crack or peel.crea
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It's strange to think of the aloof Garbo
being up against it for the necessities of
this world. But Sweden, even though a
neutral country during the war, nevertheless felt the international pinch that seizes
upon money, food and jobs in such times.
Greta Garbo counted herself right lucky
to get a job in a barber shop, lathering
faces ! Dreary, menial work that, for the
woman who is now the world's Number
One Siren. She didn't, when the first
break came, suddenly leap into world acclaim, as the meagre information on her
sometimes leads us to believe. She took
any job that came along. One of her early
movie ventures took her to Istanbul on
a salary one needed a magnifying glass to
see. When she came over here with
Mauritz Stiller, it was a wild gamble. Perhaps you remember early pictures of Miss
Garbo. The teeth that had to be straightened. The good, solid one hundred and fortyfive pounds that covered her bones. Oh,
yes, Miss Garbo has had a handicap or two
to hurdle in her life.
Bette Davis and her mother and sister
came down to New York from Boston.
Bette and sister were going on the stage.
The three of them took one room ; they

With the stars as your models, why don't
you decide right now to do something
about your figures? You can loll on the
beach in those oh-so-revealing clingy bathing suits this summer with 'nary a worry,
if you'll get to work immediately. Send
for my completely revised set of exercises
for reducing the waist, stomach, hips,
thigh, bust and legs. However, if yours
is
the building-up
problem,
I'll send Also,
you
exercises
for putting
on weight.
many of you have been complaining of
oily skin, acne, blackheads and large pores ;
others have the dry-skin bugaboo to combat. I have marvelous skin treatments,
which are yours for the asking, to take
care of every one of these problems. If
you want these bulletins, please fill out the
coupon below, checking the desired items,
and mail it to Mary Marshall, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New York,
N. Y. Write to me for any other personal
beauty information, too.
Mary Marshall, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send the items checked, at no cost
to me. I am enclosing a stamped, addressed envelope.
Reducing Exercises
Building-up Exercises
Dry Skin Treatments
Oily Skin Treatments
Name .
Street.
State.
City. .
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' speed,
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harmwithto maximum
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electrolysis simple
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is guaranteedThi?to
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hairYour
permanently
or money
refunded.
home Price
electric
curTrent
not needed.
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complete.
Postpaid
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C.
OD.
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MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
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in sparecians.
time.
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Another
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In those early days, Janet's biggest
trouble
was food.
eating.But
She she
didn't
care to
a great
deal about
wanted
be a
movie star some day — just like Esther Vicand
in "Ato Star
toria Blodgett
she forced
herself
keep Is
herBorn"
skin —clear
and fresh and her small frame rounded, by
sensible eating. Oh, to be sure, she had next
door to no money, but good cream soups
come in cans, for ten or twelve cents a can ;
a bottle of milk doesn't cost very much; if
one hasn't the facilities for cooking fresh
vegetables, the canned ones are excellent.
Janet remembered these things and didn't
fall into the working girl's villainous habit
of snatching a quick bite in a drugstore,
temporarily
filling but lacking in nourishment.

couldn't afford more. Mrs. Davis slept
on two chairs, with suitcases placed between. Her girls slept in the one bed. It
was they who needed the good night's rest,
so
that they'dBette
be rested
for tomorrow's
job-hunting.
would boil
a saucepan
of water over a Sterno flame and then carefully steam the creases out of her good
skirt. She had one pair of nice-looking
pumps. She kept them shined and crackless by smearing them with cold cream and
polishing them with plenty of elbow grease
and an old cloth. She had long goldenbrown hair in those days, and she gave it
one hundred strokes with the brush before
piling into bed.
Eleanor Powell's mother took a job as
a waitress so that she might pay for ballet
lessons for her daughter. Some famous
dancer had said that Eleanor had a great
deal of talent, but that a thorough training
in ballet was essential to all dancers, no
matter whether they wanted to toe dance,
tap or truck. So Eleanor, who was pretty
tired from dancing twice nightly in an
Atlantic City club, would faithfully get up
early and practice the twirls and leaps
that, today, make her body as graceful as
her feet are swift.

Song

and

Dance

Man

(Continued from page 29)
wanderlust. One young fellow talked to me
for an hour. He was headed back to Pittsburgh, his home town. The only thing that
askstopped me from paging the city and hello
ing someone to look him up and say
and welcome home for me was that his
name was 'John Smith.' They might have
called the wrong chap."
Most of us, Fred Astaire said, have
known days when luck wasn't exactly
spelled "limousine." There was the time
when he and Adele were in vaudeville, play-

ing in Lafayette, Indiana. "One of the
other acts on the bill," he said, "was a dog
act. Adele and I were really the star act.
But the dogs couldn't climb a ladder, so we
had to climb the ladder to get to our dressing-room. The dogs got the star dressing-

There was the time, too, though he didn't
when
tell me this one — Ginger Rogers did — public
he was refused admittance to the
at Santa Catalina Island. As a
ballroom
room !"
rule he doesn't care much for ballroom
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dancing, but being on the Island he wanted
to see the big dance hall. He was dressed
in sports
and the
management
refused himclothes
admittance
because
he was not
wearing a necktie. Instead of announcing
himself as the great Astaire, bringing the
gray hair of the manager in shame and
terror to the dust, he said nothing at all,
went back to his hotel quietly, put on a tie
and returned to the dance hall.

WHICH

IS YOUR

LUCKY

SHADE

Fred Astaire simply doesn't play the
Hollywood game. He doesn't play politics.
He doesn't entertain the "right people,"
producers, directors, members of the Press
unless they are his friends. And when they
are his personal friends, he doesn't talk
about them for publication. He said, "It
might sound as though I were trying to
get publicity out of my friends' names."
He drives about town, to and from the
studio, in a station wagon. He drives himself. He eats lunch in his dressing-room.
Sometimes Mrs. Astaire joins him there for
lunch, other times it's a member of the
publicity department or his director.
When he built his new home in Beverly
Hills, he did not build a palace-sized place.
It is a comfortable home with comfortable
rooms,
are rooms
we can not
livemuseum-like.
in and talk "They
in without
using
megaphones.''
The servants in the Astaire menage are
needed for everything they do. They do
not crawl out from under rugs or dangle
from the chandeliers, rendering superfluous
services. Mr. Astaire likes to swim, so he
has a swimming pool. He likes to play
tennis, so he has a tennis court. Usable
things. Fred doesn't "train" in the technical
sense of the word. He keeps in condition
all the year around by swimming and playing tennis, eating in moderation, never dieting, smoking very seldom.
He isn't superior about Hollywood. On the
contrary, he said, "I have no desire to leave
Hollywood or to go back to the stage. I
don't think I ever will. Nor have I any
desire to play 'Hamlet.' I am completely
content to do what I am doing and to do it
as perfectly as I can."

is none of the artistic temperament in Fred Astaire — at least none of
the brand which expresses itself in flareups, rages, walk-outs, strange disappearances. If he believes in the importance of
an issue, he will go to bat about it. A few
months ago he went into a clinch with his
bosses about the number of pictures he
should make a year. The studio wanted
him to make more pictures. Astaire wanted
to do fewer pictures, not because of the
hard work more films would involve, but
because he believed that too much of him
would wear the public interest thin. His
greatest gratification was not that he won
his point, but that the studio saw his point,
agreed with him, conceded that he was right
and said so.
He never loses his temper on the set
with anyone except himself. I witnessed
such an occurrence only recently. Fred
and Ginger were doing a song number for
the fifteenth time. Everything was going
smoothly, camera, sound, lights. And then
Fred blew a line. He snapped his fingers,
which was illustrative of his impatience
with himself, and then he began all over
again. If the cameraman flukes after he
has done a difficult routine, if any other
member of the cast misses a step or goes
up on a line, the Astaire surface is smooth,
unruffled, smiling.
He can't "make things up" about himself, his work, his life. He cannot pose or
pretend. These are elements which were
simply left out of him.
The young man who works most closely
with Fred Astaire explained this, "Sure
most actors talk about themselves, but Mr.
Astaire is not 'most actors.' He isn't like
THERE
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Try All Tenl

surprise jo

Try, not one or two shades, but
all ten2?! The very one you think
least suited to you may prove

a breath-taking surprise to you. It may, for
It will prove your "lucky" shade. It wo
man
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the rest of them. I was an actor myself
once, and I know the breed. Many of them
are
'dese, dose
and dem'
Not of
Mr. the
Astaire.
He never
really variety.
rubbed
elbows with his fellow actors. When
he began, at the age of eight, his
mother and Adele were with him every
minute. The very instant they came off
the stage, she was there to take them off
with her. He was never one of the gang.
And there isn't a finer man living. I,"
said this earnest young man, "would give
up my job for him if he wanted me to.
There isn't anything I wouldn't do, gladly,
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Don't mar beautiful hands with a nail
polish that streaks on your nails when
it goes on and chips off after a couple
of days. Don't wear out-of-date
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ON
HOTTEST
DAYS
No need to neglect your complexion
because most face creams are unpleasant to use in hot weather. lust try the
new ARMAND BLENDED CREAM!
You'll find it cooling, refreshing — delightful to use even on warmest days.
Ask foi ARMAND BLENDED CREAM
at your favorite toilet goods counter.
Mail this ad to Armand, Des Moines,
Iowa, not later than September 15,
1937, for free sample.

for Mr. Astaire.''
a little shaver of eight
was heonly
HE when
first went on the road, into
the grind of vaudeville. He never played
marbles, baseball or football, went on picnics, climbed trees like other little lads.
Perhaps that wistful look in the Astaire
eyes, that something plaintive in his laugh,
may be the residue of a longing for things
he never had.
"When I was a kid," Fred said, "I was
mad about baseball. I wanted to see all
of the games. The nearest I came to baseball was collecting the little books about it
the other kids collected, too. I didn't have
time, you see.
"I would have liked to go further in
school. I couldn't do two jobs then. I
can't do two jobs now.
"I wish I had been able to study music.
It's an ambition of mine to write a real hit

The

Inside

uneventful, self-conscious childhood. From
the cradle forward, she had led a wallflower existence, subdued by the glamor
of two older sisters. At long last, she
had been sent away to school. And there,
she had ceased to be neglected on the sidelines. People noticed her, liked her. One
name was John Fox — said that
his
—
boy
he loved her.
All of her life she had had one recurloneliring daydream of an escape fromsomeone
ness. A daydream of meeting
nd
who would understa
her instinctively,
without words — love her — want to be always with her.
With all the headlong impetuousness of
sixteen, she told herself that John Fox
was that someone. He told her that he
loved her and would always love her. She
told herself that the attraction that he
had for her was not girlish infatuation;
it was love. They eloped.

; 2. No waiting to dry.
§ 3. Can be used right after shaving.
4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.
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trusted her to make the most of it. Perhaps the marriage would last ; perhaps it
wouldn't. But Joan had the right, her
mother decided, to find out for herself.
Joan soon discovered that what she had
thought was love was, instead, a delusion.
She hoped that the coming of a baby
might change all that. Countless babies,
countless times before, had brought happiness to couples who had not been particularly happy. That was another selfdelusion. Motherhood gave Joan only
mother-love.
By the time she was eighteen, she had
been a wife, a mother and a divorcee. She
had made a mistake which could be
charged off to youthful inexperience. All
right, she had admitted her mistake, but

will be
I have
soof hot,"
his.

"My favorite among 'em was 'Not My
Girl,' but Adele thought 'Blue Without
You' lot.and 'Tapping the Tune' the best of
the
"I always liked to play the piano. I still
do. When Adele and I were in vaudeville,
a musician who knew my weakness would
occasionally let me fill in for him while a
picture was showing. I'd sit down there
in the pit and have a whale of a time
banging out martial airs while the cavalry
rode to the rescue, or playing soft moonlight-and-roses melodies while the hero
made love to the heroine. I'm sure I played
Irving Berlin songs. If anyone had prophesied then that the time would come when
I'd be dancing on the screen to Berlin
tunes, I would have thought the prophet
When I asked him to explain why he
can't talk about himself, he said, "But I
have. I've told everything there is to tell
— where I was born, when and why I first
went on the stage, my theories of the
dance and how I came into pictures —
mad."
He
honestly believes that he has. He
believes
that his work is all that is of
everything."
interest to anyone. The only song and
dance which Fred Astaire can never give
is a song and dance about himself. _ He's
one of Hollywood's most unique citizen.

Story of Joan's
(Continued from page 35)
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song some day, a tune everyone
playing and humming. The songs
written,
and with
had published,
Fred said,
that ruefulweren't
smile

Divorce

she would not ask anyone else to pay for it.
She wanted no alimony for herself. And
she would not ask her own family to supJoanport her.
had not been trained for any career
except that of a society girl. But acting
was in her blood. That was one thing
at which she might be able to earn a living
and insure
small Diana's future, if she
tried
hard enough.
"Trying hard enough" absorbed her
completely for the next three years. Her
life revolved around her career and her
child.
She established herself as an actress.
Her income passed the point where worry
about Diana's future was necessary. Joan
relaxed. She began to notice the life about
her. She began to go out, meet people,
join in parties. Then the unexpected happened. She fell in love. Head over heels
in love.
All except those who knew Joan in those
days have forgotten that — or never heard
of it. Yet, more than anything else, it
explains why the Markey-Bennett marriage was destined, eventually, to founder
— even if no one else ever happened along
This love was not a case of selfhypnosis. It was the real thing. Joan
had never known before what love was
like. Now she learned, for the first time,
how quickly and quietly and surely it
can pick you up, lift you to the clouds,
dazzle you with the shining brightness
of the world, then shake you into a forgetfulness of self so completely that you
arc conscious only of your heart, which
alternately aches with loneliness and
pounds with joy.
And Joan Bennett found that kind of
love, only to lose it.
She became one side of a dramatic triangle. The other two sides were John
Considine, forging ahead as a young producer, and Carmen
Pantages, beautiful
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brunette daughter of the theatre magnate,
Alexander Pailtages.
It was no secret to those close to Joan
that she was unmistakably in love. It
was no secret to those close to Carmen
that she was just as unmistakably in love.
No one knew which Considine favored.
He was attentive to both. No one had dared
to prophesy which girl he might marry
— when his engagement to Carmen was
announced.
Joan took it very hard — so hard that
friends worried about her health. Then,
suddenly, she had reason again to be
happy. The Considine-Pantages engagement was broken. John was attentive to
Joan again. But only briefly. Only a few
weeks after their public cancellation of all
wedding plans, John and Carmen were
quietly married.
At the time, Joan was in a hospital with
a broken hip — an injury incurred in a fall
from a horse during the making of a
.movie scene. There were rumors that her
screen career was over, that she would
never walk again. And her friends were
convinced that Joan cared little whether
the rumors might be true or not. Life
hardly seemed worth the living.
ONE day, a friend calling on her in
an effort to cheer her up, brought
along a friend of his, whom he introduced
as "Gene Markey, the w.riter." Gene entertained her ; she liked him. He more
than reciprocated.
The next day, she received a little note
from him, which read, "Dear Miss Bennett— When you are feeling better, I hope
you will allow me to call."
She laid it away with other get-well
notes and might have forgotten about it
completely, if she had not received constant memoranda in the form of flowers.
And when she was finally discharged from
the hospital, he was one of the first to
call on her. He became one of her constant callers. He was unmistakably in
love.
When she could walk well enough again
to get about a little, Joan wanted to do
just one thing : go away, take a long trip,
escape from the scene of her heartache.
She sailed for New York. Gene saw
her to the boat — to give her a going-away
message that he loved her.
During the long, lonely voyage to New
York, she was deluged with radiograms
from Gene. When she arrived in New
York, she received daily phone calls from
him, amusing wires, flowers. He wanted
Joan to marry him.
She married Gene on the rebound from
a broken romance.
Joan had not known, when she married
the first time, what love was. She did
know when she married the second time.
So perhaps she deserves condemnation for
marrying a second time, with that knowledge ;perhaps not. You or I might have
done as she did, in her place. Joan, after
all, was honestly convinced that if she
ever could fall in love again, Gene Markey was likely to be the man.
The ironic part of it was that Joan, who
had loved someone who did not love her in
return, was now in the position of being
more loved than loving. The tragic part
of it was that, to Gene, their union was
not an affectionate companionship which
might become something greater. To him,
it was already love.
Joan tried to repay him for his devotion. She hoped, as in her first marriage,
that the coming of a baby might give her
something that was lacking in her life.
Something intangible, indescribable, important. She interrupted her career to
bear Gene a child.
The years passed. Joan knew fame and
wealth and popularity. She had a beauti-
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ful home. She had two lovely children.
She had a husband who was brilliant,
fascinating, devoted. She had every outward reason to be happy. But always,
despite all that she said in her interviews
and tried to believe herself, something was
missing from her happiness. In her heart
of hearts, she did not have the love that
every woman lives to have.
The day Joan Bennett admitted that to
herself, that day she knew that her marriage would not endure. It could not.
THE
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in one of
havee moved
Markeys
THE
the most
exclusiv
social Hollywood
circles. And so, the Markey-Bennett divorce will split that tight little circle wide
apart. For, two of the members of that
ittle group have discovered that they
hould be married to each other. They
are in love. It is late for them to make
such a discovery. But, perhaps, not too
late. The pity of it is that, in clearing
the way to their own happiness, they have
to hurt someone else.
But — if they cannot be happy except
with each other — what other recourse is
there? They have tried to convince themselves that this is not love; that their

He

Wants

futures -are. with ^their present mates. The
efforts have failed. The announcement of
Joan's divorce has been on the way for at
least six months. Those close to the inner
circle have seen it coming.
Gene has taken it very hard. Last Valentine's Day, he sent Joan a heart-breaking Valentine, written by himself, and saying that once she had loved him, and now
she
didn'thadandonce
whybeen
couldn't
as they
happy?they be happy
That to
Valentine
arrived
late.theJoan's
efforts
be happy
excepttoowith
man
she loved had already failed.
What brought the actual announcement
of
divorce
plans?
was an
no
finalJoan's
dramatic
scene.
ThereThere
was only
accumulation of small irritations on both
sides — irritations extending over a period
of months, mounting to a point where
"incompatibility" did describe their disharmony. Until finally Joan — always a
realist
—
asked
herself, "What's
the any
use
of our even pretending
to be happy
longer?" She called her lawyer and told
her press-agent to release the news to the
That nett's
isdivorce.
the inside story of Joan Benpapers.

to

Be

Alone

{Continued from page 33)

"One time I was invited to a 'small
dinner party.' Only a horde of fifty people finally showed up. During the course
the hostess said coyly, 'When
of theyouparty,
going to say something funny,
are
Mr. Powell?' Then she turned to the
rest of the table and said in her quaint
heard that Mr.
falsetto scream, 'I'vebon
mots for the
Powell saves all his
a thing?'elosucheyebrow
believesone
who cocked
screen;
"That,"but Bill
quently, "goes to show you what can happen, if you try to be yourself and go out
in public, too."
considered a moment.
BILL paused,
Then he continued: "Of course, if
kind of
you don't go out, you run danother motiv
es.
risk. People misunderstan your
"Cultivate solitude and quiet and a few
sincere friends, rather than mob _merriment, noise and thousands of nodding acquaintances, and you're called a hermit.
They suspect you of having _ a grudge
against the world, or going high-hat, or
your 'art' will be contamiafraid
being nated
by contact with the common herd.
"So far as I know, I haven't been accused of that yet. That's where Nick
and 'My Man Godfrey' and some
Charles
of the other boys have done me a good
turn. No one would accuse them of beI'm not accused.
So wonder
ing stuck-up.
"But
people do
why I spend so
can't unmyself.
much timederstandby
are, wondering
you They
it. Here

you have among all the good-time
Youeducation,
wonder ifconcentrating
you haven't had
aCharlies.
one-sided
on
parties and night-clubs. You wonder if
you aren't missing something. You wonder if there isn't something in books, fine
music, outdoor life, travel.
"In short, you grow up. You go into
solitary confinement, just for a change
and find it the least confining life you've
Billknown."
paused, grinned, said, "A serious
ever
guy,
this he
Powell
and again
was !"
light.His mood changed,
"Then there's another thing. I have an
uncontrollable
for old dress
clothes.
That's
what wearing urge
so many
suits
has
done to me. 'Comfort at any price' has
become my private-life motto.
"Some tailoring connoisseurs, again confusing me with my screen characters, have
nominated me as 'one of the best-dressed
men in Hollywood.' It only proves they
don't know me. A 'best-dressed man'
should be sartorially perfect every hour of
the twenty- four — which I'm not.
"My favorite evening garb, alone at
home, is attire that looks like something
out
old-clothes
bins, ofor the
else Salvation
a dressing Army's
gown and
shorts.
That's one reason, too, why I never eat
in the studio commissary, never give
luncheon interviews. Eating in my dressing-ro m, Ican take off my clothes and
be comfortable. And have another look

yourself.
"It's all very simple. Painfully simple.
It all comes down to this: More actors
have been ruined by the cry, 'For he's a
all the
good
jolly in
are
listspoor
charity
The by
world. than
the fellow,'
roles
full of them.
"You can live on hey-hey for awhile,
but it's a diet that tears you down, instead
of building you up. I know; I've had a
try at it. We all have a try at it when we
first feel our oats and are showing off
a bit.
"On one of those 'mornings after, you
awake with a cracking head and an ache

at the script."
sets, watching William
ORSat to
VISIT
Powell
work, invariably comment
on his delivery of lines, his sureness, his
naturalness, his perfect timing. There is
an explanation for that, too, which is tied
up directly with his hermit existence.
"As an actor, I'm no genius," he told
me. "I can't glance over some lines just
before going into a scene and then say
them smoothly, with every nuance of inflection they ought to have. No. I have
to work for my living.
"I have to memorize my lines the night
before, when I have time to try out how

inevitable.
it all.
from how
to
friends
manyIt'sreal
yourself
Yougetaskaway

'em one
try upon
be delivered.
they should
the
until I I hit
then another,
way,
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most effective way. Maybe I'm too damned
conscientious
; but that's the way I have
to
work.
"Doing that takes a large part of any
evening. But it has its compensations the
next day. I'm not tense when I get on a
set, all tied up in knots, worried about
my lines. I know 'em. I'm sure of the
way to say 'em. I can relax. I can be
effortless, natural. Maybe I'm wrong,
but I don't think that can help showing
in the finished picture.''
He's far from wrong. But still you
wonder why he lives so completely alone.
Why doesn't he live with Bill, Jr., his
fast-growing son by his long-ago first
wife?
They're famous pals.
"Every other week-end, I spend with
Bill, Jr.," he said. "My father and mother
are
usually along. It's a regular family
reunion.
"He's a great boy — and all-boy. He
goes to a private school here on the Coast
and spends his summers at camp and rates
high with the other fellows for what he is,
not for what his father may be. I want
to keep thing's that way.
"I'd like to have him with me. But I
can't do that and expect him to have a
normal life. The spotlight would be on
him. And the spotlight isn't good for any
growing boy, no matter whose son he is."
ASK Bill what truth there is in the
persistent rumors of a near-future
shrugs his shoulders nonmarriage,
committally.and he
A few years ago, he built one of the
show-places of Southern California. Into
it went every known comfort device and
glamorous decoration. In fact, he had the
help of Jean Harlow in the decoration,
a circumstance that provoked surmises
that he and Jean were about to marry and
that Bill was about to forsake forever his
non-party existence. But, to the best of
anyone's knowledge, both still are single.
Bill still is dodging parties. And the
house is no longer his.
"I'll never own property again," he told
me.
"There's too much grief connected
with it.
"I didn't build that house for myself.
Heaven forfend ! I couldn't have used
all those rooms in fifty years. The real
reason I built it was because I didn't
know what else to do with my money.
If you remember, the dollar was sinking
to nothing, banks were closing, even giltedged bonds were a gamble. So I put
what I had into this house, in the hope
of retrieving it, maybe even making something when things picked up.
"When I finally got rid of it a few
months ago, I took another big house in
part-payment. Now I'm rid of that,
too, and leasing a smaller place in BelAir. My worries as a man of property
are over.''
He won't talk about Jean, or about
women in general. He won't talk about
any of his close friends. The reason :
"Back in the early days, I gave an interview in which I made some remark about
actors in general. A friend of mine took
it as a personal affront. He hasn't spoken
me since."
to Neither
will Jean talk about Bill. But
intimate friends of both, not so reticent,
say, "They're very fond of each other.
Very. There probably isn't a more companionable couple in Hollywood today.
They're both lonely people who have discovered that, together, they aren't lonely ;
they have a million laughs together. But
it's companionship, not love. That breathless, eager note just isn't there — yet."
That may explain Bill's persistent
bachelorhood.
Before he started "The Emperor's
Candlesticks,"
there were
rumors that
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How could he answer frankly? How
could he tell her that one serious

The fact that "Lysol" disinfectant is
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neglect — a lack of proper attention
to feminine cleanliness — had made
her almost repulsive to him?

needs
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IF unhappy couples would consult
doctors, instead of divorce-lawyers,
many a wife would be surprised to learn
why her husband's love had cooled.
Often it is due simply to ignorance about
the proper precautions to insure intimate personal daintiness.
A wholesome method of feminine
hygiene is important not only for your
own sense of personal cleanliness and
comfort. It is often still more important
for the sensibilities of your husband. For
no man's love can long survive neglect
of this obligation that marriage brings
to every woman. Many doctors recommend "Lysol" disinfectant as a cleanly
aid in feminine hygiene, as a means of
assuring freshness and daintiness.
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he not only wanted to be alone, but wanted
a fight with his studio. A widely read
columnist hinted that he was hiding out
in the desert, rebelling against the role of
Baron Volenski.
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Bill laughed about that. "Somebody
was trying hard to start a fight between
the studio and me. It was too bad, really,
that we had to spoil the fun. You see, the
studio knew why I went to the desert,
and it wasn't for the rumored reason.
"I went for a bit of convalescence. I
had the flu, and it left me with a whisper
instead of a voice. And I was giving
this eye a rest." He exhibited an optic
that, on close examination, was inflamed.
"It's still giving me trouble. Last Fall,
the eyeball was sunburned. The immediate result was a flaking. And ever since,
there has been a burning sensation, particularly after a siege in front of the
lights. It's nothing serious, but it's annoying. After this picture, I'm planning
to go East for some special treatment.
"From there, if the doctor says okay,
I'm hoping to go on over to England for

His

aof picture.
scenery.I can use a little travel, a change
"My contract is up for renewal after
this picture, and I'm hoping to settle for
two pictures a year, one here and one,
perhaps, in England. Anything I make
over two pictures goes to the tax collector, anyway. Also, I've a hunch that
with fewer pictures, the public won't weary
of this physiognomy so soon. I still want
to be around, years hence.
"How do I explain my 'recent success?'
My friend, I've tried for years to figure
out why I've been treated so handsomely
by the public, and it still has me puzzled.
"I'm doing the best I can, but I'm afraid
I'm not quite as good as I'm supposed to
be. God knows there are other actors who
are better-looking, and better actors than
I am. It all seems to simmer down to the
idea that luck has a great deal to do with
success. Luck — and a little privacy, a
chance to keep your head, time to study
your
work. another reason why I want to
"That's
be alone. To sort of preserve my luck."

Columbus

Complex

(Continued from page 42)
all day. His training had begun at an
early age.
At the Mills School, Finchley (the same
type of school that later was to be made
famous in "Good-bye, Mr. Chips"), they
said that young Blore was a problem. A
laughing problem. He could make the
funniest face of any undergrad. But
there's a pay-off even to making funny
faces. Lately, when it was suggested to
Chips"
"Mr. him
buy give
that theyand
studiocompany
his
fromhome
a rival
the
title role, he had to object. He'd have
given that batty right eye of his to do the
role, but he had to turn it down because
an audience expects to laugh when they
see him. And he couldn't have them
laughing at Mr. Chips.

NONE of the Blores was professional.
"But they should have been," he says
staunchly. "My grandmother could throw
better hysterics than I've ever seen on the
stage. One always rushed around for
brandy and fresh air.".
Henry Blore had been an honor student
in classics at Trinity College, Dublin, and
today is a member of the Board of Education in London. When his son, Eric, determined on a stage career at seventeen,
he fulminated violently. The earth, in the
immediate vicinity of their ancestral house,
rocked. Grandmother Blore had hysterics.
Eric brought her the brandy but refused to
They're not
budge from his decison.
budgers, these Blores. Father and son
did, however, reach an agreement. If Eric
promised to take the Civil Service examinations, Blore pere would give him a
roof over his head in necessity, providing that Harry Pelissier said the boy had a
"demn speck of talent." Pelissier, one of
the leading actors of England at the time,
heard Eric, assured his father he had considerably more in the way of talent than
a "demn speck," and Eric took the exams.
To his lifelong amazement and consternation, he passed.
"There's a future in Civil Service," his
father pointed out.
"Yes," said Eric dismally, "a pension at
He went into an insurance office, but
his
heart was around the corner at Blackninety."
more's theatrical agency. He followed his
heart. Already he had made his profes-

sional debut at a stag party in a Fleet
Street hotel. The fire of enthusiasm remained, but his money did not.
He was rattling his last lonely shilling
when Kismet, the soothsayer, walked into
the agency. Kismet with an astrakhan
collar on his coat and an enormous gold
band on his finger with the raised lettering, Che sara sard (What will be, will be).
This indeed was Fate ! And the gentleman was looking for a secretary to accompany him to the Alps. Young Mr.
Blore accepted with haste, and just as
hastily regretted his decision. Kismet had
a sudden premonition, warning him that
a trip to Switzerland would spell disaster.
CO Eric came back to London, back to
^
a seat ataskance
Blackmore's.
Mr. warming
Blore looked
at theYoung
next
astrakhan collared coat that walked in.
But this time G. P. Huntley, Sr., England's foremost comedian, was in it. It
seemed he was taking his company of
"The Merrymakers" on a year's tour of
Australia and South Africa. He had a
spot for young Mr. Blore.
Huntley not only taught the boy the fine
art of comedy, but he taught him how to
take it on the chin after traveling thirteen
thousand miles to make an appearance —
only to get the "bird" on opening night.
That's what happened to "The Merryin Melbourne.
to rewrite themakers"show
to fit theThey
localhad
brand
of
humor.
After that, success crowned their effortsBy the time Blore returned to England
he was an established character in the
theatre. He was just clicking neatly when
war clamped down on Europe. Here was
adventure on a gigantic scale.
They made him a lieutenant. They
gave him a gun. His first job was to teach
men the delicate feat of "shouldering
arms." (Remember that scene in "Sons O'
Guns" where he put Joe E. Brown through
a musketry drill? That was apple pie for
Eric. History repeated itself.) He discovered his platoon remembered the system better if they rhymed it. And what
a shock the Colonel got when he heard
those rookies chanting:
"I start on the cocking piece and I
don't care a damn,
I work in conjunction with the long
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and Blore
short battle
cam !" methods undoubtedly
The
were unique. Many a time you can win
with a laugh what you can't with a bullet
and he was fully aware of it. When transferred to the Balloon Service, he formed
a, group called the Ballopnatics that kept
the 38th Infantry in stitches and his batman kept Blore in stitches. This batman,
Fleming, had been head butler for the
Earl of Cambridge. He had a personal
acquaintance with most of the leading
family skeletons in and out of England
and a fusty sense of humor. "The Kaiser,
'e's not so bad, sir. But the Crown Prince
— now there, sir, is a man I could 'ardly
like!" Fussy chap, Fleming.
It may or may not be singular that after
the war Blore's chief success in America
came from his interpretation of butler
roles. And many a mannerism, he'll tell
you, is Fleming-ized !
He further immortalized his batman by
writing a skit around him. That was after
the message came. The two of them, you
see, had been slithering in the mud of
front-line trenches for a couple of thousand years or so when a dispatch rider
arrived with it. "Lieut. Blore," it read,
"will report at headquarters forthwith."
That was all. The batman raised an eyebrow hopefully. "I don't know what it
means," said Blore, "but we're leaving and
it's in the right direction."
At headquarters a brigadier-general gave
him the orders. Two staff colonels conducted him personally to the Chateau
Querrieu. Blore's job henceforth was to
provide laughter for a hundred thousand
men. - He had become concert party director for the Division. It was a short
time later that he wrote "The Admirable
Fleming."
two years
in
London. Subsequently
And there at ittheranChateau
they
put it on for the Prince of Wales. The

OH, JANE,
I CAN'T GO. My
SKIN'S SO BOUGH
FROM RIDING IN
THE RUMBLE SEAT
THAT I'M A SIGHT

FLAKINESS
-IN

ONE

CASH

PRIZES

YOUR

England. Even so, it was too late. His
wife
landed. had died three hours before he
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Life lost a good bit of its zest after
that. They had to lock him in his room
to make him write. Even the stage lost
flavor. One evening he was sitting in the
Green Room Club pretty much fed up
with everything when Gilbert Miller came
in. 'What about taking me to America,
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"Okay," said the producer. And that's
the man
way ?"it came about that a month later
old
Eric Blore was playing on Broadway in
"Little Miss Bluebeard."
"There's adventure in the air here," he
says. "Anything can happen and every-

Prince (the Duke of Windsor to us),
oddly enough, was to play a strangely
dramatic part in Blore's life.

For example, the time the movie mogul,
thing does !" spotted him doing a superLou Brock,
butling job in "The Gay Divorcee," with
Fred Astaire. "If you want to come to
Hollywood
It was asjust
easywireas me,"
that, said
and Lou.
in the two

ON

a leave in London Eric had dropped
in on Leslie Howard's show, "Under
Cover." There was an exquisite girl in
the cast, Violet Winter. An introduction
was arranged. He saw her home. In
truth, he saw her every day of his leave
after that. The day he had to return to
the front there was a heavy fog. Silently
for awhile, they groped through the mist.
Then, "I'm going to marry you, aren't
I?"
was theforfog
got in She
his
throatMaybe
as heitwaited
herthat
answer.
smiled. "I think so," she said.
They were married en his next trip
home in 1917. The war ended in 1918.
Blore had just given an entertainment
for the young Prince. The brigadier-general wasthis
stilldivision
laughing.
"You'll
be the
last of
to be
demobilized,
Blore. I can't afford to lose you !"
Blore's expression changed. "I'm sorry
about that, sir, because my wife is very
ill.TheI'd Prince
hoped to
be mustered
looked
over at out
the soon."
general.

and a half years he's been here, Eric has
played in twenty-eight pictures, mostly
butler roles. Lately he's graduated to a
hotel manager in "Shall We Dance." He
never goes to see his pictures unless somebody tells him they're terrible. Then he
hurries over to see what's wrong.
His professed passion is golf, but the
only one he's ever been able to beat is his
nine-year-old son. And that, he points
out, was simply because the boy started
with the assumption that the more strokes
you took, the better you were.
In 1926 Blore married a member of his
company, Clara Mackin. Eric, Jr. is their
one heir.
Only once in America has Blore played
a serious role ; that was in the Theatre

"I think that shall be done, sir, don't
you?" A royal command, gently put. The
following Wednesday Eric was back in

Guild production of "Roar China." He
infinitely
funny thatprefers
way. making people roar. He's

THAT
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POWDER
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APPLICATION

ANN'S made a hit! Any girl does if her skin is
. smooth and soft, if her make-up looks flawless —
stays looking that way.
Popular girls use Pond's Vanishing Cream. As a
famous dermatologist says, "A keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) has the ability to melt away harsh,
dried-out surface cells when it touches the skin. Instantly the skin becomes fresh and smooth."
Just one application of Pond's Vanishing Cream
and dry, flaky bits melt away. An instant
later, powder goes on smooth as silk. You'll
be delighted with the way it clings!

Whitney
Miss
Nancy

For powder base — Pond's Vanishing Cream makes
a perfect powder base because it smooths your
skin. Make-up goes on with an even finish . . . stays.
For overnight — Apply after cleansing. Not greasy.
It won't smear. Lovely skin by morning!
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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Remove

Unsightly

Hair

the modern, feminine

way

Are you letting unsightly hair-growth
spoil your feminine charm? Here is the
dainty, modern method of removing
hair on arms and legs without a razor.
Use NEET— easy, sure, effective!
Like a cold cream in texture, you simply spread it on unwanted hair; rinse
off with water. Then feel how soft and
delightfully smooth it leaves the skin!
That's because NEET removes the
hair closer to the skin surface than is
possible with a razor. Regrowth is thus delayed and
when it does appear there
are no sharp-edged bristles.
Millions of women depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
trial size at 10<p stores.
STOP

PERSPIRATION
— KEEP UNDERARMS DRY
— END ODOR INSTANTLY
TABOO does all this and more.
A real delight to use. Not a
medicinal salve, but a dainty,
pure-white vanishing cream.
Greaseless, stainless, non-irritating. Apply once and be
safe for days. Obtain TABOO at
drug.departmentand 10c stores.
... An inside story about
ELEANOR POWELL
in September MODERN SCREEN

Summer is toilet water time. On warm days
nothing is quite so refreshing and stimulating
as RONNI Toilet Water. Six popular odors
from which to choose — Gardenia, Lilac, Lily
of the Valley, Lavender, Sweet Pea and
Orchid. Get a bottle today

KEW-

Toilet
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Waters

"I am a man born of the child who
knew the stern, almost monastic, repressions of a home where love manifested itself only in stern prohibitions, icy
restrictions. But I am also the product
of the man who has met women of all
nations, kinds and callings. I have known
women of genius, women of color and
fire, women of sacrifice and stone, women
who were flowers, and women who labored
in the fields.
"And always I have hoped, dreamed
that one day I might meet the woman for
whom I could feel a love that would endure, a love of my mind for her mind as
well as my body for her body. A man
looks on a woman and feels a beautiful
emotion surging through him. He wants
to hold fast to it, never let himself grow
out of it. Whether this ideal state of affairs can ever occur, I cannot say. But
certainly I have always thought and believed that the mutual development of a
man and a woman, growing closer together through all the years of their lives,
is the only completely satisfying human relationship."
Francis was seated behind his businesslike desk, in a high-backed chair, in his
Hollywood Boulevard offices. Here the
business called Francis Lederer is transacted. As he spoke, he fixed me with his
dark, intensely living and so often burning eyes fed by so many differing flames.
Intellectual flames of the philosophy student ;zealous flames of the peace advocate
who gives of his time and money unsparingly that the world may be saved from
war ; devotional flames of the man who is
in love with Margo.
He was saying, "I have, also, the background of one who — how shall I say this
— one who believes in women." When
Francis is uncertain of the exact word he
wants to use, he takes a dictionary from
his desk and consults it. "A woman," he
said, "has been responsible for every progressive step I have ever made in my
career. I have no throne," laughed
Francis, "but if I had, there would be
many women behind it.

I tell you about them? There
MAY
was, first of all, Elsa Wohlgemuth
of the Vienna Theatre. Ah," breathed
Francis, "she was magnificent ; at least six
feet tall, with an incredible carriage, a
face so noble, a voice rich and deep and
moving. You can imagine what she must
have seemed to a little actor like me, just
four months on the stage, playing small
parts in a little stock company in Bruenn,
Czecho-Slovakia. In those days, in Europe, a great artist did not bring her cast
with her when she toured small cities. She
selected her play, then rehearsed with the
local stock company of whatever town or
city she happened to visit on tour. So I
knew that Elsa Wohlgemuth was coming
to Bruenn. For days in advance I was cold
and hot, running chills and fevers of anticipation. We rehearsed the morning of
her arrival. Oh, that arrival ! There is
nothing like it over here. They are so
revered over there, the great artists of
the stage. They mingle with the court,
with royalty.
"So, then, we rehearsed, and that night
we played together. And I, I played the
lover of Elsa Wohlgemuth. She was so
tall," smiled Francis, "and I not so tall
as I am now. And when I clasped her
in amorous embrace I had to embrace
her about the — shall we say the stomach?

In my zeal to make the lovely embrace as
fervent as I felt it, I ripped my costume
badly clown the back. That was in the
last
Worse
yet," laughed
Francis,
whoseact.
sense
of humor
plays impudent
music across the more sombre keys of his
mind, "in the very last scene, I was supposed to stab myself. Such was my excess
of emotion that I actually did stab myself here, in the chest. As the curtain
rang down, I stood wounded and bleeding
and unconscious of the wound.
"But here is the climax. You will be
disappointed. Elsa Wohlgemuth did not
address one word to me the entire time she
was there. I did not know what her
opinion of me was, or whether she so
much as gave me a thought. And then,
two days after she had gone, a letter
came to me. It was from the great Burg
Theatre in Vienna. It advised me that
upon the warm personal recommendation
of Elsa Wohlgemuth, they were inviting
me to have an audition preliminary to
offering me a contract. I passed the audition creditably. I could not accept the
contract because the management in
Bruenn would not release me.
"Of course I was in love with Elsa
Wohlgemuth," smiled Francis, "but only
as in a dream we may love Venus. And
she was the first to make me know that a
woman may hold out her hand to help and
yet withold her heart.
SOME while later, when I played in
Breslau, Germany, Kaethe Dorsch
came to town. I played, then, the serin the German
play, 'Rain.'
the
idol ofgeant the
theatre,Kaethe
even was
as Elsa
of the Austrian. And just as Elsa had
not spoken to me, so Kaethe did not even
bother to hold out the tips of her lovely
fingers in greeting. Her only words to
me were these, 'When does your contract
with this
theatre expire?'
A express,
few daysa
after
her departure
I got, by
letter from one of the biggest theatres in
Berlin. Kaethe Dorsch had been talking
about me, and the theatre was interested.
Thus, a second
time, a woman's hand,
untouched
me on my by
way.mine, was held out to help
"In Berlin, I was playing in a French
comedy, when I was told that Henny
Porten, the idol of the German screen,
was in a box in the theatre. Henny was
the Mary Pickford, the Garbo, the Helen
Hayes, all combined, of the German
screen. She was beautiful, with hair of
gold, and flesh of snow and moonlight.
As an adolescent, I had written in my
diary that some day I should like to play
in a picture with Henny Porten. Three
nights after the night of her presence in
the theatre, I received a call from her
office. I went there. They made, then
and there, photographic tests of me for
a part opposite Henny Porten. I had done
only extra work in pictures before this.
She had seen me only in comedy ; French
light. And they put me, immediately, into
the dramatic lead opposite her. Again."
laughed
Francis,
regret to save
tell you
our
fingers
never"I touched,
on that
the
stage. We had no rendezvous. She was
happily married. Her husband was a
great physician. She gave me another
lesson in the fact that beautiful women
can be beautifully impersonal.
"In those days in Berlin I was making
pictures by day, working on the stage at
night. One such night Elisabeth Bergner was in the audience.
She saw the
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play. She-N\vent directly ,to Max Reinhardt and told him of what he already
knew, that she had searched Europe for
just the right Romeo to play opposite the
Juliet she longed to do. I was, she told
him, the Romeo she sought. And, so, I
played Romeo to Bergner's Juliet. On
the opening night," Francis' eyes shone,
mischievously pleased with the tapestry he
was weaving for me, each thread supplied
by a woman's hand, "Lillian Gish was
present. Immediately afterwards, United
Artists called me and asked me to come to
Hollywood to play opposite Miss Gish in
a Max Reinhardt production. I came to
Hollywood. Unforeseen events made the
projected play unfeasible. But there I was;
and here I am.
"And so you see," Francis said, "I have
been brought to Hollywood by a chain of
women's hands. Beautiful women, talented
women — to these I owe everything that I
am. Always they have made the way
smoother for me. Is it not strange? Is it
not remarkable? And if," his eyes held,
now, a naughty look, "if I must regret that
they, who were so beautiful, so kind, so
generous, were also impersonal, I must
also revere them for believing in a man,
helping him and loving him not at all !
"To find real love, however, has always
been my goal. Always I have hoped to
find the woman with whom there would be
that mutual development, growing together, knowing one another down to the
roots of our beings. And when I do find
such a woman, I shall not count it an
end but a beginning, the first stage of a
process of growth. Nor is it always
possible, or even necessary to be continually together," Francis said. "I would
not ask a woman to give up her career for
me, to stay at home, to be idle of her
work. What more right would I have
than she would have to ask me to give up
my career so that I could always be
around, in our home, on the sets with her?
"I am very grateful to women," Francis
said, seeming to make a courtly little
bow, "I am grateful to women who are
magnificent when they love and to women
who can be equally magnificent and generous when they do not love."
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a rule
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I HAD

A sister-in-law who

was

so nervous, in fact

for years, she would say, I am so nervous my body
itches all over and she at times would embarrass me
as she was always either scratching
arm

her foot or her

or her leg, and I said really you should

as you make
doctor
a minute.

me

so nervous

see a

you don't sit still

She finally decided on seeing one of the best doctors in Chicago (I could give you his name at any
time) and after he examined

her he found

nothing
and take things

wrong. Just told her to rest more
calmly. He said, have you ever used Linit. She said,
well, I don't do my own washing. He said, No, I
mean for the Bath. She said, No. So he said, now
I want you to buy it, and use >4 a box in your bath
every morning and see what fine results you gain
from it.
I can't tell you what

a different person she is due
to this product. In fact, her whole appearance is different to me. Her face looks 10 years younger, she
seems so much more relaxful and can truthfully
say, her body is free from that horrible itching,
that she had, all due to this wonderful product.

Margaret Tallichet AmericanAirlined it back to little ole
New York after her screen
debut in "Prisoner of Zenda."
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STORY

There's romance in dainty fingers— but they must be
well groomed to their very tips ... if they are to tell
a love story. It's so easy to keep fingernails lovely
and beautiful with WIGDER Manicure Aids. WIGDER
Nail Files do their work quickly because they have
even, triple-cutting teeth for smooth and fast filing.
WIGDER'S Improved Cleaner Point is specially
shaped and enables you to clean nails quickly.
On sale at all drug and
nd 10 cent stores.
coiti no m/y\£
NEW JJERSEY
NEWARK
/' HEW
E fiSEY
NAIL FILES » TWEEZERS • N A I L CLIPS • SCISSORS
SHEET
MUSIC
. \ Amazing musical values.
\ Hundreds
of favorite
songs
iMin
full size
sheet music
\\ \ Colored title pages, words
4\ \ music, piano ace, ukulele
and Guitar chords and Hawaiian guitar
solo. OverlOO
solos. 5 Ask
UMET
MUSIC.piano
At most
&10cforCALStores.
CALUMET

MUSIC CO. cm.caoo7.li.

LETTER —
HOLLYWOOD
If you cannot come to Hollywood let Hollywood come to
you. Send only $2.00 direct to Jane Turner, Box 543,
Hollywood, California, and receive each month for one
year (12) letters. Your favorite of the Screen is?
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take
ever.thatDon't
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bigger,
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method
the Blue-Jay
Usemore
that chance.
and
corns completely by lifting out the corn Root cases
All in 3 short days (exceptionally stubborn
to use,
may require a second application). Easy
Blue-Jay is a modern, scientific corn plaster. Try
this Blue-Jay method now.
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one Blue-Jay
absolutely free to anyone who h^s a corn to prove
the corn comthat it ends pain instantly, removes
&
pletely, lust send your name and address to Bauer
Street,
Dearborn
Black, Dept. B-99, 2500 South
exoffer
Act quickly before this trial
111. today.
Chicago,
pires. Write
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
• A plug of dead cells root-lite In form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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** Slim
Power linemen working for electric
companies are a hardy crew of steelnerved gypsies who wander from job to
job, spend all their money on liquor and
women and don't give a volt for a lilylivered
who other
intimates
just as
soon be sissy
in some
field he'd
of endeavor.
At least, that's the message one gathers
from "Slim," a treatise on the care and
upbringing of these strange characters.
The Warner Brothers, with their flair for
he-man drama, manage to give "Slim" a
goodly quota of excitement, especially in
the scenes where the linemen are repairing
power lines during a blizzard.
The cast is headed by Pat O'Brien,
Henry Fonda and Margaret Lindsay. Miss
Lindsay, a nurse in a Chicago hospital, is
O'Brien's girl, but she wants him to quit
his dangerous profession and settle down.
This sort of talk is poison to Lineman
O'Brien and almost unbelievable to Henry
Fonda, a country lad who, by becoming a
lineman, has reached his life's goal. An
accident on the power lines conveniently
does away with Pat O'Brien, leaving the
expected combination of Fonda and Lindsay to carry on.
O'Brien, in a role less noisy than he
usually draws, handles it capably. Henry
Fonda, whose specialty seems to be rustic
young gents, turns in a good performance,
and Margaret Lindsay is acceptable as the
heroine. Stuart Erwin furnishes rather
long-winded comedy, and J. Farrell MacDonald and Craig Reynolds head the supporting cast. Directed by Ray Enright. —
W arner Bros.

'k'k Hollywood

Cowboy
George O'Brien again proves that he has
something besides a mass of muscle.
O'Brien is a Hollywood movie actor here
who makes wild and woolly pictures of
life in the wide open spaces. The plot
thickens when he takes an actual trip into
a section of God's country which is not
on the movie lot and proves to a gang of
roughnecks that his punch is as efficacious
in the jaw as in celluloid. The meanies
are a new type to hoss operas, being a
gang who are bent on getting money from
cattle owners through a phoney insurance
racket. When the ranchers object, they
find their herds scattered to the four
winds and the four corners of Wyoming.
This is done by the unique method of
airplanes which swoop down long enough
to create havoc on the plains, then are
lost to sight behind them thar hills. George
gets out a pursuit plane and manages not
only to round up the blackguards and the
cattle but also to provide as thrilling a
chase as we've seen in any picture, bar
none.course
George
doingbutthis
for
the
of isn't
justice,
foronly
Cecilia
Parker, who is the latest recruit to the
ranks of fair lassies for whom he has
fought the good fight and won. Directed
by Ewing Scott. — RKO-Radio.
*kit The Go-Getter
You should set aside an evening for
"The Go-Getter" if for no other reason
than to see one of the best performances
of the year — that of Charles Winninger
as "Cappy Ricks." If you don't enjoy
meeting
up with
"Cappy"
celluloid and
relish every
minute
of his incussedness
and
loveableness, then we're — well, we're disappointed in youse.
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Make the Superfine Talc Test. Rub
a little Bo-Kay Orange Blossom
Talcum between the sensitive backs
of
your hands.
Note its
smoothness,
and freedom
fromsatingrit.
You will find Bo-Kay Orange Blossom Talcum feather-textured, refreshing, and altogether delightful.
It is perfumed with the delicate
fragranceof Romance.
of the Orange Blossom —
■Flower
At all 10t stores,
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in generous
package.
sized,tiveattracBo-Kov Perfume Co.

Jacksonville, Flo.
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CHANGE
YOUR
FACE!
. . . and change your future! |
It may bring a different, happier
life
when that
you have
new admire!
straight
features
others
Faces reconstructed by famous
Vienna Polyclinic methods. Dr.
Stotter (Vienna University graduate) quickly corrects Unshapely
Noses, Protruding Ears, Wrinkles,
Signs of Age, Pouches under
Eyes, Large Lips, etc. Low cost.
Write or call for Free Booklet — "Facial Reconstruction." Dr. Stotter, 50 E. 42nd St., Dept. 9-F. New York.
_
BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants
and C. P.OnlyA.'b16.000
earn Certified
$2,000 toPublic
$15t000Accounta year.
Thousands
of firms
need
ants in the U.S.
Weexecutive
train them.
youaccounting
thoroly at positions.
home in spare
time experience
for CP. A.
examinations
or
Previous
unnecessary. Personal training under supervision of staff of CP. A. s,
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book, "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."
LaSalle Extension University, Dept.8318-H,Chicago
. . . Your favorites as the
Candid Camera catches them
— September Modern Screen

WAKE
LIVER

UP

YOUR

BILE...

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowyourGasfoodbloats
doesn't
digest.
It just You
decays
in theing freely,
bowels.
up your
stomach.
get
^^
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and
^
^
^
you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
^^ A mere bowel
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good,
old Carter's
Pillsandtc make
get these
two pounds
of bile Little
flowingLiver
freely
you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills bile
by name.
Stubbornly
anything
else. 25c.
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The story is not outstanding but succeeds in keeping one's interest through
the final reel by a constant series of mixups — humorous, sentimental and advenGetter"
"Goman
turous.role.
George Brent
of the title
He isisa the
young
who
will let neither heaven nor high water
stand in the way of his getting what he
wants out of this old world — and particularly outas
of stubborn
"Cappy."as The
fact that
men are
old mules
and both
the
fact that one is her father and the other
her fiance, gives Anita Louise very few
calm moments. But everybody finally loves
everybody
in the end,
and same
you'lldangerous
probably
leave
the theatre
in the
frame of mind. Directed by Busby Berkeley.— Warner Bros.
**The Thirteenth Chair
"The Thirteenth Chair" is brought to
the screen without losing out on a single
one of those chills for which the play was
famous on the stage. This is due not
only to an excellent cast and to a carefully
constructed script, which doesn't miss a
trick, but to an unusually clever idea of
throwing the screen into murky darkness
for the climaxing scenes of suspense. Only
the eerie voice of the medium and the
moans of departed spirits are offered for
your entertainment at this time. When
the lights go up, you will undoubtedly be
surprised to find only one more corpse
on the screen and everyone around you
seemingly conscious.
Outstanding among the players is Dame
May Whitty as the medium. Lewis Stone
gives an admirable account of himself
again as the detective, and Madge Evans
and Elissa Landi offer intelligent and
highly decorative portrayals. Others in
the cast are Thomas Beck, Henry Daniell,
Heather
Thatcher,
Janet Beecher and
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Ralph Forbes. You'll miss a night's sleep,
but still we suggest that you don't miss
—M-G-M,
this
picture. Directed by George B. Seitz.
The Man in Blue
This picture is a surprise package, for
considering the cast, comprised almost enof unfamiliar
wouldn't
expect tirelytoo
much. Itnames,
offersyou
a carefully
thought out crime problem, an interesting
plot and good characterizations by everyone in the cast.
The story concerns Edward Ellis, a policeman, who adopts the small son, Billie
Burrud, of a man he has had to kill in
self-protection. The deepest affection
grows up between the two, and all would
have gone
alongthat
smoothly
— between
good
influence,
of Alma
Kruger,Ellis'
his
foster-mother, and that of Nan Grey, the
girl with whom he falls in love — but a
bad influence enters the picture. Richard
Carle, the boy's uncle, gets him involved
in a bank robbery, which results in a
prison term. The prison scenes with their
attendant study of prisoners' psychology
are very interesting, with Ralph Morgan,
one of the inmates, giving an excellent
performance.
Richard Wilcox, the adopted boy grownup, shows promise of better things to come
through his capable handling of this role.
Edward Ellis is the highlight of the picture, though Nan Grey, Miss Kruger,
Aggie Herring and Billie Burrud give
commendable accounts of themselves. Directed by Milton Carruth. — Universal.
it Night of Mystery
"Night of Misery" would have been our
choice for a title in this case though we've
been known to be wrong. Anyhow, you'll
probably agree that this whodunit is pretty

hard to endure through the final reel. And
all this in spite of the script being taken
from an S. S. Van Dine chiller. But
dialogue, plot and characterization have
been overdrawn to the point of ludicrousness in too many instances for comfort.
You even
the point
where you
care
much get
whoto the
next corpse
will don't
turn
out to be. A few members of the cast
really try to be worthy of the celluloid
expended on them, but on the whole the
assembled players leave much to be desired.
Roscoe Karns is the most familiar-tofans player, and he conducts himself
creditably throughout, as do Elizabeth
Patterson and Grant Richards. Richards,
a newcomer to the screen, brings sincerity
and charm to the role of Philo Vance.
Others in the cast are Harvey Stephens,
Helen Burgess, Terry Ray, and James
Bush. Directed by E. A. Dupont. —
Paramount.
* Michael O'Halloran
Better bring along the hankies, towels,
broad shoulders or whatever you cry onto
when you see this, for it's a tear-jerker
par excellence, being one of Gene StrattonPorter's brain-waves, but unfortunately
not one of the Grade A numbers. The
story's too obvious sentimentality is rescued to some degree by the capable performances of Wynne Gibson, Warren
Hull, Robert Greig and Jackie Moran, all
of whom bring sincerity to their roles.
Jackie Moran has the title role, that of the
twelve-year-old Michael, who goes Pollyanna one better in spreading happiness
hither, thither and yon. An orphan, he is
taken into the home of Wynne Gibson, a
stony-hearted woman with ulterior motives. She adopts Michael and his little
crippled sister (Charlene Wyatt) for no

NEWS-PICTURE
ONLY
The tragic Harlow pictured from the cradle
to June 7th, 1937.

MAGAZINE

GUIDE
PHOTO

PARADE

It's new, it's different, it's
daring. ..it's Hollywood's
only news picture magazine, SCREEN GUIDE —
the ONE book that reveals everything in
Hollywood - about
Hollywood. Ask your
newsdealer to show you
SCREEN GUIDE!

AUGUST
ISSUE

ON

SALE

Side-door to film fame
— Hollywood learns
to dance.
1 SCREEN GUIDE ... The
I News Picture Magazine
1 Sensation for Movie Fans.

How to die like a man
pictured by an expert.

Packed '.. .Gnx2*nmex!l '.. .with

startling

candid
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\ other reason than to get revenge on her
husband, Sidney Blackmer, who has
wearied of Wynne and taken off with their
two children. This action, incidentally,
Wynne's
courts, until
and
orphans
moveby oftheadopting
strategic
approved
was
ailing in the newspaper reporters to tell
about her soft heart. It's all
the world
pretty complicated for awhile, but by the
last reel everything's just lovely, young
Michael having done his work by now
and fixed it up so that everyone just loves
everyone. Directed by Karl Brown.—
Republic.

,8tMTYlS-

*Turn

Off the Moon

ling against a weak and hackStrugg
neyed script, the cast evidently decided to
the middle of the progive up, during
ceedings and just go along for the ride.
The picture suffers from an acute attack
of anaemia from which it never recovers.
"Turn off the Moon" is romance in a
department store. Charlie Ruggles, head
of the institution, wants to marry his secretary, Marjorie Gateson, but he can't proright. His astrolpose until the stars are
oger finally informs him that he will meet
a young couple, but until they fall in love,
he cannot propose. The young couple turns
out to be Johnny Downs and Eleanore
Whitney, and Ruggles' attempts to get
will interest only those authem together
diences who are killing time waiting for
the other picture on the double bill. Directed by Lewis Seiler. — Paramount.

1) "My hair was gradually
growing
friend drab
toldandmedark—tothenusea
Marchand's".

2 ) Famous for more than forty
years— Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash.

"I feel like a Cinderella after using Marchand's", writes
Dorothy W*. "Restoring the sunny, golden color to my
hair has really accomplished a miracle in my appearance
and popularity. Now I recommend it to all my girl
Thousands of BLONDES have brought back the
friends."
glamorous, golden loveliness everyone admires, with
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. You, too, simply and
easily can work wonders with your hair in the privacy
home. Marchand's is the completely safe Golden
of yourWash.
Hair
Always perfect results.
Both BLONDES and BRUNETTES use Marchand's
to make excess hair on arms and legs unnoticeable.
Cannot leave stubble because it is not a depilatory.
Marchand's is quick-acting. And easy to use. Colorless.
Stainless. Odorless.
— Get your copy of the amazing beauty guide
by ROBERT of Fifth Avenue — "Help Yourself to
Beauty". Shows correct make-up charts — new and
fascinating hair styles — fashion hints. Helps you tell
your true type and personality. FREE — send in coupon
below with 3c stamp for postage.
* Name on Request
FREE

3) "Now everyone says my hair
is my greatest beauty asset —
thanks to Marchand's!"

CHARLES MARCHAND

(On Sale
At All
Good
Druggists)

COMPANY,

£ OLDEN

HAIR

WASH

AND'S
MARC-H
MG837
521 W. 23rd St, New York City

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE, Robert's "Help Yourself to Beauty". I enclose a 3-cent stamp
for postage.Or, I enclose 50c, stamps, money order, cheque, for one full size bottle of Marchand's.
■
Name
AddressCity
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*★ The Girl Said No
Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan, whose
operettas of many long years ago are
still as modern as tomorrow's musical
comedies, lend their magic words and music
to the screen and thereby save a puny
little picture from oblivion. What the
picture would have been without them_ is
horrible to contemplate. But the inclusion
Gilbert and Sulof several of the lilting
picture something
the
makes
tunes
livan
worth seeing.
The story itself is concerned mainly
with a trio of race-track bookies and a
taxi dance hall girl. When one of the
bookies is taken to the financial cleaners
by the gal, he sets out to execute a uniquea
revenge by promising to put her in
Broadway show provided she hands over
the money to finance her training. A
players
troupe of old Gilbert and Sullivan
is to comprise the show, and it is by
this device that the delightful music becomes the picture's main attraction.
Selections from "The Mikado," "Pinafore," and "Pirates of Penzance' are
handled expertly by William Danforth,
Vera Ross, Frank Moulan and Vivian
Hart, all of whom are members of New
York's Gilbert and Sullivan company. In
the plot department, the cast includes
Irene Hervey, who does a first-rate job
as the dance hall gal, Robert Armstrong,
Paula Stone and Gwili Andre. Directed
by Andrew Stone. — Grand National.
** Behind the Headlines
This is strictly melodrama, but two
rapid-fire performances by Lee Tracy and
Diana Gibson, in the leads, give it credence and a pace which makes it well worth
a visit. The story concerns the rivalry
between a radio newscaster and a girl reporter. The radio news dispenser, played
by Tracy, scoops newspapers by means of
a portable broadcasting set which enables
him to furnish on-the-spot reports of news
events. There is also a gang of thieves
attempting to loot the U. S. Treasury of a
shipment of gold, and Tracy and the gal
and the portable radio play a major part
in rounding up the mob and saving the
cold for good old Uncle Sam.
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•k~k Dreaming
Lee Tracy delivers another of his dynamic reporters in his own expert manner, and it is to his credit that he always
manages to keep his reporters looking like
reporters. Diana Gibson, a newcomer, is
a surprise in the role of the girl. Donald
Meek is good as the leader of the gang,
and smaller roles are effectively played
bv Philip Huston, Paul Guilfoyle and
Tom Kennedy. Directed by Richard
Rosson. — RKO -Radio.
** Meet the Missus
A gentle comedy which has its amusing
moments, this will appeal to the family
trade and to those who have come to admire the antics of Victor Moore and Helen
Broderick. Playing one of those "timid
soul" characters which he does so well,
of the picture's
furnishes
Mr.
Otis Foster, a small
As most
moments.
betterMoore
town barber, he finds himself doing most
of the housework due to the fact that
Mrs. F. (Miss Broderick) spends all her
time working on contests. The plot begins rolling when the Happy Noodle Comselects Miss Broderick as Mrs. MidWest panyand offers her a trip to Atlantic
City to compete for the dubious honor
of becoming Mrs. America. Best fun
in "the film is furnished by the discontented husbands, who suddenly assert
themselves and stage an undress parade
before the shocked wives and the horrorstricken Happy Noodle executives. Biggest laugh comes when Victor Moore resists all efforts to tear him away from
a radio microphone, where he is defiantly
shouting to the world that he hates Happy
Noodles. Directed by Joe Santley.—
RKO-Radio.
-k Border Cafe
This is strictly an old-fashioned West-

ern, with standard equipment. There's
the hero, a ne'er-do-well son of a senator,
who has come West to rehabilitate himself;the heroine, who dances at a Texas
bordertown cafe; and the villain, an
Eastern gangster who has come to the pure
and honest West to muscle in on the cattle-rustling racket.
John Beal is completely miscast as the
young man, but he does his capable best
to keep the role from falling apart. It
is the work of Armida, the little Mexican
dancer, who plays the gal of the piece,
which gives this film any claim at all to
your attention. She can hardly be called
a newcomer to the screen, since she played
with John Barrymore over five years ago,
but she has been away from pictures so
long, it is a pleasant surprise to see her
again. J. Carroll Naish, as the gangster,
is properly menacing, and good old Harry
Carey is appealing as Beal's ranch partner.
Directed by Lew Landers. — RKO-Radio.
* Oh, Doctor!
Even if you're an Edward Everett Horton
you'll
find this
a bit
hard addict,
to take.
Horton
is aspicture
amusing
as
ever, but he hasn't a good enough story
or cast to support his antics. Complications arise so thick and fast in the first few
reels that there is little time for comedy,
but the wind-up of the picture furnishes
plenty of the old-school gags in a manner
which should keep audiences in good humor. Horton, determined to win the girl,
Donrue Leighton, away from athletic William Hall, goes in for all kinds of hairraising feats. Having spent a lifetime
carefully guarding his heart from any
excitement, he throws discretion aside
and takes to high-diving, scaling skyscrapers and other such bizarre forms of relaxation.— Universal.

Lips

"Dreaming Lips" is provocative of two
strong conclusions. It proves that someone
has a nasty grudge against Elisabeth Bergner, the star. And it proves that if the
eternal triangle is to be made the subject
for significant drama, it must at least be
padded here and there with a curve. Far
beneath Miss Bergner's talents, a few more
pictures of this calibre will be sufficient to
finish her off as a screen actress.
The story is concerned with a doting
husband (Romney Brent) and his doting
wife (Elisabeth Bergner). The husband
dotes on his wife, and the wife dotes on
conher husband's best friend, a renownedMassey
cert violinist (Raymond Massey).
at first does his best to repulse Bergner's
vigorous coquetries, but inevitably comes
lips. Meanunder the spell of her dreaming
while, Brent, a ridiculously unsuspecting
husband, falls desperately ill. Elisabeth,
who, believe it or not, has a heart, nurses
him day and night. During his illness she
discovers his complete devotion to her. She
realizes that to leave him for another
would be to kill him. She also realizes that
to stay with him would be to kill Massey.
So she and the author take the easiest way
jumps into the Thames.
out, and Bergner what
happened to the
No one knows
author.
Despite the fact that the picture is an
obvious case of three actors in search of
something to act about, they handle in fine
style the bits of thespian straw that they
are allowed to clutch at. Bergner is still the
of "Escape Me
profound, excitingis child
perfect in the rather
Never." Massey
restrained role of the impresario, and
Romney Brent, playing a ridiculous role, is
admirably ridiculous. Directed by Paul
Czinner — United Artists.

• /..

Lovely lady, take care when you wear
this seductive perfume . . for all the
romance of the sensuous East is cap=
tured in its fragrance. Worldly sophis=
ticated — yet with a certain lightness
and verve . . unforgettable as moon=
light in Malaya. Purse sire "Singapore
Nights" Perfume — 10c at leading 10c
stores. "Singapore Nights" Parfum
Cologne $f.Q0 at better depart^
ment stores.
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Also creators of LILAC BUDS for daytime . . MISCHIEF

for sports . . GARDENIA
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for cocktail time .. 10c ot 10c stores
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MOTHER, if you crave comfort and happiness for your baby, freedom from chafing, use the baby powder that contains olive
oil. Due to the olive oil, Z.B.T. forms a protective, moisture-resistant coating that clings
and soothes for hours longer than other
powders. Z.B.T. is more effective against
diaper rash, prickly heat and skin irritations. Leading hospitals use it. Large 25tf
and 50(5 sizes.
For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept.K-5,
80- Varick Street, New York City.

BABY

FREE

POWDER^

FOR

{Continued from page 60)
When Henry Wilcoxon was in Egypt
making "Jericho" for a British film company, he was royally entertained by Sheik
Ahmed Ben Akha, a wealthy son of the
sands. In return for his courtesy, Wilcoxon gave the sheik a role in the picture. Ahmed decided to make pictures his
career, so Wilcoxon put him under personal contract and announced that his
charge was available. He received two
offers before discovering that the sheik
would not, due to immigration laws, be
allowed to transport his twenty-six wives
either to England or America. Since it
was beneath his dignity to show up with
only one wife, Ahmed Ben Akha remains
in Cairo, his contracts cancelled.

Young Love in Bloom: Remember when
you were a boy — provided you ever were
a boy — and you proudly showed off your
brand-new bike to the most beautiful tenyear-old woman in the world? We saw
something like that recently, but because it
was in Hollywood, it was a brand-new
roadster instead of a bicycle. The proud
owner was Mickey Rooney, and the little
lady being impressed was Judy Garland.
"Why,indeed,
Mickey,"
she exclaimed, "it's lovely!"
As,
it was.

ASTHMA

AND
HAY
FEVER
IP you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you
choke and gasp for breath, if Hay Fever keeps you
sneezing and snuffing while your eyes water and nose
discharges
fail trial
to send
once to
the Frontiercontinuously,
Asthma Co. don't
for a free
of a atremarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether you have
any faith in any remedy under the Sun. send for this
free trial. If von have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything vou could learn of without relief; even if you
are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope, but send
today for this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.. 266-B FRONTIER BLDG.
462 NIAGARA ST.
BUFFALO. N. Y.

Hollywood is a city of heartbreaks, a
continued story of courage and determination. What we mean is that two years
ago, at the age of three, Baby LeRoy
retired from the screen. Everyone said he
was through — they said he couldn't turn it
on any more. Today, with a glint of youth
in his eye despite his five years, Baby
LeRoy is Coming Back. You'll see him in
RKO's "Junior G-Men." And he denies
that he's playing a character role.
Sylvia Sidney used to think Hollywood
was
to work,
wouldn't
visit athegreat
placeplace
if you
gave but
it tosheher.
After
every picture, little Miss Sidney hopped
right back to New York to await the call for

EXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teething must not
be trifled with — that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously interfere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summer by rubbingonDr. Hand's
Teething Lotion. It is the actual prescription ofa famous Baby specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
"I found Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
day".
the H.hottest
worry
—Mrs.on (Tm.
Kempf, summer
Williamtport,
Pa.

S
DR.HAND'
Teething
lotion

News

her next epic. But this summer, at least,
things are changed. She's leased a home
in Palos Verdes, overlooking the Pacific,
where she's living with her mother, who is
her house-guest for the summer.
After bringing the much-publicized
Gypsy Rose Lee to Hollywood for a screen
career, her sponsors suddenly decided to
change her name. The studio, it seems,
fears that the public will associate Miss
Lee with her specialty, the gentle art of
removing one's garments before an audience. So in her first picture, "You Can't
Have Everything," she'll be fully clothed
and in her right name, which is Louise
Hovick. Of course, her appearance in the
picture will be a swell novelty. It offers
her devoted followers their first opportunity
to see how she looks with her things on.
The fans are still doing mob scenes for
Bob Taylor. At the preview of "This is My
Affair," Mr. T. arrived in yesterday's beard
and one of those turtle-neck sweaters Clark
Gable used to wear. He also brought a
Miss Stanwyck. The two of them made
their way into the theatre without too much
difficulty, but getting out was something
else again. On their first try they were
thrown for a ten-yard loss by a cluster of
admirers, so they retreated to the theatre
lobby. After a fifteen-minute consultation,
they decided the only way to get home was
to face the situation, so they marched out
into the arms of the mob.

Things we'd like to see : Beulah Bondi
in almost anything ... a role that
Spencer Tracy couldn't handle . . . more
pictures with Claudette Colbert in them
. . . less ballyhoo about the unknown
southern girl who will play Scarlett
O'Hara, especially when the unknown
southern girl will probably turn out to be
Miriam Hopkins
... anover
"ideal"
marriage
which lasts
five Hollywood
years . . .
the match going out on Bill Powell in one
of those elegant cigarette-lighting scenes

The opening oi
"Tovarich" in
Hollywood
marked one of
the rare
occasions on which
Norma Shearer,
shown with
Fredric March,
has appeared
in public lately.
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. . Anita Louise - swinging out with
"Dinah" on her harp.
■
■ ■
Orders have been issued at her studio to
make Simone Simon a glamor girl once
more. She was glamorous, you recall, when
she was first imported irom France. Then
the studio decided to make hers a simple
child-like charm; so she played Diane in
"Seventh Heaven." Now she's a wicked
woman once more, and so in her next picture they're giving her thousands — well,
millions, if we must be exact — of costume
changes. And if she isn't glamorous this
time, the prediction for her is a long boat
trip — back to France.
Perhaps the fact that he was soon to be
a bridegroom accounts for it, but anyway,
Gene Raymond left his car at a garage
recently for minor repairs, and the garageman furnished him with a substitute car
to use until the Raymond chariot was
ready. Gene drove the new car to the
studio, worked all day and returned to the
parking lot in the evening to drive home.
Suddenly,memberhewhat remembered
he was
couldn't
rekind of car he
driving.
The parking attendant couldn't help him
out, so Gene finally phoned the garage.
They sent a man over to locate the car
for the blushing groom-to-be.
One of the nicest guys in town is Tyrone
Power, according to the men who work
around the sets at his studio. One of the
reasons is that Tyrone spends several
nights every month "out with the boys" —
prop-men and guys in the technical departments, visiting a bowling alley.
■
■ ■
Jimmy Stewart is the unluckiest lad in
the world. After spending weeks convincing his bosses that they should loan
him to a rival company to play opposite his
best gal, Ginger Rogers, in "Vivacious
Lady," the great day arrived, and he went
merrily to work. Two days later they
hauled him to the hospital with a bad case
of arthritis. Result : the picture concelled,
and young Mr. S. confined to a hospital
room for two months.

EUROPE
GUARANTEED!
NEW
• Yes! GRUNOW for 1938 halves the price of
TELEDIAL, first and finest in automatic tuning. Now
... a big beautiful matched walnut TELEDIAL console
with American, foreign, police, amateur and aviation reception .. . only $54.95! See it at leading radio and department
FOR
1938
stores. Convenient payments. Other GRUNOW Radios,
$22.50 up. (Prices slightly higher West and South).
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES COMPANY • Chicago, Illinois • Marion, Indiana

THE

WAY

HOLLYWOOD
MAKES

A gentleman in Newark, who evidently
doesn't get out much, just wrote Jimmy Dunn
a letter commending him on his work in
"Bad Girl." "Bad Girl" was made in 1931,
but for some reason or other our friend had
just seen it. He said it was a great picture
and predicts stardom for Dunn within three
months. Wait'll he sees Mae Murray in
"The Merry Widow."
■ ■ ■
When Travis Banton, Paramount's fashion designer, is in the mood to create, he
simply can't be stopped. We saw him in
the Brown Derby Bamboo Room the other
day, sipping a cocktail and talking with
friends. Suddenly the urge came upon
him; a new gown for Lombard or someone
was about to be dreamed up. So he ordered
a tablecloth from his waiter and promptly
started sketching. So if you see Miss L.
adorned in a tablecloth in her next picture,
you'll know where she got it.
■ ■ ■
A few days after filing her divorce suit,
Joan Bennett came down with chicken-pox.
There doesn't seem to be any connection
between the two — she probably would have
had chicken-pox anyway. Since the disease
is contagious only to people who haven't
already had it. Miss B. spent her confinement period calling her friends, trying to
drum up a few visitors. So if you've had
chicken-pox, give her a ring.

LOVE

Hollywood, romantic capital of the world, knows all
there is to know about making love. FOTO takes
you to Hollywood to show you "How To Make
But the Hollywood section is only a part of this
outstanding picture magazine. In addition, you will
be thrilled and delighted by:
Love."
ni"Meet
g
Miss Anatomy'," — sensational successo;
to the "transparent woman."
"Streamline Your Body," — containing many worthwhile hints for reducing.
"Backstage at Broadway's French Casino," the
nside
picture story of the nation's most daring
ht club.
And, there are dozens of other new exciting pictures
that you won't want to miss. Don't fail to secure
your copy of the biggest picture magazine on the
newsstands.
AUGUST

ISSUE

NOW
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SALE

FOTO-IO^
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When you see Paul Muni in "The Life
of Emile Zola," it may interest you to
know that he played the entire picture in
reverse. It seems that Zola in his declining years was plumper than he was as a
young man, so, striving for realism, Mum
put on weight and played the last scenes
first, then went through the picture by a
instance,
process of gradual reducing. For
we were on the set the day they buried
him. Two weeks later he died.

4.

AllH

I

"IT* J

AWAY!

Marlene Dietrich really likes to act. On
the "Angel" set one afternoon she was
liked
playing a particular scene which she
immensely. Aiter running through it nine or
ten times she announced she was ready to
have the scene recorded for posterity. But
Director Ernst Lubitsch was nowhere about.
It seems he had been satisfied with the
scene the first time Marlene played it. so he
ordered the boys to print it, and calmly
went home for the day.

• See how freely Sergeant's Skip-Flea
Soap springs into rich, creamy lather on
oils
Its blandmake
it in ! itching,
! Rub relieve
coat bites,
your
his flea
soothedog's
his skin supple and his coat glossy and
fine. Dirt and dust rinse away easily after
a Skip-Flea bath. Now, look in the tubSee! those brown specks? They're
water!fleas
dead
How your doggy will enjoy his SkipFlea bath ! Skip-Flea Soap is Guaranteed
to kill fleas and lice, or your money back!
Large cake only 25^.
Sergeant's Skip-Flea Powder contains
the most deadly flea-killing agent known
to science. Just dust it on. Its powerful
action lasts!
'S
and tested
are 23 tried
There MEDICINE
1879. Made
sinceSERGEANT
S. Standard
DOG
Moneya
under
Sold
s.
ingredient
finest
of
by Drug and Pet Stores. Ask
Backthe Guarantee
FREE orcopy
themcarefor ofa dogs
write:of Sergeant's Book on
the
Polk Miller Products Corporation
1980 W Broad St. • Richmond, Virginia

While the "High, Wide and Handsome"
were shootcompany was on location, they
ing a scene on a hill. The director called
down to the crew below, "Hey ! Will some
A
a hamburger rightby away?"
one send upprop-m
getting a
en obliged
couple of
hamburger— including some mildewed hay
and onions a little the worse for wear, and
sent it up to the director, carefully wrapped
in cellophane. But their wide grins changed
to looks of horror when the director handed
the package to Irene Dunne. She unwrapped it, looked it over, then megaphoned to the boys, "Another hamburger
— without trimmings !"

Sergeaitfs
DOC
MEDICINES
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Ask
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Sallow
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1

SKIN.
To Clear,
Olive Beauty
...INS

Most interesting triangle in town is the
Rochelle Hudson— Lew Ayres— Eleanore
Whitney one. While Johnny Downs was in
Honolulu. Eleanore suddenly took up with
Lew in a big way. When Johnny returned,
Rochelle became Lew's steady
however,
date for two weeks. Then he and Eleanore
went back together again. The least the
two could have done, seems to us, is to
have introduced Rochelle and Johnny.
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DAYS!

and
need make brunetteslonger
DULL, dark skin nobanis
hes
blondes look older! A gentle ecreme now
dull outer film . . . surfac freckles, pimples,
blackheads. In a few days. Leaves skin tlirillingly
ck Bleach Creme
soft, clear I Use Golden ticPeaco
counters or send 50c
At cosme
one n week!
just
Peacock Inc., Dept.L-205, Paris, Tenn.
to Golde

Reduce the pain
Save your nerves

5

AT
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New

AND.

On the "Mr. Dodd Takes the Air" set,
the script called for a strawberry festival
to be staged. The director was baffled.
What was a strawberry festival? Jane
Wyman happened on the set about that
time and admitted she knew all about them
—having been brought up in a midwestern
town that doted on such celebrations. But
would she tell? No, except for a price. So
the studio had to pay Jane $25 as technical
adviser on strawberry festivals — and give
her all the props for jam.
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BLONDES

USE

Liqht Hair Shampoo

to

ous
Keep Hair Golden, ofLustr
brown
blonde or Golden
radiant loveliness
the full
Brine out New
Special
Shampoo and_ and
Blondex. tothe4 shades
hair with
out
brings
lighter
2
it
Rinse that washes
highlights
alluring keeps
the Blondex
the natural lustrous golden sheen, New
hair
that can make hair so attractive.
it contains no
and scalp healthy and is absolutely safe for
New combination
harsh bleaches or dyes. Try it today.
sale at all
for
RINSE
FREE
WITH
SHAMPOO
package—
stores. New
size at all 10c counters.
THE BLONDE HAIR
BLONDEX SHAMPOO S-TMNSE
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Shirley Temple's" eighth was really a
thing. Mrs. Gerhappy birthday. For one from
the hospital
trude Temple was home
for the first time — after a long illness. And
for another, she received — among hundreds
of other gifts — an honest-to-goodness orchid
from her best beau. He's still James Dunn —
after all these years that have elapsed
since they discovered they were that-way
each other, in one of la Temple's
aboutpictures.
first
■
■ ■
Katherine DeMille took a vacation, but
she didn't take- it easy. She went to a
Victorville desert-ranch for a month, and
took along a masseuse, whose job it was
to pound off twenty pounds from the DeMille silhouette. "I'm sick and tired of
spectacle pictures,"
fit forinPapa's
being
just
said Katherine
explanation.

§ TABLETS

At all druggists or send for free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co., 76 Jamaica Plain, Mass.
U. S. Government Jobs
Start $7260 to $2 J 00 a Year!
MEN — WOMEN. Common
Education usually sufficient.
Write immediately for free
32-page book, with list of.
telling how and
to getparticuthem.
manylarspositions
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. E-265, Rochester, N. Y.
Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS
Minutes
Rheutorturing pain of inNeuritis,
To relieve theNeuralgia
minutes,
few
or Lumbago
matism,
formula. No opiates,
the Doctor's
NURITO, Does
get
the work quickly — must relieve
no narcotics.
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
Get
at Druggist's.
back NURITO
money
trustworthy
today onDon't
this suffer.
guarantee.

If
RELIEVE
Itching
ofr in
Insect g
Bites
ch
crat
^S
Even the most stubborn itching of insect bites, athlete's foot, hives, scales, eczema, and other externally
caused skin afflictions quickly yields to cooling, antiformOriginalSoothes
PRESCRIPTI
septic,liquid D.D.D.
stainless.
andON.
Dennis. Greaseless
ula of Doctor
intense
most
the
stops
quickly
and
irritation
the
itching. A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it
—or money back. Ask for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
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Did you know that Fred and Lillian
MacMurray have a new home? Well, they
dishave, and the other day someone washouse.
cussing it with the master of the
Someone asked what type of architecture
the new home featured. Our hero replied,
"American Colonial. Anyway, that's what
Lillian says."
r when he reCary Grant was all a-ditheConnie
Bennett
ceived an invitation to join
cy
intima
Such
tea.
for
m
ng-roo
dressi
her
in
deserved something special in the line of
clothes, so Cary sent his stand-in speeding
into town to bring out his most dazzling
caresports coat and a favorite scarf to knot
lessly at his neck. Feeling much more up
to the occasion, then. Cary headed for
Connie's bungalow. Connie herself opened
the door — very alluring in a white satin
dressing-robe, but her throaty-voiced greeting was completely drowned out. For the
entire "Our Gang" was there in person,
hard at work on ice cream and cake. Cary
did get a cup of tea, though.

GOODBYE

DANDRUFF/
Copr.FltcbCo.
1937
F.W.
The

Truth

Soap

The first day's shooting on any picture
is always somewhat of a commotion. On
the set of "One Hundred Men and a Girl,
the new Deanna Durbin picture, one of the
assistant directors was trying to get the
cast sorted out into a semblance of order,
for a musical shot. He got about twenty
men rounded up in the orchestra pit, then
spotted Leopold Stokowski in a corner of
yelled.
the set. "Are you a musician?" he can
get
"If so, come on over here so we
going."

■

mm

Jean Parker and her husband, George
MacDonald, have decided that long distance marriage isn't all it's cracked up to be.
So George has given up that New York
job and come back to Jean and Hollywood.
At a dinner party the other night, the MacDonalds had inveigled a change in chairs
and were blissfully holding hands between
every course from then on.

Lionel Stander has taken exercise so
seriouslv that he's completely exhausted
these days. After his stand-in, an exboxer, hinted that Mr. S. was slightly
going to waist, he decided to get going
on the daily dozen. So the next day he
and the stand-in spent shopping for gym
equipment, with the result that Lionel
was totally exhausted. The next day they
spent putting up the paraphernalia in the
Stander basement, and Lionel was completely worn out. He had just enough
energy left the third day to take down
all the equipment by himself and send it
back to the store before his stand-in appeared for the workout.
Puzzle Solution

About

Shampoos

1. Bacteria and
dandruff
tered butscatnot
removed by
ordinary soap
shampoo.

There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
shampoo
awashes
it away.

Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
Dandandruff.
dissolve every
will notdissolves
ordinarydruffshampoos
Remover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back guarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
shops.
Professional applications at beauty and barber
counters.

2. All bacteria
dandruff and
other foreign
matter completely anddestroyed
removed by
Fitch Shampoo

After and between Fitch Shampoos Fitch's Ideal Hair
Tonic is the ideal preparation to stimulate the hair
roots and give new life, luster and beauty to your hair
1 Dandruff
Remover

I Good Housekeeping!
; Bureau /

Many

Shampoo
TRADE MARK
TORONTO. CAN.
THE F. W. FITCH CO., DES MOINES. IOWA

Never

Suspect

Cause

Backaches
Of
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once
theytired
discover
that the real cause of their
may be
kidneys.
...trouble
.
The kidneys are Nature s chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
yourAn kidneys
bladder.
excess ofor acids
or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling,
dizziness. puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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CURLERS
Summertime! Outdoor time! Play in sun and
wind and water. Wonderful days . . . but cruel
to curls. Lucky, isn't it, that Hollywood Curl'ers can repair the damage so cruickly. Roll your
hair for a little while on Hollywood Curlers
and there you have . . . beauty restored! At Malibu Beach and Palm Springs, where picture
people
"first aid"
supplyroom.
of Hollywood
Curlers play,
is ina every
dressing
Get your
emergency supply for summer needs NOW.
Insist on Hollywood Curlers!

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES— NOTION COUNTERS
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"And what is the lovely Marlene playing
— the harp, the guitar, the pianoforte, or
seme such storied instrument? Ah, no! Marlene is coaxing a bewitching refrain from the
musical saw." Come up and see us some
evening, Marlene — and bring your saw.
Garbo, incidentally, was not at all
in "Marie Walewwith
pleased ska."
Reason things
was that most of the attention on the set was devoted to her
leading man, Charles Boyer, who portrayed Napoleon Bonaparte. Seems there
specially hired Napoleon exthree
were
perts on the set throughout the picture,
and before each scene they went into conference to decide what Napoleon would
have done under the circumstances. Rumors are that on more than one occasion
Garbo could have told Napoleon exactly
what to do.

Perspiration may be the result of honest
toil to some of youse guys, but in Hollywood
it's not that at all. It's two parts witch
hazel, one part mineral oil and one part

The Taylor-Stanwyck romance is still at the will-they-orwon't-they-marry stage, with the answer not in sight.

disguise herself, she should saunter out
one morning in crinoline.

so. As soon as you were born, not
too many months ago, he wanted
everyone to know that you and he
were separate identities. His pictures, which used to be directed by
plain old W. S, Van Dyke, are now
whipped together by W. S. Van
Dyke II. Next time you see him
tell him not to go so fancy on us.
The Van Dyke II isn't necessary,
unless he believes it keeps people
from thinking you directed those
pictures.

Note to W. S. Van Dyke III : You
must be a pretty important guy.
Your old man, at least, must think

Poetic paragraph from the publicity
mills: "Music floats in on the summer
night from the moonlighted veranda on
which Marlene Dietrich sits playing.

the "Marie Walewska" lot:
At Seen
8:30 onA. M., a slouching figure in
dungarees, an old grey topcoat and a
dressing-room
cap. entersAtthe9. women's
building.
out comes a gorgeous
creature in costume headed tor the set.
as you've probBoth of these people,
ably guessed, are Garbo. The mannish
garb she wears for her early morning
walks near her home in Brentwood —
won't recogpeople
sheIf thinks
because
nize her.
Miss G.
really wants to

In a quick Mexican ceremony,
George Brent wed Constance
Worth, the Australian actress.
After keeping us in suspense,
Vic Orsatti and June Lang
met at the altar last month.

glycerine. That's the word direct from the
fortress of Samuel Goldwyn, where they're
making "Stella Dallas" and doing a lot of
the old-fashseems that
too. It
perspiring,
ioned— or honest
— variety
of perspiration,
doesn't photograph;
its virtues,
despitecanned
perspiration is the machine
hence
world's latest triumph over man.

"The
for several
anothe
Chalk in up
the past
on. rForscore
Evanst
Cradle"
years picture people shopping for babies
have patronized "The Cradle." The latest
so pleased
she'splans
and now
Dunne,daughte
was
a trip
r she
her little
with Irene
back. Irene's next, she says, will be a boy.
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen. N. J.
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•TY^sTTLXim"False- face!" — your powder may scream out
if you chose it a month ago or chose it to
suit you in a certain light. "She belongs in
the circus!" — friends may whisper behind
your back — all because your skin is a vastly
different color in sunlight than in the shade.
It's still another color in yellow or blue
blasts, summer's infranightlights.
and general health all change
red rays, dietWinter's
your skin color constantly.
But if you tried to escape that "falseface" powdery look by buying enough
HARD-BASE shades to keep up with all
g skin colors, you'd be spankyouringchangin
your face with a dozen different shades
every month.
How Can "Balmite" Help You?
No beauty counselor could give you more
sincere advice than this: — "Never choose a
HARD-BASE powder. Choose only a SOFTis the sensa"BALMITE"
powder.
BASE tional
new SOFT-BASE
in Lovely Lady
Face Powder. So no matter which shade of
Lady you choose, "BALMITE"
Lovely out
blends
your shade to meet every variation of light and of your own skin color.
Compare — see if your present powder adds
dreadful years. Test all five skin-keyed

shade A
shades of Lovely Lady. See which one shade
is the shade you can depend on in any light,
light, n
in any season — which SOFT BASE
"BALMITE" shade reveals you at your
loveliest.
"Types"Cause
and "Name-Shades"
Confusion
Avoid the risk of choosing powder by "namefe
shades" such as "Brunette", as these "Brunette" shades are not all uniform in color.
And often a "Brunette" type needs a
"Blonde" shade, and a "Blonde" type a
"Brunette" shade. With all this confusion
it's no wonder people might think of your
face powder as your "false-face."
Don't "Mask" Your Natural Charm
Don't "mask" your face any longer with a
"matches"
that give
powder
HARD-BASE
your skin in onefacelight
and may
you a
"false-face" in another light. Send for all
five FREE shades of Lovely Lady Face
containing
Powder
out myso
that bringsE"—
BASE"BALMIT
SOFT-BLEND
gloriously and dependably the natural skin
color beauty and charm that is yours alone.
Sincerely,

LOVELY LADY is equal to face powders costing you
timessoftest
as much
is smoother,
softerfivethan
down.—
. . . Waterproof . . Non-allergic . . .
■Grit-free
. Ends chalky
"false-face"
look— color. . completely
covers
each tiny
particle of powder, not just one side as
"Balmite"
powders.
brings
out colors.
theface
loveliest
of your
natural
in ordinary
skin
tone
Actually
clings
until
you remove it.

LOVELY LADY,
603 Washington Blvd., Chicago, III.
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Please
send free
generous LADY
vanitysize samplers
of allbyfivereturn
shadesmail
of LOVELY
Face Powder. Include a week's supply of LOVELY
LADY All Purpose Face Cream FREE.
Name .
Street .

State
City
Paste this on a postcard or enclose in envelo

"When Americans gather in Paris, Cannes or
Elstree,
the first question is often: 'Who's got a Lucky?' Here
and abroad I prefer Luckies because my work demands
that my throat be in good condition, and a light smoke
helps keep it up to par. I was 'converted' to Luckies
five years ago by their flavor, but found that my throat
appreciates a light smoke."/^
STARRING IN HAL ROACH — MGM

Notice how many professional men and
women— lawyers, doctors, statesmen,
etc., smoke Luckies. See how many
leading artists of radio, stage, screen
and opera prefer them. Their voices
are their fortunes. Doesn't it follow

A

Light

'

O

r

FEATURE COMEDY "TOPPER"

that, if Luckies are gentle on their sensitive throats, they will be gentle on
your throat, too? You will appreciate
the throat protection of a light smoke
free of certain irritants expelled by
the exclusive "Toasting" Process'

Smoke

It's Toasted-Your
oat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION Thr
— AGAINST COUG
H
Copyright 1937. The American Tohacco Company
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Pampers
but

she

her

ignores

often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . .
How

give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.
ndPAT, PAT, go her deft fingers— atte
of
ness
t
busi
rtan
ing to the impo
her
aid
to
ons
beauty. Creams and loti
skin-a hundred brush strokes nightly
for her hair— those are details she never
overlooks. And rightly so! Yet how little
they count, when her lips part in a dull
and dingy smile— a smile that ruins her
loveliness, destroys her charm.
Yet hers might be a smile, radiant and

a good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
is never a luxury.

skin

SCREEN

with

her

costly

tender,

lotions

ailing

captivating— but not until she learns the
importance of healthy gums to sound
teeth— not until she knows the meaning
of — and does something about — that
warning tinge of "pink" on her tooth
brush!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush" is only a warning.
But if ever you notice it, see your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble.
Probably, he'll tell you that modern soft
foods are to blame— foods that deprive
your gums of necessary stimulation.
"More work and exercise for those tender, ailing gums" is the likely verdict

gums

—and, very often, "the helpful stimulaIpana Tooth Paste and massage."
Fortion ofIpana, with massage, is designed
to help the gums as well as keep teeth
bright and sparkling. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums every time
you brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in the gum tissues— gums become
firmer, more resistant to trouble.
Don't wait for the warning tinge of
"pink" on your tooth brush. Start today
with Ipana and massage— one sensible
smile.
way to a lovely
•
•
•

LISTEN TO'Town Hall Tonight"-every Wednesday,N.B.C. Red Networks P.M..E.D.S.T.
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Sandra
Storme

ARTISTS

OF LAUGHTER
. . .
To draw a laugh every time your face appears
on the screen is some artistic achievement. . .
and those zanies, the Yacht Club Boys (shown
above giving a little support to radio's funniest female, Judy Canova) ... are some artists.
Wait'll you hear 'em go to town on that "Sasha
Pasha" number, just one of the million mad
moments in "Artists and Models," the biggest
gag and gal show of this or any year.

ARTISTS

FAME

Name the six leading American artists and
illustrators and you'll name the lads who chose
the All -American Beauty Chorus for "Artists
and Models": Peter Arno, McClelland Barclay,
Arthur William Brown, Rube Goldberg, John
La Gatta, and Russell Patterson. Here you see
them doing a little plain and fancy homage to
their choice of the Most Beautiful Model in
the World, Sandra Storme, just one of the million glorified gals in "Artists and Models," the
biggest gag and gal show of this or any year.

MODERN

ARTIST OF WISE CRACKS
Radio's Number One Entertainer, the
biggest laughmaker the screen has ever
seen . . . the one and only Jack Benny at
his super-funniest heads the all-star cast
of "Artists and Models." Above you see
him in an artistic moment, below, at the
head of the parade in one of the huge
production numbers. At the top right
you see Ben Blue teaching Judy Canova
how to swing that thing. At the lower

. . . BENNY'S

SCREEN

THE

NAME!

right is Martha Raye going to town in
blackface, giving you a glimpse of
. just
"Public Melody Number One". . Louis
one of the half dozen hit numbers
Armstrong and his Band and Andre
Kostelanetz and His Orchestra help
and Models,"
in "Artists
to enjoy gag
you biggest
and gal, yes, and the
the
biggest song and dance show of this
or any year.
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WHAT

DOES THE BAROMETER
ACCOMPLISH?
1. Gives producers a sure line on what
America thinks of their players.
2. Thus, your requests for life stories
(Barometer standing is based on these alone)
are an all-important factor in determining
America's stars.
HOW COME?
1. The Barometer is the only existing poll
telling what stars are most popular not just
today, but FOR THE LAST SIX MONTHS.
2. This makes the Barometer the most
scientific of al! polls and therefore the one
producers respect.
3. The proof of the pudding is that every
month brings anxiou s inquiries from the
studios concerning tl leir stars' Barometer
stand ing.
WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT ?
1. Put your favorite on top and keep him
there by sending in your requests now on a
penny postcard.
NELSON EDDY (Last printed May 1037. Total number of requests since then
Hollywood turns out glamor with 641.)
the
same facility and precision that Ford turns
out cars. Make-up men, publicity men,
cameramen put their heads together,
and
from common clay emerges alabaster. And
so Hollywood laughs at Nature— until a
Nelson Eddy comes along. Then Nature has
her innings. For Nelson Eddy typifies the
sort_ of glamor that Hollywood cannot
fabricate — a glamor springing from a deep
wellspring of spiritual
beauty and goodness.
Set adrift by the divorce of his parents when
he was fourteen, helped
only by a mother as new
to the bitter reality of
making a living as he.
Nelson had need of every
bit of the charm and
ability he possesses. The
very same ingratiating intentness that has
made Eddy a leader in the musical world
helped him at the age of sixteen to become
a reporter on an important Philadelphia
daily, the youngest reporter the paper had
ever had. And not so long after that, he
took
copy. a highly paid job writing advertising
But music will out. Singing first to
phonograph records, then to his mother,
then great
to thevoice
noted was
baritone,
David
Bispham',a
his
discovered
. Within
very short time Eddy was signed by the
Philadelphia Civic Opera Company. A trip
to Germany with money borrowed from
a Philadelphia banker, who accepted Nelson's voice as collateral for his generous

ViftONE

PULSE.

SEND

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life in this department,
and, incidentally, help boost his or her
standing in our Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on this page, or
just write. Try to save yourself 2c by
using postcards whenever possible. We
answer general questions, too, either
here or by mail. Address: The Information Desk, Modern Screen
Madison Ave., New York, N. ,Y. 149
loan, put the finishing touches to his musical education. It gave him, moreover
that intimate touch with foreign languages
that makes Eddy such an international favorite. He sings in German, French,
ish, Italian, Russian, and Yiddish. SpanOn his return, he was snapped up by
Arthur Judson, America's most gifted concert manager. An engagement with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, which Mr. Judson got him, led in 1933 to a motion picture contract and a featured singing role
in "Dancing Lady."
The serenity of Nelson Eddy's life in the
midst of the hectic whirl that is Hollywood has long remained a mystery. Is
Eddy a woman hater? Are his breathtaking love scenes mere play acting? Nelson
laughs at these questions. He has been in
love— deeply in love. With a woman much
older than himself, a lovely woman who
personified Nelson's ideals. And since
there aren't many others like her, Nelson
prefers to remain a bachelor, take tender
care of his mother, and bring joy to -his
fans all over the world. Tentatively scheduled for his next picture is "The Girl of
the Golden
MacDona
ld. West," with, of course, Jeanette

INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please
story of print, free of charge, a brief life
in your department
■ Name.
Street .
City
State
If you would like our chart with heights,
ages, birthplaces, marriages and autographs
of all the important stars, enclose five cents
in stamps or coin with your coupon.

PO Uj( .

YOUR
REQUESTS
NOW!
MODERN
SCREEN'S ROLL OF HONORStarting with this issue, the Information
Desk will print the names of those sincere
fans, who, by sending in large numbers of
requests for their favorites, have done so
much towards solidifying these favorites'
positions in the Barometer. In recognition
of the genuine devotion which these ardent
fans have shown, each of the stars who
has been honored by their requests, is
sending out via this Desk a gorgeous 12 x
fans
who t sent
14 portrai
of himself
in the tomost
the request
five groups"
s. Andof
here are the deserving five:
Ameche fans of Oakland, California 163 requests
Durbm fans of Batavia. New York
89 rewusts
Autry fans of Sacramento, California
. ... 14 e •
Eddy fans of Beaumont. Texas
it renuests
Eddy
Dayton.
Andfansto ofyou
{* "Suestl
five Ohio
groups, let me add
that
your pictures are waiting to be sent out;
will you help me by deciding among yourselves, in each case, where vou want
picture sent? Let me hear from you the
as
soon as possible.
CLARK GABLE (Last printed October 1936.
Total number of requests since then, 436.)
Take a young man whose ambition it is to
become a doctor; shunt him through the
toils of factory labor, lumber-camps, vagrancy; let him come face to
with
death by violence; let him savorface
the love
of many women, some good, some tawdry
and you develop a personality of countless facets. If the personality is strong it
becomes hardened ; if weak, it disinte
grates.
The virility, the moClarkbe Gable's
personalitymentum of can
traced
directly to the unstable
equilibrium of his past.
At the age of seven
months. Clark was a
motherless child. Until
he turned six, he believed his stepmother to
be his real mother. When
his schoolmates enlightened him, it was a
profound shock. It destroyed in the young
boy the sense of belonging anywhere,
steeled him for the vagrant life that was
ahead of him.
He was only eighteen when he came face
to face with sudden death in its goriest
trappings. Working in an auto rim factory to eke out tuition for his evening premedical courses, he was standing
only a
few feet away, when a piece of machinery
ran amok, decapitating the man at his
side. For months Gable was the victim of
hallucinations. He would see the whole
gruesome sequence reenaeted before his
eyes, torturing him. The experience left
him with a deep spiritual wound, over
which grew, gradually, a callus of indifference.
(Continued on page 103)
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SELZNICK

presents

The

Romantic

Greatest

Adventure

Story

of All

Time

Made by David O. Selznick, who gave you
DAVID COPPERFIELD and A STAR IS BORN

RONA
* LD

IN

COLMAN

Prisoner

'ZEN

II
A

Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of
Anthony Hope's novel

MADELEINE
Carroll
MARY AST0R
C. AUDREY SMITH
Produced by

WITH

DOUGLAS

Fairranks,

Jr.

MASSEY
RAYMOND
DAVID NIVEN
Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL
DAVID O. SELZNICK
RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS

Only

when

pushed,
does (left)
Edward Arnold
go in for the gentle
art of scene-stealing. But, this gent
can
be pushed!

Lionel
stageBarrymore's
training
stands him in good
stead. And so, if
a cinema smartie
tries to up-stage
him, it's too bad!

A SMART actor realizes that a role doesn't have to be
big to be important. . Further, if he has had experience,
he knows how to "point up" his lines or "business" so that
the audience will focus its attention on him rather than
anyone else in the scene, even though that "anyone else"
happens to be the big, bright star that the cash customer
has come to see.
You see, all is fair in love and war and picture-stealing.
It seems that if a player parks his ethics with his makeup box. to
there'll
be time,
none for
to reason why.
be none
take the
each and every other member of the cast is out to do a

In fact, there'll

little cinema-swiping of his
own.
The star may have a big
dramatic moment, but, if
during it, the character man
sneezes, your attention is
naturally attracted, if even
momentarily, to the gentleman who pretends to be suffering from the sniffles.
Therefore, when Lionel
Barrymore, Edward Arnold, Eddie Robinson and
others I could name are in
a cast, it behooves everybody else in the lineup of
players to be on his guard;
that is, if he wishes to be
remembered when the picture is over.

quality fraught with tension.
For example, take "Captains Courageous,"
which
stars Freddie
Bartholomew.
There isn't an actor in the
business who is not shaky

Lionel Barrymore is one of the finest actors on the
screen. As a purveyor of histrionics, he is second to none.
Trained in the theatre, there isn't much that Barrymore
hasn't seen in his
And so,
isn't a ghost of a
chance for anyone day.
to put over any there
fancy business on him,
for he can turn the tables so quickly that the person looks

actors

"know

By this we don't mean that Barrymore
typed with
set affectations. Yet, in all his pictures we isrecognize
immediately the things that spell Lionel and that have
endeared him to us. And so we watch for them.
For example, there is the
nervousness of his hands.
He is constantly rubbing
them together, or grasping
his coat lapels, seldom letting his fingers remain motionless. This naturally attracts the attention of the
audience because we are
never certain just what he
is about to do. If this trick
doesn't throw the star for
a loss, Barrymore skillfully
uses his distinctive voice,
the low resonant pitch of
which has a subtle nervous

I'm sure that Lionel Barrymore, Edward G. Robinson, Edward Arnold and Victor
Moore will not be forgotten. For, in their business it's
war! _ Once actors arrive at the top they have to fight to
•remai
n there,
stuff. so that's where years of training help them
do their

Some
10

foolish. However, today, Lionel Barrymore doesn't
have to employ all those subtle little tricks that one generally expects of the featured character actor.
As a matter of fact, there are certain things that Mr.
Barrymore does with such finesse, that they have become
a part of him. These mannerisms have made him famous.

all the

about playing
in a knows
child's
pictures.
Everyone
that in them, the adult usually stooges for the youngster,
as children run away with the sympathy.
However, there was a scene in which Freddie was
obstinate and refused to work, once on board the schooner.
Mr. Barrymore tried to reason with the boy and, at his
wit's end, pushed him on a pile of fish. The trick of doing
this, and not incurring the wrath
of his audience, was one
of Barrymore's masterpieces. Having slapped Freddie, he
walked away rubbing his hands together and muttering,
so that the fans felt him saying, "Now look what you've
made me do, and I'm sorry that (Continued on page 102)
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dumbfounded by
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Bringing a new personality
to the screen!

and his Violin... that
talking, laughing,
tuneful fiddle !

d's
H o I ly woogirls!
smartest

ARTHUR

Phyllis BROOKS

Sweetest of
One l-o-n-g laugh! tomorrow
s stars!

Romantic rave of
the airwaves!
TIPJAP

TREACHER

LOUIS PRIMA
AND HIS BAND
The trumpet king

& TOE

Rhythmic as rain
on the roof !

at his hottest!

Tyler BROOKE
trouping !
Rootin', tootin'

Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of production
Directed by Norman Taurog
Associate Producer Laurence Schwab

MACK

TODAY'S HIT TUNES BY
GORDON AND HARRY REVEL
'Afraid To Dream'
"Danger, Love Af Work'
'The Loveliness Of You'
'Please Pardon Us, We're In love'
'You Can't Have Everything'
8
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Puzzle Solution
on Page 82

Beauty authorities agree that the most important step in the care of your complexion
is thorough cleansing. It's a simple step,
too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream.
For this new cream contains colloidal
gold ... a substance with a remarkable
power for toning and invigorating the skin.
You can't see or feel this colloidal gold, any
more than you can see or feel the iron in
spinach. Yet its penetrating action not only
makes Golden Cleansing Cream a more
efficient cleanser . . . but aids in keeping
the complexion clear and youthful.
Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight.
See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves
your skin. At leading drug and department
stores— $1.00.

Daggett & Ramsdell
1 MM-9B
Room 1980, 2 Park Ave., New York City
Enclosed find 10c in stamps for trial size
of
Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good in U. S. jar
only.)
Name
Address

Ci<y.
14

f.-w.,'*.Copr. 1937. State
Daggett & Ramsdell

& 7.
The girl in the puzzle
"Fury"
He played one of the principal roles in
17
18
19
20.
23.
21.
24.
26.
28.
33.
32.
30.
36.
35.
40.
37.
43.
41.
45.
47.
50.
49.
52.
54.
56.
57.
59.
63.
61.
65.
66.

Puck infrom
"A Midsummer
Night's Dream"
Rouse
sleep
Laughton's role in "The Sign of the
Paid newspaper notice
Robgearnt Flahghertty made "Man of - - - -"
VOorlcano of insi Sicily
Midday
George Brent played the " - - Getter"
Scene
Cross"possessive
Feminine
Burden
Finis
Note of the scale
Also
Comedian in "Way Out West"
Canvas dwelling
Blonde actress well-known for her golddigger roles
Cozy corner
Hero
"Silent
Barriers"tune-smith, proFirst ofname
of author,
ducer
and
actor;
wroteAfrica
"Cavalcade"
French colony in North
Initials of actress whose last important picture
Snake-like
fishwas "Times Square Lady"
Entry in an account
He's always cast as a comic Latin type,
but was
nameborn in good old Oklahoma —
Toofirst
Behold
First name of Mammy Singer, No. 1
Stolid-looking wrestler type, who played
"Red"name
in "Sing Me a Love Song" —
first
First name of deceased actor, famous

Fish eggs
- view
67. - - for
his roles a la Boris Karloff
68.
69.
71.
70. Tardy
72. Four in Roman numerals
He and Vic McLaglen made the QuirtFlagg
combination famous
Land
measure
73.
75. She and Jimmy Dunn formed one of
the screen's most popular teams
First
diaryname of Lithuanian actor
whom
Fly
high
78.
you saw in "Love on the Run"
77. She acquired sudden publicity
from her
84. In a little while
83. First name's
Last sounds
Bywas aGloria.
lot of talk about Irish
her
86. There
troubles
with
Harry
Bannister
92. Snatch
Champagne
She
fluttery,
94.
96.
Herplays
first those
name is
Alice ga-ga roles.
Prefix meaning double
97. John Howard played in "Millions in
100.
Weaver bird of South Africa
101. Nickname
She was last
seen inrecently
"Hoop-la!"
of actress
rumored
engagedfireto Howard Hughes
104. Funeral
103.
107.
105.
Stalkthe "
109. Inside
She's married to star of "Hurricane"
111.
M ----n
112. Jeanne
She won the Academy Award for her
work in "Dangerous" — first name
114. Zasu Pitts' fellow maid-servant in
"The Guardsman"
120.
119.
117.
One comedian in "Singing Kid"
Lucy played
in "The
RoadrolesBack"
She
exotic
until she starred
121. "Uriah
in "Dark
Angel"
Heep" in "David Copperfield"
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CINDERELLA

New

inspired

FROCKS

Pictures'

Universal

by

Star

DOWN

Heavy sleeper in "The King and the
Girl"
pti
iserus
AntCho
l c for wounds
usa
Ref
Chew away
Always, poetic
• •„ .
Impersonator of Eleanor Fowell in
"Top of the Town"
in "Beloved KneHe myplayed
' — nrst"Jerry"
name
8.
Talleyrand in "Marie Walewska
9. Merry
1U. Barely make
IT. Concerning
12. The villain's laugh
13. Tirst name of 80 across
14. Star of •'We Who Are About To Die
15. bound of hesitation
M
16. The maid in •'Woman Chases Man
22.
of the Town"
star of "Top
25. femalehandsome
wno beThe
came a movie young
star aviator
27.
29. Queer
iirst name of toothy character actress
in "Parnell"
31. Rowing implement
Warner singing star
32.
34. Funny man married to Venita Varden
37. Master chef in "History is Made at
Night"
— first name
38. Kind
of beer
39. Hollywood s most beautiful blende
42. Wilderness journey
43.
Girlbia juvenile who cuts up for Colum44. Royal
abbr.
46. On top Navy,
of
48. Initials of Frances Farmer s husband
51. Universal's fat man
. She skated to fame
52
53,
Zero"
of "Ceiling
Ingenue vamp
55. Screen
of the silents
58 . Impersona
l pronoun
60 . Grace Moore achieved screen fame in
"
Night of Love"
62 . Actress in "Robin Hood of El DoraFirst
do."
. Mrs. Crosby name is Ann
64
66 . Mr. Moto himself
played in "Peter " on
Brian screen
. Mary
the silent
70 -r. - - Ray
72
Orsatti's wife
74 Vic
Exotic dancer in "The Garden of
76 Abbr. for verso, left-hand page
79 FirstAllah"
Winifred; she sings; she
has name's
three children
80. Gamin
81. Full of ore
82. Initials of the male lead in "Cimar83. First name of 39 down
85. Curate
"
87. Firstronname
of the girl in "The Gay
Desperado"
Renee
- - - of "The Passing of the
Third Floor Back"
Ventilating
Ex-husband of Ruth Chatterton
Pierce
Diner
Leslie
on theHoward's
screen Shakespearean role
99. The
"Thin Man" pictures
101.
Kind dog
of in
cardthe game
102. Blond, unmarried star who sang at
the MacDonald-Raymond wedding
103. Country of the Inca Indians
106. The Three Stooges used to eat out
of his hand — first name
107. Payable
108. Make mistakes
110. Dual performance
113. Symbol for tellurium
115.
a child's gun
116. Shot
Half for
an em
118. Indefinite article
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
95.

THEY'RE

IVORY-WASHABLE

Back to school, looking pretty as a picture in Deanna Durbin Fashions! And
they're sensible, too! Every print, every
gay trimming has been Ivory-Flakes
tested for washability. Follow the wash-

IVO

RY
FUKE
S

ing instructions tagged to every Cinderella Frock to be sure colors stay bright
as new through a whole school year.

Psychologists say: "Teen-age girls should look
their best. It creates a sense of well-being . . .
makes studies easier." Give your daughter lots
of these delightful Cinderella Frocks. Keep them
sparkling with frequent Ivory Flakes tubbings.

Ivory Flakes

keep

fabrics new

colors bright . . . because

. . .

they're pure
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Your
prize.

letter
Why

or

poem
not

Most of us like to scoff at
Westerns, but do we really
dislike
them?
A prize
winner has the answer.
$5.00 Prize Poem
Movie Fan's Prayer
If fickle Fate would only lend
Me Gary Cooper for a friend,
Or* give me just one hour alone
With subtly charming Franchot Tone.
Once let me dance with Fred Astaire,
Or rumple up MacMurray's hair,
And let me chat with handsome Gable
Across some' private dinner table,
Or maybe Freddie March would do,
His profile makes a lovely view.
I still would, ask for one thing more,
And this I really do implore,
For my lasting, full-time steady
Kindly give me Nelson Eddy. — Dorothy
Dale, Montgomery, Ala.
$2.00 Prize Letter
Who's King Now?
Ladies and gentlemen : Today, we have
the_ battle of the century, for the title,
"King of Feminine Hearts." In this corner, we have dimpled, man's man, ladies'
man, Clark Gable. In the other corner,
pretty, pretty Robert Taylor. There goes
the bell . . . they're out of their corners.
At first Taylor is unsteady, rather inexperienced, then lands his first punch,
"Broadway Melody;" that makes Gable
wince. ^ Dimpled Gable lands a terrific
punch, "Mutiny on the Bounty;" that makes
Robert wobble. Clarkie follows this up
with
"San Francisco,
" but with
Taylora
standsa wallop,
his ground
and retaliates

honey, "Magnificent Obsession." He repeats and has Gable tottering with his
Armand in "Camille." They're both punching weakly now, Clark with a tap, "Love
on the Run" and Taylor with another tap,
"Personal Property." Gable, still weak'
flares forth with a not so strong "Parnell,"
while Bob packs a better punch in "This
is My Affair." The bell rings ... the
fight's over.
Who won the title? Why, it was taken
16

try

may
your
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vou

win

a

luck

cash
now?

Write a Letter— Win a Prize
Boost your favorites! Writing a
letter to Between You 'n' Me is one
way of doing it. The stars are anxious to know just what you think of
them, and these columns are yours
to register your opinions. So, let's
have frank comments on the players
and movies. And if you must say it
with a poem, that's all right, too.
By the way, the question, "Who's
King of Feminine Hearts — Ty Power or
Bob Taylor?" hasn't been settled yet,
so keep on sending in your votes.
Don't let your favorite take second
place in this exciting popularity fight!
Prizes: 1st prize, $5; 2 second prizes
of $2 each; 6 prizes of $1 each. Address: Between You 'n' Me, Modern
Screen,
N.
Y. 149 Madison Ave., New York,

in a clean sweep by a very deserving Errol
Flynn! — Lillian Houtwed, New York,
New York.
$2.00 Prize Letter
An Old American Custom
I wish to voice what may seem a very
silly protest but, to me, this particular
question has been a source of constant
worry. In dubbing a new screen player,
why should not each performer have two
names? I am just enough bound by
American tradition to expect an individual,
be he actor or refrigerator salesman, to be
called by two names. Is the single word
"Margo" any more enhancing than the
double title "Claudette Colbert"? Is the
bewildering "Annabella" any more captivating that the lilting "Myrna Loy" ?
Such single appellations strike of incompleteness. They leave one with the
idea that the movies are trying to squeeze
from the glamor theme every drop of attraction which this motif once had. Certainly, aplayer with two names, be they
ever so screwy, is following a good old
American custom, while an actor who is
known by a one-word, hazy, mysterious
designation, creates a cloak of unreality
about him. Name-nabbers, give us twicetitled stars— Beatrice Dubow, Pittsburgh.
$1.00 Prize Letter
I say —
You probably know that in England,
owing to the admirable realism of Hollywood, the U. S. A. is regarded by many
as a country populated by gangsters, crooks
and society nit-wits, a cloud of corruption
always hovering over everything, so that
an honest judge is believed to be as rare
as apples on plum trees.
But the latest menace of Hollywood is
that it is creating an appalling impression
of American childhood. Your screen children—Jane Withers, Shirley Temple,
Bonita Granville, etc. — ugly, untidy, badtempered, ill-mannered and detestably precocious little brats, make one despair that
America
will ever contribute anything

TH1E

worth while to the peaceful progress of the
world, if these are samples of her rising
generation. And how is that, though your
greatest stars speak beautifully, young
America is born with its voice in its nose?
As an English movie fan who greatly
admires the many fine things Hollywood
gives us, I say, for mercy's sake, give us
some screen children we
G. Livesey, London, Eng. can really like.—
No

$1.00 Prize Letter
Three-ringed Circus

Miss Glutz and Mr. Blotz elope to Reno;
Susie Finch and Donald Linch wed in
Mexico. There's nothing
hing about
such news ; it appears inastonis
the daily paper
each morning along with my coffee. Much
more welcome were the tidings that
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond
had a church wedding, just like us folks.
It makes you feel warm and happy to
think that in mad, mad Hollywood, one
couple wanted their marriage their own
and not a three-ringed circus for publicity
purposes. Perhaps I'm just a bit oldfashioned and too romantic, but a picture
of Jeanette walking down the aisle and
Gene waiting for her at the altar, just like
you and me, was a most beautiful setting.
For the beautiful way they conducted
their engagement and for sticking to their
guns and having their wedding the way
they wanted it, a bouquet of roses and the
best of luck.— Bertha Kurtz, Chicago, 111.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Bette Davis — Horror

Specialist?

It isn't my usual habit to sit down, after
seeing a picture and write a letter of protest. But, this time, I must!
I have just seen "Marked Woman" and
"Kid Galahad." Both were excellent —
but I didn't like Bette Davis! I am not
criticizing her acting, which
was flawless,
but the character she portrayed. With
each role it becomes increasingly difficult
to disassociate the real Bette from the
reel one.
Everyone of her screen offerings is so
over-emotional and morbid that one comes
out of the theatre thoroughly depressed.
Since her
in "Oflittle
Human
Miss
Davissuccess
has had
more Bondage,
to do "in
pictures than wear her hair awry, glare
wildly, grit her teeth and twitch her face
through ten reels. Her studio had better
wake up or they are going to degrade her
into a horror specialist.— Jerry Turner,
New York, N. Y.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Those Candid Shots

There's a din being raised in the far
West by frantic stars about certain candid
camera shots, appearing in fan magazines.
Pay no attention, Modern Screen, keep
snapping them unawares ! Besides liking
something different from the usual glamor
pbses,_ we are glad to know that the actress
we wished we looked like is a human, offscreen, whose hair isn't always curled and
who isn't always the last word in poise.
It satisfies our vanity to realize that even
the most beautiful actresses aren't perfect,
and the realization takes away the sting of
our own defects.— Grace Houston, West
New York, N. J.
{Continued on page 96)
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They called her a party wife.
They

said she "wasn't

be a mother."
recognize
one

But

fit to
youll

Stella Dallas

as

of the greatest, finest

characters

on

the screen !
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ROMERO
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COLLIER • DOUGLAS SCOTT
Directed by John Ford
/
Associate Producer Gene Markey
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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Hollywood paid $2.20 to see it—
and hailed it as one of the biggest
hits ever to come from the
20th Century-Fox "Studio of Hits"!
18

Profile ol a lovely lady
who looks like the title of
" AngeL"
her next picture,
Marlene
is planning a
brief trip abroad very
soon to put her daughter
in school and take a peek
at the new Fall fashions.

Photo by Eugene Robert Bichee

**

*
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Of all the get-well notes
Jim received during his
hospital sojourn. Ginger
Rogers' was the one the
doctor ordered. And to
show no love is lost.

I

Ginger had "Vivacious
Lady" postponed so he
can be her hero in it
Photo by Ted Allen

Before you can say Brunette Bombshell, a title,
incidentally, which fits
Rochelle to a T, shell
tell you she's bored with
ga-ga roles, saccharine
publicity and — college
boys. Otherwise, everything is just fine, thanks.
Photo by Gene Konunan
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another one of those fairy tales.
There have been all kinds of fantastic households
in
Hollywood. But never a Swiss Family Robinson like
the
Don Ameches. It is, I do swear, the only menag
e of its
kind now or ever, in all the Hollywoods. It's probab
ly
the Adam and Eve, the first and original movie marria
ge
of its kind. It's real. It's rooted in schooldays romanc
e
It s fruited with homely- things, "savings against
a rainy
clay,; family obligations, younger brothers and sisters of
Uon s to school and clothe. It stands firm on its foundations, not to be loosed by fame
There is a sheen over it— of love.or tarnished by star dust.
I know, for I made it my business to find out. As one
pins a butterfly to the wall, through the middle, I cornered
Mrs. Don and made her go on from there. I was more
fascinated than ever I have been by any legend,
any fable
of fabulous Hollywood. And she talked. She talked about
the babies and the home and, above all, about Don, as any
happy, confident wife and mother talks, and is eager and
unself conscious in talking, about her husband and home.
They live on a ranch in the San Fernando Valley, the
Ameches. It is far from the studio, but "it's good' for

WE SAT at luncheon in a private dining-room on the
studio lot, a luncheon for twelve people with Don Ameche
the guest of honor. Next to me sat a blonde young
woman, Nordic in coloring, with bright, fair hair combed
straightly back and coiled at her neck, a woman scrubbed
and flowery and glowy-looking, who remarked with a
happy sigh. "I'm so glad I could come today. I didn't think
I could get away. But I was smart this week. I've got
all the work finished, the washing and ironing out of the
way, the baking done. It's nice to have a whole dav iust
to visit."
I said, "I don't believe I got the name?"
"Mrs. Don Ameche," smiled the blonde ice-flower with
the warm, deep-set blue eyes, the friendly, folksy smile.
I gasped. Ice water flung in my face by the lady's hand
couldn't have evoked a gaspier gasp. I asked her to repeat
what she had said. She did, eyeing me rather curiously.
Habit is strong. Custom stales the belief in any "infinite
variety." And custom has led me to be sure that stars'
wives, patting yawns with lovely limp hands, will say, "So
glad I could come. That stupid masseuse was half an hour
late, my dear. What is the world coming to?" Or, "The
races, you know, take up so much time and what with
seventeen cocktail parties this week, really, my calendar
is obese." Such plaints as these are aplenty. But a star's
wife saying, happily, that she had "red up" the house,
got the washing and ironing behind her — oh, no, oh, no!
I stole a look at Don Ameche, darkly handsome, always
smiling, his fine eyes as kind, as friendly, as the blue eyes
of his wife.

GIRLS,

WHAT

are we coming to, though? For, you
had better
this tale
heart. You may as well' take
Joe Doakes take
now and giveto up
the thought of that mink
coat, yachts, planes or the crown jewels to play marbles
with. The next thing you know, we'll be hearing about
the pies that the Duchess of Windsor used to make !
You may as well put away that dream of what life
might be like if married to Clark Gable, Tyrone Power or
any other movie eligible. The Gable shirts, the Taylor
p. j.s take quite as much rubbing and rinsing as do those
of Joe Doakes. You stand just as good a chance with
Joe, I should say, of getting that electric dishwasher or
latest vacuum cleaner. Really, it's shattering, this sort of
thing. It's like finding out that Aladdin's Lamp was just
26

Don Ameche's grand, declare his studio
pals. He's so handsome, choruses feminine America. He's so good, says his wife.

the babies." It is the ranch formerly occupied
W. C.
Fields. And what would W. C. say now to linesbyflappi
ng
with young Ameche underpinnings, odors of home-baked
pies wafting out on the fruit-laden air; the shouts and
laughter of the Sunday afternoons which Don gives exclusively to romping with his small sons, Donny and
Ronny ? He calls it "wrestling day."
They keep no servants. They have with them a young
chap by the name of Gabriel, a girl named Anne. And
between Mrs. Don and Gabriel and Ann, the work of the
house and babies and gardens is done.
Don's fan mail is answered by Mrs. Don and Anne
by
hand. Gabriel usually gets Don's breakfast; Mrs. Don
gets her own and the babies'. Don's clothes are laid out
for him by Gabriel, not because Don expects any valet
service.
"But because," laughed Honore Ameche, "if we

didn't lay his clothes out, he would go
out wearing one red sock and one
blue; the coat of one suit, the trousers
of another.
IS zealous to the point of being
fanatical about his work. He's eager
and willing to work twenty-four
hours out of the twenty-four, if
necessary. There is no detail too small
or unimportant for him to labor over.
that he wouldn't
punctil
He isassomuch
a sip of cider before
as ious
take
going on the air or on a sound stage.

HE

He says he couldn't do his best if he'd
had anything to drink. He doesn't
consider cocktails potions of the devil,
but he does prefer Dago Red or
grape juice. And if ever he does take^
a cocktail before dinner, he makes me
drive the car.
"And yet he is as careless and
casual as a six-year-old about what he
And
ortant matters.'
considers 'unimphimsel
f unimportant.
he considers
Not that he is falsely modest. It just
wouldn't even occur to him that there
is anything to be modest about. He
thinks of himself as a business man
with a job to do. He tells people that
his ambition is to be 'a good provider
for my family.' And he is. Vanity
ed. T
just isn't, where Don is concern
could never feel a doubt in the world
about him. I could never be jealous.
He has never changed, not even a
little: He's so good," said Honore
Ameche, from her heart.
"He never buys himself anything.
Yes, he did, (Continued on page 89)

The Ameches step out so seldom
that when they do, they do it right.
Here's a very recent picture of this
couple at the Cocoanut Grove.
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"Three Smart Girls," her first picture, put
Deanna Durbin (center) on the movie map.
Nan Grey and Barbara Read are with her.
(Above) Adolphe Menjou, Deanna and
Mischa

Auer

in "100 Men

and

a Girl."
Hoyt

By

Carotin

HOLLYWOOD
citizens were startled one morning a
few months ago when they opened their newspapers and
read two highly contradictory advertisements on the music
page. Said the first :
"For seven months the only vocal teacher of Deanna
Durbin.
With me she prepared the two auditions
that won her the two recent long-term contracts with
Universal and Eddie Cantor's radio program."
A few inches lower on the page there was the advertisement of another singing teacher, whose copy read something like this :

"The discoverer and voice teacher of Deanna Durbin.
It is he who prepared her for the Universal contract
and Eddie Cantor broadcasts."
It appeared that Deanna's two singing teachers were
having a slight difference of opinion. Indeed, they were
not the only people who were quarreling over this thirteenyear-old girl, for two mighty studios were making faces at
each other, each claiming Deanna. A bewildered public
was given the impression that this child must have something more than they had been able to hear over the radio,
for at that time her picture, "Three Smart Girls," had
not vet been released.

, Im
Now Deanna .Durbin has never built a mouse-trap
tion
quota
that old
sure, but she is the perfect example of
ce
instan
this
m
,
about building a better one. The world
path
a
beat
bearing motion picture and radio contracts,
better.
to her door because she could sing a little
ap having anyDeanna giggled at the idea of a mouse-tr
under the imthin- to do with her success. She had been
t of having practiced
pression that it was the direct resulhful
ly. .
fait
ises
exerc
vocal
and
s
her scale
res when 1
She was at the studio to pose for some pictu
a new hair
found her. The hairdresser was trying out
youthful hairdress
arrangement, quite different from the her look a little
made
It
s.
wear
arily
which she ordin
ng but time can eradicate the un-t
older, although nothi
mistakable evidence of extreme youth— the round, almos
ence in her clear,
chubby, pink cheeks, the look of innoc
who demanded
blue eves It was only her radio audiences
believe she
could
to see her birth certificate before they
her would
at
look
One
.
was born on December 4, 1922
fourteen
the
than
convince anyone that she is no more
old as
as
look
t
doesn
vears she claims and, in fact, she
you.
to
door
next
lives
the fourteen-year-old girl who

lipstick or
poise of a seasoned trouper. She never wears
girls her
many
any make-up except for work, and, unlike
a beau and doesn't seem interested
had way.
hasa never
she in
age,boys
romantic
in
near
The Durbin family lives in an unpretentious house
ly
entire
es
revolv
now
home
that
at
life
and
the studio,
done
has
s
alway
it
around its vouthful star. However,
so Deanna's mother, a quiet, unassuming little woman
in
with a decided Canadian accent, is. not a stage mama
the
to
child
her
after
anv sense of the word. She looks
doesn't spoil her. She is still
best of her ability, but shesure
of just what has happened,
a little bewildered and not
about
but glad it did. She doesn't like to read things
true.
aren't
Deanna that
"Deanna's ambition is some day to be good enough to
we sat m a
sing at the Metropolitan," she told me,forasDeanna
. But
waited
and
studio
deserted office at the
years
has
She
now.
thing
a
such
of
it is foolish to think
that straightened
of study ahead of her and I'd like to have
an opportunity
had
Deanna
that
out It has been printed
said almost
to make an audition for the Metropolitan," she
a silly thing
apologetically. "That isn't true, and it's such
for anyone to say."
she was
THE FIRST time I saw this wonder child
g a
makin
sitting up in bed, clad in a pair of pink pajamas,
important
scene for "Three Smart Girls." Another more
to the set
visit
my
for
reason
the
was
star
older
and much
for quiet
and had occupied my attention until the order
84)
was <dven, and I heard Deanna's (Continued on page
When Deanna made her first trip to New
York, did she want to visit a night club?
No, this unsophisticated youngster had
other plans. (Below) Another scene from
our songbird's first cinema triumph.

since she
She confided that she has grown an inch
act.
contr
l
ersa
signed her Univ
She is at
Deanna is made up of contradictions.
l child.
itta
comm
nonvery
once a most charming but
voice is
her
yet
She looks, acts and is a little girl;
throat
her
say
ts
exper
and
that of a mature woman,
dress,
ed
knitt
is fully developed. Her blue, wool
flat heels a beher sturdy school shoes with their she has all the
speak youth, but at the same time

CLAUDETTE COLBERT stood in the doorway of
her dressing-room dressed in a brown tailored suit and
a very becoming hat which had a chicken feather sticking up in front. She laughed when I mentioned it.
"My maid bought it for me," she sa'id. "I've been
working so hard on my last picture that I haven't had
a minute to shop. Today I was giving a luncheon for
six women and what girl could give a luncheon without
a new hat ? So I sent the maid out for some brown hats
and this is one of them."
She looked as calm and unruffled as though I had not
been a half hour late for my appointment. Everything
about her was restful — the cool, cheerful sitting-room,
which had been newly decorated in gay chintzes, the
atmosphere of orderliness about her.

believed were terribly important."
As she sat opposite me on the comfortable divan, she

looked the picture of contentment. There wasn't a' line
in her face ; there wasn't a nervous movement in her
whole makeup. The splashes of roses and green leaves
on the cream-colored slip-covers on the furniture were
no more vivid than her own coloring — the sparkle in
her brown eyes, the rich brown of her hair with its
reddish glints. It was a far cry to the experiences she
had undergone when, for seven weeks, she worked on
exteriors for the picture, "I Met Him In Paris," in
Sun Valley, Idaho.

"You'll be away seventeen days," they told her when
she left for the distant location, but the company
stayed seven weeks. Except for ten days when she was
in
bed with influenza, Claudette worked every day —
"I was afraid you'd walk out on me, I was so late,"
I began," but she only laughed.
long days, too, that began at sunrise. "Only most days
"There's no hurry," she drawled. "This is the first
the sun forgot to rise," she explained. "We had to be
on location, twenty-five miles from the hotel, by eight
time in my life that I was ever on time. A year ago I
o'clock in case the sun would shine. Then, with the
might have been upset at having to wait but I've gotten
over being in such a rush. I'm learning
temperature any place from 35° below
to take it easy.
zero to 85° above, we waited and waited
until there was no longer a chance for
"What do you get out of life if you
By
Franc
sunshine.
don't stop to enjoy it as you go along?"
Dillon
"I had a little heater that I put my
she asked, warming to her subject. "You
feet on, but if my feet were warm, my
rush along, working yourself into a frenzy
over a lot of trivialities and realize too
hands were cold. It was quite an exlate that you have missed half the scenery.
perience," she concluded.
"It wasn't so long ago that I thought I had to make
a certain number of pictures every year ; I thought if I
ALTHOUGH
she is not supposed to be an expert at
was off the screen a few weeks my career was over ; if
any of the winter sports (in the picture, I mean) she
had to learn enough about them to be an amateur.
I was held up by a traffic signal for one minute I
fretted myself almost into a breakdown. I've learned
"I didn't know a Gelaende sprung
a Christy
turn when I went up there. When I from
went to bed at
better."
night after practicing them for hours I felt like an overworked adagio dancer.
IT WAS a series of incidents that taught her this
lesson. Incidents that impressed her as being bad breaks
"I practiced until I could do a few simple antics on
at the time they occurred but when viewed in retrospect
skates, but the skis are something else. The experts
turned out to be lucky breaks.
would come booming down the mountains at a terrifying speed. It looked very simple until I tried it.
"Remember when I first came to Holly
and
after making one picture I sailed off on awood
"The teacher's favorite phrase to me was, 'You are
leisurely
four-mouths' trip to Europe ?" asked Claudette. "I had
stemming again — always stemming.' Stemming is the
made two bad pictures in New York and didn't wait to
easiest thing about skiing. It's the most natural thing
learn how the one I made here had turned out. All my
in the world to have your skis turn in pigeon-toe
fashion. The only trouble is that when that happens
friends advised me not to go away just then. They said
audiences would forget me; that I was risking my
you usually fall down. I never did get off what they
whole career by leaving before I was firmly established.
called the 'nursery slope'."
At night when the company returned to the Inn —
"I thought that they were probably right, but I
went anyway and had a marvelous time. When I came
sometimes on a snow plow if no other method of transback, I started right in where I had left off. Certainly
that is one instance where I lost nothing by taking my
time. The trip cost me money, of course — I mean,
money I lost by not working— but it was a wonderful
experience and, I believe, was what made me begin to
realize the unimportance of a lot of things I had always

portation could get through the deep drifts— Claudette
invariably went to her room, had her dinner on a tray
and went right to bed. This practice led some of the
Eastern society crowd, up there for *he winter sports,
to remark that she was "not at all like our idea of a
Hollywood movie star." (Continued on page 78)

in Bing's latest croon-fest,
hear what the Crosby chillun
screen romances!

believe in big families.
The Crosbys
Here's Dixie with Dennis, Phillip and Gary.
Sir Stork's flappin' his wings again.

MY SON, Garv, saw his first motion picture not longWhen
the Range.
'Rhyth
washim
said."I "It
Bing
it. He ' seemed
ago,"
how m heonliked
asked
home
he came
to be struck dumb with embarrassment. He stood first on
me or
other. He wouldn't look tat of
one foot, then on the him
the
again what he though
his mother. I asked
cold,
picture. He finally blurted out, in kind of a hard,
little voice, 'You kissed a girl.' You could have knocked
me down. I tried to explain that it was just make-believe.
He didn't seem to be convinced for, still refusing to look
.
^
at me, he said, 'She is a bad girl.'
"That sure gave me something to think about," said
Bing, "a reaction like that from a kid not quite four. I
think I understood, though. I could imagine what I would
have thought if I had seen my Dad 'kissing a girl.' But
it couldn't have happened to me. That's where I was lucky.
Nope, it couldn't have happened among the kind of people
I was brought up with.
"How do you bring kids up these days as they should
be brought up ? What with radio and pictures and parents
in this business, how do you keep them unspoiled and
cated as they should be. It sure worries me."
unsophisti
And it sure surprised me. Somehow one does not
associate Bing — Bing with the catch in his voices — with
parental worries. But one has to, for Bing has 'grown
up. This worry of Bing's gives us the clue to Crosby, as
is today, as he has always been, really. Bing is oldhe
fashioned.

Bing has never got away, in heart, from the comfort-

able, shabby house in Spokane, Washington, where he and
his six brothers and sisters grew up, worked and playea
and had their chores to do; learned the value of a dollar
because they had to earn a dollar when they wanted one ;
got old-fashioned spankings when they deserved them and
where they did the most good ; honored their father and
their mother; were taught to obey the Golden Rule
"We all had our chores to do," Bing said. "We washed
and
and wiped the dishes by turns. We chopped wood We
s.
window
washed
We
.
errands
ran
stacked it. We
mowed the lawn. The first crooning I ever did was over
a lawn mower. We lived at home, of course, and the folks
ing
paid our tuitions at school. But we had to do everythsoon
as
clothes
own
our
buy
to
Had
es.
ourselv
else for
as we were any size at all. If we wanted to go to a movie
or
Saturday night, we had to hustle and earn fifty cents
earn it, we didn't go.
a dollar, and if we didn't
"We didn't keep a servant. That was rich man s stuff.
Our mother cooked and baked and sewed for the lot of
us. She still does," grinned Bing. "If I have a cold she s
right over at our house on Toluca Lake (she and Fop
live a few blocks away from us), and she puts me to bed
whether I like it or not and doses me up with all the oldfashioned remedies. If any one of us does anything she
us
doesn't approve of very much, including me, she tells
some
^
ally,
Occasion
plenty.
off
me
tells
off plenty. She
t like
fake publicitv story will break, and if she doesn
know
to
ng
demandi
me,
the sound of" it, she's right after
what I'm going to do about it. (Continued on page M)
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I CAN'T say that I actually believe in
reincarnation," said Aunt Cissie Bartholomew slowly, "but when it comes
I— well, I don't know how
Freddie,
to
else to account for him. He is a puzzle
and something of a miracle to me every
day I live. And I have lived every day
with him since he was an infant. I still
can't understand liow he knows what
he knows — things I know he has never
been told, never read, never experienced.
True, I have read to him extensively,
Shakespeare, Dickens, the classics. I have
talked with him considerably. But he can
discuss things, understand things I
know he has never known— in this life.
"One instance stands vividly in my
mind. Freddie was three. It was
Freddie's first day in London. We were
riding on a bus. We passed the tomb of
the Unknown Soldier. Instantly, as if
automatically obeying some instinctive
impulse, Freddie rose in his seat, stood

erect and, without the slightest trace of
self-consciousness, saluted the tomb of
the Unknown Soldier !"
Aunt Cissie paused a moment. "Some
e in the bus smiled," she
the
of
"A few had tears in their eyes.
ed. peopl
recall
I sat there, frozen. I was plain scared.
He had never even been taught to salute
in play. How did he know ?
"Just the other night I had a nightmare. Iwas dreaming that kidnappers
were in the house. I was struggling with
them, terrified. I woke to find Freddie
standing over me, patting my. shoulder,
saying reassuringly, 'It's all right, Aunt
Cissie, those men have gone, dear.' I
stared at him and said, 'What do you
ed,
mean, Freddie, what men ?' He answer
'The kidnappers, the one with the black
beard and long sort of hair. I knew
what you were dreaming, you see, so I
just wanted to wake you and tell you
we are all right.' (Continued on page 91)

THE
FOUR actresses
on these two pages seem
to get younger, instead
of older, as the years go

Miriam Hopkins, yesterday (inset)
and today!

by. Why, there's Irene
Dunne, who went out to
It's hard to beHollywood
back about
lieve, but, al1931 to play in a dear
most ten years
little flop called "Leatherago, when she
was still on the
necking" or something,
and today in 1937 she
stage, Miriam
looks five years younger
looked older
than she did then. Jean
than she does
this minute.
Arthur's first attempt at
picture fame, which
ended unhappily, is remembered well enough by all of you, and
you'll also remember how her lack of chic
and spirit made her seem older five years
ago than she does now. Miriam Hopkins
looks younger right this minute than she
did when she was playing in "The Camel
Through the Needle's Eye" for the Theatre
Guild in '29. Colbert looks younger than
when she was playing in "The Barker."
Hollywood is full of such examples. Norma
Shearer. Myrna Loy. Janet Gaynor.
They've all been in pictures at least ten
years, so yuh know they must be over
thirty, no matter what their press agents
say.

Granted, thirty's no great age. But don't
you know a score of women of thirty-odd
who look at least ten years older? I'll go
further. There are dozens of movie stars
of a former day, who are over forty, and
are, today, chic, slim, vital, young-looking.
Not all dewy and pink and white and completely unlined as to fact; — no. None but
a sap would expect it. But just as lovely
for all that with their good figures, their
clear, well-tended skins, their wit and
charm and poise. Billie Burke. Aileen
Pringle. Billie Dove. Dorothy Mackaill.
Lila Lee. The ones who
have gotten fat and puffy
Staying young
or burned-out looking
is the Ifstar's
job.
she
and too thin are the
can
do it, why
exceptions.
Let me take up your
can ' t y ou ?
Claudette Colsales resistance first, bebert echoes,
fore I start my little
"Why not, inthesis entitled, "If they
deed?" And
can do it, why can't
she's learned
you r
beauty secrets
"These women have a
since her
lot of money," you say.
"Barker" days
"They have a lot of time.
in '29.
They have many serv-

Movie
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Yes,

there'

Way back in
1931, Irene
Dunne
appeared in
"Leathernecking," and this
is how she
looked. Quite
different from
the beauteous,
glamorous
creature she
is today!

day's work

ants. They were pretty
darn beautiful, or anyhoo, exceptionally goodlooking, to start with.
the aforemenWith tioned
money they can
buy the services of
masseuses, beauty experts of every description, French maids to
keep their clothes in
exquisite order, coif
their hair, manicure,
pedicure, and pat the

phizz with sweet-smelling unguents after the
at the studio. And all these

advantages help to keep them young."
Answering all that, I'll concede one
point : They were all pretty fine critters to
start with. But your other arguments—
to
phooey! Just give a second's thought
wealthy, non-professional women whom
whom you see in the
you may know or they
always lovely and
roto sections. Are

young-looking? No. Frequently, they're far
too fat, often they're not particularly chic,
often they're downright dowdy. Because
imes don't give a hoot, or they've
they somet
let easy living make them fat and soft, or
too strenuous living render them too thin
r,
the answe
y alone
Monents.
rd. serva
and hagga
as time
so far
And ain't
. Nor
ladies
goes, I don't know who has less time than
star, such'n as Miles.
movi
a popul
e, eColbert and Hopkins.
Dunn
r, ar
Arthu
It's the will to keep yourself in trim
that's the answer. The pride in yourself,
the will power to pass up a few measly
the ineating and drinking pleasures . and have
cure.
to
telligence to prevent before you
You girls in the late twenties and early
thirties, watch these things: Add to your
regular list of cosmetics
a cream that you use
Jean
Arthur
bungled up
exclusively for softenher start in picing and gentle massage.
tures because
A tissue cream is what
she lacked
such a beauty aid is
chic and pep.
"Cameo
usually called. It is
heavier in oil content
Remember
than your cleansing
cream. Young gals
don't need such, but
Kirby"? Today, paradoxiher successcally,
is based
on her vitality
and

for
appear
lines towait
the
do. Don't
you first
soften
using
start
but
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"polish."
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Mary

Marshall

Secret-and

it's simple!

You

can

learn

it in

no

time,

too

Little did John
Trent know,
when he piloted
a producer, that
Fate
flew, too.
PLvinc

pflme

By

Robert

H.

Mcll

Pretty Marian
Marsh plays
John's romantic
moment in "The
Great Gambini," a thriller.

JOHN TRENT literally flew his way into the movies.
Yes, and he will be the first to tell you that piloting a
giant transport plane was no tough job! But emoting
before the cameras; well, there's another story — yet, at
that, one he doesn't mind discussing.
It seems that Producer B. P. Schulberg needed only one
long look and thq unanimous vote of his party of friends,
aboard a plane en route to Kansas City, to convince him
that John Trent — then Pilot La Verne Brown — was
definitely a picture possibility. It was shortly after this
initial trip that Mr. Schulberg travelled the skyways again
with this same pilot at the controls. And it was on this
second flight that the producer broached the subject of a
screen test to an already-satisfied-with-life pilot.
"I thought at first that Ben was just being nice," Trent
confessed, "and so I promised to call him up if ever I felt

John
38

Trent

is

making

the

the movie urge. Then I promptly forgot about it all until
several months later when I received a telegram from him.
I still didn't think too much about it though. In fact, I'm
afraid I didn't even answer the wire. I had a good job,
I figured, so why tackle something new when, after years!
IIthad
converte
my family to becoming airminded ?'
was finally
no easy
task dselling
them on the idea of my going
into aviation, but I at last had accomplished it, so I didn't
even want to think about a change. But evidently Fate
stepped in and worked things out.
"Ben travelled with me quite often after that and each
time he'd invariably ask when I was going to work for
him. Well, to make a short story long, while
I was on
vacation, I visited Hollywood. Just for a gag, I called Ben
and told him I'd like to make a test. I thought it would
be fun and at least something {Continued
on page 88)
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named Benjamin Franklin once said,
A. GENTLEMAN
"Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy,
wealthy and wise."
Mr Franklin was around quite some years before the
York
advent of Sylvia Sidney, of Hollywood and New
Mr.
of
part
least
at
fame but Sylvia effectively practices
rises
she
ways,
many
In
early.
rises
Franklin's advice. She
of
the completion she
come East upon in
I^Svlvia Sidney has Having
New York,
no home
each of her pictures.
she
has lived at a hotel. Being healthy, wealthy and wise,
in
ent
rtm
apa
not have her own
began to wonder why
I
ce.
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a
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enj
y
she
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ed
exa
New York, one arrang
, m a
So no sooner thought of than done. And now
ents,
rtm
o
apa
ted
int
ver
n
con
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t
has
brownstone house tha
ion. ?
Sylvia is set up to her complete satisfact
"I don't really want unnecessary possessions,' she said,
very seriously. "I like to travel light." property on the
"It's funny that you've never owned
gets
Coast," we remarked. "The real estate 'bug' usually
evervone in pictures."
.
a smile
Sylvia's small, oval face was wreathed m
just
was
That
'
"It nearly got me once," she admitted
leased
I
and
r
Mothe
wood.
Holly
to
went
I
shortly after
it wanted to
a house in Beverly. The person who owned
titles and
and
deed
sell I had it investigated to see if the
was a mortsuch were clear. I found they weren't. There
ase the
purch
could
I
fact,
of
gage and, as a matter
— which, by the
property for the amount of the mortgage
d on it tor
way, was much lower than the high price place
it.
my benefit. So, I didn't do anything about
d.
querie
"Do you have a business manager?" we

to have a paid
I MANAGE myself," she laughed. "I used
should 1?
why
f,
mysel
manager. Then one day I asked
1 had
that
f
mysel
for
out
look
to
sense
the
Didn't I have
Couldn't I take a certain
before I got into pictures?
attend to whatever bdls or
and
day
amount of time each
be attended to?
orders or writing of checks needed to
I could. And did."
,
.
e
advic
s
lin
Frank
Mr.
of
half
nd
This is where the seco
nd to such matters
comes in. Sylvia finds time to atte
around seven, regardbecause she's an early bird. She rises
n she is making a
Whe
red.
reti
she
hour
less of what
picture, she gets up at six.
she laughed,
"They call me a menace on the set,"
"because I'm always on time."
care for it much
But she loves it. "My friends don't
ck s early and after
though. I sometimes forget eight o'clo up the phone and
I've been up an hour or so, I'll pick
tion
You should listen in on the recep
call someone.
rgs!
riven me!" She shivered. "Vocal icebe
We remember years
g Curious person, Sylvia Sidney.
d to fulfil her firs
ago, when she arrived in Hollywoo
of the stories that
some
mber
reme
movie contract. We
a temperamental girl
filtered around the town about what
ng big stateShe was also credited with maki
she was
r as a star
caree
ing
shin
a
what
and
ments about herself
she never
g to have. es. To our knowledge,
STe wi goin
stori
denied anv of these
page 86)
"I never did," she admitted. (Continued on
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Rochelle Hudson's
dance dress of flowered blue taffeta combines the best of very
old and very new
styles. (Right) A suit
and hat of the same
nubby-surfaced material is a combination
Helen Vinson favors.

A swing-skirted dress is
Helen Vinson's salute to
Autumn. Details most important to watch lor are
front fullness in your skirts,
low waistline and material
of a rough texture.

Three coats in one is Sonja
Henie's, with detachable
fur bolero. Don't let the
brown ermine scare you!
There are tricks to every
trade, and furriers have
been working overtime.

Rochelle, the fashion
guide for the gadabout
college girl, wears the
new heartbeat crepe
dress. It's her choice for
those Summer-into-Fall
days and very alluring.
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Michael has been in Hollywood over five
years, but until a year ago, you never heard
of him! Here he is in a rough-and-tumble
bit from "Lady Escapes" with Gloria Stuart.

By

Ben

Madd

o x

MICHAEL

WHALEN
decided, definitely, to come to
Hollywood when he woke up one "morning after." Fun
was fun, and friends might turn into real foes, but things
had been carried a trifle too far!
If you had suddenly found yourself lying across the
tracks in a New York subway, how would you have felt?
Mike came to with a terrific start. The ominous whistle of
an onrushing express shrilled through his head. For one
instant he was appalled to discover where he was. He's
always been quick-witted, and at that moment he was more
so than ever. Somehow, drained though he was of vigor,
he rolled over and off those tracks. The subway express
passed. Then another thundered by before he could rise
to his feet.
Today, in his home in Beverly Hills, he recalls that he
has been in Hollywood five and a quarter years. "For
three years and nine months I attempted to get a break !"
You never heard of him until he did get his chance and
overnight was a popular leading man. In the past year or
so he has heroed in thirteen films.
He remembers, though, the prelude to this movie
chapter, the untold climax to his New York venture.
Across from me in the California Spanish living-room, he
dominated the couch on which he sat puffing on his pipe.
He was casually correct in sports slacks, polo shirt and
plaid coat. But what he confessed was by no means conventional. I'd asked
what Hollywood had done to
him, honestly, before him
and after screen success.

"I don't know whether I should talk like this," he
replied, blue eyes forgetting to laugh. "You see, I haven't
told anyone here all about myself. Perhaps it will be all
right to be completely candid now. To tell you how-I'-ve
found Hollywood, before and after recognition, I'd have
to go on from where I've been stopping. Everything I've
said to writers has been true, but I've kind of skipped over
some episodes that have been (Continued on page 76)
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USE THIS BEAUTY SOAP CHOSEN FOR THE QUINS

DRESSED

UP

AND

..BE

READY

SURE

TO

GO

YOU'RE

WEARING-

FOR that Memorable Moment . . . that
Shell, Flame, Natural. Among them there
liest. Wearing Glazo's misty, smoky tints,
glazo's
^MstfZfcare bound to be the perfect colors for
Occasion demanding your most glamyou're Right to your Fingertips!
orous gown, your carefullest grooming,
you... to flatter your own skin-tone, to
Smooth as a debutante's chatter is
blend with your chosen fabrics.
let one of Glazo's "Misty" nail polish
Glazo on the nail. Its satin lustre doesn't
colors climax your charm.
Watch your hands bloom into new,
fade, doesn't peel. And how Glazo does
Choose one of these debonair new
exciting beauty! Discover how poised,
solve that "thickening" nuisance! The
shades . . .Thistle, Old Rose, Russet and
how sure of yourself you feel... conlast drop in that thrifty 2 5 -cent bottle
Suntan, Rust, Dahlia, Imperial Red, or
scious that you are looking your lovegoes on as easily, as perfectly, as the first.

OLD

ROSE

A subtle, smoky rose.
Utterly feminine and

flattering. Lovely with fashion's new "off-colors," with pastels ...No chipping . . . No peeling.

dark
pale
ly perfect with
skin. Excellent for^ wear
beige,orEqual
green,beige-rose.
m^sty gray,
neW with
THISTLE
brown... No chipping... No peeling.

undertone. Becoming to almost
broworn
subtlelight
ng with
^ m*sty
every
type of skin.
Enchantiwith
RUSSET
dark colors ...No chipping ...No peeling.
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The MacDonald-Raymond wedding was colossal, terrific, stupendous ! Yep, 'twas strictly a four-star production! The night was perfect — the moon rode high, the
air cool and clear and the picturesque Wilshire Methodist
Church a scene of beauty.
The ceremony, scheduled for nine o'clock, actually
started at 9:40. Long before the organ pealed out the
46

Wedding

•

—

-

March, crowds thronged the streets. Police
and ropes held back the curious. Photographers' bulbs
popped, as Movietown's famous poured into the church.
Outside and in there were great to-dos. Airplanes and
advertising blimps flew overhead, but nobody paid much
attention to 'em. All eyes were fastened on the lighted
church.
There, in an impressively beautiful ceremony,

were

m

arried-Jeanette

MacDonald

saying their "1 do's.'
Gene and leanette were
The bride wore a gown of flesh pink (her favorite
color) mousseline, over a delicate pink taffeta, full sleeves,
a lace collar and a tiny bouquet of flowers at her throat.
Her long veil was of pink tulle ; '-'her cap was edged with
flowers She carried a gold embroidered, satin prayer book
with the initials "G" and "J" embossed in the corner and

and

Gene

Raymond

nald.
was given awav bv her mother, Mrs. Daniel MacDo
All in all, it 'was one of Cinemaland's most spectacular
events. Estimated cost of the wedding was $25,000, and
mest
the gifts almost equalled that figure again. Handso
ves
executi
the
from
places,
silver
solid
of
present was a set
this
er
rememb
long
will
ood
of Jeanette's studio. Hollyw
47
happv occasion !

Romantic in white ties and tails were the ushers.
(L. to r.) Allan Jones, John Mack Brown. Harold Lloyd
and Basil Rathbone.
Most embarrassed usher was
Allan — his shoes squeaked!

1

Only

in

fairy

tales

and

in

Irene Dunne made a gracious picture as she stepped
under
the
bridal canopy
and entered the church.

Hollywood

do

weddings

In a town noted
for lovely women,
there was never a
lovelier bride than
Jeanette. Her attendants were Ginger Rogers, Fay
Wray, her sister,
and Helen Ferguson. After the ceremony, the radiant
bride and groom
hurried down the
aisle,
for
all. with smiles
A number of the
guests delayed
their departure to
snatch roses from
the floral decorations. Mary Pickford got one and
gave it to Buddy
Rogers, who put it
in his pocket. So
Jeanette and Gene
were wed, and
launched on a Honolulu honeymoon.

Nelson Eddy sang "I Love
You Truly." Had to read the
words. Later sang "O. Perfect Love." Read that, too.

like this

take

place.

Here is the idyllic
home that Prince
Gene has built for
Princess Jeanette. It
might easily be a
picture out of a story
book, with its gables,
low sloping roof and
brick chimneys. It's
set in exclusive BelAir on a five-acre
estate. Everything
that a girl in love
longs to realize in
her dream home is
found here. And may
this famous couple
find happiness in
their modern castle.
Gene deserves a
laurel wreath for
keeping a secret six
months! Why, he
had that hoiise
bought'n and paid
for all that time without Jeanette's knowing a thing about it.

Irene Hervey, Allan Jones' wife and
Miss MacDonald's friend, was among
Here she is arriving
those present.
at the Wilshire Church.

Movietown

won't

soon

forget

Looking

as

romantic

as

though they werethealtar
Stuselves,
bound them
art Erwins appear.

the

happy

event
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3. The boys
sprawl out
for a snooze,
while Old
King
Sol
sheds his ultra - violet
glamor on
them.

4. Down to the sea in shorts. Cary
and Randy indulge in their morning aperitif of suds. There's guite
a wallop to these suds of Neptune, and all on the house, too.
No hangovers, either!

1. The first dip being the hardest, Cary
and Randy spar for time. They experi
ment with various racing dives, knowing darned well that the only thing
they'll race for is a towel and a cozy
place in the sun.

5. At the rate the boys are loping along, Billie Robinson could
beat them running backwards.
"It's a dog trot," explains Cary.
but it must be a pretty small
dog he has in mind.

2. Randy's only regret is that overhead chandeliers
went out with Douglas Fairbanks. "I used to be a
ninety-seven pound weakling — something like Grant
over there," he confides, "until I took to answering
fan mail." Cary won't talk until Scott puts down that
grisly double-headed sledge hammer of his.
6. The end of a perfect spray.
Exuberant, but not too exuberant to remember his etiquette,
Cary radiates good health and
cheer from the safe vantage of
a bath sheet.

7. Bolder than Grant, Randy
displays

a

physique

that

should answer maidens'
prayers
the sunny
Mainetheto rock-bound
coast of from
shores of California.
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Big
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1. Spence and
Luise take a last
hungryscript.
look at the

3. Telephone
scenes
are easy
pickin's

for

1
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Judging from her proud
gait and immaculate carriage. Tyrone's good-looking mare is just another
Power fan. And is she
jealous oi all those other
dames in his lifel

Below: "Bike-riding would
be a lot more fun/' says
Clark Gable, "if engineers
would waste less time on
bridges and devote a little
more research to the oneway (down) hill."

Olivia de Havilland steals
s from Cupid's
a few r arrow
and lets fly. Ask
guive
s
smilen'
iust shooti
her whom
and sheshe's
for,
and
smile
that knowing
tries her luck again.

fun

D

HV

blows

then

at

the

begins

Beau Sabreur himself, Errol Flynn likes nothing
better than crossing sabers with a worthy opponent. Careful, Enrol, old
sharp.
man. That thing's mighty

Simone Simon checked those
tantrums at the door when
she went a-Groving and
faced the camera with her
sweetest smile.
Pretty nice!

What

goes

on

Vic McLaglen finds something
swell about the food. He digs
in just as if he hadn't had a
movie job all these years —
no waistline to worry him.

No marriage for Alice Faye
in the near future — the for
tune tellers say. But mayb
Tony
Martin, her steady,
feels differently.

d
Don Ameche (r.) has quite an appetite. You
man. But Tyexpect that. He's a married thoug
ht lovers
rone, you in the center, we
e that to
leav
you
Oh,
es.
thrived on kiss
your Sonja?

here?

A

big

movie

s

hindig,

Fun for all and all for fun. A slim Katherine
DeMille— she's been dieting, ya knowteams up for a dance with that bachelor boy,
Michael Whalen, and (right) Dixie Dunbar
does ditto with ditto Johnny Downs.

dancSally Blane and Norman Foster—
been
't them
as if
And
ing toget
now.hadn
timethey
some
for her
married
with a bay-bee at home! Hollywood
couples can fool you.

with

lots

of

dining

and

dancing

With or without the posy in her hair,
Loretta Young is some looker for a fellow to take dining and dancing. She's
ter.
in big demand as a stepper-ou
David Niven is her proud escort.
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"Nothing

Kid

like

Galahad,

tuning

neatly

BOUT

up,"

says

knocking

2. Wayne doesn't cotton to the stranger, but
doesn't want to hit him barefisted.

3. He's afraid of smash
a handful of
knuckles when he lets fly ing
that Sunday punch.

4. Well, if that ain't gratitude for yuhl Lacin
g
de gent what laces your gloves!

5. In Just a second "Bad Boy" Bogart will see
no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil.

*
1. The march to liberty gets underway
arm
Joan appears in the courtroom on the
of her legal adviser.

Ben2. "Mental cruelty /' explains Miss
tic
athe
symp
her
as
n,
lema
nett to the gent
witness bears mute testimony.

3. Getting a divorce from a man you once
ul
loved is no lark. Joan looks a bit wistf
as she takes the stand.

ents of
4. Joan spends her last mom
tic atathe
symp
wedded life telling a
imony.
matr
with
ng
wro
torney what's

5

MOT

THG

UnTVinG

I
r

Bennett

Joan

5. Free as the air,
Joan primps up for
the photographers.

once

and

Gene

Hollywood's

pair,

agree

to

Markey,

"happiest"

disagree

Bachelor giris for the day!
Pretty Joan
Bennett
and
long-distance-wed Ann
Sothern at the polo matches.

Happy? You just bel! ' There's no fake
about the Myrna Loy Hornblow smile as
she goes premiering with proud hubby.

Battle of the month in Hollywood is the Hepburn-Rogers affair.
Both girls weighed in about even on the set of "Stage Door," in
which they're being co-starred, and Kid Hepburn won the first round
when she announced, "It's so nice having Miss Rogers to play the
ingenue in my new
She forgot skill
started tossing
punches right and left,picture."
though, when she got a and
glimpse of some of
the gowns "Killer" Rogers was allotted. Hepburn complained to the
referee that this was foul tactics,
but Rogers held her ground and
plans to match her opponent gown for gown. Fight experts predict
a knockout along about the seventh reel.

Ever heard of a stand-in for a stand-in ? We
hadn't either until we wandered onto the set of
Marlene Dietrich's "Angel" one day, and
a blonde young lady standing under the glaresaw
of
lights in front of the camera. "Is that Miss
Dietrich's stand-in?" we asked. "No," replied
our informant, "that's her stand-in'
s stand-in."
Reason, it turned out, was that they were making the picture on two sets, and Miss Dietrich at
that moment was finishing a scene somewhere
else, before rushing over to the set we were on.
just the same, it was pretty confusing.

Camera!

And

■JrU,"e
™ar,r,aSe to Agent Vic Orsatti was one of the social ^a",g
highlightss of
the month. Bridesmaids were Alice Faye, Claire
Jrevor and Shirley Deane, and Joseph Schenck
gave the little
lady away. Several months ago, June's mother
opposed the match. She was of the opinion that
agents were all right in their place, but that
their place wasn't in the home. But June convmced her it was love, so parental objections
were dropped and Mamma gave her blessing.
The Orsattis, incidentally, probably took second
billing on their honeymoon, for they sailed on
the same boat with Bob Taylor.

Questions without Answers: What singing star
wishes Sonja Henie would pack up her skates
and return to her native fjords for kjeeps? It isn't that she doesn't
hke Sonja. She does— but she thinks Tyrone Power is much nicer.

Shortest vacation of the year was Bob Taylor's trip to Hawaii
After cameramen recorded for posterity his fond farewell
to Barbara
Stanwyck, the screen's foremost exponent of masculine
glamor
boarded ship for what was
intended to be several weeks of luxuriou
s
solitude on the Islands. But Mr. T. reckoned without his public.
Aboard ship, his every appearance was accompanied by feminine
sighs, which rocked the boat and wrecked our poor hero's com-

Lights!
5X

posure. Landing at Hawaii, the situation grew more tense,
so next
day Bob grabbed the same boat and sailed back to peaceful
old
od, where
aHollywo
collectors
item, a man with a profile isn't regarded as quite such

a

Now that good old Buck Jones has left his studio and gone
produce his own open-air epics, his former bosses have unearthedto
a new Western hero whom they hope will soon thrill the customers
m the same manner that Buck did. The new hopeful is a singing
cowboy from Oklahoma, with the beautiful name of Leland
Tumble
Weed. Unfortunately, the studio has shorn him of this ornate

brilliant

whirl

of

early

autumn

action

A-Troc'ing we shall go, said Robert Taylor to his constant flame, Barbara Stanwyck. Sure 'huff, they did.

ic tag of Bob Baker. Wed
handle and given him the more prosa
d Leland.
name
o
Rome
'
ridin
much prefer a hard-

Tell me.
on.
Miss F„ hungry for knowledge, pressedwonde
it
rs
still
e
Carol
youher.do?"
what todo tell
"just ought
she

she asKea.

Love in Bloom Department : Along about this
time of the year— what we call the slack season
—producers are coaxed into admitting that next
of all time,
year's pictures will be the greatestthat,
in spite
and Marlene Dietrich announces
with
there
and
here
seen
she's
that
fact
of the
with
love
in
madly
still
numerous swains, she's
her husband, who spends most of his time in
Paris What Marlene probably means is that
him
she's heard so much about him, she'd like to meet
time.

way

you

turn!

Just found out why Claudette Colbert is always
seen entering previews all by herself. She really
isn't alone at alL Her husband. Dr. Joel P.Presshas
man, waits in the parking lot untU Mrs.
made her entrance. Then he dashes up to the
box office, buys a ticket and meets her inside.
Somebody must have called him Dr. Colbert.

l/r

some

regard for her d«£tor.
One thing certain, however, is Marlenes
is gomg out to a party
Maria
and
ng
worki
is
ne
Marle
Maria When
her nurse. B s teaUy
by
set
the
onto
t
Se lWle girl is always brough
fome hmg to see glamorous Marlene. in make-up. ^W^^
and fuss over her
to comb
stop work
val s hair
jewels before
approMaria'
final pat
her and
she gives
dress,

whichever

"Idiot's Delight" brought Hollywood s
,
swank ones out in droves. Of course
Jr.
F.,
Doug
with
Dietrich was right there
Embarrassing Moments Dept : At a party, ^^tchen 4ithose in the kitchen get
soirits in the front room were high and time
to depart Locating
was
it
decided
Moore
Grace
tinl low
-ached for it and
she
bedrooms,
ner wrap £ one of the upstairs
of the lady gue ste.
found herself clutching the posterior of one
out, under Uracie s
coat!
The lady in question had quietly passed

Yes,

Deanna Durbin is a cute kid and aU that,
inbut she's certainly no 'business woman. 1-or
celee
pictur
from
raphs
getsforautog
stance,butshenot
herself. She hands them out
brities
the big demand is for
now,
to her neighborhood friends. u,Right
with whom she worked in 100
^natures of Adolphe Menjo
a good Menjou, every one knows, is worth
S and a Girt" Andsoda.
eam
ice-cr
at least an

in i awhile _ a guy
Hollywood is such a small town that every once
ed on his tap.
plunk
wife
nged
might even find himself with his estra
the other night
h
rwort
Butte
e
Charli
to
ned
happe
t
almos
That's what
Frank Morgan and Bob
L the Troc cellar. Charlie was sitting with

in our

merry,

madcap

Movietown

Binnie Barnes knows

the short-

est route to a man's affections
laugh at his gags, and she's
to
is
in rare
form for this drollest of
Mischa Auer's tall stories.

"Yeah Man" Raye will have you
know that beneath her clown's
spangles there beats a girlish
heart — beating right smartly
these days for handsome Hubby
Buddy Westmore.

Benchley when Mrs. Butterworth. accompanied by Jour gentlemen,
came in and seated herself in the next booth. They were so close
they could have reached right out and socked each other.

Director William Seiter was giving instructions to the two
hundred dancers in a ballroom scene for "The Life of the Party "
'All right now, girls," he yelled, after a couple of takes, "let's have
lots ot personality,
this time, in the front row. Just be yourself
if you re in the back rows."

Shirley Temple had her first serious accident on the set the other
day when she tripped over a light cord and fell kerplunk, hitting one
eye on a camera pedestal. The eye began swelling immediately,
but after one good sniffle, Shirley said to the director, "Okay, let's
go. You can shoot me from the other side."

A last minute change in the "Danger— Love at
cast was
made when Simone Simon was replaced by Ann Work"
Sothern in the
leading role. Although temperament is said to have nothing to
do with it, we understand the title has now been changed too
'
Its just "Love at Work."

Here's some inside stuff on "Lovely to Look at," the new Henie picture. Seven hundred gallons of skimmed milk are in the title role, for
it's been found that frozen milk makes a better skating surface than
frozen water, since the miles of refrigerating pipes are then hidden
from
camera's
And than
it's much
rather the
skate
on her eye.
vitamins
imbibe better
them. for Sonja, too. She'd

Love Under Fire ' was completed some
ago, but we were
surprised to find the company working on weeks
retakes the other
loo much fire and not enough love," explained Don Ameche day

Among the sets built for the picture, "Super Sleuth," featuring Ann
Sothern and Jack Oakie, was a "Chamber of Horrors." In it were all
manner of gruesome torture contrivances, such as the rack, thumbscrews, dungeons, iron cages, and an exact replica of an electric
chair. The company was having difficulty with some lines in the
script for this scene, when the director turned to Oakie. "Haven't
(Continued on page 70)
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Groom Bill Boyd and Bride Grace Bradley are
still in the hand-holding stage, which means
that Cupid won't be letting them down.

jxt

on
ay fopo^
After 14 D
« easy
smooth flo*»ng,

Doteu

Lose

ft 1o £

New

Cutex

is Usable

Last

"TYTE'RE getting tired of having to
W pay for TWO bottles of nail polish
in order to really get ONE !" women complained. We thought that was a legitimate
grievance, so we perfected our wonderful
New Cutex, and now we are proud to say,
"Buy the New Cutex and you'll get all
for!" We've made sure
the polish you pay will
be just as much 0f
that the last drop
one!
first
the
as
a joy to apply

To prove it, we deliberately uncorked
10 bottles of nail polish . . . two of our
New Cutex and eight popular rival brands
—and let their contents stay exposed to
the air for 14 days.

of

Your

Polish

to

the

Dropl

Only the New Cutex stood the test ! All the
rest became thick and gummy. But the
New Cutex evaporated less than half as

A/ew> "Sm&kif" Shaded
MAUVE — A misty lavender pink. Perfect with
blue, gray or delicate evening pastels.
RUST — A smoky shade for tanned hands.
Good with brown, beige, gray, green.
ROBIN RED — New, soft red. Goes with everything, sophisticated with black and white.
OLD ROSE — A soft, feminine dusky rose. Flattering—especial y with the new wine shadesl
THE NEWEST SHADE — BURGUNDY— Brand-new
deep, purply wine shade. Enchanting with
pastels, black, white or wine, and electrically
smart with blue.

Nail

Polish

much as the competitive brands. After 14
days, it still went on the nails as smooth
as glass, free flowing . . . just right!
Think what a saving this means! A saving
not only of money, but of annoyance. Add
to this* Cutex' s longer wear, its freedom
from chipping and peeling, its fine lacquer, its 11 smart shades . . . and you
can't wonder that women everywhere are
refusing to put up with ordinary wasteful
polishes any longer.
And besides giving you twice as much
for your money, Cutex costs so little to
begin with! The New Cutex is still the
old economical price of 35(£ a bottle,
Creme or Clear.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris
MAIL COUPON TODAY for complete Cutex Manicure Kit,
of Cutex Liquid Polish,
containing your 1 favorite shades
Remover and sample of Cutex Lipstick for only 1 t>i.

ion, Dept.
Northam
191 HudsonWarren
Street,Corporat
New York,
N. Y. 7-M-9
)
Montreal
2320,
Box
0.
(In Canada, P.
for
I enclose 16<! to cover cost of postage and 2packing
shades ot
the Cutex Introductory Set, including
□ Kust □
Cutex Liquid Polish as checked. Mauve
Burgundy □ Robin Red □ Old Rose □
NameAddress
City .
_State_.
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HAVE THAT GOOD
KIND OF SPAGHETTI

SCREEN

Nelson

FOR LUNCH — WILL
?#/ V_
YOU, MOM?

Eddy's
Favorite
(Continued from page 73)

GARDEN

PEAS

Recipes

TOURAINE

a uST/e11 2 pounds of Peas and Place them in a heavy, waterless
or Dutch oven
Add A cup water 2 tablespoons butter or vegetable oil, a teaspooncooker
a small, mild
white onion sliced thin, and a pinch of thyme. Cover peas with the sugar,
outside leaves cf a
head ot lettuce. Cover cooker with a tight-fitting lid and simmer peas until tender,
stirring occasionally. When tender, season with salt and pepper to taste. Dredge
with 2
teaspoons flour, cook and stir until smoothly blended
Serve verv hot

SEAFOOD

COCKTAIL

(OR

SALAD)

SAUCE
Yz cup cream, whipped
Yi cup mayonnaise
Yi cup bottled seafood cocktail sauce
Ya teaspoon paprika
Mix mayonnaise and cocktail sauce. Fold into stiffly whipped cream
Add paprika.
Serve as a sauce for Seafood Cocktails or as a dressing for fish salads.
_ A delicious and healthful Seafood Cocktail or appetizing summer salad can be made
eiltirfiyJ°
CaTed fish' lt shou!d include lar8'e Pieces of salmon, a few shrimps and some
shredded crabmeat
for each serving. Place on lettuce leaves, top with the above sauce
and serve icy cold.

A Food

Children

Good for them-Easy

Lovefor you!

— and costs only 3^ a portion!
TUT OMEN bought millions upon millions of
W cans of Franco-American Spaghetti last
year, because they found out that it was one of
the greatest time and money savers that ever
came into their kitchens! For example, there's
no finer lunch or supper for school children
than Franco-American, served piping hot,
with milk and fruit. For dinner serve FrancoAmerican as a main dish, or use it to make
left-overs taste like a million dollars. It usually
costs only 10* a can— less than 3* a portion.
Be sure, however, that you get FrancoAmerican Spaghetti — the kind with the extra
good sauce. It's entirely different from all other
ready-cooked spaghetti. Its delicious cheeseand-tomato sauce is made with eleven savory
ingredients — the secret recipe which was the
great discovery of a famous French chef.
Get
Franco- American today at your grocers — it
will save you no end of time and trouble.

Franco

-American
SPAGHETTI

Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

may i send you our free
recipe book?
send the coupon.
please

AVOCADO GINGERALE SALAD
tablespoons gelatin
Y2 cup pineapple juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
cup cold water
1 cup pineapple tidbits
cup boiling sugar
water
tablespoons
1 avocado, peeled and diced
teaspoon salt
Yi cup halved, seedless (or seeded) white
cups pale dry ginger ale
grapes, if desired
Soak gelatin 5 minutes in cold water, dissolve in boiling water. Add sugar and salt
Stir until sugar has dissolved, then add gingerale, pineapple juice and lemon juice Chili
until mixture starts to thicken. Fold in pineapple tidbits and the avocado (alligator
pear)
whichTurn
has been
diced molds
into small,
If desired,
whitewater.
grapes Chill
may°also
be added.
into small
which even
havepieces.
been rinsed
with cold
until
firm. Unfold onto lettuce leaves and pass mayonnaise separately.
This salad may be molded in the cups of a muffin pan. It will then make approximately 12 servings and therefore is ideal for bridge parties and social gatherings. The
recipe may be divided in half for family use.
2
Y
Y
IY2

SALAMI
sized potatoes
salt
pepper
sugar

SALAD PLATTER
3 tablespoons vinegar
3 medium
6 tablespoons salad oil
1 teaspoon
1 tablespoon minced parsley
Ya teaspoon
1 teaspoon
Yi cup finely diced salami
Cook potatoes with their skins on until tender (but not mushy). Drain and allow
to stand until just cool enough to handle. Peel quickly, dice into small pieces. While
still warm, add dressing made by combining salt, pepper, sugar, vinegar and oil in a
jar with_ a tight-fitting cover and shaking well. Stir the potatoes lightly until well
coated with_ dressing. Chill for at least an hour. Just before serving, add parsley and
diced salami. Mayonnaise may also be added or passed separately. Place Potato Salad
in a lettuce-lined bowl. Place salad bowl in the center of a large serving platter. Surround with cold sliced meats. On one side of platter place a green pepper, hollowed-out
and filled with prepared horseradish. On the other side place a hollowed-out tomato,
filled with prepared mustard. Garnish platter and bowl with sprigs of parsley. Sliced
or quartered tomatoes also make an attractive garnish.

PINEAPPLE
Ya cup butter
3 eggs
1 cup sugar

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 69,
Camden, New Jersey. Please send me your free recipe
book: "30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
Address .
citT
State
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POTATO

UPSIDE-DOWN

CAKE

Ya cup brown sugar, firmly packed
1 small can (9-oz.) sliced pineapple
Cake Batter
Y22 tablespoons
teaspoon vanilla
boiling water
1 cup sifted cake flour

Ya teaspoon salt
Melt butter in large iron skillet or in a cake pan at least 9 inches across and 2 inches
deep. Add brown sugar and stir until sugar 'has melted. Carefully place a slice of well
drained pineapple in the center. Surround this slice with other slices which have been
quartered, arranging them attractively to form a design. Break eggs into a bowl and
beat with rotary beater until thick, lemon colored and frothy. Add sugar gradually,
then add salt, vanilla and boiling water. Add flour which has been sifted, measured
and sifted again twice, folding it in gently but thoroughly so that no dry flour remains.
Pour this batter carefully over contents of pan or skillet. Bake in moderate oven
(350°F.) 30 minutes or until cake is done and a cake tester inserted in cake comes out
clean. Loosen sides of cake from pan and invert at once onto large
serving platter.
Better served hot, but also excellent cold. Pass whipped cream, separately.
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THIS

Does

C!

ean

Than

More

Your

It Invigorates

WAY

Skin-

the

Skin

A. J. Drexel, III
At parties and dinners ... in her
play clothes ... or out for
simplest
a brisk walk with her Sealyham
"Daffy". . . Mrs. Drexel always
g lovelisame issparklin
theDrexel
presentsness! Mrs.
stic
an enthusia
"A
Cream.
Cold
Pond'sing up leaves your
user of freshen
Pond's
skin more than clean," she says.
"It's brighter . . . invigorated."

Mrs.

FRESHENING

UP

is more than

ting your skin clean. That's
whatgetbeautiful girls who have tound I
the Pond's way of freshening up say. 5

Before they make a single appearance, they give their skin the brisk
toning up as well as cleansing that
sends them forth with such fresh and
vital-looking young faces.
Rousing Treatments Fight Off
Skin Faults . . .

For this Pond's way of skin care, they
find, invigorates their skin. It tones up
faulty oil glands, chief cause of blackheads and blemishes . . . livens the circulation. Tones the tissues, so lines will
soon be smoothing out, your skin be
clear, fine textured, flawless !
Here is the simple method they follow.
It's a method whose fame has spread
around the world!

on Pond
Every
dirt,
ses Cold
relea's
ns and
softeth
As ,it smoo
Cream. night
make-up and skin secretions — wipe off.
Cold Cream —
Now pat in more Pond's stirs.
Your skin
briskly, till the circulation
her!
smoot
—
softer
is
It
d.
orate
feels invig
Every morning (and before make-up) repeat. Your skin is smooth for powderfresh, vital looking!
Begin yourself to use Pond's. See your
skin, too, grow clearer, brighter, smoother
— admired for its youth and freshness.

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty A ids
Pond's, Dept. 9MS-CJ, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments,
and
with generous samples of 2 other Pond s Creams
Face Powder. I enclose
Pond's
shades of and
S different
packing.
10c to cover postage
Name,
Street,
City_
_State_
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract65Company
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Figure Faults
Perfolastic Not Only Confines,
It Removes Ugly Bulges!

Busy

these

bring

needles

days

you

wi

endless

satisfaction

later

on

BM 1 007 —
Nubbybolero
yarn
gives
this simple
dress its fashionable
texture.

Girdle or
Brassiere may
be warn separately
Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson
w?l ? P°unds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr
Why and
don'tBrassiere
you, too,test
Perfolasti
Cjirdle
at our theexpense
? c Reducing

if you

do

3 INCHES

not

give an illuness siontoof slimthis
sweater.

REDUCE

in 10 DAYS

. . . it will cost you nothing!
Because so many Perfolastic wearers reduce
more than 3 inches we believe we are justified
in making you the above unqualified agreement.
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER !
■ You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic
garments the
massage-like action and gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs and diaphragm ... the
spots where fatfirst accumulates. You will be thrilled with the results. ..as are other Perfolastic wearers !
PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY . . . QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISE!
■ You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
■ See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material ! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks .. . safely . . . and quickly!
You risk nothing . . . -why not mail coupon NO It".'
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
PERFOLASTIC,
Inc.
Dep-. 539, 4i EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name
A ddress
.State.
City
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard
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ONE of the nicest phases of knitting
is that you can be speeding ahead on a
knockout Autumn outfit while you are
still lolling languorously on a porch
enjoying Summer. Knitting takes no
energy at all and very little skill, for
the directions which we have prepared
for you are so simple they are foolproof. Perhaps the best feature about
knitting right now is that advance
Paris showings stress rough-textured
and ribbed fabrics — and here we have
them all ready for you.
FILL OUT the coupon, get set with
your needles, and you will be wearing
the newest styles by the time shops
start introducing them in your town.
Both the sweater and the dress boast
the sleek, softly-molded new lines that
are so popular. Of course, you know
that the knitting directions' are free.

ANN WILLS. MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kindly send, at no cost to me, knitting
directions for Style BW 101 in size
Style BM 1007 in size. ... I am enclosing a stamped, addressed envelope.
Name .
Street.
City.
. State .

(Check one or both patterns. No Canadian or foreign stamps accepted. Please
print name and address.)
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to write.
away, we both promised
-you don't say
But you know how letters are
misinterprets.
son
per
er
oth
what you intend to, or the
mostly spats,
"Before we knew it, our letters were

WHEN

• By far the greater number of snapshots are
made on Kodak Verichrome Film because
found that "it gets the picpeople have
ture"— dear, true, lifelike. Any camera is
a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.
Don't take chances ... use it always . . .
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Accept nothing but the film in the
yellow box— Kodak Film—
familiar
which only Eastman makes. ,

he went

er
apologies. We were getting farth
on
One day I was awfully blue and
old snapshot. I wrote on the back,
then, did we?'
back. It was the
"I wish you could read the letter I got
, just telling me how
old Pete again, not trying to write
always write with this
much he cared. He said he'd
d talk to the girl in it
snapshot in front of him-he coul
so she'd never misunderstand."

explanations, and
apart all the time.
impulse sent this
'We didn't quarrel

want
The snapshots you'll
-you must take Today

Tomorrow
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Picture and Producer
General
Picture
and (Pa
Producer
Mountai
Music
ramount) General
Angel's Holiday (20th Centu;y-Fox) . .
2+
u
. n•Goes
. to■ College
,~
Another Dawn (Warners)
Murder
(Paramount). .... .. . Rating
o'A*
1*
Mysterious Crossing (Universal
1lA +
Any
Man's CarWile(Uni
Armored
(Repub
lic)
Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th Centu.y-FrxV) . . . 2V2*
vers
'. t2*+
al)
As Good As Married (Universal)
2*
Navy Spy (Grand National)
ol
A Star is Born (United Artists)
*New Faces of 1937 (RKO)
4*
3.J
Bonk Alarm (Grand National)
2'/-,+
Night
Key
(Universal)
oi/o
1
Behind the Headlines (RKO)
Night Must Fall (M-G-M)
1
1
fl
The Beloved Vagabond (Columbia)
1 1/, *
Night ofsMystery
(Paramount)
1I
Beware of Ladies (Republic)
Nobody'
Baby (Hal
Roach)
ll
Big Business (20th Century-Fox) 11/,+
9*
Border Cafe (RKO)
Off to the Races (20lh Century-Fox)
' 1+
fI
Borderland
One
(Paramoun
a Million
(20th Century-Fox) 'lV2I
Oh, inDoctor!
(Universal)
2*
3+
Breezing Home (Universal) t)
On the Avenue (20th Century-Fox)
1*
31/,*
Brides Are Like That (First National)
The Outcast (Paramount)
2V2*
9I
Bulldog Drummond Escapes (Paramount)
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO)
2+
91/, 2
Cafe Metropole (20th Century-Fo
Park Avenue Logger (RKO)
x)
3
+
9-1
Call It a Day (Warners)
Parnell
...
(M31/,
G-M
J
)
fl
Camille (M-G-M)
Parole
Racket
4
J
(Colu
mbia)
1
J
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
Penrod and Sam (Warners)
4*
2I
Champagne Waltz (Paramount)
Pick a StarProperty
Personal
Char leChan at the Olympics (20th Century-Fox). .,2V2~k
(Hal Ro
(M-GM)
ach)
"V/il
15
2V2 ★
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th
CenturyFox).
.
2V,
The Plainsman (Paramount)
*
jjl
China Passage (RKO).
fl
Clarence (Paramount)
The Plough and
Stars
(RKO)
' " ':3V2I
31
The Crime Nobody Saw (Paramount) ......... 11 ^+
ihl,f""S,e
°,nd the
the
Pauper
(Warners)
Public
Wedding
(Warn
ers!
<fl
Damaged Lives (20th Century-Fox)
Quality
2
Street
+
(RK
O)
3
1
Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warners)
Racing Lady (RKO)
2+
91
Dangerous Number (M-G-M
Racketeers in Exile (Columbi
)
a)
2
+
2'A*
A Day at the Races (M-G-M)
The Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox). 3y21 +*
Ready,
Willing
and
Able
(Warners)
"'
2 2+
Riding
on
Air
01/
The Devil s Playground (Columbia)
The Road Back (Universal)
2+
|I
A Doctor's Diary (Paramount)
Romance
and
Riches (Grand National). . . .
2-*2*
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warners)
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)...
4-2
1*
Sea
Devils
(R
KO
)
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
9J
(RK
O)
2V2 +I
Seventh Heaven (20th Century-Fcx)
Dreaming Lips (United Artists)
3I
2Vs>
Elephant Boy (United Artists)
II
3 J. Shall We Dance? (RKO)
*The
Emperor's
Candlesti
cks
(M-G
She's
-M)
(Universal)
1+
See Vivacious KATHERINE DE MILLE in
il
Espionage (M-G-M)
Silent Dangerous
Barriers (G
B)
2I
31
Ever Since Eve (Warners)
"The Californian" — 20th Century-Fox
1
+
Fair Warning (20th Century-Fox)
Sing,
Baby,
Sing
(20th
Sing Me
and aBeLove
Happy (20thCentur
Century-Fox
)' . . . . " 3V,2 2+
1+
y-Fox)
A Family Affair (M-G-M)
Sing
Song (First Natio
nal)
3*
Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Sinner Take All (M-G-M)
2*
oifi
Fire
Over
Slave
England
Ship
(20th
(London
Century-Fox)
s)
Fin
31
3*
ds e "X"
e both
Kathenn
Flapowders
Slim (Warners)
The Girl from Scotland yardFilm
de MilleMor
ttering
tries
(Paramount)
in
3J
2*
The Girl on the Front Page (Univ
plain white boxes. She likes both, but
ersal
)
1
+
Girl Overboard (Univers
2*
prefers "X"— the original MAVIS, fully
The Girl Said No (Grand Natioal)
The
the Lady (RKO)
ers)
nal)
""' 2V,I
Blondeand(Warn
2*
SmartSoldier
Git Along Little Dogies (Republi
scented. Other lovely stars choose "Y" —
Step
Lively
Jeeves
(20thrne
c)
Century
2*
-Fox)
Song
ol
the
City
(M-G-M)
'2V,*ll
Stolen
Holiday
(Wa
rs)
the new MAVIS, mildly scented.
The Go-Getter (Warners)
\1
Golden Arrow (First Natio
nal)
2V,-*MAVIS natters your skin like a glamorous
'Sweethearton ofa the
Strangers
Honeymoon
(GB)
' o*
Navy (Grand
National)
11
Good
Old Earth
Soak (M-G
The Good
(M-G-M). -M)
..
" JI
Swing High, Swing Low (Para
nounO 3 2
face powder. Spreads evenly— clings for
*Jhe
Great
Gambini
(Paramount)
Talent Scout (Warners)
1T
u
hours— leaves a bewitching fragrance that
That Girl From Paris (RKO)
ol
lasts! MAVIS safeguards summer daintiness
Green Light (First Nat'l)
'01/, I
Her
Lies in(Par
amount)'.'.'.'.'. 2*
Head Husband
Over Heels
Love (GB)
21
That I May Live (20th Century-Fox)
" ll
and makes clothes slip on much more easily.
Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
That Man's Here
Again (Warners)
' ' 1J
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
They
History Is Made at Night (Walter Wanqer) .. . . 23-*+
Gun (RKO)
(M-G-M)
There Gave
Goes Him
My aGirl
' 3©IJ
The
Hit Parade (Republic)
2+
Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
"Think
Fast,
Mr.
Moto
(20th
Century
-Fox'1
The
Thirteenth
Chair
(M-G-M). . .
92 2+
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
*They Won't Forget (Wa
Hollywood
(RKO)
"''2V,+
2*
rners)
2I
Holy
Terror Cowboy
(20th Century-Fox)
showers body with light film of powder more
Thunder
House
of Secrets(Paramount)
City(20th
(Col
(Chesterfield) '1V2*
Hotel Haywire
2*
umbia)
This Is Myin the
Affair
Century-Fox)
' 2V,3 +J
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
I Met Him in Paris (Paramount)
3V? +
Top
of
the
Town
(Uni
vers
al)
Time
Out
for
Romance
(20th
Century-Fox)
...
f'2
VaI
PPCC Generous size trial package. Ask
IInternes
Promise Can't
Moneylum
(Paramount)
to PayTake
(Co
bia) '.'.'.IVi-k
fJ
IflJE'L for either regular or mildly
*lt Could
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
" 9*
to
(Republic)
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
1*
Jim Hanvey,Happen
Detective You
(Republi
Turn Off the Moon (Paramount)
" 1£
c)
1*
62, Long Island City, N.Y. Offer not good
23'/2
Hours
Leave
(Grand
National)
' 2I
John Meade's Woman (Paramount)
2Vo
after Sept. 25. Get your FREE MAVIS now!
Two Wise Maids (Republic)
' 2I
Kidnappe
d in(Warners)
Shanghai (Republi
Kid Galahad
..c) 'J/?2 +I
Under the
CoverRedofRobe
Night(20th
(M-G-M)
' "'.9\/,2
21
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warners)
Under
Century-Fox)
The
Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
|£
Finer Than Most Face Powders
The Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M)
3*
The Last Train from Madrid (Paramount) 2V,+
Wake
and Live (Paramount)
WaikikiUp Wedding
(20th Century-Fox) " 33!Z
Let Them Live (Universa
l)
fl
Lost Horizon (Columbia)
Way Out West (Hal Roach))
°I
'"'oi|2
Love from a Stranger (United Artists). ........ 4J
(RKO
on AirWinkie
*Wee
WalkingWillie
Century-Fox) .....
4*
Love Is News (20th Century-Fox) i^A-k
We Have Our Moments(20th
(Unive
rsal)
3
2
9-1
Maid of Salem (Paramount)
MAVIS
3+
We're on the Jury (RKO)
fI
for Tomorrow
(Paramount).
AMake
ManWay
When
Betrayed
LoveAreIs About
(Rep
Young to(Univ
ublic) . . '31/,
ersal) '. 33I+
We
Who
Die
(RKO)
U
Man
When Thief Meets Thief (United Artists). ... 2 +
of Affairs (GB)
9V,2
FOR BODY
When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
2+
The Man
Blue (M(Universal)
*)
|I
Man
of the inPeople
G-M
The Man Who Could Work Miracles (United 2*
When You're in Love (Columbia)
" ' 3V-±
Artists)
, .
PROTECTION
Wild Brian Kent (Lesser-RKO)
" 1J
"Wild Money (Paramount)
" 12
Wings
Over
of
the
Morning
(20th
Century-Fox)
"
Honolulu (Universal)
Marked
(Warners')'.
HA 3 2J
Married Woman
Before Breakfast
(M-G-M) " '33 1
+
Maytime
(M-G-M)
' 40 +1
Woman
ChasesAlone
Man (GB)
Meet
(Sam Goldwyn) ' §£
the Missus
(RKO)
3*
The Woman
*Michael O'Halloran (Republic) . .
li
Woman
in
Distress
(Colu
mbia) "'2V?
The Woman I Love (RKO)
IV, I
Midnight
(Warners)
Midnight Court
Madonna
(Paramount) " 11J+
Women
Midnight Taxi (20th Century-Fox)
of Glamour
(Columbia)... .
Woman Wise
(20th Century-Fox)
.' 22I+
il
The Mighty Treve (Universal.)
i£
Mind Your Own Business (Paramount
You Can't Beat Love (RKO)
.' 1 I
2+
Mountain Justice (Warne
You're
in theLiveArmy
rs)
(G
2*
B)
you Only
OnceNow
(United
Artists)
'2V2*
3 a.

Turn to our Scoreboard when you're in doubt about
able guide in choosing entertainment. Instead of
Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie
have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find

what movie to see. It's a valugiving the individual ratings of
critics all over the country we
this average under General Ratdenotes
Z'„t«S1tt!,feaC,h
c4*' V6ry
g°°d; 3*' 9°0d;
P°or- byAs,erisk
that only PMCt!?reModern Screen
ratings
on 2*'
films fair;
not reviewed
newspapers as wearego given
to press.
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Bath

daintiness

ortant it is to keep
EVERY GIRL knows how imp
t skin sweet. It's only then you can be sure you
IVE lather
are attractive! Lux Toilet Soap's ACT
stale persinks deep into the pores, frees them of
tspiration, every hidden trace of dust and dir
leaves skin thoroughly clean.
,
You'll find this quick beauty bath refreshing
evening
too-a wonderful pick-me-up before your
date. Why not try it?
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( Continued from page 60)
you any hot ideas for this?" he asked. "Hold
everything!" cried Jack, rushing over to seat
himself in the last-named article of torture.
"I'll have one for you in a minute."
■ ■ ■
Jane Withers is little Princess Elizabeth's
most rabid fan. So her mother bought her
a book on the Royal Family and let Jane
read it by herself. A few days later, Mrs.
Withers took Jane to a preview and was
amazed to hear her unspoiled daughter
quote the Princess. "Don't you think I
really should stand up for a minute?" Jane
asked her mother. "Surely all these people
would like to see me."
■ ■ ■
Arthur Treacher has a definite domestic
streak, and for some time has been wanting
to buy a house for himself. The other day
he ran across a place that looked ideal —
small, attractive gardens, and just $7,500.
But that was before he had talked a few
minutes to the agent, whose eyes suddenly
lit up. "Are you ARTHUR Treacher?" he
asked, and upon Treacher admitting it. the
agent said, "The property complete is
$8,500, Mr. Treacher. That, you see, includes the garage."
■ ■ ■
Gregory Ratoff, who was hired under a
writer-actor-director contract, is . now directing his first picture. To say that
Gregory is something new in directors is
putting it mildly. He practically has everyone in the cast on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. Ratoff loves his superlatives
and, after a scene, came up to Dolores Del
Rio, wildly gesticulating, "Wonderful!
Marvelous
! Gorgeous ! Simply gorgeous,
Miss Del Rio, that scene !" Then, lowering
his voice to a quiet scream, "But here's the
way you should ■have ■done■ it."

^TEP from your bath into a glorious
shower of DJER-KISS TALC. All
through the day this soft, downy film
with its tantalizing Parisian fragrance
will cling tenderly to your satin-smooth
skin . . . safeguarding personal daintiness
. . . lending you glamorous allure and
captivating charm.

Utmost quality and value in the green
Djer-Kiss container. Three sizes —
economical jumbo and medium sizes
at drug or department stores; new,
large 10c size at all ten-cent stores.

(P/urrwwnced 3)ear/GM')

TALC
2y

KERKOFF

- PARIS

grandfather, Mr. DeMille. He sells soap."
■ ■ ■
Bing Crosby ordered up a pony the other
day for Gary Evan, heir apparent to the
Crosby estates. When the pony, resplendent in a hand-carved saddle, was brought
around to the Crosby home, Gary waxed
enthusiastic. "Say, Dad," he asked, "can
this one run backwards like the men say the
Either Bing's
do?"
horses
yourbeen
rest ofhave
friends
talking,
or Gary
is up on
the news from papa's race-track.
■ ■ ■
There's an unconfirmed rumor about
town that during the shooting of "Stage
Door," Katie Hepburn did her week-end
relaxing at a resort in Carmel, with Howard Hughes as her companion. All of which
revives the romantic rumors which once
hovered about this pair. Mr. H., if you remember, was once seen about quite frequently with Ginger Rogers, who's playing
opposite — and we mean opposite — Hepburn
in "Stage Door."
■ ■ ■
Want to know how Marlene Dietrich keeps
her well known figure so well known? Her
secret is a diet of tomato juice and hardboiled eggs, three times every week. Give
it a try. girls, and if you don't come out
looking like Marlene, don't sue US. We're
only telling you. Of course. Miss D. was
not exactly an ugly duckling even back in
the days when her diet consisted of Wiener
Schnitzel and Pfannekuchen.

Here's a little story" about
Mae West you
"
might like to "know.
Out on Ventura
Boulevard, near Hollywood, there's a small
restaurant, operated
by a widow who
gambled what little money she had to buy
the place. It soon became noted for its
food, and among its customers was Mae
West. When business got good, the landAnd Peter Lorre. also in the picture, came
lord promptly raised the rent to a point
wearily into the studio barber shop one day
where
the .poor gal couldn't afford to stay
and lowered himself into a chair. "Well.
in business
Miss W. heard about it, and
Mr. Lorre." said the barber brightly, "how's
just as promptly bought the place herself.
everything going? And how's Mr. Raioff?"
Now the girl's rent is lower than
"He seems to be feeling all right." said Mr.
for
she pays only enough to cover the ever,
taxes
Lorre. "Not a sign of a breakdown yet," he
added, with a sad shake of his head.
■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■
For "First Lady," the cast includes Kay
Francis, Anita Louise, Verree Teasdale, MarThose chronic honeymooners. according
jorie Gateson and Marjorie Rambeau, among
to their publicity department, are now going
to take off on another jaunt. This time it others. We could hardly wait to get out on
will be a trailer trip for the Dick Powells.
the set to see what all these glamor girls
were up to. It developed they were up to
They plan to spend three weeks in the
just what the gals back in Oshkosh go in
North Woods, this month, and hope to get
for — sewing circles. Everyone of them was
the trailer sneaked out of town before the
either hemming towels, embroidering linens
it.
studio can paint "Gold Diggers of 1938" on
or doing drawnwork. And, with chairs
drawn into a close circle, they were gossip■ ■ ■
ing away like mad — not about movies, but
And it seems that ever since this tzailer
about the high cost of housekeeping, the
vogue started, Miriam Hopkins has been
newest gadgets to lighten the task of the
dying to see the country in that fashion. So
housewife and similar de-glamored topics.
when Director Anatole Litvak's birthday
According to the men on the set, the girls
ro'led around recently, she made him a gift
haven't wasted a minute on any of them
of one. But our spies report that it's not
■ ■ ■
equipped with honeymoon accommodations.
■ ■ ■
They even have exclusively feminine
luncheons, staring coldly at any man who
Just to show you the influence of radio
looks like he might draw up a chair to their
on
young, orCecil
something, here's a little
reserved table in the commissary. And each
itemtheconcerning
B. DeMille, who has
lately been adding to his income from proday, one of the girls brings a dish she's
cooked with her own hands. To date, Kay
ducing epics by acting as master of cereFrancis has turned up with fried chicken,
monies on that big weekly, air show. The
Verree Teasdale with a couple of cocoanut
other day, his small grandson was visiting
cakes. Marjorie Gateson brought her speon a DeMille set, when a kindly old lady
cial lemon pie one day, and Anita Louise
engaged him in conversation. Peter excaused the biggest furore by showing up
plained that he was visiting his grandfather
' (Continued oi'i page 110)
Pointing out C. B., he said, "That's mv
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JOAN BLONDELL—
nowstarringin BACK
IN CIRCULATION."
says:er "Cal
hasoxa
Toot
Joanh Powd
wonderful reputation
in Hollywood for keeping teeth sparkling

'CAMERA,'* shouts the director... and powerful 2000face and teeth.
v-« watt lights are thrown on the star'shave
to sparkle
Teeth
.
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y
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matter
Bros,
It is significant that the glamorous Warner
stars have chosen Calox Tooth Powder.
"TOPS " SAYS DICK POWELL. This famous star, now appearing in "The Singing Marine," states:-Tve never
than
heard of any dentifrice that cleans the teeth better
"tops'."
Calox. Here in Hollywood it's considered

PAT O'BRIEN — "I like a
tooth powder that makes
the teeth glisten. Calox is
ideal for screen stars — or
for anyone who wants

and clean."

'starry teeth'."

CALOX—

fin
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WHY HOLLYWOOD SAYS"0. K." TO CALO
apically
scientif
five
s
contain
Calox
1. GIVES "HIGH-LUSTER" POLISH.
proved cleansing and polishing ingredients.
grit.
2. DOUBLE SAFE BECAUSE ST'S ... DOUBLE-SIFTED. It cannot contain
3 RELEASES OXYGEN. Oxygen is Nature's own purifying agent.
, who have
1. MADE WITH PRESCRIPTION CARE by McKesson & Robbins
supplied fine drugs to physicians and hospitals since 1833.
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EDIBLES
By

Marjorie

Deen

Some

simply "Eddyfying" recipes, which Nelson's cook gave
our Modern Hostess, are included
in this article. You'll want
serve them often.

to

WHY
DON'T you tell us what
Nelson Eddy likes to eat?" many of
the readers of this department have
written in recently to ask me. It's a
logical question, I'll admit, but up to
the present time the only possible
answer was that Mr. Eddy doesn't
like to be interviewed on such matters. But now, at last, your Modern
Hostess has accomplished the hitherto impossible job of getting this
popular singing star to discuss his
favorite dishes.
On any but the hottest days, if
you were to ask Nelson what he
likes, he'd give you a list of the most
filling dishes imaginable — a substantial "man's meal," featuring Roast
Beef, preceded by Borsht and always accompanied by Yorkshire
Pudding. Or it might be such a
repast as he was enjoying when outphotographer caught him in the
studio commissary. This particular
luncheon consisted of Southern
Fried Chicken, Hashed Browned
Potatoes and a bottle of milk. But
I reminded him that the foods he
would recommend doubtless would
be tried out by our readers in
August, and then, like any sensible
person, Mr. Eddy quickly revised
his suggestions by discarding the
more substantial fare he had first
spoken about, in favor of dishes that
would be more sure of a welcome in
hot weather, both from the standpoint of the cook and the diner. So,
instead of roasts and potatoes, pies
and such, Nelson advised me to get
from his cook a good vegetable
recipe and some salad suggestions.
72

Then as a parting admonition he
told me not to fail to collect from
the head of the Eddy culinary department arecipe for the Pineapple
Upside-Down Sponge Cake, which
is a great favorite of Mr. Eddy's
the year 'round. All of which suggestions hurried
I
to carry out, with
the happy result that I am able to
hand on some slick recipes to you.
Let's see, then, what Nelson, him-

self, likes to eat in hot weather. Well
there's a special green vegetable dish
— a new way to cook one of the most
popular vegetables of them all, green
peas. There's a substantial one-plate
meal consisting of potato salad and
cold cuts with special garnishes to
make this simple-sounding idea
evolve into something really pretty
There's
special.

Courtesy Swift & Co.

a

flavorsome

Seafood

Nelson's favorite oneplate dish
of salad and
cold cuts.
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Cocktail Sauce that turns out to be
quite as good when used as a salad
dressing as it is when served with
Be sure
the first-course cocktail.
to try it even if you cannot get
fresh seafood, because it's equally
good with the canned variety. And
now that we have come to recognize the existence of a so-called
"goiter-belt," we realize more than
ever before the value, in the diets
of inland inhabitants, of seafoods
with their high iodine content,
which act as an anti-goiter aid.
Canned seafoods, such as salmon
and tuna, also add the feature of
economy to their other qualities. I
cannot imagine a more welcome,
more easily prepared, or more
tempting dish on a hot day than a
good Salmon Salad, and served
with Nelson Eddy's favorite sauce,
it becomes something to rave about.
There is also a molded Gelatin
Salad recipe on page 64. If you
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think that this type of salad isn't
as popular with the menfolk as
with the ladies, then try that
Ginger Ale Salad recipe — as
given on page 64 — a guaranteed
favorite of Nelson Eddy's. It turns
out to have a very pale green and
gold color scheme that is cooling
just to look at. And the gingerale
gives it a tang and zest that makes
it really distinctive. Mr. Eddy, his
cook informed me, likes it in place
of dessert, frequently.

But not always! For, you'll recall, a Pineapple Upside-Down
Cake also came in for honorable
mention. Be sure to try this
recipe. And don't mislay this
magazine before you have secured
a copy of this recipe for future
use. I think you will find it more
convenient if you keep any recipe

tMt

dii-EJ =°"rsMpa?

instead of *P°^™

be spoiled W
Change to *f

w

is to..-

ation filingregul
you like
fit into your
Thenon ita will
card.
kitchen card-index recipe file.
Please turn to page 64 for Nelson
Eddy's Favorite Recipes.
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Is Eleanor

Powell

Sorry?

(Continued from page 25)

says MAGGY

ROUFF

of Paris

"always we women seek to entice the
fl masculine eye. In this you will succeed when you give your skin the warm
glow of Windsor Rose. This shade of
Woodbury's lovely powder is magically
flattering to almost every complexion."
Maggy Rouff advises her mannequins to
wear Woodbury's Facial Powder for its
becoming shades and germ-free* quality.
This germ-free face powder helps guard
the skin from blemishes. See Windsor
Rose and the six other youth-blend shades.
$1.00, 50*, 25*. 100.
*Tested with 19
other leading brands,
Woodbury's
Powder,
alone,Facial
was
germ fore
-free
both use.
beand after

MAIL FOR lO-PIECE LOVELINESS KIT!
For
generous samples
Woodbury's
to Loveliness,
encloseof 10c
and mailScientific
to John Aids
H.
Woodbury, Inc., 9181 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
NameAddrt
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now.
—well, I wouldn't be telling this story
into the strains ot "You Are My Lucky
Star." Everyone in the restaurant clapped
hands for Eleanor.
"Work is play to me. And
not
sorry— yet. I want to get that point I'm
across.
Senor Ygorin was so delighted with this
I
ve
had
a
good
time,
time.
swell
in
mv
own way. A
quaint American demonstration that he
ordered champagne for the orchestra. Then
"I'm
too
excited about mv work to be
he asked Eleanor what the music was.
And learned for the first time that she was
want
wouldn
anything
happy todoing
be sorry
't
in the movies.
aboutelse.
that,"You
would
you?
And
it's
been
that
way
as long as I can
Somehow, that delighted Eleanor. That
remember. Sometimes, I wonde
r how much
someone had actually wanted to know her,
longer it will be that way."
perfectly unaware that she was a movie
Eleanowhich
r had explai
hurt ned
her'why
footshe
twowasdaysat
star.
before,
She did not go out much in New York,
home now. I asked her how the accident
but when she did, it was usually with the
had happened.
young, darkly handsome Peruvian lawyer.
"I was doing a" comedv numbe with
Then she was taken ill, had a complete
George Murphy and Buddv Ebsenr in
a
breakdown, was forced to drop out of "At
box-car for 'Broadwav Melody of 1937.'
The box-car is a rolling stable for a couple
Home
Abroad."Ygorin was in a panic of
Emmanuel
of race horses. We do a trick dance
that
worry. She had a good doctor, but he wonwinds up with us dancing on big brushes
dered if he could not get her a better one,
and
kicking them off. The camera crew
the best one in the world. There were
was right in front of me. I was afraid
rumors of possible blood transfusions. He
Id hurt somebody if I kicked the brushes
begged to be the donor, if there were any
off forward, so I tried to kick them backtransfusions.
He was supposed to go back to Peru.
Only Eleanor would think of
ing
He delayed his departure until he saw her
like that. No wonder the studiosometh
workers
convalescing. Behind him in New York,
he left some relatives. At his behest, they
call her "The Sweetheart of M-G-M!"
"The right one caught and tripp
called on the Powells, sent Eleanor flowers
me
I sprained my ankle and one of my ed
toes I
constantly, did everything possible for her,
w
a
r
d
.
'
had a nurse tape it up and then I went on
cabled him about her.
but that night my foot was so swollen that ■
Then, at last recovered, she returned to
I couldn't even step on it. It's the first
time anyth
Hollywood to make "Born to Dance." And
ing like that has happened to me
cable offices in Los Angeles began to re—
where
's
some wood? — and mv legs aren't
ceive cablegrams from Peru, bearing the
insured, either. I don't know how much it
cable address : ELESWEET. Checking,
will delay the picture. We thought we'd
they discovered that a wealthy gentleman
get some of the dances out of the way befrom Peru paid the cablegram company
fore Robert Taylor came back from anto have such an address, which, decoded,
other studio to play opposite me. The
would stand for : Eleanor Powell, — Bedford
studio has told me to stay at home and
Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
rest until my foot is completely well.
And all this happened without the knowl"And here it is, the second day, and I'm
edge of Broadway, Hollywood or even
fuming with restlessness. I've never
Peruvian correspondents. It might have
been
idle before, never missed a day of dancin
g
remained a secret indefinitely, if an out—except when I had that breakdown And
sider hadn't been present when one of the
I dont like it. I feel as if I'm losing time
cablegrams arrived. Then the story came
Though I suppose the enforced idleness
out. And, immediately, romance rumors
will
good for me."
about Eleanor and "a wealthy Peruvian adThebe doctor
ordered three
commirer" were rampant. For Eleanor had
plete
rest. One week later, weeks'
Eleanor was
led, up to date, a life singularly devoid of
hobbling
back
on
the
set
!
rumors.
I checked into them. And I have an
amazing story to tell you — a story that reVI^HEN I'm working. I have to be up
veals Eleanor in a new light, a story that
» » at a quarter of six, to limber up for
reveals the amazing girl behind the dancthe day's work. I'm in bed at nine-thirty
because I'm exhausted. And when I have
ing star.
days off, instead of going away on a trip
"I'm very fond of him, as a friend. I'm
somewh
ere, I'm so tired that I have to stay
not thinking of marrying," she told me,
home to store up energy for what's ahead.
her
blue
eyes
looking
straight
at
me.
"I'm
not in love.
"Yet I get home from the studio, after
doing a number all day and say to Mother,
"I've never had the time to fall in love
T think I'll do that number once more.' I
— or even to be sorry that I haven't. And
it's a bit ironic, too." She smiled cheerdo it, right then and there. And I'm thinking about it all during dinner.
fully. "I'm one of the youngest stars at
"Mother says my dinner doesn't do me
the studio. I'm supposed to be the peppy
bachelor girl — always out for a good time.
any gopd because I'm thinkin
all the
Dances, parties, moonlight auto rides, sodas
time it's taking. The doctor gtoldof her
the
at the corner drug store, and all the rest
other day, 'You've got to get five more
of it. And I've still to do the kind of
pounds on this girl,' and she just threw up
her hands.
playing that most girls do at sixteen !
"I've never had the time. . . .
"Sometimes, I think, 'I'd like to give up
all this.' That sounds silly, probably, in
just those words. Sounds like the star tooDON'T look so worried ; I'm not going
too-tired-of-it-all, complaining about her
to give a year-by-year account of my
luck. I don't mean it that way.
life again. I've had to tell it enough times,
"I'm quite sure that I shall always dance.
goodness knows. But if I hadn't been a
self-conscious youngster, and if my mother
But some day I'd like to dance just to
amuse myself, without worrying whether
hadn't taken me to a dancing school to get
me used to being with other children, and
whatmissed
I'm doing."
or Does
likehas
will she
not anyone
else,that
she feel
someif I hadn't gone crazy about dancing after
thing
along
the
way
to
success?
rive lessons, and if I hadn't been determined
to make something of myself as a dancer
"No. Because I wouldn't have what I
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t been willing to
do have, today, if I hadn'
le.
pass up a few things. Sports, for exampack"I've never been able to go horseb
riding because I've always had the thought,
'If the horse threw me, and I broke my
ankle, I'd never have flexibility again.I ve1
couldn't do that ripple of taps that
_
.' "
worked years to perfect
"I haven't been able to play tennis. I have
a rest. It's overtaxed alto give my heart
readyy.by my dancing. I have to watch it
constantl
!
MAN
HIU
OT LOSING
"If I went out for tennis, I'd give everything to it. That's me: a one-track mind.
And energy plus. When I get into a thing,
it's to see how far I can go m it.
"I would have been a swimmer if 1 hadn t
been a dancer— and I would have worked
to be a champion. I don't dabble, when 1
ing I have inget an interest. I put everyth
to it. Particularly if it's competitive.
"I get letters from ambitious girls, trying to be dancers, saying, 'Gee, I hope / can
be a big success.' If they ever read this.
thev'11 probably ask, 'Gee, what's the sense
of living— if you can't do anything but
work?'
"And all I can answer is that work has
its own peculiar compensations, entirely
or money. There is a satapart from fame
isfaction in accomplishment, especially
creative accomplishment, that tops anything
she doesn't know
Isn't it a shame
that.'
of
sure
pretty
I'm
offer.
can
play
But hasn't this concentration on work
to avoid offending?
this lovelier way
taken some rare will power?
There is no false modesty about Eleanor.
"I have wonderful will power, if I do say
so myself. Maybe too good. If I had to do
anything, I could do it. If I had to stop
anything, I could do that, too. Dieting, for
example. If I were told to diet— there isn t
much ' danger, but let's suppose— I _ could
conquer this ravenous appetite of mine
bulgShe dipped, for emphasis, into thetable
in
rn on the coffee
ing bowl of popco
u
front of us.
"This will power— which, by the way, has
kept me from falling in love— came from
working very voung. That can't help but
develop character and a sense of responsiperson has abbility, particularly when awhat
Long
he will do.
e ** ba he
solute freedom to choose
when
bath,
BEFORE EVER^f DATE, wis
work.
to
forced
s
Which I had. I wasn't
th.
r
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YOU
wHh Cashme
My mother told me, when the choice belard your daintiness
rfumed soap not
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,
tween school and career came up, 'Eleanor,
na
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an
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ep
way.
de
lier
gu
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u
but
do—
after your
yo
to
want
ean
you can do what you
this loveu sweet and cl
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expect
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ly
choice,
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your
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i flower-like perCashmere Bo
stick to it, to prove you meant it.' I cant
^alsoaHunnalyf
en
wh
,
let Mother down, or my grandfather and
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od
body
fume sti
so ghtly to your skin
ngus li
so.
to worry about
-keepiHng diyo
orandmother. They've believed iny medown
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ue
com
from any
shmere Bouq
And not wanting to let somebod
you bathe with Ca
g!etely safe
fendinpl
of
of
who believes in you has so much to do with
fear
through.
coming
your
Y 10c
alNOW
all drug,
department,
ONL
"That sounds idealistic. It is idealistic.
and
ten-cent
stores
I wouldn't have got very far without some
have
still
I
ideals, some pretty high ideals.
y has shat—
them— thank heaven. Nobod
tered them. All my years in show business
right
haven't made me cynical. I've kept
on living, you see, in a private world of
C to
trying to improve^ of trying to be welle."
everyon
liked by
But, getting back to romance— or romances—
I'VE had far less than the usual girl.
Oh I've had 'conquests'; everyone on
the footthe stage has those, flirtintog across
touch the heart.
lights But not anything
Yes, I've had some embarrassing moments
gs.
anyone's I feelin
I hate towhohurtcared,
becausewere
and couldn t
boys
There
hurt them by saying, straight out I didn't.
For, once you meet a fine, clean boy, who
because you don't drink
is attracted to you
or pet or know all the latest smutty stones,
nionand he wants to continue the compaif
you
ship—well, it can become serious
continue, too."
I reminded her that when she first went
in "At Home Abroad," she
to play
East briefl
y engaged to Abe Lyman, the
was
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orchestra leader. I asked her how that had
happened.
She smiled. "I don't know. It must have
been part of the excitement of setting back
to New York. Or I must have been in a
daze. I like Abe; always have and probably always will. But I don't know, now,
what made either
of us think it was a romance. We didn't have the illusion very
long, if you remember.

"But, seriously, I've always had my work
and my family to occupy my
thoughts.
When I haven't had work to think about,
I've had my family — a swell family.
"Very few people could live as I do,
probably, and enjoy life.
"People ask me, 'But don't you ever go
out?' I wonder sometimes why any boys
ever take the trouble to come around. Johnny Payne, for example— a grand boy. He's
coming
over this afternoon to see me,
though I warned him that Myrna Loy has
loaned me her hairdresser to experiment
with some new coiffures, and we'll be experimenting this afternoon. And Jack La
Rue says, 'Eleanor, if I get to be fifty, I'll
wait to take you out just once.' Jimmy
Stewart hasn't seen me much since he
stopped working with me."
all comes back to that little matter
of It_
time.
"I work under terrific pressure — physical
and mental. A dramatic
actress, when she
gets through one scene, has nothing to
worry about except her make-up, her
clothes, and her lines for the next scene.
I have lines to rehearse, too, and make-up
to repair, and clothes changes. And then,
on top of those responsibilities, countless
others. But I seem to thrive on them.
"I have to make sure that my shoes are
completely broken in. I have to be sure that

Make

Way

I am completely limber. I have to remember complicated routines, and try to improve on them if I can. If I do an hour of
ballet, I have to do an hour of tap afterward, and vice versa, to equalize the effect
on the muscles. I have to be thinking ahead
not only to the next scene, but the next sequence, the next picture. I have to be generating ideas, day in, day out. Nobody else
can do that for me. I've developed my own
style, my own technique. It's individual;
And
the only way I can keep it individual
and spontaneous, is to create all my steps
myself.
"When I came back from this last vacation— they . called it 'a vacation,' but I
called it 'having two impacted wisdom
teeth out'— the studio said, 'Just tell us what
you want, in preparing for "Broadway
Melody," and we'll give it to you.' And do
you know what my answer was? 'All I
want js time. Just give me time, and
I won't ask anything else. Time, so that I
won't
pressure
'." loves it.
Yet be
she working
likes theunder
business.
She
She
isn't
sorry
her miss romance.that, to date, it has made
"I won't miss it forever. But as much
as I like dancing, I'll never marry and try
to keep on working. Some girls could do
it, but I couldn't. When I work, I work
too hard, have to create too much to have
time to think of anything else.
"When I do marry, I want my marriage
to be as important as my work has been.
And I think my will power — I've a lot of
faith in that will power — will keep me from
falling in love with a man who hasn't some
driving ambition, himself, a passion for

achieve
paused, and added, "When I have
_ She ment."
time to fall in love. . . ."

for
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vitally important to me as a person.
"I did go to New York from Philadelphia because I was stagestruck. I had
been manager of several Woolworth stores,
and I'd saved eighteen-hundred dollars. I
was twenty-three when I stood in Times
Square and stared at all those bright lights.
I swore my name would be up there soon.
"Well, it wasn't. I worked for Eva LeGall ienne for a few months. I lived in
Greenwich Village. And, frankly, I was
disillusioned. I hadn't suspected how much
groundwork there is to acting. The tinsel
was torn off pretty abruptly. I'm a moody
cuss and when I'm through, I'm through.
So I quit the stage.
"I still had quite a bit of my savings,
however, so I enjoyed life. New York was
so gay. It was a constant whirl of excitement. But then I was thumped to earth
by the sad state of my finances. I was
broke.
"Singing on the radio was my next goal,
but_
I didn't
declared
my
baritone
voice get
was far.
worthThey
twenty
programs
a week. They'd pay me sixty-five dollars
for them, providing I paid for a fifteenpiece orchestral accompaniment. So you
want to
be a crooner?
sition Ibumped
into ! That's the propo"Luckily for me, I also bumped into
James Montgomery Flagg. He hired me
to pose for his magazine illustrations. So
I moved to the Barbizon-Plaza and lurked
on the fringe of luxury.
"I had a swell address and enough good
clothes for all the parties I rated invitations
to. I took tests for almost every picture
company, but nothing happened. Then, finally, personal affairs became complicated.

That's why I came West.
TT seems that a friend of mine had been
*■ slandered, and I resented it bitterly. On
the night I'll never forget, I was invited
to a party by those whom I'd taken it
upon myself to chasten. I went. I took
but two short drinks. Next thing I was
lying quite literally in the subway.
"When I scrambled to my feet I was unsteady, of course. You'd be, too, if you'd
Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
been playing
Model in that up-to-date fashion! I had
no memory of what had happened, no conception of how I'd got there. I called up
to the guards on the platform and told
them I'd been under the weather and had
fallen off the platform.
_ "But
when
I awokeI found
next morning
did
a little
checking.
out that II
hadn't been the slightest bit tipsy. I realized that if I had been I couldn't have
become positively sober so quickly. I believe that I was doped. I believe, and
only my hunch and the apparent evidence
could back me up in this, that I was doped
and pushed over onto those tracks on pur"Nice friends you had," I interrupted. '
"Yes," said Mike succinctly. There was
tenseness in the room as the implication
of the episode gripped us.
"That was the final straw. All around
me were trouble and blasted dreams. To
go on being brutally candid, I had a sui!"
cideposecomplex
for a spell. I appreciated
Mr. Flagg's giving me work, but posing
for sketches is hardly satisfactory to a
man. I was defeated by the city.
"By noon, on that morning after, I had
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money had given out and my roommate had
resolved to tackle Hollywood. While none
been carrying the expenses for a month or
of my screen tests had been profitable, the
more, once more I was blue.
nearly
by
dered
consi
been
fact that I'd
d
"I was saved by the revival of my sense
showe
It
me.
every company encouraged
was
wood
humor. Socially, I was having a great
Holly
of
I had some possibilities.
surMy agent counselled me to wait.
new
time.
into
e
plung
far away;
ings. it was a
round
But I was getting nowhere, and life seemed
"I borrowed some money and came West
a horrible joke on me. You can't go on
then by day
laughing at empty pockets forever, you
by boat to New Orleanson and
the tram
coach, sitting up nights
know. So one night I went into the bathroom and turned on the gas. As I was ly"When I arrived I phoned a friend who
beon the floor, I got to thinking what a
block
ing
a
,
Avenue
had a room on SelmaI moved in with him
was making for the landlady. Then
I
mess
rd.
Bouleva
low the
week,
a
ifty
me as a silly procedure. Maybe
three-f
struck
it
Mike's rent was
the gas in Hollywood is sweeter than _ the
and he was glad of that when it began to
gas in New York— it was too sickening!
appear that he was in for a long struggle.
of humor
introI got dizzy and then my sense
Mr Flagg had given him a letterstof actors
the rescue. What
to
dashed
usly
miraculo
foremo
ood's
duction to Hollyw
a picture I was making, one no artist could
agencv. It was suggested thatedhe ofstand
his
bv while a studio was inform
Of course, what really saved Mike for
Mike inavailability. After twoup weeks
!"
na
Pasade
the
sketch
at
g
dous valor. It's the
quired about warmin
tremen
his take
waswill
success
slap after slap and still
nately,
that
brand
Unfortu
Community Playhouse.
bear up. What he went through illustrates
it's all glory at Pasadena and no wages.
what I mean.
there,
plays
two
doing
after
However,
resr
manne
genial
He and his pal moved to a thirty-dollar
and
looks
good
s
Mike'
cued him from the pangs of frustration
k apartment, on his agent's advice.
a-wee
His chum had a car, and Mike tried to
He met Sylvia Sidney, Sari Maritza and
and they parher manager, Vivian Gaye, Mike
compensate by doing the cooking. Gradu
was the
ticularly encouraged him.
there was less talk of a regular conally
tract •the agent said he'd try to get Mike
import who added zest to every party, a
in at a major studio, on a stock contract
handsome devil who was sure to get going
which would provide dramatic training.
professionally.
Next day the agent phoned that they had
him over.
y
agenc
said no, without even lookingunderst
t. The biggest
ONLY he didn'
and that
"It was then I began to
was too big to bother with him after
ahead.
get
to
f
yoursel
for
fight
to
all So he became an anxious client for
you have
B.
others. I'd met
another agency, which assured him of a
depend upon
You can't n,
r, socially, tie
produce
the
Finema
P
corthe
d
aroun
just
act
film contr
splendid
crave me a letter of introduction to Ben
ner In the meantime he was to wait. He
would
that
for
,
extra
r. Pian
as
wasn't to work
Piazza an important casting directo
than
be a blow to his prestige.
azza evidently thought I looked better
I sounded, for he put me into the studio s
"I was invited out nearly every evening
But when my
school.
and that was a godsend.

"A contract's no guarantee of opportunity, though! During my entire year at
this studio I was never once cast in a
single role." He studied under Oliver Hinsdale, the studio's coach. And Hinsdale told
a friend of Mike's that it would be an act
the lad off to his absoof charity to tip
lute hopelessness as an actor.
How much courage would you have left
if an authority classified you thus ?
Then, at the end of the year, Mike was
have everycalled to the front office. "You pictur
es but
thing it takes to click in
stamina. We have to make room for
some newcomers, so we'll have to let you
go temporarily." He knew what that
meant. "He didn't bother to give his backbone abuild-up, say that he had been workshift
ing as a common laborer on the night
on another lot to afford his attendance at
school! No pluck? He merely studied
at one studio all day and then put in
eight hours sweeping and tearing down
scenery at another.
He dropped out of the party whirl when
he went to work as an ordinary laborer.
"So long as I was a potential success, it
seemed to me all right to accept the hospitality of the big people ; but when I was
emphatically a nobody I preferred not to.

res became my Mecca. I
TLE intheat
LITacted
every amateur play I could
get into. They paid nothing but experthe'd
whom neyer
ds omer
the afrien
newc
Howe
when twohe ofwas
n ver,
know
lost faith in him. Sari Maritza and Vivian
my
his battl
I nhadnt
Gaye esappre
out,e.and"Whe
alld worn
wereciate
cloth
anything decent to wear, Vivian got me
two suits that Randy Scott, then Vivians
husband, was ready to give away.
"Three years ago this July Fourth 1 had
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a marvelous part in a show. There were
only twelve people in the audience, and the
cast, discouraged by that reception and
pepped up by the holiday as an excuse to
celebrate, celebrated in liquid style. They
were all angry with me because I wouldn't
take a drink. But I had a part and I was
going to act it to the hilt. After the show
I received a caller, the manager of the
stock company in Vancouver. He hired
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When he returned from Canada he
worked in "Common Flesh," a play by Jim
Timmony, Mae West's manager. Mae
came to the dress rehearsal
and her verdict
was, "Kill it— it's lousy. But sign that
man, Whalen !" However, Mr. Timmony
wanted
me."the pleasure of seeing his drama in
action. And who should turn up at the
opening but a Darryl Zanuck scout! The
next night. Zanuck went down to watch
him act. The direct consequence was a
long-term contract, with Mike debuting in
a lead.
"I _ never expected to make another picture," Mike vows.
plugged for so
long that skyrocketiHe'd
ng was a fantastic
reality. But it wasn't luck that had made
him choose to say no when his
fellow amateurs were disregarding their duty to their
audience by drinking.
"I'm going to keep on learning to be
a good actor, if it takes me forty years,"
he maintains. "But since 'success' what,
you ask. Well, steady work. The thrill
that comes from doing what you enjoy doing as best you can. Applause. Money.
"But there are catches to these awards.
I like to go to parties, but I rarely go

She's

out any more, for what's the use if you
can't be yourself? Whatever I do is commented upon. When you're a leading man,
instead of a would-be, you're gossiped
about if you sit peacefully at home. So I
don't dare do this or that for fear someone will criticize. Financially, I'm much
better off, of course. But I "haven't been
able to save any money yet. I'm not earndeal. I've brought my mother
a great
and ingtwo
sisters West to live with me, and
I'm supporting them. Buying clothes for
three gals and buying a more-than-average
priced car — that's my dissipating with my
surplus funds.
"I'm not in love. Someday, after my
family is cared for, I intend to marry, but
I don't want to seem like
orn
a break.
Romeo to the girl who gives ameshop-w
So I dislike having romance rumors flung
foolishly on the breeze. I get more kick
out of buying a girl friend and myself two
sips of sherry for fifteen cents than I do
out of parading to the Trocadero and tastingexpens
_
ive champagne and wondering
if I'm partially living up to what a leading
man's supposed to be. I haven't met Garbo, my favorite. I haven't even caught a
glimpse of her.
"What I want now is a little ranch,
where I can putter around and ride — and
have a sailboat.
I wasat doing
'Wee Willie
Winkie,'
the"When
location
Chatworth
was somehow
familiar. Gradually, it dawned on me that
four years ago I had been on the same
spot. Then I'd been pushing lion cages
into position for Buster Crabbe to disport
himself as 'King of the Jungle.' "

Taking

It Easy

{•Continued from page 31)
When the picture was finished she followed one rushing habit that still clings to
her. She lost no time in having her hair
restored to its natural dark brown. The
cameramen insist on having it a few shades
lighter when she is working, but the minute
she is on her own she rushes to a hairdresser.
"It's a good thing I have hair that will
stand it, for I'm continually changing it
back and forth from light to dark," she
commented with no hint of complaint in
her voice, although her hair is one of the
things about which she is very particular.
Professional hairdressers don't get much of
her money, for it is washed by her personal maid and arranged by Claudette herself. Sometimes _ the process takes more
than an hour, while engagements wait, for
-she painstakingly winds each curl around,
her finger and, according to a friend,
"fixes her bangs and fusses until she drives
me crazy." According to this same friend
and by Claudette's own admission, it is
almost axiomatic that she is just never on
time.
WATCHING
her while she talked I
wondered what had brought about
this change of mental attitude. Could it
be due entirely to her happy marriage?
Was it a natural sequence following the
steady success of her career; a sense of
financial security or perhaps a combination of all three? She told me.
"Experience taught me to relax," she
said thoughtfully. "Of course the combination of perfect happiness, of having made
a few good pictures and the feeling that I
am financially secure, has allowed me to
put what I learned into practice. Unpleasant experiences as a result of rushing headr

long into things helped a lot.
"There was the time I was going to
Honolulu to make a picture. The day the
company sailed I had to go to the hospital for an emergency appendectomy. For
some reason that picture seemed very important to me, and with my last breath before I went under the anaesthetic, I de-j
dared I would take the next boat and
the company
join
I recalled
the. wireI did
she !"sent the directorthe day following her operation, which
read: "You'd be surprised how fast I re-'
cuperate.
Baby."
Actually,Wait
she for
walked
four days following her operation and ten days later she
took the boat for Honolulu. Most of her
scenes in the picture showed her in a,
swamp up to her neck. She risked her
health, if not her life, and the finished
picture, to quote Claudette, "was a Lulu!"
"That was once when I should havei
taken my time," she laughed, "but
She. took her time about making up her
definite
mind toly."
marry Dr. Joel Pressman. Indeed,
she kept an interested world-at-large, as
well as her fiance, on pins and needles for
months until she made her decision. And
after a year she is enthusiastically happy.
Perhaps now she could give the interview one editor asked her for, the day
following her marriage, on the subject of
"Why Second Marriages Are Successful."
At that time she
displayed caution and a
rare sense of humor when she wired her
reply to the editor. It was terse and to the
point and read: "How should I know?"
Marrying a man who is tops in his profession as she is . in hers, a man whose
career is one sfie can look up to, has helped
to make it one of Hollywood's successful
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says quietly: "His work is so much
"
mine.
important than
We,
In order to give herself a personal
Clauge,
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which few stars areherableprof
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dette has reduced
three pictures a year.
she asked.
For, "What's the hurry?

y to adhave used some dela
I COULD vantag
e when I built my house, too,
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embered. "Oh, I've had
she suddenly rem
iously
lessons I didn't learn to proceed caut
all in a minute, or from hearing that song
. I've had experience
about takingy yourn time
I got
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e
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r
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blue prints.
all
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sounded fine. But, of
the
read a blue print and when I saw
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1
t
wha
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ng
house, it wasn't anythi t of it made over
visualized. I had mos
entirely."
Claudette wasn't planning to marry at
erthe time she built the house, and consid accom
to
done
be
to
able remodeling had
modate a man. "But not too much, she
added "I did my bedroom a little differently
than I had intended. Instead of havingAndit
all satin and ruffles, I used chintzes.
made another bathroom out of a dressing
room.
, .
. ,,
"Another thing I am doing over right
me a
now is the playhouse. It seemed to house.
the
from
away
it
build
to
o-ood idea
1 had a projection machine down there, but
wanted to run a picture it warwhen we
like netting dressed to go downtown. Dur
and
ing the rainy weather we had to westop
to
had
guests,
had
we
if
and,
bundle up,
them to put on their boots and take a
ask
hike.
.
.
guesttwo
,
library
the
"Now I'm having
rooms and a small powder-room thrown
large room and the projection
one
into
also going to
machine moved in there. I'm
add a nursery and put it away like a hope
.
chest," she added.
Asked if she were going to have need tor
1
a nursery, she replied: "Oh, certainly.
.
hope so, some day."
Claudette is never written up in the
gossip columns. Big parties, cafe life and
Crowds never appealed tq her, and recently
she has been seen less and less at places
sne
haunted by the film crowd. Not that She
has become a recluse. Far from it!
hasn't changed in a manner that you would
notice. She is just as full of fun; just as
much the prankster and has just as grand_ toa
sense of humor as ever, but she seems
demand more leisure in which to enjoy
She likes to read the new French
life
back
plays in French. And to lean over the Irene
fence and talk with her neighbor,
Tennis being her favorite game,
Dunne
she gets in a few sets almost every day.
It's a mental attitude, this taking-it-easy
business, she thinks, and something that
each individual must learn for himself.
"You can preach it to people, but preaching does no good," she said seriously. "The
whole theory in a nutshell is, she concluded, "that there's no use rushing the
to the future but each perto get
t must
presenson
find that out for himself, of
course."
.
up m front
Just then Dr. Pressman drove
of the door, ready to take her home. He
ever so softly—
led—.
whist
out and
leaneId rose
o
, .
to g
and
"Don't go," she urged cordially, he s m
no hurry."
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Fall

Fashions

Forecast

{Continued from page 41)
age you. For us budgeteers, the furriers
have been working day and night on some
new process that treats and dyes lapin
until it is as pliable and alluring as the
more expensive furs.
There never was a law that first Autumn outfits had to be black or brown,
but from the predominance of sober
hues in previous years, anyone might
have assumed that there was. This year,
it is all going to be different. Dress designers have been looking at Nature, and
they have discovered that trees put on
their most gorgeous display when Summer is over. It isn't the
and
henna and walnut shades thatcopper
they have
adopted for this year; it is the soft
mauves, the rosy and yellow and mulberry shades that they have borrowed
for Autumn woolens.

QUEST...
ON

is completely

SANITARY

• Why take chances now that complete
protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder named Quest that positively destroys all types of napkin and body odors !
Quest is utterly effective. Even on sanitary napkins it makes personal daintiness
a reality. It prevents perspiration offense;
assures all-day-long body freshness, yet it
does not irritate the skin or
clog the pores.
Try Quest today, for the personal daintiness every woman
treasures. Use this cool, sooth-

effective

NAPKINS

ing powder on sanitary napkins. Also
after the bath, under arms and for foot
comfort. Quest is unscented, thus it does
not cover up the fragrance of lovely
perfume.
And, surprising as it may seem, Quest
costs no more than other kinds . . . only
35c for the large two-ounce can at your
favorite drug counter. Buy it today.

QUEST
FOR PERSONAL DAINTINESS
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THE suit which Helen is wearing in
the photographs on Page 40, is big fashion news. The material is a nubby, speckled
wool of gray-beige cast, typical of the new
woolens which are almost all rough-textured, as boucle or other knitted fabrics.
Odd-shaped buttons crop up in all the
Pans fashion news, and here is Omar
Kiam leading the parade with cylinder
buttons of gray suede. As for the shirtwaist it is of finest silk jersey of that
shade of brick red that maple leaves take
on in the first severe frost.
Hollywood and all the rest of the fashion
world have been following the horse-races
this year, and suddenly women have awakened to the stunning effect of jockey's
brilliant-colored silk shirts.
You will find
the most vivid hues in blouses under the
smartest suits this Fall and Winter.
A fashion detail that Helen particularly
likes is the hat fashioned of the same fabric as the suit. She, like many of you, I
am sure, has sought in vain other years
to find a hat fabric that wasn't too smooth
to harmonize with rough suitings. The
only wholly satisfactory topper to a suit
like this is a hat of the same material.
Before we leave the wealth of fashion
hints that are to be found in "Vogues of
1938," just let me remind more mature
readers that Hedda Hopper is in the picture, too, and wherever Hedda is, there is
a whole course of lessons in what to wear
and how to wear it.
Shorter, younger, giddier Rochelle Hudson is a fashion guide for a quite different
type to follow. Such dignified and stately
words as describe Helen Vinson, are discarded in favor of "Whee" when you attempt to catch the breezy spirit
of Rochelle's favorite dresses. Rochelle is the
dress-idol of the gadabout college girls
who want to make a knockout impression.
Here is a wise bit of counsel from Rochelle. When you shift from Summer
dresses to Fall fashions, and she is in
favor of doing it abruptly even before
the weather is chilly, go definitely, alfeminine and
! You've
been wearing
slacks andluringly
shorts
classic sports
dresses,
and soon you will be wearing boxy coats
and tailored suits, so take advantage of
the Summer-into-Fall interim as an opportunity to wear blithely-graceful, artfully pretty dresses. Her daytime dress
shown in the photograph is of the new
crepe called heartbeat. It is Coronation
blue. I am sure it is wonderful news to
all the gray and blue-eyed girls that this
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this one again and
from the glamPulling ourselves away
orous possibilities of just the right evening
dress to the practicalities of every day,
let's take a look at the coat Sonja Heme
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Kotex sanitary napkins ared Wondersoft. Sides are cushione with
downy cotton to prevent chafing,
to assure lasting comfort. Sides
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Kotex sanitary napkins absorb
many times their own weight in
moisture! A special "Equalizer"
center prevents twisting and ropevenly the
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The round
itary napkins are flattened and
tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the closest-fitting
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NOW 3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
Regular, Junior and Super — for
different women, different days.
*Trade Marks Reg. V. S. Patent Offi
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made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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the fur. It is a lovely wann shade of
toast-brown duvetyn, trim and plain in
its outlines, as befits a very young girl
with a tendency to be a little well rounded in figure.

tlicres

KNOWS

a

HER

The girl who knows her way around
men — what is her secret?

It's the happy art of pleasing, of taking care always to consider masculine
likes and dislikes.
She knows that one of the things
men admire most in a girl is a fresh,
sweet daintiness of person. And that
they dislike nothing more than the odor
of underarm perspiration on her clothing and person.
And so she takes no chances. For she
knows it is easy to avoid — with Mum!

odor

WAY

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the
skin, too — so soothing you can use it
right after shaving your underarms.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
Mum, you know, doesn't prevent natural
perspiration. But it does prevent every
trace of perspiration odor. And how important that is! Remember— nothing so
quickly kills a man's interest in a girl as
disagreeable perspiration odor. Don't
risk it— use Mum regularly, every day.
Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

MUM

the

who

Harmless to clothing. Another thing
you'll like — use Mum any time, even
clothing.
to
you re dressed. For it's harmless
after

'*J
J \

takes
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girl

Takes only half a minute. Just half a
minute is all you need to use this dainty
deodorant
cream. Then you're safe for
the
whole day!

girl has something."

"And plenty of it. I've seen prettier girls and known smarter ones,
but Janet will manage nicely with
what she has."
•
•
•
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ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
is on sanitary napkins.
Use it forhave
this and
you'll
never
to worry
about this cause of unpleasantness.

perspiration

Later on in the season when Winter
winds really get seriously down to work,
you can wear the coat with the bolero. And
how grateful you will be for the added
warmth around your shoulders.
Now some of you bright girls, who
think fast while you are reading, are going to object that a cloth coat suitable for
early Fall would certainly not be warm
enough for blizzardy weather, even with
the
addition of a fur bolero. You're wrong.
Inventors
in the dress trades have recently
devised some wonderful interlining materials that act like magic. They are
neither warm, nor heavy; in fact, you won't
know there is an interlining in mild weather. Then when piercing winds come,
you don't feel them. Wind and cold simply cannot penetrate through these new
interlinings which have so little bulk that
they can be used in the trimmest, slimmest
coats. One of the new interlinings is a
fabric that looks and feels' like chamois
skin.
Another is the fine snow cloth that
was developed for use in ski suits last
Winter.
There is a lot of fur trimming used
on the new Winter coats and suits, the
newest innovation being a wide, full peplum of fur on an early Fall suit. The girl
who dresses on a budget has not been
overlooked by the style dictators, though.
Fur fabrics, wonderfully contrived to have
a distinct character of their own, are used
on many Winter fashions. These fabrics
don't pretend to be fur. They are not a
cheap imitation of something else; they are
lustrous and beautiful, deep-piled fabrics
that anyone could be proud of. Fingertip
jackets of these various heavy-pile fabrics
are just as flattering as those of fur. Anotherfabric
_
that is encroaching on the
domain of fur as trimming is heavy velvet.
Two-piece dresses of plaid hairy-wool
skirts, or checked rough wool with velvet
jackets are going to be the costume that
takes many a girl smartly dressed through
the transition days from Summer into real
Autumn.
Out of all the maze of new fashions that
will be launched in these next few weeks,
the details that are important are, first of
all, vivid, warm colorings ; next, front fullness in your skirts ; waistlines are a little
lower, skirts a little shorter and backs of
bodices have just as many clever details
of fitting and fastening as you are accustomed to see in front-fastened dresses. All
the new fabrics, with the exception of
duvetyn and velvet, have rough, uneven
texture. Some are made of thick and thin
yarn; some have the meshy basket weave;
some have silky rabbit's hair woven in to
give a furry surface, but all have an uneven, pebbly surface. The better to make
your skin look soft and satiny, my dears.
Solution to Puzzle on Page

14
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{Continued from page 33)

"
She still can't quite get used to the idea,
laughed Bing, "that one of her boys is one
'an actor.
of those things calleId was
brought up and
"That's the way
' said Bing,
that's the way I am. Why,
"even crooning is old-fashioned, really, it s
as old as civilization. In the old days they
catcalled us troubadours, or maybe just new
nothing
there's
,
Anyway
ers. t.
erwauli
about
, ,
shold-fa
like
"I'm old-fashioned and I
al1
.
girls
ned
ashio
old-f
ioned ways and
ways did. A fellow, when he is very
flashy type of girl
young, may take the but
he still hopes to
out for a good time,
a good dinner
cook
can
who
marry one
_ 1
and be handy with a brace of babies.girls
still feel kind of queer when I see
It I
smoking. I should be used to it1 would
ng,
smoki
r
mothe
my
had ever seen
turned over
have thought the world had
on its ear. Why, she doesn t even allow my
two sisters to smoke now, and they re both
tly that
married women. It's only recen
in
smoke
to
dared
have
I
and
ers
broth
my
d
aroun
got
just
front of her. And she's
to admitting that a glass of wine isn t death
and destruction. You don't get away from
training like that," Bing said. I never
have."
of few
THIS mild-mannered young man
words is not "just a crooner" today. He
is a husband and a father. He is, also,in
one of the most successful business men
o
Hollywood. A suite of offices on his studi,
SBY, LTD.
lot are lettered, "BING CRO
INC" Within that suite of offices six
people carry on the business which is Bing
Crosby the Select Music Corporation
which publishes Bing's songs and the songs
of others within the studio limits; his
radio broadcasts and all the attendant busiure conness of the broadcasts ; his pictare
bred.
tracts; his stables where horses
g
He has recently formed a company alonto
with Bill Le Baron and Leo McCary,
open a race-track at Del Mar.
His father handles his enormous fan
mail Bing is one of the few stars who,
usly ' and generously, sends photos
gracio
out free. Bing's two brothers attend to all
cts, picture conmajor matters, radio contra
carry on the
ariess.
secret
tracts, etc. Two
il
ta
minor de
.
WaiI watched him there on the set of
kiki Wedding." I had to look around bethe
fore Icould spot him. He's never inover
foreground. He was smoking his pipe
in back of a group of extras. He was
with
crooning "Bye, Bye, Blackbird
Shirley Ross and Martha Raye. He was
and the electritalking to the prop upboys
the script for the
cians. He picked
script girl when she dropped it.
I talked to the boys on the set while
Bing changed his costume. They all agreed
star
that Bing is the "most undemanding they
they have ever worked with. And
know. He has no personal vanity whatsoever. He goes about in old sweaters, tieless. And I had good reason to believe
them when, a few nights later, I dropped
in at NBC, while Bing was broadcasting.
There he stood on the stage, the place
pair
jammed to the very walls, wearing a shirt,
of brown trousers and a blue cotton
open at the neck, swaying a little as he
over
he had just "runexactly
sang, as though
is just
from next door." Which come
from
over
what he had done . . .
home just as he was.
He doesn't lunch in splendid isolation in

helps
in

a

lady

distress

"I took her to dinner. She was a pretty
girl, but her self-confidence had been
shattered by her bitter experience. I
encouraged her to tell her troubles...

"A relative of mine back East wrote me
that his daughter, whose engagement
had just been tragically broken, was
visiting the coast. Would! help her?...

"Her fiance's love had cooled until, in
despair, she finally sent back his ring.
It occurred to me that her appear-I
ance could be improved and
couldn't resist just one bit of advice ...

"'Remember', 1 said, 'a girl's most alluring feature is her mouth. No man
is attracted by dry, cracked lips. To
keep always lovely, there's a special
..
lipstick with a Beauty-cream base.'".

THAT ADVICE ABOUT

KISSPROOF

HAS MADE

'S
WORTH LIVING AGAIN/ NOW JOHN
LIFE
RING IS BACK ON MY FINGER. THE
BEAUTy-CREAM BASE OF KISSPROOF IS
A GIRL'S MOST PRECIOUS BEAUTY AID/ ^

Kissproof protects your tender lips from drying
and chapping while it gives warm, lasting color.
KissprooJ

Jtywblolrb LIPSTICK curtdjto
5 luscious shades of Kissproof rA
at drug and department stores *J \J
Match it with Kissproof rouge, made in two
styles— Lip and Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry) .
Generous trial sizes at all 10-cent stores.
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I LIKE
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

/ "I've got it! Biggest lot
of flavor ever sold for a
nickel! A smooth, zesty
flavor that slides along
your tongue as satisfyingly as cream, yet refreshing as a cold shower.
You get this flavor fresh
— in scientific, airtight
packages — in Beeman's,
the gum so many people
buy to aid their digestion
but chew often because
it's so downright good."
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his dressing-room. He doesn't even have
a portable dressing-room on the set or so
much as a chair, set apart and lettered,
"Bing Crosby." He eats his lunches in
the studio commissary, quite often at the
counter — sometimes with Gary Cooper,
George Raft, his brothers, or with Director Tuttle. He is never seen joshing with
the girls. He is much more the "big
brother" type with the girls in his pictures
than the crooner or charmer.

T KNOW no story about Bing which so
A perfectly explains the kind heart of the
man as this : A young woman had been
writing Bing for years. Long, ardent, intelligent letters. She wrote that she was
worried about herself. She feared that
she was becoming a psychopathic case, for,
preposterous as it might sound, Bing was
wrecking her life. She couldn't make dates
with the young men of her acquaintance
because, whenever she did, she heard only
Bing's voice;
haunted her and stood
between her anditreality.
She realized how
absurd she was, but the absurdity seemed
to be more real than the tangible world
around her. Eventually, she came to Hollywood to see Bing. Bing met her.
_ Did he pose and posture and romanticize himself, the more to inflame the inflammable heart of the girl? He did not.
He showed her around the studio, wearing
his old clothes. He emphasized the practical, workaday details of his work. He
stripped off the glamor and showed her
the grind beneath it. He took her home
to_ dinner and introduced her to Dixie.
Dixie, he explained, was the only girl he
had ever gone out with in Hollywood. He
put on carpet slippers, at home. He
smoked his pipe. He and Dixie discussed
the baby. Bing heard the baby's prayers.
Bing hosed the front lawn. Bing ate too
much at dinner. He was folksy and familiar as an old shoe. He was that girl's
father and brother and the boy-next-door.
And she went home, cured. She went
home,
Dixieas and
and grateful friend,
she isBing's
today.warm
She went
home
cured of the fever in her veins, caused by
the Crosby crooning and cured by the

Deanna—

salty, kind good sense of Bing.
Bing doesn't like to go out
g.
Once a month is his limit. Otherpartyin
nights
he stays home, plays a card game called
'Gin" with Dixie, puts out the lights at
ten and is in bed at ten-thirty.
They still have old-fashioned Sunday
dinners, as they had at home when sometimes twenty-five and never less than ten
sat down at table. Now, on Sundays, there
will be Bing's mother and father, brothers and their wives and thirteen Crosby
grandchildren. It's fun to be at Uncle
Bing's, the children declare, because Uncle
Bing knows how to play with kids.
Bing sat on a platform covered with
sand, on the set, as we talked. He said,
"Yep, I'm old-fashioned, I guess. Sure,
I spank the kids. They're bad actors, those
three, and good paddy-whack wakes 'em
up. I'mtoo.
going
send atthem
to public
schools,
Our toranch
Rancho
Santa
Fe is an attempt to get back to the family
way of living. We raise our own vegetables and have an orchard large enough
to give us fruit to preserve.
"I wouldn't stand for any of this husband-and-wife vacation stuff. When Dixie
and I go off on vacations, we go together.
No, I have no objection to Dixie working,
if she wants to. It's almost old-fashioned
by this time," laughed Bing, "for women
not to work. I won't allow her to work
Saturdays, Sundays or evenings. Working is all right, but none of this business
of husband and wife going about alone. If
I don't want to go to a preview or a party
and Dixie does want to go, she goes
with
my brother, Larry, and his wife. Even
then I tell Larry not to encourage her ;
I have hard enough work keeping her at
home as it is.
"It's the kids I worry about," Bing
said,
grave.
"They
haven't
any
need toblue
washeyesdishes
or mow
lawns
or hustle
for fifty cents. Even if we made them
go through the motions, they'd know they
were just humoring the old man's quaint
notions. It's harder to raise kids right
when they have a silver spoon in their
mouths than when they have no spoon at
all," sighed Bing.

Diminutive

Diva

(Continued from page 29)
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DIGESTION...
s
an'
eem

clear, bird-like voice singing a few notes.
"No, no, Deanna," the director interrupted. "Not that way. You must sing
badly. You are supposed to be making fun
of Binnie Barnes. Let's try it again."
"But if I do that, people will think that
is the way I really sing," Deanna argued,
on the verge of tears. "No one will beIam afinally
good convinced
singer." that singing a
She lievewas
few notes incorrectly wouldn't give her
audiences the wrong impression. Regardless of her first success as an actress, nothing to her is as important as her singing.
When the dramatic lessons, paid for by
the studio, strained her voice, she refused
to continue and said, "They'll have to take
me as I am, without being an actress."
No doubt this decision had a great deal
to do with her immediate success ; for,
next to her singing, her naturalness was
one point the critics stressed in their reviews of the picture.
The next time I saw her, the picture was
finished and had been previewed. Everyone
immediately agreed that Deanna was, indeed, a wonder child.
She had been singing regularly on Eddie
Cantor'storadio
endeared
herself
radio program
audiences,andandhadit had
been

predicted that she would be a sensation in
the picture. Mr. Cantor was going to New
York for a few weeks and wanted Deanna
to go along and broadcast from the East.
It was decided that Deanna should not
go to New York as a mere member of the
program, but as a star in her own right.
She was to be accompanied by her mother,
her manager, Jack Sherrill, and her tutor.
They were going to New York, Deanna
told me. "to see the Statue of Liberty. I
can't believe
it is as big as they say," she
added,
confidentially.
She was less excited than anyone else
over the trip, having expended most of her
enthusiasm on a shopping tour the day before when two new coats, one fur and one
cloth, had been added to her wardrobe.
"But I'm going to get some clothes in New
York," she told me. "I left them out purposely so I could shop there."
DEANNA'S
arrival
in New York
nothing short
of triumphant.
As was
she
rode along on the train — her first lengthy
trip — she could look out of the car window
and see great signboards in every city
covered with 24-sheets reading : "Orchids
to you, DeannaandDurbin!"
were
newspapermen
cameramenThere
at every

MODERN

photograph
station to interview her andattra
ction and
her She was the center of
ot
had enough attention to turn the head
every
of
while the attention
anyone,else but
one was riveted on Deanna, her wholeto
going
interest was on the things she was
York
see and do in the great City of New nothi
ng
is
tion
atten
of
r
cente
the
o"Bein
1
new to Deanna," her sister told me.
ot
d
afrai
been
ever
has
she
k
thin
don't
been
anyone in her life. She has always probh
whic
fact
a
,
ction
attra
of
r
the cente
ably accounts for her unusual pOise. bhe
a baby, as
has" entertained since she was
she o-rew older and was asked to sing utin
school and church affairs, she did it witho
6 Deanna isn't precocious in manner and
she
not a bit the stage child. Certainly nce.
importa
own
her
with
ed
isn't impress
imBut neither is she impressed with the
inwas
she
When
portance of anyone else.
troduced toLeopold Stokowski, the greatm
conductor, who is co-starring with her
him
"100 Men and a Girl," she looked at said,
and
fashion
calm
but
y
friendl
a
in
"Hello'" He returned her greeting m kind,
and thev had lunch together. He might
have been an old friend. But afterward
she
- she displayed her real feelings when
said "He is so wonderful, but why should
He is just a human
I be afraid of him?
being."
,,
.
.
Deanna adores her older, only sister
had
Florence, who insisted that the child
a voice when she was but five years old,s
and who, later, paid for Deanna s lesson
with money she earned teaching school.
Recently Florence got married, and Deanna
was confronted with a major problem.
's bridesmaid, or
Should- she be her sisterwedd
ing? It was
should she sing at the
vital to her to do both, she thought. She
settled the matter by singing before the
out
wedding and then running like mad
the side door of the church and reaching
party in .time to march up the
the bridal bride
smaid
aisle as a
Probably Deanna will never forget the
premiere of "The Good Earth," for, in adthe first opening she'd atditiontended,toitbeing
was the occasion when she wore
her first fong dress, a beautiful pink velvet.
Thousands of ermines had sacrificed their
lives to lend comfort and elegance to the
and
occasion, to say nothing of the minks
sables. Even the street leading to the
theatre was dressed in gala attire. the
usual mob of enthusiastic fans was crowded
outside the theatre, and each arrival brought
forth its quota of "Cms" and Ahs and
"Oh, there's Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
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and now this reception. She must be, she
confided to her sister in a whisper, the
happiest girl in all the world.
e
After she had worn the dress a coupl
told
she
and
,
ished
dimin
thrill
the
of times
fond ot
she wasn't —very
r that "y
her siste
--> according
g"J><"
g
But,
wealin
s.
clothe
n-up
grow
ng
reari
to her family, her favorite playthings at
were a pair ot hei
the age of three years heele
d shoes, tor
sister's cast off, highd clump and
woul
she
time
a
at
hours
those, high
in
house
the
d
stumble aroun
misgivings
with
y
famil
the
g
fillin
,
heels
.
at the dangers involved.
as
just
has
na
Strangely enough, Dean
she
as
s
n-up
grow
the
g
amon
fans
many
has among boys and girls her own age.
Her fan mail has increased to such otpro-at
portions that it can't be taken care
h°'T)eanna tries to read it all," her mother
A majority
told me, "but she hasn't time.
of the letters are from youngsters like
herself, who write her all about themselves,
frequenttheir studies, their ambitions, ofandthemselve
s
pictures
ly they send her answer
every letter, but
Deanna wants to
she_ wants
it is a physical impossibility, andthat
it isnt
know
to
girls
and
these boys
acan
delays
that
part
her
neglect on
knowledgment oftheir letters
Although she scarcely has time to think
es her former schoolof them, she miss
mates just the same. Her mornings are
are
spent with her tutor; her afternoons
more than filled with fittings, rehearsals
, make-up, learnfor her Sunday broadcasts
new styles
ing new songs, experiments with
every afternoon at three
and
ress
haird
of
o'clock a singing lesson.
ot
She sees few motion pictures because
short
m
and,
ings
even
the lack of free
that
Deanna is beginning to understand. tne
ties
bili
onsi
resp
come
fame
with
greatest drawback to her sudden popularity,
must give interviews.
she feels, is that she many
questions, she
"They ask me so
zing that
complained recently. But reali
r, she
caree
her
to
sary
neces
is
city
publi
most
the
are
they
bly
Proba
best.
her
does
out
d
hande
ever
views
inter
tal
non-commit
with
ions
quest
r
answe
can
She
a star.
by "yes"
or "no" and still be polite. She
a
with an expression that says,
looks at you
"I don't want to do this, but I have to,
and I'll be as nice as I can about it.

TaThen, as though Fate had decreed it
should be so, there was a slight pause in
the arrivals before a shiny, new car drew
stepped four
up to the curb. From itgirl
in a pink
grown people and a little
velvet dress. The fans looked eagerly.
One remarked, "Tourists, I guess and the
out
disappointed crowd relaxed.a Suddenly,
shrill, young
of the momentary silence
!"
voice cried, "It'stheDeanna
cry was taken up. the
Immediately
crowd screamed, waved and yelled unintelligible but reassuring comments Not
even the stars of the picture received such
tribute. Little Deanna, with one picture
to her credit, had arrived.

ared
HER reaction to this reception ende
t
her to the crowd. She didn' seem
embarrassed ; neither did she appear too
self-assured. She waved happily. She
o, everybody !
called out, "Hell
laughed and did
she lose that poise which is
Never once
.
as much a part of her as that happy smile
It seemed to Deanna that Christmas was
Spring. Her beautiful
being prolonged into emplo
yer, Mr. Charles
new car that her
given her when she reR Rogers,from had
turned New York ; her first premiere
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Get thement ofvital
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to
asked if she prefers historythat
WHEN
kly
fran
it
adm
algebra she will
a She is
she gets bad marks in algebrif
one can
equally frank about everything, at the
same
cent
reti
y
ingl
amaz
and
k
be fran
tirThe day following her return from the
in his otEast Mr Rogers was disturbedwalking
up
fice 'by firm little footsteps
was„
Deanna
office.
his
outside
down
and
waiting to see him.
"They won't let me drive my new car,
"They say H
almost angrily. ,
she
not cried,
old enough."
,
of
e
polic
of
chief
the
Mr Rogers called
ed the sad truth firstthe studio andhe learn
did things, and this major
hand Then
was solved forthwith by the issuproblem
ance of a special permit which allows
car within the conDeanna to driveo her
fines of the studi lot. Deanna could smile

agThey are very clannish, this Durbin
could
family. Nothing short of a disaster
the Eddie
keep any of them away from
Cantor broadcasts on which Deanna sings
twice each Sunday. They gather at noon
During the afterto see the first show.
noon they visit and have a family dinner
In the evening they attend the second
broadcast. Sometimes Mr Cantor tletsit
Deanna off from the second broadcas
she is working hard at the studio. She
adores him and is grateful to him for giving her an opportunity to sing on his pro-
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gram, but she is glad and her audience
disappointed, when she is let off once in
awhile.

making ducers
"Three
Smart
Girls.
" Thefor prowere interes
ted in
Deanna
the
picture, but only if they could have her
under contract.

Deanna,lywood tothough,
be put 'wasn't
into thebrought
movies toorHolon
the air as so many children are. The
Durbm family moved here from Winnipeg
when Deanna was a year old to escape the
rigors of the Canadian climate, which
undermining the health of her father. was
Deanna was attending public school and
doing all the things her schoolmates did,
plus singing. At the same time, but entirely unbeknown to Deanna, M-G-M producers were scratching their heads over a
scenario for the late Mme. SchumannHemk. They were searching for a young
girl who could sing, to portray the prima
donna as a child. The casting director
confided this to an actors' agent, who
wasn't much interested but said he would
keep his eyes open.
That very day a friend telephoned and
told him of hearing Deanna sing. "The
child is marvelous," she told
hours later he heard her sing.him. A few
To Deanna it meant nothing to sing for
him. Certainly she realized that it might
mean a job, but singing was her job, a
job she knew she could do well, so with
the assurance of youth and no thought of
stage fright, she gave her audition.
"I'm telling you, I had to hold onto my
seat, I was so thrilled over her voice," the
agent told me later, "and I had her out
at M-G-M singing for the producer and
casting director that afternoon."
Each person who heard her was more
enthusiastic than the last and finally they
telephoned to Louis B. Mayer, chief executive of the studio, who was in New York at
the time, and he listened to Deanna sing
over long-distance. She went home with
a long-term contract in her pocket.

The movies have had one bad effect on
Deanna. In her first picture she had to
bite her fingernails in one scene, a habit
Deanna had never been allowed to practice.
Pressed to do it "just for the picture,"
she found it such a delightfu
l exhaust for
fraught nerves that she continued it after
the picture was finished. Now she must
hair."
break
herself of the bad habit all over

Tj^ROM then on Deanna attended school
A at the studio for three hours each day,
the requirement for all children employed
in a studio. Weeks went by, and Deanna
experienced the fate of many another
actress of far more experience. Madame
Schumann-Heink was taken ill, and the
picture was postponed time after time.
Deanna was forgotten by everyone but the
agent, who had faith in her. He got her
on the Eddie Cantor program and about
that time Universal began preparations for

To
she is unspoiled about her sucagain. date
cess. Even her mother (the mothers usually become prima donnas before their children do)evitable
hasn't
yetofsuccumbed to the ininfluence
constant deference,
and she doesn't seem to me to be the kind
who will. Deanna's money is being put
into a trust fund.
Fate, luck or whatever you want to call
it, may have furthered her career, of
course, but there must be something in the
quotation about the mouse-trap!

Wealthy

With the passing of Madame SchumannHeink, it seemed that Deanna's chances at
her studio were at an end. Her agent
went to the casting director and learned
that he had no plans for her, so he asked
for her release.

"Maybe I could get her a job some place
else," he suggested. She was released and
signed a contract with Universal to make
"Three Smart Girls." Meanwhile she was
growing more popular all the time on the
radio. Mr. Mayer, in New York again,
listened to her on the Sunday night broadcasts and chuckled with delight because his
studio had such a "find" on its payroll.
When he returned home he asked, "Well,
what are we going to do with our little
_ What happened when he learned that his
little songbird had flown to another studio,
?" your imagination. But it was
Isongbir
leaved to
too late to do anything about it except to
rush Deanna into a short picture before
her contract expired. Deanna doesn't care
much for the short picture, "Every Sunday," which she made hurriedly. When
asked if she didn't like the music, she replied, "Oh, the music was all right,
I didn't like the way they combed but
my

and

Wise

(Continued from page 39)
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"I knew who started those reports about
me. There wasn't any truth in them, but
the only thing to do was to let them die
out themselves." She is a wise young
woman.
"I amminded us.twenty-six, you know," she reBut in experience, Sylvia is far wiser
than her years.
There is Roumanian on her father's side,
Russian on her mother's. Her parents come
from a small town about a hundred miles
east of Warsaw, the capital of Poland.
When they lived there — before the World
War — it was still a part of Russia.
Sylvia has the sophisticated traits of the
Russian. By sophisticated, we mean freedom of personal actions, and thoughts unhampered by obvious conventions.
"My life," she says, "is an open book,
but can I help it if a few of the pages are
stuck
together?"
On occasion
she has been questioned about
a few of the pages that are "stuck to-

gether." She resents this, for she
not
quite learned that being a motion has
picture
star means she is living in a figurative
gold-fish bowl.
"There are personal things in my life that
I can't share
emphatic
ally. with everyone," Sylvia believes
It was not so many moons ago, however,
that Sylvia's name was linked with that of
a producer whom, it was reported persistently, she was going to marry. As a matter of fact, her name has been linked with
several in pictures.
Recently in Chicago, a reporter camped
on Miss Sidney's doorstep at the hotel
where she was stopping and prepared to
follow her at a moment's notice,
the
elopement she was supposedly about on
to enDUT 1 was not there to elope with anyjoy.
M one. Even if I had wanted to," she
added,
have, for I hadn't yet
received"Imycouldn't
final decree
of divorce from
my husband." That was Bennett Cerf, her
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I was
first and, to date, only husband. outsid
e
married and lived in a suburb just
iewer
interv
id
intrep
my
But
of the city.
wouldn't believe that.
"It was like that when I first went to
her head withHollywood," and she shookmemor
y. I was
out much pleasure at the
the most
of
some
asked
and
ewed
intervi
ever lisI've
that
ns
questio
extraordinary
tened to. I don't see why, just because one
quesis in pictures, she should be asked
intions that are not only personal butasked
sultingly so. I turned around and
the interviewer the same questions put to
me. That didn't set so well. Someday 1 d
like to memorize a long list of scorching
questions to pop at such people.
"I wasn't married at that time, but I've
don't care to
been married since, and isI ancient
history
ge
marria
My
it.
of
speak
now, anyway. I'm. no longer married, and
I shan't marry again."
"Never is a long time," we remarked.
There was no answer to this. Miss
Sidney's face is firmly set.
er.-'
"Have you ever been to a fortune-tellfortu
ne
She smiled broadly. "I had my told
me
She
told by one in a tea-room.
I was going to fall in love three times.
"And be married?" we asked.
"She didn't say
Sylvia shook her head. Only
about tailabout marriage.
anythinging
in love." She smiled cryptically.
_>
You can take it or leave it about Sylvia s
At the moment, she is
not remarrying.
furnishing her new
time
y
happ
a
g
havin
An interior decoNew York apartment.
rator isgoing to fix it up for her along the
, and when
simple lines she has in mindhing
her new
she returns East after finis
talkie "Dead End," her apartment will be
e-wadsrm-m
a hous
her.her There
for all
ready
frien
New be York
old 'll
in"-—'and
attendance. Sylvia's not the kind of girl
who lacks amusing company, for she s
t recklessly inlf g and
amusing terestedherse
fun. almos
inhavin

has been said about Miss Sidney's
Much
for books. Not a mention of books
love
when we saw her. She may enjoy them,
but she's no walking library. Her real
knowledge doesn't come from books, anyway. It comes from people. She's a very
She
shrewd judge of human nature. es,
doesn't always follow her own hunch
but when she does, she is invariably right.
Sometimes, she gives a person a long oop
to hurt
se she doesn't want
of rope becau
prefers to
his feelings. Sometimes, shewith
it.
hurt feelings and have done
enjoys
She
girl.
sided
many
She's a
simplicity. She enjoys her popularity. She
has lapses
enjoys her work. And yet, she
into intense moodiness when she has to be
by herself to work it off. She appears
much taller and bigger on the screen than
she is.
"That's because I usually have tall leading men," she explains. "When you see
me on the screen with them it is a closeup
or semi-closeup or else a long-shot, so taken
that I am built up, and my dim comes
above their shoulders. If I werent built
to look taller, you wouldn't be able to
up
see me. My head would barely touch the
leading man's shoulder."
But though small in stature, Sylvia is tall
in .other respects, and she has a very clever
head on her slim shoulders.
"Have you ever done any writing? we
.
inquired apropos of this.
1 don't know the first thing about
"No
it"
. , t you ? we
"You know how to live, don
asked.
She does.
. .
.
. „
"Well, writing is just simplified living. _
But Sylvia is dubious, and time can wait,
for she is still young— a free agent and
healthy, wealthy, and wise.

could he say— "You've been
careless about feminine hygiene"?
Husbands can't be expected to
How

know about "Lysol".
IT would be so much easier, she thought,
if he'd burst into a rage, instead of
this indifferent kindness that hurt her so.
husFamily doctors — and oftoothemany
causes of
bands—know that one
discord between husband and wife is
neglect of the feminine hygiene that
is so necessary for intimate cleanliness.
If you are in any doubt regarding a
wholesome, cleanly method of feminine
"Lysol
many"
about
d by
mende
doctor
is recom
ctant.
disinfe
ask Ityour
hygiene,
physicians and is used in many hospitals,

antiseptic needs. Here are good
for many why:
reasons

THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"
1. Non-caustic . . ."Lysol", in the proper
dilution, does not hurt or harm normal tissue.
It contains no harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness... "Lysol" is an effective
al conditions...
germicide, active under practic
in the presence of organic matter (such as dirt,
etc.) when other types of dismucus, serum,
infectants may not work.
3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy... "Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor . . . Cleanly, disappears after use.
6. Stability. . ."Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matterhowlong kept,or how often uncorked.
SHOULD KNOW
ALL WOMEN
FACTS
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. 9-M. S.
Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A.
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(Continued from page 38)
novel to do. But the joke proved to be
on me.

m
Don't be a Chrysa
nthemum!
%

No girl can look truly
super-smooth and glamourous with brows running rampant or a fringe of short hairs
sprouting from her hair line. Tweezette is
the little beauty implement for removing
face hairs automatically and painlessly, and
a cap covers the pluckers so you can carry
it in your purse wherever you gol $1.

It isn't enough just
to de-fringe yourself
. . . the glamour girls
all have that wellgroomed look tool
Sleek, shining brows
like wings . . . long, silky lashes. . . . Kur
LENE is a scientific formula for grooming
— so always stroke your brows and lashes
with it before retiring. Use Kurlene for
daytime, too, and notice the lovely rainbow lights a touch of it puts in ^--35
your lashes
lashes! 1 50c and $1

Spell eye beauty,
"K-U-R-L-A-S-H," for
only a frame of curling
lashes can bring out the greatest charm of
your eyes. So slip your lashes into Kurlash
every day. In only 30 seconds they'll be
perfectly and naturally curled without heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1.
OTHER
KURLASH
PRODUCTS ARE:
TW1SS0RS — the tweezers with scissor-handles.
SHADETTE
eye evening.
shadow. In twelve subtle shades and gold
and silver— for
LASHTINT MASCARAeither compact or liquidwaterproof form ; and
LASHPAC — a purse-size mascara i lipstick case with
a built-in brush for instant use

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. D-Q
The Kurlash Co., Rochester, N. Y
The Kurlash Co. of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beautv
and a personal eye-beauty plan. Here is my coloring:
-Hair
Eyes
-Complexion.
Name
AddressStateCity.
Copyright 1937 The Kurlash Company, I
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"When the test was run off, Mr. Schulberg wanted me to start work at once. Of
course, I couldn't. In the first place, there
was no one to replace me on the airline,
and I couldn't leave them flat during our
busiest season. However, after some discussion, Iwas signed to begin work the
following September, which was just about
a John
year ago."
Trent was born on his father's
orange ranch in California. He was
christened La Verne Brown and held firmly to the name until that eventful day that
one of his passengers turned out to be
a talent-finding movie producer. Being a
fatalist, La Verne accepted this new stroke
of luck much in the manner he has accepted life in general. "It's just one of
those things," he'll tell you philosophically.
After completing his education as an
electrical engineer, he immediately took up
aviation as a career. His wish was to be
a transport pilot and, with this aim in
view, he began saving for a plane of his
own. The day finally arrived when he
actually bought one, thereby inaugurating
his flying career practically and in earnest.
Around the country he went barnstorming
— which, as a matter of fact, is doing any
and all things with a plane in order to
pile up the hours of flying time required
for a transport pilot's license.
"I barnstormed all over the south and
middle west, getting everything from a
dollar to a sack of corn as fare for a
ride," Trent admitted with a twinkle in his
eye. "We certainly had some times, too, —
lets of thrills but no spills."
SPEAKING of them, John declares his
greatest thrill, or scare — whichever you
prefer to call it— came on his initial run
as a co-pilot ; that is, his first really exciting experience. Indeed, it was comparable only to his first day of facing the
camera out in Movieville.
"After introducing myself to the pilot
and noting his amused expression, of course
I should have been on," John admitted, "for
he certainly realized that I was plenty
green.
it wasn't
long storm.
after taking
off
that Anyway,
we ran into
a thunder
Well,
I had seen storms before, but always from
the ground. That's where we stayed when
Ipark
wassafely
piloting
my own
Yep, we'd
on terra
firma ship.
and indulge
in a
little
poker up.
with a glass of "cawn" to keep
us
warmed
"Not here though ! Right into the middle of this big, bad, black one, we flew,
and the only thing you could see besides
the instrument panel, were jagged streaks
of lightning. The pilot asked me to consult the maps and see where we were, as
he didn't have the slightest idea ! Said,
not bothered
only thatabout
he didn't
but couldn't
be
it, sinceknow,
that was
my job.
Well, the only thing I knew for sure was
that maps or no maps, I'd probably meet
my Maker any minute.
"However, we landed safely, and I asked
my 'friend' if they encountered many of
these storms. He promptly assured me
that there were plenty with most of them
heavier than the 'light' shower we'd been
through. That was just about all I needed,
and I don't mind telling you that I certainly
spent a little time right then and there contemplating my future.
"Of course, what the pilot neglected to
say was that he was flying the radio beam
and could have gone around the storm if

he'd wanted to. These little details I
learned later and had a good laugh over
the ride I'd been taken for !
"My next big fright, which was really
a thrill as I think of it now, occurred the
first time I faced a camera. Well, I was
so scared that they had to take the scene
over and over. As a matter of fact, when
it was finally done to the director's satisfaction, they began calling me 'fifty take
Trent.' That gives you an idea of how
the camera threw me for a loss. Indeed,
one of the men on the set said, 'Say, if
we don't get on with this picture these
kids will all be character actors by the
time we finish !' Anyway, with the help
of a patient director and a little outthings.side coaching, I finally got the hang of
"My knowledge of aviation helps a lot
in acting. Basically, believe it or not, they
are comparable, for each, more or less,
concerns relaxation and freedom from
nerves. If you're acting, you have to walk
into a room apparently unselfconsciously,
timing yourself so as to arrive at a given
point on a set speech. In flying, you must
be equally relaxed and never become nervous or tense,
if you Then,
do,, there'll
real
trouble
at the for
controls.
too, ifbe there
is anything that seems to go wrong, it's
the pilot's or co-pilot's job to reassure the
passengers. So, it's pretty important to be
composed under all circumstances."
L> OUGHLY SPEAKING, we'd say that
^ John Trent is completely at ease. There
is a naturalness and self-assurance about
this native son of California that is phenomenal in a newcomer. In fact, insofar
as poise is concerned, John starts out with
what it took Robert Taylor almost a year
of success to acquire. He promises to become a very popular screen personality.
With fan mail pouring in before he's hardly
begun, Trent seems a little bewildered by
the rapidity with which things are happening about him.
He confesses that to date he's had only
one disappointment in his brief movie
career. That was when he had looked
forward to piloting a plane on a publicity
trip which, he took for the studio. The
purpose of this tour was to deliver prints
of
second throughout
picture, "A the
Doctor's
Diary,"
to his
exhibitors
country
and
so, meet the people who were to show his
films. An advanced starting date on his
following production prevented the trip.
Now, he is looking forward to the time
he may be able to make it.
Trent confesses that he'd like sometime
to do an aviation story. That would give
him a chance not only to act, but be of
service on the technical end of the production. There would be no blunders in this
flying film, for he would be right on the
spot to correct any errors that might happen, as only a person with his practical
experience could.
"You see, in many aviation pictures, they
make one common mistake," John explained. "You invariably see the pilot at
the controls calmly gazing out of the
windew at the passing scenery. In the
first place, no pilot takes his eyes off the
instrument panel, with the possible exception of an occasional glance out to see
whether it is clear or clouding up. Then,
of course, there isn't anything to see anyway, as you fly at a high altitude, and
there's nothing around but clouds and —
more clouds!
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"Well I'm going to try to see to it that
one— doesn t
my picture— should Is— have
commit such mistake and some of the
one,
others I've seen so often. There was
for instance, that showed the side windows
beside the pilot caked with snow and ice.
Well, that never happens, no matter how
cold it gets, because ice can't form there,
due to the strong wind created by the
motors, added to the terrific force of that
induced by air speed. All these things are
details perhaps, but to me, or to anyone
who knows flying, they stick out like the
thumb."
traditional sore waitin
g to see John 1 rent
We are now
in "The Great Gambini," in which picture
be
he plays a romantic role. It isn't, gtofor,
he's been waitin comes
sure the flying film
but it should do nicely until that one
along. En passant, let us say that J.l.
likes the movies muchly, but, nevertheless,
still retains his standing as reserve pilot
with his old airline at the nominal salary
of a dollar a month. Just in case? Well,
maybe.
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(Continued from page 27)

too, I take that back. He bought himself
his car And he's mad about the races.
And he has a passion for barber-pole
striped ties. Otherwise, he has no extravagances. Ihave to do his shopping or
done. I even
there just wouldn't be any as
there were,
bought his suits, such few
before we came to Hollywood. Now that
he is here, he realizes that he must dress
well, and so he goes to a tailor. The other
day," laughed Honore, "he wanted a pair
in. He didn't
of
haveshorts
any. toHeplay
wastennis
wearing a pair of
ducks. He got a pair of sciswhite
long sors
and then and there, cut them off to
his knees. The effect was sort of scalloped,
to say the least."
I managed to say, "But will this go on?
Don't you think he'll change, you'll both
change? I mean, won't it get you, the
Troc'ing, the glamorizing?"
"No," said Honore Ameche, "Don won't
change. We won't change. I'll tell you
why. It's because the babies are our whole
lives. We're interested in them and each
other. He isn't one bit different from the
boy
I used for
to the
'go movies
with,' meet
afternoons
or to Saturday
visit an
ice-cream parlor. Seldom both. Because
we never had more than fifty cents to
mattered.
It never
spend.would
Don
tell me
what a It
finedoesn't
lawyernow.
he
was going to be and I believed in him. I
knew he would make good then, as now."
And then Honore Ameche told me something of that young romance, of how
Don's father, afraid that the lad would
do something premature, sent him away to
Marquette
howsix they
meet
again, University,
save once, for
years. didn't
And
that once was after Don had joined the
Jackson Stock Company at Madison, Wisconsin. Honore saw the show and met him
afterwards and didn't think she liked him
very well. It was the only time she ever
wavered.
More time passed and they met again.
They knew what they had always known.
And Don's young ardor flamed hot and
high
the phone
in Honore's
daily, and
nightly,
hourly.
Letters home
pouredrang
in,
flowers, books, candies.
And when, at last, Don had the ring, he
motored nearly three hundred miles in the
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dead of night, to give it to her. She
waited up for him and, in the kitchen of
the home where all of the romancing of
Honore and her brothers and sisters had
taken place, at three-thirty in the morning,
Don placed the modest ring on her finger.

credit for the good behavior of our first
child. I was so ill after his birth that the
full care of the baby fell to Don. He did
everything
for job.
him. And I must say he
did
a masterly

"There is never an unkind word in our
home. It is the one thing that Don and I
r\AWN came over . the midwestern
demand of our home — that it be perfectly
*-f prairies. The kitchen-faucets dripped.
harmonious. We wouldn't have regular
Birds stirred in their nests. They neither
servants now, not even if we needed them,
while Gabe and Anne are with us.
not
knew, nor cared. Honore was in a dog's
palace with her young Florentine lover.
It might place them in sort of equivocal
positions. If and when Don and I do
Don was off on the strong wings of one
have company and want to be sort of
of his songs. And there was something fitting in that the betrothal, the giving of
'elegant,' Anne and Gabe don uniforms.
Gabe cooks, and they serve a marvellous
the ring took place in a homely kitchen,
dinner with all the finesse of accomplished
surrounded by the warm realities of livretainers. They understand that this is
ing— among which they still live, and always will.
part of the set-up, and they love it and
"We've never had any money to spare,"
enjoy the masquerade and 'never for one
Honore was telling me. "We're saving,
instant step out of character. It's simply
a case of our being one for all and all for
putting everything we can into trust funds
and annuities and educational funds for
one, and there's never been one uncomfortable moment for any of us. Don dislikes
the children, so> that, in a few years, we'll
the idea of servants. There is something
be able to ' travel and see the world and
have some fun. There have been the heavy
in his. sensitiveness which rebels against
giving orders, drawing that sharp distincexpenses of the babies' births. Don has
bought a small ranch for Grandma and
tion between himself and his fellow man
Grandpa Ameche. Then there are his
or woman. He just can't be the overyounger sisters and brothers, most of
lord. The autocrat isn't in him.
them still in schools. They come out here
"It's all of a piece, too, the way he refuses to 'put on airs,' pretending to conin the summer. This ring," said Mrs. Don,
displaying, with refreshing pride, the lovedescension he doesn't feel. He's too huly star sapphire girt with small diamonds,
man, he's too raw to the hurt or the hum"Don gave me this last Christmas. I was
bleness of others for anything like that."
supposed to have had it Christmas before
Which is true of Don Ameche. True
last. But we had the' baby instead." (A ■ that he would never have any part of
baby instead of a star sapphire ! O, Holthat erasing of and then rewriting the
lywood, O Tempora, O Mores, what are
we coming to ? )
humbler pages of his "past." He wouldn't
put a 'tiara' on his mother, who wears
her motherhood, he says, as the only tiara
"But to go back home," smiled Mrs.
she needs. He will not conceal the fact
Don. "Gabriel went to school with Don
back home., Don used to help Gabe, an
that his grandpappy kidnapped horses, that
his Dad drove a taxi and became, later, the
orphan, adopted by the good Brothers, with
his Latin. And Gabe conceived for Don
best saloon-keeper in Kenosha, Wis., where
one of those devotions, those life-long feDominic Felix was born. Said Don, "He
alties which make us know that Damon and
was the best saloon-keeper in the business.
Pythias
really
lived.
In
Gabe's
eyes,
as
in
No man ever left his place drunk. I don't
mine, Don can do no wrong.
see any sense in changing the story. I'm
"Then,
after and
we the
married
proud
of of
it, anotpiece,
ashamed."
work
increased
babies and
cameDon's
and
It's all
too, with the way he
talks of the days when he was working
I was so ill and Don doing two jobs, his
in Kenosha with a gang of city workmen,
and mine, Gabriel came to help us out. I
rounding square street corners. That, he
don't know now what we . could do without him. He cooks like a streak. He
says, was the all-time low in futility !
He enjoys reminiscing about the days
takes care of the babies as efficiently as
when he dug ditches, socked an Irish foreIis do.
He
takes
care
of
Don's
clothes
and
man, worked in a mattress factory testing
with him at the studio most of the time
the comfort of the finished product; the
lately. Don, by the way, is no business
summer he spent loading one hundred
man at all. He knows nothing whatsoever about insurance and income taxes and
pound bags of cement onto trucks, rather
than stressing the fact that he attended
things like that. I take care of all that
sort of thing.
four colleges, Columbia, in Iowa ; Marquette, in Illinois; Georgetown in Wash"And then there's Anne. She came to
us while we were in Chicago, too. And
ington, D. C. and the University of Wisconsin. He will lay emphasis on the fact
she and I divide up the work of the house
that while the universities added to his
and the babies. If Anne is busy cooking
or something, I bathe and dress the babies.
store
knowledge, there wasn't a degree
in theofcarload.
If Anne is with them I do the. washing
and ironing. They are in no sense of the
"I had the instincts of a minstrel," said
word servants. They are members of our
Don. "I couldn't stand more than a year
family. They all, Don, Gabe, Anne, the
in "He
any has
one only
place."
one idiosyncrasy," Mrs. Don
babies,
'Daddy.' call me 'Honey.' We all call Don
told me, "only one trait which might be
called temperamental. He can't eat his
"Anne and Gabriel have their friends in,
as we do ours, together or not as the case
dinners at home ! He doesn't like to know
what he is going to eat. He likes to have
may be. They dance and play games and
a choice. He likes to have lots of people
use the radio in the living-room. Sometimes we get someone to stay with the
and lots of talk and noise around him."
The result? Almost every night in the
children and all four of us go to the
week
Don and Mrs. Don are to be seen
movies. Saturday nights we often pile into
dining at the Beverly Brown Derby.
the car and drive to Venice and go on the
merry-go-rounds and to the fortune tellAnd all of a piece, too, the way "juicers,"
ers and everywhere. We have a lot of
property
men, waiters, the toughest "critfun. We just all pitch in together and
ics" this side of Jordan, give him the
get the chores done. Don does his share,
beamish smile, the out-stretched hand whenever he is around.
too,
if
he
has
to.
Of
course,
he
doesn't
have much time now, what with the studio
"He's grand," declare his studio associates.
and the radio work. But he's just as
handy around the house and with the
"He's so attractive," choruses feminine
America.
babies,
as
any
one
of
us.
And
he's
the
"He's so good," says his wife.
most marvellous disciplinarian. I give him
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{Continued from page 35)

He knew what I was dreaming. But how?
His room is considerably down the hall
from mine. 1 had, he told me, made no
sound. Can you explain that? I cant.
"Our attorney was at the house the
redother night," resumed Aunt Cissie. t elecdie was on the floor playing with his
tric trains, as any child likes to do. I left
the room for a moment. I returned to nnd
Freddie and our attorney involved m the
most technical and legal disputation, haying to do with maritime law. Freddie
came forth with a quotation from Bowditch's 'Practical Navigator.' He won the
said, 'He knows
The attorneyforgott
argument.points
en, if I ever
I have
fine legal
knew them. When did he read Bowditch ?
'He never did,' I said.

instances like
IT isn't onlv in specificantly
confounds
this that Freddie const
which
sophy
philo
e
matur
the
is
It
me.
seems to permeate his whole life. He never
reads his reviews, for an instance. When
why he isn't interested
I asked him one dayabout
his work, he said,
in what people say
'When I'm working I do the very best I
can. If it's good, that's fine, but I don t
need to hear about it. If it's bad, I'mit
sorry- but there's nothing I can do about
once it's done, so why read about it? I
to other things.'
want toisgotwoon years
ahead of his age in
"He
school work. He studies trigonometry,
Latin, general science. And what is even
more illuminating, he loves his work. He
cooperates with his teacher, he cooperates
with me, in every particular.
"He has, also, a sense of humor. I said
to him recently, 'Freddie, when you grow
up, you may want to be a director, a writerin
and an actor— you seem to have ability
all three lines.' 'All right, darling,' grinned
'but when would I sleep?'
Freddie,
"He seems to have the sensitiveness _ to
suffering, the fine humor of life which
comes, ordinarily, only after many, many
years of living. Perhaps," said Aunt Cissie,
"there have been many, many years . . ."

C^EE, those kids are wonderful!
J I recall the time, years ago, when
Jackie Coogan, having just made his great
success in "The Kid," with Charlie Chaplin, came to New York. He was being
entertained one day by an eminent editor.
In course of conversation the editor said to
him, "Give us an imitation of Chaplin, will
you, Jackie?" The child looked at him,
something inscrutable in his eyes and answered smoothly, "I never imitate Mr.
Chaplin. Nobody could." There was only
" It was
stress on the "Mr.
the slightest subtle
, so delicately done that
a reproof so
it has remained stamped, indelibly, on my
mind.
It was then, for the first time, that I
began to perceive something beyond clever
mimicry in these children. I began to suspect that they are not, most of them,
merely soft pieces of clay which are
moulded and set in shapes and taught to
their motions by adept direcgo through
tors. Meet them in any walk of life,
confront them with any situation, personal,
social, professional, and they will meet each
one with adult ease, with intuitive, age-old
wisdom and sensitivity. And yet, jthey're
not obnoxious
kids
at heart. child prodigies— they're real
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Toilet odors are a danger sign. They
mean that the toilet is unclean, unsanitary. You can be sure of safe, glistening
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This odorless powder is made scientifically to clean toilets. Just shake a
little Sani-Flush in the bowl. (Follow
directions on the can.) Flush the toilet
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your hands! Sani-Flush cannot harm
plumbing. It is also effective for cleaning
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I TALKED, the other day, with young
*- Bonita Granville, aged fourteen, on the
set of "It's Love I'm After." Nearby sat
the stars, Leslie Howard and Bette Davis,
engaged, I felt sure, and with all due
respect to their unquestioned intelligences,
in a conversation far less adult than ours —
or rather, Bonita's. For Bonita was discussing the horrendous child she played, a
year ago, in "These Three." I said, "What
did you think of her, Bonita?"
And Bonita replied gravely, "I felt
awfully sorry for her. I felt a great pity
for her. I know that she was, primarily,
the victim of her environment. Her grandmother had spoiled her miserably and completely, you see. Until her. only law was
her own law. She knew no other. I've
read quite a lot about the theories of the
environmentalists and the behaviorists. I
believe that the behaviorists have the last
word. I suppose heredity plays its part,
of course. But I do believe that that
part is relatively small and can be guided
by environment. I know that my behavior
would be quite different from what it is
if mother ..." she grinned at her small,
gentle mother, "if mother had not brought
meI up
as she not
has,"so much at what Bonita
gasped,
was saying, as at the way in which she was
saying it. Not as a precocious child who
knows, and is exhibitionistically enjoying
the effect she produces, but sensibly, in an
ordinary conversational vein.
Bonita ran onto the stage to do a scene.
Her mother murmured, with somewhat the
same look of mystification as had veiled
Aunt Bonita
Cissie's
eyes,as "I
how
works
she don't
does. understand
She never
studies her lines. She reads her scripts
through once, very thoroughly, and then
never looks at them again. She never so
much as pulls down her dress or touches
her hair when she is called to the set."
Leslie Howard remarked to me later,
"She is the only actress I have ever played
with, or actor, for that matter, who never
goes up on her lines, is never flustered, has
a surety of touch which is astonishing. All
the more astonishing because she is much
tooGeehighly
whiz,strung."
those kids are wonderful.
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This way to starch
makes irons fairly glide!
This new way to hot starch does away with
boiling, mixing, straining and bother. It's a
powdered starch . . . practically self-cooking. It
contains gliding ingredients. Makes hot starching easy. Makes ironing easy. Write us, The
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Iowa, for small proof packet . . . ask for " That
Wonderful Way to Hot Starch". See how easy it
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WHEN
Shirley Temple was training
with Jack Donahue for "Captain
January,'' she couldn't seem to get one
of the dance routines. Jack was puzzled.
He had never known Shirley to fumble
before. Later in the day Bill Robinson
came on the set. He asked Shirley howcome she was missing out. She whispered
confidentially, "Uncle Billy, I didn't really
fumble the steps. I knew them all right.
But you taught me to do this routine your
way, and I didn't think I ought to give it
away to anyone else."
On the set of "Heidi," recently, a
rapacious reporter appeared. She drew
Shirley aside and pinned her down with
question marks. She said finally, "Tell
me, Shirley, John Ford is your favorite
director, isn't he?" Shirley moved away,
and as she left, she said, "I think Mr. Ford
is
very, very question,
nice." She
answered
the
undiplomatic
withhaddelicate,
evasive
diplomacy. She had answered, and she
hadn't answered at all. It was a politic
piece de resistance.
Shirley's mother told me how, at a
formal luncheon recently given, one of the
grown-up guests spilled a glass of water
and was consequently embarrassed. And
Shirley, reacting immediately to the lady's
embarrassment said, "That's perfectly all
right. I just spilled some peas in my lap!"
A very distinguished newspaper man
was visiting Shirley. They were in the
studio portrait gallery together. The eminent journalist was so excited at meeting

the First Lady of the Juveniles that he
was at a complete loss for words. But
Shirley saved that situation by asking animatedly, "Do you know any riddles, Mr.
?" That gave the uneasy gentleman his
cue. He did know some riddles — and, instantly, he was at his ease.
Daddy George
Temple
told me,herself,
"Shirleyat
frequently
answers
the phone
home or in her dressing-room. She does it
with such an adult, non-committal voice
that no one ever suspects it is Shirley they
are talking to. When they ask for her
mother or for me, Shirley asks who it is ;
says, 'Just a moment, please,' and that is
that. Only once did she have a contretemps. .She slipped off her chair, plopped
on the floor, reached at once for the telephone and said calmly, 'Will you repeat
the message please? There's a lot of noise
Time, place, circumstance or personage
make no difference to the control, the perfect poise of Shirley. On the set of
in here."
"Heidi," Shirley had long lines to speak
and was supposed to pause when she heard
the sound of a trumpet, which was to be
blown by a prop-man as a sign that the
goat herd was ceming. The prop-man,
however, engrossed in the scene, forgot to
blow the horn. Director Allan Dwan
hastily
long "Baah,"
sheep. substituted
The whole acompany
collapsedlikeintoa
suppressed laughter. But not Shirley.
Shirley went right on with her lines without even a perceptible pause, and the scene
was "in the box." Grown-up actors, said
Director Dwan, would have halted and
lost the scene, had they been making it.
Shirley, the trouper, impervious to all extraneous incidents, smoothly saved it.
ONE of the ingredients of genius is,
certainly, poise. Another seems to
be deep, warm kindness of heart. When
young Jane Withers, aged eleven, was
making a recent personal appearance tour
in the East, she found that the manager
of the Palace Theatre in Cleveland, where
Jane played, had upped the admission
price from fifteen cents to a quarter for
children. Many of the children came from
distant parts of the city and had only their
carfare and their fifteen cents. Jane noticed
that they were being turned away. She
rushed to the manager and said, "Please let
them in whether they have enough pennies
or not — and take it out of my salary."
Needless to add that the youngsters were
all admitted, and that the manager, being
a gentleman, left Jane's salary free of deductions.
At a children's party Jane recently attended, one youngster was. severely admonished by her mother for pointing at people.
The little girl's woebegone face touched
Jane's warm heart. And promptly and
with apparent solemnity Jane said, "The
only thing it's polite to point at is — French
pastry." At which everyone, including the
child'sgirl
mother,
laughed
little
stopped
crying.so heartily that the
Several hundred youngsters, having had
word-of-mouth information that Jane had
gone into a Hollywood theatre one Saturday afternoon, waited in long queues for
three hours until Jane came out, after the
double-feature bill. And when Jane did
appear, hundreds and hundreds of small,
grubby autograph books were pressed upon
her. The grown-ups in Jane's party, fearful that Jane would be exhausted, told her
to get into the car, after the first fifty autographs. But Jane said, quietly, aside, 'If
they had patience to stay here and wait
three hours for autographs, I certainly
And
take the time to write them.''-'
ought sheto did.
There is poetry in these children and
pity, andstance,
there
is, also,
For her
inwhile Jane
was practicality.
motoring with
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cycle
father a few days ago, she saw a motortrying
y
vainl
owner
the
mud,
the
in
stuck
to extricate it. Jane, who has learned to
rope expertlv under the tutelage of the,
late Will Rogers' teacher, Shorty Miller
for her current role in "Wild And Woolly, d
She lassoe
suggested that they help him.Papa
Withers
the handlebars slickly, and
and the cyclist then took the rope and
pulled the 'cycle out. When the extricated
cyclist tried to thank her, she said, Weil,
it just goes to show that everything we
in handy sometime."
learn comes instan
ce of the practicality ot
Another
Jane's mind came to light when, the other
day her teacher, Miss Lola Figland, was
reviewing the geography lesson about the
s of Europe— Denfive thrifty little nation
mark, Norway, Sweden, Holland and
Switzerland. She pointed out that the
number of people to the square mile, seven
hundred, couldn't possibly live on what they
" queried Miss
produce on the land. "How,
Figland, "do you suppose they manage to
live?" Jane answered, "If they cant find
enough on the land, they can find the balance in the sea."
r, in trie
Jane, too, has her sly humo
schoolroom the other day, Miss Figland
was looking at a picture of herself taken
with Jane. Only the back of the teacher s
said consolingly, "Never
head showed.er,Jane
everyone will know it is you
mind, Teach
because that big hairpin is sticking out as
it always does !"

mental mosaic
ONE could make a monu
s
of these kids.
snes
elou
marv
of the
But out of the mystery which obscures the
answer to the riddle of how, in their little
packet of years, they have managed to acacquire what the majority of adults never
quire, three deductions emerge : One is that
to
they seem to be, all of them, amenable ts,
paren
their
with
ive
erat
,
coop
pline
disci
their teachers, their directors. In other
children. They conwords, they arery good
tradict the theo that genius finds lodging
in children who are unmanageable and rebellious. ... 11 r
The other deduction is that they, all ot
them, are possessed of complete poise and
self-possession.
The third is that they seem to share, in
common, deep and unusual kindness of
compasheart, consideration for others,
sion which holds out their small hands in
helpfulness.
I can't explain it. It may be the result
of intensive training at home. It may be
that they were born more psychic than the
average child. Or it may be, as Freddie
Bartholomew's Aunt Cissie suggested— reincarnation. I'm not sure. I can only fall
back, I fear, on the inept amazement of,
"Gee, those kids are wonderful!"

Stay

Young
the

with

Stars

(Continued from page 37)

ing, oily cream before they do appear. How
can you tell when to begin? Well, perhaps last winter, you noticed with surprise
that your skin seemed dry. You may
never have given a thought to creams before, beyond a good, routine cold cream for
cleansing. But there is the first warning
I repeat, it isn't that a few
that indryness.
—lines
themselves are so terrible. All of
life'sa
a full
live and
who really
us
collect
bound to
are endure
and cares
worries
few character marks as we go along. In

/
t/i e
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Oscar Homolka,
Frances Farmer, Ray Milland ^A_,
and others of the cast of Paramount s
"Ebbtide" in Technicolor

use the new

SCREEN

and

STAGE

Miss Farmer
Gracious, talented, young ines
tnewstar
has been proclaimed thef
Paranew
ut
the
ugho
of the season. Thro
mount production of "Ebbtide" in Technicolor, she reaches new dramatic heights
both in the ability she displays and in that
glamour which every star must possess!
But they made another discovery in Holly
wood this season! The most distinguished
feminine stars of the screen, who use Screen
and Stage Make-Up by Elizabeth Arden
before the cameras, have discovered that
orous quality can glorify their priits glam
vate lives.

MAKE-UP

There are moments in every private life
which deserve to be glorified. Maybe
to be in amateur theatriyou're planning
cals or in a fashion show or would like to
snatch the glamour of Hollywood for very
special parties! Do it with Screen and
Stage Make-Up!

A complete group of theatrical preparations designed by Elizabeth Arden — sold
by exclusive Elizabeth Arden retail distributors everywhere. The booklet "Professional
Information" M-2, may be obtained by writing Screen and Stage Make-Up Laboratories:
5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

PRICE LIST
Foundations Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
lx to 20x (Stage)
Lipsticks. ... .convenient swivel top
Liners lx to 15x (Screen and Stage)
Powder Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
lxto 16x (Stage)../
(Screen and Stage)
Remover

S1-00
$1.00
$1.00
£L00

Student's Make-Up Box ... A professional kit for amateurs
93
t of five make-up foundacontains an adequate assortmen
pencils, powblack and brown make-up
tions, four liners, rouge, of
jsi.ou
make-up remover
der and generous bottle
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APPROVED SANITARY
PROTECTION
to be Warn Internally ...
Once you have known the
glorious freedom and comfort
of Holly-Pax, the modern
method of sanitary protection, you'll
never it.go through
a period
without
Worn internally, Holly-Pax
is never felt, and never shows.
No fussing with pins or belts.
Holly-Pax is approved by
the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene. Package of Four, 10c.
THE WIX COMPANY
Minneapolis — Los Angeles

boll
-Pax
AT
5 AND u 10*
STORES

HaveThe Appearance

FLAWLESS

Of

SKIN

This Summer

!

FLEMISHES! So easy to make them
*-* vanish from sight! Simply do this:
1. Apply new amazing "HIDE-IT." 2. Let
dry. 3. Add powder and usual make-up.
Gives skin clear-looking beauty in seconds! Conceals pimples, freckles, birthmarks, scars, discolorations. Go swimming or sunning, "HIDE-IT" won't
streak or easily rub off. Stick or Cream,
$1 at Department and leading Drug
Stores, 10c at Ten Cent Stores.
Hide-It
HIDES
SKIN BLEMISHES
TRIAL Clark-Millner Co., 666 St. Clair, Dept. IS- J, Chicago
I enclose 10c (Canada 15c) for "Hide-It." □ Cream □ Stick
Check Shade: DLighl nMedium OBrunelle □ Sun Tan

Name..

Town

Address
94
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fact, I despise a blank, smooth, characterless face on an older person. But it's
the webbed, wrinkled look that starts with
the drying out of the skin at thirty and
ends in an old, tired skin at forty, and
which can be prevented, that I want you to
guard against.
The old so-called tissue creams used to
be horrible, heavy, greasy affairs. Nowadays, all the good brands are pleasant to
use. Just a thin film is all that's necessary
and a seemingly expensive jar will last
and last. You needn't, if you don't want
to, leave the cream on overnight. Put it
on before you take a bath, and let the
warmth from the tub help the oils to penetrate into your skin. Let the cream stay
on for twenty minutes or* half an hour
while you're dressing or busy doing odd
jobs around the house. Don't forget your
neck, either. At least twice a week, let
the neck enjoy a good, softening creambath, too.
\\ XV 7"ATCH
upper arms
and the
waistline. A the
thickened,
mature
fleshiness
seems to settle upon these parts of the
body as we get older. Sometimes, even
though one is not actually too heavy, the
settled, mature look comes just the same.
'Tis a lack of suppleness which causes it,
and exercises will prevent and correct that
fault. Such a loss of youth's suppleness is
devastating to all sizes and shapes, but
particularly so to short women. The movie
stars are short, almost without exception.
( When a girl five feet six or seven hits
Hollywood, they look upon her as an
Amazon.) The movie stars' bare arms, in
evening gowns, must keep the slim, willowy
look of youth. And the waistline — well, of
course, it goes without saying that it must
keep that trim, nipped-in look. Did you
obsoive Miss Colbert in her skating costume in "I Met Him in Paris"? All over
the theatre, I heard them whispering,
"Doesn't she look adorable!" And a skating costume, dears, is about the most
difficult garment to wear with its snug fit
and short skirt.
WELL, there now, those are the salient
points of youthfulness, I think : The
texture of the skin, the jaw line, the brow,
the upper arms, the waistline. Graying
hair doesn't matter. You can dye it—
rather, have it dyed, by the best possible
hair artist you can afford. Or you can let
it get gray, which, with your clear, lovely
skin, good figure and young, sparkling
eyes, will only render you that much more
distinguished. A word about the care of
gray and white hair. It needs frequent
laundering to look its best, but everyone
knows that soap is inclined to give it a
yellowish cast. Write me for the best
shampoo to use. It's good for all shades
of hair, by the way, but particularly helpful for gray-ladies and delicate blondes. It
works up into a lather like lightning. Only
a little is needed to give a thorough
shampoo. You need no rinses afterwards
— just a good sousing with clear water.
As we get older, we must learn to be
better and better make-up artists. We can't
use the same casual dab of lipstick and
puff of powder we used when we were
twenty-one. If powder is used, it should
be first reinforced with a powder base —
the liquid ones, delightfully tinted to every
known flesh tone — are the best. This base
should be applied sparingly, evenly and
carefully. Then use the lightest textured
powder you can find, perhaps in two shades
— a darker shade for the jowl line, where
you are a bit too heavy, or for the nose,
which is too prominent. Powder should
cover the face and neck, leaving no line of
demarcation. If you use rouge, it must
be cream rouge, for cake rouge has a drying effect. The merest flush of rouge under
the chin, if one's chin is too heavy, will

MEN
Tke

LOVE

Inoffensive

and

Close-up

be Sure

:'s a wise girl who uses HUSH to correct
offensive Body Odors. Try it once and
HUSH will be your best friend forever — for
it instantly banishes perspiration odors, and
will not harm fabrics. HUSH is wonderful
for relieving hot, tired feet and overcoming
that disagreeable "between toes" odor, too!

DEODORANT

Favorite
COt at INyour
\C\t OCdSLIGHTLY
ll^Y PRICES
£.0
DL/ HIGHER
toilet CANADA
goods counter
r-,

BECOME

AN EXPERT

Executive Accountants
andthem.
C. P.OnlyA.'s16.000
earn Certified
$2,000 toPublic
$15,000Accounta year.
Accountant
Thousands
of S.firms
need
a
the
U.
n
We
train
t
you
thoroly
s
at
home
in
i
spare
time
n
for
CPA
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary.members
Personalof the
training
under Institute
supervisionof Accountants.
of staff of C P.AWrite's
including
American
for free book. Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."
LaSaNe Extension University, Dept 9318-H,Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.vs
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THE MOST
STUNNING
WAVE

you
With ever
this newhad
clear
wave set, your hair is
twice as lovely. Your
wave lasts twice as
long.
Your curls
entrancing
and more
your
hair is free from
flakes and stiffness.
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reduce that annoying feature. Younotyouryou
self must determine whether or
are the type to get away with mad shades
of eye-shadow, or
" of lipstick and a dash
whether you should wear only the merest
touch of rose-shaded lipstick and look sweet
rather than sophisticated. I can really give
only one rule for make-up for us older
gals: Experiment for yourself and use
nt. When in doubt, don't.
your
we get older, too, we must all learn
As judgme
n advisers. We must
to'be our ownForfashio
the woman with a heavy
study lines.
bust, a deep V neckline narrows her like
magic. Heavy hips lose inches when a
floor length sash of contrasting color to the
ideo-own is allowed to fall down the left-s
Iront of the figure. On tall, heavy women,
the judicious use of long fringe, applied on
a slanting line, gives evening dresses
o-lamor. Do not think you must stick
Completely to black, navy and brown as
are
you get older. The wine shadesskinof aredglow
mad? for you ; they give the
Spring green. Soft blues. Prints. And it
vou're verv thin, the big splashy prints will
d fullness. But always soft
"o-ive you neede
colors— the mad shades are for the young.
wear
If your hair is white or gray, don't
A touch
" white or gray next to your face.
.
please
you
of pink at the neckline, if
Be careful about the length of jackets
as you get older. The very short, mppedin and bolero effects are also for the
young. Suit jackets should be at least hip
length. Have a number of extra jackets in
worn with
your wardrobe, which can besoothe
your
various things. You may
yearning for an occasional bright color with
way scarves, buckles, buttons, flowers and
other gadgets. But heavy women, please,
always tack scarves, belts and such -in
so that they won't fly in the breezes
place,
or shift around and make you look bigger
than you are.

we get older, we must settle upon
a definite coiffure. Our hair must be
''fixed" every day — that quaint old custom
which nearly went out with the event of
l, long bob. In general, I'd say
the casua
the lines which sweep up and give
that
height and dignity, even though one is tall,
crisp bob on older
are&best. I like a short
women only when the hair is naturally
wavy ~ or curly and adaptable enough to
is long, the style
"stay, put." If your hair -what
used to be
■of hair-do I like best is
ure, recoiff
uson
Ferg
called the Elsie
member? Adapted a little— not so full
around the face as it used to be fashionable
but that general idea.
to wear one's hair,
This is the way to do it: Divide the hair
across the crown, leaving the more generous
half to the back. Roll the back hair up
fan-wise, and smooth it across the crown of
vour head. Then take the front part and
arrange it over this padding effect. You
n it
may part it where you wish, and softe
at ears and temples as you wish. Tuck
the ends in by twisting the hair to the
right or left and poking the ends under,
ifyou have a lot of hair, you should have
it thinned for this coiffure, for the line of
the head will be lost, if you have too
abundant tresses.
If your hair is rather short and thick
charmand you don't wish to wear a bob, athe
hair
ing effect is attained by swirling
to one side of the head and rolling and
tucking till all the ends are out of sight.
This can only be done with short, thick
hair. It gives the look of the old French
roll. The roll should be placed a little to
one side of the center of the head and
extend from the crown to the nape of the
neck. Of course, the hair should be waved
at front and sides and softened some around
the face, or the effect will be freakish
rather than charming.
Well, I hope I haven't made you all feel
AS

REST

AND

RELAXATION

more refreshing
• Can you think of anything more relaxing to the body,
to the spirit than the caressing smoothness of a UNIT

BEAUTY

BATH?

g
in the morning with a busy clay's work ahead or in the evenin
s of complete
with a night's entertainment to look forward to, fifteen minute
of living
relaxation in a LINIT BEAUTY BATH will bring to you the joy
Whether

or two of LINIT
and the zest for going places. Merely swish a handful

in

water and step in. You will find yourself enjoying a desensation of
lightful and restful BEAUTY BATH that gives the thrilling

your tub of warm

bathing in rich cream. And the LINIT

BEAUTY

BATH

leaves you with a

fresh, rested appearance— your skin soft and smooth
petals of your evening corsage.
as the Gardenia
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by this article that you have one foot in
the grave or something.
There's only time left to offer this
month's present. An individual package
of handy little squares of tissue to carry in
your purse. Dandy for removing lipstick
from the paws when you repair the face in
public. Very handy, too, to fix that bad
line of the mouth when the paint job
doesn't go on so well. Address the coupon
to Mary Marshall, Modern Screen, 149
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y, for
this little gift.

, FOR YOUR

HAIR

MORE

FLEAS

Mary Marshall, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send the Lipstick Tissue samples, at
no cost to me.
Name
Street

Colorinse truly glorifies woman's crowning
glory - her hair. This natural-color rinse magically reveals the hidden beauty of your hair
and gives it sparkling brilliancy. It is neither a
dye nor a bleach - but a harmless coloring.
Colorinse does not interfere with your natural curl or permanent wave, l a different shades;
see the Nestle Color Chart at all counters.
SO SIMPLE TO USE
Shampoo your hair, then rinse thoroughly and rub partly dry with a towel.

Dissolve the contents of a package of
Colorinse in warm water and pour the
rinse over your head with a cup.
^§£t"S $
Dry ha'r thorouShly> brush it, and you
^ISK i/'
wil- see a sParkle and brilliance in your
J A \/y~T ha'r that Wil' astonish and delight you.
ioc for package of 2 rinses, at 10c stores; 25c for 5
rinses at drug and dept. stores.

(e&tb

COLORINSE"

Send for this true story of a freckled
face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily — how her homely freckles
her self-conscious and miserable at made
fourteen — how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day
she
saw a Stillman's ad.
She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly
embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leaving her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.
It's a real experience
that will bring hope to
too, reprinted word
ES' you
for word in
FRECKL
our
booklet
"Good - bye
Freckles,"
SEND COUPON
^BOOKLET 0 R POST CARD
0
THE S TILLMAN COMPANY50
Aurora, III., U. S. A.
Box 12,
Name
Address
!!!!!!!!!!!
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Between
You
'rV Me
{Continued from page 16)
$1.00 Prize Letter
Can You Think Up Some, Too?
Wouldn't it be funny if it were :
Gary Fenser instead of Cooper?
Tom Black instead of Brown?
Fredric Halt instead of March?
Toby Head instead of Wing?
Robert Hemstitcher instead of Taylor?
Chuck Bones instead of Buck Jones?
Grace Less instead of Moore?
Paula Rock instead of Stone?
BusteV Happy instead of Crabbe?
Norma Clipper instead of Shearer?
Bob Sizzles instead of Burns ?
Loretta Old instead of Young?
Mae North instead of West?
Johnny Ups instead of Downs? — Katherine
Pasco, Fresno, Calif.

• "Here are two sure ways to rid me of fleas!
Powerful Skip-Flea Powder positivel
y kills
fleas. Doesn't just stun them. They stay dead!
Big sifter-top tin costs only 25^! One application lasts for days. Famous Skip-Flea Soap
gives rich, creamy lather. Makes my coat supple, keeps my coat beautiful, destroys dog odor,
Kills
Flea! 25<*
for big
cake." Soap
Your Every
dog deserves
the best.
Skip-Flea
and Powder are two of the complete line of
famous Sergeant's Dog Medicines. Standard
since 1879. Made of the finest ingredients.
Guaranteed. Sold by drug and pec stores.
. . . Free Advice. Our Veterinarian will answer
questions
Write
Free Dogabout
Book.your
Ask dog's
your health.
dealer or
writefully.
for
of Sergeant's famous book on
free ofcopy
your
the care
dogs.
New edition now ready. It
life.
your dog's
save MILLER
mayPOLK
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
1981 W Broad Street • Richmond, Virginia

SKIP-FLEA
ASK

FOR

SOAP
FREE

AND
DOG

POWDER
BOOK

$1.00 Prize Letter
"Only" a Western
I would like to say a word in behalf of
Western pictures and Western players. It's
true, they win no Academy Awards, but
there are a-plenty worse pictures made.
Most of us, I am sure, harbor a false
vanity toward them. We like to call them
"blood and thunders," and scoff, in general, but if the truth were known, the
majority of us still warm up to such lines
as "Meet me at the hideout," and "Head
him
Devil's
more,offweatstill
like Gulch."
to see theAnd,
herowhat's
save
the homestead and get the girl. The trouble
is, we won't admit it— not even to ourselves.
Many of us underestimate the acting in
Westerns, too. We are prone to think that
any actor, who specializes in horses, lariats
and six-shooters, is sure to be a punk
second-rater. But this is far from true.
—Albert C. Keller, DeSoto, Mo.
The battle is still raging, and the question, "Who is King of Feminine Hearts —
Bob
Taylor yet.
or Tyrone Power?", hasn't
been settled
Here are excerpts from
just a handful of your letters. At this
stage, Bob is far ahead of Ty. Remember,
your votes will decide who will be King. —
The Editor.
From the Taylor-ites
Boy, is my dander up, but I guess I might
as well cool down and continue to worship
Nebraska's own gift to womankind from

STREAKED
HAIR?
This way
brings

even color
Faded
streaks at— the
dulltouch
strands
— grayness
— all vanish
of this
famous
clear, water-like liquid. Just comb it on and
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft — easy to curl or wave. Entirely SAFE. Millions know this time-tested
way. Get bottle from your druggist or department store on
money-back guarantee.
Test it FREE ~ Will you try
Mary T. Goldman's on single lock
snipped from hair? No risk this
way.
We send
complete Free Test.
... Mail
coupon.
f—

MARY
GOLDMAN
2331
GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn. — j
Name
Street
,
State
City

Color of your hair? .
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afar, ignoring the mud pies being thrown
at my hero's head, for such must be the
price of fame. — Opal Kostenbadcr, Sciota
Mills, III. At present I have 151 pictures
and 76 articles of my handsome hero, so
there's no doubt my vote goes to him. —
Jean Myers, Napervillc, 111. If Taylor
would get a haircut, he wouldn't have to
worry about handing over his crown to Ty.
Otherwise he's tops with me. — Louise
Brooks, Northampton, Mass. Let them
turn against Bob for ail the Tyrones in the
world, but I'm going to stick by him. —
Daisy Bess Brown, Grandfield, Okla. Bob
has a clean-cut, masculine-looking profile,
while Tyrone's is feminine. — Movie Fan.
Ty Power may have a little more assurance
in his acting, but he is a well-known type
there's an
(like Buddy Rogers), whilequality
"American-home-and-fireside"
about
Bob that is entirely his. — Vera Sheldon,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Power is too much in
love with life, himself, and getting ahead,
ever to hold a firm place in American
hearts. He won't last in pictures. Taylor
will go far. — Janet Colvin, Huntington
Beach, Calif. Power has the dumbest
looking pan I ever saw. — Cecelia Schzvars,
New York, N. Y. Bob's a grand fellow.
Don't break him down by any petty remarks.— Ruth Watanabe, Dinuba, Calif.
Power is a playboy. He goes with three
girls while Taylor only goes with one.
Power's legs look like those of a crane, and
his face looks like the inside of a lemon pie.
I'd be satisfied if I never saw that guy in
another picture. — /. T. Taylor, Tex.
From the Power-ites
Tyrone Power is tall, dark and handsome, while Bob Taylor is merely tall and
dark. — Dorothy Saunders, No. Platte, Neb.
Ty gives me an awfully nice feeling when
he looks at the heroine in that attractive
manner of his. I just won't miss one of
his pictures. — Thehna L. Smith. The
crown that Valentino wore is not slipping,
it has just been polished up and is beingworn again after lying useless for a decade. Once again we are investing in scrapbooks, jars of paste and shears; again we
are sending our hard-earned quarters for a
precious, signed photograph. Power is
King.— Mrs. H. Tollman, Omaha, Neb.
I saw "Camille" against my better judgment
and got stung. To me it was a series of
stills — Garbo, Taylor, Garbo, Taylor. I
think Power has it all over Taylor. — Helen
Berry, Ephrata, Wash. Please make him a
College Romeo and put him in a college
picture. — Helen Cook, Rennsselaer, N. Y.
I never want to see Taylor again as long
as I live ! His face, mainly, gets on my
nerves. — E. Lea, Wynnwood, Pa.
From

the Neutral-ites

Personally, I wouldn't crown either one
of them King, but 1 should like to crown
the one who started all this commotion.
Seriously, I enjoy seeing both of them on
the screen and would even suggest both
I didn't
a picture,
together
playingit would
think
startin some
more ofif this
catty
chatter. I have pictures of each one in my
room. (Bob's frame is a little bigger than
Tyrone's!) — Blossom Browd, Neiv York
City. I don't think either one ever will
be King, for another person is already
there and has been for years — none other
than Clark Gable. — Marion Guskey, San
Jose, Calif. Phooey ! I'll take Mickey
Rooney first. Pretty boys with beautiful
teeth and lovely smiles make nice extra
men at parties, but as a steady boy friend,
I'll have Gary Cooper. — Miriam Maskes,
Chicago,which
III. one
It'sI too
trouble the
to
decide
like much
best, because
more nice boy friends that come along, the
more nice boy friends I like. It's the same
way with actors. I still like Clark Gable,
by the way, and I have a secret yen for
Don Ameche. — Esther Skaggs, Indiana.
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Willie Winkie

• Shirley Temple is growing up and so are
Iier pictures. For the transition period in
the young lady's career — not to mention her
physical development — her studio has wisely chosen a vehicle so good that its star is
subordinated to the story. Never once — as
has happened so often in the past— does
"Wee Willie Winkie" reach
where
Shirley is forced to tap dance.a point
In fact, she
even sings only once— a brief and effective
rendition of "Auld Lang Svne" at the
deathbed of Victor McLaglen.
John Ford has directed the picture with
noteworthy restraint, and never once gives
in to the over-sentimental type of thingwhich some moviegoers have come to dread
in Shirley Temple pictures. Altogether,
"Wee Willie Winkie" is a fine, moving and
exciting motion picture. It offers excellent
entertainment for discriminating audiences
who like only the best in films, and it will
win little Miss Temple many new admirers
among skeptics who have avoided her
efforts in the past.
There are splendid performances by the
entire cast, particularly that of Victor
McLaglen. His "Sergeant MacDuff" is
the best thing he's done since "The Informer." Others outstand
are C. Aubrey
Smith, Cesar Romero, ing
Michael Whaleii,
June Lang, Douglas Scott and Clyde Cook'.
—20th Century-Fox.
★★★New
Faces of 1937
This turns out to be vaudeville de luxe
and well worth anyone's price of admisifit'sthevaudevill
e entertai
you're
after sion,for
evening.
Thoughnment
the names
alone could be counted on for bits of real
entertainment, the plot has been so cleverly constructed that the whole picture can
come under that heading. Joe Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyakarkus, Jerome Cowan,

ARE

Reviews

{Continued from page 13)
Harriet Hilliard, Lorraine Krueger, Patricia Wilder, Thelma Leeds, Tommy Mack
and William Brady are just a few of the
galaxy of stars here presented and each
offers a bit of his or her own specialty —
and in top form.
All this diversity of talent is tied together
by a producer who is out to put on shows—
preferably "flops" so he can coin a little
money by underhanded methods. He inveigles enthusiastic talent into working for
hiiri^ promising untold fame and money if
they'll stick by him. Justice, of course,
wins out, as it has a way of doing in celluloid, so the producer goes to his ruin
and the cast to fame on their own when
they take over the show. Romantic interest
is kept at high pitch by Harriet Hilliard
and handsome William Brady. Dancing
numbers which deserve special mention are
those of the Three Chocolateers, the Loria
Brothers and attractive Ann Miller. Songs
you'll hum on the way home are "New
Faces" and "Love is Never Out of Season." Noteworthy also,
the elaborate
sets which contribute to are
the effectiveness
of the goings-on. You are no doubt
familiar with the copyrighted antics of most
— RKO.
of
the cast, so we'll only add that they and
the picture come up to expectations.
** Parnell
Covering a little-known period in the
history of Ireland, "Parnell," in the hands
of Director Stahl, is a painstaki
ng and

carefully made picture aided and abetted
by the names of Clark Gable and Myrna
Loy and the performances of Miss Loy and
several members of the supporting " cast.
As Charles Stewart Parnell, "the uncrowned king of Ireland," Clark Gable is
too placid to convince audiences that he's
the fiery patriot who came so close to
winning home rule for Ireland. Myrna
Loy, on the other hand, is charming and
as the lovely Katie -O'Shea, for
capable
whose love
Parnell sacrifices his political
career. Particular attention is paid to detail, and the production itself can only be
described as handsome.
Most touching moment is a love scene
played by Gable and Loy against a background of London fog. Among the numerous excellent performances by the sup-

are
porting by
contributed
cast, the
g "onesBillie
Ednaoutstandin
Mae Oliver,
Burke, Alan Marshall, Donald Crisp.
George Zucco, Montagu Love and Berton
Churchill, and a brief speech by Brandon
Tynan, as an old Irish patriot, drew cheers
audience. But "Parnell"
from
is
stilla a preview
dull picture.
Directed by John
M. Stahl.— M-G-M.
★ The Great

Gambini

if you re addicted to murder-mvsteries.
you really shouldn't pass up this particular
picture. For you will find enough "mystery" to keep you guessing right through
the last reel and
part of the way home.
You will swear that at least six characters
in the story committed the murder and will
be pleasantly surprised to find yourself all
wrong when Paramount lets you in on the
secret. The story has some novel twists
which add to the entertainment. For instance, after it has been shown that each
character in the play could logicallv have
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promptly refunded. So start today.
thin and rundown only because they don't
get enough yeast vitamins (Vitamin B)
and iron in their daily food.
Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right
Now, by a new process, the vitamins
away,
we
make this FREE offer. Purchase a package
from the special rich yeast used in making
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out seal on box
English ale, world-renowned for its medicand mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health,
inal properties, are concentrated to 7 times
their strength in ordinary yeast. This 7"New Facts About Tour Body." Remember, results
with the veryIronized
first package
— or Co.,
money Inc.,
refunded.
all
power concentrate is combined with 3
druggists.
Yeast
Dept.At 39,
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Atlanta, Ga.
hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized English ale
yeast and other valuable tonic ingredients
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are added. Finally, for your protection
Be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast.
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committed the crime, a new note in murder films is handed the audience by interrupting the picture before the denouement,
and giving the audience a minute in which
to solve the murder— with the time clocked
off on the screen.
Akim Tamiroff is a magician and mind
reader who warns the parties interested of
the impending murder, and then, mysteriously appears to help solve it, thereby
putting William Demarest, the not-so'smart detective and his stooge, Edward
Brophy, to shame. Tamiroff easily dominates the picture with his excellent performance, while other roles are well
handled by Reginald Denny, Genevieve
Tobin, Marian Marsh and John Trent. Directed by Charles Yidor. — Paramount.
itit Mountain Music
Bob Burns and Martha Raye pep up that
part of Burns,
Arkansassomewhat
which ispixilated
this picture's
locale.
by a
fall on his head in his j'outh, is subject to
a dual personality which comes upon him
whenever he gets a blow on the head, and
out of which he emerges only when
drenched with water. When the story
opens. Bob is to marry Terry Walker, to
end the feud between their two families,
but she loves his brother, John Howard.
Burns gets a rap on the head and leaves
the bride at the altar. Running away, he
appropriates a swanky car and meets
Martha Raye. Being still semi-conscious,
he falls madly in love with her. Their
love affair is hectic and hilarious, with
Martha able to hold his love only by
bumping him on the head occasionally.
. Burns- and his inimitable Arkan-saws are
excellent,portingascast is
"Moutha''
The John
supincludes
FuzzyRaye.
Knight,
Howard, Terry Walker, Olin Howland,
Jan Duggan, and Charles Timblin, who
aid and abet the two comedians with good
effect. Though the script is pretty sketchy
in spots, the crazy antics of Burns and
Martha Raye make up for its deficiencies.
Directed by Robert Florey. — Paramount.
* Sweetheart of the Navy
Down along the waterfront Cecilia
Parker runs a joint which isn't doing so
well because most of the sailor lads prefer
visiting
spending.
Cecilia's
rat of theto first
water, runs
out onpartner,
her witha
all the dough, leaving our heroine in what
can only be described as a fix. But the
Navy always comes through, and this time
they plan a boxing match between the bullying fleet champ and Eric Linden, a gob
with Annapolis ambitions. The fleet commandant calls off the fight, but Eric, who
has fallen in love with Miss Parker, goes
through with things anyway, wins the fight
and saves the day, if not the picture, for
his loved one.
This is a minor item on the month's entertainment calendar — one of the reasons
why dual bills were born. Miss Parker is
too demure for her role, but she puts over
an agreeable song called, "I Want You to
Want Me." Eric Linden tries hard to be
convincing as the sailor boy, and Roger
Imhoff turns in a workmanlike performance as the fleet commandant. Best performance in the picture is that of Bernadene Hays, who plays a tough cafe hostess.
Directed by Duncan Mansfield. — Grand
National.
ir Talent Scout
An unpretentious but ingratiating little
comedy drama with a Hollywood background, this offers average entertainment
which should please most audiences. In
the title role, Donald Woods is a pressagent and talent digger-upper who is sent
by his producer bosses on a cross-country
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Outdoor Girl brings to you this centuriesfavored beauty treatment. By a special patented process each fine flake of powder carries a tiny particle of Olive Oil to keep it
from "sponging-up" the natural oils of your
skin. These oils are essential to keep your
beauty fresh and radiant — protected against
the ravages of relentless time and weather.
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(naturelle) ; Palm Beach (rachelle); Lido
(warm brunette); Miami (summer tan);
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GUARD
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EYES

jaunt to publicize a bevy of screen cuties
and round up new talent. He is so phenomenally unsuccessful, his bosses fire him,
but he runs across Jeanne Madden on an
amateur program and brings her back to
Hollywood. Balance of the picture is
concerned with his efforts, first to get the
girl a career, and then to get her a husband, preferably himself.
Don Woods is personable and competent
in the lead, and Miss Madden does well as
the singer who becomes a picture star.
Best in the supporting cast are Rosalind
Marquis, as the menace, Fred Lawrence as
a movie star, and Joseph Crehan and
Charles Halton, as producers. Directed by
William Clemens. — Warner Bros.
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Aids in counteracting dry condition of skin
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the youthful appearance of the skin around the eyes.
The fine, rich, blended oils contained in this cream are
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benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D". Start giving your eyes this youthifying treatment today with Maybelline Eye Creaml
Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.
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Money

For the first few reels you'll be wondering what connection the title can possibly
have with this picture. For never were
pennies squeezed within an inch of their
lives as they are here by Edward Everett
Horton. We find him as the parsimonious
auditor of a newspaper, and the role gives
him a grand chance to exploit all the old
tricks and some new ones besides. When
our hero goes on a resort vacation the
money breaks loose. Being on the groundfloor when a millionaire's kidnapping takes
place, Horton "scoops" his own smartaleck reporters, and spares no expense in
keeping the story exclusive until he can
"break" the complete event. How he manages to outwit rival reporters as well as
his own at every turn, provides plenty of
hilarity. One reporter he can't outwit,
however, is attractive Louise Campbell,
femme news-sleuth, who has designs on
the fluttery Horton heart.
Others in the cast are Lynne Overman,
Esther Dale, Lucien Littlefield, and Benny
Baker. They do competent work, while
the rest of the cast is satisfactory in every
respect. But "Wild Money" is still a Horton picture from first to last. Directed by
Louis King. — Paramount.
^You Can't Beat Love
You won't lose sleep over this picture,
but you probably won't fall asleep during
it, either. In short, it's pretty fair entertainment considering that nothing sensational was expected of it. Preston Foster's
performance outshines the rest. Here he
has a new type of role — that of a playboy
who can't resist a dare. This trait gets him
and his faithful valet, Herbert Mundin,
into no end of troubles, from ditch-digging
to running for mayor. Trying to get the
mayoralty presents more difficulties than
running into corrupt city politics, for
Foster finds that it's Joan Fontaine's father
whom he is aiming to defeat. It's a little
tough to try to win the daughter while beating the father, but this situation provides
an amusing plot on which to hang the
story. The conflict between Foster and the
crooked chief of police, Berton Churchill,
and Paul Hurst, as Butch Mehaffey, who
would like to do a little police-chiefing himself, provides the really hilarious moments.
Joan Fontaine in her second film proves
that she is really a good movie bet, though
right now stronger on the looks than the
histrionics. An outstandingly good characterization isgiven by Barbara Pepper as
the voluptuous moll of Harold Huber, one
of the city's first racketeers, and also by
Paul Guilfoyie, as Louie the Weasel,
Huber's right-hand man. William Brisbane and Alan Bruce are acceptable in
smaller roles. Directed by Christy Cabanne. — RKO-Radio.
Armored

Car

This is strictly a cops-and-robbers pic-
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ture, with no variation on the original
theme. This time the robbers ply their
trade by dynamiting- armored payroll cars,
but they get their just dues in the final
reel, after the inevitable chase scene. Robert Wilcox is a young employe of the
armored car concern who is fired because
he has had a prison record. He joins up
with the gangsters, and they're the only
ones who don't know he's really spying on
them. Everything in the plot unfolds just
as you expect it will, and the whole thing
adds up to minor melodrama for the less
fastidious audiences.
The best performance in the piece is that
of Irving Pichel as a philosophical but
cold-blooded chief of the mobsters. Novelty of his role is that he's the only member of the mob who doesn't talk in the
accepted gangster vernacular. Cesar
Romero is competent as Pichel's aide, and
Robert Wilcox and Judith Barrett handle
the romantic leads effectively. Best in the
supporting cast are Bill Lundigan, David
Oliver and Tom Kennedy. Directed by
Lewis Foster. — Universal.
Ever Since Eve
An ugly duckling by day — a glamorous
beauty by night. Before you say 'Where
have I heard that plot before?" let us inform you that it's the theme of the new
Marion Davies picture — a theme which
Marion has employed more than once before, but not with such success.
This time she's a stenographer who continually loses her job because of her sex
appeal. Determined to work in spite of
her breathless beauty, she dons a wig and
horn-rimmed glasses and gets herself a
position with Robert Montgomery, a young
author whose hobby is anything but work.
You know the rest of the story, of course,

SCREEN

but the script writers have inserted several good gags and situations, and there,
is an amusing broad comedy thread supplied by Patsy Kelly and Allan Jenkins.
Bob Montgomery makes his author completely believable, and there are capable
performances by Louise Fazenda, as a publisher and Frank McHugh, as a writer
of The Motorcycle Girls - series. Miss
Davies is more at home in her wig and
glasses than she is in her more glamorous
moments. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. —
Warner Bros.
* Midnight

Madonna

The main purpose of this slightly oversentimental melodrama is to introduce
Kitty Clancy, a personable young lady of
four who looks much like the early Shirley Temple. News of a new child actress
on the film horizon is not always glad tidings, but in this case it must be reported
that Miss Clancy is cute without being precocious, and she
the
bag of tricks
whichdoesn't
makes seem
you to
wanthave
to lay
hands on the usual kiddie star.
The plot of the picture has to do with
the parents' fight over the custody of their
daughter. The husband, a meanie, convinces ajudge the child should be his, even
though his real reason is to come into his
daughter's inheritance. But he reckons
without Warren William, an honest
gambler
fallsthe
in love
child'sa
mother, who
kidnaps
judgewith
and themakes
few changes in the situation.
Mr. William ably portrays his sympathetic role, and there are good performances by Robert Baldwin and Mady Correl,
as the child's parents. In the supporting
cast, Edward Ellis, as the judge, is outstanding. Directed by James Flood.—
Paramount.

"^rThe Emperor's Candlesticks
"The Emperor's Candlesticks" ranks as
one of the season's major disappointments.
With a cast headed by William Powell,
Luise Rainer and Robert Young, audiences
have a right to expect big — or at least fairly entertaining — things of this film. Unfortunately, the big moment never arrives,
and the whole thing somehow fails to come
off. Most of the blame belongs to the
director, who never once achieves the light
touch so necessary to a plot saturated with
intrigue and the slick doings of international spies. The production is handsomely
mounted, indicating that a good deal of
money has been spent on it. It must be
admitted that when M-G-M makes a flop,
it makes a brilliant one.
The story revolves about a Polish spy
(William Powell), a Russian spy (Luise
Rainer) and a pair of silver candlesticks.
Each of the principals has hidden an important message in one of the candlesticks,
and most of the picture concerns their
efforts to retrieve them. William Powell
gives his usual smooth performance in spite
of the fact that he objected to his role
throughout
picture's
Young does the
what
he canshooting.
with a Robert
rather
negative role, and Frank Morgan tries to
be amusing with no engaging dialogue to
aid him. Maureen O'Sullivan is adequate.
Biggest disappointment is the work of Luise
Rainer,
last year's
the Academy's
gold
statuette.
Misswinner
Rainer,of whose
previous
performances have all been brilliant, gives
her role an overtone of heavy tragedy
which is exactly what it doesn't need. We
imagine there was a knock on her door the
morning after the preview, and a voice said,
Rainer, I'm the man for the
—"Miss
M-G-M.
statuette." Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
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(Continued from page -10)
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Everyone said, "Wasn't Lionel Barrymore
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When you try the new EY-TEB
creamy Mascary, you, too, will know
why we say it's perfect. Ey-Teb Mascary is always ready to use — because
no water is required! It's safe,
water-proof, tear-proof and positively
will not smudge. Try Ey-Teb Mascary today — you'll find new magic in
your eyes!
Three shades — Black,
Brown,
10 centsBlue
each—
^t/t
flPJJJ

at 5 and 10 cent
stores everywhere

EYTEB
MASCAP.Y
by the Makers of Ey-Teb Artifical Eye-Lashes
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pDWARD ARNOLD seldom goes the
L' limit on scene-stealing unless as a last
resort. One of the better known heavies,
he too has his little ways of preventing
colleagues from taking a scene. It is
frequently said, "Edward Arnold walked
away with the picture. Gee, he's clever!"
There are probably more speculations
about Arnold than all the young Lotharios
that keep ladies' hearts fluttering each season. One among the many is just how he
manages such a hearty laugh, at such odd
moments during his pictures. This, probably, more than any other thing, has accounted for a large part of his humanness
as a picture personality.
Again nessing
itthe is
old "story.
witfilmthenaturally
turn Those
their eyes
to him when they hear this deep guffaw.
The person playing in the scene with him
is momentarily lost. As a result, Arnold
holds his audience more during the time
he is before the camera than the people
who play scenes with him.
An amusing incident of Mr. Arnold's
never being at a loss for retaliation happened during a recent picture. It seems
one of the better known stage actresses
played opposite him and, in one scene, continually edged Arnold around until he was
back to the camera — an old stage trick.
Arnold let her finish, then facing away
from the lens, he calmly began scratching
his rear extremity. Needless to say the
lady's scene was lost, all eyes were on
Mr. Arnold and the portion of his anatomy
that itched.
Victor Moore is another old timer who
has captured a nation and holds the interest
of all who see him. For many years one
of the leading professionals in the theatre,
he has now become an outstanding personality on the screen.
Needless to say, he is among the cleverest comedians ever to stride across a sound
stage. When he outsmarts his co-workers
and walks
off with
the honors,
thing of interest
to every
movie it's
fan. someVictor Moore has attuned his acting to
his facial expressions and with the finesse
of a diplomat makes a strong bid for
sympathy in everything he does. Life
equipped him with a pathetic appearance
and, with this to start on, Moore has trained
his voice to match his looks. To all this,
he has added a natural sense of comedy
timing when reading lines.
In one of his pictures he played the part
of Moon Face, the killer. Naturally, when
he told people he was a desperado they
laughed, and when he turned his pathetic
face to the audience, with a shrug, he threw
them into fits of laughter. He cleverly
portrays the type person who tries and
tries, but gets little, yet is never disheartened.
In "Make Way for Tomorrow," he
portrayed a Grandfather who, married
for fifty years, was separated from his wife
in their old age. It was a pathetic part
and the invincible Moore played it to the
hilt, with the result that he walked away
with top billing.
Everyone to his own taste, of course.
My taste would be to see these pastmasters in this movie art all together., each
with his bag of tricks. This in the vernacular of Hollywood would be gigantic!

MOTHER,
the to
added
fromcomfort,
your baby
will prove
you smiles
the extra
the
extra freedom from chafing, that he gets
when you use Z.B.T. Olive Oil Baby Powder.
The olive oil gives Z.B.T. added smoothness,
enables it to cling longer, makes it more
effective against skin irritations. Free from
zinc stearate, Z.B.T. is approved by leading
hospitals, by Good Housekeeping Bureau
and by your baby.
For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z. B.T., Dept.K-6,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

BABY COMING?
It regularly.
DE doctor
See
your
BY POW
|P Jj^RA
Ask ' himHygeia
about Nipples
breastshaped
and wide mouth Hygeia
Bottles. New valve inside
nipple lapse.
helps
preventnipple
colTab keeps
germ-free.
Smooth,
roundinner surface and wide
tleed easy.
mouth make cleaning botSAFEST
BECAUSE EASIEST TO CLEAN

HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE

GLUE
THINGS!
Wood, Paper
Celluloid
Leather
Plywood
Porcelain
Tile, Glass
China
SV^Drug&IOc.Stores
1 A d At Hardware,
Adolphe Menjou, who's way up there
now, the happy result of his work in a number of hit pictures, is really a thoughtful
guy. Why, only the other day, before a
group help
of histheco-workers,
he the
declared:
must
little fellows,
people "We
who
used to be our friends."
Her studio had no sooner wished Simone
Simon Bon Voyage and a grand time in
her native Paree, than they cabled her to
take the next boat back to play Walter
Winchell's leadin' lady in "Love and

Kisses."
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(Continued from page 8)

Unsettled, medicine forgotten, Clark
moved restlessly from job to job. A lean,
lanky, disillusioned fellow, purposeless,
yet with a strong hunger for lifehe that
got
drove him on and on. Acting, when
his first part, was just another job to him
— no different from driving a truck or sawing a log. Through his association with a
he
cheap little barnstorming company,
met Franz Doerfler. the girl whose love
was to change the contours of his life. She
was strangely attracted to this sullen,
unreckless chap. She sensed his great For
happiness. She wanted to help him. Their
three vears they were inseparable.
romance is a tale of mutual sacrifices, of
of the few worldly posseswillingsionssharing
thev owned. It is the most beautiful
thing in 'ciark Gable" s life. Several times
To
was' refused.
and baby.
proposed
he
Marriage
was her
Clarkmarriage
Franz,
would have spoiled that relationship.
to sudAnd so they drifted apart, Clark
den fame, Franz to obscurity. In 1024,
when he was 23. Gable married Josephine
Dillon, elocution teacher, and several
didn't
senior. Their
his somehow,
years but,
been married
havingmarriage
last,
character, gave him
things to
did feeling
he had come of age, that
thatClark's
the
his life was of some worth. Through
Lionel Barryinore. under whose direction
he had played a Broadway role, he was
Neither his
given a screen test ate M-G-M.
studio nor Barryinor has ever had cause
to regret this generosity. Ever since his
success' in "A Free Soul," with Norma
he has been the world's Number
Shearer,
screen actor. On the upswing of his
One
career, Clark married Rhea Langham. At
present the couple is separated, though
they have never been divorced.
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LOBETTA YOUNG (Last printed October
1036. Total number of requests since then,
3S9.) The bright sun of California ripened
Loretta Young early. Into the brief span
(if her twenty-four years,
she has packed more real
life than many a woman
twice teenher
years. At
fourshe played
opposite

But the luck which has always turned
against Loretta Young in love was with her
when it came to carving a career for herself. Her sisters had gone shopping with
Mrs. Young when a call came from the studio for Polly Ann. Because money was
money, and Loretta knew the family
finances couldn't afford passing up any
opportunity, she answered the call herself,
giving her name as Polly Ann, and proudly
bringing home her first pay check.
Later, cast opposite the great Chaney —
solely because of her beautiful face, Loretta
got her first taste of gall. Her director was
a tough Irishman. He knew the kid
couldn't act. But he thought he knew how
to make her act. His method was cruel but
effective. He insulted Loretta, made her
life a hell on earth, so that the strong emotions she gave way to on the set were real.
He taught her what it feels like to act.
To him. more than to anyone else, she owes
her career.
But. just as surely as you envy Loretta
that career, she envies you the love that
has made your life happy. She has known
only the love that saddens. She was
in love with George Brent. He married
Ruth Chatterton. She was devoted to a
handsome young business man. He died
of an operation. She was swept blindly
into a romance with an actor whom she
knew she could never marry, and only when
she realized how much she loved him did
she renounce him — a renunciation followed
by a critical illness and nervous breakdown.
Despite persistent personal troubles, she
has gone right on making pictures, and you
"Wife, Doctor, and Nurse,"
next inBaxter.
see
withherWarner
FAN CLUBS OF
TO THE
CALL
LAST

Lon Chaney in "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh."
At seventeen she became
the
bride of Grant Withers
in one of Hollywood's
most glamorous elopements. A year later, saddened, matured,
she divorced her dream man when she
alone.
found that you can't live on dreams was
a
Thus, at eighteen. Loretta Young
divorcee, a woman whose bitter experience
and wisdom which
had given her the poiseever
again to marry
not permit her
would
unwisely.
justiAt eighteen she could point with
that had
fiable pride to a career — a career was
four,
been first foreshadowed when she
and Mae Murray had been so captivated
with the charm of little Gretchen Young
(the name with which she was christened)
s
that she had pleaded with Gretchen'
ultimother to let her adopt the child,Mrs.andYoung
mately compromised by making
's dancing lesaccept sons.tuition
was imperiled by the
thatGretchen
A career for
Polly
beautv of Loretta's two older sisters,
Ann and Sally, and by the fact that Mrs.
Young had very rigid ideas of how little
Gretchen should be brought up and immured her precious baby in a convent, instead of having her make the rounds of the
so many other movie mothers
s as done.
producer
would have
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play in Hollywood Screen productions? Learn all about "Hollywood's
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All America's reading it. ..going wild over
its amazing pictures... raving over its candid camera scoops. Here's Hollywood,
stripped bare, revealed in off-stage moments... Hollywood, in the biggest array
of dramatic pictures ever put between two
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covers! Don't miss "The Truth about
the Glamour Girls". . . in the September
SCREEN GUIDE. Your newsdealer has itl
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AMERICA! Let me thank all those fan
clubs who have sent in their addresses so
far to Modern Screen's Information Desk.
It has been real swell of you to be so
prompt, and I can assure you that your
promptness will pay big- dividends in the
form of new members for your club and
new populari
ty for the star to whom your
is devoted.
club
• Horrors! Your eyes are red — the veins are so
prominent! It often happens after late hours, too
much reading, exposure, etc. What shall you do?
Your eye beauty is ruined . . .
1
FEW
DROPS.
f
0 Quick! A drop of Eye-Gene goes into each eye.
It's a new
kind of lotioncontains
. . . perfected
two prominent eye specialists.lt
a specialby ingredient
not found in any other lotion . . .

EYES
CLEAR
9 In just a few seconds, yes, almost instantly,
your eyes look clear and white. So much more
beautiful when free from prominent veins! Sparkling, too. And so refreshed.
NEW DISCOVERY
• Eye-Gene.' Now used by thousands before every
date" to make
eyesoverworked
clear and lovely.
Marvelously
refreshing
to tired,
eyes. Not
like oldfashioned lotions and washes. Stainless, too. At all
drug and 5 and 10c stores.
EYE-GENE

MY

POOR

FEET!

CRO*pax
FOOT

AIDS

AT ALL 5 AND 10c STORES
Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
A tested and approved Cro*Pax Foot Aid
for every foot ailment. ..Corns, Bunions,
Callouses and Weak Arches. You will be
amazed at Cro*Pax value and delighted
with Cro*Pax quality. Over 35 million
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year.

cro
m

pox
WATERPROOF
J PADS WITH

J?L&

MEDICA.TE.D .
£^ /:\ DISCS
%r Slightly higher in Canada
CR0*PAX PRODUCTS • CLEVELAND, OHIO
c
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To those club members who didn't happen to see the notice in the August issue,
let me explain why it is that the Information Desk is so anxious to have the address
of
your
club. "We are preparing a Fan
Club Directory
(which will contain the
names and addresses of all clubs) to assist
those fans who would like to join some club
in honor of their favorite, but don't know
whether one exists or .where to find it. We
want to make this Directory as complete as
possible, and to do so need the cooperation of every club in the United States and
Canada.
So let's be hearing from you real
soon !

SHIRLEY TEMPLE (Last printed November
1!)36. Total number of requests since then
378.) First little lady of the land is Shirley
Temple, and she cashes a fatter pay check
than the President of the
United States. At the age
of six, she signed a
seven-year contract involving almost half a
million dollars, and that
was right after she had
performed for her bosses
in only one little picture.
The funny thing was that
the only one gambling in
the deal was Shirley. The kid should have
stalled for more dough.
A question everyone wants answered is,
"Who's the genius behind Shirley Temple?"
In these days of ghost writers and ghost
everything else, no one can take a celebrity
at face value. It's sophisticated to believe
in ghosts, and we all want to know who
does the ghosting for Shirley. And, as a
matter of fact, twenty-five per cent of
Shirley's laurels could in all fairness be
shifted togressiveother
brows. mother,
"With ait less
agand intelligent
is hard
to say what might have become of her. It
was her mother who sent the three-year-old
baby to dancing school; her mother again
who brought the tot's fancy steps and
dimples to the attention of Educational
Pictures' scouts.
And though tiny Shirley managed to negotiate the rest of the uphill road to fame in
high, Mother Temple's services have never
become superfluous. It's Mother Temple
that keeps the child unspoiled, keeps her,
above all, a real child.
While we're at this business of enumerating the geniuses in Shirley's young life, it
mightn't be a bad idea to mention Dame
Fortune, the kind old gal who arranged for
Shirley an unexpected and unconventional
rendezvous with a very important Fox songwriter. Dressed impeccably in her finest
gingham, Shirley was attending the preview
of one of her Baby Burlesques. The little
tike wanted a real lowdown on the critics.
Instead, all her attention gravitated to a
nice man who flirted with her out of the
corner of his eye while he arranged a date
with her ma at the Fox Studios. And that
was the heavy date that won Shirley the
role
"Stand
Up and Cheer"
Jimmy
Dunnin that
skyrocketed
her towith
immediate
stardom.
They say that birds of a feather flock together, and it's no wonder that people with
brains and talent flock around little Shirley.
There is no genius behind Shirley Temple.
But there are plenty around her. Not the
least of the clever things they've done for
Shirley is to put Johanna Speyri's beautiful
story, "Heidi," into scenario form for her,
and the picture's now in production.
RACHEL GILMAN. Newark, New Jersey:
Lily Pons' pet hobby is the collection of
little nick-nacks that are of no earthly use,
but usually of great antiquity or sentimental value. Her collection includes a jewel
box that once belonged to Queen Marie Antoinette (the poor gal that lost her head in
the French revolution) ; a snuff box that
Lord Nelson used for an occasional hearty
sneeze ; and a tiny music box, made of tortoise shell, that plays a cute little Austrian
folk song.

PROVEto
Yourself
that it MS
50

Quality

Make the Superfine Talc Test. Rub
a little Bo-Kay Orange Blossom
Talcum between the sensitive backs
of your hands. Note its satinsmoothness, and freedom from grit.
You will find Bo-Kay Orange Blossom Talcum feather-textured, refreshing, and altogether delightful.
It is perfumed with the delicate
fragrance of the Orange Blossom —
Flower of Romance.
AtalllO?stores,
in generous
size
package.
(In Conado, 15$)
Bo-Kay Perfume Co.

MADE

IN

Jacksonville, Fla.

FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD
LETTER—
If you cannot come to Hollywood let Hollywood come to
you. Send only $2.00 direct to Jane Turner, Box 543,
Hollywood, California, and receive each month for one
year (12) letters. Your favorite of the Screen Is?
REMOVED WITH
CASTOROIL
PREPARATION
WARTS
Say goodbye to ugly warts. A new liquid NOXACORN
gets calluses.
rid of them
in few6 days.
Also dries
up pesky
corns
and
Contains
ingredients
including
pure castor
oil,
corn-aspirin",
iodine.
Absolutely
safe.
Approved
by Good Housekeeping. Easy directions in package. 35d
bottle
at druggists,
also ifatit some
IOC stores.
Money back
fails NOXACORN
to remove any wart or corn.
Relieve
Pain In Few
Rheumatism Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO. Does
the Doctor's
No opiates,
no narcotics.
the work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon't
this suffer.
guarantee.

WAKE
LIVER

UP

YOUR

BILE...

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowyour food doesn't digest. It just decays
in theing freely,
bowels.
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system
is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making
flow freely.
Ask for Carter's Little
Liver
Pills bile
by name.
Stubbornly
refuse anything
else.
25c.
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ADDR

N. Gowei
1438Cali
Studios, ,
Columbia wood
f.St., Holly„ ,
s Bush,
Shepherd
Grove
Lime
ritish,
Gaumont-B
London, W. 12, En9land.
Calif.
Grand National Studios, Culver City,
Metxo-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
St., Holly5451 Marathon
Studios,Calif.
Paramountwood,
...»
Li _xl
North
Ave.,
Studios, 4024 Radford
Republic
Hollywood, Calif.
Holly780 Gower
Studios,Calif
RKO-Radio
. , St.,
wood,
_
Calif.
City,
Culver
Studios,
Roach
Hal
Studios, 7210 Santa Monica
Samuel Goldwyn d,
Blvd., Hollywoo Calif.
Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly
20th
„. ,
Calif.
Hills,CenturyUnited Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Studios, Burbank,
Warner
Calif. Bros.-First National

R: RKO- Radio.
ABEL, WALTE
EDDIE: Warr.er Bros.
ACUFF,
United Artists.
AHERNE, BRIAN: Grand
National
ALBERNI, LUIS:
Free lance. Write him at
FRANK:
ALBERTSON,
Free lance. Write him at
WALLY:
.
ALBRIGHT
RKO-Radio.
,„ _ ,lance Write her
Free
INE:
KATHER
DER,
ALEXAN
at Paramount. • .
M-G-M.
BETH:
ALLAN, ELIZA 20th Century- Fox.
ALLEN,. FRED:
Paramount.
GRACIE: Paramo
ALLEN
unt.
ALLEN, JIMMIE:
Republic.
JUDITH:
ALLEN,, ROBER
ia.
Columb
T:
ALLEN
N, ASTRID: Free lance„ Write her at CoALLWY
lumbia.
AMECHE, DON: 20th Century-Fox.
AMES, ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at Para
lance. Write her at M-G-M.
Free RKO-Radio.
ANDRE'
HEATHER:
ANGEL, LONA:
20th Century-Fox.
ANNABELLA:JOHN:
RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE,
Write him at Para
Free lance.
RICHARD: „
ARLEN,
mount.
_ ..,
li.
-Britis
Gaumont
E:
GEORG
,
ARLISS
: Universal.
ARMETTA. HENRY
National.
ROBERT: Grand
ARMSTRONG,
Paramount.
D:
EDWAR
ARNOLD. JEAN: Columbi
a
ARTHUR,
RKO-Raadio.
FRED: Columbi
ASTAIRE.MARY:
ASTOR.
M-G-M.
, LIONEL:Universa
ATWILL
l.
AUER. MISCHA: Republic
AUTRY, GENE: Paramount..
AYRES, LEW:
BAINTER. FAY: RKO-Radio.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount.
E: RKO-Radio.
BALL. LUCILL
RKO-Radio..a.
BALLEW, SMITH:
GEORGE: Columbi
BANCROFT. GEORG
Paramount.
E:
BARBIER,
United Artists.
PHILLIP: Universa
BARKER. BINNIE
l.
:
.
BARNES
Universal.
BARNETT. VINCE:
Bros.
ROBERT: Warner
BARRAT MONA:
nt.
BARRIE, WENDY: Paramou
Universal.
BARRIE
COSTELLO: Paramount.
BARRYMORE, DOLORES
M-G-M.
BARRYMORE, JOHN:
MORE, LIONEL : M-G-M.
BARRY
Bros.
BARTHELMESS. RICHARD:E: Warner
M-G-M.
W. FREDDI
BARTH
L: Republic.
TT. MICHAE
BARTLEOLOME
BAXTER. ALAN: United Artists. Fox.
R: 20th CenturyWARNE
BAXTER.JOHN:
M-G-M.
BEAL,
Century-Fox.
BECK. THOMAS: :20thM-G-M
. l.
ER. JANETJR.: Universa
BEECH
BEERY, NOAH, CE:
M-G-M.
WALLA
.
BEERY
Fox.
20th CenturyMADGE: Columbi
Y. RALPH:
BELLAMY.
a
BELLAM
M-G-M.
EENCHLEY. ROBERT:
Century-Fox.
WILLIAM:
BENEDICT.
CE: 20thHal Roach.
, CONSTAN
BENNETT
United Artists.
BENNETT, JOAN:Paramou
nt.
BENNY, JACK:
Artists.
BERGNER, ELIZABETH: United
Fox.
CenturyBEN: 20th
BERNIE,WILLIE
: RKO-Radio.
BEST.
. CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at
BICKFORD
Paramount.
Columbia.
BING. HERMAN:
Universal.
BIRELL. TALA:SIDNEY:
Free lance. Write him at
BLACKMER.
20th Century -Fox.
BLAKELEY, JAMES: Columbia.
Century-Fox.
BLANE, SALLY:
Bros.
JOAN:20thWarner
BLONDELL,
RKO-Radio.
ERIC:
BLORE,
BLUE. BEN: Paramount.
Warner Bros
BOGART, HUMPHREY:
Write her at Warner
MARY: Free lance.
BOLAND.
Brothers.
^
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES.
JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BOND, WARD:
Columbia.

TRY
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Copy this girl and send us your drawing — perhaps you I
win a COMPLETE FEDERAL COURSE FREE! This contest isfor amateurs, so if you like to draw do not hesitate
to enter.

Prizes for Five Best Drawin3s — FIVE COMPLETE ART
ES FREE, including drawing outfits. (Value of
COURS
each
course, $215.00.)
FREE! Each contestant whose drawing shows sufficient
merit will receive a grading and advice as to whether he or
she has, in our estimation, artistic talent worth developing.
Nowadays design and color play an important part in the
sale of almost everything. Therefore the artist, who designs
merchandise or illustrates advertising has become a real
factor in modern industry. Machines can never displace
him. Many Federal students, both men and girls who are
now commercial designers or illustrators capable of earning
$1000 to $5000 yearly have been trained by the Federal
Course. Here's a splendid opportunity to test your talent.
Read the rules and send your drawing to the address below.
RULES
old or more. Professional
This contest open only to amateurs, 1 6 years Schools
are not eligible.
commercial artists and students of Federal
high. Draw
inches
9
paper
on
high,
inches
8
girl
of
drawing
1 . Make
only the girl, no lettering. 2. Use only pencil or pen. 3. We return no
drawings. 4. Print your name, address, age, occupation on back ot
31st, 1937.
drawing. 5. All drawings must be received by August
Prizes will be awarded for drawings best in proportion and neatness
by Federal Schools Faculty.

► IMC
SCHOOLS
FEDERAL
Dept. 9997, Federal Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mi
of

QUICKLY
CLEARS
THE

""crea
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SKIN

PIMPLES
Say Satisfied Users of
35c — $1.00
POWDER
55c — $1.00
Stores
10-cent
at
Sizes
20c
•
All Drug Counters
NAC POWDER
SAMPLE
FREE
FOR
Rachelle □ Natural □ Write Today to —
Winnetka, Illinois
NAC, Dept 39
NAC

THE OLD WAY

THE SHELBY WAY
New,
truly
invisible
curlers
worn anytime, any place;—
4 for 1 0c
comfortable to sleep in. Curl
either wet or dry hair, with or AT 10c STORES
with out a permanent.
Directions on card
INVISIBLE
END CURLERS
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DOLL 0Y LENC1

ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CLIPS
Quick — easy to install. No
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips to match your lamp
cords or woodwork, ICc.
'< FOR SALE AT YOUR 10-CENT STORE

Happy
From

C
MUSI
T
i SHEE
Amazing musical
val
\ Hundreds
of favorite
songs!r
full size
sheet music,
I Colored title pages, words, \
\\and
music,Guitar
pianochords,
ace, ukulele
includ- Ir
_ a solo.
specialOverHawaiian
Igxiitar
100 piano s
\Ask forAtCALUMET
most 5 andMUSIC.
lOc Stores
CALUMET MUSIC CO. ISVcMlf?,?!.

.o^

Relief
Painful

Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys — and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
Thecess acids
kidneys
are Nature's
takingMost
exand poisonous
waste chief
out ofwaythe ofblood.
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
If the
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
well, 15poisonous
the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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Little Tommy

Kelly, the Bronx

Tom Sawyer, hasn't had much
time to get his bearings in Hollywood, for he's been rushed right
into "Adventures of T. S."

BOYD, WILLIAM: Paramount:
BOYER. CHARLES: United Artists.
BRADLEY. GRACE: Paramount.
BRADNA, OLYMPE: Paramount.
BRADY, ALICE: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
BREAKSTON,
GEORGE: Free lance. Write him at
Universal.
BREEN, BOBBY: RKO-Radio.
BRENDEL.
EL: 20thWarner
Century-Fox.
BRENT. GEORGE:
Bros.
BREWSTER. JUNE: RKO-Radio.
tional. MARY: Free lance. Write her at Grand NaBRIAN.
BRISSON. CARL: Paramount.
BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROMBERG, J. EDWARD: 20th Century-Fox.
BROOK, CLIVE: Gaumont-British.
BROWN,
RKO-Radio.
BROWN, JOE
JOHN E.:MACK:
Republic.
BROWN, TOM: Paramount.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
BRUCE,
VIRGINIA:
M-G-M.
BUCK, FRANK:
RKO-Radio.
RKO-Radio. DOROTHY:
BURGESS,
Free lance. Write her at
BURKE.
BILLIE:
M-G-M.
BURKE, KATHLEEN: Paramount.
BURNS, GEORGE: Paramount.
BURNS, BOB: Paramount.
BURRUD, BILLY: Universal.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: Paramount.
BYINGTON, SPRING: 20th Century-Fox.
CABOT.
M-G-M.
CAGNEY. BRUCE:
BILL: Republic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Grand National.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA. JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO. RITA: 20th Century-Fox.
CANTOR, EDDIE: 20th Century-Fox.
CAREY. HARRY:
CARLISLE,
MARY:RKO-Radio.
Paramount.
CARMINATI. TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRADINE.
JOHN:
20th Century-Fox.
CARRILLO, LEO:
Columbia.
CARROLL, MADELEINE: United Artists.
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
CHANDLER. CHICK: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
CHANEY, LON JR.: 20th Century-Fox.
CHAPLIN, CHARLES: United Artists.
CHASE.
CHARLES:
Hal United
Roach-M-G-M.
CHATTERTON.
RUTH:
Artists.
CHEVALIER.
MAURICE:
M-G-M.Columbia.
CHURCHILL, MARGUERITE:
CLARKE. MAE: Columbia.
COBB,
IRVINCLAUDETTE:
S.: 20th Centurv-Fox.
COLBERT,
Paramount.
COLBY, ANITA: RKO-Radio.
COLLIER, CONSTANCE: 20th Century-Fox.
COLLINS.
SUE:United
M-G-M.Artists.
COLMAN, CORA
RONALD:
CONNOLLY, WALTER: Columbiia.
COOK, DONALD: Republic.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER, JACKIE:
M-G-M.
CORRIGAN,
RAY: Republic.
CORTEZ, RICARDO: Warner Bros.
COURTNEY, INEZ: 6615 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood,
Calif.
COWAN,
RKO-Radio.
CRABBE, JEROME:
LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
JOAN:
M-G-M.Universal.
CROMWELL, RICHARD:
CROSBY, BING: Paramount.
CUMMINGS.
CONSTANCE:
Gaumont-British.
CUMMINGS, ROBERT:
Paramount.
DANTE, JEAN: Universal.
DA PRON, LOUIS: Paramount.
DARRO,
Radio. FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at RKODARWELL,
JANE: 20th
Century-Fox.
DAVIES, MARION:
Warner
Bros.
DAVIS. BETTE: Warner Bros.
DAVIS. JOAN: 20th Century-Fox.
DAVIS, OWEN, JR.: RKO-Radio.
DEANE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
DEE,HAVILLAND,
FRANCES: Paramount.
DE
OLIVIA: Warner Bros.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: Columbia.
DE
MILLE,
KATHERINE:
20th Century-Fox.
DENNY, REGINALD: Columbia.
DEVINE, ANDY: Universal.
DIETRICH. MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART,
ALAN:
20th Century-Fox.
DIX. RICHARD:
Columbia.
DIXON. JEAN: Paramount.
DIXON. LEE: Warner Bros.
DODD. CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT, ROBERT: United Artists.
DONLEVY,
Century-Fox.
DONNELLY, BRIAN:
RUTH: 20th
Warner
Bros.
DOUGLAS, MELVYN: Paramount.
DOWNS. JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE, MAXINE: Warner Bros.
DRAKE,
20th Century-Fox.
DRAPER, FRANCES:
PAUL: Warner
Bros.
DUMBRILLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA. STEFFI: RKO-Radio.
DUNBAR, DIXIE: 20th Century-Fox.
DUNN, JAMES: Universal.
DUNNE, IRENE: Universal.
DURANT, JACK: 20th Century-Fox.
DURANTE.
JIMMY: Universal.
M-G-M.
DURBIN, DEANNA:
DVORAK, ANN: Warner Bros.
EBSEN, BUDDY: M-G-M.
EDDY,
EILERS,NELSON:
SALLY: M-G-M.
Universal.
ELDREDGE. JOHN: Warner Bros.
ELLIS,
MARY:
Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
ELLISON. JAMES: Paramount.
ERIKSON, LEIF: Paramount.
ERNEST. LEON:
GEORGE:
ERRCL,
Free 20th
lance.Century-Fox.
Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN. STUART: Grand National.
EVANS,
MADGE: M-G-M.
EVANS.
MURIEL:
Republic.JR.: United Artists.
FAIRBANKS,
DOUGLAS,
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, SR.: United Artists.
FARMER, FRANCES: Paramount.
FARRELL, CHARLES: Republic.
FARRELL. GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAYE, ALICE:
20th Century-Fox.
FAZENDA.
LOUISE:
Warner Bros.
FELLCWS, EDITH: Columbia.
FETCHIT, STEPIN: 20th Century-Fox.
FIELDS, GRACIE: 20th Century-Fox.
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
FLYNN,
Bros.
FONDA. ERROL:
HENRY: Warner
United Artists.
FONTAINE,
JOAN:
RKO-Radio.
FORAN, DICK: Warner Bros.
FORBES,
Radio. RALPH: Free lance. Write him at RKO-
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WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at GauFORD.
mont-British.
FOSTER. NORMAN: Paramount.
RKO-Radio.
FOSTER,
FRANCIS. PRESTON:
KAY: Warner Bros.
WILLIAM: Paramount.
FRAWLEY,
FROMAN. JANE: Warner Bros.
BETTY: M-G-M.
FURNESS.CLARK:
GABLE.
M-G-M.
.
GAHAGAN. HELEN: RkO-Radio
SKEETS: Grand National.
GALLAGHER,KETTI:
RKO-Radio.
GALLIAN.
M-G-M.
GARBO. GRETA:
WILLIAM: Universal.
GARGAN.
GARLAND. JUDY: M-G-MArtists.
.
GAYNOR. JANET: United
M-G-M.
GLADYS:RKO-Radio.
GEORGE, HOOT:
GIBSON.
GIBSON, WYNNE: Free lanee. Write at Columbia.
GLEASON. JAMES: RKO-Radio.
United Artists.
GODDARD, PAULETTE:
MINNA: Free lance . Write her at 20th
GCMBELL,
Century-Fox.
M-G-M.
C. HENRY:
GORDON, GAVIN:
GORDON,
Republic.
M-G-M.
GORIN. IGOR:
GRABLE, BETTY: RKO-Radio
MARGOT:
GRAHAME,CARY:
Columbia.RKO-Radio.
GRANT.
Warner l.ros
BONITA: Warner
GRANVILLE,
B.os.
FERNAND:
GRAVET,NAN:
GREY,
Universal.
•
M-G-M.
EDMUND:
GWENN, SARA: 20th Century-Fox.
HADEN.
HAINES, WILLIAM: Republic.
HALE. ALAN: RKO-Radio.
Century-Fox.
JACK: 20th Universal.
HALEY, WILLIAM:
HALL,
HALLIDAY. JOHN: Paramount.
ON, NEIL: Free„ lance. Write him at Uni
HAMILT
versal.
M-G-M.
HARDIE, RUSSELL:
dio.
ANN:: RKO-Ra
HARDI.NG.OLIVER
Hal Roach.
HARDY
HARGRAVE. ROY: United. Artists
M-G-M
JULIE: M-G-M
HAYDO.N. HELEN
. l.
:
HAYES
HAYWARD. LOUIS: Universa
.
M-G-M
HEALY. TED: 20th Century-Fox.
HENIE. SCNJA:
CHARLOTTE: Republic.
HENRY,
M-G-M.
HENRY, WILLIAM:RINE:
io.
KATHA Warner RKO-Rad
N. HUGH:
HEPBURT,
Bros.
HERBER
-Fox.
Century
20th
JEAN:
HERSHOY,LT,IRENE: M-G-M
HERVE
T, RKO-Radio-Fox.
HILLIARD. HARRIE
20th Century
, VALERI
HOBSON
l.
: Universa
GLORIAE:
HOLDEN,
- ox hi.
G:Free 20thlance.Century-1
STERLIN
AY,
HOLLOW
Write
:
PHILLIPS
HOLMES,
Republic.
unt.
HOLT, DAVID:: Paramo
Paramount.
BETTY Columbi
HOLT, JACK:
a.
HOLT. KA, OSCAR:
Paramount.
riOMOL
Samuel Goldwyn.
HOPKINS, MIRIAM: EVERET
Paramount
EDWARD
HORTON,N, GEORGE: Grand T:
HOUSTOD. JOHN: Paramount National.
HOWAR
HOWARD, LESLIE, Warner Bros
Century-lose.
RCCHELLE:
HUDSON,. CAROL:
Warner20thBros.
HUGHES
Bros.
HULL. WARREN: Warner
M-G-M.
BEN1TA:
HUME, MARSH
A: Paramount.
HUNT,
Bros.
Warner
IAN:
HUNTER, G. P.. JR-: Universa
l. -M.
HUNTLEY,
dio.lance. Write him at
RKO-Ra
:
PHILIP :
HUSTON.
Free
WALTER
HUSTON
ists.
_
United, Art
HINE: M-G
, JOSEP
HUTCH,INSON
dio.
RKO-Ra
:
HYAMS RT,LEILA
Bros.
FRIEDA: Warner
INESCO
AM: Republic.
JANNEY, WILLI
al.
Univers
:
JARRATT. JANICE
Bros
JASON, SYBIL: Warner
Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner
Radio..
RKOE:
MAXIN
NGS.
JENNI
Goldwyn
Samuel
JEPSON HELEN: Columbia..
:
JEWELL. ISABEL
JOHNSON, KAY: RKO-Radio.
JOLSON. AL: Warner MBros.
M-G-sal
ALLAN: Univer
JONES., BUCK:
JONES
RKO-Radio.
N:
GORDO
JONES. VICTO
R: Columbia. al.
JORY.
Univers
KARLOFF, BORIS:
E: Paramount.
KARNS.NG,ROSCO
Columbia.Bros.
FRED: Warner
KEATI
RUBY:
KEELER
KEENE TOM: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
KEITH,'
Columbia
IND: io.
ROSALRKO-Rad
. IAN:
KEITH
Roach-M-G-M.
Hal ia.
:
PATSY
.
KELLY
KELLY. PAUL: RColumb
Republic.
C:
WALTE
KELLY,
.
PERT: :M-G-M
KELTON.
al.
Univers
EDGAR
KENNEDY,
y-Fox.
Centur
20th
T:
ROBER
KENT,
c.
KIBBEE, GUY: Republi
Paramount.
KIEPURA. JAN:
KING. JOHN: Universal. c.
KNAPP. EVALYN: Republi
.
JUNE: M-G-M
KNIGHT.
: Warner Bros.
ES, PATRICUniver
KNOWL
OTTO:Universal.sal.
KRUGER.BERT:
LAHR
RKO-Radio.
LAMONT,
DOROT:HY: Paramount.
R, MOLLY
LAMCU
M-G-M
LANDI. ELISSA:
y-Fox.her at \\ amer Bros.
ALLEN: 20tli CenturWrite
LANE,
LANE LOLA: Free lance. y-Fox.
Centur
20th
JUNE:HARRY: Columbia
LANG! ON.
LANGD
LANGFORD, FRANCES: United Artists.
LA RUE JACK: Free lance. Write him at 20th Cenio.
RKO-Rad
: S:
r! LOUISE
LATIMETON,
United Artists.
CHARLE
LAUGH . STAN:
Hal Roach
LAUREL
Hal Roach.
LAWRENCE, ROSINA:
LAWTON. FRANK: Universal.
M-G-M.
N: S:
EVELY
LAYE,
R,
LEDEREBILLY:
FRANCI
RKO-Radio.
Paramount.
LEE,
LEE, DIXIE: HY:
20th Century-Fox.
LEE, DOROT
RKO-Radio
-Fox.
DRUE:: 20th
LEYTON,
Century
LIGHT, R,ROBERT
Warner
Bros.
LINAKE
KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN, ERIC: Grand National.
LINDSAY, MARGARET: Warner Bros.
LIVINGSTON.
ROBERT: Republic.
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
LODGE, JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
LOMBARD. CAROLE: Paramount.

SCREEN

GOODBYE

DANDRUFF/
P.Codf.
W. Fitch
1937 Co.
The

Truth

Soap

About

Shampoos

1. Bacteria and
dandruff scattered but not
removed by
ordinary soap
shampoo.
2. All bacteria,
dandruff and
other foreign
matter com
p 1 e t e 1 y deremoved stroyedbyand
Fitch Shampoo.

There is a simple, easy way co rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
shampoo
awashes
it away.

Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
. Fitch s Danordinary shampoos will not dissolve dandruff
druff Remover Shampoo dissolves every speck of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back guarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
shops.
counters. Professional applications at beauty and barber

and between Fitch Shampoos Fitch' s Ideal Hait
After
Tonic is the ideal preparation to stimulate the hai>
roots and pve new life, luster and beauty to your bav

-:JjC<l580
I Good Housekeeping/
Bureau

Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
- TRADE MARK
THE F. W. FITCH CO., DES MOINES, IOWA . , TORONTO, CAN.
Get the lowdown on Gene Autry
in October Modern Screen

new features, new colors.
30 days freeThetrialKalamazoo
— 24-hour
shipments.
Stove & Furnace
Company,
405 Rochester Avenue,
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

Over lr20O,O0O
Satisfied Users
37 Years in Business . AKalamazoG
Write for FREE Catalog
«a Direct to You"

H0LLVU100D

****

e

You can clear

eyes in a few seconds
a drop or two of this amazing new Eyeput
Simply
Dew in each eye. Tired, heavy, smarting eyes feel
almost instantly. In a few secgloriouslywhitesrefreshed
start to clear up and prominent red veins
onds,
Eye-Dew makes eyes look larger — sparfade away.
kling— more alluring. Whenever your eyes feel tired,
or look dull and red-veined, as the result of late hours,
use Eye-Dew. Its acexcessive smoking or exposure,
famous
tion isquick and safe. Tested and approvedngby Bureau.
Housekeepi
Good
and
laboratory
clinical
Eye-Dew comes with handy eye-drop- ^s=5£»Sftoday at '
top. Get Eye-Dew
per bottle
drug
and department
store counters.

RLERS
CU
jfyiulfi
Whatever
youiuf
do in
the long, shining days
of summer . . . keep your hair always neat
and flattering. How? Take a tip from Hollywood's smartest stars...use Hollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. Keep an emergency supply.
Roll your hair for a little while on them...
and frame your face in new loveliness. Then
you'll know why "the Curlers used by the
Stars" are so popular, not only in Hollywood, where they are made, but throughout
America and 52 foreign countries.
Insist on Hollywood Curlers!

COUNTERS
3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES— NOTION 107
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LORD. PAULINE: Columbia.
ANN: .M-G-M
LORING,, MICHAE
1-CRING
L: Universal.
20th CenturyPETER:: United
J-ORRE, TILLIE
LOSCH,
Artists.Fox.
Introduces
NEW
BEAUTY
With the new smart creme polish
in her introductory kit for only
10 cents. Revel in the glamour of
the fashion-right shades of Rose,
Rust and Tawny Red. Kit contains abottle of nail polish, polish
remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents.
Lady Lillian's Introductory Kit is
on sale at 5 and 10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

ANITA:D: Warner
f-RH,'£E> EDMUN
M-G-M Bros.
LOWE,
MYRNA: M-G-M.
LOY.
LUGOSI, BELA: Universal.
Century-Fox.
20th CenturyPA<->L:
f"HKAS\
20th
LUKE
IDA: Paramou
LUPINO.KEYE:
nt. Fox.
Fo BEN: FrCe
IanCe' Write him at 20th CenturyMacbbNALD,
JEANETTE:
MACK
RKO-Radio. M-G-M
MacLANE,HELEN:
BARTON:
Warner Bros
MacMAHON, ALINE: M-G-M
KlCi$ffi5,RAY-FRED: Warner
Paramount.
MALA:
M-G-M
M£P?EN,'r
JEANNE:
MANNE
RS,
DAVID: Free
lance.Bros.Write him at RefJANNORS, SHEILA: Columbia.
ma5£S' fRED?.IC:
MARICLE,
LEONA: United
Columbia.Artists.
MARSH, JOAN, 20th Century-Fox
MARSH. MARIAN: Columbia
MARTIN.
iMAbT^ALt^»HERBERT:
RKO-Radio.
MARTINI, TONY:
NINO: 20th
UnitedCentury-Fox.
Artists
MARX BROTHERS: M-G-M
MAUCH, BILLY and BOBBY: Warner Rrns
mam?^,1,1, iESS'E: Gaumont-British.
Mc£OY COL -TIM: Columbia.
6 B'OS'
J2C£RE.A'„
Samuel
Goldwyn.
McFA,R^-AND'
SPANKY:
M-G-M.
KEN:
McGUIRE,
K^f£f^&,iHEh:
JOHN:
20thColumbia
Century-Fox
McHUGH, FRANK:
Warner
Bros
McKINNEY,
FLORINE:
McLAGLEN, VICTOR. 20thRepublic
Century-Fox
McNULTY, DOROTHY: M-G-M
MELTON, FRANK: 20th Century-Fox
MENJOU, JAMES:
ADOLPHE:Warner
United
MELTON.
BrosArtists
* X'

YOU'RE RIGHT!
CORNS
DO COME BACK
BIGGER.^?///* THAN EVER
unless removed Root and all

• Paring at home makes corns come back bigger,
uglier — more painful — than ever.
Play safe! Use the new Blue-Jay method. First
the pain stops instantly, by removing the pressure,
then the entire corn lifts out Root and All.
Blue-Jay is a tiny, medicated plaster. Held in
place by Wet-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay today.
2 5 i for a package of 6.

S3FCRHMAAENL, ISMl^KO^ai
r

In case your store cannot supply you,
send this advertisement and 10 cents
in stamps to Lady Lillian, Dept. M-4,
1140 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
State the shade you prefer.

USE MERCOLIZED
WAX
This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,
lubricating cream sloughs off the discolored,
blemished surface skin in tiny, invisible particles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolite Astringent
A DELIGHTFULLY refreshing astringent lotion.
** Tingling, antiseptic, helpful. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel. Use this lotion daily.
Choose Phelactine Depilatory
For removing superfluous hair quickly. Easy to use.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
THE NEW
FRENCH
WAY
.254
W.31 SI.N.Y
■serm.wave. Free Book, l/alligny Prod. Inc. Dpl.39-1
VASSAR WAVERS
for Glamorous Curls!
I can be gay and carefree at
beach-party or dinner-date
with VASSAR MIDGETS
in my hair ! They fit snugly
under my bathing-cap and
beingor all-rubber
rust
tear or hurt they
! And can't
the B. F. adores my
silky VASSAR curls ! At
notion counters or postpaid. 6for 10c.
W. J. CALEY & CO.
Dept. M-9, 3402 Market St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

MINNEVITCH, BORRAH: 20th Centurv-Fox
ColuWrit
GENniv
MIT
mbiae hi™ at Paramount.
EVA^rs
LL.RA^:FU
: a'l
MILCHE
LAND\0
MRKIENEGRO- CONCHITA: 20th Century-Fox
M2NJS0MERY- DOUGLASS: Gaumont-British'
M°0RE.
DICKIE Free
WritMe him"rltlatsn- Para. GMONTGOMERY. :ROBERT:lanceMMOORE.
GRACE: Columbia.
MOORE, VICTOR: RKO-Radio.
MORAN. JACKIE: Paramount.
MORAN, POLLY: Republic.
MSREN2- FRANK:
ANTONIO,M-G-M
20th Centurv-Fox.
MORGAN.
MORGAN,
HELEN: Universal.
Radio.
MORGAN, RALPH: Free lance.
write him at EKOMORLEY. KAREN: Paramount.
MORRIS. CHESTER: Columbia.
MORRIS, WAYNE: Warner Bros
MORRISON. JOE: Paramount
MOWBRAY, ALAN: Free lance. Write him at Hal
MUIR. JEAN: Warner Bros
MULHALL. JACK: Free lance. Write him at UniMUNDIN, HERBERT: 20th Century-Fox
MUNI, PAUL: Warner Bros
MURPHY. GEORGE: Universal.
MURPHY. MAURICE: 20th Century-Fox
National.,coNRAD: Free lance. Write him at Grand
NA,GEL'
NAGEL, ANNE: Warner Bros.
NIESEN. GERTRUDE: Universal.
NIVEN, DAVID: United Artists.
Radio. MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONIXON,
NOLAN, DORIS: Universal.
NOLAN, LLOYD: Paramount.
NORTON. BARRY: M-G-M
NUGENT, EDWARD: Free lance. Write him at Republic. JACK: RKO-Radio.
OAKIE,
OBERON. MERLE: Samuel Goldwyn.
O'BRIEN. GEORGE: RKO-Radio.
O'BRIEN-M
Warners. OORE, ERIN: Free lance. Write her at
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
OLAND, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN. MORONI: RKO-Radio.
O'NEILL, HENRY: Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN. LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN,
REGINALD:
M-G-M.
PALLETTE.
Paramount. EUGENE: Free lance. Write him at
PARKER, CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER. JEAN:
M-G-M.
PARRISH.
GIGI: Republic.
PATERSON. PAT: United Artists.
PATRICK, GAIL, Paramount.
PENDLETON, NAT: M-G-M.
PENNER, JOE: RKO-Radio.
PEPPER, BARBARA: RKO-Radio.
PERRY. JOAN: Columbia.
PICKFORD. MARY: United Artists.
PIDGEON. WALTER: Universal.
PILBEAM, NOVA: Gaumont-British.
PITTS, ZASU: Paramount.
PONS.
LILY:DICK:
RKO-Radio.
POWELL,
Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL,
WILLIAM:20thM-G-M.
POWER, TYRONE:
Century-Fox.
PRESTON. ANN: RKO-Radio.
PRYOR. ROGER: Republic.
QUALEN. JOHN: 20th Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY, JU
ANITA:Republic.
M-G-M.
QUILLAN,
EDDIE:
RAFT. GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER. CLAUDE:
LUISE: M-G-M.
RAINS.
Warner Bros.
RALPH, JESSIE:
M-G-M.
RALSTON,
ESTHER:
Paramount.
RATHBONE, BASIL: Warner Bros.
RATOFF. GREGORY: 20th Century-Fox.
RAY, LEAH:
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
RAYE,
MARTHA:
RAYMOND,
GENE:
RKO-Radio.
REED. PHILIP: United
Artists.
REGAN, PHIL: Republic.
REYNOLDS. CRAIG: Warner Bros.
RHODES. ERIK: RKO-Radio.

BAUER
6. BLACK
ENTIFIC
CORN PLASTERS
BLUE-JAY

*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve
as focal point for renewed development.
How

to Attract
and
Hold Your Man
Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice
Any woman or girl of ordinary intelligence, beautiful
or plain, can learn from
"Fascinating Womanhood"
how to trbe
and Itremain
atactive to men.
tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you. Learn the
principles
Charm Most
that
men cannotof resist.
cases of social failure and spinsterhood are due to
lack of understanding man's psychology. Married
or single you cannot afford to be without this
secret knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet,
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood," an interesting outline of the secrets revealed in "Fascinating Womanhood."
in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS,Mailed
Dept. 29-J, St. Louis
Mo.
HAIR

KILLED

FOREVER

KILLED PERMANENTLY
From
or body,
speed, face
without
harmwithto maximum
skin, by
following
simple
directions.
Thi*t<
electrolysis
device
is
guaranteed
remove
hair
permanently
or
money
refunded.
Your home Price
electric$1.95,
current not needed.
complete.
Postpaid
or
C.
O.
D.
ELD ELECTROLYSIS CO.,8-H, 2675 Bro„.way

^Itching
//TORTURE
This Quick Way
For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, ternally
athlete's
scales, rashes
and other
excaused skinfoot,eruptions,
use cooling,
antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Original formula
of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

MAKE $25-535 A WEEK
Yoo can learn practical nursing at home
in sparecians.
time.
endorsed by3 8th
physiThousandsCourse
of graduates.
yr.
pital.
$4 00
L J§ing. Equipmentj included.
One graduate
charge
hosMenAnother
andhassaved
women
18of while
to10-bed
6 0. learnHigh
School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 239. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
City_
Name
- Age_
_State_

MODERN
RICE.
FLORENCE:
RICHMAN,
HARRY: M-G-M.
Columbia.
RITZ
BROTHERS,
20th Century-Fox.
RITTER, TEX: GrandTHE:
National.
ROBERTI,
LYDIA:
M-G-M.
ROBERTS. BEVERLY: Warner Bros.
ROBERTSON. GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON.
BILL: 20thG.Century-Fox.
ROBINSON. EDWARD
: Warner Bros.
ROBSON. MAY: M-G-M..
ROGERS. CHARLES: Columbia.
ROGERS.
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, GINGER:
JEAN: Universal.
ROLAND.
GILBERT:
20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO, CESAR: Universal.
ROONEY,
MICKEY,
M-G-M.
ROSS. SHIRLEY: Paramount.
ROWLES. POLLY: Universal.
RUGGLES, CHARLES: Paramount.
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.Artists.
RUTHERFORD,
TOM: United
RUTHERFORD. ANN: Republic.
SCHILD
KRAUT,
JOSEPH:
20th Century-Fox.
SCHUBERT,
MARINA:
Paramount.
SCOTT,
DOUGLAS:
20th
Century-Fox.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARL, JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox.
SELLON. CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN, RUTH:
SEWARD,
BILLIE: M-G-M.
Columbia.
SH ANNAN. PEGGY: Universal.
SHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia.
SHEARER, NORMA:
M-G-M.Bros.
SHERIDAN,
ANN: Warner
SHIRLEY,
ANNE:
RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY, SYLVIA: United Artists.
SILVERS. SID: M-G-M.
SIMON.
SIMONE:
20th Century-Fox.
SKIPWORTH,
ALISON:
Republic.
SLEEPER. MARTHA: Universal.
SMART. JACK: Universal. .
SMITH, C. AUBREY: United Artists.
SMITH. QUEENIE: Universal.
SGTHERN,
ANN: Warner
RKO-Radio.
SPARKS, NED:
Bros.
STANDER. LIONEL: Columbia.
STANWYCK,
BARBARA:
RKO-Radio.
STARRETT, CHARLES: Columbia.
STEELE, BOB: Republic.
STELLING. WILLIAM:
20th Century-rox.
STEPHENS.
HARVEY: Paramount.
STEPHENSON. HENRY: M-G-M.
STEVENS. ONSLOW: RKO-Radio.
STEWART, JAMES: M-G-M.
STONE,
FRED: RKO-Radio.
STONE. GEORGE
E.: Warner Bros.
STONE,
LEWIS: M-G-M.
STONE, PAULA:
Warner Bros.
20th Century-Fox.
GLORIA:
STUART.VAN,
MARGARET: Universal.
SULLA
SLIM: 20th Century-Fox.
SUMMERVILLE,
SWANSON,
M-G-M.
SWARTHOUT,GLORIA:
GLADYS:
Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Columbia.
TALLEY, MARION: Republic.
TAMIROFF. AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Universal.
TAYLOR. ROBERT:
TEASDALE.
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount.
20th Century-Fox.
SHIRLEY:
TEMPLE,
THOMAS,
FRANK
M.:
RKO-Radio.
THOMAS,. JAMESON: Republic.
20th Century-Fox.
TIBBETT,
TIBBETTS. LAWRENCE:
MARTHA: Columbia.
M-G-M.
OT:
FRANCH
TONE. LEE: Universal.
TRACY.
M-G-M.
TRACY.
TRAVIS. SPENCE
JUNE: R:
Warner
Bros.
20th Century-Fox.
ARTHUR:
,
TREACHER
TREE, DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
TREEN, MARY: Warner Bros.
20th Century-Fox.
TREVOR, CLAIRE: HELEN:
20th Century-Fox.
REES,Republic.
TWELVETTOM:
TYLER,
VALLEE, RUDY: Warner Bros.
VELEZ,
M-G-M.Columbia.
VENABLE,LUPE:
EVELYN:
VINSON, HELEN: United Artists.
HENRY: M-G-M.o.
WADSWORTH, ANTON:
RKO-Radi
WALBROOK.
. RAYMOND: Columbia.
WALBURN
Century-Fox
20th
JUNE:
,
WALKER
RAY: Free lance. Write him at 20th
WALKER,
Cenury-Fox. „„„ „ ,.
.
WALTON. DOUGLAS: RKO-Radio
Century-Fox.
WARE.
WAYNE. IRENE:
JOHN: 20th
Universal.
WEIDLER, VIRGINIA: Paramount.
ER, JOHNNY: Free lance. Write him
WEISSMULL
at M-G-M.
WEST, MAE: Paramount.
Century-Fox.
WESTLEY, HELEN: 20th
x.
20th Century-Fo
WHALEN,R, MICHAEL.
o.
BERT: RKO-Radi
WHEELE , ELEANOR
E: Paramount.
WHITNEY
WILCOXON, HENRY: United Artists.
N: M-G-M.
M. WARRE
WILLIA
WILLIAMS,
CLARK: Universal.
Century-Fox.
HUGH:
.
WILLIAMS DOROTHY: 20th
Columbia.
WILSON,
Write her at Universal.
lance. Bros.
WILSON, LOIS: FreeWarner
WILSON, MARIE:
20th Century-Fox.
WALTER:
L,
WINCHEL
WING. PAT: Paramount.
WING. TOBY: M-G-M. Universal.
.
WINNINGER, CHARLES:
WITHERS, GRANT: Paramount. ox.
Century-F
WITHERS. JANE:20th20thCenturyFox.
WOOD. HELEN:
DONALD: Warner Bros.
WOODS,
io.
WOOLSEY, BOB: RKO-RadRKO-Radi
o.
NCE:
CONSTA
WORTH.
WRAY, FAY:
Columbia.
CHARLENE: Paramount.
WVATT,
WYATT, JANE: Universal.
WYMAN, JANE: Warner Mros.
: 20th .Century-Fox.
YOUNG, LCRETTA
T: M-G-M
ROBER
.
YOUNG
Hal Roach.
ROLAND:
YOUNG.
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Fred MacMurray?
swer's in October
Screen

Done for

SET
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HOLLYWOOD

FASHION

THESE
STYLED

SHOES

Be the style leader in your group! Step out in shoe3
that have the unmistakable flair of smart Hollywood. There, Jolene — fashion observer — sketches
the very models that movie stars select for their own
ensembles. Her sketches form the inspiration for
Jolene Shoes — styled in Hollywood. There's a real
adventure in being the first to see — and wear — the
new Jolene Shoes for fall. The prices? From $3.00
to $5.00 — low enough for you to buy several pairs.
tUABBnwrite
For the name of your nearest Jolene Shoe Dealer
TFED Bv
Jolene's Studio, 6715 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

*3°%$500 \\uou5CHeePinc\

CML
ficwith ffl
Mapacked
Now
every
2-oz. bowl of the famous

BRUSH

Wr

a

LrovEFi
OVERWENT
Brush and
Cream
Cleanses, masW
Complete
the I|
skin. Atsages,5cwakesandup 10c
25c
stores, ormail 25cto
LEON SEVILO, 6300Etzel Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

JOB

START
$1260
to
$2100 YEAR
Men— Women
/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Get
Ready « >page
Sirs:
Rush
without
<1)Y. 32Dept.book
F-265,
Rochester,
Immcdtately
with
list
ofcharge
U. S. N.Govcrnmerit Jobs. (2) Tell me how to get one.
Education, OoName
Common
Mail Coupon
/ Address
Today Sure.

"PERIODIC"
PIMPLES?
Cover them with

By niafiers
Liquid
ofMafte-up
Miner's

The anModern

SCREEN

4 SHADES
Sun-Tan
Light
Medium
Brunette

When
threaten"periodic"
to ruin yourpimples
good
Stik tobring
the rescue.
Blemi-a
Miner's Dab
time,
little on each ugly blotch
-fluff on powder-add a
touch of rouge. See? That
wretched spot is clear now
— your skin looks perfect.
Will he ever know? Never!
Blemi-Stlk conceals freckles, rings under eyes, birth
marks and other disfigurwon't
all day, Water
streak.LastsHarmless.
or too.
offspots,
rub ing
50c
stores
dep't
At drug and
proof.
10c for genermail
or
ous trial coupon
size. with
Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin) I
i"^"^""- 1j
for
Miner's
Blemi-Stik.
T^rT
TETs
Mnsize
-trial
Name
...Shade...
Address..

well kn°*« F "£fREE. each m
also 3«dV- of AM. «»"

„.

MASCARA CB^letpIoo« lus

ponlODAVl

\Oi AND 20*
At leading
5 & 10* STORES
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ably change its name to Culver City.
■ ■ ■
Swimming pools are as common as berets
in this part of the country, but leave it to
Sam Goldwyn to fix up the most colossal,
stupendous and also the wettest of the lot —
981,250 gallons of it, to be exact. The pool
covers an acre out on the Goldwyn holdings, and you'll be seeing it in "Hurricane,"
if the cast hasn't swallowed it up. For C.
Aubrey Smith and Raymond Massey constructed adiving board on the edge of this
supposed South Sea isthmus, and Dorothy
Lamour and Mary Astor are taking advantage of the situation by taking diving
lessons every morning while the picture is
in production.
■ ■ ■
Out on the "Exclusive" set, Charlie RugAllan and Irene Hervey
Jones attend the premiere
of "Idiot's Delight."

(Continued from page 70)
with a quart of her own pickles. Exotic,
eh wot?
■ ■ ■
Gregory Ratoff, since becoming director
on "Life of a Lancer Spy," seems to have
quite forgotten that he was once the
crankiest actor on the lot about quitting on
the dot of five. The first day's shooting, six
o'clock came, and still no sign from tho director. At seven, he pleaded with Dolores
Del Rio to stay for "just one more scene of
your beYOUtiful acting," and at nine, he
conceded that the company might eat a
sandwich, but just one apiece. At one,
Ratoff agreed that it was getting late, and
at 1:30, the company left for home with
Ratoff's generous wish that they sleep well.
To do just that, all the principals slept for
the greater part of the next day, and Director Ratoff was deeply grieved at their
tardiness on the set.
■ ■ ■
And who was the glamorous beauty at a
recent cocktail party who left her teeth in
a. sandwich? Those pearly teeth, you know,
on many of the cinema beauties, are put
there by a Hollywood dentist. They're
porcelain caps over the original teeth, and
woe be to anyone who gets hungry enough

to forget that she's a glamor girl.
■
■ ■
A mere $1,500,000, which includes a beard
for Tyrone Power, has been allotted for the
"Stanley and Livingstone" opus — and most
of that has been put in the well-manicured
hands of Osa Johnson, who will conduct the
location trip through darkest Africa. At a
press luncheon given by the studio recently,
Osa surprised everyone by turning out to be
the ultra-feminine type. It was impossible
to imagine her staring a lion in the face, or
setting off to shoot an elephant before breakfast. Feminine to the last detail, she even
arrived at the luncheon in her honor an hour
late.

The good citizens of Culver City, where
the sun sometimes softens the Chamber of
Commerce, have circulated a petition to
r-b-MT e the name of their abode to Hollywood. Culver City, they have suddenly
realized, is the home of some of the biggest
studios. People all over the world see their
product and believe, in Culver City's opinion, that it comes from Hollywood. And
that's why the Chamber of Commerce
wants the change in title. And Hollywood,
after seeing some of the pictures, will prob-

Charles Boyer and his little
lady, Pat Paterson, take in
the "Parneli" preview.

Playwright Odets treats Wife
Luise Rainer to a polo match
and a good laugh.
gles ran head on to a camera in his rush to
get out for lunch. By the time he returned
to the set, one eye was a livid purple. Director Al Hall greeted him joyfully, "Say,
that
was
of you,
We'll shoot
that sceneswell
right
whereCharlie
Fred ! MacMurray
gives you bergasted
the thatshiner."
was was
so flabthe scene Charlie
with Fred
shot
before he had a chance to say anything.
When Hall said cheerfully, "Okay, Charlie,
wipe it off now, and we'll go on to another scene," Ruggles said wearily, "Okay,
but I'll need a good beefsteak to wipe it
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color ' Printing Company. Dunellen. N. ].
off on."
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BEECH-NUT
Most popular flavor
of gum in America is
Beech-Nut Peppermint. Try our Spearmint,too, if you enjoy
a distinctive flavor!

\
\~

BEECHIES
, -r
Gum in a crisp candy coating jBg&k
...doubly
delightful
that way! yff^
Peppermint,
Spearmint,
Pepsin!
■
ORALGENE
The new firmer texture
gum that gives your
mouth much needed
exercise. "Chew with a
purpose! "

refreshing

CUM

/
TENNIS— Mrs. Warburton
plays
a man's game strategic.
of lennis
—hard-driving,
Her appearance
a gallery, whether shedraws
is playing
at Palm Beach or in Southampton. As for smoking,
"All I want to smoke," says
Mrs. Warburton, "is Camels.
Camels are so mild, they
never get on my nerves!"

WHAT TO WEAR— Mrs. War
burton (foreground above) looks
charmingly cool in white sharkskin, after a hard game of tennis.
The pleated shorts, knee-top
length — the new longer type —
are preferred by this unerring
stylist. "It's like awoman to enjoy
costlier things. So, naturally, I
smoke costlier tobaccos," says
Mrs. Warburton. "Smoking Camels perks up my energy . . . gives
me the grandest lift!"

TEA — Mrs. Barclay Warburton, Jr. entertains frequently at " Sandblo wn," her Southampton place,
and at "Saracen Farm," the family estate near Philadelphia. "An appetizing dish," she remarks, "has a
fuller flavor when a Camel keeps it company.
There's no denying — smoking Camels at mealtime
helps digestion!" As you smoke Camels, the flow
of digestive fluids is increased. Alkaline digestive
fluids that mean so much to mealtime enjoyment!
Other women
COSTLIER

prominent in society who also

prefer Camel's mild, delicate flavor
MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York . MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. POWELL CABOT. Boston . MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.,
New York . MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd. Boston . MRS.
ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia . MRS. OGDEN HAMMOND, JR.,
New York . MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York . MRS. NICHOLAS G.
PENNIMAN III, Baltimore . MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR.,
New York • MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago

TOBACCOS
Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS . . . Turkish
and Domestic ... than
any other popular brand.

opyritrht. 1937. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, N. O.
FOR

DIGESTIONS

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS!

SO

YOU

WONT

DANCE,

GINGER

ROGERS!

No

AT LAST, I GET A DANCE WITH YOU !
BEEN TRYING ALL EVENING, BUT
COULDN'T GET NEAR YOU ! YOU
CERTAINLY HAVE ALL THE BOYS
DA7ZLED WITH THAT LOVELY
SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION I

ORE

Worry

ABOUT

DRY,

LIFELESS

"MIDDLE-AGE"

SKIN!

Every gir! should read Peg's story!

LOOK, PEG — BE A SPORT,5 AND TELL US WHAT
YOU'VE DONE FOR YOUR 5COMPLEXION 1 YOUR
SKIN'S SO SOFT AND SMOOTH NOW- SIMPLY
LOVELY AND...
YOU MEAN IT USED TO BE SO
DRY AND LIFELESS I WELL,
YOU'RE RIGHT- 1 REALLY HAD
'MIDDLE-AGE' SKIN, BEFORE I
LEARNED ABOUT PALMOLIVE!

YES ! A BEAUTy EXPERT EXPLAINED TO ME THAT PALMOLIVE IS
PALMOLIVE SOAP'
SO GOOD FOR DRY SKIN BECAUSE
IT IS MADE WITH OLIVE OILTHAT'S WHY PALMOLIVE GIVES
YOUR COMPLEXION SPECIAL
SKIN SOFTER, \
_,CARE-KEEPS ,
SMOOTHER...

YOUNGER-LOOKING, TOO,
I'D SAY! YOU'VE NO IDEA
HOW MUCH PRETTIER
PALMOLIVE HAS MADE
YOU, PEG!
\

AND HERE'S ONE GIRL
THAT'S GOINGTO PROFIT
BY YOUR BEAUTY LESSON!
PALMOLIVE IS THE ONLY
SOAP I'LL USE FROM
NOW ON.

-

&7

Why

PALMOLIVE, MADE WITH OLIVE

OIL, GIVES COMPLEXIONS A SPECIAL CARE
. . . KEEPS

SKIN

SOFT,

SMOOTH, YOUNG!

Palmolive is made from a special blend
of Olive and Palm Oils — nature's finest
beauty oils. Naturally, a soap made with
these beauty oils has a different and very
special lather. Pahnolive's lather is so
soothing, so kind to your skin. It cleanses
gently, yet with a thoroughness that removes every bit of dirt and cosmetics.
Keeps your skin soft, smooth and fresh
. . . alive with beauty!

KEEP

THAT

"SCHOOLGIRL

COMPLEXION"

. . . GUARD

AGAINST

"MIDDLE-AGE"

SKIN
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She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
your tooth brush— see your dentist immedi- teeth clean and sparkling. Massage a little
SURELY," you say, "surely the world's
extra Ipana into your gums every time you
ately— let him advise you.
ed
"
s
with
at this girl' feet! Bless
beauty and dowered with grace— life seems
brush y°ur teeth" Circulation quickens in
to have given her its best.
While there may be nothing seriously
the gums. Gums become firmer— your
wrong, don't take chances— let your dentist
teeth brighter, more lustrous.
But there is a thief that robs her lovedecide. Often, however, he will explain
Millions of people already have adopted
liness, that steals away her charm. That
your condition as a "simple case of sensithe Ipana. Tooth Paste and massage dental
thief is her dull, dingy and unattractive
tive gums— gums that are the victims of
health routine. It's one simple, easy way of
our
modern
menus—
gums
robbed
of
work
smile. Tragic? Yes, but that's the price she
pays for neglect— *z penalty she could have
helping to prevent dental disorders— and
by today's soft and creamy foods." And his
avoided.
with your gums more vigorous and
advice will probably be "more work and
healthy, your teeth sparkling and bright—
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
resistance for lazy gums" and, often, "the
you never need
of« your smile!
helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste
• be ashamed
©
Play safe— don't risk an attractive smile—
don't pay the penalties of tender gums
and dull and dingy teeth! When you see
that telltale warning tinge of "pink" on

massage."
andFor
Ipana, with massage, is especially
designed to help the gums as well as keep

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"— every
Wednesday night over N. B. C. Red Network,
9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

onr
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Hollywood Editor

Abril Lamarque

NOW

SO YOU

WON'T

32

HE'S LEARNED FROM LADIES
SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WANTED

34
36

Light up your home with new G-E MAZDA
lamps. Thanks to General Electric research,
they are now brighter than ever, yet they
use no more electric current, and cost no
more to buy. You'll be sure to get bulbs
that STAY BRIGHTER LONGER, if you'll
look for the G-E trademark when you buy.

THE LOVABLE

38

JEAN ARTHUR WHEN—
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1

40
42

BEAUTY

LAMPS

This young lady has found a
grand way to get extra value, for the new
G-E MAZDA lamps not only give her more
light for her money, but they help protect
her eyes from strain, and her face from
beauty-marring wrinkles.

GETS THE JOB

ACCIDENT
MAYBE

SHORT

20c

GENERAL
% ELECTRIC
MAZDA
LAMPS
4

MURIEL BABCOCK
IDA ZEITLIN

MARY

MARSHALL

46

MARTHA

50

LIFE STORY

S. HOYT

44

THEY CAN'T BE NATURAL
CAGNEY'S

CAROLINE

DILLON

48

JAMES

IDA ZEITLIN

FRANC

COURSE IN CLOTHES

COLLEGE

HUGHES

ALBERT

47

51

MARY
ANN

KERR

PARKES
WILLS

ROBERT H. MclLWAINE
GLADYS

HALL

SUBJECTS

YOUR

REVIEWS

6

FILM FARE

KNITTING

8

NEW

DESIGNS

12

STAR RECIPES

NEWS

14

GOSSIP
PRIZE LETTERS

BETWEEN YOU 'N' ME
OUR PUZZLE PAGE

20
22

FAMILY

FAVORITES

GOOD

MOVIE

75 and ioo-watt sizes

MAN

MACK

DORA

IT'S LUCK

INFORMATION

60-WATTS AND SMALLER

10

DANCE!

MANUEL,

MAZDA

Arl Editor

SHOWING

THEY'RE GOIN' PLACES

G-E

Inc.

DESK

24

SCOREBOARD

70

MOVIE X-WORD
THE BAROMETER
CRITICS' RATINGS
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was a cabaret singer... Luck
brought
mountain

to go to a

her a chance

resort for a month, posing

as a society belle. Two

youths fell

in love with her! Wait till you

see

this exciting story on the screen . . .
with

Joan

looking

dollars in the kind
production

"ife

like a million
of glamorous

that only M-G-M makes!

BRIDE

thy

Directed by
with BILLIE

BURKE

REGINALD

OWEN

A Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture
Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Bradbury Foote

Dorb
A r z n e r
Produced by
JOSEPH L.
MANKIEWICZ
5
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Fall Fashions

mmK\

Right at Your

Fingertips
6026 — The simple
stockinette stitch makes
a chic tailored jacket.

6034 — The newest
version of the ever-popular two-piece dress
achieves a nubby surface with the popcorn
stitch, below.

when

you

choose

a laxative
EVER notice how often constipation is accompanied by anto upset
It's doubly
important then,
choose stomach?
your laxative
as you
would your food. Avoid heavy, greasy indigestibles. Take FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious chewing gum laxative. It's not a heavy, bulky dose.
Has nothing to further burden an already overtaxed digestion. On the contrary, the very act
of chewing increases the flow of mouth juices
that aid digestion.
Moreover, FEEN-A-MINT's tasteless, laxative ingredient does not act in the stomach. Acts
only in the intestine, which is where constipation exists — where you want the right results.
No griping, nausea, discomfort, or lost sleep.

THEY LOOK so smart and sleek
and expertly tailored, anyone might
assume that these new knit fashions

Do you feel dull, headachy, out of sorts, due to
constipation? Let FEEN-A-MINT help put the
sunshine back in life. You will like its delicious
flavor,tive cananddo you'll
that FEEN-A-MINT
no other type of laxaexactlyfindwhat
does.
Discover for yourself why more than 16 million
people have already switched to FEEN-AMINT! At all druggists, or write for generous
FREE trial package. Dept.l07-H, FEEN-AMINT, Newark. N. J.

are hard to make, but they aren't. They
are so absurdly simple that a beginner
can tackle them without qualms.
The two-piece dress flaunts four important new fashion details. Made of
chiffon zephyr yarn it is soft as silk.
Nubby surface, little girl collar, and
the triangular bodice all proclaim that
it came right from the Paris showings.
The hand-knit tailored jacket is going places this year over all wool
frocks. Slightly widened shoulders, unbelted waistline, and elongated bodice
give it an air of fine tailoring. Glenmoor tweed is the yarn. Send for your
knitting instructions today. They're absolutely free.
ANN WILLS, MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kindly send, at no cost to me, knitting directions for 6026
knitting directions for 6034
1 am enclosing a stamped, addressed

(large) envelope.

Name .
Street.
City . .

State.

(Check one or both designs and please print name and address)
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Had

Convulsions When
"Don't tell me you
got that sun-lamp
in Miami!"
tanstormed
Lucy.

Lucy

Wealthy
Stopped
Almost

Warriner

At Nothing (Well,
Nothing) To Break

Up Her Husband's
Engagement Party for
His Next

"Wife"

Who'd have dreamt that
lovely Lucy Warriner
societywould
even toever
save shock
her marriage.

socialites
—Still
til happy
debutantes
and
divorces interfered.

you
WHAT would liondo if yoeur milprised
dollar fiance sur
lly" sity "pa
vern with
you in auatio
a girl she
had never met — and if
that girl happened to be
the wife you were about
Jerry Warto divorce?wormed
riner
his way
ing "Meet my sister". And "my sisout by saycee
ter" pro ded to put on a hair-raising act that
scandalized society, and brought Jerry's house
of cards tumbling round his handsome head.
Let's turn back the calendar and see how it
all started. One fine winter afternoon, home
comes Jerry with a vivid sun-lamp tan. From
what should have been a Florida vacation!
But was it? No, indeed! Jerry, the benighted
soul, finally tried to explain that he had whiled
a week or two in a gin and poker maraaway thon
with his one-time pals !
Now that in itself might have been enough
to besmirch the fairest picture of domestic
bliss. But Lucy was a lady. She was determined to play dumb and not utter even one
tiny little word of reproach. She was prepared
to welcome her wandering boy with sweetness
and light. Only Fate barged in, as Fate will do,
and upset Lucy's neat little apple-cart.
"Yoo-hoo, Lucy! Surprise! I'm home",
shouted Jerry. But only the dog barked. A
glance at the table revealed the morning paper
.
still untouched, and Lucy's letters unopened
When lovely Lucy finally did arrive, it was
in last night's evening clothes, and with her tall,
dark and handsome singing teacher in tow. Jerry ,
still smarting from Lucy's accusations about
his "Florida" siesta, refused to listen to explanations, and the happy home life of the Warriners was shattered with a resounding crash.
Jerry's wounded
assuagewhich
would
Nothinges but
he promptly
a divorce,
sensibiliti
proceeded to procure.
Time flitted by. Another 24 hours and the
Warriner divorce decree was to become final.

Lucy and her singing

erdesp
teacherto tried
their
explain
ately
night
out.

That was to be the
cue for Jerry to anWhy did his wife have
nounce his engageto hide Jerry in the
ment to the madcap
bedroom when her
best friend visited her?
heiress — Barbara
Vance. But Lucy
stamped her pretty foot and shouted Nobhe .
She wasn't going to allow any such thing,
girl
her one true love to ,"the
wasn't giving up dollar
s and no sense just bewith millions of
cause her husband refused to recognize facts.
make
the
, .Jerryi -isee
oh, what to do ? How to ...
But light?
Then an idea struck Lucy as lightning strikes
a tree That night the wealthy Vances were
throwing a hotcha party for Jerry and their
Society's darlings
Barbara.
would
be there en
masse — and that,
Lucy decided, was
the time to strut
her stuff.
How she posed as

's sister,
Jerrythrew
poor she
how
the
party into an uproar
with a dance that
made the assembled
dowagers' eyes pop,
makes one of the
most hilarious sequences ever thrown
on the screen.
But what happens
after that to Lucy and
Jerry's romance is the really big surprise you'll
(Adr't.)

's
find in Columbia
..,E
f
"TH
picture, „,„
new1"
gayest
, UT
theFUfastest
H"-,
TR
most
AW Lexhilara
comedy
in years. ting
Irene

Dunne plays the wife, Lucy Warriner, and
ora Goes Wild", you have
saw of"Theod
if you idea
her comedy capabilities. In one
some
scene, Lucy is stopped on the road by two
motorcycle cops because her radio is going full
blast. She's lost the control knob and can't turn
it down. The policeman tries to fix it. "We
don't have to do this", he says. "It's only a
"It'stonoyou".
favor", says Lucy. "We enjoy the
favor
COP: "Have you people been drinking ?
LUCY: "No. Have you people"?
music"."What's your license number"?
COP:
"I don't know. They change it every
LUCY:
year. What's the license number on your mofair looking
on. Cary Grant is
merrily now"!
it Nogoes
And so torcycle?
some, Warriner
debonair—, handand
Jerry
with a charming wit
that gets him out of the
You'll
beJitest
quotingplaces.
and requoting his clever lines.
Don't miss "The
Truth".
Awful
grand screen
play,It'sthea
work of Dwight
Taylor and Vina Delof "Bad
Girl",author
remember?
mar,
And none other than
Leo McCarey, of
"Ruggles of Red
Gap"
directed. Whenfame,
is it coming
to your theatre? You'll see it in the papers.
Keep your eyes peeled for the announcement.

THEV'RE
Profiles, pluck and
BY

GOIIT

perseverance

MACK

Here's Robert Allen, making good on second trial.

PLACES.!
are making them stars of tomorrow

HUGHES

Robert Kent's had five leading
ladies — the Dionne Quints.

Robert
Baldwin's stepping
along cinematically and headed for success.
DID YOU ever think of capitalizing
on your appearance? You know,
there's no reason why you shouldn't,
if you're lucky enough to be one of
those fortunate "born good-looking"
people. If you had a voice you'd
train it and go on the stage, even
prepare for opera if it was that
good,
wouldn't
why notthat
do
the same
with ayou?
set ofSo features
you were graced with at birth?
Everyone likes to look at anything
attractive — a beautiful girl, a handsome man or even a magnificent
horse. And so, it follows that the
logical thing to do is to sell your
profile, if it's of the salable variety.
This is just what a few of the newcomers to pictures have done.
Maybe you've been wondering who
this attractive young man or that
beautiful girl you've seen in the
movies recently, is. Well, keep them
in mind, for you're going to see
more of them in bigger and better
parts within the next year. For many
of the boys and girls you've seen so
often on the magazine pages are now
in Hollywood being groomed for
movies. Among them are several
young men fortunate enough to be
six feet tall and handsome enough
to arrest the attention of movie
scouts.
First on the list is Douglas Blackley, better known to fans as Robert
10

Kent. For years Bob was one of
the leading models in New York.
This in itself is no mean stunt where
only a hundred out of 5000 people
in the profession manage to make a
living. However, Bob was what is
known as a godsend to photographers.
He was camera proof. This means

ing, he invaded the sanctums of
moviedom again. One scout said that
he would cover Kent's performance
and that if he could really act, he'd
have a chance at pictures. Luck was
against Bob for, no sooner was he in
Maine than his appendix acted up
and he had to return to New York.
Much to his surprise the scout had
missed the show and called him in
to do a test from a scene in it. Need-

that he could be "shot" from any
angle and still look good to the
client — the man who selects the copy.
Naturally there is one goal this leads
to — motion pictures.
Doug was full of hope and determination, which makes a sound
base for ambition and, as a result he
began studying with movies in mind.
He soon became the pet of the artists,
for he could express moods for
them. But, he was still as far away
from Hollywood as when he began
and the harder he tried to crash the
gates, the colder were his receptions
at the picture offices.
Now if you think that a few disappointments could discourage young

less to say, he made the' grade and
left for Hollywood. Since being
there he has steadily worked and
among his more recent pictures was
"Reunion," with those loveable little
girls, the Dionne Quints.
Another handsome gent who got
a chance at talkies was Ted Bauer,
now christened Robert Allen. Flis
was a far different story and quite
as interesting, even though the results are a little astonishing.
Allen was for many years the
highest paid model in New York.
He worked more often than others.

Kent, you're wrong. They only
served to prod him on. After all,
his life as a model had not been easy
to get started. He was used to selfdiscipline. For, if he was to face a
camera there was to be no night life
for him. Regular hours and little
play had been his lot.
He finally landed a job in stock
for the summer and, with this train-

One day he posed for a soap ad — a
nice, homey scene in a bath tub, and
once it was published he was immediately called into consultation by the
movie moguls. Soon after this conference, Bob went to the Coast and
his company had big plans for their
"Soap Boy."
However, being young and im(Continued on page 82)
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"If you're looking for a
sure-fire family hit in the
food line, then make it
with apple
advis
Billie
s," she
Burke
hases oodle
s
. And
of knockout suggestions
and recipes to tempt you.
These home-kitchen-tested,
accurate recipes appear
in handy form on Page 74.
Courtesy New York & New England Apple Institute
TASTES vary. That statement is
as true of foods as it is of film folks,
and it explains why there are so many
stars and so many recipes. Yes, one
fan's darling is another person's pet
peeve, just as surely as 'one man's
dish is another man's poison.' But
everyone will be in complete agreement when it comes to Billie Burke
and the special dishes she recommends. They're swell.
"If you're looking for a real family
favorite in the food line, then make

for salads . . . apple dishes too numerous to keep track of, but delicious,
every one !
Certainly the collection of madewith-apples dishes that I have for
you should be welcome right now.
Some are Miss Burke's, some derive
from other sources, but all are worth
your attention. So be sure to turn
to Page 74 where you will find a
number of them. Look them over
and save those that have special appeal, for future reference, if not

for immediate trial. If you don't,
it with apples," advised Miss Burke,
who is pretty much of an all-round
you'll surely regret your oversight
family favorite herself, due to her
when your green grocer says to you
ability to please the women in the
one of these fine mornings, "Some
audience, amuse the children and .
apples today, Madame? They're parmake the masculine contingent feel
ticularly fine and the price is 'way
strong and protective.
But let's not go shopping or reWHEREAS, with very many foods,
cipe hunting just yet. Instead let's
down."
return
to Miss Burke, busily at work
you'll find that some people will like
in as charming a kitchen as you could
them prepared in one way, some in
another, just about everyone likes
well imagine, preparing a special
apple
concoction for her daughter,
apples in any form," Billie continued
Patricia Ziegfeld. This lovely gal is
with an air of conviction that permitted no contradiction on my part.
a softie for her man's home cooking-.
When
her
amazingly youngBut who was I to argue, since I
agreed with her so completely? Besides, Ifully appreciated the timeliness of her suggestions and would
have tried to lead the conversation
around to just these very fruits had
Miss Burke failed to mention them
herself.
These coming months find apples
engaging the attention of every
good housewife. Shining red eating
apples, polished and piled high in a ,M
bowl on the dining-room table 01 SI
buffet . . . firm, juicy green ones
stored in a cool spot to be made into
pies and puddings . . . golden ones
12

looking mother is working at the
studio, Patricia accepts with good
humor the fine meals prepared by the
real cook of the household, I learned. But when the picture is completed (she had just finished making
"Topper" when I saw her), and before the next one starts (she'll be
doing "The Bride Wore Red"),
then young Miss Ziegfeld insistently
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Apples

get star bill
DON'T LOOK NOW. PETEBUT THAT MRS. ROYCE

ing any day in Billie

Burke's

kitchen,

I TOLD YOU SHE'D NOTICE
THAT LAZY SOAP OUR LADY
USES DOESN'T WASH

IS EYEING

THE TABLECLOTH AGAIN!

I WISH SHE'D CHANGE TO
FELS-NAPTHA SOAP AND GET
RID OF TATTLE-TALE

and

CLEAN.

GRAY

there's

a good reason
requests her mother to make a "personal appearance" in the culinary department to fix up one or two of
the special dishes for which she is
famous. It's an occasion that is all
too rare, according to Patricia, but
she vows that it's a real treat. So
Miss Burke, always the devoted parent, proudly complies.
Of course, Miss Burke mentioned
Apple Pie first. You will find her
recipe for this particular treat on
Page 74, as I told you before, but
as I repeat again for fear you will
overlook this fact and fail to notice
that we are now giving you at least
four home-kitchen-tested, detailed
and accurate recipes in each and
every issue of Modern Screen.
The filling suggested for Miss
Burke's favorite Apple Pie can be
used either for the two-crust variety
or the single-crust, deep-dish type.
It has an excellent flavor — spices
and lemon and almonds assure that
— and is especially delicious served
hot. Try brushing the top with unbeaten egg white before baking, as
procedure prosuggested, for r this
crust. The second
duces a browne
time you make it (you see, I take
it for granted that in this case one
good turn certainly deserves another), follow the egg yolk suggestion noted at the end of the recipe.
And see if you don't like this
pie with the Fluffy Lemon Sauce
poured over each spicy slice. The
sauce happens to be one that goes
Tapioca recipe, you'll
Apple
with
notice,thebut
I tried it out on the pie
with such success that I hasten to
pass on the suggestion to you.
That particular Tapicoa recipe I
just mentioned is certainly pretty
special when this same sauce accompanies it,especially if the pudding is
made wi-h "pink" Apple Sauce and
is garnished with thin apple slices
with the skin left on to add another
note of color. Both these dishes —
the pie and the pudding — are pictured for you on the opposite
page, together with a few of the
other apple treats that I'm going to
tell you
(Continued on page 75)

makes it so easy to hurry out ALL the dirt.
That's because Fels-Naptha brings you
two peppy cleaners instead of one. Its
richer golden soap and lots of naptha loosen
the grimiest, deep-down dirt. When the
wash is over, your clothes are so sweet
and white it's a thrill to iron them.
You'll love the gentle way Fels-Naptha
Bird alive, how people's eyebrows do go
up — if there's the faintest hint of tattletale gray in your linens and things.
But why risk it? Why put up with halfclean-clothes— when Fels-Naptha Soap

BANISH

too. There's soothing
treats your hands,
glycerine in every golden bar.
Ask your grocer for Fels-Naptha today
and try it! You'll have easier -washes !
Lovelier washes! And none of that pesky
cop*. fELS a cc. ,S37
tattle-tale gray!

GRAY"
^TATTLE-TALE
FELS-NAPTHA
WITH

SOAP
13 !

You can't say that Shirley isn't a
[ull-fledged star. Yes, she attended
her own premiere escorted by —
her mother.

'Twas her very first
first-night.
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n
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0

m

BY
LEO

TOWNSEND
Photos by Frank Muto

Above,

what's this, a new romance? Virginia Bruce and Brian
Aherne get set for the rhumba.
And, right, Miriam Hopkins and
Director Goulding caught nightclubbing.
14

Captain Philip , Asttey left
When Madeleine Carroll and Hubby
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keeps
The Stanwyck-Taylor duo still
Barbara looks
Hollywood intrigued.
has that off-tosorta nautical, and Bob too.
sea look,
Freddie: "Oh, 1 see.
evaluation."

I had an idea the word criticism meant

" Connie Bennett arrived
At the preview of her picture, "Topper,
^^P
vLy
a
^L^
es c,ve
string of sabla«ra
With inhera polk
came^M
y
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ts. No hair pulled.
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You've probably heard that before
"Broadway Melody" was released
went
through a long period of retakes. itNumerous reasons for the refurbishing have been
floating about, but the most authentic is that
when the picture was first completed the
producers discovered that George Murphy
had stolen the male acting honors from the
romantic lead. Bob Taylor. So "Broadway
Melody" went back to the sound stages for
a slight operation on Mr. Murphy's role.

Coiffure Note (Men's Dept.) : The fluffy
hair worn by George Raft in "Souls at
Sea" was a weighty problem for his studio, as well as for its wearer. Mr. R.,
who has always played slick-haired guys,
suddenly found himself confronted with an
order from the front office to refrain from
oiling his locks during the shooting of the
picture. George, who likes to wear his
hair slicked down on his social engagements, felt that the studio was trying to
16

Went out to look over the
Stanwyck and Taylor
ranches the other day out in Reseda, in
San Fernando Valley. Barbara's rural retreat, now in process of construction, will
be a more or less sumptuous affair. Two
houses are already being completed, and
more barns than you can shake a horse at.
Down the road a piece, as we ranchers put
it, is the forthcoming Taylor menage. It is
much smaller than Barbara's, but Bob calls
it home. Its main advantage is that it's only
five minutes from the Stanwyck estate.

Trouble in Culver City : Freddie Bartholomew's Aunt Cissy — his legal guardian
—is said to be conferring with lawyers regarding the financial status of her young
charge. Aunt Cissy, they say, complains
that Freddie's salary is much lower than
the $1300. weekly which he's supposed to
be getting, and she feels that an immediate
adjustment is in order. Otherwise, she
says, inshe'll
packin up
Freddie and put him
back
school
England.

You really should have been out at Jimmy
Stewart'sandon sister
Movingcame
Day.to It
seems Jimmy's
mother
Hollywood
for a
visit of several months, so Mr. S. rented a
new home to accommodate the family. The
day they arrived he was in the middle of
packing. Mother S. took one horrified look
at her son's efforts and banished him from
the house, while she emptied all his trunks
and put things back in a more organized
manner. All of which leads Jimmy to bemother.lieve that a boy's best friend, after all, is his

"Life of a Lancer Spy," which is full
of British accents and the clicking of British heels, is now finished. What we wanted
you to know is that one of the extras, portraying a soldier, took his orders seriously. When they told him to click his
heels, he clicked them so hard he wrenched
his back.

One of the bigger social events of the past
month was the opening of the Beverly Hills
Tennis Club. Owned by Fred Perry and
Ellsworth Vines, most of its members are
from the movie colony. Some of the highlights on opening night were: Gloria Stuart
buying champagne cocktails for the photographers, Groucho Marx executing his own
version of the rhumba with Eleanore Whitney, and Bob Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck,
arriving in light flannel slacks and yachting
regalia.
Day after the opening of the Tennis
Club, Groucho Marx and Ellsworth Vines
engaged Charlie Chaplin and Fred Perry
in the battle of the century. Groucho arrived on the court first and promptly
zipped himself into a sleeping bag, for a
nap, while waiting for his opponents. Most
of the actual tennis was played by Perry
and Vines, who volleyed ferociously at
each other, while Groucho and Charlie engaged in amiable conversation over their
section of the net. P. S. Groucho's team
lost.

Questions without Answers: What Blonde
star, at a recent party, wrote out a check
for
SL 000.
to cover her gentleman friend's
losses
at poker?
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the immortal NANA!
He picked a jaded rose jrom the streets oj Paris and made her
with a cast of thousands including: Gale

S on dergaar i . . .Joseph

SckilJkraut

• Henry O'Neill ■ Louis Calkern
Gloria Holden - Donald Crisp • Erin 0'Brie|.-Moore
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Morris Carnovsky 'Directed lyWilliam Dieter
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DAILY: Matinees 2:40 • Evenings 8:40
PERFORMANCES
AIR-CONDITIONED

HOLLYWOOD
BROADWAY at 51st STREET,

THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY

Reserved
Seats Selling Eight Weeks In Advance ~ All Seats
Evenings and Holiday matinees: 2.00, 1.50, 1.00, .77 plus tax
and
to Friday: 1.00, .77 plus tax • Matinees - Saturday and Sunday
Mail orders accepted.
6 P.M. Performance Sunday: 1.50, 1.00, .77 plus tax. •

Matinees -Monday

the world.
Coming, in early jail, to leading theatres throughout
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Downs

and

Eleanore

Whitney

must

have

"called the calling together
off, off," again!
for they're going places

Someone showed us some statistics — and
it must have been true because it was in
print — which proved that Warner Baxter had
earned more money in pictures in 1936 than
any other male star in Hollywood. Ii you
think this sounds a bit on the fantastic side,
remember that Warner has been under contract to one studio for a good many years,
and that his salary has been increased
every time option time came around.

whom came for a glimpse of Robert Taylor, who captained the Leading Men's team.
When the loudspeaker announced : "Robert
Taylor is now approaching home plate," the
spectators gasped. Mr T. approached home
plate, smiled for the assemblage, and disappeared for the afternoon, it seems he
doesn't
play
baseball.hadThere
a rumor
that the Comedians
won was
!
■

B

■

■

Travel Note : Mr. and Airs. Gene Raymond (she was the former Jeanette MacDonald, said to t^; in pictures) returned
from their Hawaiian honeymoon with two
beautiful sets of tan and twenty extra
pounds of unwanted flesh. The extra
poundage was equally divided — ten apiece —
and it is our duty to report that their first
week in Hollywoo/1 banished it in a hurry.
The the
Raymonds
aft" Gene
now bought
completely
moved
into
new home
before
the
wedding. The only other item about them
is this : if Gene ever finds himself out of
work, he can be consoled by the fact that the
little wife, starting October 1st, will be
pulling in $5,000. weekly on a radio program.

a

■

■

The opening of Bing Crosby's Delmar
race-track was really a one-man show.
President Crosby greeted early customers at
the gate. Later, Bing acted as master of
ceremonies for a radio broadcast from the
track. Official starter was Bing Crosby.
Now guess whose horse won the first race.
You're right.
■

■

■

Everyone's still wondering who won that
baseball game between the Comedians and
the Leading Men. An annual affair, with
the profits
charity, this
year's
test drew going
20,000 tobreathless
fans,
mostcon-of

■

■

Shirley Temple sadly disappointed some
visitors on the set of "Heidi" the other day.
When she learned there was company on
the set she thought it would be a fine idea
to entertain them, just as any other little
girl would, with her repertoire of two piano
selections. So Shirley pounded away on
the piano, and the visitors gave up all hope
of seeing what they came for — a sample of
little Miss T.'s million-dollar histrionics.
nan
The romance between Loretta Young and
Producer Joe Mankiewicz marches on, with
both principals showing a lot of interest in
each other. On a recent week-end in Santa
Barbara, Loretta was wearing a diamond
engagement ring and a platinum wedding
band. She claims they were props, however
— wore them in "Wife, Doctor and Nurse,"
and simply forgot to take them off. Maybe !
a

a

a

The Rosalind Russell-Bob Montgomery feud
must
be over.
At least,
takenin
to kidding
each other
again.they've
It seems,
this case, that Rosalind owed Bob ten dollars
on a bet. Next morning, on the set of "Live,
Love and Learn," Mr. M. received a lusciouslooking salad bowl, in the center of which
was a whole pineapple. And when our
hero reached for the pineapple, the top half
came off and out rolled hundreds of pennies.
He hasn't had time to count them, but he
^uspects when he does they'll add up to
ten dollars.
(Continued on page 72)
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Our

readers'

movies.

candid

Have

you

VOU

opinions

sent

on

stars

and

in your prize letter?

ENTRANCE
Write a Letter —
Win a Prize
Have you sent in your rave
or complaint about players
and pictures yet? If you
haven't,

get on the bandwagon. Write to us and maybe you will be one of the
lucky prize winners. This is
your open forum in which you
can state your opinions as
frankly as you please. It is
important to stars, producers,
and us that we know what
you

Good

News!

Before and after scenes at a
double-feature movie, according

the

to one reader's nightmares.
$5.00 Prize

*

EX
KLEEN
HABIT
saves

towels

make-up

from

stains

• There's really no excuse for staining towels
with make-up. The habit of using Kleenex
Disposable Tissues saves towels, arguments,
money!

Here's a
better way to remove face
creams and safer,
cosmetics. Kleenex
Tissues are so
very soothing and non - irritating. And they
absorb grease and dirt from deep down in
the pores. Also remember the Kleenex Habit
to blend rouge, to shape and blot lipstick, to
wipe away excess nail polish.

i

Keep Kleenex Tissues in Every Room
And in the Car, too.
For handkerchief use during
colds . . . To apply powder,
rouge . . . To dust and polish . . .
For the baby. . . And in the carta wipe hands, windshield and
greasy spots.

No waste! No mess!
Full a tissue — the
next one pops up
ready for use!

KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE
TISSUES
(.* Trade Mark Reg. V. S. Patent Office)
20

Too

Much

Letter

Is Too

Much

I love a good movie. Give me one good
movie, a newsreel and a comedy, and I
have had a swell
or evening's
entertainment.
But afternoon
multiply that
menu by
two, and I've had too much. The theatres
seem to be vying with each other in seeing
which can give the public the most for their
money. It seems to me, however, they are
merely cutting their own throats, because I
know we often choose some other form of
entertainment rather than spend such a longperiod in one spot. And I'm not alone in this
sentiment, believe me. Many others have
told me they feel the same way.
We often go just for one feature on the
bill, but what happens ? We have to sit
through the second whether we like it or
not in order to see our choice. I have to
leave my -baby at home with a girl who's
paid by the hour, and with such endless
programs, the price of the show is doubled
for me. There are hundreds of mothers in
this same fix. What's more, double features
cause so much eyestrain that I invariably go
home
feeling. with a headache and that doped
I'd much rather get my money's worth on
one good feature that I could dream about
rather than get a nightmare from trying to
think about half a dozen heroes and heroines
The brain can absorb just so much at one
time.
How soon will theatre managers realize
that they aren't nourishing us, but are overfeeding us, and as a result, we're getting a
bad case of movie gout? — Mrs. W. R.
Giedt, Chicago, 111.
$2.00 Prize Letter

think about movie personalities and movies. We
welcome your contributions.
There are no rules; no deadlines. Send in your letters or
poems today — as many as
you like. Prizes: 1st prize, $5;
2 second prizes of $2 each; 6
prizes of $1 each. Address:
Between You and Me, 149
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

I have a different date every day. My husband, modern to his fingertips in that respect, doesn't object
the least.
In fact,
he encourages
these in
dates.
He says
they
keep me in a happy, pleasant frame of mind,
and keep our own romance alive.

What

more could a girl ask than

to have her pick of "star dates"?
It's all in knowin' how, m' deahs!

Here's an exclusive peek at my date book :
Monday : Skiing with Melvyn Douglas.
Dating the Stars
He's fascinating, don't you think?
Tuesday : Saw Errol Flynn for two
I'm a middle-aged housewife. Not hard .
tc look at but certainly not fascinating. Yet
hours today. He makes love divinely.

MODERN
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Wednesday : Kidded along delightfully by
Bob Montgomery and enjoyed it immensely.
toThursday: Nelson Eddy sang to me and
rich
so
voice,
us
marvelo
a
Has
day.
.
vibrant.
Taylor
Bob
with
places
Going
Friday:

reader thinks the AstaireRogers team is swell 'cause
slushy necking scenes are absent from their pix.

One

and are the women jealous! Terribly. They,
.
_
too, adore him.
Saturday : Night-clubbing with Ben Ber-

SCREEN

nie. Dark clouds are forgotten ; there's only
silver lining when I'm with the Old
the
Maestro.
Sundav: Ending a perfect week with
Bill Powell. Such a man-of-the-world !
So sophisticated and magnetic. One of the
most enjoyable dates so far.— Virginia Lee
Hall, Ronceverte, W. Va.

$2.00 Prize Letter
More Taylor Talk
Clark Gable was compared with Rudolph
Valentino because Valentino was good.
Gable beRobert Taylor is compared with
cause Gable is good. And now Tyrone
bePower is being compared with Taylor
cause Taylor is good! Of course, Tyrone
is handsome and charming, but is that any
isn't? In reel life,
reason to say that Bobthat
are given to him
Taylor takes the roles
and portrays them to the best of his ability.
In real life, he is a modest, unassuming
bachelor, who lives a good, clean life. Take
it from me, Bob Taylor is a one hundred
per cent American and one of whom we can
be very proud. — Jim Hart, Charlotte, N. C.
$1.00 Prize Letter
A Robert Kent Rave
At last, we have what America really
and what's more imwants, that lovable,
portant, real young actor, Robert Kent. The
most surprising thing about him is that you
so
He's notwith
he's true.confuse
believe get
can actuallythat
d
him
you
handsome
the scenery, but he's plenty handsome enough
to give your heart the flip-flops. And
lovable. Ahhhhh ! There's where he
really scores.
There's much talk about Miss America,
the typical American girl. . What about the

Pond's

typical American man, Robert Kent ? Show
me a more sincere actor, if you can. Show
me one who could have been more appealing
as Bill Smith in "That I May Live," or as
Mare in "Angel's Holiday."
Nick
You can take your matinee idols, girls.
I'll take Robert Kent, the genuine, any old
day in the week.— Rochelle Collins, Jackson, Miss.
$1.00 Prize Letter
It's the Little Things That
You Down

Get

Maybe it isn't right to criticize pictures
you know
that you enjoy, but when you feel
a character in a book through and through,
you expect that character to be the same
in pictures. I'm referring to Bill Boyd as
Hopalong Cassidy and Jimmy Ellison as
Johnny Nelson.
I wonder if producers know that Nelson
always wore two guns, and that neither he
nor Hoppy would have been caught dead
with anything but wooden-handled guns.
They considered pearl handles fit only for
dudes or show-offs, not for men who depended upon their guns to keep themselves
alive. And Bill Cassidy got the nickname
"Hopalong" because of his limp. But
where, oh where, is that limp when you
see him on the screen?
These are small things but they are important. I've heard more than one person
say he's disappointed in the movie version
discrepancies.—
of books because of these City,
Mo.
Mona Cummings, Kansas

$1.00 Prize Letter
Slushy Necking Taboo
The utmost credit should go to the person
scenes from
slushy
who prevents
ed onnecking
(Continu
page 98)

3 "Sunlight"

Shades

flatter

uour face in strong open daglight

Bright light . . . Black shadows . . . Now there
are "Sunlight" shades to soften that glare on
your face. Specially blended to catch only
the softer rays of the sun . . . Flattering! Away
from the old sun-tan shades.
Try them at our expense. Or buy a box,
and if you do not find it more nattering than
ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box,
and we will refund purchase price plus postage. Decorated screw-top jars, 35^, .70*. New
big boxes, 10*, 20*.
Sunlight (light)
Summer Brunette
Sunlight (dark)

Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight
Pond's.Dept. 9MS-PK,Clinton,Conn. Please
free, ofPond's
test. t"
rush
5-day "Sunligh
each for3 a new
Shades,me,enough
(This offer expires Dec. 1, 1937)
Street
Name
City
Copyright,
1931.
Pond's Extract
Company

. State. 21
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says MAGGY
ROUFF,fashion
designer of Paris
"A re you a golden blonde, ma cherie, or
l\ a dusky brunette? Whichever is your
coloring, your face will derive new glamour from Woodbury's Windsor Rose. It is
the living tints of the skin that make this
powder shade so full of flattery."
Like all Woodbury's Facial Powder, the
new Windsor Rose is germ-free* . . . helps
guard against blemish-causing germs. See
what lovely things this powder can do
for you! Seven glorious shades to choose
from. $1.00, 50<J, 25^, 10c;.
*Tested with ] 9
other leading brands.
Woodbury's
Powder, alone,Facial
was
germ fore
-free
both use.
beand after

MAIL FOR lO-PIECE
LOVELINESS KIT!
For generous samples of Woodbury's Scientific Aids
to Loveliness, enclose 10c and mail to John H.
Woodbury, Inc.. 9182 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.

Name

PUZZLE

ACROSS

Puzzle solution appears

1. & 5. The hombre featured in the puzzle
11. First name of a comic in "Way Out
15. She skates on "Thin Ice."
16. Mexican dancer in "Border Cafe"
17. Stage and screen star of "What Every
Woman
19. First
name Knows"
of star of "A Family Affair"
20. She'sWest"
in "The Emperor's Candlesticks"
21. Former
tralia Ziegfeld comedian, born in Aus22. Make a mistake
23. Good tennis score
25. Belief
27. Refuse to admit
28. Singer in "The Hit Parade"
31. He was in the thick of "Trouble in
33. Deep chasm
te, noro"th of California
35. StaMor
37. Movie occtheatre magnate
39. Kind of beer
40. In the style of
41. Patsy's fun-making pal in "Nobody's
Baby,"youfirst
42. What
takename
when you go on a long
h
s
i
l
o
.
e
d
47 Fo
ol ag
50. To rehide el
a;
51. Mo
lenv m
hsom
a
s
l
o
'
a
.
k
r
" you saw him in
52 He Womf
O se
"
Cha
Man
53. SheTruax
has two ex-hubbies, one is Derwood
54. Note of the scale
55. First part of first name of screen hero
often co-starred with McLaglen
56. Providence is in this state: abbr.
57. The title of the late Guy Standing

Address.

trip

22

I

58.
61.
63.
65.

on Page 112

White expanses for showing movies
Eugene O'Neill wrote "Desire Under
InitialsinofItaly
Warners' new dancing star
River

66. Louise - - -imer
67. First
- - - -" of actor married to Mozeile
the name
Brittone
68. Weapon
70. Eddie Cantor is in "- - - Baba Goes
72. Huge
She did a comic dance in "That Girl
74.
77.
79.
81.
83.
86.
. 88.
89.
91.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

to
Town"
From
Paris"
Singing
star of "Music for Madame"
Bert Wheeler's goofy crony
This gal inherits riches
Mineral spring
Mule driver
Cry like a cat
In that direction
The Spring-struck father in "Call It
This state has the great salt lake
First
name half of Mexican actress' last
She put IT on the map
a Day"
What
you don't
have to be if you're
handsome
in pictures
This kind of maid takes to the sea
He's in "Paradise Isle."
Francis
Lederer
farced
in "- - -

100. Dick
charmer in "The Singing
RainyPowell's
Afternoon"
101. Japanese coin
102. "- - - thing Goes"
103. First name of Bebe Daniel's spouse
Marine"
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LAXATIVE

||SCIENTIFICALLY

own

"
e Him a Gunup
in "They Gav
1 The girl
a
put
who
ss
actre
d
blon
of
name
First
2
battle for her child
3. Wendy Bar - - ■
4. Howl or bark
,
don
Lon
of
yd's
"Llo
5. Glamor girl in
ed the part of
playield
llivanCopperf
6. Maur
"David
• - inO'Su
D- een
7. Left out
• ■ ---- Uis George
„8. ,7<jcui0>- Raft's heart
inia
Virgtrouble
9. This is paradise
10. Unusual
ph Scott
11. Helen Gahagan _and Randol
12. Lateplayed in "

IMPROVED/

EX-LAX

NOW

BETTER

THAN

EVER!

13 He's still Ginger Rogers' husband
rtisin
larg glass lights for display adve
.4. Tubu
15. The guy who gives the jobs
hadure a feud with W. C. Fields
\l\ Sis'
of pleas
Cry baby
24.
26. Of greater height
29 Colored marbles
a hero out of this villain
30 The offans
Texas Rangers
"Themade
32. Katie O'Shea in "Parnell"
Thirteenth
34 Character actress in "The
e
36.
Chair
gold"en voice ornamented first talki
Histrailers
38. ". -ikiki Wedding"
43. Wear out by friction
44. Man is a bi
45. Everlasting
46. Withstand
e Plains
47. This epic-maker created "Th
h
d
c
o
o
i
p
49. Per man"or e ep
53. Out on the de
58. Church steeple
59. Company: abbr.
Man in Blue"
ceman in "Thefull
60 Poli"...
-length w.ll be
first
62 Disney's - white

ng High, Swing Low"
63 Sire
Cominc in "Swi
64.
69. Resting places for relics
70. Exit
71. He's sc-r-eamingly funny to some
the dother
, andAs wasMarrie
Vienna
hails from
nin "As
72' Shewoman
Good
73. Afresh
Car
Dark, handsome actor in "Armored
75. Sofa
76.
78. This is what newsreels are
80. Long for
th Chair"
82. Detective in "The Thirteen
e
83. Screen name of wife of gent in puzzl
ple
84. Brownish-pur
85. Uninvited guests at the picnic
87. Whazzat?
rty"
90. Unwanted man in "PersonalthePrope
--is queen of
le
Temp
ey
92. Shirl
stars
94. She sings and her name's - - - ne
95. First name of yokel in "Mountain
98. LaugMhusic"

of people
ge"
FOR OVER 30 years, millions
Ex-Lax works by the "Gentle Nud a
es
stin
inte
"the
your
Lax
s
give
Exsystem. It simply
have been proclaiming
ideal laxative" . . . "Ex-Lax is everything
constipagentle nudge at the point where ls thorus.
told
they
bowe
be!"
ld
the
shou
a good laxative
tion exists, emptying
oughly but easily and comfortably!
no
But, in the world of science, there are
Ex-Lax won't upset your system or disSkilled
"good enough." seek
such words as
ing
ach
chemists are constantly at work,
turb your digestion. It won't cause stom ds
r.
bette
affor
ucts
ax
prod
Ex-L
new means of making good
pains, nausea or weakness.
imas near a natural bowel movement as any
And in the Ex-Lax laboratories the
laxative can give.
possible" has been accomplished!
bilt, a
If you are suffering from headaches,
After a long period of patient effor
so
ing
feel
e"
iousness, or that dull "blu
to improve
11 feel
you
—
tion
way has been found actually bett
tipa
cons
by
ed
caus
n
ofte
er than
Ex-Lax ... to make it even
effi- better after taking Ex-Lax! And you'll be
and
tory
sfac
sati
ever before. eAin more
way!
y
ever
andh
cient laxativ
of on"for
nceacti
the abse
for make
a 'hars
ofcing
efulthat
gratin
the
stra
ce.
r
cathartic such an unpleasant experien
• TASTES BETTER THAN EVER! No matte
Ex-Lax
tifihow much you may have liked
Your druggist now has the new Scien
25c
deand
Its
10c
now!
in
r
ax
bette
Ex-L
even
cally Improved
before, it tastes olate
flavor is smoother and
licious all-choc
but
—
ays
alw
as
same
sizes! The box is the er than ever! Get a
richer than ever!
are bett
ents
cont
the
box today!
• ACTS BETTER THAN EVER! Always deFREE' If you prefer to try Ex- Lax at our
pendable in action, Ex-Lax is now evens
for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
bowel
e,Box write
the
expens
es
more effective! It empti
170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.
MM107
oughly-more smoothly-in less
more thorbefore
.
time than
Ever
Now Improved — Better than
• MORE GENTLE THAN EVER! Ever famous
for its mildness, Ex-Lax is today so remarkably gentle that, except for the relief
EX-LAX
realize you have
you get, you scarcelyshock
is
ce!
violen
-no
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
taken a laxative. No
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Don't

let

Skin -Thirst
do this
to you!

Like the fragile rose, your own
skin, when starved for life-giving
moisture, becomes dry and ugly.
As early as 16, dreaded "SkinThirst" begins. Guard this vital
skin moisture with Outdoor Girl,
the face powder blended with
Olive Oil for your protection.

OLIVE

Darryl

Zanuck

gauge

the box

looks

Barometer

to

OIL

office

is the

value
guardian

The protecting touch of Olive Oil
in each fine flake of Outdoor Girl
Face Powder keeps it from "sponging up" the natural moisture so
essential to a youthful complexion.
Keep your beauty fresh and lovely
—protected against "Skin-Thirst"!
Six luscious shades at drug and
department stores
For perfect color harmony of make-up,
use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.
Generous purse sizes at all 10c stores.

OUTDOOR

GIRL
T7Ae jjace pvuxleh
blended. tvitA.
OLIVE

at our

OIL

of his

players

At the right, we are printing a letter, sent
us recently by the Vice-President of 20th
Century-Fox, Darryl Zanuck, which should
be of great interest to all our readers. He,
like so many prominent producers, is coming
to depend more and more on our trusty
Barometer, for he is a man with keen business sense and realizes that you, who write
to the Information Desk, are the public who
must be pleased in the theatres. He knows
that it is a fair, impartial survey which tells
accurately, from day to day and from month
to month, which stars are most popular with
You. Help complete the tale the needle tells,
the tale producers must read and recognize,
by sending in your own requests — as many
as you please.

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life in this department,
and, incidentally, help boost his or her
standing in our Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on this page, or
just write. Try to save yourself 2c by
using postcards whenever possible. We
answer general questions, too, either
here or by mail. Address: The Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
DEANNA
DURBIN
(First printing. Total
number of requests
1573.) Canada now has
the Dionne quintuplets
and Deanna Durbin.
Of course, you heard
that voice in "Three
Smart Girls." It's got
the country ga - ga.
Deanna was born with the prosaic name
of Edna Mae Durbin in Winnipeg, Canada,
Dec.
home
long. 4,At1922,
the but
ripe she
age didn't
of one stay
or so,
she very
and
her family packed up and left for Hollywood, not however, for the reason you're
thinking. No, the Durbin family didn't
give a hoot about breaking into the movies,
either singly or in a group. They merely
wanted to duck those storm-bitten Canadian winters.
It didn't take the Durbins long to find
out that they had a voice on their hands.

Twentieth Century- Fox Film Corporotion
June 12, 1937
To the Information Desk:
One of the most Importa
problems In the success of a nt
producer Is the development of
new stars. A barometer which
accurately shows the popularity
of Individual players and gauges
the fluctuation in their public
standings can be most helpful
In the solution of this
.
The Information Desk is problem
a novel
means of supplying this data
along methodical lines. As a
produce
r I .am very interested in
reports
its
Sincerely,

When Den una was a tiny tot, she began
singing children's songs, not with the usual
piping parlor tones of the usual infant, but
with rare richness and clarity, By the
time she was ten, her sister, Edith, a nationally known fencer, and a teacher in a
Los Angeles high school, was so positive
Deanna had the spark that mattered that
she took her savings and led the child by
the hand — quite willingly — to the nearest
voice teacher. "As early as I can remember anything," Deanna says of those days,
"I've always known I was going to sing."
Sing she did.
Two years later, she was making public
appearances at clubs, benefits and church
entertainments. There she was spotted by
an actor's agent and hustled off to see
Andres de Segurola, former Metropolitan
Opera star, whose pupils include such toppers as Marion Talley and Mary McCormic. The Senor raved about the Durbin
throat, and from him, the girl was speeded
to M-G-M, to be tested for the part of Mme.
Schumann-Heink as a child, in "Gran." But
the picture was never made, for the opera
singer took ill. Deanna was placed, instead,
in a nondescript short called "Every Sunday." Her three-months' contract expired
and, believe it or not, the powers-that-be
let her go, not realizing the bargain girl
they had on their lot. But Deanna sallied
forth and soon won a long-term contract
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from Universal. Meanwhile, Cantor put
at one thouher on his Sunday broadcasts fourt
eon-yearsand per. Nice goings for a
of this story
01 You know the happysheending
created m Thiee
all about the stir
Smart Girls." From that she was hurried
Girl." and her studio
into "100 Men and a all
kinds of wondrous
bosses are hatching
a dark
" But there's of
plans for her future.
hapgirl a path
shadow across the little kid,
and she d like
piness. She's a normal
But
to have real pals, even as you and you
hours, make it
fame, and lots of chartedaround
with gnis
kind of tough to chum
did when she was
and boys the way she Avenue
School and
going to Manchester
Los
the Brete Harte Junior High Schoolto inknow,
used
Angeles. Recently, a girl she
just to
who's moved out of town, came back
visit Deanna. And was Deanna happy! chief
her
Singing and roller skating arewants
to be
delights just now. She says she actin
g s just
an opera singer, that movie
spinach and
child's plav to her. She hates
algebra. She goes to school four hours a
es, takes singing and dancday, and besid
blue
ing lessons. She has brownandhairis and
five feet
eves weighs 105 pounds,
this appears she
by ntheantime
But, grow
two.' have
inch, for she s at the
mav
she goes her
ever
shooting-up stage. Wher
to iollo^.
pet cocker spaniel, Tippy, iss sure
which,
Yes and she's got a sport sedan, nd
the
only ride arou
however, she can
studio lot, until she grows up.
JANICE ROTH-CHILD, Watertown, N. Y. :
' You want to know when you will get your
s, heights, ages, birthchart with weightges
of all the important
places and marria
y arrived,
stars. Well, if it hasn't wealread
can mail it out
you will get it as soon as
to you Your deluge of requests has simply
overwhelmed us, but we're doing the best
we can to give you what you want.

printed May 1937. ToERROL FLYNN of (Last
requests since then 047.)
tal number
You've heard so much about the great big
adventure man, Errol Flynn, who thinks
nothing of skipping out on his studio to
war or visit his native
get in on a Spanishsearch
of gold or go to
Ireland or go in
t, and then
pick up a new Chinese dialec
come back to write books about his jaunts
and so on, that you, like us, must be pretty
Did you
of him.
fed up on that part
that Errol and
know
David Niven are charming hosts at cocktail
house-warming parties
Hollywood way?
out
Flynn, the Irishman, and
Niven, the Englishman,
get along famously in the
bachelor quarters they
whenever
togetaher is
keep
away.
Lili Damit
And they don't believe in letting the guests
lves, either. They enscramble for themse
tertain them in regal fashion. Hence, their
place for the few oldhome is a gathering
fashioned souls left in town who don g t
want to be alone, but enjoy a good rousin
shindig with plenty of capering, highballs
Flynn's flair for
talk. Perhaps
and shop
his boyhood wish to
hosting dates back toknows
?
who
be a bartender,
Like most Irishmen, this one believes
firmlv in luck. Says he has no superstiwon't
ladders,
but he swon't
th, always
thirteen
the under
on go
picture
start tions",
{Continued on page 105)
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MODEL

FIGURE-SECRET

C|ixcl&/0 afijuooo^s
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118 lbs. of allure! Divinely slim yet divinely rounded. Nature didn't do it all! Like
all smart models, this girl finds that clothes
simply will not fit unless she wears a girdle. "My girdles fit perfectly for months!"
model,g "befamous
Quigley
says Alicia
my
by washin
the ,shape
cause Irestore
girdle often with pure Ivory Flakes."
GIRDLE-BULGE"
i

CURED

OVERNIGHT

. . its shape
This "sloppy girdle" with The same girdle
ght when
overni
ed
restor
result
the
is
bulges
ly
unsight
washed with Ivory Flakes.
of
too few washings.

"Use

flakes of pure soap1
stores tell me

"When I ask salesgirls in fine stores what they
they always say 'Ivory
mean by pure soap, Quigle
y. "They say Ivory
Flakes'," explains Miss
Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure
skin.
Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's
als."
Ivory revives elastic and other fine materi
in
girdle
"Wash
hints:
Alicia gives you washing
lukewarm Ivory Flakes suds, using soft brush.
After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.
Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning— as snug-fitting as if new!"
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our
will

eyes
open

The

wide

picture

you

with

wonder!

dreamed

some

day

you'd see . . . lovely to look at, lovelier
still as you listen! A musical romance gay and magnificent, skimming in shimmering delight along the silvery Alpine
slopes! Spectacle so splendid, beauty
so breath-taking that it's all you've ever
longed for in entertainment ... as your
"One In A Million"
in a million!

ARTHUR

TREACHER

RAYMOND

SIG
LEAH

girl finds the boy

WALBURN

JOAN

DAVIS

RUMANN

• ALAN

RAY

MAURICE

• MELVILLE
CASS

• GEORGE

HALE
COOPER
GIVOT

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
. . . who gave you "Sing, Baby, Sing",
"One In A Million", "Wake Up And Live"
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Screen Play by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling
From the play "Der Komet" by Attila Orbok
DARRYL F. ZANUCK in Charge of Production

youi guarantee of the best
in entertainment!
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Vacations

are

unheard

of

where Gary's concerned, for
he's the producers' and leadin' ladies' favorite. "Souls
at Sea" and "Adventures of
Marco Polo" are his latest

,15

* *»

■ I u«nj

■ *

Hank's

just like that nice

next door. That's
mantops
younghe's
why
with all of us.
YouH be seeing him next in
"I Met My Love Again" with
Joan Bennett
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the idea, Ginger,

ol

Left, as you
like
to see
Ginger
— light
and
gay
and dancing on
air in one of
those grand
sicals that mushe
and Astaire have
made famous.
And, right as
Ginger wants
you
to like
her,
emoting
along
with

the Helen

Hayeses and the
HepburnS. Yes,
she made
a
screen test for
"Mary of Scotland" and was
so good she
fooled people.
Next, with Katie
Hepburn
in
"Stage Door."

Astaire and Rogers! We want Astaire
welcome.
WE WANT
open in!
arms wide
and her
with pleasure
tt
in
Df
UIDII'T
VOU
!"
and Rogers ! We want Astaire and Rogers introduced as
By which I don't mean to imply that she didn't — and
The cry went up the moment they were
doesn't — like to dance. "But you can't go on dancing
"Flying Down to Rio" and
an incidental comedy duo in
forever. Even if you could, you wouldn't want to. You
danced off with the show. It grew and swelled and lifted
get tired of doing the same thing over and over, people
them together into third place among movie moneymakers,
whole
thetype
you. And,
of seeing
get
of
for one
exceptthere's
to you then,
screen closed
of the
worldtired
topped only by Shirley Temple and Clark Gable. Accordand
Astaire
want
still
you
ing to the box-office barometer,
Her quiet voice held no hint of unpatience. Indeed,
Rogers as a dancing, team. You're going to get them.
and
progress
will
neither
but
Box-office won't be denied,
she gives you the feeling that impatience has no part in
thing."
her make-up. If you detect anything below the surface,
bey denied. And you're not going to get them
change
exclusivel as a team.
it's a note of soft laughter, as though, however firmly she
with
one
holds her views, she has that gift of perspective which
year,
a
pictures
two
for
calls
Astaire's contract
saves her from being ponderous about them.
Ginger. Ginger's contract calls for four pictures a year,
two of them musicals, one of the two with Fred. By the
"Look," she said, a little smile in the blue eyes that met
laws of arithmetic, that gives you Ginger in two pictures,
mine squarely, "I don't think I'm another Duse. Would
a,nd possibly three, minus the partner with whom she
you make that clear? I'm like a producer who puts an
climbed— floated, rather— to the top. And those two nonuntried actress under contract. He's not sureandwhether
keeps
little dear has talent or not. He just hopes
the
anin
herself
prove
to
give Ginger her chance
musicals
other field.
his fingers crossed. That's me. Some day I'm going to
act. Even if I have to wait till I'm old and grayhaired,
It's a chance she has long set her heart on. But Ginger's
even if I have to do it in my own little theatre, in my own
is a tranquil heart. She is not the kind to grit her teeth
Gayety
wants.
she
what
for
storm
and
kick
and claw and
little backyard, with the chickens and ducks for an audiinward
an
it's
Offscreen,
screen.
is her essence on the
ence, Idon't care. I think it'll be fun."
serenity, which comes from an acceptance of things as
Ginger was ten when it was first borne upon her that
acting was her metier. "I played the lead in a little thing
ambitious, but she's also reasonable.
She is
are. what
they takes
comes, and what came was dancing.
She
my mother wrote, and my own death scene had me in
tears. We were in this fort — my husband, who must have
Now it looks as if something else were coming — a chance
been all of twelve, and I— surrounded by Indians. Crash
to act in a variety of parts. And Ginger's like a girl going
comes an arrow through the window, and stabs him in
to meet a long awaited friend. She's done nothing to force
back. He falls over the table (Continued on page 76)
the
his coming, but now that he's here, her eyes are warm

wanting

to park

your

(lancing

shoes

for the highlalntin'

drama?

Fred's marriage to Lillian Lamont has convinced him that a
man alone is a man lonesome.

When he made his first film
with Colbert look who she

Fred talks about his mother
first — simply because he
knew her first Good reason?

was — and

who

he wasn't!

H
E'
S was no sunlight
LE
THOUGH
THERE
in f
sunnyl
California
RT
lE
learned
fromD
women
that day, Fred MacMurray wore dark glasses. "They're"
for protection just the same," he insisted.
"Against me?"
"Against the interview. Make me feel less conspicuous. Ican hide out behind 'em and pretend I'm in a
dark corner, kind of talking to myself."
He wasn't kidding either. Leaning back in his chair,
one long leg crossed over the other in an attitude of relaxation, he looked anything but at ease. There was a hunted
air about him, and once or twice when the door opened,
he started up like a man condemned and hoping that this
might be a reprieve.
I've met players
by the necessity of
tops them all. So
first impulse is to

before who were made uncomfortable
talking about themselves. MacMurray
acute is his embarrassment that your
put him out of his misery and say,

•'Forget it." Having conquered that noble but impractical idea, you cast about for some way of easing the
situation.
In this case he had provided the cue himself.

"Well, why don't you pretend you're talking to yourself ? I'll turn my back if you .like."
He guffawed briefly because of his ever-present consciousness ofthe ordeal still ahead.
"Am I that bad?"
"Besides, you won't really be talking about yourself.
It's the women in your life."
"Out of the frying pan into the fire. O. K. Let's
make a stab at it." His eyes sought the ceiling for inspiration. "Well, I guess the most important thing I've

Fred

MacMurray

gives

the

is that
they're
nice lT
people to
have
ff
lO
l
around." He began to look more cheerful. "How's that
for a starter? Not that I'm saying it just to get started,
you know. I really mean it." Because of the glasses,
1 couldn't be sure whether he was ribbing me or not.
But he went on gravely enough.

"And, look, I'm not talking about women generally.
Maybe they're all nice to have around. I wouldn't know.
I'm not the kind of guy that loses sleep trying to figure
them out and add them up. I suppose they're as different
from each other as men or horses or books or restaurants."
I only know about the ones I've had around me, and
they're the ones I'm talking about.
"Take my mother first, because I knew her first." His
grin flashed out. "Well, I learned from her that mothers
like their kids." It was characteristic of MacMurray,
shying away as he does from any hint of emotional display to use "like" for "love." "And whatever two-byfour thing the kid manages to do, his mother thinks it's
pretty nifty. And I learned that grandmothers and aunts
are almost as bad. I spent the summers with mine.
Mothers worry more about discipline. Aunts and grandmothers think you're too cute for words and let you get
away with murder. Sure I took advantage of them.
What brat wouldn't?
"Don't expect me to say I was a nice little, good little
boy, and my mother made me that way. Because if I
did, I'd only be proving what an awful liar I grew into.
I was about as good as most boys. We'll let it go at that."

very

fair sex

plenty

of

credit

for
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'Tou have to suffer to be goodlooking." Carole Lombard told
Fred. And she was right!

THE

.LADIES

He hesitated, pushed his fingers through his crisp hair,
looked for a moment like a little boy lost. "This is going to be tough." Then he set his lips and pushed on.
"A kid's a kid, and doesn't think much about things.
.
Whatever happens, he takes it pretty much for granted
the
Thats
both.
us
support
to
work
My mother had to
so
way things were. I'd never know 'em any different,
be. It wasn't till I
that's the way I thought it had to that
I began thinking
got old enough to have some sense
about it. And then I realized what womenH do for their
and they come second or
kids, that the kids come first,
fourth or not at all.
.
house
rooming
a
in
lived
We
once.
"I had scarlet fever
.
hospital
ous
contagi
the
in Madison, and I had to go to
coming
her
My mother worked all day, and I remember
the
way out there every night just to look at me through
been
window. They wouldn't let her in. She must have day.
a
pretty doggone tired too, but she never missed
Of course I watched for her, and I suppose I d have
hadnt
thought it was pretty funny at the time if she
someI
come. But I can't help thinking of it now, when
he
Say,
women.
selfish
times hear people gabbing about
r
brought himself up short, "I don't sound like a preache
or something, do I?"
,
.
He took a fresh grip on himself. "Then there was
the time she fell and broke her hip. I was trying to
break into the studios as a prop-boy or juicer or offstage

get to first base.
tootle, anything I could get. I couldn't
on page 93)
nued
(Conti
a
h
throug
peek
even
't
I couldn

making

him

what

he

is today

Shyness is
the chief
MacMurrccy
characteristic, but the
women in
his
life are
helping
Fred
to
overcome
this great
handicap.
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Ten years ago, "Seventh Heaven" made
Janet Gaynor a star overnight.

THERE

IS a lot of stuff being written these days about

"A Star Is (Re) Born" in the person of red-headed Janet
Gaynor. People in Hollywood are saying, "Oh, isn't it
wonderful, Janet Gaynor is in again! She has staged the
most marvelous comeback !"
Tish, tosh, as Mr. Wodehouse might say. Janet, whose
astute mental processes have safely steered her through
a precarious predatory Hollywood and a career fraught
with dangerous shoals, has simply given added proof of
her good head work.
For, little Gaynor, for whom everybody was recently
so sorry because they thought she wasn't getting the
breaks, always has been a potent load of dynamite as a
Career Girl. "A Star Is Born" is only another milestone
along the pathway she marked out for herself some years
back.
She deserves lots of credit.
In the same breath with being impressed by her comeback, Hollywood is remarking a trifle disparagingly that
the leading role in "A Star Is Born," first of the pictures
to show a Gaynor different from the sweet, sugary ingenue of the past, was actress proof, that any one of
a half dozen competent stars could have played it to
perfection, that she had the benefit of marvelous color
photography, the expert guidance of David Selznick, who
produced a "David Copperfield," a fine director and skillful, handsome leading man, Fredric March.
ALL TRUE, perhaps, but as in any success story which
reveals its protagonist had the lucky breaks, it is worth
while pointing out that the lucky person knew where to
find and what to do with those breaks. That he, or she,
calculated carefully what was best to do and — did it.
The Gaynor's finest piece of head work in the more
than ten years since "Seventh Heaven" had its premiere
(May 6, 1927) was when she landed firmly on her two
little feet in "A Star Is Born."
Here's the story:
When Winfield Sheehan, Janet's friend and mentor,
departed from Fox, Janet had two pictures left to make
under her contract. She was getting older, her cycle as
an ingenue was about completed, the new studio boss
was a man who concentrated on realistic, hard-hitting
stories with masculine drive and punch. Even though he
might have admired her accomplishments, he was not
36
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attuned as a producer to her special qualifications.
Janet sensed this. She realized her future lay elsewhere. But where? Through skillful manoeuvering, the
first of her two last films was handled on a loan-out basis.
She went to Metro-Goldwyn^Mayer, greatest woman star
studio in the film industry, to appear with Robert Taylor in "Small Town Girl." This studio, so lucky with
other feminine stars, failed with Janet.
The picture was not the success they thought it would be.
THEN Darryl Zanuck decided to make "Ladies in Love." Like the gambler he is, he
tossed Janet into a picture with three other
big woman names — Constance Bennett,
Loretta Young, and the new ingenue
threat, Simone Simon, whom the gossips
said was being groomed to supplant Gaynor. If, this Zanuck coup d'etat had
been successful, it would have been
hailed as a daring stroke of genius.
It flopped, and so it was just a very
bad idea. And that was that.
Janet's box-office draw seemed to
be slipping, but she was still in demand. Script after script came to
her. She talked with this producer
and that. But she bided her time.
She came to the conclusion that
David Selznick, young and brilliant, was the man she wanted to
guide her future.
When "A Star
Is Born" script was proffered, she
knew she had what she wanted. She
had the producer she sought ; she had
a modern story, with a role that was
meaty and gave her the opportunity
to be both youthful and yet show maturity; she had a chance to appear in
a color film that would reveal her
beauty as black and white photography
had never done.
She found what she
had been looking for, and she took it.
So what is all {Continued on page 80)
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Gaynor,
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reborn?

star

She's merely marked

milestone

along

the

fage

planned
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another

path

she

years

ago

Janet Gayn°r and Fredric
March in a love scene
from the most talked
about film of the year. "A

Today, another picture is credited with
Janet's "comeback."

Star Is Bom."

When

you read

know
why
this
story,
you'lla
Metro executive
said. "If Spence
doesn't play
Manuel, nobody
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else will!"
John and Susy,

AN AUDIENCE came streaming
out of a theatre. The women were
dabbing wet handkerchiefs at their
tear-swollen faces. The men, of

the Tracy youngsters, with

course, were dry-eyed, smiling down
at their companions with the superior control of their sex, though
it must be remarked that their smiles
held a special gentleness. One of
them pulled out a large white square

proud oi vorite
their
actor. fa-

charming Mrs. T.
They're pretty

and offered it to his lady. "Have a
dry one,"tohe stuff
said. itSheback
used into
it, then
turned
his
breast pocket, but paused halfway. "I suppose those are
dewdrops," she sniffled, and wiped two tears from the
corners of his eyes.
If you should witness a similar scene, you needn't bother
looking at the name on the theatre marquee. It will be
"Captains Courageous." For of all the stories recently
told on the screen, only this one of the Portuguese fisherman and the boy he saved from more than one kind of
death has so shaken its beholders. Maybe next day the
carpers will begin to pick flaws, shake their wise heads
and complain that this should have been left out and that
put in. But while they're watching it, even the most
supercilious are drawn under its spell of tenderness and
truth.

If, as one writer put it, God is "a sense of warmth

Simple,
38

honest,

with

a

core

about the heart, a rush of tears to the eyes," then as surely
as through any human experience, God reveals himself
through the heart of Manuel.
Tall words maybe, but I offer no apologies. To me it
was a new experience in picture-going and calls for new
language. Producers, writers, directors, actors joined to
make it a new experience, and where the responsibility of
one begins and the other ends, it's impossible to say. Yet
to the onlooker, it is Manuel's spirit which dominates the
story — Manuel's spirit, as given substance by Spencer
Tracy, long recognized as a fine actor, but now lifted to
a high place of his own.
Tracy struggled against playing the part. He pleaded
with Bud Lighton, the producer, and Victor Fleming, the

of sweetness-spells

Manuel

on

the

"It's Freddie

Bartholo-

mew's picture." modestly
asserts Spencer Tracy,
speaking

of "Captains

him to give
urged Courageous."

it a trial.

"Suppose they don't believe in
me," he said. "It's got to be on

I M

the level. Otherwise they'll laugh."
Then she laughed. "At the idea,"
he could
later,
ined ing
she
level
on the
but"that
be anyth
ever expla
I was in the stock company where
he got his first part. He had no

didn't
no techniqu
tricks, how
know
to makee, uphe and
he
him
carried
What
looked awful.
through was the great sincerity
and naturalness which he had from the start. If Spencer
has any fault in acting, it's that he doesn't let himself go.
He's always afraid of being hammy, so rather than overplay he underacts. Whatever he's done, I always felt
he had more to give, and in this part he'd have to let himm

ml**

director, to be let off. "Ill be leaping all over the Continent with my dialect," he protested. They assured him
that the exact dialect didn't matter. Manuel had lived
for years among Gloucester fishermen. He might have
acquired any one of a dozen mongrel dialects.
Then he found another argument. "I've always played
rough-and-tumble parts. This story's religion or something. Those scenes where he talks about his father —
suppose I don't bring 'em off, they'll be horrible— sitting
there in the boat, talking about fishermen's heaven, a guy
thirty-seven years old — you'll have your audiences reaching for bigger and wider hats."
They prevailed upon him to take the script home and
read it to Mrs. Tracy, whose judgment he trusts. She

screen— and

aptly

characterizes

and give
someit."tests, and, when they were run off, he
Heself gomade
groaned. All he could see was the curly hair. "They'll
think it's Harpo Marx," he growled. "Do me a favor,
Vic. Test a couple of other guys. The part calls for
something — I don't know — something good, fine sweet—"
"That's why,
Spence," they grinned.
"Yah!"
said Spence.
It was Sam Katz, Metro (Continued on page 101)

courageous

Spencer

Tracy
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ON THE stage a group of actors were rehearsing. If
you had known much about Broadway personalities, you
would have been able to recognize several of them as
veterans of the theatre. Dorothy Gish, for instance, and
the sophisticated, dapper-looking Osgood Perkins.
There was one girl, though, whom you would not have
recognized, for she had never appeared on Broadway before. A beautiful girl with blue eyes and shimmering hair.
As the rehearsal ended, the director said, "We'll have
the dress rehearsal tomorrow."
The girl with the bright blue eyes clenched her hands
at her side. Fear, panic, discouragement flashed in her
eyes.
"Mr. Perkins," she said in a frightened, throaty voice,
"please may I ask you something?"
He turned around, amazed at the panic he heard in
that voice.
"Please don't think me silly," the girl said, "but I'm
scared. All of you are experienced actors, and I don't
know the first thing about the stage. Why, I don't even
know about stage make-up. How am I going to find out
what kind of make-up I'll need for the dress rehearsal
tomorrow?
Could you help me?"
"Well, err-r — ahem," said Mr. Perkins, "naturally I
know nothing about make-up for women, but I'll tell
you what I'll do. I'll send you to a friend of mine who
can help you.
She's quite expert."
HE SENT her to a New York actress. She listened very
humbly to everything the woman had to say and followed
her directions implicitly.
The timorous, frightened girl was Jean Arthur, star
of "Easy Living," whose name, today, is a synonym for
temperament in Hollywood. Hardly a month passes that
you do not hear stories about her outbursts, her quarrels
with directors, with her studio, with the members of her
cast. You hear of her breaking three appointments in
a row with some harassed writer, of her offering to pay

et Fame

reveal

some

intimate

tacts about

another writer not to write the story of her life,.
When 1 talked to people who knew Jean before she
was a success in pictures, I discovered that the Jean
Arthur they knew was very different from the girl
Hollywood knows today. Everyone — writers, directors,
actors and producers — agreed with absolute unanimity
that the girl they knew was anything but temperamental.
Recently, when Jean was appearing in a picture and
didn't like the wig the director gave her to wear, she tore
it off, threw it on the floor and jumped on it. And when
the director remonstrated with her, she said, "I don't
like this dress either," and started to wreck it.
A somewhat similar situation arose when Jean Arthur

"Foreign Affairs," but she
appeared in her first play,
behaved very differently about it. She confessed to a
like her costume,
member of the cast that she didn'tuninteres
ting. But
which she was afraid was drab and
she wore it just the same. Today, Jean Arthur fights
tooth and nail for her rights.
first play failed and the cast was paid only
week's salary, she did not go into
a portion of the final
a tantrum, but was very meek and did nothing.
The Broadway producers to whom I spoke — eChamber
Weber
lain Brown, Herman Shumlin and L. Lawrenc
— all agreed that Jean Arthur had been grand to work
with before her success in "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"
and other potent box-office pictures.
"The" first day she appeared for rehearsals of 'Lysistrata," Mr. Brown told me, "she knew all her lines by
WHEN

HER

heart."
"And is that unusual ?"
"Very. Miss Arthur is an exceptionally painstaking
worker. All the members of the cast liked her, and so did
I. Some time later I tried to get her for a revival of
'The Trial of Mary Dugan,' but she was leaving for
the Coast."
"She was a conscientious trouper," Sam Jaffe, who
told me.
appeared with her in "The Bride of Torozko,"
"Nothing was too much work for her, and she was never
satisfied with her performance. She used to hang on
every word Mr. Shumlin, the producer, said."
And

here she is as the star of

"Easy Living" with handsome
Ray Milland as her romantic interest. Frank Ross is still head
man

in Jean's private life.

this unpredictable

star

in "The Curtain Rises,"
appearing
was
WHEN
on Broadway, she was ill and
l play
successfu
most JEAN
her
run-down but never murmured a word of complaint. No
one would have guessed that she was ill, save for the
fact that the moment a scene was over, she would have
the maid spread something on the floor, and she would
lie down and rest, so that she might save the little
strength she had for her work.
"When rehearsals were called," Benjamin M. Kaye,
the author of "The Curtain Rises," told me, "she didn't
mind how- many hours she had to work over a piece of
business. Once when I asked Jean and her husband to
come to my house to go over the script, she told me
apologetically that they had a theatre engagement and
asked if I would mind if they came when the show was
over. Of course, I said it would be all right, and as soon
as the play was over, Jean rushed right up.
"She was thinking about the script all the time, and
occasionally she would make suggestions about it. They
were always suggestions that would improve the play,
and it apparently never occurred to her, as it does to so
many actresses, to ask for revisions that would build up
own role."
herBefore
success struck Jean Arthur, she was very naive.
childish, unsophisticated quality that charmed
a
She had
everyone.
"One day I complimented her on a tea gown she wore
in 'The Curtain Rises,' " Mr. Kaye continued. "A look
of pleasure flashed over her face, and she said happily,
'I'm so glad you like it. It cost only six dollars.'
"Once she came to my house with her husband to discuss acertain act of the play. In the act it was necessary
for one of the characters to recite some blank verse, so I
looked over a number of books to find a suitable bit, but
finding nothing appropriate, I made some up.
"When Jean came over, I read it and asked her how
she liked it,
" 'Why, it's perfect,' she enthused. 'How did you ever
find a quotation that fitted so well into the act? Who

"When I told her I did, she looked at me slightly
and said, 'You didn't (Continued ov page 78)
baffled
wrote it?'

Gene Autry's 3 R's were ridin', ropin' and
rhythm. He's such an ardent cowboy that he
doesn't own a citizen's suit of clothes.

PUBLIC

HE'S THE most popular cowboy star on the screen, but Hollywood never heard of him until

BY

COWBOY

tPRflM
n it fll u

recently ! Box-office check-ups and magazine contests in
the past several months prove that he's among the first
ten box-office attractions, but ask anyone on Hollywood
Boulevard
not to get
While
Francisco
log cabin

who Gene Autry is, and you're more likely than
a dead pan.
New York has its Empire State Building and San
its bridge — in Tioga, Texas, they have a little
to which the citizenry point with pride when

visitors hit the town. It's the log cabin where Gene Autry
was born ; the only star, too, to be born in a log cabin.
Right now, Tioga is considering changing its name to
Autry Springs in honor of - its foremost citizen.
It seems fantastic that a star so popular could be unknown in Hollywood, but it is easily explained. Hollywood looks down its nose at the cowboys. A Western
picture hasn't much drawing power in the film colony
except at a children's matinee.
But do the cowboys feel slighted ? Don't be silly. With
all the rest of the country at their feet, they probably don't
even know that they have been overlooked. They live in
a world of their own and wouldn't exchange places with
any of the top dramatic stars if they could.
Boys born in log cabins are supposed to become
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This star of the plains was not discovered
by a movie talent scout! Your patronage
made him famous as the singing cowboy.

probably
but Geneon isAmerican
uts>influence
aPreside
bigger
youth than he would be if he
were sitting in the executive chair in Washington, D.C.
Ask any small boy of your acquaintance about Gene, and
you will probably find him better informed about the
cowboy than he is about Abe Lincoln.
Gene maintains a business office, as few stars do, on
account of the thousands of fan letters that come to him.
It was no different from any other office, when I stopped
in one morning, until Gene made his appearance. Whereupon ittook on all the color of the Western scene.
He drove up the alley behind the building, jumped out
of his car as though he were dismounting from a galloping horse and ran up the fire escape four steps at a time.
"Hello !" he said from the doorway, glancing about and
including everyone in the room. He threw his white,
ten-gallon hat on a desk and sat down behind it. His shirt
was green checkered and a silk handkerchief, neatly tied,
served for a necktie. He wore tan jodhpurs, boots and a
white jacket, which had been well tailored from a gay
Navajo rug on which was a design in red and black.
He has blue eyes, light brown hair, a calm, pleasant expression and is as mild as a glass of milk. It is hard to
DlLliUl
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realize that, really, he is a tough guy. He wouldn't be
caught dead trying to balance a cup of tea on his knee, but

only companion
was

Gene

Autry's

on the road

to stardom,

That white, ten-gallon hat goes right along with
Gene whether he's pedalling a bike or strumming his latest composition on a guitar.

no.i

him a horse, a rope, a gun and his guitar, and he'll
give
stir up a Western picture in no time.
He is like a breath of the plains. And when he sings his
cowboy songs, he sings them as they should be sung — to
the cattle on the range. He isn't unmindful of his audience— oh, never ! He is too good a showman for that.
But the plains are in his heart, and he sings as he was
taught by his father. His first three R's weren't reading,
writing and 'rithmetic, but riding, roping and rhythm.
"I can't remember the first time I rode a horse," he
told me in his Texas drawl, which his years on the stage
haven't rubbed out.
"Some actors are ashamed to act in Westerns," he said
with an amused smile, "but to my mind there's nothing
to be ashamed of. I have more fun, I'm sure, than I
would making any other kind of picture. I like to be outdoors, to ride and to sing. I'm no Caruso," he added
slyly. "I'd never charm audiences at the Met. I understand
they don't care for yodelling.
Gene never ap"Another advantage in making
Westerns is that a Western star
pears in a picture
nor on the stage
has a better chance to stay in picwithout Champion.
tures along time," he continued.
See them soon in
"Five years is pretty long for a
"Yodelin Kid from
dramatic star to stay on top, but
most of (Continued on page 83)
Pine Ridge."

lor Hollywood's

usual

ballyhoo

was

decidedly

absent

When a good break comes along, be ready to
live up to it. Alice Faye proved she could, as
the box-office ticker indicates.

Don't try to change your type to suit some silly
fad, warns Ann Sothern, who learned that
lesson early in her career.

BEAUTY
SLIPCOVERS

are coming off. Fall millinery is going

on. Last year's coats are being taken to that little furrier
downtown who can do wonders, my dear — and so reasonably ! And thousands upon thousands of young people all
over the land are sitting down to portable typewriters and
writing, "I am making application for . . ."
Heaven help us, it isn't going to be much easier for all
those youngsters this year than it was last. Harder, maybe. However, though this fact isn't proven by statistics,
I definitely have the feeling that it's easier for a girl to get
a job than for a man to get a job. A girl can almost
always find something, so cheer up, ladies. The aim of
dis yere article is to give a few pointers in job-getting, in
job-holding and in job-advancement.
I don't want to fall into the trite, easy trap of saying,
"Preserve a neat, well-groomed appearance" and other
self-evident bromides. Sakes alive ! Any fool knows
that a neat, well-groomed appearance is desirable, whether
you're trying to get a job or a man. There's more to it
than that, though I shall not, of course, neglect neatness
and good grooming in this article any more than I expect
you to neglect them in your own lives.
It occurs to me at this point that the finest type of
college girl has come to be regarded as the likeliest type
of employee. There are a number of organizations who
wish to employ college girls only. And what is it the
college girl has which so strongly recommends her? Not

GETS
scrubbed look — as well as brains. It's compounded of
suitable, sensible clothes — though never so sensible that
they're dreary ; make-up, yes, but make-up sparingly used
on a clear, healthy skin. It's compounded also of good
teeth, well-kept hands, a nice speaking voice and manners.
The college girl doesn't dye her hair, wear pointed brassieres, nor go without a girdle if she needs one. She
doesn't wear great gobs of mascara nor ill-matched lipstick and rouge. She looks like a lady — a modern, frank,
able-to-take-care-of-herself lady, but nevertheless a lady.
Certainly, one doesn't have
lady. I'm telling you what
Some weeks ago, K. H.
versal Pictures introduced

to go to college to look like a
recommends the college girl.
Cochrane, President of Unime to young Jean Rogers,

the A.B. degree, dears, that isn't, it at all. It's a combination of wholesomeness, youthful dignity, that clean,

It takes

more

than

neatness

and

good

grooming

to land

that job

All beauty contest winners don't rate film conwhy Jean Rogers'
reason
tracts, but there's
case awas
different.

If you would be trim-looking, wear your hair
as Kay Francis does. A long bob is too partyfied for the office.

BY

MARY

MARSHALL

newly put under contract to the studio, and with practically no experience to her name. Telling me why he had
of the legions' who seek his office,
chosen Miss Rogersm out
eftect that he had chosen her, tor one
Mr. Cochrane said
reason, because she looked and spoke like a lady, it
you think I'm overstressing this, it's simply because we've
all grown careless in these modern days. We have come
to think that it's rather chic to be slapdash and overcasual
in speech and manners and rather chic to be a bit garish
about make-up and dress.
When you inexperienced girls go job-seeking, make
your appearance set as high a standard for you as you can.
Another trite, ' easy dogma of the beauty and fashion
writing tribe is to emphasize the tailored suit. A good

suit is simply swell, but if you can't afford a good one,
don't compromise on a cheap one. Far better a nicelooking, if inexpensive, black or navy blue dress, with
slight touches of white, palest pink or red, according to
which does the most for you. Or a quiet print frock, with
a plain jacket matching the background of the print. Remember that you'll have considerable walking (and sitting) to do, so give a thought to comfort. We still have
some warm days ahead and you don't want to go applying
for a job all hot and mussed up. Carry a purse-size bottle
of skin freshener with you and take time out on the weary
trek to fix your face and. hair. By all means wear gloves.
They'll keep your hands clean and add to this neat, wellgroomed appearance. Give thought to your shoes. They
should be comfortable, so that your face
won't show the pain you're suffering from
those too-tight pumps. But they should
be good-looking, too, and not too all-fired
sensible. A walking oxford, with a builtup leather heel; a one-strap affair with
built-up heel — the strap wide enough to
hold your foot firmly on the long walks.
slender heels, but straight, meNot high,
dium heels with a broad base.
I'd suggest that a long, fluffy bob be
shortened or curled up to look shorter. You
want to look trim and efficient and there
definitely is something partyfied about a
long bob.
(Continued on page 91)

or man—

and

these

glamorous

movie

stars

tell you

exactly

why

Mr. Morris, don'tcha know it's not perlite to squirt a lemon in Bette Davis'
eye, even though it's in a scene from
"Kid Galahad"? And right, a portrait
of Wayne,
the new
heart throb.

BY

MARTHA
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I'M THE
big the
accident
told
me over
lunch man
tablearound
in thehere,"
GreenWayne
Room Morris
at his
studio. He sat in his shirt sleeves, almost two hundred
pounds of good nature. His blue eyes have little laugh
wrinkles around them and his light-brown hair is the
kind that won't stay put. Six feet two, he's slim as a
reed, and his shoulders are so wide you think you are
looking at two people. And what a smile ! It seems always to be on the verge of popping out.
He doesn't know the why or wherefore of his popularity and is sure it's accidental, but will tell you enthusiastically that he "sure likes accidents."
Wayne wasn't discovered in the boxing ring, as you
might suppose after seeing the way he took care of himself in "Kid Galahad." Neither did he arrive in films
by the New York stage. It all happened in this simple
fashion : his family moved to Pasadena, and he had
no friends there. He was nineteen, in good health, enthusiastic, with lots of time on his hands. Anything
could have happened.
He had tried several things.
Two years of college proved to him that he was never
cut out for a student. He'd spent one summer vacation
as a forest ranger. He'd earnestly tried the printing
business in order to follow in his father's footsteps. He'd
shipped as a sailor on a tramp steamer bound for
Australia and learned that the life of a seaman was a
bit too salty for him. But never, in all his life, thus far,
had he considered acting. He wasn't even a movie
fan and not particularly interested in the theatre either.
He was, however, lonesome, and it was because he was
a stranger in Pasadena that he upped and joined the
Community
46

Players.

Figured he wouldn't have to work

too hard, might have some fun and at least would make
some friends.
When

he got dressed up in a luxuriant crop of

whiskers for his first bit on the stage, he knew he
rate as an actor. "But I was someone to carry the
around," he laughed.
He stayed with the Community Players for
years, appeared in forty-three roles, in forty-two of
he played an old man.

didn't
beard
three
which

IT was a happy break that when he played his fortythird role, a boy his own age in "Yellow Jacket," a
film scout saw him and immediately offered him a contract to work in pictures. Believe it or not, Wayne refused the contract because he had five more months to
go before graduation.
"So you see," he said soberly, "it really is an accident
that I'm here. They could easily have forgotten me, but
when I graduated, the contract was still waiting, so 1
The preview of "Kid Galahad"
for Wayne. His role was one of
and
he had proved that he was
signed."
critics were delighted with him,

a year later did things
the plums of the season,
able to handle it. The
and what a kick jaded

Hollywood got when in marched the "Kid," literally
surrounded by the proud Morris family. There were his
mother, father, grandmother, brother and his brother's
girl, to say nothing of several cousins.
"In case I turned out to be a flop in the picture, I had
my own claque," said Wayne. "And I was nervous,
I'll tell you," he added modestly.
They say that after the pre{Continued on page 86)
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IT'S

LUCK

movies is fantastic
hut whatever it is, Dorothy Lamour's crashing
to
trying
girl
little
a
like
looked
LAMOUR
DOROTHY
right. Everything was new to me, but she took me in
and told me what to do. She talked to the director
hand
afterone
studio
the
into
came
appear grown up when she
appointment.
noon recently, fifteen minutes early for her
and had my part built up ; she talked to the cameramen
place
of
out
Her quiet entrance and shy manner seemed as
and saw that I was properly lighted. I don't know what
in the busy publicity offices as did her dainty costume. She
I would have done without her."
Later, when she was told it was bad publicity for a
was wearing an afternoon suit consisting of a black crepe
with
skirt and powder blue linen jacket, hand-stitched
she said, "I can't stop talkglamor girl to have a husband,
ing about my husband. Why, he taught me all I know
heavy black thread ; a little bonnet-like hat that added to
the illusion of extreme youth, and a string of silver fox
singing, and I want him to have the credit."
about
furs that reached from her shoulders to the floor.
Dorothy was destined for success, for she has a spirit to
win which first demonstrated itself when, at the age of
"They're building me up as a Glamor Girl," she laughed,
But
day.
warm
a
on
furs
the
for
three, she stood on a busy street corner in Birmingham,
as though apologizing
(Continued on page 88)
when did silver foxes ever need excusing ? And certainly
Alabama, singing a war-time
there is no indication that Dorothy needs to be "built up"
as a glamor girl, for she came that way.
They are saying around Hollywood that Dorothy is a
lucky girl. Being chosen to play the only important
feminine role in "Hurricane," a big spectacle of the South
Seas, was one big break, and signing a very lucrative contract to sing on the Chase and Sanborn radio hour every
Sunday afternoon was another. Both these commitments
are extra-curricular work, supplementing her long-term
movie contract.

DOROTHY is the first to admit she has a lot to be thankful for. She has what it takes, but for years she couldn't
get closer to Hollywood than Chicago. Privately, she must
pucker those full, red lips in a wry little smile when she
remembers the long, hard struggle she had to get within
shouting distance of a motion picture studio.
Born in New Orleans of French parents, Dorothy has
the happy combination of the warm, rich coloring of her
race, the charm and grace of a Southern-bred girl, plus a
natural ability, to act. Her retiring manner and lovable
disposition, her eagerness to cooperate and please in her
work, have endeared her td everyone she meets.
"Carole Lombard is my best friend," she declared. "I
never could tell you how she helped me when I worked
with her in 'Swing High, Swing Low.' Morning after
morning she came to the studio an hour earlier than she
had to, just to make sure that my make-up and clothes were

It makes Dorothy
shudder when she
thinks how many
times she was
tempted to bob her
hair. Her thirtyinch tresses
imporplayedtant an
part in her
cinema break.

Phyllis Brooks wears this
For gala nights Mary's chifion embroidered in crystal
wool ensemble of navy blue
and luggage tan,
beads is a glittering success.

FASHION IS the major study of every pretty girl
going away to college, even though the grim halls of higher
learning don't give her credit for it. Her high school does
'not recognize the necessity of training her in the whys and
wherefores of what to wear, either, but help is right at
hand. A motion picture theatre will give a bright girl
enough knowledge of figure-molding economics, trends in
modern dress history, and the science of grabbing the
spotlight at campus social events to win highest honors
from her fellow students.
The new picture that gives the best tips on the sort of
young and dashing clothes that are best for campus wear
is "Double or Nothing." Bing Crosby is the star, but if
you are looking for fashions, you won't have eyes for
anyone but Mary Carlisle. Designer Edith Head has a
special gift for designing young clothes that are both wellbred and giddy, demure yet dramatic, and the clothes she
has made for Mary Carlisle are every girl's dream of
what a campus wardrobe should be. A girl can get
fashion tips, too, from some of the clothes that blonde
48

Mary Carlisle's box coat of
stiff velvet serves for both
daytime and informal wear.

Phyllis Brooks wears in "In Old Chicago."
Now, you girls who are just going into a job this Fall
or staying at home can profitably join us in our motion
picture theatre classroom, of course, but the lessons to be
learned here are really more vital to the girl who is going
away to be seen in a brand-new setting. The moment she.
sets foot on the campus, the big examination will take
place. Is she a knockout or a dud ? Dressing effectively
is going to play a big part in the verdict on her.
An essential of dressing effectively where you are
is— don't be obvious. Don't be
making
so demurea first
and impression
cute, so casual and sportsy, or so slinky and
sleek that you can be summed up at first glance and
pigeon-holed as a type. It's better to select a costume
that is extreme in only one way, one that is extremely
becoming. You may be the best athlete from your prep
school, but at college you want to look like the all-around
type that is set to go places — football games, formal
dances, long hikes, or dinner for two at the college inn, so
don't spoil your prospects by giving a first impression of

COLLEGE

IT1

Mary

CLOTHES

Carlisle and

answer

COURSE

what

to know

Phyllis Brooks

every co-ed
about

wants

Fashion
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BY

ANN

WILLS

ruffled organdy blouse gives
demure prettiness
to her suave velvet
lounging pajamas.

Mary's

a girl who would be swell at sports but never
dramatic enough to make a grand entrance at
the first frat dance.
The ensemble that Phyllis Brooks is wearing
in the accompanying photograph, or the dress
and box coat that Mary Carlisle wears are ideal
for that first appearance on the campus. They
"soft" clothes and
girls call
college
are
are wearing in revolt
smartest
all the
whatwhat
dresses and tailored
against spectator sports
shirtmaker frocks. There is no such thing as
a spectator sports frock, according to college
girls. Either you are an active participant,
wearing sweater and skirt, or shorts, or a ski
suit, or you are a languid lily on the sidelines, in
which case you should show up these muscular
athletic girls by wearing the softest and most
feminine outfit consistent with good taste for
(Continued on page
daytime wear.
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Randolph Scott sorta
busted loose while
making "So Red the
Rose" recently.

Hepbur
Katharine
cried
"Wolf"
oftoon's
ten to suit newspaper photographers
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If players act their ages, they're called colorless, so
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SOME FOLKS claim that nobody loves a fat man,
while others say the same of a show-off. However,
everyone loves a glamorous movie star, although
there is hardly one among the stellar ranks who
is not a show-off — in fact, equal even unto any village cut-up — when it comes to being the selfappointed center of attraction.
In all the village of Hollywood, there isn't much
that could be termed completely natural. Just why,
in all probability, is due to the influence of what is
known

as "the industry." Even the gentry surrounding the city of make-believe seem, to an outsider, to be exhibitionists. Perhaps for this reason
we have come to think of Katharine Hepburn,
Carole Lombard, Margaret Sullavan, and even a
few of our handsome Lotharios, as being somewhat
on the smart-alecky side. Consequently, when the
opportunity presents itself to see them, in the flesh,
you're occasionally surprised to find they would
like to be human, but are not very often permitted
to take advantage of this luxury.
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Publicized as Hollywood's foremost show-off,
Katharine Hepburn wears the crown with nonchalance. Born in New Haven, she could easily be
publicized as the Connecticut Cut-up! However,
there is a more human side to Katie and at the risk
of playing Pollyanna, I'm going to take her side
and tell a few of the things she put up with before
she started "dishing it out." Yes, she has taken it
in the past — and usually on the chin.
During the lean days when a burning desire to
act sent Katie on the rounds of theatrical offices,
she led a dog's life. Literally fired from many
companies and ritzed by the thespians fortunate
enough to be set, Hepburn didn't get a chance to
show temperament One look at her chin will
prove that she was determined to get to the top
and show them that she was good.
She wasted no time in doing this, once she was in
Hollywood. With her first picture, she became an
overnight sensation. No sooner was the country
resounding with cheers (Continued on page 99)

IN A CORNER saloon on Eighth Street and Avenue D, in
New York, some thirty odd years ago, the genial Irish proprietor was treating his genial Irish cronies to beers, to
fat black cigars and pipe tobacco, to chunks of boisterous
pride, back-slappings and begorras. For, on that day of
July 17th, a second son had been born to the Cagneys of
Avenue D. And, shure, the proprietor was none other
than James Cagney himself, now, by the Blessed Saints
above, James Cagney, Senior. Black Irish was the elder
Cagney, but with the free hand, the heart of gold that
passed out many a free beer to those who were down on
their luck.
Many a burden was lifted from the heart that bore it
by the father of the son who, also, would lift the burdens
of the oppressed, fight the fight of the downtrodden.
"Father was a star in his own right," said the grown Jim
Cagney. "His world was his public, too. His home-comings were always events to us kids. I can remember him,
swaggering in, hat a little cocked over one eye, especially
if he had a beer or so in him, fending us off as we
hurled ourselves against him, saying gruffly, 'If I
thought you meant it, I'd let you have it,' giving us a
light upper cut to the chin with one fist, then swallowing us up in bear hugs and kisses as tender as our
mother's."
He died when Jimmy was eighteen. That was
in 1918.
BUT ON that hot July day on Avenue D in a darkened
bedroom of the flat which the Cagneys — mother, father,
Harry and now the baby, James — called home, a woman
with lines of pride, erasing the lines of pain, looked down
on the fuzz of red hair, the dark eyes, the steady pointing
fingers of the mite who was the just-born James Francis
Cagney, Second.
Said his mother, "He will make his mark in the world,
this one."
This was surely a prophetic remark. At the age of
five, the small boy was spending hours upon his small,
flat stomach, tongue thrust in cheek, breath coming a little
short, drawing, copying. He made copies of advertising
sketches in the few magazines which found their way,
second-hand, into the Cagney home. He put the things
he saw and some of the things neither he nor any man
ever saw, but only dreamed, on paper.
He seemed to care as much for drawing as he did for
the teeming, multifold activities of the crowded streets on
which he lived his childhood. He always spoke softly,
scarcely above a whisper, so that you had to bend close to
hear
they
ya,"
New

what he was saying. "Whispering Jim Cagney"
call him here in Hollywood. "Speak up, will
was
York.what they shouted at him on the sidewalks of

"I always talked softly," says Jimmy, "and I can explain
it. I didn't want to attract attention to myself. I thought
that, by speaking softly, I would pass unnoticed. It seems
contradictory, I know, because of the theory that actors
are actors inasmuch as, primarily, they are exhibitionists.
I believe that to be so. Yet, it is true that my whole life
has been spent in an effort to avoid being noticed. On the
stage or screen, it is different, because — I am not myself
when I am acting."
In due course of time the elder Cagney dispersed other
free beers and delighted begorras — at the births of Edward, William, and, lastly, Jeanne, the last baby, and the
only girl.
All the children went to the public schools in the districts in which they lived. There was nothing at all remarkable, Jimmy says, about his school days, except, perhaps, that in a neighborhood where good boys were lean
pickin's he was a good boy. He was quiet and well-behaved. He seemed to be born with gentle manners.
He learned his lessons well and earned good marks. He
never played hookey nor "sassed" the teacher. He was
never
child. told to "see the Principal." He was never a problem
NOT THAT he didn't join heartily in the life on the streets.
He did — on Eighth Street, later on 79th (in Yorkville), and
still later on 96th Street — the extent of the city migrations of the Cagneys.
He was an ardent member of his gang, the Up-The-

Baby carriages have come a long way
since 1901 and so has little Jimmy Cagney, who celebrated his first birthday in
all this finery. Pretty elegant?

Blocks. There were, also, the Down-The-Blocks and the
Middle-Of-The-Blocks. Furious and often bloody was the
rivalry between these gangs. Jimmy held his own, but always quietly and, when possible, bloodlessly.
He trained with some of the kids in the cellar clubs,
kids who were "training" to be fighters. "I never liked
punchers," he told me. "I liked boxers. If a kid could
box, I didn't care whether he could break an egg with
his punches or not." He was known as "Cellar-door Cagney" because of his prowess in doing tap dances on
the slanting cellar doors, where so much of the life of
the neighboorhood kids was lived. He played marbles,
shot crap, swapped junk and boasted with the best of
them.
He had, also, the care and responsibility of his young
brother, Bill. He became very adept at ways and means of
getting rid of Bill, who tagged him patiently, perpetually,
with the small boy's hero-worship of an elder brother.
Now,
Jimmy.with beautiful irony, young Bill is his brother's manager in Hollywood. "And he still tags me," laughed
Jimmy's first pal was a lad named Moishie Weisslitz.
They were seatmates in school and gangmates in the UpThe-Blocks.
Then Moishie moved away.
"We didn't meet again for nearly twenty years," said
Jimmy. "Then, one day, my wife and I were on a Long
Beach, Long Island, train. I said to Frances, 'There's a fellow sitting ahead of us whom I haven't seen for twenty
years. He won't remember me, but I'm going to speak to
him.' I'd only seen the back of his neck and his ears. I
went over, tapped him on the shoulder and said, 'Hello,
Moishie.' And without so much as looking up, he came
right back with 'Hello, Jim.'
"That's friendship. Most of my best friends," said
Jimmy, "have been Jews."
From the very beginning, there was something innately
fastidious and gentle and sensitive about the boy who was
to become known as a tough guy on the screen. There is

At fourteen, a tried and true member
of the gang known as "The Up-TheBlocks," Jim took time out from his
many activities for this informal shot.
something fine and exceptional about a man who, as a
boy, went through so crude a childhood and emerged
with only pity for the bitter bread he saw broken all
around him.
When Jimmy was six or seven the family moved to 79th
Street, and later to 96th Street. Living on the last-named
block made an indelible mark on Jimmy. "There .was a pall
of tragedy over that streets — 96th between Third and Lexington Avenue," says Jimmy today. "I used to sit on my
mother's lap, in the early gray mornings," he continued,
"watching for my father to come home. I'd see a little
chap, like a skinny gray shadow coming out of the crevices
of the walls, foraging in the garbage cans for his breakfast.
He was snagging food for his sagging little belly. He was
a boy who sat next to me at school. And he was the chap
who, later, went to the chair for murder. He first
got twenty years to life for a stick-up, was sent to Dannemora and there carved up another prisoner — and burned
for it.
POVERTY," said Jimmy, "was the exact cause of that old
schoolmate of mine going to the chair. He was one of seven
kids. His father was a bricklayer. Bricklayers work only
in certain seasons. His mother was too busy to take care
of the kids.
"It's a funny thing, but the elder brothers in such
families — the boys) who have to take care and do take
care of the younger ones — always turn out okay. This fellow was a younger brother, and he got the chair. He was
at Sing Sing when I went up there with a semi-professional team to play the Sing Sing team. I saw him. He and I
on the sidehad played ball, under differenttheconditions,
conditions so different
walks of New York. Yet, were
for him? I think not. I think they were shaping him, inexorably, beyond his volition, for the end he was to meet,
I don't believe it was his fault. He was weak-bodied, on
the verge of tuberculosis, mentally deficient, and poverty
did the rest.

Baseball, boxing — the clean sports —
appealed to Jimmy then. They appeal
to him now, too. He neither smokes
nor drinks, for he saw too much of it.

"There was another chap, too, a still younger brother in
the same family. He did a stick-up, too. An Italian club.
They caught him. Shots were fired, and a cop was killed.
He was badly wounded. While he was bleeding to death,
dying, they kicked him down five flights of stairs and out
into the street. When he asked for water they said, 'It's
water you want, is it?'— and with that they flung swill in
his face. When he asked for a blanket because he wa^
are you?'— and gave him forHea covcold, they said, 'Cold,the
was
policeman he had shot.
erlet— the corpse of
tubercular, too. After that kicking and mauling, he was
paralyzed from the waist down. He went to Sing
Sing, too. You see, these fellows never had a chance.
They strike, blindly and bestially, at the blind and
bestial forces which have, first, struck bludgeoning blows
at them.
"Yep, there was something sinister about that street.
There were always crepes on the doors on 96th Street. A
miasma hung over the place. One side of the block was
lined with wretched tenements. On the .other side, where
we lived, the houses and flats were fairly substantial.
That is New York. On the 'bad side,' there were always
ambulances backed up to doorways to pick up the broken
bodies of kids who had fallen off the roofs, or who had
been bashed up in family rows. There was always a
hearse picking up some little body which hadn't been able
to stand the gaff. There were always 'contagion' signs, placarding the doors. The air was constantly made hideous by the shrieks and screams of the kids and
the sobs and moans of the mothers. And in those gray
thinmornings, there were the pale shadows ofthethegarbage
bellied little chaps ferreting out food from

"We escaped contamination, if that is what it is," said
"thanks to our mother. Thanks to the fact that
Jimmy,
pails.
she made a twenty-four-hour job of being a mother. She
was, and is, a very definite and forceful character. Irish
and' courageous. Her mother was an Irish girl. Her father,

"Penny Arcade's"
Broadway audiences didn't realize
it then, but the gent
simply known as
James Cagney and
the gal called Joan
Blondell were potential pitcher stars.

born in Oslo, wasi a sailor and machinist. A grand old
man, fierce and vigorous. He lived with us when I was
a kid, and I was scared to death of him. Our worst punishment was to be told, 'You'll have to sleep with Grandpa
tonight.' For old Henry Nelson slept 'with one eye open,'
and if I so much as twitched a muscle, he was thundering
at me.
"My father's people were Irish and had been in the
paint and varnish business in New York. They were hardworking, respectable, God-fearing and, at one time, wellto-do.
OUR MOTHER'S chief ambition in life was to 'get the
kids an education.' She had terrific drive, and she drove,
consistently and without detours, in that one direction.
When
a relative left her a modest legacy, she wouldn't
touch it.
"She put it by as an educational fund for us. She
took a great, intelligent interest in medicine. She was the
direct cause of Harry and Edward becoming doctors. And
splendid doctors they are, too, the one in Woodside, the
other in Jackson Heights, Long Island. When she was ill
she would describe and make notes of her own symptoms
so that she could discuss them, intelligently, with the
boys.
"She used herself as a case history. When she was
in the hospital for an operation she did the same thing.
She kept a chart of her own condition, the causes contributing to it, the medical and surgical care, the results,
good and bad. When, later, she suffered from a heart
condition, she took the same detached and scientific
interest in that. Never strong in body, she more than
compensated for that by the strength of her mind and
character.

"And she was a mother twenty-four hours of the day.
it, full time, over time. She
That was her job, and she did
pitted herself firmly against the forces of our environment— the streets, the schools, the boys we met, the things

A talent scout
caught up with
Jimmy and Joan
with a movie contract in each hand.
Here's Mr. C. in
"Sinners' Holiday,"
the screen version
of "Penny Arcade."

escape.
we
were bound to hear, the influences we couldn't wholly

"She talked with us, not at us. She told us that
what you give in this life you also get back in kind.
She taught us that what you do is done, again, to
you. She showed us, clearly, that ugliness, crime and
vulgarity pay their own dividends in ugliness, crime and
vulgarity.
"She decorated our lives," said her son, "as pleasantly as
circumstances permitted. We always had jolly Christmases, stockings hung up on the gas jets, candies and toys,
a turkey dinner. We only had one or two Christmas trees,
because, in those days, Christmas trees were lit with candles. One Christmas ours caught on fire and old Grandpop
Nelson had to snatch it, a burning brand, from the front
room and heave it into the street. After that we never
had another. Walk-up flats in congested areas of New
York are too serious as fire hazards.
"She did a fair share of 'entertaining,' too. I can remember 'company' coming in for tea, and how I was always sent to the corner bakery for lady fingers. Lady
fingers were my passion. My mother often says that lady
fingers were my only lapse. For I'd be sent on an errand
to bring home a dozen, and when I got home, there were
seldom more than three or four left! I often think, looking back, that those 'company afternoons' were held
to give us kids a chance to show 'good manners.' We
had to bow, speak politely, and exercise the gifts of hosYES. A mother twenty-four hours of the day was
pitality." Cagney. And as witness thereof her children
Carolyn
speak for her — her two sons who are doctors; Jimmy,
whose success is self-evident; Bill who is his brother's
manager.
It was Bill, incidentally, who gave up a career of his own
in the movies because of his strong resemblance to his
brother. It wasn't fair to Jimmy, Bill decided for himself.

"If I had been rotten and some of the fans had mistaken
me for Jim, it wouldn't have done him any good. Even if
I had been successful the resemblance was still too strong to
make it jake." And so, he gave it up.
sister all reOddly, so Jimmy told me, his brothers and
semble him, but not one of them resemble each other. The
one for all."
Cagneys have been, always, "all for one and we
stand, di"Our motto," Jimmy continued, "was 'united
vided we fall.' I can't remember a time when, if any one
of us had three bucks, he didn't throw it immediately into
the kitty. We never thought of doing anything else. Boys
who worked for their own 'pocket money' were beyond
our understanding. I'm glad of it. It's good for a fellow
to work. It's better for a fellow to work in order to live.
It teaches him that there's more to life than just having
.
fun.
"And doing things together, as Mother drummed into
our heads, sharing everything, working for a common
end, instead of each going off in separate directions, gave
us the feeling we were strong. The trouble with most
poor families is that they don't have that community
feeling, and alone they're helpless in a tough world."
Yes, Mrs. Cagney's job is well done. Successful, every
one of her children. (Young Jeanne is now at Hunter College.) They are not only successful in their professions,
but successful as human beings, too. This is the real tribute
harsh, inimical
they pay Carolyn Cagney, who had all of thetheir
pitfalls to
forces of the New York streets and
by the way, neither
Jimmy,
conquer.
and
battle
It's all very amusing to Jimmy
now, but his first appearance on
any stage was as a Chinese
tomimest at a neighborhood
tlement House. He insists
there were no complaints
the cash customers.

panSetthat
from

Another scene from his first legitimate stage offering, which also
boasted the late Ross Alexander
and Paul Guilfoyle. Though it
took a little time, all of them
eventually found spots for
themselves under the Klieg lights.

smokes nor drinks. He saw enough of that when he was
a lad.
Jimmy's first "girl" was one named simply Annie. He
never knew her last name. His chief recollection of her
is that she wore pigtails and was shiningly clean. Their
first encounter came about like this: Annie passed him on
79th Street one day, and knelt down and tied up his shoe
laces for him. "I untied them," said Jimmy, shamelessly,
"just before she came along." Jimmy and Annie "kept
company" until one or the other moved away. He carried
her bgoks to school, helped her with her homework, stood
up for her when other boys teased her, made offerings of
sticky, all-day suckers, wads of gum and, once, a scarlet
ribbon for her pig-tails.
From Bill I learned that Jimmy was "a one" with the
girls and that his method was, consistently, the same as
his method with Annie. He first brought them, by subtle
suggestion, never by force, to their knees before him.
And then, once the domination of the male was established, he asked no more service, but gallantly and humbly
served.
When Jimmy was ten the family moved to Ridgewood,
Jimmy will never lose that feeling of rapLong Island.

turous release. There are many city-bred lads, he told me,
who are so used to the crowded sidewalks of New York
that they are lonely in the country. Not Harry, Edward,
mals. and Bill. They took to the fields like young field aniJimmy

They climbed trees and loved the feeling of dirt
roads and meadow grass under their bare feet. They acundoubtedly, the forequired amongrel dog and he was, owns,
loves, raises and
runner of the Chow dogs Jimmy
The little
today.
Hills,
Beverly
in
personally cares for
frame house in Ridgewood is the forerunner, too, no doubt,
of the seventy-acre farm Jimmy has just bought at Martha's Vineyard, The love of the country, the sea, the fields
today.
and the woods is a powerful, absorbing love with Jimmy
But that happy life in Ridgewood didn't last very long.
It was too far for the elder Cagney to commute. He was
already ailing.
So, "with dismal shrieks and protests and more than
a little silent suffering in the wrenched heart of
young James, the Cagney family moved back to New
York, to that 96th Street which was to become stigmata
to him.

JIMMY began to grow up. He passed his grammar
grades successfully. He went to Stuyvesant High School
and continued there with the drawing he had never given
up. While in high school he helped pay attendant expenses by working, part time, at the neighborhood Settlement House. He worked "on the door." He saw to it
that the boys used the pool and the gym. At the Settlement House, he met Mr. and Mrs. Burton James, who were
to take the first really constructive interest in his drawing, in the potentialities in that compact, soft-spoken,
somehow sound, young personality. Mr. and Mrs. James
too, echoed that first prophetic remark of Jimmy's mother,
the prophecies of Eighth Street and 79th Street and 96th
Street.
It was Mr. and Mrs. James who arranged for Jimmy
to meet people who could look at his drawings with eyes
of discernment. That he had ability seemed to be beyond
doubt. An architect, perhaps? A designer of theatrical
scenery? A cartoonist? Why not? Such suggestions
pleased and interested Jimmy, little more. For Jimmy
never thought beyond the present. Jimmy had neither
time nor opportunity for dreams of future aspirations or
possibilities. Life was too much a matter of expediency
with the Cagneys. It was a matter of "How many dimes
and quarters for the kitty today?", not "How many
mythical millions ten years later?" Millions in the future
wouldn't put bread and Irish stew on the Cagney table
then. No, Jimmy couldn't reckon in futures, no matter
how glittering.
Mr. and Mrs. James and Cagney became fast friends,
however. They formed a Dramatic Club, there at the
Settlement House. They put on plays for and with the
neighborhood boys and girls. Jimmy designed and painted
scenery for them. On one occasion Mr. and Mrs. James
asked Harry Cagney to play the lead in the Chinese
pantomime they were producing. But Harry, already
deep in pre-medical work, couldn't take the time. And
so Mr. James asked Jimmy to substitute for his brother.
Jimmy did. That was his very first appearance on any
stage — as a Chinese pantomimist. "And no bells rang
out, wild or otherwise," grinned Jimmy reminiscently,
"in my belfry or in anybody else's. I was all right, I
gUess.
There were no complaints."
Between work in high school, his drawing and his work
after school, Jimmy had little time for other interests.
He played a couple of parts in other amateur theatricals,
The grapefruit Cagney

pushed into

Mae Clarke's face in "Public
Enemy" made history, and the picture made Jim. So you can't blame
him if he likes to call this his
favorite fil-lum.

in "Lost Silk Hat," "The Rising of the Moon," and other
plays.
He read omnivorously, and he learned the joy
and satisfaction of discussing the books he had read and
what he got out of them; he learned the joy of discussing
life and theories and abstract ideas with his friends,
Mr. and Mrs. James.
He remembers, especially, a
long evening spent in arguing the special merits
and demerits of Shaw's "Man and Superman."
But when, after a protracted illness, the
elder Cagney died, with two brothers in
medical school, with his mother also ailing
and a baby sister (not to mention young Bill,
who was already contributing his quota
of dimes . and quarters to the Cagney
kitty), with all of these many and pressing
responsibilities, Jimmy knew only one
law — the law of getting a job, the law
of being constantly on the alert for another job, for other jobs, with more pay
to 'em.
It didn't matter, in Jimmy's
scheme of things, whether you liked a
job or not. It only mattered how much
dough it paid.
During summer vacations Jimmy held
down two jobs, one by day, one by
night.
He wrapped bundles at Wanamaker's by day and jerked sodas by
night. During school sessions he served ai
a bell-hop at the Friars Club by day,
hours 5 p. m. to 3:30 a. m.; then school at
8:30 a. m. and bundle wrapping or soda
jerking again in the scant interims. He
also worked after school at the New York
Public Library. Jimmy learned, there, to love
the very smell and sight and feel of books.
He felt kinship with them.
"It was all. good for me," Jimmy said.
"No, I
don't feel sorry for myself.
On the contrary, it
made me realize that there was something beyond
just
having
fun in life.
There
After
graduating
from
highis."school, Jimmy got a job
as a junior architect. He did tracing and lettering which
his long years of apprenticeship with a pencil had qualified him to do. While working in the architect's office,
he still held his job at the Settlement House, nights.
Then came the War. Jimmy enlisted in the Officers
Jimmy, the Missus and Joan Blondell took the same train for Hollywood the day they signed on the
dotted line. "Smart Money" was
the second film to co-star Jim and
the pretty Joan.

It was a knockabout act, purely
boys doing female impersonations.
We had a lot of fun, and it never occurred to any one
burlesque
of us to be ashamed of it. It might seem strange andto ungo
believable, taking into account my habitual desire
when
mean
I
what
tes
illustra
this
But again,
unnoticed.
I say that I am not shy or self-conscious when I am on
the stage or screen. For there I am not myself. I am
not that fellow, Jim Cagney, at all. I certainly lost
all consciousness of him when I -put on skirts, wig,
paint, powder, feathers and spangles! Besides, that
was the time, right after the War, when service
acts were still fresh in the mind, when female
the ,vogue."
were
thought that he was
however
family,
Jimmy'snators
' imperso
wasting his time. The young medical students,
his brothers, and the mother who had wanted
professions for her sons, could hardly be expected to look with favor upon a relative of
about in pink tulle. So
theirs dangling
Jimmy, with a shrug, departed from the stage
and became a runner in Wall Street. From
—
man"
d to "window
promote
aloft,
runner
n who sit
e brethre
invisibl
the was
of he
one
behind apertures, and make signs to the
Bulls and Bears down in the dust of the
arena.
It was when he was eighteen that Jimmy's
first serious romance touched and colored his
hard-working life. There isn't much time for
romance to wedge its thin, tenuous, thrilly way
into a life compounded of three and four jobs
and responsibilia day— school, study, burdens eyes,
a grappling
ties that put blinders on young
a niche in
find
to
,
Romance
iron on a young heart.
poigninarily
extraord
with
it
touch
must
life,
a
such
ant finger tips, insinuate itself with an extraordinarily
In other words, it had to be pretty
penetrating passion.
real to quicken the pulse of young Jim
Cagney.

'Way back in 1932, Loretta Young was Cagney's"Taxi."
heart interest in

Training School. With his $30. a month
from, this source, he entered Columbia
University and there took a general
course, majoring jn Art. He did not do
pre-medical school work, as has been
said. The Armistice signed, Jimmy
obtained his discharge from the Army
and took the first job that presented
itself — bundle-wrapping again and
again at Wanamaker's.
NOW,

IT was

becoming

more

"The Crowd Roars/' with
Eric Linden, was another
smash-bang Cagney
thriller.

and

they almore imperative that the Cagney "kitty," as
ways called it, be fed something heartier than dimes
and quarters. There were the two brothers in medical school, working their way through. They had
Carolyn Cagney's legacy, to be sure, to make it possible, but they needed an occasional lift, even so,
what with expensive text books and laboratory fees.
There was young Bill coming along and there was,
ng, the mother's determination that "the
unwaveri
have their educations.
kids"
While bundle-wrapping, Jimmy confided in one of
dough."
the clerks that he wanted a job "with more
Had to have it, in fact. The young clerk advised him
that he could give him a steer "if you could only
Jimmy said, "I couldn't do either,
sing and dance."
of course. But I said I could— also, of course. The
'steer' this chap gave me landed me on a trapeze
where I hung by my neck for the sum of $25. a
week, which was just $9. more per week than I had
been getting. And, as a consequence, was a little bit
all right with me. I would have hung by my nose
from the moon for nine dollars more a week.
"Then, for about eight weeks, I was one of six

love of Jimmy's was a college
This young
She must be nameless, for she is,
student.
of
now, happily married and the mother
two children. At first, all their talk was
of books, art, music, of the things they
both loved. They took long bus rides under
Autumnal moons. They went to the movies
and held hands. They walked up and down
Riverside Drive. While Jimmy was working at the Friars he got a pair of free
passes, occasionally, and then he took his
girl to the show. Their only spats arose
because Jimmy wouldn't take her to dance
halls. Dancing was "sissified,' he said, and
'only cake-eaters dance.'

They were sort of engaged, says Jimmy. They talked
of what they would do with their lives together when
Jimmy made good. They would have a little house in
the country, kids, fields, flowers and books, painting their
joined lives with gentle glory. Then Jimmy left Wall
Street and, again, went on the stage. Jimmy's girl did
not approve of young men who went on the stage. She
saw no future in that kind of thing. No future, at any
rate, that she wanted to share. So she said goodbye
to Jimmy under the shadow of Grant's Tomb. And she
took up, in time, with a tall, slim young man who went
to dance parlors with her and didn't think dancing was
sissified. Jimmy felt as' if all the skyscrapers in New
York had dislodged their brick and mortar upon his
bruised spirit. "I thought my heart was broken," he says.
"It wasn't, but I thought it was. And thinking is as painful as being. It wasn't broken at all. But I didn't know
that then."
IT WAS shortly after Jimmy was promoted to "window man" on Wall Street that he quit, very suddenly,
to answer a call for boys for a musical show. "How I
was picked," laughs Jimmy softly, "I'll never know. Must
have been a scarcity of boys, amounting to a famine.
There were no "mail-order dancing schools in those days,
y'know."
The show, which was the first legitimate one to present
James Cagney to the world (though more or less
anonymously since his name was only one of the group
of chorus boys) was "Pitter Patter," with Helen Bolton
and Ernest Truex in leading roles.
And there, in that show, Jimmy Cagney met the girl
He was a chorus boy
girl when Frances
their "I do's" to the
ole New

Hot clinches never appealed to Jimmy — a surefire punch was much more to his liking — but
here he is in a romantic pose with Virginia
Bruce from "Winner

Take All."

and she a chorus
and Jimmy said
preacher in little
York.

However,
a typical
Cagney
special like
"Mayor of Hell," which was long on action and
short on love, was right up his alley. Here he
is with lovely Madge Evans.

who

was to become

his wife.

"In the chorus of 'Pitter Patter/" said Jimmy, "I, a
chorus boy, met Frances Willard Vernon, a chorus girl.
Yep, 'twas love at first sight, practically. Frances was
fresh from an Iowa farm. She had made a short stop-over
at a girls' school in Chicago. And then, stage.struck, which
I had never been, she came to New York and got a job
in the chorus.
"She was so shy, so obviously frightened to death of
New York, life in the Big City, the theatre and theatrical
people, that I was attracted to her out of the desire to
protect the kid. It was much the same feeling as that of
taking a little child into the dark and proving that there
is no bogieman concealed there.
"She was the country I loved, the fields and the streams.
She gave me that sense of rapturous release I had had
when, as a kid, we moved to Ridgewood. I was the City
she feared. I didn't want her to know the things I knew.
It was up to me to see that she didn't. It was a job I
loved — and then I knew that she was the girl I loved.
"Our marriage was all very quiet and, to the world,
uneventful. An obscure chorus boy and girl getting
married in New York isn't news. We weren't news at
all, except to one another. But we were very much in
love, and that is always headline stuff to the parties
concerned.
"After we were married, we did a vaudeville act together. We toured a lot of the tank towns, under the name
of 'Cagneys' Circuit'. We also did a few musical shows.
I taught Frances to tap, and she became one of the best
women taps dancers in the business. The pupil was better
than the teacher. I kept hoping that the day would come

Like the rest of the male contingent, Jimmy
tried the spinach on the upper lip. Whatever the rest of us thought, Joan approved,
for "He

Was

Her

Man"

for seven

reels.

when she could retire, be billed only as 'Mrs. James
Cagney.' I kept hoping, too, for the day when we would
have kids of our own to struggle for, plan for, as my
mother had for us."
Perhaps the only real tragedy in the life of Frances
and Jim Cagney is that they have never been blessed
with "kids to fight for." They have wanted them and
hoped for them and still want them so very much.
They lived in Greenwich Village after they were married. But Jimmy did not pick up any of his so-called
"radical ideas" in the Village. For that was 1926 and
the Village, per se, was no more. The avid young intellectuals, the poets, the long-haired men and shorthaired women, the eager young soap-box addicts
who burned to redress the wrongs of the world were
"Our friends," said Jimmy, "were, principally, newsgone. paper men and their wives. Some of them were chaps I
had known in the old days in New York. Robert Sill,
then New York correspondent for the Boston Herald, was
one of them. Sill and I had been kids together on 79th
Street. He had, for a time, shared the job at the Settlement House with me. Arthur Klein and I had been friends
since we were in our early teens. Charlie Leonard, now
chief of advertising for United Artists, was a bell-hop
at the Friars, when I was 'hopping' there. Then there
was Morris Gilbert of the New York Times; Jim Fair
of the Pittsburgh Gazette Times; Ik Shuman of the New
York Times; Bryan Field, Jimmy Kiernan and Si Fishkind, also of the Times.
We worked very hard and talked a lot and had a lot
in common.
And we also had more than our share

Because he excelled as a hoofer, Mr. C.
could do a mean fox-trot when the occasion
demanded, as was the case in "Devil Dogs
of the Air," with Margaret Lindsay.

Bet you never knew what a "G-Man"
was 'til that Cagney man put those
government sleuths on the movie map.
That's Mag

Lindsay with him.

of fun. Frances and I laid the groundwork then, I suppose, for the kind of life we have always led and still
lead. We seldom go to parties, either in New York or in
Hollywood. Our social activities, now as then, consist in
having a few good friends at our home in Beverly Hills
when we are there, or on our boat, sitting up all night
and chewing the furious fat. Frank McHugh, Pat and
Eloise O'Brien, the Chester Morrises, Albert Hackett,
Frances Goodrich and a few others, are good friends of
ours. And always Bill, of course. In the summer my
mother and Jeanne are with us. We've tried to persuade
my mother to live with us, but she's more content where
she is, near New York and my brothers who, being
doctors, can care for her when she needs it."
It was shortly after Jimmy's marriage that he left the
gaslight circuit and came, so to speak, to Broadway. But
before Broadway came an adventure, seldom told, little
suspected, in Jimmy's career. For, some five years before Jimmy came to Hollywood to stay, he made a trip
to Hollywood and did not stay. He didn't remain because
he couldn't get work; because he would have starved if
he had remained. He came, with his wife, to visit his
wife's mother and sisters, and, perhaps vaguely at the
back of his mind, with the idea of breaking into pictures.
He tried vaudeville. He and Harry Gribbon, then one
of the screen's funny men, got up a vaudeville act together. They tried it out at San Diego. It ran for one
night, and it folded.
,
He put an ad in the local papers. The ad read "Dancing
Instructor" or words to that effect. He sat for days
behind his tiny shingle waiting for the pupils who did
not come. Finally, one did. A tall, burly Scot, with
a newspaper-wrapped package under his arm. The package revealed a pair of clogs. Then and there the Scotchman did such an elaborate routine that Jimmy, honest,
though on the thin edge of hunger, said, "I can't teach
you anything."
And said the single "pupil," "I know you can't. That's
why I came. I make a practice of answering all ads
for dancing lessons just to show the 'teachers' up!"

Talented as a thespian, our
can wield a pencil and turn
artistic piece of work, too.
"The Irish in Us" with June

Jimmy
out an
Above,
Trotter.

So, after some four or five months, after casting offices would have none of him, after he
realized that he could not get a job, even as an
extra, Jimmy and the Missus pooled their last
dollars, eked out enough for a pair of tickets to
New York— and hit, humbly at first, the vaudeville circuit again. Few people know that
Jimmy ever made that first ill-fated pilgrimage
to the movie Mecca.
There came a chance for an audition for the
role of a roughneck in Maxwell Anderson's play,
"Outside Looking In." Jimmy made the audition and played the roughneck.
Which was,
presumably, the forerunner of the "tough guys"
he has played, so consistently, ever since — so contrary to his true nature. For Jimmy Cagney is the very
antithesis of a tough guy. His soft, whispering voice, his
mild and gentle manner proceed from a warm and
tender heart, from instincts more silken than burly and
rough.

The man who founded the Humanitarian Party speaks
for himself. Jimmy says that his activities in the much
publicized humane directions have been fulsomely exaggerated. But Jimmy, as your true "tough guy" never
is, is modest. Exaggerated or not, the idea of the Humanitarian Party did originate with Jimmy. Whenever
there are strikes, labor troubles, floods, or disasters of any
sort — either Acts of God or acts of men — Jimmy always
steps generously to the fore and gives, unstintingly, of
time and thought and more tangible commodities.
He is, now, an officer in the Screen Actors Guild here
in Hollywood. The Guild was designed, he said, "to improve the lot of the 'little fellows' in pictures." A project
which would, naturally, press close to his remembering
heart. Remembering the little gray shadows, scavengering from garbage pails. Remembering all the sordid sights
of his poverty-stricken youth.
Next, Jimmy scored in the hit play, > "Women Go
on Forever" with Mary Boland. While he was working on Broadway, he gave lessons in tap "on the
side," for the purpose of augmenting the family in-
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Maybe we're wrong, but remember all the
fussing and feuding that went on over that
picture contract? You wouldn't say that this
get-up for "Frisco it,Kid"
had ya?
anything to do with
would

come, so that the Cagney "kitty" in his own home and
in his mother's home would not be lean of dimes and
quarters.
The next season came, and he staged the "Grand Street
playing a"' prominent role in them. They ran for
Follies,"
two seasons.

The year, 1929, brought Jimmy his big chance, a role in
George Kelly's memorable play, "Maggie, the Magnificent." And Jimmy played opposite a blond girl by the
then unknown name of Joan Blondell. They both scored
signed for "Penny
hits, and both were meantime,
Warner
next season. In the
Mrs.
and
the play and Joan and Jimmy
the
of
Hollywood. The picture version

Arcade" for the
Brothers bought
Cagney came to
play went into

production and emerged as "Sinners' Holiday," and was
the beginning of screen fame for Joan Blondell and
Jimmy Cagney.

EVEN THEN," Jimmy says now, "I had no fixed idea
of what I wanted to do or to be. Vaudeville, plays
on Broadway, picture work in Hollywood were all 'just
jobs' to me. Never has there been a moment when I
have paused and said, 'Now I am an actor. This is my
Here I am, all set.' I would, all along the
profession.

"Ceiling Zero'
was the
picture thatlast
Jimmy
made for Warners. June Travis
is the gal.

Every man. be he movie star or
your very best beau, dreams of
having a den all his own.

Happy

Jim never knows what to expect when the phone rings. It
might be the Humanitarian Society or a pal asking for advice
— or the Warner Brothers!

Like many Hollywood stars,
Jimmy turns to his wife when
weighty decisions must be
made on his screen stories,
casts and directors.

days are here for the

Cagneys. They're not stepperouters, but life isn't dull, either.

friend
plays onsecr'try,
Wifeycompani
to Jim, who
and
often chooses the rocky road.

Vacationtime for the Cagneys means a trek to their
farm at Martha's Vineyard,
where Jimmy can relax.

Frances Cagney can whip
up a right tasty meal, too,
when it's maid's night out.

Yep,

a

piano-tinkler, too.

When you go a-visitin' with
there's
Cagneys,
the what
in'
Jim will
be no
up tellto.

line, have taken any job that turned up, whenever it
came, whatever it was; whether in the theatre, in a
canned soup factory, in pictures, in the circus.
"I might easily have become a knockabout comedian.
I may end up yet with the red nose and the baggy
pants.

"Not" that I don't take my work seriously. I do — very.
But the point is, I'd take any work seriously, raised, as I
was, to know darned well that work is serious. I took
my bundle-wrapping seriously. I took my job at the
Settlement House seriously. I bell-hopped with complete
concentration. I was a female impersonator for all I
was worth, with everything in me — and glad to get it
to do.
'I can't say that I haven't gotten a certain satisfaction
rrom some of the pictures I have made. Those which
pleased me more than others have been 'Public Enemy,' 'Winner Take All,' 'Jimmy, the Gent' and 'Ceiling
Zero.'
"I am not the characters I play. I believe that, in order
to do anything well, you must have perspective, a certain
amount of objectivity, of detachment. This is necessary in order to give a clear portrait of a character. If
I were a 'tough guy,' I couldn't play one even as well as

Jim learned early the necessity of keeping
the Cagney "kitty" filled and doesn't mind
admitting that when he signs a new contract, money is an
important factor.

I hope I do. It has been more valuable to me to stand
on the sidelines and, with a certain degree of impersonality, register the reactions I have noted. The idea
of playing oneself is essentially fallacious. The fact
that I am supposed to be a tough guy in real life
doesn't bother me in the least. It's amusing.
What

does matter to Jimmy

It doesn't

is the right or the wrong

of
something that does matter. Soft-spoken, mild-manmatter."
nered as he is, he will fight to his own victory or his own

destruction, if need be, for that in which he honestly and truthfully believes.
The present situation bears testimony to the above.
And the present situation, according to my understanding, is that Jimmy is free of his contract at Warner
Brothers, having won his case when it first came to court
several months ago. In the Fall, so it stands at this
writing, Warner Brothers' appeal to the decision handed
down by the Superior Court of Los, Angeles County will
come before the Supreme Court of California. If the
high court upholds the original verdict, Jimmy will have
no further question thrown upon his right to continue to
work for whomever he pleases. If their appeal is sustained, the effect will be to reinstate the contract under
which Jimmy was working for them. In that case, if he
continues to work in motion pictures, he will have to do
so as an employee of Warner Brothers for two more
the annulled conyears, which is the length of time that
tract had to run. He is not at all certain, however, at
this writing, that he will care to continue on the screen,
if he has to work again under the contract which he
fought so strenuously to have abrogated.
Yes, a fighter is Jimmy, bearing the memory, never
a healed scar, of broken minds and broken bodies spattering themselves to bloody bits against forces which
trod them under the heels of so-called righteousness they
Might is not right to Jimmy.
could never hope to elude.

A little of the Cagney technique goes a long,
long way, as his poor victims can testify. He
demonstrates it for a scene in "Great Guy."

he will fight, but only for what he feels, deeply and
conviction, to be right. And then he will fight so
as there is breath in his body, heat in his heart
memory in his mind.
Jimmy made "Great Guy" for Grand National. He will
soon complete a musical, in which he does considerable
dancing, titled, "Something to Sing About." He has signed
for two more Grand National pictures, the first of which

And
with
long
and

will be a story called "Dynamite," a dramatic
probably
of illegal oil traffic in Texas.
tale

Either before making "Dynamite" (if they work out
the right story for the title), or immediately following
it, Jimmy will go to his new farm at Martha's Vineyard
for at least two or three months' vacation.
"I want to spend most of the year, every year, at the
Vineyard," Jimmy said, "and come to Hollywood only to
work — in pictures, I mean. For I shall work on the
farm, too, of course. I'll hoe and sow and plant and
reap and care for the animals and do the chores. I won't
be idle. Couldn't be. No need to be. I'll still take my
vocal lessons, as I do now, three days a week. I'll keep
theory and harmony. I'll have
up my study of musical
my four guitars, violins, two pianos.
"I play them all— and all very badly. I still draw occasionally, though my drawing is, now, more instinctive
than consciously planned and executed. I have sublimated
the old yen for drawing into drawing characters for the
screen, I guess. It amounts, to much the same thing.
Such drawing as I do nowadays, I usually do on a tablecloth while I am lunching or dining— little, intimate
quick sketches of my table companions.
"We'll have friends to stay with us and the family, of
course— my mother, my brothers, Bill, my little sister,
Jeanne, on her vacations from Hunter.
"I have a lot of reading I want to do. I've just read
'Inside Europe,' 'Way of a Transgressor,' 'Away from
It All,' Webb Miller's 'I Found No Peace' and W. E.

This whirl of pep danced

day and night to

perfect those dance routines for "Something
to Sing About" with Evelyn Daw.

Woodward's 'New American History.' I'll have time to
do more reading up there.
"I want to keep on making pictures, of course, under
the right conditions. Two a year, if possible. If you want
to do your best, that's plenty.
"I'll work wherever I am, whatever the work may be,"
smiled Jimmy, that slight, almost silken smile of his
which seems to brush lightly across the gravity of his
face. 'That habit can't be broken at this late date. I'll
never forget the Cagney

'kitty'— never."

When

it comes

to sports, Jimmy

doesn't have to take off his new
Fall millinery to anyone! He can
run up d ping-pong game (above
left), do a little hedge-hurdling,
skip rope and tear off a tennis
game that would interest even
the expert Fred Perry!
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SPECIAL CHILD CLINICS .. . SPECIAL DAILY CARE . . .
EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVE
NO WONDER

What a lucky start in life the youngster of 1937 gets!
No leave -it -to -chance care for him.

Special clinics guard him in every step
of his growth and development. Special
foods — special soaps — special toys — in
fact, from his first day on, everything he
gets is made especially for him.
Doesn't it stand to reason he should
laxative, too? A child's
have a special
little system is not like yours. It is much
too frail for the ruthless effects of an
"adult" laxative.
For that reason, many doctors suggest

TODAY'S CHILDREN GET A BETTER START!

Fletcher's Castoria. It is, as you know,
purely a child's laxative-made especially
and only for children.

It contains no harsh, "adult" drugsnothing that could cause cramping pains.
Nothing, in fact, that could possibly
harm a child's delicate system.
Fletcher's Castoria works chiefly on
the lower bowel, gently urging the muscular movement. It is safe — sure — yet
thorough.

A famous baby specialist has said he
couldn't write a better prescription than
Fletcher's Castoria.
And Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant

taste. Children don't balk at taking it.
That's important! For, as you know, you
can easily upset a child's entire nervous
system by forcing him to take a badtasting medicine.
More than 5,000,000 mothers have

learned to rely on Fletcher's Castoria.
get the economical Family-Size
Why notfrom
bottle
your druggist today? The
signature, Chas. H. Fletcher, appears on
every bottle.

CASTORIA
The Laxative Made Especially
for Babies and Growing Children
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<d We fed rats a diet completely
* lacking in "skin-vitamin." Their
skin grew harsh, dry, scaly — old
looking. Under the microscope, the
oil glands were dried up, the tissues
of the skin were shrunken.

new

Women

vitamin"
CreamsPond's
dailynewfor "skinthree
|J Then
we applied
weeks. The rats were still on a diet
completely lacking in "skin-vitamin"
— yet, with just this application of the
cream their skin improved. It became
smooth again, clear, healthy.

L
ream
a

the

active

okin-Vitamin
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3 Under the microscope, the oil
glands were seen to be healthy
again. The dried-up, flattened skin
cells were rounded out. The shrunken tissues were normal again!

SCREEN

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skinvitamin" Creams to women to try. For
four weeks they used the new creams
faithfully— women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every
four of them asked for more. And these
are the things they said: "My skin is so
much smoother." "My pores are finer!"
"My skin has a livelier look now."

EOUR YEARS AGO, scientists
first learned that a certain known
vitamin heals wounds, burns, infections— quicker and better.

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

They found that certain harsh,
dry conditions of the skin are due
to insufficient supply of this vitamin in diet. This was not the "sunshine vitamin." Not the orange-

always known — with the active "skinvitamin" added. They are in the same
jars, with the same labels — at the
same price. You use them the same
way you did the old. Now this new
ingredient gives added value to the
millions of jars of Pond's Creams used
by women every year.

juice vitamin. Not "irradiated."
But the "skin-vitamin."
This vitamin helps your body
to rebuild skin tissue. Aids in
keeping skin beautiful.

Of great importance to women
Pond's requested biologists of high
standing to study what would be the
effects of this "skin-vitamin" when
put in Pond's Creams.
For over three years they worked.
Their story is told you above. Also
the story of the women who used the
new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!
Today — we offer you the new

"Lines are disappearing". . .
Exposure is constantly drying the
necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the
new "skin-vitamin"
skin. Now,
Cream
helpsPond's
to bring it back! If your
skin shows signs of deficiency in "skinPond's new "skin-vitavitamin,"
min" Creamtry— today.

In the same Pond's Creams
The new Pond's "skin-vitamin"
Creams are the same creams you have

new "skin-vitamin"
Pond's
Try for
yourself — today. On sale
Cream
everywhere. /
/
Y
POND'S COLD CREAM — Cleanses,
clears, softens, smooths for powder. Pat
it in briskly to invigorate the skin; fight
off blackheads, blemishes; smooth out
lines; make pores less noticeable. /Vow
contains the active "skin-vitamin."
POND'S VANISHING CREAM— Removes
roughnesses; smooths skin instantly;
powder base. Also use overnight after
cleansing. Now contains the active
"skin-vitamin."
POND'S LIQUEFYING CREAM —
Quicker melting. Use for same purposes
as Pond's Cold Cream. IX ow contains
the active "skin-vitamin."

NOW
the

CREAMS
POND'S
fn"
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RUBY KEELER, popular dancing screen stai

Names "Y" Her Favorite
Ruby Keeler tries both powders in plain
white boxes. She likes both, but prefers
"Y" — the new MAVIS, mildly scented.
Other lovely stars choose "X" — the original
MAVIS, fully scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
face powder. Spreads evenly — clings for
hours — leaves a bewitching fragrance that
lasts! MAVIS safeguards summer daintiness
and makes clothes slip on much more easily.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
PURITY TEST: In a test with ten well known
face powders, MAVIS talcum was found to
be finer in texture and smoother on the skin,
than seven out of ten face powders. Get your
MAVIS today at your favorite store.
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SCORGBORRDRaring
Rating

General
Picture and Producer
Angel's
(20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
1*
Another Holiday
Dawn (Warners)
Any Man's Wife (Republic)
2*
•Armored Car (Universal)
1*
As Good As Married (Universal)
2*
A Star is Born (United Artists)
4*
Bank Alarm (Grand National)
2V2*
Behind the Headlines (RKO)
2*
The Beloved Vagabond (Columbia)
+
Beware of Ladies (Republic)
IV2*
Big Business (20th Century-Fox)
2*
*The Big Shot (RKO)
1*
Border Cafe (RKO)
1★
Borderland (Paramount)
2*
Breezing Home (Universal)
1 -ABulldog Drummond Escapes (Paramount)
2 -itCafe Metropole (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Call It a Day (Warners)
3V2 IkCaptains Courageous (M-G-M)
4*
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th Century-Fox). . 21/2Hr
China Passage (RKO)
2*
Clorence (Paramount)
1i
"Confession (Warners)
2*
The Crime Nobody Saw (Paramount)
1 ir
Damaged Lives (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warners)
2-ir
A Day at the Races (M-G-M)
3V2*
The Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox). . 1 ilr
The Devil Is Driving (Columbia)
21/2-dr
Dangerous Holiday (Republic)
IV2*
The Devil's Playground (Columbia)
2*
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO)
2V2*
Dreaming Lips (United Artists)
21/2ilr
Easy Living (Paramount)
iVzie
Elephant Boy (United Artists)
3*
The Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M)
3*
Espionage (M-G-M)
2*
Exclusive (Paramount)
2V2tIt
Ever Since Eve (Warners)
1*
Fair Warning (20th Century-Fox)
1+
A Family Affair (M-G-M)
2V2*
A Fight to the Finish (Columbia)
1 ir
"The Firefly (M-G-M)
3*
Fly- Away Baby (Warners)
2lAir
Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Girl from Scotland Yard (Paramount)
2+
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal)
1 ir
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2 -Jr
The Girl Said No (Grand National)
2*
Git Along Little Dogies (Republic)
2*
The Go-Geiter (Warners)
2Hr
The Good Earth (M-G-M)
4*
Good Old Soak (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Great Gambini (Paramount)
Mr
Green
Light
(First
Nat'i)
2l/2*
Head Over Heel; in Love (GB)
2*
Heart's Desire (G3)
2V2*
Her Husband Lies (Paramount)
2-jlr
Her
Nat'l)
2*
High,Husband's
Wide andSecretary
Handsome(First(Paramount)
iVzir
The Hit Parade (Republic)
2*
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO)
2*
Hotel Haywire (Paramount)
2+
*Hot Water
(20th(Chesterfield)..
Century-Fox) 1V2Hr
1*
House
of Secrets
I Met Him in Paris (Paramount)
3J/2 T*r
Internes Can't Take Money (Paramount) 2V2lt
I Promise to Pay (Columbia)
2+
*lt Could Happen to You (Republic)
1★
*lt's Love I'm After (Warners)
3*
Jim Hanvey, Detective (Republic)
1
John
Meade's (Warners)
Woman (Paramount)
21/2-fc
Kid Galahad
3V2*
Kidnapped in Shanghai (Republic)
2*
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warners)
3 it
King of Gamblers (Paramount)
2-k
King
Mines (United
(GB)
2*
KnightSolomon's
without Armor
Artists) 3V2*
The Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M)
3★
The Last Train from Madrid (Paramount) 2V2 +
The League of Frightened Men (Columbia)
2+
Let Them Live (Universal)
2*
*The Life of Emile Zola (Warners)
4*
*London
by Night
(M-G-M)
14*★
Lost
Horizon
(Columbia)
Love from a Stranger (United Artists) 2V2llr
Love in a Bungalow (Universal)
2 T*r
Love Is News (20th Century-Fox)
3-*
Make
for Tomorrow
(Paramount) "iVzir
A ManWayBetrayed
(Republic)
2+
Man of Affairs (GB)
V/2ir
The Man in Blue (Universal)
2*
Man of the People (M-G-M)
2★
The Man Who Could Work Miracles (United
Artists)
3*
Marked Woman (Warners)
3*
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M)
2V2*
Maytime (M=G-M)
4*
Meet the Missus (RKO)
2*

General
cer
Picture and Produ
Michael
(Republic)
11 *ir
Midnight O'Halloran
Court (Warners)
Midnight Madonna (Paramount)
1 ir
Midnight Taxi (20th Century-Fox)
1★
Mountain Justice (Warners)
2*
Mountain Music (Paramount)
2*
Murder Goes to College (Paramount)
1 ir
Mysterious Crossing (Universal)
IVzir
Nancy Steele is Missing (20th Century-Fox) 2'/2 *
Navy Spy (Grand National)
2+
New Faces of 1 937 (RKO)
3★
Night Key
2V2-*Night
Must (Universal)
Fall (M-G-M)
2*
Night of Mystery (Paramount)
1 ir
Nobody's Baby (Hal Roach)
1*
Off to the Races (20th Century-Fox)
1★
Oh, Doctor! (Universal)
1Vi*
*On Again— Off Again (RKO)
1★
On the Avenue (20th Century-Fox)
3'/2*
One in a Million (20th Century-Fox) -.
3ir
"One Mile from Heaven (20th Century-Fox) 1 Ilr
The Outcast (Paramount)
2 ilr
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO)
2V2*
Parnell (M-G-M)
2*
Parole Racket (Columbia)
1 ir
Personal Property (M-G-M)
2V2*
Pick a Star (Hal Roach)
2*
The Plainsman (Paramount)
4^
The Prince and the Pauper (Warners)
3 Vi ir
Public Wedding (Warners)
1★
Quality Street (RKO)
3*
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia)
21/2-ir
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
2*
Riding on Air
2V2ir
The Road Back (Universal)
3*
Romance and Riches (Grand National)
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
4*
Saratoga (M-G-M)
3*
Sea
(RKO)
2-*SeventhDevils
Heaven
(20th Century-Fox)
3^r
Shall We Dance (RKO)
3*
*She's No Lady (Paramount)
Mr
Silent Barriers (GB)
3*
Sing and Be Happy (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The
Marine
3-dr
Sing Singing
Me a Love
Song (Warners)
(First National)
3*
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Slim (Warners)
3*
The Soldier and the Lady (RKO)
2»/2*
Song of the City (M-G-M)
1★
Stella Dallas (Sam Goldwyn)
4*
Super Sleuth (RKO)
1★
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB)
2*
Sweetheart of the Navy (Grand National)
1 sf
Swing
Low (Paramount)
3-ir
Talent High,
Scout Swing
(Warners)
1 ilr
That I May Live (20th Century-Fox)
1*
That
Again
(Warners)
12*+
There Man's
Goes Here
My Girl
(RKO)
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M)
3ir
*Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th Century-Fox) 2*
The Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M)
2*
They Won't Forget (Warners)
3*
This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Thunder in the City (Columbia)
21/21lr
Time
Out
for
Romance
(20th
Century-Fox)
1
The Toast of New York (RKO)
3*-jlr
Top of the Town (Universal)
IVzir
*Topper (Hal Roach)
3*
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
2-fc
Turn Off the Moon (Paramount)
1*
23V2 Hours Leave (Grand National)
2*
Two Who Dared (GB)
2*
Two Wise Maids (Republic)
2*
Under the Red Robe (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3★
Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)
3*
Wake
Up
and
Live
(20th
Century-Fox)
3*
Walking on Air (RKO)
2*
Way Out West (Hal Roach)
2>/2 *
Wee Willie Winkie (20th Century-Fox)
4*
We Have Our Moments (Universal). . .
2*
Love Meets
Is YoungThief(Universal)
'
3*
When Thief
(United Artists)
2*
When's Your Birthday? (RKO)
2*
When You're in Love (Columbia)
3Vzir
*Wild and Woolly (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Wildcatter (Universal)
2*
*Wild Money (Farjmount)
1 ir
Wings of the Morning (20th Century-Fox)
3★
Wings Over Honolulu (Universal)
2V2*
Woman Chases Man (Sam Goldwyn)
3*
The Woman I Love (RKO)
2V2*
Women of Glamour (Columbia)
2-*You Can't Beat Love (RKO)
1★
*You Can't Have Everything (20th Century-Fox). . 3-*
You're in the Army Now (GB)
2V2*

Turn to our Scoreboard when you're in doubt about what movie to see. It's a valuable guide in choosing entertainment. Instead of giving the individual ratings of
Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over the country, we
have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating, beside each picture. very good; 3-^, good; fair; ljr. poor. Asterisk
denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.
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YOU

H ere's Hollywood's way to
almost instantly gain alluring beauty...
originated by filmland's make-up genius,
Max Factor. It's color harmony make-up
...powder, rouge and lipstick in the most
beautiful shades you might ever imagine,
harmonized in color to bring a new entrancing beauty to your face, individualizing the color appeal of your type,whether
blonde or brunette, brownette, or redhead. Your first make-up with Max Factor's powder, rouge and lipstick in your
color harmony will amaze you. . .you will
realize then why famous Hollywood stars
depend upon Max Factor for Make-Up.

OLIVIA

de

in "ITS

LOVE

A

WARNER

HAVILLAND

BROS.

FM

AFTER

Color Harmony Powder
Here is a face powder so perfectly
created in color harmony shades
that it enlivens the beauty of your
skin without appearing obvious . . .
soft and fine in texture, it imparts

PRODUCTION

a clinging satin-smooth make-up
thatwillgive you confidence to face
. . Max Factor's
one .dollar.
Powder, test
Face
any close-up

Rouge

for Your

Type

to natural-lookThe right color in rougc.it's so important lifelike
colors to
ing make-up. That is why Max Factor created e, brownet
te and
harmonize with each type of blonde, brunett
redhead. You will be amazed how lovely your color harmony
shade will look . . . Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents.

Moisture-Proof Lipstick
Try it once . . . and you will never use
any other lipstick,for this is the lipstick that
Hollywood knows will withstand every
test. Moisture-proof, super-indelible. ..the
color remains uniformly lovely for hours.
In color harmony shades that are most
. . Max Factor's
attractive for each type . one
dollar.
Super-Indelible Lipstick,

Would you like to
see how lovely you
can be -with powder,
rouge
lipstick for
in
color and
harmony
your type . . . MAI L
COUPON.

Max

ior * Hollywood
Jac
.a*K««fiM«««~ 1 /-nMPLEXiQNSI

MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up Snjdio, Hollywood: rTVLiBn>_T~'5T
* Olol
color forharmony
Rouge Simpler
of Powder fourand shades.
Purse SheColorBo* Sampler,
Send Lipstick
Cioamy
and 1 very
postageshade;
1 enclose inrenmy cenrs
. also
Make-Up Chart and •'S-page Medium O
handling. Also send me my Color Harmony
••
i-Ktt 1 Budciy
24-10-35
sallow ^
• Illusmt<rdIrtstrtictionBook/rfcN<w/lr/e/&oV^Al«,fc.(^
BRUNETTE
B"T"n\ UrJht.O
Dark.D .I
BROWNETTE
■5^E^LiE»Dk.O
STREET—
I Sallow
CITY
I Olive
, o Light- O Dark. O
1 Freckled
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Carole Lombard and Clark
Gable as interested as the day
they met!

Ronald Colman's behind
those
glasses
and Benita

Hollywood Art Note: The theatre trek
snapped
off least,
some of
the town's
best-iesthose
for
awhile, at
recently.
Among
who took run-out powders from movies and
bright skekels to get in some stage experience on B'way were Henry Fonda, Sylvia Sidney, Elissa Landi, Doris Nolan, Constance Cummings and Mr. and Mrs. Fredric
March. Freddie has been threatening to go
Arty on us for some time and took the summer lull on the Gold Coast as the occasion
to do so. Meanwhile, Frances Farmer
played stock in Mt. Kisco. N. Y., and Westport, Conn., while Mary Astor got in her
heavy training closer home. Traveled a
mere hundred miles per day to Santa Barbara— all to appear on a little theatre stage.

her eyes. Officer Glenn Abney, mistaking
her for an autograph hound, eyed her suspiciously, gripped her arm and started to
bounce her from the lobby. Bob Taylor
rushed to tearful Barbara's rescue, gripped
the arm of the law and started to bounce
him from the lobby. Other arms of the law
rushed over and started to bounce each
other from the lobby. When the fun was
over,
Robert,
in high fury, wanted to sue
Policeman
Abney.

More About Trouble and Freddie
Bartholomew : The studio's cancelled
Freddie's role in the picture "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry," and plans to cast him
in Kipling's "Kim" were also suspended
recently. Aunt Cissy holds out for $2,500. or did at this writing. Reason? Out
of his present salary for forty weeks a
year, which as we said before, amounts
to about $1,300., $1,000. a month goes for
income taxes ; ten per cent for agents' fees ;
$400. a month for his parents, and $800.
a month for his maintenance.
Freddie isn't the first starlet to be nicked
when splitting-up-time came 'round. It's an
old Hollywood custom. Former child players
like Mary Astor still smart over the fact
that when they were too young to understand finances, their salaries were divided
up too generously between others, while
they were left holding empty pocketbooks.
Only last year Shirley Temple's father was
sued by an agent who claimed that back
in 1932 a contract was drawn up whereby
Shirley was to be trained by him and receive all of fifty dollars a week — when
working! Although the contract has since
been bought back by Shirley's father, he
demanded all of her earnings over fifty per
from that time forth.
After retirement, what then? is the
newest guessing game being played by
Hollywood stars.
What with going in
72

Hume's beside 'em!

"Nothing doing," said his girl, Stanwyck.
"I don't blame the officer, but I certainly
wish something could be done for the autograph fans who get in the same predicament
Sam Goldwyn, who'd hired Abney and
that
did." to protect Barbara, commented
nine I others
tersely, "Well, he did what he was paid to
do, anyhow."
Cinderella Story : Gloria Dickson, age
twenty, came out of a tent show in the
West, where she'd been collecting about
one dollar and a quarter per week. She

Twin sisters? No. Constance
Bennett, Mrs. Doug Fairbanks
and polka dots out together.
for babies and ranches, the town's not
the spendthrift happy-go-lucky community
of yore. Players nowadays are doing some
heavy thinking about their futures after
they're through with movies or the movies
I are through with them. All of them, of
course,
are Clark
buying Gable,
annuities
for, toold'goage.in
Some, like
expect
for farming in a big way... Lew Ayres
wants to branch out as a director, .Irene
Dunne to become an honest-to-goodness
housewife. And Groucho Marx, believe it
or not, yearns for a career as an author !
Most Embarrassing Moment Note: Barbara
Stanwyck was emerging from the preview
of her guisedlatest
picture,
"Stella
disin an old
hat pulled
wayDallas,"
down over

to a partTheatre
in "The project
Devil Passes,"
agraduated
WPA Federal
in Los
Angeles. A talent scout from a studio
saw her, and shortly afterwards, she
graduated to a big role in the flicker, "They
Won't Forget." Now WPA players are
full of high hopes, not without reason.
For Gloria's the first of their number to
be singled out for moom pitchers. And
we all know how Hollywood producers
love to play follow the leader !
Flash: Janet Gaynor returned from a vacation in the Canadian Rockies bearing a
wildcat skin. But the real news of the item
is this: Miss G. positively admits that she
didn't shoot the thing herself. She bought
it with hard-earned cash.
At the "Firefly" preview, Irene Hervey
must have been reminded of the days when
Bob Taylor was her escort, for the fans
descended en masse on Allan Jones. It
was really a swell tribute to a grand performance, for Mr. J. really killed the
people in a role that will undoubtedly mean
stardom for him. It was the sort of
break an actor prays for.
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The handsome

If three dates a week means a romance,
Cary Grant and Phyllis Brooks are certainly sentimental. Here they are at
the Cafe La Maze.

TilSte...

th*

Jay

because
source

as

keen

is John Payne, hubby-to-be. They're
previewing "It's
TheyLove
haveI'mitlAfter." Why?

ivhen

a

in other

cigarettes, is not used
manufacture

Shirley

is done

an ingredient,

of irritation

lad with Anne

in the

of Philip Morris.

r^ee/br

Phili

p

Morris
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Favorite
WHOOPEE

/

BILLIE
b greenings
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind

BURKE

of the

Stars

APPLE PIE
2 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons boiling water

Ya cup chopped, blanched almonds
Yz cup seedless raisins
Ya cup sugar
rich pastry for 1- or 2-crust pie
Ya teaspoon cinnamon
Peel and core apples. Slice thin into a bowl. Add lemon juice, grated rind and the
sugar mixed with cinnamon. Melt butter in the boiling water and add to apple mixture.
Add chopped almonds and raisins. Mix together thoroughly. Turn mixture into pie
plate lined with uncooked pastry. Moisten edge of pastry with a little cold water, adjust
top crust. Press firmly around edge with floured fingers to form a fluting, or press down
with floured tines of fork. Cut slit in top crust to allow steam to escape. Bake in hot
oven (450°F.) 10 minutes. Reduce heat to moderate (350°F.) and continue baking 25 to
30 minutes longer or until apples are tender.
FURTHER SUGGESTIONS: This may be made into a Deep Dish Pie by
turning mixture into a deep baking dish, omitting the under crust, filling dish solidly with
the apple mixture and adjusting top crust over the fruit. This will probably require an
additional 10 minutes baking. By using a glass baking dish you can keep track of the
baking more easily.
Brush top crust with unbeaten egg white before baking. After brushing crust with
egg white, sprinkle with Ya cup finely chopped blanched almonds, if desired. Or beat
an egg yolk with 1 tablespoon cold water and brush entire top surface of pie with this
mixture.

THAT'S
WHAT
I
NEED

Recipes

J

APPLE

CORNFLAKES

PUDDING

3
Y2
Y2
1

tart apples
Ya cuP flour
cup granulated sugar
Ya teaspoon salt
teaspoon cinnamon
Y2 cup brown sugar
tablespoon lemon juice
Ya cup melted butter
1/4 cups corn flakes
Pare and core apples. Cut in halves. Place in greased baking dish, cut side down.
Combine granulated sugar and cinnamon, sprinkle over apples. Add lemon juice, cover
tightly and bake in hot oven (425° F.) IS minutes. Meanwhile combine flour, salt and
brown sugar. Add melted butter. When thoroughly blended, work in cornflakes evenly.
Sprinkle this mixture around and over cooked apples in baking dish. Return to oven and
bake, uncovered, 20 minutes longer at moderate heat (375°F.). Serve hot or cold. The
Lemon Sauce is also good with this, or it may be accompanied by slightly sweetened
whipped cream.

Good-bye
-here

Germs

/

comes

Mennen
Antiseptic

Powder

"Boy, it tickles me when I see mummy
comin' with my Mennen Antiseptic Powdet. It chases germs away — because it's
antiseptic. My doctor says it helps to keep
my skin safe from infection — and he must
be right, 'cause I've got the smoothest,
healthiest skin you ever saw. Gee — I'm
sorry for kids who just get ordinary baby
powder. I wish I could tell every mother
that the antiseptic kind of powder — the
Mennen
— keepsand
a baby's
skinfights
comfy,
free
fromkind
chafing,
that it
off
germs. Gosh, there ought to be a law!"
More doctors recommend Mennen Antiseptic
Powder than all other baby powders combined— that '.i what a recent survey shows. Is
any other powder good enough for your babyl

THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION
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MOLDED

WALDORF

SALAD

1
1
1
Y2.
Ya

package lemon-flavored gelatin
Y2 cup diced celery
pint hot water
Ya cup walnut halves
tablespoon cider vinegar
1 dozen pitted, pasteurized dates
teaspoon salt
lettuce
cup peeled and diced, tart apples
mayonnaise
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. Add vinegar and salt. Chill until slightly thickened.
Fold in apples and celery. Turn into individual molds. Chill until firm. Unmold on
crisp lettuce. Garnish with walnut halves and dates. (Stuffing the dates with softened
cream cheese is a grand idea.) Garnish with mayonnaise or pass it separately.
APPLE TAPIOCA PUDDING
1 cup boiling water
1 teaspoon butter
Y2 cup sugar
.1 egg white, stiffly beaten
Y& teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
Ya cup quick-cooking tapioca
cups strained, unsweetened "pink" apple sauce
2 egg yolks, slightly beaten
1 cup orange juice
Bring water to a brisk boil in the top part of a double boiler, over direct heat.
Add sugar, salt and tapioca. Bring to a brisk boil again over direct heat, stirring constantly. Place immediately over rapidly boiling water and cook 5 minutes, stirring
frequently. Add a small amount of tapioca mixture to egg yolk, combine slowly with
mixture in double boiler, stirring vigorously. Cook 3 or 4 minutes longer, stirring constantly. Remove from heat, add butter. Fold a small amount of mixture into stiffly
beaten egg white. Combine with remaining tapioca mixture. Cool slightly. Add grated
rind, apple sauce and orange juice. Blend thoroughly. Chill. Serve with the following
Lemon Sauce.
LEMON SAUCE
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon butter
Yi cup sugar
tablespoons lemon juice
1 cup boiling water
1 egg white, stiffly beaten
Combine cornstarch and sugar. Add boiling water very slowly, stirring constantly.
Cook 15 minutes in top of double boiler, stirring constantly until smooth and thickened
and then occasionally. Remove from heat. Add butter and lemon juice. Stir until
blended. Add cornstarch mixture slowly to stiffly beaten egg white. Serve cold over
Apple Tapioca. Serve hot with hot Apple Pie.

MODERN
(Continued from page 13)
more about later. Just now I want to
give you Miss Burke's suggestions for
Sauce. According
making "pink" Apple
to her no other method of preparation
can compare with it, for flavor as well
as appearance

FIRST, you take large, firm apples,
the kind with bright red skins. McIntoshes are splendid for this purpose, so
ask for them by name. Scrub them well
and remove both the stem and blossom
ends, but do not bother coring or peeling. That's welcome news, isn't it? Now
cut the apples into thin slices, skin and
ah. Place in saucepan and add just
enough water to prevent burning. Not
too much, mind you, probably a couple of
tablespoons to begin with, because you
can always add more water after you see
how dry or juicy the apples really are.
Add a slice of lemon or a little grated
lemon rind for flavor and cook the apples
gently until soft Now, after cooling them
slightly, force through a sieve, which
removes the cores, peels and seeds, but
of course, not the pinkish color.
A regular puree sieve may be used or
better St. 11 one of those easily operated
"food mills" which do such a lot of work
with so little effort. But let me urge you
not to use a mesh strainer. It takes too
long and there is always the danger of
breaking some of the wires into the sauce.
Now add sugar and a dash of cinnamon or nutmeg. I can't tell you just how
much sugar will be needed. Miss Burke
refused to specify because apples vary
so far
but I'llonego _ cup
in tartness,
so greatly
to
approximately
to suggest
as
one quart of raw apples. Stir until sugar
has dissolved and, of course, chill until
icy cold before serving, or before using
for the Apple Tapioca recipe.
A crisp and crunchy Apple Cornflakes
Pudding supplies a third dessert dish for
picyou to try out. That, too, is bothform.
tured and printed here in recipe
Originally given to me by Edna May
Oliver, this recipe should not be omitted
from any collection of sweets, featuring
Autumn's most popular fruit.
IN discussing apples, as we have been
doing, it would be wrong to give the
impression that they are strictly a dessert
fruit. That, of course, is not the case.
Sixes of .apples, for instance, with the
core removed but the skin left on, can be
sprinkled with, sugar and fried in butter
to make a marvelous meat dish accompaniment. Apples are also about the most
inexpensive of all fruits for a fruit cup.
Combined with canned grapefruit segments, sliced bananas, and white,' seedless
pregrapes, they make a splendid, quickly
pared first course that will look dressy
without taxing the budget.
Let us not forget the salads which fea
ture apples, notably the Waldorf Salad,
which combines celery with the apples
and is urually served with a garnish of
and walnut halves._ I'm giv
pitted dates
ing you a somewhat novel version of this
perennial favorite, by the way, a Molded
Waldorf Salad. This is quickly made and
just the sort of thing to appeal to_ the
girls of your bridge club or sewing circle.
I can't say that the foregoing covers
the subject thoroughly, for, after all, apple
ideas are too numerous to mention, and the
story of apples goes far back into the very
dim days of unrecorded history. Certainly, this fruit was one of the first known to
man, appearing symbolically in the story
of the Garden of Eden and pictorially on
the walls of Egyptian and Assyrian tombs.
But we'll nave to content ourselves with
er: Tying the Hollywood-inspired apple
dishes of today.
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GEE,

MOM,

GETTING
AWFUL

'

YOU

RE

BE

AN

TO

GOOD

MOTHER

WITH

COOK!

MAKES

SEVEREST

erve his
Well, mother, you des
praise. You picked FrancoAmerican because children and grownups too, love its delicious flavor. That
zestful tomato puree sauce, smoothly
blended with golden mellow cheddar
cheese, makes a dish entirely different
from ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti.
Families that have once tasted FrancoAmerican are never satisfied with anything else. And no wonder!
Franco-American Spaghetti is just
packed with nourishment. It saves you
hours of work, too — because it is all
ready to heat and eat. And at its usual
price of ten cents a can it costs less
than 30 a portion. No wonder women

GOOD

CRITIC

buy more Franco- American every day.
Here's a delicious healthful luncheon

will love. It's quick, easy,
childrencal:
your economi
and
POACHED EGGS IN SPAGHETTI NESTS
Dice and parboil one green pepper.
Mix with 2 cans Franco-American Spaghetti and heat in saucepan. Poach four
eggs. On each hot luncheon plate make
a nest with a quarter of the spaghetti.
Place egg in center, sprinkle with salt
parsley.
and pepper and garnish with
Serves 4 -costs 380. Good for Sunday
night supper, too. Serve with mixed
fresh vegetable salad; fresh berries or
preserved fruit and cookies for dessert.
But be sure it's

spaghetti
Franco-American
The kind with the extra good sauce— Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPON PLEASE

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 610
Camden, New Jersey
Please send me your free recipe book :
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)—
City.
— ■
j Address-

|
■
I
|
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SKIK
So

Smoothed

You Won't Dance!
(Continued from page 33)

Nat lire1* Way

and, as he dies, gasps out his last orders
to me. But me, I'm a heroine. I refuse
my husband. The In//*.
Pre
do us
In c/re dienls
That ' 'jf^j to livedianswithout
/Veio
Cream
Releases
would have got me anyway, but I
was too busy being noble to think of that.
Act Like Youthful Skin Oils
I creep 'round the table, fish for the knife
in his back pocket, hold it over my chest
lb Combat Dry, Rough
for. a minute like Juliet, then stick it
Skin — Shinu Nose
through, and I'm dead. I was so terribly
sorry for myself that when the curtain
Dissolves Dry Sca/iness
fell, I couldn't get up. They came in and
picked me off the floor, sobbing. Someone who should have known better said,
First Application .
'She's
a real little actress.' That must
Cleanses, Lubricates,
have been when the poison took effect.
"But the funny part of it was that I
Smooths, Softens.
took it all for granted. I never got excited
over the idea of acting. I just knew that
some day, when I was grown up, I'd probably be an
I didn't
go 'roundto
moaning
aboutactress.
the theatre
and wanting
emote, as a lot of youngsters do. I was
more interested in playing. I still am,"
she
announced
serenely.
"I haven't
changed
a bit. Then
it was baseball
and
blindman's buff and hide-and-seek. Now,"
she pulled a solemn face, "it's tiddledewinks."
A NOTHER
funnyis thing
Ginger's
screen career
this. about
She was
the

THE SAME GIRL
See how old and un- See how pretty and
attractive dry, rough appealing smooth, soft
skin makes you look
skin makes you look
Both a Cleansing and Might Cream
Here
is the
beauty
cream that's
bringing
new amazing
skin beauty
to thousands.
At
last a way has been found to aid nature combat dryness, roughness, blackheads, premature lines and help re-supply vital lubricating oils like the oils of youth do to help
smooth and soften your skin. Thousands
praise it! Beauty editors are writing about
it! The very first application of this new
beautifier, TAYTON'S CREAM, which is both
a cleansing and a night cream, releases precious ingredients triple whipped, that quickly cleanses and dissolves dry, scaly cells that
cause roughness and your powder to flake
off. It lubricates dryness. Stimulates binderskin. Rouses oil glands. Helps bring out
new, live, fresh skin. Powder stays on.
Make-up goes on smoothly. You look
younger, more attractive — vastly more appealing and romantic.
MAKE THIS GUARANTEED TEST
Give your skin these thrilling new beauty
benefits! with
Get ita jar
TAYTON'S
Cleanse
and ofalso
use it as CREAM.
a night
cream. If your skin is not smoother, softer
and does not look fresher and more youthful the first day your money will be refunded.
Ask forment TAYTON'S
drug, can
departand 10c stores.CREAM
If your atdealer
not
as yet supply you, insist he order for you
from his wholesaler or headquarters.
NEW GLAMOUR MAKE-UP
Latest rage. New ravishing: colors in matched tones
give you that glamorous appeal. See TAYTON color
chart in 10c
stores.
for TAYTON'S POWL)L-:ii.
LIPSTICK,
ROUGE,
EYE AskSHADOW.
At Drug, Dept. and 10c Stores

m
pTAYTon
M jQn Old English A'ame" ?'
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toast of Broadway in the musical, "Girl
Crazy." She was asked to make a test.
While she was making it, Monte Bell, then
a director, walked in and watched. They
were using the same kind of material
which had made her and her show the
season's smash hit. Yet the test was not
successful.
But Monte Bell saw something in her
that hadn't registered on the screen. He
asked her, "Have you read Katherine
Brush's book, 'Young Man of ManhatGinger hadn't. "Well, there's a part
in that I'd like to test you for. I still
think tan' you've
got a screen personality."
?"
Those who saw the picture will remember Ginger's finished performance
of the flip little charmer, highlighted by
her "Cigarette me, big boy," a phrase the
current collegians picked up and made
their own. The musical test was a flop,
the dramatic test was a wow. Which
proves nothing, except that you never can
tell.
But when she came out to Hollywood
on a three-picture contract, no one asked
her to dance.' Except for a step or two
in one of the "Golddiggers" series, she
played
comedy
You've
probably straight
taken it for
grantedroles.
that she
was
cast in "Flying Down to Rio" because
her reputation as a dancer had gone before her. But you're wrong.
"How would you feel about dancing
in a picture with Astaire?" they inquired.
She'd known Astaire in New York well
enough to have discussed with him the
possibility of their doing a show together
some day.
"I'd love it," she answered promptly.
Then, as they still seemed dubious, she
informed them gently, "I have danced on
Broadway, you know."
Their faces brightened. "In what?"
"Well, pardon me," Ginger apologized,
"but I was in a Gershwin show."
relieved.
I They
was a were
little distinctly
hurt, I must
confess, "And
that
they didn't know about it. Now," she
chuckled, "I get hurt because they know
too much about it."

Only once did she take any active step
toward realizing her dramatic ambitions.
And that was done more in a spirit of
banter than anything else. Pan Berman,
casting "Mary of Scotland," was at his
wits' end to find an Elizabeth. Ginger
bumped into hi m on the lot one day.
"How about testing me?" she asked.
"Because there's only me and Shirley
Temple
And patted
you can't
Shirley."
Bermanleft.smiled,
her use
shoulder
like
an uncle and went his way.
"I wasn't working," said Ginger, "I
had nothing to do, and I thought I'd play.
I'd gone to a costume party as Queen
Elizabeth and had my picture taken, so as
a joke I sent a copy over to his house,
with
a name was
I'd having
made updinner
on the
back."
A friend
with
the
Bermans and saw the picture.
"That's Ginger," he said.
"What are you talking about?" said
Berman.
"Ginger who?"
"Ginger Rogers. I took her to a party
when she had that outfit on."
"Aha,"Berman
said Berman,
"I smell
a mouse."
Mrs.
was in on
the gag.
They
waited for the producer to make some
sign, but Berman was having fun in his
own way. "He knows it's you," his wife
wailed to Ginger over the phone, "and
he won't even tell me he knows it. He
won't
openwent
his tomouth."
Ginger
John Ford, the director.
"I want to play this joke on Pan. Do
you think you could test me for ElizaHe considered her for a moment. "Seriously, do you think you could play the

"Why not?" she said, and they put their
heads together.
Next day, in a state of some excitement,
beth?"
Ford approached Berman. "Lady Ansley's
"Who's Lady Ansley?"
Ford looked pained. "Mean to tell me
?" know the great English actress,
you part
don't
"Never heard of her."
Lady
Ansley?"
"That's
hard to believe, Pan. She's one
here."
her well?"
of "Know
the best."
"I visit at her home whenever I'm in
"Well, I don't know how I missed
hearing about her, but if you say it's so,
London."
it's
so. What about her?"
"She's just passing through on her way
to China to join her husband, stopping
with Mary Pickford. You know, she
played Elizabeth on the stage in London."
Berman bit. "Why didn't you get in
touch with her, and ask her to make a
"That's what I wanted you to say, Pan.
I've always thought an Englishwoman
should
the part."
"Let play
me know
when you make the apand I'll be there."
But Fordpointment,dissuaded
him. The lady
might
be
flustered
by
his
presence. Betest?"
sides,
he'd
be
able
to
get
the
if he waited to see the test runeffect
off. better

a brown-ha
laterStage
TWO
woman DAYS
walked onto
8, whereired
the
tests were being made, and was introduced
as Lady Ansley. There were present a
number of people who knew Ginger
Rogers well. Not one recognized her.
Yet she had used no startling make-up —
a brown wig, some shadowing of the eyes,
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a thin mouth line. One man stared and
whispered to his neighbor, "She reminds
me ofall.someone. I can't think who." That
was
Katharine Hepburn, who was in on the
hoax and enjoying it to the hilt, helped
matters along by her breezy chat with the
stranger, pitched loud enough for all to
hear. "Oh, Lady Ansley, I understand
your husband's been shooting lions and
things
tigers in Asia. I've heard such innice
England,
about you from my friends

Lady Ansley." a scene with Hepburn. A
She played
writer, who has spoken with Ginger a
He's the
hundred times, was on the set.
ing enthusicool and critical kind, repress
asm as a matter of principle. But when
the scene was finished, he hurried over to
the director in a glow of enthusiasm.
"There's your Elizabeth — she has everything, poise, style, queenliness— and a fine
actress." A girl who has been an intimate of Ginger's for years squealed in
admiration. "I've never known it to fail.
It takes a Britisher every time to play
a Britisher."
"When she learned the awful truth,
said Ginger with a guilty look, "she
for weeks."
wouldn't speak to me the
test off for Mr.
Next day they ran
Berman. Ginger, of course, was not m
evidence. "I don't know yet how I kept
away from the audience. I was in agony.
It was like playing Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Berman was impressed. He told Ford
to follow through with a more extensive
test. The first had been made without
sound.
Ford shook his head. "I don t know.
lady's pretty cagey. I've had a talk
The
with her. She wants $3000. a week if
she does the part, a four-week guarantee
with Hepburn."
billing
equalabout
and"How
a couple of studios thrown
turkey to her?"
in?"I'veCan't
doneyoualltalk
I could. Maybe you
agent."
could do something with her
Berman phoned the agent— Ginger s
agent who'd been primed in advance. He
was very sorry. Those were the terms
Sheod,wasn't
Ansleyto insisted
Ladyanxious
you
Hollywo
stay in on.
too
know. She wanted to join her husband in
China.
The terms were left in abeyance, pending
another test. In a stolen meeting with
Ginger, Ford told her what had happened.
The second test was set for Monday.

deep c no\easantV>oaV

beS'tdeV I » keeP* Y°u; com,.lke perf-^; J yo0.,e ^ndl„g«

the secret leaked out, nobody
HOW
knows to this day. Hollywood
seethes with snoopers, Ginger is news, and
one of the few who were in on it must
have whispered. On Friday some Hollywood Winchell broke the story. "Why is
Ginger Rogers being so coy? She wants
to play Queen Elizabeth, and is posing as
a member of the British aristocracy to
r."
her produce
fool
Ginger
could have wept. Not so much
because the fat was in the fire, as behad been spoiled. "That
cause agoodtheribwhole
story made
thing sound so sick,
dull, unfunny and altogether stupid on my
part. It was supposed to be comely, and
they turned it into heavy drama. I went
straight to Pan who had seen it, of course,
and the way he took it made me feel
better.
"He was grinning all over his nice face.
When he saw mine, he started comforting
me.
'What
do you
he said.
set out
to fool
me, care?'
and you
fooled'Yoa
me
bette- than I've ever been fooled before.'
Which was fun," admitted Ginger, "and
that was all I ever intended it to be."
The question may arise in your mind,
as it did in mine : fun or no fun, she did
fool not only Berman but a score of others.
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As Lady Ansley, an unknown, her performance of an exacting scene stirred the
enthusiasm of a hardheaded group of
people, whose business is the movies. Why
then wasn't she seriously considered for
the role? Granted she had the ability,
what kept Ginger Rogers from playing
Queen Elizabeth?
The answer lies with you, her movie
audiences. What would you have said?
Would you have said, "Go to it, Ginger,
and more power to you." Or would you
have frowned? "What's our Ginger got
to do with Elizabeth ? We want Rogers
and Astaire." There was no way of finding out save by going through with it.
And the change would have been too
drastic, the gamble too great.
So they're experimenting more gradually. They've put her into "Stage Door"

with Katharine Hepburn, where she plays
what she calls "a bouncing, crazy girl —
the kind of girl I played in '42nd Street,'
but with a little more heart interest."
Then comes "Vivacious Lady," the picture
interrupted
illness,
and here she bywillJimmy
have a Stewart's
different type
of
role — a straight lead with some comedy
and, for
tionalthe
acting. first time, a chance at emoThat's what Ginger wants to do. Will
you
her do
You've taken
her to
your let
hearts
as ait?lighthearted,
lightfooted
dancer. Will you have the vision to see
in that blithe figure what others saw in
Lady Ansley? Or will she have to do
her acting in her own backyard with the
chickens and ducks for audience? It's up
to you.
and
hope. Ginger can only cross her fingers

Jean Arthur When(Continued from page 41)
really
"Shewrite
actedit !'as if it were the most extraordinary thing in the world for anyone
to be able to write to order."

SHE WAS always surprised and pleased
over things that most actresses would
take as a matter of course — her first outfit
from Hattie Carnegie, the view from her
room in a hotel, the fact that someone
actually recognized her. Until autograph
fans taught her differently, Jean had an
idea that when she appeared in person,
she was in the deepest disguise.
She was always surprised when someone
told her that he had liked some picture or
play in which she had appeared. When a
friend wrote that a picture she had made
after her return to Hollywood was going
to be shown in Radio City Music Hall, the
largest theatre in New York, Jean made a
gesture
couldn't
getsheit
into her of
headdisbelief.
that after She
all these
years,
was really a success.
One day Jean, and Mr. and Mrs. Jaffe
attended a preview of a film in which she
was appearing. Jean sat there looking as
solemn as an owl, while Mr. and Mrs.
Jaffe roared with laughter. Finally, she
looked at them in surprise. "Why, the
picture must be funny," she said, "from
theIt way
two are
laughing."
seemsyoualmost
incredible
that this is
the same Jean Arthur who has antagonized
grips, electricians, office boys and studio
executives alike ; that this is the same person who is reported to be eternally complaining about her roles in pictures.
Why should New York remember such
a different side of Jean Arthur? Is it
because sudden fame turned her head? Or
is it because she distrusts and dislikes
Hollywood ?
Before you pass judgment, it is only
fair to look at the records. When she
went to Hollywood in 1923, Jean was
a gentle, trusting, hyper-sensitive young
person. She was sent to the Coast, not
because she could act, but because she was
one of the prettiest models in New York.
In spite of her prettiness, she was a
rather negative personality. Many people
met her one day and forgot her the next.
Few of the photographers for whom she
posed remembered her at all, and when I
finally found one who did, Alfred Cheney
Johnston, he recalled her only vaguely
as a sweet, good-looking girl. "That's
all I know about her," he told me. "Now
if you were to ask me about Norma

Shearer, who also posed for me, that
would be different. There was an outstanding personality. I could tell you a
great
deal ofabout
her." Jean Arthur gradInstead
training
ually for pictures, her studio cast her at
once in the lead of an important dramatic
"The inexperienced,
Temple of Venus."
Becausefilm,
she was
Jean was
elated, and did not realize what a responsibility had been placed upon her until
the company started making scenes on
Santa Cruz Island.
Conscientiously, Jean had studied her
lines, and it pleased her to think how
delighted the director would be when he
found her letter-perfect.
But he was anything but delighted.
Though she knew every line, Jean didn't
know how to put" those lines across.
The director gave Jean her instructions
again and again. Repeatedly, she tried
to follow them. But because she had
nothing of her own to give to the role,
because she knew nothing of the art of
acting and was only trying to follow instructions slavishly, the things she said
sounded hollow.
Finally, the director lost patience. "It's
no use," he told her. "You're not ready
yet. We'll have to get somebody else.
I'll send for Mary Philbin, and you can
go back to the studio tomorrow."
BUTof JEAN
bear who
the thought
meeting couldn't
the actress
was to
have her part. All she knew was that
she wanted to leave the island, to put her
ugly failure far behind her. When she
learned that the only boat on which she
could leave that day was a fishing
smack, piled
high
with fish, she didn't
hesitate,
but left
on board.
Because they had lost faith in her potential abilities, the studio shoved her into
ridiculous roles, as leading lady to slapstick comedians, to cowboys in Westerns,
and once, for a whole year, she played opposite three monkeys who made pictures
for Fox.
At the expiration of her contract, Jean
started to free-lance, making pictures on
Poverty Row. For a time it looked as if
her career might end there, until Paramount, believing she had talent, signed her
up. There the same story of frustration
and failure was repeated. Again and
again, she was cast in unimportant roles.
It was during this period of her career

MODERN

that she met Julian Ancker. Depressed,
discouraged about the turn her career -was
taking, she was in no fit state of mind
and counterto distinguish between real were
married
feit love. She and Julian
in 1927, and the marriage was dissolved
two years later.
Newspapers said she had given him up
because her contract forbade marriage.
She branded the stories ridiculous. "The
studio had nothing to do with the annul"I'd marry a
a reporter.
she toldthis
man I ment,"
loved
second, and count my
career well lost. But I made a mistake
and realized it. I thought it best to correct it before it muddied my mind with
bitterness."
In Hollywood the breaks continued to
go against Jean Arthur. The magnificent
roles she was promised never materialized.
One day she said bitterly to an interviewer, "On, I'm hard-boiled now. I
don't expect anything. It took me a long
time to get over hoping and believing
people's promises. Everyone is such a
in this business."
good promiser
Jean stuck it out for eight years. But
it wasn't until she went back to New York
and made a success on the stage that
Hollywood accepted her as a star.
When Hollywood did an about-face and
began to treat her with kid gloves, it was
too late. The girl who returned and made
a sensational success wasn't the same girl
who had come there originally. Some of
the bitterness and humiliation Hollywood
had thrust upon her remains in her heart
to this day.
Jean once said, during those early days
to get a break, "Anywhen she was trying
body who sticks it out in Hollywood for
four years or more is bound to change in
self-defense."
ways in
there are many
However,

SCREEN

changed
hasn'tendears
which
who
thoseThere
her atto all.
trait that
is one Jean
is with
Jean
When
well.
know her
friends, it is always tacitly understood that
the conversation will be about her friends.
When people try to ask questions, she
changes the subject. She is
gets red and nicativ
e than Garbo, and
more uncommu
new that has grown
g
somethin
this is not
upon her with success, but something that
has been true of her all her life.
An agent, who appeared in what he
Arthur's first picture,
believes was Jean
an independent film made in Syracuse,
New York, told me, "She was a very unassuming person. She never spoke much
and weighed everything she said. She
never confided in any of the other members of the company. I always had the
idea she came from a small town, because there seemed to be a sort of smallss about her." Actually
town wholesomene
she was born in New York.

Ross, Jr., deand Frank
to marry,
cidedshe
she was appearing in
"The Man Who Reclaimed His Head."
They told no one of their plans, and the
producer of the play, L. Lawrence Weber,
knew nothing of it till the day he read
about it in the newspapers.
Hollywood, today, marvels at the
shrewdness with which Jean Arthur
handles her affairs and is skeptical as to
whether she is the real power behind the
husband
throne or whether it's really her she
turns
who decides everything. Though
constantly to her husband for advice, she
makes the final decisions. This has always
been so.
In "The Curtain Rises" Jean Arthur
in love
played a dowdy spinster, who tofell
teach her
with an actor and hired him
As in most Cinderella
to act.
how

WHEN

w m

SHE
I HEAR
WELL
SO

I JUST GOSSIPS
KNOW THAT'S
WHAT
THOSE
ARE SAYING
—AND I WON'T GO BACK
HOME WITH VOL) AND LET
{THEM SNEER AT MEl
V

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
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~y
t
"Colgate's special
penetrating foam
gets into every tiny
hidden crevice between your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washes away the defood deposits thatcaying
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bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth deAt thepolishing
same time,
Colgate's
soft, cay.safe
agent
cleans
and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle — gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

NONSENSE,
AMY!

stories, before the play ended, the spinster
was transformed into a beautiful woman.
One day everyone in the cast was going
out to be photographed for publicity pictures. Jean said, "I'll be glad to take any
photographs you want me to, except in
the costume I wear in the first act. Whatever happens, I will not allow myself to
Mr. Kaye
asked.make-up."
in that
photographed
be "Why?"
Jean's eyes flashed. "I intend to go
back to movies some day," she said. "How
do you think I'd feel if someone were to
publish that as a photograph of me?
say to himself, 'So
producer
Some what
that's
Jean might
Arthur really looks like.
I had no idea she was such a frump.' _ I
don't want any pictures of me floating
around that would have to be explained."
Jean is always afraid of meeting people, and if there are three new people in
a room, she will find someone she knows
and dash into a corner with her. She dislikes parties, goes to them rarely, and
leaves as early as possible. That is not
new with Jean either. When she was appearing in "The Bride of Torozko," the
tried out in Westport, Connecplay was
ticut, and several parties were given for
the cast. Almost invariably, Jean sent her
regrets. On the occasions she did attend,
she stayed just about ten minutes.
"The only time," Mr. Jaffe told me,
"Jean ever stays up late is when someone
is having a musical evening. She is crazy
about good music. She has a whole collection of the 'Porgy and Bess' records
hours." _
themdayover
will play
andPerhaps
JeanforArthur will get
some
over the childish resentment she cherishes
against Hollywood. And when that day
comes the conflict in the girl's character
she'll be the Jean
will be resolved, andknew
and loved.
Arthur New York
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(Continued from page 37)
# Horrors! Your eyes are red — the veins are so
prominent! It often happens after late hours, too
much reading, exposure, etc. What shall you do?
Your eye beauty is ruined . . .
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eyesoverworked
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to tired,
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the shouting about? A star reborn, tish,
tosh. Janet just used that shrewd little
brain of hers again.
Nearly two years before Frank Borzage saw in her the perfect Diane for
"Seventh Heaven," she had told a reporter,
and it had been printed, that some day she
wanted to play "a worried little slavey,
tormented and harassed, dirty, disheveled
and downright ugly." Maybe she didn't
know then about "Seventh Heaven," or
maybe she did, but anyway she was shooting at the mark. When she hit it, she
was overnight turned into a star of first
magnitude.
out
in advance.Now that's figuring things
It is interesting to remark in this connection that when signed for the role of
Diane, Janet was an unknown actress. She
was a little middlewestern girl, totally different in ancestry, looks, background from
the French waif of the Austin Strong
drama. Yet, she did a whale of a job as
that waif. The highly touted French flash,
Simone Simon, who recently did the 1937
version of "Seventh Heaven," is of Gallic origin and should have been a perfect
choice.
ances ! Yet, compare the two performTOFrank
go onBorzage
with Janet's
had career.
chosen Although
her personally and taken a chance that she could
come through with a performance, although he had poured all the directorial
genius he could muster into making her do
a fine job, it wasn't long before she decided to change directors. She heard people saying that, without Borzage, Gaynor
would be nothing. So she went to Sheehan and told him she wished to make
no more Borzage pictures. The studio was
shocked. Borzage was hurt. But Janet
set her foot down and won her point.
Later, she disagreed with Fox about her
stories. This was in the days before sitdown strikes, but Janet staged her own
run-away-to-Honolulu strike. She stayed
away too, until she won. When she came

home, the studio was so pleased, they gave
a party for her.
Always this little girl with the large
brown eyes and appealing ways has known
exactly what she wanted. Talk to her a
few minutes, and you'll see what I mean.
I did.
Interviews always vary in color and
shading according to the personality. A
Pola Negri may stamp her Russian boots
and alternate between bursts of temper and
extravagant politeness ; Bette Davis will
toss wisecracks about the Brothers Warner over the studio commissary table ;
Norma Shearer will receive you with gracious dignity in her Santa Monica drawingroom ; Hepburn flatly bars you from the
set ; but Janet — ah, now . . .
I went to see her at her house, not far
down the hill from the Trocadero. There
wasn't a sign of life as I drove into the
grounds. I rang the doorbell. No answer. Then suddenly from an upstairs
window came a clear, high treble, "Hoo,
hoo, is that you? I'll be down in a minCame the sound of little feet pattering
down the stairs, and the door was opened
by a girlish, flushed, almost breathless
Gaynor dressed in white flannel pajamas.
Janet is definitely an organdy and blue
girl ; the effect was as strange as if I were
seeing Mary Pickford in tailored pants.
Her mother was away, the servants were
away, and she led me into a big, dark
living-room where she curled up in a chair
and looked
ute." shy and frightened and anxious
was scared. She said so. She never
to She
please.
knew what to say about herself. What
would I suggest? So we began with that
taboo subject of age.
"How old am I ? Well, officially, I am
did.)
twenty-nine."
(Mind you, she didn't have
to put that word "official" in. But she
Did she think she was too old to play
any more ingenue roles? Had she changed
deliberately into more mature characteriza-

It isn't often
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Roger Pryor
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tions? Had her sweet heroine cycle passed?
"Well," she said choosing her words
acting the
carefully, "you can't go on life.
It is
your
all
girl
little
a
of
part
true that the studios can do a great clea
about making vou look utterly youthful
with lights and make-up and costumes,
for a
and there really isn't any necessity
woman to look old on the screen, but—
e men"As you gain in years, you chang
tally. Or at least, you should if you have
anything inside your head. You must learn
from life as you go along, and some of
this shows in your face, in the expression
,
of your eyes. This is a mental change
but people who know you and watch you
Yes, I must do
can't help but feel it. value.
things of more mature

e an
I DON'T think anyone cany chang
established screen personalit overnight.
You can't rush into something new and
expect, boom ! to be a new person. It isn t
done that way. To be successful, you have
to plan carefully.
"People may not have realized this,
but I have been working at a change for
a number of years. Look back at some
ber 'State frair t
of my pictures. Remem
Then there was 'Small Town Girl and
'Ladies in Love,' and in pictures before
that I tried to make subtle changes.
"I didn't want to re-do 'Seventh Heaven.
think, anyone
I don't think, and I didn't
can ever repeat successfully. That him
belonged to another stage of my career.
Why, for all these years, has the legend
of "unsophisticated little Janet" been built
up about her personal life? Is it true
that when she wanted to smoke a cigarette
ng-room
she locked herself in her dressiemploy
ee
so that nobody— not even a studio
—saw her smoking? Is it true that the
studio deliberately built her publicity so
that parents held her up as a model for
their daughters?
Janet laughed. "That's not all quite true.
didn't ever smoke. I didn't like
Iit really
I only learned when my friends said
I was a sissy. But it is true that that
fact was not supposed to be known to the
fans, although I never sneaked around corners' to get a puff of a cigarette. The
idea was, in publicity, that I personified a
ted girl. Fans had cergood, unsophistica
tain illusion about me, and it was thought
best for the box office to maintain those
illusions.
"You know how people love to talk
about motion picture stars. Well, the general idea was that we didn't want them
saying, 'Oh that Janet Gaynor ! Always
playing those goody roles ! Why, I know
somebody that knows her who says she
smokes like a furnace. Think of it, my
dear!'"
How about marriage? How about all
those rumored romances? Has she somebody in mind?
"No, not now," she replied. Oh, you
know how it is. There will probably
man that I'll like and see
always be some
and go out with and perhaps fancy, but I
don't seem to like them terribly well or
for terribly long at a time any more.
"I'll marry again, if I fall in love. I'd
like to be in love. I'd like to be married,
but—" and she grew thoughtful for a
moment.
"Romance and happiness are not easy
things for a girl in my position to find.
That. sounds ridiculous, doesn't it? Because I'm a movie star and have money,
had
I've than
be easy.
everything
money
more But
and earned
more successshould
the average man of intelligence and charm.
"The men I like are frightened away
by my money and my career. I don't
are fortune
there'there
Certainly,
meet them.
hunters
— at least,
I suppose
are. I
haven't met many of those. And there are
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actors
and studio executives, but they're
Hollywood.
"I think the nicest romance of all is
the Cinderella one. The little girl who
wins riches and a handsome husband to
love her. That's impossible for me. I
can't be Cinderella any more."
Honestly, I felt sorry for her. Janet
who has played Cinderella so many times,
earnestly yearning to be Cinderella in real
life and prevented from being it by the
fruits of her own shrewd little brain.
It was, it is said, her career which
played the major role in wrecking her marriage to Lydell Peck, tall, blond, young
lawyer, who forsook a growing law business in Oakland to live in Hollywood near
Janet's
Lydell
triedstudios,
to establish
himself work.
as a writer
in the
but it
didn't work out. He became known as
Mr. Gaynor, just as Fredric March was
known as Mr. Lester in "A Star is Born."

"Honest — you ought to
try it! You'll know this
Beeman flavor's something special the minute
you tear off the airtight
wrappings and get that
first tantalizing whiff!
And the taste — smooth
as custard — a real up-

When after
finally
ending"
written
her "unhappy
romance with
this was
boy
who had originally worshipped the ground
she walked on, it was revealed in the divorce complaint that he had come to hate
her work. She charged that he was suspicious of her, was jealous and gloated
over her unfavorable fan mail. Janet
has never married again.
We were still talking about Hollywood
and its various ramifications when the
doorbell pealed. It was nice, quiet, shy
Phil Scheuer, of the Times, bent on an
errand similar to mine. Janet has only
known Phil as long as she has me, which
is ten years, but —
"Please stay," she implored, helpless little girl again. "I'm frightened. I never
know what to say. Help me talk to him."
No, I left 'em. I figured she'd do all
ness.
right. She always has in matters of busi-

They're Goiif Places
(Continued from page 10)
pressionable, this sudden success proved
too much for him. Being a little frightened
by it all, Bob assumed an arrogant pose for
protection, probably. And so, the studio decided to pay this youngster off and send him
back where he came from.
Back in New York, Allen again turned
to modeling and working in stock groups
for experience with a view to returning to
California. As time wore on he began to
give up the idea, and with his wife started
to build a little house in Darien. Bob was
making good money posing and the house
came along fine. In fact, no sooner was it
finished than a friend came out for dinner.

and-doing flavor!"

Now thiswasfriend,
if you from
haven't
already
guessed,
a producer
Hollywood.
During the course of the evening Bob told
about his dreams to act and about how he
fell down when he had the opportunity.
However, much to Bob's surprise, the
producer gave him another chance at celluloid and sound tracks. This trip he would
profit by his earlier mistakes and, with this
in mind, he went back to Hollywood. He
was immediately put into top-notch pictures, playing opposite Grace Moore in a
very short time. Now Bob is doing leading
roles in Western and it won't be long before you'llBaldwin
be clamoring
for one
him. of the
Robert
is another

newcomers who is destined to become
tomorrow's favorite. Baldwin was what is
known as an up-and-comer in the modeling
profession, a hard worker. When he
wasn't busy before the cameras, he was
making the rounds of the agents on Broadway. As a result he did any number of
small jobs in second companies.
Each time he was in a play he would call
the movie
companieshoping
and askfor
thema chance
to "cover"to
his
performance,
get a break. Luck finally came his way and
while playing in a company of "Sailor Beware," he was picked up by those ever-present gents, the talent scouts.
Baldwin has been doing supporting parts
in several pictures and has recently played
the lead in Karen Morley's picture, "Scotland Yard." It seems great plans are being
made for him and early stardom seems
destined to be his lot.
you don't
too good
admirable
forMaybe
these young
men think
to use ittheir
looks
to get an acting chance, but as Robert Taylor said, when asked if he expected to get by
on his looks forever, "W ell I can only hope
thatLike
my Taylor
luck holds
until men
I learn
act."
theseoutyoung
hopeto their
looks — and luck — will hold out until they
can learn to act and be of value to the
industry.

Anyway, they're going places.

Ginger Rogers
and Adolphe
M e n j o u
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for digestion, too! When
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Ball.
It was a gala
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Short-cut

to

Reno

At twenty-three, Wayne Morris
has made a big dent in Hollywood and all points north, east,
south and west. His fight scene
in "Kid Galahad" was the best
ever staged in the movies, say
they who know. His next flicker
is "Submarine D-l."

Public

Cowboy

No.

1
A short, but frequent, story . . .

(Continued from page 43)

the popular cowboy stars have been stars
for fifteen years — some of them even
that."
longer than never
reach the Metropolitan,
He may
that Gene can't make
apparent
but it isfast
enough to suit his audiences
pictures
throughout the country. He recently signed
a new contract, which put his salary up
in the high brackets. More money will
be spent on his eight pictures a year;
more money paid writers for his stories,
for the songs he sings in them and on
production.

S ago, before HollyTHREE YEAR
.wood became radio conscious, Gene
was the star of two big programs broadcast from Chicago. One was a barn dance,
sent out over the national network every
week; the other program was called "The
and g.was broadcast for
up every
Club"mornin
Rounden
childr
"My, I had fun with that," he will tell
you. "I had different kids come up to
the station and sing and talk on the
program. I told stories and played my
and sang."
guitar
It was this program that taught him
what sort of entertainment children like,
but it was his barn dance that got him an
offer to incorporate it in a Ken Maynard
picture, "In Old Santa Fe." This one
appearance was enough to tell a smart

"Lysol" disinfectant made
ending happy.

the

JUDY and Bill grew up together . . .
were childhood sweethearts. Everybody said, "They'll be happy".
But ... in less than a year of married
life, Judy said Bill was cruel, indifferent.
Bill said, "We both made a mistake".
brought
. . . But old Doc Davis, who'd
them both into the world, discovered the
"Lysol" disinfectant
real
the ending happy.
make And
helpedstory.

The tragic thing about it is, a woman
seldom knows she's guilty of neglecting
herself. Fortunately, any woman can
(and millions of women do) know how not
to offend. They know that "Lysol" disinfectant provides a wholesome cleans-

ing method of feminine hygiene; They
qualities of "Lysol" which
know these
make
it so six
valuable:

THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"
1. Non-caustic . . . "Lysol" in the proper
dilution, is gentle and efficient. It contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a true
germicide, active under practical conditions
... in the presence of organic matter (such as
dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy... "Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

. . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
5. Odorrs . after
use.
disappea
. . "Lysol" keeps its full
.
6. Stability
strength no matter how long it is kept, no
matter how often it is uncorked.
SHOULD KNOW
ALL WOMEN
FACTS
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producer that here was something new
for pictures — a singing cowboy — and
lie was given a contract to star in his
own pictures for Republic. Between piclures he is in demand for personal appearances.
A story couldn't be written about Gene
Autry without including Champion, his
horse. Champion accompanies him on
tripswell
andas appears
all with
Gene'shim.pictures,
as
on the in
stage
When Gene starts out on one of these
jaunts, his train resembles a caravan.
Gene, driving his own car and carrying
two boys who work in his act, goes ahead.
■Behind him is the car with the boys who
look after the scenery and other details.
Next comes Champion in his elegant
travelling stable, which is the last word
in trailers. Champion rides in solitary
grandeur, along with his $1500. worth of
saddle and bridle — hand-tooled and virtually covered with silver mountings —
in his private car. It is electrically heated,
has a built-in water trough and feed bin
and a cork floor, because so much riding
might make his feet sore.
Following the trailer is the truck, loaded
with the necessary scenery and props.
Gene always arrives far in advance of
his caravan because he drives like a demon
and thinks it a waste of time for a cowboy
to sleep more than three hours a night.
"In Milwaukee recently, the girls who
were on the same bill with me were crazy
about Champion," he told me proudly.
"They were nicer to him than they were
to me. Yes, sir, they sure were nice to
that old horse. They would kiss him and
leave lipstick all over that white strip

B6CAUS6
ON€

SHE KNOWS

SIMPL€

SeCRCJ

Q A few simple touches of Maybelline — and presto!
— straggly, unattractive lashes are instantly transformed into long, dark, luxuriant fringe — the very
essence of romantic charm.
Your eyes are your most important beauty feature.
No longer need you deny them the beauty advantages of mascara. Maybelline ends that bold, artificial, "made-up" look, which gummy, lumpy, mascaras cause. Try the thrilling new Cream-form — or
the popular Solid-form. Both are harmless, tear-proof,
non-smarting. Reasonably priced at your favorite
cosmetic counter.
Have you often wished the color of your eyes were
deeper, brighter? Accent their color and sparkle —
shading your lids with a subtly blended tint of the
exquisite, creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow.
Are your eyebrows pale, uninteresting? Form them
into graceful curves of loveliness, expressive of
every romantic whim and wish — use the smoothmarking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Generous introductory sizes of all the Maybelline
harmonized Eye Beauty Aids are obtainable at 10c
stores. Be beauty-wise when choosing your all
important eye make-up — insist on Maybelline.

Maybelline's
worldfamous,
economical
Solid-form Mascara, in
beautiful metal vanity.
Black, Brown or Blue.
75c. Refills 35c.

Maybelline
Cream
MasBlack,
Brown
Blue,cara— in
dainty
zipperor
bag.
Easily
applied
without water. 75c.
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"Lord," he exclaimed. "I'm so busy
plained.
on these trips that I don't get time to
breathe. People are awfully nice. They
invite me to dinner and to their homes
when I could really use a little sleep. On
this last trip I was invited to one dinner
that I thought would never end, there was
so much good food. I could hardly move
after dinner, and when I got back to the
theatre and climbed up on Champion —
I always ride him onto the stage for the
act — he gave me the dirtiest look. I
must have gained twenty pounds."

Maybelline smoothmarking
Pencil. Black,Eyebrow
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamv Eye
Shadow. Blue, BlueGray,
Violet. Brown, Green or

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

He his
told face."
of one night when there was
down
panic backstage for a few minutes when
Champion was missing. He had been in
his stall quietly munching a carrot and
a moment later he had vanished.
"And we found that vain old horse in
the wings watching himself act on the
screen," Gene laughed.
"What's the matter with Champion's
tail ?" Gene asked the boy who takes care
of him. "It's getting shorter every day."
"I should think it would," the boy replied. "Yours would, too. The kids pull
the hairs out of his tail for souvenirs."
After each trip Champion's trailer must
for a paint job. "It's so
turnedwithin the
be
covered
kids' autographs by the
time we finish a trip that you can't tell
what the original color was," Gene ex-

westof commun
middle
SEVER
INthere
ations
are AL
organiz
young ities
boys
themcall
and
horses
own
who own their
selves the "Mounted Patrol." Recently
they were granted permission to call them"
Patrol.
Autry Mounte
Gene
Gene selves
is "Thenot
unmindful
of thed fact
that
to the youngsters he is a hero, and there
are never any scenes in his pictures that
parents wouldn't want their children to
see.
"There's one thing about making pictures for youngsters," he said. "If they
like you, they will remember you and
continue to see your pictures after they
have grown up. We try to keep adults as

MODERN

well as children in mind when we make
our pictures."
Gene doesn't drink or smoke on or ort
the screen, unless you call taking a glass
ally "drinking." He reof beer occasion
fused $3000. recently to endorse a certain
cigarette.
"Anyway, how could I endorse a
when y.I don't smoke them?" he
cigaretteinnocentl
asked,
Gene worries about his stories and
about the songs he sings in them. He
writes many of the songs himself. On his
desk were several song manuscripts sent
in bv amateur composers.
"We buy originals sometimes," he told
me. "We have two new ones that we
bought from a couple of convicts that I
think are going to be knockouts. You
never can tell about a song, however, but
if a cowboy song does make a hit, it lasts
y song."
longer than the ordinar"That
Silver-haired
This is true of
Gene wrote
that
song
a
Mine,"
of
Daddy
years ago. He had sung it over the radio,
on all his stage appearances and had made
phonograph records of it, when a music
publisher wanted to publish it because he
had so many calls for it.
"But I haven't any music for it," Gene
I've always
just made it up.
told him. "I put
it down on paper, but
intended to
haven't had time "
"Well, take time," the publisher replied.
Gene did, and is still receiving royalties
from its sale.
j
Gene's startling appearance doesn t cause
a ripple as he strides down a street here,
but outside of Hollywood he is looked
upon as something quite out of the ordinary. He says he doesn't feel right in
anything but cowboy clothes.
"I don't own a suit, really," he declared.
clothes. There's a
"I like to wear flashy
certain amount of advertising value in

oh

stop!

we
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wearing them, and they are not only more
comfortable but wear longer than ordinary clothes. I've worn this jacket for
three years. My hats cost fifty dollars
but they last forever, and although my
boots cost fifty dollars a pair, I wear them
about three years.
"I don't like shoes; they make my feet
sore. These boots are made to fit me.
See," and he pointed to a detail on one
boot, "the arch is built right in the boot.
Thev're comfortable.
"My wife thought I ought to have a
pair of white shoes so I bought some, but
they got lost in Chicago. She thinks I
gave them away, but I don't remember,"
he said with a grin. "I had a tuxedo once,
too, but I gave that to a fellow who
really needed it. I have no use for such
clothes. I don't like to go to social
Gene admits that his idea of a big
affairs."
night is to go to a picture show with
Mrs. Autry, Smiley Burnette, the comedian
in his pictures, and Mrs. Burnette. On
the way home they sometimes stop at the
corner drug-store for a few cans of beer;
Mrs. Autry makes sandwiches and by
eleven o'clock the lights are out.

THE AUTRYS live in a big house atop
a Hollywood hill. The house must be
younger
large, for Gene has a family. Two
sisters and a brother followed him to
Hollywood, and Gene reckons they are his
sibility. Dudley, his 17-year-old
respon
brother, refuses to attend school as Gene,
who had no opportunity to get a higher
education, wants him to. He takes care
of Champion. His sisters live with him
when they are in town, but at present are
seeking their own paths to glory by singing with a rival cowboy act on tour.
Like all cowboys, Gene has a fine collection of saddles. "My wife draws the

line at having them in the house," he
laughed. His only visible tribute to
Texas is a pair of six-foot steer horns,
which adorn the wall in his office. He
laughed when it was suggested that he
should wear them on his car.
"I couldn't keep anything like that on
any
laughed.
my car," hemark
identifying
on it,"Iin can't
order have
to keep
the kids off it. It's bad enough for them
the trailer."
all overfriends
write makes
to Gene
wherever he goes
and never forgets a friend. He refuses
to make a picture that doesn't have a
part for his pal, Smiley Burnette. He has
a memory like an elephant and never
another unforgets a person who treats was
startled
fairly. Recently his secretary
when he dictated a sharp letter.
"He never loses his temper," she said
a horrified look, "but a man who
with
had mistreated him over a period of years
a favor."
wrote
"NowandI asked
feel free
to tell you just exyou,''
I think toof tell
actly what
him. Gene wrote,
proceeded
and then
"You know, I'd like to travel m a
trailer myself — a nice one like Champion's— but it doesn't seem right not
to stay at the hotels in the towns where
He is accustomed to having the key
him upon his arthe city presented to when
to
I appear."
he reached
rival in a town, but
Corsicana, Texas, recently and was given
to
the key, as usual, he was also invited
ride his horse into the hotel. Into the
lobby they went and then he was told
that the room adjoining his had been
stripped of furniture and was to be
occupied by Champion.
"It's only in Texas that they'd do a
thing like that," he said, singing the
"Arid that's
praises of his home state.
what I call 'southern hospitality'."
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Accident

Man

(Continued from page 46)
view, when he was surrounded by admiring fans, and a youngster held out a piece
of paper to be autographed, Wayne
blushed, grinned, stuffed the paper hastily
in his coat pocket and said, "Thank you!"
"But my mother was even more nervous than I was. The next day someone
called her on the telephone, and when
she picked up the receiver to answer she

OR

SPARKLING

HENNA

You, too, can add that enviable, youthful
brilliancy to your hair . . . safely and easily.
Nestle Golden Shampoo makes your hair
look years younger and more alluring by accentuating thehighlights. It thoroughly cleanses
both your scalp and your hair — and imparts a
delightful golden sheen.
For those whose hair
is darker, there is Nestle
He nna Shamboo, made
with pure Egyptian Henna.
It takes away that drab,
listless look from your hair
and gives it a vibrant, alluring sparkle without changH f\ fora package
ing its natural color.
containing 2
For assured safety, alshampoos, at all 10
cent stores.
ways sbecify Nestle.

GOLDEN SHAMPOO
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began to dial a number."
He thinks his family's swell. "Why
not?" he asks. "They've backed me every
step of the way. They gave me all the
rope I wanted when I was floundering
around trying to decide what I was cut out
to do. And after I signed my contract,
and it looked as though I would be here
for awhile, they packed up and moved over
here so I could live at home and be near
So the Morrises now live on one of the
highest
hills between Hollywood and Burmy work."
bank in a big, rambling stucco house with
plenty of room for Wayne and his younger
brother and their various high- jinks.
"One of the grandmothers lives with us,
too," he added. "It's swell, having a
grandmother
in the
house."
His full name
is Bert
deWayne Morris.
At home he is called Bert, and there is
no need of confusion when a feminine
voice calls on the telephone and asks for
Wayne. And with his younger brother
ever ready to cut in if given an opportunity ! But one can hardly imagine that
even losing his best girl to his brother,
would make Wayne lose his temper.
DECENTLY I was in the publicity offices
-■-^-of his studio when he breezed in,
fairly bursting with plans, and called out.
"Well, goodbye, boys and girls. I'm off
to "What
Ensenada."
do you mean, Ensenada?"
growled one of the boys.
"I'm going fishing. I don't have to be
on location at Coronado for three days, so
a bunch of us are going on down to Mexi-

co for some swimming and fishing."
"But you can't," the publicity man retorted. "You have to be here all day toniuuow
for pictures.'
You could
have heard a pin drop. The
smile faded
from Wayne's face. But no
tantrums
followed.
"All right," he said quietly. And that
in spite
of the
he his
hadn'tcontract
had a vacation since
he fact
signed
more
than a year before. Within five minutes
his smile was back again. No wonder the
public's that way about him.
His career has been carefully built. He
was well prepared for his role in "Kid
Galahad," although you probably can't
recall his one close-up in "China Clipper,"
his one line in "Polo Joe," a slightly more
important bit in "Here Comes Carter."
Perhaps you didn't notice that he played
the second lead in "The Land Beyond the
Law," with Dick Foran. Next he played
the leading role in a picture entitled,
"Don't Pull Your Punches." He had
a year's experience around the studio before he was given the role of the Kid.
Before he signed his picture contract
he
read the
story and
of "Kid
Galahad"
national
magazine
thought
at the in
timea
that he would like to play the young prize
fighter if the story was ever filmed. After he had started to work at the studio
he learned his bosses had bought the story.
He asked questions about it, millions of
'em. He followed its every move from
scenario department to production office.
"I found out that Seton I. Miller was
writing the adaptation for the story, so I
went to him and asked him if he thought
I would be good in the part. He said
he thought I would.
"A few months later I learned that Mr.
Bishoff was going to produce it, so I went
to him and asked him if he thought I
would be good in it. He said he thought I
would.
"Later I learned that Michael Curtiz was
going to direct it. I went through the

JOAN
Cc/umfc.i PERRY
PU,e,
When you star in your own romances, take
a tip from the romantic stars of cinema
town. ..look your loveliest and best with a
flattering hairdress made with Hollywood
Curlers! Whether many curls
or just a few will frame your
face most becomingly .. .you
can have them quickly, easily
...right at home... with the
"Curlers used by the Stars."
Insist on Hollywood Curlers.
3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS
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There's a back-to-the-ranch movement afoot in Hollywood these
days, and Warren William's joined the trek in earnest. Whenever
he gets time off, he makes a dash for his Encino ranch and his three
prize wirehairs, Jack, Jill and Babs.
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same routine with him. He said he'd like
to have me play it, so I went to the casting director. Yep, I asked everybody.
Gee how I wanted to play that part.
"When Mike Curtiz began testing people for the other roles, he had them do
scenes in which I appeared, and he always called me to make the tests with
them. I almost made the picture before
it was begun.
T THINK Bette Davis is a grand
1 actress. It was simply swell working
with her, and how grand she was to me,
helping me and telling me how to do things,
showing me short cuts to acting! And
Mike Curtiz was just like a mother to me,
honestly, just like a mother. No one
could have been more patient and understandig."
On the set he is always behind the
camera asking questions.
"I don't know how they put up with
bothme," Wayne laughed. "I'm always
ering them in the cutting-room, or in the
camera department, asking questions. I
want to be a director some day, and I
have to know what makes things click.
I'm really getting my education now," he
grinned, "and getting paid while I'm doing it."
Which brought up the subject of money.
anHe is investing most of his salary inthose
nuities and buying a new car. After
two obligations and income tax matters are
taken care of, he chips in at home and
keeps out exactly eighteen dollars a week
for pocket money.
"That's enough," he declared. I eat
going to
at home most of the time. I'm
join the Y.M.C.A. I want some place
to swim and work out, and the clubs are
too expensive."
His idea of a big time is to go out
dancing at the Biltmore Bowl or Cocoanutis
Grove about once a month. If there
one thing he dislikes more . than a stiff
shirt, it is a stuffed one. Although raised
parents, he. doesn't
as any son of ofwealthy
what he terms "the social
o-et a kick out
life-"
i „
"I'd just as soon cut paper dolls as spendA
night
ed. fooling around night clubs,'
he declar
every
He doesn't drink, but smokes incessantly, at least during interviews. He likes
tennis and golf, which he has recently
taken up. He thinks the game would be
improved by installing a hamburger stand
at every hole. Recently he entered the
studio golf tournament, and when he
turned in his card with a score of one
hundred sixty four on it, the referee said,
"Oh, Mr. Morris, you were supposed to
■
just once."
around
go "That'
s right, Wayne replied. I did
He suspected a trick when he received
a huge ham for low score, but his mother
thought it a fine idea and asked him not
to improve his game.

HE also likes prize fights. But, "You
know," he said seriously, "there are
some places that women belong and some
don'tm
fit. ,I or
placesto where
the tofights
n atseem
womadon't
see a they
like
a poker game. Poker is a game where
the men can unbutton their collars and
if they don't get
take off their coats, and
good cards, they can let loose and swear.
But not if there are women in the game."
g of women, Wayne deAnd, speakin
clares that at the moment he is heart
whole, but not quite fancy free. He would
like to carry a torch for Olivia de Havilland, but thinks he doesn't know her well
enough. He goes out occasionally with
pretty little Lana Turner, a player at his
studio, and the publicity heads, with an
eye to business, are furthering this romance.
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"But 1 couldn't get married now. I'm
not old enough. I'm not established yet.
I haven't enough money. Why," he spluttered, as he floundered around for emphatic words, "it's ridiculous!"
He gets upset when he reads too much
romantic gossip about himself in the newspapers, but he roared with laughter when
he read that he was a descendant of both
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.
"My mother was a distant cousin of one
and my father of the other," he admitted.
Another laugh came when he read that
he had knocked out five sparring partners
while making the fight scenes for "Kid
Galahad."
T DID knock out one fellow, and it's in
*■ the picture," he admitted a bit ruefully.
"I didn't mean to. We had rehearsed it a
dozen times and it was the fifth take. I
don't know how it happened. Something
slipped, I guess,"
shamefacedly
at his and
stout hefist.looked a little
The trainer, who put him in shape tc
make the fight scenes look like fight scenes,
thinks Wayne is wasting his time as an
actor.
"But I wouldn't want to be a fighter,"

lie told me firmly. "I'm not even crazy
The boxing."
thing he has read about himself
about
that he likes best is the opinion of a
woman writer on a Pittsburgh newspaper,
who said :

"He is the kind of boy whose first fan
letters will be from mothers of sons."
"It isn't true, though," he admitted honestly. "My mail is from
who compliment me on my work andboys
from girls who
ask"Dofor I my
readpicture."
my publicity?"
His answer was interrupted by a loud
whoop from a publicity man near us.
"Does he read it?" the old meanie yelled.
"He buys two copies of everything that is
written about him, so that when one copy
is worn out, he'll have one left to show
ers.
hisWayne
grandchi
ldren." He is a cinch for baitblushed.
"Well, of course I read my publicity,"
he said, "but I don't believe it." And
somehow, this rings true. For if there's
one thing that stands out about Wayne
Morris, it's this: Hollywood hasn't gone
to his head, even though the film fans are
now at his feet.

Maybe
It'spage
Luck
(Continued from
47)
song at the top of her tiny voice. By
dinnertime she had sold $100. worth of
Thrift Stamps.
"Oh, well," she explained modestly,
"everyone was feeling patriotic. It was
1919 you know, and they had dressed me
in a tiny Red Cross uniform. Surely it
wasn't because I could sing, for I couldn't.
I never did sing when I was a youngster."
Perhaps, she couldn't sing, but the next
outstanding event that she remembers was
a few years later when she attended a
moving picture theatre on amateur night.
"I'll sing," she volunteered to the manager, when she saw her little playmates
marching up to the stage to do their acts.
She was feeling remorseful for having
done something naughty at home. If she
won a prize she might reinstate herself in
her mother's favor.
The manager took a look at the little
black-haired girl with enormous blue-grey
eyes and lifted her onto the stage. She put
all of that will to win into her performance and carried off second prize, which
was a huge basket of groceries. She
didn't carry it far, however, for before she
reached home a big boy stole it from her.
"I arrived home in tears. It seems
funny now, but at the moment it was
a tragedy. How we could have used that
basket of groceries!" she laughed.
"Mother and I were alone from the
time I was a little girl. My father was
killed in an airplane accident, and although my mother was never trained to
do any kind of work, she had to do whatever she could to support us. She was
determined to keep me with her no matter what happened, and I've seen her take
a job that paid only five dollars a week
because it was all she could get to do at
the time.
"She was determined that I should have
an education and at night, after a hard
day's work, she washed and ironed my
little school dresses so that I could appear
neat and clean. She worked so hard."
The memory of those hard days still
hurts, and I knew she was sincere when
she added, "My chief ambition was to

grow up so I could help my mother.
"But now that Mother doesn't have to
work, she can't stand the inactivity,"
Dorothy laughed. "She's going to school,
taking a business course, so she can attend to my fan mail. It gives her something to do .when I'm at the studio.
"We've
just furnished an apartment,
and it was more fun. Let's see," she said,
countin on her fingers "there are two
bedroogms upstairs and, a living-room,
dining-room, bedroom and kitchen downstairs. Ihad one of the bedrooms made
into a den and decorated it as an Hawaiian
room. Some of the furniture is rattan
and I covered the other pieces with strips
of bamboo. The ceiling is covered with

palm
/"\NEleaves."
OF her outstanding characteristics
^ is gratitude. An example of it concerns the little bronze statue of Venus,
which was one of the prizes she won along
with the title of "Miss New Orleans,"
and from which she wouldn't part for any
amount of money. As a piece of bronze,
there was no place for it in her new
home, but it had to be there, so she had
it painted gold to harmonize with the gold
and white of her dainty living-room.
Dorothy still calls New Orleans home.
It was there she went to school, and from
the time she was ten years old, her chum
was the late Dorothy Dell.
"The two Dorothys," everyone called
them, for they were inseparable. Together they put on backyard plays and
dreamed of some day being great stars of
the stage. They swore eternal friendship,
as children do, and they remained staunch
friends until the untimely death of Miss
Dell.
In 1930 Dorothy Dell won the New
Orleans beauty contest and went on to
Galveston and won the title of "Miss
Universe," which brought several stage
offers. She had consented to go to Galveston only if Dorothy Lamour would
accompany her and refused to accept any
stage offer that didn't include a job for
her pal. Finally, they joined the Fan-
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chon and Marco show and toured together
for six months.
At the end of that time nothing offered
itself, and Dorothy Lamour returned home
to New Orleans where she arrived just
in time to enter the 1931 beauty contest.
This time she won the title of "Miss
New Orleans,'' as her chum had the year
before. However, as there seemed to be
no further opportunity for her there, she
took the little bronze statue and the money
she had won and went to Chicago.
The friends she visited lived just outside Chicago, and they drove her into the
employcity to help her find some sortofof the
city
ment. Her first glimpse
aroused mingled emotions. As she stepped
from the car and took one excited look
about her, she felt something around her
ankles. There, in a little mound around
her feet, was her underslip.
"It was simply awful," she moaned at
the memory of that embarrassing moment.
"It was summer time and you could see
thin dress."
right
Withthrough
outwardmy poise
she picked up the
raced to the
garment
offending
from
and ladies'
Auditorium
Civic and
room in the
there proceeded about the business of
finding work.
She tried to get a job as a model and
went to the largest department store there.
She asked to see the man in charge of
personnel, applied for a job and got it.
"But after a short time they cut down
on help, all the models were fired, and
I was out of a job. I" explained that I
just had to have work, so they gave me
a job as saleslady. I worked in almost
every . department in the store, and at
Christmas time I ran an elevator.
"About this time Dorothy Dell came
She
with the
Chicago
through that
a singer, as
be 'Follies.'
I should
decided
everyone said I was too short to be a
show girl. She coached me in singing
every spare minute we had. Through
a publicity woman at the Morrison Hotel,
got a chance to sing in the supperIroom.
"And when I was singing my first song,
I was so frightened I forgot the words.
I had to hum my way through the song."

WHY
BORN

Hepburn-Rogers

Feud!"
Are the girls really "at it"?
You'll find out by reading
November Modern Screen

AREN'T

WITH

7 out of 10 women
when

APPARENTLY, Dorothy's hummingwas just what Herb Kay, an orches
tra leader well known throughout the East,
thought he needed. He heard her that
night and offered her a job singing with
his organization. She was his soloist
for two years.
"He taught me everything I know about
gratefully. "And
singing," she repeated
be in piche always told me I should pictures,
he
tures. Now that I am in
laughs and says he would never be the
told you so'."
oneTheto say,
littleT Southern girl promptly fell
in love with Herb Kay, "but he didn't
fall in love with me," she confessed. "I
stayed with the orchestra two years, and
still he didn't fall. I didn't think it was
doing me any good to remain and see him
all the time, so I went to New York
and got a job singing for the National
Broadcasting System. I had been singing over the air with the orchestra all the
time, so I had no trouble getting a job

"That
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they should

BABIES

BLACKHEADS

blame
blame

Everywhere I go I hear women say "Oh! well,
there's nothing I can do about it, I guess I
was born with this kind of skin."
They're referring, of course, to hateful,
mocking, stubborn blackheads. But stop a
minute and think ! Did you ever see a baby
with blackheads? Of course not. Then where
do those blackheads come from?
These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt
which become wedged in your pores.
How do they start?
It's" sad but true, blackheads take root because
your cleansing methods fail. You know you
can't wash blackheads away. And they only
laugh at your surface cleanser. The longer
these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker
and more noticeable they grow.

?

their skin for blackheads,
their cleansing

method

smooth on enough to cover your face and
neck. At the very first touch your skin will
perk up. Why? Because my cream is a cooling, soothing, refreshing cleanser.
When you wipe it off, you may be shocked

But it"s a
to see how grimy the cloth looks. after
deepgoes
sign this penetrating cream blackhea
ds.
those
down dirt that causes
Write now for your free supply
Just send me the coupon today, and by return mail I will send you my generous gift tube
you
of Lady Esther Face Cream. I'll also send
all ten shades of my Face Powder free, so you
can see which is your most flattering color —
see how Lady Esther Face Cream and Face
Powder work together to give you perfect skin
smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.

Switch to a Penetrating Cream

.

See with your own eyes, the amazing improvement in your skin when a cream really penetrates the dirt in your pores.
Let me send you, free and postpaid, a generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face
Cream, so that you can prove every statement
I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,
because it penetrates pore-dirt. You can see
the results. You can feel the difference.
When your free supply of cream arrives,

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
Please send me a free supply of Lady Esther Four
also all ten shades of your
Cream;
Face free
Purpose
|
I Face Powder,
and postpaid.
I Name
■
I Address

■■

State
City
II
write Ladu
Canada,Ontario)
(If you live inToronto,
I
.Esther, (37)
I
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FEET
Bigger and
better coolie
hats and dark
tect the poor
glasses
proworking girls
of Hollywood
from demon

§ti tflMJL
MotkeA/

sun, whatever
the season.

Millions of baby feet are RUINED in early years
because mother buys expensive shoes, and then
lets baby wear them too long. Most babies outgrow
shoes
long- shoes
beforetwist
they and
are warp
worn the
out. soft,
Short,delicate
tight
outgrown
bones forever out of shape.
It's better to buy Wee Walker Shoes, and change
to new ones often. They 're inexpensive, yet have
every feature a baby needs. Made over live-model
lasts (an exclusive Wee Walker feature) they are
correctly proportioned, full-sized, roomy shoes
that give real barefoot freedom. They are goodlooking, made of soft, pliable leather you can be
proud of. They cost so little because of manufacturing economies, and because sold in stores
with very low selling cost. Look for them in the Infants' Wear
Department
the following
stores:
W. T. Grant
Co.
S. 5. Kresgeof Co.
J. J. Newberry
Co.
H.L. Green Co., Inc. McLellan Stores G. I?. Kinney Co., Inc.
Sears, Roebuck & Co. Charles Stores
Schulte- United Stores

CORNS

Stops Pain INSTANTLY!
Be careful! The feet are easily infected. Use
Dr. Scholl's
andcushioned
be SAFE. pads
These
soothing,
thin,Zino-pads
dainty, softly
are
medically safe and sure. End pain instantly. Stop
shoe friction and pressure; prevent
corns, sore toes and blisters.
Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads,
when Disks,
used
with
the separate
Medicated
included in every box, quickly loosen and remove corns or callouses.
Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns between toes. Also made
with THICK soft felt for cases requiring more protection. If you
need this kind be sure and ask for
Dr. Scholl's THICK Zino-pads.
a substitute. Cost but
aDon't
trifle. accept
Sold everywhere.

DrScholls

Zi
no
-p
ad
s
Put one
on -the
m pain
is gone!

GoddPaulette
a r d and
Helen Vinson
caught having
a good time
for themselves
at the tennis
matches.

on Always
the radio."
before when Dorothy wanted
anything, she went after it with grim determination. This time, when the prize
was something that meant her future happiness, she ran away from it just as
grimly.
"It was the woman in me, I guess,"
she
shyly.
woman's
was said
right,
for And
two her
weeks
after intuition
she left
Chicago, Herb flew to New York after
her. They were married immediately and
after two years are more enthusiastic
about each other than ever.
Dorothy stayed on in New York about
a year, singing over the radio and taking
a plane for Chicago and Herb almost
every
When she
him, heweek.
was visiting
her wasn't
in New visiting
York.

!
'
j
:
.
j;
j
i
i
;
!

It didn't seem like such a long-distance
marriage, they were both so busy.
Then NBC offered her a job on the
Coast, and there was a family conference.
It meant she couldn't fly to Chicago every ■
little while. Possibly, it meant pictures
and a big career. It meant she could
do more and more for her mother. But
those long separations from her husband !
In the end, he was the deciding force.
"You know, I've always said you should
be in pictures," he teased. But, seriously,
he knew it was her big opportunity, and
he refused to stand in her way.
"I want you to go out, too," he told
her. "You've got to be seen around. I
don't want you to stay in nights just because I'm not there to take you out. You
have lots of friends, and I want you to
have
good time."
So aDorothy
came to Hollywood, chin
up, hopes high, her radio contract in her
pocket and that bronze statue under her
arm. She was able to fly back to Chicago frequently, her radio work was fine,
but her motion picture career didn't
materialize.
CHE ALMOST got the Helen Morgan
^ role in "Show Boat'' with Irene Dunne.
She had offers from almost every company, but there was always some difficulty
to prevent the completion of a deal. Six
months passed, and Dorothy had a hard
time keeping her chin up. Then Paramount began a search for a girl to play
the title role in "Jungle Princess." Dorothy
got the job.
She didn't get the role because she could

sing or act, because when plans for the
picture were being made those attributes
weren't considered important. It was later,
when they discovered her ability, that the
part was built up into a starring role. She
got it because her black hair is almost
thirty inches
long.
A wig
wouldn't
do the
because she had
to be
in and
out of
water a great deal. "And you never know
when shivers
a wig may
off," she
She
whenbounce
she thinks
howlaughed.
many
times she had been tempted to bob her
hair.
She was rushed into the picture so fast
that before she knew it she found herself
at work. The lot of a motion picture
actress, she had always supposed, . meant
wearing fine clothes, silver fox furs, and
expensive perfume. What a shock it was
to discover she was the only girl on a
location forty miles from Hollywood, living in a tiny cabin that had been built for
her and working all day long for six
solid weeks at the bottom of a deep
ravine — most of the time in the creek,
which ran along the floor of the canyon.
Her fine clothes consisted of a sarong.
She was so much more than satisfactory in the role that she was immediately
cast in "College Holiday," "Swing High,
Swing Low," "High, Wide and Handsome"
and then given the leading role in "The
Last Train for Madrid." She will have
atmeared in five pictures when she finishes
"Hurricane" — all in one year. It appears that she can't be spared long enough
for
a vacation, now that she's been discovered.
"I've been so busy I haven't had a
chance to go out any place," she said
gaily. "Now Herb is spending his twomonths' vacation here with me."
Her isvoice,
of course,It you've
heard,
a low, which,
sweet contralto.
is not
trained, but seems to thrill audiences just
the same. "I'd like to study and be a
'good' singer," she says, "but I've been
fooling around with popular music so long
I don't
think Ifrom
can.another
I don'tandknow
note
of music
have oneto
learn
all my songs by hearing them," sh?
admitted.
She simply adores fan magazines and
reads everything that is written about the
other stars.
Lamour is her real name.
She must be lucky, all right, for she
was in the right place at the right time,
and she has everything it takes.
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the
45) Job

(Continued from page

If you are a more or less striking type,
plav down on make-up, costume and hair-do
less'n vou're after a model's job, mebbe.
The potential employer, contrary to what
we're led to believe in the more sizzling
want a glamor girl
tvpe of fiction, doesn't
or a hotsv-totsy in his office. It makes his
wife ask "too many questions. This advice
goes double if it's a woman who has the
power to hire vou or send you about your
business. This doesn't mean that you
shouldn't look as nice and pretty as you
can, but do it in a quiet way, with a dark
costume, a close-to-the-head hair-do, a
tailored type of hat, and make-up sparingly
applied on a face as fresh and clean as you
can possibly arrange to keep it.

A WORD about your attitude as you go
in to apply for your job. It's not a
bit of good telling you not to be nervous,
for you probably won't be able to help it.
Furthermore, a little becoming diffidence
won't count against you. But try not to
of your
let your nervousness get the better
common sense. State your case as directly
few words as possible. Don't lie
and in as
in an effort to aggrandize yourself, but
don't underestimate yourself either. If you
are given a test of any sort, don't be afraid
ask a question or two if you don't
to
clearly understand what the gent dictated
ver is asked of you. You'll be
or whate
rated as much on a generally intelligent
and alert attitude as upon the sample work
you do.
Give a thought to your posture. Walk
well and sit straight. Don't fiddle with
Here'sflata
or gloves.
handker
purse,
your tummy
will keep
thatchief
little trick
and your fanny in, the shoulders up and
the chest forward: stand up and tighten
of your thighs. That's all
the muscles
there is to it. Just tighten those large
muscles and feel the middle flatten, the
rear pull in. You simply can't slump if
you'll do this.
I don't know what type of job you may
jobstoaren't
said,have
As Imay
be
take
and you
to find, for.
easyapplying
a
in
it's
if
what you can get. Okay—
factory or a mill or if it's a microscopically
paid position in a local shop or whateverbest to give satistake it, and do yourthelevel
back of your mind
faction. But in
(where your employer can't see it), keep
this thought, "I'm not going to stay here.
This is only a stop-gap." What money
you can squeeze from necessities, put aside
for better clothes, for cosmetic and grooming requisites and for self-advancement.
If°you're not equipped witha shorthand_
and
night business
typing, make a beeline for
school as fast as you can. Shorthand and
typing pave the way to untold interesting
jobs and lucrative careers.
KAY FRANCIS began her career as a
social secretary. Her good taste in
dress and grooming, her poised, lovely
manner and voice helped get her this job,
and the job, in turn, helped win splendid
contacts for her and gradually paved the
way for her present glamorous career. I
don't mean that good secretarial jobs are
necessarily first stop on the way to Hollywood, but they frequently are first stop on
adthe way to junior executive jobs, in
vertising, department store buying and a
dozen other fascinating and well-paid
careers for women.
When you get your jobs, darlings, is
when the test of your intelligence really
begins. Unless it's a sales job you have,

your hands chap and
When
roughen, they actually begin to
age! Because they have lost some of
the special moisture that keeps
young skin supple and smooth. But
Jergens Lotion replaces the lost
moisture— gives back inviting young
smoothness to your hands. Jergens
soaks in— more effectively than any
otber lotion tested.
And it contains two remarkable

softening

and

whitening

ingre-

dients, used by many doctors. Young
hands are lovable, charming-an asset to every woman of any age. And
Jergens can help you have young
hands! Get it today. Only 50^, 25^,
10^-$1.00 for the special family
size— at any beauty counter, and the
$1.00 bottle now comes with a useful dispenser!
WALTER WINCH ELL—
Broadcasting
Company
Blue
every Sunday night
— National
Network— Coast-to-Coast.

ENS
fREEf PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERG
the
into
goes
ly Jergens
Prove for yourself how swiftly and thorough
softness of your hands
skin, conserves and renews the youthful
Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Jergens Co. ,1634
The Andrew— Perth,
Ontario.)
(In Canada
NameAddress-
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where you must make your personality felt,
my advice to you is to be unobtrusive for
a short spell. Do your work well and find
out what sort of environment you're in.
A book could be written on the subject of
getting along with one's business associates,
about tact and diplomacy, about means of
gradually making your presence felt in an
organization without pushing. But I've
side-tracked from the beauty theme far
things : already. I'll just say these few
enough
You're going to spend at least six hours
a day, at least five days a week, at your
work. You might as well get enjoyment
and interest out of it as well as that weekly
pay envelope. Use your noodle and adapt
yourself
your environment.
always betosatisfied
if you fulfill Don't
just the
exact amount asked of you. Do a little
more. Gradually, find out a little more
about the business you're in. It may lead
to a better job. You'll have set-backs and
bad breaks, sure. Don't let them get you
down.

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to ne with — a
person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.
You can't expect people, men especially, to tolerate this in a
girl, no matter how attractive she may be in other ways.
The smart modern girl knows that her underarms need special
daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.
And she knows the quick easy way to give this care. Mum!
Quick to use. Harmless to clothing. Half a minute, when you're
dressing, is all you need to use Mum. Or use it after dressing,
any time. For Mum is harmless to clothing.
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can use it
right after shaving the underarms.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And you should know this
— that Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without
affecting natural perspiration itself.
Don't label yourself as "the girl who needs Mum." Use it
regularly every day and you'll be safe! Bristol-Myers Co., 630
Fifth Ave., New York.

USE MUM

ON SANITARY

NAPKINS, TOO and you'll
never have a moment's
worry about this source
of unpleasantness.

fakes
92

the

odor

out

of

perspiration

'"PHIS reminds me of Ann Sothern, who
was let out of "The Follies" because she
was too pretty and sang too sweetly. Well,
mebbe not exactly that, but she resembled
just enough the late Marilyn Miller, and
her voice was similar to the star's, so it
was soon a case of Annie doesn't work
here any more. A friend advised her to
change her type, to become hotcha instead
of sweety since the market seemed to be
glutted with sweet types. But Ann sensibly
decided that she just wasn't cut out to be
hotcha, so she continued traipsing around
to theatrical agents and went on with her
singing and dancing lessons. And that
reminds us of the famous old saying, "Be
what you
to be comes,
Don't
yourself
When. the
goodtry break
be ain't."
ready
to live up to it. Every day, think, "This
may be the day !" Through a great tragedy,
Alice Faye now has the chance of stepping
into a very golden pair of shoes indeed.
Hollywood mourns the loss of gay and
gorgeous Jean Harlow, but nevertheless
there must be someone to make us laugh
and make our pulses quicken as the muchmourned platinum star was able to do. The
logical
person
to seems
wear to
Jean's
mantle
of
gaiety and
allure
be Alice
Faye.
Will she be able to do it? She must work,
and work hard if she will succeed. In face
and figure, not quite as lovely as Jean, she,
on the other hand, has a better voice. Will
the
good sense
breaksnever
go tolether
head,
common
them
go as
to Jean's
hers?
These
considerations
problems
so very
different inandessence
fromaren't
the
problems and considerations which confront any girl when she is given something
to live up to, something to work for.
Well, get back to your knitting and
beauty advice, M. M. Give the girls some
tips on looking their best while on the job.
TIME yourself on making up and hair
fixing. Taking pains, but without dawdling, see how long it takes you. Then allow
this much time every morning. Wear only
essential make-up to business. Powder and
lipstick. No rouge unless you're very
washed-out looking without it. No mascara
unless your lashes and brows are so light
you look plain without it. Every morning,
give
a moment's
attention.
They
take your
hard nails
punishment
in the
daily grind.
If you're doing stenographic work, keep
your nails just fingertip length. Remember
that carbon paper has a horrid habit of
combining with nail polish to give a very
grubby effect, so change the polish every
night if need be. The important thing is
that the polish never be chipped and
cracked.
Remember that you'll not have time
to get a wave or a manicure in the
daytime.
You must take care of things
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the wrong attitood. You be the girl whose
face is always fresh and sparkling, whose
hair is always shining and becomingly
waved, and whose costume, footgear and
fingernails are always as spandy as you can
keep them.
If you're overweight, the office lunch
hour is a good time for that liquid meal
and a nice brisk walk. If you're underweight, you must find some tearoom or
something, darlings, where you can get a
hot, nourishing meal, even though it strains
the budget to pay for it. A swell idea,
too, if you can send out in the middle of
the afternoon for a glass of milk or a
malted drink. But, of course, if the office
frowns upon such deviations from starchy
efficiency, you must go without.
Older women in business are so often
shadowed with the feeling that their hold
on the job is precarious and that a dozen
young things are all ready to step in and
take their livelihoods away from them. I
have never quite understood why this
should be so. It needn't be so if the older
woman doesn't permit herself to slump
and
and get in a rut. The experience even
wisdom which the years bring us are
more valuable than the energy of youth.
Most of the women who hold highly paid
young, after all.
and responsible jobs aren't
If you feel that graying hair counts against
you, have it dyed — well, and not cheaply.
If you are on the plump side, you should,
of course, endeavor to do something about
it, but in the meantime, be prepared to pay
more toforpay.your clothes than the thin folks
have

after office hours, and you'll be better off
if you learn to do as many beauty tasks
as possible for yourself. One night a week
should be set aside for a swell shampoo,
a bang-up manicure, and any other beauty
and grooming tasks you need to do.
If you stand all day, you must wear
good — not cheap — shoes. If you sit all day,
you must wear a good, firm girdle. Once
during the morning and once during the
afternoon, take a few minutes for one of
these refreshing and relaxing stunts. Take
ten full, deep breaths, exhaling very slowly.
(Excellent for that nervous, tense feeling.)
Or let your head drop forward, limp, on
your chest, and then slowly roll it in a
circle, letting it go as far back as you can.
Cup your eyes for a minute or two with
your hands and try to "see black."
Keep that bottle of skin freshened in
your desk or in your purse and take time
beover lightly"
a "once
to give
fore orthe
afterface
lunch.
A small
bottle of a
good mouth wash is not amiss, either, so
that you will never be guilty of what the
ads warn you against.
Many is the working gal who must dress
at seven in the morning for all day, and
probably for an after-office date besides.
Choose materials which won't wrinkle
easily. Have as many washable blouses
and neck gadgets as you can afford — they'll
make your few basic costumes look different. After holding a job for awhile, it's
so easy to slump and let down on keeping
that there neat, well-groomed appearance.
in the office don't seem to
girlsfussy.
The soother
The boss is an old
terribly
be
codger of fifty — no point in fixing up for
him. But that's the wrong attitood, Toots,
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(Continued from page 35)

knothole in the fence. So I took my
sax and joined a band. It was the first
time in her life my mother had to depend
on me. Think she worried about herself?
No. She worried about being a burden on
me. There was I, a big, strapping galoot,
me.
and she didn't want to be a burden on
Never a word about her own pain and so
forth, only about poor Fred and all the
hospital bills he had to pay. Poor Fred,
was examining that extremHe interest.
foot."great
my ity
with
"I'm not saying she taught me a sense
of responsibility. I never put it into so
many words. Neither did she. But if she
maybe I'd
she was,
the way too.
been different
hadn't been
How can you
have
tell? I never read any books about it.
All I know is that the best part of that
job in New York was being able to send
her some dough. At that, she was doing
me a favor. Probably kept me out of a
lot of trouble. Didn't have enough left to
get into trouble with."
A publicity man came in with a MacMurray story. It described a scene that
took place recently on a Hollywood street,
and the lead ran, "MacMurray can't go
mobbed."
out without being
He took one look and flung it down in
disgust. "Sounds like I'm a big movie
star and very popular."
"Well, aren't you?"
"Not that popular." His annoyance was
you kill it?"
genuine. "Can't
obviouslylate,"
and the publicity man made
"Too
for the door.
"Hey, wait a minute." Fred started
after him. "Put in another story," he
bawled down the hall, "and tell 'em I can

mobbed."I asked him
beingcalmed,
out withou
go Once
he'd t been
about the women he'd played with. "Does
one hurdle?" he
that mean I've cleared shook
hands with
wanted to know, and
himself.
"Well, this part's easier. I've heard lots
of times that women are bum sports, especially actresses. Not the ones I've worked
with. Maybe you think I'm just shooting
my mouth off this way, to pay fancy compliments. Well, I can show you different.
"I played my first picture with May Robson. I was trying to figure out how to be
an actor. She must have seen I was hot
and bothered, and she said, 'Just be yourself, and you'll get along fine.' Might
have been her nice way of saying, 'Don't
waste time trying to act,' but I put that
thought behind me and took her advice.
I've been taking it ever since. Sometimes
when I'm being myself, the director seems
to think someone else might be an improvement. But at least it gives me something
to start off on, so I don't go flopping
around like a lopwinged turkey.
"Of course, when I was really scared
was the first picture with Claudette. Look
use trying
who she was, and I wasn't.PutNo yourself
in
to describe my feelings.
my place, and that tells the story. My first
scene with her, I was taking her to the
subway, and she felt my arm kind of going
this way." He waggled it. "She looked
up at me and smiled. What's all the shaking for?' 'Scared.' 'Of what?' 'The
whole business.' 'You'll lick it,' she said,
and she said it as if she meant it. Anyway that was the first time I thought to
myself, 'Maybe I will. Why not?'
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"She could have kept very quiet, and no
one would have held it against her. Instead, she went out of her way to give
me pointers. And more than that. The
first week some good friend told me I was
going to be kicked out — which helped. I
found out later that Claudette Colbert went
to bat for me. 'I think he's okay.' she said.
'I want him in.' I was nobody, and she
put up a fight for me. Pretty bum sport,
yeah !

SAME way with Carole Lombard. My
pictures with her were mostly comedy.
She'd kid
and easy.
to be light
You had scenes.
to kid, but there
She likes
between
was more behind it than that. I saw she
was doing it on purpose, to keep me in the
mood. Then before the scene she'd grab
she'd
'Come
my
on. let's be funny,'
me on,
and pull
say hand.
"She'd worry about my make-up, too;
sit and look at me and say, 'I wonder how
we can make
you handsome
day she
decided
I should
have a ?'fewOneeyebrows
taken out. She pulled a couple and I
yelled blue murder. 'You have to suffer
to be good looking,' she said. That's another thing I learned from Carole," he
grinned. "But I'd rather not suffer and
not be good looking, I guess.
can'tMaybe
tell me some
that actresses
are"Anyway,
this and you
that.
of them
are.
I told
you before,
about
the ones
I know.
And I'm
the talking
ones I know
I take off my hat to."
MacMurray's wife was once on the
stage herself. They met while playing in
the same Broadway show.
"Do I have to talk about Lillian?" he
inquired plaintively. Seeing no sign of
clemency, he drew a breath and plunged.
"Well, here's the principal thing" I
learned from her: that all this talk about
no happy marriages in Hollywood is so

SCREEN

much bologna.
"Not having been married very long,
maybe you think I have no right to judge.
But we got to know each other pretty well
before we were married. One thing — it
really happened before I had any idea I'd
be in pictures." The slight flush, the way
he hurried over the words, gave me to
understand that "it" meant "falling in
"That gives you a little feeling of security, you know. With someone else,
you might think being in the movies had
love."
something to do with it." He began to
look very uncomfortable indeed. "Say,
does that sound conceited? Do me a favor and don't let it sound that way. It's
only that when I first came out here, different people would call and ask me out
to dinners and parties. I'd say, 'Do you
mind if I bring my fiancee?' Nine times
out of ten they'd pull back. 'Awfully sorry,
but we'd planned on just so many.' Well,
you couldn't help feeling that being in
the movies had something to do with it.
See what
I mean?"
He seemed grateful
when
I said
I did.
"One reason we get along is because we
enjoy the same things, except one. She
likes to dance, and I don't. So we don't
dance. Well, that's not quite true either.
Before she was ill, we did go out once in
like to dance more
I don't
awhile.
than she Only
does like
to dance. So she was
I'd
in awhile.
once who
satisfied with
married
someone
wanted Suppose
to go out
all the time." He looked frightened at
the thought of what he'd escaped.
SHORTLY after their marriage, _ Mrs.
MacMurray was taken seriously ill. In
bed for five months, she is only now beginning to regain her strength. Her husband's concern is all the more distressing
to see, because he keeps his lips closed

Wgmk

GARDENIA - true essence of the exquisite flower . . . your friends will wkisper
"^\Vkat expensive perfume you re wearing!

over it. Like all his emotions, his worries
belong to himself.
"She's like my mother," he managed to
say gruffly. "She always feels swell, even
when she doesn't. On bad days she puts
make-up on, so I can't tell. I have to
ask the nurse all the time how she's getting along. Listen to her, and she'd make
you believe she ought to be up and jigging."
The home in Brentwood they'd planned
together was going up when she was taken
ill. But her interest never waned. "Of
course she couldn't watch it the way she
wanted to, but I'd talk things over with
her, then go ahead. Then I'd have to go
out and take pictu-res and bring them back
to show her.
"And that was another place where we
found we agreed. For instance, we both
thought we wanted a breakfast room.
Somebody said to me, 'What do you want
a breakfast room for?' So I said to
Lillian, 'Say, what do we want a breakfast
room for?' And she said, 'Yes, what do
we
a breakfast
room The
for?'
we
havewant
no breakfast
room.
few Sotimes
we didn't agree, I left it to her. She
knows a lot more about decorating than
I do. Like the dining-room paper. I
saw it in a small piece and thought it
was awful. She looked kind of downhearted. Well, nuts, if she'd wanted monkeys and giraffes climbing over the walls,
that'd be all right with me, too. 'Put it
how it looks,' I told
and seeswell.
in, anyhow,
her.
So it looks
"I got to be quite a shopper," he went
"I'd go
a householder's
down
to this
hardware placepride.
and bring
up
on, with
a bunch of doorknobs and lighting fixtures,
and then I'd have them send samples of
drapes
she'd we
takewent
her in,
pick.I
Then aand
day rugs,
or soandbefore
brought her these pieces of cardboard, and
(Continued on page 96)
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When Freddie Bartholomew threw a party m honor of the
Just a bunch of regular kids get together!
Tom Sawyer,
Bronx boy, Tommy Kelly, who was picked from 25,000 entries to play the title role in
(L. to r.J
welcome
hearty
right
a
him
give
to
out
turned
most of Cinematown's famous younger members
by ail.
had
was
time
swell
A
Scott.
Doug
and
Billy and Bobby Mauch, Jane Withers, Tommy, Freddie
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hazel. Full size packages
each
item 55i (Canada 65**).
YOUR OWN MIRROR, your own
leading man, will applaud!
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{Continued if
she drew a plan of each room and where
she wanted
go. That's
orating theeverything
hard way. to When
it was decall
fixed we took her there in an ambulance
and left her downstairs, while we carried
the bed up and got it made. Then we
carried her up, and there she was, sitting
pretty in her own house. Next thing I
knew, she was laughing her head off. I
turned 'round just in time to see the carpenter whiskingyou
the know.
door away.
wasn't
really finished,
1 justIt wanted
her to see it the way it was going to look.
"Anyway, she's improved much more
rapidly since. We were in an apartment

College

om page 94)
before,
couldn't get
out.singing,
Now
she lieswhere
on theshesundeck.
Birds
flowers growing." He caught himself again.
"Pretty fancy talk for an ex-saxophone
"Watch out, Fred. Someone might think
you have a heart," scoffed a friend who
had come in for part of this. "You make
"I make myself laugh." He was at the
player."
me laugh."
"Listen, wasn't
door, poised
there
a book for
onceflight.
called 'Are Women
People?' Well, you can say for me the
answer's yes. Nice people. I learned
about it from them."

Course

in Clothes

{Continued from page 49)

The joke's on you if you haven't
tried Rit recently — new formula (patented 1936) makes ordinary dyes oldfashioned — gives you luscious colors
every time. Rit contains "neomerpin"
that makes color saturate the fabric
instantly, evenly, beautifully. Even
dark colors are FAST WITHOUT
BOILING. Try Rit soon— and you'll
"dye" laughing.
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performI sleep
woncurls while
— without hurting my head.
1 awake to new beauty with
soft waves and alluring
curls. At notion counters
or postpaid. 10 for 25c.
W. J. Caley & Co., Inc.,
Dept. M-10, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Phyllis Brooks' ensemble is of navy blue
and luggage-tan wool crepe. Her dress
has the new, casual, low neckline and the
simple lines that are so magic in slimming
a full figure. The very full coat makes
the thighs appear narrow, and all trimming
is concentrated in the accessories, as it
should be in the case of all but willowyslim girls. Her gloves are hand-stitched
chamois, and her tiny hat shows the new
jutting- forward line that is the outstanding
angle of the new hats.
Mary Carlisle is so thin that even the
most tailored wool crepe dress needs more
elaboration, more fullness. It is introduced subtly, however, in the dress she
is wearing under the box coat, flaring
slightly from the hips so as to retain an
air of utmost simplicity. It is the coat
she is wearing that is most important for
college girls. This one is made of stiff
costume velvet of deepest blue. It is the
sort of coat that college girls find indispensable, because they can wear it over
tailored dresses in the daytime, softer
dresses for informal evenings. In velveteen,
or corduroy, it is equally good. If you
or your mother are clever with a sewing
machine, you can make a coat like this
easily. And a tip from a star who makes
her own clothes, and who always has a
coat like this in her wardrobe, is to go to
the upholstery department for your material. She buys upholstery velvet or
velour for coats like this at much less than
the cost per yard in the regular coat fabric
department.
One ensemble like either of these, an
extra wool dress that can be worn with
the jacket, and a collection of skirts and
girl's dayof aall,
good care
take needs.
sweaters
time campus
After
it is in
her evening clothes that she will have a
real chance to shine. And shine she must
this year on all gala occasions by means
of spangles, lame, or shiny beads.
The evening dress that Mary Carlisle
is wearing is of blue-gray chiffon, embroidered incrystal beads. The slip underneath is very tight to emphasize her
slimness, the dress itself full enough to
look comfortable and graceful. It is a
very young and romantic dress, but it
borrows a sophisticated touch from the
sculptured, Grecian robes grown-ups are
wearing — a tightly-draped bodice. The
jacket is removable, of course, but who
would want to take off such a chic and
jaunty bit of frippery? Especially as it is
transparent and not weighty at all. Note
particularly the length of the skirt. It is
just below ankle-length, comfortable for
dancing, but with all the sweeping grace
of the very long dresses of last year.

Middle-aged women can take up the
new short-skirted evening dresses if they
want to, and fashion writers can scream
about the ballerina skirts, but college girls
just won't have them. When they are
dressed for gala occasions, they want to
look just as different as possible from
their everyday style, and long skirts give
them that added dramatic sweep as they
enter a ballroom.
Notice, please, that Mary is not breaking the neckline of the dress by wearing
beads or a necklace, and that no earrings,
clips, or flowers distract attention from
the sumptuousness of the dress. If your
dress glitters, forswear all jewelry except
bracelets, lest you look like a Xmas tree
or its understudy. Be sure, too, if you
are wearing a dress of rather sophisticated
lines, that
you emulate
Mary'sby freshlytubbed,
little-girl
demureness
having
your hair arranged very plain and fairly
reeking with the healthy radiance that
Beauty Expert Mary Marshall has told
you comes with constant brushing.
NOWas the
we dress.
come to Every
what isgirl
fondly
known
at college
simply has to have a dark chiffon dress
that can be worn with or without a hat to
dress up dinner dates and informal dances.
This one is black, but many girls prefer
midnight blue or the very dark brownish
red that is being called sherry this season.
Colors are younger and, besides, some
girls haven't the healthy skin and hair
that black requires.
Selecting a dress of this type requires
the utmost care, because if it is too plain,
it will make you look like a poor relation.
The very full skirt does a lot toward
making it look frivolous, but the really
giddy touch is the frou-frou of pink chiffon around the neckline. The puffed
sleeves help, too.
Topping it all is the absurd little hat
that proclaims a ranking mode of Autumn
1937. Trimming is massed in the front
and high. A lot of girls are going to
make a tiny skull-cap like this do multipleduty by having flowers and feathers in
many colors, changing the trimming to
match various dresses.
While we are on the subject of hats,
we might just as well sum up the major
points of the new millinery fashions. First,
the trimming juts forward as it does on
this one
on Phyllis
hat.
Mostand
of the
new hatsBrooks'
look as daytime
if they
were just poised on the head temporarily,
readv to be catapulted off into space like
an airplane from the S.S. Lexington.
Hats are not moored on with elastics
anv more.
The crowns fit very snugly
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around the back, and isn't that going to
be a relief on the days when your hair is
a little unruly?
Berets are in fashion — and when were
they not? — but the new berets are larger,
softly draped, and tilted up on one side.
Black hats are being worn with suits
and dresses of almost all colors this year,
but they flaunt little feathers or ribbon
ornaments of sharp colors. Rarely does
the trimming match the dress you are
wearing. It is more apt to be the same
color but a much brighter shade. One of
the most striking new color combinations
is worn in private life by Marlene Dietrich.
It's a smoky gray ensemble with a scarf
and hat of piercing sage green.
New let's go back to dresses. The outstanding" new line in frocks is called the
corselet line, which simply means that
dresses are closely fitted from bust to hip
line. Many of the day dresses are of
princess style, unbelted. When there is a
belt or sash, it is part of the bodice draping and high, as in Mary Carlisle's beaded
evening dress, or rather low as in the
dark chiffon frock. Skirts on day dresses
range from the boxy, straight type to
gores of moderate fullness, to umbrellalike circles with pleats stitched down over
the hips. Evening dresses must be decidedly one extreme or the other — very
slim and sleek or extravagantly full. No
halfway measures when you are dressing
for a big occasion.
New coat and woolen dress fabrics go
to extremes heretofore unknown. Either
the surface is so nubby and rough that it
is almost as uneven as a piece of curly
Persian lamb, or it is so smooth that it
looks' and feels like suede. The latter is
more popular with college girls. Even
when they are buying sports coats, they
prefer lustrous velveteens, or silky-haired
coatings that have a beaver-like finish to
the rough ones. When it comes to dresses,
the more the wool feels like suede or satin,
the better they like it. It's more feminine,
they will tell you. A girl who is competing with men all day in the classroom just
has to look especially impractical and enchanting tomake him forget that she knew
the answers that he didn't.

FOR the last, I have saved what is
perhaps the shrewdest, most calculating
and most becoming of all the outfits Mary
Carlisle is modelling for you. That black
outfit with the little-girl, ruffled organdy
blouse is a velvet lounging pajama, just
the costume to wear at a cat party in^ the
a
ry.girlIt toisn't
sorority
have
a college
for dormito
at all or
bad idea house
tucked away in her wardrobe a knockout
outfit to be worn when just the girls get
together. It makes them feel that she
isn't a siren who just dresses up to please
men, but who holds the good opinion of
her girl friends in high regard.
The blouse is flesh colored. Clothes
fashions are much more colorful this
year, and instead of using lingerie touches
of white, the new clothes introduce^ collars, blouses, or neck ruffles of delicate,
light colors. Flesh color is ideal for Mary
Carlisle because of her pale blond hair
and creamy skin. Brunettes with olive
skin find pale, clear amber more becoming.
Ash blondes who get so tanned in Summer
that they retain a burnished glow all
Winter, wisely select a rosy apricot color.
The paler shades look innocuous on them.
I haven't
noticed orthatabout
have tweeds
you about
Maybe
those
a word
said
three-piece suits that have been the college
girls' stand-by the last few years. Well,
the college girls just aren't wearing them
any more, not if they are style conscious.
Along with their older sisters, they have
gone in for clothes that are more smooth,
more luxurious, more opulent.
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the God of Sleep is playing hide-and-seek and you just can't seem to

get your much-needed

rest, there is one pleasant way to entice him.

Merely swish a handful or two of linit in your tub of warm water —
step in— and relax for fifteen minutes. As you lie in the enveloping luxury
in
of its velvety smoothness, close your eyes and think of a rose bathed
the moonlight of a June evening. Now
How

step out, dry off and slip into bed!

delightful it is to let the results of a LINIT beauty

bath caress your

world's
skin and relax your body into slumberland. You, too, will agree that the
most pleasant remedy for fatigue is a restful, soothing linit beauty

bath.
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Between
(Continued from page 21)

going on in the Astaire-Rogers pictures,
whether it be Mrs. Astaire, the producer, or
Fred himself. It really is nice for a change
to witness a film in which falling all over
the leading lady's neck is forbidden. Of
course, it takes good acting to portray a love
scene without actually kissing the girl, but
it can be done as this famous dancing couple
prove. So, here's to more and better pictures of this type. — Betty Barbara Long,
El Paso, Tex.

so often hear about "picture stars being just
plain ordinary people, and why all the fuss
over them !" True, they're people, but not
plain, and certainly not ordinary, or they
couldn't be where they are today. It's an
achievement indeed to be so pleasing in personality, looks and manner that people all
over the world will sit for hours to watch
your movements and listen to your voice.
And they haven't all arrived by simply
having pull, either. They've worked hard ;
they've struggled valiantly for their places
in the sun. True, some stars have had pull
to be brought to the attention of producers,
but they've had to come across with the
goods once they were before the public, or
else do a pretty swift exit from pictures.
I take off my hat to the stars. They're
great people. — Alice Johnson, Hollywood,
Calif.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Ten- Year-Old Prefers
Gentlemen
I am ten years of age. I like Clark Gable
and William Powell. Clark is a very good
actor. He is the kind who should take
gambling parts. He has a good speaking
voice and a nice smile.
William Powell is a very good actor, too,
and he also has a nice smile. What's more,
he's a gentleman. I hope he is a gentleman
whether he is playing on the screen or not.
P.S. I guess Clark Gable is a gentleman.
— Beverly Campbell, Montclair, N. J.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Stars Aren't Plain People
It's unjust, that's what it is, this talk you

OLLY

WOOD'S
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$1.00 Prize Letter
Janet

Gaynor

Is Tops

Again

Since seeing "A Star Is Born," I realized
why time is so greatly needed to make the
best pictures for movie-goers. Miss Gaynor
is far more appealing in this picture ; everything about her was just right. She is more
beautiful than when she played in "Seventh
Heaven," and her face is so much more expressive.
Fredric March played his part in the picture so perfectly that as I sat in the crowded
movie house, living their joys and sorrows,
I felt that I wasn't looking at a picture of
life, but at life itself.
The return of lovely Janet Gaynor proves
to me that we are right in demanding better
pictures, thus allowing the stars more time
to make them. Give us the stars we know
and love, and place them in stories worth
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while,
and we'll
never grow
tired of them.
Mrs. Grace
Gardner,
Fort Wayne,
Ind. —
Menjou

Is Better

Than

Ever

This is in lieu of a few pats on the back
for. an old favorite who is showing signs
of being more up and coming than many a
newcomer, namely, Adolphe Menjou.
He may have been a big star once, but
he's so much better now than in those days
when he was "the best dressed man" and
twirled a moustache. I used to regard him
as
a fascinating
villain, even whenButhe wasn't
inclined
to be Cassanova-ish.
now —
well,
today
there's
warmth, lacking
a real feeling
for his
roles
that a seemed
in the
earlier pictures. It makes one wonder if it
isn't a mistake to hurry the old-timers off
into the limbo of forgotten people.— F. K.
Beckwith, Seattle, Washington.
Another

Autry

Rooter

Gene Autry's renditions of those haunting
cowboy songs on the screen have always
proven most enjoyable, and without a doubt
his voice is exceedingly charming.
Just recently I had the pleasure of seeing
him in person, with Champion, and was so
impressed by his pleasant personality and
entire naturalness, not to mention two especially delightful songs, "Mexicale Rose"
and "Tumbling Tumbleweeds,'' that he now
rates high on my list of favorite stars.
Here's hoping for even greater recognition for Gene, more publicity and many
more of the better type of Westerns to suit
his combined acting, riding, and singing
ability.
Wis. — Grace Agnes Horning, Kenosha,

- PICTURE

MAGAZINE
eanette MacDonaid
far From San
Francisco and
Maytime
just
as
her new —hubby
sees her! Get
Screen Guide.

Jean Parker — housewife! Ahost of candid
shots off the lot and
without make-up!
See Screen Guide.

"Ginger Rogers — Then and
Now" — a picture biography
that lives! — in Screen Guide.
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They
for La Hepburn than she began to do her
stuff. She represented what the press
termed a problem child, for it took more
than calculation to get pictures or a few
words with the star.
However, every dog has his day and
around. It
theirs wasn't long in coming
was in the winter season that signs
screamed, "Katharine Hepburn in 'The
Lake'." Such reviews as, "Wet as the
water in the lake," weren't too encouragsuring, but on she went. Even though
rounded by an excellent cast, Katie fell
down on the job, and during one scene, the
curtain was slowly lowered on her _ emoting, the management probably believing
that kindness should be acted upon and not
talked about.
HollyUndaunted, Katie returned to certain
wood and continued her feud with
fellow players.
Then there were little tricks she emshe isn't
. Seems
ployedd to get
she
now that
good copy
the publicity
considere
trip,
recent
a
On
days.
was in her palmy
she resolved to be nice to the press and
informed them she was taking skating lesdidn't
Garden., This
Squarereporters
at Madison
so before
of many
avail sonsher
long she started from Hollywood to New
York" by plane and announcedthata not
littlea
wager of one thousand dollars
to
West
from
picture
her
soul would get
East. Needless to say it worked and one
smart cameraman got her picture, but I
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Can't Be Natural
(Continued from page 50)

haven't heard whether the bet was settled
or not.

l is rCarol
rd. seem
stare who
toTHE
be natura
Lombacan't
Not,
R popula
ANO
aforeour
as
way
same
however, in the thespians.
mentioned
Carole is witty and
has many friends. If she is with strangers,
er, toshetelljust
howev
the first
youcan't
why.be herself and is
She's a great ribber and one of the few.
that can take kidding as well as she can
give it. In fact, due to a little joke of
hers, she is now romancing with Clark
Gable. Most courtships can be summed
up with : they met, he gave her a bracelet and she gave him a tie; he gave her a
ring and everything is set.
Not for Carole Lombard, because in her
case it was different. They met; she gave
him a broken-down car ; he gave her a
corsage of vegetables, and all Hollywood
laughed. Carole had run into a gent with
a sense of humor equal to hers.
An amusing incident, that Carole isn't
sure even now wasn't a joke on her, hap"Idiot's Delight"
pened recently
Carole was so thrilled
od.when
played Hollywo
with the acting of Lunt and Fontanne that,
after the play, she went backstage to congratulate Lynne Fontanne. Everything
was very nice. Miss Fontann'e said,
"You're English, aren't you?"
Carole said that she wasn't and a bit
later, Lynne wrinkled her brow and asked,

IGNORED

"Just what is it you do?"
"Oh, nothing. I just hang around out
here," Carole answered, not knowing
whether she was being kidded. But if she
and Miss Fontanne meet again, the situation may be entirely different, you can
bet!
As a matter of fact, there is an actress
in Hollywood who pays for her pranks
—the hard way. Margaret Sullavan is the
gal. A broken arm and several months in
New York with a specialist attending the
fracture was the result of one laugh-inducer.
Seems there was another comedian in
one of her pictures. He also had a sense
of humor, for when Margaret started to
spray Jack Oakie with a siphon of fizz
water, he returned the gag. Maggie ran
for her life and in flight tripped over a
cable. Before you could bat an eye, she
was out for the count and came to with
her arm in a sling.
Then there was the time when Margaret

Rose."of
Red The
in "So
playing was
was
for shots
on location
The company
while she wasn't faca battle scene and,Miss
Sullavan sneaked
ing the camera,
away and went to work on her own. Each
and every car, she locked, pocketing the
key. Carefully closing the windows she
a little item complaced under each auto bomb.
While the
monly called a stench
fumes went all through the cars, she took
the one remaining motor, drove some few
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Distress

Cry

American
Save

Our
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Women
Stockings !!

• RUN-R-STOP
• In the BLACK
Vanity.

to the rescue!
& RED

Purse

• Designed to protect tube in
purse.
• 10 cent tube stops 50 runsor snags.
• wash
Stops out.
runs permanently. Won't
• Save Embarrassment
Stockings!

— and

• • Guaranteed by Good Houseke pinas
g ( advertised therein ), Ask
for it today at all Chain, Department and Shoe Stores.
RUN-R-STOP
Caiiiille, Inc., 49 E. 21st St., New York
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miles down the road to a farm and hid it
under a hay-stack, with each of the other
automobile keys hidden throughout the
stack. Some fun, eh ?
Maggie then returned to the scene of
her crime as though nothing had, or could,
happen. When dusk arrived, bringing
quitting time around, butter would have
melted in her mouth. The entire company
formed a posse and the hunt was on, but
to no avail. Locksmiths from a nearby
town had to be called in to make keys,
once the cars had been aired out. This
all comes under the head of fun because
Margaret in the end showed them the car
she had hidden. And a lotta people think
Maggie hasn't a sensayuma, can y'imagine?
Speaking of "So Red The Rose," Maggie wasn't the only member of the cast
who seemed big for her age. In fact,
Randolph Scott proved larger by several
inches.

was a scene on the battlethere
SEEMS field
where Randy had gone to find
Maggie's stricken brother. With the
boy's body in his arms, he made for the
little old wagon and the camera, for a
close-up. Just as they walked into range
for the shot, the corpse suddenly jumped.
Even an actor like Harry Ellerbe can't
remain dead when pinched while in a precarious position. Next time around, it
was Harry's turn and the panic was on!
,
's patience only
However
Then
or seven pinches.
six director
some the
lasted
the shot was made.
Another amusing situation occurs frequently around Santa Monica. Seems that
out at one of the smarter clubs there ap-

Reduce the pain
Save your nerves
0 TABLETS
At all druggists or send for free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co., 76 Jamaica Plain, Mass.

£ Such a brush! You'll be amazed at
the way its 250 flexible "finger tips" work
your facial cream into the pores — how magically it cleanses and wakes up the skin. A
delightful massage, and no messy fingers either.
You don't have to shop for this grand little
brush
— it's now
every blended
bowl of
Sevilo ■Cream
— thatpacked
fine oldwithformula,
with pure olive oil. Remember: Sevilo Cream
does triple duty — cleanses, massages, serves as
powder base. The dainty opal bowl holds enough
cream for 15 to 20 facials. That's economy.
Ask for this combination at the better 5c and
10c stores, or mail 25c direct to:
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Brush
and
Cream
omplete
25c
100
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No

sooner

had

Jean Parker

finished "Life Begins With
Love" than she darted eastward to break the good news
to Hubby George MacDonald.
pear a couple of male fashion plates, namely, Cary Grant and Randolph Scott, who
give the customers a treat.
Each Sunday noon they arrive, sartorially resplendent, and make their entrance.
Just at the head of the stairs to the beach
they pause, then proceed slowly to their
destination. The outfits they wear, not of
conservative ilk, recently just about got
two youngsters down. The result was
that everyone turned one bright sunny afternoon to see Messrs. Grant and Scott,
but to their amazement, saw two young
men
trances.making the entrance to end all enOne was clad in soft slippers, loudchecked shorts, topped by a ridiculous polo
sweater of the noisiest variety and a long
plaid scarf tied around his neck. Perched
at a cocky angle on his head was a rough
knit skull cap with a pom-pom to finish
it off. His running mate was attired in
an equally racy outfit. Heavy brogues,
fawn colored slacks, black shirt and a
checked windbreaker that put the proverbial Solomon's coat to shame. The finishing touch to this little ensemble was a beret and an oversized handkerchief to
brandish in the wind. Needless to say,
everyone was in stitches, bursting with
laughter, so that when our two actors arrived they found their show stolen.
In all fairness to these personalities we
must admit that it would be a hard job
to be natural, for in the picture business
there is a belief among the head men that

The crowd
Charles Boyer
Pat Pater son,
box office and
for the
Emile
weds
about

gapes while
and the Missus,
step up to the
get their tickets

preview of "The Life of
Zola." These happydon't do much tooting
being an ideal Hollywood couple, but their actions
seem to prove it.

if an much
actor ability.
has no This
temperament
he can't
have
follows with
the
press agents who continually coin stuff
that their players are supposed to do, for
they must have color. Consequently once
these people arrive, they have to make certain they will remain there. If it means
putting on a show, they are all up and
ready at any time of the day.
Now I'm sure you'll agree that, even
if the stars wanted to act their age and be
themselves,
they couldn't
run the risk
of being colorless
and and
forgotten.
So,
they're taking no chances this season because "they won't be natural."
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the Lovable

(Continued from page 39)
executive, who clinched it. He told
Tracy, "Unless you take the part, I wont
make the picture."
So Tracy took it. And throughout the
shooting of the picture, though he gave
his best to it, remained unconvinced that
his best was good enough. Time and again
he said, "I wish they'd call it off."
Now he concedes, "Well, I got away
with it. Want to know why ? Because of
ce,
of that kid's performan
Freddie, because it
98%. The kid had to
because he sold
believe in Manuel, or Manuel wasn't worth
a quarter. The way he'd look at me,
believe every word I said, made me believe in it myself. I've never said this before in my life and I'll never say itsoagain.
fine
Freddie Bartholomew's acting is
and so simple and so true that it's way
over people's heads. It'll only be by
thinking back two years from now that
they'll realize how great it was."

THE night of the Hollywood
premiere, Tracy spoke to the radio
audience. He said, "This is Freddie's
night, and that's as it should be." Any
of you who heard his voice, quiet with
essed feeling, will know that he
suppr
meant what he said.
He didn't think he could play Manuel.
Those responsible thought that nobody
else could. They must have had some
basis for their belief that Tracy bore
within himself certain qualities that would
make him understand the character and
Manuel'sandessential
credibly. honesty,
portraywereit simplicity,
a core
traits
of sweetness under his rugged strength.
Let me tell you a little about Tracy, and
decide for yourselves why Sam Katz said :
will."
nobody
play it, you
don't Tracy,
"If youknow
must know his
To
background. He was born to parents in
comfortable circumstances, the second of
two sons. You have only to see his
white-haired mother, with her soft voice
and gentle ways, to know that he came
not out of a house but from a home. She
lives near him now. On the days when
s.
he can't drop in to see her, he telephoneout
At least once a week he takes her
to the Cocoanut Grove or the Trocadero,
as much for the kick he gets out of it
himself as for the pleasure it gives her.
He was a child of warm affections and
a hasty temper, shy about displaying the
former, quick to regret the latter.
In early times his allowance was five
otheron day.
centsforevery
day. es he'd
the offSometim
a nickel
ask

ON

"No, Son, you can't have one this morning. You had one yesterday."
Spencer would storm out, slamming the
door. Five minutes later his mother
would hear the door closing stealthily and
small feet mounting the stairs to his room.
Then her son would appear, mutter something about the book he'd forgotten, and
kiss her good-by. A big seven-year-old,
he couldn't of course let her know that it
a book but her kiss he'd come back
wasn't
for.
He was always bringing young ruffians
home with him. Occasionally his mother
would protest. "Son, where did you ever
get hold of that boy?"
Spencer would flare up. "Well, just
because he's poor — "
"No, I don't mean that. But he doesn't
look clean — "
"Well, maybe they don't have water
where he lives. Say, Mother, can I give
him one of my suits?"

See how your skin responds to
the cleansing and invigorating
Cleansing
action of Golden
Cream

[it contains

Beauty authorities agree that the
most important step in the care
of your complexion is thorough
cleansing. It's a simple step, too,
since Daggett & Ramsdell created Golden Cleansing Cream. &
For this new cream contains colloidal gold ... a substance with
a remarkable power for toning
and invigorating the skin. You
can't see or feel this colloidal

colloidal gold!]

any more than you can see
gold,
feel the iron in spinach. Yet
or
its penetrating action not only
makes Golden Cleansing Cream
a more efficient cleanser . . . but
aids in keeping the complexion
clear and youthful. * Try Golden
Cleansing Cream tonight. See
how fresh and vitally alive it
leaves your skin. At leading drug
and department stores
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Daggett & Ramsdell, Room 1980, 2 Park Avenue, New York City.
(Offer good m U. S. only.)
Enclosed find lOe in stamps for trial sise jar of Golden Cleansing Cream.
Name
_V
Address

,ty

.State

^

Copr. 1937, Daggett & Ramsdell
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The Gary Coopers expect an
addition to the hearthside this
month. Meanwhile, we see
them

MARY'S

HAD

We speak so blithely about the beauty
of Motherhood!
And so little about its pain — dismissing italmost casually as the good
news is passed around among relatives and friends:
"Mary's had a baby!"
Of course, through the ages, women
learned to endure silently, so we take
their courage for granted. But, actually, there is no need for silence.

A

BABY

Through the years we have received
more than a million letters telling us
of the aid that women have received
through the use of the Compound.
Young girls passing into womanhood,
wives, mothers — they tell us of bitter
suffering that has been relieved, of
nervousness that has been soothed,
and, as a result of this, of unhappy
times that have been made normal
once again.
Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

For, 61 years ago, a woman shattered this myth that her sex must
suffer silently. She devoted her life

pound may help you also to go "smiling through." Try a bottle today.

to aiding the relief of their pain.*

*For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smiling
through" with Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. It helps Nature tone up the system, thus lessening the discomfortst which must be
endured, especially during

Today, the name of Lydia Pinkham
is blessed throughout the world.
Mother tells daughter, friend tells
friend, how, when the ordeal of
motherhood approaches, it can usually
be made easier with the use of Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Think what that signifies. If the
burden of child-bearing can be eased,
that often means a stronger, healthier mother. That, in turn, often means
a sturdier, healthier baby.

One

woman
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tells another

how

The Three Ordeals
of Woman
/. Passingfrom girlhood into womanhood.
2. Preparing for Motherhood.
J. Approaching "Middle Age."
Afunctional disorders

to go "Smiling

<^£efdxi (3< '^^/lAAam^i Vegetable

Through"

Compound

with

taking
in "The Firefly"
showing.

He got into the scrapes of all normal
boys, blackened eyes and had his own
blackened in return, ran away to come
back with blistered feet and fling his arms
penitently round his mother's neck, played
hooky with Pat O'Brien, his friend then
and now, and got the maid who adored
him to write notes of excuse over his
uneasy.
mother's name Still, cheating made him
One morning his mother left Spencer
at home with a playmate while she went
to church. Returning, she found the fire
engines at the door, quenching a merry
blaze. "How did it happen, Spence?"
Spence had no idea. Several months later
he appeared before his mother, blue
eyes clouded. "We had the story of
George
in school
today,''
he
informedWashington
her, foot scuffing
at the
carpet.
"He couldn't tell a lie, so I better tell you
that we lit some papers in the cellar that
morning just to watch them burn ; then
we got scared and ran away." Hearing
that story, there flashed through my mind
the memory of Manuel's shining eyes fixed
on Harvey, as he told Long Jack who it
was that had snarled his line.
It was a household ruled by love and
peace. Mr. and Mrs. Tracy belonged to
different churches, but respected each
other's faith. Spencer served as an altar
boy, and though he never talked about
religion,
evendays
to his
mother
still due
doesn't
— on those
when
he — was
in
church at nine, he was up and ready by
seven.
They bought a car before they could
well afford it, because "it will keep the
boys with us," Mr. Tracy said. And if
they passed five flat tires on the road and,
having stopped to help four, drove past
the fifth, an indignant Spencer would fume
for the rest of the day about "that poor
fellow we left in the lurch."
HE WAS studying medicine when the
acting bug hit him. His father
raised strenuous objections. His mother
thought, "If that's what he wants to do,
he ought to try it." So she made it possible
Thinking back, she smiles a
for him.
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little ruefully. "It's the only time I can
ever remember Mr. Tracy being provoked
with me." But it wasn't long before Mr.
Tracy was convinced that Spencer had
chosen wisely.
Later the family moved to New York.
Mrs. Tracy was lonely at first for her
you?" she
in Milwauke
friends her
husband. e. "Aren't
asked
"Well, no, Mother, I can't say that 1
am. 1 just walk down Fifth Avenue and
look at those wonderful buildings and stop
in at that beautiful cathedral, and — well,
what is there to be lonesome about?" And
again as I listened I was reminded of
something — Manuel's face bent over his
rielle, and his voice saying, "My fader, he
feel beaudiful inside."
When Spencer was playing on Broadway, his father would meet him at the
have supper
theatre every night. They'd
together and talk things over. Till Mr.
Tracy fell ill. Then Spencer would stop
in on his way home. "Well, Son, how did
it go?" And Spencer would tell him.
They knew how ill he was, but tried to
keep it from him. He knew, and pretended not to, for his family's sake. He
had his faith to sustain him. If he didn't
. believe
believe. in a fisherman's heaven, he did
Then came the time when Spencer had
to leave for the theatre, not knowing
whether his father would be there on his
return. And one night he was gone.
His father's memory is as dear to him
as ever the old fisherman's was to Manuel, though being the child of a more
complex race, he is less articulate about
what he feels. Under any circumstances,
Tracy is a pushover for an outstretched
palm. To such a degree that Carroll, his
brother and manager, must keep check on
him.
Recently, a petitioner appeared who
said he'd worked for Mr. Tracy in Milwaukee. "The man's a phoney," Carroll
protested. "I've investigated. He never
worked for Father in his life."
Spencer turned stubborn. "Well, maybe
there's just a chance he did. And if
there's any chance, I want to give him
sake."
for Father's
something
The Tracy
home in San Fernando
Valley has that same livable quality which
you know his childhood home must have
had. A low, rambling house, set back
from the road, with gardens in front and
orchards behind, it's the kind of place
you pass and wish you belonged to. Half
a dozen red setters try to clamber 'round
your shoulders in welcome as you walk
up the drive. The front door opens
on a huge living-room — not the interiordecorated home of a star — but a livingroom in the real sense of the word. Simple
rugs that won't be bothered by dirt, cretonne-covered sofas and a squashy yellow
chair made for lounging, an immense fireplace, at one end a piano and bookshelves,
at the other a refectory table with chairs
to match, for this is the dining-room, too
■— brass and copper and Delft chinaware
gleaming from a Welsh dresser and mantel; photographs of the children — John,
redheaded and a mass of freckles like his
father at the same age, a blonde little
girl with mischievous eyes, named Louise
for her mother, but called Susy; and a
photograph of Freddie Bartholomew, too,
in the oilskins of "Captains Courageous."
THE MASTER of the house, hair
rumpled and overalls dirt-streaked, has
it's
for hethehasstables
the dogs
washthinks
time .to He
treatleftwhen
ajust

and groom the horses he loves. Not long
ago one of his mares bore a colt. Tracy
took it hard. A dozen times he ran from
the stables to the house, streaming with
perspiration, to phone a friend experienced
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Grand National
"Love Takes Flight"

I'M SUNK

TRI
D T.TRII'V
EDE
BO
MR.ED CAAN
TO GET INTO
PICTURES,
BUT NOBODY
WILL GIVE ME
A CHANCE.
GUESS
I'M JUST
A FAILURE
i

OH, MR CABOT. IT WAS GRAND
OF YOU TO TELL ME ABOUT
KISSPROOF! I'VE LANDED A FART
IN THIS NEW PICTURE !

YOU'RE A PRETTY GIRL,
MARY, BUT CASTING
DIRECTORS ARE THE
OTHERTO MEN
m\SAME
— THEYAS LIKE
SEE
SMOOTH, YOUNG
LIPS.
THERE'S
LIPSTICK.
WITH A
A BEAUTyCREAfVt
BASE...

EVERY

GIRL SHOULD

REMEMBER

THAT FOR *LIP APPEAL" HER
MOUTH MUST BE SOFT AND
SMOOTH— RADIANTLY
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YOUNG

The Beauty-Cream base of Kissproof protects the lips against
drying and cracking while it gives a warm, lasting color.
Kissproof is a girl's most precious aid to loveliness.
Lipstick in 5 luscious shades at
drug and department stores .
(Match it with Kissproof rouge, 2 styles —
\& Lip and Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry)
" Kissproof Powder in 5 flattering shades
1 Generous trial sizes at all 10* stores

Kissproo_

J?nzbzZM&.

lipstick

a^Lcf Roue
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went abroad. Fifteen per cent of hearing
is better than none, yet has little practical value, and both Tracy and his wife
would like to have it known that no miracle
has been worked upon their son.
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First Joan was laid up with a
wrenched shoulder, then Dick
was in the hospital. But now
all's well on the Blondell-Powell
domestic front.

paynopremmmfor*
Beans.
Beans «■ Dc
Guard your baby's health (£
7)
with these two safety seals

ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CUPS
Quick — easy to install. No
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips to match your lamp
cords or woodwork. 10c.
" FOR SALE AT YOUR 10-CENT STORE

"/Get /0 Mnc/ow

ttac/es

for tfie Price of OM!"
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Millions End "Shabby-Shade"
Nuisance With 1Cr P| flDAVQ
• Why have shabby **M* WLUrHIO
window shades? Women everywhere win compliments of friends on lovely 15c Clopays.
Look like linen, won't pinhole, crack or fray.
Wear 2 years and more. Attach to rollers in
a jiffy— no tacks. *New roller and brackets
15c extra. See Clopays in smart, new patterns
and colors at neighborhood and 5 and 10c
stores. Write for FREE color sam- z^*,.,^
pies to Clopay Corp 12s 6 York I *» I
fet^H
St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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in such matters. "She's just so far," he'd
pant, describing in detail the mother's
symptoms.
"What'll I do now?"
_ "Calm down," his friend finally advised
him. "Who's having this baby anyhow,
youChestnutor the haired
horse?" Mrs. Tracy has the
charm of simplicity and intelligence and
the same dislike of pretentiousness which
marks her husband. Anything that smacks
of showing off makes them both wince.
At the breakfast table one morning, fiveyear-old Susy took a notion to go smartaleck. "I know what Daddy has," she
chanted, pointing. "Daddy has a cantaloupe, Daddy has a cantaloupe."
Daddy eyed her gravely. "I suppose
you want to be an actress when you grow

"Yes," she agreed, enchanted.
"Welk then, suppose we leave that kind
of talk till we're on the stage."
Only for a moment was Susy nonplussed. Then she proved she could take
it. "O.K., Daddy," she said. "I think I
?"
get up
you."
And a moment later, a very
demure, good girl : "Do you like your
cantaloupe,
Daddy?"
The children
are the heart of the house.
What both parents have suffered because twelve-year-old John is deaf and
because his leg has been affected by
infantile paralysis, can be left to the
imagination. They have been deeply distressed by a story which has got about
to the effect that John has regained his
hearing — distressed not for their own
sakes, but for the false hopes it has
stirred in others. Letters have come pouring in by the hundreds, begging for advice
and information. Mrs. Tracy has tried to
answer them all herself, but the task is
beginning to overpower her.
What actually happened was this. They
had believed John to be stone deaf, but
an audiometer test some time ago revealed
that, with the use of the machine, he had
a very slight degree of hearing — fifteen
per cent in each ear. The discovery so excited the child himself that at a birthday
party a few days later he cried to the
other children, "I can hear." So the story

HPHEY have schooled themselves to face
A the fact and, through every channel
open to them, to make the boy compensate in other ways, training him toward
useful manhood. One thing they are
brave and wise enough not to do — foster
in him any sense of self-pity. Luckily, he
has a naturally happy temperament. Sometimes, however, he loses patience with
himself, crying as if it were his own fault,
"I can't hear, I can't run, I'm very terHowever their own hearts may be
wrung, they betray no sign of it to John.
They point out to him instead that everyone can't do everything. "You're a betrible."
ter swimmer than any of your friends,"
they remind him. "You ride beautifully
and play polo with Father, and have your
own horse. Nobody else you know has a
horse." John's face brightens. He knows
these things are true — they're not saying
it just to make him feel better, and
presently he's his own sunny self again.
He has his dreams, however, which include another world. And though he's
a_ sensitive child like his father before
him, the thought of death holds no terrors
for him.
"You just go like this," he says, closing his eyes, "and then you wake up and
you're in another world, and everything
you don't have here you'll have there.
I'll hear, and my leg will be fine, and
I'll be very happy, and everyone will be
very
As happy."
comforting as a fisherman's heaven.
What Tracy believes about that other
world he keeps to himself, though he remains staunch in his father's faith. On
Manuel's creed he allowed himself just
one
thingyou
everybody'd
like comment.
to believe."It's
To thethink
had the
courage to kick off like Manuel with a
smile on your face and the thought that
you were going fishing with your dad —
not bad, that," he smiled.
Manuel's essential traits were simplicity,
honesty and a core of sweetness under
his rugged strength. What Tracy's are,
you'll have to gather for vourselves.

Big date night for Allan Jones
and his Missus, Irene Hervey.
Occasion? "The Firefly" preview. Itwas Allan's night, for
he co-starred in the picture with
Jeanette MacDonald.
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(Continued from page 25)
a
wears gold chain about his neck, etc. But,
he says, he has no superstitions! He dislikesspiders,
* storms alarm
and
windcraves
sound ofbut
and the clocks,
thunder
rain. Old nature making whoopee is like
tom-toms beating on his heart. He likes
and cooks it himself. Doesn't
red meat
diet, and keeps fit by breathing through
rides, plays tennis and is
Swims,
nose.
his
a champion boxer.
He's six feet tall, weighs ISO pounds and
was born in the north of Ireland June 20,
1909. Went to Lycee Louise le Grand in
Paris and St. Paul's School in London. His
father was professor of biology at Queen's
University and Cambridge. He's a direct de, leader of
Fletcheron Christian
the Bounty.
the famousscendant'ofmutiny
By the way, his first part in an English
film was in "Mutiny on the Bounty." Later
he played on the English stage in "A Man's
e,"
House," "Othello," "Another Languag
in stock
and "The Constant Nymph." Also call
the
companies in what the British
provinces (one-night stands in American
jargon).
Then the movie bug bit him again.
boy dashed
Hollywood beckoned and this
there without any quibbling. On the boat
over, he met perhaps his biggest and most
baffling adventure to date, Lili Damita.
This couple have been reported about to
split up more often than any other pair in
movie circles, but both deny the rumors
and continue their long-distance marriage
arrangement.
You'll see him soon, if he can stay put
long enough to finish his latest movie, in
"The Perfect Specimen."
ATTENTION, FAN CLUBS! GET YOUR
NAME AND ADDRESS IN MODERN
SCREEN'S NEW FAN CLUB DIRECTORY.
We're busy on a Fan Club Directory which
is going to list the name and address of
every club in the country. We'll then be
able to provide a service that can find fan
clubs for the fans and fans for the fan clubs.
to make this an acWe depend on your help
curate and up-to-the-minute directory. So,
if you haven't already sent us the name andof
your club, told us about your branches,
most important, let us have your address,
do so right away !
ROBERT TAYLOR (Last printed June, 1937.
Total number of requests since then 613.)
Well, fans, that Taylor man's here again !
he's simply
His Barometer rating indicates once
more in
got to have his past reviewed
these columns. By this time you should
certainly know the bare facts of his young
readers, we'll
our many
pleasebriefly.
but tothem
life,
Filley, Nebraska,
go over
was his birthplace, and the grand event
took place Aug. 5, 1911, at five o'clock in the
morning. 'Tis said infants born in the wee
hours aren't inclined to
be as husky as those
born, say, around noon,
but Bob makes this
theory sound a bit cockeyed. His real name is
S. Arlington Brugh, or
did you know that? He
changed it to a snappier
good and suffione for
cient reasons, all spelling
those magic words, Box Office.
As a youngster he enjoyed his own com-,
seem
pany, as most kids with imagination Baseh sort.
to. But he wasn't the bookis
ball and horseback riding were tops with
him. He also went in for tennis, and later
won some fancy champ cups. Now he
plays some pretty swell sets at the Beverly
Hills Tennis Club, with lots of women admiring his game — and complexion (the finest in all of Cinematown). Back in his
childhood, somewhere, he also picked up
playing, and these accompiano and 'cello
plishments have stuck with him, too.
In school, he showed a flair for oratory,
Colbut even when he got as far as Doane
lege, didn't have the yen to act. In this,
young man. His interhe was a very csunique
was confined to arranging
est in dramati
trips for the dramatic troupes of his school.
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DYE

Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE ... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at 5 and 10 cent
stores and shoe repair shops.
10c BOTTLE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO., INC.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BRUSH AWAY *
GRAY HAIR
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YEARS YOUNGER^
Here is a quick, safe and
a
method. With
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just, tint those
small brush and BROWN ATONE
to lustrous shades of blonde,
streaks or patches of gray
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little oi
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect wavyears success. Guarantwenty-three
OverActive
ingteed
of hair.
coloring agent is purely vegetable.
harmless.
If BROWNATONE does not give your gray,
rich, youthful-appearstreaked or faded hair alluring,
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it was because Pomona College, his
Maybe
next move toward the higher education,
Hollywood,
was only an hour's rideto from
be a movie actor.
that he decided finally
Maybe I he girls, who've always had their
eyes peeled on this handsome guy, even
on trigwhen he was trying to concentrate gs
into
onometry, whispered sweet nothin
he'd
that
hinted
his ear," and more than
Holly-to
sleepy
that it
quite
give
his head
into little
if heto took
town,a lift
,v iit.
raid
school rendiAnyway, he appeared in aEnd,"
witha
and by
ey's
"Journ
play,
tlie
of
tion
spotted
once
at
miraculous luck, was
agent from, you've guessed where,
casting
Hollywood. But once under a puny weekly
salary he became that lowest form of acting
life, a "testing horse." Whenever aantestactress
with
was wanted for a part, Bob took
her. She got the part; Bob got another
his movie futest. He wasn't so sure about
ture in those not-so-long-ago days, for he
kept right on with his studies at Pomona
all the while, and graduated, specializing
in philosophy. He needed plenty of that.the
After weary months, there came
dawn, however, and Taylor landed in the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" series and proved to
his bosses that lie, at least, did. His
brawny charm has since been in constant
in "Camille"
demand, and with his success
'38," he's tucked
and "Broadway Melody ofinto
farthest
the
books
his philosophy
even
doesn't
and
library
his
of
corner
company
bother
comes. to take them out when
His mother says he's not as much of a
hand with the ladies as you'd think; that
he's very shy In their company. She exmusical
pects him to marry a girl who's
girl awho's
And a And
rhythm.
Bob's got
'cause loving
girl
educated.
well
and
home
who's a small brunette. Ho, hum. At the
constant
still theStanwyck.
Taylor'sBarbara
present
the flaming
flame ofwriting,
And she's not a small brunette!
FEKNAND GKAVET (First printing. Total
one actor
number of requests 464.) Here's
who had to be pleaded with to go to Hollywood. This slim, blaek-haired young man
of Windsor's,
the Duke
a profile aliketop-notch
with already
er in European
was
made twenty-four picstudios, where he'd
tures in French, German and English, when
highly lucrative offers from the American
gold coast began pouring in on him. He
first. The reason? Was
ignored 'em all at afraid
of being typed in
nondescript roles. But
Mervyn Leroy, who had
Gravet's
seen some of
portrayals interesting
in
by
Europe, must have been
even stronger minded
He conthan Fernand.
ferred with him for four
hours in Paris and continued to sales talk him
from Paris to
sped
he
as
, telephone
up
Cannes. Finally a contract was drawn
with the result that you saw him in his
first American picture, "The King and the
Chorus vision Girl,"
of Leroy. under the personal superMoney has never counted much with the
temperamental Continental. He has always
shown an idealistic strain in his make-to
up. Once when he was under contract
y ill.
UFA, the leading lady took onseriousl
which they
This meant that the picture
were both working would be held up for
gave
at least two months. Gravet'sa contract
steady salary
him every right to demand
bowled
he
during this period, but instead,
over his employers by offering to waive his
salary and accept only his living expenses,
be an assistant cameraso that he could
man for one month and a film cutter for the
second month. He explained that he wanted
to learn about pictures from every angle.
Born on Christinas morning, 1908, in Belgium, he toured all over Europe with his
were of the theatriboth Inof whom
parents,
1014, the German armies
cal world.
swept through Brussels, his birthplace,
marooning him, his parents and his sister.
An elder brother, Maurice, then in France,
became a soldier in the French army.
Gravet's father managed to obtain a passport so that they could reach Holland and
then England. There Fernand entered St.
Paul's School, later becoming a British
Marine cadet and spending ten months
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digest.
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bowels.
up your
stomach.
get
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learning the ways of the sea.
and it
But the theatre was in his blood,

-ith the public, as
G
his father had done before him.
ng his final
His father died while maki
e" with Dons
mue-u-anee in -'Romancsame
production
Kerne it was in this
Pernand was introducedhe
tha the youthful
years
* Paris ■ During the next three sian
star,
d Pari
married the golden-haire
this time,
Taue I enouardt. And after alleach
other
they're still that way about
d £01
"Foo
in
gent
ming
char
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see
l
you'l
Scandal" next.
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(Continued from page 7)
***The Singing Marine
is
Pleasant, but not startlingly origginal
Dick
urin
feat
cal,
musi
this new Warner
s Mr.
Powell and the U. S. Marine
n him
take
has
er
care
en
scre
e
whos
Powell,
and Anugh West Pom viti
profitably throexte
es into
nds his acti
napolis, now
If
ice.
serv
nt
rnme
gove
of
ch
bran
another
seem
d
woul
it
out,
ks
brea
ever a war
nt of experience
logical from a standpoi
command of all
n
give
be
he
that
e
alon
es-and let who
forc
d
arme
s
our country'
will write its songs, as the saying goes.
who
Story concerns a bashful marine
his
use
beca
pals
his
with
es
parti
on
<x0es
a
into
girls
,
their
singing voice helps get
on
romantic mood. Our hero is placed
radio program, and his adan amateur
ventures begin.

m
Several singable tunes are featured
Who
Girl
the proceedings, notablyand"The
'Night Over
Couldn't Be Kissed"
Shanghai" Dick Powell's performancepic-is
smooth and effective, even though the
ture around him doesn't offer the type ofh he has become accus
support to whic
tomed Best in the supporting cast is
.
Hu-h Herbert, as a radio impresario
d
ishe
furn
are
nces
orma
perf
Other good
ll s
by Lee Dixon, Allen Jenkins and Powe DiDoris Weston
new leading lady, ght—
Wdrner Bros.
rected by Ray Enri
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It's now old-fashioned to suffer in
silence, because there is a dependable
relief for such suffering.
Some women who have always
had the hardest time are relieved by

MMany who use Midol do not feel ones
twinge of pain, or even a moment
discomfort during the entire period.
Midol brings quick relief whichl
usually lasts for hours. The principa
ingredient of Midol is one that has
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boiled comedy, and the excellence of Miss
complete. Postpaid-W.
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V.
N.
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Broadw
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Harlow's work in it, in
her
of
dy
serves to accentuate the trage
niche in screen
passing. She leaves a never
be filled.
entertainment which can
family
racing
a
of
"Saratoga" is a story
booktough
a
luck,
its
on
down
somewhat
maker, and a wealthy sportsman 1 he
daughter of the house (Jean Harlow)
O
wear*NUV
you
is engaged to marry the wealthy chap
less
Un
with
g
meetin
her
until
n)
(Walter Pidgeo
are
you
belts,
the bookie (Clark Gable) _ changes her
sanitary
ripa
built
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ork
plans. On this framew
all
snorting comedy which will please
possible exception ot
audiences, with the
e
you
as
as comfortabl
not
morbid curiosity seekers.
perParalleling Jean Harlow's splendid
formance isClark Gable's portrayal of
. . Ask for^lejJl^M
be!
COuld
guy type
the bookmaker. It is thee "hard
of role at which Gabl excels Walter
Pidgeon is capable as Miss Harlow ds
counter.
fiance, and the supporting cast, heade
belts at any good notion
VO
"NU
and
el
Merk
by Lionel Barrymore, Una
recomFrank Morgan, is swell. Also
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Dreamy Eyes." Directed by Jack Conway.— M-G-M.
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Enhance the natural beauty
of your hair with delicate
overtones and youthful sunshine tints 1
Golden Glint Rinse transforms dull, spiritless hair with fascinating highlights that add
charm to your make-up and a new interest
f to your individuality. As necessary to a
smart appearance as lipstick and rouge. No
shampoo alone can do full justice to your
hair. It needs the youthful freshness and
sparkle imparted by Golden Glint.
BROWNETTES, BRUNETTES, BLONDES and
all in-between shades find that it is the only
rinse flexible enough to accurately highlight
their individual shade without changing its
.natural appearance. Not a dye, not a bleach.
Millions use it regularly.
SILVER CLINT— A rinse created especially for
white, platinum and very gray hair. Imparts
sparkling silver highlights, leaving the hair
amazingly soft and manageable. Adds beauty to
t permanent and natural waves.
THE PRICE IS SMALL— THE EFFECT PRICELESS! Golden Glint Rinse at 10c drug, and dept.
stores. Golden Glint Shampoo and Rinse at drug
and dept. stores. Silver Glint Rinse at 10c stores.
GOLDEfl
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Cream skin
S5c-$1.00
Has the Knack of
NAC Prescription
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55c- SI. 00 Powder Quickly
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d or Money Back.is GuarSEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
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★★ Easy Living
Here is a good picture which should
have been a swell one. Its main assets are
Jean Arthur and a sparkling script. This
is probably Miss Arthur's finest performance, and she's given ample opportunity
to demonstrate her delightful flair for
light comedy.
Story is patterned on the current vogue
for goofy farce. Everything gets under
way when a banker (Edward Arnold),
angered by his wife's purchase of an expensive sable coat, tosses the garment out
the window. It lands smack in the lap
of Miss Arthur, and when she tries to return it, Mr. A. takes her out and buys
her a hat to match. This information gets
to a scheming hotel owner, who immediately sets Miss Arthur up in a de luxe
suite, hoping by this process to blackmail
her new-found friend. The hotel suite,
incidentally, is the last word in ultraswank, and features a bath tub even beyond the wildest dreams of Cecil B.
DeMille.
A swell comedy idea is dampened by
the ardor of Director Mitchell Leisen,
who allows a number of the scenes to go
slapstick. Had Mr. Leisen relaxed,
"Easy Living" might well have been up
at the head of its class. Edward Arnold
is satisfactory, but not outstanding, as the
blustering banker, and Ray Milland is
effective as his son. Luis Alberni is
guilty of too much overacting. The picture, of course, belongs entirely to Jean
Arthur, with credit for able assistance to
Preston Sturges for his well-written
script. — Paramount.
★ One Mile From Heaven
One of its studio's minor excursions into
the field of melodrama, this proves to be
about the same distance from first-rate entertainment. The picture stars Claire
Trevor as a girl reporter, and divides its
time between her victories over rival men
reporters and the finding of the parents of
a white child "mothered" by a colored
seamstress in Harlem. The Harlem interludes in the film are its high points, for
they afford Bill Robinson, playing a dusky
policeman, several chances to exhibit his
famed tap dancing. It might be said that
Mr. Robinson dances away with the picture, although acting honors go to Fredi
Washington, in the role of the seamstress.
Miss Washington, who looks amazingly
like Sylvia Sidney, is a beautiful and accomplished actress.
Claire Trevor does well with her reporter
role, especially in the comedy sequences.
Rival reporters are played by Chick
Chandler, Ray Walker and Russell Hopton.
Sally Blane and John Eldredge are seen
briefly as the child's parents, and Ralf
Harolde is effective as the villain. "One
Mile From Heaven" was obviously made
for the double-feature trade. Directed by
Allan Dwan. — 20th Century Fox.
★★Wild and Woolly
The adjectives in the title role belong, of
course, to Jane Withers, the only gal on
the lot who could rightfully claim them as
her own. And Jane lives right up to that
old reputation, even outdoing it in a few
instances in this picture. In short, this is
her best job to date, because an astute
director
seen too
to itobviously
that Jane'scute,
repertoire
of
tricks has
is not
so she
emerges a likable, if roisterous, youngster.
Her antics are staged against a small-town
background with believable Western flavor.
The supporting cast leaves little to be
desired. Chief among them are Walter
Brennan as Jane's grandfather, Berton
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Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
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prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
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Churchill as the inexpressibly stuffy leading citizen of the town, Jackie Searle, his
son and a chip off the old block, and
"Alfalfa" Switzer, late of "Our Gang" and
Jane's
side-kick.
There's
of
romancechief
carried
out with
justa thread
the right
touch of sentimentality by Pauline Moore,
the school marm, and Robert Bailey, a
shining example of upright, ambitious
American manhood. There are some
meanies, of course, to pep things up, and
these characters are ably and menacingly
realized by Douglas Fowley, Lon Chaney,
Jr. and Syd Savior. If you like a good
homespun
for a change,
you'll
go
wrong on tale
this picture.
Directed
by not
Alfred
Werker. — 20th Century-Fox.
*On Again — Off Again
Those hardy perennials, Wheeler and
Woolsey, are back again, and their new
venture should provide many merry moments for their loyal followers. This_ time
the pair has been handed a script which is
thing they've
to theandsorttheof boys
superior
slightly
been getting
lately,
proceed
to make the most of it. While many of
their gags are as ancient as expected, some
of them have been dressed up in _ newer
garb and the final result is more satisfying
than the average run of Wheeler-Woolsey
comedies. Their slapstick is less broad and
their sets look more expensive than usual,
all of which makes their antics less painful
to those in the
enthusiastic
aboutaudience
them. who aren't wildly
Story concerns a couple of battling business partners who decide to settle their
grudge with a wrestling match, the loser
to turn -over the business to the other for
a year, in addition to acting as his butler.
Wheeler loses, and the rest of the picture
is devoted to the paying off of the bet.
Besides the two principals, there are

Yes,

Is

agreeable performances by Marjorie Lord,
Esther Muir, Patricia Wilder and Russell
Hicks. Directed by Eddie Cline.— RKORadio.
* She's No Lady
Cops-and-robbers comedy melodrama,
"She's No Lady" suffers from trite handling by director, players and scenarists.
What emerges is decidedly minor entertainment, something you can see and forget almost at the same time.
Ann Dvorak lines herself up with a
gang of thieves who plan a jewel robbery
at the swank home of Aileen Pringle. She
goes to the party with a man whom she
has just met (John Trent), and after she
grabs the jools, her companion whips out a
revolver and takes them from her. From
there on it turns out that everyone concerned with the party is after them there
diamonds, and at the end of the general
melee everyone but Miss Dvorak and Mr.
Trent are tossed into jail. You see, they
weren't really crooks at all, just insurance
the real thieves.
investigators" out aftermembers
of the cast
Since they're the only
married.
get
they
bars,
not behind
The performances of the two leads are
well
disappointing, neither of them doing roles.
with their supposedly sophisticated
Aileen Pringle is acceptable as the owner of
good comedy perthe jewels, and there are
formances byGuinn Williams and Harry
Beresford. Directed by Charles Vidor.—
Paramount.
izic Confession
"Confession" is listed as Kay Francis'
latest vehicle, but it is not the star who
tes the picture's better moments.
contribu
Such moments are in the capable hands of
Basil Rathbone and young Jane Bryan. As

the heavy of the piece, Rathbone is at his
suave best, and Jane Bryan, as a young
musician infatuated by his charm, plays
one of the season's finest ingenue roles. The
early part of the film, which follows the
romance between the worldly composer
(Rathbone) and the young girl, is excellent drama, beautifully directed by the
European, Joe May. It is when Miss
Francis arrives on the screen, in a blond
wig and singing at a honky-tonk cafe, that
the drama's pace slackens and eventually
loses the advantage of its fine beginning.
Climax of the picture is a court-room
scene, with Kay Francis on trial for the
murder of Rathbone. In a series of flashbacks she is allowed to tell her life story,

as well as parade a series of Orry-Kelly's
Ian Hunter ably fills a small and thankgowns.
and
Miss Francis' husband,
role asother
therelessare
good performances by
Dorothy Peterson, Mary Maguire, Donald
Crisp and Robert Barrat. But the picture
Mr. Rathbone and Miss Bryan.
—belongs
Warnerto Bros.
* London by Night
All London, according to this film, is up
in arms searching for a mysterious murderer who is given to carrying an umbrella. Since carrying an umbrella is an
exceedingly practical hobby in fog-bound
London, you can readily see what Scotland
Yard, as well as George Murphy and
sundry other characters, are up against.
"London by Night" is a routine, and, for
the most part, dull mystery drama due to
the fact that its story contains nothing
new. The script is so painstakingly unoriginal, for instance, that most audiences
will have the finger on the real villain long
before Reporter George Murphy reveals
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APPROVED SANITARY
PROTECTION
/o £5 rVffA77 Internally ...
Once you have known the
glorious freedom and comfort
of Holly-Pax, the modern
method of sanitary protection, you'll never go through
a period without it.
Worn internally, Holly-Pax
is never felt, and never shows.
No fussing with pins or belts.
Holly-Pax is approved by
the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene. Package of Four, 10c.
THE WIX COMPANY
Minneapolis — Los Angeles
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Makeup
4 SHADES
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Shampoo-Rinse Safely Prevents Light Blond Hair from Darkening— Washes Brownish Blond
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Lighter without Bleaching!

$$/emi-Sttk
When periodic
pimples;
iv MINER*.
i|f5
threaten your good time, \
dab Miner's Blemi-Stik on
each ugly blotch. Add pow- ,
der, then rouge and your
skin
looks perfect.
Stik conceals
freckles, Blemirings ]j
under eyes, birth marks and other ;
disfiguring spots, too. Lasts all day. I
Won't rub off or streak. Harmless, ;
Waterproof.
dep't :
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10c counters, or mail coupon,
""MINER'S, 40B ETtt'sTrf^YTc.
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Douglass Montgomery is back
in circulation, cinematically and
romantically speaking. He's in
"Life Begins with Love" by day
and out with charming Anita
Louise at night.
the culprit's identity to Scotland Yard. And
that sort of thing, it must be admitted,
makes a murder mystery pretty weak.
George Murphy is acceptable_ as the
romantic lead, and a newcomer, Rita Johnson, shows real possibilities. Leo G. Carroll
is fine as the villain, and there are good
minor parts by Virginia Field, Montagu
Love, George Zucco, Eddie Quillan and
Corky. The last-named is a dog. Directed
by William Thiele.— M-G-M.
★ The Big Shot
A mildly diverting gangster comedy.
"The Big Shot" will find its most receptive
audiences among the family trade. The
basic idea is amusing, and had the screen
play lived up to it the result would have
been a highly pleasing and considerably
more humorous picture. Plot concerns a
small-town veterinarian (Guy Kibbee)
who inherits a fortune from an uncle in
the big city. The country doctor moves to
the big town to take over the uncle's business, but he doesn't learn until later that
his lamented relative had been a big-shot
racketeer. Members of the gang make the
innocent vet the nominal head of their
mob, and their victim spends a goodly
portion of the uncle's estate in a campaign
to stamp out vice. The amusing twist is
that his crusade is aimed against himself.
Highlight of the picture is a coming-out
party for the doctor's daughter attended
by an exclusive set of gangsters and their
molls. Guy Kibbee is his customary self,
and Dorothy Moore, as the daughter, is a
newcomer with promise. Cora Witherspoon,
as the newly-rich wife, is guilty of over
acting. Directed by Edward Killy. —
RKO-Radio.
★ Super Sleuth
The movies kid the movies in this one,
but they're so self-conscious about it that
what was intended to be an hilarious farce
emerges as something considerably less
than that. Comedy centers around Jack
Oakie, a screen detective so impressed by
his cinema sleuthing that he is given to
hurling insults at the police in his off-
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radiance.
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Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The acids
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taking
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and arewaste
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the blood.
people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
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bladder.
An kidneys
excess ofor acids
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screen moments. This practice is deeply
resented by the uniformed minions of the
law, so when Mr. Oakie is confronted by
a series of threatening letters, there is
great competition between him and the
police to be first to apprehend their sender,
especially after the mysterious gent has
murdered a man with a bullet intended
for Oakie. Vastly concerned in the proceedings isAnn Sothern, studio publicity
valiantly to keep her eccengal, who tries
tric charge out of the public prints. _
The villain, played by Eduardo Ciannelli, is much too sinister for purposes
of comedy, all of which serves to spoil
the denouement. Edgar Kennedy is amusing as a detective, and Joan Woodbury
and Paul Guilfoyle help out in supporting roles. Ann Sothern is attractive and
capable in the feminine lead, and Jack
Oakie, who used to be funnier before his
income went to his waistline, is mildly
amusing as the dumb hero. Directed by
Ben Sto\off.—RKO-Radio.
★ Hot Water
If you like your movies served up
family style, this is your dish. All the
Jones family are back again — Papa Jed
Prouty, Mama Spring Byington, Grammaw Florence Roberts, the children and
In fact, we could say
all their tricks.
that if you've seen one of these family
flickers, you've seen them all. But in all
justification we should have to add that
box receipts on past Jones Families have
proved that many people have the Jones
Family habit — due, no doubt, to the fact
that they are such true picturizations of
home life. _Of
the average American
course, the family is always getting into
"hot water," and this particular time it's
because of Papa Prouty's political aspirations. Most ardent worker in his campaign is George Ernest, who thoroughly
annoys everyone as usual, but proves again
that he has a monopoly on all the Jones
brain power.
Then there's June Carlson again furnishing some good laughs with her love
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Grand blowout! It's the Screen
Writers' Ball and practically
everybody in Movietown turned
out. Luise Rainer and Fredric

TAKE

Kay Francis and her "steady,"
Delmar Daves, take in a moompitcher together. Yes, Kay's up
and about now. Y'know she
was hospitalized for awhile
there. And she wasn't alone
in her misery, for the cinema
celebs have had more than
their share of illness lately.
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romatic interest. Plot and production
are of relative unimportance in these pictures, compared to the true-to-life characterizations ofthe cast, which could hardly
be improved upon in any case. Directed
by Frank Strayer. — 20th Century-Fox.
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^k^k King Solomon's Mines
With the rumble of tom-toms and the
overpowering voice of Paul Robeson and,
it must be confessed, little else, this
British offering comes to America. The
action takes place in a kingkongish atmosphere which suggests that the title be
changed to "It Can't Happen Anywhere"
and gives you a fair idea of what the
fourth dimension might be like.
A screwy Irishman (Arthur Sinclair)
and his pretty daughter (Anna Lee),
equipped with nothing beyond a shamrock each, decide to trek across the desert
in search of the fabled mines of King
Solomon, reputed to be somewhere near
dead center of darkest Africa. Anna's good
looks help enlist the aid of a British
hunter (Sir Cedric Hardwicke), a retired
naval captain (Roland Young) and a titled
young heart-breaker (John Loder). The
vicinity of the mines is inhabited by a
tough crowd of savages who decide to
do a job on our valiant group and its
native guide, Paul Robeson. Just as the
Britons are about to have their eyes
gouged out and splinters stuck up their
finger nails, there's an eclipse (stop us if
you've heard this one), and the blacks,
thinking the whites have turned off the
sun, forget about their little killing party
and let them into the mines. No sooner
do they make their triumphal entry than
a volcanic eruption traps them in a cave.
Of course, you don't worry very much,
because you know that faithful Robeson
is hard at work on the outside. Sho'
nuff, he pushes aside several tons of rock
(he was captain of the Rutgers football
team, you know), and Anna and the boys
escape with enough diamonds to balance
the budget.
The singing of Paul Robeson and the
savage antics of the natives carry the picture. The rest of the cast is not at its
best — for which the poor scenario is entirely to blame. Directed by Robert
Stevenson. — GB.
^^■^r You
Can't
Everything

Have

Concocted by the same writers and
tunesters, it is in the mood and tempo of
"Wake Up and Live." What we're trying
to say is that if you liked "Wake Up and
Live" you'll like this one.
The story is highly unimportant (if
there ivas a story), so let's skip directly
to the cast and its contributions. In the
starring role is Alice Faye. Miss F. is

. . says lovely
JOYCE
Grand COMPTON
National
Feature Player
Stars of stage and screen . . . beautiful women everywhere prefer Sitroux Tissues! So delicately soft,
their touch is like a caress — yet so much stronger,
they hold together; won't "come apart" in the hand!
That's why they're so ideal for
cleansing the skin. Why not care
10^ AND 20i
for YOUR complexion the way
SIZES
Joyce
Compton
doesa box
— with
SITROUX
tissues. Get
and AND-GOLD BOX
IN THE BLUEtry them today!
AT YOUR FAVORITE
5 and 10(i STORE
. . . Read about James
Stewart, Sonja Henie and
other

favorites, in November Modern Screen
SEND NO MONEYI
GIRLS AND BOYS!

GIVEN
^SjjXkSgP0*
NOand^flONEY
GIRLS'
AND BOYS'
^^^^^^Send
Address !
MICKEY
MOUSE
WRIST NameWATCH!
with Chrome Finish Case -and metal bracelet as shown. Or
Big Cash Commission — YOURS for Simply Giving Away
FREE Big Colored
Pictures
our Wellchaps,
Knownsores,
WHITE
CLOVERINE
SALVE
used with
for burns,
etc
easily sold to friends at 25c. a box (with picture FREE) and
remitting
per
catalog.
SPECIAL
—
Choice
of
40
gifts
for
returning
only
S3. Our 42nd year. Be First. Write today for Salve.
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC.,
Dept. 10-K,
TYRONE, PA.

Corns

come

back

UGLIER
BIGGER-

unless removed Root* and all
• Home paring methods risk infection— only affect
the surface of a corn. The root grows back bigger
and uglier than ever. Don't take chances. Use the
new double-action Blue-Jay method that stops pain
instantly, by removing pressure, then in 3 short
days the corn lifts out root and all (exceptionally
stubborn cases may require a second application).
Blue-Jay is a tiny medicated plaster. Easy to use —
invisible.
25f* for 6. Same price in Canada. Get
Blue-Jay today.
BAUER &
BLACK

CORN
PLASTERS

REMOVEBLUI-JAY
CORNS ROOT AND ALL
*leftA may
plug serve
of deadas cells
form anddevelopment.
position. If
focal root-like
point forin renewed
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Introduces
BEAUTY
NEW
With the new smart creme polish
in her introductory kit for only
10 cents. Revel in the glamour of
the fashion-right shades of Rose.
conRust and Tawny Red. Kitpolish
tains abottle of nail polish,
remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents,
Kit is
lady Lillian's Introductory stores.
on sale at 5 and 10 cent
ping.
Approved by Good Housekee

SCREEN

making rapid strides in her histrionics as
well as in her vocal work. In the male
lead is Don Ameche, who does a firstmakerate job in spite of the fact that thewith
his
up department did strange things
eyebrows. Also present are the Ritz
Brothers, and what can you say about
that diazy trio except that they're very
funny? Well, they're very funny. Gypsyto
Rose Lee, whom the studio prefers
call Louise Hovick, makes her screen
Hovickto didn't
ss. Miss
villaine
wear
debut
at having
assed
seem aasbittheembarr
clothes, and carried off her role with high
humor. Then there is Rubinoff and his
ever-present violin, Louis Prima with his
trumpet and his band, and Tip, Tap and
Toe, all of whom furnished swell musical
moments. Directed by Norman Taurog.—
20th Century-Fox.

When
SKIN

Beauty

Counts-

BLEMISHES
Count

Against

So Easy Now to
'
ConcealYou!
Permanent
%
and Occasional
Skin Blemishes
TN canONEmakeminute's
you
an ugly time
blemish
disappear from sight 1 You
can conceal it under a veil
that will not rub off, peel or
"Hide-it"'
crack.
Water or perspiration
of marvelous
cannot affect it. Lasts all
day until removed. So, why
tolerate a conspicuous birthmark, scar, vaccination,
brown spots, freckles, pimMAKE(1 Minute)
THIS TEST
ples, bruises or any discolit" on blemish.
Comes in oration?
four
perfectly
Get "Hide-it."
matching shades. $1 at
Apply with
"HideDust
face
leading department and
with usual
powderceed and
promake-up.
drug10estores.
At Ten Cent Sfoies
NowISeehow
perfectly
blemish
is
cYour
on cesmooth,
aled
looks
skin .
ide-it
flawless 1
HIDES SKIN BLEMISHES

**High, Wide and Handsome
This can be set down as the year's most
puzzling picture. Listed as a musical, it
contains bits of everything, from industrial
drama to downright melodrama. It starts
out as a comedy, with Irene Dunne, of all
i _
people, dancing in a medicine show. From
there it goes to straight drama of the
Pennsylvania oil fields, and reaches its
climax in a mob fight scene that is as
exciting as it is fantastic.
When Irene Dunne marries Randolph
Scott she discovers herself playing second
fiddle to his work. He's busy organizing
his farmer friends in a fight against the
railroads, who are charging excessive rates
Clark-Millner Co..666St.Clair St.. Dept. 15-K. Chicago
refinery.
oil to the
the farmers'
for hauling
15c) for "Hide-it." □ Cream □ Slick
10c (Canada
I encloseshade:
line,
pipe
a
build
to
decide
farmers
The
□ Light □ Medium □ Brunette QSunTan
Check
In case your store cannot supply you,
concerned
is
and the rest of the picture
send this advertisement and 10 cents
with their fight, against numerous odds, to
M-5,
Dept.
,
Lillian
in stamps to Lady
run the pipe to the refinery within the
1140 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
contracted time.
prefer
State the shade you
Irene Dunne is not at her best when
she's called upon to sing, but she handles
her acting assignment ably. Randolph Scott
A WEEK
MAKE
turns in one of his best performances as
Yon
can learnS25-S3
practical5 nursing
at home
physiby
endorsed
Course
the young farmer, and Dorothy Lamour
time.
yr.
spare
3
in
|I§§ cians. Thousands of graduates. 8th
MM
of torch ballads.
purveyor
a
as
good
is
™
pital.
Another
saved
$4
00
while
learn10-bedhosof
charge
has
ill One graduate
ITCH
Other good performances are supplied by
6 0. High
Enuipment included. Men and women 18 toWrite
Elizanow.
•STOPPED IN A HURRY BY O D D."
Easy tuition payments.
Akim Tamiroff, Charles Bickford,
required.
not
School
OF NURSING 111.
beth Patterson, Ben Blue and Raymond
CHICAGO SCHOOL
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
Chicago,
Street,
Ohio
East
100
Dept. 23IU
other externally
Name
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, orand
Please send tree booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Kern's score contains no
happy relief, Walburn. gJerome
Rltv
caused skin afflictions? For quick
by Rouben
Directed
numbers.
outstandin
P_ Age_
use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRI
Mamoulian. — Paramount.
_State_
. Soothes the irritaTION. Greaseless and thestainless
35c
most intense itching. A
tion and swiftly stops
Lustrous Color for
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it —or money back.
itic Exclusive
An exciting and, at times, superior newsFADED
will please some
highly aggravating to
prove ive"
and"Exclus
s film,
audiencepaper
others.
of a respectStory concerns the battle
HAIR
J
able newspaper with a yellow journal,
fref
rs.
racketee
city's
the
of
owned by the king
Charlie Ruggles and Fred MacMurray, reporter and city editor of the decent sheet
find themselves in a heated rivalry with
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
Frances Farmer, star reporter for the
EB
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
When you try the new EY-T
gangster's paper. The fact that Miss
hair. Gray goes— streaks disappear. Color
creamy Mascary, you, too, will know
,
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn
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e
l
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complic
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g
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or
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ired! It's safe,
clothin
no water is requ
for
t
difficul
be
will
character she plays
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist
water-proof, tear-proof and positively
Miss
most audiences to comprehend. _
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
will not smudge. Try Ey-Teb Mass
Free
Test.
picture'
in
the
of
magic
most
new
es
find
furnish
today— you'll
Farmerglaring
inconsistencies, for instance,
eyes!
your cary
most
FREE TEST~We send complete Test
when, for $200 she double-crosses her
it first
Three, shades— Black,
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. .Test3,000,0
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sell
father and her fiance tochief.
00
expense
No
risk.
No
way.
safe
this
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Blue
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Brown,
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d
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receive
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women
Despite her role, Frances Farmer does
at 5 and 10 cent
a first-rate job which should entitle her
stores everywhere
T.GOLDMAN— |
MARY
r— 2322
Hew
Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
thatpowersthe
from
things
to better
be in the future. Fred MacMurray
Name
.
Street
gives an honest portrayal of the city
his first
in
s,
Ruggle
e
Charli
and
editor,
EYTEB
City
serious role, almost steals the picture. Best
Nolan,
Lloyd
are
cast
in the supporting
.Sta
MASCARY
Color of your hair? .
Ralph Morgan and Fay Holden. Directed
113
by Al Hall. — Paramount.
by the Makers of Ey-Teb Artifical Eye-Lashes
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. . proving that it's smart and

economical to "GO NEW HAVEN"
to New England

1. "How foolish of Marge and Bill to insist
on driving, instead of having a leisurely
breakfast with us . . . and going by train
later. They probably started at dawn."
...... . . .

3> "Hello, there! No, Marge and Bill are
driving . . . They'll be along later. But what
a grand trip we had.' And so inexpensive!
These new streamlined day coaches are
marvelous."
_

4. "So here you are at last! Why, we've
already had luncheon and played a
couple of sets. Take a tip from us . . .
'go New Haven' next time!"
► A week-end gives you just so many hours. Make the most of everyone!
Don't waste time and energy — travel the quick, easy, safe and inexpensive way. Travel in big, cool, comfortable New Haven coaches
— at 2fS a mile!
For
bookletCentral
"Vacation
in Southern
New N.England"
writeandVacation
Bureau,at
Roomillustrated
3617, Grand
Terminal,
New York,
Y. Tickets
information
Grand Cent ralTerminal, Consolidated Offices, 17 JohnSt., New York or 1 55 Pierrepont St ..
Brooklyn. Phone VAnderbilt 3-7705.
T"'

NEW

HAVEN

«■«•

Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.

GretaGARBO&CharlesBOYER
two great stars in a mighty
drama of love and emotion

as Countess Marie is magOARBO
netic— alluring — warm with the fire of
love!
imBOYER as Napoleon is daring — adrm
with
in-a
arming
petuous— walk
venture.

Together they are perfect sweethearts —
reckless lovers whose romance roars
to a surprise climax that will take your
breath away!
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•

ON

SALE

NOW

says:

gentle

Luckies

on

my

are

throat

" The role of L.1ZVT. Pinkerton in' Madame
Butterfly is the only part in opera where the
tenor smokes a cigarette on the stage. As I
sing the aria,1 A more O Grillo' , I smoke —
and if s always a Lucky. You see, I discovered long ago that Luckies are a light smoke
—gentle on my throat— and my throat is naturally myfirst concern. I have smoked about

MEN

SMOKE

a pack of Luckies a day ever since 1 920."

STAR OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA AND RADIO

Li
r

A

Light

Its Toasted
AGAINST

-lour

Smoke
Throat

WHO

Protectio

IRRITATION— AGAINST

COUGH

KNOW
LUCKIES

TOBACCO
2 TO

1

Richard Crooks' preference for Luckies is borne
out by the verdict of independent tobacco experts . . men who spend their lives buying, selling and handling tobacco.
Sworn records open to the public show that
among these independent tobacco experts —
auctioneers, buyers, warehousemen, etc. —
Lucky Strike has twice as many exclusive
smokers as have all other cigarettes combined!
In the impartial, honest judgment of those
who know tobacco best . . .
it 's Luckies — 2 to 1
Copyright 1937, The American Tobacco Companl
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One-size

sanitary

napkin

dress or pair of shoes.
Only
Kotex

Only
FREE!
napkin

Wondersoft
offers 3 types

TO

will not do

sanitary

. . . Regular

3 can

meet

Write

today

for a free supply

that

Can't

Chafe,

Michigan

Avenue,

*7We Marks Reg. U. S. Patent Office.

Can't
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personal

napkins

Kotex,

you
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for every

Besides, women's

Kotex

by trying ALL
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solve

Junior

each
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No

this problem

Kotex
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day's exact

Show.

than

are different on

Super

needs.

3 types of Kotex,

Fail, Can't

more

Address
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hat,

different days.

for you.

For

only

Kotex.

Prove

it for yourself,

the Wondersoft
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1407,

919
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North

Chicago.
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ANOTHER DAY SPOILED by that dull, worn-out,
feeling that so often means constipaheadachy
tion. A familiar experience to most
all of us, but read.

now

1937,

by

Dell
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OFF, OFF

34 ANNE

OAKIE CAN

36 CAROLINE

TAKE IT!

FUN IN THE HOSPITAL

40

IDA ZEITLIN

TRUTH ABOUT

IRENE

WITH NOVARRO

TRY, TRY AGAIN
THEIR BEAUTY SECRETS
PENDLETON,

THE PROMOTER

BARBARA STANWYCK'S

Tastes like
your favorite
chewing gum
4

S. HOYT

FAITH SERVICE

A NIGHT

DELICIOUS

McNAMARRA

38

HER BROTHER-IN-LAW, PAUL MUNI

SHORT

32 MURIEL BABCOCK

FEUD

THE AWFUL

FEEN-A-MINT won't gripe, nauseate, or disturb
sleep. Find the joy of this amazing 3-star relief
yourself. Get economical FEEN-A-MINT today.
It's right for all the family and tastes like your
favorite chewing gum. At your druggists, or
write for generous FREE sample package.
Dept. 61, FEEN-A-MINT, Newark. N. J.

Co .

P u b Iish in

MET ROBERT TAYLOR

THAT HEPBURN-ROGERS

NO STOMACH UPSET — With FEEN-AMINT
you don't
swallowto further
a heavy, burden
bulky
dose; there
is nothing
an already over-burdened digestion.
CHEWING AIDS DIGESTION— Thechewing stimulates the flow of the same natural
alkaline fluids that help food digest.
ACTS WHERE YOU NEED IT— FEEN-Alaxative Itingredient
★ MINT's
nothing tasteless
in the stomach.
passes todoes
the
intestine and does its work just where you
want it to— easily, pleasantly, comfortably.

.Art Editor

SHOWING

IF YOU

It was a new idea to her — tasteless medicine in
delicious chewing gum — but an idea that 16
million people had already tried and found ideal.
Perhaps you, too, feel mean, miserable, out-ofkilter right now because of constipation. Then
try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious, scientific
chewing gum laxative. Try it and learn for yourself that no other type of laxative can do
exactly what FEEN-A-MINT does. FEEN-AMINT rates 3 stars for 3 special benefits:
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Even Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — with the greatest productions in motion picture history to its
credit — has never before made a picture on so lavish a scale as this. Its grandeur will dazzle your
eyes... as its romance fills your heart. Garbo, as the temptress who is used to ensnare Charles
Boyer as Napoleon; a glorious seductive pawn in an amazing international intrigue. A cast of
thousands including Reginald Owen, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson, Leif Erickson,
Dame May Whitty, C. Henry Gordon. Directed by Clarence Brown. Produced by
Bernard H. Hyman . . . Screen Play by Samuel Hoffenstein, Salka Viertel and S. N. Behrman.

A

GIANT

PRODUCTION
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THE

BRILLIANT

M-G-M

MANNER
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it

It was

the

in

best
W

show

town!

Mrs. Jack Greene of Des Moines
letter to friend at home

writes

3-

4^

.WHO'*

b-6000

6
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and

it'll

town
two

...

be

best

show

have

won't

you

and

in

your

to

p

dollars!

Two

dollars

apiece

Mrs.

Greene

says

The

the

SCREEN

show

which

New

top prices to see is now

for

they

the

tickets

were

worth

. . . but

no

wonder

it ! ! !

York, Los Angeles, and London

audiences

have paid

on its way to your favorite theatre at popular prices,

so you can enjoy the picture which audiences
in these three theatre capitals have cheered
as one of the greatest pictures of all time.

"The

best show

"It's magnificent

in town." — N.Y. Times
entertainment."
— N.Y. World-Telegram

"Best described by its title,'High,Wide
and Handsome!" — N.Y. Herald Tribune

Irene

HIGH,

WIDE

Dunne

and

Randolph

HANDSOME
Scott

Walburn
• Raymond
Tamiroff
• Akim
Lamour
Dorothy
Ben Blue ♦ Charles Bickford • William Frawley • A Rouben Mamoulian Production
A Paramount Picture • Directed by Rouben Mamoulian
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Smoothed
Nature'sWay
Here's the Amazing New
Beauty Cream
That Both
Cleanses and Dissolves Dry
Scaliness First Application

THE SAME GIRL
See how old and unattracSee howpealingyoung
apsmooth skinandmakes
tive dry, roughNose
skin shines.
makes
you
you look.
T A YTO
N 'S
Skin look.
looks dull. Powder
CREAM
not only
cleanses,
but dissolves
flakes
off. Make-up
apcells
and acts dry,
like dead
oils
pears harsh
due to dry,
of
youth
tobrilubricate
and
dead,
scaly cells
aid
nature
ng
out stays
new,
roughness,
whichthatarecause
not
live
skin.
Powder
properly
moved. dissolved and reon longer.
Both

a

Cleansing

and

Night
Cream
At last science has found a
way to both cleanse and help
combat Dry, Rough, Aging
Skin, Shiny Nose, Blackheads
and Enlarged Pores. . . .
Beauty editors are writing
about it ! Thousands praise
it ! ... The very first application of this new beautifier,
TAYTON'S CREAM, releases
precious ingredients, triple whipped that melt
away dry, dead, scaly cells that cling, causing
roughness, lines to show more plainly and
powder to flake off. Stimulates underskin.
Awakens sleepy tissues. Arouses oil glands.
Lubricates dryness. Aids nature like oils of
youth do to bring out new, live, fresh skin,
smoother, softer, younger looking — vastly
more attractive.
MAKE THIS THRILLING NEW
BEAUTY TEST UNDER GUARANTEE
TAYTON'S CREAM is the most advanced cleansing and beauty cream known to the cosmetic art
and you can prove it under money back guarantee.
Give your skin these thrilling new beauty benefits.
Get
a 10cat oryour25c10cjarstore
of guaranteed
CREAM
today. Use TAYTON'S
it to cleanse
with and also as a night cream. It must make your
skin smoother, softer, look younger the first application, powder stay on longer, make-up go on more
smoothly, or your money will be refunded. . . .
IfCREAM
your 10cand
storeother
has not
as yetpreparations
stocked TAYTON'S
beauty
refuse a
substitute
and
ask
the
manager
to get TAYTON'S
for you.
NEW GLAMOUR MAKE-UP
Latest rase! New ravishing, double Indelible
matched colors give you glamorous appeal. Get TAYTON'S new non-messy LIPSTICK, new blending
ROUGE and silk-sifted POWDER. See TAYTON'S
color
chart
10c Hollywood
stores. Askmake-up
for TAYTON'S
discover the In new
thrill. and

J&TAYTOn&fl
English

Wane"

mOUIE

SCOREBOARD

Picture and Producer
bating
Angel's
Holiday
(20th
Century-Fox)
1★
Another Dawn (Warners)
2V2*
Armored Car (Universal)
1 IkArtists
As Goodand AsModels
Married(Paramount)
(Universal)
23 -k
+
A Star is Born (United Artists)
4*
Back
Circulation
2 -ABank in
Alarm
(Grand (Warners)
National)
2V21k
Behind the Headlines (RKO)
2*
Between Two Women (M-G-M)
2*
Big Business (20th Century-Fox)
2★
The Big Shot (RKO)
1★
Blonde Trouble (Paramount)
2V2*
Border Cafe (RKO)
1★
Born Reckless (20th Century-Fox)
2*
'Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M)
3*
Cafe
(20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
3-*
Call ItMetropole
a Day (Warners)
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
4*
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th Century-Fox). SVi *
"Charlie
Chan
on
Broadway
(20th
Century-Fox).
.
2*
China Passage (RKO)
2*
Confession (Warners)
2*
The
Crime
Nobody
Saw
(Paramount)
12*1kCrusade Against Rackets (Principal)
Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warners)
2^r
A Day at the Races (M-G-M)
3V2*
The Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox).. 1 Hr
The Devil Is Driving (Columbia)
2y21k
Dangerous
Holiday
(Republic)
1 1 3Hr
2*
Dark Journey (United Artists)
Dead End (Samuel Goldwyn)
4+
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO)
2V2*
*Double or Nothing (Paramount)
2*V
Dreaming
Lips
(United
Artists)
2'^*
Easy Living (Paramount)
2V2*
Elephant Boy (United Artists)
3★
The
Emperor's
Candlesticks
(M-G-M)
3-jrV
Exclusive (Paramount).
iVzic
Ever Since Eve (Warners)
1 1k
Fair Warning (20th Century-Fox)
1★
A Family Affair (M-G-M)
2V2*
A Fight to the Finish (Columbia)
1*
The Firefly (M-G-M)
3*
*Flight from Glory (RKO)
2*
Fly- Away Baby (Warners)
2V2*
Fifty Roads to Town (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Frame-Up (Columbia)
2 ItGangway (GB)
2V2)f
The Girl from Scotland Yard (Paramount)
2 -fr
The Girl Said No (Grand National)
2 -;Git Along Little Bogies (Republic).. ■
2*
The Go-Getter (Warners)
2 IkThe Gold Racket (Grand National)
2*
This Good Earth (M-G-M)
4*
Good Old Soak (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Great Gambini (Paramount)
1 -k
Her Husband Lies (Paramount)
2-fc
Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
2*
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount) 3Vz-k
The Hit Parade (Republic)
2*
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO)
2*
Hotel Haywire (Paramount)
2+
*Hot
Water
(20th
Century-Fox)
1*
I Met Him in Paris (Paramount)
3V2*
Internes
Can't
Take
Money
(Paramount)
2l/z~k
I Promise to Pay (Columbia)
2*
It Could Happen to You (Republic)
1 it
It Can't Last Forever (Columbia)
1V2 IkIt's All Yours (Columbia)
2*
*lt's Love I'm After (Warners)
. 3 IkJim Hanvey, Detective (Republic)
1 -fc
Kid Galahad (Warners)
3V2*
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warners)
3-jkKing of Gamblers (Paramount)
J'-fr
King Solomon's Mines (GB)
2y<
Knight without Armor (United Artists)
3x/zit
The Last Train from Madrid (Paramount) 2% 1kThe League of Frightened Men (Columbia)
2 IkLet Them Live (Universal)
2 1k
The Life of Emile Zola (Warners)
4-k
*The Life of the Party (RKO)
1*
London by Night (M-G-M)
2*
Lost Horizon (Columbia)
4k
Love from a Stranger (United Artists)
2Vi IkLove in a Bungalow (Universal)
2 IkLove Is News (20th Century-Fox)
3*
*Love
Under
Fire
(20th
Century-Fox).
1
Make Way for Tomorrow (Paramount) 3V2^k*
The Man in Blue (Universal)
2Hr
The Man Who Could Work Miracles (United
Artists)
3*
Marked Woman (Warners)
3 IkMarried Before Breakfast (M-G-M)
2V2lkMarry the Girl (Warners)
W-z-k
Maytime (M-G-M)
4*
Meet the Missus (RKO)
2 IkMichael O'Halloran
(Republic)
Midnight
Court (Warners)
11 *-k

PictureMadonna
and Producer
......
Rating
Midnight
(Paramount) General
1 -jkMidnight Taxi (20th Century-Fox)
1 iMr. Dodd Takes the Air (Warners)
2*
Mountain Justice (Warners)
2*
MountainGoesMusic
(Paramount)
2
IkMurder
to College (Paramount)
1 it
Nancy Steele is Missing (20th Century-Fox) 2V2 IkNavy Faces
Spy (Grand National)
21k
New
of 1 937 (RKO)
3*
Night Key (Universal)
2V? IkNight Must Fall (M-G-M)
2*
Night of Mystery (Paramount)
1 -ANobody's
Baby (Hal Roach)
Off to the Races (20th Century-Fox)
11 +★
Oh, Doctor! (Universal)
1V2*
*On Again— Off Again (RKO)
1
On the Avenue (20th Century
-Fox) 3V2*★
"On Such A Night (Paramount)
1*
One Mile from Heaven (20th Century-Fox) 1 V2*
Ourselves
Alone (GB)
2M*
The Outcast (Paramount)
2*
Outcast
of
Poker
Flat
(RKO)
zy.-k
Parnell (M-G-M)
2*
Parole Racket
(Columbia)
1-5
Personal
Property
(M-G-M)
2V2*
Pick a Star (Hal Roach)
2*
The Prince and the Pauper (Warners)
3Vz-k
Public
(Warners)
1 jl
QualityWedding
Street (RKO)
3J
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia)
%Vz-k
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
2 -k
Riding on Air
iVz-k
The Road Back (Universal)
3-jl
Roaring Timber (Columbia)
2 J*
Romance
and Riches (Grand National)
2 it
RomeoQuentin
and Juliet
(M-G-M)
4+
San
(War
ners)
iVzit
Saratoga
(M-G-M)
3 jl
Sea
Devils (RK
O)
2*
Seventh Heaven (20th Century-Fox)
3+
Shall We Dance (RKO)
3+
*The Sheik Steps Out (Republic)
1*
She's No
Lady(GB)
(Paramount)
13*x
Silent
Barriers
Sing and Be Happy (20th Century-Fox)
2
The Singing Marine (Warners)
3jl
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Slim
(Warners)
3 jl
The Soldier
and the Lady (RKO)
2V2yr
Song of the City (M-G-M)
1*
Souls at Sea (Paramount)
3jl
Stella Dallas (Sam Goldwyn)
4-k
Super Sleuth (RKO)
1*
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB)
2y«Sweetheart of the Navy (Grand National)
1*
Swing High, Swing Low (Paramount)
3 -k
Talent Scout (Warners)
1 jl
*That Certain Woman (Warners)
2*
That I May Live (20thCentury-Fox)
1 -k
That
Again
(Warners)
12*y«There Man's
Goes Here
My Girl
(RKO)
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M)
3 ikThat Certain Woman (Warners)
2*
*Thin Ice (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkThink Fast, Mr. Moto (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M)
2*
They Won't Forget (Warners)
3*
This Is My Affair (20th Century-Fox)
3★
Thunder in the City (Columbia)
2 V2 IkTime Out for Romance (20th Century-Fox) 1 Vr
The Toast of New York (RKO)
3*
Top of the Town (Universal)
2V2 IkTopper
Roach)
32 -k
Trouble in(Ha!
Morocco
(Columbia)
*
Turn Off the Moon (Paramount)
1*
23V2 Hours Leave (Grand National)
2 it
Two Wise Maids (Republic)
2*
Under the Red Robe (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
"Varsityof Show
3-*
Vogues
1938 (Warners)
(Walter Wanger)
3*
Waikiki Wedding (Paramount)
3 IkWake Out
Up and
Century-Fox) 2V2*
3 IkWay
West Live
(Hal(20th
Roach)
Wee Willie Winkie(20th Century-Fox)
41k
We Have Our Moments (Universal)
2-jr
When Love Is Young (Universal)
3 IkWhen Thief Meets Thief (United Artists)
2*
When's Your Birthday (RKO)
2*
When You're in Love (Columbia)
3V2 IkWhite Bondage (Warners)
1*
*Wild and Woolly (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Wildcatter (Universal)
2 IkWild Money (Paramount)
1 -k
Wings of the Morning (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Wings Over Honolulu (Universal)
Wzif
Woman Chases Man (Sam Goldwyn)
3ik
The Woman I Love (RKO)
2>/2*
You Can't Beat Love (RKO)
1★
You Can't Have Everything (20th Century-Fox).. 3-k
You're in the Army Now (GB)
.2V2*

Turn to our Scoreboard when you're in doubt about what movie to see. It's a valuable guide in choosing entertainment. Instead oi giving the individual ratings oi
Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over the country, we
have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating, beside each picture. very good; 3^r, good; 2-^. fair; 1-^, poor. Asterisk
denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.

At 10c Stores
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the rebel genius life never tamed —

across the screen to become
acter in the motion

an immortal

strides
char~

picture gallery of the great!

Tkis time you will cheer kim
tO tke ecko.

Tke

most

— Screenland

distinguished and

most important contnkution

to

tke screen tkis year.
—Kate Cameron,
N. Y. Daily News
Tke finest kistorical film ever
made

and tke greatest screen

kiograpky.
— Frank Nugent, N.Y. Time*

"Warner Bros, supreme effort
to garner -witk one picture virtually allof tke next academy
awards.

— .Motion Picture Daily
Warner

c/K
WITH

^l'MM

A CAST OF THOUSANDS

Gloria Holden

• Donald

JMorris CarnOVsky

Bros, proudly present

m

INCLUDING:

THE

Gale

LIFE

Sondergaard

Crisp • Erin O'Brien -Moore

• Directed
Soon

ky William
to be skown

OF EMILE

Dieterle

• Henry

O'Neill

Schildkraut
•

• Louis Calkern

' Screen play by Norman ReillyRaine, Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg.

at popular

prices, the same superk production tkat

tkousands paid $2.20 to see. Don't
leading tkeatres for weeks

. . . Joseph

Z01A

miss tke picture tkat packed America

on end. Coming

s

to your favorite tkeatre soon.
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KHITTED

T1IFTIES

knit-

Tend

to your

smart

ting ifyou'd be
this season

BM-5006— This twopiece tailored frock
may look hard to
make,
you'll
be
surprisedbuthow
simple
the directions are,
and how quickly the
outfit will work up.
MO

BM-5001— Knit
yourself a
white slip-on
sweater and
be ready for
anything on

says MAGGY ROUFF of PARIS
who created this stunning
new costume shade of
face powder

thattheweek-end
in
country.

for Woodbury's

"TyriNDSOR ROSE, the lovely new shade
W
of Woodbury's powder, gives the
skin a romantic beauty. Its creamy-pink and
ivory-peach tints are the same that enliven
the skin of blonde, brunette and titian.
This is the secret of its breath-taking

The contrasting scarf is
knitted too and
the monogram
is worked in
wool.

flattery to almost every complexion."
In all seven shades, Woodbury's Facial
Powder is germ-free.* It cannot spread
blemish-causing germs to your face. In
the new blue box, $1.00, 50<(, 25{i, 100.
♦Tested with 19
other leading brands,
Woodbury's
Powder, alone,Facial
was
erm-free both before and after use.

MAIL FOR lO-PIECE LOVELINESS KIT!
For
generous samples
Woodbury's
to Loveliness,
encloseof 10c
and mailScientific
to John Aids
H.
Woodbury, Inc., 9183 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
Name
Address10

THERE IS nothing to compare with the
confidence that being smartly dressed inyou'll
that either
assured
you can
spires andheight
wearing
fashion,
of rest
be in the
twoThe
one of these new knit fashions.
desilhouette
slim
the
displays
piece dress
manded this season, and is fashioned of
majolica rose bolera crepe, with buttons,
scarf and wide leather belt of navy blue.
You'll love it these first crisp days.
For sports wear or a day in the country,
nothing could be smarter than the handknit white sweater of saxony yarn, worn
with a blue and white crocheted scarf and
a matching suede belt. The monogram, embroidered in matching navy blue yarn,
adds an individual touch. Send for full
knittinglutely instructions
today. They're absofree.

ANN WILLS. MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kindly send, at no cost to me,
knitting directions for BM-5001
knitting directions for BM-S006
I am enclosing a stamped, addressed
(large) envelope.
Name
."
........
Street
City
State
(Check one or both designs and please print name
and address)
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Broadway's sensational stage success
becomes the outstanding highlight of
|li the screen's new big pictures!...
Whored by two of the greatest living
playwrights, EDNA FERBER and GEORGE
S. KAUFMAN... Thrillingly directed by
the genius behind "My Man Godfrey",
GREGORY LA CAVA ... Clamorously
produced by Hollywood's ace picturemaker, PANDRO S. BERMAN... intimately played by stars daringly cast
to sweep you off your feet with curiosity- and satisfaction! ... At last
the one picture you simply MUST see!

it
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SCREEN PLAY BY
MORRIE RYSKINO AND ANTHONY VEILIER

CONSTANCE COLLIER • ANDREA LEEDS
GAIL PATRICK
SAMUEL S. HINDS • LUCILLE BALL - from the put n ediV ferber and geohge s. mufmm
DIRECTED BY GREGORY LA CAVA ■

PICTURE

PRODUCED BY PANDRO S. BERMAN
11
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Starting: with the December issue of MODwe will answer the fans' quesERN
tionsSCREEN,
about players and movies directly in
these columns — selecting from our monthly
mail-bag a cross section of the most interesting and topical questions received from you.
By interesting, we mean, letters of general
interest to a majority of our readers. By
topical, questions uppermost in the minds of
a majority of our readers at the moment.
Ask as many questions as you like, but try
to keep them brief. Then watch Our Mail
Box section of the Information Desk, and
see if your letter bats a home run.

(last printALICE edFADec.YE1936.
Total
number of requests
since then 426.) This
little girl's gone to
town by going natural
in several pictures of
late. Now it looks as if
she's set to stay there
for quite some time.
Something was very wrong with the Faye
movie career not long ago, and nobody knew
this better than Alice. She consulted numerous fortune tellers about leaving the
screen an' marrying an' raising a family,
it just wasn't in her cards
but they
whatherto do, what to do? Alice
So told
yet.
changed her haireomb and the shape of her
eyebrows, growing more and more exotic
and more and more restless. Even her eluMartin wasn't
withto Tony
sive romance
keep her from having
enough
stimulating
a bad case of the doldrums.
She was very definitely tired of it all
"On the Avenue."
part in tired
got herhey-hey,
when she
Tired
of being
of tweezing
her eyebrows. Then something happened.
Alice decided to be — completely herself.
She let her eyebrows grow in (within
bounds) and gave up the glamor act. With
the result that fans raved over her in this
picture. She continued to go native in

~immmmm^mm

See how your skin responds

1

to the invigorating action of
.1 •
[ it contains 1
this new cream[co„0.dai gold,\

Beauty authorities agree that the most important step in the care of your complexion
is thorough cleansing. It's a simple step,
too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream.
For this new cream contains colloidal
gold ... a substance with a remarkable
power for toning and invigorating the skin.
You can't see or feel this colloidal gold, any
more than you can see or feel the iron in
spinach. Yet its penetrating action not only
makes Golden Cleansing Cream a more
efficient cleanser . . . but aids in keeping
the complexion clear and youthful.
Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight.
See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves
your skin. At leading drug and department
stores-$1.00.
DAGGETT

& RAMSDELL

MM-ii-a
ll
& Ra
Daggett1980,
City
New York
Ave., de
2 Parkms
Room
Enclosed find 10c in stamps for trial size jar of
Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good in U. S. only.)
Name
Address
City
. State
Copr. 1937. Daggett & Ramsdell
12

If you'd like to see a brief synopsis of
your favorite's life in this department,
and, incidentally, help boost his or her
standing in our Barometer, fill in and
send us the coupon on this page, or
just write. Try to save yourself 2c by
using postcards whenever possible. Address: The Information Desk, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New York,
New York.

Our Mail

Box

EST

"Wake Up And Live" and found herself not
only enjoying life more than ever before,
but developing into a grand little actress.
Now she's been cast in a choice part in "In
Old Chicago" and is she happy !
She was born in Hell's Kitchen, New
York City, on May 5th, as plain Alice Leppert, andThen
wentshe totoured
Chester
classes.
the Hale's
Eastern dancing
circuit
of the Loew theatres with the Hale units.
Then worked in a floor show, a night club,
and did some dancing in vaudeville. And
then
beckoned her, and she
landedthein "Scandals"
the line there.
Rudy Vallee met Alice along about then,
heard her sing and put her on his radio
program. Her name's been linked with his
fr/bm been
time that
to time,
ever
way but
aboutboth
eachdeny
other.they've
While Alice was singing on the Vallee
program, she got her first movie work with
her sponsor in the screen version of the
"Scandals." After finishing that, she
stepped into "Now I'll Tell," and from there
went to "She Learned About Sailors" and
"365
Nights
Hollywood."
Alice
livesinwith
her mother and brother
in Hollywood, drives a small coupe and is
prettyandmuch
of inches,
a home weighs
girl. She's
five feet
four
a half
one hundred
and eleven pounds, and has a very blue pair
of eyes.
a combination
Irish, ofGer-so
man andShe's
French,
and says theof traits
many races in her get her kind of mixed up
occasionally.
FRED MacMTJRRAY. (Last printed Dec, 1936.
Total number of requests since 501.) Can
you
MacMurray's
pa and into
ma
were 'magine
all set toFred
call this
guy who turned
a strapping six-foot-three-incher — Rose?
They'd wanted a girl, and it was St. Rose
day in Kankakee, 111., that Aug. 30, 1908,
when he put in an arrival. When the doc
broke the sad news, "It's a boy," they had
to think up something masculine on the
spot. They dubbed him Fred, but compromised by nicknaming him Bud, and the
nickname stuck.
Moving around was something Fred
learned to do early and well. His father was
a concert
pianist,
but he didn't
his went,
touring alone.
Everywhere
that dodad
mother went. And after Bud's arrival, he
too, got the traveling habit. But he managed to get in some education in Beaver
Dam and Madison, Wis., and later in military school and at Carroll College.
He played a sax and was a member of
his college orchestra, and in between drew
pictures. From childhood, he wanted to be
an artist and showed a flair in that general
direction. (As it turned out later, he
wanted to act even more than to draw.)
Fred worked his way through college by
band ing in a nite club, and did odd jobs

will be an added

feature

of this
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selling golf clubs and
spovts goods in a prommentinent
store.Chicago departIn 1029, after driving
his mother and annt to
Hollywood, he worked
at several jobs, including one which called
for him to sandblast
paint off cars so they could be repainted. He got a great yen to act about
then, and registered with Central Casting.
And about then, too, he was the world's
how he'd
now collecting
He tells
greatestup movie
show
at the fan.
haunts
of stars,
autographs, and when a premiere was
scheduled, there'd be Fred among the first
arrivals, parked on a camp stool beyond
the roped-in-section outside the theatre,
craning his neck to get a glimpse of stardust flitting in and out— even as you and I.
He managed to get an extra job in "Girls
Gone Wild," and then was a trapper in
"Tiger Rose," with Lupe Velez and Grant
Withers. But his face at that time wasn't
even among those on the cutting room floor,
for he looked so much like Grant that he
wasn't allowed a single close-up. Partly
because he was shy, and partly because of
bad breaks, Fred just couldn't seem to get
a real start in Hollywood. Discouraged, he
took a job in an orchestra at Warner's
Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard. Somebody noticed he was good looking, and he
stepped up from the pit to the stage.
Some say he was discovered at last by a
talent scout ; others (and this sounds more
likely) that he discovered the talent scout.
That is, he camped on his trail and begged
him to give him a screen test. And he got
one with Paramount. Claudette Colbert
was looking for a leading man to appear
with her in "The Gilded Lily," and she
liked Fred's homespun looks so well that
she gave him the lead. After that, Hollyheart opened
widetheto country
Fred — andover.so
did the wood's
hearts
of fans
His shyness, now, is one of his biggest boxoffice attractions, and there isn't much
chance of his losing it, for it isn't a pose.
ATTENTION, FAN CLUBS ! Get your name
and address in MODERN SCREEN'S new
Fan Club Directory. We've busy on a Fan
Club Directory which lists the name and
address of every club in the country. We'll
then be able to provide a service that can
find fan clubs for the fans and fans for
the fan clubs. We depend on your help
to make this an accurate and up-to-theminute directory. So, if you haven't already sent us the name of your club, told
us about your branches, and most important, let us have your address, do so right
away !
FLORENCE KELLY, Baltimore, Md. Here
is the lowdown on that Shirley Temple age
dispute. The official birth certificate shows
she was born in Santa Monica Hospital,
April 23, 1928. The certificate giving her
birth ment
year
card. as 1929 is merely an announce-

I, hurt and >™ t'"ich!
1
X
ti,U Mary ^f
y ^
and now she sp rei

antiseptic, even
INFORMATION DESK. MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print, free of charge, a brief life
story of

d

i,. „ reliable

ing.

protect Witt a clean a

ducts

in your department
Name

I^ar
the makmged.
are packag

Street.
City
•■ State
If you would like our chart with weights,
heights, ages, birthplaces and marriages of
all the important stars, enclose five cents in
stamps or coin with your coupon.

department's

service

COTTON

• GAUZE

• BANDAGES

COSmOPOLITflTl

COOKERV

sider it strange to speak of anything as plebeian as an omelette
or a sauce in words that would do
justice to the Mona Lisa!
"The purpose of food should
not be merely to fill, but to delight
as well," declared Miss Rainer
with conviction. "In many lands,
you know, it is considered quite
all right to smack one's lips over
some especially succulent morsel.
In China I learned, one goes even
further and expresses appreciation for an outstanding feast in a
manner we would consider terribly rude !
"But in this country, alas, meals
are so often thought of in terms
of calories and vitamins, which
makes food merely a fuel and
dining only a duty ! Why, one
must not even exclaim to one's
hostess about the prowess of the
cook!" she declared in mock distress.

Nothing like a snack to stave oft
that hungry feeling. Viennese
Luise forgets her calories when
molasses-and-nut cookies are
on the menu.

"Nor pay her the supreme compliment of using a piece of bread
to wipe up the last vestige of some
delectable gravy," I replied and
laughingly went on to describe my
admiration for the average
Frenchman's

skill at this partic-

ular form of "bread-dunking."
"But dunking is not a pretty
word," Miss Rainer demurred.
"Don't you think enjoying would
be Which
a far better
one ?"
was my
cue, of course,
to find out just what sort of
dishes Miss Rainer herself en"I like almost everything —
joys most.
everywhere," she replied. Then
pin her down to facts as I insisted upon doing and you will
have a variety of foods from many
foreign lands and from all parts
of this country of ours as well.
From tion this
I have comprehensive
chosen those collecthat I
think will have most appeal for
the majority of us folks whose
food tastes may not be as cosmopolitanstar.
as are those of our Viennese
Read on for a short description
of these dishes. Then be sure also
to turn to page 76 where you'll
see tested recipes and explicit directions for their successful
preparation. But before doing so
let me add a word or two to Miss
Rainer's on the subject of food
enjoyment and the importance of

THE WORD
"cosmopolitan" is
one that just seems to fit charming
and petite Luise Rainer and it certainly describes her tastes in foods
better than any other I can think
of. For "cosmopolitan," according
to Mr. Webster, not only means
"belonging to all or most of the
world ; at home in any country,"
but it also implies being "without
local prejudices." And that certainly fits the bill in this case perfectly.
However, though a true cosmopolite and therefore quite as at
home in the mountains at Santa
Monica as she is besides the Blue
Danube, Luise still reveals her
foreign background in her attitude
on the food subject.
"We Europeans not only enjoy
eating," she assured me with a
friendly smile, "we not only admit
it, but actually boast of it!"
Having once tasted some culinary masterpiece, she then went on
to explain, your appreciative foreigner will not hesitate to describe
that particular dish in the most
poetic terms. Nor would he con14

Courtesy Campfire Marshmallows

Sweet potato croquettes, garnished with marshmallowtopped pineapple rings will remove the monotony from
any meal and assure your success as a hostess as well.
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SUSAN: Hear that, Matilda? She's been crying ever since the
bridge club left.

BY

MARJORIE

DEEH

original

about

Be

your meals,

advises

lovely Luise

Rainer,

who

declares

should

food

delight

variety as well as excellence in
preparing and serving it.
Miss Rainer suggested my asking
the Vendome for the special Vendome dish which I'm giving you
here this month. It is for Chicken
bow
chef's great
French and
d, n a cooking
Marylan
a
Souther
to
favorite with our much-traveled
star. In this particular version of
this famous dish, the chicken is
baked, not fried. Now there's an
idea you'll like with winter coming
on, for you can cook most of the
meal in the oven. Then you can
have a vegetable casserole and
those marshmallow-topped pineapple rings pictured here. If you
decide to have the Sweet Potato
— you'll
also pictured
— recipe
Croquet
that they are of
fromtesthe
see
the fried food family. I'll leave it
to you to find out how good they
are !
From the South we travel northward to New England from
whence came the recipe for the
cookies which our Viennese Luise
is so apparently enjoying. Molasses, nuts and rolled oats are delightfully combined to give these
"drop" cookies a four-star rating.
If you like black walnuts (some
do, some don't!), be sure and try
one batch with them.
From Vienna itself comes the
Chocolate Torte with which we
end our collection and which Miss
Rainer suggests as the perfect
dessert course for any delightful
dinner party. You can serve it
either plain or filled ; but serve it
by all means, if you're looking for
something as different as it is delicious. And let's be "different"
frequently, just for the fun of it!
Luise Rainer' s Favorite Recipes
appear on Page 76.

MATILDA: She heard the girls whispering. It
would break my heart, too, if anybody said
my clothes had tattle-tale gray.
SUSAN: But the poor thing works so hard.
It's not her fault.

SUSAN: It's that lazy soap she uses. It leaves
dirt behind. We ought to tell her how we got
rid of tattle-tale gray.

SUSAN: Wait, Matilda— does that ad say
Fels - Naptha's richer golden soap and lots of
naptha chase out every speck of dirt?
mm

MATILDA: Yes indeed, Susan. But keep stillor she'll hear us.

FEW WEEKS LATER

GUEST: But, Doris, these linens look brandnew! How do you ever get them so white?

BANISH

"TATTLE-TALE

GRAY"

MATILDA: Sh-h-h ! That's why I've been saving this ad
it under
her about
door. Fels-Naptha Soap. Let's slip

DORIS: Sh-h-h !Two sly little birdies showed me
how to banish tattle-tale gray with Fels-Naptha
Soap. I haven't thanked them yet, but, as a bit
of a reward, I'm treating them to the 15
movies!
COPR. 1937, FELS & CO.

WITH

FELS-NAPTHA

SOAP

GOOD

Nino Martini squires
Elissa Landi to the Troc.
Virginia Bruce and Cesar Romero are Holly
wood's latest duo.

BY

LEO

T 0 W

N S E N D

After the "High, Wide and Handsome" premiere, everyone drifted
to the Trocadero to finish off the festivities. Most beautiful gal present
was Virginia Bruce, with no make-up and Cesar Romero. When the
two of them got up to dance, everyone at the tables stopped drinking to watch. They're better than most professional teams. Later in
the evening, Margaret Sullavan, at a ringside table, entertained the
customers with her dodging act, which she uses whenever a cameraman approaches. That's why the Trocadero never needs a floor show.

There was a large block of vacant seats at the "H., W. & H."
opening, marking the spot where the Myrna Loy-Arthur Hornblow theatre party should have been. Hornblow produced the
picture, so he and Myrna invited 25 people to the theatre and a
late supper. Mr. H. evidently got the jitters, for on the day of
the premiere he became seriously ill and Myrna had to phone all
her quests and call the whole thing off.

Newest note in fashions is a dog to match your hair. At least,
that's the newest note as far as Connie Bennett is concerned. Miss
B. owns a cocker spaniel with golden hair exactly the shade of her
own. She bought it at the Vendome — they don't serve them there.

16
Flash

news

from

the Hollywood

they sell them — and the two of them look very fetching in the back
seat of the Bennett Rolls-Royce. The idea hasn't really caught on
yet, but if it does several leading men will have to clamp on their
toupees and go out shopping for a Mexican Hairless.

The Sphinx has moved again. Because too many people learned
her address, and because of recent changes in her private life,
Garbo has dismissed all her servants, hired a brand-new staff, and
moved to a new home. The new address is 350 North Cliffwood
Drive in Brentwood Heights. Why jion't you drop in and surprise her?
Strange feud between Olivia de Havilland and that well-known
stage and screen actor. Olivia once admired him considerably, and
she was overjoyed when she finally got a chance to play in a picture with him. Something stupendous and colossal must have happened, because ever since then Miss de H. has been avoiding him.
When she was working in "The Great Garrick" she even had the
set barred to her former friend.

Funniest double feature bill of the month happened at Grauman's
Chinese recently. Patrons were treated to "Thin Ice" and
"Hot Water."

front

giving

you all the low-down

T1EW5

Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell go previewing.
Randy Scott lights a ciggy for Dorothy Lamour
at the Trocadero.

Rumors keep drifting around Hollywood that Barbara Stanwyck
and Bob Taylor are secretly married. Most logical reason is that
Bob's Metro contract has a clause which forbids his marriage for
seven years, which means that any wedding bells would have to
ring very quietly. But can you imagine Taylor and Stanwyck being
able to marry secretly anywhere? Of course, there's always the
chance that Arlington Brugh and Ruby Stevens might have slipped
off to some remote spot.

Best gag of the month is credited to a Hollywood correspondent
for a New York newspaper. After a year of trudging the Hollywood beat, the weary scribe and his wife were about to leave on a
vacation. When someone asked him where they were going, he
said, "We're going to paste a big picture of Robert Taylor on the
outside of our car, and drive until someone says, 'Who's that?'
That's where we're stopping."
Battle of the Month rages over the fair, golden lock of guess who?
It seems her mother wants to let Shirley's hair grow,
Shirley Temple!
Shirley herself is growing, but the studio wants to keep it in
because
curls, recalling, no doubt, that those curls brought plenty of gold
into the vaults. At this writing, the momentous decision has not yet
been reached, but you can rest assured that no one in Hollywood has
slept a wink for days.

on

the

high-ups

or

who's

Seven or eight years ago exhibitors used to advertise their pictures by announcing "This is not a musical." Reason was that
Hollywood had filled the theatres of the land with musical pictures,
some good and a number of them bad, and the public had tired of
them. Right now there's danger of the same situation repeating
itself. In one week, for instance, we saw four musicals, and three
of them were based on the old "show must go on" theme. Something ought to be done. How about a musical where the heroine's
the little country girl doesn't
race?
thethebigcity?
loses in
horse
in which the young producer simply
one where
Or Or
make good
can't scare up the dough to put on the big show? He marries the
girl anyway, and everybody goes home an hour earlier.
When Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald arrived by plane
from San Francisco on the last leg of their trip from Hawaii they were
and Jeanette's mother.
met at the airport by a bevy of photographers
Gene's mother, who didn't approve of the marriage, is still not speaking. Too bad, because everyone else thinks it's a swell match.
Jeanette and Gene posed for all the cameramen, but Gene refused to
take off his hat. He had just washed his hair, he explained, and
couldn't do a thing with it.

Love in Bloom Dept. : We dropped into a high-class men's shop
—by mistake, of course— the other day and discovered Carole

going

where

and

why

these

days
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Dolores Del Rio, Hubby Cedric Gibbons and Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Cooper pause long enough to be photographed as
they

enter

the

theatre

for

Lombard. Now that's an item every
men's shop should carry, we thought, but
before
we could
"We'llwas
takebuying
that," was
she
had gone.
Whatsay,Carole
shirts,
and
16^2 neck,
were for a
man's
ties. man —

since
she it
doesn't
have a they
size
we took
for granted
Mr. Gable. Mr. G. is still a
he continues to select his own

People haven't been seeing much of Alice
Faye around the night spots lately. Night
club sandwiches were getting tired and
lonely, so we decided to investigate. What
we found out is that the little Faye gal has
really gone to work. She's spending her
evenings seriously studying voice and acting, and if you've seen any of her recent
pictures you saw the results.

200 -SHEET
NOW

KLEENEX

2 FOR

25*

The handy size for every room
Why tolerate clumsy boxes or inferior tissues
when Kleenex brings you Double Economy?
Plus a world of convenience that others can't
offer because only Kleenex has this patented
Pull - Out Package.
Stop at your dealer's today and ask for 200sheet Kleenex... now reduced to 2 for 25c. It's
the handy size for every room and for the car!
*
KLEENEX

DISPOSABLE

TISSUES
(*Trade Mark Reg, U. S. Patent Office)
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Here's a blow for all you men who've
regarded Myrna Loy as the perfect wife.
Sheallowed
thinks inthetheword
"obey"ceremony.
should never
be
marriage
And
out on the set of her next picture Myrna
even refused flatly to use "obey" in her
screen marriage. The picture is "Double
Wedding" and Florence Rice is the other
feminine member of the ceremony. Florence was all for saying that she would
obey, so in order to keep peace between
the two girls, the director decided to leave
in both versions and let preview audiences
decide which they prefer.
There are two new stars on the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer horizon. One just signed up
is Mary Christine Dunn, two years of age
and really a super-colossal genius. For
Mary Christine is that child wonder who was
just found to have an I.Q. of 185. which news
ought to make Shirley Temple hang her yellow curls in shame. And the other new star
is Leatrice loy Gilbert. The daughter of
Leatrice Joy and John Gilbert took her first
screen test the other day and has had the
studio raving ever since.
There really is a girl in Hollywood who
wouldn't go in the movies for love or

the

premiere

of

"Dead

End."

money.
O'Brienher— Pat's
wife — whoAnd
has it's
just Eloise
turned down
third
bona fide movie offer. Mr. O'B. claims
she's too content with her present role.
Just when we were all set to believe tales
that love had chilled between George Raft
and Virginia
Pine,
we hear
that toVirginia's
daughter
is still
charging
things
George.
In the ten-cent store the other day, four-yearold Jean was buying with a lavish hand.
"Just
chargethe that
to George
Raft,
will agreed
you?"
she asked
clerks.
And the
clerks
solemnly, at a wink from George's chauffeur,
who put up the cash.
A few nights before Bob Taylor departed for England to make "A Yank at
Oxford," Barbara Stanwyck attended the
preview of "Broadway Melody" alone.
Bob was catching up on last-minute
work at the studio, so Barbara went along
to check on her gentleman friend's performance. Incidentally, Bob's going-away
gift to Miss S. was a bracelet of diamonds
and rubies, shaped into hearts and inscribed with the date of his departure.
Divorce, reconciliations, weddings, love
affairs and rumored love affairs — all these
keep Hollywood in a dither trying to untangle the threads of what is fact and what
fiction. Joan Bennett, for instance, had her
last date before leaving for Massachusetts
to play in a stock company — with dashing
Errol Flynn. But that romance was nipped
in the bud in short order. For Errol took another girl on a yachting trip the very next
day. And it was none other than Lili Damita — his supposedly estranged wife.
Did you know that there are really four
Ritz brothers ? The fourth one runs a
men's furnishing store in New York City.
He's the white sheep of the family.
The Hollywood Ritzes tried the other day
to get him to join forces here with them,
for their next picture, but George wired
backactthat
to
thathe's
way.crazy now — he doesn't have

MODERN

Clark Gable drove to a Montana ranch
for a vacation, but things didn't work out so
well for him. When he stopped tor lunch at
a small town the crowds jammed the sidewalks to get a peek at him. Telephone
operators passed the word along from town
to town so Clark met a welcoming committee
everywhere he stopped. He finally found
solitude on a hunting trip. The animals
simply regarded him as another guy with a
gun.
There's plenty of excitement out on the
"Marco Polo" set and no wonder. In
the picture they show the discovery of
— and so far they've had four
gun powder
explosions on the set. One of them
minor
who didn't
Garyat Cooper,
barely
the
all. Although
the idea
care formissed
several
powder
gun
Chinese discovered
centuries ago, it apparently still has Sam
Goldwyn baffled.

Irene Dunne and her husband. Dr. Francis
Griffin, don't like to pose for pictures together. Reason, we learn, is that some time
referred to the doctor as "Mr.
someone
ago
Well-known in his own profession
Dunne."
in New York, he had good reason to resent
hence he discourages any kind of pubit,
licity.
■
■ ■
Edward Everett Horton arrived at the
studio looking weak and wan the other
morning. When asked what was ailing
him, Eddie said, "I'm worn out. I sat
That's
sick tree."
up all
right
— anight
sick with
tree. a Eddie
is an ardent
horticulturist and when a new linden
looked like it was wilting, he sat up all
night to administer to it. Only God can
make a tree, says Mr. H., but it takes a
lot of outside help to keep it going.
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Here's the girl you see in lots
photographs — lovely Evelyn
furnish my own stockings," she
Ivory Flakes save me money.
washed with pure suds

of fashion
Kelly. "I
says, "and
Stockings

wear twice as long."

Embarrassing Moments Dept.: For her role
in "The Great Garrick,' Olivia de Havilland
wears a nightgown which has 72 yards of
pleated chiffon (whatever that is) in it. Well,
when the little lady got too close to an electric fan on the set it took four prop men to
untangle the 72 yards and locate Olivia.

Pure soap prevents weakening
of silk stockings

Back in Iowa, when she was one of the
Mulligan girls, Lola Lane played the
piano at the local movie palace. It was
during the silent days, when the piano intensified the chase and played "Hearts
and Flowers" for the love scenes. The
first picture Lola played for was a Ramon
Novarro feature. So now, a certain number
of years later, she plays opposite her onetime hero in "The Sheik Steps Out."
Girls, get at your piano lessons !

"Protecting the freshness of silk, is the
whole secret of getting real wear from
stockings," say fine stores. "That's why we
advise the soap flakes made from the famous pure Ivory Soap— the soap that protects even a baby's young skin."
Don't pile up stockings you've worndon' t use any soap less pure than Ivory
Flakes— don't let your stockings get stale.
All these make silk grow weak and old.

Ever get seasick without going near the
ocean? That's what happened to Joan Bennett recently at the Wanger Studios, which
are a good half-hour's hard ride from the
Pacific. It seems they were photographing
a close-up shot of a boat scene in "I Met My
Love Again." It was a prop boat and there
was no water around, except in the cooler,
but the rocking of the ship got to Miss B.
and did her in.
That recent marriage which ended almost neck and neck with "The Wedding
March" set a new record for quick separations in Hollywood. Real reason for
the break-up, they say, is that on honeymoon boat trip the groom cast too many
glances in the direction of a young lady
who was definitely not the bride. So when
(Continued on page 77)

ACTION! DEMANDS PHOTOGRAPHER. Look at the
strain on Evelyn's sheer stockings! They
can take it, because they're kept fresh and
strong by Ivory care!

ONE MINUTE PLEASE! Evelyn Kelly, popular
rs' model, takes one minute at
photographe
bedtime to dash her stockings through Ivory
Flakes suds. "Now they wear twice as long."

Start tonight with Ivory Flakes. One
minute of daily care can add weeks of
wear— Ivory Flakes are pure economy!
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Prizes

for your thoughts

movies.
I CAN'T
THAT

Be

sure

they

YOU

about

are

stars and

original,

the

fans!

RESIST
WRITE A LETTERWIN A PRIZE

FLAVOR"

Have you tried your luck in
these columns yet? If you
haven't, sit down now. Write
a letter or poem about the stars
or movies. Be sure it's original,
however. Make it long or make
it brief, and say your little say.
Between You 'N' Me is an open
forum, written by the fans, and
for them. Tell us what pictures you think are tops, what
stars you think are tops. Tell
On the prairie, Miss Warbling Star gets musical accompaniment. Realism?
$5.00 Prize Letter
This Thing
the taste I like— delicious^
with a bit of real tang. And
it'skeptsopeppyand fresh.
This airtight package of
Beeman's guards every
speck of flavor like precious essence. Beeman's is
so fine for digestion, too.
A happy thought after
lunch or dinner — and a
welcome treat any time!"

AIDS

DIGESTION...
man's
B
20 ee

Called

Music

There , is nothing in the world quite so
wonderful as music at the right time and in
the right places, but I do not understand
why the producers think it necessary to
have music for every dramatic moment regardless of the circumstances. A singer,
such as Grace Moore, or Lily Pons, or
Jeanette MacDonald may be singing on a
prairie just at sundown, and accompanying her perfectly will be a superb orchestra
coming from where — out of clouds, flowers,
or from behind trees? Is this realistic?'
For other
me itfans
certainly
isn't same
and I'm
of
feel the
way sure
as aI lot
do
about it.
Now, about that dramatic touch. In the
most
moments
Clark dramatic
Gable and
Myrna ofLoy"Parnell"
appear when
to be
lost in a dense fog, soft music plays an
accompaniment to their quiet laughter. I
have never seen a London fog filled with
music, but maybe Ireland fogs are different
from those in London.
In "Captains Courageous," in mid-ocean,
on a fishing schooner, Freddie Bartholomew
and Spencer Tracy have an orchestra accompaniment to help them catch fish. I
don't doubt that it might be soothing to
the fishes' nerves, but for me it knocks
the plot right out from under, and I'm
jolted back into reality with the very annoying thought, "Ah, this is just a movie
If
an
after all."entire picture is a musical show,
it is rather to be expected, though not
always convincing either, to find music
bobbing up almost any place, or if on the
other hand an orchestra has been accompanying apicture from the beginning, that
too, is different. But this thing of music
suddenly appearing on a desert island, or
on top of the Washington Monument, is
just too, too absurd. — Lucia E. Harding,
Charlotte, N. C.

us what you don'f like, too.
We welcome your original contributions. No deadlines. Just
send in your raves and peeves,
and maybe a prize will find its
way to your door. Prizes: 1st
prize, $5; 2 second prizes of $2
each; 6 prizes of $1 each. Address Between You and Me,
149 Madison Ave., New York,
N. Y.

$2.00 Prize Letter
Don Woods — Before and After
Five summers ago, I met Do.n Woods
and his wife, Jo, in a little out-of-the-way
village in Connecticut. At the time they
were practically penniless. Months before,
Don had been working hard in all the parts
he could get on Broadway to collect enough
money for Jo to go to the country and rest.
You see, after six years of marriage, the
Woods were the expectant parents of an
heir who would have little but love to inherit. They landed in Connecticut, and
after settling in a comfortable Inn, made
arrangements with a local doctor for the
delivery. The little boy, christened Conrad,
and nicknamed Splinter, was born late that
August.
While waiting for him, my family and
the Woods were having a grand time with
corn roasts, feasts of watermelon, searching for an old cradle in antique shops, and
putting on acts in the big Inn room on
rainy
_ Tillsweet
Splinter's
arrival, both
of
themnights.
remained
and uncomplaining,
and they won my heart completely.
That fall they visited us in our New
York apartment. Don's career was now
set. Eva Le Gallienne had taken an interest inhim, and he was even then Hollywood bound. But he was the same downto-earth chap of old. Conceit was something left out of his nature. We've moved
since and haven't seen him again, but each
year he sends either a Christmas card or
a letter. Perhaps all stars aren't like him,

MODERN

but here's to a grand person who deserves
the best of luck, and then some.— Jean S.
Ross, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

$2.00 Prize Letter
Wise Clark Gable

SCREEN

the late Will Rogers easily proves that the
more human the actor's portrayal, the more
seepopular he becomes — and stays. After
ing a Shirley Temple picture, we can nearly
always say, "Why, our Jane said the same
thing as Shirley just last night," or while
coming home from such a picture as "A
Family Affair," we remark, "Father lights
!" Those
Barrymor
Lionel who
just like
pipe and
his
havee remained
actresses
actors
who
ones
tops with us for so long are the
act like the boys or girls down the block,
or the men or women we meet every day.

If you ask me, Clark Gable's wise
To be afraid of Temple's eyes—
Her dimpled cheeks, her teeth of pearl—
Oh she's a cute, intriguing girl !
No matter how, nor where, nor when,
She captivates the hearts of men.
Regardless who the leading man
'Tis Shirley pivots every fan.
Despite how each great star is cast
Our Shirley's role is first and last.
So, Gable's wise to fear his place,
When so much glamor he must face.
A pint-sized youngster holds the cup,
and gu'p.— Mrs.
All Clark can do is stand
Huffman, Lincolnton, North CaroL.
L.
lina.
$1.00 Prize Letter
Prefers Stars Who Are Human
Do the movie fans really want glamor
in motion pictures, or do they want real
down-to-earth stories that tug at the heartstrings? That is a question which should
not be hard to answer. Glamor may be all
right but it should be served in sparing
doses. The great popularity of Shirley
Temple, Janet Gaynor, Wallace Beery, and

A

$1.00 Prize Letter
Knight Errant Named

John Boles
Last year Mr. Boles was making personal
appearances in Washington, D. C. Our
school choir, billed on his program, invaded
his dressing-room asking for autographs.
a hundred odd
He very pleasantly ofsigned
impatience.
without any show
I had always thought of stars as hardly
speaking the same language as ours, but
John Boles was, to my astonishment and
delight, just like an ordinary human being.
He saved my pink net dress from disaster
when, in the confusion, I flounced too near
some black shoe polish. And a whole year
later, when my sixteenth birthday drew
Up
to receive
near,' I was pleasantly mystified
I dishim.
from
note
latory
a congratu
covered later that Mother had wanted to
to him, resurprise me and had written of
the year
minding him of the incident
before. That's the kind of a star / like,
girls [—Patricia Few, Decatur, Georgia.
$1.00 Prize Letter
"Old

Gable scared of pint-sized
Shirley Temple? He should
be, says a fan.
They've endeared themselves to us by their
realistic portrayals, not by glamorizing
themselves until they no longer seem like
Nichols, Philadelbeings.— Martha
, Pa.
human phia

Fashioned"

Girl Speaks

Maybe I'm behind the times or maybe
I'm crude— just enough to like the ideas
that went out with jigsaw puzzles and
yo-yos, the heavy clinches, the risque scenes
etc. Anyway I don't appreciate the new
trend in the movies a-tall.
I've tried to be righteous about films
with morals. I've laughed weakly at the
I've
withtogood
overrun
pictures
the picover fun.
sigh clean
myself
even forced
tures with those collar-ad cuties, Tyrone
(Continued on page 104)

Pond's Shades Never Show "Powdery"
Out in the open daylight — what does your
powder do for your face?
efSharp daylight throws angles into reli
shows up faults in your face — Does your
bly? Sharpening every
powd
fault?er show up terri

s
Not with Pond's "glare-proof" shades! Pond'
powder shades are carefully blended to catch
and reflect only the softer rays of light. They
And never show up "powdery."
soften
tones. Uniformly blended. Softest
skin face.
Trueyour
texture. And clinging. Special ingredients make
Pond's "glare-proof" Powder stay smooth, freshlooking for hours.
Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35^,
70(4. New big boxes, 10^, 20?!.
FREE . . .

Glare -Proof" Shades
Conn.
POND'S, Dept. OTlS-PLCIinton, shades
Please rush, free, 5 different
of Pond's "glare -proof" Powder,
a thorough 5-day
each1,for1938.)
expires ofJan.
test. (This offerenough

State_
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I want

Mermen

l.
12.

Antiseptic
that

Powder

keeps

me

SAFER from germs/"
"Honest, Mummy, I'm not cryin' just to
be bad. I'm scared of those germs that
are always landin' on my skin; and I want
the baby powder that'll protect me from
'em. I mean Mennen. You know, Mummy,
there
couldn't be
powder
softetin
than Mennen,
or athat
worksthat's
slicker
keepin'
free from
chafin'.
Besides
that . . .mythisskin
Mennen
Powder
is what
my
doctor ordered; 'cause it's antiseptic. It
keeps a baby's skin from gettin' infected.
And that's what counts! So Mummy —
what? — you'll get me some Mennen
Powder! Gee, that's great! Now I'll love
you more'n ever!"
Recommended by more doctors than all other
baby powders combined . . . that's what a recent
survey shows about Mennen Antiseptic Powder.

16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
23.
25.
26.
27.
29.
31.
33.
32.
35.
36.
40.
43.
44.
45.
49.

35^

BO

53.
THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION

PUZZLE

Puzzle solution appears on Page 100
58.
Doris Nolan was tops in
60.
of the
This much is fair in love and war
ACROSS
s pal
62. Neither'
61.
63. Life blood of a funny picture
Initials of De Lawd in "The Green
& 6. The damsel in the puzzle
64. Hawaiian flower
wreath
First name of star of "Victoria the
Actor's motion
67.
Town"
65. Pastur
es"
Comedian in "The Road Back"
Embarrassed
She1 emple
rose to fame feudin' with La
Douglas
- - - -; his new flicker's
71. Real name's William Langan. Before
"Cornered"
70. he was m pix, he was a radio star
69.
Stake in a poker game
Heavy
in "Personal Property"
Great"
78.
Name part played by Marion Davies in
73. Genial heavy in
"Slave Ship"
picture with Gable
A ticklish fellow in "Way Out West"
First name was Chic; he died in 1936
Joe E. Brown's girl in "When's Your
82. The perennial Oriental Hawkshaw
Behold
81.
Simple
Birthday?"
Comedy news photographer in "Bank
Young hen
83. First name of a hostess in "Marked
Her marriage to actor-adventurer is an
off-again, on-again one
86. Reputed to be pretty snug in a rug
First name of actor who plays Swedish
85.
comedy roles
Song, "The Sweetheart of
Chi"
Name Louise Hovick used to use
87. The' sailor shouts, Land --!
Dodd Takes the Air" is her next
88. "Mr.Alarm"
Dick Powell topped in "- - the Avenue"
Stockings
89. Elongated
Woman" fish
First name of girl lead in "Outcast"
90.
Nancy Fairbrother in "Four Days'
The door swings on this
Her first name's Kay; she was in
93. Make an offer
"Crack-Up"
91. Countrified looking youth in "Broadway
First
er" of actress in "Artists and
Wondname
97. Hollywood's
Melody of best-ies
1938" go stepping here
Ditto of girl in "High, Wide and
99. He's
a treat in "The Firefly." First
name
Try de
witlsh " the tongue
Mo dso
101.
me" he produces don't often get
city of Canada
Han
Theribbed
pictures
103. Capital
but his
use of English does
Minute particles
104. Comic butler in many a pic; is in "A
Initials of ingenue in "Love in a Bun-

55.
Pastorallefttaleout of most Hollywood mar56. Word
57.
riage rites
Initials of portrayer of Jim Fisk in "The
Toast of New York"

Female Like
attendant
That" to Gravet in "The
105. Love
King
and
the
Chorus Girl"
beloved
in "Mountain
106. Bazooka's
107.
Earth

galow"
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This girl is aces for hard-boiled dames
Declare
Robert Donat played in "The Thirty
Steps"
W- -dy Barrie was born in Shanghai
Wee Willie Winkie to the life
This
big ears
his actor's
heart-throb
appealhaven't lessened
Scientist in "Green Light"
Harvard University's biggest rival
Initials of star whose producer-husband died not long ago
Electrical unit
Granddaughter in "Make Way for
ng ow"
nniorr
SpiTom
and buzzing
Negative
Amiable gangster in "Internes Can't
Take Money"
Fuss
Bald heads
Femme in "Midnight Taxi"
This
tragic pan
makes Russian
him seemactor's
more comic
Kent Taylor's chubby boss in "When
Love Is Young"
He appears with his real-life wife in
"The Bride Wore Red"
She's Adolphe Menjou's little woman
First name of one of the "Three Smart

30.
34.
37. Hoot Gibson's
her ex; Harry Joe
Girls" her present
Brown's
38. Jeanette
MacDonald's screen hero; he
sang at her wedding but wasn't the
groom
39. Animal's
foot
40. Long Island:
abbr.
41. - -ene Hervey's hubby's Allan Jones
42. Six-foot lead in "The Lady Fights
46. Our cfriend
the three-toed sloth
Ba k" star
47. Western
of many a serial and
feature
48.
judgein inamateur
"Midnight
49. The
The bell
hour Madonna"
SO. Wind instrument; not a Hollywood
director though
51. Annually
52. Femme lead in "The Devil's Saddle
54. HeLegion"
appeared in "Broadway Melody of
59. Sad-faced comedienne with expressive
1938"
digits
62. Lunt
and Fontanne were in "The
time
66. At that sman"
67. Canadian actor who played in "Thank
"
Jee
68. BooYou
r ves
tle, gge
in "The Good Old Soak"
71. Jupite
r Pluvius 2nd in "Artists and
72. BabMoydels
'
ea'gles
aracter actor; born in Palermo,
74. ChItaly
75. Blonde comedienne in "Saratoga";
first name
76. Concerning
77. Code of right or wrong
79. This blonde sophisticate plays practical pranks off-screen
80
Thenamethird Mrs. John Barrymore's first
81 Exotic actress in "The Divorce of
Lady X," being filmed in London.
82 Physiological individual; opposed to
morphon
84 Also
86 . Little blonde who played in "Dangerous Intrigue"
. Jacqueline Brown's her real name;
she's married to Walter Brooks
91 . This is where you hang your hat
. Talk
92
95 . Pooh!
96 . California is in this compass direction
from New York
98 Mervyn Le- - - discovered Fernand
Gravet in France
100 . Kind of card game
102 Ri- - Johnson's in "London By Night"
103 Land measure
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y°e abou
t that!

Lovely to look at and
even lovelier to hear,
Grace
enchants
again in "I'll Take
Romance," with Meltote

take it, too!
vyn Douglas. We'd

"How

could Ty go with other

girls?" demands

Sonja.

"He

goes with me!"

CflLLIHG

BY

MURIEL

BABCOCK

WHEN
THE whole Hollywood chorus
gleefully started to chant, whistle and
sing, "Let's Call the Whole Thing Off,"
in the matter of that big romance of Sonja
Henie and Tyrone Power, they reckoned
without Miss Henie.
Oh, yes, indeed ! It will take more than
rumor-crooning to shake the faith and the
love that the blond load of sex appeal from
Norway has for her king of glamor, Mr.
Tyrone Power.
You take a girl like Sonja, and she knows
where she is going in affairs of the heart.
Or rather, what is more important to
smooth performance and no mishaps, she
knows where her boy friend is and what he's
doing in his odd moments. She is the kind
of a girl who makes romance a full-time job.
Maybe you remember how Hollywood
buzzed not long ago with the story that
Tyrone and Sonja had "ph'ffed," that Tyrone was stepping out with Janet Gaynor.
"Ooof!" said Hollywood, "that^s the
end !" umnsAnd
to fill the gossip colto thisproceeded
effect.
Cried Sonja to this reporter, upon land-

Yes,

the

Henie-Power

Sonja and Tyrone date Cupid.

Yep, if this

isn't love, it'll do until love comes
What do you think?

THE

Tyrone finds himself the center of

along.

attraction when he's with the ladies
— and of discussion when he's not!

CflLLinG

ing from an American airliner at Newark on her way
through Manhattan to a vacation in her home town of
Oslo, Norway, "It could not be ! He did not even know
Janet Gaynor. Besides, I know he did not have dates
He could not. He was with me."
with her.
Your reporter turned to the studio press-agent who
had also met the plane and said, "You heard ? It could not
be. Now, I think that's the way to keep a man in line."
Sonja didn't quite understand, but she laughed. "It
could not be," she repeated. "Foolish, the whole business.
We are just the same as always. I see Tyrone every night,

is very much

"on," and

Off

eager and insistent autograph seekers.

Said one reporter timidly, "And now, Miss Henie, how
Tyrone Power?"
about
"We are just good friends," Sonja replied.
"Ah," said the young man, "just good friends." And
on his pad. "Anything more, Miss Henie?"
scribbled
firmly.
"Good friends, we are," she repeated, closing her mouth
IN the limousine riding into New York, over the
TunPulaski Skyway and through the long Holland
nel under the Hudson River where we found ourselves
shouting in order to be heard, she got really warmed up
on the discussion with me.
I gathered from her remarks that Mr. Power is pretty
important in her life, very important, so important, in
fact, that she was mad as a hoot owl about the little episode in Hollywood, when they tried to sing, "Let's Call
the Whole Thing Off" for her and her boy friend.
"How those things start!" she exploded. "It wasn't
true. It was dreadful. At first when it comes out in the
paper, we laugh very hard. Somebody is having a nice
dream. Then four or five days go by and all the papers
say so and it goes out over the radio, and it is not so
funny. You try to laugh, but you cannot laugh at that.
You know when people look at you, they are thinking
about it. You see people talking and they stop when you
come up, and you know they are talking about it.
"Besides, it does funny things to you inside — people
saying that you have had a fight (Continued on page 106)
BUT

and we work together every day."
And from that frank admission, draw your own conclusions as to how Sonja feels about Tyrone, despite the
fact that she has never before admitted they are to be
married, nor does she wear a big sparkler on her third
finger. Personally, I'd say she was in love.
At any rate, she was a little wrought up.
But let's go back to the beginning and let you in on the
whole story.
It was about noon of a hot late Summer day in New
York. Cameramen, reporters and yours truly, a-scribing
for Modern Screen, were waiting at the airport for
Miss Henie.
Out of the clouds came the big American skyliner and
out stepped Sonja looking mighty trim.
The reporters and cameramen closed in and Sonja posed
on the steps coming down from the plane, posed waving
her hand, with big smile, with sober countenance, posed
on safe terra firma, even posed surrounded by a crowd of

romance

Off.

Sonja herself

gives you its lowdown

to
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Yes, anything

skids, uppercuts —

with

a shrug

and

that lite can

Jack

a

can

merry

CAROLINE
E R S

H 0 Y T

give-bumps

take —

twinkle

and

in

always

his

eye

IAD

TAKE

OAKIE CAN take it, tit for tat, right on the slightly
double Oakie chin. The bruises, disappointments and
practical jokes. Yes, anything that Oakie can give, Oakie
can take.
"I've often wondered about Jack. 'Tain't nat'ral, always
to be in the sun. Or is it? Maybe we're wrong. I've
often wondered when I've talked, through the years, to
the people who work with him in pictures. The tales they
tell. As on the set the other day when Eduardo Ciannelli
said, "Oakie always knows his lines. I don't believe he
goes up on them more than once in every picture, if that.
And when he does, he never stops and just stands there,
like most of us do. No, he goes right on and off into a
story. It's always a story that has nothing whatsoever
to do with the scene, and it's usually unprintable. But
the point is, Oakie isn't stopped. Nor does he sulk. It's
a remarkable temperament," said the Latin Mr. Ciannelli
of Mr. Oakie of Sedalia, Missouri.
Ann Sothern, working with Jack, said, "We worked
all day yesterday in the pouring rain. Studio-manufactured rain on the set. Our clothes stuck to us, soppy
and steamy. It was hotter than Tophet outside and
clammy and chilly here on the sound stage. We were all
sneezing and sniffling and obviously catching our deaths
of cold. We were all hitting the all-time low— all but
Oakie.
"Jack managed to avert a sitdown strike by such cracks
as, 'Well, any day now M-G-M will be calling me to play
opposite Garbo — that Boyer don't light up!' Or an aside

"Folks scry marriage has settled me
down," claims Oakie. And, looking
at the attractive Mrs. O., you don't
wonder he's content to be that way.

IT

to Edgar Kennedy, about me, 'If she says her heart goes
pit-a-pat every time she sees Gene Raymond, it's a 'lie.'
Or, to me, 'Kennedy's a low comedian, not my type at all,
a face-maker, a mugger.' Or, 'Guess I'll be doing Rathbone parts next. The directors want a full face for their
money. They're tired of using two profiles stuck together.'
Or, when the director would call him to the set, he'd yell,
'Sorry, I couldn't come today!'
"This kept up until, at the last, he pretended to succumb
to the general gloom. He stood up on the stage, pretended
he was bawling like a baby and said, 'Here I stand, day
after day, year after year, rained upon, kicked around,
and what do I get out of it? Two million dollars!'
"Well," laughed Ann, "what can you do with a man
like that ? The result was that we all felt better, finished
the sequence with a flourish. That's Jack, the greatest
little morale-builder in the business. And, I believe," Ann
said, seriously, "I believe it's because he's got such swell
morale himself. It's 'Never say Cry,' with Jack."
Yep, I thought, there's more to Jack than the laughs he
gives and gets. But what ? And, more importantly, how ?
Easy enough to explain the wisecracks. Many a man
has worn the cap and bells. But there does come a time
when the motley is doffed. What manner of man is he
then ?
Was Oakie born this way, a laugh in his mouth instead
of a silver spoon ? Or has he, through the years, achieved
a fool-proof philosophy with which to thumb his nose at
fortune? Or is he one of those (Continued on page 83)

Massas Cary Grant, Jack Oakie and Edward Arnold, the no'thernest southerners to
ever cross the Mason-Dixon Line. They're in
"The Toast of New York."
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FIREWORKS!
Frenzies! A feud?
Danger signals flared in all the Hollywoods. The
grapevine system buzzed and bumbled. Studio folk
awaited the explosion. For RKO, barging in where
archangels would fear to tread, were co-starring
r

Ginger Rogers and Katharine Hepburn in "Stage
Door." Those two redheads, dynamically different
in backgrounds !
All very well to put two male stars together in

f

one picture, such as Gable and Tracy in "San
Francisco." Men, Hollywood reminded us, are not
the deadly species. But look what threatened when
Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young, Constance Bennett
and Simone Simon were together in "Ladies In
Love." Cold shoulders. Omens of hair-pulling and
wire-pulling. Now Hepburn and Rogers, of all the
incendiary combinations !
Oh, woe, moaned Hollywood.
Hollywood heard that there were ructions. Roaring, red-headed ructions. Over costumes, Ginger
wanting her designer, Hepburn wanting, and getting, hers. Ructions over stills, Hepburn killing
stills in which Ginger was good and she bad, and
vice versa. Ructions over lines, and over, above all,
billing. Co-starred as they were, Ginger's name was
to getlered
top Hollywood.
billing. For
"Hepburn
in hysterics,"
could anyone
imagine holLa
Hepburn, with her Theatre Guildish propensities,
taking second billing to Ginger of light musical
cpjr ^dy fame?
It is told how

Hepburn

threw a glass of water

on Ginger's new mink coat, how Ginger made the
retort courteous when she said, "It's real mink;
it won't shrink." The story broke in the papers.
No one paid heed to the revealing fact that Ginger
was more upset by it than Katie.
No one heeded the true version which was that
Katie and a producer were having a conference on
the second floor of an executive building and that,
just as Ginger happened by, the executive threw a
paper cup,. containing a few drops of water, out of
the window. Ginger did say, "It's real mink; it
won't shrink." However, Katie didn't do the
throwing. But Hollywood would have none of that.
THE TOWN expressed itself, forcibly. Said that
there were substantial reasons for a feud, and so
there must be a feud. For :

Ladies and gen'men!

We have in this

corner, Katie Hepburn. What she wants, she

The two girls are too much alike — in the wrong
ways. They are too much alike physically, which
is always bad. Both girls are tall, Ginger an inch
the taller of the two. They weigh within one pound
of each other. Their bust, hip, waist measures are
the same. Both have changeable, blue-green eyes.
Both are natural red-heads. Yes, the physical
similarities between Rogers and Hepburn were the
fuel
to the
said "They,"
Both
girlsfeud,
are athletic.
If one were an Amazon

takes!

How about "Stage Door" honors?

and one a languid lily, all might be well. But no.
Both ride well, swim well, dive, dance, play games.
Ginger excels in tennis, Hepburn at golf.
Both are Americans from way back. Both from
families studded with professional and political
names. Katie is the third of six children. Ginger
the second of three, two sisters dying in infancy.
These are the similarities, wag the head-hunters,
which engender feuds.
And then, the dissimilarities begin. These are
even more significant. For they are psychological.
This is what Hollywood has to say about them:
Hepburn is a fighter. What she wants she goes
after and gets, one way or the other. Born in a
large family, she spent most of her childhood playing with boys, with an elder brother she idolized.
Her quick pride made her do everything the boys
did. She took every dare from jumping off roofs to
swimming across bottomless lakes to skinning rattlesnakes. And she has been fighting for what she
wants ever since.
Ginger, on the other hand, waits and watches,
outwardly casual. She was raised among women.
Her mother took care of her, and as Mrs. Rogers
had to work, Ginger learned to play
various desks and be quiet.
While still a child, she learned
never learned — the discipline and
the stage, of struggle. And early,

by her mother's
what Katie has
the meaning of
too, she learned

that, in her case, things have a way of "just happening." As a result, Ginger today has developed
a belief that you must never cross your bridges until
you come to them, for much of the time they are not
there at all. Katie, on the other hand, would rzz a
hundred leagues and build a bridge across the
Hellespont. No little struggles for supremacy mar
the even tenor of Ginger's days and ways. She
earned her career by working hard and by a genius
for being in the right place when the right job
turned up.
With Katie, it is different. Her professional
background is one of fighting for every break. Earn
a part, and then lose it— partly because she refuses
to conform to a part or to direction in which she has
no faith, partly because she plays in bad luck.
Today, Katie still fights. Ginger still works and
waits. What, shrieked the Hollywood sirens, what
would be the outcome of two such diametrically

opposed forces? Would Hepburn's fighting spirit
go marching through the film to glory? Or would
Ginger's watchful waiting, her smooth serenity,
the immovable body over which Hepburn's
prove
militant spirit would dash them both to pieces?
Neither.
THERE

was no feud.

Sorry, Hollywood, you were wrong. Never
wronger in your vigilant life. I know, because I
watched them on the set for hours. I browsed about
the lot and talked to everyone from gatekeepers to
props, waitresses, cameramen, photographers, directors, supervisors, extras. (Continued on page 94)

Over liere-in fine fettle-we see liinger
Rogers, whose game is watchful waiting.
Watching Katie — and waiting for anything!
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Jimmy Stewart
can't understand why
people like to
talk about
their

operations. But hospitals! Well,
there's never
a dull m o ment, to hear
him tell it.

sense

of

humor

plus

one

good

JIMMY STEWART came in, all six foot three of him,
looking longer than usual because he was thinner than
usual. His face was sunburned, but he still walked as if he
and his legs were not on the best of terms. He dropped
into a low chair, which brought his knees about to the level
of his eyes.
"You know," he complained, "technically speaking, I'm
going to owe some people a lot of money for giving you
this story. Well — say, a hundred thousand dollars, in very
round figures. I signed the fellows at home to an agreement that anybody who mentions hospitals, doctors or any
kind of sickness pays a fine of five thousand dollars —
including me. By the time we're through here, I'll be a
technical bankrupt. How's if we talk about something
nice, like the heat or toothache or Al Capone?
"No? All right. But remember I'm sacrificing myself
for my art. I can't understand why people ever want to
talk about their operations. If I'd broken my leg or got
smashed up in an airplane — something reasonable like that
— it might have been different. You see what I mean,
don't j^u?" he inquired anxiously.
"YTou fall and you crack a bone, cause and effect, two
and two make four, rational as ham and eggs. People
glare at you in disgust and say, you blamed fool, now
you've gone and held up production, why in blazes can't
you be careful and look where you're going? Something
simple and sunny about it. But here comes this arthritis
from nowhere and swoops down on you and doubles you
up, and you don't know why. I don't like mysteries. I
don't like diseases that come sneaking up on you from
behind. And I don't like people to look at
me sort of appalled — I'm appalled enough myself without any help."
Stewart's eyes always look mournful, even

Oh, for a man-sized bed!
Evidently patients must
never be six feet three.

HOSPITAL

THE

ailment

and

you

can

have

yourself

when his spirits are at their blithest. It's his natural style
of deadpan. But there was a grimness about the set of
his lips at this point, which indicated that he meant what
he said, and no funny business.
When he finished the exacting role of Chico in "Seventh
Heaven," he was bone-tired. He should have taken a rest.
Instead, he went to Yosemite to ski, and did a thorough
job of it. His lazy movements, his drawling voice, belie
him. Work or play, he puts his heart into it.
Then he went into "Vivacious Lady" with Ginger Rogers,
and collapsed so thoroughly on the set that he was taken
straight to the hospital, where he stayed for two weeks —
too ill the first of those weeks to see anyone, but not too
ill to note dimly through his pain what was going on
about him.
"They stuck me into bed,
and I could feel my feet sort
of dangling half way to the

BY

IDA

floor. Try sleeping that' way when you're normal, and see
how far it gets you. I'd pull my legs up in tent formation
for awhile, then hang 'em out again to air. They weren't
used to patients my length, and I don't know how long it
took 'em to get a bed to fit. Even then the mattress was
still too short, but at least my feet didn't have so far
to go. That was something.
"Then they went to the other extreme. After letting my
feet roam free, they locked 'em up. Did you ever sleep in a
hospital bed ? Well, they've got their own peculiar notions
of making 'em. Or maybe it's me that's peculiar. I'm
broadminded enough to see that every man has a right to
his own design for sleeping, and if you like to sleep in a
strait-jacket, that's your privilege. I don't. They got those
sheets and things tucked around me so tight, I couldn't
budge. Arthritis by itself is bad enough, but combine it

a time.

Ask

Jimmy,

he knows

with claustrophobia, and you've got something. I tried
to pry the stuff loose but, first, I hadn't much strength and,
besides, Houdini himself couldn't have done it.
"There was a button arrangement at the end of a long
black wire that the nurse had told me to push if I wanted
her. 'This will summon the nurse' — that's what she'd said,
I remember exactly now — 'this will summon the nurse.'
Well, she'd stuck it right alongside my ear, and what good
was that? I couldn't summon her with my ear, and I
couldn't get my hands out of jail. I remember lying there,
trying to figure it out, wondering if maybe I could turn
my head and butt it with my forehead, or what would
happen if I just cut loose and yelled. As a matter of fact,
I tried to yell, but the noise all stayed inside. I could hear
myself yelling, and still I
couldn't hear a sound, and that
Z E I T L I K
got me so mad that I managed
to yank out a hand and push
the button. I felt as though I'd accomplished a miracle.
"So they made me a thing called a cradle — big sort of
canopy that went over the foot of the bed, and they draped
the sheets: and blankets around it. I was like a king under
that canopy, wriggling my feet any which way I pleased.
Till it turned cold. I was half asleep by that time, and I
pulled the covers up over my head and dug in. Then I felt
the breezes dallying with my feet. I'd pulled the whole
works down off the contraption, and there it stood, high
and dry, making faces at me. That was when I gave up.
Someone tossed a pill in my mouth, and next thing I
knew, someone else was saying breakfast.
"I didn't want any breakfast. I wanted to sleep. But it
seems a hospital's got whims, same as a patient — only
difference being the hospital gets its whims humored. One
of them's this: sick or hungry or (Continued on page 72)
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You can be dying, but when
it's breakfast time, you eat
— or else!

Fifty roads to the bathroom.
even furnish
And they don't
a map.

No De Mille bathtub, this.
Might as well try to get wet
in the dishpan.
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THERE SHE was, on the set of "The Awful Truth"—
modern for a change. And poised and sensible-looking,
as always. Except for one thing. Her hat. If it could
be called a hat. A sliver of black felt with five or six
other slivers rising straight up from its center. That
should have warned me.
The setting was the front of a courtroom. She was in
the witness chair, asking for a divorce. Dramatic setting,
dramatic situation. But the dialogue was hilarious. And
she wasn't serious, she was coy.
In the middle of a line she stopped, in sudden selfdoubt. The camera also stopped. "No," she decided,
"that line wasn't right. It sounded almost sensible." The
script girl told her what the line should have been. She
started again.
A few feet away, facing her, stood Cary Grant, from
whom she was asking the divorce. Midway between them
stood a wire-haired terrier, now Mr. Smith, once Asta
in "The Thin Man," and real name Skippy. The dog
was there by the judge's order, the dog being the main
issue in the divorce. The divorcing couple were fighting
over his custody.

The judge had said, "In cases of this kind, we frequently let the party involved decide which
one he wants to live with."
So there was Mr. Smith — and there were
both of them, trying to entice him. But whatever his cue was, Mr. Smith wasn't getting
it. He wasn't reacting to either of them.
He was just standing, staring into the
camera, prolonging his close-up.
They doubled, then redoubled their bids
for his attention. The only result was a
mad bedlam.
Beside me stood a prop man, who
looked human, sane and normal. Suddenly, he started shaking his head, and
talking to himself. I didn't quite catch
what he was saying, but it sounded
like : "Is this picture scur-rew-y !"
At approximately the same moment, the girl in the pixie hat threw
up her hands,
frustrated. "You
know," she said, to Director Leo
McCarey, "I think we have
temperamental star on our hands.
Either that, or he's high-hat,
after acting with Bill Powell and
Myrna Loy."
"We'll
fix that," said
McCarey.
"We'll have him
eating out of your hand in
five minutes !"
He called for some dog
biscuit. He crumbled some
into her hand.
Then she
called to Mr. Smith. This
time, Mr. Smith reacted.
He leapt into her lap.
Her expensively gowned
lap.
scream.
She She
acteddidn't
flattered.
Five times more, in rehearsal,
she proffered Mr. Smith dog-biscuit crumbs.
Five times more, she had her lap leapt on by thirty
pounds of canine. Then they were ready for the "take."
This time she didn't have any crumbs, but Mr. Smith
leapt just the same, and she turned to the judge, with a
warm, disarming smile, and said, "I win, don't I?"
The girl was Irene Dunne — who used to have a reputation for dignity. She'll be lucky to have a shred of it
left after "The Awful Truth."
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And

why is she making such a picture? Why

is she

turning from epic drama (see "High, Wide and Handsome") to mad merriment?
There is only one answer. The awful truth about
Irene is that she's a person who likes to un-suppress her
desires, at least once in a while. And to do amusing
things is a rampant old desire of hers. The awful truth
is the girl has a sense of humor.

No one has suspected it until just recently. There's
nothing particularly funny about a singer, not when she
Irene can. She didn't make her professional
sings as
debut
in the chorus of the Metropolitan Opera, as once
reported. She started as an understudy to Peggy Wood,
but from there she went straight to stardom in Broadway
operetta.
There's nothing particularly funny about a dramatic
actress, not when she acts as believably as Irene does.
Not when she wins screen stardom in a "Cimarron" and
a "Back Street," undergoing, in both, a transformation
from youth to middle age.
There's nothing especially comic, either, about a girl
who lives one of the quietest lives in Hollywood, seldom
appears in public ,or the gossip columns, and makes a
spectacular success of a marriage that "didn't have a
chance" — a marriage in which, eight months of the year,
husband and wife are a continent apart.
If, on top of all this, she is also a beauty, such
a girl doesn't accumulate a reputation as
a clown.
In fact, just the op— men
posite. People
and
women

alike — think of her as intellectual,
idealistic. As finely emotioned as
she is finely featured. Ambitious,
yes, but also modest, quiet but
courageous. All of which Irene is.
But she is also amusing. She's
proving it.
Hollywood should have suspected
this side of her long ago. After all,
she has the blood of Erin in her
veins — and when, bedad, was an
Irish girl ever born without a sense
of humor?
Also, she consented to make her
movie debut in a comedy number
entitled, of all things, "Leathernecking." And then there was that
famous remark of her early film
days. She was appearing in an inexpensive picture. On the same
lot, a high-priced epic was in the
making. The studio offered a prize
of fifty dollars for a new title for
the epic. Some co-worker of Irene's
wondered why the studio didn't
offer a fifty -dollar prize for a new
title for their picture. "Because,"
said Irene, "if they did, it would
double the budget."
Hollywood saw her first picture,
and was amused. Hollywood also
heard the story, and laughed. But,
somehow, her lighter talents
were
(Continued
on page S9)

Don't let the wistful expression fool
thinking probup a
you. ably
She's
wisecrack.

Paul and Bella — Mr. and Mrs.
Muni to you — take time out to
say hello, with smile effects.

BY

MARY

JACOBS

YOU

THINK you know Paul Muni. You've read thousands of words, dozens of stories on what he's like — a
very serious, sober man, shy and diffident, with no time for
hobbies, for anything but work. And how he married without loving his wife, Bella Finkle, and only fell in love with
her after their marriage.
To all of which I say Bunk.
For I spent an entire afternoon chatting with a young
lady who knows Paul Muni better than anyone except
Mrs. Muni. A young lady who has known and loved him
for fifteen years.
I'm talking of his sister-in-law, Lucy Finkle, to whom
he is brother, brother-in-law, fine artist, grand fellow and
playfellow combined.
Lucy herself is a slim, petite girl with laughing brown
eyes and curly dark hair. She resembles her older sister,
Bella, Paul's wife, very much. "Except," she adds, "Bella
has gorgeous brown eyes and is an inch shorter."
We chatted together in the lobby of the Hotel Wellington where Lucy lives, and works very hard to prepare
herself for grand opera. She has a lovely soprano voice.
Lucy Finkle saw Paul Muni first. Yes, even before her
sister Bella did. Rather, she saw his hands first, and fell
for them.
It happened fifteen years ago, when Paul Muni was the
star of the Irving Place Theatre, and was top man m the
Yiddish theatre, earning $250. a week. Now all the Finkles
are theatrical folk. Papa Finkle was the father of the

So you think

you know

this fine

And here we have Muni the
artist, portraying the difficult
role of Emile Zola, with Erin
O'Brien-Moore.

Muni in a mood.

"Look, there's the actor with the hands," she whispered
to Bella.
.„ „
"Hush, Lucy," Bella whispered back, "don't be silly.
Their hostess introduced Paul Muni to them. "I wanted
to tell him how grand I thought his performance was,"
Lucy laughed, "but even to my childish eyes it was
obvious he didn't know I existed. From the minute he
saw Bella, he had eyes for her and no one else."
No shy lad, Paul. Immediately he made a date with

actor?

someone

it looks

let it
don'tgayer
But his
prettyyouserious.
fool
— he has
moments.

in the United States ; Bella's and Lucy's
Jewish theatre
mother, Emma Finkle, was a famous actress; and both
Bella and Lucy have appeared on the Yiddish and Englishspeaking stage.
Lucy, serving her apprenticeship as a girl in her teens,
went to every performance she could. One night she went
to the Irving Place Theatre to see "The Lily," in which
Paul Muni played a middle-aged man, a friend of the
family to whom everyone brought his troubles.
"Because of his make-up I couldn't see his face," Lucy
told me. "But what attracted me were his hands. I always
people by their hands. His looked full of character,
judge and
slim
sensitive.
"When I went home I told Mama how much impressed
I was by Muni's hands. Of course, he had acted well, but
have them."
those hands— no one but a real artist could
At the time, Bella was playing at a rival theatre, the
National Theatre, and she had never met Muni.
Fate has a way of working things out according to her
own designs. Shortly afterwards at a party given by some
theatrical friends, Lucy spied Paul Muni.

Well, here's

And

who

Bella and started courting her. He was serious at once.
"Mother was crazy about Paul the first time she met
him, and kept telling Bella what a wonderful young man
he was. And notwithstanding what has been printed, Bella
thought a good deal of him, for once she began going out
with Paul, no one else had a chance.
"About three months after they met, she went to Atlantic City for a vacation."
Evidently Muni could not stand being without her, for
he followed her the next day, and they came back en-

chuckled.
"They
gaged I were a mighty dizzy couple," Lucy
"Instead of buying something for themselves in Atlantic
City, they bought Mother a silver engagement ring, with
that
ring.
jade stone in it. To her dying day Mother prized
a huge
"Two months later, on May eighth, Bella and Paul
were married. Before their marriage, they had never
to
played together, though they had wanted very much
was
Paul
appear in 'Maytime,' the stage play, in which
to be the old man playing the comedy role— the one who
chases all the young girls— and Bella, the young chorus
girl he finally marries.
"But Bella's employers refused to release her from her
without her."
contract, so Paul had to play his part
Shortly after they were married, they went on tour
together. They were as happy as two larks.
"When they came back, they bought a house next to
ours in Brighton Beach, and we all spent a good deal of
(Continued on page 80)
time together," Lucy said.
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Ramon in a torrid scene from
"The
Sheik
Finishing it R.
Steps Out."
stepped out —
on Hollywood.
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YOU MAY remember that Ramon is the only known
gent in captivity to have beaued the glamorous Greta
Garbo to the New York night spots. According to all
reports, they had a large evening, but nobody ever knew
exactly what they did or where they went. They were
secretive about it.
But we can and will tell all — well, almost all, about our
night with Novarro.

"I've just heard of it," he beamed. A big Italian garden,
waterfall, trees, tables outdoors, delicious food. It's on
Fifty-Eighth Street near Eighth Avenue. You would like?

It had its moments. Mebbe not the kind you're thinking
of, but moments to us. For example,
there was the one when we found
ourselves stumbling down the aisle
BY
MARY
of the Ethel Barrymore Theatre behind a very confused little usherette.
Ramon gallantly halted her with,

Finally, from Mr. Novarro, with wrinkled brow, "Maybe
it Awasdirty
Forty-Eighth
Street."
look from the
cab driver,
but he made a daredevil turn in the
PARKES
middle of the block and headed
hence. Eventually, from the host

"Please, let me.
You know I used to be an usher."
He found 'em, too, in the twinkling of an eye.
There, was the moment when we were almost knocked
down and walked upon by a mob of yelling women trying
to get at Ramon, clutch his coat tails, pull his tie, get him
to sign autograph books. We were scared. It was our
first experience of such ilk, but Ramon
mind a-tall.
There was the moment
to the beginning.

didn't seem to

when — but, let's go way back-

Ramon, finishing up his first picture, "The Sheik Steps
Out," after returning from Europe, decided to spend a
first holiday in New York in a long time.
We met in the lobby of the Savoy Plaza Hotel at six
o'clock to make an evening of it— dinner, theatre, a night
club. Ramon was punctual to the dot, looking exceedingly
debonair in a dark blue suit and carrying a radio script
under his arm. He broke the sad news that we were to
have an hour's interruption of our fun while he did a radio
broadcast over WINS. But, first, dinner at Luigi's!

Our46 daring

reporter

dates

YouWe would!
go."But — the taxi-cab driver looked behailed We
a cab.
wildered. He'd never heard of Luigi's. Couldn't find it
listed, but — we started.
We toured sundry streets up and down. No luck.

hanging out the taxi side and checking door numbers, came a shout, "It's there. Stop."
Now Ramon's face lighted up. Ah! It wasn't Luigi's.
It was Leone's he was looking for. Aside from having
the wrong name and street address in mind, Ramon was
as near right as most members of the male sex when they
start out to find a new restaurant. However, it did look
delightfully cool ; there was a waterfall, and there were
shade trees in the garden.
We were given a big table and a good one right near
the fountain. Waiters hovered about — we never saw so
many or had such attention in a New York eatery before !
There was an impressive looking menu.
"Please," said Ramon, "let me order. You like Italianfood ? Yes ? We'll have Italian dinner all. I know what
He knew all
will be good."
night ordered.
It was almost
and we had to
stuffed. I must

a sheik,

and

right. And what a meal our sheik for the
eight when the waiter brought the check,
rush to get to the radio station. We felt
have gained at ( Continued on page 87)

then

tells all—

almost!
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Phyllis
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is the
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happy

answer

KERR

I AM an actress," stated Phyllis Brooks simply, "because
my mother was not."
And that direct statement, ladeez and gen 'men, aptly
characterized Fox's blue-eyed potential star. No, there's
no beating around the bush for Phyllis, nor is there a
"rully, I wouldn't care to answer that" in her system.
You ask the questions and she'll answer 'em — willingly
and unflinchingly.
"Many a less sensitive soul than I would have shuddered at the thought of another try at the movies," the
Brooks volunteered. "You see, contrary to most reports, I'm no novice when it comes to having my face and
figger struck in celluloid. No, indeedy. I've been on the
coast before — for two different companies. Each gave
me a contract with an option and when the option came
due — well, let's say that some careless person permitted it
to lapse.
"Wasn't it Bette Davis who said that she called her dog
'Option' because no one ever picked him up? That was
practically my story. Of course, I could tell the one about
my asking to be let go, that I was miscast, that — well, you
know how it goes ! However, being fair to myself, nobody
paid too much attention to me. They had originally found
my face on a toothpaste ad and usually transferred it to
the cutting-room floor. Bitter? No, not I. I learned an
awful lot through disappointments and waiting around.
While it perhaps didn't do much toward developing my
ego, it certainly gave me patience and perspective. I got
to know what not to do — in case I ever got a chance to
do it."
Under the Brooks blond tresses, there beats — a brain.
She knows what she wants — and that, you'll admit, is half
the battle — and goes after it. Detours to her goal only
served toward determination, not discouragement.
About a year ago, when her second contract exploded,
she met Edna Ferber, who was about to put "Stage Door"
on Broadway. After several interviews and a reading or
two, Phyllis was selected to play the role of a dizzy damsel
who wanted to be a movie actress simply because she was

"a little ermine coat and big swimming pool" addict. Immediately itwas announced that Miss Brooks was cast in
this important production, every picture company along the
gold coast made her offers.
She considered and, having learned by experience,
turned them all down. Phyllis figured that a season on
the stage would do wonders {Continued on page 74)

Phyllis realizes

now

that it's one thing to
have a movie contract
and quite another to
work in a movie.
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Here's how the Glamor
Girls get that way and— what is more
problem of excess flesh cropping up in the wrong places.
WHAT
DO the stars do to keep beautiful? To keep
Carole Lombard, now, has a little trouble keeping her
thin? To put on a little weight? Betcha they're forever
streamline hips streamlined. Her answer to the problem
running to beauty parlors and masseuses, huh ? Do they
is exercise — definite corrective exercises. Here is a good
diet, exercise, or both? Is So-and-so a real blonde? Is
one: Sit on the floor, bracing yourself with your hands
this true, that true, the other true?
placed behind you. Your legs are to be kept absolutely
I've just returned from Hollywood. All my friends
(and dear me, suz, it's marvelous how many friends I
have all of a sudden) have been asking me questions,
questions, questions. I told 'em all to go fly a kite — that
I'd been out there to collect just as much stellar beauty
information as I could for y-o-u, and if they wanted to
know the answers, they could find them in Modern
Screen.
This is the basic beauty low-down on the stars : They're
all pretty good-looking, of course. That is, they must
have good figures, although they have figure faults, too,
even as you and I. They have interesting, photographable, but not always beautiful, faces. But they have to
keep after their good looks, watch and tend their figures,
skin, hair, teeth, hands and general grooming much more
assiduously than you and I. Some of their tricks, to keep
in trim and to improve upon Nature, I am going to pass
along to you.
First place, I found out that there are more ways of
keeping slim than you could shake a stick at. Of course,
none of the stars are out-and-out fat, or they wouldn't be
stars. Their problem is the lump-and-bump problem, the

Do you think the sleek Alice Faye doesn't
have her "figger" worries, even as you
Guess again, m'loves!
48 and you?

straight. Roll from side to side. That's all there is to it.
But do it for twenty minutes every morning, and watch
those bumps disappear.
Carole finds that she can eat pretty much what she
pleases, within reason, and even indulge in a sociable
cocktail without doing any damage, just as long as she
watches "them hips" and does the exercises faithfully.
She plays quite a bit of tennis, which keeps her fit generally, but will not reduce her a particle in the desired
spots. Remember that, all of you ! Athletic sports in
general will keep you trim and in good condition, but
they'll not chase away localized fat.
Alice Faye, who could be quite plump if she'd let herself, goes on a diet of fruit juices one day a week. She
takes six ounces of fruit juice every two hours. Tomato
juice, orange juice, grapefruit juice — or you could take
grapefruit and pineapple juice mixed half and half, if you
find the grapefruit too acid. This stunt, incidentally, gives
the stomach a much-needed rest. It's a good idea for
anybody except very thin people.
Myrna Loy has a grand figure, and she has no trouble

Myrna

Loy has a grand figure to start with,

and thatstreamlines
helps, but she's
not resting
just the
same. on her

-stay

that

way!

at all keeping slim. It happens that she
dotes on salads, likes every vegetable that
and doesn't give a hoot about desgrows, serts.
All of which is a help to any figure.
However, Miss Loy gives herself a tenminute workout every morning to keep her
body supple and to make certain that the
muscles, especially the abdominal muscles,
are kept firm.
She touches the floor with her hands ten times, bending directly forward and not bending the kneels. Then ten
times to the left side, still without bending the knees, and
ten times to the right. This is good for the waistline, not
only to keep the spare tire away, but also for the grace
of the body generally. Then she sits herself down on the
floor and, still without bending the knees, touches her
fingertips to her toes twenty times. She finishes her workout by putting her head on the floor, between her knees,
ten times, the legs still kept absolutely straight. That's a
dancer's exercise, not easy, but awfully good for what
ails you.
DEANNA DURBIN— there's a darling, if ever I met
one — is too young to have the lump-and-bump problem, but she has some of the problems of the so-called
awkward age. On the screen, while she's thinking about
herself, she can keep an excellent (Continued on page 96)

Carole Lombard's answer to the
beauty problem is definite, corrective exercise, done daily.
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Nat's £>een a jack-of-all-trades
and master of — all!
Here he
is with Jessie Matthews in
"Gangway."
PflOmOTER
BY

ROBERT

McILWJUNE

MANY A poor, benighted soul has talked himself out of
a good job, but Nat Pendleton has talked himself into
one after another even if , at the time he was in a conversational mood, there wasn't a job in sight. Yep, when it
comes to personal promoting, our Nat puts the circus
barker to shame with the confident spiel he gives his

I told him that I was running the show and if he didn't
like it, he knew what he could do! In fact, if I decided
to have a bon fire and light up all the tanks, it was
strictly my affair.

favorite product — himself. But — and here's where he
has you — he's good, and he knows it.
Pendleton recently returned from abroad, where he occupied himself making "Gangway" with Jessie Mathews.
And so, we wanted to know his initial impression of
Europe.
The question seemed to slightly irk him.

"The funny part was the guy took me literally and
wired the company that I was about to set fire to the
works. I got word to return to America at once, so I
cabled that if they wanted to fire me, to do it and allow
me the passage money back. They did just that and the
old gent tried to give me passage on a boat that took

"Hey," he said, "this wasn't my first trip across! It
was my tenth. I was over before the war ; in business in
Lisbon. I worked for an oil company here and they sent
me over, originally to Egypt, but the Big Fight broke out
and the Arab who was in charge there had ideas of confiscating the plant, so he didn't want me around. The
company then sent me to Portugal and it was there that
I ran amuck.

about twenty days and only cost eighty dollars fare. D'ya
think a Pendleton would stand for that? I wouldn't and
told them the only line I'd sail on was the Spanish. They
were the only boats that weren't fired on — to say nothing
of their being the most expensive. Anyway, I got the
passage money and with it went into business in Lisbon.

"I spoke Portuguese, so I took over the firm's books.
The old man who had been there for years returned to

"Why I exported goods and imported goods. Pendleton
and Exporters, was the firm." Well, that took
Importers
care
of that!
After some time, Nat returned ( Continued on page 85)

find a new system of bookkeeping in effect."
"What sort of bookkeeping?" we asked

Nat

50

can

get himself

curiously.

"Well — you know — bookkeeping. Anyway, to get on,
the fellow ranted and raved, threatening to have me fired.

"1 had quite a business, too — importing and exporting."
To our inquiry of what sort of business, Nat replied,

a job-even

it there

isn't one

to he

had!
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Watch Peggy Stevenson tee off calmly before a crowd
(below) and you can well believe that her game is never
upset by jangled nerves. ""It takes healthy nerves to play
a good game of golf," Miss Stevenson remarked recently,
"so my smoking is confined to Camels. They're mild!"

Philip
the Island,
er of
daught
lovely
Y,sons
PEGG
Steven
of Glen
Cove,
Long
has been feted from Newport to Palm
Beach. In clothes, Peggy's taste is simple.
Note the nubby woolen jacket she wears
above — a "comfy" for the golf she enjoys
so much. Her cigarette preference is
Camels. "After nine stiff holes of golf,"
she says, "I'm not so fresh as when I
started out. But Camels give my energy
a lift! to
AndCamels
they .areLike
gentle
on my
throat.
son,"
Turn
Miss
Steven
you will find that Camels are so mild
that you can smoke them steadily without their getting on your nerves.

Copyright. 1937. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N
Other women
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

distinguished in society who also prefer

Camel's mild, delicate flavor:
MISS WENDY MORGAN, New York
NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York
J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago
OGDEN HAMMOND, JR., New York
MRS. BARCLAY WARBURTON, JR., Philadelphia
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For country week ends in Del Monte,
Elyse Law chooses a suit of the new
tapestry tweed, i :i clover-lavender. aCutex
Old Rose is heavenly with it!" she says.

HER

FALL

ELYSE

WARDROBE

LAW

Miss Law will wear this gown of royal blue
to the Spinster's Ball at the Palace Hotel,
this Fall. "Won't Cutex Robin Red be
marvelous with it?" asks Elyse.

CHOOSES

Miss Law has chosen Albany green for a
town dress to wear lunching at the
St. Francis Hotel. She picks the new Cutex
Thistle for this ... a rosy faun color.
CLOVER — luscious
with green, blue, brown,

(^AN FRANCISCO'S smart younger
O'set boasts one of the loveliest
debutantes ever presented to Society.
Elyse Law's beauty is the kind that is
only seen once or twice in a lifetime
. . . Divinely tall, slim, with hair that
shines like wheat in the sun, a faintly
golden skin, blue eyes deep-set under
a high, pure brow.

She's a very vital young person,
too! Golfs, swims at Pebble Beach,
Santa Barbara. Adores far places . . .
has traveled a lot. Likes music, the
theatre. And has a really extraordinary
flair for color and design in clothes.
In composing her color harmonies,

she uses the rich and subtle new
"smoky" nail shades with unusual
imaginativeness. "I never get tired of
playing my Cutex nail shades against
costume colors," she says. "I wish
every girl appreciated what exciting
possibilities •they offer
• as • contrast."
WHY NOT STUDY the three suggestions above,
and then see what effects YOU can achieve?
There are 11 shades to choose from altogether. And, being Cutex, they'll all wear
for days . . . won't thicken up in the bottle . . .
won't fade . . . but will shine and twinkle
like bright little stars! And since Cutex
is only 35^ a bottle, you can start with
3 shades at least! At any shop, anywhere!
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

TULIP
A new bright
gray, —black.
accent for black. Goes
with every color.
Also Rust, Light Rust,
Natural, Colorless,
Rose, Burgundy.
Send 16c for CUTEX
INTRODUCTORY SET
City
NORTHAM WARREN CORPORA! ION, Dept. 7-M-ll
191 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 16e to cover cost of postage and packing for the
Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades of Cutex Liquid
Polish, as checked. Q Rust O Burgundy □ Thistle
□ Clover □ Tulip □ Old Rose
Name
Address
State
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"ITS WONDERFUL," says
Mrs. C. Henry Mellon, Jr.
one of the first women to use
Pond's new "skin-vitamin'" Cold
Cream. "It's wonderful," she
says.
"My finer
skin textured.
is so much The
brighter— and
new
cream is even better than before.
Congratulations to Pond's — and
to all women."

This new cream does more for the
skin than ever before! It contains
a certain vitamin found in many
foods — the "skin -vitamin."
When you eat foods containing this
vitamin, one of its special functions is
to help keep skin tissue healthy. But
when this vitamin is applied right to
skin, it aids the skin more directly.

Badminton and horseback riding are Mrs.
Mellon's favorite
sports. Both of them
mean the out-ofdoors.
And the
doors dries
yourout-ofskin.
Mrs. Mellon says:
"The new Pond's Cold
Cream
vitamin' with
in it 'skinkeeps
my skin better than
ever. It's never dry or
rough now, in spite of
sports."

Here is great news for women!
First doctors found this out. Then
Pond's found a way to put "skinvitamin" into Pond's Cold Cream.
Now everyone can have Pond's new
"skin -vitamin" Cold Cream!
Famous

beauty cream
" Something

now

has

More"

Pond's Cold Cream has always been
more than a cleanser. Patted into

Same jars, same labels, same price

"skin-vitamin"
Pond's
this isnew
Already
Cold Cream
on sale
everywhere.
The cream itself has the same pure white
color, the same delightful light texture.
But Cream
remember,
you use it,the
thatprecious
Pond's
Cold
nowas contains
"skin-vitamin."' Not the "sunshine" vitamin. Not the orange-juice vitamin. Not
"irradiated." But the vitamin which especially helps to maintain healthy skin — skin
that is soft and smooth, fine as a baby's!
TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
Pond's, Dept.
Clinton,
Conn. 9MS-CL,
Rush

the skin, it invigorates it, keeps it clear,
soft, free from skin faults.
But now this famous cream is better
than ever for the skin. Women say its
use makes their pores less noticeable,
softens lines; best of all, seems to give a
livelier, more glowing look to their skin!

special"skin-vitamin"
tube of Pond's
Cold Cream, enough fornew
9 treatments, with
samples
of 2shades
other Pond's
"skin-vitamin"
and
5 different
of Pond's
Face Powder.Creams
I enclose
10f! to cover postage and packing.
NameStreetCity —

-StateCopyright, 19 37, Pond's Extract Company
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"A"A"A"The

Prisoner of Zenda

If you're in the mood for a romantic tale
of mythical kingdoms, handsome heroes in
costume and beautiful princesses, "The
Prisoner of Zenda" is certainly your dish,
for it's tops in that field of entertainment.
Lavishly produced, its gorgeous settings,
make an ideal backdrop for the romantic
doings of Ronald Colman and Madeleine
Carroll, for the swashbuckling antics of
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and for the plottings of David Niven, C. Aubrey Smith
and Raymond Massey.
Ronald Colman is perfectly cast as the
adventurous Englishman who rules a kingdom for a few days because of his amazing resemblance to the actual king. In his
brief hour of glory he is fortunate enough
to win the love of Madeleine Carroll, fight
a thrilling duel with the younger Fairbanks, and thwart a dastardly plot by the
evil Mr. Massey. At the end, he relinquishes the throne and the princess to the
rightful king (whose role he also plays),
and disappears nobly over the horizon.
In the supporting cast, Madeleine Carroll retains her status as one of the most
beautiful, but hardly the most capable,
ladies of the screen. Mary Astor is colorless in the role of Raymond Massey's
sweetheart. Massey himself is properly sinister in his role of pretender to the throne,
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., overacts in
his customary fashion. C. Aubrey Smith
is effective as one of the king's aides, and
David Niven takes second acting honors
with a fine humorous portrait of another
of the monarch's men. Directed by John
Cromwell. — SeJsnick-International.
*** Big City
. . and you'
r*+~
after takinq
-BtrriR it!
ft u
TJEOPLE everywhere are praising the new
*- Scientifically Improved Ex-Lax! Thousands
have written glowing letters telling of their
own experiences with this remarkable laxative

"Big City" is pure hokum all the way
through, but it's good entertainment for
weary audiences who are jaded with million dollar musicals and the so-called
"goofy" high comedies. Actually, it's nothing but an old-fashioned western brought
to town. The hero is a cab driver instead

of
a cowboy,instead
and the
are Everything
gangsters'
henchmen
of villains
rustlers.
else fits right into the pattern. The hero
is honest and the villains are unscrupulous,
a chase, and the thing is climaxed
"I always liked the taste of Ex-Lax," many there's
with a terrific mob fight involving such
said, "but now it's even more delicious!" . . .
personages as Jack Dempsey, Man Moun"It certainly gives you a thorough cleaning
tain Dean, Jimmy McLarnin and a host of
out !" was another popular comment . . . "We names right out of the sports pages.
never dreamed that any laxative could be so
Spencer Tracy and Luise Rainer are the
gentle!" hundreds wrote.
picture's stars. Tracy turns in a grand
And right they are! For today Ex-Lax is performance, which should rank among his
better than ever! A more satisfactory laxative best. Miss Rainer's work is adroit and
delightful, but she is much too talin every way! ... If you are suffering from often ented
to allow herself to indulge in those
headaches, biliousness, listlessness or any of spells of overacting. The gents from the
the other ailments so often caused by consti- sports world acquit themselves creditably
there are good performances by Joseph
pation— you'll feel better after taking Ex-Lax ! and
Schildkraut, Eddie Quillan, Regis Toomey,
Your druggist has the new Scientifically
William Demarest and Charley Grapewin.
Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. The
Directed by Frank Borzage. — (M-G-M)
box is the same as always — but the contents
are better than ever! Get a box today!
iric Something to Sing About
FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
You probably didn't know that Jimmy
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
Cagney is now a song-and-dance man.
MM-117 Bu 170. Times-Plaza Sta, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Neither did we, until we saw "Something
to Sing About." Jimmy hoofs, sometimes
in the manner of Fred Astaire and someNow improved— better than ever!
times in the manner of Bill Robinson.
He's not as expert as either of these two
gentlemen, but he's surprisingly good. And
since no Cagney picture is complete withEX-LAX
a fight,features
it won't a beslug
newsfest
to report
this out one
which that
will
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
satisfy even the most rabid Cagney fans.
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"Something to Sing About" is a picture
about the movies. Cagney plays a band
leader who comes to Hollywood to act.
Because his producers want to build him
up as a romantic hero along with their
foreign heart-throb (Mona Barrie), he is
forced to conceal the fact that he has a
wife (Evelyn Daw). As the plot unravels one is treated to a good share of
laughs and a lot of action. All in all,
it's a first-rate picture which should please
most any audience.
Jimmy Cagney turns in a top-notch performance as the band leader. Evelyn Daw
displays an excellent voice, but she needs
more coaching on her dramatics. Gene
Lockhart does a swell take-off on a producer, Bill Frawley is amusing as a press
agent, and Mona Barrie furnishes grand
comedy in the role of the temperamental
foreign star. Directed by Victor Schertzinger. — (Grand National)
** Make a Wish
Master Bobby Breen makes another appearance in this one. So you know what
to expect. Bobby again runs the gamut
from A to Z and the scale to high C.
However, we can recommend this picture
above "Rainbow on the River" because of
a capable supporting cast and an excellent
setting for a boy's picture.
A camp in the North Woods is the locale, and it is here Bobby goes to spend
a summer with some two hundred other
children. The campfire songs, with Bobby
as soloist and a chorus of boys' voices,
are outstanding. But when the boys decide
to put a musical version of "Rip Van
Winkle" in order to earn money for
charity, but really to give Bobby a chance
for enthusiastic.
some of his Across
cuter cut-ups,
weren't
so
the lakewefrom
the
camp lives a composer, Basil Rathbone,
who is struggling to get out a new musical
comedy for a Broadway show. He lacks
inspiration and is having a pretty tough
time of it, until he meets young Bobby.
And when Bobby's mother, Marion Claire,
puts in an appearance at the camp, Basil
just whips the score out. Miss Claire is
a former singer, but has promised to give
up all stage aspirations to please Ralph
Forbes, a very dependable and stuffy
gentleman with a million dollars or so.
Marion Claire has a pleasing screen personality and a good singing voice, Basil
Rathbone gives a good performance, considering its obvious limitations and Ralph
Forbes and the rest of the cast are adequate. Directed by Kurt Neumann. —
(RKO-Radio)
* The Life of the Party
A year ago, this combination of dizzy
farce and music would have been regarded
extremely funny. Today the nonsensical
plot is on the down grade, and "The Life
of the Party" is routine insanity, if there
is such a thing. What we mean is that
"The Thin Man" started something which
audiences are beginning to regret. You can
take just so much of that sort of thing.
This one is loaded with names, everyone from Parkyakarkus to Gene Raymond
— from the ridiculous to the sublime, one
might say. In between are Harriet Hilliard, Joe Penner, Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick, Billy Gilbert and several incidental songs and dances. Story has something to do with a gay young millionaire
and a society belle who wants to break
into show business. Confidentially, she
finally breaks in. (Continued on page 108)
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GIRLS!
TEACH

YOURSELF

TYPING

Easyl With Royal's free
Instant Typing Chart and
a latest model Royal Portable' with full-sized keyboard and other "big
machine" features.

MOTHERS!
SEND

YOUR

THROUGH

CHILDREN

SCHOOL

FASTER

Students with Royal
Portables win higher
marks — stand a better
chance for higher-paid
jobs. Let them try a
Royal at home free!

WIVES!

HELP

HUSBANDS

IN

NOW!

BUSINESS

free home

trial

WHY WAIT? Today you can own a factory-new,
latest model Royal Portable on your own terms . . .
try it out at home free — prove to yourself what it
will do for your whole family . . . then pay cash, or
as little as only a few cents a dayl
Royals are the finest portables made! Beautiful
lines and finish. Sturdy. Simple to use. Standard
full-sized keyboard and smooth, easy action. The
coupon brings full details. No obligation to buy.
ONLY

A FEW

FREE

CENTS

A DAY

CARRYING CASE. Handsome,
durable, instantly convertible.
Remove the typewriter and have
a perfect week-end case.

OWN

ROYAL

Portable

Typewriter on your own terms
ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.
Dept. A 211, 2 Park Ave.. New York City
Tell me how I can own — for only a few
cents a day — a latest model Royal Portable— with Carrying Case and Instant
Typing Chart. FREE.

NameStreet _
. State.
City —
-Typewriter,
I already own a_
Serial No
. Tell me how much you
will allow on it as CASH payment on a new Royal.
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Fun

in the

Hospital

{Continued from page 41)
sleepy you eat breakfast at eight, you eat
lunch at eleven-thirty, you eat dinner at
six — on the dot. I didn't know that. I had
an idea — not that I ever gave it deep
thought — that a hospital was run along the
lines of a hotel, American plan.
"Now I'm used to having my meals when
I get around to them, and I didn't see why
I should change just because I was sick.
Anyway, I resented it. I thought they
ought to come tiptoeing to my bedside, laying their white hands on my fevered brow,
et cetera. Instead this nurse comes barging
in, all bright and cheery, and planks down
a tray. I gave her a withering look —
that's what it was supposed to be, at least
— and turned on the other side. I think
I said, 'Eat it yourself and choke,' but I
can't be sure. Those first days I never
could tell whether my thoughts came out
or sort of died away in my throat. Most
of them would have been better off dead.
Anyway, when I woke up at eleven, the
tray was gone.

YOUR

Help him get ahead
faster, make more
money — with a Royal
Portable. See what a
help it is — in your
home at Royal's risk!
ACT

SCREEN

T SAID 'I'd like some orange juice.' The
nurse said, 'You'll be getting your lunch
soon.' I said, 'I don't want lunch, I want
orange juice !' She went away, and she
didn't come back. I thought, 'How long
does it take to make orange juice in this
dump?' It wasn't a dump, it was just the
way I felt.
"At eleven-thirty sharp, in she marches
with lunch. I combed the tray for a sign
of orange juice. There wasn't any. You
see, I looked weak and I couldn't talk very
loud, which must have given them the impression Ididn't know what I wanted.
Well, I managed to clear up that point, but
if you think it got me my orange juice,
you're wrong. There's some rule that says
you can't squeeze orange juice in a hospital
between eleven and one. It gets the cook
mixed up. It gets the whole hospital
mixed up. It's like bringing a mouse to
a tea-party. They all get upset and start
dashing around, looking white. But it
doesn't lead anywhere. I finally got hold
of a nurse who must have had something
on the cook, or else she knew how to
squeeze oranges herself. Believe me, I
hung on to her.
"Then there was the time they decided
I should have a hot bath — in a bathtub.
That was the second week. A man came
in pushing a wheelchair, all for me. He
had that look of pride and benevolence on
his face, like a Boy Scout coming to take
the baby for a stroll. It was_ my first
wheelchair ride, and I was pretty impressed.
They wrapped me up in all sorts of
blankets and hats and towels and bedroom
slippers, and wished me good luck, and
hoped I'd come back safe, and off we
started on this great adventure.
"We rolled up corridors and down corridors and across corridors, and saw all
kinds of interesting things on the way —
doors and windows and fire-escapes, and
when the doors were open, we peeked in
and saw patients lying down and sitting
up. The big thrill, though, came when
we passed one window, and the kind man
stopped to let me look outside. There were
people going calmly about their business
and cars whizzing past and children frolicking, just as if the world hadn't stopped
ten days before. 'Look !' I said to the man.
'What's there to look at?' he said. 'I don't
see no accident!' So I told him to drive
on.
"Finally we came to an elevator and

went down a floor and rolled around
some more, and by that time mv coachman seemed to be lost. Out in the wilds
of one of the wings we met a nurse and
asked for directions to the bathroom. 'Let
me see,' she said. '1 seem to remember
giving someone a bath a couple of weeks
ago. Take the first turn to your right,
go a couple of miles till you come to a
drugstore, bear left till you see a boulevard
stop sign,
and in
I think
it somewhere around
there. you'll
If not,find
come
back,
and I'll try to think of something else.'
SO we finally came to a door marked
Bathroom, but the architect must have
changed the specifications. Or else the
X-rays and things piled up in there were
waiting for a bath. Anyway, there
was no room for us. You'd have thought
by that time we'd have called it a day and
gone home. But we decided to be a couple
of dauntless spirits and never say die.
"After half an hour or so. we came across
somebody who'd once heard' tell of a bathroom on theittop
She'd
never
seen
it herself,
wasfloor.
one of
those
legends
handed down from nurse to nurse, but
we were welcome to it. We sailed clear
up to the top floor, and there, sure enough,
we found a bathtub. At home we'd have
called
a washbasin,
but on
I'd ahad
my and
mindI
for an ithour
and a half
bath,
wasn't going back without one.
"So I struggled out of my hat and carpet
slippers, and folded myself up like one of
these folding rulers and got in. When
I tried to wet my shoulders, my feet hit
the ceiling. When I tried to drag them
back, I skinned my elbows on the floor.
The
flew of
out,us,because
theremywasn't
room soap
for both
and when
toes
got tangled in the stopper and jerked it
out,
leery.
'Am Iorsupposed
to beI began
doing getting
a comedy
blackout
taking
a bath?'
he
said. ISo asked
I got the
out. man. 'Search me,'
"After I was back in my nice little white
bed, I asked the nurse about this bathtub
situation. She was very soothing. 'People
in hospitals are supposed to be sick,' she
said. 'When they're well enough to bathe,
they're well enough to go home to do
"Is that a hint?"' I demanded.
their
"If bathing.'
you like "to take it that way."
"I'll go home right now. I'm not a guy
to "You'll
hang around
where here
I'm not
stay right
till wanted."
the doctor
Theyoudoctor
tells
to go."sent
. Jim home at the end
of the second week. He lives with two
friends in a household refreshingly unlike a
hospital, in that it knows no routine. When
they're
hungry,
they eat.
When prepares
they feela
like dining
in state,
the cook
meal. When they don't, they grab a hot
dogHisand
run.
housemates
welcomed him back with
song and rejoicing. Word spread abroad
that Jimmie was home where he belonged.
Friends trooped in, brimming with honest
relief. "Gee, we're glad you're O.K. again,
Jimmie. What can we do for you? How
about a nice, juicy hamburger? Bill
brought his sax along. We thought you
might like a little music. How about a
spin in Hal's new bus ?— eighty miles an
"How about a little rest and quiet?"
asked the doctor, coming in to find him
entirely surrounded by good will and looking a little green around the gills.
hour."
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Something must be going on to
get Bob Montgomery and Basil
Rathbone so excited. They're
pictured here at the Beverly Hills
Tennis Club
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• "Now

wait a minute, Mrs. Zebra. What's your hurry? Stop and
catch your breath. Look at your poor little colt— he's winded and
all of a lather! You really shouldn't let a baby get so hot."

"I'm all right," Jimmie protested. "My
friends just dropped in to welcome me
home."
"When did you have your last meal?"
"Oh — not long ago — this morning, I
think. But I had it— all kinds of things.
Milk — and milk — " His voice trailed off.
He was rescued by friends with a wellregulated home in Brentwood, established in
a quiet wing of the quiet house, left to bask
or read on the sunporch and watch the
grass grow. He stayed three weeks and
did exactly as he was told. Because, however lightly he may garnish the story now,
there was just one thought fixed firm in
the back of his mind — to get well as fast
as he could.

makes no bones about the fact that
the whole business had him frightened
stiff. He'd known that people got sick and
went to hospitals, sure — but what had that
man who'd never
a sound
to do with
known
illness
in hisyoung
life? Then suddenly
here he was, Jimmie Stewart in person, laid
low, racked by pain, delivered helpless into
the hands of an enemy he could neither
understand nor fight — except by following
orders. So he followed them.
"And I've sworn off being sick," he
informs you. You've grown used to the
gleam of banter behind his gravest statements, but this time there is none. "Don't
smile. I mean it. It's just something
I've made up my mind to, same as you
might make up your mind to swear off
cocktails or painting your fingernails red.
I've given the matter deep thought, and
find it's not worth the money or effort.
"I'll be ready for work soon. I think
with
"Men IofgoBrimstone"
next picture
my
Wallace
Beery. isThen
back to finish
"Vivacious Lady." But next time I'm tired,
I'll go to bed. And if I feel that Yosemite
can't get along without me, I'll go up
and
spread myself under a tree and count leaves.
Try it some time when you need a sedative.
Beats sheep all hollow. Nice cool green
instead of a dirty white — "
"And talking of counting, do me a favor,
will you? Count up the times I've said
'sick' send
or 'doctor'
or 'hospital'_
that pay
story,
and
me a bill.
Even ifinyou
in
toothpicks, you've got to play fair. Then,
while you're about it, you could do me another favor. Spread the word around that
nobody's ever to ask me how I feel. I'm
feeling fine, and I'm going to stay that way
till the end of the chapter. That's my
last
the word
subject,"
he announced.
Andword
our onlast
on the
subject is,
more power to you, James.
HE

• "I'll fix him up, though. Just leave it to your Uncle Dudley. A
good rub-down with gentle, cooling Johnson's Baby Powder and
he'll be fit as a fiddle and rarin' to go again."

• "Imagine, Mother— Mrs. Zebra has been trying to raise a baby
without Johnson's Baby Powder!. ..She'd no ideahow to stop chafes,
rashes and prickly heat. Seems odd in this day and age, doesn't it?"
• "f love the feel of Johnson's Baby Powder— it's so much softer
and finer than lots of powders. Keeps my skin just perfect." . . .
And perfect condition, Mothers, is the skin's best protection against
infection. Johnson's Baby Powder contains no coarse, scratchy
particles— it's made entirely of finest Italian talc — no orris-rool.
Your baby needs Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too— and
if
very isyoung,
the new
Johnson's
Baby
Oil,he'swhich
stainless,
pleasantly
fragrant
I NEW BRUNitt Kk
and cannot turn rancid.

JOHNSON'S

BABY
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Try, Try Again
(Continued from page 47)

FIGURE
FAULTS
PERFOLASTIC NOT ONLY CONFINES
. . . IT REDUCES UGLY BULGES

toward raising her movie stock. And she
was right. She scored a personal hit in
the play and a Twentieth Century-Fox
contract proved part of her reward.
This young lady spends her free time
studying. Dancing, reading aloud, coaching with a prominent director. She goes
into the proverbial conniptions, if her work
doesn't please her.
''It's the most awful feeling, not giving
a good performance," she remarked. "You
see, it's nobody's fault but your own.
There you are, out there in front of everybeing
body, justsay
or the
wronga painter,
light Ifwasyou're
the bad.
you can

a
If you're
something.
colors
explanatio
can orfind
youtrue,
writer, not
ns for a
bad job if you look hard enough. But when
you're an actress ! Gosh, if you're not
good, there is no one to charge it to but

Takes away
abdominal
fat and
ugly 'bulge
derriere"
if you

Reduces
diaphragm,
hips
and
thighs

do

3 INCHES
...

not
in

REDUCE
10 DAYS

it w7// cost you nothing!

'Tphousands of women today owe their
-■■ slim youthful figures to the quick,
safe way to reduce . . . Perfolastic!
"H>PS .12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 00 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take size 18"says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
I liked so much — reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss
Marshall.
don't
you, too,
test expense?
the Perfolastic
Girdle andWhy
Uplift
Brassiere
at our
Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
■ You need not risk one penny . . . simply try
Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that every minute you wear the Perfolastic garments
the gentle pressure and massage- like action are
actually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs
. . . the spots where fat first accumulates.
No Diets, Drugs or Exercise!
■ You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.
■ See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now!
SEND FOR TEN DAT' FREE TRIAL OFFER !
PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 5311, 41 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain en-,
velope describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also sample ot
Perforated material and particulars of your 10 DAY
FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Name
Address
Use coupon or send name and address on penny postcard
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Phyllis Brooks was trained from infancy to tread the boards. Her mother
yourself."
would
love to have been an actress when
she was a girl, but parental objection
finished her career before it had time to
get started. Therefore, she determined
that her child would amount to something
in the theatre.
And so, when many other little girls
skipped
rope and
clothes,
Phyllis learned
to made
recite dolls'
and perform
arabesques. It was no hardship, for the
ambitious
youngster duck
took totowater.
"play acting"
like the traditional
She - got her formal education "on the
fly," for the family moved from town to
town during her early youth. However,
Phyllis did grab off a diploma in New
York and, no sooner was it framed, than
she met John La Gatta, famous illustrator.
She became his pet model. Whenever
there was an especially handsome job to

be done, La Gatta called on Phyllis and,
as soon as her likenesses found a market,
she received more posing calls than she
could handle. However, it was the toothpaste ad that gave her her movie chance.
"Well," she said, "when I passed that
first movie test, I thought my future was
assured. Little did I know that it is one
thing to be under contract to a big studio,
and another to be cast in pictures. Whenever it looked as if I were actually going
to work, someone else slid into the role.
"Don't misunderstand me. I did appear
briefly in a few pictures, but was allowed
to do nothing that would warrant a studio's
keeping me on. Repeated inferior roles
made me determine to get back to New
York and I know now that it was a step

direction
the right
in Being
." preferred blondes,
one of
the most
Phyllis still insists that she has no immediate matrimonial intentions. Cary Grant
seems to be her best beau, for they are
seen everywhere together. However, she
claims there is nothing serious about their
attachment and, since forthright Phyllis
makes
authentic.the statement, it's apt to be
No, she is interested in work only, these
days, and if her former complaint was the
lack of it, that is not the trouble now.
Miss Brooks was delectable and amusing
as the affected English girl in "You Can't
Have Everything" and she has just been
awarded
lead ina "Dangerously
Yours."
She willthemake
few more pictures
and then return East for a season on
Broadway. That is to be part of her
annual schedule.
Her studio realizes "it has something
there," when it comes to the beauteous,
talented Brooks, and so, they are determined to do right by our Phyl.
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MACCH

TWINS.

numbe
of requeTotal
(First rprinting.
sts
367). The Mauch twins
like to whistle, play
they're G-men, eat ice
cream cones 'n' green
apples, dodge their
spinach and school
work, and trade things
— knives, marbles and personalities. They
kid their mother sometimes by swapping
clothes, ofand
thoughthan
Bobby's
eighth
an even
inch taller
Billy, oneshe
can't always tell the difference. They kid
you,
the fans,
each aspicture,
'tis
rumored,
they too,
play for
one inscene
the other
member of their twinship. That is, Bob
plays Billy and Bill plays Bob, and by the
end of the picture the producer's apt to be
playing Napoleon in a nice quiet asylum.
See if you can spot the dupe scene in their
next picture, scheduled to follow "The
Prince and the Pauper." At this writing,
it's called "A Prayer for My Sons."
The boys began to act by appearing in
local entertainments in 'Peoria, 111., where
they were born July 0th, 1924. A theatrical
manager signed them to sing and dance,
and it was just a hop from there to stage
and radio engagements. Unlike most
grown-up
actors,
didn't have
themselves a time
at allthey
in getting
the breaks,
for twins with personalities like theirs are

scarcer than natural blondes in a Hollywood studio. They appeared on Lucky
Strike programs, the Beauty Box Review,
March of Time and Show Boat.
Billy got the first summons to work in
movies. He was playing in a Broadway
musical comedy, "Mr. Smith," at the time.
He signed up to portray the boy Anthony
in "Anthony Adverse," and, of course,
Bobby went along as his stand-in. And, of
course, you know what happened. When
the director'd been out late the night before and was napping, they did their
quick change act — Bob played Billy and
Billy played Bob. Anyhow, Bobby got in
some film acting experience before he was
officially an actor.
During the making of "The Prince and
the
Flynnwanted
becameto their
TheirPauper,"
mother Errol
says they
dress idol.
like
him, talk like him, and even regretted
they hadn't been born in Ireland instead of
Illinois. But even Flynn wasn't Immune
from their pranks. He'd been talking to the
boys about his lion dog, and being smart
boys, they knew he was spoofing them.
So they spoofed him right back. They put
a wolf skin on an Airedale and, with innowolf cent
dog.faces, they told Errol they had a rare
Lately, Billy's eyes have bothered him a
little from the strain of the studio lights,
and he's had to wear glasses on and off.
Mostly, though, they're off Billy and on
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Bobby.
Yep, mother
they've and
foundbosses.
one more way
to fool their
The only dilemma the lucky pair's been
faced with so far is finding' enough stories
to act in. Stories, good stories, written
around
twins, aren't turned out every day,
you know.
The Maueh movie salaries are three hundred and fifty dollars apiece, and Mrs.
Mauch receives another one hundred and
fifty for their care and guardianship. But
the thrifty twins make pin money just the
same by collecting and selling old bottles.
They play baseball, tennis, field hockey and
football, toss a mean ping-pong game, collect stamps and box. Red's their favorite
color.ject toThey're
feet ten
change about
withoutfournotice)
and (subhave
blue eyes and brown hair.
GLORIA DICKSON.
(First printing. Total
number of requests
246.) Not glamor, but
yensomeness is the
word which describes
Gloria Dickson, the
twenty-year-old blond
IPf^BB^ 1
girl who stepped right
out of a WPA play into
the lead of Melvyn Le Roy's movie thriller,
"They Won't Forget." In case you're
vague as to the meaning of the word, yensomeness is a coined term which means
she's the kind of a girl you hanker to go
back and see again, once you've seen her.
It doesn't mean she's necessarily beautiful,
though Gloria is that, too. It doesn't even
mean she's got sex appeal, though Gloria
has that, too. It means she has a subtle
something which the camera catches and
exaggerates. When the public sees that
something, it goes ga-ga. All the toppers
have it, of course — Power and Flynn and
Durbin and Temple — and Gloria's sponsors,
the critics and her growing number of fans
assure, us that the young Dickson has this
box-office commodity in abundance.
Her real name's Thais Dickerson, and she
was born in Pocatello, Idaho, Aug. 13, 1917.
During her school days, which weren't very
long ago, she did some footlight amateuring
in a play called "The Melting Pot," and incidentally, this is still her favorite play. On
leaving school, she trouped about the
country for a time with a tent show. Each
night's
gate was
divided from
amongone the_
players.
Gloria drew
anywhere
dollar
and
ten cents to three seventy-five a performance.
Small wonder that she found herself,
eventually, out of a job and in need of
funds. A girl friend suggested that, since
she was living with her mother in Los Angeles at the time, she apply to the Federal
Theatre there. She promptly applied, and not
so promptly, got work. First, she played
Diane in "Seventh Heaven," then followed
"Holiday," "Smiling Through" and "The
Devil Passes."
It was right after the final curtain of the
final performance in this latter play that a
talent scout from Warner Bros, ceremonipassed a cardit into
room. ously
Thinking
was Gloria's
just a dressinggag, she
unceremoniously tossed it into a waste
basket. But second thought made her rescue it, and shortly afterwards, in came the
testing scout to invite her over to his studio
next morning for a screen test. You can bet
Gloria arrived in time to take it. The next
thing
knewandshe'd
test with
flying she
colors,
waspassed
being the
signed
to a
contract and offered one of the most coveted
leading roles in Hollywood.
She lives quietly with her mother in a small
apartment at the present time, and has a
great desire to travel, which not even her
tent-show days has cured her of. She loves
nice clothes, and would like to shop in
Paris,
wouldn't.
Purchasing
coats,
gloves asandwhobags
is her pet
extravagance.
And
she though
can't resist
bargainswears
in costume
jewelry,
she seldom
it. She
keeps fit by walking, swimming, playing
tennis and riding horseback. In fact, she
likes all sports — excepting prize-fights.
She's five feet four inches tall, tips the
scales at just one hundred and thirteen
pounds, has blue-grey eyes and natural
blond hair.
Right now, she's interested most exclusively in carving herself a bright, bright
career.

A LOVELY DENVER BRIDE WRITES — "What
a pity that every girl doesn't bathe with
Cashmere Bouquet! For this deep-cleansing
perfumed soap removes body odor so completely .. . keeps you so sweet and clean.
And then Cashmere Bouquet leaves its
flower-like perfume clinging to your skin.
No wonder Cashmere Bouquet is called
the lovelier way to avoid offending!"

SO BEFORE YOU GO STEPPING OUT, take
this wise precaution! Bathe with Cashmere
Bouquet — the perfumed soap that keeps
you fragrantly dainty! Long after your
bath, Cashmere Bouquet's lingering perfume still surrounds you. But remember
that only a perfume as rare as Cashmere
Bouquet's has this lingering quality. You
won't find it in ordinary scented soaps.

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION, TOO!
This pure, creamy-white soap has
such gentle, caressing lather. Yet
it removes every bit of dirt and
cosmetics — keeps your skin alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!
ment
at drug, depart stores
and ten-cent s
NOW ONLY I \J

TO

KEEP

FRAGRANTLY

CASHMERE

DAINTY

— BATHE

WITH

BOUQUET

PERFUMED
SOAP
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Rainer's Favorite Recipes
HAWAII
Golden Pineapple Slices
Brush pineapple slices with melted butter, place in a baking dish, sprinkle with a little
sugar and place under broiler until they begin to brown.
Remove from broiler, place a
marshmallow in the center of each. Place in oven until marshmallows are puffed and
golden brown.
Use as a garnish for sweet potato or a meat platter.
MARYLAND
Baked Chicken, Maryland
a 3-pound frying chicken
1 egg
1 teaspoon salt
V/2 tablespoons cream
Y& teaspoon pepper
bread crumbs
flour
y2 CUp butter
H cup boiling water
Singe, clean and disjoint chicken. Wipe each piece clean with a fresh towel— do
not wash. Sprinkle with salt and pepper, dredge lightly with flour. Dip each piece
separately in egg beaten with the cream, then roll each piece in crisp bread crumbs.
Place prepared chicken in large greased baking pan. Pour melted butter and water
into bottom of pan. Bake in hot oven 30 minutes or more, or until tender, basting
frequently with the liquid in the pan. Remove chicken to hot serving platter. Add 1
cup milk to liquid remaining in pan. Thicken to taste with flour mixed to a smooth
paste with a little water. Season and pour over chicken or serve separately in gravy
boat.

1. BAD BREATH— Gargle, rinse, brush
teeth with Zonite dilution. Zonite
removes causes of halitosis — kills tobacco breath, even onion breath!
2. DANDRUFF — Zonite actually destroys dandruff and all scalp germs —
at contact! Ends nasty scalp odor.
Use Zonite scalp treatment when
washing head.
3. CUTS AND WOUNDS — Zonite kills
many kinds of germs, not just one or
two. Then tissues heal in less time!
Apply Zonite wet dressing at once.
4. SORE THROAT— Zonite kills "cold
bugs" at start! At first sign of irritation, gargle every 2 hrs. with Zonite
dilution.
5. "ATHLETE'S FOOT"— Zonite treatment gives quick relief from itching.
For prevention, bathe feet in Zonite
solution.
Offer limited. Get yours while
they last — at your druggist!

Shows teaspoons and
also tablespoons.Ends
guesswork
when ever
you are
mea suri ng
medicines.
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FREE
with 6 oz.
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MIDDLE WEST
Magic Sweet Potatoes
cups mashed sweet potatoes
Yz cup fine bread or cracker crumbs
tablespoons melted butter
2 tablespoons water
teaspoon
salt
deep fat for frying
marshmallows
1 fcrcf

Boil sweet potatoes until tender, peel. (Or use canned sweet potatoes which are
excellent for this purpose.) Mash potatoes thoroughly — putting them through a ricer
or food sieve will do a quicker and more thorough job of it. Add melted butter, mix
well. Divide mixture into 6 parts and shape each into flat rounds about the size of
the palm of the hand. Place a marshmallow in the center of each, bring the potato
up around each and shape as for croquette. Roll c:oquettes in crumbs, then dip in egg
beaten with the water, then roll in crumbs again. Fry in deep hot fat (410°F.) until
golden brown (2 or 3 minutes only). Drain on white paper kitchen towels. Serve
very hot.
NEW ENGLAND
Molasses Oatmeal Cookies
2 cups sifted flour
1 cup quick oats
Y teaspoon salt
% cup walnuts (3 ozs.) chopped fine
Yi teaspoon soda
% CUP butter or other shortening
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup brown sugar, firmly packed
Yz teaspoon cinnamon
2 eggs
Y\ teaspoon cloves
3 tablespoons molasses
Y\ teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons hot water
Sift flour, measure. Add salt, soda, baking powder and spices and sift again. Mix
in the quick oats and the chopped walnuts. Cream the shortening. Add sugar gradually,
creaming well together. Beat in eggs one at a time. Add molasses and hot water.
Gradually mix in the dry ingredients. Drop by teaspoon onto greased baking sheet,
about an inch apart. Bake in a moderately hot oven (400°F.) 8 to 10 minutes.
VIENNA
Chocolate Almond Toete
54 cup blanched almonds
3 tablespoons milk
4 eggs, separated
1 teaspoon vanilla
?4 cup powdered sugar
2 tablespoons flour
3 squares cooking chocolate, melted
Y* teaspoon baking powder
Ya cup grated bread crumbs
Yi teaspoon salt
Either grate the shelled, blanched almonds ; or put them through a grinder ; or chop
them very fine. Separate eggs. Beat yolks until thick and lemon colored. Add sugar
gradually, beating well. Add melted chocolate slowly. Mix in the prepared nuts.
Meanwhile soak breadcrumbs a few minutes in combined milk and vanilla. Add breadcrumbs mixture to first mixture, together with the flour, baking powder and salt. Mix
thoroughly. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites, gently but thoroughly. Turn mixure into
a very lightly greased spring-form or tube pan. Bake in moderate oven (350° F.) 30
minutes. Reduce heat to slow (325°F.) and continue baking 15-20 minutes longer or
until cake tester inserted in cake comes out clean. Remove from oven, invert in pan
onto a cake rack and allow to cool before removing from pan. Spread top with
icing. If desired, the cake when cool may be split and an icing spread between the
two halves.
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dashed oil by Travis Banton to be worn by
Marlene Dietrich in "Angel." La Belle D. inverted her regal thumb, and they were
handed over to Gail, who now regards Marlene as her favorite actress.

(Continued from page 19)
the boat docked the little wife ran
straight
been
ever home
since. to mamma, where she's
■
■ ■
Pat Paterson (Mrs. Charles Boyer) returned
Jo the screen in the musical opus, "52nd
Street."
If you
undoubtedly
seeliked
her her
againperformance,
soon, but ifyou'll
you
liked her singing, you can send your congratulations toTrudy Wood. Miss W., who
appears on the Packard radio show, took
care of the Paterson vocal department.

At a rehearsal of one of the Barrymore
radio plays, a cameraman was busy snapping pictures when one of his flash bulbs
exploded, splattering glass all over the
room. Most of the cast dashed for the
exits, but Barrymore, unperturbed, stood
his ground. Someone asked him why he
wasn't frightened. "Explosions don't bother
me," replied the great John. "I've been
married three times."

When John Barrymore reported for work
in "Bulldog Drummond Comes Back," he
had memorized the lines of one of the supporting players. Not until it came time for
rehearsal did he discover that the part his
studio had in mind for him was the lead,
Bulldog Drummond. You can imagine Barrymore's' surprise, and you can imagine
everyone else's surprise, that the great John
had even consented to sign up for a minor
-role.
■
■ ■
Most surprised guy of the month is Victor McLaglen. Six feet three and a half,
he has to stand on tiptoes to measure up
son, Andrew. Younghis youngest
to
Andrew
just came out of the hospital
after a three months' session with a broken
leg, and he has grown three inches in that
time. To be technical, he now measures
six feet .six.

During the shooting of "StandBlondell went on a diet to lose
Joan Note:
In"Health
some weight. Ate nothing but fruit and
vegetable salads for two weeks. Result:
Dick Powell lost five pounds.

in "You
Mizzy you
Gypsy Well,
you seehing?"
Did Everyt
you
did, ifCan't
Have
saw the picture at all, because La Mizzy
is none other than our own Gypsy Rose
Lee, listed cinematically as one Louise
Hovick, but who has acquired recently,
still another name. She's Mrs. Mizzy now
and apparently likes that one so well that
she had two separate wedding ceremonies
to make sure it's all her very own !
Garlands

swell singing in "Broadway
This thirMelody of 1938." teen-year-old
is going

When you see "Artists and Models," you'll
probably notice the gorgeous gowns adorning Gail Patrick, so we'd like to tell you how
she got them. The gowns originally were

YES.

CREA
ATE
COLG
ATS DENT
THM*
COMB
BADALBREA
7/
"Colgate's special
penetrating foam
gets into every tiny
hidden crevice between your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washes away the decaying food deposits that cause most
bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth deColgate's
same time,
At thepolishing
cleans
agent
safe
soft, cay.
and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle— gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

Scott. Colleen Moore's
Marsh and
to beAl married in spite of all
are engaged
ex,Marian
the denials. They will probably take the
trip to the altar some time after the first of
the year.

places!

I'M

oo you
LIKE TO
BE SINGLE,
MISS ELLEN?

to Judy for her

STILL

TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH, J U DM
I DON'Tl I'D LOVE TO HAVE A
LITTLE GIRL LIKE YOU! ■

SINGLE
THEN WH/ DON'T YOU j
DO WHAT MAMA
, T..Y!
WHY
.
SAID? SHE SAID YOU
IS THAJUD
|MY BREATH!
WOULDN'T STILL BE
SINGLE IF YOU ASKED
THE DENTIST ABOUT

f RECENT TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF
ALL PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17
HAVE BAD BREATH. AND TESTS
ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD H
JBREATH COMES FROM IMPROPERLY 1
CLEANED TEETH. 1 ADVISE
1-BECAUSE.
C0L6ATE DENTAL
CREAM

5

o

m

E

F

It's three o'clock in the morning and
is Herbert Marshall tired! That's
what the night spots do, Bartl
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No doubt about it, this night life
gets 'em. Look what an evening's
gaiety does to Maggie Sullavan.

When nothing else goes on, La Gaynor whiles the time away with a little

Where's that girlish enthusiasm
Mary Carlisle usually displays?

game

Surely, the food can't be that badl

of handies

— or

something.
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From the coast comes word that despite
all the hullabaloo about selections for
"Gone With The Wind," three top spots
have definitely been cast. Margaret Sullavan isRhett
to play
O'Hara,
Clark
Gable
ButlerScarlett
and Walter
Connolly
has been chosen for the important part
of Scarlett's father.
■ ■ ■
Arline Judge and her brand-new hubby,
Dan Topping, got back to Hollywood following a lot of travelling. No more, they both
solemnly declared. At least not for a good
many months. To hear them tell it, they're
tired of dashing hither and yon. But the rumor
is rampant that Mrs. T. will be pretty busy
from now on, baby shopping.
■ ■ ■
Anna May Wong is now at Paramount
where she is making a picture entitled
"Daughter of the Tong." If it is a success,
she is set for a series of similar productions with the same company. And speaking of Miss Wong reminds us of the
story she told upon her return from
China recently. When interviewed by the
papers there, she was asked about romance
and laughingly, she told them she guessed
she was wedded to her art. Imagine her
surprise the next day when she saw herself
in headlines thusly : "Anna May Wong to
wed prominent Cantonese named Art.""
■ ■ ■
Gloria
Blondell,
Joan's the
kid sister,
make
her movie debut under
Warnerwillbanner.
Her first picture will be "Money Talks." Dick
Purcell has been cast to play opposite her.
■ ■ ■
Ann Sothern forgot cameras and Klieg
lights for a brief space recently and her
band leader husband, Roger Pryor, left
his baton at home, when the two were
reunited in a brief vacation in Chicago.

Perhaps you never give the property department of a studio much thought. But they
certainly deserve a lot of credit. For instance,
for Shirley Temple's new picture at Fox, they
needed eight sabre cuts for some extras in
a duelling scene. A call was made to the
prop department and quick as a flash the
wounds were delivered — eight strips of red
tissue paper and a bottle of glue.
■ ■ ■
Mary Astor has stage ambitions — but
she's willing to work at it besides talk
about it. For that Santa Barbara play in
which she appeared recently, Mary
traveled a hundred miles every day, in
order to work here at the studios during
the day. Interesting to note, that after
many people thought Mary's career was
definitely on the skids, she's had the best
year of her life — with her cinema and
domestic life both taking a turn for the
better. However, we learn from reputable
sources, that Mary hasn't broken off that
one bad habit — she still keeps a diary.
■ ■ ■
Charlie McCarthy may have eyes only for
Shirley Temple, but the guy whose knee he
occupies
has theother
plans.isEdgar
romance of
moment
Judy Bergen's
Canova.

Blonde Marie Wilson will
have her best role to date
as that of the ga-ga waitress
in "Boy Meets Girl." She
rates a good break.

whomis just
you a saw
in "Artists
and breaks
Models."
This
warning
— if Charlie
out
in a hill billy song one of these Sundays,
you'll know the reason.
■ ■ ■
John Farrow, who directs at Warners,
rented a beach house from his boss, Jack
Warner. Mr. F. and wife, Maureen
O' Sullivan, moved in, and everything was
lovely.
A up
month
later
Farrow's
was taken
at the
studio,
and heoption
was
handed an increase in salary. Two days
later his landlord notified him that his rent
was raised.

wdjudgmen
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until she found

Hf lh
11 LBS,
with IRONIZED

QUICK
YEAST

Brother-in-Law,

"Mother was as fond of Paul as if lie
were her own son, and he was mighty fond
of her. Almost every day Bella and Paul
would
dropandin.kiss
Paulher.
wouldAlways
sit on he
Mother's
lap, hug
asked
for her advice on what he should do about
certain roles. There was no in-law trouble
between Paul Muni and us.

"She used to tell people about a prank
he once played upon her. One day there
came to the back door an old beggar,
shabby and forlorn-looking, with a long
grey matted beard. Out of watery eyes he
peered at Mother, and launching into a
hard luck story, he begged her for a handout.

I KNOW what it is to be skinny and pale.
The fellows never look at you. Finally I
got Ironized Yeast tablets. Soon I felt a lot
peppier, my skin got smooth and in just 4 weeks
I gained eleven pounds. Everybody says how
pretty I've gotten and I have all the dates I
want." — Ella Craig, Lancaster, S. C.
Thousands gain 10 to 25 lbs.
Skinny, friendless girls who never could gain an ounce,
have easily gained 10 to 25 pounds, normally rounded
curves,
way— inhasjustgiven
a fewthem
weeks!
What
is more,thisthisnewneweasydiscovery
naturally
clear skin and normally lovely color, new pep and charm,
loads of new friends and popularity.
Scientists have discovered that many are thin and rundown simply because they do not get enough yeast vitamins
(Vitamin B^ and iron in their daily food. Without these
elements you may lack appetite and not get the most
body-building g^od out of what you eat- One of the richest
sources
of marvelous
health-building
Vitamin B is the
special yeast
used in making
English ale.
Now by a new and costly process, perfected after long
research, the vitamins from this imported English ale
yeast are concentrated to 7 times their strength in ordinary
yeast! This 7-power vitamin concentrate is then combined withand
threehemoglobin
kinds of strength-building
iron 'organic,
inorganic
iron) ; also pasteurized
English
ale yeast. Finally, for your protection and benefit every
batch of Ironized Yeast is tested and retested biologically,
to insure its full vitamin strength.
The result is these new easy-to-take, marvelously effective little
Yeast people
tablets which
have helped
sands ofIronized
the skinniest
who needed
their thouvital
elements auickly to gain just the normally attractive
pounds, natural development and peppy health they
longed for.
Make this money-back test
If, with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, you
don't begin to eat better and get more enjoyment and
benefitstrength,
from your
food —energy
if you don't
feelnotbetter,
with
more
and
you you
are
absolutely
convinced
that pep
Ironized
Yeast —willif give
the pounds
of
normally
attractive So
fleshgetyouIronized
need — Yeast
your money
promptly refunded
today. will be
Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health. "New
Facts package
About —Your
Body. 'refunded.
Remember,At results
with the Ironvery
first
or money
all druggists.
ized Yeast Co , Inc . Dept. 311, Atlanta, Ga.
WARNING : Beware of the many cheap substitutes for this successful formula. Be sure
yen c1"*
"~~;'.i~s IRQ*!!ZED YEAST.
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(Continued from page 45)

"In fact, if any misunderstanding had
arisen, I'm quite sure Mother would have
taken
Paul's part, for she was so crazy
about him.

NEVER HAD A
DATE WHEN SHE
WAS THIN. NOW
EVERYBODY
REMARKS ABOUT
HER BETTER
LOOKS, AND SHE
HAS ALL THE
DATES SHE
WANTS!

Paul

"It was a hot day, and her heart melted
at the plight of this poor old man who
said he had no family or friends. So she
invited him in, gave him a glass of lemonade, and went to get her pocketbook.
"When she came back into the kitchen,
it was to find the old beggar howling with
laughter. It was her son-in-law, Paul
WHAT
was Paul like in those early
!"
Muni days?"
I asked Lucy.
"He hasn't changed very much," she
confessed. "Always, he has lacked faith in
his abilities. Today, he's blue and discouraged when he's shooting a film. My sister
has to. advise, criticize and encourage him
constantly. He'd be lost without her.
"Fifteen years ago he underrated himself, too. I remember he came home one
day very moody, because he felt sure he
had
new made
play. a mess of his performance in a
"The next day my sister went to the
theatre, and anxiously asked his fellowactors how badly he had performed. 'Badly,' they said in astonishment. 'Why, he
was"She
magnificent.'
watched the play that day, and
Muni was grand in it, but it took a good

him of this.
deal ofvincetalking
on my sister's part to con"Another way in which he has remained
the same is in his moodiness. Naturally a
serious person, Paul becomes upset and
worried easily, and becomes moody and
downcast when things go wrong.
"I remember years ago he came in looking terribly tired, and threw himself on
the couch,
could be.
A few
utes later Iglum
was asstartled
to see
him minkick
his feet up into the air, whistle, and throwing himself off the couch, begin to clown.
"At the beginning it took us time to accustom ourselves to his moods, although,
since we all come from theatrical, emotional stock, we were mighty sympathetic.
I guess we're all a little nuts.
"Gradually, Bella has become so accustomed to his moods that hers now coincide
And intimate
shocked withathis.
all when
they walkfriends
in andaren't
find
Muni clowning
prancing! about, walking on his head,
and
"Paul is one of the greatest teases I
know, and he always has been. But it is a
privilege to be teased by Paul, for he
teases only people he loves dearly."
Lucy is not married, and Muni constantly twits her about it. "He's always on
the lookout for a suitable mate for me,"
she laughed, "and whenever he hears of
some half-wit doing something idiotic, he'll
say, 'Don't you think he's good enough,
wouldn't you be able to like him? I'll fix
everyou.'
he feels he's hurt my feelings,
it "If
up for
he'll come right over and apologize, throw
his arms around me, kiss me and say,
'There's a good kid. You know I'm just
He teases his wife unmercifully about
being superstitious, for Bella has all the
superstitions of stage folk, and then some.
fooling.'
The
very" idea of giving stick-pins or
brooches or any pointed object as a present
horrifies her. After she's once started for
some place she'll never come back for fear
it willunder
bringa ladder
hard luck,
and she'll
never
walk
or whistle
in a dress-

Paulette
Goddard and Bruce
Cabot arrive at
the Troc for an
gaiety. How do
evening's
you oflike
the
idea
wearing
an orchid on
your muff?
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Bella sees a black cat

"The amusing thing to me," Lucy confessed, "is that gradually and unconsciously
my brother-in-law is becoming superstitious
and avoiding the very things Bella is
afraid of.
"It's just, I suppose, that married people
grow more and more like each other with
the years."
There's one thing for which the entire
Finkle family is grateful to Paul Muni.
That's teaching them to be punctual.
"We minutes
all were or
in half
the habit
of being
fifteen
an hour
late ten,
for
appointments," Lucy explained. "When
Bella and Paul were sweethearts, she was
always late. But Paul would be so angry
she grew more and more punctual, and
today she's as accurate as he about time
and never arrives a minute early or late.
"In time we knew better than to keep
Paul waiting. He has no patience with
latecomers, and explodes.
"I know many people misunderstand my
brother-in-law,
Lucy told me. and say he's high hat,"
"Really," leaning forward earnestly, "he's
nothing like that. Off-stage he's the most
unstagy, unpretentious person you ever
saw. It's just because he doesn't make
friends easily, and is rather reserved unless he knows you well, that people get
the wrong impression.
"Nor is he the type who believes in personal publicity, in broadcasting anything he
may do for others. Such matters, he feels,
are private. I know of several people
whom he has helped to movie careers, but
he'd shoot me if I divulged their names.
Once he's sure that you have the goods,
he'll go out of his way to help you. And
if you fail, he considers it a personal reflection upon himself.
"If he doesn't feel you are competent,
neither heaven nor earth can get him to
help. He'd rather make enemies than help
someone incompetent. Fifteen years ago
he was like that, and he's like that today."
When he was starring in the Yiddish
theatre, a close relative, an actress, wanted
to get a job with his group.
"All you have to do, Paul," she told
him, "is to recommend me to the manager."
But Muni refused. To his wife he explained, "She could never hold a job in
our company, for she can't act. It would
be cruel to place her."
Of course, to this day this woman believes itwas only selfishness that motivated
Muni, and they have been estranged for
years. Paul Muni preferred to hurt someone he loved dearly, rather than get her a
job when he felt she was not entitled to it.
"While he's perfectly willing to help any
of
added,
we us,"
standLucy
on our
own "he's
feet.soWeproud
feel,when
too,
that it is unfair to try to bask in his glory.
"He has offered to help further my musical career, but all I want is his moral
support. I'd rather make my way on my
own, even though it takes longer, and I
know
he once
agreesin with
my viewpoint."
Never
the many
years she was
on the stage did his wife permit Paul Muni
to help her get work. /
Though she earned less than she might
have if he had exerted his influence, that
was the way she wanted it. And, should
she ever decide to return to the stage,
while her husband would not stand in her
way, she'd be strictly on her own.
"Once my brother-in-law was heartbroken because people insisted he had used
pull
get and
Bellais,a her
job custom
on Broadway."
As towas,
today, Bella
goes to all rehearsals with her husband. It
was at the second rehearsal of "Four
Walls," one of the early plays in which
Paul Muni starred on the English speaking stage. No actress had been selected for
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pining away
June Lang isn't
kwrec
over her
iage
ed marr
these

days —

the
here.'s His
and
reason
name is Morry
Morrison and
he's veddy social register.

the role of Bertha, a poor girl who loves
aMuni
manwashopelessly,
andman.
doesn't get him.
to play this
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Seeing Mrs. Muni sitting near the platform, John Golden, the producer of this
play,
asked
part he
of
Bertha.
So her
well ifdidshe'd
she read
read the
it, that
said, "We've been searching the city for
someone
play Bertha
here youAndare."
So Bellato Finkle
becameandBertha.
to
this day no one believes her own merit got
the job.
HP O Lucy, Paul Muni's amazing capacity
for proving a real friend to his in-laws
is unusual.
Three years ago, when she was touring
with a theatrical troupe in South America,
she got an attack of appendicitis. Knowing
how her
familyButwould
didn't
let
them
know.
one worry,
of the she
girls
in the
troupe wrote to friends saying Lucy needed
an operation, and they told Muni.
"He knew how frightened Bella would
be, so he said nothing to her or to my
brother. Instead, he phoned the hospital in
Buenos Aires, where I was to be operated
on, and ordering them to spare no expense,
made arrangements with the head surgeon.
"Frequently he cabled me to find out
what he could do to make me more
comfortable, and of course, he paid all
the bills.
"It wasn't till I was well on the road
to recovery that he told my sister. When
I tried to thank him, he laughed the whole
"I didn't
off." do it out of kindness," he said,
matter
his
eyes
"I our
heard
were ill
the day wetwinkling.
moved into
newyou
Hollywood
home. You know how superstitious your
sister is. If I had told her, she would
neverbeen
haveprejudiced
been happy
for she'd
have
againstthere,
the place
from
her dying day, Mrs. Finkle, his
theTostart."
mother-in-law,
adored Paul. And do you
know, when he bought his first house in
Hollywood, eight and a half years ago, he
picked out the nicest room and furnished it
for his mother-in-law? Unfortunately, she
died
as shebefore
called she
him.could go to visit 'her son,'
"My brother, Abem Finkle, who is a
script writer for Warner Brothers, is one
of Paul's smcerest admirers," Lucy told
me.
"And he's more than a husband to my

sister, he's a seal friend. They spend all
their time together and he relies upon her
judgment
him to holdimplicitly.
him, either.SheShedoesn't
tells himnatter
the
truth as she sees it, about himself, about
his acting, his habits. There was only once
when he felt she had erred in judgment."
That was after his first attempt at making motion pictures in Hollywood, when
he flopped, and came East very much discouraged. Unlike most actors, he didn't
blame Hollywood producers or the terrible picture in which he had been cast. He
just blamed himself.
"I guess," he said sadly, "my wife and
all of us have overrated my abilities."
It was his wife, incidentally, who persuaded him to try again in Hollywood.
In case you are interested in the hobbies
of our greatest character actor, I'll let you
in on a secret. Paul Muni is gadget-mad.
Whenever he sees a gadget, he can't rest
till he has bought it, taken it apart, and
learned all about how it works.
"He's spent days experimenting with the
best cleaners for phonograph records. He
reminds me of a small boy who simply
must take the clock apart, and put it together correctly," Lucy laughed.
"Once he solves something, he forgets
all about it. Do you know he has a separate three-room apartment in his home,
That
should prove beyond all
just
for fact
his alone
gadgets?"
doubt, that Paul is just as human as the
rest of us. He may be a great actor — when
he's on the stage. But at home, he relaxes
and he's just a nice guy who forgets all
about fame and footlights.
And he'll never pass a stationery store
without going in and buying something . . -.
paper, mucilage, pasters, posters, letterstapling
machines
. . .tohe's
enough heads,
in his
private
quarters
startgota
store.
Another of his hobbies is the dictionary.
Yes, Iariesmean
just that.
dictionin all sizes,
shapesHe's
and got
languages.
Since he reads a good deal of general literature, history and biography, he constantly has those dictionaries, every one of
them, near him. And whenever he is in
doubt about a word, he looks it up in all
of them to catch the subtle nuances of
meaning it may have.
you real
were
to ask
him, he'd
tell was
you
thatIf the
reason
he bought
a home
to have a place for all his gadgets !
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Oakie

Can

Take

It!

(Continued from page 37)
elect whom the gods leave, unevicted, in
their place in the sun? If one should
douse the twinkle in the eye, what would
one find? It seemed worth while to find
out, or try to. I determined to get serious
with Oakie if I had to tear his heart
right out through his wise-cracks.
While I lay in wait for Oakie, one of
the prop boys added to my curiosity. He
said, "That Oakie. He's a tonic as well
as a panic. D'you know, he never foror there's
gets if it's
sickness
in athefellow's
family birthday
or anything
like
that. He's a lesson to every mother's
quitter of us. He razzes the life out of us,
but he can take it, too.
"Last week he ordered a bicycle. Said
he wasn't going to wear out the Oakie
this man's
patent leathers hoofing it about
The bike came. We unlot any longer.
crated it for him. And when we delivered
it to him, we'd removed the regular saddle
and fastened a horse's saddle on instead.
We'd done a little paint job on it, too.
We splashed 'Prez Oakie' in huge letters
Oakie didn't turn a hair. He
over it.
all
mounted
that horse saddle just like he
'Yip-ee !'
western
wilddown
gave a off
notice,
didn'twent
the lot. He
whizzing
and
left that horse's saddle on, and it's still on.
That's Oakie."
I remembered a story Frank Morgan
told me about Oakie. It happened some
Jack and
Jack'sin marriage.
time
New York, stopping
were both
Frank before
at the same hotel. Said Frank:
"I told Oakie one morning that I'd been
to a barber shop the night before and had
been manicured by the most beautiful girl
I'd ever seen, in a long life of seeing to it
that I see beautiful girls. She was worth
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Iy-o"
got,and MoI
I'veVAPORUB
give your chest and back
"I don't want you to come down with
a good rubbing, like Mummy does.
a bad cold. We're going to tackle it
Remember how good it made you feel
right now — at that very first sneeze.
that night when you started coughing?
I'll just put a few drops of this Vicks
VA-TRO-NOL right up your nose. _
"There's nothing like VapoRub when
"Now the other side.
you're tight and achy
with a cold. You seem
to feel it working right
"There. Doesn't that feel fine ! Notice
how clear and comfortable it makes
through your skin and
your head. Betyou couldn't sneeze now
allthetimeyou'rebreathif you wanted to!
ing in those grand Vicks vapors. Before
"Sure, Mummy does all this when
you know it, you're sound asleep just
she's here. But, shucks, I've got to keep
as if you'd never
• had
• a• cold at all."
up with the times, too, if I'm going to
Molly's father certainly knows what to do
take care of a young lady all by myself.
about colds. He must have read the special
folder
that comes in each Vicks package —
"You know, Honey, Vicks made this
"Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds in
Va-tro-nol on purpose for people's
noses, 'cause that's where
3 out of 4 colds start.
"Even when I forget
and wait till my own head
is stuffed up tight, just a
few drops are generally enough to let
me breathe nice and easy again. And if
I'm
early,of like
cold lots
the why,
after
you
doinggetwith
yours,
times it
never does grow up into a real cold.
"'Course, some colds are plumb stubborn and get by no matter what you
do. If you don't feel all better tonight,
we'll get out the good old Vicks

a day's work, Ann
All ready forBurgess
Meredith are
Sothern and
off to the set for RKO-Radio's "Don't
Forget To Remember."

family

In the largest clinical tests ever made on
colds—
tests in which 17,353 people were
the Home."
subjects— Vicks Plan cut sickness from colds
more than half! Va-tro-nol and VapoRub are
the only medications used in Vicks Plan.
You'll find it a simple, practical guide that
any mother (or daddy) can easily follow.
VICKS
VA-TRO-NOL
VAPORUB
For
double direct
For direct
application to nose and
action
(stimulationinhalation)
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Helps
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develop
Helps
upper colds
throatstart
where
most
PREVENT
many colds
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sooner
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any man's pilgrimage to the shrine of the
soap basin, I said. She was delicious. She
was divine. Well, Oakie got all tottsied
up, took a taxi and drove twenty blocks
to that barber shop. He arrived, asked for
the manicure girl, and was confronted by
the plug-ugliest woman the Hand of the
Potter ever shook in making ! But he sat him
with that cockle-of-the-heartright down,
warming
smile of his and had himself a
manicure ! Because he wouldn't lake even
a chance of hurting the feelings of that
poor girl. A girl he'd never be likely to
see again. He didn't open his trap to me
when he got back. Just showed me his
trimmed cuticles. He didn't need to say
anything. I was stopped and a bit ashamed.
That's Oakie."
SO, over the luncheon table, I said to
Jack, boiled in his boiled shirt, but
beaming, "For the first time of all the
times we've talked together, be serious, will
you, Jack? Were you born this way? Or
have you got this way, deliberately, with
conscious effort?"
"I dunno, sister," said Jack. "Guess I
Guess it's
born this
was
hereditary.
My way,
mothermostly.
is this way, too.
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never
I've spirits.
my life
In all low
been.
Always
seen herhaslook
worried,
in her
I've never known her to be without a
laugh. My dad was the same. My sister
is the same, only more so.
"You may say, and rightly enough, that
I've never had much in my life to moan
and make faces about. Never had any
terrible personal grief. I was born to swell,
jolly parents, in a jolly home._ I never
had" any of them there frustrations, complexes or like that. I didn't Suffer Through
Adolescence.
"I fell into Wall Street, and even there,
I'd chalk
smiling.
up the
came
my
stocksmistakes
and things
up on
board and
make
a lot of errors, and the next day, I'd find
that the fellows who had taken my notations at their face value had come out on
top. I fell into the theatre and onto the
screen. No effort. No kicks. I got my
dough out of the local banks before they
closed their doors. With a puss like mine,
had to
I'd have
suppose
you might
support
it and
workthat
pretty
hard at the
job. But no, it's supported me.
"Now I look back a bit, and I've begun
to look back," Jack said— and for the first
time in my long acquaintance with him, his
gray eyes were sober — "now that I look
back,
realize
that I've
evaded
life a Ilittle.
I confess
here always
and now,
for
the first time, that I may have used the
laugh as a shield. Maybe it hasn't been
altogether thetoo.breaks. Maybe it's been the
breakaways,

s
an'
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"I guess I did run away from any emotion that couldn't be laughed at — or off.
I made dates with that funny thing called
love,funny-,
and when
lovethelooked
it wouldn't
be
I broke
dates.likeWhen
I was
getting kicked around a bit at the studio,
I'd stall going into the Front Office and
staging a big scene.
"I'd just crack, 'Say, they'll get me mixed
up with Johnny Downs someday, and I'll
be
deadback
pigeon.'
I'd suck
my usually
thumb
anda go
to theOrbottle.
That
learned 'em. Because on the bottle, I'd
pound desks and demand my rights.
"One time Lubitsch wanted me to make
agave
picture.
didn't
do it.
He
me the Ibig
sales want
talk. to
Finally
I said,
'Okay, I'll do it. Call 'em up, and tell 'em
I'll do it. But before I do it, I'm going
a bit.'
tip the jugdidn't
to "Lubitsch
wait to hear no more.
He was on that phone quicker than an
extra jumps into her hole when Garbo
looks at her and said, 'Never mind about
Oakie. Forget him. We'll get someone
else"I for
hadtheto part.'
take that, too. Not that it

mattered. But what I'm getting at is this,
before Dorothy Dell died, I was like that
—more.
escaping life at every street corner. No

the broth
not why.
boy I said
was. Jack,
And "I'm
I know
You
BUTof anow,"
remember Dorothy
you? Well,
You
remember
when sheDell,
wasdon't
killed?
that didgotsomething
me. will.
Something
I've
never
over and tonever
I hardly
knew the girl. So there was no really
personal
to speakaround
of. But
worked
with her.grief
I'd kidded
withI'dher.
And
I'd seen her on the lot one day, young,
peppy, full of life. And the next day —
she was dead. Gone. I couldn't get over
it. I've never got over it.
"And then Will Rogers died, and Irving
Thalberg. Before them, Lew Cody. And
I began
aware of
I'd never
been
awareto ofbe before.
Notthings
only death,
but
grief and suffering, and how patient folks
are and all the things that go where laughs
are not. For the first time in my life
I met up with something I couldn't laugh
away. I've never been the same since.
"So now," said Jack, "it isn't as spontaneous as it used to be, the wise-cracking.
Iin still
play
of course.
bred
the bone. the
But fool,
it's like
a kid whoIt's
walked
freely and without thinking, had paralysis,
had to learn to walk all over again, step
by step. He does walk again, but he had
to learn how. I laugh now because I believe it's the way to beat any kind of rap.
"I've knocked around a lot. I've known
everyone
this Street,
business.
fellers in inWall
men I've
and known
women the
in
show business, in small towns, the good and
the bad. I've never known one a laugh
wouldn't help, if you could get it down.
I've never known a grief a laugh wouldn't
soften. I've never seen a love a laugh
wouldn't lift out of desperation. I know
this to be the truth. And so, why not
laugh ?
"There's plenty to laugh at still." Jack
smiled a different kind of an Oakie smile.
"There's plenty to laugh at," he repeated.
"Stuffed shirts, pompous celebrities inflated
with the little gas of their own 'glamor.'
That 'serious school of stars' — y'know, the
kind that don't light up, the dead pan kind
of whom the Intelligentsia say, 'But you
can but
see Iwhat
they are
I can't
see,
can laugh.
The thinking.'
kind of stars
that
have grown awfully uh-uh — the kind I used
to clap on the spine, say, 'Why you old
so-and-so, you' and now have to give the
'Howjado, I'm sure — .' The fellows that
go around, off-stage as well as on, giving
it the do-re-mi-fa-so-la-si-do, getting their
contracts out of their throats.
AND

I also think you can laugh louder,

longer inandyour
moreownoften
if you'repwiceless
not just
interested
pwecious,
self. Now I think I'm a very_ remarkable
fellow — on that point my Public and I are
in perfect accord — but I do get a kick out
of other people. All kinds of other people.
I talk to the waitresses here in the cafe,
to cab drivers, to prop boys, policemen on
their beats, anyone who will listen to me.
I even talk to big shots like the Kay
Francis', the Hepburns, the Garbos. I'm
not particular.
"Folks say marriage has 'settled me
down.' Because I don't go the rounds the
way I used to, stay up all night, shave
the whiskers off and then go to work. I
used to be all over the place, the bouncingest boy in town. Now I like to stay home.
We're building us a house, overlooking the
sea, my Little Woman and I. But we get
a laugh a minute at everything, Venita and
I. Maybe I've slowed down because I
found something I couldn't laugh away.
But I found out, also, that the thing to do
is That's
to keep Oakie.
on laughing
anyway."
Now — you
know.
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Promoter
(Continued from page 50)
to the United States and where he put
out another little masterpiece in promoting.
He induced Bernarr Macfadden to back a
movie company, called True Story Film
Company. The versatile Mr. Pendleton
was Vice President and General Manager
in charge of production, for the short
duration of this venture.
"Our first picture was called 'Wrongdoers,' and was pretty good, too," reminisced Nat. "It was a story about a kid
who is taught to steal. Well, I got Lionel
Barrymore, Henry Hull and Peggy Shannon for the picture with Dickie Moore
playing the kid. In accounting for the
expenses, I told B. M. what I was paying
the cast.
" 'I got Barrymore for three-fifty,' I
said proudly.
" 'Why didn't you get him for three
hundred?' he asked.
" 'The figure is three thousand, five
hundred, B. M.' Well, the new picture
producer nearly fainted until I explained
that in seven thousand feet of film there
were approximately twenty-one thousand
pictures he could use for his magazines at
no extra cost. He had world rights on
them. Then all went well until we ran
a contest in the Graphic.
"The winner was to get the leading role
in our next film. Well, the releasing company wouldn't okay the girl selected _because she didn't have a stage name. I sided
with the releasers and that didn't set too
well. But the final straw was when I
outside. This couldn't and
story
bought a be
wouldn't
understood, not with twelve
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hundred stories in the publisher's files. So
we split up."
ITagain
wasn't
long,Nat.
however,
before
stalked
An agent,
who Luck
had
supplied him with actors for his movie,
decided to return the favor and give
Pendleton a job.
"They were having trouble casting a
role. It called for a prize fighter, but
none of the actors who looked the part
had the intelligence to read the lines right.
I could do both so got the job and toured
with Irene Bordoni in 'Naughty Cinderella' for fifty weeks. Fox saw me in it
and tested me for 'The Big Trail.'
"When I did the test," Nat explained,
"I padded my hip boots with towels — my
shoulders too — and looked like a giant.
Spencer Tracy was tested for the same
role, but I got it. He's caught up with me
since, though! I'm kinda sorry that I got
off on comedy, because I should be doing
that Tracy stuff now. You know, I wanted
to play the part of the priest in 'San
Francisco,' but the big boys said if I came
out as a clergyman, everyone would laugh
me off the screen and those that didn't
would think it sacrilegious.
"Anyway, to get on, I went out to
Hollywood for the picture. My first day
there, I met Raoul Walsh, the director,
and with one gander at me he said, 'Hey,
I thought you were a big fellow. I don't
want a midget playing this role. Another
thing, your voice is too high.' "
Nat laughed and continued, "I explained
that maybe my voice was a little high
then,
I wasn't
actingmuch
and lower.
when I did,
it camebutover
the mike
" 'Well,' Walsh said, 'go out in the hills
and holler till you're hoarse, then come
back.'
"Do you know those hills in Hollywood?
Well, I went up in the hills and for two
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days yelled my head off. When I came
back, Walsh asked what I wanted. I explained about getting hoarse for the part
and he said, 'Oh that? Well, we've got
Tvrone Power for the role.'
^"Who,
the kid?' Senior.
I asked." Now, young
" 'No, Tyrone
fellow, go right down to the second set on
the left and tell them I sent you for the
'"But Mr. Walsh, they won't like that
"
Western.'
because I was sent out here to play in — ' "
" 'Don't argue with me, do as I say,'
he
snapped back. And so I was sold down
O'Brien.
the river to Westerns with George
"I did several pictures with O'Brien and
found he had his own company of yes men
who thought he was the last word. One
day after we finished shooting some
scenes, George stepped up to me and stuck
his
gun have
in myit and
ribs, teach
saying,
going not
to
let you
you 'I'm
a lesson
to steal my scenes !' With that, one of his
stooges let go with a forty-five right at
my heels. That was to make me think
he had really shot me. Well, I just caved
in and fell to the floor, and they were
running around like mad, putting cold
towels on my head till the doctor arrived. I
waited until he took out his stethoscope and
then got up, dusted my hands off and said
to O'Brien, 'Now let that be a lesson to
you.' He nearly dropped and did he burn,
but I didn't have any more of his practical
joking
We while
jerkedI was
back there."
from the Arabian
Nights tale of Scheherezade Pendleton to
ask about his recent London trip. "Maybe
it was a toss-up between Astaire and me,"
Nat kidded. "But I could hoof it and talk
tough too, so I got the role. I thoroughly
enjoyed working with Miss Matthews.
And it was pretty nice to be treated with
deference. You see, I know a little more

GA.RDE.NIA. by day -- true essence of
the fragile flower .... warm and lin senno
as the memory of a friendly smile.

about the picture game than most of them
do over there — at any rate about gangster
parts. They certainly made me feel I was
somebody, not the way Hollywood does —
taking
you for granted
Nat explained
that the!" reason most films
made over there seem slow to us, is because the English sense of humor is so
entirely different from ours. Too, after
all, their pictures are primarily made for
British and not American consumption.
The fact that Jessie Matthews goes over
with a bang in this country, Pendleton
explained to his complete satisfaction.
"Well, you see, her forte is singing and
dancing — and that is good in any language.
She can't go wrong with a good tune and
a "I
nicedobita oflittle
hoofin'."
writing," Nat remarked
modestly. "But I can only write about a
subject when I thoroughly know it. I've
soldColumbia.
one of my
stories
called
'Deception'
to
It was
about
wrestling,
and
Leo
played
in it Does
with me.
got aCarrillo
better one
though.
it haveI'vea
punch ending ! A scene where the ropes
around the ring are wired with twenty
thousand volts, so the promoter can knock
off the wrestler if he doesn't do as he tells
him ! This guy is fighting the champion
and the hero is supposed to be backed
into the rope and bumped off, but the
chump forgets and gets his hands burned
off — so the hero comes out on top !
"Warners made me an offer for it, but
they wanted Sir Galahad — I mean Kid
Galahad — to play the leading role and
that's what I want to play, so we didn't
makeersalooking
deal.over
But the
I'vescript
got those
Londonso something
may turn up on it at any minute.
"Then, of course, something may not."
And if it doesn't, be sure something else
will, for Nat can always promote himself
something good — and make good at it !
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(Continued from page 46)

Don't know about
least three pounds!
Ramon.
Once in the auditorium which fronted
, we found ourthe broadcasting chamber
selves on our own. Mr. Novarro found a
chair for us and then left us flat to retire
to a corner and study his script. But the
poor man had hardly sniffed the script
when the gals in the audience started to
in upon him. A harem of 'em. One
move
even brought him a box of flowers.
We've seen men get attention before,
but Novarro topped 'em all. We felt kind
of sorry for him. Seemed as if the director
would never call him for his spot on the
program. It evidently seemed that way to
Ramon, too. He'd shake himself loose
from an admirer, walk up and peer through
the glass partition at the director with a
wistful "Now?" on his lips. Finally, to
our relief, and we- kind of expect, to his,
he was summoned.
There had been laughing and talking
while the fashion reviewer, the movie
chatterer, the orchestra were on the air,
but for Ramon there was attentive silence.
And then it was over, and we ran for
the elevator which we found, surprisingly,
manned by a cop in uniform.
"You stay right here while the other
officer calls a cab," he warned. We wondered why, until we got out on the street,
enthuand there was this wildly yelling pulling
siastic crowd of fans, pushing and
to get at Ramon. Six policemen with a
rope held 'em back and made an aisle
through which we hustled to the waiting
taxi.
We had tickets for the hit show, ' The
Women," with its all feminine cast. We
elbowed our way to our seats. We elbowed our way out again after the play.
Then to the Bedford Hotel roof garden.
There, twenty stories, above Manhattan,
with the city spread before us — boats plying their way up the East River, the brilliantly lighted tower of the Empire State
building to the right and the honking
taxis and automobiles in the streets far
below, we drew our breaths. And Ramon
began talking about his European junket
and his plans for the future.
"I have been away from Hollywood two
thoughtfully. "Two wonhe said
years," derful
years that I would not give up for
anything, but I am glad to be home.
"Look," he said with a gesture toward
is?
the streets below. "See how little man until
You think you are so, so important,
you go up on a high hill or on top of a
high building. Then you look down and
see how insignificant man is. You see
things at a distance, with perspective.
"Those two years I spent away from
Hollywood can be compared to going up
on a high mountain and looking back at
where I have lived and what I have done.
They gave me time to think about myself,
to attain balance.
"I was tired and sick when I left Hollywood. Idid not want to make any more
pictures ever — I had two more, but we
tear up the contract so I can go."
"should you go
WHY?" we inquired,
away when you have pictures and
money to make. Why not do them, collect
the money and then go?"
"Well, I have some money," explained
Ramon, as if to a child. "And to get
more, I have to work more and give up
precious time. I talk for years about going on a concert tour, but I never have
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might break the spirit of an actor and send
him scuttling home to the haven called
Hollywood where all was admiration and
not heckling. We remarked as much.
"No, that is not sensible," said Ramon.
"I am starting a new career. Maybe I am
not good at first, but that is true of everybody. When I begin to work for my living, Iam first an usher, a waiter. I work
in the Automat, then I get bits in pictures.
I do all sorts of things to get started. You
always have to fall down, pick yourself
up and start over again.
"So then I prepare some songs for a
tour with my sister who dances. We are
in London and in the English provinces.
We appear before the same people who
did not like my play. This time, they like
me now. We go to Dublin.
"Then we go through Europe. It is in
Budapest that I have an unfortunate experience which comes about because I do
not know all the tricks of show business."
He paused.
"Oh, then.
it is funny now, but it
was
not so funny
"I hear later — and how I hear — that a
news story comes out of Budapest saying
that Ramon Novarro is broke and has to
borrow money to get home.
"People read this and start to send me
money. Yes, really. Not very much money,
to be sure, but friends from whom I have
not heard for a long time write and say,
'How much do you need?' Some people
send me ten dollars in envelopes. I even
get a couple of five dollar bills from fans
who do not give an address so that I can
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Henry

Fonda

looks pretty serious

considering he's only going to see a
preview. Note the trick neckwear!
the time. It is time that I take it, to make
my dreams come true. I want to sing, I
want to be an actor in plays. I have my,
little theatre in my home in the hills, but
that is not enough.
"So I start out. First, there is the play
in London with Doris Kenyon. It is called
'Royal Exchange.' It is a failure. I am
inexperienced on the stage. They say I
choose the wrong play also. But I do not
know, I think it is good, and," defiantly,
"maybe it was."
"Was that the one," we queried, "where
they
heckled me,"
you so?"
"Heckle
expostulated Ramon.
"They shout right out, 'Go back to Hollywood !' It was somebody in the gallery
who had had too much to drink, but he
started all the others. Then while I am
standing on the stage trying to calm the
audience, the curtain comes down on my
neck. It make us all feel very badly, but
particularly it is hard on my neck !
"All this happening is very bad far the
life of the play. Bad publicity, bad for us.
We do not sell tickets, so I put my own
money in for two weeks, that the people
who have rehearsed so kindly with us do
notItlose
all their
Then an
we episode
close."
seemed
to uswages.
that such

we asked.

look. "No,"
pained
NOVA
he RRO
said, "no,gave
no. aThat
is silly."
"A Budapest theatre manager comes to
me in London and says he will pay my
railroad fare, my expenses and a good salary if I will appear for a week at his
theatre. I go. I sing. It comes two days
before 1 am to go to London, and I have
received no money. I go to the manager
and he says, 'I will pay you when you go.
Be assured.' But I am not assured because
I am told after I get to Budapest that this
manager is crooked, and you have to get
your money every day from the box office.
I tell him I will sing no more until I get
some cash. He will not give it to me.
So I wire London. It is Saturday. The
bank is closed. The bank is still closed
Monday because it is Boxer Day.
"I am desperate. I wire some friends
thinking they can send on a little, and so
the story gets out I am broke. It is the
hotel man who finally comes to my rescue
and says, 'Mr. Novarro, do not worry, I
will get your tickets, and when you get
back to London, you send me a draft.'
"That was one of many things that happened to me. I would not have missed any
of it. I finally come home because I have
yellow jaundice which probably came from
the food I ate traveling. I am in Hollywood resting when this picture, 'The Sheik
Steps
Out'it.is Itoffered
me. I did once for
"I like
is liketoone
Rex Ingram that was very good for me.
I do not even talk to my lawyers about it
or my friends. I think I like it. I will do
it. That is part of the philosophy that I
have attained. It is : do the things you
think best, and do not worry.
"So I am back in Hollywood to stay."
He gave a big sigh, which might have been
a yawn. (In fact, we're sure it was a
Now,) we dunno what Garbo would have
yawn.
said at that moment, but after all, it was
two a. m., so we said, "Ay tank ay
Mr. Novarro took us, pronto. And that,
should go home."
alas, is the finale to bur "Night With No-
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Truth

About

Irene

Dunne

(Continued from page 43)
ignored. Somehow, she wasn't the comedy
type. Hollywood insisted on casting her
in drama, with a song interjected here and
there. Until Irene, herself, decided to do
something about it.
In "Show Boat," she interjected a
shuffle-clog in burnt-cork make-up. She
sneaked to the sneak preview, unnoticed, to
get the reaction to that one scene. The
theatre rocked with spontaneous laughter.
That decided her. She would make "Theodora Goes Wild."
"I received some awfully bad notices in
'Theodora,' " she told me, ruefully. "Some
letters that said — a bit violently — that I
ought to leave comedy to other people.
But most of those who took the trouble
to write in seemed to like the change. And
all a sinner needs, to sin again, is encouragement.
T 'M under contract to four studios. At
*■ one, maybe two, I'll do drama. At the
third, I'll sing. But when I'm at Columbia,
I'll do comedy.
"People, visiting this set and seeing me
in this zany role, ask me, incredulously,
'Is it true you're going to make "Madame
Curie" later?' I am going to make 'Madame
Curie' later. And there won't be any
comedy in that. Thinking of it, I say_ to
myself, 'Well, Irene, while you are doing
comedy, you'd better let yourself go.' So —
I'm letting myself go. And having the time
my life."
of She
can't stress too strongly that comedy
hasn't been forced upon her by the studio.

New

She asked for it. And now she got it.
"It's funny, but the comedians all want
to be tragedians, and the people who do
straight dramatics would like to do comedy.
At least, / plead guilty.
"I'm sure we'd all live years longer, if
we let ourselves laugh more. And worried
Irenehasisn't
never
been.much of a worrier. She
"I had an Irish father, who was easyless."going— at least, with those around him.
Life wasn't a trouble to him; it was a constantly entertaining experience, easy to enjoy.. He was very beloved, very gay, especially with children. I know _ I had a
grand childhood, pal-ing with him. And
I think I've inherited his sense of humor,
hisIn outlook
on life."
other words,
her enjoyment of laughter,
— isn't somelaughhas
othersIrene
her liking
thing new toforhear
Irene.
never had
a dramatic success story to tell, because
life has never been difficult for her. And
this is why.
"You know," she said, "I can't remember
ever being desperately discouraged, trying
to become a singer, then an actress. I
think my background and my sense of
humor spared me." She smiled, in enjoyment of a thought she had just had. She
told it to me. "I didn't get really diswas a star. Then I discouraged
covered
thatuntil
I Ihad a battle on my hands,
if I wanted to sing. They wanted me to
do straight dramatics, and I wanted occasional songs. Ah, me— the troubles I've

had !" She gave a sigh of mock distress.
Unlike other actresses who have come
upon success by way of Melody Lane, she
singularly lacks a reputation for being temperamental. asked
I
her about that.
"Oh, I fly at maids who leave hats
on beds and shoes on tables and frighten
them half to death, probably. But it's only
a pose. I'm only trying out my acting
on the home folks. I'm not as bothered as
I can readily believe that. I have seen
Ihermake
out." often enough. She has no
at work
primadonna
complexes.
the
people who
work forSheherdoesn't
or withharass
her,
she mixes with them. At Columbia, she
has the swankiest dressing-room of all, the
penthouse atop the stars' building — and
spends most of her time in the box-like
crate on the set laughingly called a "portable dressing-room." She doesn't even have
tantrums under provocation. As, for example, the other day :
She was having fashion portraits made.
She was wearing a glamorous costume, very
full, with semi-train. As you may or may
not know, when a star poses for full-length
fashion portraits, the folds of her skirt
are pinned to the floor in careful array.
Robert Kalloch, the designer, was there in
person, to do the pinning. In the midst of
the photographing, Kalloch was called away
and forgot to come back. The photographing over, Irene couldn't move, without
danger of shredding her costume — and the
photographer didn't dare to try to remove
the pins for fear of tearing it. Here was
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Charlie, no back talk! The famous Mr. McCarthy gets his hair
combed by his boss, Ventriloquist
Edgar Bergen. The two make their
movie

debut

in "The

Goldwyn

Follies."
a situation to tempt
the temperament in
any woman.
But it struck Irene funny.
She told the photographer, "It's the first
time in years I've felt anchored to any
one studio. I guess you'd better telephone
Mr. Kalloch and tell him I'm a forgotten
And she had to stand as she was, where
she
was, for fifteen minutes before he
woman."
arrived, apologetic, anticipating a storm.
Instead, he heard, "Fine thing, standing a
girl up, when she's going to buy her lunch,
Little things that would harass most
!"
stars
Irene. The other day, for
herselfamuse
example — a very hot day — she had to wear
a dress of brilliant blue sequins. It clung
to her. It wasn't comfortable. And when
she took it off, she bore, only too plainly,
the imprint of the sequins.
"I looked like The Tattooed Woman," sb,e
said. "It reminded me of the day I was
married — one of the hottest days New
York ever had. It was in mid-July. They
threw confetti all over me. And when I
changed to my traveling outfit, you should
have seen me. I looked like a rainbow
In the picture, she wears a dress of
translucent glass beads — beads made from
milk,
trout."hardened under pressure. Someone
cracked that she was going around in yards

Address^

of milk. ' And she flipped right back, "It's
the only way I can take the product. ExI flairafford
to get fat." gowns,
She hasternal y. acan't
for glamorous
yet no star is so addicted to pajamas. She
wears them constantly around home. She
wears them to the studio in the mornings,
and goes through her first rehearsal in
them. "I like to start the day right," she
told
Sheme.
also"Comfortably."
has a knack for having happy
people around her. Her maid, Anita, is the
most cheerful-looking star's maid I have
ever encountered. But there is an explanation, Idiscovered.
Anita came in, unusually upset. The
reason, it seemed, was that she had just
escaped, by inches, from being struck by
a reckless driver. "The way some people
think they owned the' street!"
you'd
drive,said,
she
indignantly.

90

"Yes," said Irene, "you'd even think they
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owned the cars." She's quick, like that.
And Anita's indignation vanished in a
laugh.
Irene, herself, had a chance to be indignant the day before, and turned it down.
It happened this way.
"I have a new nurse for the baby. _ She
came home yesterday, after being with a
maid nearby. The other girl had told her,
'Did you kiiow this is Irene Dunne's third
husband?' My nurse didn't quite believe
it. She wanted to deny it and defend me —
but she thought she had better make sure
of her ground first. I got quite a bang
was one story I hadn't
that. myThat
out
heardof about
marriage.
"I thought all rumors about — and interest
in — my marriage had been exhausted long
ago. I've had bales of letters from people,
saying, 'We're so sick of reading about your
husband. Won't you please talk about
something else?' I'm amazed every time
a new rumor pops out at me. And amused.
"Maybe people still are waiting, or hoping, to hear me say, 'It's an ideal arrangement.' Iwon't say it. It isn't ideal. It's
a necessary arrangement that happens to
have worked out.
"There's only one new change in the
arrangement. Dr. Griffin does most of the
commuting now. We have a house now,
after all these years. And the house happens to be in California. And," she added,
with a smile, "in the house is a baby —
too young to do much traveling."

both her_ names —
the baby Aby blonde
callsFrances.
SHEMary
with wisps
of curls and tremendous blue eyes, Mary
Frances has a smile that would enslave anyone around her for five minutes. I know
— I've seen her. And Irene is enslaved. I
know
Frances.that, too. I've seen her with Mary
She is as proudly embarrassed as any
young mother, when anyone comments on
her child's prettiness. "But looks are so
me. "All
told in
in a child
secondary
that we wanted
was!" ashechild
perfect
health, with a perfect background. And
Mary Frances fitted the description.
"Now 1 hear that we're going to adopt
a little boy as a playmate for her. It's
so silly ! It's hardly Worth denying. You
don't just say, 'I'm going to adopt a child,'
and go somewhere and get one. _ You have
to know the child and the child's background ;you have to be so sure, in fairness to the child, that you can give him —
or her — a lifetime of affection.
"For years, we had talked intermittently
of adopting a child. I thought I wanted a
boy — until I actually saw Mary Frances.
Now I can't imagine another baby in her
It was more than mother-instinct that
place."
prompted the adoption. It was partly that
old urge in Irene to have happy people
around her. And children are happy
people.
Irene, herself, is the happiest she has
ever been in her life. You can't escape
that impression, being with her, hearing
her talk about her new life, her little girl.
"We have breakfast together, every
morning at six. Most homes are so still
then. But there is such life, such goingson, in ours, at six in the morning. She
calls me 'Mimi' or 'My Mimi,' with such
feeling. And she definitely has a sense of
humor. She never fails to imitate me
when I've said something I shouldn't have
said, like 'Uh-huh.' She's teaching me,
as much as I'm teaching her. I don't like
ocean
particularly
— I've
been
knocked swimming
out so many
times by
breakers.
But every time we go down to the beach,
my baby screams at coming out of the
water, not getting in. She'll probably make
a swimmer out of me yet."
Before the building of the French Nor-
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X-Ray of baby's foot in expensive
shoe which mother wouldn't throw
away. Baby will go through life
with twisted foot bones.
The worst
of baby's
footbefore
is an they
outgrown
shoe.
Babiesenemy
outgrow
shoes long
wear
them out. Four out of five mothers who buy expensive shoes make baby wear them long after they
are too short and so RUIN baby's precious feet.
Buy inexpensive Wee Walkers and change to new
ones often. They have every practical feature you
find in the most expensive shoes. Full-sized,
roomy, correctly proportioned. Exclusive Wee
Walker live-model lasts give real barefoot freedom. Soft, pliable leathers— good-looking styles.
Becauseturers othey
madeexclusively,
by the largest
f infantareshoes
and manufacare sold in stores with very low selling
cost the price to you is very low. Look
for them
in the
Infants'stores:
Wear Department of the
following
W. T. Grant Co. S. S. Kresge Co. J. J. Newberry Co.
H. L. Green Co., Inc. (F& W Grand Stores, Isaac Silver and
Bros., Metropolitan Chain Stores, Inc.) McLellan Stores
G. R. Kinney Co., Inc. Sears, Roebuck Charles Stores
Schulte- United Stores
Lincoln Stores, Inc.

prohappy,
TO keep
tect hisyour
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young
skin,Mother,
no otherto powder compares with Z. B.T.— the only baby
powder made with olive oil. The olive oil
makes Z. B.T. more soothing, more effective in preventing chafing. The olive oil explains why Z. B.T. clings longer, why it is
moisture-resistant, free from caking. Apby leading
provedkeeping
by Good HouseBureau andhospitals
by your, baby.
For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z. B.T., Dept. K-8,
80 Varick Street, New York City '
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on hand, tinting in natural colors sent
immediately. Your negative will be returned with your free enlargement. Send
it today.
GEPPERT STUDIOS Des Moines, Iowa
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Legs, Arms, or Body— FOREVER !
NOW, in the privacy of your own home,
you can rid yourself of embarrassing
hair and know that it is gone permanently.
No regrowth, no chemicals, no tweezing, no
friction. Formerly only within reach of the
wealthy . . . NOW available to you at low
cost. This harmless method is the only permanent method approved by medical opinion. Test it at our expense! Claim your
right to Romance! Mail coupon today for
FREE book and details of 30-day FREE trial.
BEAUTIDERM CO., Dept. mi, 1451 Broadway, N. Y.
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he's in a hurry or maybe he's just
anxious to see how he turns out in
"Dead End."
mandy house on a hilltop in Holmby Hills,
Irene had a reputation for restlessness,
constantly moving from house to house.
But that reputation was an accident.
"I made a bad mistake, when I first came
to
she toldwhere
me. there
"1 would
didn't
stop Hollywood,"
at a hotel downtown,
have been a little excitement, a little noise,
a little life. I stayed in a hotel in Beverly
Hills. I had a room over a garden, facing
some little white houses. Regular little
Dutch Cleanser houses. There I was, shut
up in that hotel room by one of those heavy
California dews, looking out over that
garden at those little white houses. No-,
body ever seemed to go into them, nobody
ever came out. For three weeks, absolutely
nothing ever happened.
It just rained.
"When it looked as if Hollywood wanted
me to stay, the first thing I did was to get
out of that hotel room and into a furnished
house. Any house. The one I rented, I
could have for only six months ; then I had
to move. I never could seem to rent a
place for any length of time. I always
had to be moving.
"And — well, finally, I reached the point
where I had to have a solid, permanent
home. Also," she added, with a reminiscent
smile, "I couldn't forget all the furniture
we had, and no place to put it, except
into storage. It had been there practically
ever since our honeymoon ... I think,"
she added, "I had a domestic urge."
Her favorite piece of furniture is a deepcushioned easy chair covered in chintz, now
in her library. "I'll never part with that
chair. I can remember myself curled up
in it, reading my first telegram from Holly-
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CATHARTIC
HABIT
Try This Improved
Pasteurized
Yeast
That's

EASY

TO

EAT

Boy,
catch
that
strangle hold!
Mickey Rooney, all eyes and ears,
so that he won't miss anything at
the wrestling matches.

YEAST

6it
wood,
asking
I go?AmWillI aI
like it?
Willmyself,
they 'Shall
like me?
"
movie
The type?'
rugs from the house came from
Austria. They bought them on their trip
abroad last year, spending far more than
they intended, impelling Irene to cable a
Hollywood friend, "Having wonderful
time. Wish I could afford it."
The yard has no swimming pool, because,
says Irene, "I've noticed a funny thing
about
people
with pools.
know
what to
do with
them. They
They don't
practically
have to beg people to come and swim, so
that they can honestly feel they're getting
their money's worth out of their pools."
The yard does have a garden, but Irene
has given up trying to work in it. She
says, in explanation,
gardening
blisters your "It's
hands,amazing
through how
the
That would seem to make her out a
gloves."
softie. Yet she is the only woman golfer
in Hollywood, and perhaps the world, who
has ever made a hole-in-one, not once, but
twice. How did that happen?
"The second time, I went out to the
Bel- Air course, with only just so long to
play. I had to go around quickly. So,
instead of warming up, I started out with
a terrific drive — and pulled some tendon
in my arm. It was painful, but I dragged
myself around the course. I wasn't to be
cheated out of my game.
"Finally, the arm was so bad, I could
hardly lift it. But on this one hole I lifted
it enough to get off" a long drive — hoping to
save myself strokes. And plop !— it was a
hole-in-one. My caddy goes back to the
clubhouse and tells everybody. With the
result that I have to buy everybody champagne. It seems it's a club rule, when
anyone makes a hole-in-one. Even the
women have to pay. Can you imagine it?"
She laughed and I had to laugh with her.
She's like that. Always full of fun and
ready to tell any kind of a story on herself.
That's why everybody likes her, why she's
considered such an easy person to work
with.
As I said before, the awful truth about
Irene Dunne is— the girl has a sense of
humor.
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[F YOU take laxatives to keep "regur
lar," you know from experience that
drugs and cathartics give only temporary
relief from constipation. Such remedies
merely cause a drastic purging action. They
do not correct the cause of your condition.
Doctors now know that in many cases
the real cause of constipation is a shortage
of the vitamin B complex. This precious
factor is often deficient in many typical
every-day diets. In many foods it is entirely
lacking. When this factor is added to such
diets in sufficient amounts, constipation
goes. Elimination becomes regular and
complete.
Energy Revives — Headaches Go
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized
yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should
stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles and quickly restore your eliminative system to normal, healthy function.
Thus with the true cause of your constipation corrected, you will be rid of the evil
cathartic habit. Your energy will revive.

Headaches of the constipation type will go.
Your skin will be clearer and fresher.
Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets cannot ferment
in the body. Pasteurization makes this yeast
utterly safe for everyone to eat. It has a
pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really
enjoy. And it contains nothing to put on fat.
All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets.
Get a bottle today. Refuse substitutes.
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Hepburn-Rogers

Feud
(Continued from page 39)
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givingbybaby
you're
MAKE
ed foods
serving
strain
best insure
him Heinz! Choice fruits and vegetables—fresher than you could buy —
are cooked in dry steam to retain
delicious flavor, appetizing color, vitamins and
minerals! Save money
and houts of toil, by
serving Heinz Strained
Foods— 12 kinds!
STRAINED
FOODS
4^
EXPECTANT? Consult your
doctor regularly before and after
baby comes. Ask him about easily
cleaned Hygeia Nipples and Bottles. New patented ridge prevents
nipple collapse. Tab keeps nipple
germ-free.
Don't thetakesafechances. Insist on Hygeia,
nursing bottle and
nipple.

SAFEST because
easiest to clean

WAX
USE MERCOLIZED
This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,
lubricating cream sloughs off the discolored,
blemished surface skin in tiny, invisible particles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolite Astringent
astringent lotion.
A DELIGHTFULLY refreshing
, helpful. Dissolve Saxolite
antiseptic
Tingling,
witch hazel. Use this lotion daily.
In one-half pint
Choose Phelactine Depilatory
For removing superfluous hair quickly. Easy to use.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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No feud, and here's why :
The two girls are friends. More, they
have been friends ever since they _ first
came onto the lot, both gangling, practically
unknown and certainly unsung, frecklered-headed.
faced (yes, both of 'em) and pictures
for
Ginger had made a few
other companies. Late in 1932, RKO
needed a young dancer to play opposite
Fred Astaire in "Flying Down To Rio.
They chose Ginger. Thus her career was
born. A few months before that, in July,
Hepburn came on from New York to a
studio which, to put it bluntly, was definitely not sold on her. She made "Bill of
Divorcement." Thus her career was born.
on
Together, the two youngsters begansuch
the same lot. And with careers
conleagues ceivedapart,
and grew.their friendship was
They became stars. They have dressmgroom suites on the same corridor and have
had from the start. Make pictures at the
same time. Report together to the makeup man and chatter amiably over cups of
coffee and pots of grease-paint liberally
provide
Burns. d by that master maker-upper, Mel

Ginger says, "Go ahead, Katie, your turn
first," and Katie> says, "No, you go first,
it'sNow
okayabout
by me."
that matter of still pictures.
As you may know, all major stars have a
right to "kill" any stills of themselves
which they do not like. The publicity department wondered when it realized that
n
Hepbur and Rogers were united in a
one would kill stills anpicture,otherwhether
okayed and vice versa.
The department told me that it was
pleasantly surprised. There was a lower
mortality among stills than was customary.
And one day an interesting thing happened.
Katie was not working. She dropped onto
the set for a visit. A group of proofs was
handed to Ginger, who was so busy that
she went over them hurriedly, passed them
without really examining them. Hepburn
noticed the casual okay. She went over
them in her turn. One was swell of Katie,
not at all swell of Ginger. Quietly Katie
took it over to Ginger. "It's okay by Hie,'
you think you want it?"
she said,
The
still "but
was do
killed.
the matcome to grief over
They would e,
said Hollywood. Muriel
ter of wardrob
Scarfor "Sylvia
n are
Hepbur
King dressed
close friends.
girls
lett." The two
Katie wanted her to dress her for "Stage
Door." Now, Muriel has also dressed
Ginger, but she has done more for Katie,
and there is the little matter of their
personal friendship. The studio wished
both girls to be dressed by the same person.
What would happen?
Nothing happened. Hepburn played a
make
wealthy girl, stage struck, trying. toGinger
a name for herself on Broadway
played a young dancer, trying to get a
musical-comedy job. Both girls agreed that
there could be no conflict between their
wardrobes, and both agreed that, of course,
Muriel King must dress them. So all was
calm.
was ever temperaNeither girl, I am told, not
even Hepburn.
mental on the set. No,
She may be difficult with interviewers and
photographers, shy and evasive with Mr.
and Mrs. John Public. But on the set she

Introduces
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BEAUTY
With the new smart creme polish
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10 cents. Revel in the glamour of
the fashion-right shades of Rose.
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remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents.
Lady Lillian's Introductory Kit is
on sale at 5 and 10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping-

In case your store cannot supply you,
send this advertisement and 10 cents
in stamps to Lady Lillian, Dept. N-6,
1140 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
State the shade you prefer.
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Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.
Apply to the hair twice a week until
the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked,
faded or gray hair, makes it
soft and glossy and takes years
off your looks. It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy and does not rub off.
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was the equal of Ginger in cooperativeness
and good humor.
ANOTHER thing people wondered about
^*-was the tea-time hour. For years now,
Hepburn has served tea and cakes to the
entire cast at four o'clock. And people
also knew that Ginger has a habit of serving ice-cream and cakes. Ginger so dotes
on ice cream and allied confections that
she has had a complete soda-water fountain installed in her new home. So what
would happen?
Both girls laughed boisterously when
they heard that this was rumored to be
part of their feud. For what would happen, they asked the heavens? Very simple.
Hepburn still brought the tea and cakes.
Ginger still brought the ice-cream and
cakes. And the cast and crew waxed fatter
and fatter.
They_ disagreed at times, of course. Hepburn tried to sell Ginger the idea of flying.
Hepburn won't travel unless she can fly,
and Ginger is deathly afraid of the air.
And Ginger often tried to sell Hepburn the
idea of giving interviews, of playing the
publicity game for her own good. Hepburn
leaves the set the instant the last shot is
made. She often hops a plane for New
York with her make-up still on, so as not
to lose any time. Ginger stays around until the final cutting and editing is done,
interested in every detail. They argued
about this point. Each failed to convince
the other. But remained on excellent
terms.
The real secret of their friendship lies,
however, not in such external congenialities. Ibelieve that I discovered the reason.
They both have a genius for realizing
that people are as they are, and that you
either accept them as they are, or you let
them alone. And, they have the rare ability of letting each other alone. They sense

SCREEN

the forbidden territories in one another and
never trespass. Ginger, for example, loves
to give parties and go to parties. Katie
prefers to keep to herself when she is in
Hollywood, doing her entertaining when
she is at home, in the East. That's all
right with both of them. Now and again,
Ginger goes to Katie's house for a quiet
dinner; now and again Katie goes to
Ginger's for the same sort of an evening.
Otherwise, they go their separate, social
ways and no questions asked and no
grudges borne.
Another secret of their friendship is that
they laugh at the same things. It has been
said that if two people in love can laugh
together, their love is safe. Katie and
Ginger laugh together, and so their friendship is safe.

folded their hands and prayed for the best.
Studio executives tell me that they never
attempt to talk business to one girl if the
other is around. Some horrid practical
joke is inevitable. There is something
about the pomposity of business which
rouses their risibilities, fatal to anyone
concerned.
They are constantly to be found, in odd
corners of the lot, giggling over some new
joke, frequently a practical number.
Startled visitors recently who had been
told they might be vouchsafed a glimpse
of Ginger but never, never, never of Hepburn, beheld the pair of them perched
together atop one of the huge ash-cans
which are placed at convenient intervals
about the studio. They were curled up
there comfortably reading one of the gayer
weekly magazines and chortling like school
girls.
suckers. Both were indulging in all-day-

THE

first time I ever saw the girls together they came around the corner of
one of the streets on their lot in Katie's
disreputable Ford beach car. Katie was at
the wheel, exceeding the studio's rigid rule
of five miles an hour on the lot. Ginger
was hanging onto the side. Both were
dressed in the favorite attire of both —
slacks. And both were laughing uproariously at some private joke of their own.
They pulled up at the main gate, tumbled
out in a heap, accompanied by four assorted
puppies, something that resembled an oversized picnic basket, another girl, and a huge
Maltese cat. With a shout of greeting for
a group of studio executives standing near,
a nod to one of the most dignified of the
women stars, they disappeared momentarily
into one of the buildings, to reappear
shortly minus the luggage but still accompanied by the menagerie.
They hopped into the car, Ginger still
risking her million-dollar legs on the running board and disappeared in a cloud of
dust, while the executives shut their eyes,

Nor is "Stage Door" the first picture
in which their studio almost cast the girls
together. Ginger wanted desperately to
play the"Mary
role of "Queen Elizabeth" in
Katie's
of Scotland." She actually
took tests for the role — under an assumed
name. You know the rest. She got found
out and that was that. The studio was a
bit fearful about how the public would
accept their favorite dancing star in such
a very dramatic role. "Easy does it," they
reasoned. And, of course, had Ginger
played "Elizabeth," her name would have
taken second billing. Juggle it as you will,
say billed
both first.
girls, They
someone's
got to
be
never name
gave has
the matter
a thought, they both aver, until the rumored feud set everyone a-fuming.
No, there were no fireworks. No feud.
There is only friendship.
This is the "inside" of the most rumored
feud Hollywood has ever tried to nurture
on its broad buzzum.
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APPLAUSE! Lucille Manners
is welcomed with rounds of it
when she steps out to sing on
the Cities Service Program. And
applause she promises you
when you share her beauty secret. For . . .
HOLLYWOOD IS RIGHT, says
this glamour girl of the air. You
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for
hazel eyes; Patrician type for
gray face
eyes.powder,
Full size
packages
the
rouge,
lipstick,of
eyee" each
shadow or mascara only
55
(Canada 65^).
THRILL HIM TONIGHT—
with your new beauty in Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup.

ROUG(- • LIPSTICK • ffl« POIUDCR • fUflSCflRR • £Y<- SHfiOOU/
READ THE MAKEUP ADVICE
of
LucilleService
Manners,Concerts.
of NBC's
Cities

mflRvcious

tfM^muuup

If RICHARD HUDMIT
Paris... tondon ... New York.. .Toronto... Buenos Aires. ..Berlin
COPYRIGHT 1937, BY RICHARD HUD NUT
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posture, but in everyday life, she's apt to
forget. She'll slump, duck her head forward and walk badly if she isn't careful.
So she does posture exercises. Walks back
and forth across the room with a book on
her head. Does the goose-step, to
strengthen the muscles of her legs, which
are a bit on the childish, reedy style as yet.
I asked her if she had ever tried the
stunt I told you about last month, tensing
the muscles of the thighs, which automatically throws the stomach in, slims the hips
and buttocks, and prevents slumping. She
said, yes, she did that on the screen when
she wanted to maintain a good standing
posture,
that down.
it wasn't
a bit her
of for
helpa
when
one but
is sitting
I thanked
good bit of criticism and asked what she does
when "sitting pretty." She said she makes
believe she is trying to pull her abdominal
muscles back to meet her spinal column.
"Which," she said, giggling, "comes under the head of the impossible, _but you'd
be surprised what it does for sitting posture." Try it, and see if Deanna isn't
right.
I talked to a couple of the gals who
have trouble putting on a little desired
weight, Loretta Young and Janet Gaynor.
They allowed as how the only way to put
on weight is to eat, live right, and get
plenty of sleep. And — wouldn't you know
it--both these girls vastly prefer consomme and spinach to pie and mashed potatoes, while those who should stick to
vegetables go in for creamy food and
sweets galore.

HOLLYWOOD'S

An

important factor in the lives of three lovely models

from

"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938." Forgive our pun, but we
just want to let you know that these three pretty things, together
with most of feminine Hollywood, use Max Factor's preparations
on account of they like them best.

FIVE nights a week they try to get to
bed by ten o'clock. One day a week,
when she isn't working, Janet stays in bed.
Reads and sews and lallygags around and
enjoys it immense. They both eat three
good healthy meals a day and offered this
ONL¥

tip to thin girls who simply detest breakfast. They don't try to eat directly after
they get up. They go for a walk or a ride
first and let the fresh air work up an appetite for that uninteresting morning meal.
And they always have cereal for breakfast,

NEWS-PICTURE

MAGAZINE

Hollywood

revealed in off-stage moments. ..the
biggest array of dramatic pictures from the
private lives of the stars ever put between two
covers. See it all in November Screen Guide.
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even if they can't quite manage the eggs
and bacon. A big bowl of warm cereal —
even in warm weather — with cream and
sugar and maybe some fresh or stewed
fruit.
you step
have inthat,
thin girls,
you'lland
be
taking If
a big
the right
direction,
then if you can go as far as a poached or
boiled egg or two, and a little toast and
a beverage, that'll be so much the better.
Loretta doesn't like milk, but she forces
down a large glass in the middle of the
morning — flavored with vanilla, it isn't
so bad — and in the afternoon as a big
frosted drink. A chocolate milk-shake or
a malted milk, or something like that.
Janet doesn't like eggs much, so she goes
in for custards, made with plenty of eggs.
And these two girls, it may surprise you
to learn, are among the very few stars who
go in for massage. For thin people, who
are inclined to live on their nervous energy,
an occasional relaxing massage when one
is very tired is a swell idea.
For fore,
plump
as I've measure,
said bemassagefolks,
is an now,
emergency
and not a very sensible -one. It may be
instrumental in doing away with excess
flesh temporarily, but, quoting La Lombard,
who tried it once and learned better, "It's
as impermanent as a bath. You shortly
have the same work to do all over 'again,
so you might as well do it the right way
in Ithewent
firstover
place."
to Warners and had a most
sensible and helpful chat with that sensible
and helpful star, Bette Davis. She's noted
for thinking straight and talking straight
on every subject, and beauty problems
weren't any exception.
"In- the first place," said Bette, "I'm no
beauty, so let's not call them beauty secrets. Good-looks secrets, if you like. I'm
just like millions of girls all over the
country. I have my good points and my
bad points. Large eyes, good teeth, and
folks say my mouth is dramatic, whatever
that means. But I have freckles. My hair
is in good condition because I take good
care of it, but I wish I'd never had it
bleached. However, that was for my art,
and photographic reasons.
"I'm not overweight, but I have figure
problems like most of the world. A tiny
waist and, for my size and weight, a rather
large front. Once I had a tendency to
slump, in a misguided effort to look smaller
in that there locality. 'Twas a mistake.
All girls who are, or think they are, fullbusted should stand up straight, look like
women, wear a good uplift bra, and not be
self-conscious.
"When, as, and if I do put on weight,
it goes promptly in the wrong place —
around the hips. And you know what the
effect is when one's waist is small and
one's hips zoom out below.
"There's no secret about any of the following; it's just plain common sense. But
most girls won't be sensible about their
figures.
Theytip won't
cut atdown.
They
wait
till they
the scales
one hundred
and sixty, and then they cut out. They'll
starve when they do make up their minds
to do
so, but otherwise.
they won't give
up a potato
or
a biscuit
Conversely,
thin
people stuff themselves periodically in an
effort to put on weight. Then their overworked stomachs rebel, and the owners of
those stomachs go back to eating entirely
too little, or all the wrong things.
what I please, in reason. I exercise moderately. I take a cocktail or
two now and then. I'm not a slave to the
weighing machine. I have one dress which
is my figure-gage.
It'shas
long
tight
through
the body, and
tinyandcovered
buttons all the way down the front.
"If, standing facing the mirror, the
umph of that dress is spoiled by a wobbly
hip-line, I pep up my exercising. If, stand-
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James
ColumbiaDunn
star
now appearing
in "Venus
Makes Trouble".
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"I MET THEM ON SHIPBOARD —
Tom and Sally Roberts, on their honeymoon. They seemed ideally suited . . .

"IMAGINE MY SURPRISE, then, to
find Sally alone on deck one night— huddled in a corner crying her heart out . .

"SHE TOLD ME HER TROUBLES said Tom seemed to be tiring of her
...He was always finding fault with

"JUDGING TOM BY OTHER MENwho are always repelled by dry, rough
lips— I dropped a pretty broad hint about
the lipstick that I've heard so many girls

her appearance and he didn't even
care about kissing her any more...
NOW

praising for its Beauty -Cream base..."
THAT JIMMY

ABOUT

DUNN

HAS TOLD

ME

KISSPROOF LIPSTICK, MY HONEYMOON WILL NEVER BE OVER! ... THE

BEAUTY- CREAM BASE OF KISS PROOF
PROTECTS MY LIPS FROM DRYNESS
KEEPS THEM ALWAYS SMOOTH

AND KISSABLE

»«--., Kissproof Lipstick in 5 luscious shades f?f\-.
at drug and department stores . . JU1,
Match it with Kissproof rouge, 2 styles
— Lip and Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry).
Kissproof Powder in 5 flattering shades.
Generous trial sizes at all 10c stores

I EAT

KissprooJ
J?ttdjUM&.

LIPSTICK

<Z*zg/ ROUGE
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AFTER— "I'm only starting to
realize the wonderful change
Marchand's made in restoring
my hair to its natural shade."

"I was born blonde," says Miss H. C. "but my hair gradually darkened as I
grew older. Then, one summer vacation, overexposure to sun and water
caused my hair to become lighter in streaks. In desperation, I went 1 tousea
famous beauty specialist for advice and he recommended that
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash-to restore my hair to its original, natural
sunny, golden shade. Now I'm more popular than ever and everyone
, -..
AT
admires my hair."
s
Thousands of other smart, successful, popular women use Marchand
everyhair
ot
shades
glorious lighter
regularly-to restore and retain the eed
sa/e-always gives perfect results
one admires. Marchand's is guarant
Wash will lighten any color
Hair
Golden
d's
and is easy to use. Marchan
hair to any attractive shade desired.
a bottle
All good druggists carry and recommend Marchand s. Get
ous women use Marchand s
today— and treat yourself to beauty. P.S. Fastidi
s. Cannot
to make arm and leg hair invisible. Colorless. Odorless. Stainles
results
pertect
For
bottle.
every
with
ons
directi
te
leave stubble. Comple
always use Marchand's Castile Shampoo.

'S
ANDWAS
RCH
H
HAIR
DEN
GOLA

FREE

AVENUE.
The professional beauty secrets of ROBERT of FIFTH
Make-up charts, fashion and color hints. Hair styles. Beauty
analysis charts. A copy FREE to you. Just send in coupon below.

Charles Marchand Co., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City

me a FREE copy of "Help Yourself to Beauty." I enclose
Please
Sirs:stamp
3<*
for send
postage.
NAMEADDRESS..

MG 11137
STATE
CITY.
FREE
—
Guide
Beauty
FREE — Send in this coupon today — for valuable
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the buttons indicate an uning sideways,
wanted curve over the turn, I go buy myself a new, nice, snug girdle, and cut down
on the eating. It isn't how much
little
a
that's important — within reaweigh
you
sonable limits, of course. It's how firm
and healthy your flesh is, and how trim and
trig the lines of your figure are.
"For breakfast I have fruit or fruitjuice, a great big highball glass of either
of the last two, and one piece of toast with
butter and honey, and one cup of coffee
with the fixings. It doesn't matter what
kind of bread you eat, I'm convinced.
"But if you're trying to lose weight,
toast the bread to a dried-out crispness.
Use no butter at all, or just a thin scraping— enough to make it palatable. Honey
isn't fattening. Also, if you're trying to
lose, drink the beverage straight and like
it. And don't sit around half the morning
swigging black coffee, either. A lot of
liquid in your stomach makes you bloated.
Twice I have gotten rid of a slight bulge
in front by cutting way down on liquids
alone, and continuing to eat as usual.
"For lunch I usually have clear soup, a
green salad and iced or hot tea. But if
I'm real hungry, I believe in eating a good
meal in the middle of the day occasionally.
when I'm working. It should
Especially
a sensible meal, though. A lamb chop,
be
or small steak, with two green, unadorned
vegetables, is far less harmful to the
noncreamed tea-room
than some store
figure sense,
sandwich and soda.
or a drug
"When I do indulge in a hearty meal
in the middle of the day, I'm careful to
eat a rather skimpy dinner. Otherwise, I
go in for the works at dinner, only cutting
out desserts and the starch element when I
think the figure needs it.
"If any of that could be called secret,
your readers are welcome to it. I like to
swim, and I swim as much as I can. It
keeps one firm and supple at the same time,
but it won't reduce you. My hip exercise
sounds pretty funny and looks still funnier,
but it does the trick. I bounce— bounce on
the offending bulge, whether it's right
smack on the rear or over to the side—
you know, on that little cushion which
the southeast of the hipbone."
appears to
Well, ladies (this is La Marshall speaking now) I've devoted all that space to
Bette's advice because I think it's so
sound. But I'm not forgetting some other
beauty tips sent to you, with love, from
certain of the other stars. We've finished
and towe'll
articlehave
this belles
for ood
say
figger
the the
with
Hollyw
see what
such.
and
p
about hair, make-u
I asked Madeleine Carroll about the
care of fine, blond hair. Her advice was,
It's
in effect : don't wash it too much.blond
a great temptation to do so,andbecause
fluffy after
hair does look so elegant
the hair itand
scalp
your
Rub
a shampoo.
self with a Turkish towel, every other
night, to remove dust and surplus oil.
Or put a pad of cotton over your hair
brush and brush your hair with it, changing
the cotton as soon as it's even faintly
soiled.
Miss C. confessed without any selfto using rinses. They're
consciousness
necessary for golden blondes, ash blondes
and medium blondes, says she. The only
kind of blond hair which usually retains
its color and sheen without a little mild
assistance is the kind with quite a bit of
red in it. But, she said, do be careful
with these here rinses. Use only a little,
and the best.
You've all heard, I suppose, that Joan
Crawfoid washes her hair every day.
That's not quite true, as is the case with
so many of the things you read about
the moom pitcher stars. Joan has a daily
shampoo only when she's working, because
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the necessary heavy picture make-up gets
in her hair in more ways than one. Otherwise, Joan has a fortnightly shampoo, just
like other folks. Another point here, which
Miss Crawford brought out, is that her
hair is rather coarse, sturdy, has always
been healthy, and consequently can stand
a little rougher treatment than fine, silky
hair.

GINGER ROGERS passed along a nice
frivolous make-up tip. Only to be
used for evening wear, she cautioned. It
has to do with putting on mascara, and it
gives an elegant, glamorous look to practically any pair of eyes. Carefully rub a
little cold cream or oil into the lashes.
Then powder them rather thickly. The
cream makes the powder stick. Now apply your mascara. The cream and the
powder make the mascara stick, just booful, and your lashes seem twice as long
and thick as they really are.
Claudette Colbert answered the call for
help with several clever and practical tips.
She said her favorite make-up cleanerupper is, and has been for years, an ordinary pipe cleaner. She goes around the
eyes, in the corners of the nose, and in the
crease of the chin with a pipe cleaner, to
remove excess powder. The same little inexpensive aid to grooming will fix up the
lipstick line, if your hand has slipped.
She also said that, after she applies
cream rouge, she goes away from the
mirror for a few minutes, then comes back
and looks at herself anew. Cream rouge,
she says, has a habit of sneaking up on
you and, while you may not think you've

NEW

LIMIT

MAGIC

HERE is a new, complete twentyminute beauty treatment that begins
its gentle, toning action as soon as it is
applied, and leaves the skin looking soft,
smooth and refreshed.
If your complexion is dull and sallow,
the Linit Magic Milk Mask will help to
clarify it through natural stimulation, and
will heighten the natural bloom.
Look how easy it is for you to make
the Linit Magic Milk Mask at home:
*Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit
(the same Linit so popular as a Beauty
Bath) and one teaspoon of cold cream
with enough milk to make a nice, firm
consistency. Apply it to the cleansed face
and neck and relax during the twenty
minutes the mask takes to set. Then rinse
off with clear, tepid water and pat the
face and neck dry.

*lst STEP
2nd STEP
Mixing takes a minute. Applying takes a minute.

MILK

MASK

Feel your face — the petal- like smoothness and softness; observe the enchanting
bloom of youth. The Linit Magic Milk
a velvety "film"
the skin with
Mask isleaves
that
an excellent
powder base, as it
eliminates shine and helps to keep makeup looking fresh for hours longer.
Why not try Linit Magic Milk Mask
NOW? If you do not have Linit at hand,
your grocer can supply you.

3rd STEP
Resting for 20 minutes.

99
4th STEP
Rinsing off completely.
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COMPLEX I O N CRAFTED

OATE
(LOTAY)

cJacial Cle^
CONTAINS SKIN VITAMIN f

Try

this

Amazing

Aid

to Women's
Beauty
L'oate is a scientifically processed oat powder —
Complexion Crafted — to retain all the natural balm
of Oatmeal and to give it the properties of Vegetable
Milk with Skin Vitamin F added.
Use L'oate as a quick daily facial to keep your skin
at the
height and
of itssoftening
loveliness.
You'll
by
its
cleansing
effect.
Use beit amazed
to combat
blackheads — as a facial pack — as a rinse.
Buy L'oate at your drug, department or ioc store
— ioc, 6oc or g i. oo a package — if unable to obtain at
your favorite toilet counter, send ioc for generous
trial package shown above.
L'OATE DEPT. A, NATIONAL OATS CO. CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
IN BEAUTIFUL LITHOGRAPHED TINS
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Fielding
Joan
■ Once called
"the most proposed-to girl
in America".

gjyg
TO A MAN'S HEARTI
"C VERY GIRL possesses the 7keys
-£-< to a man's heart but few know
what they are or how to use them
to transform a lonely, miserable
existance into a gay, happy life.
■ Let Joan Fielding, who knows
from experience, show you how to
bring out your hidden attractions
and win the man you want. Plain,
even homely girls, are winning rich,
handsome husbands every day because they know the 7 keys of allure.
■ Don't wasteyour life away dreaming! Don't
love these
and priceless
romance
pass you
by let learn
secrets of glamour now and make
a brilliant marriage!
■ Make yoardreams come true, start
of popularity !
a newnewlife
now on This
FREE!
book
"DreamsyouCome
shows
justTrue"
how
YOU can bring out your
hidden charms.

JOAN FIELDING
535 Fifth Ave,, Dept. 1411; New York
Kindly send me in plain wrapper, your
FREE
Come theTrue"
showingbook
how "Dreams
1 may learn
Becrets of
Name
Address
100

applied too much, it's apt to brighten or
deepen in tone after it gets on your face.
She hopes you all know enough to put
lipstick on dry lips — moisture sperls the'
smoothness.
And, unless you have a full mouth, here
•is the best way to apply it for the most
natural looking results : fix the upper lip
as you want it and apply plenty of lipstick.
Then press your lips together, as if you
were saying "Mmmm !" and sufficient lipstick will blot off on the lower lip. Blend
it properly in, and that's that.
She says if you'll kindly remember not
to wet your lips, drink a glass of water,
or smoke a cigarette for ten minutes after
you've put your lipstick on, it'll kind of
"set" and stay put for a surprisingly long
time.
WE

all have our preferences for
brands of make-up, and the movie
stars are no exception. However, I was
surprised at the number of them who use,
exclusively, the preparation^ of a certain
gent who is famous the world over for his
products, both those which take care of
the skin, keep it clean and stimulated and
so on, and those which dress it up.
The stars all say that these products are,
of course, pure as the driven snow, which
is the first important consideration. But
over and above that, this brand provides
such a variety of shades of powder, rouge,
lipstick and -eyeshadow. Enough to suit
every type. And moderately priced, what's
more.
Dorothy Day, one of the beauteous
Walter Wanger models for his "Vogues of
1938," gave me a tip which I think you'll
be glad to hear about. I admired her pageboy bob because it was so soft and not
stiff and artificial-looking, as so many of
those bobs are. She said she did it herself.
I guess I looked as if I didn't believe
her,
for that
she proceeded
to show
me. have
It's
a trick
can be worked
if you
medium coarse hair with a slight tendency
to curl. Fine hair, or absolutely straight
hair
wouldn't
After
your do.
shampoo, do your hair up
on those rollers you can buy in the fiveand-dime, but instead of turning it up,
turn it under. It's as simple as that, but
you must be very neat and careful and
not put too much hair on one roller. And
you must let the hair get absolutely dry
before
you take
out.
be
in a hurry
to seethehowrollers
it looks
and Don't
spoil

all your work. A little patience and you will
be surprised how simply gorgeous your
hair-do will look with nary a visit to the
beauty parlor !
There now — that's all I've time and
space
hope your
you'lltroubles.
find a hint
which for.
will Isolve
If here
not,
watch for M. M. in the next issue of
Modern Screen.

.XQUISITELY cared-for nails are important to fastidious grooming . . . HENCO
Nail Files are a reliable aid in the daily
manicure . . . Keep a HENCO triple-cut
Professional File on your dressing table,
and carry a HENCO File (in sheath) in
your pocket or purse . . . Inexpensive, yet
finely made . . . Really a joy
to use.
CLAUSS
CO.,
THE
HENKELFREMONT,
OHIO
Fine Cutlery
for SO Years
Ask for HENCO Tweezers and Nail Files (10c) . .
Manicure Scissors (20c) ... at drug and 5 & 10c stores.

m
PICK UP STICKS F/
Get
going with the crowd! Play
Exciting/
s%
this fascinating new game that is
thrilling millions of parties, club
meetings, gatherings
of every
It's a .national
sensation.
You can learn
in halfkind.
a minute
. . have
oodles of fun for hours. Tryfriends
it on your
. . . your
. . .family
and get
youi
set today. Toy counter;
every where.25c,50e,$1
Manufacfured by
O. SCHOENHUT:
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia, Pa.

KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home,
following
simpleprevents
directions.
The Mahler
Method
positively
the
hair lieffrom
growinghappiness,
again. The
delightful
rewill bring
freedom
of mind
and
greater
success.
Backed
by
35
years
successful use all over the world. Send 6cof
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36N, Providence, R. I.
A

ji'UJ:

MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
You can learn practical nursing at home
in sparecians.
time.
Course
endorsed by3 8th
physiThousands
of graduates.
yr.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hosing. Equipment included. pital.
MenAnother
andsaved
women54 00
18 while
to 60. learnHigh
School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 2311. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
-Age.
City.Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name.
-State-
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{Continued from page 35)

should have done. His tie was yanked so
tight around his throat that he was about WINDOW
SHADES
just
to choke. He didn't say anything— he
stood there, as best he could, the picture
of white, furious, disgusted misery.
A woman on the outside of the crowd
fainted. It gave me an idea.
Somehow, I fought my way to him. Using elbows and feet to advantage, I got
there. I was right next to Taylor and threw
his neck. He said, "Please
my arms about
I" in a strangled sort of voice. I whispered rapidly :
"Please play along with me for a minute
and I'll get you out of this. Take the steps
there down to the lower level."
Perhaps the poor guy was willing to take
point. Anyany sort of a chance at thatme.
I fainted
way, he did play along with
—beautifully and convincingly. He picked
g aside a bevy of hysterical
me up, asshovin
wrens
he did so.
„
"I've got to get this girl out of here,
aside."
he said. "Kindly stand
For some reason or other— perhaps it was
the tone of his voice— they did stand aside.
He made for the steps.
On the second flight of steps toward the
lower level, he put me down
"Now let's run like hell for the Union
there," said I. "Duck
News lunch room overlook
like a commuter.
your head down and
In the lunch room is an old dear of a
waiter who has served me my morning
coffee for years— all through school and
the four years I've been working. I knew
he'd help me.
"Here," I said to Bob Taylor, handing
these
l glasses. "Put newshim my 'tortoise-shelpaper
from the
on" I grabbed a
coffees,
Two
this.
stand. "Hide behind
please, Dan, and two of those bun things.
The lunch room wasn't very full, thank
heaven. The coffee and buns came.
I turned to old Dan.
"We're in a little trouble and perhaps you
can help us out."
"Sure, an' I will if I can.
"This gentleman is Robert Taylor, ine
movie star," I added since there was some
doubt in my mind whether Dan had caught
with anything more recent than "Broken ,
up
Blossoms."
"Mother of . . . !" he commenced and
piously stopped.
S
OPAY
CL
"Shhh l He's been torn apart by a bunch
* RHOOD
y
EVERYWHERE
Bu
STORES
NEIGHBO
10c AND15
AND
5
AT
get
we
can
How
upstairs.
fools
silly
of
out of here and can you lend him a hat?'
6-foot lengths . . . ready to attach to
"A hat, now," pondered Dan. "Me own ! Only CLOPAYS Have These
An'
innybody. them
disguise forslip
'Twould beofa yez
with Clopay's patbehind
old rollers in a jiffy
want to
if the two
ented gummed strip . . . that needs no
Advantages*
Amazing
thin
an'
Buy beautiful 15c
.
.
.
left,
tools
tacks or
cakes there, and go to the left agm, yell
* T MAGINE having fresh, lovely-lookto the right, an' thin to the
Clopays at 5 and 10c and neighbor_L ing shades at every window all the
come out on Lexington, through an alley.
hood stores everywhere. Your choice
time,
for
a
fraction
of
what
it
used
to
mane?"
I
Ye know where
of many lovely patterns and plain
"Uh huh!"
cost! Yes, you can! Actually get 10
colors. Ready to attach to roller, only
"I'll get me hat."
window shades for the price of one . . .
15c each. Roller and brackets, 15c
. Dan came back with the hat, a nice shapeand they look like costly linen! Wear 2
betseen
had
that
model
extra. Write for FREE color samples
less brown fedora
years and more. No wonder thousands
... to Clopay Corp., (^^tt;
ter days a long time ago. And with Dan
of women everywhere are switching to
Good Housekeeping
rethe
from
shriek
o
sopran
high
a
came
York Street, Cincin1292
volving doors.
15c Clopays . . . the gorgeous new window shades made of an amazing new
"There he is ! There he is !"
•v^™.
nati, Ohio.
and
Bearing down upon us, hat askew
cellulose material that looks like costly
stylish-stout chiffon afloat in a breeze of
linen. Clopays won't crack, won't pinher own creating, was the vanguard of the
I Ci
hole, won't fray or curl. Everybody
CLOPAY
mob. I didn't have to tell Mr. T. to get
mistakes
them
for
expensive
shades
.
.
.
the
by
me
grabbed
He
me.
told
He
going.
WINDOW SHADES I V
hand and we flew around them cakes, to
yet Clopays cost only 15c ... in full
and
again
the left, to the right, to the left
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out into the alley that led to Lexington
Avenue and the comparative safety of a
taxi.
"Where to, Mister?" asked the driver.
"Oh. Huh?" said Bob Taylor.
"Why don't I drop you first, Jack?" I
asked, fancying myself pretty much over
the Jack. "Don't you want to stop by the

Ik OH
NO

BOY!
MORE
MS

"Oh. Yes. I'm supposed to go to the
Waldorf?"
Waldorf."
"Okay, mister."

WINS

ADORATION
Don t envy the woman
with fascinating hair. Colorinse, the modern rinse,
makes it so easy to glorify
your hair and give it a
you thful brilliance. Use
Col orinse to have hair that
women envy and men adYou'll find
yourNestle
own
correctmire.shade
on the
Color Card, at all counters.

A f\ — for a package
' ^ ~ of 2 rinses at
5 and I o-cent stores.
25c for package of
five rinses at drug and
department stores.

1

■EARN

SO SIMPLE TO USE
After a shampoo, dissolve a
package of Colorinse in warm
water and pour over your hair.
Dryhair, brush it, and you'llsee
asparkleinyour hair that willastonishyou.Try Colorinse today.

COLORINSE

GOOD

MON-EY

Learn at Home in Spare Time
Eight in your own home, in your
spare time, you can easily learn
Costume Designing; and not only enjoy the thrill of originating your own
clothes, but also prepare for a splendid position in this lucrative field.
Many attractive openings with manufacturers and smart style shops,
Thrilling surroundings, fascinating
work, excellent salaries. Or you may
have your own style shop and be the
fashion authority of your community.
Be a College Trained Fashion Expert
This 50-year-old college, located
in the new style center of America,
will quickly teach you Professional
Costume Designing in your spare
time at home. No previous experience training,
necessary.easy
Practical,
personalized
to learn.
Low
cost, small monthly payments. Complete outfit of professional designfurnished fashion
without foreextraer'scost;equipment
also monthly
casts. Free placement service.
/■END -FOR f R€€ BOOK
WOODBURY COLLEGE, Dept. 137L, Los Angeles, Cal.
Send me FREE your new book, "A Career in CosDesigning,"
and full particulars of your homestudy
course.tume My
age is
Miss — Mrs
Street
City
State
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WE wracking
started crawling
the nervetraffic ofthrough
midtown.
"Maybe it would be better if you went
up to the Metro office first," I said. "They
could get you a police escort or something."
"No," answered Bob Taylor. He was
silent for a few minutes and then he said :
"Look here. I'm — I'm stuck for something to say to thank you. You've certainly
been — well, swell is tame !"
"Well," I answered, "if I want to be
truthful,
youadventure
I've gotten
great kick Ioutshould
of thistell
little
in mya
humdrum life. I— I have admired you on
the screen and I had come down to the
train to gawp at you like all the rest of
those women. But I hate the way some of
them
actedhe!" said, and stopped again.
"Yes,"
"Say," he sat up suddenly. "If it's not
too much. . . . I've gotten this far under
your chaperonage — couldn't we ride around
for a while? I mean, I don't want you to
think anything funny. But I'm better off
in a taxi than I'd be anywhere else. Just
but — "
don'ttowant
if you want
sayIf so,
I didn't
! Oh,to,my land, my
land ! If he could have known the foolish,
shameful, giddy thoughts that surged up
in my
But casual
no — no,and
no. sensible
I'd continue
to
be mind.
nice and
and
friendly. As I really did feel. Really I did.
In the upper layer of my consciousness, if
you know what I mean.
"Well," I said, in as matter-of-fact a
voice as I could summon, "I should enjoy
it very much, you must know that. If you
think it would be all right. We must be
careful and not get caught in any mob
scene again and have some stupid gossip
start. Where would you like to go?"
"Could we do some sight-seeing? I'd
like to see Grant's Tomb. And the Aquarium. And Radio City. And the Empire
State Building. And buy a present for Mrs.
Brugh indreamy.
Saks-Fifth Avenue." His voice
sounded
We went. We went up Riverside Drive
first and Bob Taylor said he never could
understand
lovely residential
locality wasn't
regarded aswhy
the that
swankiest
part
of New York. Why Park Avenue, he wanted
to know — stuck there in the middle of
town, over the railroad tracks? I said I
guessed it was just another evidence of the
dumbness of fashionable localities. We went
into the building which is the last resting
place of the fiery, blasphemous little man
who took one blood-drenched half of the
Union and made it say "Uncle!" to the
other. We remembered, at the same instant, Gary Cooper standing in Grant's
Tomb in "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," and
Bob Taylor said, "You know, I feel the
same way Cooper was supposed to feel in
that scene. You New Yorkers take this
sort of
thing so
for granted.
It doesn't
mean
anything
to you.
I used to read
about
things like this back in Beatrice, Nebraska,
andHe long
see itserious
all." most of the time.
was tovery
None of the flip wisecracking that is
Hollywood's chief form of conversation.
Coming out onto the Drive again, I looked
sentimentally over to the buildings of Columbia University.
"It's good to see the old place, occasionally," Iremarked.
"I went to Barnard."

• Worm your dog safely with tried and
tested Sergeant's Worm Medicines. There's a
kind for the different types of worms, for different size dogs. That makes Sergeant's safer. For
pups and dogs weighing over 10 pounds, use
Sergeant's Sure Shot Capsules to remove
roundworms and hookworms. For small pups
and toy breeds, use Sergeant's Puppy Capsules. ForMedicine.
tapeworms,
Tapeworm
These use
are Sergeant's
products from
the
famous line of Sergeant's Dog Medicines. Sold
by drug and pet stores everywhere, free advice.
Our veterinarian will answer questions about
your
Writeyour
fully.
Freedog's
Dog health.
Book. Ask
dealer or write for
your
freeof copy
Sergeant's
book on
the care
dogs. ofNew
edition famous
now ready.
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1982 w: Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia

WORM
ASK

FOR

MEDICINES
FREE

DOG

BOOK

unless removed Root* and all
• Paring corns is dangerous— leaves the root to come
back bigger, more painful than ever. Play safe with
the new, double-action Blue-Jay method that stops
pain instantly, by removing pressure, then in 3 short
days the corn lifts out root and all (exceptionally
stubborn cases may require a second application).
Blue-Jay is a tiny, medicated plaster. Easy to use — intoday. visible. 5ji
2 for 6. Same price in Canada. Get Blue-Jay
BAUER &
BLACK

CORN
PLASTERS

REMOVEBLU
CORNS
ROOT
AY AND ALL
E-J
* A plug of dead cells root-lifce in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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you?to ABarnard.
girl fromShethehad
nexta swell
town
to "Did
us went
time. The envy of all the rest, because
she went to college in New York. I wanted
to come East and study medicine but — well,
look where I landed." He blew out his
cheeks
and pushed Dan's hat further down
on
his nose.
"You're not doing badly," I remarked
drily. Was he going to be one of these
movie stars who bemoan their pitiful lot?
"Oh, I'm not complaining, by any means,"
he hastened to say. "But I get so woggly
in the head out there sometimes, I don't
know what I want. When I'm working,
it's okay — I do the best I can and try to
improve. But when I'm not working. . . .
Sometimes I'm sick and tired of the whole
game — the artificiality and the hooey and
the politics. I don't know whether I want
to stick — or quit. I don't know whether I
want to get married — or not. That hasn't
anything to do with my feeling for — for
her, you understand. It's just that I can't
tell whether we'd make a go of it in that
screwy atmosphere. Like as not, the studio
would have fits if I really up and did get
married. And that's to be considered, too —
for there are the days when I find the life
pretty fine. The money, and the fame and
the glory. And some of those directors
can really take hold of you and make you
feel the reality and emotion of the story
you're doing. Then it all means something.
I dunno." He looked out the taxi window.
"This is a wonderful city. Where are you
taking me now?"
"Well, it depends on how much time you
have," I said. "I thought we'd — "
"I've got all day, dammit !" he shouted.
"And all evening, too ! That reminds me.
. . . Are the Stadium Concerts on?"
They were.
"Then I want to go to the one tonight, if
the rain stops," he shouted some more.
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"Look, we'll do all we can today, and have
dinner, and if it isn't raining, we'll go to
the Stadium, and if it is, we'll see a show
— 'Room Service' — that is, if you haven't
seen
it— or him
else — down.
"
I calmed
Told him that we
couldn't go to a restaurant on account of
his famous pan, nor to a show. But we
could sneak into the Stadium among the
music lovers and I'd take him home and
cook him a dinner. And in the meantime,
we'd see everything he wanted to see that
was safe. He looked at me for a long
time
my thumping,
hands and thumping.
I couldn't
stop and
my took
heartboth
from
Nor could I help noticing how amazingly
blue his eyes were, and what a genuine,
lovable personality shone through them.
"I'm thinking about the man you marry,"
he said. "He's a lucky, lucky fellow !"
(Ah, there, Henry! Take notice of that.
I really do love you, Henry, and zve're going
to be married next June. But it doesn't
hurt to dream dreams occasionally, does it?
Bet you moon around over Ginger Rogers
or Lombard or one of those belles sometimes yourself.)

actually did go to the Aquarium
(so help me, I'd never been there before in all the years I've lived in New York)
and took the boat trip around the city, and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the
Natural History Museum — and if this
makes Robert Taylor sound dreary and
dull, I've told my tale very badly. Because
Things
him. all
all wondrous
wasabout
it
life.
his he'd
and heardto about
read
Things he was convinced must be interesting and marvelous, not routine and kind
of dumb and to-be-expected as I had
always felt. He apologized a dozen times
for dragging me through places that I
must know practically by heart, and I
was ashamed to say that many of them
WE

Two

were just about as brand-new to me as the
Taj -Mahal would be.
Come six-thirty, I dragged him by main
force to my two-by-four flat. Telephoned
for groceries. Gave him towel and washcloth and told him to go clean up his dirty
face. Would he have a highball? No.
Sherry? Yes, thanks. A dinner — so easy
to prepare, so dear to every masculine
heart — appeared upon the table. Steak,
medium rare. Beaucoup onions. Hashbrown potatoes. A really good salad, if 1
do from
say so,
as shouldn't.
huckleberry
pie
the place
on Eighth AStreet.
Coffee,
good and strong. Then I said :
"It's cleared up, and if we're going to
hear a concert, we'd better step on it. You
really
seemhe tosaid.
care "Ifordo.music,
don'tprobably
you?"
"Yes,"
You've
read in the dear old fan magazines about
my playing the 'cello. Well, I do play it,
though not especially well. I'm the fellow
who always says, 'I don't know much about
music, but I know what I like.' The only
thing is, I flatter myself that I usually like
pretty good stuff. Iturbi's conducting toThe night,
fates
withgo."me. For they played
Isaw.were
Let's
"The Ride of the Valkyrie," Tschaikowsky's
Fifth, the overture to Smetana's "Bartered
Bride" and Strauss' "Salome's Dance." A
program to stir the pulses if ever there
was
one just
! Andone weof weren't
noticed
once —
we were
the crowd.
My glasses,
and Dan's hat, and the slicker, two sizes
too big, were a better disguise than Paul
Muni's make-up in "Zola."
I said, "Let's find a taxi and you get out
at the Waldorf." It was over. He said,
"No, I'm going to take you home." And I
couldn't
but hand
say, on
"Alltheright."
I held help
out my
first step of
the brown-stone-front.
"It's been wonderful," I said.
"It has," said Bob Taylor. "I'd like to

Things
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Constipated?

When you are constipated two things happen. FIRST : Wastes swell up the
bowels and press on nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure causes headaches, adull, lazy feeling, bilious spells, loss of appetite and dizziness. SECOND :
Partly digested food starts to decay forming GAS, bringing on sour stomach (acid
indigestion), and heartburn,- bloating you up until you sometimes gasp for breath.
Your
Thenyou spend many miserable days. You can't eat. You can't sleep,
stomach is sour. You feel tired out, grouchy and miserable.
To get the complete relief you ask you must do TWO things. 1
must relieve the GAS.
2. You must clear the bowels and GET THAT
PRESSURE OFF THE NERVES. As soon as offending wastes are washed
out you feel marvelously refreshed, blues vanish, the world looks bright again.
There is only one product on the market that gives you the double action
you need. It is ADLERIKA.
This efficient carminative cathartic relieves
that awful GAS at once. It often removes bowel congestion in half an
hour. No waiting for overnight relief. Adlerika acts on the stomach
and both bowels. Ordinary laxatives act on the lower bowel only
Adlerika has been recommended by many doctors and druggists for 35 years. No griping, no after effects. Just QUICK
results.
Try Adlerika
You'll say you have never used
such an efficient
intestinaltoday.
cleanser.
WARNING !
All REPUTABLE DRUGGISTS know
that Adlerika
has no substitute*
Always DEMAND the genuine.
MORE
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Adlerika Co., Dept. M.M.M.S. 11-7
St. Paul, Minn.
GENTLEMEN: Send without obligation
your FREE Trial Size of Adlerika. Limit
one to a family. (Offer good in U. S. only.)
Sold in Canada by leading druggists
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Only ENDURA
HAS BEEN PROVEN
BY MORE THAN
000 Women

PERMANENT
WAVE
HAIR
YOURSELF AT
ENDURA

GIVES

YOUR
HOME

YOU

give you one kiss for the best fun I've
had since — since 1934. There."
"Thanks. I bet M-G-M is having a hemor hage," said.
I
"I bet they are, too," said Bob Taylor, in
tones which
(Idelight.
wouldn't swear it) expressed infinite
That horrible noise — what can it be ? Oh,
heck — the telephone.
"Hello? Oh. Oh. Yes, hello, Henry.
Hello, dear. Sure. Sure. I'm ready. That
is, I'll be ready in — in about ten minutes.
No. No, darling. I'm quite all right. Yes,
really. No, dear, I was asleep. That's all."

Between

TEN

WINSOME
CURLS FOR 25c
Endura permanent waves those unruly end and side
curls and makes your present permanent last twice
as long. Endura is so easy to use, so inexpensive,
so certain. Without machines, heat or electricity
you can permanent wave your unruly curls at
home
you More
work orthanread200,000
or even women
sleep; it'shave
no
troublewhile
at all.
changed to this modern way to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE
PERMANENT $1.00
The large-size Endura gives you 50 curlers. Everything you need for a complete home permanent.
Endura is featured at drug, department and 5 and
10c stores. If your dealer cannot supply you, ask
him to order it ... THE ENDURA CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.
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Me

(Continued jrom page 21)
Power and Robert Taylor. Well, now I
quit.
It's time
to rebel
they've !
even gone
to work
on 'cause
Gable !nowImagine
Sex appeal personified, and they try to
make a gentleman out of him. That's too
much for any honest Gable fan to take
without a murmur. Haven't we enough
college-boy heroes without turning the last
of our rugged individuals on the screen into
an animated cream puff ? Phooey ! Give
me the old Clark. A lug who can slap
a lady down and make her like it. Who
can put a little of the Gable "umph" into
an anemic flicker. Don't let the restraining hand be put on him. Bring him back
as is, and I'll really feel that "happy days
Ind. here again." — Lollie Earley, Evansville,
are
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Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE ... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at 5 and 10 cent
stores and shoe repair shops.
10c BOTTLE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO., INC.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

$1.00 Prize Letter
Our

omers
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps,
etc. forNomounting
paste needed.
Neat,or•
easy to use
prints tight
loose. Sold at photo supply and album
counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, III.,
Address Dept. 63 Z »4717 North Clark SL
WHEN

YOUR

INTESTINES

"
IKE
STR
ON
"GO
YOU SHOULD
ACT AT
ONCE
Temporary Constipation and Headaches or
other Disorders which often accompany this
condition can usually be quickly and pleasantly
relieved by using
STUART'S LAXATIVE
COMPOUND
TABLETS.
These tablets are made to gently but effectively promote the movement of the lower Intestine, when it fails to act of its own accord.
STUART'S LAXATIVE COMPOUND TABLETS are harmless and non-habit forming.
They are easy to take. They leave no bad after
effects. Prove by test how gentle and efficient
they are. Buy a package today at your druggist.
Or if you prefer, a
FREE SAMPLE "
will be sent you on request. Write your name
and address on a penny post card and send to
F. A. STUART COMPANY, Box 111,
Marshall, Michigan.
FOR TEMPORARY
CONSTIPATION

THE GENTLE
PLEASANT LAXATIVE

STUART'S
LAXATIVE
COMPOUND
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Naughty-Nice
Tots

Screen

Most of us want at least a little realism
in the pictures we see. Do we not see
mischievous children all around us? We
always wonder if the child across the street
is
ill ifseehe the
never
any totrouble.
I'd
rather
childcauses
who has
be scolded
or spanked once in awhile than the perfect
little gentleman or lady. And what's so
wrong with a face that gets dirty? It's
a kid's privilege to roll in the mud occasionally. Heaven forbid taking that privilege away from our American screen children. And what's so wrong with a child
who possesses a sense of humor? Of
course he steps into the danger zone more
often than the humorless sort. Real,
honest-to-goodness kids are too busy enjoying life to think of consequences, and
that's as it should be. The time to settle
down to seriousness comes soon enough.
Let
them their
be free
as long as
not mar
naturalness
by possible.
insisting Let's
that
they speak conventional English, either. Our
Americanisms are full of meaning, even if
they
man. do sound barbarous to the EnglishGive me the roguishness of a Jane
Withers or the waywardness of an Edith
Fellowes any day. Can you honestly call
them beautiful
unattractive?
Perhaps
they spirit.
don't
have
faces, but
they have

BECOME

ACCOUNTANT
Executive
Accountants
and C. P.OnlyA.'e16,000
earn $2,000 toPublic
$16,000 a year.
Thousands
ants in the U.of S.firms
We need
train them.
you thoroly at home Certified
in spare time forAccountCP. A.
examinations
or executive
accounting1
positions. Previous
experience
unnecessary.
Personal
training
under
supervision
of
st&S
of
C.P.A.'s,
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book, "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."
LASALLE EXTENSION, Dept. 11318-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s
COLOR YOUR HAIR
Jrencr
Shampoo and color your hair at the same time,
any shade.
won't rub
off.l WAY
Colors
roots SHAMPO-KOLOR
;leaves hair soft .natural;
permits!
perm.wave.Free Book. Valligny Prod. Inc. DpL 39-A.254 W. 31 SL N.Y
*
*

*

$1.00 Prize Letter

*

Sale

Where are the pictures of yesteryear
That moved but did not speak?

AT LAST! A book that REALLY
ANSWERS the QUESTION

pfTO

They're adorable because they're normal
and real. Those who don't like them neither
understand nor like the average American
child. — Mrs. Reba Simmons, Wattis, Utah.

No

AN EXPERT

*

*
*

GET

in

FIND OUT . . . how to start in your own town
. . . what to do . . . who to see . . . then, where to
write . . . you do have a chance . . . not technical . . .
easy to understand . . . gives absolute facts . . . 120
pages valuable
of honest,appendix
authenticwhich
information, including a
most
REVEALS TO YOU
the names and addresses of those executives at Hollywood's major studios whose business it is to find new
talent . . . also 300 names and addresses of accredited
representatives in the United States now looking for
new faces ... the only book of its kind.
price HEMWARD PUBLISHING CO., Box 1470
$1.00 Dept D Hollywood, California
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No need to sigh for films gone by,
I'm seeing them all this week.

Made over, like last year's bonnet,
Rehashed, with this year's star ;
Outmoded ways from outmoded days
Make 'em seem worse than they are.
So dust off the shelf and put them back,
And shout it from housetop and steeple;
Two names for one rose mean the same to
the nose,
And you can't fool all of the people !—111.
Jennie Broudy, Chicago,

$1.00 Prize Letter
Murder

Mystery

de Luxe

At last, a murder mystery — without rain
or thunder or lightning or howling dogs !
Yes, the producers have at last found a
way to create horror without the aid of the
obvious, believe it or not. I'm speaking
of "Night Must Fall." It was gruesome,
it was horrible! But there weren't any
loose shutters banging in the wind, no
black clouds rolling ominously toward the
house of evil, no shatters of lightning.
And in the quiet of the countryside, no suspicious canine, no mournful howl of death.
Yes, they did use one black cat. But it
didn't scurry across the floor with the fur
bristling on its neck, and its eyes weren't
pictured glowing brightly in the dark dark
darkness. What a thrilling, chilling picture that was without benefit _ of _ hokum.
Everything was done by implication, and
something was left to the imagination of
the audience.
Congratulations, you people who made
"Night Must Fall" so refreshingly horrible!— Verna Yantos, Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Don't

Split Up the Team
Really, it burns me up when someone
writes in to you and says, "Bust up the
Rogers and Astaire team." If I were
Editor, I'd tell 'em to go West and shoot
snipe. If they don't want to see Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers dancing together, let them stay away from their picthey'll
people,
We, thethecommon
tures.
or
pieces
twohope
team into
never break
to
still
success
greater
Here's
.
two persons
that grand pair. May all their pictures
together.— Gladys Annen, Kalabe made—
mazoo, Mich.

Ameche

Wins

By a Mustache

Say, did that mustache work wonders
for Don Ameche! He'll give Taylor and
Power a run for their money now. Heretofore Don's face was just a mug accompanied by a good voice and a nice smile.
And then the mustache. Presto ! A personality. A guy to make the girls swoon.
boy. Don't give up
Don,!— old
on,
Carry mustache
Thelma Louise Smith,
the
,
Memphis Tenn.
But Not With

This Fan

Why is it that Hollywood insists upon
on some
es me
mustach
I was
putting
As screens'
men?of the
handso
otherwise
the
ne
magazi
movie
a
h
throug
looking
other day, I found myself gazing at a
handsome young man with a crisp mustache
plastered above his upper lip. Imagine my
surprise upon discovering after reading the
notes beneath the picture that it was Ferpicnand Gravet in a scene from his latest
ture. I have silently taken the sad news
when I've seen such movie heroes as Errol
Flynn, Dick Powell, and Don Ameche
serving as human guinea pigs in Holly-

FREED
Woman's place was in the home!
Not many years ago, it was unthinkable that women would ever
compete with men in business, in
sport, in art! The ordeals of her sex
made it apparently impossible.
Yet today, woman is freed. Everywhere, inevery field, she competes on

a basis
life. of strict equality. Her's is a
new
And the greatest contribution, perhaps, to this new freedom, was one
woman's courage in defying tradition.
She dared to say that women were not
meant to suffer. She dared to claim
that no wife or mother must spend
one-quarter of her life wracked with
pain. She dared to assert that the
ordeal of motherhood could be eased.
We know now that Lydia Pinkham
was right. And it is doubtful whether,
throughout the entire world, any single aid to woman has won more eager

gratitude than Lydia Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.*
We have received more than a million letters blessing Lydia Pinkham

One

woman

tells another

how

JZ^L^<$

for enabling the writers to go "smiling
through" the ordeals of a woman's lite.
The bitter aches and pains, the terrific mental and nervous strain that
so many women undergo, are often
needless. As wife, mother, daughter,
you owe it to those about you to test
whether Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound will not help you, also, to
go "smiling through." Why not get a
bottle today from your druggist?

* For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smiling
through" with Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. It helps Nature tone up the system, thus lessendising the discomforts
orders) which must(functional
be endured,
especially during
The Three Ordeals
of Woman

Passingfrom girlhood into woman/. hood.
2. Preparing for Motherhood.
J. Approaching "Middle Age."

to go "Smiling
Vegetable

Through"

Compound

with
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wood's latest fad, but when a new discovery suddenly dons a mustache for his
second picture — well, that's too much.
Clark Gable's and William Powell's
cookie dusters may add rather than detract
from their screen personality. Nevertheless, few actors can profit by following
their example. And Pullese, Hollywood,
don't put one on Bob Taylor !— Jeanne
Hemmert, Flint, Mich.
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TO the perplexed woman seeking to do away
with the bother of measuring and mixing
solutions, we suggest Boro-Pheno-Form. This
forty-six year old product is widely preferred
for Marriage Hygiene because it needs no water
or accessories for its use. Each dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger of "overdose" or
_ harmless,
"underdose."
Soothing,
odorless. At all drug stores.
Boro-Pheno-Form
s
r. pierre'
CDCCi Mail Coupon todayJ)for
rl\EE. "TheAnswer" — aninformative booklet on Marriage Hygiene.
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. M-14
162 N. Franklin Street, Chicago, III.
Please send me booklet "The Answer."
Name :
Address
Town
_
..State..
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Calling

the

"I PREFER

SITROUX

. . .they cleanse

TISSUES
better!"

Calling

Oif, Off
(Continued from page 33)
when you have not fought. We have
never, never had a cross word in all the
time I have known him. And to say
that he is going with other girls, when he
is not going with other girls, because how
could he go with them ? He goes with
me ! Ach, I know !
"It is ridiculous and it makes you feel
both sad and mad. When it came out
over the radio, it was time to do something. We sent Walter Winchell a wire
denying it.
"Then just before I come away, Tyrone
and I get all dressed up and we go to
the Trocadero where people will see us
together. Oh, it is funny when we come
in. People stare and look surprised to see
us together when, of course, we have never
been apart. Then the story comes out that
we have patched up our fight!
"We don't go out to parties because we
do not have the time. We both work very
hard and this last picture, 'Thin Ice,' has
taken so much time. I get up at five o'clock
in the morning and am at the studio at
seven. Then at night, we rehearse the
lines.
"Yes, Ty rone helped me a great deal in
this picture. Every night we did our scenes
together. He listened to me and told me
what was good and what was wrong. I
think it helps so much to rehearse the
night before. You remember better. You
do But
yourabout
linesthis
better."
Janet Gaynor rumor?

"So silly," she repeated. "He did not
know her at the time the story started.
He had talked to her on the telephone
two weeks before about a radio thing.
Yes, they worked in a picture together a
while ago, but not at the same time. They
did not shoot scenes together. He was a
stranger to her when these stories came
out and said he goes out with her ! He
told me so.
"When I am gone to Norway? Of
course, I expect Tyrone to have dates and
go places with other girls. I am gone four
weeks. He is not going to stay home
and feel sad. Have I boy friends in Norway? No, there is nobody there, but I
will go out if it is pleasant.
"I think it is all right for him to go out
with girls when I am not in Hollywood. I
tell him that. That is understood, but
I suppose stories will start again!" And she
shrugged her shoulders.
We were going through the Holland
Tunnel now and were practically shouting
in order to be heard above the roar of the
cars.
"Have you heard from Tyrone since
you"What?"
left Hollywood
yesterday?" I yelled.
she screame
d back.
"Did he wire you last night?"
A smile crossed the Henie countenance,
a big smile.
"It woke me up at Kansas City — the

. . . says beautiful
iRUTH
COLEMAN
1 Paramount
Player
Hollywood stars insist on the best of care for their
precious complexions. No wonder so many of
them — as well as fastidious women everywhere —
choose SITROUX TISSUES. They cleanse the skin
better because they're softer ... more absorbent...
and, unlike ordinary tissues, won't "come apart" in
sues, too ! Take
the hand.
You'lla beauty
like these
superior twq
Sitroux
hint from
SIZESTisthe stars. Ask for "Sit-true" face
tissues — in the blue and gold box. 10? AND 20$
AT YOUR FAVORITE 5 and 1 Otf STORE
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EYES

in Seconds!

Eyes that are red and veined . . . from
late hours, fatigue, exposure, etc
now made clear and white in seconds. Your money back if new, scientific EYE-GENE fails! Clears dullness, makes eyes sparkling . . . more
alluring. Just as superior for refreshing tired, overworked eyes. Acts
almost instantly. Stainless, too.
EYE-GENE
FOR
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—her

home

telegram. No, I didn't mind waking up
for that."
"Have you made any plans for your
marriage?" I asked boldly.
"We are both young. We have our
careers. We are busy. I have much to
marry for a year."
will not
So we than
vet. more
do And
that I could not pry
from her.

it was suggested that maybe
WHEN
the story about the romances with
other girls was a publicity stunt,_ there
was a good round blast of indignation.
"It might have been," she said, _ "but
it was not our publicity office. I think —
I am not sure — but I think I know somebody else started it to get publicity, but
it was not Fox."
The press agent sitting by, listening,
reassured her, of course, it could not be.
"Maybe some newspaperman started it,
Henie," he said. "You know when
Miss
there are 300 reporters in Hollywood all
looking for things to write about, _ news
gets pretty scarce and sometimes just a
whisper will turn into a big story."
She cogitated a moment.
"Maybe," she admitted. "But it was not
not do those things."
should remarked
true.
YourThey
reporter
that the recent
story about Eleanor Holm and Arthur
Jarrett separating seemed like a publicity
story. Sonja pricked up her ears.
"I know her," she said. "She is nice.
Is it true about her and Arthur Jarrett?"
"You see," we pointed out, "now you
are believing that. See how quickly people
might believe things about you."
Sonja thought a moment. Then, firmly
as ever, " "It was not true. It could not
have been — about us."
Whether it was due to her wrought-up
feelings about the unfair story about Tyrone stepping out with other girls while
she was right on the job, whether it was
just excitement at getting into New York,
or whether it was because she had been
dieting, Sonja looked like a million
dollars.
Does she like herself in pictures now?
I recalled seeing her right after she had
first seen herself on the screen in the preview of "One in a Million" and finding
her quite perturbed.
"Oh, no, I never think I am good," she
said frankly, and unselfconsciously. "I
am better this time, but I am not good —
not the way I'd like to be. I must learn
much more. It is strange to see yourself
on the screen."
The limousine was rolling up Park Avenue to my hotel. I said goodby and wished
her luck. I did not see her triumphal entrance into the Waldorf Astoria, but I
heard later that it was really something.
And that — most important — there was a
long distance telephone call waiting from
Tyrone Power.
So, for the time being at least, let's call
the calling off, off, and Hollywood, you
go sing some other tune !
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CANTON PAJAMA SUIT
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
These lovely new Oriental
I— • Jinken Satin Pajama Suits s
are the smartest of garments— for lounging, sleepmake Black
ideal gifts.
Come ing, etc.in— rich
Satin
Sm Paid
Post
with trim in Chinese Red: (Sells
regularly
TjS3£ Also Royal Blue Satin with for . 9
. . $5.00)
5
9
I~* *S Green
Gold trim;
with Red
Gold.with AllWhite;
hand-embroidered in
>^ £a match.
silk floralState
designs
to
match
trim.
Belt
size: Large, medium, small.to
SEND NO MONEY
Shipped C.O.D. or send check, stamps or
money order on my money-back guarantee.
DOROTHY
BOYD
ART STUDIO
149 Davis
St.,
San Francisco,
Calif.
Write
for Oriental
catalogue
of
wonderful
Articles from $2kimonos
to $50 and other
Relieve
Pain In Few
Minutes
NEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
No opiates,
no narcotics.
the work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.
Complimented

for loveliness...

the skin that is ■=J^z/i<vLi^e£C

** Vogues of 1938
Without Technicolor, "Vogues of 1938"
would be pretty dull stuff. With it, this
glorified fashion show should delight the
women and scare the pants off the husbands in the audience. No wife is going
to see "Vogues" without setting out on a
shopping expedition the next day. Men
who have no bills to pay but their own
can relax and enjoy gazing at the twelve
lovely models who swish about in Mr.
Wanger's expensive garments.
It's getting trite to say that Technicolor
improves with each new picture, but it's
true. _ Color makes the gowns gorgeous,
and it has the added quality of dressing
up the routine story which hides behind
it. Incidentally, it gives the film's leading
lady, Joan Bennett, a warmth and beauty
which she has never displayed before on
the screen.
Story concerns a fashionable designer
(Warner Baxter) whose business goes on
the rocks because of the costly ambitions
of his wife (Helen Vinson). However,
a society gal (Miss Bennett) and Technicolor (Technicolor) get together and put
him back on his feet. Miss Vinson is a
capable villainess, and Baxter is altogether
believable in the role of the designer.
Outstanding in the supporting cast are
Mischa Auer, Alan Mowbray, Hedda
Hopper and Alma Kruger. In addition,
there is swell singing by Virginia Verrill
and top-notch tap dancing by Georgie
Tapps. And the fashion show is really
something for the ladies. Directed by
Irving Cummings. — Walter Wanger.

^kiz That Certain Woman
Ten years ago Gloria Swanson starred
in a tear-jerker about mother love, called
"The Trespasser." The picture, written
and directed by Edmund Goulding, drew
considerable acclaim. Now Mr. Goulding
has sponsored a talking version of his picture, with Bette Davis in the role of the
unfortunate woman who sacrifices all for
the Jove of a child. "That Certain Woman" is old-fashioned melodrama, and Mr.
Goulding is guilty of pouring on the misfortunes and sacrifices of the central character with too generous a hand. What
Miss Davis goes through for the love of
her young son reaches a point where audiences will feel like going up to the screen
to see if there's anything they can do.
The early part of the picture, with

"FREQUEN
TLY,
admiredloveliness
skin and
complexto Chamberrose-petal
ion owe their
lain's, the lotion that satinizes.
clear, natural
golden
enhances
liquid lotion, used regularly, This
loveliness, encourages smoothness, freedom from
irritation, relieves chapping. Chamberlain's
Lotion is most convenient to use,' dries quickly, is
gummy nor "messy." At
sticky,
never
counters.
goodsgreasy,
toilet
all

vjnamuerlain Laboratories, Inc.
Oes Moines, Iowa.
Please send free trial size ol your lotion.
Name
Address . . DC'
M.M.-117

(Good Only in U. S.)
Mischa Auer and Polly Rowles in

Chamberlain's
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a scene from "Vogues

of 1938."

WAKE

UP

LIVER

YOUR

BILE...

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
your
doesn't digest. It just decays
in the freely,
bowels. Gasfoodbloats
your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole upsystem
is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good,pounds
old Carter's
Pillsandto make
get these
two
of bile Little
flowingLiver
freely
you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in
making
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills bile
by name.
Stubbornly
anything
else.
25c.

Mafi
Now
packedcwith FACIAL
every
2-oz. bowl of the famous

OLIVE OIL

BRUSH

Brush and
Cream.
25c
Complete

Cleanses, massages, wakes up the
skin. At 5c and 10c
stores, or mail 2 5c to
LEON SEVILO, 6300Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

OLDS
Nature can more quickly expel infection when aided by
internal medication of recognized merit.
0 TABLETS
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
At all druggists, or send for a free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co., SO Jamaica Plain, Mass.
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hair
grow?
Here is the Answer
"Xew Hair came after I began using Kotalko, and kept
on growing," writes Mr. H.
A. Wild. "In a short time fy '*^t **► .
Iwhich
had a has
splendid
of hair,
been head
perfect
ever \^ ' (y
Mary H.uriantLittle
has using
luxhair nowalso
after
Kotalko. Yet for years her
"was almost
bare as the
head,
as sheas describes
it, >""*^
since."
back
of myother
hand."
Many
men hair
and women attest that
has
stopped falling excessively,
dandruff has been decreased,
new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where
roots were alive, after using
Kotalko to stimulate scalp
fl^Hk action.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
Kotalko? Encourage new
growth of hair to live on
^
sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.
FREE BOX
To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,
for men's, women's and children's hair. Use coupon.
Kotalko Co., D-75, General P. 0., New York
Please
send m
me Proof Box of KOTALKO.
N
a
e
Full Address
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"That Certain Woman," featuring Henry Fonda
and Bette
Davis.
Miss Davis holding down a respectable
job and trying to live down the notoriety
attached
to aafter
gangster's
drama, but
that thewidow,
pictureis effective
sinks to
the level of an out-and-out tearjerker.
Bette Davis suffers admirably, and there
are good performances by Ian Hunter,
Donald Crisp, Mary Phillips and Hugh
O'Connell. Henry Fonda is wasted in the
poorly
role of the child's
father. —written,
Warner illogical
Brothers.
*The Sheik Steps Out
Marking his first Hollywood venture in
several seasons, Ramon Novarro chooses
as his "comeback" vehicle the type of
thing which once found considerable favor
with his fans. However, Lola Lane in the
feminine lead steals the picture. Loyal
Novarro followers will find their idol a
bit plump, but in possession of the same
mannerisms which first won him their
hearts. In this one, he is once more the
strong and comparatively silent son of the
desert whose polite charm subdues the
haughty American heiress and saves her
from becoming the bride of the ever-present British nobleman whom she really
doesn't love.
Lola Lane is the pampered daughter of
Gene Lockhart, a corkscrew tycoon, and
the two of them, along with Aunt Polly
(Charlotte Treadway) and Cousin Gloria
(Kathleen Burke), are in Arabia to purchase Mad Chestnut, the fastest horse in
the world, owned, of course, by Sheik
Ahmed Ben Nesib. It seems that unless
Lola wins the next Irish Sweepstakes
she will be forced to marry a vapid individual named Lord Byington (Robert
Coote). Thanks to the dashing Mr. Novarro, she is spared this fate.
Some of the scenes are effective, and
Lola Lane puts humor and vitality into
the role of the gal. She's undoubtedly on
her way to better things. Best in the
supporting cast are Gene Lockhart, Stanley Fields and Billy Bevan. Directed by
Irving Pichel. — Republic.
** Mr. Dodd Takes the Air
Adapted from a Clarence Budington
Kelland serial of two years ago, "Mr.
Dodd Takes the Air" is a pleasant and
diverting screen musical which will get
favorable comment from almost any audience. While it offers good fun and innocuous entertainment throughout its unreeling, the picture's main assets are that
it brings two newcomers into screen prominence. Kenny Baker, of course, has been
seen briefly in a couple of films, and has
been heard for some time on the Jack
Benny radio program,
but this is his
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firmer, "chewier"
gum. It gives your
mouth, teeth and
gums needed exercise.
2. ORALGENE
contains milk of
magnesia (dehydrated). Ithelps to
mouth freshness.
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clean — and freshlooking throughout
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A DELICIOUS BEECH-NUT PRODUCT
SOLD WHERE BEECH-NUT GUM IS DISPLAYED

uiomnn's

husbrhdi

Right across the front page of the newspaper was Mike's picture —
She read down the column.
laughing back at her. What did it mean?
One of the town's leading citizens
hit by a drunken driver. His wife and
family spent the night at his bedside.
Freda read it again and again.
His wife. Wife. Wife! Family! It penetrated her numbed

at last.

Mike was a married man.

brain

He was another woman's husband!

What happens to Freda in her hour of despair? Read "Another
Woman's Husband"— a thrilling novel of a girl who gave her heart
to a married man, and then swore vengeance upon his son ... in the
NOVEMBER
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DISFIGURING BLEMISHES
NOW SO EASILY
CONCEALED!
Skin blemishes need no
longer be embarrassing.
Untold numbers of smart ,
girlshavelearned this simple secret of always having „
clear-looking, lovely skin despite unexpected
or permanent blemishes. HIDE-IT conceals
pimples, birthmarks, freckles, scars and all discolorations. Waterproof — won't easily rub off
— lasts all day until removed. Four flesh shades.
Cream or Stick $1 at Department and Leading
Drug Stores. 10c size at Ten Cent Stores.
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
Apply HIDE-IT on the blemish. Let dry.
Dust with powder, apply usual make-up.
Now! See how completely
blemish has been concealed. See how
ously clear
and marvelflawless
yourskinlooks.
You'll never be without HIDE-ITI

Hideit
HIDES
SKIN BLEMISHES
Clark-Millner Co., Dept. 15-M, 666 St. Clair St., Chicago
Pleasesend me free Story Booklet" Marked Girl . " I enclose
10c (Canada 15c)
for sample
"Hide-it"
□ Cream□ Sun
□ Stick.
Checkshade:
□ Light
□ Medium
□ Brunette
Tan.
Name
.Town
Address
State

Louise

Henry

Oland

in

and

"Charlie

Warner
Chan

on

first real screenBroadway."
chance. He comes through
with a fine voice and a refreshing, youthful personality which assures him a profitable future on the screen. In the feminine
lead, Jane Wyman manages to be pert and
cute and dramatically skilfull all at once.
Put her down as one of the season's
discoveries.
"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air" is the story
of a small town electrician whose pleasing
voice takes him to the big city networks
and into the clutches of conniving females
who are after his scalp and his bankroll.
In the course of these events there are
several good tunes and quite a bit of good,
clean fun. Gertrude Michael does nicely
the heavy, Aliceopera
Bradystar,
getsand
laughs
"as
aas temperamental
Frank
McHugh adds comedy in the role of the
crooner's manager. Directed by Alfred
E. Green. — Warner Brothers

"k^k Double

or Nothing
If you're a Bing Crosby fan, we might
NAILS
as well let the matter drop right now.
For there's no argument, you'll like this
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
picture. It's just like all the others which
NEW!
Smart,
tapering
nailslong,
for the Crosby fans have flocked to for the
everyone! Cover broken, past few years, no better and no worse.
short, thin nails with
So natural
Nu-Nails. Can be worn But what we'd like to know is, why can't
they even
any length and polished these Crosby pictures be better? When it
have
any desired shade. Defies comes to crooning, Bing is as good as the
moons haifdetection. Waterproof.
one and when it's a matter of action,
Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on next
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will. he can deliver the goods. Paramount even
Set of Ten. 20c. All 5c and 10c stores. furnished a good supporting cast for him
in all his celluloiders. But when it comes
to
a story that will hold interest, the studio
FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL. evidently
NU-NAIL CO.
5249 W. MADISON ST.,
decides to economize on their time
and money. In "Double Or Nothing," the
THE COST
very thin story has to do with a wealthy
CTfVF
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Carolyn Cosmetic Studio
good a whodunit as you've seen for some
427 HILL STREET, RENO, NEVADA
time. There are the usual murders— two
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You can dear
eyes in a few seconds
Simply
put
two ofheavy,
this amazing
DEW in eacha drop
eye. orTired,
smartingneweyesEYEfeel
gloriously refreshed almost instantly. In a few seconds, whites start to clear up and prominent red veins
fade away. EYE-DEW makes eyes look larger— sparkling— more alluring. Whenever your eyes feel tired,
or look dull and red- veined, as the result of late hours,
excessive
or exposure,
EYE-DEW.Its
action isquicksmoking
and safe.
Tested anduseapproved
by famous
clinical laboratory and Good Housekeeping Bureau.
EYE-DEW comes with handy eye-drop- ^ssCjErSsx
per bottle top. Get EYE-DEW today at £^2*L-*J
drug and department store counters, ^siSses?'
Mary Marshall Advises You
On Your Beauty Problems
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Painful

Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired
— and may be relie/ed when treated
in
the kidneys
right way.
Thecess acids
kidneys
are Nature's
takingMost
exand poisonous
waste chief
out ofwaythe ofblood.
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
If the
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
well, 15poisonous
the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffin ess under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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Carroll and Francis

Lederer clown a bit in "It's All
Yours."
of them to be exact — but they are accomplished in such an intriguing manner
that nothing short of an earthquake would
make you leave your seat until light is
shed on the dirty work. Keye Luke, as
Warner
Oland role
Chan's
son again,
has into
_his
most amusing
to date.
He gets
all his customary trouble and comes out
at the finish with two of the blackest eyes
ever seen on the screen. A good supporting cast is comprised of Donald Woods,
as the news-reporter and Joan Marsh, his
rival news-scooper and leading lady. Harold Huber is especially good as the police
department executive, while J. Edward
Bromberg does a good job as the newspaper publisher. Louise Henry is attractive as Billie Bronson, who starts all the
trouble because she's another of those gals
who has to keep a diary. Joan Woodbury
takes all the feminine honors, however,
in a small role as a cafe dancer. If
you're a ticularly
candid
camera
fiend, twist
you'llto parappreciate
this novel
the
plot, for the mystery is solved through a
series of candid shots taken by the patrons
of the cafe where the murders transpire.
And we'll bet ten to one that you will
never guess the murderer This time ! It was
all pinned on such an innocent-appearing
person, that next time we're going to suspect Charlie Chan right from the start.
Directed by Eugene Ford. — 20th CenturyFox.
"kit Back in Circulation
When the movies make a picture with a
newspaper background, you can rest assured that none of the principal characters
will act even remotely like an actual newspaper reporter. This tradition is carried
out again in this film, which contains the
usual moronic cameraman, frantic city
editor and, true to the new vogue, the
crack gal reporter. This time we find the
reporters on a murder hunt, so busy telling
district attorneys and state authorities how
to conduct the affair that one wonders how
they find time to get out their newspaper.
Joan Blondell, as the gal reporter, believes she has discovered a murder and
sends the victim's widow (Margaret Lindsay) to prison. Then, discovering she was
wrong, she suddenly changes sides and
sets about to save the woman from the
chair. The power of the press is magnificent !
In spite of all the hokum, "Back in Circulation" isa lively and entertaining film.
Director Ray Enright keeps it at a furious pace, and Miss Blondell comes through
with what is probably her best screen performance. She handles her breezy role
with perfect assurance, and manages to
steal the picture from Pat O'Brien, who

Here is good news for everyone troubled with unsightly dandruff. Now you can remove dandruff by using a shampoo which
completely dissolves dandruff and then washes it away. Fitch's Dandruff Re'
mover Shampoo is guaranteed to remove dandruff with the first application —
is Lloyd's of Lonunder a positive money-back guarantee. Back of this guarantee
don, world famous guarantors for over two hundred years . . . your positive assurance that Fitch's Shampoo removes dandruff with the very first application. And
remember, a Fitch Shampoo leaves your hair shining clean and radiantly beautiful.
LABORATORY

prove Fitch's Efficiency
1 This photobacteria graphand
shows
dandruff scattered, but not
removed
ordinary bysoap
shampoo.
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KILLS

TESTS

FITCH SHAMPOO

Removes

GERMS

. . .

all Dandruff, Dirt and Foreign Matter

leading bacterioloTests made by some of America's
gists have shown striking results. Their findings prove
that Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo is a true germicide, certain to destroy bacteria as well as to remove all
dandruff, dirt and foreign matter. Try it today and enjoy
the thrill of a really clean and healthy scalp. Equally as
t good for blondes as brunettes. Sold at drug counters.
Professional applications at beauty and barber shops.
After and between Fitch Shampoos, Fitch's Ideal Hair
Tonic is the ideal preparation to stimulate the hair roots
and give new life, luster and beauty to your hair.
Dandruff
Stiniwir

Copr.1937
F.W.Fitch
Co.

THE F. W. FITCH CO., Des Moines, Iowa

Shampoo
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CORNS

Loretta
Ameche

Most women don't need beauty parlors. Your own doctor will tell you
that sallow complexions and pimply
skins are rarely matters for cosmetics.
Because most skin blemishes are
aggravated by constipation.
Dr. F. M. Edwards treated hundreds of women for constipation
and frequently noted remarkable improvements intheir appearance. He
used a purely vegetable compound
—Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. This
laxative is gentle, yet peculiarly
effective because it increases the bile
flow without shocking th e intestina I system. Try Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets.
At all druggists, 15fc 30^* and 600.
Rochelle Hudson As She
Really Is in
December Modern Screen

MUSCULAF
RHEUMATIC

PAIN

I
t takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant" I And
that's what good old Musterole is — soothing, warming, penetrating and helpful in
drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness
generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
relief usually follows.
Even better results than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25
years. Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:
Regular Strength, Children's (mild), and
Extra Strong, 40ff each.
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Young

and

Don

in "Love Under Fire."

does a fine job in the role of the city editor.
Margaret Lindsay wins sympathy as the
widow, and there are good performances
by John Litel and Walter Byron. Directed
by Ray Enright — Warner Brothers.
ir Love Under Fire
A conglomeration of love, the Spanish
revolution, a stolen necklace and Borrah
Minnevitch and his Harmonica Gang,
"Love Under Fire" is too confused to get
anywhere at all in the entertainment department. The story, which concerns a
handsome Scotland Yard detective and a
beautiful jewel thief who really isn't a
jewel thief at all, dashes off in all directions every few minutes until it has
the audience hanging on the ropes.
Don Ameche is a Scotland Yard man
vacationing in Spain, when he is called
upon to apprehend a young lady suspected
of a jewel robbery. The young lady is
Loretta Young, who never stole a nickel
in her life. Ameche sings a love song to
her while Spanish bombs burst overhead,
and from there the film goes on to airplane crashes, gunboat pursuits and several
other items the script writers were able
to toss in.
Loretta Young is becoming more and
more adept at light comedy, and Don
Ameche fulfills his rather silly assignment
with good humor. In the supporting cast,
E. E. Clive, Harold Huber, Walter Catlett and John Carradine lend expert
touches. Borrah Minnevitch and his group
supply an excellent musical interlude, although no one can figure out a reason for
their presence in the picture. Directed by
George Marshall. — 20 th Century-Fox.
* On Such a Night
This one won't look good even with
bank
nightmelodrama,
and a set one
of dishes.
old
fashioned
of those It's
things
in which the hero is about to go to the
chair for a crime he didn't commit. He
won't reveal the real culprit because it
will sully the good name of his wife. Just
about at that point in the proceedings they
bring in the Mississippi Valley flood,
which up to that time had taken no part
in the conversation. The flood washes our
hero out of jail and into the arms of his
wife, and later allows him to pin the
crime on the villain of the piece. Watch
out for this one, even if they offer you
two sets of dishes.
Grant Richards is likable enough as the
misguided heio, and Karen Moiiey is an
adequate heroine. Eduardo Ciannelli overacts the role of the villain — he's so dastardly that audiences will howl at him.
Roscoe Karns and Alan Mowbray stand
out in the supporting cast. Directed by
E. A. Dupont. — Paramount.

PAIN ENDS IN ONE MINUTE!
In one minute pain is gone — forgotten.
That's
howThese
quickly
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads
give relief!
soothing,
healing pads
stop the
cause by lifting nagging shoe pressure off the
irritated
nerves. Result — no morel
pain,
no more
blisters, no more dis- ■ ^K^J^
comfort from new or tight shoes.
Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly, safely loosen and remove corns or callouses when used with the separate
Medicated Disks included in every
box. Just the pads alone will stop
corns before they can develop! No
other method does all these things
for you. Sizes for Corns, Callouses,
Bunions, Soft Corns between toes.
Get a box today. Cost but a trifle.
Sold everywhere.

DfSchoHs

Zino-pads
Put one on -the
pain is gone!

THE OLD WAY
THE SHELBY WAY
New, truly invisible curlers —
worn anytime, any place;
4 for 1 Oc
comfortable to sleep in. They
curl or
either
wet aorpermanent.
dry hair, Directions
At 5 & 10conStores
with
without
card
INVISIBLE
END CURLERS

At parties, dances, everywhere
youralluring,
skin remain— does
flawless,
youthful? Compliments and
a flattering skin can be
yours
with Apply
Miner's
Make-Up.
it toLiquid
face,
neck, arms — then feel tha
velvety skin texture. A
miracle? No — fust Miner's!
Lasts allShades:
day. Won't
rub rachel,
off cr
streak.
peach,
brunette, suntan. At drug and
dep't10c stores,
sizes at
all
counters,50c.or Trial
mail coupon.
! i Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin) for J
I [trial
NAME
bottle Miner's Liquid" C.""
Make-Up.
j}
~
M~l N E R "^OB I?!o "."n" Shade
*I ■[ADDRESS
J
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Two hearts in Blue Waltz Time!
Music, laughter, romance, the picture is complete. A wallflower has
blossomed into a leading lady.
The secret of success at a dance
Pat O'Brien and Joan Blondell
in "Back in Circulation."
* She's No Lady
It is our duty to report that "She's No
Lady" is no entertainment, either. _ It's a
picture based on a weak plot, involving the
theft of a diamond necklace from a
wealthy dowager. A gang of thieves, headed by Harry Beresford and including Ann
Dvorak and Guinn Williams, is behind the
jewel-lifting. It's all supposed to be very
involved, but by the time the necklace is
grabbed and passed on to the various
crooks, all trying to out-smart one another, the plot looks like a game of buttonbutton- who's-got-the-button.
soAt a party given by Aileen Pnngle,
ciety gal, Harry Beresford gets a job as
waiter. Then Ann Dvorak wangles an invitation to the party through John Trent,
whom she supposes is a wealthy playboy.
Beresford gets the diamonds from Miss
Pringle's neck through the most obvious
trick we've ever seen, passes them on to
Ann Dvorak, who is then relieved of them
by John Trent, who by this time turns
out to be a thief himself. This goes on for
nce sudreel after reel, until Ann's conscieherself
in
denly hurts her, when she finds
possession of the diamonds and decides to
return them. Then Mr. Trent discloses
that's he's really an honorable detective,
and all is lilies and bluebirds, and pretty
stuffy. Ann Dvorak, however, surprises
with a really good performance — the only
good one, in fact. John Trent shows a
painful lack of acting experience. Aileen
Pringle is, as always, lovely to look at.
Guinn Williams does the best he can with
rd's acta very bad bit, and Harry Beresfoto
be deleaves much
ing in this picture
sired.— Paramount.

comes in feeling and looking alluring. You can learn it in one-twothree steps. One: Blue Waltz Perfume, thrilling as the quickening
tempo of his heart, lasting as a
happy memory. Two: Blue Waltz
Face Powder, fragrant and satinsoft. Three: Blue Waltz Lipstick, a
temptation to dance the kiss waltz
with you.
Buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics. Laboratory tested, certified
pure. 10f£ each at 5 and 10?! stores.

Blue
Walia
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK ft

BLUE WALTZ PERFUME ■ FACE POWDER ■ LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE - COLD CREAM • TALC

Flight From Glory
If you're aviation-minded, you'll find
this picture of particular interest. And you
may find it genuinely good entertainment
just because of the originality of the plot,
even if excellent flying shots don't appeal
to you. The locale of the picture is in
South America — a disreputable camp which
is the headquarters of a company furnishing supplies to mines in the Andes mountains. It takes a crack pilot to fly through
the treacherous mountains. It also takes
first-class planes.
Onslow Stevens, who is the manager of
the camp, gets good pilots from the United
States, dare-devil ones who have had their
licenses taken away from them. However,
he doesn't bother with good planes, and
as a consequence, the men crack up at an
alarming rate. Among the group in the
camp are Chester Morris, Solly Ward,
Richard Lane, Douglas Walton, Walter
Miller and Paul Guilfoyle— all A-l pilots,
and bitter about the spot they find them-
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I ALMOST STARVED
UNTIL I FOUND,
TUMS.NOW I EAT,
THINGS I LIKE
AND FEEL FINE

THEY SURE FIX
MY ACID INDIGESTION ,T0 0. 1 A LWAYS
CARRY TUMS AND
NEVER SUFFER
JOAN PERRY
RELIEVES

ACID

INDIGESTION

UNBELIEVABLY

FAST

YES, TUMS, a remarkable, new discovery
brings amazing quick relief from indigestion, heartburn, sour stomach, gas, and constant burning caused by excess acid. For TUMS
work on the true basic principle. Act unbelievably fast to neutralize excess acid conditions.
Acid pains are relieved almost at once. TUMS
contain no laxatives; no harmful drugs. Guarante d tocontain no soda. Over 1 billion TUMS
already used — proving their amazing benefit.
Try TUMS today. Only 10c for 12 TUMS at
all druggists. Most economical relief. Chew like
candy mints. Get a handy 10c roll today, or the
three roll economy package with metal container for only 25c.

mm
TUMS FOR THETUMMY
FOR ACID INDIGESTION

Hair
OFF

BE
I once had ugly hair on my face and
HgnnV* cn'n ' ' " waa unloved i i s discourr:trt • aged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
i a . even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I discovered asimple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous
methodAlsoandtrialproves
actual success.Hair,"
Mailedexplains
in plain the
envelope.
offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O,
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 421 Chicago,

Sensational
SEND COUPON
FOR ^LIPSTICKS
3
AND REJUVIA
MASCARA CREAM
It's our treat! Let us^sendd
you 3 full trial sizes of the
famous FLAME-GLQf
Triple Indelible Lipsticks
FREE each in a different fascinating shade,
so you can discover the color most becoming
to you. To introduce our newest achievement,
we will also send you a tube of REIUVIA
Mascara Cream, with brush. It's Guaranteed
Waterproof and Smear-proof; perfectly Harmless! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send coupon TODAY!
REG. U S MI OFF
TRIPLE INDELIBLE

(S>awps
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Bing Crosby and Mary Carlisle
go

dramatic

in

"Double

or

selves in — a spot Nothing."
impossible to escape since
the crooked Stevens keeps them in debt
to him. And into this group comes a new
pilot, Van Heflin, and his wife, Whitney
Bourne. Heflin can't "take it" and from
then
save on
him. it's a story of sacrifice to try to
At that point the story begins to fall
flat — for the heroics of the men and the
silent suffering of Whitney Bourne are
considerably overdone. It's our opinion
that if the director had left out the beautiful Miss Bourne, and made this a man's
picture from start to finish, he would
have had a really outstanding picture. Directed by Lew Lauders. — RKO-Radio.
** It's All Yours
When E. J. Barnes, the millionaire attorney, dies, his will discloses that he has
bequeathed his playboy son the sum of
one dollar. His fortune goes to Linda
Grey, his secretary. For several years
Linda has been secretly in love with Jimmy,
the son, but he has never so much as looked
at her. (The fact that she's Madeleine
Carroll seemed not to impress him at all.)
Jimmy determines to break the will, and
Linda sets about to make herself glamorous
and desirable, hoping by that method to
win the young man's heart away from the
chorus girl to whom he pays all his attention.
Linda does her most successful taunting
when she allows herself to be seen about
with the Baron de Montigny, a gay, funloving_ faker who makes a business of
marrying into money.
The picture's best moments are the
scenes between Miss Carroll and the Baron,
played delightfully by Mischa Auer. When
they are together, the film assumes a lighthearted attitude which it never seems to
catch when Jimmy, played by Francis
Lederer, is around. Lederer is not a happy
choice for the role, for he has little conception of light comedy. Madeleine Carroll
is both attractive and competent as Linda,
but it'sofMischa
Auer who
the picture
most
its charm.
In gives
the role
of the
chorus girl, there's a surprisingly good
comedy performance by Grace Bradley,
who sounds as though she's been studying
voice with Jean Arthur. Directed by
Elliott Nugent. — Columbia.
*^Hopalong Rides Again
Here is a rip-snortin' horse opera which
has more than its share of hard riding,
gun play and good clean western love. It
is easily the best of the Hopalong Cassidy
series, and will be enjoyed by sophisticated
audiences as well as its regular clientele.
Bill Boyd has made a swell cowboy

When you star in your own romances, take
a tip from the romantic stars of cinema
town... look your loveliest and best with a
flattering hairdress made with Hollywood
Curlers! Whether many curls
or just a few will frame your
face most becomingly .. .you
can have them quickly, easily
...right at home... with the
"Curlers used by the Stars."
Insist on Hollyiuood Curlers.
3 FOR 10c— AT 5c AND 10c STORES— NOTION COUNTERS
MEND
THINGS/
China
Glassware
Toys
Leather
Furniture
Books
1 A A At Hardware,
IV^Drug&IOc.Stores

DIETRICH GOES
HEARTED

LIGHT-

Marlene

mystery

parks
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stuff and is herself in December Modern Screen

AMY

COLOR

^itejpfc«|

BLACK >#tQ|
LIGHT B R.OWN
Gives a natural, youthful appearance
Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home; not greasy; will not rub off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35 all drug and department stores.
-1
SAMPLE
FREE
I
BROOKLINE
CHEMICAL
79
Sudbury Street,
Bostcn, CO.
Mass. Dept. M-ll-37 1
Name
".
Street
City
State.
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.
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Miss Ruth Adams — Laureldale. Pennsylvania. Miss Leola Bevis— Memphis,
J. F. Boylan— Washington,
Mr.
Tenn.
hy Buss — Omaha, NeDorot
D. C. Mrs.
braska. Miss Lorena Day— Canton,
Ohio. Mr. C. Dee Early— Kansas City,
Mo. Mrs. Otto Fiebing— Milwaukee.
Wis. Mr. Forrest D. Fithian — Wichita,
Kansas. Miss Theresa Gordon — Boston,
Miss Helen Greere — Newark,
Mass.
N. J. Miss Lorraine Hay — Dallas, Texas.
Miss Beatrice A. Heyl— Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Alvena Kendig— Tulsa, Okla. Miss
Marie Lynn — Youngstown, Ohio. Mr.
John M. Martin— Dayton, Ohio. Mr.
Walter McPherson— Detroit. Michigan.
Miss Edith Owen— St. Louis, Mo. Mr.
Milo Stewart — Denver, Colorado. Miss
Ileene Stone— Chicago, 111. Mr. Reme
Wirth.— New York, N. Y.

character of Hopalong Cassidy, and m this
one he continues to see that wrongs are
righted and rustlers get their just dues
from his trusty six-shooters. The story
follows the accepted pattern, the only
deviation being that the villain is a guy
<nven to dynamiting cattle— as mean a
trick as ever hit the plains. The villain,
brother, but
incidentally, is the heroine's
l credit that she is unit is to her eterna
aware of his nefarious doings.
The picture even devotes a little time
to romance, although that sort of thing is
o-enerally considered sissy stuff by the
rn heroes. Boyd, howopen-throated weste
ever never lets his love-making interfere
ing and his endless pursuits
with his shoot
of the villain.
Excellent in the supporting cast are
Nora Lane, Russell Hayden, George
Hayes, Lois Wilde, Billy King and Harry
Lesley Selander.—
Wort
ount.Directed by
Paramh.
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TAKE YOUR PICK
The new GRIFFIN A. B.C. liquid Wax
in black, tan, brown and blue. Just
spread it on with swab in bottle. It
dries in a jiffy to a shine.
—Or, GRIFFIN A. B.C. Wax Polish
in the jumbo tin, black, brown, tan,
ox-blood and neutral-it'swaterproof.

Kenny Baker and Gertrude
Michael in "Mr. Dodd Takes
the Air."
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Claudette Colbert wasn't speaking to the
Warner Brothers for a tew days, all because
the studio announced she was wearing a
red
wig forwants
her role
in "Tonight's
Night."
Claudette
it known
that theOur
story,
and
not her hair, is false. She had her own hair
dyed red for the picture.
Would it interest you to know
that in "The Awful Truth" Irene
Dunne had stand-ins for her gowns?
Robert Kalloch, who designed them, made
three copies of each gown worn by Irene
in the picture. The first gown was for
actual filming, and the second was for the
stand-in, in case of wear and tear on the
original. The third copy went to Irene's
stand-in. Generally the stand-in's costume
only approximates the one worn by the
star, but several of Irene's gowns in this
picture are of shimmering metal cloth and
bead work, and since this material produces
unusual highlights when photographed, it
was necessary for the stand-in's costume to
be an exact copy of Miss Dunne's.

Whatever
goes on at the
Troc to make
Phyllis Brooks
laugh
so
heartily,
doesn't seem
to strike Cary
Grant
as
funny at all.

And just look
who's here!
Miriam Hopand AntonkinsLitvak
go
stepping. He
seems to be
head
man
with kins.
La HopHere comes
the bride!
And, incidentally, the
groom. Anne
Shirley proudly displays
hubby, John
Howard
Payne.

Two kids, one from Shreveport, Louisiana, and the other from Abilene, Texas,
got off a freight train in Los Angeles.
They were headed for Hollywood — to see
Gene Autry. They wound up at the
Travelers' Aid Society. When Autry
heard about it, he dropped over and paid a
personal visit to his two young fans. Now
they're back home, but they've seen their
idol and have pictures to prove it.
IS y li
Most amusing — spelled a-m-a-z-i-n-g —
scene in "High, Wide and Handsome" is the
sequence in which Irene Dunne is called
upon to instruct Dorothy Lamour in the art
of singing a hot song. Miss D. sings well,
but she never has been classified as a hotcha kid, while Dorothy Lamour got into pictures because she sang the blues and served
them hot. Both of the gals must have felt
pretty silly.
□
□ □
You should have seen the mob at the
preview of "Vogues of 1938." Both the
inside and the forecourt of Grauman's Chinese see
were packed,
andeither.
they didn't
all
come to
the picture,
The word
was around that Garbo would be there.
Result was the biggest crowd of the year.
Practically everyone in Hollywood was
there — everyone but Garbo.
Henry Fonda is one of the actors in Hollywood who's given to sculpturing in his spare
time. He has been interested in sculpture for
some time, and just completed a fine head
of his wife. He exhibits his work only to
his friends,
theyfiner
all insist
firstrate
chiseler —andin the
sense he's
of thea word
of course. The Fondas have just bought a
house next door to their old pal, Jimmy
Stewart.
Bob Taylor sang a song in "Broadway
Melody," but you won't see or hear it in
the picture. Seems they held a sneak pre- view in San Diego — with the Taylor singing sequence. But the audience laughed
when Bob sat down at the piano. When
vou see the picture, notice a scene on
a train, with Bob seated at a piano
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playing "Yours and Mine." Eleanor
Powell asks him to sing it. "I can't sing,"
replies Bob. "You try it." And
she does.
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen. N. J.
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Be powder and rouge, and then allow pale, scanty
YOU
e carefully
most expressive
andyscraggly brows to mar what should be your
lashes E
You would be amazed at the added loveliness that
eves?
feature — your
could be so easily yours with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!
Simply darken your lashes into long, curling, luxuriant fringe withor the
the
— in either the economical Solid-form
famous Maybelline Mascarahow
your eyes appear instantly larger and
popular Cream-form— see
more expressive. Absolutely harmless, non-smartmg, and tear-prool.
Keeps your lashes soft and silky and tends to make them curl. At any
cosmetic counter — only 75c.
Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your eyelids,
and notice how your eyes immediately take on brilliance and color, adding
depth and beauty to your expression!
Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking, easyto-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that you will adore.
Every time you squint or blink your eyes the tender skin around your
eyes is creased, encouraging wrinkles. Help to avoid these crow s feet,
wrinkles and laugh lines — keep this sensitive skin soft and youtntul—
by simply smoothing on Maybelline Eye Cream each night.
effecof purity and
Maybelline is your absolute assurance now
The name
within the reach
tiveness These famous products in purse sizes are
what
see
and
today
them
Try
stores.
10c
all
at
of every girl and woman—
an amazing difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in
your appearance.

famous,, economical
Maybelline
rm Mascara
in brilliant
Solid-fo
Black, Brown,
vanity.
metal
gold
Blue. 75c. Refills 35c.

Cream-in
Maybelline
with r Brush,
Mascara,popula
form
Black,
zipper
dainty Blue.
Brown,
75c. bag.
Maybelline smooth-marking
Eyebrow Pencil. Colors to
match your Mascara. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamy, harmonizBlue. Blue,
Eye Shadow
or Violet.
Green
Gray,ing Brown,

to
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Eye
Maybelline
smooth
and Cream
protectaround
soften,
your eyes.
tender skin
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